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FIFTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION. 
Oonc·un·ent 1·esolution adopted by the House of Representativts Jllly 28, 1888, and by the 
Senate October l, 1888. 
· Resolved by the House of Rep1'esentati'qes (the Senate concurring), That there be ,printed 
of the Report of the Smithsonian Institution and of the National Museum for the years 
ending June 30, 1886 and 1887, in two octavo volumes for each year, 16,000 extra copies 
of each, of which 3,000 copies shall be for the use of the Senate, o,000 copies for the 




The Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution for the year ending June 30, 1886, consists of two parts, viz: 
P .A.RT ! .-Report of the Smithsonian Institution proper, showing its 
operations, expenditures, andt,eondition. ~ 
IL-Report of the United States National Museum, showing its 
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CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE U. S. NATIO~UL MUSEUM 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. · 
BY 
G. BROWN GOODE, 
.ASSISTANT SECnETAHY OF THE SMITHSOX1 A~ IXSTITUTION, IN CIIARGlf, OF- THE 
NATIOXAL MUSEUM. 
JI. Mfa. 170, pt. 2-1 1 

REPORT UPON THE CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 
NATIONAL MUSEUM DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
1886, 
In the report now presented, which relates to the year ending with 
June 30, 1886, it was my intention to have presented a general review 
of the history of the Museum, and of its several departments. The 
publ ication of this historical sketch will, however, be reserved for pre-
sentation at s·ome future time. 
LIST OF ERRATA, 
Page 33, for '' Berdell," read "Rerd'ell." 
Page 56, for" T. •.r. Lamb," read "T. F. Lamb." 
Page 56, for '' H. M. Meling,'' read "H; M. Malling." 
Page 60, for "Prof. I. H. Morrison," read '' Prof. J. H. Morrison." 
Page 108, for" J. U. Johnson," read "J. W. Johnson." 
Page 253, For "Rufus W. Deering," read "Romyn Hitchcock." 
Page 432, for "owfJvrnr;," read "ouifJacrtr;." 
_......,~~ --.,,..,-- """-'-""-5 vu- l7LHT v--.uJ.,ic;u-1s:n,ct,l,(jic), wuwu 1uay ue in tne city ot Wash-
ington," should be delivere.d to the Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, and, together with the new specimens obtained by exchange. 
donation, or otherwise, sh.ould be so arranged and classified as best to 
facilitate their examination and study.* 
It was not until i858 that the actual custody of the" National Cabi-
net" was assumed by the Regents, and appropriations were made by 
Congress for its maintenance. During the twenty-three years which 
followed, the collections were greatly increased and were made the 
subjects of numerous important memoirs upon the natural history and. 
ethnology of America. The public halls, with their arrangements for· 
the exhibition of a portion of the collections, also received a due share 
of attention, and a reasonable amount of instruction and pleasure was 
afforded to visitors. The appropriations however were small, the space 
limited, and t~e staff so inadequate, that little could be done except to 
keep the collections in a good state of preservation. 
# An act to establish the Smithsonian Institution " for the increase and diffusion of 
knowledge among men." (Approved August 10, 1846; Revised Statutes, Title LXIII, 
sections 5579-5594.) ·s ee also Revised Statutes, section 5586, and Statutes Forty-
. fifth Congress, third session, chap. 182, p. 894. · 
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REPORT UPON THE CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 
NATIONAL MUSEUM DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
1886. 
In the report now presented, which relates to the year ending with 
June 30, 1886, it was my intention to have presented a general review 
of the history of the Museum, and of its several departments. ThB 
pub]ication of this historical sketcli wrn, however, be reserved for pre-
sentation at some future time. 
The name NATIONAL MUSEUM was used in the Smithsonian Reports 
as early as 1868, though it was not until after the erection of the new 
building had been determined upon that this designation seems to have 
been actually adopted by Congress. It was without doubt the pur-
pose of Congress, as early as 1846, that a national museum should be 
established in Washington, and that it should be placed under the ad-
ministrative direction of the Smithsonian Irnstitution, then just organ-
ized. Such was manifestly the intention of the act of incorporation 
passed in that year, by which it was provided that "all objects of art 
and of foreign and curious research, and all objects of natural history, 
plants, and geological and mineralogical specimens belonging or here-
after to belong to the United States, which may be fa the city of Wash-
ington," should be delivered to the Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, and, together with the new specimens obtained by exchange, 
donation, or otherwise, should be so arranged and classified as best to 
facilitate their examination and study.* 
It was not until i858 that the actual custody of the "National Cabi-
net" was assumed by the Regents, an:d appropriations were made by 
Congress for its maintenance. During the twenty-three years which 
followed, the collections were great]y increased and were made the 
subjects of numerous important, memoirs upon the natural history and 
ethnology of America. The public halls, with their arrangements for· 
the exhibition of a portion of the collections, also received a due share 
of attention, and a reasonable amount of instruction and pleasure was 
afforded to visitors. The appropriations however were small, the space 
limited, and t4e staff so inadequate, that little could be done except to 
keep the collections in a good _state of preservation. 
* An act to establish the Smithsonian Institution "for the increase and diffusion of 
knowledge among men." (Approved August 10, 1846; Revised Statutes, Title LXIII, 
sections 5579-5594.) ·see also Revised Statutes, section 5586, and Statutes Forty-
fifth Congress, third session, chap. 182, p. 894. · · 
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The Exhibition of 1876 in Philadelphia was an event of great educa· 
tional importance to the people of the United States; and not the least 
of its benefits were the lessons it taught as to the possibilities for good 
· in public museums. The objects which were given to the United States 
for its National Museum, at t'he close of the Centennial, were of much 
intrinsic value, but were still more important, in that they led to the 
erection of a large building for the expansion of the museum itself. 
From 1876 to 1881 was a period of incubation. The museum embryo 
was developing, but it was within a shell of store-houses. From 1881 to 
1886, another period of five years, its growth has been rapid, though 
the organism is still in its infancy. These five years have been years 
of experiment, but it is hoped that it is now evident to the people and 
to Congress that the young museum is now ready to begin a promising 
progress toward maturity. . 
Among the most important features of the work, up to the present 
time, certain definite stages of progress have been attained, among the 
most important of which may be mentioned: 
(1) An organization of the 1\luseum staff has been effected-efficient 
for present purposes and . capable of expansion and extension as occa-
sion may require. 
(2) Through the agency of this staff, the materials in the Museum, 
the accumulations of nearly half a century, have been examined, classi-
fied, and brought under control. 
(3) The collections have been more than doubled in extent. 
(4) A beginning has been made toward the development of a thor-
oughly labelled exhibition series, available for the instruction of the 
public. 
(5) A thorough study of the organizations and systems of classifica-
tion in other museums throughout the world has been made, the results 
of which are beginnfog to appear in the work. of .tbe Museum sta.ff. .A. 
report upon the great museums of the world is in preparation and will 
soon be published. 
(6) Many new methods of installation have been dt:Neloped by experi-
ments in the Museum, and in the expositions in which the Museum has 
participated. These are finding favor, and are being adopted in many 
similar establishments at home and abroad, all(l will certainly add to 
the economy and success of our own administratjon. 
(7) Science has been forwarded by the publication of many hundreds 
of papers describing the materials in the Museum, while the work of 
specialists in the production of these papers has greatly improved the 
ignificance and value of the collect10ns. 
It i , I think, possible to show that Wa hington may readily be made 
the , eat of one of the greatest museums in the worl<l. It will perhaps 
be nei her practicable nor desirable to gather together in Washington 
collections of ancient and me(lireval art, such as those which adorn the 
capitals of Europe; but a representative series of such objects will un-
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· doubtedly grow up, which shall tend to educate the public taste, and to 
promote, so far as possible, the study of the elements of art and the 
history of civilization, as wen as to forward the growth of the arts of 
design. This having been accomplished, the attentfon10f the Museum 
should be directed inainly toward the exhibition of the geology and 
natural history of America, and its naturfil resources, to the preserva-
tion of memorials of its aboriginal inhabitants, and to the exp9sition 
of the arts and industries of America. 
In referring to the industries of America it is not intended to re com· 
mend that anything similar to what is generally understood as an '' in-
dustrial exhibition" should be attempted. 'rhe element of competitive 
display should not be admitted, and no two objects of precisely similar 
import should ever be placed side by side . 
.A.s early as 1851, the scope of the Museum was considered to be a 
question of great importance; but even now it is perhaps too early to 
speak definitely in regard to the nature of its future development. Tile 
first Secretary of the Institution, Professor Henry, was opposed to the 
accumulation of extensive collections at the expense of the Smithsonian 
fund. He did not underrate the importance of great collections, but, on 
the contrary, deemed it the duty of the Institution to point out the means 
by which they might be made, and to aid in this work by utilizing all 
opportunities for procuring specimens for distribution, by facilitating 
exchanges, and by assisting explorations. He considered the formation 
of a general collection, alt.hough beyond the means of the Institution at 
that time, an object which ought to engage the attention of Congrm,s, 
and wa'i firmly convinced that in accepting donations of specimens, 
preference should be given to those of importance for use in scientifi~ 
research, the study of which was likely to produce new and interesting 
results. Professor Baird, taking up the same administrative problem 
at a later period, and finding the conditions greatly changed, has 
forwarded enthusiastically the progress of the National Museum, sup_ 
ported as it now is by <lirect grants of money from the general Gov-
ernment. With the experience of these years it has become evident 
that the National Museum of the United States will of necessity have 
features peculiar to itself, developed in response to tho peculiar needs 
of the people of this continent. It should be remembered that the na-
tional collections of every principal European nation are divided into 
several groups, each under separate administration, though often within 
the general control of eome central authority. In Fl'ance, for im;tance, 
most of the museums are under the Ministry of Public Instruction, and 
in England, to a less extent, under the Department of Science and .A.rt. 
In London, in Paris, in Berlin, and in Vienna the public collections 
are .scattered through various parts of the city, in museums with dis-
tinctive names, and independent in their organizations. Much of the 
work which should properly be done by such museums is omitted, be-
cause no one of them has seen fit to undertake it; while, on the other 
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hand, much labor is duplicated, which is perhaps equally unfortunate, 
collections of similar scope and purpose being maintained in different 
parts of the same city. One of the chief objections to such division of 
effort is, that mttch of the value of large collections in any department is 
lost by failure to concentrate them where they may be studied and com-
pared side by side. In Washington the national collections are all, 
without exception, concentrated in one group of buildings. The Army 
Medical Museum will soon occupy a building side by side with those 
under the control of the Smithsonian Institution., and this proximity, 
in connection with the long-established policy of co-operation between 
the two organizations, will cause them to be, for all ,practical purposes, 
united in interest. . 
It is possible that, in the future, museums of specialties, occupying 
buildings of their own, may grow up under the control of other Execu-
tive Departments of the Government, but it is to be hoped that they 
will not be very remote from the chain of museum buildings already 
in process of formation, and that a harmonious system of co-operation 
will al ways be found to be practicable. 
The National Museum is now approaching an important crisis in its 
history. Its future will depend upon the action of Congress in granting 
it an additional building, for without more room its growth can not 
but be in large degree arrested. From this time forward it will be im-
possible to develop the collections satisfactorily without additional 
space. The laboratories and workshops are already entirely inadequate 
for the storage of the unexhibited collections and the accommodation 
of the preparators and mechanics, and .the exhibition halls do not afford 
suitable opportunity for the display of the materials already in order 
for public examination. Each collection, and above all each depart-
ment, should have a hall of its owD;, more or less completely isolated 
from those which adjoin it. It is evident that when several collections 
are placed side by side in the same department, much is lost in respect 
to effect and convenience of study, not to mention the still greater dis-
advantage of overcrowded space. 
A.-THE MUSEUM STAFF. 
Several changes have been made in the arrangement of the scientific 
staff <luring the year. The collection of Cenozoic Fossils is now in the 
custody of the Curator of Mollusks, the Department of Invertebrate 
Palreontology having been divided into three gToups, corresponding to 
the three principal periocls of geologic time, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and 
Cenozoic. Mr. John B. Smith was appointed Assistant Curator of the 
Department of Insects on August 1, 1885. Mr. Romyn Hitchcock, 
Curator in the Department of Arts and Industries, was granted leave 
of absence for two years to visit Japan for scientific exploration, and, 
having received from the Japanese Government an appointment as 
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Professor in the University of Osaka, departed on his .mission in July, 
1886. 
l\fr. W. V. Cox was designated Chief Clerk in December, 1885'. Mr. 
R. I. Geare bas been placed in charge of Correspondence and Reports; 
and Mr. A. Howard Clark is Assistant in charge of Publications, Sta-
tionery, and Labels. Mr. S. C. Brown, as Registrar, has charge of 
Transportation, Registry,_ and Storage. Mr. John Murdoch has been 
designated Assistant Librarian. 
By the death, March 19, 1886, of Mr. James Templeman Brown, the 
Museum suffered the loss of an enthusiastic worker, who had rendered 
efficient service in the development of .the Museum. Mr. Brown had 
made an exhaustive study of the whale :fisheries of the world, and the 
collection formed by him to illustrate the history of the New England 
whale fishery, will always be a prominent feature in the fisheries court. 
The Museum staff, as now organized, consists of two classes-the 
scientific officers or curators, and the administrative officers. 
There are at present 28 curatorships, some of ·which are divided, so 
that the number of heads of departments or sub-departments is 2G, 
and the .total number of men in the scientific staff 30, of whom 13 are in 
the pay of the Museum, and the others are honorary (or unpaid), some 
being detailed for this duty by the Director of the Geological Survey, 
by the Director of the Bureau of Ethnology, others by the Commis-
sioner of Fish and Fisheries, and by the Secretary of the Navy, while 
two are volunteers. These details are in every instance made in tlle 
interests of co-operation by those Bureaus of the Government engaged 
in work closely connected with that ·of the Museum. The paleontol-
ogists of the Geological Survey have found it to be so much to their 
advantag,e to have access to the paleontological collections of the Mu-
seum and tlle use of the laborato_ries, storage cases, and general ad-
ministrative appliances of the Museum, that they are permitted by 
the Director to assume the responsibilities of curatorships and perform 
a general work of supervision. It is intended, however, that the Museum 
shall provide pa1d assistants, to relieve the honorary curators of most 
of the routine work of their departments. 
B.-THE CONDITION OF THE COLLECTIONS. 
The reports of the curators indicate that the collections under their 
charge are in an excellent state of preservation. 
The perishable objects, such as skins of birds and mammals, the in-
sects, certain ethnological materials, and the objects preserved in spirits, 
have in most cases been provided with improved case accommodations, 
and a decided adv~nce has been made in the methods of preventing in-
sect ravages. 
During the year the collection of aboriginal American pottery in the 
northwest court has been opened to the public, and a series of casts of 
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reptiles has been placed on exhibition in the west range of the Smith-
sonian building. Almost the entire lower hall in the Smithsonian build-
ing has been devoted to the bird collection, though the Department of 
Mollusks still retains some of its specimens in the table cases between 
the bird cases in the alcoves. A small series of insects* has been in-
stalled in the southeast court of the Museum building, and the osteol-
ogical collection has been largely extended. The collections acquired 
by the Museum at the close of the New Orleans Exposition have been 
received and assigned. 
In connection with the administration of the collections, three hundred 
and twenty-two papers t have been published, of which a tabulated 
statement, by subjects, is given under the heading of '' Publications." 
In the report for 1884, when the last census of the collections was 
reported, the number of specimens in the Museum was estimated at 
1,471,000. During the last eighteen monthst the increase has been, as 
shown by the following table, 949,934 specimens: 
CENSUS OF THE COLLECTIONS. 
Estimated number of BpeaimenB in the seve,·al departments of the Museum, June 30, 1886. 
Department of Arts anu Industries: No. of specimens. 
Ma teria Medi ca .•. _ ..... _ ...•••...... __ .. __ . _ •.. _ ••... _ .... __ . . • 4, 850 
Textile In:dustries § •••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• _... • • • • • 3,064 
l!...,isheries ....•.....................•. .•.••...........•......•.. _ 9,870 
Animal products ............•••..••••.. ___ . ____ . _. _ .• _ .• __ •. . . . . 2, 792 
J:"oodst ...•.................•. ____ •.• __ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 82~ 
Historical relics .............••.....•...••••.•..• _ .. _.. . . . . • . • . . • 1, 002 
Paints and dyest ...•..............•........•....••.....••... ·.••. i 7 
The Catlin Gallery.............................................. 500 
Physical apparatus ....... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . 250 
Oils and gums t ...... ...... ..•••. ...•.. ...•.. .••••• ...••. .••.... 197 
Chemical productst .... _ ................ _ ..... __ ..... _ •. ____ . _... 659 
Musical instruments .. _ ......... _ ................... _ ......• __ •. 400 
Modern pottery ...................... _ •........... _ . . • • . . . . . . . . . 2, 278 
Coins and medals, paper money, etc . __ ....... _ .. _. _ •••.. _....... 1, 055 
II. (a) Department of Ethnology .. __ ......... _ ....•• __ ........ _ .. _ ... _ § 500, 000 
II. (b) Department of Prehistoric American Pottery.................... 25,000 
III. Deparment of Prehistoric Anthropology ....... _ .... _ .. _ .... _....... 65,314 
IV. Department of Mammals (skins and alcoholic specimens) . . . ... . . . .. . 7,451 
V. Department of Birds ..............••.............•. _............... 55,945 
V. (b) Department of Birds' Eggs ............•...•••...•.. _........... 44, 163 
VI. Department of Reptiles and Batrachians .. __ . .. .. . . . •.. .. .. . . .. . . . . 25,344 
VII. Department of Fishes ........•... _. _ ..•. _ ........ __ ... ____ • . . . . . . . . 75, 000 
IX. Department of Mollusks (including Cenozoic fossils)................ 460,000 
X. Department of Insects ........ _ ....... _ ..• _ .. _ .......• _. _ ...... _. _. 500, 000 
"Perhaps one-fourth of the material on exhibition formed the exhibit prepared for 
the New Orleans Exposition. 
~ Ninety-five of these papers wero prepared by investigators not officially conne~ted 
with the Museum. 
t January, 1885, to July, 1886. 
§ Estimated. 
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No. of specimens. 
XI. Department of Marine Invertebrates............................... *350, 000 
XII. Department of Comparative .Anatomy.................. . . • • . . . . . . . . 10, 210 
Skeletons ................................••....•......•... 1,987 
Skulls ......... __ .. _.. •. . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 6,581 
Antlers· .... _ ....•••... _ ..... _... . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . . 89 
Casts of brains ... _ ............••....•....••..........• - . . . . 34 
Birds' sterna .....................•.....•.........•.... · .... 1,519 
XII. (a) Department of Invertebrate Fossils (.Palezoic) ..•...••..•...... 
XIII. (b) Department of Invertebrate Fossils (Mesozoic) ... ~ ..........•.. 
+XV. Department of Fossil Plants ............••••...............•...... 
XV. Department of Recent Plants ...•.....••...•........•............. 
XVI. Department of Minerals ...................•......••••..••........ 
XVII. Department of Litho)ogy and Physical Geology ...•...•• : ••.• ---· .. 








Total ...............•.•...•.. _ ........ _ .......... ___ •.......•••... 2, 420, 944 
There have been no important changes in the assignment of exhibition 
space since the last report was prepared. In the hall devoted to the 
display of the materia medica collection, a portion of the collection of 
food substances has been arranged, and in a corner of ~he north Lall a.re 
exhibited a few of the objects collected for the section of steam trans-
portation. A few cases in the north hall have also been filled with 
coins and medals. The east end of the northeast balcony in the Smith-
sonian building has been occupied by t e department of Ethnology 
in arranging the collection of weapons. There are still several depart-
ments to which no exhibition space whatever has been assigned, on 
account of lack of room, and the only remedy is a new additional build- . 
)ng. A great mass of J:¥aterial is at present stored in the Armory Build· 
ing, and must remain there until Congress llas provided more spacious 
accommodations for the collections. 
C.AT.ALOGUE ENTRIES. 
The number of entries mad~ during the year in the Museum regis· 
ters of the several departments is 52,115, are indicated in the following 
table: 
Arts and Industries: 
· Materia Medica ...............•....•.....•.................... 
'l'extiles ............. _ ... _ .... _ ....• _ ...•••.................. _ 
:Foods ...............•........................ - . -.. -.. - ....•.. 
I-Ii~torical Relics, Coi us and Medals, and Modern Pottery ...•••. 
~t~n!~~nJ!Ise~.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Chemical Products ........•................••.••.••...•••..... 











Ethnology ........ . ............................................... - - ..... . 
.American Prehistoric Pottery .....•.....•.....•....•....................... 
tr:!:~]~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::: 






* Duplicates not inc1uded. t Exel usi ve of Professor Ward's collection. 
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Birds' Eggs . . ..•••...•...•............ -..• -. -•..... - .. - - . - - - •. -- - - - - -- - - --
Reptiles and Batrachians .•••...............••....•••........••....•. -····· 
Fishes . .......... ........ ... ...... ... .. - . - - - -... -..... - - - .. - - - - - .. - - - - -- --
Mollusks (including Cenozoic Inverteura,te Fo~sils). The totul 11111uber of en-
tries is made up from nj.ueteeu differeut sene::i) .......................... . 
Insects ...•••....•......•.•.••........•.•.•.•••...•........ - ...•....... . --
Marine Invert~brates (excepting Mollusks): 
Crustaceans ................•..................••......... - - • -
Worms ......... · ...•...................................... -··· 
Tunicates and Bryozoa .......... "'.. . . •.......................... 
Radiates ...................... ~ ....... -....••............ - - - - -
Sponges and Protozoa ..............•.................•••••.... 
Comparative Anatomy: 
Mammals ...................••••............................•• 
Birds •••.•..••.•.••.. - - -•.. - - - - - . - ~ - - - . - - -- - . - - - - · -- · - - · · - · • · • 
Fishes .........•...........••..•. . -................ - - .. - - - · -- · 

















In vertebrate Fossils-Paleozofo . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610 
Invertebrate Fossils-Mesozoic .... ..... . ...• .....•...................... . - 1, 5~~ 
l<'ossil Plants ..•••.....••...•.. - - .. - . - - -- - . - - - - · - ~ - · - - - · · · · · · • • · · · • • • • · · · · · 
40 Recent Plants ..•.•... .....••...•........................ . ......... -- - . --- -
M1nerals ...............•..............•••.. _ .................••.....•..• ~. 772 
Lithology and Physical Geology ............................. _... .• • • •. . . . • 1,021 
Metallurgy and Economic Geology .•...•.•••..••••••••••••....•....••....•. · 5,506 
==== 
52,116 
C.-REVIEW OF -THE YE.A.R'S WORK IN THE SOIENTIFIO 
DEPARTMENTS. 
DIVISION OF ANTHROPOLOGY. 
DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES, 
The collection of textiles is installed in the northeast co_urt of the 
Museum, and. is provided with printed labels and illustrative diagrams: 
it includes a ver_y full series of the animal and vegetable fibers of the 
worlu., together with devices for spinning and weaving, and the various 
products of the textile industries. 
Much of the material inten<led for exbibitiou can not be installed in 
the now limited space available, and is stored away in boxes until in-
creased space will warrant its display. 
A few· cases containing food. specimens are on exhibition, and- the 
composition of tlie human body is graphically illustrated, together with 
its daily expenditure of tissues, antl the manner in which this is com-
pensated for by daily rations of foo<l. This collection is exhibited upoH 
the plan of the famous collection of similar character prepared by Dr. 
Lank.ester and others for the Bethnal Green Museum in Lonuon. It is, 
however, ba,'ell upon an entirely new series of analyses and a revised 
plan prepared b. Prof. W. 0. Atwater, of Wesleyan University. 
The,' )ction of materia m dica i under the charge of Dr. H. G. Beyer, 
U. S. Navy, wh ha been detailed for thi work by the Surgeon-Gen-
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eral of the Navy, under whose snpeevision the collection has been in-
stalled. Its increase during the year has been greater than during any 
previous year except the first, when the nucleus -of the collection was 
formed from the collections received from different national departments 
at the Centennial Exhibition, and by the gifts of W. H. Schiefflin & Co., 
of New York, which were remarkable for their interest and value. 
Among the most important accessions received during the year, were 
those presented by the Governments of Jamaica, Japan, and Mexico; 
the collection of Dr. Ed ward Palmer, from the States and Territories of 
the Southwest; and the gifts of F. Stearns & Co., of Detroit, Mich., 
and W. S. Thompson, of ·washington, D. C . . The curator bas devoted 
much time to completing his arrangement of the collectiori, and has car-
ried on several_ important investigations on the physiological. action of 
drugs. Seven original papers embodyiug the results of his investi-
gations have been published and are given in the bibliography, and two 
more are in press; others are in progress. Tbe exhibition series now 
contains 3,326 specimens, and nearly half of these are provided ,vit,11 
printed labels. The whole collection now inclm1es 4,850 specimens, and 
409 en~ries have been added to the catalogue during the year. A de-
scriptive cata,logue is now in preparation. 
There has been a constant improvement in the condition of the fish-
eries collection, which, since its inauguration in the east north range in 
1884, has been under the curatorship of Mr. R. E. Earll. Tlrn nucleus for 
this collection was obtained from the Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876. 
The fisheries of North America are now so thoroughly represented that 
there can be but little necessity for extending this f)'Ortion of the de-
partment, except by keeping it abreast of the time, by exhibiting mod-
ern improvements in apparatus, and the building up of certain special 
subjects rather of local importance, such as the· Chinese fisheries of 
the Pacific coa.st. Important contributions have been received from 
the Government of Siam through Minister Haldeman, from the Gov-
ernment of Japan, and the collections from Great Britain, Sweden, 
Spain, France, Holland, and Greece, acquired at the close of the Lon- . 
don Exhibition, in 1883, have been incorporated in the exhibition series. 
The necessity of more exhibition space is very apparent. 1'he fish-
cultural objects are almost entirely crowded out, and many oftbe objects 
are ·now hung against the wall at such a height as to render · them, 
and the labels attached to them, at least partially invisible. 
The collection of animal products is also under Mr. Earll's charge. 
· The nucleus of this collection was obtained at the Philadelphia Exhibi-
tion in 1876, and was greatly extended by the addition of material pre-
sented from the New Orleans Exposition. There are now on exhibition 
nearly 1,600 specimens, illustrating the applications of the produe.ts of 
the animal kiugdom in the arts aud industries. 
In the north hall of the Museum are displayed several hundred qb-
jects relating to the histor.f of soluiers and statesmen, and a large num-
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ber of srelics of important ev.ents. Here are the Washington relics, 
transferred in 1883 from the Patent Office, and which include much 
that is interesting in connection with the domestic aud field life of 
Washington. Amon'g other.relics may be mentioned the gifts of for-
eign Governments to President Jefferson, Commodore Perry, General 
Ripley, General Grant, and others; as well as memorials of many of the 
Arctic expeditions sent out by the United States and English Gov-
ernments during the last forty years, including those in charge of Sir 
,T ohn Franklin, McClintock, Kane, Hall, and De Long. During the 
year a la1~ge number of objects illustrating the history of the Southern 
Confederacy have been contributed; and it is hoped that the collec-
. tions to tllustrate the participation of the North in the war of the Re-
bellion may be similarly increased. 
The arrangement of a collection of coins and medals has been begun, 
and about 2,000 specimens have already been placed on exhibition. A 
series of medals illustrating the history of the United States, including 
bronze copies in duplicate of all the medals that have been struck at 
the Mint since its organization, has been deposited in the Museum by 
the Director of the )lint. The coin series is increasing, and progress 
has been made in classifying and labelling about 2,000 speci~ens of 
ancient Greek and Roman coins recently presented to the Museum, and 
of the numerous foreign medals at ·various times presented to the 
Smithsonian Institution. 
A section devoted to the history of transportation was organized un-
der the supervision of Mr. J. E. Watkins in 1885. The exhibit, which 
is at present small, includes the engine '' John Bull" imported from 
England in 1833 for the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and some 
objects illustrating the beginnings of the American railroad system. 
The report of Mr. Watkins presented in Part II, contains an exhaustive 
plan in connection with the development of this section, and it is hoped 
th~t it may be practicable to carry it out . 
.A collection of some two hundred and fifty scientific instruments, 
consisting for the most part of apparatus used by Priestley, Henry, and 
Hare, is temporarily exhibited in the north hall, as well as the original 
Morse telegraph instrument deposited by Stephen Vail. 
There are .included in this department ·a great many other collections 
which at present have no organized supervision, and to which additions 
are not at present specially sought for several reasons. Among these are 
the collections of musical instruments, modern pottery, anll porcelain, 
lacquer, and the various processes used in the reproductive industries. 
It is expected that the lithographic and allied exhibits will be shortly 
developed. 
Four large and valuable tapestries, depicting scenes in the life of 
Alexander the Great, and executed by Jan Leyniers, a celebrated Flem-
i h weaver who was born in 1627 and died in 1686, have been deposited 
by General P. H. Sheridan. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ETHNOLOGY. 
Prof. Otis T. Mason, curator of Ethnology, has been constantly en-
gaged in the preliminary classification of the immense -collections of 
material under his charge, with special reference to their final installa-
tion, devoting his attention chiefly to certain classes of objects, such as 
weapons of war and the chase, implements of agriculture, and other 
primitive industries. In addition to these great series classified ac-
cording to function, other groups of objects have been arranged with 
reference to ethnical considerations. 
In the cla8sification of the numerous groups of objects in this de-
partment, such as basket work, throwing-sticks, sinew-back bows,arch-
_ery, transportation, and the several handicrafts of the various tribes of 
Indians, an effort is being made to introduce the strict methods of classi-
fication and nomenclature which are already applied in the other depart-
ments of natural science. 
The Eskimo collection has been arranged in table cases in one of the 
exhibition halls in accordance w:ith the ethnic idea, although in the minor 
details of classification function and form as well as geographical dis-
tribution have been followed. 
In November, 1885, Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy, having been 
detailed for serv}ce in the National Museum by the Secretary of the 
Navy, was assigned to duty.in this department. 
The number of specirµens in this department is estimated by the 
curator at 500,000. During the year 1,344 entries were made in the 
catalogues. 
The interest of this department is constantly increasing under its 
present energetic management, and its value to visitors has been greatly 
enhanced by the extension of the system of descriptive labels. 
SECTION OF ABORIGIJ.~AL AMERICAN POTTERY. 
The accessions to this section during the past year have been numer-
ous and very important, especially those received from the Bureau of Eth-
nology. The material belonging to this department, together with the 
collections of South American aboriginal pottery, and of the extensive 
collections from the mounds, which have for many years been accumu-
lating in the archooological ball of the Smithsonian building, and have 
now been transferred to the custody of this department, have com-
pletely filled the northwest court. 
A special feature of this exhibition hall is the case, 260 feet long and 
4 feet 8 inches deep. This is in two compartments throughout, that in 
the rear being used for the storage of the duplicate and unassorted col-
lection of American pottery. 
Tl.Je value of these collections is practically inestimable, since even 
the modern tribes, who are still making pottery similar in its general 
f~b~racter to that which is here preserved, have deteriorated to such a 
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degree in their artistic capacity or skill, that their products are not 
therefore an exponent of their original artistic capabilities. So exhaust-
ive and monographic is this collection that any thorough study of Ameri-
can aboriginal P(?ttery must of necessity in great part be based upon 
this collection. 
Iu addition to his administrative work, Mr. Holmes, the curator, has 
been engaged in the preparation of a monograph of a number of collec-
tions from the Province of Chiriqui, in Colombia, and in investigating 
the influence of textile decoration upon the ornamentation of pottery. 
The collections made under the direction of the Bureau of Ethnology 
in the Mississippi Valley by Dr. Cyrus Thomas are deserving of special 
mention, as well as those of Col. James Stevenson and Mr. E.W. Nel-
son in the Pueblo country of the Southwest. 
The number of specimens in the collection is estimated at 25,000, and 
during the year 3,234 entries were made in the catalogues. 
DEPARTMENT OF PREHISTORIC ANTHROPOLOGY, 
The system of classification in this d~partment is ( 1) by material, all 
objects of. stone being placed together, as also of copper, shell, horn, 
clay, bone, and wood; (2) by form aud function, thus, stone pestles, 
arrow-heads, knives etc., are placed together; (3) by development, in 
order to show the gradual progression from the crudest to the most 
perfect form. · 
The total num be-r of accessions has been 2,751, and the more impor-
tant of these ar~ treated of on a geographical basis in the report on this 
department. 
The reserve series includes more than 40,000 specimens. 
In addition to the general collection, there is a spec~al or '' local" 
collection, in which sets of objects obtained from separate localities, such 
as a single grave, mound, or village site, are installed together. 
During the year one hundred and nineteen of these special collec-
tions have been placed on exhibition. This form of special collection 
is becoming of great importance in the department. 
Through the co-operation of the Bureau of Ethnology a large amount 
of valuable material has been obtained from West Virginia, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Ohio, Illinois, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and Arkansas. 
Dr. Rau is engaged upon the preparation of an illustrated work on 
North American pre-historic relics, which is designed to serve as a guide 
for visitors to the department, and as an explooation of the terminology 
of North American archreology. This will bear the title ''A Classifica-
tion of the North American Pre-historic Relics in the U. S. National 
Museum." 
No le s than 3,667 specimens have been added to the exhibition and 
study series during the year, making a total of 40,281 specimens in this 
series. The <luplicate collection numbers nearly O 000 specimens. Dur-
ing the year 647 catalogue entrie w~r~ made. 
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DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY. 
DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS. 
The administrative work of the department has been directed mainly 
to the preparation for an entire re-arrangement of the exhibition series. 
Twenty new specimens have been placed on exhibition during the year. 
There have been made 407 entries in the catalogue of the department, 
the majority of the accessions having been received from the Central 
Park Menagerie, in New York City, the Zoological Gardens at Phila-
delphia, and Barnum's Menagerie. 
The entire collection, with the exception of tlJe shrew-mole (Soricidm), 
has been studied and identified, and a card catalogue of the skins and 
.alcoholic specimens, which now amount to 7,451, has been completed . 
.A. rep(lrt was prepared during the year upon the mammals collected by 
E. vV. Nelson and C. L. McKay in .Alaska. Mr. F. W. True, curator, has 
in progress extensive investigations on .American cetaceans, and is at 
present engaged upon a revision of the dolphins. During the year Mr. 
True visited various points on the coast of North Carolina, to study the 
dolphin and porpoise ,fisheries. He has ·continued his studies upon the 
toothed whales, and in connection with the comparison of skulls of the 
.American species of lyrix discovered cranial differences between Lynx 
canadensis and Lynx rufus. He has also made a new study of the kan-
garoo rats. 
In the spring of 1886 Mr. William T. Hornaday, chief taxidermist, 
was sent by the Smithsonian Institution to Montana for the purpose of 
obtaining skins and skeletons of buffalo, now on the verge of extinction. 
I DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS. 
' .A.n important part of the administrative work of tbis department has 
been the extension of the collections by means of exchange. Two thou-
sand five hundred and eighty-one specimens_h-ave been sent out through 
exchange, and a full equivalent has been received .. .A.ltog)ether 4,147 
specimens have been added to the collection during the year, the largest 
contribution having been made by the Fish Commission steamer Alba· 
tross, in the Bahamas, consisting of 1,000 specimens and about 75 species, 
5 of whicli were new to science. Exchanges have been ·completed with 
the Musee d'Histoire N aturelle, in Paris, representing 86 specimens, 79 
species, from Madagascar and Cochin China; with the British Mu1?eum, 
~35 specimens, 179 species, from India and Europe; with the Mexican 
Geographical Exploring Expedition, 135 specimens, 75 species; and with 
Count Hans von Berlepsch, of Miinden, Germany, 60 specimens, 50 
species, of South .American .birds. 
More than half of the mounted coilection has been transferred to ex-
hibition stands of the improved standard recently adopted. The final 
labelling of the exhibition series Las been deferred by delays at the 
Government Printing Office, and ad vantage has been taken of the delay 
to revise the labels in order tha,t they may accord with the order of 
0 
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classiflcatiou adopted by the American Ornithologists' U niou, which is 
described in the report of the curator, Mr. Ridgway. 
Many important groups have been received for special critical revis-
ion, notably the various Procellarian gener~ .2/JJstrelata and Puffinus, 
and the genera Collinus, Larus, Lagopus, and Empidonax. Dr. Stejne-
ger has continued his revisions of Japanese ornitholog·y. 
An important research completed during the year was that upon the 
birds of Mexico, made by Professor Ferrari-Perez, of the Geographical 
Exploring Expedition of Mexico, who brought to Washington for the 
purpose the entire collection of birds in the National Museum of Mexico. 
Professor Ferrari-Perez's report was based upon the studies of the two 
national collections, and has been published in the Proceedings of the 
National Museum.* 
There are now 55,94:5 specimens in the collection, of which 7,000 have 
been set apart for exhibition. The exhibition series might advantage-
ously be made to include 15,000 specimens if space permitted 
SECTION OF BIRDS' EGGS. 
Much has been accomplished during the year by Capt. C. E. Bendire, 
U. S. Army, honorary curator, in the classification and arrangement of 
the collection of eggs and nests. The collection includes about 44,000 
specimens, of which 1,491 are on exhibition, 31,124 are in the reRerv~ 
series, and 11,548 are duplicate. More than 2,550 additions, in 253 lots, 
have been made during the year. It is to be hoped that before long 
it may be possible to give more space to this crowded collection. Cap-
tain Bendire has, as heretofore, made generous contributions from his 
private collection. 
DEPARTMENT OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS. 
The collections in this department are very inadequately provided 
with space, either for reserve or exhibition purposes. The collection, 
still under tne honorary curatorship of Dr. H. C. Yarrow, U.S. Army, 
includes about 25,350 specimens, which represent nearly every species 
of North American reptiles and l>atrachiaus. 
Prof. E. D. Cope has in preparation, under the direction of the Smith· 
sonian Institution, a report on the reptiles of North America, and has 
made a large number of identifications and descriptions. He has also 
completed his report on the Batrachia of North America, and identified 
all the undetermined batrachians in tbe collection. 
During the year 444 entries, including 1,705 specimens, were made 
in the catalogue of tlie department. 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHES. 
The curator, Dr. 'r. II. Bean, has re-examined the entire collection now 
iuclnding some 75,000 pecimens. No less than twenty-five barr;ls of 
alcohol were u d in refilling the bottles and repladog the old alcohol. 
• Vol. . rx, pp.125-190. 
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Nearly 15,000 specimens have been set aside for arrangement into sets 
for tlistribution and exchange. During the year, 662 entries have been 
made in the catalogue, bringing- the total number of entries up to 37,-
8!)3. 
Much of the curator's time has been consumed by his work as editor 
of the Proceedirfgs and Bulletins, and during the year Bulletins 23, 28, 
29, 30, and 31, were sent to press under his editorial supervision. 
The customary amount of special research has been carried on, and 
several reports upon special collections have been made. Considerable 
time has been .devoted by Dr. Bean and myself to the preparation of 
a report upon the extensive deep-sea collections of the U. S. Fish dorn. 
mission, aud those obtained by Mr. Alexander ~~gassiz in connection 
with tlrn work of the U. S. Coast Survey. 
Tlrn work of this department was, during th.e months of August and 
September, 1885, transferred to the Fish Commission headquarters at 
Wood's Holl, where all of the deep-sea collections were concentrated, 
overhauled, classified, and catalogued, and a considerable amount of 
systematic investigation carried on, a portion of the rmmlts of which 
have alre"ady been made public, and the remainder, it is hoped, will soon 
appear in a monograph of the deep-sea fish fauna of the Eastern At-
lantic, now for some years in preparation. 
The ease with which this extensive collection was handled in the large 
rooms which were available for the purpose at Wood's Holl, offers an 
illustration of the great need for the better accommodation of the fish 
collection in Washington. Work was finished in a few weeks at Wood's 
Hon which would have occupied four or five months in the cramped 
work-rooms in the Museum. 
DEPARTMENT OF .MOLLUSKS (INCLUDING CENOZOIC INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS). 
Under the curatorship of Mr. '\V. H. Dall, the department of mollusks 
bas made extensiYe progress during the year, especially in the matter 
of cataloguing·and arranging material which has accumulated in past 
years. 'rhe number of catalogue entries was 18,638, representing be-
tween fifty and sixty thousand specimens. Oniy about four times as 
many entries had been made during the preceding twenty years. 
The classification and systematic arrangement of accessions received 
in previous years, especially the Jeffries and Stearns collectious, have 
received special attention. 
Among the named species received, which were found to be of more 
than ordinary interest, were 71 from Bering Sea, a small series of land 
and. fresh-water shells from Manitoba: and a very fine series of Mada-
gascar land shells. As in previous years, the U. S. Fisb Commission 
made by far the most important contributions to the collection. 
A beginning has. been made in public exhibition, by placing on view 
an experimental case containing the chief types of Cephalopotls, pearls 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--2 
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and pearl formations, cameo shells, and sections showing the iuternal 
structure of various large and ornamental species. A prcrvisional dis-
play of the principal economic mollusks of North America has also been 
made. Under the supervision of Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, adjunct curator, 
an exhibit of the edible mollusks from the Atlantic and Pacific, of or-
namental species from tropical seas, and of land and fresh-water spe-
cies, has been installed. There is no room at present for the exhibition 
0f the general collection. 
The work of the curator and his assistants bas consisted chiefly in 
the identification of specimens for teachers and others iu various parts 
of the U 1aited States ; the identification and classification of the, recent 
or living mollusks of "the Atlantic coast of North America, as well as 
those of the Antillean-Caribbean region; and the arrangement of land, 
pond, and fluviatile gas.tropods, as well as the fresh-water Acephala, 
for the purposes of comparison and investigation in the matter of geo-
graphical distribution and variation of species as related to and affected 
by environmental conditions. 
Among the most important investigations in progress is that of Mr. 
Dall upon the deep-sea mollusks and his studies upon the Quaternary 
molluscan fauna of the United States; and the continuation of pre-
vious investigations by Dr. Stearns on the geographical distribution 
of the land and fresh-water mollusks of North America and- the varia-
tion of the same, as related to and affected by the physical characters of 
their environment. 
DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS. 
This department was organized three years ago, but little has hitherto 
been attempted beyond the preservation of the collections; Dr. C. V. 
Riley, the honorary curator, having been without an aid. An assistant 
curatorship, to which Mr. John B. Smith has been appointed, was estab-
lished at the beginning of this year, and additional accommodations in 
the laboratory and exhibition hall have been provided, thus permitting 
an important extension of the study and exhibition series. 
In October Dr. C. V. Riley formally presented to the Museum his ex-
tensive private collection of North American insects, containing over 
115,000 pinned specimens, re_presenting over 20,000 species. This col-
lection is the result of his labors in collecting and study for more than 
twenty-five years. 
It is estimated tha,t there are now at least 500,000 specimens in the 
Qollection. 
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Tlie following table shows the estimated numbers of the pinned and 
mounted specimens in the collection: 
Boxes. Specimens. Species. 
Hymenoptera •••••• •••• ••.• .••••. .••••.. ..•••. .... 66 
Coleoptera ..•••...•••.••••.•••••.••••• ·----- ...... 1'.]7 
Lepidoptera ...••••..•••• " •• - • • . • • • • . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . 338 
Diptera ...... ....... ...... •••• •••. ...•.. •••••. .... 21 
Hemiptera .•.....•.....••....•...••••• ------ ...... 5~ 
Orthoptera . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 64 
Neuroptera ...... .••••• ...... ...... .•.•.. ..•• ...... 14 
Arachnida and Myriapoda...... . • • • . . . . • • • . • . . • . . • . 2 
In sect architecture . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . • . • . . • . 16 
Miscellaneous (not yet arranged)................... 28 
























Total . ...... ...... ...••. ...... .... .••••• .... 766 115,053 15,328 
In addition to these pinned specimens, the collection contains some 
nineteen large boxes of alcoholic material, chiefly of the adoles.cent 
states of insects, comprising some 2,850 vials, in many cases several 
species being contained in a single vial. 'Xhe collection contains a large 
number of undescribed species in all orders. 
The early states of the minuter insects are mounted in balsam on slides 
(1 by 3 inches), of which the collection contains upward of 3,000, most 
of the slides holding the contents of three cover glasses. 
The mounted material is contained for the most part in double-folding 
boxes in book form, about 32 by 22 by 8 centimeters, lined on both sides 
with cork and paper. 
A certain proportion of the boxes are less than 7 centimeters wide, and 
are lined only on one side. There are also two cabinets, one with sixteen 
large, glass-covered drawers, and another (now at Dr. Riley's residence) 
of sixty glass-covered drawers. The specimens are all duly classified 
~nd labeled, and in_ excellent oruer and preservation. The labels in-
clude notes as to locality and food. habit, and are also in many cases 
numbered to correspond · to detailed notes as to adolescent states and 
habits. 
The collection was begun twenty-five years ago, and represents Dr. 
Riley's continuous collectings since, including his own types and many of 
other authors received in exchange. It embraces few exotic speciei, and 
is more particularly rich in biological material, containing more blown 
and alcoholic larvrn and puprn in connection with their imagos than per-
haps any other collection of North American insects. Including the 
unarranged and alcoholic material not connected with the pinned speci-
mens, there are over 20,000 species in the collection. · 
The curator has continued his work in re-arranging and perfecting 
different families in several orders, particularly among the micro-lepi-
doptera. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES. 
By far the largest part of the material received by this department 
was obtained by the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, while en-
gaged in making extensive explorations along the entire eastern coast 
of North America from the Grand Bank of Newfoundland to southern 
Florida and the Bahamas. The results of this exploration were of great 
value, since a large part of the region visited had never been systemati-
cally investigated before. Over two hundred and :fifty successful hauls 
were made with the dredge and the trawl-net. Among important dona-
tions from other sources were a fine series of deep-sea soundings from 
the Southern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, made by the U.S. steamer 
Enterprise, and large collections from the western and northwestern 
coasts of America and Siberia. . A inost interesting series of microscopi-
cal preparations of nearly two hundred.species of British sponges, mainly 
described or identified by Dr. Bowerbank, was supplied by the Rev. A. 
M. Norman, a distinguished English naturalist. 
The collection of Echini, or Sea Urchins, bas now been completely 
identified and arranged for reference and study. Of this group the 
Museum possesses 152 species, many of which are represe11.ted by ex-
tensive series of specimens covering a wide range of distribution. 
The curator has continued his studies of the parasitic copepoda of the 
Atlantic coast. He has also revised the collection of star-fishes, and 
thorougllly overhauled the species collected by the U.S. Fish Commis-
sion on the Atlantic coast north of Cape Hatteras. 
Work upon the collection of Ophiurans has been continued by the 
Hon. Theodore Lyman, who is at present engaged in studying the ma-
terial obtained by the .A.lbatross south of Cape Hatteras, and that from 
the western coast of North America, including Alaska. 
The number of catalogue entries during the year has been 7,074, a 
single entry often representing hundreds of specimens. The total num-
ber of specimens at present in the collection is estimated at 350,000. 
DEPARTMENT OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. 
The development of the osteological collection has been the chief 
work undertaken by the acting curator, Mr. True. 
Mr. Lucas has rendered most efficient service in the development and 
arrangement of the collection. It bas been the desire of the curator, 
to obtain a series of skeletona of thoroughbred domestic animal~, and 
several specimens representing the important breeds of dogs have lleen 
obtained. 
'rhe number of catalogue entries during the year, embracing birds, 
mammals, fishes, reptiles, and batracbians, was 1,017. The total num-
ber of specimens _in the collection is now 10,210. A card catalogue of 
the skeletons of the mammals has been completed. 
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DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (Paleozoic). 
This department is under the charge of Mr. C. D. Walcott, of the U. 
·S. Geological Survey. The collection now includes over 80,000 speci-
mens, of which perhaps one-third has been transferred by the U. S. 
Geological Survey to the Museum. During his connection with the 
Museum Mr. Walcott has thoroughly arranged this material. A very 
interesting series has been selected for: exhibition, although up to the 
present time it has been impracticable to place any material upon view. 
The curator has been engaged in a special research, in behalf of the 
U.S. Geological Survey, upon the stratigraphy and palreontology of 
the Cambrian system of North America. 
Prior to the year 1884 the increase in the material of this depart-
ment had been irregular, owing to the lack of time and means at the dis-
posal of the curator; during that year, however, Mr. Wa,lcott intro-
duced a thorough system of classification, and began the formation of a 
systematic collection of Cambrian fossils. 
DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (Mesozoic). 
The principal accessions to the coIIe·ction have been those received 
from the U. S. Geological Survey. The curator, Dr. 0. A. White, re-
ports that a total number of 1,563 entries were made in the catalogue 
during the year'. Among the accessions of special interest was a col-
lection of Cretaceous fossils from Mexico, and another of Lower Creta-
ceous and Jurassic from France. The total number of specimens in the 
collection at present is 69,742. 
Steady progress has been made in the . work of arrangement and 
classification; aud the collection is now accessible for purposes of study. 
The provisional arrangement which has been adopted, is purely strati-
graphical; though a broad lJiological classification under each geological 
period has been attempted. Mr. J. B. Marcou has re-identified all the 
type specimens, and bas pnblislrnd a catalogue of these in the Proceed-
ings of the Museum.* 
DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (Cenozoic.) 
Since the transfer of Mr. W. I:I. Dall from the· Coast Survey to the 
U. S. Geological Survey, in which he is now serving as palreontologist 
in charge of the later formations, this department has been organized. 
It is, :!:towever, really inseparable from the department of mollusks, of 
which Mr. Dall bas long been curator. 
DIVISION 01!, BOTANY. 
DEPARTM:EXT OF FOSSIL .A'N'D RECENT PLANTS. 
The attention of the curator of these two departments, Prof. Lester 
F. Ward, of the Geological Survey, bas been directed chiefly t3ward 
the study of the fossil plants: his sketch of the history and present 
" Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., VIII, 1805, pp. 290-344. 
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condition of fossil botany, published in the Fifth Annual Report of the 
Director of the Geological Survey, gives an excellent id~a of the char-
acter of the work which he has undertaken to accomplish in connection 
with the National Museum collections. 
The work of classification and arrangement has progressed, and the 
herbarium of recent plants is now estimated at not less than 30,000 
specimens: while that of fossil plants includes 7,439 specimens. 
Dr. F. V. Havard contributed large and valuable collections of plants 
from Texas aud the adjacent States and Territories, containing the 
types of his report on the '· :Flora of Wes tern and Southern Texas," pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the National Museum.* 
A card catalogue of the J oad collection of plants from the Old World, 
recently acquired from the Royal Botanical Garden at Kew, has been 
completed. This collection contains over 10,000 species, 9,000 of which 
were new to the Museum. 
DIVISION OF GEOLOGY. 
DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS. 
Under the direction.of Prof. F. W. Clarke, the department of minerals 
is now making rapid progress. During the year exchanges have been 
carried on with private collectors and with a number of public mu-
seums, among which may be mentioned the Ecole des Mines, at Paris; 
the Musee d'Annecy, in Savoy; the University of Sydney, Australia ; 
and that of Amherst College. rrhe total number of specimens received 
during the year was 800. 
Nearly 4,500 of t4e 18,401 specimens constituting the collection of the 
Museum, are now on exhibition. Esp~cial attention has been devoted 
to the development of the collection of gems and ornamental stones. 
In connection with bis official duties as chemist of the Geological 
Survey, the curator has been enabled to accomplish much scie~tifi.c 
work upon the Museum collections. He has made a study of the min-
erals received from Litchfield, Me., and the turquoise from New Mexico, 
and is at present investigating the chemical structure of the silicates 
and preparing a revision of the borates, and is also making a full series 
of analyses of tourmaline. 
DEPARTMENT OF LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY. 
Although the increase of material in this department has. not been 
very great, during the year the number of catalogue entries has been 
1,021. 
The exhibition series bas increased, and all the available cases are 
now filled. Much attention has been devoted to the preparation of the 
exhibition series and accompan;ying labels and to the completion of the 
study eries. 
* Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, 1885, pp. 449-533. 
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Among the more important accessions have been several relief maps 
received from the Geological Survey, a collection of rocks and building· 
stones from Mexico, a series of the rocks of Continental Europe, and a 
series of typical marbles and building stones from South Carolina, etc, 
There are several groups of exhibition specimens in process of prepara-
tion, among them being a structural series, a lithological series, ~nd a 
series of building and ornamental stones. These are in part o_g_ exhibi-
tion, though not in th€ir proper places in the _systematic collection. 
The curator, Mr. Merrill, is engaged in investigations upon the min-
. eralogy of the District of Columbia, the origin and nature of fulgurites~ 
and the durability of building stones, besides carrying on studies on 
local petrograpby; and has just completed a _catalogue of the collection 
of building stones now in the Museum. 
The total number of specimens in the collection is estimated at 
20,647, of which 17,647 belong to the reHerve serfos. Of the latter num-
ber 5,313 are on exhibition, 2,730 being -specimens of building and orna-
mental stones, and 1,829 belonging to the educational series of rocks 
and rock-forming minerals. There are, also, in the collection 3,400 
thin sections of rocks prepared for microscopic study. Of these nearly · 
200 have been added during the year. 
DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGY AND Ji:CONOMIC GEOLOGY. 
Owiug to the fact that so great a mass of material is already assign0d 
this department, which is under the curatorship of Mr. F. P. Dewey, it 
has not been considered wise to solicit additional collections, although 
much bas been received during the year. 
The special attention of the curator has been given to the arrange-
ment and classification of the mass of material received from the Insti-
tute of Mining Engineers, part of which arrived during this year. 
The preparation of the exhibition series has been going steadily for-
ward, and a portion bas been placed on exhibition as a preliminary dis-
p,lay. The curator has commenced the preparatiqn of a descriptive cata-
logue of the systematic collections, to serve as a guide to visitors. 
For three years past the curator has been employed in an investiga-
tion of the physical properties of coke, and has published a paper upon 
the porosity and specific gravity of different kinds oJ this material. 
The total number of specimens in the collection is estimated at 48,000, 
of which 17,000 are on exhibition. During the year 5,506 entries were 
made, including 8,552 specimens. 
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D.-REVIEW OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE WORK OF THE 
YEAR. 
It will be evident from what bas already been said that marked 
progress has been . made in the arrangement and identification of the 
material in the custody of the staff curators. At no time in the history 
of the Museum bas classification and installation received so much 
attent.ion. For the past five years the Museum staff has been overbur-
dened with the preparation of exhibits for Berlin, London, New Orleans, 
Louisville, and Cincinnati, and although much valuable material, which 
would other wise have been lost to the Museum, bas been obtained, it is 
equally true that during those years the progress of the Museum work 
proper has been necessarily made subservient, and has been seriously 
impeded. · 
The reports of the curators .indicate that better progress bas been 
made in the development of tbe exhibition series in the past than in 
any previous year. The systematic arrangement of many of the collec-
tions has been commenced, anu although much yet n~mains to be done 
in the installation and lal>elliug of specimens, the general appearance of 
the public halls is far more satisfactor_y than ever before. In the .three 
geological departments this .advance is especially manifest; as well as 
in that of com para ti ve anatomy. 
The Museum may well be congratulated upon this progress, for there is 
no reason to doubt that the systematic arrangement of all the collections 
will, during the next fiscal year, make still greater head way. 
The advance of the work has given an opportunity for much experi-
ence in methods of installation and labelling, and the principles of ad-
ministration which have .been tentatively laid down in previous reports 
have _been brought still further into experimental practice. It is still the 
belief of our administrators that there are certain cardinal principles 
which must be considered in the arrangement of co1lections in public 
museums. Each object should illustrate an idea, and no two objects 
should be shown, wllich illustrate the same idea in a similar manner. 
Furt.her than this, the idea to be illustrated should be explained on the 
' label in such a manner that any intelligem visitor, without previous 
special knowledge of the subject, may he able to learn why the object 
is shown and what lesson it is intended to teach. The objects, also, 
should be so carefully classified that their relations to each other may 
be recognized by the visitor, so that, taken together, they suggest cer-
tain general conclusions; and in arriving at them the visitor should be 
aided by certain general or collective labels, which should be supple-
mented, where practicable, by guide-books and manuals containing all 
the information upon the labels, arranged systematically and illustrated 
by engraving of the more important objects. 
The study erie include those pecimens which are not ulaced upon 
exhihiti n, but are retained in the laboratories or stored in the unit tables 
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in the exhibition hall~. This series is kept for pu~·poses of comparison 
and study, or as a basis for the preparation of monographic treatises. 
Numerous appiications have been received for the loan of specimens in 
the Museum, constitutiug types of the species, and as on several occa-
sions in previous years type specimens have been lost or otherwise de-
stroyed whilst in the hands'of the borrower, it has been found absolutely 
necessary to impose very . strict limitations upon the sending away of 
type specimens.· Free access 1s allowed to specialists in tbe examina-
tion of tllese specimens in the laboratories, but no type specimens are 
now sent to individuals. Formal applicatiohs by the authorities of other 
museums :a,re always, when possible, favorably responded to. In this 
connection a circular (No. 35) has recently been issued. It reads: 
Type specirnens will in future not be sent out of the National M useurn 
for purposes of study, except to officers of scientific institutions or so-
cieties who sha.ll charge themselves with the responsibility of their safe-
keeping and return. • · 
This action on the part of the Museum is in no way intended to act 
as an obstacle to those engaged in scientific pursuits, but is a necessary 
step iu_ order to insure the :finding of any given types when desired for 
study. 
1. PROGRESS OF GENERAL AND INCIDENTAL WORK. 
LIBRARY. 
The work of the librar,y has been carried on without any important 
changes from the methods employed in the previous year: it is, how-
ever, becoming yearly more · serviceable to the scientific staff of . the 
l\luuseum, as is shown by the fact that the number of books borrowed 
<luring the year is greater than ever before. 
The total number of books and pamphlets received during the year 
was 2,424 (exclusirn of regular periodicals). Of these, 1,372, or more 
than oue-half, were books Sf\lected from the extensive accessions of the 
Smithsonian Institution to be retained at this library, while the rest 
were sent to the Library of Congress. 
As usual, the chief contributor has been Professor Spencer F. Baird, 
to whom the library is indebted for 37 volumes, 192 pamphlets, and 2 
maps. 
Another important gift was that of Mr. J. U. Brevoort, of New York, 
which consisted of 16 volumes and 144 pamphlets, · almost entirely on 
icbthyological subjects, and many of them of great value. Among 
other contributions the most important are those from Mr. Robert 
Ridgway, U. S. National Museum, 52 pamphlets; the Smithsonian 
Institution, 5 volumes, 25 pamphlets; the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Sciences, 10 volumes, 20 pamphlets; and the U. S. Geological Survey, 
9 volumes and 2 pamphlets. . 
The periodical department of the library contains more or less com-
plete sets of 570 periodicals, chiefly the proceedings of learned societies 
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and scientific serials. A systematic effort is being made with the co-
operation of the Smithsonian Institution to fill up incomplete files and 
add new periodicals by means of exchange. 
A slight change has been made in the method of keeping the record 
of books lent and returned. The '' ledger by borrowers" has been 
discontinued, and, in place of it, 'the receipts or '' call-cards," signed by 
the borrowers, are carefully filed, thus serving to show what books each 
borrower has in his possession. On the return of a book, the card is 
returned to the borrower, and the entry on the" ledger of books issued" 
is cancelled. This plan has been found more efficacious than the old 
system, since by substituting two entries for three, one possible source 
of error is eliminated. The number of books borrowed during the year 
was 3,867. 
The card catalogue, by authors: bas been continued as in previous 
years. The total number of books catalogued during the year was 
2,923, of which 553 were volumes of more than one hundred pages, and 
the remainder pamphlets. 
The library is especially rich in scientific pamphlets, particularly 
authors' "extras" of their publicatio~s in scientific periodicals; and it 
is particularly import~nt that this collection should be extended . 
The work of putting the pamphlets into covers was begun in March; 
arnl at the end of the year, 1,706 pamphlets had been thus bound. 
The library is still in great need of money for the purchase of the 
latest editions of books of reference. Its most pressing necessity, how-
ever, is more room for the large and constantly increasing number of 
periodicals. 
EXCHANGES AND DISTRIBUTION OF DUPLICATES. 
The customary distribution of duplicate specimens has been continued 
during the year. The importance of this work was well character-
ized by Professor Baird in his report to the Secretary of the Institution 
in 1861: "When it is considered that all these f specimens] have been 
named and labelled by naturalists admitted to be of the highest authority 
in their respective departments, and that all have thereby the character 
and value of types, many of them belonging to species first described 
from Smithsonian specimens, or serving as the materials of elaborate 
monographs, it will be Teadily understood how much their systematic 
and judicious distribution by the Institution all over the world must 
conduce to the advancement of science." 
The extent of the work is shown by the table here presented. Of _the 
118 di tributions included in the table, 41 were to foreign institutions 
and individuals. 
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Table showing the nature of duplicate rnaterial disfributed between July, 1885, and July, 
1886. 
Objects. Species. Specimens. 
]Tishes ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... ..... ...... .... 14 
Pottery ..................... : . . • .•................... - - - - · · · · - - · · · · · 
J<'ossi ls ........................... - ...... - .. - . · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Mollusks................................................... 295 
Ethnology ..............•......••.......................... ···•······ 
tr~~~~:i~~~:::: .-.-.-.-::~.- .-.-::.-.-:.-.-::-.-:::::: ::::~.-:.-:::.-:.-:::.-~ ···· ··iis· 
Marine invertebrates, 32 sets............................... 200 
Miscellaneous...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
PI an ts .....................•••.•........ · · · - · · · · · · - - _-_ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Rocks .. . ......................•.•..... ,................... 145 
J\riau1mals...... ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .... ....•. .... ...... 61 
Casts of fishes .........•................................. _. , 12 
Reptiles................................................... 7 
'l'ex tiles ............ -............................ - - - .. -... · · · · · · · · · · · · 
















The number of applications for drawings and photographs of the 
standard styles of cases used in the Museum, which have been favorably 
acted upon during the year, has been 115. In addition, 57 s~mple cases 
and drawers have been lent to colleges and other institutions desirous 
of examining their construction, with a view to adopting similar forms 
in their own museums and laboratories. 
'l'be Mexican Geographical and ~xploring Commission, from which 
were received valuable collections of birds and othel' natural hi~tory 
objects, requested to be supplied with a full series of papers, working· 
drawings, etc., in connection with the operations of the Museum. In 
response to this request, a box was forwarded, containing thirteen cyano· 
types of working.drawings of Museum cases, sixteen -photographs of 
cases, a complete set of blanks and circnlars used in the administration 
of' the Museum, together with a set of Museum circulars and plans of 
tlle Museum buildings. The Smithsonian Institution and U. S. Fish 
Commission also sent specimens of blanks and circulars. 
Tb:e preparation of a set of casts of fishes and reptiles for the Ameri· 
can Museum of Natural Histor_y, in New York, was commenced and 
partially completed during the year. 
In October, 1885, the preparation of a duplicate collection of building-
stones for the museum above referred to, was completed. This task 
was undertaken in continuation of an engagement entered into be-
tween the American Museum of Natural History and the late Dr. George 
W. Hawes, while in charge of the collection of building.stones in the 
Museum and of the work of gathering material for the Tenth Census. 
Foreign exchanges.-Exchanges have been made with several foreign 
museums and institutions. Nine mammal skb:is have been received from 
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tbe Australian Museum, Sydney. An extensive exchange of ethnologi-
cal material is being arranged with the ethuologica,l department of the 
Royal .Museum of Berlin. Negotiations .for an exchange of mammals, 
birds and insects with the ~usee d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, are in 
progress. Thirty-five species of Jamaican fishes have been received 
· from the Public Museum of tbe Institute of Jll,maica. From the Cana-
dian Geological Survey have been received 67 species of Cambrian fos-
sils; and skeletons of Python molurus and Oercopithecus riifo-viridis, a 
specimen of .Pentacrinus and a set of marine invertebrates have been 
sent in exchange. M. Oharpy,* director of the Musee d'Annecy, .A.n-
necy, Haute-Savoie, Fran.ce, has sent four boxes of minerals, rocks, fos-
sils, and shells, etc.,. and an equivalent in Ohio and Oincinnat,i Silurian 
fossils bas been promised in exchange. The museum has sent to the 
Auckland Museum, New Zealand, large collections of ethnological ma-
terial, bird-skins, ores, and minerals, and has received i11 exchange 104 
specimens of New Zealand bird-skins. An offer of ethnologi<!lal material 
has been made to Mr. S .. H . Drew, of Wanganui, New Zealand, in ex-
change for marine invertebrates, fresh-water shells and fos£ils. From 
the Ecole des Mines, Paris, has been received a collection of FreRce. 
minerals, in exchange for which 71 specimens of United States minarals 
have been sent. Dr. Julius von Haast, director of the Canterbury 
Museum, Christ Church, New Zealand, has sent 7 fine specimens oi 
nephrite, and has received a set of marine invertebrat~s. Dr. von Haast 
has promised to collect skeletons of whales and seals for the National 
Museum, and has offered a series of New Zealand timbers, for which 
ethnological material has been promised. Extensive exchanges have 
been conducted with several of the musees under the direction of the 
Ministere de !'Instruction Publique, Paris. Six boxes of ethnological 
material were sent in August, 1885, and a number of casts of Indian 
heads in March, 1886, to the Trocadero Museum. The Minister of Pul>: 
lie Instruction has recently announced the transmission of 9 vases, from 
the Manufacture Nationale de Sevres, 8 pieces of tapestry from the 
Manufacture Nationale des Gobelins, and some specimens of tapestry 
work from the Manufacture Nation.ale de Beauvais. An excharrge of 
birds, fishes, and shells is being arranged with the Imperial Zoolog·ical 
Museum of the Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, R,ussia. Negotia-
tions are pending with Dr. F. R. ~entink, director of the National Mu-
seum of Natural History, Leiden, Hollaud, for an exchange of mammals 
from the East Indies and Africa, for American birds, reptiles, fishes, 
and marine invertebrates. Collections of mammal skins and skulls, 
materia medica, and reptiles have at various times been received from 
the Kurracbee l\fonicipal Library and Mus~um (James A. Murray, cura-
tor), in exchange for which 390t specimens of birds and 24 mammals 
have been sent. 
*Deceased. 
t Two hundred and seventy-eight of the!3e were transmitted in 1881. 
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Bird skins have been exchanged with M. Milne Edwards,* of the 
Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris. 
Dr. T. Jeffrey Parker, Otago University Museum, Dunedin, New 
Zealar:d, has offered :fishes, and desires American species in return. 
Negotiations are pending for an exchange of ethnologiGal material with 
Signor L. Pigorini, director Museo Preistorico-Etnografico, Rome, Italy. 
A series of textile fabrics (manufactured and raw) has been sent to 
Count Ito, minister of the Imperial household.department, Tokyo, Japan, 
for the Japanese Government. Four boxes of Japanese porcelains have 
been received from the Educational Department in Tokyo. An exchange 
of mammal skins has been effected with Prof. Tycho Tullberg, Upsala, 
Sweden, and an offer of birds and marine iilvertebrates in return for 
similar material has been made by the National Museum. 
Seventeen mammal skins have been received from Dr. C. W. <le Vis, 
director of the Queensland Museum, Brisbane, Australia. Specimens 
in exchange are being prepared for shipment. Dr. de Vis also offers a 
fcetus and skeleton of dugong in exchange for a maflatee. This offer 
is now under consideration. Mr. L. Wray, jr., curator of tbe Perak 
Government Museum, Perak, Straits Settlerne~ts, bas offered to present 
mammals, and to exchange tin-sand and wash-dirt from Perak tin-mines 
for mineralogical or geological specimens from the United States. 
Extensive exchanges have been arranged with Prof. Fernando Fer-
rari Perez, of the Mexican Geographical and Exploring Expedition. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
'Ebe eighth volume of the Proceedings has notyet appeared, although 
the last signature is dated December 7, 1885. A list of the signatures 
of this volume is given in Part IV of this report. 
During the year Bulletins ~3, 28, 29 and 30 were issued, and are briefly 
reviewed here. 
Bulletin 23 forms Part II of "Bibliographies of American Natural-
ists," and is entitled PUBLISHED 'WRITINGS OF ISAAC LEA, LL. D., oy 
Newton Pratt Scudder, 8vo., pp. lix + 278. The list of writings is pre-
ceded by a biographical sketch. The bibliography is arranged chrono-
logically. A list of genera and species, discussed and described, is ar-
ranged alphabetically; in addition there is a general index. 
The collections of the National Museum were largely increased by 
gifts from Dr. Lea's collections, and his writings are based, in large 
part, upon this and other material belonging to the National Museum. 
Bulletin 28. A MANUAL OF NORTH AMERICAN LAND SHELLS, by 
W. G. Binney, 8vp., pp. 528. 
This bulletin is an enlarged editio~ of a work entitled ''The land and 
Freshwater Shells of North America, Part r," published by the Smith-
.. Before completion of this exchange M. Milne Ed wards died, and the negotiations 
were continued with M. Onstalet. 
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sonian Institution in 1869. More attention is given in the present work 
to the subjects of geographical distribution, organs of generation, lin-
gual dentition, and classification; and species are grouped geograph-
ically. 
Bulletin 29. "RESULTS OF ORNITHOLOGICAL EXPLORA1'IONS IN 
1'HE 00lVI1VIANDER ISLANDS .A.ND IN KA1VITSCHA1'KA," by Leonhard 
Stejneger; 8 vo. , p. 382; 6 colored plates and map. 
This work is the result of the anthor's explorations in the Commander 
Islands and in Kamtschatka, and contains the conclusions at which he 
has arrived after careful examination of the avifauna of tha1 region, his 
investigations being based both upon material observed and collect_ed 
by himself, and also upon specimens in the collection of the National 
.lvlnseum. This bulletin conRists of three sections: (1) A review of the 
species of birds collected or ob,served by the author at the Commander 
Islands, and at Petropaulski, Kamtschatka ; (2) a synopsis of the birds 
reported to inhabit Kamtschatka; and (3) conclusions. 
The first section, which occupies the larger portion of the work, con-
tains one hundred and forty descriptions and numerous tables. Be-
sides technical descriptions there are references to the habits of the birds, 
and a few illustrations. 
The second section, a synopsis of the birds reported to inhabit Kamts-
chatka, contains a list of one hundred and eighty-six species, au at-
tempt being made to enumerate all the species which have been recorded 
from tbat place. A few names of species accredited to Kamtschatka 
without any reliable authority for the statements, are also included. 
The chief sources from which knowledge of the Kamtscbatkan orn~s 
is derived, are the explorations of Steller, Vossnessenski, von Kittlitz, 
and Dybowski; and the author bas based some of his statements upon 
their writings, as well as upon his own explorations. There is an ap-
pendix to this section, incorporatinginformation from'' Listedes Oiseaux 
du Kamtschatka et des iles Oommandeurs par le Dr. B. Dybowski et L. 
Ta·czanowski," with comments by the author. 
The tllird part-conclusions-is based upon tl1e two preceding sec-
tions of the work. Ti:Je relations of the avifanna, of the peuinsula to 
that of the islands are briefly discussed, and are exhibited chiefly in the 
form of tables giving· the circumpolar, palmarctic, Pacific, American, 
Siberian, East Asiatic, and other forms. The resideuts and migrants 
are described at some length, aud are cataloguell in tables. 
Bulletin 30. BIBLIOGRAPIIY OF l)UBLICATIONS RELATING '.l'O '.l'HE 
COLLECTIO~ OF FOSSIL INVERTEBRATES IN '.l'IIE UNI'.l'ED S'.l'ATES 
..... T A'.l'IONAL l\1USEUM, Ir CLUDING COMPLETE LI. ''.l'S QF 'l'IIE WRITINGS 
OF FIELD! 'G .B. MEEK, CIIARLES ·A. WIIITE, AND UIIARLES D. WAL· 
COTT, by John Belknap Marcou, 8rn., pp. 333. 
Thi ' Bulletin is third in the series of "Bibliogra,pliies of American 
Naturali t ·," and con ist of four parts: r, A biographical sketch and 
Ii -t of the published writings of li'ielding B. l\Ieek; n, Published writ-
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ings of Charles Abiathar White, introduced by a short biographical 
sketch; nr, A list of the writings of Charles Doolittle Walcott; rv, 
Bibliography of publications based !1pon the palrnontological collec· 
tion of the National Museum, by J. W. Bailey, F. A. Conrad, J. D. Dana, 
C. G. Ehrenberg, James Hall, Angelo Heilprin, Alpheus Hyatt, Jules 
Marcou, J. S. Newberry, D. D. Owen, James Shiel, B. F. Shumard, R. 
P. Whitfield, and a bibliography of the writings of J. W. Bailey, F. N. 
Nicollett, H. A. Prout, B. F. Shumard. 
·The manuscript for Bulletin 31: THE NORTH AMERICAN 'SPECIES OF 
SYRPHID..tE, by S. W. Williston, A. M., M. D., was sent to the Public 
Printer on January 11. 
In order to insure a more systematic and satisfactory criticism of the 
papers offered for publication in the Proceedings and Bulletin, an advi. 
sory committee composed of Dr. Bean, chairman, Professor Mason, Dr. 
Stejneger, Professor Ward and Mr. True, bas been appointed to ex· 
amine manuscripts offered for publication. , 
Part IV of this report contains a statement of the publications of the 
Muse um during the fiscal year, and also a bibliography of the papers 
by officers of the Museum, and by other investigators whose writings 
are based upon Museum material. The authors of these papers num· 
ber 71, 36 of whom are connected with the Museum, 8 being honorary 
officers. The papers number 323, and are thus distributed under tbe 
following subjests : 
Subjects. 
Materia Medica .. _ - ...... _ •...• ~- .. _ .... __ ••. _. __ . _ 
Fisheries .. - .. - - -.. _ - - - ..... _. __ ••.. __ ........ ___ •. 
E tb nology • ~ -•..• - .••..... _ ................ ____ ... . 
Mammals .. - - . - - - - .. -.•.. - . - ......• - - -............ _ 
Birds . . . . . .• - -.... - - .•. - . - ..... __ . _. _ .. _ ......... . 
:Fishes ... ·. . ..•. . ......... _ ....... __ ..•.••... ___ .. . 
Mollusks .•.•••................ - . - .....••......... 
Insects ................................. _ ..•.•. _. _ 
Marine Invertebrates ...........••.....••• ~ ... _ .. _ . 
Invertebrate Fossils .................... _ .... _ ..... . 
Plants .............. .......•....••••... _ ... _ .... _. 
Miuerals ........... .........•..................•.. 
Lithology ......... ···~··············-·-·······---
Metallurgy ...... _........ . . . . . . .... __ .. _ .. _ •..... 
Chemistry ..... ---·-· ................ ______ ...... .. . 
:Experimental Physiology and Histology ._ ....... _ .. . 
l\licroscopy .............................. _ .••... _ .. 
'l'axidermy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .......... . 
Biography and Bibliography ••••..•...... ___ ..... _. 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . .•..........•............. _ ... . 
Tota.I ...•...... ____ ...•...••.......•. ___ .. __ . 
By Mu- By other 
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VISITORS. 
During the year* the number of visitors to the Museum Building baa 
been 174,225, or an aserage of 563 persons each day, and to the Smith-




July ............ ......... _. ~ ............•...............•...... 
August ............................ -~ .••••....•.....•........ 
September .........•.......................•.............•... 
October ..............•...................••.....•.....••..... 
November ........••.• -----~.· .................•.....•.....•.. 
December .........•...........................•...•.•.....•.. 
1886. 
January ...•.......•.••... ~ ............•..................••. 
FelJruary .......••........... ! ... ---~ .•.••••.••.... ·---~- ... . 
~'1arch ........................................................ . 
April ........•..............•..................•••..•........ 
May ........................ _ .....•...•.•.........••......... . 
June ........................................ ~- .. -· -· .... ·· ·· 
Smith-















The total number of, visitors to both buildings since the record was 
first kept is given below: 
Year. 
ll:381 .•.......•.•....•••.•••••••••••••••. ·•···•·•· ·••••••· 
188t •••..........•.••••...•••..•••••••....•....•••.•..... 
ll;8:3 ...•....•..•..•••.........•••..••...•••....•••..•.... 
18i34 ...............••.•••.••••.... _ ....••. _ . __ •.••••• ___ _ 
lrsH5 (Ja.nuar -June) ...•....... .' ..............•.......... 

















Totals ......•••••...•..........••.................. 996,485 498, 085 
"Estimated on basis of register. 
t Estimated on basis of attendance from February 8 to December 31. 
STUDENTS AND LECTURES. 
As in previous years, all reasonable applications for permission to 
study the Museum collections baYe been grantecl. Mr. G. F. Matthew 
studied th Lower Cambrian fauna of New Bruuswick in the Depart-
ment of Paleozoic Invertebrate FossilR. Dr. U. Hart Merriam, Dr. R 
W. Shufeldt a11d others baYe publiRhe<l paperst based upon material 
" The Museum wa open to the pulJlic JO!:J days in the year. 
t See Part IV of this report. 
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belonging to the Museum. M:r. R. B. Riggs, under Professor Clarke's 
direction, made full analyses of the lepidolites from Maine, and the cry-
ophyltite and aurite of Rockport, Mass .. , belonging to the Museum col-
lection, and Mr. George F. Kunz has prepared a description of the col-
lection of gems and ornamental stones.'X< The material belonging to the 
Department of Mollusks which was takeu north of Cape Hatteras, has 
been retained for study by Prof. A. E. Verrill, at New Haven. During 
the winter Prof. E. D. Uope was engaged at the Institution upou special 
work, on the collections of reptiles; in tlte course of which he identi-
fied all the undetermined Batrachia in the Department 9f Reptiles, .and 
identified and described collections ma<l.e by the various correspond-
ents of the Institution in Mexico and in Central and South America. 
He also completed 650 pages of the report upon the Batrachia of North 
.America . Mr. H.J. Biddle examined a large series of ores from Mex-
ico and Missouri, and metallurgical specimens acquired for the Mm,eum 
at the New Orleans Exposition, making in all 2,400 determinations. 
Prof. Fernando Ferrari-Perez, of the Mexican Geographical antl Ex-
ploring Commission, at the close of the New Orleans Exposition, and 
at the invitation of the Institution, brought to Washington for exami-
nation a large collection of natural history specimens. Every possible 
facility was offered him at the Institution for the arrangement and 
study of this collection, the curator of birds and the curator of mam-
mals assisting him in determining the species. The visit of Professor 
Perez resulted beneficially for the Museum, since a large portion of this 
collection was given the Museum in exchange for material afterwards 
sent him. The curator of birds says concerning the collection of birds 
received from the Commission: '' This exceptionally fine collection, as 
regards preparation of the specimens, which had. been mounted entirely 
from fresh specimens, was of very great interest and benefit to the 
department, affording as it did. several suggestions of practical \7 alue 
and much-needed material for. study, including no less than five more 
or less remarkable new species." A catalogue of this collection was 
prepared by Prof. Ferrari-Perez and was published in Proceedings U. 
S. National Museum, Vol. rx, pp.125-299. 
A number of students were granted permission to associate them-
selves with a department in the Museum as volunteer workers. Lieut. 
T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy, rendered valuable assistance in tho Depart-
ment of Ethnology. Mr. H. H. James was received into the Mii;ieral 
Department. Lieut. Charles Barnes, U. S. R. M., spent a short time 111 
the osteological laboratory previous to his departure for Texas. In the 
taxidermist's laboratory Mrs. Berdell and Mr. William Crane received 
instructions in skinning birds and making bird skins. Mr. E. S. Lewis 
studied in the Department of Lithology and Physical Geology. Eight 
pupils have been instructed in Photography: Mr. George P. Merrill, 
Mr. J. T. Brown, and Mr. W. Hough, of the Museum; Mr. 0. H. Dodge; 
* Popular Science Monthly, April, 1886. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--3 
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Lieutenant Winterhalter and Dr. Nash, of the U.S. Navy; Mi;. Thomas 
Lee, of the U. S. Fish Commission, and Mr. H. L. Turner, of the Geo-
logical Survey. Mr. Dodge has already rendered valuable services in 
photography to the Museum. Mr. Merrill has photographed for his 
owu derartment numerous stone quarries, mud cracks, drift bowlders, 
etc. From Mr. Thomas Lee have been received several valuable nega-
tives which be made on the cruise of the Albatross. 
'rhe Saturday Lectures, given under the joint auspices of the ·.A.uthro· 
pological and Biological Societies of Washington, were delivered, as in 
previous years, in the Lecture Hall. The programme of the course was 
as follows: 
Saturday, March .6.-Mr: WILLIAM HALLOCK: The Geysers of the Yellowstone. 
Friday, March 12.-Prof. WILLIAM HARKNESS: How the Solar System is Measured. 
Saturday, March 30.-Prof. 'l'. C. MENDENHALL: The Nature of Sound. 
Saturday, March 27.-Prof. F. W. CLARKE: The Chemistry of Coal. 
Saturday, April 3.-Dr. C. HART MERRIAM.: The Migration of Birds. 
Satu1·clay, April 10.-Dr. w ASHINGTON MATTHE,vs, u. s. Army : The Gods of the 
Navajos. 
Friday, April 16.-Dr. D. B. SIMMONS: Social Status of the Women of Japan. 
Saturday, April 24.-Prof. W. K. BROOKS: Life. 
Saturday, 1,£ay 1.-Mr. LESTER l!~. ·w ARD: Heredity and Opportunity. 
Saturday, May 8.-Dr. J. S. BILLINGS, U.S. Army: Animal Heat. 
(f) MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES, 
As in previom; years, several societies have availed themselves of the 
privilege of using the Lecture Hall for their meetings. These have 
been the National Academy of Sciences, the Biological Society of Wa~h-
ngton, Entomological Society of Washington, and the Meteorologists, 
Convention. 
Since the papers read at the meetings of tbcse societies Lave in many 
instances related to the work of the Museum, and were illustrated by 
Museum specimens, the titles are given below: 
NATION.AL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
(Meetings April 20, 21, 22, 1886.) 
G. IC GILBERT.-Tlrn Geologic Age of the Equus Fauna.• 
T. STERRY HUNT.-Tho Cowles Electrical Furnace.* 
E. D. COPE.-On tho Phylogeny of the Batrachia.* 
E. D. CoPE.-On +I.io Phylogeny of the Placental Mammalia.* 
H. A. NEWTON.-Tho Comeli ofBiela.* 
ELIAS L0OMIS.-Areas of High. Barometric Pressure over Europe a.n<l. Asia.t 
. H. CUDDER.-Tbo Cockroach in tho past and in the present.t 
ALFRED M. MAYER.-O11 the <l.iathermancy of El>ouite and Obsidian, and on the 
pro<1netiou of Calorescencc by means of screens of Ebonite and Obsidiau.t 
ALFRED M. MAYEH.-On tbo Coefficient of Expansion of Eboni to. t 
ALFRED L iAYER.--On tbc determination of tho Cubical Expansion of n. solid by 
a n1 >thod which docs not requir calibration of voss~ls, weighings, or linea.r mcasure.t 
ALFRED :M. {AYim.- n Mea ·1nc of absolute H.a<lhttion.t 
B. D. ' •ology of tl.111 rccrion 11ear Zacualtipan, Ui<l.algo, :M:exico.t 
t Read April 21. tRead April 22. 
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EDWARD S. l\1oRSE.-On ancient an<l modern methods of arrow release.-,• 
THEODORE GILL.-Tbc ordinal and super-ordin::,i,l groups of Fishes. t 
35 
H. A. RoWLAND.-On the absolute an<l relative wave lengths of the lines of the 
Solar Spectrum. t 
WOLCOTT Grnns.-Platinous compounds as additive molecules.+ 
IRA REMSEN.-lnfluenco of Magnetism on Chemical Action. t 
ALEXANDER GRaHA~I BELL.-Upou the Deaf and Dumb of Martha's Vineyard (con-
tinuation of research relating to the ancestry of the Deaf). 
S. P. LANGLEY.-O11 tho Invisible Spectra.* 
G. F. BECKER.-Cretaceous Metamorphic Rocks of California (by invitation). t 
OGDEN N. ROOD.-Ou color contrast. 
CHARLES D. WALCOTT.-Classification of the Cambrian System of North Ame·rica. 
(by invitation). 
A. W. WRIGHT.-Crystallization of Platinum by means of the electric discharge 
in vacno.t 
W. IL BROOKs.-The Stomatopoda of the "Challenger" collection. t 
W. K. BROOKS.-Budding in the Tunicata. 
A. W. \VRIGHT.-Effect of Magnetization on the electrical resistance of Metals. 
R. :E. PEARY, U. S. Navy.-On a proposed expedition into the interior of Green-
land during the prl'sent summer with Disco as a base (by invitation). 
BIOLOG JC.AL SOCIETY OF WASHING TON. 
1'he first of the fortnightly meetings held during the year was the 
eighty-second regular mee~ing of the society. 
(October 31, 1885.) 
MARSHALL McDONALD.-Fish-culture a necessity for the maintenance of the shad 
fishery. · 
WILLIAM H. DALL.-Deep-sea Mollusks and the laws illustrated in their develop-
ment. 
RICHARD RATHBUN.-Remarks on the Wood's Holl Station of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission. , 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK.-Notes on the Red Snow, with exhibition of specimens. 
(November 14, 1885.) 
RICHARD RATHBUN.-Remarks on the Wood's Holl Station of the U. S. Fish Com-
mjssion. 
W. S. BARNARD.-Speeimen mounting case and method. 
JOHN A. RYDER.-A new and practical system of raising oysters on a large sca1e. 
FREDERICK W. TRUE.-On a spotted dolphin apparently iuentical with the Pro-
delphinus doris of Gray. 
(November 28, 1885.) 
THEOBALD SMITH.-A simple device for storing cover-glass preparations illustra-
tive of bacterial disease. 
W. S. BARNARD.-!. Environmental digestion; 2. Specimen mount, tube-holders, 
labels and stoppers. 
C. HART MERIUAM.-The work of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in economic 
ornithology. 
CHARLES D. WALC0TT.-Evidence of the loss of vital force in certain Trilobites on 
approaching extinction . 
1<,REDEJ.iICI~ W. TRUE.-A new study ofthe American pocket-r~ts: genus Dipodomya. 
"Read April 21. t Read April 22. 
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(December 1~, 1885.) 
J.M. FLINT, U.S. Navy.-Exhibition of representative specimens or Fora 11ti11ife,r,t 
from the dredgings of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatrass. 
ROMYN HITCHC0CK.-Tbe Red Snow. 
vV. S. BARNARD.-Digestion; environmental, etc. 
C. V. RILEY,.:._The Mildews of the Grape-vine. 
C. HART MERRIAM.-Description of a new subspecies of the common eastern C!1ip-
munk, Tamias striatus. 
(December 26, 1885.) 
C. HART MERRIAM.-Contributions to North American Mammalogy. 1. The genus 
Tamias. 
FRANK H. KNOWLTON.-Multiplication in the Gyncecium of Datura stramon'i,um, L. 
Ons T. MASON.-Mutilations of the human body. 
On January 9 and 23, 1886, the sixth annual meeting (eighty-seventh and eighty-
eighth regular meetings) for the election of officers was held. 
On February 6, 1886, the annual address was delivered by Mr. G. Brown Goo<k i.h e 
president of the Society, the subject being "The beginnings of American N aturnl His-
tory." 
(February 20, 1886.) 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK.-Demonstration of the resolving power of a new one-1-\ixteenl Ji. 
inch objective. 
D. E . SALMO~ and THEOBALD SMITH.-On a new method of producing im111 11 niLy 
from contagious diseases. 
C. V. RILEY.·-A carniverou:-:; butterfly larva. 
LESTER F. W ARD.-The Plane-tree and its ancestors. 
C. HART MERRIAM.-Contribution to North American Mammalogy. ~- Dcscripti1111 
of a new species of .Aplodontia. 
GEORGE VASJ!:Y.-NAw and recent species of North American Grasses. 
(March 6, 1886.) 
Gl!:ORGE VASEY.-New and rec£mt species of North American Grasses. 
CHARLES HALLOCK.-Hyper-in!:'tinct of 
1
animals. 
W. S. BARNARD.-Exhibition of a fungus, with remarks. 
H. G. BEYKR, U. S. NAVY-Remarks on Antipyretics. 
(March 20, 1886.) 
D. E. SALMON and THEOBALD SMITH-Notes on sorue biological analyses of Poto-
ruac drinking-water. 
H. G. BF.YER, U. S. NAVY-Remarks on Antipyretics. 
W. S. BARNARD....:Exhibition of a fungus, with remarks . 
FRANK H. KNOWLTON-Auditions to and clianges in the Flora Columbiana for 
l t:3 G. 
FRANK BAKER and J. L. WORTMAN-Recent investigations into the mechanisu-1 of 
the elbow-joint. 
(April 3, 1886.) 
FRANK BAKER and J. L. WOI TMAN-Recent investigations into the mechanism of 
tb elbow-joint. 
JOHN B. :\-11Tu- omc p cu1iar seconclary sexual cl..taracters in the Deltoids, and 
th ir supposed function . 
. UART lERRIAl\i-Contri bn tio11 to .i: orth American Mammalogy. 
iion of an >w uh pccie of Gray Sr1uirrel. 
3. I.Jcscri p-
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R. W. Srru~'ELDT, U. S. ARMY-Some early, and as yet unpublished, drawings of 
Audubon. 
THEODORE GILL-The characteristics and families of iniomous fishes. 
(April 17, 1886.) 
THEODORE GILL~The characteristics and families of iniomous fishee. 
FREDEmc A. LUCAS-Notes on the vertebrro of Amphiuma, Siren, and M(}1wpoma. 
FREDERICK vY. TRUE-1. Exhibition of a wood hare with abnormal growth of 
fur. 2. Some distinctive cranial characters of the Canadian Lynx. 
R. E. C. STEARNS -Instances of the effect of musical sounds on animals. 
JOHN B. SMITH-AnLs' nests and their inhabitants. 
(May 1, 188G. )· 
R. E. C; STEARNS-Instances of the effect of musical sounds OU animals. 
,JOIIN A. RYDER-The evolution of the mammalian placenta. 
T. H. BEAN-The trout of North America, with tixhibit ion of specimens. 
WILLIAM H. DALL-1. On the attachment of Lingula, with exhibition of speci-
mens. 2. On the di visions of the genus Pecten. 
(May 15, 1886.) 
JOHN B. SMITH-Ants' nests and their inhabitants. 
T. H. BEAN-The trout of North America, with exhioition of specimens. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On some new Chalciltid(R. 
C. HART MERRIAM-Habits of the Short-tailed Shrew. 
(May 29, 1886.) 
JOHN B. SMITH-Ants' nests anu. their inhabitants. 
T. H. BEAN-The tront of North America, with exhibition of specimens. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On some new Chalcididm. 
LESTER F. WARD-Exhibition of a specimen of the Palo ln, Cruz, or ·wood of tbe 
Cross. 
ENTOMOLOGIC.JL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON. 
(November 18. 1885".) 
OTTO LUGGER-On the earlier stages and habits of Omnia dimidiata. · 
D. P. MANN-On the Dewey decimal system of classifying and arranging books. 
J.B. SMITH-On Dr. Gerstrecker's paper on the systematic position of tho genus 
Pleocoma Le C. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On Thoracanthafloridana Ashmead. 
(December 3, 1885.) 
J. B. SMITu-On the occurrence of Ple.ocorna Belt1·ensi in Utah Territory. 
J. B. SMITH-On the larva of Apltorista vitlata. 
C. V. RILEY-On the larval habits of Lixus macer and L. parcus. 
E. A. ScIIWARZ-On the food-habits of an unclescribed calandrid beetle. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On the farval respiration in Corydalus conmtus. 
R. P. MANN-On the use of the Dewey decimal syst.em. 
(January 7, 1886.) 
Annual address of the retiring Pre~.ident, Prof. C. V. Riley. 
II. OsnoRN-Observations ou certain species of Hemiptera. 
OTTO LUGGER-On the li fe-hfLbits of Mes ites snbcylindrici,s and Plat11p11,s flavicornis. 
C. Y. RILEY-Ou the la.rvre and pupm of .dphol'i,<Jta vittata and Epipo01t8 punclal1ts. 
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(February 12, 1886.) 
· C. V. RILEY-On the food-habits of the larva of Fenesica tarqninius. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On tbe Chalcid genus Podagriun. 
OTTO LUGGER-On a new pattern of Aquarium. 
J. n. SMITH-On the odoriferom1 apparatus in Lepidoptcra. 
(March 4, 1886.) 
L. 0. HOWARD-Ou a parasite of Cynips quercu.s-saltatorius. 
J. B. S:'IHTII-On the structural characters of the Attacinm an<l. Cel'atoca mpinre. 
Gi!:ORGE MARX-'Jn tho strncturnl chamcters of Thclyphonns gigante11s. 
E. A. SCHWARZ-Ou the reuiscovery of Rhyncola,s col'ticalis Bob. 
(April 1, 1886.) 
E. A. SCHWARZ-On tho life-history of some North Amtwican Scolytidm. 
J.B. SMITH-On some features in the structure of the family Satu,rniidm. 
(May 13, 1886.) 
GEORGE MARX-On the strm:tural characters of the geuus I'liryn11s and on the 
classification of tbe famil.v Plwynidm. 
E. A. SCHWARZ-Ou the oviposition of Xyleborus ccclatus and 011 the gallorieB of 
M onarthrmn mali. 
(June 3, 1886.) 
J. B. SMITII-On the scent organs in the males of Leucarctia am·aia and J>ynliarctia, 
isabella. 
E. A. SCHWARZ-On a new food plant of Pieris rapm. 
OTTO LUGGER-On the introduction of certain foreign Coleopfel'a into Norlh 
America. 
OTTO LUGGER-On the fertilization of Cypripedinm acaule and tho Hu.rd Mn,ple. 
L. 0. HOWARD-On a remarkable case of muscular force exhiui1'ed in Canthon 
vigilens. 
E. A. Scrrw ARZ-On the Bracouid parasite of Pissodes st1'ubi.. 
A convention of meteorologists was held on February 34 and 25: 
General William B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer, in the chair. 
2. CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE WORK. 
(a) BUILDINGS AND LABOR, POLICE AND PUBLIC COMFORT. 
Tbe regular staff for police and inspection under tlie supervision of 
IIemy Iloran, superintendent of buildings, has included an assistant 
uperintendent, a clerk, au inspector, eight watchmen, five door-keepers; 
for con truction, care of buildings, and repairs, five carpenters, a painter, 
and a stone-cutter; for labor and cleaning, nineteen laborers (three of 
whom are con tantly detailed to watcbmen's duty), three attendants, aud 
tiv cleaner . For beating and lighting there were employed au engi-
n rand, for the greater part of the year, five fire.IT)en·. In the depart-
m nt of police and in pection, the ervices of an as ' istant superintend-
nt and £ ur watchm n have b en di pensed with. For construction 
an<l repair , th. for e h been decrea ed by three carpenters and two 
aiut r . 
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':1.1he following abstract of the report of the Superintendent of Build-
ings for the year will serve to show the various ways in which the me-
chanics and laborers have been employed: 
July.-The unloa,ding and storage of the metallurgical exhibits from Philadelphia 
were completed. The arrival from the New Orleans Exposition of the Smithsonian col-
lections commenced, and the boxes as soon as received were stored temporarily in the 
lecture hall. This was~ work of g-reat labor, and demanded the assistance of almost 
the entire laboring force. A portion of the collection of fossil plants was removed to 
the northwest gallery in the Smithsonian building, which had been assigned as a la,JJ-
oratory for the department. The Indian spears were removed from the Anthropolog-
ical Hall in the Smithsonian building to the northeast gallery, for classifica_t.ion and 
re-arrangement. Tb.e exhibit of the Department of Agriculture at New Orleans was 
received ~nd placed in the Museum building. The shelving in the main hall o~ the 
Smithsonian building-devoted to the display of mounted birds-was changed in 
accordance with the wishes of the cur.1tor of birds. This work occupied the time of 
carpenters a,nd pa.inters for several weeks. Five one-fourth unit sections were con-
structed for the Department of mammals, and tho flat-top cases in which the gem col-
lection had been exhibited at New Orleans were restorccl to the Mineral Hall. 
.Augnst.-Tho ca,rpenters commenced fitting and arranging shelving in the :floor-
uprigbt cases in the west hall. Nine pedestals for the Department of Comparative 
Ana.tomy were finished and placed in the Exhibition Hall. 
Septernber.-The erection of anew case for the Depa.rtment of Birds was commenced. 
The work of making and fitting shelving for the s1opc cases in the Department of 
Minerals, and the construction of diaphragms for the cases in the Department of 
Metallurgy were begun. The wooden annex building was moved 60 feet towards the 
west. Slope cases ·were arranged in the Gothic Hall, Smithsonian building, for the 
reptile casts. Table-cases were arranged in the laboratory and exhibition ball of the 
Department of Mollusks, and five hmmred trays fitted for the same. 
October.-Screens were placed along the galleries in the Smithsonian bui_lding in 
order to secure greater privacy to the curators to whom laboratories have been as-
signed there. The columns and walls of the main hall of the Smithsonia.n building 
,-,,.ere cleaned and repainted. The boat models, returned from New Orleans, were un-
packed and replaced on exhibition in the hall assigned to the section of naval archi-
tecture. A portion of the metallurgical exhibit in the west ha,11 of the Museum 
building was transfcrretl from temporary pedestals to exhibition cases. The Mexican 
casts were installed on pedestals prepared by the ca,rpenLers for their reception. A 
large number of empty cases were removed from the norLhea.st court. The re-opening 
ofthe Exposition at New Orleans caused the repacking a.nd reshipm~nt t,hither of a 
large portion of the exhibit of the Sti1to Department, ·which Lael been transferred to the 
custody of the Mnseurn. Shelves were arranged in the balconies of the rotunda for 
the reception of living pl~nts. 
November.- -The collection of musica,l instruments was removed from the east hrtll to 
tho north hal1, and the ethnological exhibits were re-arranged. 
Models and relief maps, received from the Geological Survey, were placed upon ex-
hibition. Shelving was arranged around the west basement of the Smithsonian 
building for tho convenience of the department of fishes. The repair of ca,ses in-
jured on the journey to and from New Orleans was commenced. The work-rooms of 
the taxidermist a.nd osteologist, in the annex building, were cciled. Tho collection 
of scientific instruments was removed from the east to the north hall. 
December.-Skylights were placed in two of the rooms on the west bu.lcony a.ml in 
one room on the sonth balcony. Tho "knock-down" cases from New 01;learn;, wllich 
bad been temporarily stored in tbe lecture hall, were remoYecl to tho east entrance, 
prepara,tory to being taken apart a.nd placed in storage. A 're-::i,rrangemcnt 0f Luo 
ma.s1:1 of material in tbe Armory buil<ling was effeet.cd, nn<ler the supervision of th~ 
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registrar. A partition was built in the northeast end of the annex building, and the 
gallery and ceiling extended. 
The hip-cases, returned from New Orleans, were placed in the hall devoted to the 
fishery exhibit, and the fish-casts removed from the southeaRt court and arranged in 
theni. The radiators were removed from along the wall in the northeast court further 
out into the hall, in order to admit the wall-cases intended for the display of furs. An 
experiment was made in frosting one of the windows in the main hall, Smithsonian 
building, in order to exclude the strong sunlight from the bird exhibit. A new style 
of case, resembling a bay window, was constructed for the northeast court, and 
proved satisfactory. The locomotive "John Bull," presented to the Museum by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, was removed from the Armory building and placed 
on exhibition in the north hall of the Museum building. Shelving for cases, the fit-
ting of locks and of trays, the construction of packing-boxes, the glazing of cases, 
the erection of screens, painting of wails, etc., the construction of new doors for some 
of the cases used in the department of birds, the relaying oi floors, the :fitting up some 
of the galleries in the 'Smithsonian building, and the construction of pedestals for 
exhibition purposes, occupied a great deal of time. ' 
January.-The construction of a half-pillar case was commenced. The work of 
making diaphragms for hanging photographs in the Fishery Hall was continued. A 
small room on the south balcony was fitted up for the curator of plants. The long 
hip-case in the Fishery Hall was painted and glazed. All the boxes, etc., which had 
been stored in the Lecture Hall, were removed, and the hall prepared for the course of 
Saturday lectures, to commence March 6. Pedestals were made for the Egyptian 
figures in the north hall. Mue.h time was spent hy laborers in clearing snow from 
the sidewalks. The dark room on the second floor of the northwest pavilion was 
fitted with shelves. A file-case was constructed for the assistant director's office. 
The large Indian canoe in the s~ction of naval architecture was suspended from the 
ceiling. Several of the doors leading to the vaults and storage-rooms in the Smith-
sonian building were lined with tin, with a view to rendering these apartments com-
paratively fire-proof. The totem-posts were removed from the statuary ball to the 
south wall of the west hall. 
Fcbruary.-A portion of the annex building was partitioned off as a laboratory for 
the Invertebrate Fossils. A railing was built in the Pottery Hall, thus cutting off a 
portion of the hall req_uired for assorting and repairing specimens. The construction 
of settees for the rotunda 'was commenced by the Museum carpenters. The shelving 
in some of the cases in the Anthropological Hall was refitted. 
Ma,·ch.-The tin roof over the Gothic Hall, Smithsonian building, was repaired. 
A railing was built around the lecture hall to protect the Catlin pictures, and in 
the section of naval architecture as a protection to some of the boat models which 
are fastened against the wall. An extension of the diaphragms to which the Catlin 
pictures are fastened was commenced. A sloping map-case for the department of 
lithology was completed. An old vault under the north entrance to tlie Smithsonian 
building was fitted with shelving for the storage of :fish-casts, mold8, etc. The settees, 
diaphragms, etc., already referred to, were painted, and also the five pine table-cases 
for the department of invertebrate of fossils. The Peruvian pottery was removed 
from the Smithsonian building to the Museum. Two storage rooms in the west base-
ment of the Smithsonian building were arranged with shelving for the departments 
of marine inve:i;tebrates and mollusks. The Indian pottery, which had been stored 
uchind the wall-case in the northeast court, was removed to the basement rooms in 
the east wing of the Smithsonian building. Three arch-screens were finished by the 
Museum carpenters. Unit table-cases were painted for the department of ethnology, 
and a double arch-screen was erected at the entrance to the lecture hall. Work 
upon eight settees for the Rotunda were commenced by the Museum carpenters . 
.Apl'il.-Tho construction of a 1::i.rge open screen by the Museum carpenters for the 
w st entrance wa commenced. The telephone room was frescoed and painted. A 
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large case was made for the filing of duplicate labels. The large sheet of plate glass 
was fitted ju the fur-seal case. A large sink with water connection was provided for 
the annex building. The collection of snow-shoes was removed from screens in the 
east hall and arranged on diaphragms over pier-cases. 
May.-The painting of some old fl.at-top cases in the main hall of the Smithsonian 
building, for the department of mollusks, was commenced. Carpenters were en-
gaged for eight days in making alterations in the large wall-case at the west end of 
the Anthropological hall, Smithsonian building. Casters were placed on some of the 
cases in the southeast court, thus removing the cases and their contents out of the 
way of dampness. The large wall-case just referrec1. to was painted. Work was 
commenced on the preparation of two hundred oak blocks for the installation of 
spears. A car-load of specimens received from New Orleans was stored in the south-
east conrt. 
Jnnc.-The construction of settees for the Rotunda was completed. The large ebon-
ized cases for tho Pottery hall were glazed, and locks were adjusted to cases in the 
departments of lithology and comparative anatomy. Much was done in painting 
walls, glazing and painting cases, diaphragms, pedestals, blocks, and label frames. 
During the year, besides the regular fo~ce, there were employed additional carpen-
ters, laborers, and painters, as ·occasion demanded. 
(b) ELECTRIC SERVICE. 
In the basement of the Smithsonian building and in the main and 
anthropological ba1ls there have been placed electric call-bells for the 
purpose of calling the superintendent .during business hours and the 
watchmen during the hours after the building is closed to the public. 
Signal buttons have been placed near the bells. 
The watch-clock system, which has been in use for eight years, has 
been re-constructed and put in good order. Three _electric time-clocks 
have been placed in the main exhibition hall and connected with the 
standard clock in the Museum building. The annex building, carpenter-
shop, and paint-shop have been furnished with watch-clock service. 
A large gong has been placed outside of the east entrance for the pur-
pose of calling employes outside of the main building. 
The library has been connected with tbe office of the mammal depart-
ment by means of a ~all-bell, and the engine-room is now similarly con-
nected with the photograph gallery. 
The time service, watch-clock service, and call-bell service have been 
kept in good order . 
.An electrical hydrostatic inqicator has been placed ,in the Armory 
building. · · 
Two call-bells, have been placed in the south towers. The time clocks 
are worked by a bMtery of fifty cells, a battery of forty-five cells work-
ing the other systems. These are in excellent condition. 
Considerable difficulty has been encountered ;in keeping the in-
tren.ched wires in or,ler, on account of the heat and condition of the 
trenches. · 
A list of the electrical apparatus iu the N atioual Museum at the end 
of June, 1885, was given in the last report,* since which date no im-
portant additions have been made. 
,. Pages 27-29. 
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(c) C·A.~ES AND FIXTURES. 
During the year ending June 30, 1886, $21,531.24* was expended out 
of the $4.0,000 appropriated for furniture and .fixtures, for exhibition 
cases, screens, unit drawers and trays, tablets, stands, unit boxes, lum-
l)er, plate glass, locks, brackets, and other necessary .fittings ; $3,171.93 
bas been expended for glass jars for holding specimens; $633.91 was 
expended for furniture for exhibition balls and office8; $1,771.96 was 
expended for apparatus for laboratories, halls, and repairs ; $378 was 
expended for grate and boiler .fixtures-a total of $27,376.04. 
There was also expended, out of the furniture and .fixtures appropria-
tion, for wages of mechanicR and laborers, and salaries of property clerk, 
accountant, copyist, and other necessary employes, $12,578.91,t leaving 
a balance of $45.05. 
(d) PROPERTY AND SUPPLIES. 
The methods employed in the department of supplies have been 
greatly improved during the year under the administration of W. V. Cox, 
chief clerk of the Museum. The force of clerks bas been temporarily 
increased, and steps have been taken toward the completion of the 
records, some of which were in an imperfect condition, owing to the 
rapid growth of the Museum since its reorganization. 
Experience bas proven that when a large supply of articles is kept 
in stock there is a greater tendency to waste and extravagance than 
when the supply is limited. In other words, no economy has been found 
* The following cases, screens, unit drawers, etc., have been made for the Museum 
during the year by outside constructors : 
25 mahogany unit table casef! ........... $2,150.00 
15 wh a:e pine unit table cases...... . ... 672. 45 
16 mahogany half unit table cases..... 768. 00 
5 wh '•~.e pino half unit table cases...... 150. 00 
2 white pine Salvin bircl cases.......... 157. 88 
1 white p ine sectional library case.. ... 21. 00 
4 white pine ¼·unit table cases . . . . . . . . . 78. 40 
1 whito pine card catalogue case....... 16. 00 
7 Kensington cases............. . . . . . . . . 478. 00 
1 white pine photo.mioroscopo case.... 36. 00 
1 white pine tile case................... 32. 50 
2 berbarinm cases...................... 165. 00 
10 reu woo<l insect cases................. 607. 00 
1 ash seal case . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 135. 00 
1 walnut case remodeled . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 85. 00 
9 fold screens, one·balf pillars . . . . . . . . . 667. 00 
10 poplar arch screens................. 150. 00 
1 oak mosaic screen ....... ·..•.•.......• 59. 00 
30 fold screens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 69. 00 
1 mineral dresser..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 00 
1 pair storm doors ................ - -. · -· 
15 mahogany and ash frames . . .. ...... . 
1 white pine base ........... . ...... .. ·· 
5,429 unit drawers and trays .......... -
M,440 pasteboard trays,· box.es, and 
covers .. ......... ................ .... . 
14,984 tablets for mounting specimens. -
763 bird st.ands and wire nests ........ - . 
100 insect boxes and c011k for lining ... . 
18,200 label.holders .•......... .... . -.. . · · 
1,689 plate glass . ... .. ................ - . -
530 locks .............................. . 
1,000 brackets and books .............. · 
File boxes and ho'lders ................ . 
Drawings for ca8es, etc . ..... .. . ... . .. . 
'.rravelmg; expenses to inapect cMes ... . 
Interior anu other necessary fitting8 .. . 


















Total . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 5'.ll. 24 
The following cases, diaphragms, pedestals, etc., have been made in the Museum 
carpenter shop. 
7 mahogany slope cases, half size. 
3 storage cases. 
7 poplar arch-screens. 
10 oak. settees. 
26 whito pine bases. 
4 oak bases. 
16 diaphragms. 
1 cherry desk. 
l walnut file case. 
1 mahogany file case. 
1 mahogany case for maps. 
1 mahogany file and drawers for case. 
20 walnut pedestals, a9sorted siz~s. 
t Tho highest salary paid wa!l that of property clork, $100 pPr month; lowest, copyist, $'.lOpermootll; 
av rage, $62.50. The greatest number of employ<::, iJ, a month wa!l 30; tbe smallest, 7; an averaire of 
16y'1 • Tho highest. wages paid mechanics ao1l Jaborc,r,.. w::ui $'.l por clay; lowest, $1.50; average, $2.25. 
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in buying larger quantities, even at a cheaper rate, than when only 
suffi0ient supplies for immediate use are procured. Therefore only arti-
cles of every-day use are now kept on hand. 
The method of procedure in issuing supplies has been changed. The 
usage of the present time provides that the heads of departments shall 
file a requisition, as formerly, for whatever may be required in his 
work. If the ~articles fire of a liind usually kept in stock, this requisi-
tion is presented to the property clerk, who attends to. it and makes 
proper entries in his books. If the articles are not in stock, the requi-
sition is sent to the chief clerk of the Museum, who mails proposals to 
established firms or manufacturers for the articles required. Upon the 
return of the proposals, the prices are inserted on the original requisi-
tion and it is sent to the Assistant Secretary for action. If t.he expendi. 
' - ture be authorized, the requisition is approved and returned to the 
chief clerk of the Museum, who makes out an order for the articles, 
sending also a notification to the property clerk for his guidance. The 
firm is required to deliver the articles, with a memorandum bill, to the 
registrar, who makes an entry of them in his books and turns the articles 
over to the property clerk. This officer delivers them to the person 
making the requisition, at the same time obtaining his receipt. This 
form is filed by the property ·clerk in his office. Itemized bills, giving 
the number of the orders, are required to be presented in duplicate 
each month. These bills are examined by the property clerk, and if 
found to correRpond to the notification in regard to quantity and price 
are certified to by him. The property clerk retains one of the certified 
bills and sends the other to the chief clerk of the Museum, who com-
pares it with the :-;tubs in the order-book. If it is. found to correspond 
to the orders, it is referred t0 the Assistant Secretary, who directs that 
it be paid. The bill is then sent to the chief clerk of the Smithsonian 
Institution, to be transferr~d to official forms. The voucher passes 
through the same hands as did the original l>ill and undergoes the same 
scrutiny and is ready for payment when it receives the approval of the 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Should a curator desire to make the selection of the articles himself, 
as scientific apparatus, for instance, a special form giving him that 
permission is furnished. This form, which stateR that the charges are 
just and reasonable, the curator signs, after obtaining the articles, and 
transmits with the bill to the property clerk, as in the case just men-
tioned. Proper entries are made in the books, so that at any time it is 
easy to ascertain tlle cost of articles and the amount expended for any 
department. It will be seen that, with so many checks and counter-
checks, the Museum interests are in every particular safel.Y guarded, 
and what may appear cumbersome routine after an greatly facilitates 
the obtaining of supplies,, accounting for the same, as well as the set-
tlement of bills. 
All the cases, :urnitnre, etc., belonging to the Museum are stamped 
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wHh the Museum cipher and numbered. Supplies are issued upon 
requisitions approved by the Assistant Secretary, which are filed with 
the property clerk, and the articles in each case are charged up to the 
<lepartment to which they have been assigned. 
Another change that has bee'n made during the year has been the 
appointment of a committee of experts to examine all cases, articles of 
furniture, etc., to see that the contractor has performed his part of the 
contract, i:tnd that the articles are up to Museum standard, anu therefore 
in proper_ shape .for acceptance. A seconu committee inspects lumber, 
iu order to see tlmt it is of the kind ordered, of the proper dimensions, 
antl is satisfactory for the-purposes !or which intended. A third com-
mittee examines tllc unserviceable property of the Museum, and reports 
what action in their judgment is desirable. These committees have per-
formed their duties faithfully and wit1J very satisfactory results, relieY· 
iug this office at the same time of much detail and labor. 
( ~) CORRESPONDENCE AND REPORTS. 
The Museum correspondence, which is under the charge of the exec· 
uti,e clerk, Mr. R. I. Gearc, has very largely increased. during the year. 
There have been written for the signatures of tbe Secretary and Assis· 
taut Secretary 1,169 letters and 1,001 acknowledgments of accessions, 
anu 209 reports upon specimens sent for examination have also been 
prepared. 
(f) PREPARATION OF LABELS, 
Five thousand eight hundred and sixty forms of labels have been 
printed at the Government Printing Office, as shown in the following 
table: 
Department,. No. of forms. Department. No. of forms. 
Metallurgical_.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 111 
Materia me<lica, ....... ..... . ...... 1. 407 
Ethnological ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 122 
Mammals. ... .......... . ........ . 34 
Birds . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . . . . .. . . . . . · 940 Textiles .•......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 274 
Shells _ ...... __ . _ . .. _ .. ... _ ... _.. . 264 
Fishes ........•••..•.• •...•.... ;.. 503 Total ........... __ .... __ .. . n, SGO 
Buildiug stones ..............•... _ 1,205 
Several hundred lahleR have also been printed in the Museum. 
3. TIIE WORK OP THE MUSEUM PREPARATORS. 
(a) TAXIDERMISTS. 
The work of the year was opened by a journey of the chief tax:iderm iRt 
to K~en , N. Il., in company with Mr. F. A . Lucas, the osteologist, to 
rec ive a full.grown Indian elephant, mimed ".Albert," whicll was shot 
l>y or r of Ilon. P. T. Ba,rnum at that town on Jnly 20, and presented 
t th ational Mn, enm. r111tc pr parators reacbed the elephant about 
tbirt. :four h urs aft r its <leatb , and: with the aid of four butchers, 
th animal wa quickly <li sect d. 111 two days the skin was removed 
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and successful1y preserved. .A.11 the bones of the skeleton were 
"roughed out," and on the third day skin and skeleton were boxed 
securely and shipped to Washington. The skin weighed 1,080 pounds, 
and when removed was in some places 1 ½ inches in thickness. Upon 
its arrival at the taxidermic laboratory it was preserved in a soft state, 
to be mounted as soon as practicable. 
Among the other important acquisitions of fresh specimens received 
during the year were a v0ry fine Burchell's zebra, a roy:il Bengal tiger, 
a horse antelope, water-buck, white-faced antelope, an eland, a llama, 
and a black macaque. 
Of the specimens mounted by the chief taxidermist, Mr. William T. 
Hornaday, the Bengal tiger and the Burchell's zebra seem worthy of 
especial mention. · 
These two specimens may fairly be regarded as showing the possibili-
ties of taxidermy in the treatment of difficult subjects. It is especially 
worthy of note that they are both so substantially mounted in ev~ry 
part as to render them essentially imperishable if kept under glass. 
Among other specimens mounted during the year were a number of 
very fine and rare ungulates of large size, including a water-buck, Afri .. 
can wild sheep, white-faced antelope, llama, and others; a very large 
and handsome leopard; a cheetah; an elephant-seal 11 feet in length, 
and a series of very fine kangaroos. 
Work in the laboratory was interrupted during seven weeks of May 
and June by the exploration for buffalo in Montana, undertaken by Mr. 
Hornaday and his assistant, A. II. Forney, accompanied by Mr. George 
H. Hedley, of Medina, N. Y. On account of the fear that it might be 
impossible to find buffalo at all, or at least without a search of three or 
four months, a start was made in the spring with the hope of finding 
animals before they would commence to shed their hair. 
By hard work and good fortune a few buffalo were found in Montana, 
but by the time the first specimens were killed they had shed their 
hair to such an extent as to render their skihs not fit to mount as typi-
cal specimens of the species. Accordingly the party returned imme-
diately with the collection already made, to go out again in October to 
finish the w·ork. A report of this exploration will be published after 
the work is completed, including a list of the collections made ·by the 
party during the month spent in the field. · 
A very important item of the work done by the chief taxidermist has 
been the installation of the exhibit of the Society of American Taxider-
mists, which is now very attractively displayed along the north side of 
the northeast court. It is greatly admirDcl, aml by many vjsitors is 
carefully studied. 
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List of mamrnals, etc., nwuntea by the l'axiderrnists of the U. 8. National .Museum during 
the year 1885-'86. 
PRIMATES. 
15323. Macacus maurus(Black Macaque). 
15126. Semnopithecus cucnllatus (Black 
Langur). 
CARNIVORA. 
14337. Felis leopardus (Leopard). 
14397. Felisjubata (Cheetah). 
_ 1:3661. Felis ornatus. 
1638. Felis catus. 
15041. Canis occideutalis (Gray Wolf). 
14267. Canis familiar is (St. Bernard Dog). 
15173. Cercoleptes cauclivo1vn1us (Kink-
ajou). 
PINNIPEDIA. 
14629. Macrorhiuus angustirostris (Ele-
phant Seal, 11 feet long). 
UN GULA.TA. 
1G120. Equusburchelli (Burchell'sZebra). 
1499i. Kobus e11ipsiprimnus (Water-
Buck). 
14956. Damalis pygarga (White-faced An-
telope). 
13069. Ovis tragelaphua (African Wild 
Sheep). 
13829. Nemorhedus crispa. (Japanese 
Goat), 
14114. Cervus columbianus (Black-tailed 
Deer). Head. 
14999. Cervus dama (!!.,allow Deer). 
15250. Llama glama. (Llama). 
RODENTIA. 
15172. Synetheres prehensilus. 
MARSUPIALIA. 
15772. Macropusruf'us t (RedKangaroo). 
15228. Macro pus rufus ~ ( Red Kangaroo). 
15297. Macropus rttfus 1 (Red Kangaroo). 
15295. Macropus robustus (Great Rock 
Kangaroo). 
1G299. Macropus parryi (Parry's Kanga-
roo). 
15300. Halmaturus dorsalis (Black-striped 
Kangaroo). 
15302. Halmaturus ru:ficollis (Red-necked 
Kangaroo). 
15303. Halmaturus temporalis. 
15304. lfalmaturus thetidis (Pademelon 
Kangaroo). 
15310. Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala). 
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS MOUNTED, 
Hexanchus griseus (Gray Shark), 10 feet 
8 inches long. 
MISCELLANOUS WORK DONE. 
33 mounted mammals were repaired. 
154 mounted mammals from New Orleans 
were' cleaned and cased. 
20 skulls were removed from skins of 
mammals. 
24 dry skins were relaxed, shaped, dried, 
and dressed. 
5 dry skins were poisoned. 
1 fur suit was repaired and dressed. 
17 boxes of specimens were packed for 
shipment. 
43 boxes of specimens were unpacked 
and distributed. 
4 students received instructions in tax-
i-lermic methods. 
One circular of directions was written for publication, and material 
for four illustrations was prepared. 
The exhibit of the Society of American Ta~i<.lermists was prepared for 
exliibition and installed. 
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LiBt of mammals in the flesh S<Jcured during th6 year. 
PRIMATES. 
lf>323. Cynopithecus niger. 
15'.%1'. Cebus hypoleucus(Wbite-tbroatecl 
Capuchin). 
lf>381. Cercocibus albigena. 
15482. Cercopithecus diana (Diana Mon-
key). 
1G251. Macacus pelops. 
U>TGULATA. 
15120. Equuslmrchelli(Burchell'sZebra). 
15215. Hippotragus equinus. 
15250. Llama glama (Llama). 
15318. Cervis axis porcarius; 
22185. Oreas canna (Eland). 
22187. Ovis tragelaphus (African Wil<l 
Sheep). 
15347. Cervus porcinus. 
PR0B0SCIDEA. 
15142. Elephas indicus, "Albert" (Indian 
Elephant), 8¼ feet high. 
CARN:IVORA. 
15387. Felis tigris (Tiger). 
15230. Felis leopardus (Leopard). 
lf>173. Cercoleptus. cauclivolvulus (Kin-
kajou). 
1G258. Putorius erminea (Erll1ine). 
RODENTIA. 
15172. Synetheres prehensilis. 
15220. Synetheres prehensilis. 
15249. Sciurns niger cinereus (Northern 
Fox Squirrel). • 
15320. Sciurus aureogaster (Red-bellied 
8quirrel). 
15280. Erethrizon epixanthus (Western 
Porcupine). 
15352. Dasyprocta isthmica. 
MARSUPIALIA. 
15174. Macropus walabatus (Black-tailed 
Kangaroo). 
15228. Macropus ru_fus (Red Kangaroo). 
Mr. Henry Marshall has, as usual, worked unuer the direction of the 
curator of the department of birds, and a great deal has been accom-
plished by him during the year. 
( b) OSTE0L0GICAL PRl!:PARATOR. 
The following table shows the numl,er of osteological specimens pre-
pared or mounted by Mr. F. A. Lucas during the year, as well as the 
number of animals received in the flesh, whose rough preparation in-
volved an outlay of considerable time and labor : 
Mammals. Birds. Reptiles. Batrachia. Fishes. 
Received in the flesh: 
Entire skeletons . ____ . ____ 39' 6 3 1 6 
Incomplete skeletons. _____ 
Cleaned: 
8 1 .. - - -....... -- . - --- ... ---.. 
Entire skeletons .... -- .. - - - .... 2:1 9 11 5 fi Skulls. ____ .. ____ . ________ 25 H ------ ..... -- - ... -.. -....... -. 90 
Incomplete skeletons ___ ._. 
Mounted: 
4 7 .. - .. - ~ ----.. -- .. - .. --... -- .. -- .. - .. - - .. 
Entire skeletons ----··---- 19 12 10 2 12 Sku11s-----· ·----- ____ . ____ 11 9 - - .......... - .... ...... - - ... -.. --. ......... ....... 
Limbs and other pieces. ___ 25 8 4 ...... ---... --.. 3 
This table gives a total of 372 specimens on which work was done 
during the year, including one whale 20 feet in length, and the full-
grown elephant" Albert." In addition to the work noted above, the 
plaster -cast of tb.e Giant Tortoise ( Oolossochelys) bas be~n mounted. in 
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the l\iluseum Buihling and completely repaired, an~l numerous skeletons 
transferred from pedestals of various patterns to others of the now 
adopted standards. The rapid accession of material has necessitated 
numerous re-arrangements of both tlie study and exhibition series, re-
quiring the expenditure of much time and labor. This and the prelimi-
nary work of rendering the collection of bird skeletons accessible for 
study have consumed a great portion of the osteologist's time. 
The specimens in the department of comparative anatomy have long 
been in confusion, ·and it bas taken several weeks to arrange them tem-
porarily. Before the cloRe of another year it is hoped that the work of 
installatio"n, if not completed, will be well advanced. Since the speci-
mens added to the exhibition series are dwelt upon at some length in 
the report of the curator of comparatiYe anatomy, it will be necessary in 
this connection only to acknowledge t110 valuable services of the assist-
ant preparator, :Mr. J. W. Scollick. The skeleton of Python in particu-
lar be~rs witness to his skill and patience. 
The osteologists now have in use three tanks, thirty-five barrels, and 
six kegs, containing seventy-on.e skeletons and. thirty-one skulls, a con-
siderable number of skeletons being ready for maceration, but not placed 
in barrels owing to the impossibility of cleaning them during the pres-
ent year. Two years ago the yard and shed, L\evoted to the cleaning _of 
skeletons, were enlarged to three times their previous capacity, but now 
the working space bas become greatly era.roped and still further enlarge-
ment is extremely desirable. 
(c) Mom,LERB. 
Mr. J. '\V. Hendley has been occupied in modeling and painting a 
large number of food Rpecimeus, and has repaired several lay p.gnres. 
He has also made casts of numerous archr.eological and ethnological hn-
plements for the departments of pre-historic anthropology and ethnology. 
1\1:r. Joseph Palmer bas made casts of fishes and reptiles, and of seYeral 
Indian heads and busts. He has also thoroughly cleaned and repaired 
t.he casts of seals, porpoises, and reptiles return~d from the New Orleans 
Exposition. 
(d) PH0°TOGRAPHER. 
Mr. T. W. Smillie reports that during the year 617 negatives have 
been added to the permanent files, the greater portion of which were 
llit;tributed as follows : 
Ethnological and archmological, 359; lithological 1 · mineralogical, 
7 4; ornithological, 3; metallurgical, 20; miscellane;us: 160. 
Three thousand two hundred and nineteen prints were made as follows: 
Ethnological and archmological, 1,317; mineralogical 87 · lithological, 
1 ; ornithological, 3; metallurgical, 58; fishing vessels, etc., 232; mis· 
c llan OU , 1,521. 
l n a<l ition, 770 blue prints and enlargements were made, as follows: 
C n Y e ( lans of workiug drawings of Museum caJses, etc.), 704; 
nlarg nts (m dium ize), 65; enlargements (4 feet by 7 feet), 1. 
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Eight pupils have been instructed in photography. 
Every facility is afforded these students for acquiring sufficient knowl-
euge of photography to be of practical use to them in the field. In ad-
dition to tllis, a large amount of routine work has been done, number-
ing arnl filing of negatives, making up outfits for expeditions, etc. 
Negative paper bas been adopted for field work, and in part the use 
of lJromhfo paper for making enlargements. 
The following apparatus has been purchase<l: Two Frangais lenses 
for field work, one roll-holder, one balance. 
· .A.t tl.le request of the Post-Office Departmeut, lVIr. Smillie was ordered, 
as an expert in testing inks, to test eleven cancelling and record inks for 
the Department. As none of the inks were indelible, a comparative 
test was made and a report on their relative values submitted. Upon 
this report was based a decision for making contracts for ink during tbe 
coming year. 
(c) ARTIST. 
l\lr. A. Zeno Shindler has painted 218 casts of Indian heads and sev-
eral casts showing tlle anatomical structure of fishes. He has retouched 
27 Coreau pictures, and has colored-33 photographs of machinery, In-
dia~s, etc. He lias painted 110 casts of reptiles, mammals, fishes, mol-
lusks, etc. He has also painted a collection of 23 Zuni masks, and per-
formed a. considerable amount of additional incidental work. 
(f) PREPARATOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF 
1
ARTS AND INDUSTRIES. 
Mr. E. H. Hawley bas continued bis work of preparing specimens for 
exhibition. This work is varied in character, including the repair of 
musical instruments, the framing of pictures, the arrangement of fibers 
and. cloths in frames, the mounting of photographs, the installation of 
costumes. Considerable time bas been devoted to the preparation of 
tl.10 Yarioas Japanese collections for exhibition. 
4. ACCESSIONS. 
Tile uurnber of boxes and packages received daring the year wa:s 
u,~90, iucludiug tllose wh:i.eh contained that portion of the objects ex-
hibited at tlie New Orleans Exposition, wl..ticli arrived in Washington 
after June 30, 18S5. The number of accessions represented by these 
packages was 1,4DG (-Nos. 1G207-17704). 
The geographical sources of tl.lese accessions is shown in detail in the 
geographical index to the list of accessions in Part v of this Report. 
It is tl.lought proper also to present ill this place a running review 
of the most important of the general collections. Every State and 
Territory of tbe United States, excepting the Indian Territory, is 
reprei-.ented in the list, and from tlle most of them llave been received 
contributions to the <lepartments of zoology, botany, mineralogy, and 
antliropology. Mauy of tlrn aceessious are small, cousistiug of a single 
object or of a few specimens. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--4 
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GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF TIIE ACCESSIOXS . 
l1FBICA.. 
Several portions of this cont inent are represented iu tl.J.e · Mnseum by 
small collections of material received from the New Orleans Exposition. 
These are principally ethnological, consistiug of clothing, musical in, 
stru ments, etc., and objects of art -work~ such as carved brass trays, 
samples of leather-work, and s tone · carvings of Scarabeus. '£wenty-
t hree species of .African mammals were received from the Museum of 
Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass., and a few birds. 
From A.Jgeria we have five slabs of marble from the old Roman 
qnari'ies, for many years lost sight of. 
An Egyptian mummy* in excellen t state of preservation and ob, 
t ained at Luxor, in Upper Egypt, by Hor~. S. S. Cox, Uniteu States 
minister to Tnrkey, was preseute(l by him to the Museum. 
This mummy measures 5 feet G iucbes, is delicately proportioned, and 
is altogether a very good specimen. No hieroglyphics or inscriptions 
have thus far been found, either on the mummy or on the outer case, 
whicb is also in a, good state of preservation. The face and head of the 
mummy are covered by a, mask of green cement, tlrn part covering the 
face being gilded. A. black streak one-half inch wide extends down 
the cheeks and across tlie chin, from eye to eye. Side by side on the 
chest lie four small tablets about the size of playing-cards, each one 
haYing upon it a, mummied figure of Osiris in a standing position. 
Two sli ield -slrnped ornaments lie across the breast and. stomacl.J re-
spectively; tue upper one has upon it the sacred beetle with spread 
,.·iug:::;, beueatll whicll is a Nilometer standing between the two figures 
wli icll support a globe upon the head. The faces of the figures are cor-
crell by a square piece of gold-leaf; at the end of tlle wings is rcpre-
reseuted ·the bawk head of Ra, also supporting a globe. Over the snr· 
face of the shield are painted representations of jewelry. Ou the lower 
figure appears a kneel ing figure of Nepte, with extended arms an<l 
wings. She wean; a hea<l-l>and upon her head, upon which rests a globe; 
on either side of the head of Nepte are two groups, each containing 
three small figures . Ostrich plumes appear i11 the corner of the shield. 
A.long the leg of the mummy lies a slleet of linen, cemented (Papicr 
mftche) at the top of which is a mummy on a <log-shaped b ier. At the 
hea<l of tbe uier i a kneeling figure, holdjng au ostrich plume. Below 
tlli ' i ' a row of kneeling figures holding plumes. Fnrtber do wn is a 
e •ou<l Nilometer, on either side of whicll a figure, with an implement iu 
eacb hand, faces two mummied. figure , both of wuich have the faces 
cone •al <l with a quare piec of golcl-leaf. Tlic feet are encased iu a 
co,-ering f cemented linen. 
Li ut. M . .A. bnfcklt, 1 . S. N a,y, c011tributed a collection of shells· 
from a laga · ar. 
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NORTH AMERICA. 
BRITISII A:'.\1ERICA. · 
Canada.-Among the objects received from the various provinces of 
Cana<la were bird-skins, minerals, ores, mammals, photographs of nat-
ural scenery, ethnological material, etc. 
A large series of fossils, from the St. John group, was presented by 
Mr. W. B. Hamilton. 
Mr. G. F. Matthews presented fifty-three specimens of Cambrian fos-
sils from the St. John group. 
UNITED STATES. 
Alabarna.-Interestiug mineralogical and ethnological collections have 
been received from S. E. Johnson and Frank Burns, of the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey, as well as various ores and minerals sent for ex_amina. 
tion and report. · 
.1-1laska.-From Fort Alexander, Mr. J. W. Johnson, Signal Service 
observer, sent an important collection of bird-skins (one hundred and 
five specimens) including skins of the recently discovered Plectrophenax 
ltyperboreus, also a collection of quaternary fossils in clay concretions, as 
wen as stone implements and objects .illustrating the domestic life of 
the Eskimo. 
From Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U. S. Navy, come an Eskimo mask, and 
varions implements and carvings, taken from graves of Shuaui in south-
::-astcrn Alaska. 
From Henry D. Woolfc, in charge of the coaling station at Cape 
Lislmrne, Alaska, belonging to the Pacific Stea,m Whaling Company, 
lrnve been received collections of great interest and of varied character, 
full lists being given in Part V; not the least interesting are the nests 
· awl eggs of several species of birds which breed in this remote localit,y. 
Mr. Charles H. Townsen<l, an assistant of the U. S. Fish Commission, 
was sent to Alaska by tbe Commission to make some investigations 
into the fur-seal fisheries on the Pribyloff Islands, and <luring bis stay, 
throngh the courtesy of Captain Healy, lw accompanied the United 
States revenue steamer Corwin to Hotham Inlet. Thence in the steam-
launch Mr. Townsend proceeded, irnder the gui<lauce of Lieutenant 
Cantwell, to the mouth of the Kowak, and up the river to the bead of 
navigation. On this occasion a large collection* of fishes, l>irds, mam-
mals, and plants, together with a valuable series of ethnological ob-
jects, was secured. 
The collection of birds is especially valuable, and among the rarest 
species maY. be mentioned: Tringa darnacensis, an Asiatic Rand piper, new 
to the North American fauna; Plectrophenctx hyperboreus, which was 
found breeding on Hall Island, in Bering Sea; a good series of the Una-
* Accession 16914. 
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lashka rock ptarmigan (Lagopus rupestris nelsoni), and a new species of 
Chickadee from the Kowak River, lately described as Parus stoneyi. 
Dr. T. Hale Streets, assistant surgeon U.S. Navy, of the Coast Sur-
vey steamer Carlisle Patterson, sends collections of fishes an<l marine 
invertebrates from Alaska. 
The latter are referred to at length in the report of the .curator of 
marine inventebrates . 
. Mr. N. Grebnitzki, the Russian governor of Bering Island, has sent 
important zoological collections from the Bering and Commander Islands. 
These are referred to in the reports of the· curators and in Part v. Es-
pecially noteworthy are the skeletons of a ziphoid whale, Xiphius Greb-
n-itslcii, and of the Northern mountain sheep, Ovis nivicola.* 
A.rkcinsas.-Dr. J. Guy Lewis, of Little Rock, gives a number of valu-
able minerals. 0. F. Brown, of Hot Springs, also gives minerals; and 
W. W. Morrison sends a series of quartz crystals. In addition, various 
minerals and ores ·have been received for identification . 
. ,-irizona.-Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of the Bureau of Ethnology, 
has placed in the M usemn a large collection of pottery, stone-perforators, 
grooved axes, mortars, pestles, grinding-stones, rubbing-stones, arrow-
shaft straighteners, stone carvings, qonc whistles, and paint-stones, ob-
tained by Col. James Stevenson. 
Mr. E.W. Nelson, formerly connected with the Museum, now living at 
Springerville, Arizona, has sent in interesting archmological specimens 
from the head waters of the San Francjsco River. These are described 
in the report of the curator of archmology. 
Roswell Wheeler, jr., of Sacaton, has sent some rare birds' eggs. 
Dr. B. J. D. Irwin contributed n, skull of a bay lynx and also an In-
<l.ian strainer used by .A.pache Indians in the preparation of "tiswin," 
an intoxicating drink made from the mescal plant. 
A collectiou of seventy-five specimens of stone implements was ob-
tained by purchase from J. H. Carlton, of Fort Thomas. 
l\faj. Anson Mills, U. S. Army, Tenth Cavalry, sends living specimens 
of the Gila monster, Heloderma suspect.uni. 
California.-One of the most interesting contributions from this State 
was that sent by Lieut. P.H. Ray, U. S. Army, illm,trative of tlle do-
mestic arts and industries of the Indians of Hoopa Valley. This is the 
subject of a special illustrated paper by Professor Mason, an<l. a descrip· 
tive list of the oue hundred and twenty-six objects in this collection is 
given in Part v.t 
Lieut. L. W. Green, of Baird, Cal., obtained a series of tools used by 
Shasta Indians in making bows and arrows, with specimens of their 
work . 
. B. Orcutt, of San Diego, sent fossil argonauta · in ind.umte<l. clay 
from south rn California. A 1arge numbm: of horned lizards, Phry-
nosoma coronatum, was obtained by Mis,· Rosa. Smitll, of San Diego. 
" .i\cccssioq 16 78. t .l\ ccession 17239, 
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Gustav Eisen, of Fresno, has sent interesting fishes and birds. C. H. 
Townsend contributed bones of whales and dolphins obtained at San 
Luis Obispo. Many zoological and mineralogical specimens were also . 
received for identification. 
Oolorado.-Specimens of Zuneite were received from W. F. Hille-
brand, of the U. S. Geological Survey, who also sent some examples of 
argyrodite, obtained from Himmelsfnrst in Saxony, and from which was 
obtained the new metal Germanium. William F. Doty, of Durango, 
Dr. William Hall, of Central City, Louis R. Sharpe, of Leadville, 0. II. 
Hahn, of South Pueblo, and others, send minerals and ores. II . .A. 
Tamen, of Denver, presented his '' Rocky i -fonntain ~nneral Cabinet," 
containing some very interesting specimens. 
James L. Foley presented a specimen of vVilliamson's white..:fish from 
White River, and a botantcal specimen for identification. 
Oonnccticut.-.A. F. Wooster, of Norfolk, contributed brook trout, 
melanistic examples of star-nosed mole, Condylura, and the horned owl, 
Bubo 1,1·irginianus. 1Ie also sent a stone ax, and a brass idol from Japan. 
Lewis 13. Woodruff contributed bir<l skins and a number of sets of birds' 
eggs. E. B. Houge, of Plymouth, N. H., sends a remarkable specimen 
of the brook-trout, Salvelinus, allied to t'b.e blue-blacked trout .of north-
ern New England, whose relations have not yet been thoroughly inves-
tigated. 
From George W. Lendereg, of Roxbury, were received-minerals. 
Dakota.-From this State only minerals have been received, ancl from 
the following persons: R. E. Pleming, of Mandarin; H. I. Brown, of 
Ponca.; S. H. Buc.luman, of Custer City, and Samuel Scott, of Rapid 
City. 
District of Oolumb-ia.-Capt. Tho1:llas W. Symons, U.S. Army, assist-
ant engineer of the District, gh-'es a rock drill of 'the kind used in the 
construction of the Washington aqueduct tunnel. George P. MerrHI, 
of the National Museum, Prof. Thomas Robinson, of Howard University, 
and Dr. William S. Mcllhenny, present minerals. 
James Watson sent specimens of fossil wood from the reservoir cut-
ting near Howard University. 
T. E. Skinner and Clarence Burke send specimens of birds. Charles 
W. Richmond presented the nests of fourteen species of birds. Milton 
Smith gave a small mammal, and J. H. Kuehling, Charles A. Bruff, and 
H. W" Henshaw, of the U. 8. Geological Survey, contributed serpents. 
Florida.-Prof. 0. P. Hay, of Iu<liana University, gave a collection of 
fishes. J. H. Batty and E. 0. Grec>nwood presented a specimen of the 
,roung of the new sub-species of owl, Syrnium nebulosuni a.lleni, a form 
new to the collection. Mr. Greenwood also sends several birds from the 
Thousand Islands. Dr. B. II. Warren, of West Chester, Pa., sent a col-
lection of insects, mostly Diptera, and George ·w. Roberts, of the same 
place, contrib"uted a col1ection of bird skins. Several desirable forms 
were purchase<.]_ from 0 .. J. l\1 ayn.ard, of Boston. 
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Charles T. Simpson sent a collection of marine shells, one hundred 
. and eight species, and other si~ilar contributions from Boca Ciega Bay 
- were received from the U.S. Geological Survey. 
From Dr. J.C. Neal, of Archer, was obtained a collection of fossils. 
He also sent some Indian beads from a mound. 
John R Jones, of Tallipa, and Hon. W. H. Sebring contribute some 
invertebrates, and Mr. Joseph Wilcox, of Media, Pa., sends a very in-
teresting collection of chipped-stone implements from the mouth of the 
Chesowishka River. 
S. F. Walker, of Milton, and T. A. Britt, of Jacksonville, presented 
minerals. 
Georgia.-Specimens of stalagmitic deposit containing bones of mam 
mals from Todd's lime-kiln quarry near Cartersville, were presented by 
the U. S. Geological Survey. Fossil teeth of a horse and a skeleton of 
snake from the same locality were lent for examination lJy John P: 
Rogan. 
From T. D. Perry, of Savannah, and W. B. ~Johnston, of Macon, were 
received zoological specimens. 
Henry Weidenbach, of Washington, presented archreological objects 
from Fairfax County. Minerals and ores were sent by vVilliam Beal, of 
Murphy, N. C., N. P. Pratt, of Atlanta, and J.P. Elrod, of Jefferson. 
Idalw.-From Francis Jefferey, of Ketchum, were received samples 
of the so-called American jute, proposed as a substitute for the jute of 
commerce. This is probably a species of rusll, Scirpus validus. 
Col. J. S. Shoup, of Salmon City, sends n, large and valuable collec-
tion of ores of the Territory; and C. Overman, Joseph Hostetter, an<l 
T. J. Turpin, of Grangeville, send minerals. 
From Capt. J. "M~ Lee, U. S. Army, of the Ninth Infantry, acting In-
dian agent at Darlington, were obtained two sets of bows and arrows 
from the Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians. These form a -very impor-
tant addition to the collection. 
Illinois.-During a vacation trip to Richmond County Mr. Robert 
Ridgway, curator of birds in the :National Museum, obtained a valua-
lJlc collection of birds, nests, and eggs. Zoological contrilJutions were 
also made by J. Schneck, of Mount Carmel; J. P. Leach, of Rushville; 
John K. Walker, of Rushville; 0. P. Rogers, of Marengo; E. B. Hoke, 
of Cordova, and H. G. Hodge, of York, who also sent an interesting 
collection of the fruits and woods of native trees. 
0. Arm 'trong, of Carrollton, made a.n arcbreological contribution, and 
A. .... Abbott, of Uniou Grove, sent, specimens illustrating the forma-
tion of fulgnrites. 
Indiana.-A large number of arcbreological objects obtained in this 
tate, er forwarded to the Museum, the most notable being those sent 
b J. R. i , ley, of Mansfield, Ohio; George Spangler, of Madison; 
A. B ck r, of Houth Bend; B. F. Stalker, of Nmv Providence; 
lack, of Wa hington, D. C., and Dr. E. C. Black, of Wheatland. 
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Collections of a similar character were also received from Col. J. T. 
Abert, of the~Jngiueer Corps, Washington, D. 0., and from B. W. Ever-
maun, of Indiana University. 
G3ological specimens were contributed by 0. A. Blackman, N. W. 
Wood, and 0. Whitcomb, of Leavenworth, and a collection of coal plants 
by Fletcher l\f. Noe, of Indianapolis. Some interesting :fishes were sent 
by Prof. David S. Jordan, president of Indiana Unhrersity. 
lowa.-J. W. Preston, of Baxter, and R. ,J. Haight, of Davenport, 
sent zoological specimens. · 
From the Charles City lVIarble Company was received a beautiful 
specimen of the so-_called madrepore marble, a form of ornam_ental stone 
not hitherto known in the arts. · 
Kansas.-Reptiles from southern Kansas have been received from 
Cllarles Ruby, U. S. Army, stationed at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Various zoological sp~cimens have also been received from A. M. Fuller, 
· of Lawrence; E. Bumgardner, of Holton, and Warren Kenaus, of Selina. 
Dr. W. S. Newlon, of Oswego, has sent mollusks from the Neosho River 
arn.l neighboriug streams. for identification. ]~rom A. B. Baker, of 
Banner, Trego CountJ, were purchased skeletons of the black-footed 
ferret, Putorius nigripes, one of tlrn rarest of American mammals. 
Dr. A. 0. Peale, of the U. S. Geological Survey, sends au int.crest-
ing· contribution to the department of physical geology, and Dr. A. R. 
Chase, of Millwood~ contributes bones and teeth of mastodon obta,ined 
at a depth of 30 feet below the surface, Fossil she1ls were sent by 
Robert Hay, of ,Junction City. 
Kentucky.-Zoologfoal specimens were pr-escnted by Mrs. Rie1rn,nl 
Car ter, of Cloverport, and T. II. Morgan, of Lexington. 
Prof. J. R. Procter, director of tl.Jc Geological Survey of Kentucky, 
presents a largo collection illustrating the coal .formation of the State, · 
including eight carefully prepared groups of specimens showing sec-
tions of different veins. Geological specimens were :ilso received from 
M. E. Morgan, of Gratz. Kentucky Q. Smith (Gerard Fowkc) sent 
two colicctious of archrnological objects. 
Lo,uisiana.-0. J. Barrows, commissioner for Louisiana at tlie New 
Orleans Exposition, presented an exceedingly interesting collection of 
the clothing and weapons of the Shetimaslrn Indians, including- several 
of their curious blow-pipes, used for the propulsiou of nrrows-the 
only weapons of the kind found among natives of North·Arnerfoa.; also 
samples of basketry· from the Choctaw lndian.s; corn--lrnsk basketry 
made by the negroes, and specimens of nan keen cotton and decortfrated 
moss fabrics. · 
Minerals were received from S. II: Houston, of New Orleans. ,John 
.i\L Aver,y, of New Iberia, who l1c1~ made many valuable contriimtions 
t.o the Museum from the salt works on tlrn island of Petit; Anse, pre-
sents beant.iful specimeus of salt, illustrating cleavage. 
}lfa,ine.-Samples of h"asketry from the .Pnss:1maquod<l;v Judinus were 
received from Mrs . . Fannie Pattaugal, of ·washington, D. C. 
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Mineral collections were contributed by George P. Merrill, of the 
National Museum; T. T. Lamb, of Portland; N. H. Berry, of South 
Paris; H. M. Meling, of Portland, and E. M. Bailey, of Andover. 
William Herrick, of Swan's Island, contributed some fishes and· sea. 
snails. . 
JJ!Jaryla.nd.-A large number of birds and otller zoological specimens 
from various places in this State were sent by Dr. T. H. Bean, U.S. 
National Museum; George L. Meazell, of Middlebrook ; ,John P. Ham-
lin, of ·washington, D. C.; George Marshall, of Laurel; H. M. Smith, 
U. S. National Museum; L. l\f. Turner, Smithsonian Institution ; J. D. 
Farden, of ·washington; Gwynn Harris, of Washington, D. C., an<l J. 
H. Tolbert, of Havre de Grace. 
Geological contributions were received from Michael Dooley, of Lon-
11eoning; Dr. F. M. Cbatard, of Baltimore, and C. E. Coffin, of lVIuir-
kii·k. 
A collection of coins of the United States, Germany, Great Britain; 
and Ireland was obtained from Ralph OoUier, of Laurel. 
JJiassachusetts.-An exchange' of rocks was effected by Mr. G. P. 
Merrill with Prof. vV. 0. Crosby, of Boston, and with Prof. B. K. Emer-
son, of' Amherst. Mr. 0. W. Chamberlaiu, of Boston; Mr. E. U. Green-
wood, of' Nantucket; and Mr. Willard Nye, jr., of ~ew Bedford, con-
tributed birds. Mr. J. Henry Blake, of Cambridge, sent parasitic cope-
pods from Provincetown. From Captain Doane, l\fr. Henry M. Low, of 
Rockport., and Mr. W. A. Wilcox, of Gloucester, were received fish. A 
grooved stone implement from Vineyard Haven was sent by Mr. 
Thomas Lee, of the U.S. Fish Commission. Specimens of feather-work, 
which had been exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition, were received 
from Milton J. Flood, ot Sterling. Mr. William Brewster, of Cam-
bridge, forwarded bird-skins for examination and report. 
Michigan.-Geological specimens were received from F. W. Noble, of 
Detroit. 
An interesting series of materia medica specimens was sent by Fred-
erick Stearns & Co., of Detroit. 
A. R. Dqdge, of East Saginaw, presented a specimt>n of Ermine, 
L'utorius crminea, in the flesh. 
Minnesotci.-A collection of' minerals and rocks, exhibited at tlJe New 
Orleans Exposition by the State of Minnesota, was afterwards presented 
to the National Museum by Prof. N. H. Winchell, of Saint Paul, who 
n.l o sent a specimen of Duluth gabbro. From II. D. Gurney, of Saint 
Paul, were received samples of red granite. 
Jl.fississippi.-An interesting series of specirnenH Hlnt1trating negro 
manufacture, exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition, was presented 
by General Stephen D. Lee and r·rofessor Phares . 
.1. botanical contribution was received froin IIon. ,Tames L. George, 
uit d State Seuator. 
Fo ,,i]. fr m the Colorado group or the Cr taceon. were ent by Miss 
i\fay < 1 tead, of Lexingt n. 
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Harvey 0. Medford, of Tupelo, sent minerals and filJers for examina,-
tioil; and S. S. Mitchell, of Uolumbus, presentecl samples of sandstone. 
1lfissouri.-Zoological specimens were received from J. G. W. Steed-
man, of Saint Louis, and P.A. Lampson,. of Sedalia .. 
Fossil shells were sent by Wiley Brittain, of Springfield. 
A stone idol was transmitted by T. L, Whitehead} of Dexter, for ex-
amination. 
B. A. Shepley, of Des Arc, gives mineral specimens . 
.Ll1ontana.-The most important contribntions were made by Captain 
Chas. E. Bendire, who sent thirty-one bird-~ki11s from Fort Custer, a 
revolver found on the site of the Ouster massacre in 1876, and some in-
teresting concretions. 
Lead, silver, copper, and other ores were received .from John S. Har-
ris, of Helena; W. A. Clark, of Butte; F. J: Parker, of Washington, 
and Bush & Meyers, of Sheridan. 
Nebraslca.-Nothing of special importance was received. W. C, 
Knight, of Lincoln, sent a bird-skin. S. F. Fleharty, of Antelopevil1e, 
contributed fossil bones of horse, and Jerome Wiltse, of Falls City, sent 
an Indian implement. 
Nevada.-A valuable collection of Trenton fossils (2,183 specimens) 
collected by C. D. Walcott, of which a full list is given in Part v under 
acc.174.47, has been received from the U.S. Geological Survey, and also 
specimens of silver ore from the Raymond and Ely mine at Pioche. 
W. M. Havenor, acting commissioner for this State at tbe New Or-
leans Exposition, presented ores and mining pictures, and also an inter-
e:.:ting series of implements, including a jug, basketry, and cradles, 
made by the Ute Indians. 
Hon. R. vV. Furnas, commissioner for Nevada at the New Orleans 
Exposition, sent plants. 
New Ila.mpshire.-From 0. H . Hitchcock, of Hanover, comes a large 
collection of rocks, and also a vertical column of slate, showing tl.Je 
relative age and comparative thickness of the· A.rchmau, Cambrian, and 
Silurian formations. 
Fishes were received from E. P. Hodge, of Plymouth, and l. P. Mil-
ler, of Portsmoutli. 
W. II. Fox, of ,·~lasbington, contri.bnted several specimens of birds. 
New Jersey.-An extensfrc collection of carboniferous fossils, made 
by 0. D. Walcott-, numbering three hundred and eighteen specimens, 
was received from the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Zoological specimens were obtained from ,J. M. 0. Eaton, of Irving-
to11, aml W. L. Green, keeper of Long Branch life.saving station. 
From C. I. Grimm, of Love]adies Island, was obtained a whale, l[ogia 
breviccps. 
Tlrn Peuusylvania Railroad Company, through J. E. Watkins, honor-
ary curator of steam 'transportation in the National Museum, pre 
sented drawiugs, sections of iron rails, castings, etc. 
• 
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Mineralogical material came from Prof. George J. Cook, of New Bruns-
wick, from the Bloomingdale Graphite Company, and from George P. 
Merrill, of the Nation~l Museum. · 
Ten argillite implements, found by Dr. C. 0. Abbott in a gravel bed 
at Trenton, were presented by Dr. Charles Rau, curator of archrnology 
in.the National Museum. 
New Mexico.-Dr. R. W . . Shufeldt, U. S. A.rmy, stationed at ~ort 
Wingate, has made very extensive gifts to the departments of mam-
mals, birds, and reptiles. 
Mr. J. B. Bowman, of _Aleman, llas sent numerous birds. 
The geological department'3 in the l\iuseum have been enriched with 
one hundred and eight specimens of turquois from the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey; silver and iron ores from Professor Spatcier, of Las Cruces; 
obsWian from the commissioner of New Mexico at the New Orleans Ex-
position, and meteoric iron from Albuquerque, sent oy L. G. Eakins, of 
Demi-er, Colo. Fred W. Taylor, of Lake Valley, sent pressed t1ulphide 
of silver, in the form in which silver is recovered from the leeching 
solution. 
New York.-Zoological contributions were made by Dr. C. S. Mc-
Knight, of Saranac Lake; Dwight D. Stone, of New York; S. E. Meek, 
of Cayuga; James T. Walker, of Palmyra; A. G. Cheney, of Glens 
Falls ; F. C. Jessup, keeper of Petunk Life-Saving Station ; and Mrs. 
F. L. Lee, of Westport. 
Ores and minerals were received from Charles Miller, of Sanborn, ~ho 
also sent fossil shells; L. W. Ledyard, Cazenovia; and George W. 
Watkins. Miss Mary E. Mann sent samples of deposit from Geyser 
Springs, Saratoga. 
Fossil plants from Allegany County were received from William H. 
Dall. R. E. C: Stearns also sent fossils. 
A necklace of wampum beads, representing the work of the Mohawk 
Indians, was presented by Prof. Otis T. Mason. 
A remarkable stone carving, representing a human head, was given 
by the Natural Science A.ssociation of Staten Island. 
North Oarolina.-Zoological specimens were sent by Dr. H. C. Yarrow, 
U. S. Army, honorary curator of the department of reptiles; Wtlliain 
Brewster, of Oambriu.ge, Mass., and Mrs. H. K. Morrison, of Morgan-
town. The Wilmington Oil and Leather Uompany presented skulls of 
a porpoise, Tursiops tursio. 
Ores of various kinds were received from C. II. Waring, of Knoxville, 
Tenn.; Col. P. M. Wil::;on, of Raleigh; S. M. Dugger, of Banner's Elk, 
and Robert Claywell, of Morrrantown. 
Indian implement were contributed by Dr. J. M. Spainhour, of 
L noir; J. C. Ru sell, of Richmond, Va., presente(l a" puller," an im -
imp1 m ntu d (in North Carolina) for chopping p1Qe trees. 
Ohio.- illiam Kay,' r, of Wapakoneta, sent some pltyllopo<l crm;-
ta an . ,Jolin • . ollock, of the m itlrnonia11 Institution, pre. Pnte<l a. 
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box tortoise, Oistudo carolina. Specimens of moths, etc., were sent for 
examination. 
The archmological accessions were among the most important from 
this State. T. F. Spang-ler sent flint implements. H. C. Duvall, of 
Washington, sent a pierced tablet. Ceremonial and other objects were 
received from Dr. L.B. Welch, of Wilmington, and from Kentucky Q. 
Smith. 
Oregon.-Ores and minerals were received from J.C. Swash, of Union; 
Allen D. ·wolcott, of Randolph; and If. J. Parker, of Washington, D. C. 
William H. Dall presented a f'ap and woven basket made by the 
Rogue Indians. 
A collection of fossils for examination and report was forwarded by 
H. E. Dore, of Portland. 
Pennsylvania.-Zoological contributions came from S. M. ~ener, of 
Lancaster; F. G. Galbraith, ofWrightville; Dr. A. Van Cleef', of Scran-
ton, who also sent samples of coal formation; and George W. Roberts, 
of West Chester. 
Several important lots of geological material were received, notably, 
from Joseph vV. WHcox, of Media; Capt. Jolm J. Williams, ofThurslow.; 
H. M. Ingram, of the National Museum; R. P. Janus, of Washington; 
and Henry J. Biddle. 
Interesting archmological objects came from Dr. T. H. Bean, of the 
National Museum; A. 13'. Wooster, of Norfolk, Conn.; and A. F. Ber-
lin, of Allentown. · 
A box of invertebrate fossil~ was sent by R. P. Sharpless, of Phrn-
nixville. ' 
John vV. Brock sent specimens of fossil corn from the slope of the 
mine of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company. 
George W. Snyder, of Somerset, sent a collection of Pennsylvania 
State-bank bills. 
Rhode Island.-Joscph vVbarton, of New1)ort, and E.G. Blackford, of 
Fulton Market, New York, sent fishes, and H. C. Bumpus, of Provi-
dence, presented reptiles. 
The Newport Natural History Society sent mortar from an old tower 
at Newport. 
South Carolina.-Arthur T. Wayne, of Charleston, sent a specimen of 
Swainson's Warbler, Helinaia swainsoni, with nest and eggs. ' 
Geological material was sent by W. F. Chaplin and F. A. Scheffler, of 
Or:1ngeburgh, for examination and report. 
The U. S. Geological Survey, through Frank Burns, sent fossil wood 
and berries; also bricks from a corner-stone of the old court-house iu 
Or·angeburgh, and two rnullers. 
Tennessee.-Ornithological specimens were sent by James W. Rogan, 
of Rogersville. l1i. Ellsworth Call presents mollusks. 
Ores and min~rals were received from the U.S. Geological Survey; 
William Beall, of Murphy; A. J. McWbirt.er, of Nashville; O. H. War-
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ing, of Knoxville; C. C. Hoffmeister, of Mossy Creek; and Dr. J. Ber, 
rein Lindsley. 
C. D. Walcott and Frank Burns, of the U. S. Geological Survey, pre-
sented fossils; and James W. Rogan~ of Rogersville, and John T. Irwin, 
of Paris, sent botani~al specimens. 
Texas.-Zoological specimens from ti.tis State were received from 
Thomas Mcilwraith, of R~milton, Ontario, Canada, and Col. A. G. 
Brackett, U.S. Army, of Fort Davis. 
Geological material was sent by W. Il. Stephens, of Hiner; D. H. 
Gibson, of Mineral Wells; Larkin King, of San Saba, and Dr. G. P. 
Hachenberg, of Austin. 
An interesting leaf-shaped implement of brown jasper, from the Che-
note Mountains, was presented by Thomas R. Stewart, of Presidio. 
Fossils were transmitted by Capt. W. Il. Clapp, U.S. Army, of Fort 
Stockton, and botanical specimens by Dr. W. Thornton Parker, of New-
port, R. I. 
Utah.-An interesting series of thirty-one articles collected by Dr. 
H. C. Yarrow, U. S. Army, among the Gosh Utes, was added to the 
ethnological collection. This consisted of baskets, berry-wands, mocca-
sins, basket-hat, water-jars, doll, leather bag, and cradle-back. 
Fossil plants from Wales, collected by Dr. C. A. White, were pre-
sented by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
Se-veral geological specimens were forwarded for examination and 
report. 
Vernwnt.-Geological material was sent for examination and report. 
Virginia.-Forty-two accessions of various kinds were received from 
this State. · 
From the Wytheville hatchery of the U. S. Fish Commission come 
specimens 0£ California Mountain Trout and Penobscot Salmon. ' Col. 
Marshall McDonald sent several large and varied collections of fishes, 
insects, mollusks, invertebrates, reptiles, and two mammals. Other 
contributions of fishes were received from James Godden, Maurice 
Cropley, who also sent a star-fish, ..Asterias forbesii, Gwynn Harris, of 
Washington, W. Yeatman, keeper of the light-house at Point Lookout, 
Md., and Thomas Lewis, of Roano4.e, Lucien l\f. Turner, vVilliam 
Palmer, of the National Museum, and H. P. Hoare, of Phrebus, sent 
reptiles. Birds were presented by John Dowell, of Washington, James 
Deane, of Alexandria, and Russell Robinson, of Richmond. Robert 
Ridgway, of the National Museum, contributed a nest of the Blue Gros-
lJ ak, Guiraca ccerule.a. Howard Shriver, of Wytheville, Frank P. Gold, 
of Rest, and ,John S. Webb, of Totaro, sent insects. Prof. I. H. l\1or-
ri ' On, of Lexington, contributed specimens of snail-shell, Helix horte.nsis. 
Thi. locality is new for tbis species. .A.. B. Johnson, of the Ligllt-Housc 
Boarcl, sent a ectfon of a pile from a wharf at Cape J;Ienry, completely 
1 d y the oring of the ship-worm, Teredo navalis. 
1
' ._ il oal, from th Pie<lmont district was received from Oonrt 
·1 ' a 1 t 11, of unk r ill, \ . V,. 
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An interesting collection of minerals, numbering one hundred and 
thirty-eight specimens, came from Prof. M. B. Hardin, of the Virginia 
Military Institute at Lexington. Minerals were also received from 
Myron B. W. Hough, of Washington, F. W. True, of the National 
Museum, D. W. M. Wright, of Holly Brook, J. H. Brumwell, of Roa-
noke, and J. H. Mitchell, of Philadelphia. Henry Horan, of the Na-
tional ,~useum, gave a specimen of stalagmitic marble from the Luray 
Cave. 
H. M. Smith, of the National Museum, presented canister shot and 
minie-balls from the battle-field of Bull Run, and Capt. C~ W. Dun-
nington, of the National Museum, ad<led to tlle historical collection a 
military pass to Fredericksburgb, dated September 2, 1861, and signed 
by J obn Letcher, guvernor of Virginia. 
Washington Territory.-Zoological specimens were teceived from 
Lieut. H. E. Nichols, U. S. Navy, R. D. Nevins, of Olympia, and Dr. 
Basil Norris, U. S. Army. James G. Swan forwarded mollusks and 
marine invertebrates from Cape Flattery, and a sample of parchment 
composed of kelp, and prepared for printing. 
John W. McGee, of Seattle, John J, Barns, of Sprague, and I . .A.. 
Crawford, of Spokane Falls, forwarded minerals and ores. Similar 
material for examination and report was also received from several in-
dividuals. 
West Virginia.-SpeJimens of il!lioropterits dolomieu and Ambloplites 
rupestris from Fairmount were collected by the Fish Commission. 
Geological material was presented by Maj. Jed. Hotchkiss, of Staun-
ton Va., Frank Smith, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Timothy Nihon, of 
Hedgesville. Minerals and ores were sent for examination and report. 
W'isoonsin.-A collection of three hundred and thirty-nine Trenton 
fossils was given by H. C. Powers, of Beloit. 
J. L. De Witt;, of Newton, presented two drilled bear's teeth, two bone 
ornaments, two small sheets of native silver, shaped by beating, and 
six cylindrical copper beads from a mound at Warner's Landing. The 
sheets of silver are of special interest, and are the first specimens of the 
kind in the possession of the Museum. 
Wyoming.-lnsects were received from N. H. Brown, of Lander, and 
mammals from Charles Ruby, U. S . .Army, stationed at Fort D. A. 
Russell. 
CENTRAL A.MERICA.. 
From the Central .American s~ates were received minerals, bird skins, 
insects, etc. 
Mr. Harry Stewart, of Nicaragua, contributed two ancient iron stir-
rups, and a number of wooden crosses obtained in an ancient grave-
yan1.. 
From Nicaragua, were also received a plow all(]. yoke, and a collect iou 
of ethnological objects, pottery, etc. 
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~-,rom Y ncatan a collection of one hundred anu thirteen bird skins, 
including a new s•pccies, was sent by George F. Gaumer. 
Specimens of reptiles and insects were recei vecl from Panama. 
MEXICO. 
Mr. Louis H. Ayme forwarded ethnological material, stone carvings, 
and pottery, as the results of his investigations in Yucatan and Mexico. 
From Mr., E. Wilkinson was received a collection of reptiles·embrac-
ing four hundred and seventy.one specimens, and also two mammal 
skins. 
Prof. Alfred Duges transmitted several collections of objects of natu-
ral history, including mammals, bird skins, reptiles, ores, insects, and 
plants. 
The commission representing the Mexican Government at the New 
Orleans Exposition transferred to the Museum a large collection of 
gums, dyes, foods, animal products, ores, baskets, textiles, etc. 
Hon. Warner P. Sutton, United mates consul, contributed two stone 
mortars and .. 1, musical iustrument. 
From the Mexican Geographical and Exploring Commission was re-
ceived an interesting series of ninety.five specimens (fifty.nine species) 
of bird skins. This contribution formed a part of the Mexican Govern-
ment exhibit at New Orleans, and contains five species new to tlie Mu-
seum collection. 
Specimens of gold, silver, and copper ores were receive<l from several 
of the Mexican States. 
WEST INDIES. 
Mrs . . C. B. Dall contributed a collection of fifty specimen~, fifteeu 
species, of marine shells. 
The U. S. Fish Commission steamer .Albatross, in a cruise among- the 
Bermuda an<l. Bahama Islands, secured nine lmndred and fifty speci-
me11s of bird skins, and also a number of archrnological implements, etc., 
including polished celts, chisels, rubbing-stones, anu pendants. 
The natural history of the islands is represeuted by numerous con-
tributions of rnollusca, marine invertebrates, reptiles, insects, mammals, 
fishes, birds, etc. 
From other contributors, minerals, crustacea, fishes, materia medica, 
and reptiles were received. 
Professor Poey sent specimens of Cuban fishes. 
SO UTJI A MERICA. 
, From Brazil were received a series of fibers :1nd also a collection of 
tbe various woods of that country. 
A coll tion of thirteen reptiles from Ecuador was presented. 
Prom Ven zuela. a coll ction of bird skins, including tw nty.one 
pecimens, tbirt n p' ·ies; also a small collection of bird skins fr m 
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Brazil and Peru, and a few specimens of birds, mammals, seed, and 
a fish-trap used by the uatives of Venezuela. 
ASIA. 
Commodore R. W. Shufeldt, U.S. Navy, presented apamascus sword 
and eight knives mounted in ivory and gold, of Arab manufacture, from 
Muscat, given to him by the Sultan of Zanzibar. N. 0arandonis de-
posited a Grecian bowl fl:om an Ephesian tomb, and an ancient costume 
found iu a cavern at the castle on the island of Calumnos. Mr. Otis 
Bigelow presei1ts a considerable colle"ction of ethnological objects from 
Egypt and the Holy Land. Other objects of similar character were re-
cci ved from the Department -of ~tate after the close of the New Orleans 
.Exposition, as was also an important collection of minerals from Teheran, 
Persia. 
Mr. William H. Dall presents a model of a Madras catamaran, obtained 
by Rev. C.H. A. Dall, and other articles from India. 1\1.r. A.G. Studer, 
U. S. consul at Singapore, sent through the State Department the im-
plements and materials used by those who chew the betel-nut, and also 
a collection of the native woods of Singapore. 
Various single objects and small collections, ethnological and zoolog-
ical, from other portions of the East Indies, were received from different 
individuals. 
From China the accessions were for the most part obtained through 
the State Department after the cl~se of the New Orleans Exposition, 
and included a nu:nber of interesting products of the native arts, and a · 
series of specimens illustrating the ramie industry of that country. 
Dr. Bethune McCarthy, for uearly half a century a medical missionary in 
China and Japan, bas given and deposited a small but very useful and 
interesting collection of books, pictures, aud other 9bjects. 
From Corea, Ensigri J.B. Bernadou, U.S. Navy, obtained a large and 
. valuable collection, inclnding fishes, marine invertebrates, cephalopods, 
pottery, ethuologfoal material, and drugs. Some of the pottery in this 
collection is said to be from three hundred to seven hundred years old. 
In addition to this collection three specimens of lacquered ware-cup, 
can, and tube-whicll were cxhi!J.ited at the New Orleans Exposition, 
were ad<;led to the ethnological collection. 
From Japan '"~as received a collection of minerals presented by Gen-
eral Thomas n. Van Buren, U. S. consul at Kanagawa. 
A very beautiful helmet of silver, with bosses of steel and with leather 
cape, lined with embroidered silk, was presented by D. W. Zantzinger, 
of °'\Vashington. 
Au interesting series of bird-skins from Japan was given by Henry 
Secbobm, of London, besides variou; smaller collections. The most 
important of all the accessions from Ja,pan was a most instructive series 
of ninety-two specimens, illustrating tlle manufacture of pottery an<l 
porcelain, showing the materials, appliances, the objects in various 
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stages of manufacture, and the final products. Tb.is, together witl1 11 
detailed cataiogne, was sent by the Department of Education in Tokso, 
and is referred to at length iu Part v, under accession 1733!) . 
.EUROPE. 
AUSTRIA. 
Tbe Austrian exhibit at tbe New Orleans Exposition, consisting of 
textile goods, <lriecl fuugi (one hundred specimens), gmins, foo11s, and 
musical instruments, was transforrecl to tlle National Museum. 
IlELGIUi\I. 
Eleven geological maps were received from the Belgian Commission 
at the New Orleans Exhibition. 
ENGLA...·•m. 
A most interesting addition was an '' exchequer tally" presented by 
A. W. Franks, esq., of the .British Museum, and. referred to in Part v, 
under accession 06213. 
This was used by the court of exchequer of England as tL record of and 
receipt for money loaned to or by the Go-vernmeut. Tally sticks circu-
lated as money in England in 1697. The tally now presented is for 
£100,000, in pait principal of the loan of £1,400,000 from Government, 
and for £6,049 Gs. 3d. for interest tllereon, due September 30, 177G. 
Paid November 28, 177G.'t 
* The Saxon kings of England kept the record of their public accounts on notched 
sticks, ancl"l.ho same system of registering loans was practised by the Court of Ex-
chequer until the~ year 1783, wb.en by Act of Parliament, under George III, a new 
method was a,c.loptci.l. 
A imp ply of hazel, ash, or willow sticks waH kept for the use of the Treasury; when 
seasonr,tl anc.l prepared, notches were made on one side by the cutter of tallies, and 
Roman numerals worn inscribed on the opposite side by the writer of tallies. The 
notches were macle of different sizes to represent pounds, shillings, pence, and a hun-
<lred or even a, thousand pouuc.ls. The stick was then split through the center by the 
Deputy Chamberlain, with a knife auc.l mallet; one portion being called a tally, or the 
sea.cha, stipes, or kancia, and the other portion the counter-tally, or folium. The 
date of the c.leposi t or creel it and that when pa.ymcnt would fall due, and the name of 
tho person having the claim upon the Treasury was also inscribed upon the tally. 
When payment was duo, tho counter-tally was presented at the Treasury, and, if it 
1ltteu with tho tally the money was paid, and tho two parts put together and filed 
a.way as a permanent record of settlement. 
In 1697, while tho metallic currency of :E.ngland was being recoioed, there was a 
great scarcity of currency, and exchequer tally sticks were put in gencr::tl circulation 
as money. The regular currency, also tho exchequer tallies, depreciated greatly. 
Tho Ilank of Englaml advertised a new loan of £1,000,000, offering to take 80 p0r cent. 
of the sam in tally sticks, and this relieved the Government of £800,000 outstanding 
promi es to pay, which became due tJ .. 1 Bank, au easy creditor of the King. 
In 1 34, by r<l r of Parliament, tho gr<'tLt quantity of tallies which had accnmu-
lat din hnrn1r ·dR of y ars wero burn cl in tho stoves at the Ilouso of Lords, :md, un-
fortnuat ,1~, th great h at fire t tlie lmildiug and con ume<l. t,bo Houses of Parlia-
ment, Octoh r 1 , l :3.i. 
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Several large collections of pottery, exhibited at New Orleans, were 
afterwards sent to the Museum. 
Mr. Edward Hargitt contributed bird skins. 
By exchange with R. Bowdler Sharpe, esq., of London, the Museum 
has obtai.ned three hundred and twelve specimens (one hundred and 
forty-nine species) of birds, chiefly new to the collection, and for the 
most part from Turkey, France, South Africa, Asia Minor, India, Eng-
land, Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Pegu, British Burmah, Timor Laiut, 
Papua, Australia, Brazil, and Peru. 
Minerals, :fishes, and materia medica specimens also added to the 
Museum collections. 
FRANCE, 
Mr. Thomas Wilson, United States consul at Nice, France, forwarded 
a collection of prehistoric stone implements. 
Collections of bird skins, :fibers, and two mammals were received. 
';rwo manikins of Africans and one of an Arab Sheikh were prepared 
for the Museum by M. Jules Hebert, under the supervision of the direc-
tor of the Trocadero Museum, Paris. 
GERMANY, 
From E. Rey a collection of bird skins was purchased. 
The following material, forming part of the German exhibit at New 
Orleans, was received: a, collection of baskets and other industrial 
pr9ducts, and two :figures illustrating dress and occupation of peasants. 
HOLLAND. 
Four large pieces of Flemish tapestry* (Acc. 16707) have been de-
posited by Lieut. Gen. P. H. Sheridan, U.S. Army. These are four of 
a series of six pieces illustrating scenes in the life of Alexander the 
Great, made by Jan Leyniers (1627-1686) from designs by artists of the 
school of Rubens, and presented by John W. Mackay to General P. 
H. Sheridan. 
The legends are translated as follows : 
1. Alexander kills a lion with a severe wound. 
2. Alexander draws up the line of battle and exhorts his men to :fight. 
3. To Alexander, on account of his victories in divers places, arms are snrrendered 
and he is adored as a, god by his men. 
4. Alexander covered with dust and sweat, bathing himself in the river Cydnus, 
is taken out thence like one breathing his last. 
Through the New Orleans Exposition was received a collection of 
industrial products. 
IRELAND. 
Four specimens of basalt, box of magnesia, and a specimen of lace 
were received. 
* Size 14 feet by 13 feet 3¼ inches. 
H, Mis, 170, pt. 2-5 
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ITALY. 
Among the accessions from this country were a collection of ancient 
Roman coins, blocks of lava from Vesuvius, eight specimens of cinna-
bar, and fourteen specimens of sulphur, and ores. 
NORWAY. 
Several domestic utensils and a collection of marine shells (thirty 
species) were received. 
RUSSIA. 
A collection of reptiles, and a collection of leather and cotton fabrics. 
SAXONY. 
A collection of majolica-ware and china. 
SCOTLAND. 
Specimens of cotton and worsted fabries. 
SWEDEN • . 
A Ohukchee cross-bow, an assortment of seeds from the Experiment-
al Gardens, and a few specimens of ores were contributed. 
OCEANIC.A.. 
A collection of textiles, mammal skins, bird skins, botanical speci-
mens, nuggets, and a fossil plant were received from Australia, and a 
collection of nine mammal skins from New South Wales and Tasmania. 
From New Zealand, a necklace and a wallet made of seeds from Papua 
and Samoan Islands, specimens of bird skins, and a collection of twenty -
three mammal skins from Queensiand and Tasmania were received. 
From the Samoan Islands comes a Kava bowl, cocoanut-shell cup, 
and root used in preparing a drink called •' Kava," together with some 
specimens of Tapa cloth and a rug. 
A few mammal skins, :five carved gourds, and specimens of sugars 
were sent from the Sandwich Islands. 
A collection of mollusks and marine invertebrates was obtained by 
the U. S. S. Enterprise in the islands of the South Pacific. · 
5. CO-OPERATION OF THE DEPARTMENTS AND BUREAUS OF THE GOV-
ERNMENT. 
A in previous years, the J:_fational Museum has enjoyed the valuable 
co-operation of the various Departments of the Government. 
A number of collections have been received from various agents em-
ployed by the Department at home and abroad, who during time not 
occupied in official dutie ha,e employed themselves in scientific in-
ve tigations and in collecting material for the Smitbsoni~n Institution. 
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President Cleveland presented a bowl, cocoanut-slieJl drinking cup, 
used in the ceremony of kava drinking, and a fan, two pieces of the root 
from which the "kava" is made; and also a rug of native manufacture. 
These objects were presented to the President by the King of the Sa-
moan Islands. 
STATE DEPARTMENT. 
The material received through this Department was collected by the 
United States consuls in various foreign countries. The contributions 
here mentioned do. not includ~ the material receiveq. from the New Or-
leans Exposition through this Department. 
Hon. S. S. Cox, U. S. minister to Turkey, sent an Egyptian mummy. 
This specimen is fully described on p. 150 of this report. 
Hon. G. W. Griffin, U. S. consul, Sy.dney, Australia, forwarded Aus-
tralian wool. 
Hou. Otto Reimer, U. S. consul, Santiago de Cuba, sent some min-
erals, among which was a very interesting variety of garnet. 
Hon. Edward Thompson, U.S. consul, Merida, Yucatan; sent a bird 
skin. 
Hon. Albert Woodcock, U. S. consul, Catania, Sicily, sent a p1ow, 
which is of great interest, from the fact of its being similar to those 
used in Sicily more than two thousand years ago. 
Samples of Russian petroleum refined at Marseilles, and of milk sug,tr 
from Germany and Switzedand, were also received. 
TREASURY DEPARTMJJ;NT. 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing.-A small eollection of materia,ls 
illustrative of the engraver's wo1 k was received. 
U. S. Coast Survey.-Dr. W. H. Rush, of the steamer Blake, sent a 
collection of mollusks from the Gulf of Mexico, and a parasite worm 
taken from a rock cod. A case of salinometers and an optical dem~i-
meter were deposited by this Bureau. 
Light-Hoitse Board.-A series of models of light-houses, u·ght-ships, 
etc., which were exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition, were placed 
on deposit. 
U. S. Revenite Marine.-Oapt. M. A. Healy, of the steamer Corwin, 
sent a collection of fishes, marine invertebrates, etc. 
WAR DEP ARTMEN'l'. 
Lieut. Gen. P. H. Sheridan, lent, for exhibition, four large specimens 
of Fiemish tapestry. These represent scenes in the life of Alexander 
the Great, and are described on page 65 of this report. 
Capt. Charles E. Ben dire, honorary curator of birds' eggs in the Na-
tional Museum, contributed during the year a collection of fishes, birds, . 
birds' eggs, reptiles, and three concretions from near Fort Ouster, Mont., 
a Smith & Wesson revolver found on the Custer battle-field in . 1883, 
and a bird from Fort Lowell, Ariz. 
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Col. A. G. Brackett, of Fort Davis, Tex., sent a nocturnal hawk-
·moth. 
Dr. J.C. Merrill, of Columbus Barracks, Ohio, sent a nest and eggs 
of Acadian :fly-catchers. 
Lieut. P.H. Ray, Fort Gaston, Oal., gathered a large and valuable 
collection of ethnological objects used by the Hoopa N atano and Kla-
math Kenuck bands of indians in California. 
Dr. Samuel Q. Robinson, U. S. Army, sent an American Egret. 
Charles Ruby, U. S. Army, of Fort D. A .. Russell, Wyoming, COB· 
tributed the following specimens: Indian saddle, axolotl, necks and 
tongues of two horned owls, gopher skins, and spermophiles. 
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, of Fort Wingate, N. Mex., has con· 
tinued his valuable assistance tQ the Museum, and has sent large col-
lections o_f birds, reptiles, insects, mammals, etc. 
From the Surgeon-General of the Army was received a collection of 
513 crania and 322 skeletons, which were eliminated from the collec-
tions of the· Army Medical Museum during its reorganization. Many 
of these were improperly mounted, however, and not of sufficient value 
to be placed in the exhibition series, and are useful only for purposes of 
study. 
U. S. Signal Service.-General A. W. Greely contributed. some bones 
of Atlantic walrus a~d Polar bear, obtained by him while in the Arctic 
regions. 
J. W. Johnson, of Fort Alexander, Alaska, sent a collection of eth-
nological objects, fossils, shells, stone implements, and bird skins. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
Ensign J. B. Bernadou, U. S. Navy, while stationed in Corea, for-
forwarded a valuable collection of Corean material, including table-ware, 
bottles, water jars, wjne-cups, drugs, musical instruments, fabrics, fishes, 
turtles, marine invertebrates, cephalopods, ethnological objects, etc. 
Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, stationed in Alaska, contributed a wooden mask, 
war knife, and a pipe taken from the Indian graves in southeastern 
Alaska. 
Dr. J. T. Bransford, while in Nicaragua, forwarded a collection of 
the fishes, reptiles, and birds of that country. 
Dr. W. H. Jones sent a c&lleetion of fishes, insects, and a water-
snake from Panama. 
Admiral J.E. Jouett contributed an agouti from Central America. 
Lieut. W. A. Mintzer donated several Corean coins. 
Lieut. H. E. Nichols sent from Sitka, Alaska, a collection of alligator 
fishes. 
Commodore R. W. Shufeldt contributed a Damascus sword and eight 
small ivory and gold-mounted knives of Arabian manufacture. 
Dr. T. H. treet , pa ed assistant surgeon, contrfpqteq a, 9ql1ection 
f P.- b.e 1 sh ll, reptile , TI!arip. invertt3 r~tes, etc, 
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Bureau of Na1Jigation,_:_A collection of marine invertebrates made 
by the U. S. steamer Enterp,·ise, in the South Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans, was transferred to the Museum. 
JNTBRIOR DEPARTMEN'r. 
U. S. General Land Ojjice.-A large collection of minerals, ores, and 
building stones, exhibited by this office at the New Orleans Exposition, 
was, at the close of the exposition, transfeITed to the Mu~eum. 
U. S. Geological Survey.-Nmnerous collections, large and small, were 
r.eceived from the U.S. Survey, among which were the following: Miner-
als and rocks from California, Kentucky, New Mexico~ North Carolina, 
.and Alabama; silver ore from Nevada; a large collection of plants 
from the Yellowstone National Park; birds' nests from Virginia; natu-
ral coke, furnace slag, rep~les; marine shell~ from Florida; fossil wood 
and berries, and relics from Orangeburgh, S. C. ; stalagmite deposit, 
containing bones of animals, from Cartersville, Ga., and collections of 
Trenton, Devonian, Carboniferous~ Silurian, and Ordovician fossils. 
There was also received a series of geological relief maps of Mount , 
Taylor, New Mexico; Washoe district, Nevada; Uinta and Wasatch 
Mountains; Eureka district, Nevada; Lead ville and vicinity; high 
plateaus of Utah; Elk Mountains (colored); Ruby Hill Mines, Nevada 
(model); Leadville (dissected); Henry Mountains, Utah. Topograph-
ical models of the Yosemite Valley, Yellowstone National Park, ancient 
P.rovince of Tusayan. Models of the following mounds: Great Serpent; 
section of Little Etowah; Pit . of Nelson; Great Etowah; Linn, and 
Great Elephant, five cliff ruin models and seven pueblo models. 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, 
From the Bureau of Ethnology were received a model of Wejegi, one 
of the Chaco ruins, prepared under the direction of the Bureau, and 
seventeen photographs of Osage and Ute Indians; life-size busts of 
"Prairie Chicken;' and "l;Jittle Wolf," and some Zuni gods. Twenty-
two boxes of pottel'y, baskets, and blankets were also transmitted to the 
Museum. 
GOVERNMENT ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE. 
Dr. W. W. Godding, Superintendent, sent a black bear. 
U. S. FlSH COM.MISSION. 
The material received from the Fish Commission consisted of collec-
tions of fishes, marine invertebrates, mollusks, reptiles, birds, mam-
mals, insects, oysters, porpoises, stone implements, bones, birds' nests 
and eggs, rushes, etc. Mr. James E. Benedict, of the Fish Commission, 
sent a carrying basket, obtained by him on Cozumel Island, and a water-
vessel from Old Providence Island. Col. Marshall McDonald sent sev-
eral large collections of fishes, reptiles, crayfishes, insects, fungi, marine 
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invertebrates, etc. Mr. 0 . H . Townsend sent from California a collection 
of birds, mammal skins, and fishes, and from Alaska a skin canoe, fossil 
shells, actinians, bird skeletons, mammals, birds, etc. 
6. · REPORT UPON THE EXHIBIT MADE BY THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITU-
TION AT THE :r--:EW ORLEANS EXPOSITION. 
BY R. EDWARD EARLL. 
In accordance with an executive order of May 13, 1884, there was 
.organized a Board of Government Commissioners charged with making 
the necessary arrangements for a -general Government display at three 
exhibitions, namely, t he Southern Exposition at Louisville, Ky., open-
ing August 16 and continuing until October 25; the Cincinnati Indus-
trial Exposition to be held at Cincinnati, Ohio, between September 3 
and October 4; and the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Ex-
position at New Orleans, beginning December 16, 1884, and continuing 
till May· 3 l, 1885. The board consisted of one representative from each 
of the Government Departments; and, in addition, a representative 
from the Smithsonian Institution, including the U.S. National Museum 
and the U. S. Fish Commission; and one from the Department of Agri-
culture. . 
To this board were referred all questions relating to the participation 
by the Government in the various exhibitions. Bach Representative 
was charged with the preparation of an exhibit for the Department 
with whicb he was connected, and thefnnds placed to its credit by Con-
gress were to be disburRed under bis direction. Prof. G. Brown Goode, 
AssiRtant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, iu charge of the 
U. S. National Museum, who bad represented the U. S. Fish Commis-
sion at the F isheries Exhibition at Berlin in 1880, and that at London 
in 1883, was nominated by Professor Baird, to represent the three or-
ganizations above named, and a day or two later he received an official 
appointment from the President of the United States. The board held 
an informal conference in Washington, beginning May 7, for the pur-
po e of drawing up an outline of the work in connection with the several 
expositions, and for submitting estimates of the amount of money re-
quired by each Department for preparing a satisfactory exhibit. The 
passage of the bill authorizing the expenditure of money in connec-
tion with t hese exhibitions was considerably delayed, and the funds 
did not become available until July 7. At this time there were placed 
t o t he credit of the Smithsonian Institution $75,000 for the preparation 
of xbibit for thf\ exposition at New Orleans, :Vith $2,500 additional 
for Loui ville and 2,300 for Cincinnati. Only a few weeks remained 
efi r th openi g of the two la t-named exhibitions. and the exhibit 
for ach of th , o>.ving to the limited time remainino- , was necessarily i:,, 
le c 1 pl t th u i , onld ot h rwi e have been· thouo-h the work was 
' 0 
u. b vigor u l , l> giuuiuo- imm diately after the appropriations be-
came av il l , an 1 continuing till a few days before the opening of 
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the exhibitions, when the exhibits were shipped and officers of the 
Museum pro~eeded to the respective cities to see to the proper installa-
tion of the collections. 
'l'HE EXHIBIT AT LOUISVILLE. 
In 1.883 the people of Louisville obtained control of a large plat of 
ground within easy access of the city and erected a building 920 feet by 
630 feet, with extensive galleries, where they held a large and success-
ful exposition, continuing for three months. The exposition of 1884 was 
held under the same auspices and in the same building, opening August 
16 and closing October 25. · 
Immediately ·upon the passage of the bill by Congress, correspond-
ence was opened with the management of the e·xposition, and space 
obtained in different portions of the building for the several Executive 
Departments, 4,500 feet being assigned to the Smithsonian Institution, 
in one of the most prominent locations. The time being short, the work 
of preparing the exhibit was vigorously prosecuted, and on August 12 
three cars, containing ninety-five cases, with a weight of 23,553 pounds, 
were shipped. These arrived at Louisville on the morning of the 16th, 
and by the evening of the 19th were fully installed. 
The industrial interests of Kentucky were taken into consideration 
in deciding upon the character of the exhibit, which it was thought 
desirable to make as instructive as possible. It was largely an educa-
tional exhibit, showing the processes of manufacture of raw materials 
which are abundant in the State, to which were added specimens illus-
trating certain ElUbjects which it was thought would prove both novel 
and interesting to the people of Kentucky. One of the prominent feat-
ures of the exhibit was a large collection showing the process of manu-
facturing textiles from raw materials, including flax, hemp, jute, grasses, 
and silk. A collection illustrative of articles 'derived from the animal 
kingdom was also shown. This included a series of furs, another of 
crude and manufactured leathers, a third of natural and ornamental 
shells and shell-work, a fourth illustrating the uses of feathers in the 
arts, and a fifth showing the manufacture and uses of glues derived 
from the sounds, bones. and skins of various species of fish. An ex. 
tensive collection of photographs and drawings, illustrative of the 
great ocean fisheries of the New England coast, was also shown. The 
whale fishery was illustrated by means of a full-sized whale-boat, fully 
equipped with sails, oars, harpoons, lines, and guns; also by a model of 
a whale-ship with a whale alongside, showing the method of stripping 
the blubber and trying it out on the vessel's deck; arid by paintings 
of whaling scenes. '1.1he other :fisheries, including those for cod, mack-
erel, menhaden, and herring, and the apparatus and methods of fish-
culture, were fully shown by models of the most important vessels and 
boats, and by a series of photographs, 30 by 40 inches, neatly framed, 
and mounted on screens. The natural history collections included 
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representations of nearly all of the snakes and reptiles found in the 
Onited States, and a fine series of many of the water-birds of th 
country . 
.An attendant was left in charge of the exhibits during the contin . 
ance of the exposition, and at its close the collections were careful 
packed and a majority of them forwarded direct to New Orleans, a 
few being returned to Washington to be remounted, as a part of larger 
and more complete collections, before shipping to the New Orleans 
Exposition. 
THE EXHIBIT A'l' CINOINNA'l'I. 
The Cincinnati Industrial Exposition is an institution of some years' 
standing, and receives the cordial support of the most prominent busi· 
ness men of tbe city. Expositions have been held here with consid· 
erable regularity, and a suitable and substantial brick building has 
been erected by the management. It is located in the heart of the 
city, and the attendance is usually large. For the season of 1884 the 
Exposition opened on September 3, closing on the 4th of the following 
month. 
As most of the space was allotted before the bill authorizing · Govern-
ment participation in the Exposition had become a law, a second build-
ing, to accommodate the Gov-ernment exhibits, was found necessary, and 
the management erected a temporary structure near the main entrance, 
having dimensions of 50 by 200 feet. This was divided between the 
several Departments, 3,322 square feet, or nearly one-third of the entire 
building, being allotted the Smithsonian Institution. This space was 
situated at one end of the structure, thus admitting of a satisfactory 
and very pleasing installation. 
As soon as the Louisville exhibits were in place, the work of prepar-
ing those for Cincinnati was vigorously pushed, and the entire collec-
tion, consisting of eighty cases, with a weight of 24,321 pounds, was 
shippe~ on August 26, reaching the exposition on September 1. A 
very large force of men was at once set to work to unpack and install 
the exhibits, and by the opening of the exposition the arrangement was 
practically completed. 
As at Louisville, the exhibits were largely educational, and included 
such objects as it was thought would be most appreciated by those 
who saw them. One of the striking features was an alcove contain-
ing a collection illustrative of the social life and industries of the Es-
kimo and the Indians of the Northwest coast; the dwellings, house-
hold utensils, and implements of w~r, hunting, and :fishing, as well as 
the arts of the two races, being shown in such a manner as to afford 
accurate means of comparison. A life-size bust, in plaster, of one of the 
prominent Indian chiefs, and portraits in oil of thirteen others, were 
al o xbi ited. Another important feature was a large and valuable 
coll c ion of mineral yielding g ms and ornamental stones. The nat-
ural hi tory department contained a small but choice collection of taxi-
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dermy, including game and water-birds, sparrows, and a few mammals, 
'Yhile a number of Audubon's colored plates of North American bird~ 
were framed and hung upon the walls. Two cases were devoted to ~ 
ljrge collection of plaster casts of the more common snakes and turtle~ 
ot· the United States. · The methods and apparatus employed in the 
great ocean fisheries and in fish-culture were -graphically represented 
by means of two extensive series of photographs, the larger series be-
ing solar enlargements, having dimensions of 30 by 40 inches. In the 
fisheries section was also shown a large and valuable collection of plas-
ter casts of the important food-fishes of the country, including both 
fresli and salt water species. The collection of textile fabrics was very 
complete, including samples of many American and foreign fabrics, 
from the cheapest to the most expensive. Two alcoves, which attracted 
considerable attention, were devoted to photo-lithographs of Japanese 
pottery, and to a large collection of photographs showing the art and 
sculpture of the early Saxons. 
As at Louisville, the collections were placed in charge of an attend-
ant, who looked after the interests of the Smithsonian during the con-
tinuance of the Exposition, and at its close the exhibits were packed, 
and the bulk of them shipped to New Orleans, to be installed with 
oth~r exhibits at the Exposition in-that city. 
NE_W ORLEANS EXPOSITION. 
It was not definitely known until the passage of the appropriations 
for the New Orleans Exposition what amount of money would be placed 
to the credit of the Smithsonian Institution, and it was, therefore, im-
possible to make any definite and detailed plans in connection with this 
. work; but when the amount so ap.propriated had been ascertained, the 
plans were matured, and immediately upon the shipment of the ma-
terials to the expositions at Louisville and Cincinnati, attention was 
turned to fue work of collecting, arranging, mounting, and labeling 
materials for New Orleans. 
A force was organized by Professor Goode for this work, of which Mr. 
R. Edward Ea.rll was the executive officer and Mr. W. V. Cox was the 
financial agent. The curators of several departments of the Museum 
were designated by Professor Goode to undertake the 1weparation of 
f?pecial exhibits for their respective departments, and definite sui:ns of 
money were placed at their disposal for this work. Such assistants as 
were needed were furnished to each department for the preparation 
and mounting of material; and much of the duplicate material under 
their charge in the Museum was utilized. A numb.er of the curators 
visited different localities for the purpose of obtaining specimens to 
complete their series. Much of the material exhibited at Louisville 
and Cincinnati was forwarded direct to New Orleans immediately 
upon the close of those expositions, and by the middle of Novem-
ber the shipping of material from Washington was begun, and the en-
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tire collection, consisting of seventeen car-loads, was forwarded within 
a few weeks. 
A separate building was provided for the display of Government and 
State exhibits, this being 885 feet long by 565 feet wide. A strip l&li 
feet wide, extending entirely across the center of the building, was as-
signed to the Governme~t Departments, the space on either side being 
assigned to the several States, the Educational Exhibit, the Woman's 
Department and the exhibits of the colored people, occupying the gal· 
leries of the building. At a meeting of the Government board for the 
assignment of space to the various Departments, a strip 20 feet wide, 
extending entirely across the center of the building, was set apart for a 
main aisle or thoroughfare; the remaining space was distributed 
among the different Departments, the Smithsonian occupying a posi-
tion immediately at the left of the main or Prytania street entrance, 
82~ feet wide, and extending along the central aisle for a distance of 300 
feet, or to a point somewhat beyond the center of the building, and, 
in addition, the two large offices adjoining the entrance. On December 
6, Professor Goode, accompanied by Mr. Earll, left Washington for New 
Orleans, for the purpose of making preliminary arrangements and SU· 
pervising the installation of the exhibits, having been preceded by Mr. 
Henry Horan, with a force of mechanics and trained workmen from tl:ie 
National Museum, consisting of MP.ssrs. Reed, Deery, Kenyon, Neale, 
and Wallingsford. A.s soon as t.he exb.ibits arrived telegrams were sent 
to a number of the curators who had prepared the collections for their 
several departments. These reported in person or by representa~ve to 
make the necessary installation of their material. Such additional labor 
as was required was obtained in New Orleans, and the work of install· 
ing the exhibits was pushed as rapidly as possible, until everything was 
finally ar.ranged, after which the curators and mechanics returned to 
Washington. 
The Smithsonian space, covering an area, exclmdve of offices, of 
24,750 feet, was divided among the different departments as follows: 
Square feet. 
Ethnology·--·-· .... ·-·· .... ·--· ---·· ··-· ·---·· · ·---· ·-·--· -----· ···--· .... 1,904 
Arcbmology ... _ .... __ ....• __ ..••••... ___ .. ____ .. ____ .. _ .... __ .... ·. _ .... _. __ . 406 
Textiles·-·-···-·--· .... ·-····-····--·-· ..••.. ·----· .... ··--····-·-· ........ 1,624 
Naval Architecture·----·.·----· . ..... ·---····---··-···---···---···-·-··.... 686 
Graphic Arts . . ____ ... ___ .. _ .... ___ ... ___ ... ___ .. __ .. ____ .. _____ ... __ .... __ .. 652 
Fi herie and .Fish-culture ..... ____ .. ____ ... __ •.. __ . . _. __ ... ___ .. ____ ... __ .. 2, 34f> 
Animal Products .. ·--· ....... __ -· ..... ·-· ..... -·· ..... ·-·· .... ·- ·· .......... 2,400 
lfammals ... __ .. __ . _ ...... ____ .... __ .. ____ ... ___ .. _ ... _ ... _ •• _ .. _ ........... l, 08:.? 
Exhibit of oci~ty of Am rican Taxidermists.- .. ··--· · ·-·-·----· .... ·-··... . 595 
Bird .. . _ .. .. __ ..... ___ ..• ___ .. ____ .. __ . ___ .. _ .... ___ .. ____ . _. _ .. __ .. __ .. _... 540 
ptil ... - -...... - - - -.. _ .. __ ...... _. __ .. ___ .......... __ ..... ___ . __ .... __ .. 300 
1olln k .... ·-·· .... ·--· ·-·-·· .... ---· ......... ··-· .... ·-·· ·-·· ·-·· ·-·· ·--- 1, 32 
........ ···--· .... ··--·· ···-·· ··-··· ·-·· ··-· ·-·· .... ·-·· -·-· ·--· ··-· 1,290 
Lithology an Physi al' logy .. ___ ··-·······--···· ··-· ·················-· 3 4 
J>tallurgyancl 1'~c n micGeology ............. -··· · ··················--···· 2,274 
\ cnk. hop .........• -.... - - .. - .••. - - .... - - -.. - - - ..... - ..... - ... - - - ... - . - . - . . 500 
Ai le pace ...•...... _. . . . . . . _. _ •... __ ..... _ ... _. __ ... ___ ... ___ ...... __ .. __ . 6. 450 
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Professor Goode remained until after the opening of the Exposition, 
when pressing duties at Washington required his return. In his ab-
sence, Mr. Earll was designated as DepuJy Representative, with Mr. M. 
P. Snell as secretary, and W. H. Abbott, Arthur Brauer, and E. vV. 
Atfield as assistants, these constituting the permanent force during 
the continuance of the Exposition. Mr. J. Warner Edwards, of Pl.tila-
delphia, a scientist of wide experience, and a specialist in mineralogy, 
crystallography, and lithology, who was spending the winter at New 
Orleans, kindly volunteered his services, which were very gladly ac-
cepted. Mr. Ed wards remained during the entire period of the expo-
sition, and rendered the most valuable assistance, not only in connec-
tion with the departments in which he was especially interested, but 
in the general work of administration. 
THE ETHNOLOGICAL EXHIBIT. 
The ethnological exhibit prepared under the direction of Prof. Otis T. 
Mason, curator of the department of ethnology, consisted of a collec-
tion illustrating the social condition of the various tribes of North 
..American Indians and Eskimos. It contained a large series of the cps-
tumes, weapons of war and chase, household utensils, tools, and games 
of the different tribes, with samples of their basketry and decorative 
.work, including painting and carving, with full-sized busts, in plaster, 
of several of the leading. chiefs. This exhillit occupied twenty-seven 
cases, the educational idea, which was carefully worked out being prom-
inent in its arrangement. 
Adjoining this department were six cases set apart for the archffio 
logical collections, consisting of stone implements from various localities 
in North .America, arranged and mounted under the direction of Dr. 
Charles Rau, curator of the department of prehistoric anthropology. 
TEXTILE EXHIBIT. 
A large and interesting collection of textiles was prepared under the 
direction of Mr. Romyn Hitchcock, acting curator of the section of text-
iles. This collection was intended primarily to show the numerous 
fibers used in the manufacture of textiles, and, as far as practicable, the 
different stages of preparation and the processes of manufacture, begin-
ning with the raw material and ending with the finished product. It was 
not limited to American fibers, but included textiles from the Philippine 
IslandA, Japan, China, Siam, Spain, Portugal, England, and other coun-
tries. Prominent among the exhibits were esparto grass, agavi fibers, 
jute, flax, Spanish hemp, ramie, Chinese grass cloth, a large collection 
ofrawcotton and cotton cloths, a collection of silk, including the cocoons 
and raw silk and the manufactured goods. The collection also contained 
specimens illustrating the manufacture of hair-cloth and carpets of 
various kinds. The whole was neatly mounted in standard Museum 
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trays, each specimen being provided with a printed descriptive label. 
The collection filled twenty-one standard cases, occupying floor-space 
of more than 1,600 square feet. 
EXHIBIT OF NA.VAL ARCHITECTURE. 
The preparation of a collection illustrating the development of the 
vessels of the merchant marine was undertaken by Capt. J. W. Collins, 
of the U.S. Fish Commission, who visited the different centers of the ship-
building industry and obtained builders' models of vessels of different 
types, the series beginning with the primitive forms, and ending with 
those of the most modern pattern. Prominent among these were 
models showing the development of cotton ships. In addition to 
the above were exhibited several fine models, belonging to the section 
of naval architecture in the National Museum. These included a full-
rigged whaling-ship, a Chinese war-junk, and a three-masted schooner 
of modern build. Messrs. Higgins & Gifford, a firm engaged exten-
sively in the manufacture of all kinds of sail-boats, row-boats, and 
yachts, sent an interesting collection showing the different types of 
boats manufactured by them, including a model of the dory " Oenten-
niql," the smallest boat that ever crossed the ocean. 
THE ART EXHIBIT. 
A colleotion to illustrate the growth of art was prepared by Prof. G . . 
Brown Goode. It consisted of about one hundred and twenty auto-
types, representing ~he most noted pictures of the principal artists of 
the world arranged chronologically by countries. The collection began 
with Oimabue, the most noted ar.tist of the thirteenth century, and con-
tained representations of the work of prominent artists from that time 
to the present. 
In addition to the foregoing, the collection contained a very interest-
ing series of autotypes representing noted pieces of sculpture, these 
being confined chiefly to representations of the works of Greek and 
Italian sculptors. 
Besides the autotypes, there was an exhibit prepared by the Photo-
Engraving Company, of New York, to illustrate the process of photo-
engraving; another, prepared by H. 0. Whitcomb & Co., illustrating 
the process of stereotyping ; and a third, by the same firm, showing 
the most modern methods of electrotyping. 
THE FIBHJ:RIEB A.ND FISH-CULTURAL EXHIBITS, 
The collection illustrating the fisheries consisted of about one hundred 
and fifty framed photographs, solar enlargements, and drawings in 
crayon illu trative of the apparatus and methods employed in the ea 
and river ft heries of the United States, and, in addition, a very com-
plete collection of model in pla ter of the principal food-fishes of North 
America, including both the marine and fresh-water species. There 
w re also xhibited a eries of diagrams prepared by Prof. W . 0. At-
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water showing the nutritive qualities of the leading food-fishes, and 
tabulated statements of the nutritive values of fish as compared with 
other foods. The exhibit also contained a full-sized whale-boat, thor-
oughly equipped with apparatus for the capture of whales, including 
not only the old-style hand harpoons and larices, but also the modern 
swivel-gun and the explosive cartridge· used in connection with the 
same. 
The fish-cultural exhibit, prepared under the direction of Col. Mar-
shall McDonald, of the U. S. Fish Commission, consisted of a series of 
six tables containing hatching apparatus in which the embryos of the 
whitefish, salmon, and other species were kept during their develop-
ment, and small aquaria in which the newly hatched fry were exhibited. 
In addition there were six large aquaria containing a number of differ-
ent species of fish from the ponds of the U. S. · Fish Commission at 
Washington, including the gold-fish, golden ide, German carp, trout, 
salmon, and other kinds. There was also a series containing numer-
ous forms of hatching apparatus used at different hatcheries belonging 
to the U. S. Fish Commission, and models of various kinds of fish-
ladders or fish-ways. .Arrangements were made with the management 
of the Exposition for having a supply of water for conducting the 
hatching operations, and at intervals of two or three weeks quan-
tities of eggs of different species were shipped -to New Orleans and 
placed in the hatching apparatus, where they were allowed to remain 
until hatched. This exhibit was, perhaps, the most popular in the en-
tire exhibition, and during the time when clear water could be obtained 
and the young fish were hatching, a majority of the people attending 
the exposition found their way to the space, some of them lingering 
for hours. 
On February 18, Colonel McDonald arrived with U.S. Fish Commis-
sion car No. 3, containing a full equipment of hatching and transport-
ing apparatus. This car was placed on a side track at the Prytania 
street entrance of the exhibition, adjoining the Smithsonian space, and 
was ope:l} for inspection daily from 8 in the morning until 6 in the 
evening. In it were shown not only the processes of hatching, but 
also the methods employed in transferring the frJ to waters very remote 
from the hatchery. After the fish-cultural exhibit had been installed, 
Colonel McDonald returned to Washington; and J. Frank Ellis was 
placed in charge of the car, and James Carswell assumed control of 
the fish-cultural display in the Smithsonian space in the Government 
building. The car remained until the mi~dle of May, when it was re-
called, to be used in the distribution of shad from the Fish Commission 
stations in Washington and Maryland. 
THE .FISH COMMISSION STEA.MER ALBATROSS. 
The steamer Albatross, belonging to the U. S. Fish Commission, was 
engaged during the wilJ.ter of 1884-'85 in an investigation 0.f t4~ ~qr~ 
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rents, temperature, and life of the ocean in the vicinity of the West 
Indies and in portions of t,he Gulf of Mexico. By permission of the 
U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, the vessel made a visit of a few days 
· to New Orleans. · On her arrival in that city the exposition manage-
.,ment placed a portion of the exposition wharf at her disposal, where 
the steamer was thrown open . for inspection by visitors to the exposi-
tion as a part of the exhibit -of the U. S. Fish Commission. The ap-
paratus employed in her scientific investigations was arranged on deck; 
and interesting forms of marine life recently taken in the deep waters 
of the Gulfof Mexico were removed from the t,anks and placed .in glass 
bottles in the steamer's laboratory, where they could be viewed by 
those who were interested. At the request of Capt. Z. L. Tanner, an 
efficient corps of officers and scientists remained constantly on duty to 
inform the viE,itors of the general character of the work in which the 
steamer was engaged, and to explain the workings of the apparatus. 
· After a stay of ten days, during which time she was visited by a very 
large num~er of people,· she left tl;ie exposition in order to resume her 
work which had been temporaril_y discontinued. 
THE ANIMAL PRODUCTS EXHIBIT. 
Adjoining the fi~h-cultural exhibit was a large collection of material 
showing· the prvducts- of the animal kingdom,· and, as far as practicable, 
the methods employed in their'preparation. In this collection were shown 
the methods of' utilizing the hair, fur, feathers, skin, scales, flesh, bones, 
horn, teeth, claws, viscera, and excrements of various animals. Por-
tions of this collection were very complete, the exhibit of furs, for ex-
ample, containing specimens of nearly every fur-bearing animal in the 
United States. The collection was installed in thirty-five cases, occu-
pying a floor space of 2,400 square feet. 
At ,one ernl of this collection, and serving as a connecting link be-
tween it and the natural history depa_rtmeut, were several cases illus-
trating the methods employed in the capture of animals. In these were 
shown, either by models or pictures, various forms of traps used in 
different portions of the country by the Indians and whites in the capt-
ure of birds, mammals, and fishes. 
MAMMAL EXHIBIT. 
As oon a it became evident that the Smithsonian Institution would 
h required to send material to New Orleans, the subject of getting a 
large and. complete exhibit, of the mammals of the country was dis-
cu ed; but when the definite amount of the appropriation was ascer-
tained it b came n ce ary to materially change the plan, in order to 
bring the exhi it wi bin it proportional limit as compared with other 
d partme t . Th xhibit wa prepared under the direction of Mr. 
i , W. Tru , cur tor of the department of IQammal , and from his 
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Museum report on the subject the following description has been ob-
tained: • 
It was intended that the entire existing mammalian fauna of North America from 
the Isthmus of Panama north ward should be exhibited species by species, both 
l·y skins or casts and skeletons, and that Rome of tb.e mon~ important extinct fauna 
should be restored. This plan necessarily suffered much modification after a short 
time, when it was found that nei'ther money, time, nor materials sufficient to assemble 
such a collection before the opening of t,he exposition, were at command. 
With the intention, however, of having every important species represented, the 
curntor visited the establishments of all the principal tlealers in natural history ma-
terial, and the collection of duplicates in the Museum was also drawn upon very 
largely. It was found that only a very small number of ~pecies were anywhcrn on 
sale, and that the Museum must rely upon its own resources. This it was able to do 
t0 a very considerable extent, although it was found 11ecessary to withdraw some 
mounted specimens from the regular exhibition series; a proceeding which the cura-
tor carried out with great reluctance. 
The total number of specimens exhibited was one hundred and sixty, representing 
one hundred and fifty species and varieties. The series includes all the North Amer-
ican ruminants except the musk-ox; all the important carnivores, both aquatic and 
terrestrial ( especially the fur-bearing family, Mustelidtfl); all the native beneficial or 
noxious rodents; representative species of porpoises; the manatees; and the more 
characteristic monkeys, sloths, bats, and insectivores. In addition, a series intending 
to represent all the orders of the class mamma]ia was prepared. 
The collection was exhibited in four large cases, except the ruminants, for which 
a separate large terraced stand was provided. The first case contained the cats, dogs, 
bears, etc. ; the second, the se;ls and whales; the third, the monkeys, weasels, bats, 
and insectivores, and the first group of rodents, the endentates and opossums, and 
the series representing the orders of mammalia. The large terraced stand, as already 
stated, supported only the ruminants. 
It will be observed that this collection, although cons~derably smaller in point of 
number of specimens than that exhibited at the Centennial Exposition, still con-
tained representatives of almost the same number of species. 
In addition to the specimens already mentioned, another small series was seut to 
New Orleanti, representiug the character of work done in connection with the depart-
ment of osteology. It was at first intended that the different species of animals should 
be represented by skeletons as well as by mounted skins, but this plan was in tne end 
found impracticable and was finally abandoned. 
Mr. William T. Hornaday, chief taxidermis~ of the National Museum, 
visited New Orleans for the purpose of unpacking and installing this 
collection. 
THE BIRD EXHIBIT. 
Mr. Robert Ridgway, curator of the department of birds, was charged 
with the collection and preparation of the material for this. exhibit. It 
consisted largely of specimens selected by him from the duplicates of 
the' collections under his charge, these being finely mounted with a 
view to their display at the exposition. From Mr. Ridgway's report on 
these collections the following description is obtained: 
The department of birds prepared for exhibition at the New Orleans Exposition a 
collection of North American game birds numbering one hundred and sixty-three 
finely mounted specimens, and representing nearly all the species. The exhibit was 
at first intended to be much more comprehensive, t4e original plan being to exhibit 
• 
' 
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all the known . species of North American birds, so far as could be secured., t ogether 
wit,h typical groups to illustrate the avian faun~ of the sevtj'al zoogeographical di-
visions of the e~rth's surface. The collection had been nearly completed on the origi-
nal plan when it became necessary, on account of the limitc(i space available at New 
Orleans, to greatly reduce the exhibit, and to limit it to the game birds above men-
tioned. This collection was installed by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, assistant curator, 
who left ·w ashington January 3, and returned on the 16th of the month. The collec-
tion filJed two double museum cases, fitted with rows of terraced shelves. Each 
specimen was mounted on a stand of polished. black walnut, and provided with a 
print'ed label, on which were given, in large, clear type, both the scientific and popu-
lar names. 
THE !tEPTILE EXHIBIT. 
This exhibit included a large and exhaustive series of life size models 
in plaster of the turtles ~nd snakes of North America, each having 
been c~refully colored by Mr. Schindler from Jiving specimens or from 
colored sketches. 
TJIE MOLLUSI: I!:DIISIT. 
The exhibit in this department was prepared under the direction of 
Dr. William H. Dall, curator of the, department of mollusks in t he Na-
tional Museum, and Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, assistant curator. Dr. Dall, 
in his report for 1885, described it as follows: 
The exhibit in this department of natuu.l history probably surpassed in extent and 
general excellence any previously ma.de at the great expositions. It was arranged 
111 twenty-one fl.at table cases, the specimens being placed in tray!:! inside of the cases, 
and each of the trays fully labeled. 
The general system followed was a geographical one, and presented a characterist,ic 
representation of the mor .. conspicuous and interesting forms of the various zoogeo-
grapbical provinces. 
The exhibit included several cases of the fresh-water mussels ( Unitm'idre) of the 
Mississippi drainage area, remarkable for the great number and beauty of the shells, 
also tLe rare and peculiar forms belonging to thil:l group from other parts of the world. 
The land a,nd pond snails of the :Mississippi basin were each represented by a single 
case. 
The marine shells of the Atlantic coa.st of America. from the Arctic Sea to the Carib-
bean, and the sea shells of the Pacific coast from Bering Sea to Panama, including 
tbe principal species inhabiting the tidal areas of Puget Sound, to the north, and the 
Gulf of California, to the south, were similarly displayed. 
Other ca es contained selected specimens from the Indo-Pacifi.c region, such as live 
in the great coral areas of the warm seas between western America and eastern Asia.. 
Four cases were devoted to the edible mollusca of the United States. Two of these 
contain d the clams, cockles, etc., of the At.lantic sea-board, and in the other two 
were exhibited those of the shores of western America., from Alaska to San Diego. 
The preparation of the material was completed under the supervision of Dr. Stearns, 
who visited New Orleans and gave his attention to the proper installation and label-
ing of the exhibit. 
E~IT OF THI: SOCIETY OF AMERICAN T.A..Xll)EltMISTS. 
At the invitation of the Smith onian Institution the Society of Ameri-
can Taxid rmi ts prepared for exhibition at New Orleans a series of 
pecimen illqstr tive of t e wor f members of that society. Mr. 
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William T. Hornaday, president, and Mr. F . .A.. Lucas, secretary, gave 
their personal attentym to obtaining and arranging the material. The 
exhibit was large and instructive, occupying a floor space of nearly 
600 quare feet: It contained specimens of the best work of the leading· 
· members of the society, including Messrs. Hornaday, Lucas, Fraine, 
·webster, William Palmer, Joseph Palmer, Hedley, Forney, Bailly, 
Wallace, Jeremiah, and Richardson. 
THE MINERAL J:XHIBIT, 
The exhibit of minerals was collected and arranged· under the di-
rection of Prof. F. W. Clarke, curator of the· department of minerals, 
and Mr. W. S. Yeates, assistant curator. From the annual report of the 
curator the following account of the exhibit is taken: 
The department of minerals was represented at the New Orleans Exposition by a 
collection of the minerals which afford gems and ornamental stones, and by a collec-
tion of cut and polished stones. The minerals were classi:fied after Dana's system, and 
were displayed in seven flat-top table cases; The gems were more difficult to classify, 
it not being possible to arrange them with advantage, according to their chemical 
constitution. The best arrangement seemed to be one which would have reference 
to their intrinsic value; but it was found more convenient to allow the more un-
common stones a place near the lower end of the case in which the gems were exhib-
ited. The second and last cases began with quartzes, and was followed by the feld-
spars and other ornamental stones. The specimens in these two cases were mounted 
on white and black velvet pads, which dis.played them to great advantage. 
The exhibit was arranged by Mr. Yeates, who visited New Orleans for that purpose. 
THE LITHOLOGICAL EXHIBIT. 
Under the direction of Mr. George P. Merrill, acting ourator of the 
department of lithology and physical geology in the National Museum, 
a large collection of materials was prepared for New Orleans. . Many 
of the specimens in this exhibit were taken from the duplicates belong-
ing to the National Museum, but in order to complete the series Mr. 
Merrili visited numerous quarries and obtained suitable specimens, 
many of them being cut and polished before shippi~g. Mr. _Merrill has 
given the following account of the exhibit prepared by him: 
This exhibit consisted of ( 1) a collection of three hundred and fifty-eight speci-
mens of building and ornamental stones in the form of 4-inch cubes; (2) a collec-
tion of some twelve specimens of foreign and native marbles in the form of polished 
slabs; (3) a collection of one hundred and fifty specimens of rock-forming minerals; 
(4) a collection called a" structural series," intended to represent all the more com-
mon forms of rock structure and texture; (5) a collection of one hundred and ninety-
eight specimens of rock illustrating the geology and lithology of the Comstock Lode 
and Washoe district, Nevada; and (6) a lithological collection comprising five hun-
dred specimens of rock of various kinds and from many sources, both native and 
foreign, this last, together with collections number three and four, forming a part of 
the regular educational series of the Muse um. 
Mr. Merrill went to New Orleans and arranged his exhibit, which was 
neatly installed, the collection occupying a :floor space of nearly 400 
square feet. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--6 
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THE METALLURGICAL EXHIBIT. 
One of the largest exhibits in the Smithsonian collection at the ex-
position was that prepared under the direction of Mr. Fred P. Dewey, 
curator of metallurgy and economic geology, who, with several assist-
ants, devoted his entire time, for s·everal months prior to the exposition, 
to the collection and arrangement of materials, James Temple Brown 
'being detailed to make a special collection of coals and articles illus-
trating the processes of coal mining. From Mr. Dewey's report the fol-
lowing account of the exhibit is taken: 
In the :first division of this collection- that of economic geology-it was designed 
to exhibit collections illustrating the different kinds and grades of the ores of e·ach 
metal, and also a few collections of non-metallic minerals of economic importance. 
In the second division- that of metallurgy-- it was designed to exhibit collections 
representing the processes for the extraction of the metals from their ores by speci-
mens, where practicable, filling the gaps by means of illustrations and' descript ions, 
and accompanying them by general illustrations and descriptions, so as t o fully ex-
plain these processes. 
The ore collection was made up with a v iew to represent all the different varieties 
of each ore and many of the most prominent mining regions. 
The Lake Superior copper region was very thoroughly represented, both on account 
of the value of the mines,-and as.representing the k ind of collections it is desirable for 
the Museum to possess to illustrate a region or mine, The region was represented by 
three prominent mines, showing three different and characteristic occurrences of the 
ore. In the first place, the so-called mass mines, which are characterized by the occur-
rence of large masses of free copper, amounting in some cases to many tons of metal 
in a single mass, were represented by the Central Mine. Mines of this kind also carry 
considerable quantities of disseminated free copper. In the second place, the &mygda-
loid mines, which are distinguished by the occurrence of free copper in amygdules, 
bunches, strings, and sheets, from the size of a pin-point up to a few hundred pounds 
in weight, disseminated in a soft amygdaloid trap-rock, were represented by the 
Osceola Mine. In the next place, the conglomerate mines, which are characterized by 
the presence of free copper mostly in the form of strings in a hard conglomerate of 
ferruginous quartz pebbles, were typified by the Conglomerate Mine. 
Taking the Conglomerate Mine as an example, the collection showed, :first, t he gen-
eral character of the ore and tp.e inclosing wall rocks; secondly, the occurrence of the 
ore at various prominent points in the mine, which were accurately located ; and, 
thirdly, a section of the rocks over a distance of 631 feet, by specimens taken at suita -
ble distances t o illustrate the different characters and changes of the material. 
The collection in economic geology included placer gold, gold ,quartz, auriferous 
gravel, auriferous pyrite, tellutide ores, iridium (iridosmine), native silver, wire sil-
ver, horn silver, ruby silver, base ores carrying silver, argentiferous lead ores, tin 
ores, sulphide ores of antimony, cinnabar, sulphide ores oflead; native copper, includ-
ing water-worn specimens; mass copper, chips, amygdaloid and conglomerate dissem-
inated free metal, sulphides of iron and copper, oxides, oxidized ores of bismuth, sul-
phide ores of nickel and cobalt, five hundred specimens of iron ores showing all t he 
different kinds of iron ore found in the country, manganese ore, ores of zinc; anthra-
cite, semi-bituminous, bituminous, splint, and cannel coal, and a large col!ection il-
lustrating the methods of coal mining, including large photographs (taken by elec-
tric light) of the interior of a coal mine, the :first views of the kind ever produced ; 
native sulphur, and iron pyrites. 
In making up the metallurgic l collection it was not possible to exhibit the pro-
duction of each metal exhaustively, owing to the small amount of suitable material 
previously in the epartment and the short space of time available for making new 
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collections. A few systemailic illustrations of metallurgical operations were shown. 
It was thought best to treat a few subjects thoroughly rather tha.n a large number 
superficially. After suitable conaidera1ion, a few representative works were seleeted 
for illustraiiion, and were worked up as completely as possible. 
Beginning with the ore as mined, each step in its preparation for smelting was 
shown, together with the by or waste products of such treatment. To illustrate the 
smelting operation, ihe ores, the fuels, 1lhe fluxes, and every other material entering 
the process, each product of each operation up 110 ~he final product of the works was 
shown. To these were added, where practicable, illustrations of materials of con-
struction, such as fire-clays, sands, etc. The furnaces and tools were shown by 
specimens, views, and descriptions. The interest and value of these collections did 
not lay so much in the specimens themselves as in their being thoroughly connected, 
and in the ki:e.d and amou_nt of information 1hai was given in regard to them. 
The collections in metallurgy comprised collections illustrating the extraction of 
gold and silver; the manufacture of lead, steel, coke, sulphuric acid, and alloys; the 
smelting and refining of copper, iron, and zinc. There was also illustrated the prac-
_tical application of the non-metallic ores by specimens showing the manufacture of 
· sand-paper, asbestus and its uses, abrading and polishing materials, and the utiliza-
tion of barytes. · 
This collection, :filling nineteen cases, occnpie~ a floor space of nearly 
2,300 square feet. Mr. Dewey visited the exposition and remained un-
til all of the collections in his department had been installed. 
The Smithsonian exhibit occupied more than a ,quarter of the entire 
space assigned to the Government for exhibition purposes, and the a~-
tention which the collection received from. visitors to the exhibition 
and from the press was very gratifying, the space being the center of 
attraction for scientists from various parts of the country and for 
students from different Southern colleges. 
At the close of the exposition several of the curators returned to 
New Orleans to look after the exhibits belonging_to their departments, 
and a number of professional packers, under the direction of Mr. H. 
Horan, were sent from Washington to assist in the packing and return-
ing of materials, many of the exhibits from their nature being very 
fra~ile and requiring skillful handling. An additional force of laborers 
was employed, and the work was pushed with all possible speed, so 
that by the 10th of July the work of packing bad been completed and 
the exhibits were on their way to Washington, Mr. Earll and party 
leaving on the 14th. By the end of the month the last car-load of 
materials had reached Washington. Very little loss was sustained 
from breakage, the exhibits upon arrival being, as a rule, in excellent , 
condition. · · 
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REPORT UPON THE WORK IN THE DEPARTMENT or ETHNOLOGY IN 
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
1886, 
By OTIS T. MASON, Curator. 
The work of this department during the year has been for the most 
part tentative and preparatory in two directions, receiving and caring 
for new material so as to render it most available and valuable, and pre-
paring series of objects for exhibition, study, and exchange. 
In. order to give greater efficiency to the former method of cataloguing 
accessions, the following plan has been adopted. Desultory material is 
entered as formerly in the standard catalogu~; after that a system of 
card cataloguing of an encyclop::edic character enables the ~urator to 
gather from many sources all that is valuable about the object in hand. 
Whenever a collection of special importance is received from the same 
locality, the objects are first carefully classified, so as to bring all things 
together that are alike or that have the same use. These are then en-
tered, as formerly, a separate number being given to each piece that is 
su_fficiently distinct to receive it, but those that are alike or that form 
a set receive the same number. The card catalogue is also used with 
this material for the purpose of gathering information. In the register 
things go by number; in the card catalogue they ate arranged by topics 
and classes of thingA, so that all information upon each subject will be _ 
found together, as in an encyclop::edia. 
This encyclop::edic method has proved of incalculable value in the 
correspondence of the Museum when difficult questions are proposed 
for immediate reply. 
As soon as this classified entry is made the material is sent to the 
poisoning department, where it is subjected to a close scrutiny. The 
curator has devoted much time to this subject, for it is encumbered with 
many difficulties, each kind of material demanding a different treatment. 
It is safe to suppose that every destructible specimen which comes into 
a museum is infested with the eggs or larvre of moth, dermestes, or 
other museum pests. The problems to solve at the outset are these: 
(1) To destroy the eggs and larv::e. 
(2) To preHerve in so doing the color and softneAs of the texture of 
fabrics, skins, and furs. 
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(3) To prevent attacks of insect enemies in the future. 
( 4) 'ro reduce the dange·" to the curator and others to the lowest 
amount. 
In this department the curator has been greatly aided by the studies 
of Mr. Walter Hough, who has discovered the following insects at active 
work destroying museum material: Four species of Tinea, thecarpet,fur, 
cloth, and grain moths; .Anthrenus varius and A.. lepidus, the all-devouring 
"Buffalo bug;" Anobium paniceum, which destroys wood and basketry; 
and Lepisma domestica, which destroys gummed labels. The work of 
research in this direction is not quite finished, but the following con-
clusions have been practically reached: · 
(1) It is not safe to trust to camphor, pepper, turpentine, etc., in the 
case of valuable material. · 
(2) Insect powder soils ermine and other delicate furs and fabrics, and 
can be used only in certain cases. 
(3) Objects soaked in benzine and other light coal-oil products have 
the larvoo and eggs destroyed, but they are liable to future attacks. 
(4) Naphthaline proves efficacious so far in preventing the ravages of 
insects, but complaints are made of its deleterious effects on the health 
of laborators. 
(5) Insects and larv~ of all kinds are destroyed in furs and fabrics 
when they are hung in a tight closet exposed to the evaporation of bi-
sulphide of carbon. But this effect is only temporary. 
(6) Corrosive sublimate or arsenious acid dissolved in alcohol or 
water in proportion . not exceeding 3 per cent. of the poison, may be 
applied to furs by spraying, provided the skin is constantly worked 
while drying. This should be done in opefi: air and with caution. Deer 
hair is very easily rotted, and should be cautiously treated on the 
leather side chiefly. 
The specimens are then stored in the grand series chiefly by form and 
use; that is, clothing, tools, household articles, weapons, and examples 
of higher intellectual activities are grouped together. 
Whenever occasion demands, the specimens of a particular tribe, na-
tion, or class of people are stored apart. The effort is thus made to 
give to each object all the scientific value which it possesses from the 
very start, and to render it accessible at once for the exhibition, the 
study or type, and the exchange series. 
Convinced that a great national collection shonld not be forcibly 
trained into ubjection to any one scheme, the exhibition series, so far 
a they are. completed, have been selected to illustrate all the lines of 
tudy pur ued by anthropologists upon human activities so far as they 
can et forth by things, picture , or graphic tables. 
The omiuant idea according to which anthropologists in various 
f the w rld arrange their specimens may be called the concepts 
ification. Th e concept are race or tribe, material, structure, 
d fun tion progr of invention, and geographical distribution. No 
perfi c cheme can omit any one of these concepts. Methods can differ 
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only jn the order in which they are considered and the prominence given 
to each. 
It will be readily understood that the order in which these concepts 
are taken decides the appearance of a museum. Each one of the first 
three-race, material, structure and function-may be and in fact is the 
ruling concept in some museums. To ilJustrate the methods pursued 
in these various institutions, and the lessonR which they teach, several 
series are now being arranged, and will be on exhibition as below de-
scribed. Indeed, some of them are now exposed to the public, but not 
completely installed or labeled. 
As an example of what may be done' on the ethnical basis, all of the 
objects belonging- to Eskimo art have been gathered in the East Hall 
and laid out according to the following concepts in the order named: 
function or use, location, evolution and varieties. Fourteen quite well-
marked, areas have been noted among the Eskimo: Gr~enland, Labra-
dor and Ungaya, Baffin Land, Northern Canada, Northern Alaska, 
Kotzebue Sound,, Bering Strait, St. Lawrence Island and the main-land 
on either side ; Cape Nome, Norton Sound and Yukon Delta ( a mixed 
area); Nunivak and the contiguoT:ts main-land, Kuskokvim delta, Bristol ·, 
Bay, Kadiak and vicinity; and for the Aleuts, the Aleutian chain. 
It must be distinctly undPrstood that these areas are wholly second-
ary to types and material. 
In order to ascertain the deficiencies as well as the riches of the Mu-
seum, each implement, ornament, etc., is traced through the flfteen 
areas by means of a set of boxes, one for each area. A.11 the objects in 
the Eskimo collection being placed in their appropriate boxes, the va. 
cancies will be at once apparent, and proclaim either that the people 
of that area do not use tbi.s device or that t he National Museum has not 
the good fortune to possess an example. In this work the curator has 
been greatly aided by Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, D.S. Navy, and Mr. E. B. 
Webster, paymaster, U.S. Navy. 
The curator will in the future be able to follow a similar scheme for 
.several other peoples, but thinks that when the material in hand does 
not fairly picture the total life history of a tribe or race, the best ad-
ministration to make of the material is to show the elaboration of the 
various human arts, with a view ultimately to exhibit the progress in 
culture of the whole race. In this line he has commenced to prepare 
the following series: 
(1) Sets of arrow-makers' tools from all available sources. 
(2) The shops, implements, and productions of the potter, with models 
and pictures of his furnace, processes, etc. 
(3) The sets of apparatus used by North American tribes for gam-
bling, arranged typically and ethnically. 
(4) Outfits of narcotic indulgence, such as smoking opium and to-
·bacco, betel chewing, etc. 
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(5) The apparatus of the primitive weaver, mat-maker, basket,-maker, 
etc., in order to understand the origin of the textile art. 
Too much emphasis can not be laid upon collecting objects in sets, 
outfits, suits, contents, packs, apparatus, panoplies, accoutrements. The 
elaboration of many useful and artistic forms has taken place in an 
adaptive fashion, as being part of' a lot or set like the mutual change of 
form of' insect and flower through the process of fertilization. 
When a single object, as a hammer, adze, wedge, hoe, spade, rake, 
plough, snow-shoe, etc., stands alone as an imple:=nent or a product, 
specimens thereof may be exhibited in series to illustrate the possible 
lines of invent.ive progress, care being taken always to note localities · 
and the evidences of historical connection. · 
In carrying out the scheme of which the Catlin and the Stanley gal-
leries were the commencement, the curator bas commenced to collect 
the actual color of all delegations visiting Washington and to gather a 
series of painted photographs as the foundation of an aboriginal album 
of our continent. In this matter great aid has been rendered by the 
Bureau of Ethnology. • 
One of the greatest difficulties which a curator has to encounter is 
that which arises from false location and insufficient data. In the Na-
tional Museum, as well as in every other collection, are many precious 
objects gathered long ago, when it was considered sufficient · to know 
that a specimen came from America, Africa, or Polynesia. This is one 
of the chief hindrances to a purely ethnological scheme, since it is oft-
en begging the whole question to assign a specimen to a . certain tribe. 
On the other hand, no harm can possibly come from putting things that 
are alike in the same case or receptacle. 
In order to ennoble this olfl. and imperfectly described material the 
curator is collecting from absol:utely reliable sources single objects and 
complete outfits of various kinds to act as guides. It has many times 
happened that one such specimen has really putliim in the possession of 
several, with this added, that the older objects are more absolutely free 
from the contamination of Aryan influences. For instance, all of Oap- · 
tain Wilkes's American material is labeled northwest coast of America, 
which means.anywhere from the Straits of Fuca to the Bay of San 
Francisco-a region occupied by many stocks of aborigines. The sub-
sequent collections of Gibbs, Swan, Powers, Green, Ray, the officers of 
the Army, and the Bureau of Ethnology now enable the curator to defi-
nitely locate all of Wilkes's specimens. 
The acquisitions of this department are indicated below, arranged 
eographically and topically. The States of the Union are arranged 
alpha etically and specimens from each are given separately with a view 
to timulating in each an interest in our great national collection. A 
large number of the specimens accredited to the States were received at 
the ew Orlean Expo ition. Especial mention should also be made 
' of the col ctiou. of the Bureau of Ethnology, Lieut. P.H. Ray, U. S. 
rmy, and Dr. D. Bethune McCartee. 
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ESKIMO AREAS. 
Greenland.-Mesh-sticksfor netting (7), Capt. J. W. Collins. 
Baffin Land.-Steatite lamp and companion pot, Dr. E. Bessels (7393). 
Fort Chimo.-Throwing-stick and case of one hundred and fifty Eskimo dominoes 
· (15388), in three sets. 
Kotzebue Sound.-Three labrets and mask of wood, carving in bone, spoon made from 
sheep's skull; knife, blade, and core of jadeite; harpoon point, five fish-hooks 
(16827), Woolfe. · 
Norton Sound Region.-Wisps of sea grass for whipping the body in the bath, parka, 
housewife, haversack of fish skin, needles, and fish-skin boots, collections of E. W . 
. Nelson. 
Nun·ivak Island Regi9n.-Grease dish, Dall (16230). 
Kuskokvim Delta.-WaJlet of twined basketry. 
Bristol Bay.-Stone ax, hats, women's coats, women's boots~ head-dress, ear-pockets, 
knives, belt of reindeer teeth (16879), ivory carving containing figures represflnt-
ing an Eskimo dance and game of strength (16902), J. W. Johnson . 
.A.leut.ian Islands.-Wallets of twined basketry (16754, 16293), Dall and Bean ; Bida.rka 
model for three rowers (16914), Department of State, New Orleans Exhibit. 
INDIAN TRIBES OF ALASKA AND CANADA . 
• 
K linkit of .A.laska.-- War knife, carved wooden pipes, hair, and masks (16771, 17037), 
from Shaman's graves, Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, U.S. Navy; one hundred and thirty 
photographs (16912), twined cylindrical baskets. 
Haida of Queen Charlotte Island.-Sha,man's robe, Haliotis shell ornaments. 
Bella Bella of British Columbia.-Cedar bark basketry; Swan. 
A.ht, Varcou1:e1· Island.-Dent11lium, fish-hook of pearl shell (17655). 
Makah of Cape Flattery and Vancouver Island.-Cedar-bark wallets, kelo for holding 
food, whale harpoon lines. 
Ottawa.-Doll, illustrating half-breed costume. 
Iroquois.-Bark canoe, and painting on gla,ss of man and woman in costume. 
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE STATES • 
.A.labarna.-Choctaw basketry, seed dice, pump-urill still used by negro blacksmiths* 
(lt>955 ). 
Arizona and New Mexico.-Twelve photographs Apache (17395), three Navajo prairie-
dog arrows (17239), bow, arrow, and quiver of the Navajos (16871), large and 
beautiful woolen Navajo carpet (16928), Moki coiled basket trays, wicker coiled 
basket trays, woven dance-belts, painted aprons worn in snake dance. 
· From J. W .. Powell, Director Bureau of Ethnology. (Acc. 16870.) A collection 
of models exhibited by that Bureau at New Orleans, as follows: (76690) 
Pueblo of Oraibe, Moki, Ariz.; (76691) pueblo of Mashonginavi, Moki; 
(76692) pueblo of Schomovi, Moki; (76693) pueblo of Wolpi, Moki; 
(76694) pueblo of Shipaneluvi, Moki; (7.6695) pueblo of Shemopavi, 
Moki; (76696) pueblo of Tewa, Moki; (76697) relief map of ancient 
province of Tusayan, Moki; (76990) Casa Blanca cliff-ruin, Canon de 
Chelly, Arizona ; (76993) small cliff-ruin in Canon de Chelly; (76999) 
mummy cave cl iff-ruin, Ca.non de la Muerte, Arizona; (76995) cliff..:ruin in 
Mancos Canon, Colorado; (76996) restoration, cave town on Rio de 
Chelly, Arizona; (76992) ruined pueblo of Wejegi, Chaco Cafion, New 
Mexico. 
-.See page 90, hottom. 
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Arizona and New Mexico-Continued. 
Zuni specimens from the Bureau of Ethuology, collected by Col. J. Stevenson: 
(15874) pump-drills, darts and targets for children's play, stone hammers 
of various patterns, tanned deer skin, pottery-making stools (starting 
stone, gourd scraper, rubbing or polishing stones), Cohonino tanned deer 
skin, bangs for the hair, breech-clouts, armlets, sashes, garters, rattle1:1 of 
gourd and tortoise shell, painted images of wood, seed-baskets, mortars 
and pestles, flaking hammers, paint and paint mortars, strainer (16:{92), 
and from Laguna corn bread and fl.our. From the modeling department 
of the Bureau of Ethnology the following models have been received:* 
(16970) Zuni, Wejegi, Taos, Tacoma, cliff ruins, small pueblo, Tegua, 
mummy cave, cliff fortress, seven models of pueblos, map in relief of 
Tusayan, two cave towns, Casa Blanca, ancient tower. 
California.-From Indians of Hupa Reservation, collected by Lieut. P.H. Ray, U.S. 
Army:" (172391) Head ornaments, hair-brush of vegetable :fiber, necklaces of 
pine seed, dance dresses of buckskin adorned with grass embroidery, mats of 
twined basketry, stones for boiling mush, paint mortars, pestles and mortars; 
spoons of horn, stor;e, and wood; mush-paddles, straight smoking-pipes of .wood 
and stone, dance rattle of deer's trotters, basketry hats, ornamental baskets, 
grass and :fiber for basketry, dip-net and seine twine and needles, salmon spear 
heads and harpoons; Indian money of dentalium shell wound with :fish skin, se-
cured in cash boxes of elkhorn ; chisels and wedges of elk horn, girdle of woven 
basketry and buckskin, dance hats of great value, pillows and stools of wood 
resembling those of New Guinea, head scratchers, hammers and adzes of stone, 
fire-drills, stone frying and baking pans, obsidian and jasper knives of great 
beauty, bows and arrows of great beauty, harpoons, men's clothing; dance aprons 
and cinctures of seeds, ornamented with straw work; dance wand of basketry, 
tobacco baskets, panniers, and cradles of basketry. From McLeod River Indians, 
from the collections of L. W. Green: (17414) Complete outfit of the bowyer and 
:fl.etcher, shafts, resin, feathers, obsidian and jasper, pitching stone, chipper, 
sandstone, polisher, straightener, sinew-, sinew-scraper, :fish-skin padding, paint 
and brushes, saw, together with a beautiful out,fit of bow, arrows, and quiver. 
From Mr. P. Crowley, of San Francisco: Complete outfit of opium-smoking, con-
sisting of opium, pipes, match-boxes, brushes, trays, scissors, pipe-cleaners, 
roasting needles, stand, lamps, Chinese cups, and laundry stamps (17215.) 
Dakota and Indian Ter1·itory.-Collection of ·Governor Furnas, of Nebraska, among 
Sioux Indians: (17069) Pemmican maul, pipes, buffalo lance, clarionet, war clubs, 
quiver and arrows, rattle, carved spoon, head-dress, lariats, tomahawk pipe, 
photographs of Sioux; models of Sioux chiefs, life size, in plaster, by M. Collin; 
photographs of Winnebagos, model in plaster of Pawnee scout, model of A.rra,paho 
Chief, Red River car and harness, head-dress of war chief and par:flesh case, bows 
and arrows of Crow Indians, photographs of Osages. 
District of Columbia.-Game of shuttlecock. 
Georgia.-Baskets from New Orleans Exposition (16188). 
Indiana. *-Models of Studebaker's wagons and carts. 
Kentucky.-Pictures illustrating industrial life in that State. 
LouiBiana.-Specimens from the Choctaw and Shetimasha Indians. Baskets of cane, 
calico dresses, blow-guns and darts, bows and arrow1:1, raquets for foot game, 
beaded moccasins, belts, and caps (16953.) 
Maine.*-Passamaquoddy Indians, baskets (17658). 
Maryland. •-Rude pipes (17364.) 
Mi,sisiippi.-Home-made bask try, palmetto and shuck hats, horse collars, wooden 
trays and dishes (16961 ). 
• See page 90, bottom. 
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New York.-From General Porter, complete opium-smokers' outfit (17198); from Peck 
& Snyder, series of modern games, dumb-bells, gymnastic apparatus, croquet, box-
ing-gloves, archery, cockfighting, and theatrical outfits, Indian clubs, skates, lawn 
tennis, lacrosse, base-ball, foot-ball, foils and masks (11487). 
From the Co-operative Dress Association (12096), resthetic dress of 1882, mod-. 
• ern adaption of ancient Grecian dress. · 
From Capt. Charles Bendire, snow-shoes from the Adirondacks (17472). 
New Hampshire.-Paper-hangings of last century. 
South Carolina.-Frontier conveniences and clothing. 
Texas.-Old gun-flints. 
Virginia.-Dental snuff and plantation specimens. 
Nevada.-From the Ute Indians, basket-hats, basket harvesting-wands, wick~rcradles, 
fanning and roasting tra;ys, water-tight archer bottles, .carrying-baskets (16956), 
Utah.-Quiver, bow, and arrows, rabbit-skin robes, photographs of headmen (13581) 
from Bureau of Ethnology. 
Wisconsin.-Wooden shoas worn by Swede and Norwegian settlers (16726). 
Wyoming.-Saddle of Indians (17121). 
MEXICO, 
The objects from this locality are principally from the collections of 
Dr. Edward Palmer in Sonora and Chihuahua, and from the Mexican 
Government at the New Orleans Exposition. The donations include 
the following examples: (171'11, 17070, 16860,) Skull of Tarahumara 
Indian, thirty-nine casts of Mexican antiquities made by Eufemio Aba-
diano, 11lustrated atlas of Mexican social life and natural history, 
atlas of primitive husbandl'y, such as planting board, cactus fruit 
picker or tongs, primitive spade; weapons, including sling, bow, ar-
rows, and wrist-guard of Tarahumaras; horse-trappings, bridles, sad-· 
dles, blankets, stirrups, tether ropes, cinctures; mealing tools, mortars 
and pestles, metates and mullers or brazos; textile products, many wicker 
baskets, wallets, bark cloth, sacks of pita and other native fiber, water 
filters, jars, water skins. 
Complete outfit of Guadalajara potter, consisting of clay in various 
stages of preparation, molds for moaeling parts, molding tools of 
rosewood, paint and brushes, casts and ve!:lsels in different stages of 
completion, model of pottery, and drawing of shop. 
Household apparatus and utensils:· Dippers of gourd, ladles, spoons 
of wood, mush sticks, chocolate-cups, stirrers, pulque-sieves, trough 
for washing. 
Articles of costume: Straw and palm hats, rain-coats, serapes, belts, 
sandals, specimens of coarse cloth, money-bag, wash-rags of pita fiber, 
hair-brushes of vegetable fiber. 
Furniture : _ Beds of cocoa and pita fiber, mattresses, pillows, floor 
mats, chairs, floor brushes, wooden trays, brooms, scrubbing brushes, 
chairs, shingle-pins, fire-fans, torches, pot-carriers, head-bands, model 
of pulque gatherer, gathering nu~s, water-carriers' yoke. 
Ceremonial objects: Masks, dance-rattles, incensafios, uniforms of 
police and soldiers of different Mexican corps, fire-mattress, horse equip-
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equipments and trappings, in all seventeen suits; quoits, stones for 
hop-scotch, foot-ball, fiddle and bow. 
Works of art: Engraved and painted gourds, many specimen~ and 
patterns, lacquer plates, waiters and trays, straw placques, photographs. 
MIDDLE A.ND SOUTH AMERICA. 
Central .America.-Carved jicara shells and gourd, packing baskets, planks hewed out 
with stone implements, a whole tree being wasted for each plank. 
Cuba.-Series of photographs of people and scenery. 
Jamaica.-Hats, basketry, brooms, brushes. 
Hayti.-Hammocks, canes, clay pipes, bastinado, mortar and pestle, vessels of t urned 
wood, rope of pita :fiper, lace wood whips, horse trappings, pack saddles, saddle 
hampers, photos, photographs of Presidents, seventeen oil portraits of Pres-
idents, (17026) powdei·-boxes . 
.A,tttilles.-Water-vessels and basketry, specimens of agave fiber, boxes of lignum-
vita:i. 
Bri.tish Gu.iana.-(16660) N ~ti ve brushes of vegetable .fiber, ornaments of seed-work. 
Venezuela.-Bead-belts . 
.Argentine Republic.~Hair mats. 
Peru.-Spindles. 
JJUBOPJI:. 
Engl&nd.-Exchequer tally-stick (16214), shawls, hats, and cutlery from New Orleans 
Exposition (16690). 
Norway.-Tschukchi cross-bow, piggin, chopping-board, shoes. 
Belgiwm, and Holland.-Wooden shoes, rope, clay pipes, horse-wrappings, album of 
costumes (16642), fishing-nets_, and twine. 
France.-Fibers, charts, five models of ethnic types, life size; ancient loom ·weights. 
Italy.-Hats, photographs of social life and costume, wine-flasks, Sicilian plow and 
yoke (16574). 
Germany.-Scythes, baskets, agl'icultural implements, and mechanical tools, cnnes, 
dolls, and toys, clothing, vaRes (16573, 16645). 
RuBsia,.-Harne&s and yokes, boots and shoes, clothing (16525, 16617). 
Turkey.-Charms, clothing. 
Scotlttnd.-Shepherd check shawl (16646). 
ASIA. 
A.Bia Minor.-Grecia.n bowl (16332). 
Syria and .Arabia.-Writing apparatus, modern Syrian clothing, carvings in olive 
wood, stone and shell, turbans, shoes, veils, incense, inscriptions, hubble-bub-
ble pipes, newspaper, pens(" 16413, "16637, "16995). 
Porsia.-Photographs of New Orleans Exhibit, shawl, sandals, lacquer-box, and book-
cover, clothing. 
India.-Model of catamaran, casts of Hindoo faces, string of beads, sandals, t orches, 
embroidery, entire outfit of betel chewer, image of the sun god, lac tray, shanka 
shells, kookrie or set of knives, fork and chop-sticks, clothing (16635, 17430, 
"17306, "17458, 17243, 174~1, 16694, 16555, 16640). 
Ohina.-O.fficial hat-box, jade inkstand-holder, rattan dipper, st,udent's book-case, 
clothing, historical illustrations, copies of Pekin Gazette, fans, screens, pict.ures 
on glass, rm,h table, bamboo shoe, writing materials, idols, quiver ancl arrows, 
inlaid plaque from Loochoo, bow and arrows from Formosa. A large number of 
t hese gifts wero from Dr. D. B. McCarte·e. 
"See page 90. 
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J apan.-Magic mirror, books, maps, photographs, clothing, model of house, weapons, 
idols, illustrations of :natural productions, screens, painting on silk, social ob-
jects, writing material, illustrated cyclop8'dia. 
Corea.-:-Inlaid metal work, printing bloekof wood, books, illustrated works, sketches 
of Corean social life and natural history, screens and blinds, cabinets, stove, em-
broidered badges, pillow ends, clothing, hats in great variety, oil paper coats and 
hats, mourning costume, matting, fans, shoes, rice bowl, and other foed imple-
ments, feather ornament, varieties of paper, sadiron, mirror, stone ornament, 
money-bag, games of chance, washing sticks, soldiers' dress, tweezers, pipes, 
hampers, knife, comb, full male, female, and child's costume, mourner's dress, 
map of Seoul, old screen in eight parts, lac canister and box, straw image. 
AFRICA. 
Madeira.-Photographs of costumes. 
Barbary States.-Grass fabric, embroidered and embossed leather, specimens of native 
cotton fabric, velvet embroidery, weapons in embossed leather scabbard, bask-
etry, shoes, turbans, lamps, blankets, snit of clothing, threshing sledge, brass 
trays, water bottles. 
Egypt.-Pipes, shoes, lantern, scarabaei, and mummy. 
Madagascar.-Hammer, tent, map, bread, palm :fiber. 
POLYNESIA. 
Samoa.*-Whip of cocoa fiber, complete apparatus for kava drinking, cinctures, 
rugs. 
Sandwich Islands.-Photographs of natives, basketry, tapa cloth, straw hate. 
New Zealand.-Maori seed wallet, spear head, fig leaf, '' shell," model of outrigger. 
A.ustralia.-Photographs of aborigines, views in Victoria. 
,. See page 90. 
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CHART. OF THE ESKIMO COLLECTIONS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
This c art is designed to show the locations in which each species of 
Eskimo apparatus is represented by specimens in the U. S. Nat~onal 
Museum. The crosses stand for one or more specimens, and the vacant 
pJaces merely exhibit the deficiencies of the national collections. The 
objects may be in use in such places, and doubtless in many cases are, 
but the fact can not be proved by thi_s series. 
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REPORT UPON THE WORK IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AMEHTCAN 
ABORIGINAL POTTERY IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE 
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886, 
By WILLIAM H. HOLMES, Honorary Curator. 
The department of aboriginal pottery has been enriched d nring the 
year by several very important accessions, numbering about 1,500 entries, 
·but including a much larger number of pieces. In previous years tho 
collections consisted to a large extent of modern products, most of which 
were derived from the pneblo towns of New Mexico and Arizona, but 
the body of the accessions of this year are prehistoric and represent 
localities widely distributed.over the American continent. , 
The agencies through which these acquisitions were made are (1) 
those of the National Museum and the Smithsonian Institution, in-
cluding donations, purchases, and the products of original research by 
the agents of these departments, and (2) those of the Bureau of Ethnol-
ogy through corresponding channels. The bulk of the year's material 
has been acquired through the agencies of the latter organization. 
From the Mississippi Valley and the inore easterly sections of the 
United States co11ections were made chiefly by the agents of the Bureau 
of Ethnology, wor_king under the supervision of Dr. Cyrus 'fhoma,s-. 
They were obtained from mounds, graves, shell heaps, and from the 
surface of the ground, an<l include many pieces of the ordinary abo-
riginal vases, pipes, etc., mostl_y of types already well represented in 
the collection, but of much importance and interest as filling up gaps 
in the series. In all there are upwards of 400 numbers. 
From the pueblo country the most importaint accessions are of the 
ancient wares of eastern-central .... i\..rizona and western-central New 
Mexico, and are the product of excavations made by Mr. E.W. Nelson. 
They consist chiefly of vase~ and fragments of the coiled and white 
wares of the earliest-known periods of pueblo occupation and exhibit 
a number of new forms such as are not found. farther north. Mr. James 
Stevenson se<;:mred a number of ancient pieces from the province of Tu-
sa.yan. 
The purchase of two collections of Mexican antiquities has added 
much to the collections of pottery. A small number of pieces come 
from the valley of Mexico, but the more important accessions are from 
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Oaxaca. The latter include a series of ceremonial vases elaborately 
embellished with :figures of Tlaloc and other mythologic personages. 
A small collection, including both ancient and modern wares, w~s maitle 
in the vicinity of Guadalajara, by Dr. E. Palmer. The ancient pieces 
are of types corresponding closely to those of Tula and the va,lley of 
Mexico. 
Important additions were made to our already rich collections from 
the province of Chiriqui, Colombia. The field-work was done uy Mr. 
J. A. McNiel, and the specimen.s were acquired by the Museum through 
purchase and through donation, about 50 fine pieces having been pre-
sented to the Museum by Mr. J. B. Stearns, of Short Hills, N. J. 
The work of classifying and arranging continued steadily during the 
year, and such progress was made that in June the hall was opened to 
the public, a small space only being reserved for the reception aml 
classification of new collections. Careful attention has been given to 
the placing of the material with a view of avoiding confusion and .of 
making the classification of the ware apparent at a gl:1nce. The great 
wall case is entirely filled with the modern wares of the American In-
dians, the greater part of the space being devoted to the wares of the 
pueblo Indians. Beginning at the right, on entering the hall, the two 
first sections are occupied by the polished black pottery of the Rio 
Grande pueblos. Following this ware in order are the various products 
of the pueblos in the Rio Grande Valley, most notable among which aro 
the artistic vases of A.coma. Beyond this, occupying part of the north 
and all of the west sides of the ball, are th~ striking products of tho 
pueblo of Zuni, and on the south are the rich-colored wares of Moki. 
The modern products are confined exclusiyely to the wall case. , The 
central case contains about 500 pieces of ancient pueblo ware, chrono-
logically arranged; beginning with the most archaic forms on the lower 
shelves, ascent is made through the three succeeding groups to the earlier 
historic forms at the top. The remainder of the floor space is occupied 
by about twenty ebony cases, in which are placed small selected series of 
antique vases from Peru, Panama, Central America, Mexico, and the 
mounds of the Mississippi Valley. Behind the wall case, and extending 
tlle entire length, is a space fitted up with shelves, in which duplicates 
and fragmentary pottery are stored. 
The curator has been occupied during the year in preparing a paper 
on the remarkable collections from the province o_f Chiriqui. The in-. 
troductory pages are devoted to the geography, peoples, cemeteries, and 
to other general topics. The various objects of art are discussed under 
the three heads-stone, metal, and clay. The body of the work is given 
to a detailed study of the ceramic art. E pecial attention is given to the 
d corati e sy tern of the I thrnian peoples, aucl the final chapter i <le-
v d to a tudy of life form in va e painting. 
The tu y of this group of art vro<lucts le<l to an investigation of the 
influ nee of t xtile d comtiou upou the ornamentation of pottery, aiud 
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a second paper was prPpared which _covers the following topics: Form 
· in the textile art, relation of form to ornament, textile ornament, devel-
opment of a geometric system of ornament within the art, geometricity 
imposed upon adopted elements, and the extension of the geometric sys-
tem to other forms of art. These papers are accompanied by over 500 
illustrations~ and will appear in the Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau 
of Ethnology. 
It is difficult.to obtain a correct statement of the number of specimens 
in the collection, as much of the ware is in a fragmentary condition. 
A very large and important series of vases is still retained in the 
Archreologic Hall of the Smithsonian Institution. It is expected that 
during the coming year cases will be built and placed in the pottery court 
to accommodate representative series of this material. 

REPORT UPON THE WORK IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCH.iEOLOGY IN 
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
1886. 
By Dr. CHARLES RAu, Curator. 
In the preparation of this report I have found it convenient to take 
up the more interesting accessions and treat of them by States. 
REVIEW OF IMPORTANT ACCESSIONS. 
NEW YORK. 
The Natural Science Association of Staten Island sent for examina-
tion a carving in sandstone representing the head of an Indian, and 
evidently of aborigillal workmanship (Fig. 1 ): The head, which was 
presented to the association by Mr. George F. Kunz, of New York, 
measures 7 inches in height, and is made from a sandstor:e bowlder; it 
never belonged to a complete figure. The carving shows a low fore-
head, an aquiline nose broad at the base, full lips, aml a well-formed chin. 
Tlrn eyes are far apart, and the cheek bones remarkably prominent. It 
was found in Soutllfield, Staten Island, at a depth of from 12 to 18 inches 
in the swamp near the Fingerboard road. A foll account of the discov-
ery is given in the proceedings of the above-named association, May 10, 
1884. 
The head is represented by a good cast in the collection of the National 
Museum. · 
NEW JERSEY. 
Ten argillite implements of palooolithic type, from gravel-beds at 
Trenton, were received from Dr. Charles C. Abbott, the well-known dis-
coverer of this class of primitive implements in that locality. Another 
series of such specimens has been promised by the donor. 
Mr. W. H. H. Chambers, of Philadelphia, presented twelve triangular 
arrow-head-shaped specimens of dark flint, which belonged to a subter-
ranean deposit of three hundred similar objects, discovered on the farm 
of George Moore, on the south bank of Rancocas Creek, near Lumber-
ton, Burlington County. When plowed up the fl.int blades were found 
standing upright in a circle, with the points downward. Fig. 2 repre-
sents one of the specimens. 
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P ENNSYL V .A.NI.A.. 
Mr. A. F. Berlin, of Allentown, Lehigh County, presented five rude 
implements, four cutters, thirteen arrow-heads, and a notched sinker, 
all found on Lehigh Island, in the Lehigh River, near Allentown. Some 
of the arrow-heads are of the rare leaf.shaped tanged type (Fig. 3).• 
Dr. J. J ~ Fullmer, of Philadelphia, sent for inspection a grooved stone 
ax, which he had found in Fairmount Park, in that city. The ax, which 
consists of a fine-grained sandstone, is remarkable for its length, and 
for having the rather shallow groove so near to the butt-end that it is 
difficult to understand how it could have been used with a. handle. 
The groove, moreover, shows distinct traces of wear. This ax has an 
analogue in certain European stone axes, in which the shaft-hole is very 
near the butt; and which, when hafted, would have presented.the same 
difficulties of manipulation. 
A cast of the specimen represented in Fig. 4 is now in the N ationa1 
Museum. 
VIRGINIA. 
From Mr. John B. Wiggins, of Chula, Amelia County, were receiveJ 
specimens from an aboriginal mica mine in Amelia County, consisting 
of fragments composed of earth, charcoal, and mica, and a piece of the 
kind of stone (trap rock) of which the mauls used in obtaining mica 
were made. I take the following from Mr. Wiggins's letter accompany-
ing the specimens: 
On examination I find that for acres around the John McCormick mine the ground 
has been dug over and the surface mica extracted. The method employed in break-
ing the large quartz rock containing mica was by building fires and heating them, 
afterwards using heavy mauls made of the same material as t,he fragment of stone 
inclosed. I beg to say that the early workers of these mines labored under great 
difficulties in ·obtaining the mica, and it must have been very highly prized by them . 
./1. small collection, consisting of a leaf.shaped implement, ari:ow and 
spear heads, grooved axes, a stone slab with a mortar cavity on each 
side, and a fragment of pottery from Massaponax, Spottsylvania Oounty, 
was received from Mr. Robert P. Bigelow, of Washington, D. C. 
A valuable addition to the collection was a handled boat-shaped pot-
stone bowl 13 inches long, found 8 feet below the surface on the west 
bank of the Potomac River, about 7 miles above ·washington, in Fair-
fax County, and presented by Mr. John W. Brock, of Philadelphia. 
This vessel (Fig. 5) is, not finisbed by smoothing, but left in a rough 
state, showing the distinct marks of the tools by which it was fashioned. 
WEST VIRGINIA.. 
From the Bureau of Ethnology was received a large collection from 
different localities in the Kanawha Valley, consisting of rude chipped 
implements (mostly celt ), scrapers, perforators, arrow and spear beads, 
*Mo t of tho received object aro of stone; wllonevor they consist of another ma-
terial it is specially mentioned. 
• 





FIG. 1. Carved Indian head, Staten Island, New York. Catalogue No. 98133. ¼ 
FIG. 2. Triangular arrow-head, New Jersey. Catalogue No. 98740. ¼ 
Frn. 3. Arrow-head, Pennsylvania. Catalogue No. 98364. t 
Fm. 4. Grooved ax, Pennsylvania. Catalogue No. 98643. 11· 
FIG. 5. Soapstone vessel, Virginia. Catalogue No. 98645. ti 

ham.mer-stones, pit-stones, grinding-stones, cup-stones, stone slabs with 
mortar cavities, polished celts, small hematite celts, grooved axes, dis-
coidal stones, gaming disks, pierced tablets, ceremonia_l objects, tubes 
(one with a :flattened and enlarged mouth-piece), stone pipes, bone per-
forators, bone beads, bears' teeth (notched or drilled), shell beads and 
other ornaments of shell, and a number _of copper wristlets. This col-
lection contains many good specimens. 
The Bureau of Ethnology also delivered a collection from "Cemetery 
Mound," on Smith's farm, Kanawha County, em.bracing chipped celts 
(some with polished cutting edg·es), arrow and spear beads, hammer-
stones, pit-stones, pestles, polished celts (some of hematite), grooved 
axes, stone disks, pierced tablets, fragments of ceremonial objects, paint-
stones, a stone pipe, perforated bears' tee_th, and a number of unmodi-
fied U nio-shells. · 
NORTH CAROLIN.A. 
Dr. J. M. Spainhour, of Lenoir, Caldwell County, contributed a speci-
~en of brown hematite from Caldwell County, in tbe form. of an egg 
with truncated smaller end. Such specimens may have been the beads 
of skin covered war-clubs, like those still or lately in use among certain 
Iudian tribes; but it has also been suggested that they were used in 
some game, or perhaps as targets to be shot at with blunt arrows for 
the sake of practice. Placed upright on a pole, they would fall down 
when hit by a missile. 
A LAB.A.MA. 
From. the Bureau of Ethnology: A ~mall collection from a stone grave 
near Guntersvi11e, Marshall County, namely, split and polished bear's 
teeth pierced with two holes in the middle, a string of small drilled 
canine teeth, and spool-shaped objects of copper. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
From the Bureau of Ethnology was received a collection from a group 
of mounds and graves, inclosed by an embankment and ditch, in Onion 
County, containing rude chipped jmplements, arrow and spear heads, 
scrapers, a large flint digging tool of oval form, hammer-stones, pit-
stones, stone slabs with mortar cavities, polished celts, stone disks, 
beads (of stone), an unfinished ceremonial object, fragments of a stone 
pipe, shell beads, bone perforators, land-turtle shells ( Oistudo clausa 
Lin.), fragments of pottery, charred hickory nuts, part of a brass pen-
dant, a curiously patched ornament of brass (four-sided and pierced), a 
thin plate of silver with the arms of Castile and Leon .stamped on it, 
and fragments of human skulls and bones. 
OHIO. 
A fine boat-shaped object of banded slate, flat on one side and pierced 
with two holes, was presented by .Mr. H. C. Duvall, of Washington, D. · 
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C. The specimen had been found iu a maize field in Berea, Cuyahoga 
County, Ohio. 
Mr. T. F. Spa~gler, of Zanesville, preseuted a collection of one hun-
dred and nine arrow and spear heads, scrapers, etc., from the neigbbor-
l10od of Flint Ridge, Muskingum County. These specimens-good re})· 
resentatives of f'ormH and materials-were attached to nine serviceable 
tablets, on which they are ex~ibited. 
l"rom Mrs. D. L. Nielsen, Vennilliou, Erie County, were acquired two 
spear-heads, an·d an object of porphyritic syenite. pertaining to the 
class of so called bird-shaped carvings found on the farm of C. Crouse, 
1 mile south of Birmingham, Brie County. The last-named specimen 
is not made in the shape of a bird, but formed alike at both extremities. 
Specimens of this character are not very frequent. 
l\Ir. J. R. Nissley, of Mansfield, sent for inspection a Hmall collection 
of choice relics, some of w bich were reproduced in plaster in the Museum . 
..i:-\.mong them is a disk of banded slate with a protuberance ou each face 
(Fig. 6). It can be easily perceived that this piece was designed to be 
made into a ceremonial weapon by cutting out the portions- above and 
below the protuberance, and by perforating the thick part. The original 
was found on the surface, 6 miles northeast of Sidney, Shelby Connty. 
Through Mr. Gerard ],owke, of .Augusta, Bracken County, Ky., was 
received a collection numbeting 1,178 specimens from mint Ridge, t,l.le 
well-known locality to which the aborigines resorted for quarrying chal· 
cedonic flint of excellent quality, and where tlley have left the traces of 
their operations in the shape of numerous pits. !flint Ridge extends 
through several counties; but the above mentioned collectiou came from 
Licking County. It consists of hammer-stones of flint, aud quartzite, 
cores, ru<le implements (more or less leaf-shaped), cutting and drilling 
tools, and a large anvil stone. 
Some of the cores show very distinctly the facets prouuced by the re-
moval of flakes, and are the best specimens of tlleir kind found north of 
Mexico, which have ever fallen under my notice. 
From the Bureau of Ethnology was received a collection (surface 
finds) from Butler County. It contains arrow and spear hea<ls, hammer 
stone , pestles, polished celts, grooved axes, pierced tablets, and a tube 
of uanded late. 
Further: A small collection from '' Cemetery Mound," .Mount Ver-
non, Knox County, compm,ed of rude stone implements, bears' teeth 
flatt 1n d on both sides and perforated with tliree ho1e8, a thin semi-
lunar shapeu object of copper (much corroded), fragment of bumau 
and auirm l on s, and pi c . or a material of chalky appearance, 
wbicb co,· r <.l th k leton. 
L. DIA.NA. 
1 r m ~Ir. I'. \V. lwPrmann f Bloomino·ton -:\Ionro Connty wer 
r · h· ·d l af..·ha1 l it pl ' m ·nt:-;, arr >W :u1<l :-;p •ar h •a<L-,, a polishetl 
, 
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Fm. 6. Unfinished ceremonial object, Ohio. Catalogue No. 98748. ¼ 
FIG. 7'. Unfinished ceremonial object, Indiana. Catalogue No. 98436. ¼ 
FIG. 8. Ceremonial object-finished, Ohio. Catalogue No. 35627. ¼ 
FIG. 9. Lizard-shaped object, Illinois. Catalogue No. 98662. t 
FIG. 10. Copper ornament, Kentucky. Catalogue Ko. 29 32. ¼ 
FIG. 11. Spade-shaped pipe, Tennessee. Catalogue No. 82390. ¼ 
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celt, a large grooveu ax, a grooved maul, a pestle, three pierced tabiets, 
oue-half of a ceremonial weapon, a bird-shaped object, and a natural 
formation (clay-irou stoueJ, Jjom Carroll Couuty, and an oval flat peb-
ble of banded slate thickest in the middle, having portions cut out .at 
the smaller ends, with tlrn intention to make it into a ceremonial 
weapon. This iuteresting piece (o!Jtained in Howard County) is repre-
sented in Fig. 7, aud iu Fig. 8 is shown the form of a finished o~ject of 
the same character, received from Ohio in 1879. , 
A collection from Floyd, Harrison, and Crawford Counties, wa,~ pre-
sented by Mr. John II. L~mon, of New Albany. It embraces rude and 
leaf.shaped implements, cutting-tools, scrapers, perforators, arrow and 
spear heads, polished celts, grooved axes, pestles, and fragments of 
pierced tablets. 
A leaf-shaped implement, arrow-heads, polished celts, a grooved ax, 
and a rude pierced tablet (mostly good specimens), from Wheatland, 
Knox County,. were presented by Dr. E. 0. Black, of Wheatland . • 
ILLINOIS. 
The Museum is indebted to Mr. C. Armstrong, of Carrolton, Greene 
Couuty, for the loan of a chipped and afterwarcl polished specimen of 
white jasper, in the form of a lizard (Fig. 9). Th.is object, of which there 
is now a cast in tlrn National Museum, measures 3 inches in length. 
It was found on the surface iu vValkerville Township, Greene Uounty, 
on what is known as the lllinois River Bluffs. It may be of ornamentc1l 
or totemic character. 
Tlle Bureau of Ethnology <lelivered a collection from a mound near 
Mill Cret~k, Alexander Count.Y, namely: Large rude chipped imple-
ments, chipped celts, some with polished ·cutting edges, a spear hea<l, 
an irregular polished tablet of pale-greenish fluorite, pierced with two 
holes, shell beads and other ornaments of shell, uone perforators, drilled 
bears' teeth. worked stag horn, and fragments of animal bones. 
The pierced tablet is a very remarkable specimen. 
Further: Arrow and spear heads, a polished celt, a pierced tablet, 
spool-shaped objects of copper, and a compa~t earthy mass inclosing 
bears' teeth (partly notched), and fragments of bones, from a mound 
near Fountain Bluff, Jackson Uounty. 
Further: One hundred leaf.shaped impl~ments of dark flint or born-
stone from a subterranean <leposit of one humlr~d and ten, on the farm 
of John G. Simms, near De Soto, Jackson County. I have not yet 
learned how the specimens were arranged under ground . 
Further: .A chungkee-stone (pierced and well finished), two Unio 
shells p~pared to serve as spoons, and two thin sheets of 'copper, one 
square, with two human figures, with head-drosses, apparently in the 
act of <lanciug, stamped upon it, and the other in ::i less good state of 
preservation, showing also a human figure similarly produced. These 
objects came from a stone grave near Bluff Lake, Uuion County. 
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KENTUCKY. 
Mr. W. Kinney, of Portsmouth, Scioto County, Ohio, presented a cop. 
per ornament from a mound in Greenup County, Kentucky. The spcei-
men is not in its original shape, as represented in Fig. Iv, but bent into 
the form of a lump, donbtless with a view to frustrnte further use afwr 
its depositiou. I have seen in Europe bronze swords bent double with 
the same intention. Mr. Kinney states. as follows: 
The copper relic wa.s fom1d in an outlying monntl i 11 Greenup County, nearly oppo-
site the mouth of the Scioto River, :1nd one of the group so frequently referred to by 
Squier and others. This mound is in the first or lower river-terrac~, while the main 
works are on the next. On one occasion half a bushel of these ornaments was found 
in the same mound and sent to the smelter. 
'l'ENNESSEE. 
The Bureau of Ethnology delivered a collection from a mound on 
McGee's farm, Monroe County, namely: Small arrow-heads, polished 
celts, a pestle, discoidal st~mes, a very fine large semicircular tanged 
object (polish6d),* a clay pipe, a fragment of a stone pipe, drilled bears' 
teeth, shell beads and pendants, a carved and open-worked shell <lisk 
(gorget), cylindrical copper beads, glass beads (European), and ' two 
human skulls. 
Further: Grooved axes, pierced talJlets, bone implements (needles, 
etc.), shell beaih;, pin-shaped objects of shell, shell gorgets (disk-
sha.ped), remarkable for the designs engraved on them (spider and 
human figures of Aztec character), an<l a rude shell mask (human face) 
from a mound on J3'aine's Island, 3 miles southeast of Dandridge, Jef-
ferson County. 
Further: Arrow-heads, hammer-stones, stone pipes, bone perforator:i!, 
bears' teeth, shell beads, pin-shaped objects of shell, and a number of 
disk-like gorgets and masks (human faces) of the same material. Some 
of the former show well-executed designs of rattlesnakes, etc. From 
"McMahon Mound," Sevier County. 
Further: Flakes, rude chipped implements, scrapers, perf'orators, ar-
row and spear beaus, polishe<l celts, grooved axes, pierced tablets, a 
spade-shaped pipe of chlorite (Fig. 11 ), lJolle perforators, shell beads, 
and a slender straight copper implement, 10½ iuches long, square in the 
cro · -section, and tapering to a poiut at each end. 
Further: A large flint digging tool (oval), polished celts and celt-
gouges ( ome ery good), and a number of gaming-disks('), from Lauder-
dale County. 
]further: ~ large collection from '' Citico Mound," on McSpadden's 
farm in Monroe County, embracing arrow-head , polished ceilts and 
chi, 1 ·, h mm r- ton , pe tl , stone di k , , ome of them poli ·lied, 
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pierced tablets, stone pipes, a fragment of a . large pot-stone vessel, 
pieces of red mineral paint, drilled bears' teeth, bone perforators, shell 
beads and pendants, pin-shaped objects of shell, shell masks (human 
faces), clay vessels ornamented with raised :figures, incised lines, etc., 
and. human skulls and bones. 
Mr. Edward. D. Hicks, of Nashville, sent to the National J\foseum 
three chipped flint objects, remarkable for large size and unusual forms, 
namely: A sword or truncheon-like article (Fig. 12 ), and an imple-
ment (¥) formed at one end like a crab's claw (Fig. 13), l)Oth from Hum-
phreys County. .A.Jso, a nearly circular <lisk (Fig. 14), measuring, 9 
inches in major diameter, and chipped to an edge around the circum-
ference. This specimen, found in Stewart County, differs in make from 
the disk-like flint articies found in deposits. These three objects, of 
which casts were taken in the National Museum, are surface :finds. 
Large specimens of gray flint, more or less analogous in form to 
those just mentioned, are in the Peabody Museum at Cambridge, Mass. 
They were lil~ewise found in Humphreys and Stewart Counties, in 
mounds and on tlie surface. 
MICHIGAN. 
Mr. D. S. Carvin, of Lyon1;, Fulton County, Ohio, preseuted. a .plat-
form pipe. It consists of the mottled stone which forms the material 
of many of the pipes in the Squier and Davis collection, now in Eng-
land. It was found in a maize-field in Berrien County, :Michigan. 
WISCONSIN. 
Two drilled bears' teetll, two bone ornaments, two sn::aH sheets of 
native silver, shaped by beating, aJJd six cylindrical copper bealls from 
a mound at Warner's Landing, Vernon County, were presented. by Dr. 
J. L. De Witt, of Newtou, Vernon Count,y. The pieces of sbeet silver 
are of special iuterest, being the :first specimens of this kind given to the . 
Museum. 
From the Bureau of Ethnology were received a leaf-shaped imple-
ment, fragments of burned bones, a copper or brass kettle, and a num-
ber of silver bracelets, gorgets, ear-rings, etc., from a mound in Craw-
ford County. The objects evidently accompanied an intrusive burial. 
ARKA.NSAS. 
From the Bureau of Ethnology were receh7 ed small arrow-Leads, ham-
mer-stones, chippeJ celts with polished cutting edges, polished celts, 
mulle~s, grinding-stones, polishing-stones, gaming disks (1), bone per-
forators, and pieces of workecl stag-horn from an ancient Indfan burial 
ground at Bradley's Landing, Critteuden .Uounty. 
Further: Rude leaf.shaped. implements, small arrow-lleads, perfora-
tors, hammer-stones, a polished celt, a semi-circular tanged object 
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(polished), a large quartz crystal, a bone perforator, and fragments of 
animal bones from a mound in Pulaski County. 
OREGON. 
Mr. Charles Aldrich, of Webster Oity, Hamilton County, Iowa, pre-
sented a well-shaped stone pestle with a ring-like projection below the 
tapering end. It was found near Grant's Pass, ~T osephine County, Ore-
gon. 
ARIZONA. 
Mr. J. H. Carlton, of Pima, Graham County, presented a flake-of chal-
cedony, arrow-heads, hammer-stones, grooved axes, mauls, rubbing-
stones, a metate, a pestle, a small mortar, arrow-shaft straighteners, a 
polishing-stone, a pebble for smoothing pottery, a small paint muller, 
an anvil-stone of cylindrical form, a conical stone pipe, a pierced stone 
disk, shell ornaments, quartz crystals, a piece of unworked turquoise, a 
clay bowl, and fragments of pottery. The objects were all found in 
Graham County. 
NEW MEXICO. 
Mr. E. W. Nelson, of Springerville, Apache County, Ariz., sent a col-
lectioR from ruins on the headwaters of the San Francisco River, New 
Mexico, consisting of stone perforators, grooved axes, mortars, a pestle, 
a grinding-stone, rubbing-stones, arrow-shaft straighteners, perforateu 
cylindrical paint-stones, rock crystals showing use at the apex, frag-
ments of red and green mineral paint, stone carvings in human and 
animal forms, bone awls, a bone whistle, pendants and beads of stone, 
shell and pottery, including one of 'turquoise, and two human sk~11ls. 
The moit remarkable piece in this collection, however, is a sandstone 
slab, nearly square, with rounded corners, upon which is carved in 
relief a rather conventional figure of a turtle. It is represented in Fig. 
15. 
From the same and the same locality, hammer-stones, grinding-stones, 
pestles, grooved axes, paint mortars and mullers, '' tanning-stones," 
one-half of a stone disk, fragments of a stone plate with µiany bi-conical 
perforation8, a stone carving representing the bead of a coyote, a stone 
carving in the shape of an owl, stone tubes and pipes, a small arrow-
-head, twenty-four flat pierced pendants of turquoise, two of which are 
represented in Figs. 16 and 17, a number of fragments of turquois~ 
pendant , bone perforators, fragments of a bone spear-head, a bear's 
claw, shell beads and other ornaments of shell, a truncated marine shell 
(Agaronia testacea Lam.), a small brass bell, a nugget of native copper, 
a piece of graphite, and pieces of red and green mineral paint. 
-ALASKA. 
'.Ir. J. U. Johnson, of Fort Alexander, pre ented a spear-bead- haped 
knife- lade ot slate! two poli bed celt , and three a<lzes from Alaska. 
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FIG. 12. Sword-like chipped flint implement, Tennessee. Catalogue No. 98665. b 
FIG. 13. Chipped flint implementr-crab's claw, Tennessee. Catalogue No. 98<i64. ¼ 
FIG. 14. Chipped flint disk, Tennessee. Catalogue No. 98663. a 
PLATE Ill . 
FIG. 15. Sandstone slab, with figure of turtle in relief, New Mexico. Catalogue No. 9871/i ! 
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MEXICO. 
From Mr. L. H. Ayme, of Oaxaca, was acquired a large collection, 
consisting of obsidian flakes an<l. cores, a hammer-stor,-e, polished celts 
(one 11 inche~ in length), polishing-stones, implements with two flat, 
deeply-striated faces (Fig. 18),* small stone pendants, a large stone slab 
with deep notches on one edge; a fragmeut of a pestle, a well-polished 
disk-shaped ear-pendant of jade (pierced near the rim), fragments of 
worked alabaster, a piece of stucco, beads made of entire shells either 
pierced with a hole or truncated at the apex, a large pierced shell 
(Strombus), a shell bead, a shell disk with central hole, fragments of 
shells, and a large number of calcareous pebbles of unknown use. 
Further, a number of stone carvings; namely, two large human figures 
(one very well executed), .a human head with widely-opened moutll 
(part of a figure), a tiger's head (part of a figure), and small squatting 
figures (human) pierced for suspension. 
GUATEMALA. 
Mr. Miles Rock, of Washington, D. C., presented a boulder with a 
face rudely carved on it from the ruins of Saculeo, near Huehuetenango, 
a place supposed to be the ancient capital of the chiefs of the Mam In-
dians; and also the greater part of a stone disk, exactly a foot in di-
ameter, having carved on it in relief a human head with an elaborate 
head-dress. It may be intended to represent the Sun. This specimen 
came from an altar in the ruins of an ancient temple on the summit of 
Cerro Ixbul, 40 miles southeast of Comitan, Mexico. 
NICARAGUA. 
Mr. W. W. Evans, of New Rochelle, ·westchester County, N. Y., 
sent a large block of tufa, to all appearance of volcanic origin, which 
shows two impressions of small human feet, evidently produced while 
the tufa was in a plastic state. The material replaced by the feet has 
risen and forms a kind of ridge around the tracks. The history of this 
highly interesting piece is not yet known, but will soon bo communi-
cated. 
UNITED STA.TES OF COLOMBIA, 
By Mr. J. A. McNiel, of Panama, was sent a large collection from 
Indian graves of Uhiriqui, State of Panama. The collection is com-
posed of trimmed flakes, arrow and spear heads, chisels, polished celts, 
1netates of various shapes (some in the form. of animals), rubbing-stones, 
baking-plates, a human stone figure (female), a human figure rudely 
"These stones resemble the wooden bark-heaters used by the South Sea Islanders 
in making tapa-cloth, ancl probably also were used by the Mexicans for making bark 
cloth or paper. I w.a.s informed that the people in Mexico employ at present these 
stones, which appear to he frequent, for ~rushing chilli. This, however, may be a 
,second,~tr.Y .use. 
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carYed from a boulder, two large stone slabs showing in relief, respect-
ively, the figure of a monkey and of an alligator, and five .fragments of 
metates (heads of animals). Some of the celts are of very elegant form, 
as shown in :Fig. 19, rcpreseutiug oue of them. The arrow and spear 
llea,ds chipped from flakes of fl.int and jasper frequently s1low the form 
of a three-sided pyramid. This form seems to be peculiar to Chiriqui, 
on the western continent, but it also occurs in greater perfection in 
Denmark and Sweden. A Cu.iriqui. arrow-head of jasper i8 represented 
in Fig. 20. 
WES'l' INDIES. 
Mr. F. A. Ober, of' Beverly, Mass., presented a co1lection from the 
Island of Nevis. It consists of four polished stone implements of re-
markable forms, and apparently designed for crushing and sruoothing 
purposes, three pestles, a polishing-stone, a fragment of a jade celt, 
and two celts made of shell. 
Messrs. Thomas Lee and. Willard Nye, jr., connected with the U.S. 
Commission of Fish and Fisheries, obtained two polished celts on Abaco 
Island; a polished c~lt, a rubbing-stone, and a fragment of worked bone 
on New Providence Island; three polished eel ts, a chisel, a small drilled 
pendant of fine workmanship (perhaps jade), seventy fragmentary hu-
man bones, em.bracing skull and jaw bones and other parts of skeletons, 
and :fifteen pieces of smooth pottery, fro~ a cave on Watling Island. 
ROUTINE WORK,' 
The entering of specimens has been performed according to the 
method followed in all departments of the National Museum. In the 
general catalogue the running number of the specimen is noted, together 
with the private number, if there is one, and its character briefly iudi- . 
cated; there are further mentioned the locality where the object was ob-
tained and the name of the donor or person from whom it was acquired; 
lastly, the date of the entry is given. This moue of recording would suf-
fice for certain classes of natural objects, and, indeed, suffices for such 
stray antiquities as are simply taken from. the surface; but it is far from 
supplying the data required for archreologic speci.mens found in graves, 
mounds, caves, shell-heaps, camping-grounds, deposits, etc.-in short, 
under circumstances calculated to elucidate the modes and customs of 
those by whom the objects were left. ln such cases all attainable in-
formation contained in letters, or orally communicatecl, is carefully 
noted in the "reference-book," which thus forms the supplement to the 
general catalogue-an archive affording the means of learning the his-
tory of many single objects and collections exhibited in this depart-
ment. \Vhenever an entry is ma<le in the reference-book, the page ou 
hich it i to be foun<l i indicated in the last column of the gene1:a1 
catalogue. The data r corded in the :teferenc~-book c ve1' a periou. of 
several years. 





FIG. 16. Turquoise pendant, New Mexico. Catalogue No. 98256. t 
Fm. l'i. Turquoise pendant, New Mexico. · Catalogue No. 98256a. t 




FIG. Hl. Polished celt, Chiriqui, United States of Colombia. Catalogue No. 98555. ¼ 
FIG. 20. Jasper arrow-head, Chiriqui, United States of Colo,mbia. Catalogue No. 98477. ½ 
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The specimens handed to my care are carefully examined, and the 
best and most characteristic set apart for exhibition. Duplicates which 
can not in any way add to tbe value of the collection receive a cata-
logue number, but, instead of being exhibited, are .placed in drawers 
an<l reserved for exchanges. This mode of discrimination, however, is 
chiefly applied to the numerous specimens-mostly of cllipped stone-
which are found on the surface, but hardly ever to small or large col-
lectio~s of artefacts and human or animal remains obtained from graves, 
mounds, shell-heaps, caves, etc. Such objects, even when insignificant 
as specimens, are generally kept together and exhibited as a whole. 
I have for years followed a dualistic system in arranging the antiqui-
ties of this country. There is, as I stated in my report for 1884, a large 
general collection (mostly exhibited in table cases), which consists of 
relics of chipped and ground stone, of copper, bone, horn, shell, clay, 
and, to a small extent, of wood. These objects have been grouped 
according to material, and then classed under such denominations as 
th,eir forms indicated or ~uggested, and with strict regard to the transi-
tion or evolution from simple to more developedjorms. This arrange"' 
ment offers to the intelligent visitot' an opportunity to take in at one 
glance, as it were, the whole culture of the prehistoric North American, 
as far as it can be represented by visible tokens. 
There are, secondly, the before-mentioned special or local collections, 
composed of North American articles found in one locality-a mound, 
grave, artificial shell-deposit, etc. These collections are designed to 
show the difference in the mechanical acquirements and modes of life 
of the people formerly inhabiting the various parts of this country. 
While comparatively few additions are made to the general collection, 
which us it is fully serves its purpose, the number of special collec-
tions is 'constantly increased, and thus, in the course of time, every sec-
tion of North America will be represented. The collectioms in question, 
of course, vary much in extent; they some times only .fill a tray, but 
occasionally occupy several shelves of an upright case. Ultimately 
they will be arranged geographically. · · 
The observations thus far made relate to collections from portions of 
tllis continent north of Mexico, Central and South America, Japan, etc.; 
and a representative series of prehistoric antiquities from. Europe. 
In the course of this fiscal year 110 special collections, small and large, 
have been placed on exhibition_. By far the greater numuer (88) were 
delivere<l 'by the Bureau of .Ethnology. The others are contributions or 
acquisitions from private persons. The more important ones have been 
mentioned in the first section of this report. 
The number of duplicate specimens sent during the year to individu-
als in exchange for objects received in this department, or in others, 
waR comparatively small. A grooved stone maul from the Moquis, 
Arizona, was sent to C. M. Sawyer, Mechanics' Falls, Androscoggin 
County, Maine. The Rev. _Mr. Kessler, Magdeburg, Prussia, receivljd 
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a collection of relics, embracing arrow and spear beads, a polished celt, 
a grooved ax, and fragments of pottery; 65 specimens in all. A grooved 
polisbed stone bammer from Arizona was forwarded to 0 . P. Rodgers, 
Marengo, McHenry County, Illinois. 'l'o J. P. MacLean, Hamiltou, 
Butler County, Ohio, were sent five casts of an incised stone tablet 
found in a mound at Waverly, Pike County, ubio. 
Many persons visiting the department have taken notes and asked 
questions bearing upon the antiquities here exhibited, and all desired 
inforniation has been promptly given. Such inquiries, it may be pre· 
sumed, were chiefly made for the sake of self-instruction,_ but probably 
also in some cases with a view to literary utilization. I had myself cou-
stantly occasion to re examine certain groups or series of specimens, 
being engaged in the composition of an illustrated work on North 
American antiquities, which is designed to serve as a guide to visitors 
of the department, and will bear the title " A Cl~ ssification of the North 
American Prehistoric Relics in the U. S. National Museum." More 
than half of it is in manuscript, and an artist is engaged in makiugtbe 
drawings with which it will be illustrated. 
The present condition of the collection is given in the following tab· 
ular statement: 
TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIMENS ENTKKED IN THIS DEPARTMENT. 
Exhibition and study series ........ . ... _ ..................... _ ..... .. 40,281 
Duplicates ........................................................... 8,482 
--- 48,763 
RECEIVED FROM THE BUREAU OF ETIINOLOGY. 
From pueblos in New Mexico and Arizona for the years 1880 to 1882 .. 2, 695 
From mound explorations, etc.: 
For the year ending June 30, 1883 ........... ~ .. .. .... .. .... .•••• . 4,285 
For the year ending June 30, 1884 .................. --~--- ...... .. 6,436 
For the year ending June 30, 1885 .... _. .. . • • . .. • • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 3, 135 
---16,551 
Total number of srecimenA ........................................... 65,314 
TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIMENS RECEIVED DURING TUE YEAR (INCLUDED IN THE 
AµOVE TOTAL). 
Exhibition and study series ............................................... . 2,667 
Duplicates................................................................. 84 
Total ................................. _.. . . • • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • 2, 751 
REPORT ON THE'· SECTIONS OF FOODS AND TEXTILES 1N THE U, S, 
NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886, 
By ROMYN HITCHCOCK, Acting Ourator. 
In accordance with your suggestion that I should prepare a report 
covering, in a general way, the period of my connection with the Mu-
seum, I have endeavored to give, in a condensed form, a review of the 
work done, and a statement of the present condition of the collections 
in my charge. The different divisions of work assigned to me cover so 
large a field that it has been impossible to givo particular attention to 
all of them. My work has, therefore, been mainly .confined to the two 
sections of textiles and foods. In addition to these I have received and 
classified material belonging to the following sections, as enumerated in 
the ' 1 Scheme of Museum Classification" published in the Appendix 
to the Proceedings of the Museum for 1881, viz : 
12. The elements and their combinations, chemical collections. 
21. Preparation of food-stuffs, narcotics, etc. 
22. Distillation, manufacture of perfumeries, etc. 
23. Oils, fats, soaps, and waxes ; their preparation and use. 
24. Gums, resins, glues, cements. 
25. Pigments and dyes. 
26. The chemical manufactures and their products. 
29. Fibers, cordage, textile fabrics, I,J.eedle-work. 
30. Paper and its manufacture. 
I have also taken charge of the Smithsonian collection of philosophical 
apparatus, which is on exhibition in the north hall. 
In a communication from you dated October 13, 1885, you expressed 
a desire that I woul<l " take charge of all technological material, es-
pecially raw materials and products not otherwise already assigned," 
and stated that "the greater portion of this will doubtless come to you 
permanently, as soon as the departments having an interest in such ma-
terial are developed." Accordingly, I have endeavored to catalogue, 
cl.issify an<l. preserve a great mass of material that it wol).ld be impos-
sible for one curator with a single assistant to study, label and prepare 
for exhibition. That material, however, is available for use at. any time, 
and will some day be of great value to the Museum. · 
In glancing over the names of the sections mentioned above, it may 
seem that they include rather a heterogeneous collection, but with the 
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exception of the section of fibers, etc., it will be seen that they may all 
be included under pure and applied chemistry, and are, therefore,more 
or less directly connected, although very properly separated in different 
sections for museum purposes. 
The section of textiles has engaged my attention most fully during 
two years. My connection with the Museum dates from November, 
1883, when an office in the east tower, on the ground floor, was assigned 
to me, Mr. F. H. Towne, who had previously been engaged on the col, 
lections as preparator, acting as assistant. A few specimens of textile 
fibers and fabrics were then on exhibition, but without labels, in the 
west hall. A large number of specimens of foods in bottles were on ex-
hibition in the northw.est range, but very imperfectly classified, and 
not selected with discrimination. A large collection of fibers and 
fabrics, mostly from the Centennial exhibition of 1876 was still un-
packed and required attention. These were immediately prepared for 
study. The different divisions of work will now be separately re-
viewed. 
The early work in this section was very much retarded, and some of 
it was not very perfectly done, so that it required subsequent revision, 
owing to the want of necessary books of reference. A sectional library 
was soon provided, which has served very well, but even no~ some very 
useful books of reference are not available. It was soon found that 
much of the accumulated material was of little value, owing to deteriora-
tion by long keeping, the loss of marks for identification, and other 
causes. Gradually such specimens were eliminated, and the plan has 
been followed throughout the section to discard all specimens of even 
doubtful identity, except when it was thought their °identity might be 
established in future, in which case, when the specimen was a good one 
that might not be easily replaced, it was catalogued and held in re-
serve. 
Four series of specimens are provided for in this section, viz : exhibi-
tion series, study series, reserve series, and duplicate series. · 
This series includes all specimens mounted for exhibition. Owing to 
the limited space on the Museum floor the mounted specimens are not 
all on exhibition at the present time, but the unit boxes containing them 
are ready for display when space permits. Every specimen in this se· 
ries is provided with either a written or a printed label. 
A system of marking the catalogue cards has been adopted which 
indicates at a glance when a specimen is in the exhibition series and 
when a label has been written for the printer. The mark 0 on a cata-
logue card indicates that a specimen is mounted for exhibition and if fol-
lowed by a check, thus 0 .; , the label for printing is written. 
The Y tern of classification proposed some time- ago in one of my re-
port ha been carried out in a general way, but the collection is so 
roken up by the necessity of storing specimens that should be shown, 
that be Y tern can not be trictly adhered to~ Beginning at the en-
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trance of the court (the collection is now in the northeast court, occupy-
ing about one-half of the floor-space), the visitor first comes to the textile 
materials used in their natural condition, such as rough barks, made 
into ropes by Indians and primitive tribes in different countries; esparto, 
made into coarse mats in Spain; palm-leaves, woven into baskets, hats, 
etc. Then may be seen varieties of tree-down, often known as tree-
cotton, including the paina of Brazil in variety, showing how the down 
occurs in the seed-pods, and the pulu of the Sandwich Islands. These 
materials are used, without preparation, for stuffing. Then follow va-
rieties of fibers extracted from stalks and leaves of plants, the coarser 
ones used for ropes, the finer for yarns suitable for knitting and weav-
ing. Among these is a good series representing the ramie industry, 
which may become of considerable importance to this country; collec-
tions of New Zealand flax, common flax, agave fibers in great variety, 
and many others, leading up to cotton. The manufacture of cotton 
thread is represented by a case of eight unit boxes, mounted especially 
for the Museum by the Willimantic Linen Company, and is one of the 
best exhibits in the series. Following cotton come fibers from the 
animal kingdom, horse-hair? wool, and silk. 
Some attempt has been made to prepare a good display of spinning 
and weaving appliances, but the space is too much restricted to per-
mit of proper display of what apparatus we have. A case is filled with 
spinning-wheels, reels, etc., which were in use many years ago in the 
preparation of flax, cotton, and wool yarns for hand-looms, but it is not 
as attractive or instructive as it should be. It is interesting to com-
pare the primitive implements used for the same purposes in different 
countries, examples of which are shown. For instance, there is a hand 
reel of the present day from Siam, which is precisely like the common 
English reel, except that in the former the cross-pieces are in one plane, 
while in the latter they are placed at right angles. This very slight 
change makes the English reel of a century ago far more convenient 
to use than the one now in use in Siam. 
Among the looms may be seen some very excellent specimens from 
various parts of the world. Perhaps the simplest are those still in use 
by the Indians of North America, of which, however, ther~ are several 
varieties. In one case a fine Pimo Indian loom, collected by Dr. Edward 
Palmer, is well shown and described. A Moqui loom is also shown, but 
not in as good condition. Quite recently a Zuni loom was set up and 
some weaving done upon it by the Indian girl Wawah, thus enabling 
me to follow the successive operations and understand them better than 
has been possible from written descriptions. A lo9m of the Talamanca 
Indians, of Costa Rica, with specimens of cloth, is of interest. A loom 
from the Ainos, of Japan, is also of special interest in connection with 
the Indian loom, owing to certain ctistinguishing features in the device 
for opening the warp for the passage of the shuttle. 
A number of photographs of the Indian girl Wawah engaged in the 
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various ope-rations of spinning, preparing loom and war1J, and weaving, 
were taken, and are used to illustrate the methods of work among the 
Zn.nis. 
The study series of fibers includes authentically named specimens in-
tended for microscopical examination. .Appended to this report is a spe-
cial article on preparing microscopical mounts of vegetable textile fibers. 
The study series is valuable, indeed, absolutely necessary, as it is not 
unfrequen'tly required to . use small portions of fibers for comparjson 
with others for identification . . Occasionally requests for typical speci-
mens of fibers are received, which have been supplied from the study 
series. It is expected that specimens will be. sent to the Mu~eum for 
identification from time to time. The study series will afford a means 
of identification probably better than can be elsewhere found. It is not, 
however, by any means complete. Every 4istinct fiber in the textiles 
collection is represented in this series, but not every fiber in use is so 
represented. 
An alphabetical catalogue of objects in the study series is kept on cards 
in the office of the curator and a li~t bas been prepared and is published 
as an appendix to this report. 
When small specimens of textiles are received that seem to possess 
a scientific rather than popular interest, or which are for some reason 
not suitable for exhibition, they are placed in this series. 
The reserve series includes specimens of value for purposes of ex-
hibition, which can not be immediately mounted. When such speci-
mens have been catalogued they are marked "reserve," and placed in 
drawers in numerical order, and the fact is noted on the catalogue card. 
If a portion is desired in the study series it is selected at the time and so 
indicated on the catalogue card. 
The duplicate series includes those specimens available for ex-
changes. These are stored in drawers or in storage · boxes. A special 
series of cards, numerically arranged, gives a list of the specimens in 
this series and indicates their 1 ocation. The specimens in general stor-
age, however, are enumerated on special storage catalogue cards, bear-
ing the storage number of the box.es and a list of their contents, so that 
any specimen can be obtained without; delay. 
An alphabetical list, arranged by both common and botanical names, 
of all the specimens in the collection, including all in the four series 
enumerated above, has been prepared, and will some day be submitted 
for publication. 
The arranging of the textiles collection in accordance with the plan 
outlined above has been perfected, and its advantages are apparent in 
the ea e with which new material cau he handled. Immediately a new 
'P cimen i · received, the general alphabetical Ii t shows whether it is 
n Jw t the collection or is from a new locality. It value can be deter-
min at once, and it place in one f the four · 8eries assigned to it. 
Thu, an accumuh tion of usele mate rial for exhibition is avoided, and 
th coll ction are maintain din good order. 
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SECTION OF FOODS. 
In this section it is intended to show specimens of foods that may 
possess special intere.st, especially such as are used by primitive _peo-
ples and in foreign lands. .A more important feature, however, will be 
to a:fford information concerning the nutritive value of various articles 
of food in daily usf:', and to aid in the dissemination of knowledge upon 
- the important subject of nutrition. The relation between the cost of an -
article of food and its value for nutritive purposes is an important con-
sideration, especially for the poorer classes of laboring people. It has 
long been a matter of pride with us that the laboring classes in the 
United States Jive far better than those doing the same work in foreign 
countries. But they are enabled to do so because they receive· higher 
wages and it seems not improbable that the growing competition be-
tween nations will require greater economy in labor here, r.,nd it will 
then be necessary for the poorer classes to exercise more economy in 
living. It becomes, therefore, very desirable to learn not only what 
are the most nutritive foods, but, a matter of greater prac.tical impor-
tance, wha.t are the cheapest and best foods to buy. Also, what are the 
best combinations of food, and how these should be prepared. Some of 
these questions have been carefully studied by Prof. W. 0 . .Atwater, 
and the results of many analyses made by him are now available for 
US(? in this section of the Museum. As a matter of fact, there is no 
doubt our laboring classes are living extravagantly and that by in-
telligent direction, involving instructfon in the art of cooking as well 
as· in the selection of proper food, their expenses can be considerably 
reduced without detriment to the excellence of the food provided. 
The collections in this section are not yet sufficiently advanced to 
demonstrate these purposes in view. It will be the work of consider-
able time, but a beginning has been. made in two cases now on exhibi-
tion. The first of these illustrates the chemical composition of the 
human body, showing on one side the elements found ii;i. the body, in 
their relative proportions; on the other side the principal compounds. 
In the second case are shown specimens illustrating the daily income 
and expenditure of the body, and the quantity of various constituents 
of food required to supply the waste. The constituents of a ration for 
one day are shown and the transformations they undergo in the body 
are described. The composition of a loaf of bread is also illustrated by 
specimens. These examples will indicate the practical and instructive 
tendencies of the exhibits in this section . 
.A. collection of foods used by the Indians of North America is now 
arranged, including all the specimens now on hand, and occupies two 
full cases. It is not complete and can not be made so until a competent 
and experienced collector, like Dr. Edward Palmer, who is better ac· 
quainted with this subject than any other person, is commissioned to 
travel among the Indi~ns and supply the deficiencies. It is very desir-
able that this should be done as soon as possible. 
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Among the specimens of general interest may be mentioned a case 
of Japanese foods received from the Department of Education at Tokyo, 
which includes many curious products. Another case is filled with 
preparati~ns of animal foods from various localities. Another case con-
tains farinaceous products. 
There is still in reserve a great variety of food-products, some of 
which are useful for display; others will be eventually discarded. Time 
has not permitted the arranging of these. 
Little has been done in the section of chemical manufactures, but 
such specimens as have been received have been cared for and a few of 
them placed on exhibition. An excellent series of chemical elements 
and compounds will soon be systematically arranged for display, prob· 
ably during the month of July. 
It is intended to represent in this section the chemical industries of 
the country as fully as possible by museum specimens and photographic 
views of processes and apparatus. . 
A desideratum in connection with the work of this di viiion is a lab-
oratory equipped with the necessary apparatus for chemical work. It 
need not be large or expensive but it should afford facilities for a certain 
amount of analytical work, both qualitative and quantitative, and 
especially for the preparation of compounds that are required in the 
exhibits. The want of such a laboratory has been keenly felt not only in 
this but also in other sections in my charge. 
A considerable quantity of material, to be distributed among the 
various sections not yet provided for on the floor of the Museum, bas 
been received. It is all classified and stored on the north balcony, 
where it is available for use at any time. This inclu~es gums, resins, 
dyes, pigments, oils, fats, soaps, waxes, perfumery, essences, and.other 
articles. 
Th.e following table shows the present extent of th~ collections : 
Specimens. 
Textiles en e:xhibitiall . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . • . • • 1, 199 
Textiles in study series.................................. 317 
Food products on exhibition •••••• .••••• .••••• •• •••• •••• 594 
Chemical products on exhibition •••••••••••• ______ •••••• 659 
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2,769 
REPORT ON THE SECTION OF STEAM TRANSPORTATION iN THE U, S. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By J. ELFRETH WATKINS, C. E., Honorary Curator. 
The section of steam transportation was organized and placed under 
my charge on the 13th of June, 1885. 
It is the design of this section to illustrate by drawings, models, rel-
ics, etc., the birth and development of steam transportation inAmerica, 
both on water and on land, so that the humble mechanic who visits the 
Museum may be able to take away with him an.intelligent idea of the 
successive steps in the progress of invention of steam appliances, that 
have led up to the ocean steam-ship and the fast passenger express and 
powerful consolidated freight locomotives of to-day. 
It seems indeed proper that an attempt should be made to preserve 
the history of this department of industry, which has had such an im-
mense influence upon the growth of our nation and the development of 
our civilization during the nineteenth century. 
It is estimated that up to January 1, 1886, 130,000 miles of railway 
had been built, and $7,500,000,000 had been invested in railway stocks 
and bonds in the United States, and over $2,000,000,000 in steam-ships 
touching at American ports and steam-boats navigating inland streams, . 
a total of nearly $10,000,000,000-ten billions of dollars._ 
In 1883 the total taxable property, real and personal, as assessed to 
the thirty-eight States, was $17,026,307,374.* 
The census tables of 1880 give the following enumeration of people 
in the United States who are connected with the transpor.tation indus-
try: 
Steamboatmen, stewards, etc--·· ____ .••••• ·----· ______ •••• ________ ,, __ __ __ 55,536 
Railway officials, clerks, and employes-. _. __ ............... ___ ••. __ . _. _ .•• __ 250,458 
Express officials, clerks, and employes_ ••••••. _ •••. _ ..•..•••.. __ . _. _____ ••. 14, 860 
Transportation companies and employes ..• _____ . _ •.•.•••• ____ . __ .......• _ 9, 702 
Total __ ... . ..•••...•.•.... _ •..•• __ ..•••.•... _ •....••.....•..... .'.... g30, 556 
Of the 17,392,000 persons engaged in all branches of labor, trade, 
manufacture, and professions in the United States in 1880, the number 
* See Spo:fford's American Almanac, 1884, page 105. 
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of employes of railway, express, and transportation companies was ex-
ceeded only by the following classes : 
1. Agricultural laborers, who numbered ....•...... ___ ••..• _ •..•• ___ ..... 3,323, 876 
2. Farmers and planters, who numbered ••.... _ ......••..... . .. •.....•... 4,225,945 
3. ·nomestic servants, who numbered ...... ___ .•.•.....•.... . . .....•..... 1,075, 653 
4. Laborers, unclassified, who numbered ....... _ ........... ... _... . • • • •• 1, 859, 22.1 
5. Carpenters and joiners,. who numbered ....... __ .. _ ... ___ . . .. __ ........ 373, 143 
6. Clerks in stores, who numbered .... __________________ ··--- ·.. . ........ 35i, 444 
As Nos. 1 and 2 are practically one class, and No. 4: is no class, rail-
way and transportation employes are the fifth class in point of number. 
Of the 55,000,000 of inhabitants of the United States, what class is 
not directly interested in the progress of invention, whereby we enjoy 
speed, comfort, and safety, in transportation by steam over our rail-
roads and water-courses? 
The following preliminary scheme for the organization of the section 
was suggested by the curator, and indorsed by the Assistant Secretary, 
in October, 1885. It will be modified from time to t ime as circum-
stances may permit. 
PRELIMINARY SCHEME OF ORGANIZATION. 
To obtain orig·inals or models of early steam-b~ats, locomotives, 
track, cars, etc., with history enough of each to make a label. Show 
early experimental track and short pieces of various patternR of rail. 
To obtain drawings or photographs of early steam-boats, locomo-
tives, etc., to be arranged on hinged frames, in accordance with the 
system now in use in other sections and departments of the Museum; 
As soon as practicable, to issue a circular letter, under the authority 
of the Smithsonian Institution, giving an outline of the scheme, to be 
forwarded to engineering and scientific societies, railway officials and 
employes, urgently requesting their co-operation and suggesting the 
formation of a National Railway Historical Society. 
When the section has made some progress, to issue a bulletin giv-
ing a gern~ral history of early steam-boats and locomotives. and t he 
birth of the American rail way system, as exemplified in the collections 
of the National Museum. 
To create a sectional library, which shall contain all books, maga-
zines, pamphlets, obtainable that bear on the history of American rail-
ways, and in this section of the National Museum to keep a catalogue 
containing the names of the authors, title of book, publisher, etc., with 
directions as to where such book may be found, for the benefit of such 
per ons as -may be interested in these subjects. 
In connection with the history of transportation in general, to show 
pack bor e , freight wagon , tage coaches, early canal boats, post boys, 
mail coach, tc. 
To bow by model , drawing , and relics the develpment of the sta-
LOCOMOTIVE "JOHN BULL" AND TWO PASSENGER CARS. THE FIRST STEAM RAILWAY TRAIN IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY, 1831. 
Inspected by the Legislature of the State of New Jersey, November, 1831, to decide whether the steam privileges asked for by the Camden and Amboy Railroad Com-
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tionary steam-engine and the beginning of i~vention of ilie steam-boat, 
Joeomotives, passenger and freight cars, etc. 
It was not until November, 1885, that any space in the Museum was 
assigned to this section. In that month the locomotive'' John Bull," 
engine No. 1, Camden and Amboy Railroad Company, 1831, was placed 
upon exhibition. While by no means the first, this is the oldest loco-
J.llOtive in America. It ran the first train on any road owned, leased, or 
operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and was presented 
by that corporation to the National Museum. The locomotive in Pl. I 
is drawn from a tracing made by Isaac Dripps, of Philadelphia, the 
first person on this side the water to run No. 1, from the original 
· working drawing, which accompanied this locomotive from the wor~s 
of Stephenson & Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, in 1831. 
This tracing is on a reduced scale; the tender is from a drawing by 
Mr. Dripps, an<l the two cars are from a cut which was used by the 
manufacturers, M. P. & M. E. Green, of Hobokon, N. J., as an ad ver-
tisement in 1832. The whole was put together and was reduced to the 
same scale under ~he supervision of Mr. Dripps. A section of the origi-
nal track, consisting of stone blocks, iron rails with a base, iron joint 
"tongues" (Pl. n, fig. 1), "hook-headed spikes" (Pl. n, fig. 2), rivets 
(Pl. n, fig. 3) through the stem of the rail, has been presented to the 
Museum. This relic was originally collected by the late Col. I. S. Buck-
elew, for many years superintendent of the Amboy Division of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad until his death, November 24, 1884, and given by him 
to the curator, who has presented it in his name to the Museum. It is 
a most valuable relic, since it exemplifies the earliest period of the in-
ventions which have since developed into the American system of per-
manent way. 
In 1831 the track of this company was unique. After a lapse of half 
a century the cross-tie has superseded the stone block, it is true, but 
the rail with the base, the "hook-headed" spike, the ''tongue" length-
ened and Rtrengthened into the splice-bar or fish-plate, and the" rivet" 
cbange<l into a bolt and nut~ is found in all standards of American 
track. This· section of track was examined by the late Ashbel Welch, 
0. E., past president of the American Society of Civil Engineers, who 
was present at the opening of this portion of the road, and afterwards 
became chief engineer and president of the system to which the Cam-
den and Amboy Railroad was attached. From memory 'and notes he 
pronounced it and the description authentic. 
Sections of "fish-bellied" rail, with chair, imported from England in 
1832 by the New Jersey Railroad Company, 3tnd laid near Newark, 
have also be~n obtained, together with cross-sections of various pat-
terns of rail experimented with between 1835 and 1845. 
By a careful search through the files of the Patent Office for plans of 
B'\\-itches, frogs, signals, splices, etc., in which work I received the 
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courteous assistance of the examiners in charge, quite a number of 
drawings which accompany the patent specifications were found. These 
are of great interest, showing the fluctuations of thought at various 
intervals. It is intended to arrange these for exhibition at some future 
time. 
The loss of models, etc., by the fire of 18'77, is to be deplored, as a 
wide field for investigation was destroyed by this occurrence. 
Lack of time -has prevented me from giving much attention to steam-
boats and marine engines. While the collection is meager, it is a nuclellS 
which, I trust, will attract the attention of marine engineers and steam-
ship builders. Their co-operation in this direction would be invaluable. 
A portion of the chain gearing of Rumsey's original steam-boat, which 
was used on the Potomac River in 1787, is in the collection. 
Efforts are being made, with promise of success, to obtain drawings, 
etc., of many of Ericsson's inventions. 
In the museum of the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J., may beseeB 
the original machinery of the propeller steam-boat, invented and con-
structed by Col. John Stevens, and navigated by him in 1803 and 1804:. 
A drawing of this machinery has been obtained, and a sketch of what 
is left of the original propeller, which is also at Stevens Institute, and 
which is a most valuable relic, is promised for our collection. I am in 
hopes of having a duplicate made at some future tiroe. 
A sketch of Fulton's Clermont, 1807, and a drawing of the machinery 
of this historic boat will shortly be placed on exhibition. 
Plan of Fulton's origi~al ferry system, steam-boat with single paddle 
wheel in center, and floating bridge, and slip at dock, 1812, has also 
been obtained. This is a fac-simile, on a reduced scale, of the original 
drawing made by Robert Fulton. . 
Through the kindness of Mr. Francis B. Stevens, grandson of Col-
onel Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J., and nephew of Robert L. Stevens, who 
built and navigated the steam-boat Pham·ix, launched in 1807 (two 
weeks after Fulton's Clermont), a photograph from an oil-painting of 
this historic boat, the first steam-boat to navigate the ocean (from Sa,ndy 
Hook to Cape May), has been obtained. 
Mr. Isaac Dripps has had constructed a model one-eighth of full size, 
in brass, of what he claims to be the first screw-propeller ever placed in 
the stern of a steam-boat, before the rudder, on this side of the Atlantic, 
and has presented it to the Museum. The original propeller-wheel was 
constructt:id by Mr. Dripps in 1837. and was by him attached to the 
team-boat New Jersey, which, by · the way, was the first iron steam· 
boat to cro s the Atlantic. It was the use of this propeller that caused 
the differences between Captain Eric son and the Stevens brothers, re· 
, ulting in th legal e tabli. hmeut of the fact tllat their father navjgated 
th pr p 11 r team-boat alluded to above on the Hudson in 1803-'04. 
ne of th iron plate from th hull of the New Jersey, collected by 
1 n l Buckl w, i. al o a part f tlle Mu eum collection. 





PLATE II . 
Fig.I. Fig.a 
D ETAILS OF T RACK, CAMDEN AND AM BOY RAILROAD, 1831. 
FIG. 1. Iron tongue to hold rails together at joints; one tongue only used at each joint. 
FIG. 2. Iron rivets (put on hot) to join tongue to stem of I -rail-two rivets used at each joint. 
Fm. 3. "Hook-headed spike," so called because the head only extended beyond one side. It was de-
signed to fasten the base of the rail to the stone block without a chair. 
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On the 17th day of Jurn,, 1885, I attended the annual convention of the 
Association of American Master Mechanics, at Willard's Hall, Wasbjng-
ton, D. C. After the privileges of the floor had been granted me to ex. 
plain the purposes for which the section had b'een established, the 
following resolution was adopted, and the following correspondence 
ensued: 
RESOLUTION PASSED BY TIIE AMERICAN MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION, IN AN-
NUAL CONVENTION ASSEMBLED, AT WASHINGTON, D. C,, JUNE 17, 1885. 
Resolved, That the American Rail way Master Mechanics' Association has learned with 
great pleasure of the establishment by the Directory of the National Museum of the 
department of steam transportation (both railway and steam-boat), for the purpose of 
collecting and preserving materials which will illustrate the railway history and its 
development in this country. This association hereby heartily indorses the action 
referred to, and recommends that the members, as far as they can, assist Mr. Watkim~, 
the curator in charge, in making such collections as will fulfill the purpose for which 
the department has been established. 
ff ff * * , 
REPLY FROM PROFESSOR BAIRD. 
UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
Washington, D. C., June 25, 1885. 
DEAR Sm: Mr. J.E. Watkins informs us that at the recent convention of the So-
ciety of Master Mechanics he was afforded by the officers of the society special facili-
ties for the purpose of explaining the plan of the ·National Museum for the develop-
ment of the collection illustrating the history of American rai.J.ways. I desire through 
you to !)Xtend the thanks of the Museum to the society for the facilities afforded Mr. 
Watkins, and for the interest which was manifested :itn his work. I hope that through 
the co-operation of the society Mr. Watkins may be enabled to do very much towards 
developing this department, in which he and all of us are so greatly interested. 
I have the honor to be, yours, very respectfully, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution and Director U. S. National Museurn. 
J. H. SETCHEL, Esq., 
Secretary American Railway Maste,· Mechanics' Association. 
The following- circular letter was distributed among the members of 
the American Society of Civil Engineers, at their annual convention at 
Deer Park, Md., June, 1885. They, too, allowed m~ to occupy the floor, 
and after addressing them upon the subject much interest was mani-
fested by the members, and much individual aid was promised. 
Mr.----, 
UNITED STATES N~TIONAL MUSEUM, 
UNDER TIIE DIRECTION OF TilE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, June 20, i885. 
Membe1· American Society of Civil Engineers: 
MY DEAR SIR: I beg leave to call your attention to the fol1owing letter: 
"To whom it may concer:r;1.: Mr. J. E. Watkins, of Camden, N. J., has been ap-
pointed Honorary Curator of the Section of Steam Transportation (Railways and 
~team-boats) in the U. S. National Museum. 
"Mr. Watkins is authorized to treat in the interests of the National Museum with 
any persons who may be willing to aid in the development of this section, and i;o add 
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to the collection already in the Museum objects illustrative of the history aud growth 
of this industry in the United States. Specimens thus acquired will be exhibited in 
the Museum in the name of the donor. 
"SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
"Searetary Smithsonian Institution arid Director U. S .. ~ational Musewm." 
In order that the collection in connection with this section may be made as com-
_plete and creditable as possible your co-operation is earnestly requested. 
The Pennsyivania Railroad Company has already presented to -the Museum loco-
motive No. 1 (of the c ·amden·and Amboy Railroad Company), more familiarly known 
as the '.' John Bull," together with a section of the original track, laid with stone 
blocks, etc., upon which this, the oldest engine on their system, ran. Many other 
valuable relics from other railroads have also been furnished. 
I shall be glad to receive information as to the whereabouts of parts of such loco-
motives, cars, steam-boats, track, etc., as may be of historic value, together with au-
thentic drawings of early railway appliances, also old tickets, old time-tables, systems 
of old baggage checks, etc. 
A nation which contains within its borders over 120,000 miles of railway, represent-
ing a stock and bonded capital of over $7,000,000,000, should be zealous to preserve 
the history of the efforts of the pioneers in railway construction and equipment, 
which, during the last half century, have had such an immense influence upon our 
growth and the development of our civilization. · 
With this end in .view the authorities of the National Museum have organized this 
section, by which they hope to perpetuate the history of the birth and development 
of the American railway and steam-boat, as well as to add an interesting and instruct-
ive feature to the Museum, which is annually visited by between two hundred and 
_three hundred thousand persons, hailing from every s ·tate and Territory in the Union, 
as w:ell as from almost every nation. 
Yours, respectfully, J. ELFRETH WATKINS, 
Honorary Curator Section Steam Transportation. 
On the 16th of January, 1886, I sailed from New York for a visit to 
the museums of the Old World in the interests of the section of steam 
transportation, and to investigate for the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany the subject of electric lighting of railway cars and stations, and to 
examine. the various systems of handling freight at large terminal sta-
tions abroad. 
Through credentials furnished by the Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution and letters from officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, unusual facilities were afforded me by the officials of railways and 
museums to make good use of fifty days on foreign soil. 
Most tourists go abroad during the summer months and do Eu-
rope while everything is at its best. From the 29th of January, when 
we landed at Antwerp, until March 20, when we sailed from the same 
port, we bad abundant opportunity to judge of the relative merits of 
foreign railways and American railroads so far as -safety, speed, and 
comfort are cqncerned, in unpleasant winter weather. The ground 
covered was as follows : 
~ew York to Antwerp (Belgium), to Ilarwich (England), to London, 
Edmburgb, la gow, Port Gla gow, Greenock Belfast (Ireland), 
Giant' Cau_ · way, Londonderry, Stra ane, Dubli~, Galway, Limerick, 
Cork, Dublm, olyh a (Englan<l), Che ter, Liverpool, Crewe, Man-
THE WEBB SYSTEM OF PERMANENT-WAY WROUGHT-STEEL CROSS-TIES AND CHAIRS. BULL-HEADED RAIL WEIGHING 80 
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ch.ester, Wolverton, London, Southampton, Hav~e (France), Modane, 
l\font Cenis tunnel, Milan (Italy), Venice, back to Milan, and through 
the St. Gothard tunnel to Basle, Strasburg, Brussels, Cologne, Ant-
werp, and New York-over 11,000 miles. -
The great city of London, 33 miles long ·and 22 wide, with the scores 
of railway stations, its miles of underground rapid-transit roads, and 
immense frei~ht terminals, furnishes perhaps the most diversified field 
of investigation in the universe to the engineer or railroad historian. 
· The management ot the signal box "A," at Waterloo station, London 
and South Western Rail way, under which more trains pass per day than 
under any other box in the world, was most interesting. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that a dense fog, such as one only sees in London, was 
prevailing at the time, the traffic inbound, which is very heavy about 
9 a. m., was handled with comparative dispatch and perfect safety by 
the interlocking-switch system. While I was i;n the box it was visited 
by a government inspector, appointed by the board of trade, who ex-
amined the details of the working of the levers, and expressed satisfac-
tion that some changes in the mechanism which he had suggested at a 
previous visit had been so promptly made. 
This surveillance by government officials is said to have been attended 
by most beneficial results. 
As the extreme length of the British Isle is about 550 miles, what 
we call here a long run is unknown there. The journey from London 
(Euston Station) to Edinburgh, via the London, Northwestern and Cal-
edonian Railways, 401 miles, via the 10 a. m. express, February 13, 
1886, was made in a little less than ten hours, 541 minutes actual run-
ning time, at an average speed while running of 44~ miles per hour. 
The journey was made in a compartment with lavatory, in a carriage 
which contained every convenience, for which a first-class fare of £3 4s. 
Od. was charged. This is a journey similar to that from Jersey City to 
Pittsburgh, 444 miles, which is run by Pennsylvania Railroad limited 
express in 11 hours, with much better accommodations; price of ticket, 
including Pullma1;1 car, $13 . 
. Although luncheon baskets are generally to be had by telegraphing 
ahead on long journeys, it was not necessary in this case, since over thirty 
minutes was consumed shunting carriages and transferring luggage at 
the dining station. 
The city of Crewe bears the same relation to England that Altoona 
does to the State of Pennsylvania, both being the mechanical head-
quarters of the most prominent rail way in the region. Some idea of the 
magnitude of the work carried on there may be gleamed from the fact 
that I saw under one roof £150,000 ($750,000) worth of lo.comotives that 
had never turned a wheel. 
Mr. Webb, the locomotive superintendent of the. London and North-
western Railway, who is in charge at Crewe, explained to me that they 
founu it cheaper to get their stock of one class of work up in a large 
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quantity at a time, and that the difference in cost more than made up 
for the difference in the interest on the amount invested. The London 
and Northwestern Railway Company have their rail mill here, and man-
ufacture spikes, chairs, and the steel cross-tie ( of which a sample has 
been sent us for the Museum co1lection, see Pl. nr) in large quan-
tities. 
Since my return Mr. Webb has written me that the P ennsylvania 
Railroad Company had ordered a mile of London and Northwestern 
standard iron track, consisting of SO-pound bull-headed rail, wrought-
steel cross-tie, with chair, complete, for experimental 'Purposes. It is 
expected that this mile of track will be laid where the traffic is excep-
t ionally heavy, and a comparison of its durability made with the Amer0 
ican system. 
The passenger carriage shop of the London and Northwestern Rail-
way, at Wolverton, is a most interesting place for an American to 
visit. 
While the English locomotive, of which we have shown a cut in Pl. 
1v, is somewhat different from the American in appearance, the dif-
ference is not so marked as in the passenger cars or 4 , carriages," as 
they call them. (Pl. v. ) We were particularly fortunate in our brief 
stay in Wolverton in being able to visit the private carriage of the 
Duke of Sutherland, and to inspect the royal train of five carriages, 
which was being put in order for Queen Victoria's annual spring jour-
ney to Scotland. The carriage which was constructed expressly for 
Her Majest.y's private use, with its gilded furniture a11d pale blue satin 
upholstery, is planned in marked contrast to what we are accustomed 
to find in American special ears. But as the longest journey there is 
generally made in daylight, there is no necessity for extensive sleeping 
compartments, and the luncheon supplied at nearly every statio·n takes 
the place of the din:s.er which we get on our dining cars. The wheels 
of the carriages of the royal train conformed to the standard of' the 
London and Northwestern Railway, being composed of twelve seg-
ments of wood (teak), around which a steel tire is shrunk, a steel hub 
being used. A sample of these wheels, and a number of drawings show-
ing the construction of the three classes of day cars, and the sleepers 
in use on tllis road have been promised me. 
A great deal of attention has been given for several years to the sub-
ject of electric lighting of passenger carriages upon the English roads. 
Two examples give a general idea of the successful experiments made. 
Between Liverpool and Manchester a fast train is equipped with the 
incan<lescent lamps, one in each compartment (and one additional for 
emergency), the electricity being fnrnished by a dynamo on the tender 
<lriv n by , t am from tbe locomotive-no storage battery being used. 
I wa inform d that l~ttle trouble had been experienced in the manage-
m , t f the. e light , which had been iu continuous use for many 
rn n h., th co. t b ing low, the quality of the light considered. 
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On the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway a very ingenious 
contrivance had_ been put on several trains. ,A dynamo in the guard's 
van, which is always attached to one end of the train, was driven by a 
belt from the axle of one of the wheels. The overplus of the electricity 
generated while the train is running being stored in secondary bai-
teries for use while the train is standing. This had 1noved a very satis-
factory system, and a company of wealthy capitalists had been formed 
to introduce this invention on a number of the other roads, with great 
promise of success. All of the steam-ship packet lines, crossing from 
Ireland and France to England, had put the electric light upon their 
best boats, and the Brush light is almost universally used upon the 
wharves and by best roads at passenger and freight stations, and in 
yards and other public places, notwithstanding that the price of gas 
is a little more than half what it is in this country. 
A drawing showing the arrangement of dynamo gearing, lamps, etc., 
on the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway-where, by the way, 
I saw the only Pullman cars abroad, and they were brilliantly lighted 
by electricity-has been secured for the Museum. 
Upon a stone block at Darlington stands engine No. 1 of the Stock-
ton and Darlington Railway, built by Stephenson and placed in service 
in 1825; the first locomotive in the world to be in continuous general 
service upon a railway constructed for passenger and freight traffic. 
A journey of 18 miles from Glasgow along the shores of the Clyde 
brought me to Greenock. On the second floor of a stone house badly 
out of repair, at the foot of William street, I stood, on the 19th of Feb-
ruary, 1886, in the room where James Watt was born, exactly one hun-
dred and fifty years and one month before, and a fussy o_ld lady, who 
appeared to be a self-appointed mistress of ceremonies, accepted a six-
pence with a courtesy for unlocking the doors, while the old vandal 
who accompanied her pocketed a shilling, and cheerfully knocked a 
brick out of the historic fire-place where be declared young James first 
watched the steam rise from his mother's kettle and wondered at its 
force, and this legend was corroborated by others. 
At Glasgow I enjoyed a trip down the Clyde and my visits to Napier's 
and Reid's ship-yards were full of interest. 
All of the principal large vessels UI,lder contract were to have the 
new triple expansion engine. 
After a night journey from London to Southampton via the London 
and Southwestern Railway and a most unpleasant voyage across the 
channel we landed at Havre, France. The journey from Hay~,e to Paris 
was full of interest. 
I was not favorably impressed with either the plan of construction 
nor the conrlition of the Jfrench railways. The running time was slow, 
the signals clumsy, and the train-men had the appearance of being 
poorly paid and unhappy. 
The plans of the early English engineers and railwayconstrnctors seem 
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to have been pretty generally followed. The people of Paris are de-
pendent upon steam appliances for their means of transit from one part 
of the -city to another; the small steamers that run up and down the 
Seine, touching at the foot of each prominent street every few minutes, 
being patronized much the same as the 'buses of London, or the tram 
cars in our American cities. 
Many freight barges are towed up this ·river, in which the current is 
very swift, in a novel manner; a chain with large links and several 
miles long, lies on the bed of the stream; an odd-shaped boat with a 
powerful engine drives a wheel above deck, which gears into the links of 
this chain, thus hauling the tow of barges against the stream, and pro-
viding for the emergency of floating away in case the engine should 
be disabled. Large quantities of wine from the outlying districts 
through France are. transported to the city in this manner. 
Leaving Lyon station, Paris, at 9 p. m., in a wagon lit, we reacheu the 
north end of the Mo~t Cenis Tunnel about 11 the next morning. Eight 
and a half miles of darkness were traversed in thirty-two minutes, and 
we had passed through what was ten years ago the longest tunnel in the 
world and is now the second in length. 
At Turin, we were transferred to a carriage (with the backs of alter-
nate seats facing each other) somewhat reseml;>ling American cars, ex-
cept the aisle was not in the center. Seats for three persons were on one 
side of the aisle, and for one only on the other. 
The Italian train-men and station agents perhaps receive less pay 
than in any portion of Europe. Women act in latter capacity at many 
of the smaller stations, as in France. The time made is very slow while 
running and long stops are made at every station. The four.wheel cars 
are poorly painted, and, e.x:cept on fast express trains from Paris to 
Rome, Naples, etc .• they rode very rough. 
The whistle of the steam-boat bids fair to drown the song of the 
gondolier in Venice, as small steam-boats with shrill piping whistles run 
up and down the Grand Canal at regular intervals, furnishing the Vene-
tians who are denied the pleasure of riding in a tram car, another means 
of rapid transit. Numbers of small steam barges may be seen on the 
w1iter-ways through Venice and on the bay carrying passengers to and 
from Lido and other points. 
Returning from Venice to Milan andjour~eying thence northward, we 
reached the St. Gothard Railway at Obiasso, the first station in Switzer· 
land over the Italian border, and during the journey of 232 kilometers 
(143.7 miles), consuming eight hours, we were scarcely a moment out of 
sight of an engineering feat that would have excited the wonder of the 
world a half century ago. 
In th limit of th e 144 miles there are thirty-four tunnels, aggre-
gati11g many mil s in leno-th . I bad thought that, with the somewhat 
intim t kn wledo-e of railroad in the mountain and mining district 
f P nu ·slva ia, wa. familiar with heavy curve and steep grades, 
~ --- ~! . F ~ ~=-==ill m~--,~ . , i~---" l r---1 I r~ it t.a~w. I --,--,r-;-,--,-..-,- 0 11 IP-?rfo1· : II· > , •1t M Ir " 4 m 
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RAILWAY PASSENGER CARRIAGE FOR FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD CLASS PASSENGERS, AND COMPARTMENT FOR 
LUGGAGE. LONDON AND NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND, 1885. 
This car bas eight wheels. The forward and rear wheels have radial axles instead of being placed in a truck (or bogie) 
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but there is no comparisou. The great tunnel is reached a few~ moments 
after passing the station at Airolo, and for twenty-two and one-half 
minutes of utter darkness we are passing through a little more tha!l 
9¼ miles-t_he longest tunnel in the world, and it is with a feeling of 
relief that one sees daylight at Goescheuen at the northern end. I was 
fortunate enough to obtain for our section a good photograph of each 
of the entrances to this great tunnel, and what appears to be a very 
accurate map, scale 1 to 100,000, showing the location of all the tunnels 
on the road, and giving a fair idea of the contour of the country. 
At Lucerne the St. Gothard Rail way terminates, but the carriages run 
through to Basle without cbange. 
The railway from Basle to Strasburg is the best equipped road I 
saw on the Continent, the second-class compartment in the carriages, 
constructed on the English plan, being upholstered in a bright durable 
color, and as comfortable as many first-class carriages in England; quite 
a relief after many days of somber blue-black on the other roads. Ou 
this railway the track anu road-bed are well taken care of, and fal;lt time 
is made. 
The Gerinan locomotives appeared to be more clumsy or old. fash-
ione.d any than we had seen, but their performance seemed very satisfac-
tory. 
The Belgian railways are well built and equipped; fast time is ruade 
and the travel appears heavier than elsewhere 011 the Continent. TLe 
locomotives on the road from Brussels to Antwerp seemed better cal-
culated for the work than on the German roads. Shorter time was 
spent at stations everywhere in Belgium anu more <lispatch gfren to 
arriving and departing trains than elsewhere. 
At various points on the Continent experiments are being made with 
glass, iron, and steel cross-ties for railways of heavy traffic, and I dou l>t 
if the tourist a few years hence will travel many miles over woouen 
sleepers. 
EUROPEAN RAILWAY MUSEUMS. 
South Kensington JJfuseum.-To tLe student of the Listory of steam 
and steam transportation the South Kensington (Patent) l\foseum con-
tains the most valuable and instructive collection of objects abroad. 
The Englishman of to-day,justly proud of the inventive genius of the 
lai;;;t generation, is zealous to pe1vetuate the history of the results of tbc 
life work of Newcomeu, Saver;y, ~meaton, Watt, Murdoch, Trevithick, 
George and Robert Stephenson, and Symington. 
In our own C0
1
untry, however, with the exception of Fulton, DO Amer-
ican inventor of steam appliances has received the meed of praise due 
him, and yet no nation in the world owes so much to locomotive and 
steam-ship inventors and railway constructors as our ·own. 
Owing to the limited area of Great Britain, however, which, exclusive 
of Ireland, is a trifle less than the States of Penrn;ylvania and Ohio, the 
TI. Mis. 170, pt. 2-9 
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record of invention has been easily kept before the popular eye. In this 
old country, advanced in civilization and blessed with wealth, scien-
tific societies and technicn,l journals have kept the results of the labors 
of master minds constantly before the intelligent public, and the suc-
cess of the lucky inventor has speedily brought him fame and fortune. 
Outside the circle of military and naval heroes no names are dearer to 
the British heart than Watt and the Stephensons (George and Robert), 
and now that a memorial \\'indow to poor Trevithick is to be placed iu 
Westminster this illustrious trio will become a quartette, much to the 
gratification of the impartial stuuent of the history of the ~arly loco-
motive who does not permit the glamour of 8uccess to blind ltis vision 
to truP. merit. 
Original stationary engines built tinder the personal supervision of 
James Watt are in this collection, together with many of the models 
which he and his foreman (Murdoch) made to i1lustrate the patents 
which he obtained from the English Government. 
Original drawings made by Trevithick from which his high-pressure 
stationary and locomotive engines were constructed as early as 1802 
are framed and hanging on the walls, while several of his earliest boil-
ers are to be found upon the museum floor. 
A large portion of the machinery of the steam-boat Comet, the Jir&t 
English steam-boat commercially successful (built in 1812), which is as 
much reverenced in Great Britain as is Fulton's Clermont in America, 
is also carefully preserved. 
Upon presenting my credentials to Sir Philiip Cunliffe Owen, tho 
director of the South Kensington Museum, I was most courteously re-
ceived, and as he was fully occupied (February, 18$6) in organizing the 
plans for the Colonial Exhibition, I was referred to R. Thompson, esq., 
the assistant director, who show~d me every attention, and led me at 
once to the "Rocket," which he said every American railroad man 
wanted to see. I must confess to a feeling of awe when I placed rny 
hand on the pony of 1829, which has been gradually bred up in size and 
strength to the powerful iron horse in a half century; nor could I help 
a feeling of regret that the time was not ripe for the development of 
the Trevithick breed, which made fair speed and did fair service a quar-
ter of a century before Stephenson's successful racer. Next to tlie 
"Hock.et" stooll the '' Sanspareil," the victor and tbe· vanquished iu 
the great Rain hill contest of 1829, which stimulated faith in the Rtearn 
locomotive that bad been creeping slowly along for twenty-five years 
before, giving it vigor and strength to begin a new life of the greate t 
u efulness. The cope of this report will not permit of an extended 
Ii t of he intere ting and. in tructive relics, drawings, and models wlli ·h 
m ke thi th M cca of all hi torian of the .·tationary and locomoti\·c 
·team- uo'in . 
Ilunt -:rian 'illuseu:m at the Uni ersity of Glasgow-The Newcomen 
mod l.- earl very 011 iut re ted in the story of team will remembel' 
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that in the winter of 1763 and 1764 James Watt, who was then twenty-
seven years old, and was a mathematical instrument maker and general 
mechanician for this University, became interested in steam through a 
toy model of N ewcomen's engine, which had been placed in his hands 
for repairs. This period is described by an eminent writer as ''the era 
of' all other the most eventful in the history of the steam-engine."* 
This model is still preserved in the Hunterian Museum, connected 
with the University, and the knowledge of the fact that I have held it 
in my hands and moved the valves that Watt repaired will. al.ways be 
held as the most precious remembrance of my tour abroad. 
It is rather a curious coincidence that the walls of the same institu-
tion that witnessed Watt's successful experiments with steam a century 
and a quarter ago should now contain the work-shop and laboratory of 
one of the most_ distinguished electricians of the age, who has labored so 
successfully in investigating and utilizing the new power which bids 
fair to supersede the inventions which immortalized that great inventor. 
WATT'S MONUMENT. 
A few feet from the Newcomen mod~l stands a white marble statue 
of the great inventor in a sitting posture, sculptured by Ohan trey in 1825. 
The inscript~on on the pedestal reads-
This Statue of 
JAMES· W .A.TI', 
Pellow of. the Royal Societies 
. of London _and Edinburgh, 
and Member of the Institute of Prance, 
is presented by his son 
to the University of Glasgow · 
in gratitude for the encouragement 
afforded by its Professors 
to the Scientific pursuits 
of his father's early life. 
In Greenock, Scotland, is a small museum which contains a number 
of letters written by vVatt in regard to his inventions, a few models and 
relics, besides a statue by Ohantrey, similar to the one at the Himterian 
Museum at Glasgow, and a library containing a number of valuable 
books. 
The curator has kindly _ promised to send the National Museum a 
small map of the town, showing the location of Watt'8 birthplace, and 
a photograph of the house in which he first saw tl10 Ught. 
Kelvin Grove Museum.-ln the Kelvin Grove Museum, Glasgow, is a 
most interesting pyramid of models of the hnlls of the early steam-
boats: the Vulcan (first iron boat), 1816; the Comet (first successful 
"The St~n,m-pn0ino ~.i,yg. its Inventors1 l,~, ~obert L. Galloway, pa.ge JR9, 
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English steam-boat), 1812; and the Charlotte Dundas (first successful 
experimental boat), 1802. 
Standing on a pedestal is a cylinder from the first engine put in the 
Comet. Mr. Miller, secretary of the Scottish Institute of Engineers and 
Ship-builders, tells me that this was taken out and replaced by another 
cylinder, and after having been used for some time by an old lady for a 
chimney top, was presented by her to the Museum as soon as she learnetl 
of its historic value. Upon the pede.stal is placed a '' Record of Steam 
Navigation in the Clyde" and upon the walls hang several photographs 
of the machinery of the Comet, with the inventor, Henry Bell, standing 
beside it. Mr. James Paton, Superintendent of the Museum, presented 
me with fac-similes of promissory notes given by Henry Bell to David 
Napier, 1812, in payment for the boiler of the Comet, the first steamer 
that carried passengers in Europe. 
Also, a fac-simile of certificate from Admiral Sir Richard Bickerton, 
of His Majesty's navy, and the captains of His Maj~sty's ships Dra,gon 
and Superb, dated J u1y 4, 1802, in regard to Mr. Shorter's propeller, by 
the use of ·which one ship in a calm '' hove away at the rate of 1 & 
a½ miles per hour, having 8 hands at the capstan." 
The original documents are the property of Na pier Brothers, ship-
builders on the Clyde, and are loaned by them to the Kelvin Grove Mu-
seum, Glasgow, for exhibition.. A model of a propeller worked in this 
manner is also shown. 
Paris and its Museums.-There are three thoughts connected with 
Paris that are of _great interest to the student of the story of steam. 
(1) In one section of the OonserYatoire des Artes ct Metiers stands a 
marble statue of Papin, to whose investigations I believe the invention 
of the steam piston and cylinder is largely due-holding a steam cylin-
der over a flame; the apparatus having been modeled from the draw-
in gs of the one originally constructed by him. 
(2) Near by it stands Cugnot's steam road locomotive of 1770, tlte 
oldest steam-locourotive in the worlc.. 
(3) The historical spot on the banks of the Seine, which I visited, and 
where Fulton made his experiments, 1801, 1802, and 1803, with steam 
appliances, both for towing boats and for submarine work against the 
wooden BritiRh sailing ships that were operating against Napoleon in 
these eventful years. In 1803 or 1804 Napoleon had become much inter-
ei:;ted in :Fulton's experiments with steam. They had an interview, an<l. 
Fulton's inventions were referred to the French minister oftbe marine for 
inve tigation. The English naval authorities, bearing of this, becam(. 
greatly alarmed, for N a.poleon, who then ha<l. a larrre force of men massed 
at Bologn , had it ~o arranged that if he could get the special barges 
which h had built for th purpose ix hours ahead of the BrWsh in 
11 ir journ y aero s the channel he could march his army to Loudon 
without erious opposition. But thu · early iu the history of steam nav-
igation th value of the mariue cu 0 'iue of the future ,ms appreciated by 
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the nation which waR destined afterwards to ]mvc the greatest steam 
navy in the world, and a handsome fee was naid ]'ulton to return to 
. England, where he had alterations and additions made by Bolton and 
Watt, at Soho, to one of their own engines, w llich was exported to 
America and placed afterwards in the Clermont, the lucky boat which 
gave Fulton fame and fortune. Thus we find that this celebrated in-
ventor, who designed what lives in history as tlrn first successful steam-
boat in the world, pursued his investigations in Franc(:), completed his 
engine in England, and won his laurels in America. 
There is little else in the French museums, either in the Conserva-
toire or the naval section of the Louvre, of interest to the section of 
steam transportation. 
Naval Museum, Venice.-This museum is full of the most interesting 
models and relics, some of them of great age, but I could find nothing 
to even suggest that the subjects of the Queen of the Sea had any 
ideas in regard to paddle-wheel or propeller navi~ation by steam or 
otherwise prior to this century. In Rome is to be seen a marine paint-
ing several centuries old representing oxen walking around a circle on 
the deck of a vessel driving a windlass geared to a paddle-wheel in the 
stern of the boat-a somewhat similar arrangement to the stern-wheel 
lJoats used for shoal navigation on the Ohio and 111:ississippi Rivers. 
In another painting two or three centuries old a sea-nymph sits float-
ing in a shell, with a paddle-wheel apparently revolving on one side. 
It would seem, however, that the gilded floating palace, in which the 
Doges performed tLe ceremony of wedding the sea each year, arnJ 
which was driven by the galley slave chained to his oar, was the most 
advanced stage of· marine architecture to which the Venetians-once 
rulers of the sea-attained, until aJter the introduction of steam. 
PETITION TO OONGHESS. 
A description of the section, which was published in the Washing-
ton Star, January 16, 1886, having been widely circulated during my 
absence abroad, I found upon my return that over thirteen hundred 
gentlemen connected with railroads in all sections of the United States 
had petitioned Congress for an appropriation to establish a section in 
the National Museum devoted to the history of the railroad and steam-
boat. Neither at this session, nor during the next, was this request 
complied with, and I have been compelled to do what little has been 
done since my return, with my private means, during brief periods of 
intermission from railway duties; short leaves of absence having been. 
granted through the kindness of tlic general manager of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company, in whose service I have been employed for 
nearly fifteen years consecutively. · 
A copy of the petition to Congress, with the names of the more prom-
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inent of the signers, together with the resolutionH passed by the Frank-
lin Institute of Philadelphia, is to be found below: 
To the Congress of the United States : 
The undersigned, desirous of perpetuating the history of the birth and development 
of . steam trnnsportation ( by steam-boat and railway) in Ameri en, respectfully petition 
your honorable body to :1ppropri:1te such a sum of money as may "be deemed necrs-
sary to carry out the plans recently adopted for the organization of the Section of 
Steam Transport:1tion in the U. S. National Museum; said sum to be expended nnder 
snpervision of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution aotl 
Director of the U. S. National Mnseum. 
Alaba,ma Great Southern Railroad: 
Charles Schiff, vice-president. 
Allegheny Valley Railroad : 
David McCargo, general supt. 
. 'I'. R. Robinson, treasurer. 
E. H. Utley, G. F. and P. agcn1t. 
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad: 
H. C. Nutt, president. 
H. vV. Gardiner, secretary. 
D. L. Gallup, auditor. 
At lantic and vVest Point and Western 
Alabama Railroad: 
L. P . Grant, president. 
Cecil Gabbett, general manager. 
N .. M . Aubett, secretary and tron.snrcr. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad: 
P. F. Barr, superintendent.· 
Charleg Wincheck, general foreman. 
Edward Flockett, master rue~lutn ic. 
R.H. Emerson, master mechanic. 
H. V. Farri es, mal!!ter mechanic. 
Baltimore and Delaware Bay Railroacl: 
J. F. Bingham, president. 
rred Gerker, general manager. 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad : 
Robert Garrett, president. 
F. II. Britton, superintendent. 
n. F. Luther, master mechanic. 
E.T. Affleck, divjsion freight agent. 
Buffalo, New York and Philadelphia: 
G. Clinton Gardiner, president. 
C.H. Allen, vice-president. 
G. S. Gatchell, gen. supt. 
John Dougherty, treasurer. 
R. D. McCreary, engineer. 
Boston, Hoosac Tunnel and Western: 
A. Kountze, president . 
. Buffalo, Rochester nncl Pittslmrgh: 
\Val ton H. Brown president. 
Willia,m E . Hayt, chief engine r. 
eorgc E. M rchant, gen. ma.ugr. 
I.,'. hm ry, g nera,1 freight n.gn1t. 
Oliton a1Hl Provi<l<·nce Railroad: 
ll<>nry A. \Yhit111•?, prr. i<l<'nt. 
A. A. Fol 0111, np riut n1le11t. 
Bangor and Portland Railroad: 
C. Miller, president. 
George vV. Mackey, secretary. 
E.G. Wire, chief engineer. 
Charles N. Miller, G. F. and P. A. 
Boston and Bangor Steam-ship Co. : 
W. H. Hill, jr., general manager. 
Bmlington, Cedar Rapids aucl Nort,hcrn 
Railroad: 
C. J. Ives, president. 
Ro"bert Williams, superintendent. 
S.S. Dorwart, secretary. 
. II. F. White, chief engineer. 
Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railroad: 
Julius A. Gray, president. 
Chicaao Burlington and Northern R. R: 
Cha~les C. Upham, chief ongineor. 
J . M. Forbes, treasurer. 
Cleveland and Canton Railroad : 
J. W. Wardwell, gen. supt. 
Albert RokusGk, G. F. and P .A. 
Ciucinnati and Eastern Railroad: 
B. F. Coats, P. and R. 
H. E. Sawyer, S. T. 
T. D. Rhodes, T. and G. P.A. 
W. L. King, chief engineer. 
J.C. Horner, Supt. M. P. · 
Chicago and Alton Railroacl: 
J . H. Parsons, superintendent. 
C. A. Smith, supt. water-works. 
,T. H. Finney, a.sst. snperinte11d011t . 
J::,,cob Johann, master mechanic . 
C. H . Mead, foreman car-shops. 
G. D. Brooke, general foreman. 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy R. R. : 
Henry B. Stone, general mnna.ger. 
J. O. Bosler, general superinten<knt. 
George C. Smith, chiof engineer. 
F. C. Rice, snperintendeut. 
<J . N. Rosseguin, snperintenuent. 
F. E. Walker, engineer. 
F. J. Allen, engineer. 
U. J.rfoClnro, constrnction ngineer. 
Thom:u-1 Gordon, ,livision en(l"ineer. 
.J. 0. 'lbornc, urg. [Llltl bldg. supt. 
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Chicago, Bnrliugton and Quincy R. R.-
Continuecl 
E. A. Gunnell, L. and D. agent. 
Wm. Irving, gen'l purchasing agent. 
R. W. Colville, master mechanic. 
Cleveland, Akron ancl Columbns Ry. : 
J. Monserrat, president. 
R. French, chief engineer. 
R. G. Sharpe~ supt. transportation. 
E. C. Jones, G., F., ancl P. agent. 
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad: 
D. It Patterson, purchasing agent. 
0. S. Lyford. 
Chicago, Burlington and Northern R. R.: 
George B. Harris, general manager. 
C. C. Upham, chief engineer. 
A. B. Hinckley, auditor. 
Columbus and Cincinnati Midland R.R.: 
S. P. Peabody, gen'l superintendent. 
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and 
Indianapolis Railway : 
N. H. Devereux, president. 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul R. R.: 
D . .1. Witemore, chief engineer. 
J. W. Lowry: gen'l master mechanic. 
E .. Fairbairn, master mechanic. 
A . . E. Alcott, general foreman. 
C. King, general foreman. 
Central Iowa Railroad : 
William Hanna, director. 
D. V. Phelps, ass't superintendent. 
Cincinnati and Muskingum Valley R. R.: 
F. G. Darlington, P.uperintendent. 
Cincinnati Southern Railway: 
John Carlisle, trustee. 
Chicago and Nortb..w,estern Railway: 
J.E. Blunt, chief engineer. 
Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton R.R.: 
C. C. Waite, vice-president. 
J. Ramsey, chief engineer. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Ry. : 
A. Kimball, vice-president. 
C. L. Ewing, claim agent. 
W. H. Robinson. 
George F. Walker, superintendent. 
Cincinnati, Wabash and Michigan R.R.: 
Norman Berkley, general manager. 
0. W. Lamport, imperintendent. 
S. B. Ginker, master mechanic. 
"Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and 
Chicago Railway: 
M. E. Ingall, president. 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh Railroafl: 
John Thomas, superintendent. 
R. S. SmiLh, assistant manager. 
G. A. Ingersoll, sec'y a11tl treasurer. 
Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pa-
cific Railway: 
Frank S. Bond, presitlent. 
R. Carroll, general 1mperintentlen t. 
G. B. Nicholson, chief engineer. 
G. Bouscaren, construction engineer. 
James Meehan, supt. M. P. and M. 
Columbus, Hocking Valley and Toledo 
Railway: 
M. M. Green, president. 
Wm. Greene, second vice-president. 
William N. Cott, treasurer. 
"\V. H. Jennings, engineer. 
F. B. Sheldon, engineer. 
J. G. Hutchins, master mecbanic. 
William A. Miles, general freight ag't. 
Chicago 'and West Michigan Railroad: 
J. K. V. Agnew, gen'1 superintendent .. 
J. H. Carpenter, G. F. and P. A. 
Delaware, Laekawanaand Western R.R.: 
Samuel Sloan, president. 
Dayton and Iret_on Railroad: 
James M. Prendergast, president. 
Dela,ware and Bound Brook Railroad: 
J. H. Stevenson, secretary and treas. 
Det.roit, Grand Haven aml Milwankeo 
Ry. and Chicago and Grand Trunk Ry.: 
"\V. J. Spicer, general manager. 
J. W. Fortune, ass. :gen'l manager. 
Geo. Masson, chief of engineers. 
A. B. Atwater, superintendent. 
W. J. Morgan,. superintendent. 
J. H. Minor, treasurer. 
H. Roberts, mech. supt. 
John Main, asst. G. F. agent. 
J. E. Quick, gen'l baggage n.gen t. 
J. Loriner, gen'l storekeeper. 
Duluth and Iron Range R. R: 
C. To-yver, president. 
L. P. Beck, secretary. 
A. H. Viele, auditor. 
R. H. Lee, chief engineer all(l snpt .. 
John Mallman, chief explorer. 
Detroit, Lansing ancl Northern R. R.: 
J. B. Mulliken, general manager. 
P. M. Fish, general superintendent. 
J. J. McVene, chief engineer. 
,John Doyle, general road-master. 
B. F. Calvin, general road-master. 
G. C. "\Vatrous, superintendent M. P. 
W. A. Carpenter, G. F. and P. agent. 
G. W. Light, assistant road-master. 
R. Rustine, assistant road-master. 
R. M. Tiffany, foreman car dept. 
A. P. Sweet, master painter. 
T. S. Newton, gen'l rg. agent. 
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East Tennessee, Virginia and Ga. R. R.: 
J. C. Andrews, gen'l stb. agt. 
F. R. Hunger, superintendent. 
Elmira, Cortland and Northern R.R.: 
A. A. McLeod, general manager. 
East Tennessee and \Vestern North Caro-
lina R.R.: 
A. Pardee, jr., president. 
,T. G. Wise, secretary and treasurer. 
F't \V., Cincinnati and Louisville It R.: 
W.W. ·worthington, gen'l supt. 
Charles Hoffman, anditor. 
R. J?. Kinnaird, G. F. agent. 
Florida Sont-hern Railway: 
James D. Hallston, superintendent. 
Sherman Conent, gen'l manager. 
Flint and Pere Marquette R. It: 
I-I. C. Potter, V. P. and gen'l mangr. 
Sanford Keeler, superintendent. 
William B. Sears, chief engineer. 
\V. F. Potter, assistant supt. 
G. M. Brown, gene1;:1l road-master. 
IT. M. Perry, M. C. builder. 
'l'l10mas .J. l\fatswell, M. M. 
Gulf, Colorado and Santa :Fe Railway: 
M. W. Joyce, general agent. 
Thomas M. Jackson, land agent. 
vV. J. Sherman, engineer. 
Henderson Bridge Company: 
S. S. Eastwood, secretary. 
Houston and Texas Central: 
A.H. Swanson, general manager. 
G. A. Quinla.n, engr. a1)d supt. 
E.W. Cave, treasurer. 
Hanover Junction and Gettysburg Rail-
road: 
A. W. EichellJerger, president. 
R. M. Wirt, secretary and treasurer. 
Indinnapolis, Decatur and Springfield 
Railroad: 
H.B. Hammond, receiver. 
G. W. Bender, snperintendent. 
In<lianapolis and St. Louis Railway: 
T. W. Burroughs, superintendent. 
W . P. Orland, assistant M. M. 
Illinois Ceotr~l Railroad: 
J. C. Clarke, president. 
R. . Charles, president. 
C. M. , heafe, superintendent. 
. J. . Morey, general agent. 
. R. Morey, general freight a.gent. 
.Jn . M. Tum r, division supt. 
,J. \V. 'olman, A. '. P. agent. 
i.vm. Murmy. g n 1 th. P. a,~ent. 
·. n. Ic onuico, gen ·ra.l agent. 
Kans:a.s City, Fort Scott and Gulf R. R.: 
G. H. Nettleton, genera,] manager. 
Norman Jone~, general agept. 
Lake Erie and Western Railroad: 
C. H. Perry, chief engineer. 
D. G. Hill, general superintendent. 
W. S. Weed, general freight agent. 
H. J. Casteter, auditor. 
A. D. Thomas, cashier. 
G. W. Smith, G. P. agent. 
Lake Shore _and Michigan Southern R.R.: 
Maitland Porter, general supt. 
P. F. Wright, general supt. 
G. W. Steven, supt. M. P. 
Geo. Gallaway, foreman car shops. 
P. J. Clansy, foreman car shops. 
J. S. Graham, master mechanic. 
L. C. Robson, M. C. builder. 
.John Kirby, general l\L C. 
Norman Totten, L. ancl C. dept. 
L. C. Higgins, purcbasiug agent. 
Lehigh Va11ey Railroad: 
E. B. vVilbur, president. 
Charles Hartshorn , vice-presiclcnt. 
J. R. Fanshawe, secretary. 
William Alderson , treasurer. 
A. W. Stedman, chief engineer. 
John Taylor, general manager. 
J. H. Heckman, general freight a.gent.. 
E. B. Byington, gen. passenger agent. 
Louisville and Nash ville Rail wa,y : 
A. M. Quarrier, second vice-president. 
L. R. Knott, assistant to president. 
R. \Yells, assistant to president. 
C.R. Barnhardt, supt. transportation. 
C. W. Corringe, general agent. 
F. B. Robson, road master. 
G. W. Hinman, supt. brgs. and bldgs. 
L. Howell, superintendeut. 
H. vV. Bruce, attorney. 
Theo. Welch, general freight agent. 
.J.C. Loomis, master trains. 
James Geddes, superintendent. 
C. O. Parker, imperintendent. 
J. T. Harrahan, general manager. 
R. K. Warren, secretary. 
Cushman Quarrier, comptroller. 
W.W. Tompson, treasurer. 
Lyttleton Cooke, attorney . 
F. M. Fonda, assist. superintendent. · 
Louisville, New Orleans and Texas Ry.: 
W. N. Marshall, master transp. 
J. J. Casey, m. c. builder. 
H.F. Reynolds, commercial agent.. 
E. D. Anderson, ruastor mechanic. 
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Michigan Central Railroad: 
Benj. DouglasR, engineer l,ridges. 
J. D. Hawks, chief engineer. 
A. Torrey, assistant engineer. 
I. P: Morris, assistant engineer. 
W. B. Stillson, assistant engineer. 
A.G. Da,iley, superintendent transp. 
Mexican National Railway: 
. C. A. Merriam, gen. superintendent. 
E. A. Handy, engineer. 
J.M. Winslow, master mechanic. 
Minnesota and Northwestern Railroad: 
J.C. Fernstorm, chief engineer. 
:Frank Skipwith, asst. chief engineer. 
Chr. Nasten, assistant engineer. 
·w. J. Wilgus, assistant engineer. 
Milwaukee an't'l Northern Railroad: 
James C. Spencer, vice-president. 
C. F. Fulton, general superintendent. 
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western Hy.: 
J. Donal.lue, superintendent. 
Missouri Pacific Railway: 
H. M. Hoxie, vice-president. 
Wm. Kerrigan, gen. superintendent. 
D. Brocke, supt. tra,nsportation. ' 
• Maryland Steam .. boat Company: 
H.B. En~gn,pre~den~ 
.James E. Bynl, secretary. 
Mexican Central Rail way : 
F. W. Jopnston, sup't M. P. and M. 
New York Central & Hudson River R.R.: 
Chauncey M. Depew, president. 
Horace J. Hayden, vice-president. 
J.M. Tanccy, general superintendent. 
Theodore Voorhees, ass't gen'l sup't. 
C. M. Bissell, superintendent. 
New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R.: 
C. S. Davidson, superintendent. 
Otis C. Lackey, master mechanic. 
New York and New England R.R.: 
Elliot Holbrook, superintendent. 
L. W. Palmer, superintendent. 
J. S. Henny, imperintenclent M. P. 
New York, Chicago and Saint Louis H. R: 
D. W. Caldwell, receiver. 
G. H. Spriggs, G. F. and P. A. 
New York, Lako Erie and We1'tern R.R.: 
N. J. Murphy, superintendent. 
New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio R U.: 
N. D. Woode, superintendent. 
Aug. Mordecai, engineer. 
Northern Central Railway: 
Robert Neilson, gen'l superintendellt. 
A. C. Hippy, engineer M. W. 
E. D. Nehion, superintendent M. P. 
S. \V. ·white, secretary. 
New York, Pbilaclelphia & Norfofa: R.R.: 
William A. Patton; vice-president. 
\Villi am Cariss, secretary and auditor. 
R. B. Cooke, G-. B. agent. 
H. D. Dunne, superintendent. 
G. vV. Russell, master mechanic. 
Newport News & Mississippi Valley R.R.: 
R. W. Briggs, sup't M. P. and M. 
.John :Fitzgerald, master mechanic . 
1V. E. Ramsey, general foreman. 
D.S. Weaver, general foreman. 
New Orleans and Vicksburg Packet Co.: 
J. Janney, general agent. 
Norfolk and vVestern Railroad : 
P. J. Kimball, president.' 
W. P. Cosgrove, superintendent. 
New Orleans and Northwestern R.R.: 
John Glynn, jr., general agent. 
New York, Ontario and Western Ry.: 
Thomas P. Fowler, president. 
J.E. Childs, general manager. 
H. And.erson, G. F. and P.A. 
E. Canfield, superintendent. 
E. Minshall, master mechanic. 
New York, Providence and Boston R.R. 
G. H. Griggs, master mechanic. 
North Pennsylvania Railroad: 
F. A. Comly, president . 
New Haven and Northampton Railroad: 
S. B. Opdyke, jr., superintendent. 
Northern Pacific Railway: 
'r. F. Okes, V. P. and genl. manager. 
J.M. Hannaford, G. :F. Agent. 
C. S. Fee, general passenger agent. 
A. Anderson, chief engineer. 
F. Green, s~perintendent. 
J. Blickensderfer, engineer. 
F. W. Gilbert, supt. R. M. division. 
W. A. Gaslock, master mechanic. 
New Orleans Pacific Railroad: 
E. B. Wheelock, president. 
Robert Strong, secretary. 
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad: 
W.W. Peabody, president. 
C. M. Stanton, asst. superintendent. 
W. B. Ruggles, chief engineer. 
W. J. Robinson, ~enl. baggage agent. 
Percy Werner, general counsel. 
Old Colony Railroad : 
Uharles F. Schoate, president. 
C. L. Lovering, director. 
R. vV. Turner, director. 
C. N. Bliso, director. 
John J. Russell, director. 
G. A. Gardener, director. 
John S. Draglm, director. 
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Olu Colony Railroad-Continued. 
Thomas Dunn, director. 
Thomas J. Borden, director. 
Oregon and California Railroad: 
R:Woelden, recr. and genL manager. 
J. Brandt, general superintendent. 
G. H. Andrews, second v. president. 
E. P. Rogers,C. P. and P. agent. 
Oceanic Steam-ship Company: 
J. D. Spreckels & Bro., general agts. 
Oregon Railway and Navigation Co.: 
Goodall, Perkins & Co. , general 
agents. 
Pacific Improvement Company: 
P. S. Douty, secretary. 
Pacific Coast Railway: 
J.M. Filmore, manager. 
Philadelphia, Wilmington ancl Baltimore 
Railroad: 
Isaac Hinckley, president. 
J.M. Mills, superintendent. 
A. Feldpauche, engineer. 
L. M. Allibone, assistant engineer. 
Philade1 phia and Erie Railroad: 
Thomas A. Roberts, superintendent. 
E. B. Westfall, superintendent. 
Joseph R. Davis, assistant engineer. 
D. H. Lovell, assistant engineer. 
Isaiah Paxon, master mechanic. 
W. L. Holman, master mechanic. 
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad : 
H . . K. Nichols, chief engineer. 
W. Hunter, assistant engineer. 
E. P. Smith, chief assistant engineer. 
J. V. Smith, prest. E. Penn. Div. 
0. M. Weand, engineer of canals. 
George Eltz, superintendent trans. 
G. A. Shaffer, general baggage agent. 
• T. Lowrie Bell, gen. traf. manager. 
James Calhoun, gen. freight agent. 
Peoria, Decatur and Evansville Railroad: 
G. L. Bradbury, vice-president. 
R. A. Bunker, treasurer. 
II. C. Parker, traffic manager. 
Provid nee and Worcester Railroad: 
James Callery, president. 
R. D. Campbell, sect'y and treasurer. 
C. . Wight, general freight agent. 
J. Morton Hall, purchasing agent. 
\V. M. Flahav n, ma ter mechanic. 
Jo ph John · n, uperintendent. 
J. L. Kirk auditor. 
C. II. Bas .. t, g n. pas nger agent. 
J. II. Agnew, g n ral for man shop . . 
M. L. r mlitd1, a.ct1g g n. fr't agf'11t. 
Pennsylvania Company: 
T. D. Mesler, vice-prml't.and comp. 
J. M. Kimball, snperinteudent. 
G. S. Morris, superintendent. 
Charles L. Cole, A. G. I!,. agent. 
H. W. Byers, road-master. 
Pennsylvania Railroad: 
G. B. Roberts, president. 
Frank Thomson, :,!d vice president. 
N. D. DuBarry, 3<1 vif\e president. 
John P. Green, 4th vice president. 
John C. Sims,jr., secretary. 
John D. Taylor, treasurer. 
Charles E. Pugh, general manager. 
T. N. Ely, genl. supt. M. P. 
Alexander M. Fox, director. 
Henry D. Welsh, direct,or. 
R. H. Houston, director. 
,John P. Wetherill, director. 
N. Parker Shortridge, director. 
vVistar Morris, director. 
,J. T. Richards, asst. chief engineer. 
R. E. Pettit, general superintendent 
F. Wolcott Jackson, general supt. 
Jos. Crawford, superintendent. 
W. N. Bannard, superintenuent. 
Frank Ellmaker, superintendent. 
O. B. McClellan, superiutendent. 
A. P. Kirkland, superintendent. 
J. B. Hutchinson, superintendent. 
Wilson Brown, superi~ten<lent. 
Alfred Walter, superintendent. 
J. A. Anderson, supt. relief dept. 
Frank Sheppard, supt. M. P. 
H. S. Hayward, supt. M. P. 
S. M. Prevost, general supt. trans. 
J. R. Wood, general passenger agent. 
G. vV. Boyd, asst. gen. pass. agent. 
L. P. Farmer, N. E. pass. agent . 
Enoch Lewis, purchasing agent. 
M. P. Sargent, asst. genl. pure. agent. 
F. J. Mc Wade, general baggage agent. 
R. W. Downing, comptroller. 
James Reed, superintendent. 
M. Riebenack, assistant comptroller. 
O. J. Geer, general agent. 
C. S. Worts, road foreman enginPers . 
. Joseph U. Craw-ford, chief engineer. 
Samnel vV. Latta, chief medical exr. 
M. W. Thomson, engr. mach. works. 
W. M. Phillips, superintendent. 
E. F. Brooks, engr. maintenance of 
way. 
R.ich111ond an<l Danvillo Railroa<l: 
F. W. Hnic1ekoper, vice-pre i<lent. 
• 
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Richmond, :Fredericksbnrgb aud Potomac 
Railroad: 
Jos. P. Briton, president. 
E.T. D. Myers, genl. superintendent. 
J. B. ,v"ili.ston, treasurer. 
Richmond and Alleghany Railroad : 
Decatur Axtell, receiver and manr. 
E. R. Leland, secretary. 
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburgh R.R.: 
H. W. Britton, general manager. 
W.W. Currin, supt. transp. 
T. M. Petty, general baggage agent. 
F. R. Bocker, chief engineer. 
G. H. Hazleton, superintendent. 
G. C. Gridley, A. G. P. ~gent. 
T. H. Austin, tax agent. 
C. L. Martin, auditor. 
E. M. Moore, general freight agent. 
H. A. Smith, road-master. 
Saint Louis, Alton and Terre Haute R.R.: 
W. Bayard Cutting, president. 
G. W. Parker, V. pres. and gen. man. 
Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway: 
D. W. Nichols, general supt. 
James Dunn, chief engineer. 
Wm. 4-. Thomas, division supt. 
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Ry: 
E. B. McKennan, asst. gen. supt. 
C. H. Jenks, superintendent. 
A. Githens, superintendent. 
Elmer L. White, secretary. 
South Florida Railroad: 
J.E. Ingraham, preeident. 
F. H. Rand, general ·superintendent. 
R. R. Swoope, superintendent. 
Wilbur McC0y, auditor. 
SaintLouisandNew Orleans Anchor Line: 
J. B. Woods, general agent. 
Shenango and Allegheny Rai1roail : 
J. T. Blai~, president. 
P. E. McCray, auditor. 
Seaboard Air Lino Railroad : 
John C. Winder, general manager. 
Steam Packet Co.; Seaboard and Roa-
noke Railroad; Raleigh and Gastou 
-Railroad; Raleigh and Augusta Air 
Lino; Carolina Cemral Railroad Co. 
William M. Robinson, president. 
Southern Transportation Co.: 
A. M. Calliclay, general agent. 
Star Union Line: 
. Tohn H. Moriarity, agent. 
Saint Louis, Fort Scott and Wichita R.R.: 
J. "\V. Miller, vicc-prosic1ent. 
J. II. Richards, general attorney. 
J. W. Dowland, secretary. 
Sa.iut Paul an!l Duluth Railroad: 
W. H. Rawn, vice-president. 
Shenandoah Valley Railroad: 
G. R. W. Armes, treasurer, 
Southern Pacific Railroad: 
A. C. Hutchinson, general manager. 
A. N. Towne, general manager. 
I. Kruttschnitt, assistant manager. 
J. H. Willenth, secretary . 
. J. A. Fillmore, gen'l superintendent. 
William Hood, chief engineer. 
R. H. Crawford, cont. freight agent. 
E. W. Haw, A. G. F. A. 
William H. Mills, land agent. 
J. G. Schreiver, traffic manager. 
N. B. Kellogg, assistant road-master. 
"\V. G. Curtiss, superintendent tr::i.ck. 
William T. Lambell, engineer. 
J. R. Wilkinston, insp. engineer. 
E. H. Miller, jr., secretary. 
J.C. Stubbs, general traffic maLager. 
Michael Deering, assistant engineer. 
R.H. Pratt, ass't gen'l sup't. 
Richard Gray, general freight agent. • 
Jerome Madden, land agent. 
C. J. Wilder, freight auditor. 
E. C. Wright, general auditor. 
Texas and Pacific Railway: 
L. A. Shelden, receiver. 
Eugene H. Hinton, comm'! agent. 
Texas and Saint Louis Rail way: 
S. "\V. Fordyce, receiver. 
H. G. Arlis, comptroller. 
S. B. Fish, agent for receiver. 
H. A. Young, chief engineer. 
Ulster and Delaware Railroad: 
J. H. Jones, general superintendent. 
Union Switch and Signal Company: 
C.H. Jackson, president. 
Union Pacific Railway: 
- C. P. Adams, jr., president. 
S. T. Smith, general superintendent. 
J. Blincbensderfer, chief engineer. 
W.W. Fagan, superintendent. 
0. H. Dorrance, superintendent. 
.J. 0. Brinkeroff, ~uperintendent. 
L. H. Kortz, sup't telegraph 
Erastus Young, auditor. 
J. A. Monroe, general freight agent. 
ThomasL. Kimball, gen. traffic man'r. 
C. S. Stebbins, general traffic agent . 
J. W. Morse, gen. paasenger a.gent. 
Ulster and North Carolina Railroad: 
A. B. Antlrews, presi,lont. 
Wallkill Valley Railroad: 
G. M. Graves, superintenuent. 
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Westiughouse Air-Brake Company: 
George Westinghouse, jr., preside11t. 
Wheeling and Lake Erie : 
C. A. Wilson,· chief engineer. 
Joseph M. Hall, gen'l passenger ag't. 
A.G. Brown, general freight agent. 
A.H. Thorpe, cashier. 
W.R. ·woodford, purchasing agent. 
Otto Swartz, assistant chief engineer. 
M. D. Woodford, receiver. 
S. H. Ayers, secretary. 
West Jersey Railroad : 
R. Stretch, general express agent. 
·western Maryland Railroad: 
J ~ M. Hood, president. 
John S. Harden, sccreta1·y. 
B. H. Griswold, gen. fr't and pa,s. ag't. 
Wilmington and Northern Railroad: 
H. A. Du Pont, president. · 
West Shore Railroad : 
J. D. Layng, general manager. 
C. W. Bradley, general snp't. 
D. ll. McCoy, superintendent. 
J. P. Bra.d:field, superintendent. 
Western Transit Company: 
S. D. Caldwell, general manager. 
Wnbnsh, St. L onis andPa,ci.fic Railway: 
Thoma.s Anderson, general foreman. 
R. A. Houghton, road-master. 
George F. Bidwell, assistant sup't. 
A. B. Adams, road-master. 
F. Sullivan, road-master. 
G. W. Stevens, superintendent. 
W. V. Stuart, attorney. 
J. S. Goodrich, master transporta .. 
t-ion. 
Zanesville and Ohio Railroad: 
James Buckingham, president. 
Eclw. A. Green, chief engineer. 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pittsburgh R. U.: 
C. B. Taylor, superintendent. 
Leroy l{ells, master mechanic. 
William Stewart, gen'l freight ag't. 
Robert Curtis, master mechanic. 
Edw. B. Wall, superintendent. 
Charles B. Street, master mechanic. 
'\Villiam Swanston, master mecba.nb. 
W.W. Reynolds, master mechanic. 
Woodruff Sleeping-Car Company : 
John C. Paul, general manager. 
Pittsburgh Locomot,ivo Works: 
F. G. Dickson, president. 
At the stated meeting of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, held 
Wednesday, June 16, 188G, the following preamble and resolution were 
unanimously adopted, viz: 
Whereas a petition signed by over eleven hundred promineut railway officials of 
the United States has been presented in the House of Representatives by the Hon. J. 
B. Everhart, and referred to the Committee on Appropriations, which petition reads 
as follows: 
"To the Congress of the United States: The undersigned, desirous of perpetuating 
the history of the birth and development of steam transportation (by steam-lJoat and 
railway in America) respectfully petition your honorable body to appropriate such 
a sum of money as may be deemed necessary to carry out the plan recently adopted 
for the organization oft.he section of 1:1team transportation in the U. S. National 
Museum, said sum to be expended under the supervision of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and Director of the U. S. National Museum:" 
Therefore, 
Re,olvea, 'fhat the Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania for the pro-
motion of the Mechanic Arts most heartily and cordially concurs in the purpose and 
objects of this petition, and .r.espectfu.lly :request8 favor~ble action thereon. 
Adopted. 
Attest: 
ted in the 
WILLIAM II. WAHL, 
Secretary. 
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tion. I judge from the interest shown by them that tb,e nucleus which 
we have at the end of the first year of the existence of the Section of 
Steam Transportation can be rapidly expanded into a collection wllich 
shall properly illustrate the history of the bi~th and development of the 
steamship and railroad when it shall be practicable to organize the sec-
tion upon a basis commensurate with its importance. 

REPOlLT ON THE SECTION OW MATERIA MEDICA IN THE U.S. NATIONAL 
J'4USEUM FOR 'l'Hg YEAR ENDING JUNE- 30, 1886. 
By H. G. B1,;y1m., M. D., U. S. Navy, Honora1·y Ottrato1·. 
In performing the somewhat peculiar and more or ·1ess di~cult task 
of arranging and classifying the collection of materia medica specimens 
for the purpose of e:x:hibition, two objects are constantly bei:qg kept in 
mind, namely : (1) To make the collection both attractive and instruct-
ive to the general public, giving them an easy reference to any speci-
men on whieh they may desire information, and (2) to afford the stu-
dent of medicine and pharmacy the opportunity of studying materia 
medica in all its details. 
Every specimen of drug on e~hibition is accompanied with a small 
but concise so-called specific label, which is more especially intended to 
describe the drug itself as it appears in the market. This label will be 
found attached t-0 the square block upon which the bottle containing 
the specimen is placed. A second kind of label, which may be termed 
the generic label, is much larger, and the instruction which it is in-
tended to give comprises the characters peculiar to an entire genus. 
The third label is also a large one, and gives a description of each larger 
group of plants to which the specimens belong. This will be found at 
the beginning of each new group in the exhibition cases. 
It is intended, finally, to have every specimen illustrated in the fol-
lowing way: (1) By a well-preserved and mounted herbarium specimen 
of the plant from which the specimen is derived. (2) By a colored plate, 
profusely illustrating not only the entire plant, iu as nearly its natural 
state as can be shown by_plates, but also the anatomy of all its parts. 
(3) By a picture showing the peculiar microscopical structure of the dif-
ferent constituents of each plant. Every one of these pictures will in 
time be provided with a label which shall be descriptive of whatever 
it is intended to elucidate. 
This work, of course, will require some time to fully accomplish. At 
present we are by no means in the possession of all the colored plates 
and herbarium specimens needed to illustrate every specimeu ia the 
above-described. manner, anu their collection, in many instances, is a 
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mere matter of chance; but a great deal can be done to expedite the 
aecomplishment of the object. 
Much time has been already devoted to tlle large uescriptive cata-
logue which we contemplate writing, and which is int~nded not ouly 
as a guide for the general visitor and the student of medicine and phar-
macy resident at Washington, but which shall also give to druggists 
and non-resident medical men valuable information on all the rare drugs 
contained. in the collection. Thh, work has been progressing but slowly 
for the reason that the library of this section of the Museum is not yet 
provided with the books which are indispensable to complete a work of 
this kind. 
The remainder of the routine work consists tn registering. examining, 
identifying, and bottling the specimens which are from time to time 
sent in for exhibition purposes. The writing of labels for new speci-
mens, as well as making constant improvements on old ones, is a. con-
tinuous source of work. 
The invasion of the specimens by insects is prevented in the usual 
way, by placing blotting-paper, moistened with chloroform, foto the 
respective bottles, and this process so far has answered the purpose 
very well indeed. 
A list of the papers published in relation to the material and work 
of this department has been furnished for the bibliography, and it is 
therefore unnecessary to repeat them int.bis place. 
Up to last year the arrangement of the specimens was only accord-
ing to the natural orde:fs as they are found in Bentham arid Hooker's 
Genera Plantarum. The change whieh has been made this year in the 
classification is deemed of s@me importance, i. e., that each genus is 
placed iu the order in which it occurs in the above-mentioned work. 
'rhe number of specimens now on ex:IJ.ilJition is 3,326, of which 1,457 
have printed specific labels. In order to enable the curator to label 
the remainder of the collection, a few more books of reference must be 
provided. The illustration of the specimens by properly mounted col-
ored plates and herbarium plants is still in progr0ss, and will occupy a 
few months more. 
The following is a list of specimens, ropresentiug the more important 
aud rare drngs wllich were received and entered on tbe register: 
l!'lWl\I 'l'llE GOVEltNMENT Ol!' JAMAICA. 
Awyrit1 ln.1ilt1a.mifera. 
Mucuua prurieus. 
Ca sia oborata. 
Calo!,ropis gigantoa.. 
Rhi zopb ra maagl . 
Ipom ea purga.. 
Avie •1111ia uitid,L. 
Goua.uia tlomingeu~is. 








Andira iu nnis, 
SECTION OF . MATERIA MEDICA. 
FROM: Tll!i; MIJ:XICAN EXHIBIT AT NKW ORLEA.L~S lCXPOSITION, 1884-'85. 
Coutrayerba. Balsamo prieto. 
Fabau vegetal. Balsamo negro. 
Panita. X:rameria. 
Valerian, and dried speciwens of the saffron plant-
Crocus sativa,. 
FROM THE JAPANESE EXHIBIT AT NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION, 1884-'85. 




























Agar Agar, Japaue8e. 











FR0:11 W. S. TIIOMPSON, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Oil of peppermint. Pipmentho1. 
II. Mis. 170, pt. 2--10 
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REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MAMMALS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM FOR 'I1HE YEAR ENDING .JUNE 30, 1886. 
By FREDERICK W. TRUE, Gu,rator. 
The accessions received by this department during the year number 
ninety-two, and are for the most part of much interest. In reviewing 
the more important of these I have separated them into two principal 
classes, viz., terrestrial and aqu,atic mammals. 
The collection of indigenous mammals of the United States has been 
enriched by the addition of two skins of the black-footed ferret, Puto-
r-ius nigripes, collected by ::\fr. A. B. Baker in Trego County, Kans. This 
species is perhaps the rarest of North American mammals, and the ad-
dition of new skins to our series is a matter of considerable moment. 
Several interesting collections were received from Califoruia and 
Oregon, the most extensive being that of Mr. Walter E. Bryant. 
A good skeleton of the common black bear, previously wanting to 
the collection, was prepared from the carcass of an individual which 
died in confinement in the grounds of the Government Asylum for the 
.Insane, Washington. 
Messrs. Barnum, Bailey, and Hutchinson, the well-known circus pro-
prietors, have during the past year placed the Museum under fresh obli-
gations by their donations of valuable specimens of some of the larger 
species of exotic mammals. Prominent among their gifts is the Indian 
elepbant "Albert," which was killed at Keene, N. H., in July, 1885, on 
account of its exhibiting· signs of insanity. Albert was an elephant of 
large size, his height at the shoulder being 8 feet, 4. inches. The skin, 
which is· in an excellent state of preservation, will probably be mounted 
during the coming year. Other valuable specimens received from these 
gentlemen were a leopard, a zebra, a llaµia, a blau-bok, and a kangaroo. 
A very fine female tiger was also purchased from them for a small sum. 
All these, with the exception of the kangaroo, represent species new to 
the collection. 
Mr. Lewis Sells, of Cincinnati, presented a skeleton of an eland, 
Oreas canna. 
lVIr. A. E. Brown, superintendent of the Philadelphia Zoological 
G.arqens, aJ:ld Dr. W. 1\.. Conklin, superintendent of the Central Par~ 
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Mena,gerie, New York, have presented ·many valuable specimeus. Nota-
ble among those received from the former gentleman was an ibex, Capra 
ibex, a well-known European species and one whose extermination seems 
· imminent. D.r. Conklin presented, among· many valuable specimem1, 
two hog deer, Oervus porcinus. · · 
A series of five young Greenland seals, obt_ained by Dr. C. Ilart 
Merriam from Labrador, and a number of fur seals aud one specimen of 
Steller's sea-lion, collected by !\fr. 0. H. Townsend in St. Paul's Island. 
Alaska, togetlrnr with another of the latter species obtaipeu by Dr. 
Stejneger in Bering Island, were the only pinnipeds received this year. 
Dr. Leonhard Stejneger obtained from M. Urebnitzki, in Bering Isl-
anu, and presented to the Museum, a sku11 of a bottle-nosed whale, be-
lieved. to be Ziphius grebnitzki Stejnr., and the skeleton of a young 
killer, Orea sp. From the United States life-saving stations not so 
many cetaceans were received as during the two previous years. Tile 
collection was enriched, however, Ly a fmtal and an adult female pygmy 
sperm whale, obtained respectively by Keeper L. T. G1imm, of Love-
ladies Island, New York, and Keeper J. W. Ridgway, of Barnegat 
City, New Jersey. 
Keeper J. R Hobbs captured a common dolphin, D. delph-i.1;, and Mr. 
0. H. Townsend collected a skull of the same species on the California 
coast. The latter collector also obtained a fine specimen of the baleen 
of the Califori1ia gray w bale. 
In the Exhibition Hall tbe only new case added during the past year 
was that built for the group of for seals presented to the Institution 
a number of years ago by the Alaska Commercial Company. This case 
is larger than any hitherto built, except the wall-caRes, and is furnislied 
with exceptionally large glasse·s. It corresponds in design with the 
Orang case, and will be placed ~pposite the latter at the north end of 
the hall, previously erected, or in the center. 
The two large groups of ruminants and seals were placed against the 
south wall. They are unprovided with railings, or other means of pro· 
tection, and the arrangement can not be regarded otherwi~e than tem-
porary. The curator has spent much time and thought upon t,he con-
sideration of plans for cases suitable for large specimens, but has not as 
yet hit upon any satisfactory designs. It is quite probable, however, 
that it will be found necessary to extend the large wall-cases now in 
the hall. 
Experiment have been made looking toward a better installation of 
U.ie cetac 3,n ca ts than the present one. It has been deemed best to ar-
range them on a rai eel base upon the top of the wall-cases. A sample 
·ection of the proposed ba e wai:, made and placed in position, and it is 
to e hop d that the whole re-arrangement will be effected during the 
• 111infl' • ar. 
Th monut <1 cim n added t the xhibition Rerie durinrr the 
·hi fl ' r min· nt · au<l nmrRupiak. V •ry f •w snu1ill pecies 
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were mounted. In addition to the work upon the new specimens, much 
repairing and restoring was dorie. A number of specimens furnished 
by the taxidermists could not be placed on exhibition for want of ped-
estals. The spooies added to the exhibition series during the year were 
as follows: 
St. Bernard Dog. 
Wolf, Canis lupns griseo-albns. 
Fallow Deer (albino), Dama vulgaris. 
Prong-born Antelope (he:i,d), A ntilocapra 
americana. 
Kamtschatkan Sheep (head), Ovis nivi-
cola. 
Indian Sheep (head), Ovis cycloceros. 
Barbary Wild Sheep, Ovis tragelaphus. 
Japanese Goat-Antelope, Nemol'hedus cr-is-
pus. 
Harnessed Antelope, Tragelaphiis script-us. 
Bonte-Bok, Damalis pygarga. 
Water Buck, KolJUB ellipsiprymnus. 
Llama, A uchenfa llama. 
Zebra, Eqiiu,s b1trchellii. 
Kangaroo Rat, Dipodomys philUpsii. 
Coypu Rat, Myopotamus coypu. 
Tree Porcupin6, Synetheres prehensilis. 
Dugong, Halicore dugong. 
Giant Kangaroo, Macropus giganteus. 
Kangaroo (unidentified), Macropiis sp. 
Red Kangaroo Macropus rufus. 
Great Rock Kangaroo, Macropus robUEdus. 
Black-Striped Wallaby, Halrnaturus dor-
salis. 
Additional temporary labels were prepared, and the majority of the 
specimens are now labeled. The identification of some of the exotic 
species is attended with great difficulty and consumes a large amount 
of time. 
The series of lithographic pictures of thoroughbred cattle, published 
by the French Government in 1861, have been framed and placed on 
exhibition. 
It is probable that considerable changes in the appearance of the ex-
hibition hall will be brought about before the end of another year by 
the adoption of new portable cases and the remodeling of the wall-
cases. 
A very important as well as very necessary change in the arrange-
ment of the study series was made possible by the erection in the labora-
tory of a large storag~ case for skins. This case is 11 feet high and 13½ 
feet wide and is divided into six compartments. As at present arranged, 
it contains one hundred and thirteen standard drawers of various depth8 
from 3 to 12 inches. The case contains the entire eollection of nu-
mounted skins. except the ungulata, pinnipedia, marsupialia, the larger 
carnivores, and the rabbits. The larger species are simply placed in 
deep drawers, each drawer having its proper label. The smaller spe-
cies, on the other hand, are arranged separn,tely in paper trays, which 
are in turn placed in shallow drawers. 
The preliminary card catalogue of skins and alcoholics, begun some 
time ago under unfavorable circumstances, bas been completed. 
The alcoholic collection remains in the same condition as when last 
reported upon. The jars for repacking, and thereby condensing, the col-
lection have been received, but the work bas not been begun. When the 
series was removed to a new quarter of the laboratory to make room 
for the storage cases for skins, fresh alcohol was added to such speci-
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mens as seemed to need it. Shelves for the storage of empty jars have 
been erected and prove a grea,t convenience. 
Only an insignificant uumber of specimens, with the exception of the 
Soricidre, remain unidentified. It has been deemed best to postpo~e the 
identification of the shrews until the publication of the third part of Dr. 
G. E. Dobson's work upon the insectivora, which will prob~bly appear 
during the coming year. 
The· registers are complete to date, so far as the curator is aware. 
During the fall a considerable number of worthless specimens were 
removed from the collection and destrosed. This was doue only after 
very careful examination of the records, and with the consent of the 
director. 
The curator has had the assistance, as hitherto, of a single clerk, Dr. 
W. G. Stimpson. He has continued to act as before in the capacity of 
librarian and curator of the department of Comparative .. A.natomy and 
also as secre.tary of the advising committee on publications. The force 
of t,axi<lermists was rednoed in the spring to two by the resignation of 
lVIr. J . Richardson. 
The curator bas continued his studies upon the toothed whales dur-
ing tbe year and has published several papers, which, togetlrnr with 
other papers oased partly on museum material by naturalists not co11-
nected with the Museum, are noticed in Part IV of this report. (See 
nuder O, .Hart Merriam, J{. W. Shufeldt, and Frederjck W. ~rrue.) 
In May, by invitation' ~f tb'e U.S. Commissioner of Fish and Fish-
eries, the curator visited the porpoise :fi.Rhery of the Wilrniugton Oil and 
Leather Company at H~tteras, N. o., and obtained much valuablr. i~-
formation regarding the life-history of the Bottle--uosed Dolphin, T·ursi-
ops tursio, ·which is caught in great numbers at that point for the manu-
facture of leather and oil. 
The Alaskan collections of Mr. E.W. Nelson and the late 0. L. Mc-
Kay were identified, and annotated lists of the species were prepared. 
Tlle notes upon lVIr. Nelson'~ collection will be published iu hi.s report; 
those relating to Mr. McKay's collection, in the Proceedings of the 
Museum. 
In the course of his work upon lVIr. Nelsou's specimens the cnrator l,au. 
occasion to compare the skulls of the American species of Lynx and was 
fortunate enough to discover certain cranial characters which render L. 
canadensis readily distinguished from L. rirfus and its varieties. The 
<li covery was ma<le tlie subject of a note in Science, Vol. vu, p. 396. 
During an examination of the collection of in~ectivores a single 
specimen of an n.pparcntly nudeHcribed mole from Japan wai:, foun<l. 
A <1 , cript,iou of the specimen ha been prepare<l for th., Proceedings 
of the )In ·cum, uu<.1 r tlrn name of Dimecorfon pUirostr-is. 
Th ·urator haR al~o ma<l · a 11ew stwly of the rangaroo Rat. (Dipod,--
mr,ys) r . ulting in the .·tabfoiJun 1 11t or two Hpecit\H, D. vhill-ipsii (Gr:1Y) 
all l D. a{Jili,; .-:unhel, tl1 form •r having fonr toeH ou tue hiu<l foot, and 
th 1 r fiv . 
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The usual amount of work has been <lone in the i<lentification of speci-
mens sent to the Museum for that purpose by persons in different parts 
of tbe country. 
Numerous requests for technical information have been received and 
responded to. Some information was given Dr. G. E. Dobson relative 
to the dentition and cranial characters of Sorox hoyi, S. crawfordi, and 
S. ei,otis. 
The ciuator has been in correspondence with Mr. A. E. Brown, super-
intendent of the Philadelphia Zoological Garden, relative to the specific 
dist;inctions of the smaller American deer, and with Dr. E. 0. Spitzka 
relative to the commonest species of dolphin to be met with on the .At-
lantic coast. Mr. G-. H. Ragsdale, of Gainesville, Tex., has received 
various information in regard to the mammals of that State. A request 
from Dr. Alfred Nehring, of Berlin, for a list of the specimens of Galictis 
in this Museum was responded to. The facts relating to the periodical 
shedding of the antlers by 0. virginianus and other species of deer, were 
sent to Mr. 0. C. Smith, of Compton, Pa. 
Several requests for information relative to me~hods of preserving 
specimens were received and responded to by the curator or chief 
taxidermist. 
The number of mounted skins exhibited on ~January I, 1885, and at 
the present date is as follows : 
On exhibition January 1, 1885 .........•.....•. .- ..•..•.••..•.•.•••••••........•. G4G 
On exhibition June 30, 188G ..••••...•••••••••.••••..•••••.•••••...•..•.....•... · 735 
It is necessary to state regarding these figures that they do .not in(li-
cate the real increase of the exhibition series. The collection contains 
a certain proportion of much-deteriorated specimens. Some of these, 
which have been exposed to the light on one side only for a score or 
more of years, are very unsightly, the color being much faded on the 
side which has been exposed, while ou the other side the original tints 
are preserved. These specimens are unfit for exhibition and ·must nec-
essarily be withdrawn from the exhibition series. The gradual substi-
tution of new specimens for old and faded ones, the removal of others 
without replacement, and the addition of specimens entirely new, are 
operations w_hich are carried on simultaneously, and it is therefore some-
what difficult to indicate the real incremertt. The last figures given 
above simply show that there were on exhibition at the close of the fiscal 
year (1885-'86) 735 mounted skins of mammals. The number of new 
specimens actually completed by the taxidermists and placed on exhi-
bition during the year was 22, including 3 heads. 
The improved facilities in the laboratory have made possible 8ill actual 
count of all the specimens in the collection. Such an enumeration was 
undertaken at the close of the year, with the following results : 
Exhibition series of skins ......••••.•.•.....•......••...•••• ~................ 735 
Duplicttte and study qeries of skins .... _ .................••.. _ ..•.•. _ .••. . .• _. 3, 8"2 
Alcoholic specimern,. .... _ ... _ .......... _ •..••••..••.••.••••..••••....•..••.• 2,854 
Total .•• _ •........ • .......• _ ...•••••....•.•..•.•• _ ••.•.• _ •• • .••• _ •••••• _ 7
1 
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Thes_e figures may be relied upon as indicating the actual number of 
specimens in the collection, and supersede those given in preYious re-
ports, which were partly based upon estimates. 
The statistics of skins and alcoholic specimens added, distributed, and 
destroyed during the year are as follows: 
Specimens added to the collection .........••...............• •. .- ............... 381 
Specimens distributed ...............................••..•••... ......•.....••.. 100 
Specimens destroyed ................ -.. _ .... _ ................ _ .... . ••.......... 113 
The last entry-number in the register in June, 1885, is 15,075; the 
last number June 30, 1886, is 15,482. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS IN THE U.S. NATIONAL MU· 
SEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By RonERT RIDGWAY, Curator. 
SKINS AND ALCOHOLIC SPECIMENS. 
The number of birds, chiefly skins, which were added to the collection 
during the year ending June 30, 1886, is 4,H,7 (Museum register 10!914 
to 109060, inclusive). The more important accessions* were the follow-
ing: 
Baird. Prof. S. F., Director U. S. National Museum: Pelagodrorna marina (1 speci-
men) ; a rare Petrel collected o:ff the coast of Massachusetts, and new to · the 
North American fauna. (Gift.) 
Bartlett, Edw., England: 96 specimens, 67 species, fnm different parts of the world, 
but mostly from Australia. The collection embraces many interesting forms new 
to the Museum, among others, not less than four species of Pardalotus, thus nearly 
completing the series in the Museum of this peculiar Australian genus. (Ex-
change.) 
Batchelder, Charles F., Cambridge, Mass.: a pair of a recently described Jnnco from 
North Carolina (J. hiemalis carolinensis), new to the collection. (Exchange.) 
Beckham, Charles W., Washington, D. C.: 1 albino J Redhead Duck (Aythya amer-
icana) purchased for the Museum in Centro Market, Washingt.011. 
Belding, L., Stockton, California: 13 specimens, 9 species, from California, among them 
2 specimens of the hitherto undescribed and unknown male of Colaptcs 1·ujipileus 
from Guadaloupe Island. (Gift.) 
Ben.dire, Capt. Charles E., U.S. Army: :30 specimens, rn species, from tlie vicinity of 
Fort Custer, Montana. A very acceptable accessio11. (.Gift.) 
Bendfre, Capt. Charles E., 7". S. Army: 1 specimen of Melso1>iza fascia,ta from .Fort 
Custer, Montana. (Gift.) 
Benedict, J. E., U. S. J!'ish Commission Steamer Albatross: 16 specimens, 5 species, in 
alcohol, taken in tho North Atlantic. (U. S. Fish Commission.) 
Bened'ict, ,T. E., and W. Lee, U. S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross: 3 specimens, 2 
species, taken in tho North Atlantic. (U. S. Fish Commission.) 
Be-rlepsch, Hans Grafv., Munden, Gerrnany:t 60 specimens, 50 species . .A valuable 
and interesting collection, consisting chiefly of the desiderata from South America, 
among which are some types of several new species recently described by t-bo 
sender. Nearly all the species are new to the collection. (Exchange.) 
* In addition to the accessions here enumerated, many others of eqnal import;ance 
were received and 2.re referred to in Part v of the report. These are not included in 
this list, since their mention here would only be a repetition of what is said concern-
ing them in Part v . 
t For complete list of specimens included in this collection, see Accession LiAt, 
Pt. v. 
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Brown, Artlmr .Edwif, S11perfolendcnt Zoological Gardens, I'hilarlelphia, Pa.: 1 speci, 
men of Whitney's Owl, in tlio flesh. (Gift,.) 
B1·own, Arthu1· Edwin, Superintendent Zoological Gardens, Philarlclphia, Pa.: 1 East 
Indian Parakeet, Palreornis eupatrilts, in the flesh. (Gift. ) 
Coale, H. K., Chicago, Ill.: 2G specimens, :?!4 species, chiefly from South Arnerica and 
India, among th£1m several species not heretofore represented h1 tlie collections 
of the Museum. (Exchange.) 
Hamlin, J. P., Washington, D. C.: 2 live young Syrnium ncbulosnm, from Montgomery 
County, Mel. (Gift.) 
Hargitt, Edward, Chiswiclc, England:*' 105 specimens, 41 species, mostly water-birds 
from France aud the Orkneys. 2 :fine specimens of Mt-galestris skua, J aml ~, 
are especially noteworthy. (Exchange.) 
,Johnson, J. W., U. S. Signal Service,* Nush4gakh, Alaska : 71 specimens, 19 species, 
from Nushagakh, including 2 specimens of the recently discovered Plectrophenax 
hype1·b01·eus. (U. S. Signal Service.) 
Duges, Prof . .Alfred, Guanojuato, Mexico. : * 28 specimens, 27 species, from southern 
Mexico. (Gift.) . 
D11ges, Prof. Alfred, Guanajnato, 1lfexico. :* 11 specimerni, 11 species, from Mexico. 
( Gift.) 
Fox, Di'. W. H., Washington, D. G. :* 7 specimens, G species, from New Ilampsbire. 
(Exchange.) 
Guesde, M . Louis, ·Mu8enm L' Herminier, Gu,acleloupe, West Indies:*- 25 specimens, 22 
species, mostly water birds from Gnadalonpe. The most interesting is a specimen 
of Speotyto ouadeloupensis, a species uow to the collection. (Gift.) 
Johnson, J. W., U. S. Signed Service, Nushagakh, Alaska: 34 specimens, 1G spncics, from 
Nushagak; nothing rare, but the specimens are nicely prepared. (U. S. Signal 
Service.) 
Jordan, Prof. D. S., President Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.: 43 Rpoc imcns, :l7 
species, from the Lower Amazon. Thirteen of thcso spccicR are entiroly new 
to the collection. (Gift.) 
Lawrence, George N., New Yorlc City: Type specimen of Sporadinus bracei Lawr., from 
Andros Island, Bahamas. (Gift.) 
Lloyd, W., Toyah, 1:ex. :t 9 specimens, 8 species, Passerino birds from Fort Davis, Tex. 
(Gift.) 
.Marshall, H enry, Laurel, Md. : 1 mounted specimen of the European TPal, Netfion 
crecca ( t ad.), shot in the Potomac River, near Washington, in April, 1885. (Pnr-
cb:1sed.) 
Mason, Prof. 0. 1'., U. S. National j}:luseum: 8 nmtilated specimens of Sontli Amer-
ican birds (3 species) used as ornamental appendages to an Indian hclt. They 
bavo a,ll been described as new by tho curator, and arc probably from an nnex-
plored district of northern South America. (Department of Etbuology, U. S. Na· 
tional Museum.) 
.Ma 1,nard, G. J., Boston, Mass. :t 10 specimens, 3 species, from Florida, among them 3 
:fino pair of ilnas fulvigttla. ( Purchased. J 
The Mexican Geographical ancl Exploring Commission,~ through Prof. F. Ferra:ri-Pe1·ez: 
95 specimens, (mounted mo8t.ly in excellent style), 59 species, collected iu the 
Statei; of Pnobla and Vera Crnz, Mexico, forming part of tho Mexican Govern-
ment exhibit at New Orleans. .A. very vahrn.blo acquisition, especially on ac-
e count of the x cllooco of mounting. Several species aro thus for tho first time 
acld cl to the xbibition sorics, wbilo mn.ny old and poorly mounted specimenH 
b:w be n r placed by those of tho present collection. (Exchange.) 
* 1• or compl t li of spccimcnA includocl in thi1-1 accession, sco Aecession List, Pt. v. 
t l• or fnr hC'r information con<'c·rning the specim •Jui, s<'o .A.ccossiou List, Pt. v. 
i For Ii. t of Rpcc:i rn 11., sec Ac ·esRion List, Pt. v. 
For furtli r iufonnatiou oncnning thi8 :icees8ion, s o Accession List, Pt. v. 
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Tlw Mexican Geographical mul Explol'ing Commission, through Prof. F. Ji'e1Ta1·i-Perez : 
f)O specimens, 3G .species, chiefly from the Stttto of Vera Cruz, Mexico. Includes 
several plumages new to tho collection. (Exchange.) 
The Mexican Geographical and Exploring Comrni3sion, through Prof. F. Ferrari-Perez: 1 
mounted specimen of Catharisla atl'ata, and one skin of Antrostomus voliferus, both 
from Mexico. (Exchange.) 
J}Ius6a d' Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France: SG specimens, 71 species, chiefly from Mada-
gascar and Cochin China, nearly all now to the collection. This is one of tho 
most important collections ~·eceived recently, embracing, as it does, a groat 
number of generic types quite peculiar to the isln.nu of Madagascar, which tho 
Museum for years has tried in vain to obtain. Among the most noteworthy forms 
may be mentioned, two Lc,ptosomus discolor. Ty las, Cyanolanius, Artamia, Berni-
cria, Calicalius, Vanga, Ha.rtlaubia, E1u·yceros p1·evost-i, Geobiastes sqnamigera, 
Brachypteracias leptosoma, Coua, etc. (Exchange.) 
Nutting, C. C., Carlinville, Ill.: 1:~ specimens, 8 species, from Florida. (Purchased.) 
Palmer, WilUam, U. S. Fish Commission: 3 specimens of Common Crossbill, from 
Escanaba, Mich. (Gift.) 
Ragf!dale, G. H. Gainesville, Tex. :* 12 specimens, 7 speci'es, including a fine series of six 
0tocoris a1·enicola, a Sy1·niu1n nebulosum alleui, tbe first specimen of this form ta1rnn 
outside of Florida, and a fine specimen of But:eo harlani (the latter pnrchased, tlrn 
others being given). 
Rey, Dr. E., Leipzig, Gm·many: 10 specimens, 10 species, from various localities; a11 
new to the collection. (Purchased.) 
Ridgway, Robert, Ourato1·, Depart1nent of Birds, U. S. National Museum: 2C>9 specimens, 
109 species from Wheatland, Incl. ; 23 specimens, 14 species from Richbnd County, 
Iil.; total, 281 specimens, 123 species. (Smithsonian Explorntious.) 
R-idgway, Robert, Curator, Dr:partment of Birds, U. S. National Museum: 1 snowy owl, 
Nyctea nyctea, shot near Alexandria, Va. (Purchased.) 
Bobm·ts, G-eoi·ge W., Chester Coiinty, Pa.: 27 specimens, 17 species, including a serim1 of 
10 Quiscalus purpureus, from Chester County, and two young Syrnium nelmlosum 
alleni from Florida; collected by Dr. B. H. Warren. (Gift.) 
.Robinson, Russell, Richniond, Va. :t l specimen of albino dusky duck, Anas ob1wura, hi 
flesh. (Gift.) 
Shufeldt, Dr. R. TV., U.S .• frniy :t 13 specimens, 9 species, from Fort Wingitt.e, N. :Mex. 
· (Gift.) 
Shnfeldt, Dr. R. W., 'u. S. Anny :t 9 specimens, 7 species, from the vicinity of Fort 
Wingate. (Gift.) 
Shufeldt, Dr. R. W., U.S. Army :t 1:~ specimens, 4 species of .Tunco, from Fort 'Win-
gate. (Gift.) 
Smith, Hn,r,h 2rl., Washi'l1gto11, ]). C. :j: 1 specimcll, in tbo flesh, of Old Squaw Duck, 
Clangula hyemalis, slJot ,Jnly 2G, at Piney Point, Lower Potomac; 3 Bown-headed 
Nuthatches, Sittapusilla, and3 ·western Sandpipers, Ereunetes occidental·is, fr.om.St.. 
George Is1anc1, Maryland. (Gift.) 
Stearns tf Co., Detroit, Mich. :\) G Rpecimens, 5 species, from Costa Rica. (Pur-
chased.) 
Stearns q· Co., Detroit, ~Mich.: 36 specimens, 27 speeies, from Bog-ota, mostly Hum-
ming birds. (Gift.) 
Stejneger, D1·. L., AssiBtant Cnrator, Deparl'rnent of Birds, U. S. Nat-ional Miiseu1n : l 
Snow Goose, from Norbb Carolina,, n.nd 4 Nuthatches, from Norway. (Gift.) 
* For complete list of specimens, sec Accession· List, Part v. 
t For further information concerning this a,ccet-1sion see Accession List, Part v. 
t In this entry are included tho two accessions nnmuered 16~83 and rn:n6. 
§ For list of specimens see .Accession List, Part v. 
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Stejneger, DI'. L., .A.8sistant Curator, Depm·tmcnt of Birlls, U.S . .Nat,iona.l.Jfusemn: 2lspeci-
mens.18 species, from Kamtschatka. (Gift.) 
Townsend, Charles H., U. S. Fish Cornrnission :" ~43 specimens, 81 species, from Una.-
lashka, Kowak River, and islands of Bering Sea. A valuable collection, includ-
ing many other interesting specimeus, two examples of the recently discovered 
I'lectrophenax hyperboreiis, obtained on their breeding ground, Hall Island, Bering 
Sea; and a species of Sandpiper, Tringa darnacensis, new to North America. (Smith-
sonian Explorations.) 
Townsend, Charles H., D. S. Fish C01nrnission: 156 specimens, 52 species, collected in 
Humboldt Bay, California·. (U.S. Fish Commissiou.) 
U. S. Fisk Commission, Natural-isf.s of the Steamn Albatross: G24 specimens, 51 species, 
mostly from the Bahamas. The collection is of unusual interest as containing 
not only several forms new to science, but also as extending our knowledge in 
regard to the distribution of the species on the individual islands, on many 
of which no collections have been made previously, and in furnishing large series 
of many species which formerly were poorly represented in the Museum collec-
tion. 
Wai-ren, Dr. IJ. H:, West Chester, Pa.: 51 specimemi, 21 svecies, in alcohol, from Florida. 
(Gift.) . 
Two magnificent donations to the ~ectional library of the Department 
of l3ir<ls deserve being mentioned in the present connection: 
lVfr. Henry Seebobm, London, England, has presented to the library 
a complete copy, text and plates, of Dresser's great work, '' The Birds 
of Europe," which is now bound in fifteen great quarto volumes. This 
grand work is well nigh indispensable to any one studying ornithology, 
and the Department is under great obligations to the gentleman named 
for llis munificence. 
From Mr. W. E. Brooks, Milton, Ontario, Canada, the Department 
has obtained a full set of Allan Hume's" Stray Feathers," a journal of 
ornithology for India and its dependencies, ten octavo volumes. This 
journal bad become a very important desideratum of late years; as the 
collections of the Museum from the Pacific coasts of the Old World bave 
been very rapidly increasing. 
'rhe total number of specimens distributed during this fiscal year was 
2,842, as follows : 
Spccirnen8 Aent in exchange . _. _ ..• _ ...•........•.•. : . _. _' ... _ •. _ .... __ . _ .. _ .. 2, G81 
SpccimcnA loane(l for exa.mination. ______ .... .. -· __ .... -· -· .. ________ -· .. -· .. 237 
• pccimenf3 (alcoholic) transferred to the osteological department. __ .. -· -- -· -· 24 
'l'o tal _. __ . . . ............... _ .. __ . _ . _ .. __ .. __ ......... __ ... __ .. ___ . . . . 2, H42 
Twelve additional cases have been put up and refitted with shelves 
111 order to relieve the overcrowded cases already occupied by tlle e.xhi-
hiti n serie., plans and specjfications for shelves, etc., for these cases 
were dr, wn up, the work superintended, and finally the specimens tram~-
f, rred ancl arrang u., to the very great improvement of the collection. 
Tlii. work a d01ie during tbe months of July, August, and September. 
An imp rtant feature of the year's work has been the unpacking, 
cl t rmining, :l,TJ(l cata]o<Yning th collection of wounted bird belonging 
t tlt Me i ·an ographi al and Exploring Commis ion. This excep-
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tionally fine collection, as regards preparation of the specimi::ms wllich 
had been mounted entirely from fresh specimens, was of ,_.,.ery great in-
terest and benefit to the Department, affording, as it did, several sug-
geations of practical value, and much needed material for study, includ-
ing no less than five more or less remarkable new species. The collection 
was in charge of Prof. Fernando Ferrari-Perez, 0. E., who prepared~a 
catalogue of the collection for publication in the ~'Proceedings" of the 
Museum, the Ourator of the Department of Birds determintng the spe-
cies aml describing those which were new, besides rendering every 
needed assistance to Professor Ferrari-Perez. The new species will be 
fully described in Professor Ferrari-Perez's catalogue, in the forthcoming 
volume of the "Proceedings," but have ~lready been briefly character-
ized anu named, in order to secure priority, in '' The Auk" for ,July, 
1886. The new species are as follows: (1) .A rnph-ispiza ferrari-perezi j 
(2) Pipilo submaculatus; (3) P. complexus j (4) Anas diazi (named in 
honor of Geueral Augm,tin Diaz, president of the Commission); (5) 
Philortyx personatus. 
Special reference to the A. 0. U. Code a11d Check-List will 1)0 found 
in the Bibliography, under American Ornithologists' Union. 
The collection of mounted duplicates, consh,tiug of more than 7,000 
specimens, ag·gregating about HOO species, was made up iuto six sets for 
distribution, set 1 containing 367 specimens and 295 species. 
During the year the copy for species labels for the exhibition series 
was carefully revised to correspond with the nomenclature anu numera-
tiou of the American Ornithologists' Union check-list, the number of 
separate labels being about 975. Proof of these was also carefully re-
vised by both the cnrator and assistant curator. 
s~veral groups of birds which had hitherto been in a state of great 
confusion were made the subject of special critical revision by t)le cura-
tor, with very satisfactory results, thanks to the excellent material in 
the Museum collection. Among the more important groups thus cov-
ered may be mentioned the particularly different Procellarian genera 
..lEstrelata and Putfinus, and the genera Golinus, Larus: Lagopus, and 
Empidonax. The last named was revised at the special request of Dr. 
P. L. Sclater, Secretary of the Zoological Society of London; who is en-
gaged in preparing the catalogue ofTyrannid.rn in the British Museum, 
and who forwarded his own rich collection of Ernpidonaces to aid in the 
investigation. 
'.rhe assistant curator has also continued his revision of Japanese 
omithology. When Captain Blakiston donated his magnificent collec-
tion of Japanese birds to the National Museum, it was with the uuder-
stauding that it be properly worked up, for which purpose he also left 
his manuscript notes, accumulated during twenty years collecting, 
ancl a great deal of literature, with the assistant curator. Sever.al pa_ 
person the ,Japanese Avifauna have already been submitted for pub-
Uca.itiou by the la.tter and will be found iu the su~joiued list of papers 
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not yet printed. He complaius, l.J.owever, of the great difficulty in set-
tling many important questions for want of 'l'emminck and Sehlegel's 
" Fauna J aponica, Aves." 
The following papers have been prepared and submitted 
BY THE CURATOR. 
(1) The Geogra:r,hical and Exploring Commii,;sion of Mexico. By Fernando Ferrari-
Perez, chief of the Natural· History section, Pp. MS. 101. 
(2) On JEstrela,ta sandwiche11si,s Ridgw. Pp. MS. 2½, ( Establishe<l. as a good species, 
very distinct from...£. hasitata,.) 
(3) Description of a new oyster-catcher (Hmmatopus galapagensis) from the Gala-
pagos Islands. Pp. MS. 4. • 
( 4) On Empidochanes fuscatus (Max) and Empidonax brunneu,s Ridgw. Pp. MS. 2½ 
(sent to editors of the "Ibis"). [The latter proves to be not only specifically but 
generically distinct from the former, to which it had been referred by Mr. Salvin, 
the question being determined by comparison of ~ypes of the two species, the formc-r 
being in the American Museum ofNaturalHistor~~, in New York City.] 
(5) Description of a new species of Empidonax from Guatemala. Pp. MS. 2 (sent 
to editors of the" Ibis"). [E. salvini Ridgw., based chiefly on specimens in Dr. Scla-
ters's collection, collected by Osb~rt Salvin, but a specimen in the National Museum 
made the type. J 
BY THE ASSISTANT CURATOR 
(1) Review of Japanese birds. I. Woodpeckers. Pp. MS. 81; with a colored. plafo. 
(2) The British Marsh Tit. Pp. MS. 5. 
(3) Review of Japanese birds. II. Tits and Nuthatches. III. Appendix to the Marsh 
Tits. Pp. MS. 71, 1 figure. 
( 4) Notes on species of the Australian Genus Pa1·dalotus. Pp. MS. 9. 
(5) On Turdus alpestris and Tiirdus torquat-us, two distinct species of European 
Thrushes. Pp. MS. 28. 
(6) Description of Rallusjouyi sp. nov., with remarks on R. striatu8 and R. gularis. 
(7) On Brachyramphus pcrdix (Pall.) and its nearest allies. . Pp. MS. 18; colored 
plate. 
(8) Additional remarks to a previous paper on Tw·diis al_pestiris, b:;1,sed upon material 
received. during May. Pp. MS. l½, 
(9) Additional remarks to a previous paper on Japanese Woodpeckers, based upon 
material received during May. Pp. MS. 2. (Description of Picus canus perpall-idus, 
su l>species nova.) 
(10) Reviews of Japanese l>irdl:l. IV. Raih;, Gallinules, and Coots. Pp. MS. 51. 
An account of the miuor au<l. routine work is given herewith in tabu-
lar form: · 
Official ]etters written ______ ···--· ....•.. . .... ···-····---· ______ .. ______ .... 332 
Official memoranda···-······-· .... ______ ..... ____________ ...... ·----· ..... 215 
Memoranda of packing ............ __ .. . .... _ ..... __ .. __ ..... __ ... ___ . . . . . . . . 189 
Orders for work._ ........... __ . __ ... _ .. __ ~ _ . _____ . __ ... _____ ... ___ . . . . . . . . . . 55 
R qnisitions for material an<l. 1mpplies ..... ···-·· .... ·----· ___ ___ :... .... .... 128 
Invoices (triplicates)-----· ................ __________ ........ ______ .......... 510 
Galleys of proof corrected ... _ ..... _ . ____ .... __ . _______ .. ____ . __ .... _. _. . . . . 142 
Pages of proof corrected .. _ ...... __ ... ___ .. _. _ . ____ . _____ .. ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 183 
Papers prnpared for publication ______ ...............••••..... __________ ..... 42 
Norn b r of birds mounted for exhibition series ........... _ ............. __ . _.. rn·i 
Numb 1' of birds made into skins ........ ______ .................. ·----·______ 7 
mub r f moun t d birds traruiforred from the 01,1 1:1t:10d1:1 to the new one ..... 2, 006 
~ w walnut 1:1ta.nd1:1 fitt d together .....•••.. .• .... ______ __ ___ ____ .• •• •. -- -~ - - 1
1
261 
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'l'lJe papers published duriug the year by the curator aml other iuves-
tigators, based upon material belouging to the department of l>irds in 
the National Museum, are noticed iii the bib1iograpby forming Part IV 
of' this report. 
An actual inventory of the whole collection of mounted birds and 
skius was taken, showing the number of specirneus in 1he Museum. to 
be as follows: 
(1) Exbil>ition series ____________ .·----· ........ ·----· --- ----· ----·-·----· 
(2) North American reserve series (including Passercs, Macrochircs, Pici, · 
and Coccyges) ..........•.. _ •••.................................• ... 
(3) Netropicalreserve (including ditto) .••.....•. ·.--·· .................. __ 
( 4) Old World reserve (including ditto) .••••... ......... ................... 
(5) Water l>irds, game l>irds, raptores, etc. (not sepa,mtod geographical ly) .. 
(G) Dnplicates ........••..........••......•••................... - - .... - ... 








Total ..........•..............•••••••............. _:... . . . . . . . . . . . 55, 945 
The reserve series, exclusive of alcoholics, consisted, therefore, of 
45,875 specimens at the end of June, 1886. 
The reserve skin t:ieriet, at the same time consisted of 38,875 specimens. 
'l'ile differnut fa,miJin-, were represented as follov,~s: 
:E'amily- No.of !Jpecunens. 
JEgitbinidro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
Alaudi<lai: 
North America . . . . . . . . . 25G 
N eotropical ......... _.. 7 
Old World............. 110 
Family . 
Caprimulgidm : 
North America ........ . 
Neotropical ______ ..... . 







:3n Catbartidm ... _ ••.......... _ ... __ . 29 
Alcedinidro : 
North America . . . . . . • . . 27 
Neotropical ....... _.... 97 
Old World . . . . .. .. . ... . 9·1 
Alcidro .........• ........•........ 
Ampelidro: 
North Am1~rioa . . . . . . . . . 70 
Ncotropical ...... ______ 9 
Old World ....... · ..... _ 14 
Anatidro ............ ·--~-- ___ · ___ _ 
Aphrizidro ..••.. . ____ .. _ . ___ .. ___ . 
Aramidro ........ __ . _ .. _ ..... ___ . _ 
Ardeidre ..••.............. _ .... _. _ 
Artamidro ______ ...............••. 
Bucconidru .... _. __ . _ ..• _ .. ___ . _. _ 
Cancromidru. ~ .... ...... _. _ ... ___ . 
Cariamidre ...•......•.... __ .. __ .. 
Capitonidro : 
Neotropical ...... •..... 41 














North America ____ . ____ 90 
Neotropical . .•••. ..•.•• 3 
Olcl World .. . ... .... .. . 44 
Cbamroid::e ..•••..• .••. _. _. ______ _ 
Charndriidro .... __ . _. _. __ .. _____ . 
Chionidida, ....•...... _ ..... _. __ . 
Ciconiidro ...••••.....•....•...... 
Cinclidre: 
N ortb America._ ... . _ .. _ 44 
Neotropical ... _.. .• • • • . 10 
Olcl World .••••. .••••.. H 
Crercl>idm: 
North Awerica ... __ ... _. 2 
Neotropical ...•.... _. _ _ 308 
Col um l>idai. __ .....• __ ..... _ . ___ _ : 
Colymbidre .••....•••.. . .. __ . _ ... _ 
Conopophagidm . _ ....... _. _. ___ .. 
Coraciadm ............... _ .... _ .. . 
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Family. No.of E' pecimens. 
CorviJ:c (jays): 
North America ..•• . ___ _ 
Neotropical ......... _ .. 




Cotingi<lro ..............•... ·-- - --
Cracidm ... _ ..... _ ........ .. . _ ... _ 
Cucnlillm : 
North America . • . . . . . . . 5fi 
Neotropical . . . . . . . . . . . . 223 
Old World.............. ti5 
Cursoriidm ...... ·-----. ______ ... . 
Dendrocobptidw ................ . 
Dicruriuw ·----· ............ _____ _ 
Diomedei<l:n ..................... . 
Dulillm . - .. -.... - ... ---. - - ... --. - ... - - -- -
Enryµygi<l re .•.••. ·-·--· ·----· .... 
Eurylaimidm ______ ..••........... 
Enpetidro ................... _____ _ 
Falconi<lw ...... --- - - -- - .... -. - ... -- ----
Fonuicariidm 
Fregatidm ... :. ~--: ~ _·_· .-.· ~ :_-_- ~~~ ~~:: 
Fringillidre : 
North America ....••... 4,205 
Neotropica.l ·-·--·-----· 583 


















Glarcolidm···-·· ·· - ··· ·•· · ·- - - ·· ·· 
Grui·dm . _.::: ~ ~:: ~: ~::: ~:: ~ ~::::: 
H wmatopodidffi ... _ ...•• ___ ..... __ 
Heliornithidm . -.... -. -.. -- .... --... ---. 
Hirundinid:n: 
North America ... __ .... .. 195 
Ncotropical . __ .... _ .• _. 184 
Old Worltl.... .••• .••... 106 
lbiditlw 
Ictericlm: · · - · · · · · · · · • · · 
North America ........ _ 13:} 










North America......... 133 
eotropical ...... ______ 12 












North America ........ . 
N eotropical ___ ... _. _. _. 
Old World. ____ .. __ ••... 
Mimidm: 
North America ........ . 







North Ameriea ..... . ... 1,560 
Neotropical .. . . .. .. .. .. 87G 
117 
475 
__ ._ 2,435 
Moruotidm .. ..•. .. . ...... .... .... 71 
M:otacillidw : 
Nort.h America .... ..... 141 
Neotrovical .. __ •.. _.... 24 
Old W orl<l. .•••. _ .... _ . . . ;121 
492 
Muscicapidte •••..........•..•.••• 114 
(EdiCll(1111LdIB. •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• 4 
Opistlwcolllidro. __ • _ ... _. _. __ ..... 2 
Oriolidm . _ .•. ___ ....... _ •... __ . _. 37 
Oxyrhamphidu.L .. __ .............. 4 
Panulisci<l:,o. _ ........ _ .... _ ... _.. 11 
Paridw: 
North A111erica . . . . . . . • . 576 
Neotropical ...... ..•••• 9 
Old Worl<l....... .. .••• .. 184 
7G9 
Parridm ... ___ .. __ . ___ . __ •. _...... 3tl 
Pelec:tuidro ... .•...•. ~............ 29 
Perdicidro ..•••.. ____ ....•... _. . • . 340 
Picid:n: 
North America......... 991 
Neot,ropical .......... __ 427 
Old W orl<l. __ .•. _. _.. . . . . 104 
--1,522 
Pipridm .... _. __ .. ___ •... _........ 177 
Pittidm . ____ .. _. __ ..•.••.. ____ . .. 13 
Pbronicoptcridro ·----···---· ..... 8 
Plirothontitlro .... ...... ..•••• .... 12 
Phalacrocoracitlm . _ •• _ ..• __ •.• _. _ ni 
Phalaropotlidoo .. _. _. _ •. _ ..• _..... 141 
Pliasianidm ·--··----· .......••••. 12 
Pliytotomidm.... ..•••. ....... .... 7 
Plataleidm ______ ...... ...•.. .... . 11 
Ploccidai _ ... _ .... __ ... __ . __ .... _ _ 69 
Plotid:.e .......................••• 
Procellariid:.e ... __ .. __ . _ ... __ .. __ . 
Prnmcropitlro .. ___ .. __ • _ ....... __ . 
Psittacidru: 
North America .......... 12 
N otropical and Old 
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F ·1 No. of 
ami Y· specimens. 
Pteroclidm . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Pteroptochidre..... .••• ..... .. •.•• 27 
Ptilogonatjda.i: 
North America.......... 20 
Neotropical ••••••.• •• u 31 
51 
Pycononotidre...... • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 206 
Rallidre . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • . • . . • • • • • • 332 
Recurvirostridrn .•••••.••••.•••••. 
Rham ph astidre .•.••.•••••....••.• 
Rhyncbopidre .................... . 
Rupicolidre ..•.•.....••••••••••••• 





Sulidrn ........................... . 
SylYiidre: 
North America.......... 202 
Ncotropical •• • ••• • • . • • . 87 
Old World.............. 514 
Tanagridre : 
North America. . • • • . . . . . 130 













Totraonidre...... .••••.. ...••. ...• 475 
Thinocoridre . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 22 
Tinamidoo .•••••.•••••.••••••••••• 
Todidre . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •••.•••••.• 
54 
20 
Family. No.of specimens. 
Trochilidro : 
North America.......... 278 
N eotropical . . . . . . . . . • • .• 1506 
Troglodytidre : 
NorthAmerica.... .. .•.. 369 
N eotropical . . . • • . . • . . . . 343 
Old World .......... __ ___ 46 
Trogonidro : 
Neotropical .•••....•... 
Old World .••••••••••... 
Turdidre: 
North America ...•...... 
Neotropical ..•••....... 
Old World .•••••.•...... 
Tyrannidre: 
North Amtiri,ca .....•...• 









Urinatoridre ..................... . 
V ireonidre : 
North America.......... 275 









Tota-I.. . • • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . • • . 38875 
The exhibitio'n series consis~ of about 7,000 specimens, and is deci-
dedly the least satisfactory part of the collection as regards its general 
utility and chances of preservation. This unfortunate condition of the 
exhibition series arises from several circumstances wholly beyond con· 
trol of the Museum authorities, chief of which are the totally unsuitable 
cases, which are so old and badly constructed that both dust and insects 
are freely admitted, and the preservation of the specimens serio1:1sly 
jeopardized. Owing also to the faulty construction of the cases, which 
have stationary shelving and are poorly lighted, it is impossible to make 
anything like a neat arrangement of the specimens. 
Of the 7,000 specimens in the exhibition series, more than 4,500 have 
been transferred to the new polished black-walnut stands, thus having 
nearly 2,500 (actually 2,327) which have still to be transferred. None 
of the new printed labels have · yet been attached to the stands, there 
being no one to do the work. 
The condition of this drawer series (study collection and duplicates)-
much the larger and more important part-is, as. regards preservation 
from insects, as nearly perfect as possible. The great bulk of the col· 
lection is inclosed in suitable drawers, into each of which has been 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--11 
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placed a sufficient quantity of naphthaline, the best known insecticide, 
121 pounds of which were required for the purpose. A portion of the 
collection (including all the duplicates and part of the reserve series) 
is still included within old and unserviceable cabinets, but requisition 
has been made for new cabinets to take the place of the old ones. The 
cabinets (two unit cases and four quarter unit) have been furnished, 
but not the drawers, which are, of course, even more necessary than 
the cases themselves. 
Alcoholic series.-The condition of this portion of the collection is all 
that the limited facilities for storage will allow, although the specimens 
badly need _attention, especially with view to their re-arrangement, 
which under present dearth of help is impossible to give them. 
The :first entry for the year commencing July 1, 1885, was 104,914, 
and the last in the catalogue in June, 1886, 109,060. 
REPORT ·oN THE SECTION OF BIRDS' EGGS IN THE U. S. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By CHARLES E. BENDIRE; U. S. ARMY, Honorary Curator. 
The accessions during the year embrace, in addition to the eggs, 148 
nests, the greater portion of which are very fine specimens, while many 
are new to the Museum collection. The following are the most impor-
tant additions: 
.A:nthony, A. W., Beaverton, 01·egon: Parus rufcscens (6 eggs) and Perisoreus obscurua 
(nest and 5 eggs), new to the Museum and the only ones known R~ far; both from 
Beaverton, Oregon; Scops asio maxwellire (1 egg), from Colorado. (Gift.) 
Bendire, Capt. Charles E. : Zonotrichia querula ( 4 eggs), from Little i-forn River, Mon-
tana, and Scops trichopsis (4 eggs), from Fort Lowell, near Tucson, Ariz. (Gift.) 
Gale, Denis, Golclhill, Bowlder County, Colo.: Cinclus mexicanus (nest and 4 eggs). 
(Gift.) 
Goss, Capt. B. F., Pewaukee, Wis.: Nests and eggs (641 specimens, 111 species), some 
new to the Museum, and all very desirable, incltiding among the rarer species 
sterna caspia (20 eggs in sets of two and three) and Buleo albicaudautus, new to the 
Museum; both from near Corpus Christi, Tex. ; Gymnocetta cyanocephala (nest 
and 4 eggs), from Fort Garland, Colo.; Junco ca'niceps (nest and 4 eggs), from Han-
cock, Colo.; Regulits satrapa (nest and 9 eggs), from Grand Menan, New Bruns-
wick; Helminthophaga chrysoptera (2 nests and eggs), from South Michigan, au<l 
anasjulvigula (set of lO eggs), both new to the Museum. (Exchange.) 
Stephens, F., San Be1·narclino, Cal. : Harporhynchus lecontei (2 nests, 7 eggs), new to the 
Museum; from California. (Purchased.) 
U. S. Fish Commission: Nests and eggs (60 specimens), including the rare Saurothera 
bahamensis (2 eggs), contributed by Mr. J. E. Benedict; collected during the 
cruise of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross among the Bahama Islands 
April, 1886. . 
Wayne, A. T., Charleston, S. C.: Helonia swainsoni (nest and 2 eggs); from near 
Charleston, S. C. New to the coll~ctjon. (Purchased.) 
The n~mbering, classifying, and arranging of 1,508 specimens, taking 
the record and measurements of 12,000, has been accomplished, a serie.:; 
of mostly duplicate eggs bas been placed on exhibition, numbering 
1,491 specimens, and a be~inning- ha~ illso been made in exhibiting a 
series of the nests, 
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The following figures indicate the number of specimens now in the 
collection: 
Specimens. 
In the reserve collection.... . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . .. . . . 31,124 
Duplicates ...... -- ~--- .......•............. .............••... ............. 11, 548 
On exhibition.......................................................... ... 1,491 
Total . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 163 
During the year 253 entries have been made on the catalogue book, 
representing an aggregate of 2,556 specimens. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS IN 
THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
1886. 
By H. C. YARROW, U. S.-Army, Honora.ry Curator. 
The most important additions to the Museum in this department for 
the year have been a collection from Olney, Ill., collected by John and 
Charles Walker, containing 33 specimens;* a collection from Nicaragua, 
from Dr. J . .F. Bransford, U. S. Navy, containing 191 specimens, which 
were sent to -Prof. E. D. Cope, November 2, 1885; a collection of 471 
specimens from E. Wilkinson, Chihuahua, Mexico, also sent to Professor 
Cope, November 2, 1885; a large collection from the Imperial Academy 
of Science, St. Petersburg, Russia, containing 118 specimens; from Dr. 
R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. Army, several good collections from Fort Win-
gate, N. Mex., consisting mostly of living specimens of Amblystoma.* 
Collections have also been received from Col. M. McDonald,* Wythe_ 
ville, Va.; Dr. B. H. Warren, De Land, Fla.; Henry Hemphill, Key 
West, Fla.; Charles Ruby, southern Kansas; Prof. Alfred Duges, 
Guanajuato, Mexico; Miss Dottie Blackburn,* Colorado; John Pollock,* 
Symmes, Ohio; Dr. T. H. Streets, U. S. Navy, Alaska; Dr. H. 0. 
'Yarrow,* coast of North Carolina; G. H. Ragsdale,* Gainesville, Tex.; 
Capt. Charles Bendire, U. S. Army, Fort Custer, Mont.; Zoological 
Society of Philadelphia;* several specimens from India; H. W. Hen-
shaw,* Massachusetts; Charles H. Townsend, Humboldt County, Cal.; 
U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross;* from the Bahamas; Miss 
Rosa Smith,* San Diego, Cal., and many others. 
The routine work of the Department of Reptiles has been carried on 
similar to the way described in previous reports, all specimens being 
carefully attended to and entered in the record books on their arrival. 
In addition to the general work, over six hundred bottles have been 
labeled and placed in the cases, in consequence of which the shelves 
have become very much overcrowded. 
No papers have been published by the curator or his assistant. Prof. 
E. D. Cope has been employed by the Smithsonian Institution on some 
* For further information, see Accession List, Part V. 
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special work, and has been busy all the past winter on the manuscripts 
of " Manual of Herpetology;" the report on the Batrachia of North 
America has been cori.1pleted by Professor Cope to page 650, inclusive. 
He has also identified all the undetermined Batrachia in the reptile room, 
and hai::i identified and described the collections made by the various 
correspondents of the Institution in Mexico, Central and South 
America. 
The following table shows the present extent of the collections: 
Number of specimens received during the year .........••..•.•......•..•.•.. 1,705 
Number of specimens in reservs series._ .. __ .... _ ..... _ ...... _..... ... .... ...• 9,631 
Number of specimens in general series ..............••.........•....•.....•• 8,819 
Exhibition series (selected for) •.•••• .... ...... .... .... .••••. ..•... •....• .. 750 
Not classified and exotic specimens, probably ...•..•••••.•• __ •.• ---·... ••• . . 6,134 
T~tal. ____ •. __ • _ ........ ____ •.•. __ •.. ___ .. _ . __ .• ____ •. __ . . . • • . . . . . . . . 27, 039 
The number of the last catalogue entry in June, 1885, was 14148, and 
in June, 1886, 14592, giving a total of 444 entries during the year. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FISHES 1N THE U, S. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886, 
BY TARLETON H. BEAN, Curator. 
All the accessions received during the year are referred to in Part v 
of the report, so that in this place reference is made only to the most 
important ones, which are as follows: 
Capt. Charles E. Bendire, U. S .. hmy. (Accession 17222); catalogue 37777-37781. 
Specimens of fishes frum the Big Horn River, Montana, including Lota maculosa, 
Hyodon alosoides, Uranidea. semiscabra, Not11rus exilis, Hybognathus placit-us. 
Ensign J. B. Bernadou, U.S. Na1,y. (Accet-1sion 16970); catalogue 37754. if Numerous 
species of fishes from Corea, which are still undetermined. 
E.G. Blackford, New York, N. Y. (Accession 16520); catalogue 37307. A fresh speci-
men of the Jew-fish, Prmnicrops ilaiara, taken nerir Newport, R. I., which is far 
to the northward of its usual hauitat. 
E. H. Biinlcer, Fletcher's Neck Life-Saving Station. Biddeford Pool, Me. (Accession 
17258); catalogue 37081. A specimen of the Argentine, Argentina silus. A rare 
visitor to our coast . 
..4.. N. Cheney, Glens Falls, N. Y. (Accession 16628); catalogue 37313. Some speci-
mens of the Atlantic salmon, which wel'e introduced · into Clendon Brook, New 
York, by the U.S. Fish Commission in 1884. 
Daniel T. Church, Tiverton, R. I. (Accession 17308.) A menhaden, Brevoo1·tia tyrannus 
3½ inches long, taken in Narragansett Bay, December 19, li,85. Immense qnan: 
ti ties of menhaden were seen in the bay on that date. 
F. N. Clark, Northville: Mich. (Accession 17231); catalogue 37785, 377t,6. A common 
white-fish, Coregonus clupdformis, and a specimen of Coregonus tullibee. The latter 
is very much desired in the National Museum, as the collection contains only two 
:>r three examples. · 
Prof. A. Du.ges, Guanajuato, Mexico. t (Accession 16268). Numerous species of fishes 
from Mexico, including the following, which are to be described: Fundu,lus dugeBi; 
Chara codon variegatus, ferrugineus, and bilineatus. (Accession 16401.) Containing 
numerous additional species, among which are entire specimens of Moxostoma 
austrinitrn, by which the identification of the Guanaj uato sucker with the genus 
Moxostoma is clearly established. The types of this species lacked the air blad-
der, but the recent examples are perfect. 
Vinal 1r. Edwards, Wood's Holl, Mass. (Accession 17096); catalogue 37580. Several 
examples of Apeltes quadracus, which have the dorsal spines IV, I instead of 
III, I. 
* For a partial list of these species see Accession List, Part V. 
t For further information concerning this accession see Accession List, Part V. 
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D . M . Ethericlgc, keeper Cit1Tituclc Inlet Life-Saving Station j post-o:{Jice, .Knott's Island, 
N. C. (Accession 17249); ~ataloguc 37790. A specimen in tbe flesh of the rare 
shark, Hexanchus griscus, vYhich has not previously been obtained on our 
coast. 
I. G-m-rard, Frontenac, Minn. (Accession 17417); catalogue· 37855. A head of the un-
spotted form of the maskallonge, Esox nobilior. 
R. A. Golclen, Washington, D. C. (Accession 1734~); catalogue 37849. A fresh specimen 
of t he land-locked form of the Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar var. seb1Tgo, taken at 
Ragety Point, lower Potomac River, in a trap-net, by the Fanner, Brothers. 
N. G-rebnitslci, Bering Island, Pacific Ocean. * (Accession Hi87B.) A flu e collection of 
fishes from Commander Islands, in Bering Sea, contaiuiug numerous valuable 
species, which are at present under exa,mination, 
Gwynn Harris, Washington, D. C. (Accession 17371); catalogue 37850. A tench, Tinca 
vulgar-is, caught in the Potomac River. 
Prof. 0. P. Hay, Butler University, Irvington, Ind. (Accession 16219); catalogue 37360-
37365. A .collection of Florida fishes containing t)'pes of several new species. 
Zygon cctes aurogiittatus, Z. nottii, and Etheostoma daviclsoni. 
Capt. M . 0. Healey, U.S. stean1:er Corwin.t (Accession 16889); cata.logue 37382-3i385. 
A small collection of Alaskan fishes, including Coitus qiiadricorwis1 which is now 
a well -established member of the Alaskan fauna. 
E. B. Hodge, Plyrnouth, N. H. (Accession 16728); catalogue 37357. A l.Jrook t,ront from 
Lake Sunapee, 22 inches long, 6 inches deep, and weighing 5 pouuds. Tbi8 i 
a Sali:clinus of the oquassa type, showing few important characters by .which it 
may l>e distil1guished from the blue-back of Maine, except its enormous size. It 
has been the subject of considerable discussion in the columns of the Forest 
nnd Stream, as may be seen by referring to the bibliographical portion of my 
report. 
E. n. Hodge, Plyrnoiith, N. H. (Accession 16835); catalogue 37408-37410. Tbreeacldi-
t.ional specimens of the new type of Salvel-imis, two females and one male, from 
Sunapee Lake. 
Public Musenm, InstUute of Jarnaica, Ki11gston, Jamaica. (Accession 17165); cat.alogne 
:17671-:37746. Eighty-two specimens of fishes in duplicate, to be identified, and & 
r epresentative of each species returned tothe Jamaica Museum. Tbirty-fi.ve spe-
cies were made out, several of which are new to this collection. 
W. B. Jolmson, j}focon, Ga.t (Accession 17697); catalogue 37893. A specimen of the 
scale carp, Cyprinus car_pio, weighing 6½ pounds. 
Prof. D. S . Jo1·dan, Bloornington, Ind.§ (Accession 17173); catalogue 377-17-3i750. This 
small collection contained the type of Chcetodon aya and of Hemirh01nbus mthalion. 
Louis Lager, .Ll.be1·ileen, Dale. (Accession 169:ll); catalogue 37391. Specimens pf Pime-
phales promelas from an artesian well. 
ffilliam Montgomery, Verona, Mo. (Accession 17210); catalogue 37782--377 4. Three 
specimens of Rainbow trout, Salrno fricleus, which were introduced into tho Ozark 
region of Missouri l>y the U S. Fish Commission. 
P1·0J. F6li1Je Pocy, llawna, Cuba. (Accession 16292); catalogue 37411-37578. A very 
largo collection of West Indian fishes, among which arc the following types: 
Blcnnius de8ccnc1ens, C hilodipterns affmis, llolocentnnn prodnct1.l8, Myxodes1Jaradoxus 
varius and lngubris, .Ll.ntcnnariusinops, Po1nacentrus11ivcatus, Pomaccn trus brevirostris, 
· L eptoco119e1· perlongus, Tetrodon affinis, Labroso11ms rni01·olepidotus. This collection, 
contains a very large number of species and is a very important addition to the 
Mn cum. 
,. For partial list of speci s see Accession List, Part V. 
t For forth r information conccruing this acces ;ou, sec Acee sion Li t, P:1rt V. 
t 'or fnrtb r information oncoming this acces ion, see Accession List, Part V. 
§ 'E r forth r informa ion c nc rning this acccs ion see Acee sion List, Part V. 
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bnper-ial Acaderny of Science, St. Petersburg, .Russia. (Accession 163M); catalogue 
37240-3i30G. A large collection of identified Russian fishes from the rivers, inland 
lakes, and bonler seas of Russia. 
Silas Stearns, Pensacola, Fla. (Accession lil77); catalogue 37751. A fine specimen 
of Epinephelus jlavoUrnbatus, which is now saii to be the adult form of E. niveatus 
C. and V. 
D,·. T. H. Streets, U. S. Navy. * (Accession 16890); catalogue 37583-37619. Two 
kegs of Alaskan fishes, containing twenty-eight species. 
C.H. Townsend, U.S. National Musemn.t (Accession 17146.) A collection of Alaskan 
fishes principally from Kuwuk River, Northern Alaska. This collection contains 
the Pike, Esox lucius, and the lake trout, Salvelinus narnaycush. 
U. S. Fish Cornmission. (Accession 16712.) Two tanks and 72 jars of marine fishes 
from the Atlantic Ocean off Cape Hatteras, Cape Fear, and elsewhere. These 
fishes have not yet been fully identified. (Accession 17400.t) Eight tanks, 59 
jars, 52 bottles, and 27 vials containing fishes collected by the steamer Albatross 
during a cruise to the Bahama Islands and elsewhere, from February to May, 
1886. 
E. WWcinson, Chihiiahua, Mexico. (Accesssion 16621.) A small collection of Cyprino-
donts, etc, from Mexico, in which is a specimen of Hadropterus fasciatus, Girard. 
As the types of this species are lost this example will enable us to determine the 
status of the species. 
Samuel Wilmot, New Castle, Ontario. (Accession 16687.) Catalogue 373~4. Skull of 
a :fish resembling the eelpout, Zoa1·ces, found on the north shore of the St. Law-
rence River near the St. John's. This may be an undiscovered species of Zoarces, 
whose habitat is uncertain. 
The number of entries made in the catalogue of fishes during the 
year is G62, the first entry in .July, 1885, being 37,232, and the last entry 
in June, 1886, 37,893. 
TABULAR STATEMENT. 
Lots Lots of Fish 
Months. Of :fi_ shes fish cat"- Packages ~ · 
received. logued~ sent out. :::1: 1
1:!J. 
July ............ .... .. ____ ·----· _______ _ 4 
t;~~~ l;e·r- ~: ~ : : : ~ ~ ·_ : : : -. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2 9 
Octo her . __ ... _ •. ____ . _. ___ . _ .•.••.. __ •• _ 12 
N ovem her .•. _ .. _ ..... ___ ... _ ..••••..... _ 10 
Decen1 her ....•. _ ....... _ ............. __ . 11 
ll~Ii~!(:: ~ ~::::: ~ ~ ~ : -~:: ~ ~:: : -~:::::: = =: 10 9 7 
April ..........•... _ ............... _ . _ .. 4 
Mn.y •..••••....•.••.....••••..•.•.• - .... 







































During the year thirty-three papers, based upon material belonging 
to the department, were published. The list of these is given in the 
Bibliograpby (Part IV). 
·Jf For partial list of species, see Accession List, Part V. 
t For li st of species see Accession List) Part V. 
+ For list of species see Accession List, Part V. 
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Some of the fishes identified and otherwise administered upon are as 
follows: 
A collection from .A.storia, Oregon, made by Dr. Augustus Kinney. 
Alaskan fishes, collected by Capt. M. A. Healy, steamer Corwin .. 
Alaskan fishes, collected by Dr. T. H. Streets, U. S. Navy . 
.... ~ second collection of Jamaica fishes;received from the PublicMm1eum 
of Kingston, Jamaica. 
Fishes from the Big Horn River, Montana, collected by Capt. Charles 
E. Beudire, U. S. Army~ 
Numerous species from the interior and east coast of Mexico, sent by 
Prof. A. Duges. 
Fresh-water fishes from Virginia . and the District of Columbia, re-
ceived from Mr. Benjamin Miller. · 
During the months of August and September the curator accompanied 
the Assistant Director to the U.S. Fish Commission laboratory at Wood's 
Holl, Mass., when all the collections from the deep-water fauna, made 
by the U. S. Fish Commission, were brought together. With thP- great 
ad,Tantages of ample space and increased facilities for han<lling large 
masses of fishes, we were enabled to advauce materially the final report, 
which bas for several years been in progress upon these collections. 
The ease and.rapidity with which the work bas been carried on under 
the favorable conditions supplied at Wood's Holl, is a strong argument 
for the enlargement of the work-rooms assigned to the department of 
fishes in the Museum . . 
Duplicate specimeirn of fishes have been sent out to the following in~ 
stitutions and universities: 
Prof. Fernando Ferrari-Perez, for the National Museum of Mexico. 
One hundred and one species of fishes from the West Indies and the 
Gulf of Mexico. Also, seven casts vf fislrns. 
Army Medical Museum, Washington, D. C. Seven species of fishes 
in alcohol, sent by request of Dr. Billings. 
Prof. 0. P. Hay, Butler University, Irvington, Incl. A specimen of 
Semotilus bullaris. · • 
Prof. W. B. Scott, Princeton College, Princeton, N. J. Two speci-
mens of .Amia calva and two of Polyodon folium for stu<ly. 
F. L. Washburn, for the museum of Miuneapolis, Minn. Seven spe-
cies of marine fishes in exchauge. 
Prof. F. A. Smitt, for the Royal Museum of Natnrnl History, Stock-
holm, Sweden. The following species of Salmonidre in return for 
Swe<li h pecies: Hypomesus pretiosus, Osmerus dente:x;, 1'iwleichthys 
pacificus, Mallotus villosus, Ooregonus 111erki, ~mb Rp., Salmo gairdneri, 
alrno ·irideus, 1a~mo piirp_uratus, Salvelinus malma, Oncorhynchus choui-
cha, ncorhynchus nerka, Oncorhynchus keta, Oncorhynchics kisutch, On.-
corhynchus gorbuscha. 
Th ard cataloo-u f the collection of fishes has been brought up to 
d te, a , al o, the catalogue of drawing . 
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The wood cuts have been fully indexed as far as they were identified. 
The entire collection of fishes in jars and tanks bas been gone over 
twice, the alcohol renewed, and fishes transferred from tanks to large 
jars whenever this was practicable. The deep-sea fishes studied at 
Wood's Holl were installed in study-rooms as conveniently as our lim-
ited space will permit, while vast numbers of duplicates have been 
placed in the basement. 
During the year the curator has personally superintended the print-
ing of Bulletins 23, 28, 29, 30, and 31, of the Museum, besides a volume 
· of the Proceedings. 
LIST OF FISHES DRAWN DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
,July, 1885: 
35636. Cubiceps gracilis. Lateral view. 
38220. T;1Jntlastes, n. s. Lateral view. 
37118. Gerres zebra. Lateral view. 
37233. Cyprinus carpio. Lateral view 
(leather). 
August, 1885: 
27640: Plem·onectes stellatu.s. 
32442. Cottus decastrensie. 
31968. Potamocottns gulosus. 
23936. Artediits notospilotus. 
24007. Lipa1·is cyclopits. 
27982. Microgaclus proximus. 
27605. Hippoglossus vulgaris. 
· 33834. Murcenoides ruberrirnus. 
27546. Liparis calliodon: 
September, 1885: 
21718. Stichceus punctatus. 
27514. Oligocottus rnaculosus. • 
Blake CCXXI. Aphyonus rnollis (type). 
Blake XVI. Monolene atrimana (type). 
Blake CXIII. Spinax pusillus. 
Blake LIV. Telescops columbianus (type). 
37350. Macrurid n. g. (type). 
3734G. Anthias aquilonaris (type). 
37345. Chilomycterus. 
October, 1885 : 
Blake xcur. Neobythites 1·obust11s (type). 
Blake LXXIX. Neobythites ma•tginatus 
(type). 
37232. Etropus rirnosus (type). 
37349. Limanda beanii (type). 
37348. Aphoristia f a8ciata. 
37347. Apho1·istia dioniedeana (type). 
28778. Apho1·istia pusilla (type). 
Hemirhombus finibria.tus (type). 
Albatros8 Station, 2431. Platysomatichthys 
hippog l ossoides. 
Albatross Station, 2376. Aph01·istia margin-
ata (type). 
Albatross Station, 2543. i Etropus, young. 
November, 1885: 
Glyptocephalus cynoglossus, young. 
Neobythites gillii (type). 
Mae1·11,rus caribbceus (type). 
Stomiatid. 
Blake LXXX. Bathygadus favosus (type). 
Peristediuni longispatha (type). 
Blake CLXXIII Halosaurus pallid us (type). 
Thalassopht·yne niacnlosa. 
·citharichthys monoceros (type). 
37388. Anthias, n. s. 
Ipnops niurra11i. 
Bregmaceros atlanticus (type) 
December,1885: 
Blake xxx. Bathypteros quadrifiUs. 
Callionymus agassizii (type). 
37386. Cottunculus torr.us. 
Raia. 
Blake CCXLIV. Citha?"ichthys spUopteritB. 
Notosema dilecta. 
Platophrys nebula1·is? juv. 
.January, 1886.: 
5985. Diodon hystrix. 
5989. Ostracion triqueter. 
Albatross Station, 2316. Monacantlms cilia-
tus. 
29670. Genypterus omostigma (type). 
37771. Monocanthus. 
3i772. Priacanth11s. 
37:334. Macruru8 occa (type). 
Albatross Station, 2317. Hemirhombus. 
37665. Isurus deka.l]i. 
Blake CLXXIII. H alosau1·us pallid us (type) 
bis. 
February, 1886,: 
Blake cvrr. Scyllium boa. 
37782. Salmo irideus. 
37801. Argentina ·silus. 
17456. Salvelinus alpiniis. 
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28599. Salrno Jario. 
20688. Salvclinus oqucissa. 
March, 1886: 
.Albatross Station, 2858. 01·eoso1na ('). 
Blalce LX. Peristedimn platycephalum 
(type). 
Albatross Station, 2316. Jlfolthe na.mta. 
37790. · He:ranch11,s griseus. 
April, 1886: 
3785. Notacanthiis. 
37861. Pteraclis carolinus. 
Blalce xxm. Aphoristia piu1·a (type). 
37860. Sud-is. 
35637. Paralipal"is 11. sp. ((type). 
May, 1886: 
3788(i. Torpedo. 




38001. Carcharinus ulaucus. 
Coryphmna punctulata. 
Eel. 
Albatross Station, 2663. Synoclontid. 
Exocmtus. 
Exocmtus. 
Albatross Station, 2642. 1lfauroliciis. 
Albatross Station, 2647. Nomeus gronovii. 
Albatross Station, 26G5. Gonostonia. 
Albatross Station, 2679. Coryphama. 
Albatross Station, 2392. 
The number of specimens now in the Museum is estimated to be 
about 75,000, divided as follows: (1) in the reserve series, 38,000; (2) 
on exhibition, 22,000; (3) duplicates, 15,000. Numerous additions to 
the duplicate series have been obtained fro]Il the deep-sea investiga-
tions of the U. S. ]j'ish Commission. · 
The condition of the collection is constantly improving, and would 
be still more rapidly perfected by increasing .the space for assorting 
and installing the vast amount of material now crowded into the base-
ment of the Smithsonian Institution. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MOLLUSKS ( INCLUDING CENOZOIC 
FOSSILS) IN THE U. S, NATIONAL MUSEUM, FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
JUNE 30i 188G, 
By WM. H. DALL, Honorary Curator. 
The character of the accessions to this department during the past 
year is, as usual, fairly enough indicated in tlie list of accessions,* and 
includes about 75 accession entries. 
As usual, the collection is indebted to the U. S. Fish Commission 
and its officers for the largest ensemble of donation8 from a single source. 
The material received is all from south of Cape Hatteras, all that from 
north of this point being retained for study at New Haven, by Prof. 
A. E. Verrill. This collection, besides the common littoral shells brought 
back iu quantity, contained. a fair proportion of deep-water species, the 
study of which is of extraordinary interest. 
Among the named species received during the year and which are of 
more than ordinary interest may be mentioned a selection of 71 species 
of shells from Bering Se~, illustrating a recent report by Dr. A.. Krause 
of the expedition sent out by the Bremen Geographical Society; a 
small series of land and fresh-water shells from Manitoba; illustrating 
a paper by the donor, Mr. Robert Miller Christy, and a very fine series of 
Madagascar land-shells of remarkable character receiYed from Edward 
Bartlett, esq. · , 
From the arctic and boreal province we have received a valuable lot 
of dredgings by tl1e U. S. revenue-cutter Corw,in, Capt. M.A. Healy, 
U. S. Revenue Marine, from the Arctic Ocean near Bering Strait, and 
a small but interesting series from the Commander Islands, from the 
Governor Nikolai Grebnitzki , of the Rusi;ian service. 
From the subtropical region Mr. Charles T. Simpson has contributed 
a valuable and interesting series of shallow-water species from South 
Florida and the Keys as well as the coast of Honduras. Prof. A. G. 
Wetherby has also sent some very interesting species from the coast of 
northwestern Florida. 
Prof. J. H. MorriRon bas sent from the grounds of the Virginia Mili-
tary Institute, Lexingtou, Va., a series of Helix liortensis Linne, inter-
"Part v. 
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esting as being a totally new locality for this attractive imported spe. 
cies. 
Among fossils, James Shepard, esq., has contributed a box of very 
beautiful silicifieU shells from the well-known deposit, described by Con-
rad many years ago, on the Hillsboro' Bay arm of Tampa Bay, West 
Florida. 
On the whole the accessions of the year, while not including any col-
lection of extraordinary size, have brought to the department of Mol. 
lusks a full share of valuable and interesting material, more than in 
many previous years, if not so much as in a few exceptional seasons, 
and, as usual, more than the present force could deal with while still 
hard at work on the arrears of previous seasons. 
The routine work of the department consists in the unpacking, clean-
ing: assorting, classifying, labeling, registering, putting on exhibition or 
in its proper place in the study series, of each lot of new material which 
comes in; l>esicles elimina_ting duplicates and packing them in such 
shape as to be conveniently accessible when needed for distribution. 
Specimens which have been studied or named before being received 
have part of tlrn above work already cone, but in general the above is re-
quired for each lot or a series from each lot of specimens. The smaller 
species are put in vials, corked, to save them from dust or injury, to-
gether with a slip bearing the registration number, which also appears 
upon the label, or if the shell is large enough and has a proper surface 
is indelibly written on the specimen itself. Fossils generally require 
to be treated with a solution of shellac before they will bear marking, 
but the old and objectionable method of mounting specimens on tab-
lets has, for the study collection of the U. S. National Museum, been 
definitely abandoned. It will be noted, therefore, that each speci· 
men or lot of specimens which are entered under one registration 
number (and always comprising but one species or variety from one 
locality) undergoes seven or eight different bits of treatment, and re-
quires, before it is put aside, a tray, a label, a number, a corked vial 
(or a number written on), and a line in the registration book. In tl.te 
ideal condition of the collection to be attained hereafter, each lot will 
also have its place on a card which will form one of a series or card cata-
logue, embracing all the specimens which are or at any time have been 
in the Museum, and recording the data relating to them. This, how-
ever, in the present state of the force, can only be anticipated, at 
lea ~t for departments including such a vast quantity of material as is 
embraced under the general head of Mollusks. 
B ides the routine work on the recent and fossil shells which ap-
pe~r in the form of donations or exchanges, or arrears of past year , 
which are till formiuable, there i the administrative work of the de-
partment. This includes its relation to the Museum as a whole, and 
to the o jects of the 1useum as exemplified in the use of the material 
in it ossession. 
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The mere piling up or accumulation of named, labeled, and classifie.d 
shells is, of itself~ of value only to the person who goes through with 
the mental and physical exertion it requires. To justify the existence 
of a public museum it is generally admitted it must do more than this. 
In the Department of Mollusks the following objects are steadily kept 
in view, and the progress made is directly or indirectly instrumental 
toward the attainment of them: 
(1) The preservation of types which have served for previous study 
as a means of verifying the accuracy of past work or the proper orien-
tation of new researches. 
. (2) The full representation of American forms in the study collection; 
not only that the fauna of our own country may be fully known but 
for ease in assisting American students to recognize the forms of their 
local collections, and for the benefit of the foreign student, who may 
thus make his comparisons or researches in one place with the least ex-
penditure of time, travel, and expense. 
Under the two previous heads the Binney coliection of.North .A,meri-
cau lanp. shells has been arranged in a spe,cial case, numbered and 
arranged to correspond with the last publication on the subject by Mr. 
Binney. 
Considerable progress has been made with the other American land 
shells, and the present year will certainly see our collections of this 
sort in complete order for ready reference by the naturalist or paleon-
tologist. 
(3) The instruction and entertainment of the public, who, drawn by 
curiosity or the love of beautiful and unusual objects, come to view the 
contents of the Museum which are on exhibition. 
The curator has been convinced by past experience that to be useful 
to the general public a collection of biologic material should not be too 
large, should be arranged on as simple a plan as can be devised, and 
should have as many and as large legible labels as is consistent with 
the proper visibility of the objects in the case. 
If the cases for exhibition can be so filled and arranged as to teach a 
. lesson which he who runs may read, it is my opinion that they come 
near doing their best possible work for the average visitor. 
In this view the cases devoted to the shell exhibit are for the passer 
by and not for the student, unless a beginner. One case arranged by 
the curator bas been devoted to the chief types of Cephalopods, to 
pearls and pearl formations, cameo shell and sections showing the inter-
nal ·structure of vario·us large and ornamental species. The sections of 
the recent and. the fossil Nautiloids are put side by side. Specimens of 
the $pirula, Loligo, Sepia, etc., in alcohol fully labeled, alternate with 
stauds on which are mounted the shellJT parts of the same genus. 
The various shells which produce pearls stand by the side of the 
pearl itself mounted in a vertical tube with a hemispherical end, 
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qnder which, on a blackened surface, the pearl reposes in safety from 
dust or loss, while the base is large enough to display a proper label. 
A specimen pair of Tridacna gigas, weighing 305 pounds, has been 
mounted as an exemplar of the largest known mollusk of recent seas, 
· Under the careful supervision of Dr. Stearns various cases, contain-
ing selections of edible or economic mollusks from the A·tlantic and Pa-
cific, of ornamental species' from tropical seas, of the ordinary species 
of our Atlantic beaches familiar to sojourners at watering places on the 
sea-shore, and of the land and fresh water species from our lakes and 
streams, have been put on exhibition, with proper la.bels, which, how-
ever, had in some cases to be written, since the printed series have been 
delayed and it was not thought well to wait for them. 
The series for which exhibition cases are at present available will, 
without doubt, be completely arranged early in the course of the pres-
ent year. 
Fair progress -has been made in the determination of the mollusks of 
the southeastern coast of the United States and adjacent waters, for 
which only at the present time have we begun to possess material 
which should make a thorough illustration of this area possible. 
Another element of the routine work which enters largely into the 
exertions required of the curator and his assistants is that of furnish-
ing .specialists or students with names, information, objects having an 
important bearing on investigations in progress, or special collections 
for school or class purposes. · This work is constant, and the corre-
spondence relating to it averages a page· a day during the working days 
of the year. The curator has endeavored to assist not merely those 
who had by contributions to the Museum or their scientific standing an 
official claim upon his attention, or those to whose needs his attention bad 
been formally called by the Museum authorities, but also all who have 
a,pplied, whether considerate in their requests or otherwise, as some-
times happens. The character of this work can be judged by a refer-
ence to the list of egressions in the Appendix. 
Besides these matters, the curator's official duties as the Paleontolo-
gist in charge of the Division of Cenozoic Paleontolpgy for the U. S. 
Geological Survey (by favor of whose Director, Maj. J. W. Powell, be 
has been permitted to embrace both fields of labor in his daily occupa-
tion), have, of course, precedence, and imperative claims upon his time 
for determination of specimens, and reports, monthly, annual, or occa-
sional, as well as other things. These being taken into consideration 
with the character and amount of the routine work as above briefly 
ketch d, it will, in the opinion of the curator., appear that the results 
in the bape of work, statistically stated elsewhere in this report, are 
fully abr a t of the opportunities offered by the situation. 
A li ' t f the pap r publi hed by the curator and others, and bearing 
~e ly r indirectl~ upon the work of' this department, will be found 
m artrv. 
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The manual of North American land shells, by Mr. W. G. Binney,* 
is based in large part upon a collection named and presented by him, 
which has been arranged in accordance with the manual an<l. placed in a 
special case for immediate reference at any time by those interested. 
The bibliography of the writings of the venerable Nestor of conchalogy 
in the United States, Dr. Isaac Lea, t is also noticed in the Museum 
l>ibliography. The types of the species, with few exceptions, are con-
tained in the National Collection, which has been enriched. from time to 
time from Dr. Lea's unrivaled. cabinet. 
LIST OF EGRESSIONS. 
Services have been rendered and material sent out by the <l.epartmeut 
of mollusks and cenozoic invertebrate palreontology, as follows: (1) 
For educational purposes, to teachers, to isolated students, etc.; . (2) in 
return or exchange for material received for the Museum from collect-
ors; (3) for the promotion of science by enabling special students to 
compare and study forms otherwise inaccessible to them. 
Agassiz, Prof . .Alexander, Cambridge, Mass. Deep-sea Pelecypod mollusks (about 200 
species and a much larger number of specimens), dredged by the U.S. stea~er 
Blake, under the direction of Professor Agassiz; determined, clti.ssified, and de-
scribed. This work, concluded with the current year, has in reality occupied 
much. of the curator's leisure for the last seven years, and the results are believed 
to be important for science. 
Boyce, S. E., Santa Barbara, Cal. Forty-seven specimens, 21 species, sent in return 
for economic mollusks received by the Museum; (June 10, 1886.) 
Bryan, 0. N., Marshall Hall, Md. About 150 specimens, 50 species of shells, furnished 
in exchange. (October 10, 1885.) 
Greely, Lieut. Adolihus W., U. S. Arrny. A number of specimens and drawing-s made 
or collecte<l at Lady Franklin Bay; identified as far as practicable. (April i, 
U,86.) 
Haddon, Prof. A. C., Royal College of Sciences, Dnblin, Ireland. Chi tons (20 specimens, 
14 species) furnished .. for study. (July 9, 1865.) 
Hemphill, Henry, San Diego, Cal. Names of shells furnished on various occasions, 
also shells (12 specimens, G species) in exchange. (July 9, 1885.) 
llillell, J., Allentown, Pa. Shell of Teredo, for study. (NovembQr 26, 1885.) 
Jacks0n, Rev. Sheldon, Washington, D. C. Information furnished. (February 3, 1886.) 
Knott, W. T., Lebanon, Ky. Shells (105 specimens, 44 species) sent in return for con-
tributions to the Museum. (Octoller 20, 1885.) 
L~hnert, Rev. E., Washington, D. C. Inorida shells, named in response to personal ap-
plication. (December 19, 1885.) · 
Lockley, Miss Louise, Butte, Mont. Shells (160 specimens, 83 species), as educational 
series. (J!'ebruary 12, 1886.) 
McJfurrich, Prof. J. Playfair, Johns Hopkins Universit.y, Baltirnore, Md. Information 
furnished on written application. (January 7, 1886.) 
Mazyck, W. G., Charleston, S. C. Shells named. (January 21, 1886.) Information 
furoisl1cd. (May 10, 188G.) 
* Bulletin 28, U. S. Nationa,l Museum. 
t Bulletiu 23'. U. S. National Museum, prepared by Newto~ P. Scudder, 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2-12 
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• Musee' Roya le d' Histoire N aturelle, 1-fruxelles, Belgium. Pteropods and copies of water. 
color drawings, from life, of Pacific Pteropods, furnished for use in special investi-
gations in progress by Dr. Paul Pelseneer of that museum. (April:!, 1886.) 
Newlon, Dr·. W. S., Oswego, Kansas: Fresh-water shells (6 lots), named and reported 
on at different times. 
Orcutt, C. R., San Diego, Cal. Shells named. (January 4, 1886. ) Shells (62specimens, 
116 species) sent in return for material received by the Museum. (June 10, 1886.) 
Pelseneer, Dr. Paul-, Bruxelles, Belgium. Information furnished. (April 1, 1886, May 
29, and June 22, 1886.) 
Rounds, S. P., Washington, D. C. Shells (197 specimens, 52 species), furnished for edu-
cational purposes. (November 2, 1885.) 
Rnsh, Dr. W. H., U. S. Navy, U. S. Stearner IJlake. Antillean shells (about 150 spe, 
cies), named in return for services rendered the Museum. (December 17, 18, 1885.) 
Smith, Edgar A., British Museu,ni, London, England. An Amusium, sent for study. 
(April 30, 1886. ) 
TR,ylor, Dr. L. M., Washington, D. C. · An. Octopus rugosus, identified. (November, 
1885.) 
Tryon, G. W., jr., Philadelphia Academ.v of Nat1wal Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa. Infor-
mation furnished. (January 26, 1886.) An Operculurn, donated for purposes of 
study. (December 5, 1885.) 
Walker, Chas. W., Lawrence, Mass. Information furnished. (May 31, 1886.) 
Wetherby, Prof. A . G., Cincinnati, Ohio. Information furnished. (January30, 188fi.) 
'Whiteaves, J . .F., Paleontologist, Dorninion Geological Survey, Ottawa, Canada. Informa-
tion furnished and specimens identified. (March 29, April 24, June 6, and June 
9, 1886.) 
LIST OF ENTRIES IN REGISTER OF MOLLUSKS. 
Entries. Number. 
2138 to 2151. _______ 13 
940~ 9526.----· -· 122 
12258 12501 ........ :l43 
2762f, 27(i71 . ·- . _ . _ .. 46 
28070 28080 .. ___ . _ . 10 
33676 33751. _____ .. 75 
34630 34651. __ --- -- 21 
3750:1 38750. ____ . .. 1,247 
38751 39901. _____ '.. 1,lfiO 
40522 40902 .. ____ .. :{80 
41426 41675. ____ . _ . 249 
43651 46150 ... ___ .. 2,499 
48551 49050 .. ___ . .. 499 
50226 51200 ___ __ _ -- 974 
52000 5223U . ____ . _ . 239 
52 8 53207. _______ 319 
53451 fi8350 ______ .. 4,899 
5 :1Gl 63250 .. _ --· .. 4, 899 
63251 64005 .. - - .... 754 
Total. __________ 16,G3t3 
OTE.-At , n a.v r3:0' , of Llire specim 11 to an entry this wonld indicate between 
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CONDITION OF 'rHE COLLECTION OF MOLLUSKS. 
As stated in previous reports the total number of specimens in the 
collection can only be estimated.. Not including the material in the 
hands of' Professor Verrill and assistants, but including duplicates 
and alcoholic specimens, the total last year must have been in the vicin-
ity of 400,000. The number received during the year has not been 
counted, as much of it still remains in the original packages. Not until 
our arrearages are closed up shall we be able to state categorically the 
annual numerical changes in a collection comprising so many minute 
objects, of which there may be hundreds in a single box or bottle. 
The number of entries in the Museum register of mollusks, including 
quaternary fossils, from July 1, 1885, to June 30, 1886, inclusive, was 
18,638, repres~nting between 50,000 and 60,000 individual specimens. 
During the twenty years or more which have passed over the collection 
since I first made· acquaintance wi.th it up to July 1, 1885, the total 
number of entries has been 42,440; or much less than three times as 
many as have been attended to in the single year just closed. 
During the past year we have closed up all vacancies in tbe catalogue 
arising from whatever causes, except those where numbers have been 
reserved for Professor Verrill for use in connection with the Fish Com-
mission collection temporarily at New Haven. In future, therefore, 
the schedule of entries given in the appendix to this report will proba-
bly be much less complicated. The last number actually used in 1886 
was 64005, but the full schedule is comprised in Appendix C. 
As explained above and in previous reports a categorical enumera-
tion of the material, reserve and duplicate, in the custody of this de-
partment is at present impracticable, and even an estimate must neces-
sarily be of a very approximate nature. 
The need of intelligent clerical assistance in this department is greater 
than ever since the disablement of our most efficient clerk by illness, the 
termination of which can not yet be predicted. 

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS IN THE U, S, NATIONAL 
MUSEUM li'OR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886, 
By C. V. RILEY, Honorary Curator. 
Beyond the mere preservation of accessions and proper attention to 
correspondence little original Museum work has been attempted, as 
the curator's services are voluntary, and the only assistance furnished 
was the temporary employment for a few months of Mr. Albert Koe-
bele. Much was, however, done, indirectly, through the Entomologi-
cal Div-ision of the Department of Agriculture, as more or less pure 
Museum work is consectaneous with that of said division. 
In August, 1885, Mr. J.B. Smith, of Brooklyn, N. Y., already favor-
ably known by his writings on Lepidoptera and Coleoptera and by 
his activity as a member of the Brooklyn Entomological Society, was, 
upon my recommendation, appointed as assistant, and with this ap-
pointment assured I formally donated my private collections to the 
Museum. 
THE RILEY: DO.NATION. 
This is mentioned among the accessions as No. 16738, and as the cir-
cumstances connected with the donation will probably be alluded to in 
the-repol't of the Assistant Director, I give in this connection merely a 
general statement of its contents and condition, as follows: 
PINNED MATERIAL. 
Boxes. I Speci-;mens. 
- -------------------1---
661 24,796 
127 4~, 613 
Hymenoptera, ____ .. ________ ... __ . ___ .... -.·- _ •.. ______ .. 
Coleoptera ____________ ••.• ______ ·-·--· _______________ _ 
338 17,098 
21 5,646 







Lepidoptera ••.... ______ -----· ____________ .•.•... _____ _ 
Diptcra .....•.. ....• . .••••..... ________ .•.. ··---- ____ . 
Ilemiptera ·----- ...••. ______ .••••. ______ ..•••. _______ _ 
Ortboptera ______ ··-··· ·----· ______ .••••. ________ .••.•. 
N europtcra _______ ..•. __ .. ____ . ____ . __ . ___ .. ____ . _____ . 
.A.r::tehnida and Myripoda. ____ .. _____ . . ______ . ___ . _____ . 
Insect a.rcbitecturo ____ ·--- ________________________ .... 
Miscellaneous (not yet arranged) . ___ .. ____ .. _ •••.. _. __ . 
Galls and gall insects _. ___ . _ .... ____ ... ___ .. ___ . ___ . _ .. 
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In addition to these pinned specimens, the collection contains some 
nineteen large boxes of alcoholic material, chiefly of the adolescent state 
of insects, comprising some 2,850 vials, in many cases several specie · 
being contained in a single vial. The early states of the minuter in-
sects are mounted in balsam on slides (1 by 3 inches), of which the col-
lection contains upward of 3,000, most of the slides holding the content. 
of three cover glasses. The collection contains a large number of un-
described species in all orders. 
The mounted material is contained for the .most part in double-folding 
boxes, about 32 by 22 by 8 centimeters, made into book form and care-
fully lined on both sides with cork and covered with paper. A certain 
proportion of the boxes are less than 7 centimeters wide and are lined 
only on one side. There are also two cabinets, one with sixteen large 
glass-covered drawers, and another (still at my residence for want of 
room) of sixty glass-covered drawers. The specimens are all duly cla, i-
fied and labeled, and in excellent order and preservation. The label · 
include notes as to locality and food habit, and are also in many cases 
numbered to correspond to detailed notes as to adolescent states and 
habits. The co1lection was begun twenty-five years ago, and represent.i 
my continuous collectings since, including my ,own types and many of 
other authors received in exchange. It embraces few exotic specie 
and is more particularly rich in biological material, containing morl' 
blown and alcoholic larvm and pupm in connection with their imago ' 
than perhaps any other collection of -North American insects. lnclucl-
ing the unarranged and alcoholic material not connected with the pinned 
specimens, there are over 20,000 species in the collection. 
With this new departure and the permaneu't establishment of the <le-
partment it may not be inappropriate to state what should be the aim 
and objects of such a department, or at least what I conceive they shonlcl 
be and shall strive for. Uollections of objects intelligently brought to-
gether are necessarily educational in influence; but a national collection 
of insects, on account of the very great number of species and the ex-
ceeding minuteness and the fragility of the great majority of the specie , 
as compared with other animals, must needs have a dual character, and 
should consist of ( 1) the cabinet or study collection proper and (2) tb 
exhibit collection. 
The ideal cabinet collection of a National Museum should represent, 
as completely as possible, the fosect fauna of the country, properly 
classified and determined. It can, necessarily, have littl~ interest for 
the public at large and should be consecrated to the use of the special-
i tan to tbe advancement of the science of entomology. For thi 
purpo e it b uld be mo t carefully guarded and con erved in the b t-
made draw r and ·ca e and ecnred alike from light and the too cor -
t nt handlinO' of them r enrion . It hould con titute a tudy c l-
1 i u t , bi ·h worker ar lrawn for unpubli heel facts and £ r 
termi atio . . t hould be so well conserved and 
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provided for as to induce describers of new species to add to it their 
types or authentic duplicates thereof. It will be many years ere such 
an ideal collection can be gotten together, and none now living may 
witne~s it, but the material now on band forms a gooclfoundation for it. 
The exhibit collection should be something entirely independent" and 
apart from the other, and, on account of the rapid deterioration. of in-
sect specimeus constantly on ex;hibition and necessarily much exposed 
to light, should eonsist, as far as possible, of duplicates only, or of such 
commoner species as can be easily replaced. Intended for the instruc-
tion and edification of the lay visitor to the Museum, it should illus-
trate in the boldest possible way the salient characters of the class, the 
larger classifactory divisions and the structures on which they are 
based, the wonderful metamorphoses and economies of the commoner 
and easily recognized species and particularly in their relations to man 
either directly or indirectly through injury or benefit. 
The value of such an exhibit collection depends very much on con-
spicuity, and this can best be obtained by the liberal use of diagrams 
and enlarged drawings, as the majority of tue most interesting species 
and those which most concern men are almost microscopic in size. 
Such an e:xhibit collection will miss its mark an.d object whenever it ex-
ceeds these limits, and by too much detail seeks to interest and instruct 
the specialh,t or in other ways trenches on the function of the study 
collection. As the Museum, in this department, will, · in accordance 
with statute (Revised Statutes, sec. 5586), receive a great deal of its best 
i:naterial through the Department of Agriculture, ·one of the chief aims 
of this national collection should be to reciprocate, not only by preserv-
ing all systematic material and thus aiding said Department of Agri-
culture in necessary determinations, but by giving particular attention 
to the biological side of the collection. This I have endeavored to do, 
and the collections illustrating the biology of North American insects 
are probably the largest in the world. 
The character of the drawers and cabinets employed in such a national 
collection is important; for upon it the future preservation of specimens 
very greatly depends. Knowing it to be Professor Goode's desire to 
adapt, as far as possible, the drawers used in all departments to the 
unit size which he bas adopted for the lYiuseum, some effort was made 
in this direction, but the adaptation, while possible for the exhibit col- . 
lection, was found impracticable, or at least very undesirable, for the 
study collection. Hence, after carefully studying, in person, the differ-
ent forms and patterns used. for entomological collections both in this 
country and Europe, as well as by private individuals and public fo-
stitutions, we have adopted a drawer _and cabinet essentially after the 
pattern of tliose used in the British (South Kensington) Museum, best 
adapted in size to our own requirements or conception. The drawers are 
square, with an outsi<l.e measurement of 18 inches and an outside depth 
of 3 i.nche.s. The sides and back have a thickness of three-eighths of_ an 
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inch, while the front is :five-eighths of an inch thick. The pieces are 
firmly dove-tailed· together, the front being clean and the dove-tailing 
blind. The bottom is of three-ply cross-grained veneer, run into a 
groove at the sides, leaving a clear inside depth of 2-y-1-6 inches to the 
frame of the cover. The bottoms are lined fa all but forty of the drawers 
with first quality cork one-fourth of an inch thick. At a distance of one-
fourth of an inch from the· sides and back and three-eighths of an inch 
from the front there is an inside box of one-eighth inch whitewood closely 
fitted, and held in place by blocks between it and the outer box. There 
is thus between the inner and outer box a clear space all round, in which 
insecticides or disinfectants can be placed to keep out Museum pests, 
making it impossible for such to get into the inner box containing the 
specimens without first passing through this poisonous cbam ber. The 
entire inside is lined with white paper, or, in the case of the uncorked 
boxes, painted with zinc-white. The front is furnished with a plain. 
knob. The cover is of glass, set into a frame three-fourths of an inch 
wide, three-eighths of an inch thick, with a one-fourth-inch tongue 
fitting closely into the · space between the inner lining and outer box, 
which here serves as a groove. This arrangement secures a perfectl.Y 
tight box of convenient size, and not unwieldy for handling when study-
ing the collection. 
The material of which these boxes are made is California reel wood, 
except the cover frame, which is mahogany. The cabinets containing 
these drawers are 36 inches high, 40 inches wide, 21 inches deep (all 
outside measurements), and are closed by two paneled doors. Each 
cabinet contains twenty drawers in two rows of ten each, the drawers 
running on hard-wood tongues which fit into grooves on the side of the 
box. These cabinets are also of redwood. In the selecticn of redwood 
as material for the drawers and cabinets the Curator was influenced l>y 
a desire to secure a handsome piece of furniture at a moderate ·cost, and 
if carefully :finished they would have answered expectations. A.:ii, how-
ever, it was necessary under the present laws to give the work to tlle 
lowest bidder, the contract for making them was awarded to one who 
furnished a set of cabinets which were barely within the specifications. 
The work is machine :finished, carelessly put together, and evidently 
run through with little regard for anything save to come within the 
absolute terms of the specifications. 
The cabinets therefore, while very satisfactory, convenient, and safe~ 
do not present the neat and tasty appearance and careful finish that 
they would have had if they had been made by a careful and skilled 
mechanic. In future we intend to use cherry for the cabinets and ma-
hogany for the drawers. These woods, while more expensive, are much 
more durable, and in all re pects preferable. 
The ulk of the collection is still contained in small folding boxes 
which are admirably suited for containing a working collection, espe-
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cially of those orders comprising smaller insects lik~ Coleoptera, Hy· 
meuoptera, etc. These folding boxes have the great ad vantage of being 
readily re-arranged upon shelves and of being very easily nsed in 
study. 
The folding boxes finally adopted are of white pine, shellacked, and 
varnished, the bottom and top double, and cross-grained to prevent 
warping. They are 13 by 8¼ inches outside measurement, the top and 
bottom projecting slightly at the front and sides. The inside measure-
ment is lli by 7. The sides, back, and front are five-sixteenths of a.n 
inch thick, with a machine joint, which is neat and very secure. The 
boxes are 2~ inches in outside depth, unequally divided, the lower por-
tion 1~- inches outside depth, lined inside with a thin whitewoodlining, 
projecting three-fourths of an inch above the rim of the outside box. 
Over this pr~iecting lining the cover part of the box closes and makes 
thus a <lust and museum pest-tight box. The bottom is cork-lined and 
covered with a fine white glazed paper. 
All the boxes are furnished with neat brass label holders into which 
a card containing a list of the contents can· be readily placed and re-
moved at pleasure. The two parts of the box are hinged together and 
held closed by two small brass hooks closing over a neat· brass screw. 
Similar boxes have been used by a number of collectors and given some 
satisfaction. The good features of all are, we believe, united in this 
box, the workmanship of which also leaves little to be desired. 
The biological material is, very much of it, alcoholic, for though many 
of the. immature states of insects may be preserved by dry processes 
yet the bulk must needs be kept in alcohol. Where the material is in 
duplicate it is well, when it is not too heavy or cumbersome, to place · 
such ~iological material with the systematic collection, yet experience 
has taught me that it is wiser to make a separate biological collection, 
and this it is proposed to do. This collection will in fact be a feature 
of the Museum collection in the future. Hence it was very desirable to 
adopt some method of securing the vials in such a manner that they can 
be easily moved from one place to another, and fastened in the ordinary 
boxes and drawers employed for pinned insects. The vials in use to 
preserve such specimens as must be left in alcohol or other liquids are 
straight glass tubes of varying diameters and lengths with round bot-' 
tom and smooth, even mouth. The stopples in use are of rubber, which, 
when tightly put into the vial, the air being nearly all expelled, keep 
the contents of the vial intact and safe 'for years. · 
Various forms of bottles are used in museums for the preservation of 
minute alcoholic material. I have tried the flattened and the square and 
have studied various other forms of these vials; but I am satisfied· that 
those just described, which are in use by Dr. Hagen in the Cambridge 
Museum, are, all things considered, the most convenient and economi-
cal. A more difficult problem- to solve was a- convenient and satisfac-
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tory method of hqkling tllese vials arid of fastening them into drawers 
or cases held at all angles, from perp·endicular to horizontal. Most alco-
holic collections are simply kept standing, either in tubes with broa!l 
basP.s or in tubes held in wooden or other receptacles; but for a biolog-
ical collection of insects something that could be used in connection 
with the pin_ned specimens and that could be easily removed from place 
to place was desirable. After trying many different contrivances 1 
finally prepared a block, with l\Ir. Hawley's assistance, which answers 
every purpose of simplicity, neatness, security, and convenience. It i!-1, 
so far as I know, unique, and will be of advantage for the sa~ purpose 
to other museums. Hence I have concluded in this report to give a 
. brief description of it. It has been in use now for the past three years, 
and in every way has been of great help and satisfaction in the arrange-
ment and preservation of the alcoholic specimens. 
The blocks are oblong, one-fourth of an inch thick, the ends (cc, fig. 1) 
beveled, the sides straight. They vary of course in length and breadth, 
according to the different sizes of the vials, and are painted white. 
Upon the upper side of these blocks are fastene<l. two curved clamps of 
spring wire (b b, fig. 2), forming about two-thirds of a complete circle. 
The fastening to the block is simple and s.ecure. The wire is first bent 
into a loop as shown in figure, a brad-awl is used to make a slot in the 
block into which this loop is forced (e, fig. 3), a drop of warm water 
heing first put into the slot to softeu the wood which swells and closes 
so firmly a.round the wire that it requires considerable force to pull it 
out. Four pointed wire nails (d d d d, fig. 4) set into the bottom so as 
to project about one-fourth an inch serve to hold the block to the cork 
bottom of the case or· drawer in which it is desirable to place it. The 
method of use is simple and readily seen from the corresponding figures 
which represent the block from all sides. 
The advantages of the block are the ease and security with which it 
can be placed into or removed from a box, the ease with which a vial 
can be slipped into or removed from the wire clamps, the security with 
which it is held, and the fact that practically no part of the contents 
of the vial is obscured by the holder-the whole being visible from 
above. 
The beveled ends or the block may be used for labeling, or pieces of 
clean card-board cut so a!:! to project somewhat on all sides may be 
used for this purpose and will be held secure by the pins betw~en the 
block and the cork of the drawers. 
Our routine work ha. consisted of (1) acknowledgment and preserva-
tion f the acce iom~, (~) the departmental eorrespondence, (3) t~e de-
termination of mat rial ent in for naming, (4) exchanges, (5) utilization 
of ld alcoholic m t rial, (G) work on the exhibit collection, (7) work on 
th tu Y coll ction, ( ) proper supervi ion and pre ervation of all co!-
lection , an<l may b re fully con idered under these everal heads. 





e-~ JI .d 
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V IAL-HOLDER DESIGNED BY C. V. RILEY, AND IN USE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF INSECTS. 
a, the block ; b, spring wire clamps ; c, beveled enu.s of block ; d, pointed wire nails. (Lettering on 
all figures the same.) 
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The following list comprises a few of the most important acces~ions 
of the year :* 
16364. A large lot of miscellaneous insects from Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, Fort Wingate, 
N. Mex:. ; received September 3 and 5, 1885. This lot of insects contained a 
very large number of specimens of all orders, embracing just such species 
as a superficial collection would make in that locality. The insects were 
all mounted and det'3rmined, at considerable expenditure of time and labor, 
and a tolerably complete list of the material was sent to Dr. Shufeldt. It 
contained a few species of value to the Museum, but more of them were du-
plicates, and some of them, owing to their being preserved in alcohol, were 
useless. 
16408. Mixed insects (13 v ials) from Panama, from Drs. George W. and Wolfred Nel-
son, 346 and 348 Broadway, New York; received September 7, 1885. Most 
of theee were the common Central American forms, but the specimens were 
mostly good and useful as exhibit material. 
16401. A large lot of Coleoptera (unmounted), from Prof. A. Duges, Guanajuato, 
Mexico; received September 11, 1885. This collection was all mounted and 
arranged and partly determined. There were many species and considerably 
more than 1,500 specimens. Some of these insects have been used in the ex-
hibition collection and others are held as the nucleus to a collection of Mex-
ican Coleoptera. 
16538. Several specimens of t he larvre of Eristalis tenu, from Dr. 0. R. Early, Ken-
t ucky street, Colum bus, Ky., said to have been taken from the bowels of a 
fomale patient. A letter was written to Dr. Early asking further details 
and evidence as to the fact of this locality for the larva, but no reply was 
ever obtained. Whether the doctor found his original statement based upon 
a misapprehension or whether professional duties prevented can not be dis-
covered. 
16626. Bot-fly larva of the genus Cutereb1·a, from the neck of a lady, presented by 
Miss Lavinia C. Dundore, Washington, D. C. A most interesting accession 
and contribution to the subject of parasites upon man. Its parasitism upon 
t he human sped es is doubtless accidental, and at the same time the circum-
stances of the case it self are so interesting that we sha.11 refer·to them again 
at greater length at some future time. · 
16738. Collection of about 800 boxes, containing 118,000 specimens of 20,000 species 
of insects from various localities, from Prof. C. V. Riley, Washington, D. C. 
The regular accession card of this collection was receivedNovember3; 1885, 
but the collection had practically been in the possession of the Museum long 
previously. Under this accession is included our donation to the Museum, . 
referred to at greater length in another portion of the report. 
17077. E xotic Lepidoptera (95), mostly duplicates, from Europe, spread and in good 
condition, from John B. Smith, the assistant curator; received January 13, 
1886. 
17078. , Exotic Lepidoptera ( 43 specimens, 31 species), mostly from Africa and India, 
· spread and in good condition, from B. Neumoegon, box 2581! New York City. 
These specimens were obtained by the assistant curator during a brief visit 
t o New York City, where he also determined many of the exotic Lepidop-
tera, which were unnamed in the Museum collection. 
16345. Alcoholic insects (3 vials), from Wytheville, Va.; received January 13, 1886. 
* In P ar t v, List of Accessions, mention is made of all the material received by th-, 
Department during t he year. In this place, therefore, it is unnecessary to do more 
than refer to the more important accessions. 
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16400. Alcoholic insects (1 vial), from Wytheville, Va.; received February 1, 1886. 
The three last-mentioned accessions are from Col. M. McDonald, U.S. Fish 
Commission, and consist mostly of aquatic insects, largely neuropterou~ 
larvre. AU were duly determined and preserved, and a list furnished Colone. 
McDonald. 
171:39. Mexican insects, a large collection of Coleoptera, Hemiptera, and Lepiuoptera, 
from J. Farrari Perez, naturalist of the Mexican Geographical arnl Explor-
ing Commission. This is an important accession, containing more than a 
thousand specimens of the three orders, all mounted and many of them 
named. In conjunction with the insects sent by Professor Duges there is 
quite a fair collection of Mexican Coleoptera. 
17221. U, S. Diurnal Lepidoptera, comprising many of the rarer species needed in 
the collection, and a collection of European Coleoptera, from J.B. Smith, 
the assistant curator. The European Coleoptera were brought in for the 
exhibition collection, and are sufficient in number to give a fair idea of the 
European fauna. · 
17245. Lepidoptera (3 boxes), mostly micros., and mosLly from Texas, from A. Bolter, 
172 Van Buren street, Chicago, Ill.; received March 19, 1886. One box 
contained larger, named species, some of them rather rare, while the two 
others contained micros.' unspread and undetermined. 
17556. Belostoma a.mericanum, from W. S. Primrose, Raleigh, N. C.; received April 3, 
1886. During the 'latter part of March Belostoma americanum appeared in 
unusually large numbers, and flying in great quantities to the electric 
lights, were observed by many different persons and in many instances sent 
to the department. 
17G83. Aninesia granicollis (6 specimens), from R. D. Nevins, Olympia, Wash.; received 
May 12, 1886. This insect is said to injure fruit trees by gnawing off buds, 
but no details are given. It is the first appearance of this species as an in-
jurious insect. 
17628. Lucan-us elaphus (1), from Mrs. Richard Carter, Cloverport, Ky.; received June 
12, 1886. This specimen, it was alleged, was taken from the foot-board of a 
bee-hive, whero it had posted itself before the opening and was capturing 
the bees as they came out! This habit is so at variance with the known 
habits of this species that confirmation is needed of the facts stated by our 
correspondent. 
There were altogether 103 accessions during the year, which came to 
the department in the ordinary course, a large proportion useless for 
any purpose. In addition to these numbered accessions, many speci-
mens have been added through the curator and the assistant, and sev-
eral important collections have been added through the Department of 
Agriculture. First among these latter is the collection of Lepidoptera, 
purchased from Mr. 0. Meske, of Albany, N. Y. This collection con-
tains many types and typical specimens of American insects, and some 
years ago ranked as one of the finest in the United States. 
There are fully 700 species and ov·er 2,000 specimens contained in 
forty-five gla s-covered drawers and boxes, and a.s a whole in very good 
condition~ It contains a fair collection of European species also, ob-
t ined in exchange from ome f the leading lepidopterists of Germany. 
There wa al o purcha. ed by the department for the Museum the col-
l ction of the late H. K. Iorri ·on, f Morganton, N. C., containing a 
~ w L pid pter , i t ra, and ur pt ra, and a very large lot of Cole-
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optera-many hundreds of species and many thousands of specimens, 
contained in fifty-six large double boxes and forty-five cigar boxes. 
This collection contains a considerable number of species not in the 
other Museum collection, and an abundance of duplicate material valu-
able for exchange. 
l\lr. A. Koebcle, collecting for the department in California, has sent 
in thousands of insects of all orders very carefully mounted and con-
taining a large number of new species. 
The correspondence has been, for the most part, confined to the neces-
sities of the routine work, but has necessarily increased wi.th the new 
impetus given to the department. 
A number of insects have been received for determination and study, 
and the following list of determinations furnished, whether through the 
ordinary routine or by direct sendings to the curator or the assistant, 
will show the work in this direction: 
September 29, 1885. Insects of all orders (several thousand speci-
mens~ about 300 species), mounted and determined for Dr. R W. Shu-
feldt, Fort Wingate, N. Mex. 
October 23, 1885. Lepidoptera(30 species), for Mr. H. L. Clark~ Prov-
idence, RI. 
November 16, 1885. Noctuiurn (8 species), for Mr. By. Edwards, 
New York City. 
December 18, 1885, Coleoptera (63 species), for W. H. Harrison, 
post-office department, Ottawa, Ontario. 
December 10, 1885. Lepidoptera (42 species), for W. N. Tallant, 73 
Jefferson avenue, Columbus, Ohio. 
During the months of December anu January the naturalists of the 
Mexican Exploring Commission had their collection of insects in the 
rooms of the department, and all facilities for the determination and 
classification of their material that the collections offered were afforded 
them in return for their generous gift to the Museum. A synonymical 
list of ninety species of Lepidoptera with bibliograpllical references was 
prepared by Mr: Smith and handed Senor Aguillero for incorporation 
in bis report on the collections. 
January 30, 1886. Coleoptera (51 species), for Mr. W. W. Hill, Al-
bany, N. Y. · 
February 3, 1886. Lepidoptera (29 species), for Mr. Howard L. Clark, 
Providence, R. I. 
February 12, 1886. Diptera, Hemiptera., and Hymenoptera (insects, 
167 species), for F. W. Klages, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
March 8, 1886. Lepidoptera (27 species), for Dr. C. S. McKnight, 
Saranac Lake,~- Y. 
Ma:r;ch 16, 1886. Insects (38 species and many specimens of all or 
ders), for Col. M. McDonald, U.S. Fish Commission. 
April 29, 1886. Small series of Pyralidre, compared with Museum 
material for Dr. George D. Hulst, Brooklyn, ~- Y. 
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June 2, 1886. Coleoptera (25 species), named for George F. Curtiss, 
Boston, Mass. 
June 30, 1886. Ooleoptera (16 species), for Charles W. Leng, New 
York City. 
June 30, 1886. Lepidoptera (38 species), for William H. Ashmead, 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
~ o attempt has yet been made to carry on a definite sy:stem of ex-
changes, as this can only be done to advantage when once the study 
collection in any order, or more limited group, has been fully re-
arranged, when our own desiderata and the duplicates we have to spare 
in exchange can be fully ascertained. A. great deal of. good duplicate 
and exchange material has already been separated, and I hope to make 
use of it in the near future. 
Prior to the time when I was placed in charge of the department 
a very large amount of alcoholic material of all kinds had accumu-
lated, some of it ten~ fifteen, or twenty year's old. Much of it had been 
soaking, un_profitably, in the Department of Agriculture, but a good 
deal was from time to time discovered in the basement of the Smith-
sonian. The examination of this material and the mounting and pres-
ervation of the useful or well preserved specimens required fully three 
months of steady labor, resulting in a weeding out of useless and cum-
bersome material, and an arrangement or classification of that part of 
the material which for any reason it was deemed advisable to pre-
serve. Some of this material was labeled with accession numbers 
which, so far as could be ascertained, bore no relation to the present 
t-ystem of accession records, and were consequently of little value. A 
li::;t has, however, heen kept of au material thrown away. It consists 
chiefly of the larger Myriapods and .Arachnids many times multiplied· 
and unfit for use. The discovery that among this old material there were 
some typical specimens of scorpions led to a close examination of this 
part of the collection, and a fine series of scorpions has beeu- selected 
and arranged. There are still many undetermined specimens, and itis 
probable that new species will be found among them. Dr. George Marx 
has promised to study and report upon them. _ 
The principal routine work of the year bas been on the exhibit col 
1 ction. The material from the New Orleans exposition which, as 
stated in my last year's report, had arrived in fairly good condition, ha 
been put in place, as alsv the exhibit of forest tree insects which I 
prepar d for the International Forestry Exhibit at Edinburgh in 1884:. 
Th additional work done on this exhfoit collection is indicated in the 
coll ction . The mo t noteworthy are the cases illustrative of the gen-
ral cla. ification of Arthropod and those devoted to a more full ex-
p iti u f the cla ifi.cation of the order Lepidoptern. A serie of 
fifty- ·ix framed pictur · r pr enting variou kinds of machinery or 
pr parati n £ r de tr ying iu ct8 -wa prepared and placed on exhi-
iti , n a. fur h r rie f thirty pictures, representing m thods of 
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silk culture in J apau, received from Mr. Hitchcock, was also placed 011 
exhibition. 
The exhibit collection was opened to the public in April Jast. 
On account of bis familiarity with the Macro-Lepidoptera I have hacl 
the assistant devote most of his time, not otherwise occupied, to the 
arrangerneut of these insects in the permanent drawers, the progress 
bciug indicated in the statement of condition. As Entomologist of the 
Departmeut of Agriculture, I was also able. in connection with the work 
of that Department, and without ex1lense to the Museum, to secure tiie 
servic.es of Dr. S. W. vVilliston, of New Haveu, during January and 
February, in arranging a large part of the Diptera and more partic-
ularly the Syrphidre. 
In like man11er the services of Prof. H. Osborn, of Ames, Iowa, were 
obtained, and be rearranged and cia::isified the collection of iiemiptera 
Heteroptera accordi11g to Ulller's new li::it issued during the year.* 
A large mun ber of exotic Lepi<.loii>tera of the Museum were 1umamed, 
and the assistant was directed to make two trips to New York City, 
and there sncceeded in identifying most of the species. · 
Ith; noteworthy, as illustrating the rich accumulations now compris-
i11g this national collection, that each of these specialists found much 
of iuterest and very inauy new or unde::icribed species and even new 
genera. Added to the work here indicated must be mentioned my in-
dividual efforts in the rearrauging aud perfecting of different families 
i11 several orders, but more particularly in the Micro-Lepicloptera. My 
lH'alt ll baviug broken down last spring, I was forced to seek its resto-
1 utiou in rest from work, aud in a trip made to Europe I took "Tith me 
rnud1 uudetermined material, especially in Tortricidre, Tineidre, and 
· Pyralidre. Here again the amount of undescribed material proved very 
large, an<l mucll of it will be described before long by Ragonot; of Paris, 
and Lord Wah,ingharu, of England, to whom, for much courteous aid 
already given, I take this opportunity of publicly expressing my 
thanks. · 
Jt is a matter of some difficulty to make anything like an accurate 
statement of the number of specimens or species in the collectlon-the 
former rum; up into tlle hundreds of thousands, the latter well into the 
tens of thousands. So far as the data are accurately obtainable the 
collectioa consists of the following: 
EXHIBI11 COLLEC11IeN. 
Nu ru ber of cases on ex hi bi tion ......... _ ...........•......•••• _ ....... __ ..... _.. 9 
\Vall-screen cases .............•.... -----· ·-·-·· .........•.. --- · -·; ··--· ____ ____ 4 
Wall-screen frames for pictures .... _ ................ _. _ ........ ___ •.. ___ •.. __ .., _. 2 
Total ................... _. __ .. ____ .. ___ ... ____ ... _ •.... _ •.. ____ ... ,. _. _ _ _ _ 15 
~ Check List of the Hemiptera Heteroptera of North America, by Philip R. Uhler, 
Brooklyn Ent. Soc., Brooklyn, N. Y., February, 1886. 
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The exhibition collection is classified as follows : 
Ec~nomic collection.-This is comprised Ju five cases containing twen· 
ty-four unit boxes (two of the cases being filleu with machinery), and 
one wall screen of sixty framed pictures representing insecticide ap· 
pliances. 
A statement of the nature of this collection was given in my last 
annual report, the arrangement showing number of specimens and 
species as follows: . 
Speci- . Samples 
mens. Species. of work. 
-----------------------1-------- ----
Inju1·jous to apple_ ...••••.•.•.... _._ ....••....... -- --- . 
Injurious to enemies of same._. __ ....••..............•.. 
Injurious to pear ....••.....•.•....•........•.•.....•.•.. 
Injurious to peach .•...............•.........••......... 
. ~nerµies of same ...........•• _ ••................. .. 
lnJunous to orange .......... ........................•... 
Scale insects-large numbers. 
Enemies to Scale and other insects .......••..... ~ ...•••. 
Injurious ~o strawberry ..........•.......... _ ........... . 
. ~nem1es ... ............•.........••.••.. ............ 
In~ur~ous to raspberry ...........................•..... . 
lnJ unous to currant • . . . . .............................. . 
Enemies ........................................•••. 
Injurious to gooseberry ................................ . 
Injurious to melon .......... . ..... ~ ................... . . 
Enemies ...............................•......•.... . 
Injurious to cranberry ................................•. 
. ~nemies·-··:·························-· ··········· 
lnJur10us to persimmon ............ : . .,_ ................ . 
Enemies ............... .. .........•...... ~ ......... . 
Inju~~~~t~s~.r~.~~·.::: ·.·.:::: :·.:: · ... : : : : : ~'~:::: :: : : : : : ·.:::: 
Iujurious to sugar cane ................................ . 
Inju~~~~i~s ~~~~::::: ·.: ·.: ·.: ·.::::::::::: ·.::: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Injurious to rice ..................... , ................. . 
Enemies ........................................... . 
Injurious to Indian corn ............................... . 
Enemies ........................................... .' 
Injurious to small grain ............•.•......•........... 
Enemies ..•.•.•••..........•............•......... .. 
Injurious to stored grains .....................• _ •....... 
Injurious to cotton ..........•....•...................... 
Enemies ....•.................••..•..•.....•........ 
Inju~~~!iis ~~~~~:::::: _-::::: .·::::::::::: .":::::::::: : : : : 
lbjurious to clover ...........•.....•.................... 
Enemies .......................•..•................. 
Injurious to pea and bean ..... .,. ...•..................... 
Injurious to cabbage and cauli.fl.ower ...••..•.........•.. 
Enemies .........•............•..........••••....•.. 
Ioj urious to sweet potato ...•........................•• . 
Injurious to potato . ..•••............................... 
Inju~i~~m\~\~~;t~:::: ~::: :: ~::::::: :: : : : ::::::::::: ::·: 
Inju!~::io
8t~b;~~"c;· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · ·· · · · · 
}n,jur!ous to a paraat~~~~=:~::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: 
J°~ur!ou to oion .................•.................... 
DJar10W1 to stock . ...... ...•............................ 
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The total number of specimens given is somewhat misleading, because 
occasionally, as in the Ooccidrn, a branch or leaf _contains dozens, here 
been counted as one, and so also of a lar-va, pupa, and imago, or pt1pa 
and imago which are often counted as one. A group of parasites gre-
garious on a larva is also often counted as a single specimen. 
In addition there are to almosli every species drawings, or figures, 
specially printed from the woodcuts in my reports on the Insects of 
Missouri or in the reports of the Department of Agriculture, which en-
hance the value of the collection and rend·er it more instructive to those 
interested in agriculture. 
Added'. to and forming a part of this collection are four unit boxes 
containing samples of forty different insecticide substances, four unit 
boxes containing forty-three different kinds of nozzles for spraying, 
a box containing various kinds of fly papers, and two large cases con-
tainfog twenty-five different kinds of pumps, bellows, blowers, etc., for 
applying poisons to plants. 
The collection of forestry insects is included in eight unit boxes, and 
is arranged on a plan similar to that of the preceding collection, the 
.insects affecting . each tree being grouped so as to show the manner of 
work. · Like that collection, it is also profusely illustrated with fignres 
from the reports above mentioned. 
It contains as follows: 
Injurious to-
Pine .................... •.•...• ..... _ .. _. ___ .. _. _ .. ·• __ . 




Tulip tree .....................•........................ 
Willow ...................... ___ ........ _. __ ... _ ... ___ .. 
Poplar .............•... _ ..... _ .... _ .....•• __ .. __ . _ ..... 
r~~-o_l~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : = : : : : : = : = : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Sassafras .......• _. _ ... ___ ..•.••... _ . _ •... __ ••.......... 
Linden ..............•••....................... ____ ..... 
~:,r:!f;1uC:: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::~::::: :::: :::::: :::::: 
,T nne or service berry ............. __ ................... . 
TI~~r ~~~~?:: _- _-: _·: _-_-_-_- .- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Pear or thorn ............•...............••.......•...... 
Mesquite ...• __ •. _. _ ..... _ ..... _ ... ____ .... __ . _. _ ..... _. 
·iitl~}'.11It~i!!!~lii!!!!!i!!!i!!!!\!!\!!!!!!!!!i!!: 
Elm 
Total ............. ... ..... . ................ .. ... . 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--13 
Speci- . Samples 
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Galls and gall insects.-As pertaining rather more to this portion of 
the collection it is well to mention here a collection of specimens and 
. drawings of European galls and gall insects prepared by the late 
A..ndrew W. Murray and received by the Museum from the Centennial 
Exposition at Philadelphia, containing specimens or drawings of 212 
species, with admirable enfarged diagrams of structure and economy. 
Silk culture.-The exhibit consists of two or really three parts: 
(1) Thirty Japanese pictures, framed on a wall screen showing 
methods or silk culture in Japan, and 17 specimens of the stands, trays, 
and boxes illustrated. 
(2) Two unit boxes containing 7 species and l 5 specimens of native and 
foreign silk worms, and 215 specimens or samples of silk, from the divis-
ion of silk culture, Bureau of Entomology, Department of Agriculture. 
(3) Six unit boxes received from Mr. H,, Hitchcock, containing 48 
sorts or varieties of cocoons, and silk in various forms, and about 300 
specimens all told. 
Insect architecture.-Two wall screen cases contain 30 specimens of 
insect architecture, mostly the work of Hymenoptera. This collection 
is still very incomplete, and it is intended at some future date to enlarge 
this portion of the exhibit so as to give a fair idea of the variety and 
skill of insects in all branches of building. 
Synoptic collection.-This collection is intended to give to the student 
and general visitor an outline of the classification of insects. Starting 
with a definition of the class, and a brief description of each order, the 
peculiar features only beirig given, and drawings or specimens illus-
trating each definition. 
This box contains 62 species and 78 specimens besides the drawings. 
Two boxes are devoted to Lepidoptera, and contain definitions of all 
the families, drawi:ngs of venation, and other structural details. They 
contain 62 species and 121 specimens. 
One box is devoted to Hemiptera, and this is still incomplete in the 
section Homoptera. The section He.teroptera contains 26 species and 
130 specimens. It is designed to continue work on this collection and 
to cover all orders in the same way ; but the work is an extremely slow 
one, requiring much time a;nd labor in the preparation of drawings, the 
selection of material, and its proper arrangement. 
Show colleotion.-This contains twenty unit boxes of insects; foreign 
Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, selected to please that portion of the visi-
tocs to the Museum that care only to feast the eye. It contains showy 
butterflies, immense moths, and beetles of bizarre shape and coloring; 
it i separated as follows : · 
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Species. Specimens. 
European Lepidoptera, classified and named, giving a fair 
idea of the fauna: 
Eight unit boxe8 containing .... -----· ...•....•••... 
Japanese butterflies and moths: 
Four unit boxes containing ...•..................... 
Exotic Lepidoptera, various localities: 
One case, containing ........•...•••. ------ ........ . 
Brazilian butter.flies: 
One case, containing ...•...................•....... 
Mexican Lepidoptera : 
One case, containing .....................• - •........ 
South An:erican Lepidoptera: 
One case, containing ..... : ...............••........ 
European Co1eoptera, illustrating the morr common species : 
'rwo unit boxes, containing .....................•.. 
Mexican Coleoptera: 
One box, containing .............•••................ 
Central American Co1eoptera: 
One box, containing. __ .. '. ... __ ..•••...••. ~ .•••..... 










810 I 3,276 
It would thus appear in a summar,ized form that there are on exhibi-
tion: 
Samples 
Species. Specimens. of 
Economic collection ••••...... _ .•....... _ ..... __ .. 
Forestry insects .......••....••.• _ .........•...... 
Galls and gall insects ........................... . 
Silk culture ...•................................. 
Insect architecture. ____ ........ -----· ........... . 
Synoptic collection .••••.•••••..•.•...••••...•••. 
Show collection .............•••••.............•.. 

















Machinery, pumps, bellows, etc ..... _ •••............................... 
Poisons ......... -·-........... ... -........................ -..... - - - - -•.. 







-- .. --. ----






In formally donating my private collection, I submitted a year ago, 
at the request of the Assistant Secretary, a statement o( the condition 
and extent of the systematic or study collection, which included, be-
sides my own already alluded to, the collection proper of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. This last comprised some :five hundred folding 
boxes and one hundred and twenty-three odd boxes, many of them but 
partly :filled and duplicating in great measure those in the Riley collec-
tion. It also contained a large assortment of slides and alcoholic speci-
mens accumulated during the past seven. years. There were also some 
twenty-four hanging glass drawers, prepared by the late F. G. Sanborn · 
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for the exhibit of the u.epartment at the Uentennial Exposition, and 
now much faded and injured by exposure. 
All the folding boxes have been made since I first took charge of the 
division in 1878, and after the pattern of my own. Three hundred of 
them contain a tolerable classified collection, chiefly of Coleoptera and 
Lepidoptera, arranged w bile Professor Comstock was in charge of the 
division. The specimens are,. as a rule, in rather poor condition, and 
include comparatively few species not included in the other; inueed 
they may be looked upon as duplicates and have been rarely used in 
the work of the division. The other boxes contained all the more recent 
material collected for, or reared at, the department during the years 
1881-1884, and including the Brazilian c0llections of Dr. J. C. Branner 
and Mr. Albert Koebele. This material is separated by orders but not 
yet carefully worked over or classified·. They also include some few 
purchases from Messrs. H. K. Morrison and William Wittfield, the ex-
otic Coleoptera from the administrators of the Belfrage estate and the 
Burgess collection of Diptera. 
This collection includes many undescribed species in all orders, and 
a rough estimate indicates that there are about 50,000 specimens and 
probably 5,000 species, mostly exotic, not in the Riley collection. If to 
this statement the accessions of the year, as indicated under that 
head, are added, a good idea of the present extent of the national 
collection may be formed. . 
The collection of Lepidoptera, .so-.far -as rearranged,...contains-as fol-
lows: 
Species Speci-
and vari- mens. 
eties. 
-
Rhopalocera. ...••.. ____ ........ ____ •..•• _ .. ____ .. ____ ......... . 
~~!li~~1~.::: = ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : =:: : : : : : : : : : 
Thyridre .. __ •.................... __ .......... _ ... __ . _ ......••.. 
Agaristidre ............... _ ....• __ .... _ ........................ . 
Syntomoidre ......... _ .... _ ...•.•.•............... _ ......••..... 
1~;1~&!~~::;~\\\\\i~\!~:;~;:\\\~~\~~\\\\\~\::~~;;;~~~\\~\~\: 











63 246 -561 1,771 
Daplica.tes ........ --···· ..••.. ··-·· .•••.. ~--·--· .... ···- . ... . 75 333 
------
Total .......•.......................•..•...... 636 2,104 
* Not all the material is incorporated here. 
With a view of aiding out ide inve tigator who could not come to 
Wa hiugton, the material in the familie · Throscidre, Eucnemidro, and 
the genu Chry,·obothri in Coleoptera, were sent to Dr. George H. 
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Horn, of Philadelphia, for study and determination, and his paper on 
Ohrysobothris, base<l. partly on this material, has appeared in the Trn nR. 
Am. Ent. Soc. (Vol. XIII ). The Odynerid::e were sent t.o Mr. William 
Couper, Troy, N. Y., for study an<l. determination, but no report has 
yet been received from him; while some material iri Oerambycid::e bas 
been loaned to Mr. 0. W. Leng, and some few duplicate butterflies given 
to Mr. William H. Edwards, Ooalburgh, W. Va. 
In response to a request of Prof. L. M. Underwood, of Syracuse, N. 
Y., the Myriapods of the collection were selected out, carefully packed 
in eighty-two bottles and vials, and sent to him for study and determi-
nation. No report has as yet been made upon these insects . . 

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES IN THE 
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 18BG. 
By RICHARD RA1'HBUN, Citrator. 
The total number of accessions received by this department during 
the past year was 48, of which the most important were contributed by 
the U.S. Fish Commission. The explorations of the steamer Albatross, 
elsewhere described in this report, exteuded from the eastern edge of 
the Grand Bank of Newfoundland to the Gulf of Mexico, and into 
a depth of 2,731 fathoms, large collections of marine animals having 
been made in all parts of this region. The collections obtained during 
the summer and early fall months were . assorted and partly classified 
at the Wood's Holl station of tlw Commission, and the material sent 
from there to Washington :filled over 1,300 packages of all sizes, many 
containing a large number of species each and hundreds of specimens. 
On the ·retum trip to Washington, in October, the Albatross engaged in 
dredging and fishing off the Atlantic coast of the Southern States, be-
tween Cape Hatteras and Savannah, and 190 packages of unassorted 
marine invertebrates were brought directly to the National Museum. 
During the last part of the winter and the spring of 1886 the same 
steamer made a combined sounding and dredging voyage to the region 
of the Bahamas, the Gulf Stream off Florida, and the eastern part of 
the Gulf of Mexico,. returning with about 400 · packages of specimens 
belonging to this department. Twenty of these packages were large 
tanks and barrels, containing a multitude of c,hoice objects from both 
deep and shallow water. Reports upon the zoological results of these 
explorations are now in progress, but it would be impossible, jn a few 
words, to describe even the general character of the materials obtained. 
Mr. V. N. Edwards, who is stationed at Wood':-; Holl, Mass., in the 
employ of the Fish Commission, <luring the entire year bas continued 
to send in valuable collections made during those months when the 
sea-shore is s~ldom visited by naturalists. Many interesting specimens 
of fresh-water crustaceans and annelids, representing four distinct river 
basins in the northern part of Virginia, have been contributed by CoJ. 
M arsha11 McDonald, of the same Commission. His collections were 
accompanied by fnll notes, including temperature observations, afford-
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ing important data bearing upon the <listributiou of the species. One 
hundred a,nd three packages, containing 48 species of crustacea, col-
lected mainly during the southern cruises of the Albatross, have been 
returned by Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale College, to whom they had been 
sent for study. · 
To the Navy Department the Museum is indebted for a large series 
of specimens of deep-sea soundings obtained by the U. S. steamer En 
terprise, Commander A. S. Barker, U. S. Navy, commanding, during a 
voyage from Wellington, New Zealand, to the United States, through 
the South Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. From Dr. T. H. Streets, U.S. 
Navy, of the Coast Survey steamer Carlisle Pcitterson, there bas been 
received a fine alcoholic collection of echinoderms, crustaceans, and 
other groups of marine invertebrates, collected mainly in southern 
Alaska; and Dr. W. H. Jones, U.S. Navy, bas also contributed a srnaH 
collection of the same character from Iquique, Peru: 
The collection made by Capt. M. li .. Healy, of the U. S. revenue 
steamer Coricin, during the summer cruise of 1885 in tlle Arctic Ocean, 
Bering Sea, and elsewhere on the coast of Alaska, adds many interest-
ing specimens from an important region, which is a1so further repre-
sented by a large series of small crustacean forms from Bering Islarnl, 
Siberia, donated by Mr. N. Grebuitska, through Mr. Leonhard Stej-
neger of the National Museum. Mr. J~mes G. Swan, of Port Town-
send, Wash., has sent a fine assortment of dried hydroids, coralline·, 
and barnacles from Cape Flattery, and the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology has added three rare species of crayfishes to our already large 
and oarefully prepared collection of that group. These species are as 
follows: Astacus pallipes Lereb., from Switzerland; Cambarus cubens'is 
Erich., from Cuba; and Camba.rus Putnami Fax., from Kentucky. 
· One of the most important additions to the department has been ob-
tained from the Rev. A. M. Norman of J~ng1and, in exchange. It con-
sists of 268 microscopic mountings o/ the spicules and sections of Brit.ish. 
sponges contained in the collection of Mr. Norman. The number of 
species represented is 189. Mr.Norman states that tlle mountings were 
made exclusively from specimens determined by the late Dr. Bower-
bank, and in many instances tliey are from the type, wllich is very 
often unique. This collection will prove invaluable to any stud@t who 
may undertake the study of the American species of sponges. 
On June 18, 1885, the curator and bis assistants went to Wood's Holl, 
Ma ., to take part in the sea-coast explorations of the U. S. Fish Com-
mis. ion, which were continued until about October 10, 1886. During 
thi time work on the collections in Wa hiugton was entirely suspended, 
ut many fine preparation of mariue animals were made for the ex-
hibition ca e f th Mu eum and for the study series. After leaving 
Il 11, in t b r, the curator vi ited the Mu eum of Comparative 
riug , Ia:,·., for tb purpo ·e of identifying certain ·pecie 
which ·oulcl not be d termined otherwi c, and the col-
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lection of specimens of that gro11p bas now been placed 1n perfect order 
up to date. 
Important changes have been made during the year in the arrange-
ment of all the collections in thB department, which are now in better 
condition than ever before, notwithstanding that much time was neces-
i;;arily occupied 1n caring for the new material received. The west ball 
of the Smithsonian Insti~ut::.on, intended for the exhibition of marine 
invertebrates, was used, as during 1884 and 1885, as a general work-room 
and store-room, bnt in June last it was permanently opened to the public. 
The display series contained in the wall cases surrounding this ball re-
mains in the same condition as heretofore, but four additional upright 
cases and four table cases have been supplied, and these are now tempo-
rarily filled with corals, crinoids, echinoderms, and other showy and in-
structive forms. All of the dried specimens of the general collection that 
could not be stored under the exhibition cases have been transferred to 
the uorthwest gallery of the bird ball, where they are mostly contained 
in unit trays pifed u_pon the floor. This gallery will be used hereafter 
as the main work-room for the examination of the collections of dried 
materials, which are growing rapidly in size' and valu6 every year, but 
the lack of suitable cases prevents a permanent and satisfactory ar-
rangement of the specimens; Temporary wall cases at one end of the 
gallery-are still used for storing bottles and jars of alcoholic specimens, 
and a large number of the homeopathic vials are also cared for here. 
The alcoholic collections hitherto contained ju the wall cases on the 
southwest floor of the bird hall have been transferred to the basement, 
The additional space in the basement allotted to this department for 
the storage of alcoholic specimens h'as been a great convenience and 
has permitted a satisfaetory disposition of the collections, but there 
is little room for expansion, and further accommodations will probably 
be necessary in the course of a year or two. The new quarters consist 
of the western half of the old general storage-room under the main 
part of the building, which has been fitted up with plain shelving, oc-
cupying all available space. The alcoholic collections are now dis-
tributed as foli9ws : The small room origin:;t,1Iy assigned to this depart-
ment contains the identified collections of crustacea and parts of those 
of other groups, and serves as an alcoholic work-room. The cases in 
the adjoining hall are used for the alcoholic Echini, while the Ophiurans 
and star.fishes are stored in the next connecting ball lec1ding to the new 
store-room. The latter is filled mainly with unidentified collections and 
the duplicates. The rearrangement of the alcoholic collections in the 
above order occupied several months, and advantage was taken of the 
general overhauling to renew the alcohol in nearly all the jars and bot-
tles. The old alcohol -was at once redistilled and used again, and new 
alcohol was employed only where full strength was required. 
All of the accessions receive<l during the year have been assorted and 
catalogued, and some of the groups sent away to specialists for study. 
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The fine series of stalked crinoids obtained by the steamer Albatross in 
the Gulf of Mexico during the past three years has been transferred 
to large glass jars for safe storage, and_ every specimen labeled sepa-
rately. The entire collection of star-fishes contrihuted by the Fish 
Commission, and representing the deep-sea explorations of the steam-
ers Albatross and Fish Hau:k, has been careful1y gone over and the re-
serve series selected out and properly arranged. Large numbers of 
specimens were dried and many duplicates set aside for distribution and 
exchange. 
Mr. A. JI. Baldwin and Miss M. J. Rathbun have acted as assistants 
in this department during the entire ~-ear. Mr. Baldwin bas been oc-
cupied mainly with the sorting and cataloguing of collections anc.l with 
the rearrangement of the alcoholic specimens above described. Miss 
Rathbun has assisted the curator more directly in caring for and cata-
loguing the dried specimens and those contained in homeopathic vials, 
and in preparing work for the Fii!h Commission, especially in the line of 
ocean temperature observations. 
During the summer of 1885, while at Wood's Holl, Mass., the curator 
began the experiments with respect to the artificial propagation of lob· 
sters, which were continued with grPat success during the spring of 
1886 by Capt. H. C. Chester and Mr. John A. Ryder. Acting upon 
information obtained from Norway that the eggs of the lobster could be 
kept alive and batched even if removed from the body of the parent, 
several trials were made with the batching apparatus then in use, al-
though it was known that the batching season for the year was over. 
The purpose of these experiments was to ascertain the best methods of 
handling the eggs, in order that there might be as little delay as possi-
ble in commencing work the following spring. The best results were 
obtained with the McDonald shad-hatching jar, and although consider-
ble inconvenience was experienced from the amount of sediment and 
iron rust in the water, the eggs were retained in good condition for a 
period of over two months. An account of these experiments is given 
in Vol. VI of the Bulletin of the U. S. Fish Commission. During the 
spring of this year an entirely new style of jar, devised by Captain 
Chester for cod eggs, was used for the lobsters and many thousands of 
eggs were easily batched. 
The writer has been engaged during the entire year, with the assist-
ance of Mi s Rathbun, in reducing and tabulating for publication the 
surface temperature observations made for the Fish Uommission by_ the 
Light-llou e Board and the U. S. Signal Service, at about sixty stations 
di tribut d along the eastern and southern sea-coasts of the United 
Stat , from Maine to T xas. The e observations, it is expected, will 
pr e f gr at value in helping to explain the local movements and 
g u ft l migrati n of ft h :i , a stmly coming within the scope of that 
. mmi ·i n. Tbir y- w graphic chart repre enting twenty-four ta-
ti ha 1 •n pr P< r l np to th cl . e of the year. A separate chart, 
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showing the variation of temperature by ten-day means for the five 
years preceding 1886, is given for each station, and there are also six 
charts of isothermal lines connecting all the stations. This work will 
be carried on during next year. 
At Wood's Holl the curator cont.inued his studies of the parasitic 
copepods of the ... A.tlantic coast, completing and submitting for publica-
tion a report upon six species, four of which are new to science. ..All of 
the species are figured more or less in detail. After leaving Wood's 
Holl he completed the identification of the undetermined species of 
Echini, in the collection of the Museum, for that purp·osP visiting the 
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., wher~ he was 
given the opportunity of making comparisons with the unrivalled col-
lection of Mr. Alexander Agassiz, by whom personal assistance was 
also kindly rendered. The Echini obtained by the steamer Albatross 
in the region of the Bahama Islands during the spring of 1886 were 
also identified, and have been included in a general catalogue of the 
col]ection of Echini belonging to the National Museum, to be published 
in the Proceedi~gs. Since completing work upon the Echini the cura-
tor has begun to revise the collection of star-fishes in the same manner, 
and during the spring of 1886 made a complete overhauling of all the 
species collected by the Fish Commission on the ..Atlantic coast of the 
United States north of Cape Hatteras. Most of these species had been 
determined by Professor Verrill, but it was fou~d convenient to make 
a selection of the specimens intended for the reserve series, and to dry 
large numbers of specimens in order to reduce the bulk of the alcoholic 
materials. Many specimens of star-fishes from other sources have also 
been identified. 
The study of Fish Commission collections of marine invertebrates 
elsewhere than at the National Museum bas been continued by the 
same persons enumerated in the report of last year. Prof. A. E. Ver-
ril, of Yale College, has bad general supervision of the collections made 
from Cape Hatteras northward, but has been occupied mainly with the 
Mollusca, Echinodermata, and Anthozoa. Ile has been assisted spe-
cially by Miss Katharine J. Bush, who has also reported directly upon 
some p ~1:rtions of t.he mollusca. Prof. S. I. Smith, of the same coilege, 
has been charged with the study of the crustacea, and all collections 
of this group, except a few of the minor divisions, are submitted to him. 
Other collaborators during the year have been Prof. L.A. Lee, of Bow-
doin College, on theForaminifera; Prof. Edwin Linton, of Washington 
and Jefferson College, and Prof. B. F. Koons, of the Storrs Agricult-
ural School, on the internal parasites of fishes; Mr. James E. Bene-
dict, of the steamer Albatross, on the Annelid~; Mr. J. ·waiter Fewkes, 
of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, on the free Medusm. 
The Hon. Theodore Lyman, of Brookline, Mass., has kindly offered 
to examine and report upon the ophiurans from the western coast of 
America in addition to those co~lected by the steamer A.lbatross south 
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of Cape Hatteras, on the eastern coast. The collections from the Pa-
cific coast of the United States and from Alaska and other northern 
regions were accordingly sent to him at the Museum of Comparative 
Zoology, Cambridge, and at the close of the year be had nearly com-
pleted his work upon them. "\Vith Mr. Lyman's assistance it will be 
• possible soon to place this group in as complete order as the echini. 
EXPLORATIONS. 
The steamer Albatross, Lieut. Commander Z. L. Tanner, U. S. Navy, 
commanding, continued in service during a large part of the year, and 
accomplished very important results for the :fisheries and for natural 
history, as well as in matters of special hydrographic interest. The 
permanent naturalists were Mr. James E. Benedict and Mr. Thomas 
Lee, but Mr. Sanclerson Smith also accompanied the steamer on all its 
trips during the summer and fall, and Mr. Willard Nye, jr., Mr. C.H. 
Townsend;and Mr. F. Washburn participated in the spring cruise to 
the Bahama region. 
The Albatross left Newport, R. I., June 17, 1885, on its first cruise to 
the fishing-grounds off the coast of the maritime provinces. The myth-
ical Hope Bank of the fishermen, said to be located in about latitude 
41° N., longitude 640 vV., was the first objective point, and considerable 
time was spent in making soundings in its supposed position. The 
average depths observed were about 1,900 or 2,000 fathoms, with no 
indications of shoal water. Farther to the eastward several reported 
dangers, such as Watson's, Hamilton's, Daraith's, and Akett's, lo-
cated between lat,itudes 400 and 410 N., and longitude about 55° W., 
were al~o inYestigated without obtaining other than very deep sound-
ings. From this point the Albatross steamed to the southern part of 
the Grand Bank of Newfoundland where dredging and :fishing were ' -~ begun. A line of twenty-nine stations was run along the east_ern s1ue 
of the bank, terminating near the Virg~n Rocks. The depths ranged 
from 33 to 826 fathoms, and the work covered all characters of bottom 
occurring in that region. After spending a few days in the harbor of 
St. John's, the steamer started westward on July 2, making four dredg-
ings during the first day out between the southeastern coast of New-
foundland and the Grand Bank, in depths of 86 to 89 fathoms. Thence 
the cruise extended over Green and St. Peter~s Banks, where the depths 
were all less than 36 fathoms to the channel between St. Peter's and 
. ' Banquereau, in depths of 114 to 265 fathoms, and the eastern edge of 
Banquereau, in d pths of 33 to· 39 fathoms. 
Mi.,aine Bank, off Nova Scotia, was next visited and a line of dredg-
. ' rng and ft ·bing tation wa made across it from ea t to west. This 
sho, l water ha Been previou. 1y regarded by American fishermen as 
mp r tiv ly arr n, but the inv stigations of the Albatross ,·bowed 
e au i port t f'. ding-grounu for cod, large number. of whi h 
r •apture wi 11 h ok ncl lin . The explorations were continued 
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from Misaine Bank to Middle Ground, on the nortllem side of Sable 
Island Bank, and thence to Halifax. From the latter place the steamer 
returned to Wood's Holl, Mass., by way of Le Have Bank and the deep 
water oft' the eastern and southeastern borders of George's Bank, many 
dredgings being made in depths of 52 to 1,234 fathoms. During this 
crctise, which lasted from June 17 to July 15, one hundred and nine 
hauls (stations 2427 to 2535) were made with the dredge and beam 
trawl, and fishing was actively engaged in wherever the depths gave 
promise of good results. 
During the remainder of the summer the Albatross was employed off 
the coast of southP-rn New England and Long Island, gotng to th~ east-
ward as .far as longitude 65° 08' W., the most distant statiQn being 
located in latitude 37° 23' N., longitude 68° 08' W., or about 240 miles 
southeast of Martha's Vineyard, where a depth of 2,731 fathoms was 
obtained. Fifty-six stations (2536 to 2591), with depths of 18 to 2,731 
fathoms were made, with very important biological and physical results. 
On the return trip to Washington, in October, explorations were car-
ried on off the coasts of North and South Uarolina, between ·Capes Hat-
teras and Romain, thirty-seven hauls (2592 to 2628) being taken in 
depths of 9 to 528 fathoms. 
The spring explorations of the Albatross in the region of the Bahama 
Islands began the last part of February and terminated early in May. 
They were conducted in the combined interests of the U. S. Hydro- · 
graphic Office and the Fish Commission, but consisted mainly of deep-
sea soundings .for the benefit of the former service. Dredgings were 
made in the so-called" Tongue of Ocean," in some parts of which the 
depths exceed 1,000 fathoms, with unexpected results, the bottom nearly 
everywhere being composed of coral mud, utterly barren of life, and 
therefore of little biological interest; but many valuable specimens 
were obtained from the shallow waters among the reefs and islands. 
During a trip to Key West for the purpose·of coaling, a few hauls were 
made oft' Havana and in the Straits of Florida, off the northeastern part 
of the Florida Reefs. On the homeward trip a line of dredgings was 
also carried northward from Little Bahama Bank to Cape Fear, North 
C,1rolina. Dllring this cruise fifty-one dredgings were made in depths 
of 36 to 1,169 fathoms (stations 2629 to 2679). 
'rhe total number of dredging stations made by the steamer Albatross 
during the year was 253, being designated by serial numbers 2427 to 
2679, inclusive. Very large collections were obtained in all branches 
of marine zoology, the study of which will be of great scientific and 
practical interest. The area covered extends from the eastern edge of 
the Grand Bank of Newfoundland to the Gulf of Mexico, and the depths 
explored range from sh~,llow water to 2,731 fathoms. Au account of 
the collections and of the work done upon them is given elsewhere. 
The marine statio_n of the Fish Commission at Wood's Holl, Mass., 
was occupied as the headquarters of explorations from about June 18 
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until about October 10, 1885. Professor Bajrd, tlic Comlllissiouor of 
Fisheries, was present during the entire season and retained general 
supervision of the work. Prof. A. E. Verrill was in cllarge of the labo-
ratory during the time he was able to be in Wood's Holl, this duty devolv-
ing upon the curator during liis absence. Many members of the perma-
nent staff of tlie Commh;sion and National Museum were in attendance. 
Prof. G. Brown Goode and Dr. T. H. Bean spent several weeks iI!vesti-
gating .the fishes brought in by the Albatros~, and were assisted by Mr. 
Peter Parker, jr. Dr. J. H. Kidder, chemist and physicist, and Mr. 
John A. Ryder, embryologist, were also present, and the curator was 
accompanied by his two assistants, Mr. A. H. Baldwin and Miss M. J. 
Rathbun. 
The remainder of the party was composed as follows: Prof. A. E. 
Verrill, of Yale College, assisted by Miss K. J. Bush and Miss O. E. 
Bush; Prof. S. I. Smith, of Yale College; Mr. Sanderson Smith, of the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York; Prof. Leslie A. Lee, 
of Bowdoin College, Maine; Prof. Edwin Linton, of Washington and 
Jefferson College, Pennsylvania; Prof. B. F. Koons, of the Storrs Agri-
cultural School, Connecticut; and Mr. ·J. H. Blake, of Cambridge, Mass., 
as artist. Prof. William Libbey, of Princeton College, was present 
during several weeks as an independent worker. 
The following institutions have been supplied with sets of duplicate 
specimens belonging to the regular series described in previous re-
ports. The total number of species distributed was about 200, the num-
ber of specimens about 18,000. 
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.; Centenary Female College, 
Cleveland, Tenn. ; Board of Education, South Pueblo, Colo. ; Amity 
Coilege, College Springs, Iowa; The public schools, Moline, Ill. ; Se-
dalia Natural History Society, Sedalia, Mo.; Geneva Public School, 
Lake Geneva, Wis.; Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction of tbe 
Blind, Philadelphia, Pa.; Elkliorn High School, Elkhorn, Wis.; High 
School, Weeping Water, Nebr.; Delphi High School, Delphi, Ind.; El-
gin Scientific Society, Elgin, Ill.; Friends' Central School, Philadelphia, 
Pa.; Ogontz, School, Ogontz, Pa.; Crown Point Public School Museum, 
Crown Point, Ind.; Dickinson Seminary, Williamsport, Pa.; Lake View 
High · School, Lake View, Ill.; Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.; 
Tuft'1:::1 College, Medford, Mass.; Bethany Normal Institute, Lindsborg, 
Kan . ; Board of Education, Naperville, Ill.; Augustana College, Rock 
I ·land, Ill.; Morristown Seminary and Normal Institute, Morristown, 
T nu.; Sedalia Univer ity, Sedalia. Mo.; Minnesota Academy of Sci-
ence , Minneapoli , Minn. ; High School, Lafayette, Ind. ; Doane Col-
l g , Crete, Nebr.; Indiana State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind.; 
ociety of atural Hi tory, St. John, New Brunswick; Trinity Medical 
School, Toronto, anada; Mexican Exploring Commission, Mexico. 
Special t f duplicate , containing from ehwen to forty-five species 
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each, were sent out in exchange to the following institutions and indi-
viduals: 
The Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.; The Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History, New _York Uity; The Minnesota 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Minueapolis, Miuu.; Tuft's College, Med-
ford, Mass.; Dr. E. 0. Black, Wheatland, Ind.; Mrs. John D. Swau, 
Antwerp, N. Y.; Prof. A. Duges, Guanajuato, Mexico. 
STATEMENT 01r ENTRIES IN THE RECORD-llOOKS FROM JULY 1, 1885, TO JUtY 1, 
1886. 
Entries to Entries to Entries Name of group. J u]y 1, 1885. July 1, 1886. during t.he y~ar. 
Crustaceans ..... _ ..•. _ .••••• ___ .. __ ......... lfl,127 11,610 1,483 
Worms __ .........• . - ... - ... - - - - .. - - - -- . - - - - - 1,114 1,352 238 
Tunicates and Bryozoa . ___ •..••.. ___ •.• ______ 545 829 284 
Radiates ~ _ ..•... _ ......... . ............•.•.• 11,030 14,771 3,741 
Sponges and Protozoans .... __ ________ ...• ____ 4,000 5,328 1,328 
Total ..... ·--·-·· ------ ---- ·----· ·----- 26,816 33,890 7,074 

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF C0MPARATIVE ANATOMY IN THE 
U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By FREDERICK W. TRUE, A_cting Curator. 
This department, which at present is in reality a department of com-
parative osteology, can scarcely be considered as having an independ-
ent existence. Its collections are based on material formerly assigned 
to the four departments which have to do with vertebrate animali;;, and 
it is dependent upon the latter for its accessions. It bas been the cus-
tom as regards important vertebrates received in the flesh to separate 
the skeleton entirely from the skin, and to prepare the former for this 
department, the skull and leg bone being replaced by the taxidermist 
by wooden models. Specimens in alcohol are to a certain extent treated 
in the same manner. A. list of accessions to this department, therefore, 
would be largely a repetition of tbe lish, submitted by the four verte- · 
brate departments. 
Since it bas been established, however, a certain amount of material 
has found its way into the department directly. The more important 
of these accessions will be mentioned. 
Important aid toward building up a collection of domestic animals 
has been received from the authorities of the Washington Board of 
Health, who gave us permission to select from the dog pound such 
dogs as were desired for our series. These animals, of course, have no 
pedigree and are judged by the points they exhibit. It will probably 
be found best in the end to replace them as far as possible by others 
whose pedigree is known, though some of them are very fine specimens 
of the races they represent. The following breeds have been obtained 
from the pound during the year. 
Newfoundland dog. 
Skye terrier. 




Scotch and Skye terrier ( cross). 
Bull dog. 
Italian greyhound. 
Several thoroughbred dogs, with pedigrees, have been received, nota-
bly two collies, "Nesta," from H. T. Leeper, esq., East Bethlehem, Pa., 
and "Clipsetta," from James Watson, esq., of the same town. A eoach 
dog was received from Lewis Hipkins, esq., and &ll lrish setter from 
H. Mis. 170, pt, 2- 14 ~09 
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James T. Walker, esq. In exchange for specimens from the Museum, 
Prof. Dr. Alf. Nehring, of Berlin, sent the skeleton of a dachshund and 
the skull of a Syrian street dog. Dr. E. Bessels presented the skeleton 
of a grey hound. 
Lilhogra.pbic pictures of General Grant's Arabian horses were pre-
sented by Mr. Randolph Huntington, of Rochester, N. Y. 
Among the important specimens of aquatic mammals, in addition to 
those referred in the report on the Department of Mammals (pp. 147-
14.8) may be mentioned the skull of Steller's ~ea-lion, Eumetopias Stel-
leri, a skull of the Pacific walrus, and a skeleton of the sea-otter pre-
sented by Dr. L. Stejneger. The curator procured at Hatteras, through 
the kindness of Col. John Wainwright, of the Wilmington Oil and 
Leather Company, a number of foetal skulls of the bottlenosed dolphin, 
Tursiops tursio. · 
Among terrestrial mammals may be mentioned the skeleton of au 
European badger, Meles ta,xus, prepared from a fresh specimen received 
without indication of the donor. A skeleton of Gynopithecus niger was 
prepared from a fresh specimen received from Dr. W. A. Conklin. 
A valuable series of skeletons of birds of the North Pacific was 
collected by Charles H. Townsend, esq. A collection of skeletons of 
Florida species was presented by Dr. B. H. Warner. 
The most important fishes received during- the year were Tetrapturus 
albidus, Goryphmna punctulata, and Oara.n.'XJ pisquetas, the first from 
Joseph Wharton, esq., and the rP-maining two from the U. S. Fish 
Commission. 
No new lines of work have entered upon since the close of the last 
fiscal year, but we have occupied ourselves with the expansion and per-
fection of the exhibition series and the better arrangement of the du-
plicate material. Each of the different series mentioned in the previous 
report-the morphological series, the systematic series, and the series 
illustrating the races of domestic animals-has received some impor-
tant addition from the hands of the preparators. ·The exhibition cases, 
though notentirely full, are all occupied by a greater or less uuml>er of 
specimens of representative species. The number of exhibition and sto· 
rage cases in the hall June 30, 1886, was as follows : 
Unit pyramidal table-ca.ses......... .. . .. . ... .... ... . . ... ... 8 
Unit square table-cases ..•••................. •....... . ...... 10 
One-half unit pyramidal table-cases .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
One-half unit square table-cases...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Door- er en cases . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
Unit storage cases ........••.•.... _... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
ue-balf unit stor~ge cases ... _ ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Movable ca es ... ... ............ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
tationary wall-case ( xhibition). ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1 ta.tionary wall-ca e (storage) ............... _.... . ....... .. 1 
'lotal xhi bition cases .. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Total storage ca es . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 26 
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This number of cases is practically the same as that given last yea.1'. 
The two cases styled "experimental anatomical" and" alcove" were 
removed because not immediately useful. 
The present is a somewhat inopportune time for a report upon the 
additions to the exhibition series, for thP. reason that the osteological 
preparators have been largely occupied in rougl).ing out and cleaning-
material rather than in mounting. it for exhibition. Reference to tbe· 
statistics in the report of the osteological preparator will show that a 
large number of specimens were cleaned during the year, and the fol-
lowing statistics of the number put on exhibiti0u should not, therefore, 
be taken as representing the entire work of the preparators. During 
the coming year the proportion of specimens respectively cleaned and, 
mounted will probably be reversed. 
The number of skeletons, skulls, and other pieces placed on exhibi-
tion during the year is as follows : 
SKELETONS. 
Mammals ............••.................................... 16 
Birds ...........•.............. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Reptiles a,nd batrachians.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Fishes .................... .............................. •.. . . 12 
Total ..••.•.........................••....•.......... 58 
SKULLS. 
1Y1ammals... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 5 
Birds. . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Total .......•...................•.................•.. 14 
Morphological series: 
Number of pieces ..............•..•...................• 68 
Domestic animals : 
Skeletons (dogs)....................................... 3 
Among the more important mammals added were the skeletons of a 
tiger, a black-tailed deer, and a piked whale; skulls of a hippop.otamus 
and killer whale. Among the birds may be mentioned the skeletons of 
Apteryx australis, Rhea americana and the Crested Auk. The skeleton 
of a large python is interesting both as representing the larger serpents 
and as an unusually :fine osteological preparation. 
In August the cases were r~arranged with reference to the classifica-
tion of their contents and with the view of obtaining better circulation 
aisles. The present grouping (with the cases now in use) is very satis-
factory, but has the disadvantage of breakiug the long vistas which are 
preserved elsewhere in the building. If a change be made for th'e pur-
pose of restoring the vistas a number of low, narrow cases of a style 
not hitherto brought into requisition will be needed. 
New pedestals for the whale skulls and other specimens not under 
cover were completed in September. They add much to the appearance 
of the hall. A considerable number of pictures of skeletons and species 
not in the collections were framed and placed on exhibition during the 
year, and with the elephant tusks, antlers, and saw:fish saws serve to 
adorn the walls. 
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The study series bas received constant additions from the Prepara-
tor's laboratory. The statistics of this work will be found in the Prep-
arator's report (p. --. ) 
The card catalogue of the mammals is practically completed, and only 
a small number of unidentified specimens still remain t,o be added. Cat-
alogues of the birds, rt3ptiles, batrachians, and fishes have not been un-
dertaken. They can hardly be made with the present limited clerical 
aid. 
Very few specimens have been distributed during the year. Skulls 
of the Pacific walrus and mountain sheep were sent to George A. Board-
man, esq., as a partial return for numerous specimens presented to tbe 
Museum. Dr. L. Stejneger received his quota (as collector) of the 
specimens obtained by him in the Bering Islands and K amtschatka. 
Skeletons of a monkey, Oercopithecus rufoviridis, and a python, Python 
molurus, were forwarded to Dr . .A. R. C. Selwyn, directer of the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada, in r eturn for invertebrate fossils presented to 
the Museum. 
The only specimens loaned for study were two skulls of Putorius 
nigripes, which went to Dr. C.H. Merriman, and a skull of Spermophilus 
tereticaud1is, which was examined by Dr. J . .A • .Allen. 
The entire collection being accessible at the close of the past year, 
it was deemed best to replace the estimates of the number· of specimens 
in the collection by statistics based on actual count. The figures may be 
relied upon as representing the actual number of' osteological species in 
the department June 30, 1886. 
SkeletonB. · Skulls. 
Mammals ··---· -----· ·----· ·----· 
Birds .... _ • _ .. - . ·_ -.. - . - - . -- . . -- - -
814 Mammals-- --·· ····---· -······--· 4,594 
447 Birds .•.. ·- ---· ______ .... .. -----· 1,760 
Reptiles and batrachians .. _ .. ___ . 201 Reptiles and batrachians. -··· --·· 74 
Fishes.·---·· .••••. ·----· ________ - 525 Fishes .. __ __ . ___ . __ .•. _.. . . . . . . . . 153 
Tota_ . ... __ .. ____ .••..••• _.. 1, 987 Total ____ __ ·-···-·· ____ .... 6,581 
Birds' sterna .. ___ . ___ ......... _____ .. ___ ... ___ •.. ___ •• _ _ 1, 519 
An tiers _ .. _ .. _ . _ .... ___ .. ___ •. . . ___ .. ____ ... _ .... __ . _. _ . 89 
Casts of brains . __ .... _____ .. ___ ...... ____ .• __ .. ____ ,. _. _ _ 34 
The exhibition series comprised the following number of specimens 
of each cla~s : 
SkeletonB. Skulls. 
MammaJs . ____ .. _ . __ .... __ ... ___ . 165 Mammals . ____ .. - - - -.. ·_ - -... - - - - -
Birds . . ... ___ . _ . _ ... _ ... ____ .. __ _ 24 . Birds . _ .. . ___ -.... - . - - • -•... - --- -
Reptiles and batrachians ··-· ___ _ 
Fishes_··---- ...... _____________ _ 
25 Reptiles and batrachians .. . - - . .. - . 
26 Fishes ... __ . _ •••.. _ - - - . --.... - - - -
Total··---···--·· .........• - 240 Total-··· ______ ......•....• 
Pieces in morphological series ... .. ·- · -- ··· ·- -·_ _________ 55 
Te th ( ma todon, etc.) .. __ _ ..... _ .... . ....... _ . . ______ . _ _ 10 
Antlers (pair ) . _. __ . .... __ ......... _ .. . .. _ ......•..... _. 9 
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All these specimens are included in the statistics of the entire col-
lect,ion previously given. 
For two years l)ast the exhibition series of the Departments of Mam-
mals and Comparative Anatomy, occupying one-eighth the exhibition 
space of the Museum Building, have been prepared, mounted, classified, 
arranged and labeled by six persons only. These are the curator of 
mammals and one assistant, the chief taxidermist and one assistant, 
the osteological preparator and one assistant. When it is taken into 
consideration that to mount properlY. an animal li~e a tiger or a deer, 
or to prepare an~ mount the skeleton of a whale, a serpent, or a large 
fish occupied the attention of one person for one or more weeks:, it will 
be conceded that with the present force of preparators the enlargement 
of the exhibition series can not be very rapid. On the other hand, 
when it is understood that every specimen (and as two hundred have 
been received in a single day) has to be entered in the register, with 
name, locality name of donor and collector, etc., and also in the card 
' catalogue, and be furnished with a number stamped in tin or wood, it 
will be admitted that a .single clerk must necessarily find himself un-
able to attend to the task of examining, arranging, rebottling, and 
labeling material already accumulated. 

REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (PALEO· 
ZOIC) IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
JUNE 30, 1886. 
By C. D. WALCOT'.r, Honorary Curator. 
The most important a<ldition is the collection of fossils used in the 
study of the faunas of the .Middle Cambrian formations of the United 
States, from the U. S. Geologica,1 Survey. lVIany of the specimens are 
types, and 250 are figured on the plates accompanying Bulletin 30 of 
the U. S. Geological Surve,r. 
Th~ list of tlie species in this collection is here presented :* 
Acc. No. Specimens. 
17447. Aschceocyatlws atlanticus, Billings ...... ·.• . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 3 
billingsi, Walcott...................................... 1 
sp. ?....... ........................................... 2 
Ethmophyllum p1'0fundmn, Billings . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • 4 
rensselcericurn, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. . . . . .. .. • • . . . . . . . . 6 
rarunt, Forcl .......... ~ .......................•.....••• 
whitneyi, Meek ...................•••••..•••••••..••••• 
Leptomitus zitteli, Walcott ........................•••...•.••••...•••• 
Protospongia fenesfratci, Salter ....•....•..........•••..•....•.....•.. 
Strephochet·us ? sp.? ................................................. . 
Sponge ? ...••....•...•••...•..••.•..•••••....•.•..•••••••.•••••••••••• 
Oolitic limestone ..........................•••..•••••.......•.•.•...• 
Phyllog1·tiphtus 1 simplex, Emmons ...................•.............••• 
Eocystites n l~ngidactylus, Walcott. ...................•••.....••..... 
EoC'IJ stites 'I . ..•••.....••..••••....••....•..••....•••.•.•••••.....•• _ •• 
Lingitlella ella, H. & W ....•••.............•••....................••• 
ccelata, Hall, sp .............................••...........• 
? sp. (Perhaps young of L. ccelata) .••••• .••••..•••••.••••• 
Kutorgina labradorica,Billings . ••••....•..•••••..••••..•••....•••.••• 
pannula, White ( sp.) .......................•....•........ 
prospectensis, Walcott ..........................• .. .•.. · .... 
cin_gulata, Billings ........................••••............. 
cingulata 11 . .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Acrotreta gemma, Billings .....................•.•...............••... 
Acrothele siibsidua, White ........................................... . 
Obolella crassa, Hall, sp. (two casts) ................................ . 
gernma, Billings .............•••............................. 
nitida, :Ford ?Y ......••...•.•........•....................... 



























,. Received from the U.S. Geological Survey, throngh Charles D. Walcott, in charge 
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Specimen~. 
Orthis highlandensi8, Walcott-··--· - ·-·--· ·-· .. ---· -·--- - ____ _______ 17 
Orthisinafenestrata, Billiugs·--·-- __ ·--- ____ .· ... ____________ .... -·-·· 46 
orientalis, Whitfielcl. ........ _ .....• _ ...... _____ . ·- .. ___ ... _ ~ 
t1·ansversa, Walcott···--· __ ---·----··...................... 13 
sp. 1 ...• .. _. _. _ .•• _ ••.. : _. _ ..•.•••••.•.• _ .••. _. _ .•. _ ... __ .• 6 
Camerella 1 antiquata, Billings . .. _ ... ___ .•...... _._ ... __ .... · ..... ---· 1 
Stenotheca elr>ngata, ·walcott __ ·----· .....•.••... ...... ______ .... ..... 6 
ritgosa, Ha11, sp __ .. _ ...... _ .. _. __ .. _ ....... _ ... _. -- .. -.. - - 23 
D. Sp ___ ••• _ • _ • _ • • • _ • _ ••• _ ••• ___ • • • • • • •••••• - • • • • • ••• ~ • • • • • 3 
Scenellaconula, Walcott ............ -····· ...... ··---·-·............. 2 
reticulata, Billings (casts) ........ _ .. _ ........ -. - . --.. -.. - .. -- 6 
rel'usa, Ford. ____ .... _ •..... __ . _ ... _ .... _ .. _ ...... ........ --- l 
varians, Walcott _ ... _ ........ _ .. _ . ..... _ ..... .. ........... - . 7 
Platycerns p1·imwvum, Billings .. _ ... _ .............. .. . - .. - - .... -.. - -. - 3 
Fordilla Troyensis, Barrande .............. ----·· -·---- ·- ·- ------ ----- 25 
Salterella pulchella, Billings __ .......•••.. ~ _ .. _ ..•....... - . __ .... - ... - 56 
Hyolithes bill~ngsi, Walcott ............. -........... -... -. -- -- · - -· -· · 
comnmnis var. mninonsi, Ford . _ .............. - ........ - - -· · · 
commitnis, Billings .............. _ ......... - ............ -· .. 
ame1·icanus, Billings ............ __ .. -- .... -- ........ -· .. -· -· 
princeps, Billings .... __ .. ____ ......... - - ... -· - ....... - -· ·· · 
impar, Ford ....................... - -.-- ..... - .. - ·· -· ·· ·· ·· · 
sp.? ·- ...... ·- ....•... -· .. - .. --· ...... -· .... -· ·- .... -· -- ·-. 
Rp. f ......... _ ....... · ............••.... .•...... · · · · ·· · - · · · -· 
? --·--· ···-·· ····-· ....•..... ··-··· ·----· .... -··· .... -····· 
Hyolithellus micans, Billings ........................ - - - . - - -.. · · · · · · · · 
.Mic1·odiscus lubatu,s, Hall, sp ............... ~ .......... - ...... . -- -· · · -· 
parlce1'i, Walcott .............•.................... ····•· -
speciosus, Ford ...•.... ········-······················---
Mesonacis ve1·nwntana, Hall, sp. ( nine casts) ........ .. --.... -. - - · - - - - · 
P1·otocaris mars hi, Walcott ......... _ ........ .. - ....... . - . -.. - · · - · - · - -
Leperditia argenta, Walcott ................. ........... - . - . - - · - -- · · - -'. -......  ----............... - -.. -....... -.. -... -... ----. -. 
Microd-iscus sp. f. --·- ... : .................... ···- ................ · ... . 
A.gnostus inte1·strictus, White ........................ ...... -- -- · - -.. - -
Olenellus iddingsi, Walcott (two casts). --u· . ..... · ................. ·•·· 
gilberti, Meek (four casts) .......................... --· - ···• 
asaphoides, Emmons_._ ... __ .............. - ... - .. - - - - - -- · · · • 
thonipsoni, Hall ( :6. ve casts) .............. - .•. -... - - .. · - · · · · · 
Bathynotus holopyga, Hall (two casts) .................... ----····· --· 
P1·otypus senectu.s, Billings (sp.) ............................ -----· -··-
hitchcocki, Whitfield (sp.) (casts) .. _ .. - - -.... - ..... - -, -- - · -- -
SofonopleU?·a nana, Ford ... __ ................... ............... - -- · · 
A.nomocareparvum, Walcott ....................................... --
Oryctocephalllsprimus, Walcott ................ ·----· ...... -----· ----
Crepicephalus liliana, Walcott. __ ... _ ... _ ... _ .... _ ...... . - . - -- . - - - -- --
augusta, Walcott ............................. ---· .... .. 
Ptychoparia qiiadranJJ, H. & W. (sp) .... ... .......... ........... - ... -· 
qi,adrans, II. & W. (sp) ............. ______ ...... ------ ----
piochen11is, Walcott .... ........... ..,_ ...... . ............ .. 
ada,nsi, Walcott (two casts) .......................... ---· 
teucer, Billings __ .................. _ ............... - - ... . 
vulcam11J, Billings ( p.) (one cast) ...... -----· ........... . 
l-ingi, I ek ( p.) ...... ______ ............ - ----- ...... --·· 
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.Acc. No. Specimens. 
17447. Ptychoparia prospectensis, Walcott ..... . _. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1 
subcoronata, H. & V•T. (sp.). .. .... ...... .... .. . ... ...... .. 6 
housensis, Walcott. __ .................................. -· 1 
miser, Billings (casts) ...... "···.......................... 7 
sp __ .. .. .. _ ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Olenoides Tevis, Walcott .. _........................................... 24 
marcoui, WhHfie 1d ( three casts) .......•. .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • 13 
wahsatchensis, H. & W. (one cast)............................ 7 
quadriceps, I-I. & W. . . . . . . . • • .. • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . 23 
expansus, vValcott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 
spinosus, Walcott .. .. ...................................... 2 
jlagricaiiclus, Whitfield._ ..... _ . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
ntvaclensis, Meek ,sp.) .... .... ...... .... .... •.•• ...• ..•. .... 1 
typicalis, Walcott (three ca'sts).. .. .. .. .... ...... ...... .... .. 4~~ 
Bathyuriscus product us, H. & W. (sp.) .............. _ .. _ .. ... . . . . . .... 122 
howelli, vValcott (oue cast) . _ ....................•••. :. .. 12 
.Asaphiscus wheeleri, Meek ( one cast) . _ . _ .....• __ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
Forty genera, 100 species, 1 variety, and 2,183 specimens. 
Other accessious of importance are: 
.Acc. No. Specimens. 
16783. An important accession of 48 species of Cambrian fossils oLtained of 
Dr. G. Lindstrom, of Stockholm, Sweden, by exchange, viz: 
Anomocare excavatwni, Angelin _ . ____ ..... . .. __ ..... _..... . . . • • . 2 
aculeatiim, Ang .... . .................... _ ...... _.... 1 
acurninatum, Ang ................................... 2 
diff orrne, Ang .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 4 
linibat-urn, Ang.. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4 
Elyx laticeps, Ang . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . :{ 
Eu1·ycare angustatum, Ang ... . _ . _. _ ...••. _. _ ... _ .. ___ .... __ .... 1 
camuricorne, Ang _ .... ___ .......... __ ..... ___ . _. _..... 1 
.Acerocare ecorne, Ang.. ........................................ 1 
Dolichornetopus suecicus, Ang ... _ ............ _.............. . . . . 6 
Agnostus acnleatus, Ang_ ......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
pisiforrnis, Linnrs ..... ... . _ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
fallax, Linn rs .•••••.. _ .. .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 5 
fiss us, Lino.gr .... _ , _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 5 
glandiformis, Ang ................. .. ........ _......... 4 
punctuosus, Ang . _. _ ........ _ ...•.....• _ . __ . . • . • • . . . . . 2 
lrevigatus, Dalm.. .. .. . ... ...... .... .... ...••. .... .... 3 
brevifrons, Ang....................................... 1 
reticiilatus, Aug._ .... ... ........... . ........ : ........ 1 
atavus, Tull...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 2 
gibbtis, Liun1·s.... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...•.. .... 3 
liindg1·e11i, TuU ____ .... .. .••...... -··· -- •••••. ...•.. .. 1 
parvifrons, Linnrs. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Olenus tl'uncalus, Brunn .... __ .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . 5 
gibbosus, Wahl. ....................... . ................. 4 
Parabolina spinulosa, Ang .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Leptoplastns stenotus, Ang .......... _. _. __ .... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Sphawophthalinus alatiis, Ang_ . __ ... .•. •. . _... • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . 2 
Peltura scarabceoides, Wahl . _ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Pa;·adoxides wlaudiciis, Sjorg __ . _ ........................ _ . • . • . . 5 
lo1:eni, Ang.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
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Solenopleiira brachy·metopa, Ang . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . .. . . 4 
holometop<i, Ang................................... 5 
canaliciilala, Ang...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
ElUpsocephal-us pol;l}tomus, Linnrs ...... .............. ......... . 
Leperclitia prim01·d·ialis, Linnrs ..................... , .......... . 
01'lhis lenticularis, Wahl ............••••..............••........ 
exporf·ecta, Linnrs ...... _. ___ ....................... _ .......................... _. ~ 
Linaulella 11atho1·st'i, Linnrs _ ..... _ ..... _ ................... _... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . ~ 
davisi, McCoy .......••......... ·.................... . 
.Ac1·othele coriacea, Linn rs .... .... .......... .......... ......... . 
Obolus monilifer, Linnrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Eophyton linneanuin, Torell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 
Arenicolites spiral is, Torell.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Cruz iana dispa1·, Linnrs ...........•..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
1Wed1isites U1ulstrorni, Linn rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
favosus, Nath........................................ 1 
Twenty-three genera, 48 species, and 134 specimens. 
'rhe above collection will be of service to students of the Cambrian 
fauna,s, as it affords the means of comparison between the Swedish and 
American faunas. 
Another 'important accession is that given by Mr. G. F. Matthew, 
of St. John, New Brunswick. It adds materially to the collection of 




Cambrian Possils from the St. John group. From G. F. Matthew, 
Acc. No. 
St. John, New Brunswick: 
Eocy11tite8 primcevu,s, Billings ..............•......•.•.... -····· 
.Acrothele rnatthew'i, Hartt .......................... - - - . --- - --· · 
Linnarssonia '1 -miser, Billings ....••...........•..... •. .. - . - - - -• 
Orthis billingsi, Hartt .........•••...............•.•..... - -- ---• 
Agnostus vi,r, Matthew ...... . ..••........ .........•... - - -- - -·· 
Microdiscus dawsoni, Hartt ....•.••........•...•.......... -- -· · · 
Pa1·adox·ides eteniinicus, Matthew ...............•... .••. -- -- · --• 
eteniinicus, var. siiricoides, Matthew ............ -- -· 
Conocoryphe baileyi. Hartt .............................. - -- - - · · 
baileyi, var. arcuata, Matt ......... ....... - . -- . - -- · · 
(Bailiella) elegans, Hartt .................• --- - · · · · 
(Ba-iliella) walcotti, Matt ................••.•... --·· 
Ctenocephcilus ( Hartella) rnatthewi, Hartt ...•............ - - ---- --
Ptychoparia orestes, Hattt ....................••........ - - - - · -· · 
oresles, var. Thyrsites, Hartt ...•............. -- - - - · 
oua11gondiana, Hartt ....••.................... - - - -· 
ouangoncliana, var. aurora, IT t ............. .... -. -. -
1·obbi, Hartt ..................................... --
Ten genera, 14 species, 4 varieties, ancl 53 specimens. 
1715:3. Exchange collection, received from Mr. G. F. Matthew, St. John, 
New Bruuswick, aml containing 9 gen1:1ra, 11 specie , and 
3 varieties, as follows : 
Eocm·yne geminum, Matthew ..•................................ 
Lingulella li119nloilles, :Matthew ............ ___ ................ . 
.Acrotl'clci (! ) fllllil'lnti, [at hew (dor1ml) ....................... . 
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Diplotheca caudata, Matt. (ventral face)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
caudata, Matt. ( dorsal face)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
acadica, var. sericea, Matt ... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Stenotheca acadica, Hartt .......••................•.•.......... - 1 
Agnostus tessellus, Matt. (head.shield) ...... ~ .............•.. - . . ~ 
tessellus,Matt. (pygidium) ..... ~---- .................. 2 
acadicus, var. declivis, Matt. (pygidium)............... 1 
acutilobus, Matt. (head.shield)........................ 1 
, acutilobus, Matt. (pygidium) .................••. ···:-·· 1 · 
vi1·, var. concinnus, Matt. (head.shield) ......... ~. - . . . . 2 
vfr, var. concinnus, Matt. (pygidium) .......... .-... .... 2 
Microdiscus pulchellns, Hartt (head).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
piilchellus, Hartt (pygidium) ................•..... ·. 3 
Paradoxides abenacus, Matt. (pygidium) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
(fragments of free cheeks).......................... 2 
(fragmeuts of head-shield)......................... 7 
(fragments ofpleura).............................. 3 
(hypostoma and doublure) .. :. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 
4:3 
17182. Collection of Lower Cambrian fossils from Cornell University, containing 
11 genera, 17 species, and 1 variety, as follows: 
Eocystites prirnmvus, Billings (two Cdsts) ...•..... ~ .... .... .•.. .... 6 
Lingulella linguloides, Matthew.................................. 2 
Linnatssonia transve1·sa, Hartt, sp ... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
01·this billingsi, Hartt (two casts)................................ 8 
Stenotheca acadica, Hartt, sp. ( Hatttia f rnatthewH) .•.• ..• - • . • • • • • • 3 
acadica, Hartt ....... · .. ·•••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . • • • • 1 
Agnostus acadicus, Hartt ............... ~... . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • 4 
Hyolithes danianus, Matthew ...•••..••. ~..... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 3 
Mi01·odiscus pulchellus, Hartt..................................... 10 
Paradoxides eterninicus, Matthew (two casts)...................... 6 
Conocoryphe matthewi, Hartt ................... ~ .....••.••.•.•••. _ 4 
ntatthewi, Hartt, sp . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • 6 
elegans, Hartt,sp. (two casts)........................ 3 
(Bailiella) baileyi, Hartt, sp ...•.. ..••.. .••••. ..•.•.. 7 
Ptychoparia rob bi, Hartt, sp . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . . . • • • • • . . . • . . 5 
otestes, Hartt, sp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • 5 
tener, Hartt, sp. ·(two casts).......... .. ............... 3 
ouangondiana, Hartt................................. 5 
ouangondiana, var. aurora, Hartt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 
The specimens included in accessions 167 49, 17132, and 17153 are of 
value to the Museum collections owing to their being duplicates from the 
collections of the original investigators of the fauna of the St.John group. 
Acc. No. Specimens. 
17230. From C. L. Webster, State University, Iowa City, Iowa: 
Devonian fossiis: 
Pachyphyllum woodmani, White . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Caunoporaplanulata, Hall ...................................... . 
Stromatopora ( Ocenostroma ) inm·ustans, H. & W .... .............. -
Zaphrentis solicla, H. & W ............................... . -- .... -
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Fistul-ipora occidens, H. & W .. •••••..•.••....••...••• ••• __ . _. _ _ _ _ 12 
Claclopora, .•• _ ~ •..•••. _ •••••.. __ . ____ • _. _____ ..•• _ •• _ .••• _ . _ _ _ _ _ 2 
sp ? - - - - - - . - - - - ••••••••• - • - - - . - - - •.•• - ••.• - ••••••• -• • . . 2 
Crinoid stems .•.•••••.• _ ••••• ___ • __ •••• _ •••• _ .•••• __ . _ •• _ •••• ___ . 16 
Acervulai·ia inequalis, H. & W ............. ......•.• .............. 
Stl'ophoclonta a1cµ.ata, Hall .........•....•.••..................... 
reversa, Hall. . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
canace, H. & W ....•.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
calvini, Miller, ...•.....•••.•••• ........ ..•• ." ...••.. 
01'thi.s impressa, Hall _ . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Streptorhynchws chemungensis, Conrad....... . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
P1'0duct1is hallanus, Walcott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3 
Spirifera cy1·tinreformis, H. & W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
disjimcta, Sowerby .•.••. ...... ..•••. ..••.. ..•.•. ••••... 21 
hungerfordi, Hall ................•. ...... ...•....... :... 27 
orestes, H. & W .. _ .. __ .••• _ ..•.. __ .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 14 
Atrypa 1·eticularis, Linn .......•............. ___ ........ •. . . . . . . . . 35 
aspera, Hall ..••..............•• _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Cryptonella calvini, H. & W ••.•.••••....•.....•.•.•.••...•..... - 5 
Platyostoma .... .•••••.... , .•••• _ ••.•••• __ ~ ••. _ . . . • . . . . • • . • . • • • • • 2 
Loxonmna sp 1 ...••..••.•••••••• _ ••• __ . _ . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • 3 
Bellerophon ..••.....•••.•• _ ••.•••••.••••.. _ ••••.•.•••.......•• - - 11 
Pleurotoniarici sp, _ ...... _ •...... __ .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Naticopsis gigantea, Hall. ___ .•.......••. _. _ ..........•.•...... -- . 26 
Twenty genera., 30 species, and 379 specimens. 
The collection from Mr. Webster contains many fine specimens and 
is a desirable accession. 
Acc. No. 
17342. From H. C. Powers, Befoit, Wis. : 
Trenton fossils: Specimens. 
Buthotl'ephis succulens, Hall ................•..... ....... ....... -. 5 
Streptelasnia corniculum, Hall ...... ___ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . 16 
01'this tricena1·ia, Conrad.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
subqiiadrata, Conrad ...... _ .. ___ .. ____ ... ·_.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 18 
St1·eptorhynchus dejlcctus, Hall...................... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 8 
filitextus, Hall ...... _ ...... ___ ................... - 8 
13 St1·ophomena incrassata, Hall ............ ... ... ...... -- --- ... - - - · -
Rhynchospira quadriplicata, Miller._ ..............•.... - - - - ... - -- -
Qanierella ¥ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - - - - - -- - - - - -• - - - - - • -- - • 
Cypricardites nicta, Hall . ..................•...... - -- - - - . -- -· · --· 
ventricosus, Hall __________ ......................... : 
rotiindatus, Hall ...... ______________ ............ ···· 
Ambonychia laniellosa, Ha,ll ............................. - --- - --- -
Tellinomya ventricosa, Hall .... _ .... _ .................. -.. - •. -. -- -
Modiolopsis s1i1Jerba, Hall ______ .......................... --------
Pterotheca attenuata, Hall. .......................... - .. - - - - -- - · - -
IIyolithes baconi, Whitfield ............................• - -· . - - - · -
Maclurea bigsbyi, Ilall ...••....... _ ... ___ ............ ... ... -- - - - · 
Bucania expansa, Hall _ .. ~ ••...... __ ..... _ ........ _ .......... - - - · 
buelli, \Vhi tfield ...•..................••......• --- - -• • · 
Bellerophon wisconsensis, Wliitfield ____ .. _ ...••... : •....•..•... - --
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Spocim0n>1 . 
Trochonema beechcri, Whit,:field ..... -----· ...• ···-·· --·· _________ _ 
beloitensis, Whitfield ____ ---··- - -----· ··----- ---· ·-···· 
Raphistorna lcnticulare, Salter. ____________ ---· ____ ·----- ________ . 
nasoni, Hall . _ . _ .. _ . -.. _ •.... - . - . - - . _ ... __ . - - -..... -.. 
Pleurotomaria subconica, Hall ____ . _. _ . __ .. ___ .. ___ ...•••. __ .. _ .. _ 
Holopcaf n. sp ·----~ ______ ·----· ··-··- -----· ..... -----· _______ _ 
Subulites elongatus, Conrad ______ .....••....... ---· .......•..•..• 
Murchisonia gracilis, Hall .•••...................................• 
tricarinata, Hall ...........•••...................•.. -
helicteras, Salter .. _ ........ _ .. _ ... _ ...... _ ..... _ ... . 
Go?'ifoceras occidentalis, Hall ............ ____ ........ ·----· ...... . 
Orthoccras multica11ieratwin, Hall ____ ........ ________ .... _________ _ 
(Actinoceras) beloitensis, \Yhit _________________________ _ 
Phragmooe1·a8 f abulites, Conrad . _ ............... _ .. ~ •.•......•.•. 
lllcenus ovatiis, Conrad. ____ .. __ ................................. . 
Diccllocephalus? ... _ ..........................••.... _ .....•...... 


















Mr. Powers deserves credit for sending a neatly labeled collection of 
Trenton fossils that contains a good representation of the species named, 
some of which are very rare and in good condition . 
.A.cc. No. Specimens. 
16684. From D.S. Deering, Independence, Iowa (November 10, 1885): 
Silicified coral, probably of the genus Michelinia, species un-
known ..................................................... ·-·· 1 
16763. From Frank Burns, U. S. Geological Survey (November 10, 1885): 
Trenton group, Maury County, Tenn.: 
Columnaria alveolata, Goldfuss .••. _ ... __ .... _... . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
16782. From H. C. Duvall, Washington, D. C.: 
Devonian, Charleston, Ind.: 
N ucleocrinus Vernmiili Troost .. _ .. __ .• ,. . _ •••..•••••. _ ••••.••••...• _.. 1 
17280. From W. A. Finkelnburg, Winona, Minn.: 
Trenton Limestone: 
Asaphus Bar1'andi, Hall (cast) .......••...••...... ·.....••. ______ ...••. 1 
platycephalus, Stokes (cast) ..................... _______ .... 1 
Calymene sen aria .••• ......... _ ••• __ •• _ .. _ . ___ •• __ .• ___ .. _. _ ••••.• _ •• _ 1 
Potsdam Sandstone: 
Ptychoparia (fragments of four species) ............ _. _ •... ___ .••• _... 4 
17379. From Wiley Britton, Springfield, Mo.: 
Productus semireticulatus. _ ••.•••••.• _ •••..••.•.•••.•••••.• _ ••• _ ••• _ • 1 
Spirif era logani . ..••.•••..••. _. _ .•••••. ___ ••.....••••.. __ ••• _ .•• ___ • 1 
An old accession not heretofore rncorded (Catalogue Nos. 15054-15078). 
Stansbury Expedition Collection: 
Carboniferous fossils: 
Zaphrentis ? multilamellatum, Hall._ .•.•...•••••. _ .•..... _ •• ___ ••. . . • • 9 
stansb1.1,ryi, Hall ........•• ··-· ...•.•...•.•••.. ____ ..••.. 5 
Faviphyllum ? rugosurn, Hall ........ ____ ···--· ·--··· ______ .... ...... 3 
Product,us sp. f • _____ • _ • _. _ •• __ •• _ •• _ • _ •••• _ ••• _ ••• ___ ••••• _ ••••• _ _ _ 2 
cora, D'Orb ...•.. ____ ·--· ··-·:· ........•.....•• ···--· .•.. 4 
semireticulatus, Martin ..••...... __________ ···--· ______ .... 2 
<;Jhonetes grq,nulifera, Owen .•••••.•. ,. ....... H .............. H. • • • • • • • • ~ 
I-
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Specimens. 
Sp·ir-ifera camera ta, Martin . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . ••• . . .. .... 2 
· octoplicata, Sowerby .......... · .•........•....•. •.•........ . 2 
sp. ? .. ..•..•..••••••••.••••• •••••••••••• ~. . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Retzia radial-is, Phillipsa ........••..••••........... ... : ...... ....... 2 
Atltyris su,btilita, Hall .••.......... ... : .... ............... .......... 14 
Tellinomya protensa, Hall . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Cypricardia occidental-is, Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Alloris1na terminalis, Hall ......••.......••.. ...... ..•.••. _ _. __ ...... . 
Avic1tlit? ciwta, Ha-11 ..•.........••.....••••.•••• •..• ....•••••••..... 
Pleurotomaria cornula, Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . 1 
Eu01nphalus siibplarms, Hall ..................... ... ................. 2 
Streptorhynchiis crenistria, Phillips ........... ........ ............... . 
11:viculopecten .•.• . ..••.•..•••••••• ..•.•••••.•••.•.•.••••.... .....•.. 
Fifteen genera, 20 species, and 59 specimens. 
This is the Paleozoic portion of the collection studied by Prof. James 
Hall and reported upon in Stansbury's Expedition to the Great Salt 
Lake, 1852: 
Ace.No. 
17361'>. Collection of the Fortieth Parallel Survey : 
Carboniferous fossils: Speci111ens. 
A rchreocidaris ..•..........•..••••... _. • . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • . • . • . . 3 
Crinoidal coluUJns (four localities) ..........•.. .. ................... 4 
Spongire ? 1 ( two localities) _ .. .....••........................ - ... - -- 2 
Zaphrentis stansb1wyi, Ha.11 .••••••.•••••••••• • .••••••.••..•••••••• - - - 1 
Syringopo,·a .••• .. __ •.••••......••.....•••••..•••...••••••••. - .• ---- l 
Fusilina cylind1·ica, Fischer ( three localities) .............. -.... - ---- 6 
Fenestella (two lo~alities) ... _ ......••. ____ ... : ...... .........•••..... 3 
Bryozoans ....••.•...•• _ ••...•... _ ..•..•••••.. • ...•••.•••.• - ..• - - -- 1 
Discin a ........................................................... -. 4 
Chretetes ...•.•.••••••••••.. _ ...••.....•.••.•••••.•.•• • ••••••.. - - - . - 2 
Chonetes ...•••...••••••.•. __ ..•. _ ..•.••..•..•••..•••••••••••••. - .• - 1 
granulifera ..••.. .••••...••••..•••...••••.•••.••••. · ••••••.•. 2 
granuliferr.r,, O,ven ...................... .... ••......... - - . -. 1 
Prodv,ctus co1·a, D'Orb. (ten localities) .......... .. ................... 55 
nevadensis, Meek Y (three localities) ............ -..... --·· 12 
-- (seven localities) ..•..................•••.......... 17 
subaculeatus, Murch ........ . ..•.................••..•••.. 2 
multist?-iatus, Meek (three localities) . .......•.••... - •. - . - - - 12 
· longispinus, Sowerby ........ . ...............•........ - .. · 5 
punctatus, Martin (two localities) . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . .. .... ...• 3 
costatus, Sowerby (two localities)......................... 7 
costatus var ............................. _ ..... _ .......... 11 
subhorridus, Meek ( four localities) ...............•...... - -- 2~ 
Orthis rnichelini, var. nevadensis, Meek .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Streptorhy11chus crenistria, Phlllips ... ... .. .. .. . . .... ... ... . .. .. . ...• 3 
Spiriftra (two localities) ............................................ 2 
.Retzia radialis, Phillips ....................................••.....•. 10 
..1.thyris subtilita, Hall (two localities)...... . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . •. . . . . . 4 
.AthyriB T ..........................•...........• _ ••••.. _... . . . . .. . .. 1 
Rhynchonella uta. Ma..-cou .............. _'" ............ . _.. . . . . . . . . . . 8 
.Dentalium, (r.wo localities) .....................•...••• ________ .••••. 8 
Ace.No, 
17866. 
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Bellerophon •••• -~-- ...•.•••..••••.•••••..• .' ••••..•••••.•••..•....••• ·4 
carbonarius, Cox ff (two localities)...................... 3 
Conulariasp. ? •••••• ---~-- ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• --~--· •••••• 1 
Avicutopecten (six localities) .........•.....•...••..........•......•. 13 
· sp. 'f (two localities) ... a .............................. 18 
cu1·to-cardinalis, H. & W. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 2 
parvulus, H. & W. (two localities) ........•......••.••. 10 
Edrnondia ? ( three localities) . . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3 
Myacites sp. f .............................................. ---· .•.. 1 
Myalin<;i? .••••..........•.•••••..••...•.•...••.•..•••••••...•••• - • • 1 
perrniana, Swallow ................•.................•.•• - • . 3 
av·iculoides, M. & H.... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... 3 
Nuculina bellistriata, Stevens.... . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . .. .. • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sedgwickia concava, M. & H . . _ . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . 4 
Schizodus ovatus, M. & H ......................•.•................... 3 · 
curtus, M. & .H .................................. _ ......... 1 
Pleurophorus?? .. .......................... __ .................. ____ 1 
oblongus, Meek . ~. _ •.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . • . . . • • 6 
Twenty-seven genera, 49 species, ancl 318 specimens. - ...._ 
The collections of Paleozoic fossils of the Fortieth Parallel Surve.v 
were taken charge of by the writer in 1882, and as his time permitted 
the material was worked over, identified and recorded. The original 
field-labels were largely with the specimens, but the identificatfons 
made by Messrs. Meek, Hall, and Whitfield were largely lost, except 
in the case of the figured specimens. The entire collection has now 
been labelled and turned over to the 0. S. National Museum collections, 
the present accession being the last. 
Acc. No. Specimens 
17284. From the U.S. Geological Survey, through Charles D. Walcott, in 
charge Division of Paleozoic Invertebrate Paleontology 
(catalogue Nos. 14999-15053). · \. 
Carboniferous fossils from Eastern Tennessee: 
Zaphrentis sp. f ...... ......... _.. . . . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • 10 
Streptorhynchus crenistria, Martin.............................. 4 
Clwnctes granu lif era, N. & P ........•.•......... _ ....•.. , • • • • • I 
P1·odiwtus semireticulatus, var.................................. 28 
semireticulatus, Martin ................... r.. • • • • • • • • 9 
sp. ? . - - • - .• - ... - - - - • - - - - • - - • - • - - - ••••••••• - - ••• - - - • - 4 
Spfrijera 1·oclcymontana, Marcou ....... .' .....• _ •.•• _ •... _... . . . 15 
(M.) lincata, Martin ...•...•.. ·----·................. I 
sp. 7 .•••••...•..•••••••••••••••.•••••••• ____ •••• ____ 4 
Rhynchonclla uta, Marcou .... _ •.... _ •... __ ....•••. __ . • . . . . • • . . I 
Retzia verneniliana., Hall ...................... _ • _ ..• _. _ ...•• _. 1 
A.thyris sp. f ..••••••• _ ••••••• _ ••.•• __ ••••• ___ •••••• _ ••• __ •• _.. 3 
1'erebratula trinuclea., Hall f ... _ •••••••• _ ••••• _ •••• __ • ____ •• _.. 1 
Productus cora 7 ••• _ ••• _ •••• _ •••••• ·_ ••••• _ • ___ •• _ ••••• _ ••• _... 1 
Ten genera, 13 species, 1 variety, and 83 specimens. 
Silurian: 
Stromatopora sp. 'i • _ ................ _. _ •• _ ................ _... 1 
Clionetes sp. f .•••••.•••••••• _ •.••••• __ • _ •••• __ •• ___ ••••••• _... 13 
Orthis sp ................ _ ..................... _ ...... _ .. ____ . 2 




Rhynchonella sp. ? • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . 50 
17365. 
Rhynchospira sp.? ...... ____ ...••• ____ ................. . __ ..•. 
Leptoccelia hemispherica, Hall .............................• __ .. 
.A.1,foula 1·lwrnboides, Hall .•........ ....•..... ____ ...... : ...... . 
Tellin01nya curta, Hall .......•...... .. ...... . __ . ______ ....... . 
Beyrichia lata, Vanuxem ...............• ........ ____ ...•...... 
Calyrnene clintoni, Hall . ... .. .. . ........ ..... _ ........ ....... . 
Ten genera, 10 species, and 100 specimens. 
Lower Silnrian (Ordovician): 
Streptelasma corniculum, Hall ........... ........... --------~---
Monticulfpora lycoperdon, Say ................ ...•.. - - - - - -- - -.. 
Escharopora, recta, Hall .. .......... _ •...........•..... - -. - - - - -
Leptcena sericea, Sowerby ................... ....... - - - -...... -
Strophomena alternata, Conrad .............•...•.. -- ......••.. 
Orthis _tesfadinaria, Dalman ........................•.... -• ----
occidentalis, Hall ...................................••• 
tricenaria, Conrad ...••......... ................ - .....• 
RhynchoneUa capax, Conrad ............. ..... -- - - ---- -· ·· -··· 
Zygospira recurvirostra, Hall ...•............................. , 
Cyprica1·difes winchelli, Safford · __ ........ __ .......... -----· ... . 
saffordi, Hall ..•.•........ ................. - - .•.. 
Murchisonia rnilleri, Hall ... .........•....... ..... - .. - - - - - - -- - -
Euonip ha l us s p. ? . . • . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • - ••• - ••• -- - • • -- • 
Orthoceras arcuoliratum, Hall 7 ... .•••.... .•...•..•... - •• -• - --· 
junceum, Hall ........... .•.......... - - - - - - . - - - - ·• · • 
Dalmanites sp.? ____ ........................ ...••. --·· .. -- -··· 
CJ11·toceras ....••........ _. _ ..•.•• _ ~ ••• _. __ .••. . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . • 
Fourteen genera, 18 species, and 156 specimens. 
From the U. S. Geological Survey, through Charles D. Walcott, 
in charge Division of Paleozoic Invertebrate Paleontology 
( catalogue Nos. 15148-15165 ). 
Carboniferous fossils from Nevada: 
.Athyris subtilita .•.•.••••. .•••• •..••.•..•.•• .........•.••. ----
sp. 7 . _ •••••••• _ • _ •••••••••• _ •••• __ ~ _ •••••• _ ••••••• _ ••• 
Discina, sp. 7 .••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••• .•••.•••• --· ••••• 
G1·iffithides, sp.? ........................... h •••••••••••••••••• 
Orth is . . ...•••....••...••..•• - - •.•.• - . -• - •• - - - - - - · · · • • • • · • • - - · 
Pinna . . • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . - - - - • - - •. - - - - • · -
Terebratula hastata, Sowerby ...•.. .. ..••...... .... - ...••... ·· 
Streptorhynchu s crenisfria, Phillips .. _ .••.....................•. 
Spirifera (like S. logani, Hall) ........•.•.......... .. .. ---- .... 
rockyniontana, Marcou ...........................••. -
striata, 111artin ...............................• - . -- - -
camerata, Martin ...............•••................ - -
Spfriferina cristata, Schlothoim ..............••.............. - . 
Retzia radialis, Phillips ...................•••••.•• - - . - - . - -- - - -
Euoniph alus ...•.. __ •• _ .. ____ •.•.••••. _ . __ ...•.••• _ •••••••...• 
Twelve genera, 15 species, and 107 specimens. 
li44 . From the U. S. Geological Survey, through Charles D. Walcott, in 
chargeDivisiou of Paleozoic Invertebrate Paleontology. 
evonian fossils from Nevada.: 
Rhynclionclla Bi11uata, Hall . _ ....... _ ......................•. -
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Nucleospira concinna, Hall ................... . ........ , . .. . . . . 2 
Atrypa reticularis, Linn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . 32 
Prodlictus sluirna1·dianus, Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6 
sp. f..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Strophodonta, sp. f...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Orthis irnpressa, Hall...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B 
Lingula (like L. ligea, Hall). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . !> 
Pentamerus Lo tis, var. Walcott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
Cyrtina hamiltonensis, Hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Anibocmlia ..••......•..•••••••..........••...••....•••..••••• 
Spirifera sp. ¥ ••••••••.••••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Athyris, sp. ¥ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••••• - •••• - - - - -- - - - - -
Holopea 1 .................................................... . 
E -uornphalus, sp. 'I ...... .•••••..•• ~ •...•........•••••....••.•.. 
Platystoma lirieatum, f Conrad ................................. . 
Euomphalus (P.) laxus, Hall f ..•...••..•.••••••• ••.... •••••••• 
Belll"rophon •••••.. . ............•••.••••..••.....•••....... . •. 
Modioriiorpha, 1 sp. ? .•••••.•••.•.......•••••..•••.•.••••••••••• 
LeperdUia, sp. f ............................................. . 
Orthoceras, sp. 1 ....•..••••.. . .... ....•..••..•••.... .•.•..• • .. 
Orthoceras 1 ...........•.•.....•....• •....••••..•••.....• ...•• 

















This small collection of Devonian fossils is of interest, as it shows 
the extension of the Devonian fauna into southern-central Nevada. 
li28G. From the U. S. Geological Survey, through Charles D. Walcot~, in charge 
Division of Paleozoic Invertebrnte Paleontology, 3,500 specimen::; cf 
fossils from Devonian and Silurian strata of southern Iudiaua all(l 
northern Kentucky. This material has been labeled, with locality 
and formation, an<l distributed through the main collection to be 
studied when reviewing that, col lection . 
WORK ON COLLECTIONS. 
The direct work on the collections of the Museum has been the 
l'Ccording, ideutifyiug, and labeling of the material meutioned uuder 
"accessions," and a continuation, as opportunity offere<l, of' the arra11ge-
111eu t of the old collections of the Smithsonian Iustitntiou. The latter 
work bas been very limited, owing to the writer's position as paleontolo-
gist in charge of the palcozoic paleontology of the U. S. Geological 
Survey, requiring him and his assistants to devote the most of their 
ti1ue to origiual work in connection with the Survey. This work will, 
in a large <legree, inure to the benefit of the Musmim collections, as the 
material stndi~d contai11s many new types and large numbers of species 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--15 
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illustrating the stratigraphic and geograpliic distribution of life during 
paleozoic time. 
There is at present quite a large amount of material transferred from 
the Geological Survey that can be placed on exhibition as soon as cases 
are prepared to receive it. 
A list of the publications which appeared during the year, aud which 
were based on material in the collection, will be found in Part rv. 
The S)'Stematic collection of Cambrian fossils, commenced in 1884, 
together with the formation of a collection of material from the typical 
localities of Lower Silurian and Devonian fossils, has advanced, antl 
large collections have been made as the means available permitted. lf 
this can be continued, there is, in the near future, the prospect of large 
increase to the collections of the Museum. The direct field-work of the 
geologists of the Geological Survey will also add to the collectiou as 
soon as the material is studied and turned over to the Museum. 
· Other sources of increase will be from the accessions by exchange 
and the contributions made by individuals. I think the latter sonrcc 
of increase will enlarge when a portion of the collection is placed 011 
exhibition and parties interested know that attention will be given to 
the care of their contributions. 
With all of the above, there is still a source of increase that can only 
be made available by the use of a collecting and purchasing fund. 
There are localities that can not be properly visited and collections made 
by the officers of the Geological Survey . . On the northern border of tl1c 
United States, in Canada, New Brunswick, and even in Newfoundland, 
it is essential that collections should be obtained for comparative 
study. 
It frequently occurs that inoividuals wl10 have given years to col-
lecting in some locality desire to sell their collections at a relatively 
small cost as compared with the expense of collecting. When such 
collections will fill gaps in the collections of the Museum it is very desir-
able, if the Museum is to take a high position iu this department, that 
they should be secured. 
The American Museum of Natural History, in New York Cit,y pai(l 
$6G,OOO for the Hall collection, and the Museum of Comparative Zoology 
of Cambridge, Mass., has purchased large collections of Paleozoic foH-
sils. The National Museum does not need to make such large out-
lays of money, but a comparatively small sum, available eacll year, 
would, with other sources of increase, give a collection worthy of tlJ ~ 
Mu eum. 
The collections are now arranged in sixteen table cases in the south-
ea t court of the Mu eum. With the exception of writing out the label 
in i ur of the ca es, and the addition of the material from accession·, 
n baoge, hav l> en m, <le ince the last annual report of this depart-
m nt wa u mitted. The number of specimens was ,given then a 
f 11 w : 
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Specimen~. 
Cambrian............................................. 10,848 
Silurian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,418 
• Devonian ...••................•................... - . . . 1:3, 548 
CarLoniferous....... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 33,688 
Permian .............................. : ............... 1,,892 
Green's casts (plaster)................................. 255 
Total . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72, ti49 
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To this must bo added the accessions of tL.e past year, 7,833 speci· 
muns. The last number entered in the catalogue in June, 1885, was 
14850, and in June, 1886, 15460 . 
• 
' i 
REPORT ON Tlrn DEPARTMENT OF INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (MESOZOIC) 
IN rrHE U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 
_1886. 
By C. A. WHI'I.'E, Honorary Curator. 
The principal addit.ions which have been made to the collections of 
Mesozoic invertebrates during tbe past year are those which have been 
sent to the,Museum by the U. S. Geological Survey. Only a small.part 
of these have been registered in the records of the Museum; all the 
others having been cleansed, ticketed, and placed in cases in the north 
balcony of the Smithsonian Building. Our records show that eight 
accessions have been received through the Museum, all but two of 
which are small and unimportant. One of these is a small lot of Creta-
ceous fossils from Mexico, .all new species, tho gift of Senor Jose G. 
Aguilera, of the Mexican Geographical and Exploring Commission. 
The other is a collection of about two hundred specimens, represent-
ing about seventy species, from M. Cbarpy, Director of the Museum at 
Annecy, Haute-Savoy, France. They are of Jurassic and lower Creta-
ceous age. 
The work of arranging and classifying the collections of the Museum 
has progressed during the year, and has reached a condition in which 
the collections are all accessible for convenient study, but nothing h~s 
been done with reference .to their installation, or their separation into 
reserve, exhibition and exchange series. 
The work of arranging and classifying has embraced the numerous 
collections which have been for many years in :possession of the Mu-
seum, some of which had been damaged and their labels destroyed by 
the fire which occurred in the Smithsonian Building many years ago. 
To identify and arrange these collections has required much labor. 
Each specimen bas under gone the process of identification, cleansing, 
recording upon the Muse um register, being numbered in paint, labelled, 
and · finally arranged in trays, drawers, and cases suitable for conven-
ient reference. All of this has been done, as far as possible, in accord-
ance with the prescribed usages of the Museum, but often, in the absence 
·of precedent, it has been found necessary.to devise new methods of ar· 
rangement. 
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The arrangement in cases has been made as follow&: All collections 
whose entirety had not been broken, or the specimens identified and 
labelled, were transferred to the north balcony of the Smithsonian Build-
ing and there arranged according to locality. To the collections of the 
U. S. Geological Survey a green tag was glued upon each specimen, 
bearing the acceRsion number of the Survey. All the collections were 
arranged in cases geographically and a card index made, by which 
every collection can be readily referred to. 
The second class of collections em braced all specimens that llad been 
identified and duly recorded on the Museum register and labelled in the 
proper manner. The temporary arrangement of _this material in the 
southeast court of the Museum has been completed. 
The present provisional arrangement is purely stratigrapllical; only 
a broad biological classification having been attempted under each geo-
logical period. 
The many valuable type specimens belonging to the collection have 
been arranged separ~tely from the stratigraphical arrangement above 
mentioned, so that they can he conveniently studied as a whole. These 
have been collected together and reidentifi.ed by Mr. Marcou, who has 
published a catalogue of the same in tbc proceedings .of the Museum.• 
During the year, 1563 entries were made in the Museum catalogue. 
No estimate has been made of the total number of specimens in the 
Museum collections, nor any attempt to group them into different cate-
gories. 
"Vol. VIII, pp. 290-344. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF FOSSIL PLANTS IN THE U. S. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By LESTER F. WA.RD, Honorary Curator. 
Comparatively few additions have been made to the collection during 
the year, the most important being a series of 33 species (93 specimens), 
presented by Mrs. H. c: Beckwitb. l\fost of the specimens in this do- . 
nation were collected by Rev. A.. Lakes in the 'dcinity of Morrison, Colo., 
the rest from Golden, Colo. 
The other additions consist of -specimens sent by the various cor-
respondents of the Institution for identification. 
The routine work in the department has been confined to caring for 
the specimens as they have been received, and in boxing up and send-
ing for determination the large mass of material, which has been accu-
mulating for many years. 
In September, 1885, ten boxes of miscellaneous material were sent to 
Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus, Ohio, for identification. This 
material has been accumulating since the founding of the Smithsonian 
Institution, and had become of such magnitude that the question of 
space ·was a-serious one. In working up this material Professor Lesque-
reux has found much that is incapable of satisfactory determination, and 
such has been discarded. On the last of May, 1886, these specimens were 
returned to the Museum, all carefully labeled. From this material Pro-
essor Lesquereux. was able to determine about 150 specie8, of which 
number 107 species were new to the collection and 14 new to science. 
PRESENT STATE OF THE COLLECTION. 
(1) Total number of specimens of catalogued material (exclusive of my recent 
collection still in han<l for study) .... ______________________ ·-----·----- 7,439 
(2) Number of specimens not specifically identified (mostly fossil wood) .. _____ 1, 71~ 
(3) Determined material _________ _ ·----· ...... ______ ·- · --··----· ______ ·----· 5,613 
( 4) Number of specimens discarded ... _ ... ____ .... _ ...... _ .. ____ ... ___ .. ____ . 113 
(5) Duplicates now stored in tho Armory Building .... ______ . ________________ 1,091 
(6) Number of distinct species identified, catalogued, and installed: 
Paleozoic .. ___ ... _ .... _ .. _ .. _. __ ........ __ . _ ..... _ ... __ . _. __ .. 330 
Mesozoic ... ___ . ___ •... _ ....... __ .... __ ... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194 




REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF RECENT PLANTS IN THE U S. 
NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 
By LESTER F. WARD, Honorary Curator. 
The largest and most valuable addition ~o the collection was pre-
sented by Dr. V. Havard, U. S. Army. This collection, from Texas 
and the Southwest generally, contains many species new to the 
herbarium and also some new to science which have recently been 
described by Dr. Asa Gray and Mr. Sereno ·watson. Quite a number 
are species detected for the first time within the limits of the United 
States. The collection is particular1y rich in Compositce, Graminem, and 
ferns. 
Next in importance is the collection of a bout 1,000 species, presented 
by Mr. William M. Canby, of Wilmington, Del., which is also rich in 
western plants, particularly from Calfornia. This with the Havard 
donation added over 1,500 species to the herb,arium. 
A fine collection of nearly 350 .species from the Yellowstone National 
Park was donatecl by Mr. Fra~k Tweedy. These specimens are doubly 
valuable as they were used by Mr. Tweed,y in the preparation of bis 
r, Flora of the Yellowstone National Pa.rk," recentl.y issued (Wash-
ington, 1886). 
Mr. 0. G:Pringle has presented a set of his Plantffi Mexicanffi col-
lected in Mexico in 1885, most of which arc new to the herbarium. 
Dr. Ed ward Palmer has also donated a set of the plants collected by 
himself in southwestern Chihuahua in 1885. More than 20 per cent 
of the collection consists of species new to science. 
Mr. Gerald McCarthy donated nearly a complete set, about 300 spe-
cies, of bis North Carolina collection of 1885. This distribution is Tich 
in grasses and sedges. 
Besides the above donations there have been many others, of varying 
size, from nearly all parts of the country, which fact goes to prove that 
when the existence of the herbarium becomts more widely known the 
influx of material will be rapid. 
Nearly two months of the fir~t part of the fiscal year were spent in 
completing the card-catalogue of the· Joad collection. This collection 
consisted of about 10,000 species, D,000 of which were now to the herb-
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arimn, for which cards had to be written. T n the matter of practical 
working, thiR card-catalogue is found to be of great value, since by 
consulting it the presence or absence of any species may be at once 
<letcrmiued without the necessity of going to the cases. This is-be-
lieved to be the only large herbarium in this country in wl!ich thi 
system has been adopte_d, and the labor of keeping it up will be very 
slight compared with what it would be to prepare such a catalogue after 
the accumulation of a great mass of material. No species is consi<leml 
as belougiug to the collection until its card IJas first l)een written and 
entered. Besides convenience of consultation, this system possesses 
another 1nint of advantage in that it furnishes tlte source of a recorcl, 
easily accessible, of the exact status and magnitud e of the collections, a 
matter which is open to much speculation when no snch data nre at 
hand. 
The poisoning of specimens newly received has occupied much timr. 
About 5,000 specimens have been permanently protected from the nw-
ages of insects. A complete immersion of the specimen in a saturatcu 
alcoholic solution of corrosiYe sublimate has been found most effica-
cious. 
The work'which has required tLe largest amount of time has been 
the selection of material for mounting. Instead of mounting indiscrimi-
nately the mass of duplicate material which constantly comes to :1 col-
lection of this charac,ter, a careful comparison is always made in or<ler 
to be certain that the specimens will actually add to the ones alrea<ly 
in band; either a, different phase of the plant or a new and interesting 
locality. In this manner pure duplication is checked and the growth 
of the berbarium made to accommodate itself, as nearly as possible, to 
the present somewhat restricted space. As rapidly as the specimens 
selected can be mounted they are added in their systematic place to the 
herbarium, so that no large amount of this new material i& allowed to 
accumulate and remain inaccessible. 
In compliance with your circular issued March 1, 1883, much work 
ha been done towards perfectiug a list of the cultivated plants of the 
District of Columbia. Most of the t.ime of Mr . .A.. L. Schott, when not 
engaged in caring for the liviug plants iu the Museum, bas been spent 
in making extensive collections about the city. Several. thou and spec-
imens arc the result of tliis labor. These have all been poisoned and 
await final identification, which we hope soon to lrnve time to undertake . 
.A. slip catal gue of tho. e already determined has been commenced and 
now contain about 1, 00 slips. As thee timatednumberof cultivated 
Rp ·i i ab ut 4, 00, much worl' yet remains to be done. 
Iu r (Tard t 1h xhibition an 1 tu<ly eries nothing has as yet been 
, t mpl 1, a1tlion(l'b a lar~ ma , of material, principally wood , fruit 
fruit v ,,. l , tc., L.a. accumu1u.t <l. t is to be hope<l that at no di.· 
taut <le an .·hibiti n f thi chara ·t r may be und rtaken, ince from 
Ll ti n l point f iew it w uld un<loubt dl. b of great'· alue. 
ce b gun it gr wth will b rapid, ince by eeing unique vege· 
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table products the general public will be stimulated to give material 
which is now allowed to be wasted. 
The research work has been confined in the main to the identification 
· o:f material that has been sent for determination by its co~respondents, 
or has in other ways become the property of the department. When 
the routine work of installing the collections now in hand is completed 
it is hoped that more extended researches may be undertaken. 
According to the record furnished by the card-catalogue, there are 
now in the herbarium and accessible 15,538 species of plants. Of the 
actual number of specimens it is impossible to state, but 30,000 may be 
taken as a safe estimate, as it is less than an average of two to each 
species. It is also impossible to give the exact number of duplicates for 
distribution or exchange, but there are probably from 5,000 to 8,000 
specimens. · 
The last entry in the Museum catalogue on June 30, 1885, was 23, and 
the last on June 30, 188G, was 63, making a total of 40 entrie.s during 
the year. 

ltEPOllT ON .THE DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS IN THE U.S. NATIONAL 
MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886, 
By F. W. OL.ARKE, Honorary Curator. 
The accessions Lave l>een 1rnmerous, both by gift and excbange, and 
have covere<l a wide range of species. Of the gifts the following have 
been among tlrn more important: 
From Charles F. Drown, 35 specimens of quartz, wavellite, rutile, etc., from Arka.n-
~ms. 
From F. W. Taylor, a series of the vana<lates from Lake Valley, New Mexico. 
From Prof. N. H. \Vincbcll, tbomsonites, otc., from Minnesota. 
From Prof. R. Ellsworth Call, large calcites, from Moline, Ill. 
From Mnj. J. W. Powell, a full series of the turquoises of New Mexico. 
From t.bc ·west Prussian Provincial Museum at_Danzig, 15 inclu&ions in amber. 
Of our e:schanges the more noteworthy accessions have been as fol-
low8: 
From W. J. Knowlton, 138 specimens of annite, cryopbyllitc, danalito, otc., from 
Rockport, Mass. 
From N. P. Pratt, a collection of corundums from Georgia. • 
From Prof . .Arcl.Jibald Livcrsi<lgc, 64 specimens of Australian minerals. 
From tl.Jc Musco <l.' .Auueey, 70 spc('.imens of minerals, mostly French. 
From Lbe Ecolo <les Mines at Paris, 44 specimens. 
From James Matters, a series of minerals from tl.Je French Creek ·Mine in Pennsyl-
vania. 
From Prof. ll. K. Emerson, of Amherst College, 5G specimens, mjs;ellaneous. 
The foregoiug cutries are but a, few out of many, and refer to tbe 
mineral collection proper. rrhc subcollcctions of gems and of meteor-
ites, bowevcr, have beeu proportionally enriched, as the subjoined. ex-
amples show. 
METEORITES. 
From Dr. J. Berrien Lindsley, 10 Bpecimens of meteorites by gift. 
From G. F. Kunz, a fine slice of tl10 Glorieta. meteorite in excb::tnge. 
From Prnf. C. U. Shepn.nl, 17 f:lpecimens of meteorites io oxcbange. 
From S. C. II. Iln.iley, 3 specimens of meteorites iu exchange. 
From the Aca<lemy of Natural Scicnc(·s, Phila<lelpl1i::i., a slice of a Tennessee meteorite. 
GEMS AND ORNAMEJ1;TAL STONES. 
From G. Ji'. Knnz, hy gift, 3 Brazili:111 tonnnalinc.; 
From Dr. D. ll. McCartcc, hy gift, :u, "inl,::-;t one l10l<lcr" of Chinese ja<lc, mounted Ml 
a carvell teakwood b::tse. 
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Fro·m )?rof. G. n. Goode, on deposit, a carved agalmatolite plate. 
l!..,rom the New Orleans Exposition, through the Department of State, a series of Per. 
sian turquoises. 
From Thomas Donaldson, esq., on deposit, a fine series, polished, of the New Mexican 
turquoise. 
By purchase, a collection of nearly a thousand examples of the crys-
tallized quartz from near Hot Springs, Ark., was also acquired. 
The routine work of_ the department,, in addition to the usual details 
of cataloguing, labeling, etc., has involved much labor in the identifica-
tion of species, completing exchanges, preparing and shipping sets of 
minerals to schools and col1eges, and correspondence. Furthermore, 
great progress has been made in mounting the collection for exhibition, 
and in the final distribution of the material into Museum and duplicate 
series. In the latter connection the entire collection has been thoroughly 
gone over and permanently classified. The final result of this classifica-
tion may be ·stated numerically so as to show the actual extent of tlrn 
collection on July 1, 1886: 
Specimens. 
On exhibition, Museum series ....•.............•....... 3,238 
On exhibition, Willcox collectiop, deposited............. l, 229 
Reserve or study series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 404 
Duplicates.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, ti30 
'fotal ..•......•................ -. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 401 
The number of the last catalogue entry in June, 1885, was 45,843, and 
that of the last cr..talogue entry in June, 188G, was 46,Gl5, giving a total 
of 772 entries during the year. · 
These figures require a few wordH of explanation, particularly as re-
gards tho policy of the department. The exhibition series naturally 
consists of the larger and showier specimens, and specimens having a 
general public interest. But in every collection of minerals there 
are many objects having purely scientific value, which could not be 
publicly displayed without using an unwarrantably large amount of 
space. Such suecimens form our reserve or study series, and are pre-
served in drawers underneath the regular show cases. This series is 
intended, so far as possible, to be monographic and exhaustive, so that 
it may be of use to mineralogists, who wish to make comparative studies 
of similar minerals from widely separated localities; and much material 
fiud a place in it, which has value only on account of its origin or as-
sociation . Some scientific work has been <lone on portions of the col-
lection iucidentally to my duties as chief chemist of the U.S. Geological 
Survey. For example, I have worked up the minerals from Lit ch field, 
Me., and the turquoi e from New Mexico, and Mr. R. B. Riggs has maclo 
full analy es of the lcpiclolit s from Maine and the cryopbyllite and 
aunite of \,ockport, Ma . A. full description of the gem collection, by 
Mr. . F. Kunz, appear d in the Popular Science Monthly for April, 
1 0. The 1 ter pap r, brought down to <late and revi ·ed, is repro-
in art III of tbi report. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOL· 
OGY IN THE U, S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 
:30, 1886, 
By GEORGE P. MERRILL, Curator. 
The additions to the collections during the year covered by this report 
have l>eeu near]y all in the form of small accessions from a great variety 
of sources, and but few of them were of sufficient importance to merit 
special mention. As heretofore, the department has had to re]y for its 
material mainly on exchanges and donations, and while much of the 
matter thus obtained is valuable, it is for the most part of a very mis-
cellaneous character. 
The more important of tho accessions are given in the following list: 
.dbbott, A. N. A series offulgurite tubes from Union Grove, Ill. 
American Institute _of Mining Engineers. Ninety-five samples native and foreign 
building stone. 
Bernadou, Ensign J. B. One slab Verdantique marble, one stone pencil jar, one disk 
ofyellow stone, and one box ofin<l.urate<l. talc. (f) Corea. 
Biddle, Henry J. A collection of serpentines and associated rocks from Chester County, 
Pa. 
Bouve, 1'. T. Specimens-eruptive rocks from Hingham, Mas::;. 
Charpy, M. L. (Museum of Annecy, Hauto Savoy, France). A co1leclion of H:,4 rocks 
from France, Italy, Belgium, and Hungary. 
Crittenden, A. R. Travertine. Rock of Gibraltar. 
Grosby, Prof. W. 0. Collection of rocks and minerals, various sources. 
Diller, J. S. Six specimens eruptive rocks from Kentucky and California. A1so pho-
tograph of a cliff of banded hypersthene andesite. California. 
Dugge1·, S. M. One specimen flexible sandstone, Banner's Elk, Watauga, County, 
N.C. 
Emerson, Prof. B. K. A collection of some 50 specimens Massachusetts rocks and 
small slabs of Suisin City (California) "Marble." 
Fritsch, E. Six samples Algerian marbles. 
Georgia Marble Company. Twelve cubes, 6 thin slabs, and 1 small colurnn of marble 
from Pickens County, Ga. 
Gurney, H. D. One large block red granite from Watau, Minu. 
Hill. R. T. Volcanic dust from near Wray Station, Colo. 
flitchcock, Prof. C.H. A collectio~ of over 100 specimens rocks from New Hamp-
shire, and a vertical column showing the proportional thickness of t,he Arcbman, 
Cambrian, and Silurian rocks in New Hampshire. 
Horan, Henry. Slab of stalagmite marble from tho Lnray Caves, Virginia. 
Lamb, T. F'. Elmolito Syenite from Litchfield, Mc. · 
Mcilhenney, Dr. W. S. Two specimens soapstone from the District of Columuia 
23~ 
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Merrill, G. P. Collect ion of serpentine from ·nouokeu, N. J. Basalt from coast of 
'Ireland. Rocks from Aulmrn, Lewiston, an<.l Minot, Mc. 
Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission. One hundred and. fifty specimens roe~ 
anu building stones of Mexico, including a fine series of the celebrated "Mexi-
can ony:x:." 
Mississippi State Commissioners to the New Orleans Exposit-ion. Three samples building 
stone from Mississippi. 
New O1·leans Exposition. One large concretion and one large block of volcanic brecc1a. 
O'Leary, Dennis. Specimens from the memorial stones seut from Germany, Japan, 
Brazil, Cherokee Nation, Maryland, a,ml Massachusetts for the \Vashington Mon-
ument. 
Peale, Dr. A. C. Volcanic dust from Kansas and Montana; one sandstone and on 
pyrite concrctiou, Montana. 
Purchased. Three samples Mexican onyx cut in form of paper knife and pu11er 
weights. 
Rice, Prof. Williarn North. A collection of 30 rocks and shells from Bermuda. 
Roesber, F. E. Two samples building stone and one grindstone from Texas. 
Sayles, Ira. A series of weathereu limestones, concretions, aml stalagmitic deposits, 
Tennessee. 
Shepherd, A. R. Two specimens stalactites from Botopila, Mexico. 
South Carolina Commissioners to the New Orleans Exposition. Twelve samples building 
stones from South Carolina. 
State Department. :Fifty-three samples building stone from Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick. 
Stejnegm·, Dr. L. A collection of some 40 specimens rocks from Copper and Behring's 
· Islands. 
Swiss Centennial Commission l8i6. Eighty specjmon rocki; from the St. Gothard Tun 
nel. 
1'rigg, J. S. Six small pieces and one large slab '' Maurepore" marb!e, Charles City, 
Iowa. 
1'rne, F. W. Collection of rocks from Loudoun County, Va. 
Turner, L. M. Collection of rocks from Ungava, Labrador. 
Wadsworth, Dr. M. E. Volcanic dust from Dakota. 
Ward and Howell. One large slab of limestone with glacial markings, from Roch S-
ter, N. Y. 
Williams, Dr. George II. A collection of 25 native and foreign rocks. 
Jlli11chell, Prof. N. II. Fifty pounds catlinito, from Pipestone County, Miuu. 
U. S. Geological Survey. Twelve relief maps, including models of Mount Taylor, New 
Mexico; Washoe District, Nevada; Eureka District, Novad.a; Uinta and Wa · 
atch Mountains, Utah; Leadville and vicinity, Colorado: Tho i;ame in cc-
tions; High Plateaus of Utah; IIe.ury Mountains, Utah ; Stercogrnm of the 
Henry Mountains, Utah; Elk Mountains, Colorado; Yosemite Valley California· 
and tho Yellowstone National Parle 
The preparation of the Jesup collection of building stones for tlie 
American Mu eum iu New York City, of which mention was made in 
my r port for the ix months en<ling J uue 30, 1885, consume<l a. large 
p rtion of the time up to January 1. This work was completed. at 
about th <lat noted, and the collection is now packed and awaiting 
·hipment. It compri ome 1,073 ample in the form of 4 inch cub 
an 11, thin ction for micro copic, tucly. All the leading quarri 
in th 'Oun ry cl,r r pr ent d, and next to our own this nuty be cou id-
•r >cl th mplet and .·y tematic collection of it· kind in th 
Wlu tirn • wa · uot taken up by t l.ti work ha b ,1 
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folly occupied in identifying and arranging the materials comprisiug 
the various collections intended to form a part of the reserve series. 
Particular attention has been given to the preparation of the exhibitiou 
series, but owing to lack of some very essential materials and an insuffi-
cient number of proper cases, the collections of rock-forming materials, 
the structural series, lithological series, and the building and orna-
mental stones only are in conditions approximating completion. Iu 
Part III of this report will be found a catalogue of the building stouc col-
lection, so annotated and arranged as to constitute a provisional han<l-
book. There are now in process of preparation the tLree exhibition 
series classed under the heads of Dynamical, Structural, and Historical 
Geology. A portion of the material~ l)elonging to these series are 
already on exhibition, l)eing of themselves sufficiently striking in appear-
ance to excite interest, though not occupying their proper places in the 
systematic collection. 
Some two hundred thin sections of rocks have been added to the Mu-
seum collections during the year, being prepared in large part by Mr. 
L. II. Merrill. _ 
I regret being obliged to state that no progress has been made iu 
the matter of labeling during the entire periotl covered by this report. 
Labels have been written but if printed at all the work has been done 
in such a, manner as to ren<ler the results valueless, and to· necessitate 
what will amount practically to rewriting the entire copy. It is need-
less to say, that so far as this department is concerned, the present 
methocls of printiug (whereby the curator receives no proof-sheets) are 
extremely unsatisfactory. 
Eight.series of duplicates, comprising 29:3 specimens, have been sent 
out during the year in the way of exchanges. To this list should also 
be added the building-stone collection already noted, which although 
not as yet shipped is in complete readiness. 
The working force of the department was largest <luring t1Jc early 
part of the year, owing to the extra work entailed in the preparation of 
the Jessup collection of building stone. It has been as follows: 
For the three months ending October 1, two stone-cutters and one 
stone-polisher; for the four months ending October 31, one laborer; 
for the six months ending December 31, one section-cutter and general 
assistant, Mr. L. H. Merrill ; for the entire year one lady clerk, Miss B. 
Frankland. Since March, Mr. E. S. Lewis has satisfactorily filled the 
position of volunteer assistant, and one laborer has been detailed to 
work in the department when not required for special duties elsewhere. 
The total number of entries upon the department catalogue ·during 
the year has been i,021, compri~ing some 1,276 specimens of various 
kinds. 
Pressure of routine work in the past, as in preceding years, has pre-
cluded the devotion of much time to original work with a view to pub-
lication. This together with tho fact that such of my time as coul<l he 
Il. Mis. 170, pt. 2--16 
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spare«l bas been devoted to papers of considei·aule lengU.1, arnl which 
are as ;yet iucomplete, cnts down the poasible list to two tillcs, as gh·en 
iu tlle bibliography.* 
'rhe collections are not as yet sufficiently systematized to afford goou 
facilities for study to other than Museum officials, and, although they 
haYe frequently been consulted for purpose of comvarisou, nothing, 
other than above, has been published regarding them so far a!:! I am 
aware. 
The present state of the collection is as follows: 
Whole number of rock specimens in the reserve series •••• . ..••.•..•••....... 17,647 
Whole nnmber of rock specimens in the lluplicate series . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000 
Total .••••......••.•.....•....................•. ••....•. ............. 20,647 
Of the reserve series 5,313 are now 011 exhibition; of tliese 2,730 are 
building and ornam~ntal stones, and 1,829 belong to the edncational 
series of rocks and rock-forming minerals. The remainder are miscella-
neous materials, not yet in their proper places in the series of which 
they are to form a part. There are also now in the collection some 3,400 
thin sections of rocks for microscopic study. 
The rocks of the referve series not designate<.l or as let not utilizeu 
for exhibition, but which are stored iu the <lra,rert: of table cases, num-
ber some 12,:303. This number may be reducc«l somewhat b_y the with-
<lrawal from time to time of materials to make Ul) the exhibition 
' ' series. They may be summarized as follows: 
From the various geological horizons of Canada., New Brunswick, and 
Nova Scotia .. __ . _ ...................•............•... - - - - ... - - - · - · · - · · 
From Victoria, Australia ..•......................••.•..••. - .. - ,. •• - · · • · • 
_From the Uniteti States Geological Surveys v.·est of the 100th meriui::m .... 
From the United States Geological c:s:p1oration of the 40th para11cl . - : . - · -
From Leauville, Colora<l.o, S. F. Emmons, 1Jnite<l. States Geological Survey. 
From tho Comstock Ledge and ·washoo llistricts, Nevada, G. F. Becker, 
United States Geological Survey_ ..........•... _ ........•......... -. · · -
From St Gothard Tunnel _ ...............................• - . -- . - · · · - • • • · 
Rocks of New Hampshire ......... _ ............................ - · · • • • · · 
Miscellaneous, classified by kinds. __ .......................... - ... .. - · · · · 











Total .. _. _ .. __ . __ .. __ •. . . _ •..• __ .... __ ..... ___ ..••.•.. _ ...••. _.. 1~. ~0:3 
A ·id.e from tl10 rocks meutio11c<l above as forming a part of tlJC SF· 
teinatic erieR, there arc now on c.·liibilion thefol]owing obj ct· of intere t 
wlii ·h w re in part note<l iu rny report for 1884: One slope taulc ca e of 
lai\' as fro, Ice Spri11g Butte·, Utah; one slove tal>le ca ·e of tufas from 
Lak Lah ntnn, vacla,; one 'lope table ca e of siliceom; a11d cal ·areon · 
, int rs from the 11 w ·touc National Park; one <loor- er •en ca c of 
; one pier case of stalagmites a11d stalactites, nn<l 011c pi r 
c 11e ·tio11 illu ·tratinrr the g ology of Dl'rmt:d, ; thi · col-
c mplctc. 'l'lic·re ~Lrn :1'.so ,nn<lry inter<, ·tiug specimen· 
------------
" Suo l1a.n 1v. 
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sbowing glacia.tiou, s~ud erosion, ripple marks, and mnd ~racks, but 
which need not be mentioned more iu detail since they do not as yet 
occupy their proper places in the systematic exhibits. 
Other miscellaneous materials on exhibition are mentioned in the fol-
lowing list: Eight geological maps of the United States and foreign 
countries; one large map sllowing distribution. of temperature in the 
United States for the months of June, July, and August; one large 
map showing distribution of rain-fall for the same period; one large 
map showing distribution of rain-fall for the months of December, Jan-
uary and February; fifteen astronomical views comprising the Trou-
velot series of astronomical drawings; twenty-three photographs of 
stone quarries; eight colored photographs of stone buildings; fifteen 
geological views, including the large plates from Dntton~s atlas of the 
Grand Canon of the Colorado of the West; seventeen models, or re-
lief mRps. These last are given in detail below: 
I. Yellowstone National Park. Scale, 1 inch=l mile; horizontal arnJ 
vertical the same. Modeled by E. E. Howell. Issued by ·vvard & 
Howell. Size, 4 feet 7 :¼ inches by 5 feet 5½ inches. U. S. Geological 
Survey. 
II. Elk Mountains _of Colorado. Scale: horizonfitl, 1 inch=l mile; 
vertical, 1 iuch=2,G4:0 feet. Modeled by W. H. Holmes. Size, 2 feet 
2 inches by 3 feet 8 inches. U. S. Geological Survey. 
III. Mount Vesuvius au<l Monte Somma, Italy. Compiled by Thomas 
Dickert. Size, 2 feet 4½ inches by 2 feet 4½ inches. Issued by Ward 
& Howell. 
IV. Geological model of Switzerland. Size, 11 inches by 24 inches. 
V. Tlrn Washoe District, Neva<la. Scale, 1 inch=1,6G6 feet or 
1: 20000; horizontal and vertical tho same. Geology by G. F. Becker. 
Modeled by E. E. Howell. Size, 2 feet 5-z inches by 3 feet 3 inches. 
Issued by Ward & Rowel]. U. S. Geological Survey. 
VI. Leadville, Colo., and vicinity. Scale, 1 inch=800 feet, or 1: 9G00. 
Geology by S. F. Emmons; modeled by E. E. Howell. Size, 2 feet 7¼ 
inches. Issued by Ward & Howell. U. S. Geological Survey. 
VII. The same in sections. U.S. Geological Survey. 
VIII. Gulf' of Mexico. Scale: yertical, 1 inch=l,000 fathoms; ratio of 
vertical to horizontal, 0.03. Size, 23 by 32 inches. Issued by Coast 
and Geodetic Survey. 
IX. The Yosemite Valley, California. Scale, about 4 inches to 1 mile. 
Horizontal and vertical the same. Modeled by E. E. Howell from sur-
vey by King aml Gardner. Size, 2 feet. 5 inches by 4 feet one-half 
inch. Issued by Ward & Howell. U. S. Geological Survey; 
X. 'rhe San Juan Mountains and mining regions. Scale, 1 inch=l 
mile, or 1: 03360; vertical scale three times the horizontal. Modeled by 
T. W. Eglost.ein. Size, 4~ by 3~ inches. U. S. Geological Survey, Capt. 
George M. Wheeler m charge. 
XI, 'fl}.~ Grand. Ca,uon of tlle Colorado of the West and Uliff.s of 
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Southern Utah. Scale: vertical, 1 inch=5,000 feet; l10rizonta1, 1 inch=2 
miles. Modeled by E. E. Howell. Size, 6 feet G inches by G feet 7 
inches. Issued by Ward and Howell. U. S. Geological Survey. 
XII. Eureka Dist:r:ict, Nevada. Scale, 1 inch=l,600 feet, or 1:19~00; 
horizontal and vertical the same. Geology by Arnold Hague; ruodeleu 
by E. E. Howell. Size, 5 feet 2 inches by 5 feet G?!· inches. Issueu by 
Ward and Howell. U. S. Geological Survey. 
XIII. Uintah and Wasatch Mountains. Scale: vertical, 1:126n0; 
horizontal, 1 inch=4 miles, or 1: 2534:4:0. Modeled by E. E. Howell. Size, 
4 feet 3½ inches by 4 feet 5½ inches. Issued by Ward aml Ilowell. U. 
S. Geological Survey. 
XIV. Mount Taylor, New Mexico. - Scale, 1 inch=l mile; horizontal 
and vertical the same. Geology by C. E. Dulton; modeled by E. E. 
Howell. Size, 4 feet 3½ inches by 4 feet 3½ inches. Issued by Ward 
and Howell. U. S. Geological Survey. 
XV. Henry Mountains, Utah. Scale, vertical and horizontal the same. 
-Geology and modeled by G. K. Gilbert. Size, 3 feet 10~ inches by 5 
feet 2½ inches . . Issued by Ward and Howell. U.S. Geological Survey, 
XVI. Stereograrri of the Henry Mountains, Utall, showing the form 
the country would have if the eroded portion to the top of th_e cre~a-
ceous were restored. Vertical and horizontal scale the same. Geology 
by ~- K. Gilbert. Size, 3 feet 10½ inches by 5 feet 31 inches. Issued 
by Ward and Howell. U.S. Geological Survey. 
XVII. High Plateaus of Utah. Vertical and horizontal scale the 
same. Mo,leled by C. E. Dutton. Size, 4 feet O inches by 4 feet 10 
inches. Issued by Ward and Howell. U. S. Geological Survey. 
REPORT ON THE DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGY AND ECONOMIC 
GEOLOGY IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR. THE YEAR END· 
ING JUNE 30, 1386, 
BY FRED. P. DEWEY, Curator. 
During the year 175 accessions were received. Of these, 42 were col-
· Iections gathered by the curator at the New Orleans Exposition, which 
were fully described · in the laRt annual report, but which were not re-
ceived in Washington in time to be accessioned until after the first of 
July, 1885. Of the remaining 133 accessions a very large nurn ber were 
specimens sent in for examiuation and report, and have no value what-
ever to the Museum. Only 7 of the a,ccessions are of sufficient impor-
tance to be especially mentioned. These are: 
A small but very interesting and valuable collection representing the 
occurrence and associates of iridosmine, presented by Mr. A. D. Walcott, 
Randolph, Oregon. A small collect.ion representing the occurrence of 
free silver in the Batopilas region of Mexico, collected by Dr. Edward 
Palmer, of the Smithsonian Institution. A small colJection represent-
ing the a.pJ)lication of the Russell leaching process for the extraction of 
the ·precious metals as applied to the ores of Lake Valley, New Mexico, 
presented by Mr. F. W. Taylor. A very full and interesting illustra-
tion of the ,occurrence, extraction, and uses of aluminum, presented by 
Col. William Frishmuth, Philadelphia, Pa. A full series of photographs 
of microscopic sections of iron and steel, presented by Mr. F. L. Garrison, 
Philadelphia, Pa. A series of English cokes from various localities and 
representing different processes of manufacture, presented by Mr. Henry 
Simon, Manchester, England. Tlrn very large collection presented to the 
Museum by t.be American Institute of Mining E11gi11eers. This collec-
tion is especially rich in illustrations of Urn American iron industry, the 
ores of Missouri, and of foreign ores and metallurgical processes; it will 
be more fully described in tlie historical sketch of the department. 
In cataloguing the co11ections, 0,506 entries, covering 8,233 specimens, 
l1aYc been made. Besides the 175 accessions received during the year. 
20 accessions, previously receirnd, ha\'e been entered. This material 
may be divided as follows: From the New Orleans Exposition, 7G ac-
cessiorn.:;, 2,422 entries, and 3,233 specimens; American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers, 1 acce8Rion, 2,GlG entries, and 4,236 specimens; miscella-
neons, 127 accessions, 4G8 entries, and 7G4 specimens. 
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In the card-catalogue 1,638 entries have been made, and iu this con-
nection Mr. H. J. Biddle kindly volunteered assistance and examined a 
large series of ores from Mexico, from Missouri, an<l from the New Or-
leans Exposition, making 2,400 determinations of mineral species iu the 
specimens. 
One hundred and seventy-seven specimens have been sent out in ex-
change, 59 reports upon material submitted for examination, aml 11 
special reports of information have been made. 
This is the first year since the organization of the department that 
there has been any serious attempt at systematic installation of tl1e 
collections. Upon the receipt of the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers' collection a portion of the west ball was assigned for its exhibi-
tion, but owing to the incompletness of the records of the material aml 
to the fact th.1t, while many of the individual collections were quite fnll 
and complete, there were many large gaps in _the collection as a wliolc, 
which rendered its installation in the w~st hall unadvisab1e, it wa: 
found necessary to delay the exhibition of much of the material, aml 
instead it was decided to install the systematic collections, the basis of 
which bad been exhibited at the ~ew Orleans Exhibition, using as rnucll 
of the Institute collections as were in proper shape. 
A large portion of the year has been devoted to nu packing, exami11iug, 
rearranging, aud adding to the New Orleans material, so as to complet e 
as far as possible the metallurgical collection. Asitle from the ammp; -
ment of the material, considerable time has been consumed in prepar-
ing general labels for the collections. 
In addition to the papers noticed in the Bibliography (Part IV) ·a. 
111tblisbe(l by the curator, there is also included a notice of a paper b~-
Mr. F. L. Garrison, of Philadelphia, describing the photographs of 
microscopic sections of iron and steel, copies of which have been pre 
sc11tecl to the Museum. 
Early in 1884 the attentio~ of tlrn <l.epartment was turned towards the 
necessity of an examination of the fuel values of American coals, and 
iu the latter part of the year the results of a careful examiuation of th .. 
subject, together with plans for a suitable investigatiou, were formall y 
lai<l. before the Direct.or, with the object of bringing the matter before 
Congress in order to secure the necessary appropriations to carry on 
the work. 
The question of th~ relative fuel Yalue of different coals is one ot 
great importance to all users of coals, and on this account alone the nh-
j ct i one that should command the attention of the Governmeut; but 
a idefrom this, the Government has a direct pecuniary interest in know-
ing the value of different coals purchased for its own u ·e. Thi wa' 
appreciated a long ago as 184:l, when an appropriation was made to 
nal>l a ries of exp riments to be made to determin tltc steaming 
f variou. c al. farni hed for the :Na.Yy. 
xaminati n arri d n u1Hl r th pro,·isiou~ of tlJi. appropriation 
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for the Navy by Prof. W. R.Jolinson, from 1841 to 1844, was the first at-
tempt to systematically investigate American coals. 
Driring the years 1879, 1880, 1881, and 1882 a series of experiments 
to determine the fuel value of various materials furnished to the U. S. 
Army was carried on by the Qnartermaster-Geueral of the Army, Gen-
eral M. 0. Meigs, which included many American coals. 
Besides these two systematic investigations a few examinations of 
coal1, from restricted areas have been made from time to time by the 
Government, especially by eugineers in the Navy. Many of these 
tests, however, were undertaken to determine the efficiency of boilers, 
and are only incidentally tests of coal. 
Aside from these investigations by tue Government scarcely any-
thing has been done in this line, altl10ugh occasionally boiler tests have 
been made by private parties. While these results are interesting and 
of use, yet the conditions of the tests were so variable that the results 
can not possibly be connected RO as to give relative results of any ac-
curacy, and therefore can not be used to determine the relative fuel 
value of the coals tested. 
The experiments by Professor Johnson embraced very careful and 
elaborate tests of the steaming _power of the coals, together with chem-
ical analyses and some few other tests.· Considering the time when it 
was made and the condition of experimental science at that period, this 
examination was a remarkably thorough and complete one, and the re-
sults obtained were of great value to the :Navy. 
The experiments by General Meigs were restricted to the determina-
tion of the fuel value . of the materials tested as compared with the 
standard of the Army-a cord of oak wood-and can not be consid-
ered as a systematic investigation of coal, so that really the only com-
plete e_iamination of American coals is that of Professor Johnson, aud 
for want of better and more recent figures it is still the standard of 
reference. 
The number of' coals upon the mark.et at that time was very small, 
and his series embraced only forty-one mines, of which six were foreign. 
'rhe thirty-five American coals were about equally divided between the 
Pennsylvania anthracite, the Pennsylvania and Maryland bituminous, 
and the Richmond, Va., coals, only two Western coals being available. 
Since that time the vast area of coal country, extending from Pitts-
burgh, Pa., to Birmingham, Ala., turough the States of Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, and 
Alabama, the middle basin of OL.io, Indiana, and Illinois, and a con-
siderable number of coals west of the Mississippi Rhrer have been de-
veloped and are actively worked, so that 106,906,295 gross tons of coal 
were mined in this country in 1884, as against less than 2,000,000 gross 
tous in 18-:10 . 
.. A.side from this large mass of new material requiring investigation 
tlie methods of experimental science have greatly ad vauced 8ince 18-!4, 
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and. results obtained now would have far more application and value 
than those of Professor Johnson. 
The necessity and practical value of a new and complete examina-
tion of our American coals is evident from several recent articles upon 
the subject, deploring our lack of information, among which may be 
mentioned: 
The Evaporative Power of Bituminous Coals, William Kent, Transaction Am. Soc. 
Mech. Eng., Vol. IV, p. 249. 
Present State of the Subject, Heat of Combustion of Coal, B. F. Isherwood, Jour. 
l<'ranklin Inst. 1884, Vol. CXVIII, p. 5. 
Composition and Value of Pennsylvania Anthracite, C. A. Ashburner, Penn. :l1l 
Geol. Survey, Report of Progress AA, p. xxx. · 
Report of Comparitive Merits of Anthracite n,nd Bituminous Conl for Naval Usr, 
Senate Ex. Doc. 26, 48th Congress, 2d Sess. 
The Relative Value of Coals to the Consumer, H. M. Chance, Trans. A. I. M. E., Vol 
XIV, p. 19. 
Classification an<l. Composition Pennsylvania Anthracite, C. A. Ashburncr, Tran~ 
A. I. M. E., Vol. XIV, p. 716. 
Proposed Apparatus for Determining the Heating Power of Different Fuels, Willi:1111 
Kent, Trans. A. I. M. E., Vol. XIV, p. 727. 
The following extracts from letters to the curator also show the nr<'1l 
of such an inv-estigation. 
Mr . .Ashbur~er, the ·ge~lo~ist in charge of the anthracite survey of 
Pennsylvania, says: 
The subject of the chemical, physical, steaming, etc., properties of American con.ls 
is one of paramount scientific and practical importance. This question has never 
received the attention, as far as American coals go, that itdomands. The work wl1ich 
has been done by English and European chemists and physicists in determining the 
true fuel value of coals has given us information in regard to the foreign coals of which 
we are at present totally ignorant in recrarcl to our native fuels. 'rhe work which wa 
<loI)o by Johnson was of great value fo; its dn,y, but I regret to sn.y that;, i.u T?Y opin-
ion, similar work, which has he<-in engagecl in by American investigators since John-
son's time has added very little of a practical nature to bis results. The fuel value 
which is put upon the coals (anthracite) by the trade is almost worthless; in fact it 
is worse than that, it is misleading. 
Prof. Edward Orton, Geologist of the Ohio Survey, says: 
I am greatly please<l. to loam that you arc about entering on the vpry important 
line of work indicated in your letter. I am constantly reminded of the incomplete-
ness and inaccuracy of our best figures in this connection. 
As a further indication of the practical value of the in rnstigation it 
is only neces ary to state that Mr. William Kent, an engineer of larg 
experience in and about Pittsburgh, Pa., estimates tbat $675,000 ar 
lo t annually in Allegheny County, Pa., alone from the use of wa teful 
method of raising steam. This loss occurs in the use of only a littlP 
over 1 per cen . of the coal production of the country. 
From a cientifLc standpoint the re ults of such an investigation 
would have ven more ,aluc than from an economic view. It i a. 
sour e f con tant complaint that o little is known upon the subj ·t 
by writ r and in~e tigator . 
u h an inv ti,,. ion w uld b a very la.rge undertaking, uch a n 
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individual or company or even Sta.te could undertake, and even if a 
State should undertake to investigate its own coals the results obtained, 
so far from filling the need, would only the i{iore clearly demonstrate 
the necessity of including all the coals of the country in one investiga-
tion under one central authority. 
In view of the foregoing facts the following plan for a new and com-
plete investigation of American coals has been prepared: 
(1) Each coal furnished for investigation to be submitted to a pre-
liminary examip.ation, both in the laboratory and practically, to deter- · 
mine its relationships and affinities. 
(2) The coals to be divided into several classes according to tho re-
sults of this examination, especially as regards the volatile matter con-
tained. 
(3) Each coal to be submitted to a series of tests on a practical scale 
to determine its fuel value. 
(4) An examination to be made to determine the manner of combina-
tion of the chemical elements in the coals. 
(1) In the preliminary examination it is designed to include nearly all 
the coals of the country, but the results of this examination will un-
doubtedly show so much similarity that in many cases a single coal can 
be selected for further examination which shall fairly represent several. 
(2) It is essential to divide the coals into classes in order to prescribe 
tbe conditions of the practical tests, which should manifestly be differ-
ent for a bard dry anthracite containing only 6 to 8 per cent. of volatile 
matter, from those of a soft bituminous coal with 30 per cent. or more, 
of volatile matter. 
(3) The determination of the fuel value of the coals is the prime aim 
and object of the investigation. 
To accomplish this end it is proposed to subject the coal to combus-
tion on a practical scale, under a boiler, or rather boilers, provided with 
suitable applicance& for controlling the conditions of tbe combustion, 
measuring the work accomplished by the pounds of water evaporated 
by one pound of coal. 
In order that the results obtained shall be of any practical value it 
is absolutely necessary that they should be strictly comparable. Hav-
lng the -coal divided into classes it is necessary, in order· to obtain com-
parable results, to test each of a given class under as nearly as possible 
t.lie same conditions. If now the investigation is limited to a sing]e set 
of couditions for each cla~:s of coals, as was done by Professor Johnson, 
then the practical application of the results will also be limited to the 
same or similar conditions, and should they be applied to different con-
ditions would surely lead to false results. Hence it is proposed to 
adopt several sets of conditions for each class of coals. Again, a single 
experiment will not give a satisf~ctory or true result, and it becomes 
necessary to m~tke several tests under each set of conditions. So that, 
finally, in order to ohtn.in thoroughly satisfactory results, each coal should 
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be subjected to not less tbau thirty tests. As at least one day will be con-
sumed by each test it is plainly evident that several boilers will be re-
quired for the investigation in order to bring it to completion within a 
reasonable time, an<l. uncier the most favorable circumstances the practi-
cal testing of a single CQal will probably occupy a week. 
l 4) In the present state of our knowledge we know absolutely nothing 
of tbe chemical constitution of coals, and the investigation in this direc-
tion will be on entirely new grounds. The work will be confined to the 
laboratory, and will require much patient labor. 
The combustible portion of coal consists essentia11y of carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygeu~ with small amounts of other elements, especially 
sulphur and nitrogen. In the ordinary methods of chemical examinatiou 
of coal there are two methods followed. In one we determine the amounts 
of volatile matter cont.lining nearly all the hydrogen and oxygen with 
some carbon, , arnl the coke, consisting of carbon with only a very 
small amount. of hydrogen and oxygen, left after beating. In the other 
,ve determine the percentages of each clement. Now, while results 
obtained in this way have some value, yet they show us nothing of the 
condition of the elements in the coal itself, as whether or not any of the 
carbon exists in the free state iu the co~l," whether the volatile portion 
exists as such already formed in the coal, or whether it is produced 
from the decomposition of other combinations in the coal which are 
broken up by the heat. 
By the determination of the beating power of the coals of the whole 
country, results will be obtained which will be of inestimable value to 
ernry large consumer of coal, as by them he can readily ascertain wlliclt 
coal at his command is really the cheapest, which may or may not be 
the one that costs the least money. 
Testing under several sets of conditions, besides allowing a much 
wider field of application, will also show the error of using methods of 
combustion which are not suited to the coal used. · 
· The resultR of the chemical examination will have wi<le application 
in certain industries, such as the manufacture of illuminating gas, and 
the production of coke for mctallurgica.1 purposes, while they wonltl al::;o 
throw much light upon the question- of gas in mines, which would give 
th m an added value from the question of human life involved. 
A careful e timate of the numl>er of coals that it would be desirable 
to te t, places it between 200 and 250. Under the most favorable cir-
cum tance, these would require between fl ve and six years for thorough 
examjnation. 
Thi , timate i basetl upon the use of six boilers of about 20 horse· 
pow r, prop rly rect cl with the necessary attachments for controlling 
ancl ob. rving th combn tion, put up in a suitable building that has 
railway comrmrni c, ti n. 
Th •r al.-o , ill be r (Jni r 11 n hborator,y for the chemical and pbrs· 
i '. , l w rk Ir vi<l<• 1 with, lar(Y, amon11t f sp ~cial a,pparata '. 
,..,.· 
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About 1,500 pounds of coal will he required for each test, so that at 
least 20 tons of each coal will be required for a thorough examination. 
The samples of coal slwuld be furnished by the mining companies or 
oth~r parties interested. 
To properly inaugurate the investigation would require an appropri-
ation of at least $20,000. 
The total number of specimens in the department is about 48,000. Of 
these 17,000 have been !)laced in the exhibition SP.ries, 6,445 have been 
assigneu to the reserve series, 1,503 to the <lurmcate series, and twenty-
one boxes of duplicate material have been placed on general storage. 
Besides the specimens definitely assigned to tlle reserve series, there is 
yet a large mass of unorganized material that for the present and for 
some time to come must be classed in the reserve series. 
As the material of this department becomes more thoroughly organ-
ized, both the richness a,nd the deficiencies of the collections that forme9-
tbe basis of its inauguration become more and more apparent. 
'rhe collections illustrating the miueral wealth of our own country 
are full and complete, as nearly every prominent mining locality is well 
represented, so that the collections show very completely where and to 
what extent valuable deposits have already been found or may be 
looked for; but of the nature of the oTes and the methods of occur-
rence in various localities, and of the processes of mining and prepara-
tion of the material, the illustrations are. very meager and incomplete. 
The curator has made many attempts by correspond8nce to enlist the 
aid of friends engaged in minil:lg, and '1·hile these efforts have frequently 
resulted in much valuable materi21:l being gathered, . yet despite the 
utmost care in <lescribing what is wanted, and an apparent willingness 
in the parties addressed to take a, littfo trouble in the matter, it has 
been very difficult indeed to gather such syst0matic collections as a.re 
needed. 
The department is already tolerably well supplied with large and 
showy specimens, and is abundantly supplied with the ordinary run of 
museum specimens; but what _is needed are systematic collections, 
'_Vhich need not necessarily be large, gathered with especial reference 
to showing the nature, the methods of occurrence of the various ores 
indifferent regions, to illustrating the methods of mining pursued, and 
to showing the method of preparing the ores for smelting. Now, most 
mining engineers have not the fone to devote to making these collec-
tions as they slioulcl be made, f9r to <lo the work properly requires con-
siderable ti me and exertion; ~o that in order to get just what we want 
1 
it is absolutely essential to make it an object for some one to do the 
work. 
The original collections illustrating the utilization of the mineral re-
sourc_es of the country, consisted for the most part of elaborate anµ 
1Jigh1_y wrouglit samples of the fiuished product, showing little or noth-
fog of the mctlto<l:::i of' prodnctiou; so tlrnt the collections taken together 
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show the beginning and end very profusely, but leave a tremendous void 
in the middle. The collections gathered for the New Orleans Exposi-
tion were mainly designed to fill this gap, and a great deal was accom-
plished, but much more remains to be done. The same difficulties a 
to volunteer coltections are encountered here as in the case of the ores, 
but in a greater degree, altlwugh there are one or two exceptions to 
the general rule, and in a few cases very complete and valuable collec-
tions have been sent by practicing metallurgists. 
The su(}cess of the department in employing special collectors for the 
New-Orleans Exposition was such a;-1 to convince the curator that a very 
small outlay, to be expended in making a few collections each year, 
would yield an enormous return to the Museum. It is earnestly hoped 
that arrangements can soon be made whereby a small sum may be n.n-
nually available for the purpose of increasing the collections made at 
that time. There arc young men graduating every year from our tech-
nical schools, who, for the sake of ·visiting mines and works untler the 
auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, would be only too willing to 
devote a portion or all of their summer vacations to this purpose, tl1e 
Mtrnemn being; ca11ed on to pa.y only the actual expenses. ~his wai:; 
1 he plan followed in making the N cw Orleans Exposition collections, 
and mucli very valtrnulc material wa,s gathered. 
The clerical work of tho department. bas been ably performed during 
the whole year by l\'Ir. W. H. Newhall. 
PARrr III. 
PAPERS DESCRIDING AND ILLUSTR:\TING THE COLLECTIONS IN THE 
U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
I. Tile Meteorite Collection in the National Museum; a Catalogue of 
Meteorites represented November 1, 1886. By F. W. CLARKJi~. 
II. The Gem Collection. By GE0IWE F. KUNZ. 
III. Tue Collection of Building and Ornamental Stones; a Hand-book 
and Catalogue. By GEORGE P. MERRILL. 
IV. TlJe Collection of Textiles; List of Fibers and Fabrics. By RuFU's 
W. DEERING. 
V. lust.ructions for Preparing Microscopical Mounts of Vegetable 
Textile lribers. By ROMYN HITCHCOCK. 
VI. Iustructions for Collecting Skins of Mammals, for Study or Mount-
ing. By WILLUM T. HORNADAY. 
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THE METEORITE COLLECTION IN THE U. S, NATIONAL MUSEUM; A 
CATALOGUE OF METEORITES REPRESENTED NOVEMBER 1, 1886. 
By F. W. CLARKE. 
The following catalogue bas been prepared mainly to facilitate ex-
changes and to aid in the upbuilding of the colJection. In addition to 
the usual information as to title, date of fall, and ·weight of specimen, it 
ha.s been thought well to give the source from which each example was 
obtained; and it may be interesting to note that the meteorites ac-
credited to Dr. J. Berrien Lindsley were ·mainly received by him from 
the late Dr.· J. Lawrence Smith. In the catalogue of the Shepard col-
lection, now on deposit in the Museum, the arrangement of Professor 
Shepard himself has been followed without change. Including the 
Sbeparcl meteorites, over 200 falls are now on exhibition, giving the 
entire collection a very respectable place among the larger collections 
of the world. The Tucson iron is unique, and therefore a cut of it is 
inserted. 
l\'1.ETEORIC IRONS. 
l. SCRIBA, Oswego County, N. Y. Found about 18:34. Fragment, 9.15 grammes. By 
exchange from S. C.H. Bailey. 
2. BURLINGTON, Otsego County, N. Y. Ploughed up previous to 1819. Weight of 
specimen, 76.87 grammes. By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
3. LOCKPORT, Niagara, County, N. Y. Ploughed up earlier than 1845. Slice weigh-
ing 155 grammes. By exchange from tho cabinet of Yalo College. 
4. JENNY'S CREEK, Wayne County, W. Va. Found in 1884. Several sma,11 frag-
ments, 25.5 3rammes in all; largest fragment, 15._3 grammes. By exchange 
from G. F. Kunz. 
5. STAUNTON, Augusta County, Va.-
A. From mass described by Mallet, a slice weighing 145 grammes. By exchange 
from Ward and Howell. 
B. From the "Fifth" mass described by Kunz, four fragments weighing in all 
9.86 grammes. By exchange from G. F. Kunz. 
6. ROCKINGHAM COUNTY, Va. Fountl eaTlior than 1863.· Weight of specimen 58.8 
grammes. By exchange from the cahinet of Harvard University. 
7. JEWELL HILL, Madison County, N. C. 91 grammes. Gift of J. Berrien Lindsley. 
8. RUFF'S MOUNTAIN, Lexington County, S. C. Fragment, 9.7 grammes. By ex-
change from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
9. LEXINGTON COUNTY, S. C. Described in 1881. 65 grammes. By exchange from 
Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
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10. DALTO~, Whitfieh,l County, Ga.. Found in 1879. The mass uescribetl hy Shep:ml 
36.4 gr~mmes. By excbauge from Prof. C. U. Shop:ml. 
11. LOSTT0W!N, ehcrC>kee County, Ga. Plcugheu up in 1868. J<'ragweut, 6.65 grnmm . 
Uy exchange from Prof. C. "Er. Shepard. 
12. PUTNAM COU-NTY., Ga. Found in 1839. 328 gra.mmos. Gift of J. Berrien 
Lindsley. 
13. CHULAFINEE, Cleberne County, .Ala. Ploughed up in 1873. Fragment, .G 
grammes. By exchange from B. Sturtz. 
14. Aunmrn, Macoll County, Ala. Ploughed up previous to 1869. 28.8 grammes. 
By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. . 
15. COCKE COU'N1"Y, Tonn. Described in 1840. Fragment, 7.24 grammes. By ex-
change from vVard and H0well. 
16. BABB'S MILL, Green Count!y, Tenu. Ploughed up earlier than 1:842. Weight of 
specimen, 38.4 grammes. By exchange from the cabinet of Harv:1rd University. 
17. TAZEWELL, Claiborne County, Tonn. Ploughed up in 1853. 152 grammes. 
Gift of J. Berrien Lindsley. 
18. eAHTHAGE, Smith County, Tenn. Found a.bout 1844. Weight of specimen, 65 
grammes. By exchange from cabinet of Harvard University. 
19. COOPERTOWN, Robertson County, Tenn. Pound in 1860. Sect,ion, measuring 16 
centimeters by 10 centimeteTs, and weighing 633 grammes. GiftofD. Crockett, 
through J. Berrien Lindsley. 
20. MURFREESBORO, Rutherford Couuty, Teun. Found about 1847-'48. Weight of 
specimen: 57.5 grammes. By exchange from cabinet of Harvard University. 
21. TENNESSEE. The" Lea iron" of the P hi]atlelpbia Academy of Na;tural Sciences. 
Slice weighing 221 grammes. By exchange from tho Academy ofNaturnl Sci-
. ences. 
2\e. LAGRANGE, Oldham County, Ky. Found iu 1860. 223 grammes. Gift of J. Ber-
rien Lindsley. 
23. ALLEN CouNiY, Ky. Fouud i:u 1867. Two specimens, 66.5 and 33.3 grammes, the 
la,rger one showing a troilite nodule; also a plaster model of the original ma · 
Received frolll Ward and Howell. 
2,1. NELSON COUNTY, Ky. Ploughed up iu 1860. A slice, weighing 370 grammes, 
and a rough surface fragment of 217 gramn;es. Gift of J. Berrien Lindsley. 
25. MADIS0!i!VILL1~, Ohio. Found in a prehistoric mound, No. 3 of tho Turner Group. 
Fragment, weighing 14.8 grammes. Gift of Peabody Museum of American 
Archmology. 
2G. \VALKER TowNsmr, Kent County, Mich., uear Grand Rapids. Found about May 
15, 1883. Nearly entire, weight 47,650 grammes; with a fac-simile cast to sliow 
the original state of tho iron. Deposited by C. G. Pulcher. 
27'. TRENTON, Washington County, Wis. 327 grammes. 
2 · BUTLER, Bates Couuty, Mo. Weight of specimen, 270 gra.mmes. By exchange 
from the ca'·-iuot of Harvard University. 
21:l . CABIN CREEK, ,Johnson County, Mo. Seen to fall, March 27, 18 6. Fragment, 
weight 33.65 grammes. Gift of J. C. Detten. Also a facsimile model. 
· 30. BEAR CREEK (A ·riotopos), Colo. Found in 1866. 27.73 grammes. By exchang 
fr m tho cabinet of Amherst College. 
:n. WICHITA Cou 'TY, Tex. Dmicribed in 1884. Woight of fragment, 20. gra.nno · 
By e_·chanrr from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
:{:!. J 1m R1v1rn, 'l' x. Th ihbs Met 'Orit . FraO"UIOUt, 10.G g rammes. By x:-
ha.u from th cabinet of Harvard University. 
3:J. L< RrnT ~1 U~TAL."l,, an a F6 County, N. Mox. .I<'oun<l in 1 4. 3 0 O'falllm · 
By xcba.ng from G. F. Kunz. 
:u. ALB Q EllQ E, fox. Fonnd about 1 1. 2.Gl grammes f turnings, .. Gift of 
L. '. Eakins. 
3-, • m 'OLE • Pm.· s, m Dora<l County, al. Jt'onutl iu 1 G9-'70. Wolp;M f .~ 
w n, 32. grarnru . By oxch ng from ca.l,io t of Yal Colleg ... 
..----A/ 
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36. TRINITY COUNTY, Cal. Found about 1875. 3.65 grammes of clippings. By ex-
change from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
37. lVANPAH, San Bernardi.no County, Cal. Described in 1880, 70 grammes of turn-
ings. · Gift of State Mining Bureau of California. 
38. TucsoN, Ariz. The Signet, Irwin, or Ainsa meteorite. Originally from the 
Santa Catarina Mountains, but long used in Tucson for an anvil. Weight, 
about 6~0 kilogrammes, or 1,400 pounde. Height, 97 centimeters; greatest 
width, 124 centimeters; width of opening, 68 centimeters; ·greatest thickness 
of ring, 40 centimeters; least thickness of ring, 4.5 centimeters. , Gift of Dr. 
B. J. D. Irwin, U.S. Army. 
39. SANCHA ESTATE, Coahuila, Mexico. The Couch meteorite. ,veight, 105,400 
grammes. Gift of Lieut. Darius N. Couch, U.S. Army. 
40. SANTA RosA, Coahuila, Mexico. The iron described by Lupton in 1885. Frag-
ment, weighing 19.3 grammes. Gift of Prof. N. T. Lupton. 
41. ZACATECAS, Mexico. Fragment, 14.8 grammes. Gift of J. Berrien Lindsley. 
42. TOLUCA, Mexico. One polished slice, 850 grammes. · From Ward and Howell in 
exchange. 
One mass of Xiquipilco, 31,298 grammes. Gift of the National Museum of Mexico. 
4:1. CHIHUAHUA, Mexico. An uncut mass, to be described. Weight about 1,800 kilo-
grammes. 
44. SAN.LOUIS POTOSI, Mexico. Fragment, weighing 57.4 grammes. Received among 
the Grant relics. 
45. TOCA.VITA, New Granada. Found in 1810. A fragment of less t,han l gramme. 
By exchange from S. C.H. Bailey. 
46. SANTA CATARINA, Brazil. Found in 1875. Fragment, weighing 82.4 grammes. By 
exchange from the cabinet of Yale College. 
47. GREENLAND. (Not Ovif'ak). Weight, 15.G5 grammes. By exchange from S. C.H. 
Bailey. 
48. ROWTON, Shropshire, England. Fell April 20, 1876. Weight of specimen, 19.G 
grammes. By exchange from the British Museum. 
49. OBERNKIRCHEN, Schaumburg-Lippe, Germany. ·weight of specimen, 152.5 
grammes. By exchange from the British Museum. 
50. SEELXSGEN, Brandenburg, Prussia. Weight of specimen, 104.5 grammes. By ex-
change from B. Sturtz. 
51. BRAUNA.U, Bohemia. :Fen July 14, 1847. Fragment, 7.35 grammes. By ex-
change from S. C.H. Bailey. 
52. ARVA, Hungary. Described in 1844. 98 grammes. By exchange from S. C.H. 
Bailey. 
53. CA.PE OF Goon HOPE, Africa. Found in 179:l. 28.95 grammes. By exchange 
from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
54. ORANGE RIVER, South Africa. Weight of specimen, 99.4 grammes. By exchange 
from the cabinet of Amherst College. 
55. LION RIVER, Great Namaqualand, South Africa. Described in 18G3. 34.87 
grammes. By exchange from the cabinet of Amherst Cullege. 
5G. CRANBOURNE, Victoria, Australia. 25.3 grammes of fragments, heated i°: hydro4 
gen; and a nodule of troilite weighing 71.5 grammes. By exchange from the 
British Museum. 
57. LOCALITY UNKNOWN. Partially described 'by Shepard in 1881. Found without 
record in the oM Smithsonian collection. Specimen nearly entire, weighing 
3,GlO grammes. 
58. THE ABERT !RON. Locality nnlrnown. Fouhd without label, entfre, in a collec-
tion of mineral A m,arle hy tho late Col. .J. J. Abert, and presented to tJJe Museum 
by biR so1., .J. T. A bert. ' Original weigl11;, 456 grammes. There now remain in 
the collection-the main mass, 150 grammes; a polished section, 49 grammes. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2-17 
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59. EsTI-IERVILLE, Emmet County, Iowa. Shower fell May 10, 1879. 
Stony fragment, 145 grammes; fragment showing peckhamite, 82 grammes; two 
small fragments of olivine; seven masses of iron, aggregating 65 grammes, 
Gift of Charles P. Birge. 
Thirty-one small irons, 96 grammes. By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
60. RITTERSGRUN, Saxony. Found in 1833. 38 grammes. Gift of Adrian Van , in. 
deren. 
61. BREITENBACH, Bohemia. Found in 1861. Weight of specimen, 53.7 gramme. 
By exchange from the British Museum. 
62. KRASNOJARSK, Siberia. The "Pallas iron," found in 1749. Fragment, 6. 
grammes. B)' exchange from S. C.H. Bailey. 
63. SIERRA DE CHACO, Vaca Muerta, Desert of Atacama, South America, 449 
grammes. From University of St. Jago, Chili. 
64. IMILAC, Desert of Atacama, South America. Specimen weighing 197 gramme., 
and several fragments. Collected by Lieut. F. M. Gilliss, U.S. Navy. 
METEORIC STONES. 
65. SEARSMONT, Me. Fell May 21, 1871. Two fragments, 16 grammes. Gift of A. 
C. Hamlin. 
66. 'l.'OMHA.NNOCK CREEK, Rensselaer County, N. Y. Found in 1863-164. Thin s1ice, 
not weighed. By exchange from 8. C.H. Bailey. 
67. DRAKE CREEK, Nashville, Tenn. Fell May 9, 1827. Fragment, 28 graromeR. 
By exchange from cabinet of Harvard University. 
68. CA.STA.LIA, Nash County, N. C. Fell May 14, 1874. Fragment, 19.7 grammes. 
By exchange from cabinet of Harvard University. 
69. HARRISON COUNTY, Ind. Fell March 28, 1859. Fragment, 10.4 grammes. Gift 
of J. ~errien Lindsley. 
70. ROCHESTER, Fulton County, Ind. Fell December 21, 1876. Fragment, 2,0 
grammes. By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
71. NEW CONCORD, Guernsey County, Ohio. Fell May 1, 1860. 
One stone, 197 grammes. Gift of Prof. E. B. Andrews. 
One large fragment, 1,720 grammes. Gift of J. Berrien Lindsley. 
72. loWA. COUNTY, Iowa. Fell February 12, 1875. 
Oue stone, 322 grammes. By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
One fragment, 79 grammes. Gift of Prof. ,J. R. Eastman. 
73. CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. Fell August 14, 1846. Fragment, 4.3G grammes, B~ 
exchange from cabinet of Yale College. 
74. LITILE PINEY, Pulaski County, Mo. Fell February 13, 1839. Fragment, 2,0 
grammes. Hy exchange from Prnf. C. U. Shepard. 
75. WARRENTON, Warren County, Mo. :Fell January 3, 1877. Fragment, 10 ... 
grammes. By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
76. WA.CONDA, Mitchell County, Kn.n·s. Found in 1874. Fragment, .0 gramm · 
Gift of G. W. Chapman. 
77. SALT LAKE CITY, Utah. Found in 1 69. Fragment, 2.81 grammes. By ex-
change from cabinet of Yale College. 
7 · TAMATL~, Jalisco, Mexico. Fell in Angust, 18i9. Fragment, 4.14 gramm • 
By excbang from rof. C. U., lJeparcl. 
7\:J. UTR'F: HT, N th rlantls. P ·11 .June 2, 1 .t:t ne fragment of 2.7 gramme , and 
2;;.9 ~r. mme, of co, rR powdor. By xchange from B. Stiirtz. 
0. L'A1 LE, ru ·, Prnn . Fell r Pil 26, 1 03. Fragm • nt, 56 grammes. By 
·hnn~t' fr rn ,· . . II. Bn.il y. 
1. J v1. A,, Ar · ch , Franco. Pell .June 15, 1 1. Fragment, 1. ~ gmmme . By 
e:xcbang from Prof. _'. . 'bepard. 
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82. ALFIANELLO, near Brescia, . Italy. Fell February 16, 1883. Fragment, 61.3 
grammes. By exchange from Ward and Howell. 
83. Sin, Amt Akershuus, Norway. Fell December 27, 1848. Fragment, 0.25 grammes. 
By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
84. HESSLE, near Upsala, Sweden. Fell January 1, 1869. Stone nearly perfect, 11.2 
.grammes. By exchange from S. C. H. Bailey. 
85. PULTUSK, Poland. Fell January 30, 1868. Entire stone, 158 grammes. By ex-
change from Ward and Howell. 
86. KNYAHINYA, Hungary. Fell June 9, 18G6. Fragment, 27.8 grammes. By ex-
change from cabinet of Harvard University. 
87. Moes, Kolos, Transylvania. Fell February 3, 1882. Entire stone, 95 grammes. 
By exchange from Ward and Howell. 
88. STANNERN, Moravia. Fell May 22, 1808. Fragments, 14.0 grammes. By ex-
change from B. Sturtz. 
89. Surn:ENSAARE, Tennassilm, Russia. Fell June 28, 1872. Fragment, 48.2 grammes. 
By ~xchange from B. Sturtz. 
90. So1rn-BANJA, Alexinatz, Servia. Fell October 13, 1877. Fragment, 1. 75 grammes. 
By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
91. KRAKHUT, Benares, Indi a,. Fetl December 19, 1798. Fragment, 0.55 gramme. 
By exchange from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
92. DHURMSALA, Punjab, India. Fell July 14, 1860. Fragment, 4li.5 grammes. B.v 
exchange from B. Sturtz. 
93. CHANDAKAPUR, Berar, India. Fell June 6, 1838. Fragment, 3.9 grammes. B_y 
exchange from S. C. H. Bailey. 
94. SITATHALI, Central Provinces, India. Fell March 4, 1875. Fragment, 13.5 
grammes. By exchange from the Br.itish Museum. · 
95. PARNALLEE, Madras, India. Fell February 28, 1857. Fra,gment, 87 grammes. 
Gift of Prof. C. A. Young. 
96. MoTEEKA-NUGLA, Bhurtpur, India. Fell December 22, 1868. Fragment, 2.8 
grammes. By exchange from the British Museum. 
97. JHUNG, Punjab, India. Fell in June, 1873. Small fragments, 1.22 grammes in 
all. By exchange from Ward and Howell. 
98. BuTSURA, Bengal, India. Fell May 12, 1861. Fragment, 11 granimes. By ex-
change with the British Museum. 
99. BANDONG, Java. Fell December 10, 1871. Fragment, 1.6 grammes. By ex-
change from Prof. C. U. Shepard. 
100. COLD BOKKEVELDT, Cape Colony, Africa. l!,ell October 13, 1838. Fragment, 4.0 
grammes. Gift of United States Comml J. Vorsfold. 
DOUBTFUL METEORITES. 
101. JEFFERSON COUNTY, Tenn. Found near New Market Station. Weight, 571 
grammes. Obtained at the locality in 1885 by Mr. Ira Sayles, U. S. Geological 
Survey. An iron of peculiar character, not certainly meteoric. 
ADDENDA. 
B1·inging the catalogue down to October 20, 1888. 
101. WE~TON, CONN. Pell December 14, 1807. Fragment, 17 grammes. By ex-
change with J. R. Gregor_v·. 
102. GREENBRIER COUNTY, w. VA, fron. Fragment, 11 grammes. By exchange 
with the British Museum. 
103. CHATTOOGA COUNTY, GA. Iron. Fragment, 19.5 g rammes. Gift of G. F. Kunz. 
104. WALKER COUNTY; ALA. Iron. Found in 1832. Fragment, 14 grammes. By 
exchange with Ward and Howell. 
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105. CRAB ORCHARD MouNTAINS, near Rockwood, Tenn. Found in March, 1 1. 
Two slabs, 39.8 and 34 grammes. Gift of Ward and Howell. 
106. Lnrn .COUNTY, IOWA . Fell February 25, 1847. Fragmer:.t, 23.7 grammes. ~y 
exchange with G. :.E'. Kunz. 
107. 'rANE:Y COUNTY, Mo. Stony iron. Fragment, 34 grammes. Gift of G. F. Kunz. 
103. MISSOURI. Undescribed iron. Slab, 245 gramme.::. By exchange with G. }'. 
Kunz. Obtained by Kunz from Professor Potter, of Saint Louis. 
109. FAYETTE COUNTY, TEX. Stony iron, found about 1878. Two fragments, 110 and 
137 grammes. Gift of Ward and Howell. 
34. ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. Iron. Slab, 56 grammes. Gift of Richard Pearce. 
( Glorieta T) 
110. SAN EMIGDIO MOUNTAINS, San Bernardino County, Cal. 119 grammes in small 
fragments. Given by T,homas Price to G. P. Merrill, of the U.S. National 
Museum. 
111. INDEPENDENCE COUNTY, ARK. Iron. Slab, 309 grammes. By exchange with 
the K. K. Hofmineralien-Cabinet, Vienna. 
112. ANGRA DOS REIS, BRAZIL. Fell January, 1879. Fragment, 8.6 grammes. By 
exchange with the National Museum at Rio de Janeiro. 
113. !TAPICURU MIRIM, BRAZIL. Fell March, 1879. Fragment, 9.7 grammes. By 
exchange with the National Museum at Rio de Janeiro. 
114. MACAYO, RIO GRANDE DO NORTE, BRAZIL. Fell November 11, 1836. Fragment, 
68.5 grammes. By exchange with the National Museum at Rio de Janeiro. 
115. PROVINCE OF MINAS GERAES, BRAZIL. :Fragment, 10.9 grammes. By exchange 
with the National Museum at Rio de Janeiro. 
116. CHARSONVILLE, FRANCE. Fell November 23, 1810. 54 grammes. By exchange 
with Baron Braun. 
117. ENSISHEIM, ELSASS, GERMANY. Fen November 16, 1492. Fragment, 3.5 
grammes. By exchange with J. R. Gregory. 
118. STEINBACH, ERZGEBIRGE. Fragment, 2 grammes. By exchange with the K. K. 
Hofmineralien-Cabinet at Vienna. 
119. BITBURG, PRUSSIA. Fragment, 22 grammes. By exchange with J. R. Gregory, 
120. HAINHOLZ, WESTPHALIA. Fra-gment, 7.5 grammes. By exchange with Baron 
Braun. 
88. STANNERN, MORAVIA. Fell May 2'2, 1808. Nearly complete stone, 33 gramm · 
By exchange with the K. K. Hofmineralien-Cabin~t at Vienna. 
121. PA WLOWGRAD, EKATERINOSLAY, RUASIA. Fell May 19, 1826. Fragment, 1 
grammes. By exchange with J. R. Gregory. 
12i?. BRAHIN, MINSK, Russu. Fragment, 14 grammes. By exchange with J. R. 
Gregory. 
123. 'l'ABORSKOJE SELO, RUSSIA. Fell August 30, 1887. 161 grammes. By exchange 
with J. v. Siemaschko. 
124. MIKENSKOI, GROSNJA, CAUCASUS, RUSSIA. ]!..,ell June 28, 1861. Fragment, 4.5 
grammes. By exchange with Baron Braun. 
125. DJATI PENGIL(?N, JAVA. Fell March 19, 1684. 469 grammes. Gift of the Go,-
ernment of the Netherlands East Indies. 
126. YARRA YARRA RIVER, AUSTRALIA (Cranbourne f). Fragment, 15.9 gramme· 
By exchange with J. R. Gregory. 
1:27. FUKUTO)II, KINEJIMA, HIZEN, JAPAN. Fell March 19, 1882. Fragment, 9 7 
grammes. Gift of Eclncational Museum at Tokio. 
128. 1riAtMt, H1sL GARI, SAT UMA, JAPAN. Fell November 10, 1886. Gift of Educa-
tional Museum a.t Tokio. 
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Elbogen, Bohemia ..........••.............•.•••••.•..•... 
La CaHle, Var, France ................. ~ ................. . 
Krasnojarsk, Jeniseisk, Siberia. (The Pallas meteorite) ..•. 
Xiq ui pilco, Toluca, Mexico : .............................. . 
Tucuman, Otumpa, Argentine Republic ....••••••••....... 
Zacatecas, Mexico ••••..............•...••••.............. 
Cape of Good Hope, Africa ......••.•...•...••......•....•. 
Prambanan, Java ..... .. .........••••.......•••.....•...... 
Misteca, Oaxaca, Mexico ................................ . 
Durango, Mexico ...•.... " ..•••••.•.•••••••... • · • • · - · · · · · · 
Bitburg, Prussia ...•••...•.......•..•••...••.•........••.. 
Brahin, Minsk, Russia ......•................•..•••..•.•.. 
Rasgata, Tocavita, New Granada ........................ .. 
Lenarto, Scharosch, Hungary ......••.•...•............... 
Red River, 'l'exas .......••......•.•.••..•.•...••••••...... 
Burlington, Otsego County, N. Y ...............••••....... 
Bohumilitz, Prachin, Bohemia ....•...••••.•....•.•........ 
Scriba, Oswego County, N. Y ............................ .. 
Fell July 31 or August 1, 1835, at Charlotte, Dickson County, 
N. C .•••.••••....••••.••••••.••.•••••• •••• •••• •••• ·••••· 
River Brazos, Wichita County, Tex ......•..• . •••..••...... 
Bonanza, Chihuahua, Mexico .•••••....••..• , •..••....•.•.. 
Putnam.County, Ga .......•.•.....•.•.•.••••...•••.•.••••. 
Asheville, Buncombe County, N. C ........................ . 
Cosby's Creek, Cocke County, Tenn ••••••••.•..••••.•••.•. 
Babb's Mill, Greene County, Tenn ...••.•....•••••..•.••••. 
Arva, Szlanicza, Hungary .. •.........•..••••..•••••••••... 
Carthage, Smith County, Tenn ...•...••.••••••..••...•••.. 
Lockport, Niaµ;ara. County, N. :Y ...•. ...................... 
Tula, Netschaevo, Russia ....•.....••••••.•.•.•...•........ 
Tucson, Ariz. ('l'he Carleton iron) ....•••.........•••...... 
Murfreesboro, Rutherford County, Tenn ..••••••••••.••••• -
Chester, S. C ....••••••................•.........•••...... 
Rittersgriin, Saxony .............................. -- ..... . 
Seelasgen, Brandenburg, Prussia._ ....................... . 
Fell July 14, 1847, Brannan, Hauptmannsdorf, Bohemia ..•. 
Ruff's Mountain, Lexington County, S. C .........••....... 
Salt River, Kentucky .................................... . 
Schwetz, Prussia .••••.......•.......•...••..•......•••.... 
Seneca Falls, Cayuga County, N. Y ...........•............ 
Lion River, Namaqualand, South Africa ...••.•.••...•••••. 
Tazewell, Claiborne County, Tenn ••••..••••••.•..•••..... 
Union County, Ga .........••.....•....•..•••••••..•...•.. 
Jewell Hill, Madison County, N. C •..••..••.••••...••.•••. 
Oktibbeha County, Miss ••.•••••...•••••••••.. •• : • ..••••.. 
Emmetsburg, Md ...........................••••.•......... 
Madoc, Ontario, Canada ....•...••...•••.•.•••••••••••.•••• 
Werchne Udinsk, Russia .•••••...•••..•••••••••••••••.••.. 
Cranbourne, Australia~ ••••....••....•••••••.•••••••••••.. 
Sarepta, Saratov, Russia ...•..... · .•..••••..•••••.••••.•••• 
San cha Estate, Coahuila, Mexico .••••.•••••••.••.••••.•.•. 
Marshall County, Ky .................................... . 
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Orange River, South Africa ................... ... ....... .. 
Hainholz, Minden, Westphalia ........................... .. 
Imilac, A tac a ma, Bolivia, ................................. . 
Wayne County, Ohio ............. ..................... .. .. 
Trentou, Washington County, Wis ...................... .. 
Coopertown, Robertson County, Tenn ..................... . 
Nelson County, Ky .... .-................. ................. . 
Lagrange, Oldham County, Ky .......................... . 
Breitenbach, Saxony ........... ..................... ..... . 
Vaca ~uerta, Sierra de Chaco, Atacama, Bolivia ... ...... . 
Fell in 1862, Victoria West, Cape Colony ................ .. 
Southeast Miss01ui ...................... ............... .. 
Chili ..................................•.....•••.•••...... 
Bear Creek, Aeriotopos, Colo ............................ .. 
Auburn, Macon County, Ala ..................... . ....... . 
Losttown, Cherokee County, Ga .• ~ ..................... .. 
Mejillones, Atacama, South America ....•................. 
Near Staunton, Augusta ·county, Va ..................... . 
Nenntmannsdorf, Saxony ................. ............... . 
Chulafinnee, Cleburne County, Ala ........... .......... .. . 
Eisenberg, Altenlrnrg, Saxony ................ ...... ...... . 
Butler, Bates County, Mo ............ .- ................... . 
Santa Catarina, Morro do Rocio, Brazil .•••.•.....•.... -.. . 
Casey County, Ky ..................... ................ . .. 
Dalton, Whitfield County, Ga ..... ...... ............. .... . 
Lick Creek, Davidson County, N. C ...................... . 
Pell May 10, 1879, Estherville, Emmet County, Iowa ..•••. . 
Campo del Pucara, Catamarca, New Granada ........... ... . 
lvanpah, San Bernardino County, Cal. •.••.. •.••...••..... 
Lexington, S. C .............. _ ..........•.......•••.•.. --
"The Smitbsonjan iron" ................................ .. 
Grand Rapids, Mich .................................... . 




































East Tennessee. (The iron of the Philadelphia Academy of 
Natmal Sciences)........................................ 260.0 
Bacubirito, Sinaloa, Mexico ............ _ ..... _..... . • .. . . . 171. 4 
Sevier County, Tenn ..... .. ........ .... ........ Turnings .. .......... .. 
Trinity County, Cal....................................... 22. 55 
Chemnitz, Hungary ............................. -.......... 75.27 
From burned museum at Baltimore........................ 2. 73 
"The Abert iron"......................................... 11. 3 
IL-TERRESTRIAL IRONS. (Formerly supposed to be meteoric.) 
1 ~
8
~0} Niakoruak, Greenlancl ...... •••••. .•.. ...... •••••• •••• .... .... 5. 7 
2 1870 Ovilak, Greenland..... ................. ...................... 18.97 
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Ill.-METEORIC STONES •. 
No. Date of fall. 
1 Nov. 16.1492 
2 July 3, 1753 
:3 July, 1766 
4 July 24, 1790 
5 June Hi, 1794 
6 Dec. 13,1795 
7 Mar. 12, 1798 
8 Dec. 19,1798 
9 Apr. 26, 1803 
10 Mar. lG, 1806 
11 Dec. 14, 1807 
12 May 22, 1808 
13 Ang. 1810 
14 Nov. 23, 1810 
15 Mat\ 12, 1811 
1G April 15, 1812 
17 Aug. 5, 1812 
18 Peb. 15, 1814 
19 June 13, 1819 
20 July 12, 1820 
21 June 15, 1821 
22 June 3 1822 
23 Nov. 30: 15322 
24 Jan. 15, 1824 
25 1825 
26 Feb. 10, 1825 
27 Sept. 14, 1825 
2t! May 19, 1826 
29 May 9, 1527 
30 June 4, 1828 
31 May 8, 182!) 
32 Aug. 14, 1829 
33 July 18, 1831 
34 Juno 6, 18:38 
~15 Oct. rn, 1838 
36 Peb. rn, 1839 
37 June 12, 1841 
38 Apr. 26, 1842 
39 J uue 4.1842 
4U Mar. 25; 1843 
41 June 2, 1843 
42 Found in 1846 
43 May 8, 1R46 
44 Feb. 25, 1847 
45 May 20, 18413 
46 Dec. 27, 1848 
47 Oct. 31, 1849 
48 Jan. 23, 1852 
49 Aug. 5, 1855 
50 Feb. 28, 1857 
51 Apr. 15, 1857 
52 Oct. I, 1857 
53 Dec. 27,1857 
54 Dec. !:I, 1858 
55 Dec. 24, 1858 
56 Mar. 28, 185!) 
57 May 1, 1860 
58 July 14, 1 60 
59 May 12, 1 61 
Place of fall. 
Ensisheim, Elsiiss, Germany ........•••.••• --·· •..... 
Tabor, Bohemia ...............•••.•••••............ 
Albareto, Modena, Italy .................•..••••••... 
Barbotan, Landes, Prance .....•.....•••••• ·-·· ••.... 
Siena, Italy .•.....•.............••..•..••••..•..•... 
Wold Cottage, Th wing, Yorkshire, England .•••••... 
Salles, Villefranche, France .......•.•....•....••.•... 
Krakhut, Benares, India ...•........ ···-·· .•.••..... 
L' Aigle, Orne, France ......•. - -•.... • · • • • • · · • · • • · · -I 
AlaiH, Garde, France .••••....•....••...••••..•...... 
Weston, Conn ..............••..•.....••.....••.•... 
Stannern, Moravia .................. ···-·· ....••• ~ .. . 
Mooresfort, Tipperary, Ireland ....•.....•.....••.•... 
Charsonville, near Orleans, France .....•.......•..•... 
Kuleschowka, Poltava, Russia ....•..••••.....•...•.. 
Erxleben, Prussia .....................••..•••••..... 
Chantounay, Vendee, ]?ranee ...•.......•..•......... 
Bachmut, Ekaterinoslav, Russia ..................... . 
Jonzac, Charente-Inferieure, France··--·····--·· ... . 
Lixna, Witebsk, Russia ................••.••••••••••. 
Juvinas, Ardeche, France ....•...•.•.......•..••..... 
Augers, Maine.et-Loire, France ........•..•••.•...... 
Allahabad, Futtehpur, India ..•.......•••••...•••... 
Renazzo, lo'errara, Italy .••••............•.••..•••.... 
Mung, Loiret, France ..................••..••••••.... 
Nanjemoy, Md ..... ...... : .............•.....•...... 
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands .....•.••................ 
Pawlograd, :Ekaterinoslav, Russia .... ..••.....•..••.. 
Drake Creek, Nashville, Sumner County, Tenn ...... . 
Richmond, Va ............•........•..•.••••........ 
Forsyth, Ga ...........................•.••.•...••... 
Deal, N. J .•••.................. - ...•.•••.. - - •...••.. 
Vouille, near Poi tiers, ]:<"'ranee ..••.•......•.••• _ .••••. 
CLandakapur, Berar, India ..••...........••..•••••.. 
Cold Bokkeveldt, Cape Colony ............... __ ...•.. 
Little Piney, Pulaski County, Mo ... _ ............... . 
Cht~teau Renard, Loiret, France ...•...... _ .......... . 
Milena, Warasdin, Croatia ..•••....••....... ---~ .... . 
Aumieres, Lozere, France ..•.....................•... 
Bishopville, S. C . .......•......•......• • : •• ••.•...... 
Utrecht, Holland ........ ... ......................... . 
Assarc, India ........................••••....•....... 
Montemilone, Macerata, Italy ......•...... _ .•........ 
Hartford, Linn County, Iowa ..........••....•....••. 
Castine, Mc ......................••...••••...•...•.. 
Ski, Amt Akershuus, Norway ...•....••..........• _ .. 
Cabarrus County, N. C ........•...........•....... · .. 
Nellore, Madras, India .•......•••....•.....•..•..... 
Petersburg, Lincoln County, Tenn ..........••....•. 
Pamal]ee, Madras, India .•................••.•...•.. 
l{aba, IIungary ...... ........... -~. _ ...•••••••.•. __ . 
Les Ormes, Yonne, ]?ranee ................•..••...•.. 
Pegu (Quenggouk), British Burmah .............•... 
Ausson, Haute Garonne, France .............••....•. 
Molina, Murcia, Spain ..............•••......•••..... 
Harrison County, Ind ......................••.....•. 
New Concord, Guernsey County, Ohio ....•..•••..... 
Dhurmsala, Punjab, India .. ................•••••... 
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THE SHEPARD COLLECTION 01!"' METEORITES-Contjnued. 
III.- METEORIC STONES-Continued. 
No. Date of fall. Place of fall. Weight. 
Gra1n111es. 
60 Aug. 8,1863 Pillistifer, Liv land, Russia .......................... 2.6 
61 Dec. 7,1863 Tourinnes·la·Grosse, Tirlemont, Belgium ............ \J.04 
62 Found 1863-'4 Tomhannock Creek, Rensselaer County, N. Y ••••.•••. 8. 74 
tiJ May 13,1864 Orgueil, Tarn ·et.Garonne, France .................... 9.62 
64 Jan. 19,1865 Supuhee, Sidowra, Gorruckpur, India ........•....... 4.3 
65 Mar. 26,1865 Claywater, Vernon County, Wis ..................... 9.:35 
66 Mav 30,1866 St. Mesmin, Aube, France .......... . ......... ....... 1. 59 
67 June 9,1866 Knyahinya, Hungary ................ .... ........... 32. 3 
68 Jan. 30,1868 Pultusk, Poland ......... .......••••........ ........ 304. 76 
69 Feb. 29,1868 Motto.di.Conti, Casale, Italy ........ · ......•. ........ 1. 53 
70 Mar. 20,1868 Daniel's Kuil, Griqualand, South Africa ............. 4.6 
71 Dec. 5,1868 Frankfort, Franklin County, Ala .............•.••... 4. 7 
72 Jan. 1,1869 Hessle, near Upsala, Sweden .. ........ ..•.•.. ........ 259.8 
73 May 22,18.69 Cleguerec, Morbiban, France ...........•.••••••..... 52.65 
74 Sept. 19,1869 Tjabe·Padang, Java ................ ....• .••••...... 2!J. l 
75 Aug. 18, 1870 Cabeza de Mayo, Murcia, Spain ..••••....•......•••. 13. 7 
76 May 21, 1871 Searsmont, Waldo County, Me .....•••••.•.••....... 62.5 
77 Dec. 10,1871 Bandong, Java ... _ ................•...•••.. - -•... -.. 50. 87 
78 Found 1872 Waconda, Mitchell Conuty, Kans .•••••. .• ••••....... 996. 55 
79 Aug. :H, 1872 Orvinio, Rome, Italy ·----· ..... ...... ---- ...... -· ............... ---- O. lt 
80 Sept. 23, 1873 Khairpur, India . ...................•... - ...... - - .... 26. 75 
81 May 14,1874 Near Castalia,NasbCounty,N.C ...•................. 0. 76 
82 Nov. 2fi,1874 Kerilis, Cotes·du·Nord, Frauce ........•••••......... 2.70 
83 Feb. 12,1875 West Liberty, Iowa County, Iowa .•................. 3,185.9 
84 June 28, 1876 Stalldalen, Nya Kopparberg, Sweden .... ...... . ..... 151. 7 
r'5 Dec. 21, 1876 Rochester, Pulton County, Ind •..................... 4 .27 
86 Jan. 3,1877 Warrenton, Warren County, Mo ...........••....... 27.25 
87 J~n. 23,1877 Cynthiana, Harrison County, Ky ................ -.. 1. 77 
88 Oct. 13,1877 Soko·Banja, Servi a ............ _ ...... .. ............ 15. 9 
89 July 15, 1878 'l'ieschitz, Moravia -. - - . - .. ----- -. - ... -. -- -- ---. -. -.... - - 27.00 
90 Nov. 20,1878 Rakovka, Tula, Russia ............ .. ................ 23.50 
91 Jan. 31,1879 La Becasse, Indre, France ............ ........ ....•. 5.00 
92 Aug. 17, 1879 Tamatlan, Jalisco, Mexico .•••••••••... •... .••.•.... 511. 00 
93 Peb. 3,1882 Moes (Visa), Kolos, Hungary __ ...............••. -... 17. 
94 Ang. 2, 1882 Pavlovka, Saratov, Russia ..........•....•....••.... 5. Gl 
95 Feb. 16, 1883 Alfianello, Brescia, Italy .. _ ........... _ .....•....... 29.54 
IV .-PSEUDO METEORITES, 
1. Ivan.Qedenburg, Hungary.............................................. 0.94 
RECAPITULATION, SHEP.A.RD COLLECTION. 
Iron, meteoric............................................................. 92 
Irons, terrestrial........ ........................... ............... .......... 2 
, · ones . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . • • . . • • •• • • • . • • • • . • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . 95 
l' ado m~teo,ites .......................................................... 
1
~ 
.ADDENDA, HEP ARD COLLECTION. 
Bringing the catalogue <lown to October 20, 1888. 
lno.· 'HlmK, ORTH, KAT ' IlEWA ·, RITI u ORTIIAMERICA. Iron, 125gram.me . 
.'\111111, .·u KY. I1 o ,•, 12.!) gramm . 
ALLI-;. ' J."fY, KY. Iron. 11:i rramrn . 
L, De:Pe.· oE.· B C .. ·Ty, Ame Irou, 20 gramm s. 
METEORITE COLLECTION. 
MAVERICK COUNTY, TEX. Iron, 116 grammes. 
TUCSON, ARIZONA. The signet iron. 84.5 grammes. 
TOLUCA, MEXICO. Iron. 17,800 grammes. 
TARAPACA DESERT (HEMALGA), PERU . . Iron, 84 grammes. 
SANTA CATARINA, BRAZIL (altered). Iron. 7,200 grammes. 
NEVvTSTEAD, SCOTLAND. Iron, 51 grammes. 
POHLrrz, REUSS, GERMANY. Stone. Fell October 131 1819. 0.16 gramme., 
EICHSTADT, BAVARIA. Stone. ]Tell February 19, 1785. 1 gramme. 
OBERNKIRCHEN, GERMANY. Iron. 23.1 grammes. 
AGRAM, CROATIA. Iron. F ell May 26, 1751. 0.74 gramme. 
MAUERKIRCHEN, AUSTRIA. Stone. Fell November 20, 178i. 0.5 gramme. 
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MEZO MADARASZ, TRANSYLVANIA. Stone. Fell September 4, 1852. 86.8 grammes. 
ISLAND OF OESEL, BALTIC SEA. Stone. Fell May 11, 1855. 4 grammes. 
TENNASSILM, EsTHLAND, RussrA. Stone. Fell June 28, 1872. 1 gramme. 
TIMOCHIN, RUSSIA. Stone. Fell March 25, 1807. 15 grammes. 
GROSS LIEBENTHAL, NEAR ODESSA, RUSSIA. Stone. Fell November 19, 1881. 8 
grammes. 
ASSISI, ITALY. Stone. ]:<'ell May 24, 1886. 29 grammes. 
LuCIGNANO, SIENA, ITALY. Stone. 3.7 grammes. 
TRENZANO, BRESCIA, ITALY. Stone. Fell November 12, 1856. 3.8 grammes. 
GIRGENTI, SICILY. Stone. Fell February 10, 1853. 1.5 grammes. 
NEJED, ARABIA. Iron. Fell 1865. 37 gra'mmes. 
SHYTAL, INDIA. Stone. Fen August 11, 1863. 1.32 grammes. 
CRONSTADT, ORANGE RIVER FREE STATE, AFRICA. Stone. Fell November 19, 1877. 
12. 5 grammes. 
YARRA YARRA RIVER, AUSTRALIA. Iron. 21 grammes. (Cranbourne f) 

GEM COLLECTION OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
By GEORGE F. KUNZ. 
The collection of gems exhibited by the National Museum at the 
Cincinnati and New Orleans Expositions is now on exhibition in the 
Museum in Washington. This much-needed accession, representing a · 
small part of the appropriation for the World's Fair, promises to be 
one of the most attractive and instructive features of the Museum. 
The large number of visitors, who examined the collection, both at the 
expositions and in its present location, can testify to its interesting 
character. Although a mere beginning, it is the most complete public 
collection of gems, in the United States. It is contained in three flat 
plate-glass exhibition cases, the gems being neatly marked with printed 
labels, and arranged on velvet pads, with a silk rope border. The 
diversity, brilliance, and richness of nature's brightest colors displayed 
render the whole effect a very attractive and pleasing one. The col-
lection begins with a suite of glass models of the historical diamonds, 
followed by a series of diamonds in their· natural .state, among which is 
an interesting octahedron, 18 carats in weight*, and by two. smaller, 
though very perfect, octahedra of about 2 carats each. These speci-
mens are goou illustrations of the form from South Africa, though of 
little commercial value as gems. One dozen other crystals, from one 
quarter to 1 ca.rat in weight, complete a representative set of form and 
occurrence in that region. Next we have a very neat set of a dozen 
more crystals, small, but choice, principally from India and Brazil, for-
merly belonging to the Mallet collection. One of these is a perfect 
cube, a form peculiar to Brazil, while another is twinned parallel to the 
octahedron. Another stone of 1 carat is only half cut, and for compar-
ison we have a stone of about the same weight completely cut. 
" Gems are generally bought and sold by the weight, called a carat, which is equal 
t o about 3.168 troy grains. It is usually divided, however, into 4 diamond or pearl 
grains, each of which is .7925 of a trne grain. l:<"'ractions of a carat are also known 
as fourth, eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and six ty-fourths. The weight of the 
carat formerly differed slightly fo different countries, and this diversity finally led a 
syndicate of Parisian j ewelers, goldsmiths, and gem dealers, in 1871, to propose a 
standard carat. 'rhig was subsequently confirmed by an arrangement between tho 
uiamond merchants of London, Paris, and Amst erdam, fixing the uniform value of 
t h e diamond (f) carat at . 205 gramm. · 
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Among the sapphires, we find a carat oblong stone of dark blue color, 
from the Jenks mine, Macon County, North Carolina, which has yielded a 
few fair sapphires-yellow, violet, and blue-and a few rubies, some of 
the finest of which wete in the Leidy collection; also the first stones found 
here, the dark brown, asteriated sapphires, described in "Transactions 
of the New York Academy of Sciences," March, 1883, and two other 
cut stones weighing from 4 to 8 carats. These all show a slight 
bronze play of light on the dome of the cabochon in ordinary light, 
but, under artificial light, they all show well-defined stars, being rea11y 
asterias or star sapphires, and not cat's eyes, as would seem at first glance. 
There are also two cut stones, light blue and light green, weighing 1 ::.ind 
2 carats respectively, which, for light-colored sapphires, are perhaps, 
when cut, brighter than those from any other locality. The cut~ingofone 
of these gems has given it a remarkable luster. They are found in the 
sluice-boxes at and near Helena, Mont. Following are two broken crys-
tals of the dark-green sapphires from the quite recent find at the Hills of 
Precious Stones in Siam, beautifully dichroic, being green and blue 
when viewed in different axes. The most showy group among the sap-
phires is a lot of thirteen assorted fancy stones, ranging from one-half 
to 4 carats in size. It includes two oriental amethysts, one oriental 
topaz, two pale rubies, four blue, one light-blue opalescent, one pale 
green, and two wh1te sapphires. An asteria of good blue color, meas-
uring nearly 1 inch across, a beautiful 2-carat ruby-asteria, and a small 
three-quarter-carat ruby, of fair color, complete the corundum gems. 
The series of spinels is well chosen and varicolored;. it consists of a 
long ~2-carat stone of green color, an ~blong almandine-colored stone 
of 3 carats, an inky stone of l¼ carats, a half-carat ruby spinel of fair 
color, a pretty rubicelle of three-quarters of a carat, and a suite of crys-
tals of the ruby-colored spinel from Ceylon and Burmab. We have 
also a cut Alexand.rite ( so called after the Czar Alexander I), from the 
original Russian locality. This is of fair color; but the womlerful 
Ceylonese gems of recent years have really given to this phenomenal 
variety of chrysoberyl, which changes from green to reel under artifi-
cial light, its present high rank among gems. There is a G-carat 
typical chrysoberyl (the cllrysolite of the jeweler), :finely cut, truly, as 
the name indicates, golden beryl; anu a dark green one of that shade, 
r peateclly sold as Alexandrite, though it does not change color by ar-
tificial light; also a rich yellowish-brown specimen of 14 carats. A set 
of seven rough fragments from Brazil is instructive by comparison. 
Among the beryl , we have a flawed emerald of' 10 carats, that well 
illu trat the typical color, as does a pear-shaped drop of about the 
Sc me weight and quality. B side the , there i a flawed tone of 
about the ame w ight, but much lighter in color, from Bogota. There 
i · l o a r tal that ha. b en in the In titution for many year , labeled 
fr m w 1 xi o. n meralu cry tal, lk inche long, one of a serie 
f mineral br ught y r f. J. . Dana from eru when with the 
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Wilkes Exploring Expedition, is historically interesting. It was pur-
chased by him _ in the streets of Callao. In the same series are two 
good cut beryls, one 6 carats in weight, of a light-green color, another 
I-carat light blue, both from Royalston Mass.; and perhaps the finest 
specimen ever found at the Portland (Connecticut) quarries, 15 carats 
in weight, and of such a rich, deep sea-l>lue col~n, as almost to rival iu 
splendor the matchless 5-carat Brazilian blue stone, that is in the same 
case. 
A fine blue beryl from the Mourne Mountains, Ireland, is interesting 
for its locality and deep color. Stoneham~ Me., has contributed a 2-carat 
white cut stone and a similar fragment; while Siberia is represented by 
a common wh~te stone of about 6 carats weight, and a rich yelJow one 
of 2 carats. 
Next comes a series of the emerald-green and greenish-yellow varie-
ties of spoclumene (Hiddenite), embracing crystals and fragments, and 
five cut stones, the latter weighing from a quarter to three-quarters of 
a carat, a~d varying in color from green to greenish-yellow, from Stony 
Point, N. O.; also a quarter-carat light yellow, and a I-carat golden-
yellow spodumene of the variety resembling chrysoberyl, described by 
Pisani, of' Paris, in '' Comptes Rendus" for 1877, from Brazil. The 
mountain-green cut euclase of 2 carats weight, from-Brazil, and the 
white cut phenakite of 3 carats, from Russia, are of rare occurrence, 
though the latter has recently been found in two localities in Colorado. 
The tourmalines include a dark-red gem (rubellite) of 6 carats' weight, 
and of good color; a dark-green one of the same weight; two light-red 
ones of one-half carat each, and a fine dark-blue one (indicolite) of three-
, eighths carat; a light sea-green one, of the same weight as the indicolite,. 
and four long bottle-green (called Brazilian emeralds) of 2 carats each; 
two olive-green stones of 2 carats each, and four sections of green crys-
tals, that have red centers. This difference of color between the outer 
and inner crystals is peculiar to tourmalines, as many as three colors 
being found in one crystal. All these are from Brazil. The well-known 
domestic localities are represented by an oblong, table-cut, light-green 
stone from Paris, Oxford County, Me., that once held a conspicuous 
place in the coilection of Dr. Joseph Leidy, which, unfortunately, had 
to be scattered. From Auburn, Me., a locality quite recently discov-
ered, we have a I-carat blue indicolite, two lavender-colored stones of 1½ 
and 2 carats each, a · light emerald-green stone of three-quarters of a 
carat, as handsome as an emerald by artificial light, and a 2-carat green 
one of ibe same tint as the Leidy stone; also a suite of loose crystals of 
various colors. The neighboring 2-carat yellow and 5-carat yellowish-
brown cut stones are from Ceylon. The fine .2-inch grass-green crystal 
and I-inch bluish-green crystal are also part of the treasure brought 
home by Professor Dana from the Wilkes expedition of 1838-1842. · 
A 6-carat blue and a 2-carat sherry-cofored topaz from Siberia are ex-
ceedingly brilliant; but the domestic reputation is well sustained by the. 
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white 15 carat cut stone from Pike's Peak, Colo., which is not surpassed 
in beauty by the brilliant white 4-carat (Minas Novas) from Mina . 
Geraes, in Brazil. A 6-carat orange-yellow stone, also from Mina . 
Geraes, is quite characteristic of the topaz, which is most commonly used 
in jewelry. A. series of two cut stones, of 5 and 8 carats respectively, 
and a number of crystal fragments show the effect, which heat has upon 
some varieties of topaz. These specimens vary in color from dark pink 
to white, according to the degree of calorification. 
Among the garnets are ten flat, brilliant-cut stones, one carbuncle, 
two long table-cut stones, and six rose-cut from Bohemia; six Tirolese 
red garnets, three essonites (usually sold as hyacinths by the jewelers), 
4 carats, 1¼ and one-quarter carat from Ceylon, six small brilliant-cut 
stones from Cape Colony, and a series, cut and uncut, from New Mexico, 
which furnishes the finest garnets in the world in point of color. In 
'addition to these, we notice a 1-carat and a 1½-carat demantoid (green 
garnet or U ralian emerald) from Bobrowska River, Syssersk, in the 
Urals, and a brownish-green 2-carat stone from the same locality. 
From New Mexico we have a floe yellowish-green peridot or olivine, 
of 2½ carats, called chrysolite by the mineralogist, but not by the jew-
eler; also a number of pebbles of the same, known as "Job's Tears" 
locally (from their pitted, tear-like appearance). The Orient is repre-
sented by a beautiful olive-green cut stone of about 18 carats weight. 
From the zircons or jargons we may single out for remark a number 
of small cut stones, steel-blue, yellowish-brown, yellow, and white, the 
latter color being often produced by heating. Stones of this kind were 
atonetimeusedfor incrpstingwatches, which were then solcl as diamond-
incrnsted. Next we observe a :fine, rich, hyacinth-colored gem (the true 
hyacinth of the mineralogist), a 2-carat green, a yellow, an orange, anu 
a long brownish-green 3-carat stone, all from Ceylon. The 2-carat axi-
nite, from Danphiny, is one of the rarest of gems. AG-carat greenish-
brown epidote, from the K.nappenwand, the well-known locality in 
Tyrol, should be mentioned. 
Here, too, is a one-fourth-carat iclocrase from Ala, in Piedmont. Thi 
mineral, which received the name of vesuvianite, because it is found 
among the formations in the lava at V~snvius, is solcl by the Neapolitan 
jeweler , and used to make the letters I and V in the manufacture of 
initial or sentimental pieces of jewelry. The same mineral is found at 
Sanford, M ., and other localities here, but ra.rely in gem form. 
Iolite (dichroite, cordierite), or water sapphire (saphire-d'eait), as it i 
also all d, is b re seen in the form of a flat-cut stone of 2-carat ' 
w i ht from Ion, and a cube one-fourth inch square from Bodenmai , 
B~rnria. Th e are not comparable with one found at Iladdam, Conn. 
th t w, worn a a charm by the late Dr. Torrey. This stone Im~ 
icbr i pr p rti , ; if view din one direction it appears blue; if in 
an 11 r, 1 ur hit . 
Tb 5-carat tit nit or ellow s hene i from tlle Tavetschtltal, in the 
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Tyrol. This gem shows the play of colors peculiar to the diamond. 
Specimens haT"e also been found at Bridgewater Station, Pa. There are 
two long andalusites of 1 and 2 carats' weight, stones which are at times 
so dichroic that they have been offered in London as Alexandrites; 
also a square brilliant cut stone of 1 carat. No stones in this collectiou 
show the dichroic property to the visitor so perfectly as these, they 
being so cut as to show the red and green colors at once from the same 
1)0i:i;it of view. Tliese are from Brazil, where fine green ones are also 
obtained. 
Next in order are four light-green diopsides from De Kalb, N. Y., a 
locality which has yielded 20-carat gems, of rich oil-green _color, equal to 
the 2½ carat cut-stone from Ala., in Piedmont. 
A small, long, I-carat kyanite, from Russia, is noteworthy, as is also 
the suite of opals, consisting of two noble cut stones, from Hungary, 
and a polished slab of the light matrix from the same place, beautifully 
mottled with opalescent spots; a set of over twenty gems, white, yel-
low, and brown, from Queretaro, Mexico, and two milky opals without 
the play of colors, from Honduras, an inch· and an inch and a half long, 
respectively; three pieces of blue opal, in the impure brown limonite, 
or ironstone matrix, from the Bnirfooo River, Qneenslan9-, Australia, 
termed opaline by the jewelers, and a cut stone from the same locality. 
Of turquoise, we have a bluish-green piece 1½ inches long, cut into a 
flat cabochon stone, from Los Oerillos, New Mex., a fine suite of the 
mineral in the matrix, recently brought on by Maj. J. vV. Powell, from 
New Mexico, and a set of twenty-four ge~s from Persia, showing all the, 
characteristic gradations of color between blue and green; a curious 
three-quarter-inch cabochon cut stone, and a piece 1-! inches long in the 
matrix, from Persia, noticeable for the pleasing contrast of the bluish-
green stone on the background of chocolate color. .A. handsome suite, 
consisting of a 1-inch flat cabochon -and seven polished specimens of 
turquoise in the matrix, from Los Cerillos, New Mex., has lately been 
deposited by Mr. Thomas Donaldson, of Philadelphia. These vary in 
color from the malachite-green to the rich light"blue, and in size from 
1 by 2 by 3 inches to 3 by 4 by 6 inches. 
Hematite is exhibited, cut in the form of a ball and in a cut intaglio. 
Displayed near these is a cut 1-carat rutile, from Alexander County, 
N. 0. This so closely resembles the black diamond in color and luster 
as to have been mistaken for it when first found. A large rhodonite, 
cut en cabochon, is on the same pad with these specimens. 
A dark, almost black, hypersthene from Norway shows a pleasing 
bronze-like reflection on the dome of the cabochon, while a polished 
slab of lighter color is also quite attractive. Chlorastrolite is repre-
sented by three small polished pebbles from Isle Royale, Lake Superior. 
One of the most instructive of the ·series is a quantity of gem-gravel · 
from Ceylon, containing sapphires of ':arious colors, chrysoberyl, zircon, 
quartz, an<l. other stones. 
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A series of the American stone Thomsonite, found as pebbles in the 
Lake Superior Tegion, presents some fine cut stones, with the circle 
from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch across. A few large, pol-
ished pieces measure over I' inch across. Some pebbles of Lintonite 
a green variety of Thomsonite from the same locality, are also polisl1ed. 
The quartz array is very instructive. It begins with a 2-½-inch Japan-
ese crystal ball, and· an eagle seal 3 inches ltigh, of Russian cutting; :i 
smaller ball and a combination form of the cube and dodecahedron, 
from Japan, half of a Brazilian pebble, polished, a mounted scarf-pin 
cut in cuboidal form, and a small pendant complete the display of rock 
crystal. Cut citrines, cairngorm, and the so-caUed smoky, Saxon or 
Spanish topaz, eleven of the dark-purple amethysts from Siberia, often 
wrongly called Oriental amethysts, and a set of sw;en from Brazil show 
all the changes from light pink to dark purple. 
Perhaps the most unique gem of the collection is a piece of amethyst, 
that was found in Haywood Countyr N. 0., and deposited here by Dr. 
H. S. Lucas. The present form is just such as would be made by a lapi-
dary in roughly shaping a stone preliminary to cutting and polishing it. 
It now measures 7 centimeters in length, G centimeters in width, 4 centi-
meters. in thickness, and weighs 136.5 grams. It was turtle-shaped when 
found, and was said to have been worked by pre-historic man. Thi 
shape was unfortunately destroyed by chipping it to its present form. 
It is perfectly transparent, being slightly smoky and pale at one eud; 
it also has a smoky streak in the center. This coloring is peculiar to 
the amethyst, however. A fine cut amethyst from Stow, Me., repre· 
sents New England. There are also a three-quart(lr iuch yellowi h 
quartz cat's-e;ye from Ceylon, a 3-carat green one from Ilofl', Bavaria, 
and a native Indian necklace from Ceylon, composed of' numerous yel-
lowish quartz cat's-eye beads of about 3 carats each. There has been 
recently added to the collection a handsome Sia.mese ring of cat's-eyes 
and chip diamonds. The rich gold setting is a model of exquisite Ori-
ental workmanship, the reliefs seeming to have been hammered rather 
than engraved. The handsome embossed flowers within the ring can 
not be seen in the case. Its crown is a pyramid, 13 millimeters high 
and 20 millimeters across the base. The base of the pyramid is sur-
rounded with a row of' fourteen cat's-eyes ; above this is a row of chip 
diamonds, while the apex is formed of the largest and finest cat's-eye 
of the lot. On each side of the crown, on the shank, is a band ome 
cat' -eye, next in size to the stone which forms the apex. 
We have, then, a beautiful series of the brown quartz cat's-eyes, so-
alled crocidolite cat's-eyes (also called tiger-eyes), in fine slabs, ball 
button , tc., which is really a combination of' crocidolite fibers coated 
with quartz. Thi inca ing renders it harder than unaltered crocidolit 
which i to be en here togethe; with it. Alongside of these are four 
liand m t n , , ut aboclion, and artificially colored pink, purple 
gr n < nd g u<larme-blu , aft r th extraction, by a trong acid, of· the 
riginal c loring a.tter from the quartz casing. A 11 these are from 
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South Africa. Superb rutilated quartz (sagenite, fleclie d'arnour, Yenus-
hair-stone, or Love?s arrows), in the rough and in cut form, are from 
North Carolina. Rhode Island contributes black hornblende blades in 
quartz, and green actinolite in the same (the Thetis-hair-stone of Dr. 
Jackson). The actinolite, when in straight layers in the quartz, occa" 
sionally forms a quartz cat's-eye, if cut acmss the fibers. The Thetis-
hair-stone from Japan is one of the most interesting and beautiful stones 
in the series of sagenitic quartzes. 
The large pieces of black onyx, chrysoprase, carnelian or sard, and 
sardonyx, and the series of agates, of various colors, numbering over 
one hundred and fifty specimens, are cut into a ·variety of forms; the 
fine 3-inch square slab of "gold quartz," of the jewelers, is from Grass 
Valley, O~lifornia. 
Fine aventurine quartz, with spangles of mica in a rich reddish-brown 
quartz, from Russia, vases of which are often worth thousands of dol-
lars, and a fine green aventurine, called imperial jade by the Chinese, and 
more esteemed by them than any of the true jades, deserve attention. 
The series of fifteen small Indian mocha-stones· is very attractive; the 
black, moss-like markings are relieved by the red spots in the gray body 
of the stone, thus presenting a surface beautifully diversified. A 6 by 
4 inch slab of moss-agate attracts much attention, different people see-
ing in its markings various bits of fancied scenery. A 2 by 4 inch slab 
and a circular disk, 1 inch in diameter, are good representative pieces 
of the blood-stone or heliotrope, so much used in rings and seals. A 
rich, brown, speckled jasper is worthy of notice. The series of quartzes 
closes with three polished pieces of silicified wood. 
The two cut moldavites (Moravian bottle-glass), about 1 inch across, 
are of rare occurrence. They are transparent, dark-gree:n obsidians 
from Moravia, for which worthless green bottle-glass has sometimes 
been sold. With them are i~ur sleeve-button pieces of opaque obsid-
ian; two black, two red and black, from the Yellowstone National 
Park. 
The two sun-stones from Norway-the largestl½ inches long, the other 
a three-quarter-inch cut cabochon-are indeed :fine, but a cut stone 
of the same material from Delaware County, Pennsylvania, the same 
length as the larger specimen from Norway, is nearly equal to them. 
A group of fourteen moonstones, of various sizes, from Oey Ion, and two 
from Norway, one a half inches long, the other an inch, make a hand-
some display, grouped with the sun-stoues and smaller labradorites. 
The last-mentioned species is fully represented, one polished piece be-
ing over a foot across, and a number showing the beautiful cbatoyant 
colors to perfection. 
Amber-yellow, transparent, and containing flies and other insects-
is present in the form of cuff-buttons, a breast-pin and beads; also, in 
larger pieces, with one side polished, and large'' tear-drops," which are 
especially of educational interest. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--14 
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A rich, dark-brown cut aragonite, from California, and the beautiful 
green copper-colored Smithsonite (a zinc ore) from Laurium, Greece, 
demand special notice. One is a cut cabochon 1 inch long and one-ha! 
inch high, the other an ideal piece of the natural mineral. We ob en· , 
also, a fine polished malachite, from Siberia, and a smaller brea t-pin 
piece; also, a dish of the highly-prized dark blue, or, more accurately 
dark purple, fluorite from Derbyshire, England, where it is familiarly 
known as" Blue John." Vases of this material have often been sold for 
over $1,000. Two small polished pieces of the Persian la pis-lazuli, and 
a slab8 inches across, and one 4 inches, of the white-veined varietyfrom 
the Peruvian Andes,' well represent this species. A jade pendant, 3 
inches long and of good color, is one of the sort made in Germany to 
sell in New Zealand, as genuine aboriginal workmanship. Also, a flat 
vase made of a gray Chinese jade, and one of the small bracelets of the 
same material, light-green in color, which. are put on the arms of girl 
in early childhood, and allowed to remain there, until the natural growth 
of the arm fixes them so tightly, that they can not be removed over the 
hand. To the jades have l'ecently been added an Alaskan jade labret 
used by the ·Alaska Indians as a lip ornament, and a Chinese jade ink-
stone holder, mounted on a base of carved teak-wood. This is the mot 
elaborate jade in the collection; the body of a dragon forming a cell 
for water, the mouth of the cell being a hole in the dragon's back. Tb 
beast's fore-paws and head rest upon the edge of a rectangular trough 
which is inteiided t& hold the ink-stone. From this he appears to b 
drinking, while a smaller beast, whose head just appears above the edge 
at the other end of the trough, watches his powerful enemy with a 
stealthy, malicious fear. 
A rich dark-green flower, 6 inches by 3, chiseled out of serpentine 
is very pretty, as is a curious, fanciful, turtle-like talc ornament from 
Southern India, the shell of which is beautifully carved into a net-work 
of flowers, and a carved toilet-box of the same material, from the same 
locality. Besides the serpentine flower, there is a handsome turned 
vase, 8 inches high, grayish-green, crossed and recrossed with very 
dark olive-green streaks, giving it a mottled appearance; also a hand· 
some, polished slab of Williamsite from Texas, Lancaster County, Penn. 
6 by 10 inches, a small flower ornament from San Francisco, a paper-
weight and two massive specimens of green Serpentine, spotted with 
r d, from Cornwall, England, and a polished fancy specimen of Bowenit 
from Rhode I land. Red, white, and mottled Agalmatolite (Chine 
figure- tone), from China, is interesting. There are three carved 
pecimen repre e.ating human beings, and another, much more elab · 
rate, r pr enting a parting scene on the sea-shore. The r maining 
P ci n of galmatolite is a handsomely-carved tray, on which i 
r pr nt a typi al oriental cene with all it wealth of luxurian 
t . ' v g ation. T i w 11-pr rved p cim n was brought from Japan t 
Holland by the utch m rchant jn tho sixteenth or eventeenth 
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century, and was recently deposited in the Museum by Mr. G. Brown 
Goode, the Assistant Secretary. 
One of the finest specimens of its kind in the United States is a mag-
niticent 6 by 4 slab of lumache11e (" fire -marble") of fossil origin, in 
which the color of the original shells is so deepened an<l intensified that 
it rivals the finest fire-opal. This comes from the old, exhausted local-
ity ofCarinthia, Austro-Hungary. Of alabaster, we have white, yellow, 
and cinnamon-gray slabs; of fossil coral, a fine slab from Iowa City. 
The oolite limestone from Bristol, England, is curious; the surface is 
highly polished, presenting a white field flecked with dark red. Beads 
of gypsum satin spar and a 3-inch egg of the same material are from 
Bridgeford, England. A wavy slab of polished light-brown barite, 
having its surface variegated with dark-brown spots, from Derbyshire, 
England, is rather interesting. A slab of jet from England, one from 
Germany, and ·another from Colorado are exhibited near two handsome 
carvings in ca_nnel coal from Simpson's coal and lead mine in ¥issourL 
One of these last represents a scene in a coal mine, awl the other a bou-
quet of flowers. A cannon 12 inches long, mounted on truncheons, and 
an egg-shaped paper-weight, both made of the travertine of Gibraltar, 
and a small light-green slab of polished stalagmite from Baird, Cal., · 
are among recent additions, as are· ten rough, perforated garnets from 
an ancient grave in Bohemia, and a silver bar-pin, set with bloodstones 
and agates, the last the gift of Messrs. Harris and Shafer, of Washing·-
ton. 
The collection ends with an 8 by 3 slab of catlinite (Indian pipe-stone) 
and a large Indian pipe of the same material, from Coteau du Prairie, 
Pipestone County, Minn. The head delineated on the slab was carved 
by a Washington sculptor, and came into the Museum with the Abert 
collection, which was given to the Museum.-
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THE COLLECTION OF BUILDING AND ORNAMENTAL STONES IN THE 
U.S. NATIONAL MUSEmI: A HAND-BOOK AND CATALOGUE. 
By GEORGE P. MERRILL; Curator, Department Lithology and Physical 
Geology . 
. PREFATORY NOTE. 
The collection of building and ornamental stone_s in the National Mu-
seum is made up very largely from materials received from the Centen-
. riial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876, and from the Tenth Census at 
the close of the investigation of the quarrying industries of the United 
States in 1880. By far the greater part and more systematic portion of 
the collection is frorri the latter source, and as the late Dr. George W. 
Hawes, then curator of this Department, was also in charge of that 
branch of the census work, it may be said to be due to· his efforts more 
than to those of any other individual that the collection has been gotten. 
together. Having once assumed such proportions as to attract national 
attention, it has been a matter of comparative ease to obtain materials 
from localities that were but poorly, if at all, represented at the time of 
Dr. Hawes' death. The present .collection comprises upward of 2,900 
specimens, a large part of which are from quarries in the United States, 
though very many foreign varieties are represented. It is the inten-
tion to add to it from time to time such new materials as shall be dis-
covered in this country, and also the principal varieties from foreign 
sources, particular attention being paid to such as are imported into 
the United States. 
In preparing the exhibit the stones have been arranged by States, 
and under States by kind ; this method seeming best adapted to the 
wants of the general public. 
The specimens are as a rule dressed in the form of 4-inch cubes, the 
various faces of which are finished as follows: Polished in front, drafted 
a.nd pointed on the left side, drafted rock face on the right side, rock 
face behind, and smooth-sanded on the top and bottom. Stones that 
do not polish have the face simply rubbed smooth. When of any other 
size or shape than that of a 4-mch cube the approximate size is here 
stated in inches. Each specimen is accompa.nied by a printed label, 
giving, so far as obtainable, its scientific name,,._geological age, color, and 
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texture, together with the locality from whence it was obtained and t.cu, 
name of the donor or collector. 
The data for the accompanying hand-book has been likewise in part 
supplied by the Tenth Census, in Vol. x, Report on Building Stones and 
Statistics of Quarrying Industries. So far as possible statements taken 
from this work have been verified by reference to the original schedules 
now on file in this Department. The time that has elapsed since the 
publication of the .census report has, however, enabled me t,o gather 
· much new material, and to supply many facts there altogether omitted. 
As the work is intended for popular use, it has geemed advisable to go 
into considerable detail regarding the nature and composition of each 
class of rocks, stating, so far as possible, the qualities that render them of 
value for architectural purpo~s. Indeed it may be said that in putting 
the mat1ir in its present shape the curator has been guided largely by the 
character of the requests for information which are being so constantly 
received. These requests are from persons in all stations of life, but 
most largely, as a matter of course, from those who are actively em-
ployed either in quarrying, building, or dealing in building materials. 
With such it bas rarely been found sufficient to give merely the name 
of a stone submitted or inquired about, but such details as mineral com· 
position, suitableness for any particular purpose, qualities good and 
bad, how it differs from other stone with which it may be brought into 
competition, etc., are almost invariably insisted upon. 
Inasmuch as the market value of a stone is so largely dependent 
upon the c.ost of quarrying and dressing, it has been deemed advisable 
to .devote a few .pages to an explanation or description of the various 
machines, implements, and methods employed in this work. It is to be 
understood that none of these machines are actually on exhibition 
otherwise than by photograph or engtaving. Only such are described 
as have been found by the writer in actual use in the quarries, or which 
seem sufficiently promising to merit attention. 
It is doubtless scarcely necessary to state that the results given in 
Table 8 were not obtained from tests applied on these individual speci-
mens, nor at the Museum. They are compilations from a variety of 
undoubtedly reliable sources, and a part of which have never before 
been published. 
In speaking of any particular stone or group of stones it will be ob-
served I have not limited myself to a mere description of the sample a 
it appears in the Museum collections, but have gone more into detail re-
garding the quarries from whence it was obtained, its mode of occurrence, 
use, and the natural facilities for quarrying and transportation. ThiE 
for the rea on that, while many an outcrop is capable of furnishing sam-
ples of excellent quality for purposes of exhibition the stone may be 
practically worthle s owing to difficulties in the way of quarrying, la~ll 
of transportation facilities, or distance from market. 
~ATION.A.L UBEUM:, Ju'lf, 1887, 
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PART I. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
A.-HISTORICAL AND GENERAL. 
The use of any kind of stone for building purposP.s in the United 
States, or indeed in America, of necessity dates from a comparatively 
recent period. The early settlers were too poor and too thoroughly oc-
cupied in the struggle for existence to give a thought to other con-
structive material than wood, and hence it is not surprising that over 
one hundred years elapsed from the time of the landing of the pilgrims 
at Plymouth before the first stone structure of importance was erected. 
As, however, wealth increased, towns became cities, and matters assumed 
_a more permanent aspect, there naturally arose a demand for a more 
durable and -highly ornamental material ; for such, fortunately, the 
early settlers of eastern Massachusetts had not .far to look. The first 
ston'-l-S quarried in this State are thought by Professor Shaler to have 
been the · clayslates in the vicinity of Boston. These, however, were 
worked only in a small way and the product used for grave- and mile-
stones, and a few lintels. 
Granite came into early use for building purposes, probably more on 
account of its ready accessibility than from any desire mi the part of the 
people for so refractory a material, the matter of transportation then, as 
now, being an important item in deciding what material was to be used. 
According to Shurtleff* one of the first stone buildings in Boston 
was the house of Deacon John Phillips, which was erected about 1650, 
and which continued to stand until 1864. It is supposed to have been 
built from granite bowlders found in the immediate vicinity. In] 737 
was built of bowlders of Braintree granite the old Hancock house, since 
torn down, and in 17 49-'54 King's chapel, which is still standing on the 
corner of School and Tremont streets. This last was at the time the 
greatest stone construction ever undertaken in Boston, if not in this 
country. Like those already mentioned, it was built from bowlders, 
and considering the method of cutting employed (to be noticed later), 
was indeed a remarkable structure. The granite bowlders scattered 
over the commons had been very generally used in Quincy and vicinity 
*' History of Boston, p. 589. 
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for steps and foundations for some years previous to this, until at la t 
the inha1'itants fearing lest the supply should become exhausted, a . 
sembled in town meeting and voted that" no person shall dig or carry 
off" any stone" on the said commons or undivided lantis upon any ac-
count whatever without license from the committee, upon penalty of 
the forfeiture of 10 shillings for every and each cart-load so tlug and 
carried away." 
It was not, however, until the early part of the present century that 
granite began to be used at all extensively in and about Boston, when 
Mle material was introduced in considerable quantities by canal from 
Chelmsford,• 30 miles distant. It was from Chelmsford stone that was 
constructed in 1810 the Boston court-house; in 1814 the New South 
church ; and. af>out the same time the Congregational house on Beacon 
street; the old Parkman house on Bowdoin square; University hall in 
Cambridge; and in 1818-'19 the first stone block in the city, a portion 
of which is still standing, on Brattle street. In this year also a consider-
able quantity of the stone was shipped to Savannah, Ga., for the con-
struction of a church at that place. The greater part of this granite 
was, however, obtained from bowlders, and it was not until the opening 
of quarries at Quincy, in 1825, that the business assumetl any great 
importance. From this time the use of granite for building material 
increased in a marked degree, and the history of stone quarrying in 
Massachusetts may properly begin with this date. 
The opening of quarries at Quincy was due very largely to the demand 
for stone for the construction of the Bunker Hill monument. Prior to 
this time it is stated not much thought had been given to the quarrie 
of the vicinity, although the business bad been carried on in a small 
way by several parties. The quarry at Quincy from whence the stone 
for the monument was takenis stated to have been previously purchased 
by a Mr. G.ridley Bryant in 1825 at a cost of $250. This gentleman 
afterwards sold the same to Mr. Amos Lawrence, acting for the monu-
ment committee. The development of this quarry led to the discovery 
of others in the immediate vicinity, and with slight retardations there 
has been a gradual increase ever since. It is stated that in 1837 the 
total amount of stone quarried in the town was 64,590 tons, valued at 
$248,737, in the production of which some 533 men were employed; in 
1845 the value of the total product had increased to $324,500, though 
the number of men employed was but 526. In 1855 there appears to 
have been a falling off, since the value of the product for that year was 
but 238,000, and but 324 men furnished with employment. Twenty-
five years later (1880) the census returns for the towns of Quincy and 
We t Quincy show a total of thirty quarries, producing annually not le 
than 723 0 cubic feet of st-One, valued at some $226,940, and giving 
employm nt to me 820 men. 
• It is stated uy itchcock, eol. of fa ., Vol. 1, p. 148, that the so-called Chelrna· 
foro gra.nit~ in reality came from W tford and Tyngsborough, in the same State. 
• 
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In 1824 a Mr. Bates, of Quincy, went to Sandy Hook, in the adjacent 
town of Gloucester-a town heretofore noted only for its fishery in-
terests-and opened a granite quarry there. Not long after other quar-
ries were opened at .A.nisquam, where an extensive industry was c·arried 
on for some years, though finally abandoned. Quarries were op~ned at 
Rockport, just beyond Gloucester, in 1827, and are still in active opera-
tion, and doing a profitable business, although the first year's experi-
ence is said to have resulted in a net loss of $15. 
In 1848 the quarries at Bay View were opened, which have since be-
come the property of the Cape Ann Granite Company, and form now 
one of the best equipped quarries in the country, producing annually 
not less than 480,000 cubic feet of stone, valued' in the rough at $250,000. 
Although the Massachusetts quarries were the first systematically 
worked to obtain granite for building purposes, other States were not 
far behind. Thus we are told by Dr. Field* that as early as 1792 
granite quarries were reported to have been opened at Haddam N eek, 
in Connecticut, and as many as ninety hands were employed in this and 
other quarries in 1the vicinity as ·early as 1819. This material is, how-
ever, a gneiss rather than a granite, and, splitting readily into slabs, was 
used nearly altogether for curbing and paving, for which purpose it 
brought from 10 to 20 cents per cubic foot. The principal markets for 
the material were Rhode Island and the cities of Boston, New York, 
Albany, and Baltimore. 
The rocky coast and adjacent islands of Maine are competent to 
furnish for many years immense quantities of granitic rock of a c·olor 
and quality not to be excelled. The rare excellence of many of these 
sites for quarries, together with the ready facilities of transport--0,tion 
by water to all the leading cities, early made itself apparent to the 
shrewd and pushing business men of New England, and a very few 
years after the commencing of works at Quincy saw similar beginnings 
made at various points both on the coast and farther inland. 
The years 1836-'37 appear, for some reason, to have been peculiarly 
prolific in schemes for speculation in this industry. 
It is stated by Northt that during the latter year, out of one hundred 
and thirty-five acts of incorporation granted by the State legislature, 
thirty were for granite companies, three of which were located in Au-
gusta. One was called the .Augusta and New York Granite Company,. 
and was for working, rending, transporting, and dealing in gr~nite from 
the Hamlen ledge, situated about 2 miles from the river by way of ,vest-
ern avenue. Another, named the Augusta and Philadelphia Granite 
Company, owned the Ballard ledge, a mile and a half from Kennebec 
bridge by way of Northern avenue. A large portion of the granite for 
the state-house, court-house, and new jail was obtained from this ledge. 
• Centennial address and historical sketches of Middletown, Cromwell, Portland, 
Chatham, and Middle Haddam. 
t History of Augusta, Me., p. 582. 
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The other company, called the Augusta Blue Ledge Company, pur. 
chased Hall's ledge, on the east side of the river, near Daniel Hewin 
house, some 2½ miles from the bridge. 
It is further stated by this same authority* that during the erection 
of the state-house blocks of granite for the colonnade, 21 feet long by 
nearly 4: feet in diameter, were obtained from the "Melvin ledge," in Hal-
iowell, about 3 miles away. Convenient and abundant as are these 
quarry sites, it seems a little singular that they should not have been 
earlier discovered and worked. In building the Kennebec bridge in 
1797 the piers and abutments were constructed of stone split from drift 
bowlders,-and the houses of Capt. William Robinson, Judge Bridge, and 
Benjamin Whitwell, built · about 1801, had for underpinning granite 
brought at great expense from near Boston, probably Quincy, or per-
haps Chelmsford. Most of the stone of large dimensions of which the 
old jail was built in 1808 were also, it is stated, obtained with great 
labor from bowlders, though an unsuccessful attempt was made to work 
the Rowell ledge at the time. Some of the top strata were broken off 
by means of wedges driven under the sheets, but-the process was labo-
rious and slow. The first successful attempt to work a ledge in town 
is stated to have been made by Jonathan Matthews on the Thwing 
ledge, in 1825. Powder was not used until the state-house was built, 
and then at first with only one hole, by means of which irregular ma se 
were thrown out. Later two boles short distances apart were fired 
simultaneously, by means of which long, straight seams were opened. 
These seams were again charged with powder, and thus masses of stone 
of considerable size were moved from the bed to be afterwards broken up 
by wedges. The Frankfort Granite Company, located at the base of 
Mosquito Mountain, began operations in May, 1836, and within the 
next two years took out and sold upwards of $50,000 worth of material. 
What is now the Hallowell Granite Company opened its quarries in 
1838, and during the first ten years is stated to have sold $500,000 
worth of stone. 
It is stated by Professor Seelyt that the earliest attempts at quarry-
ing marbles in New England were those o( Philo Tomlinson, who began 
·operations at Marbledale, in the town of New Milford, Conn., about 
1800. Other quarries were soon after opened, and in 1830 as many a 
fifteen were in active operation within a distance of 3 miles. The prod-
uct was sent to all parts of the country. Soon after this date compe-
tition tin from other localities, particularly from Dover, N. Y., and 
Rutland, Vt., and by 1850 the business had proved so unremunerative 
that the la t quarry at Marbledale was abandoned. Marble quarrie 
and mill were al o put in active operation at West Stockbridge, in 
Ma a.cbu ett , c early a 1802 or 1803, and the e furnished the marble 
for the city ball in New York City. Work was stopped here in 1855, 
owing to comp tition of Verm ut and Italian marbles. 
order of New England, p. 27. 
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Of the many marble quarries in Vermont, those in East Dorset are 
believed to have been longest worked, Professor Seely i:;tating one Isaac 
Underhill began operations here as early as 1785, the product being 
utilized for ·fire jams, chimney backs, hearths, aud lintels. Other quar-
ries soon opened, and from 1785 to 1841 nine were in operation at this 
place. The first marble gravestone ever finished in the State is be-
lieved to hav~ been the work of Jonas Stewart in 1790. Prior . to the 
introduction of Italian and Rutland marble, about 1840, the supply 
of the Dorset stone was not equal to the demand. 
At West Rutland, whicll is now the great marble producing center of 
the country, works were first put in successful operation about 1838. 
At the present time not less than fifteen quarries are in operation, af-
fording employment altogether to about 2,000 men. . 
The first stone quarried and used in Philadelphia is said to have · 
been the micaceous and hornblendic gneiss which occurs in inexhaust-
ible quantities in the immediate vicinity. This was at first used only 
for foundations and rough construction. The first house built within 
the city limits, if not the first in the State, that built in Letitia court by 
order of William Penn, wa8 constructed on a foundation of this stone 
about the year 1682. The Old Swedes church, built in 1098, Independ-
ence Hall, and numerous other structures are said to have had similar 
foundations. Later, entire walls were made of this material, as in the 
house of John Penn, erected in 1785, and which is still standing. 
The quarrying of marble in Montgomery County, Pa., is said to 
have been commenced by a Mr. Daniel about the time of the Revolution.* 
This stone seems to have immediately become a favorite for trimming 
purposes, and to have been used in Philadelphia to the almost entire 
exclusion of other material until as late as 1840. During this time many 
fine buildings were constructed from it, as will be noted later. 
Sandstone quarrying in the United States doubtless began with the 
itinerant working of the extensive beds of Triassic brownstone in the 
vicinity of Portland, Conn. It is statedt that the first quarry here was 
opened" where the stone originally rose high and hung shelving over 
the river." The value of the material was early recognized, and it be-
gan to be utilized for building and for monuments soon after the settle-
ment of Middletown on the opposite side of the stream. The quarries 
were at this time regarded as common property, and were worked as 
occasion demanded both by people in the immediate vicinity and by 
those living at a distance, who carried off the material in scows or boats 
of some sort, nor thought of giving anything as an equivalent. This 
system of free quarrying had assumed such proportions as early as 
1665, that on September 4 of that year the citizens of Middletown 
assembled in town meeting and voted "that whoever shall dig or raise 
stone at ye rocks on the east side of the river (now Portland) for any 
.,.First Geol. Survey Penna., Vol. I. 
t Centennial Address nncl Historical Sketches of Middlet,owu, Cromwell, Portland, 
Obatll~!Jl, and Middle Ha.ddr1m, by D. D, fleld, 1853. 
ll. Mis. 170, pt. 2-19 
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without the town, the said digger shall be none but an inhabitant of 
Middletown, and shall be responsible to ye towne twelve pence pr. tunn 
for every tunn Qf ~tones that he or they shall digg for any person who o-
ever without the towne; this money to be paid in wheat and pea e to 
ye townsmen or their a~signs for ye use of ye towne within six month 
after the transportation of the said stone."* 
How soon Lhe surface rock was exhausted and it became necessary, a 
now, to go below the level of the ground for suitable material is not 
stated, but the quarry thus opened was at length disposed of by the 
town and passed through various hands, among whom the names of 
Shaler & Hall are conspicuous. These parties pursued the busine s 
vigorously and made a handsome profit. For several years between 
1810 and 1820 some thirty hands were employed for the eight month 
comprising the quarrying season, and from four to six teams. Some 50 
rods south of this quarry another was opened about J 783, and wa 
owned by Messrs. Hulburt & Roberts. About 1814 this was purcha ed 
from the heirs of . Aaron Hulburt and deeded to E rastus aud Sila 
Brainard, who carried on the business conjointly until the death of the 
latter in 1847. 'l'he business is carried on under the name of Brainanl 
& Co. to the present time. For some fi rn years after this firm bega11 
work they employed but from seven to ten hands and two yoke ofoxen. 
In 1819 a. quarry was opened north of the Shaler & Hall qtrnrry by tbe 
firm of Patten & Russell. It was afterwards known as the Rus ell \:. 
Hall quarry, and finally in 1841 was united with that of Shaler& Ilall, 
the firms combining to form the Middlesex Quarry Company. Some year' 
later still another opening was made below the Brainarcl quarry near 
the ferry between Portland and Middletown. This also was known a 
the Shaler & Hall quarry; the original firm by this name ha"Ving b eu 
incorporated with the Middlesex Q11arry Company. 
The three firms above enumerated continue to monopolize the quarry-
ing industry at this place. The quarries extend from a point near th · 
ferry northward along the river for some three-fourths of a mile, au l 
vary in depth from 50 to 150 feet. Their yield of stone of all grad · 
during the time of their operation has been roughly e8timated a+-
4,300,000 cubic feet. The rate of progress is given as follows: In 1 ~,i 
the number of men employed at the three quarries was about 900 an 1 
100 yoke of oxen; thirty vessels being regularly employed. to convey th 
quarried material to the markets, each vessel conveying from 75 to 1" 
tons and making from twenty to thirty trips each sea on. Two ye, r~ 
later the number of workmen regularly employed had increa eel to 1 ~ 
hile 20 more wer engaged on contract work. The stone, ev n a 
thi date, had found it way to markets a far west a Milwaukee an l 
c n ranci co. Th cen us returns for 1830 showed the total num 
of m n mplo · d to be but 925, with 80 yoke of oxen and 55 hor e an 
Th f Hing ofl:'in numb r. may doubtle s be considered duet 
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the introduction of machinery and improved methods of working. The 
total product of the three quarries for this year was about 781,600 cubic 
feet, valued at not less than $650,000. A fleet of twenty-five vessels of 
various kinds was regularly employed in transporting this material to 
market. 
The quarrying of slate for roofing purposes is an industry of compar-
atively recent origin in the United States, few of the quarries having 
been operated for a longer period than twenty or thirty years. The 
earliest opened and systematically worked are believed to have been 
. those at WeRt Bangor, Pa., which date back to 1835. 
The abundance of slate tombstones in many of our older church-yards, 
however, would seem to prove that for other :vurposes than roofing 
these stones have been quarried from a . much earlier period. It is 
stated, moreover, that as early as 1721 a cargo of 20 tons of split slate 
was brought to Boston from Hangman's Island, in Braintree Bay, which 
may have bePin used in part for roofing purposes; but the greater part 
of the material for this purpose was imported directly.from Wales. It 
is also stated* that slates were quarried at Lancaster, Massachusetts, 
as early as 1750 or 1753, and were in extensive use in Boston soon after 
the close of the Revolution. The old Hancock house on Beacon street, 
already noted (ante, p. 000), was covered with slate from these·quarries, 
as was also the old State House and several other buildings. This 
quarry was worked more or less for fifty years and formed at one time 
quite an important industry, but which finally became unprofitable, and 
about 1825 or 1830 the works were discontinued, not to be again ~tarted 
till about 1877. 
The first quarry opened in what is now the chief slate-producing re-
gion of the United States was that of Mr. J. W. Williams, situated 
about a mile northwest of Slateford, in Pennsylvania. This dates back 
to the year 1812. t 
The Vermont slate quarries am of still more recent development, work 
not being begun here till 1845, when Hon. Alason Allen began the man-
ufacture of school slates at Fairbaven.t 
It is interesting to note, in this connection, that during the business 
depression of 1876-'80 almost the entire product of the American quar-
ries was exported to England, where it sold for even less than the 
Welsh slates, though necessarily at very small profits. The return of 
more prosperous times, however, created a local demand, and the export 
trade has proportionall,y decreased, though considerable quantities are 
still sent to the West Indies, South America, England, Germany, and 
even New-Zealand and Australia. 
At present not far from $3,328,150 are invested in the slate quarries 
of the United States, and the value of the annual product is some 
$1,529,985. 
• Marvin's History of Lancaster, Mass. 
t Rep. D. 3, second Geol. of Penna., p. ~-
t Geol of Vt., Vol. II, 1861, p. 791. 
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B.-THE MINERALS OF BUILDING STONES . 
• Rocks are mineral aggregates. As a rule the number of mineral 
species constituting any essential portion of a rock is very small, el-
dom exceeding three or four. In common limestone, for instance, the 
only essential constituent is the mineral calcite; granite, en the other 
hand, is almost invariably composed of minerals of at least three inde-
pendent species . . Upon the character of these minerals and the amount 
of their cohesion is depernlent, to a very considerable extent, the suita-
bility or desirability of any stone for architectural purposes. Micro-
scopic examination will usually result in increasing the apparent num 
ber of mineral species, and it not infrequently happens that tho e 
present, even in minute quantities, are of great economic importanJe. 
In the arrangement here adopted rock-forming minerals are divided 
into four classes: (1) Essential; (2) accessory; (3) original; (4) sec-
ondary. 
(l) The essential minerals are those which form the chief ingredient. 
of any rock, and which may be regarded as characteristic of any par-
ticular variety; e.g., quartz is an essential constituent of granite; wilh-
out the quartz the rock becomes a syenite. 
(2) The aecessory minerals are those which, though usually pre eut, 
arc of such minor importance that their absence c}oes not materiall) 
effect the character of the rock; e. g., mica, hornblende, apatite, or 
magnetite, are nearly always present in granjte, yet a rock in which au~ 
or all of these are lacking may still be classed as a granite. The a· · 
'cessory mineral which predominates is called the characterizing acce-. 
sory and gives its name to the rock. Thus a biotite granite is one iu 
which the accessory mineral biotite prevails. 
(3) The original constituents of a rock are those which formed upon 
its first consolidation. All tLe essential constituents are original, but 
all the original constituents are not necessarily essential. Thu , iu 
granite, quartz and orthoclase are both original and essential, , hilt: 
beryl and sphene, though original, are not essential. 
(4) Secondary constituents are those which result from subsequent 
changes in a rock, changes due usually to the cliemical action of per-
colating water. Such are the calcite, chalcedony, quartz, and zeolit 
deposits which form in the drusy and amygdaloiclal cavities of tra1 
and other rocks. 
In the following li t is included all tho c minerals which ordin aril~-
occurin uch of our rocks as are used for building or ornamental purpo 
In the fir ·t column are given tho e which compose any appreciabl 
part of the rockEI, and any oue of which may at times become the prin-
cipal ingredient or characterizing accessory. The second column con-
tain tho e which, if present at all, occur only in small quantities; 





















































H ematite (specular iron). 
Menaccanite (titanic iron). 
Magnetite (magnetic iron). 
Chromite (r.hromic iron). 
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As these arc all fully d(1scribed in the numerous works on mincralog, 
it is not deemed necessary to enter into any elaborate discussion of their 
properties here, excepting· in the case of those few which from tl.ieir abun-
dance, or from other causes, have a pronounced effect upon the rock, iu 
which they occur. 
QUARTZ.-Che1nical composition: Pure silica, SiO2• Hardness, 7." 
This is one of . the commonest minerals of the earth's crust, and is an 
essential constituent of granite, gneiss, mica schist, quartz -porphyry 
liparite, quartzite, and ordinary sandstone, occurring in the form of 
crystals, crystalline grains, and fragments · of crystals. It is u ·ually 
easily recognized by its clear, colorless appearance, irregular, glass-like 
fracture, hardness, and entire insolubility in acids. Its hardness i 
such that it scratches glass, and in this respect alone it differs from any 
other of the essential constituents. It is, however, brittle, and hence 
though the hardest mineral, is by no means themostrefractory; stone 
like granite, which are rich in quartz, working more easily than the 
trap-rocks, in which it is, as a rule, entirely lacking. 
Although ordinarily one of the most indestructible of minerals, and in-
fusible in the hottest flame of the blow-pipe, yet highly quartzose rock 
like granite are by no means fire-proof, but scale badly when subjected to 
the heat of a burning building. This peculiar sm~ceptibility of the rock 
to heat is thought by some to be due to the microsct)pic :fluidal cavitie 
which exist in the quartz, and which are at times exceeding abundant. 
THE FELDSPARS. Harducss, 5 to 7. 
The feldspars are essentially silicates containing alumina together 
with potash, soda, or lime. There are six varieties that are common 
constituents of building stones, yiz, orthoclase, microcline, albite, oli-
goclase, labradorite, and anorthite. Of these, albite, oligoclase, labra-
dorite, and anorthite are usually indistinguishable from one another by 
the eye alone, especially in fine-grained rocks, and are therefore de ig-
nated by the convenient term plagioclase feldspars or simply plagio-
clase. Orthoclase is the prevailing feldspar and most important con-
stituent in granites and gneisses, and is usually accompanied by albit 
*}..,or convenience in d terrnining minerals the" scale of hardness" given below 
11as been adopted by mineralogists. By means of it one is enabled to designate the 
comparative hardnes of minerals with ease and definiteness. Thus, in saying that 
serpentine has a hardness eq nal to 4 is meant that jt is of tLe same hardness a the 
mineral fluorite, and can th r fore be cnt with a knife or other tool, but less readily 
than cal it or marble. 
1. Talc.-Easily scratched by the thumb-nail. 
2. ypsurn.- an b cratch d by the thumb-nail. 
~- Calcite. - ot rc.aclily scratch <l hy the thumb-nail, bnt e~tsily cut with a knifi. 
4. Fluorite.-Can b ·nt with a knifo, lrnt l ess easily than calcite. 
5. ,1pcLlit .- an be cnt with a knrn, but only with difficulty. 
- Orl1wc1as f lclspar.- 'an ho ·nt with a knif only with great difficulty and on 
thin cl r(' •• 
7. Q1wrtz.- n n b cut with a knif ; crn.tches glass. 
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or oligoclase, or frequently microcline. Anorthite and labraa.orite are 
equally important constituents of basic eruptive rocks, such as diabase, 
basalt, and andesite. 
The physical condition of the feldspar in a building stone is a matter 
of the greatest importance. In those rocks which withstand the effect 
of the weather through long periods of years without change or disin-
tegration, the feldspars, if examined with a microscope, will be found 
hard, compact, and fresh, containing but few cavities or impurities. 
On the other hand, the feldspars of many rocks, if thus examjned, will 
be found filled with minute cavities and flaws which are often so filled 
with impurities and products of decomposition as to be quite opaque 
(Hawes). Such rocks will not for any length of time withstand the 
weather, since infiltrating waters containing minute quantities of car-
bonic and other acids, aided by heat and frost, can not fail to produce 
the dire result of disintegration. 
The feld'spars have also an important influence upon the cutting, of a 
stone. The hardness and toughness of many granites and other crys-
talline siliceous rocks are due, not to the hard and brittle quartz, but 
to the feldspathic constituent, which is quite variable. The soft gran-
ites consist of the same constituents, but the, feldspars are porous a,nd 
therefore offer less resistance to the cutting tool. The feldspars also · 
possess a distinct cleavage, that is, they split or cleave in one or two 
directions much more readily than in others. It therefore, sometimes 
happens, especially in coarse-grained and porphyritic rocks, that it is 
very difficult to obtain the perfect surface necessary for polishing, since 
little particles of the feldspars are constantly splitting out, leaving 
small cavities or "nicks." 
The color of a rock frequently depends largely upon its feldspathic _ 
constituent. If the feldspar be clear, transparent, and glassy, the light 
enters it and is absorbed, giving to the stone a dark color, as is the 
case with the ~uincy granites and many quartz porphyries and dia-
bases. If the feldspar is soft and porous, the light is reflected from Lhe 
surface and the rock appears white. In all the pink' and red granites 
and gneisses the color is due to the pink and red orthoclase they contain. 
It sometimes happens that the orthoclase and plagioclase-when both 
are present in the same rock-are differently colored, the orthoclase 
being pink or red, while tbe plagioclase is nearly white. 
THE MICAS. Hardness 2.5 to 3. 
Two kinds of mica occur as prominent constituents of building stones, 
especially the granites and gneisses. 
These are black mica or biotite, and white mica or muscovite. Both 
kinds occur in small shining scales which are sometimes nexagonal in 
outline, though more frequently of quite irregular form. 
The compo ition of the micas is complex, but the black variety is es-
sentially a. silicate of iron, alumina, magnesia, :1nd potash, while the 
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white variety is a silicate of alumina. and potash with small amounts of 
iron, soda, magnesia., , and water. · 
The kind, amount, and disposition of mica in a building stone ha a 
very important bearing upon its working and weathering qualities a 
well as general fitness for architectural purposes. If it occurs in any 
abundance and the folia are arranged in parallel layers the rock split 
much more readily in a direction parallel to the mica lamirne than in 
, that at right angles to them. Mica ·is itself moreover " soft and fissile, 
and hence is an element of weakness.'' It also receives a polish only 
with difficulty and which is soon lost upon exposure to the weather. 
Black mica, moreover, owing to its large percentage of iron, is liable to 
succumb _to atmospheric agencies.* 
The finest grades of building stone should contain mica only in 
small flakes, and these evenly distributed throughout the mass of the 
rock. -
Fi;om the marked contrast in color of the two micas it follows that 
they have a decided influence upon the color of the rock containing 
them. Folia of black mica in ~my abundance naturally give the rock 
a dark-gray hue, while the white . mica, being nearly colorless, ha a 
neutral effect. Hence, other things being equal, musco,7 ite granite 
· are much lighter in color than those in which biotite is the character-
izing accessory. 
Other micas common iri such stone as are used for building are lepi-
domel~ne and phlogopite. The first of these is black in color and 
closely resembles biotite, from whieh, however, it differs in containing 
smaller proportions of tlte protoxide of iron and in the folia being opaque 
and inelastic. For all practical purposes this mica is, however, identical 
with biotite, and no distinction has been attempted in the present work. 
Phlogopiteis colorless like muscovite, from which it can often be di tin-
guished only with difficulty. It is a common constituent of many lime-
stones, dolomites, and serpentinous rocks. 
AMPmBOLE. Hornblende. Harrlness, 5 to 6. 
Two principal varieties of this miucral are recognizell: (1) The non-
aluminous, including the white, gray, and pale green, often fi.brou 
forms as tremolite, actinolite and asbestus, and(~) the aluminous,wbich 
includes the <lark-green, brown, and black varieties. The aluminou 
variety, common hornblende, is an original and essential constituent of 
diorit , and of many -varieties of granite, gneiss, syenite1 scbi t, and -
site an<l trachyt , an<l is also pre ent as a secon<l.ary con tituent in 
many rock , re ulting from the molecular alteration of the augite. TLc 
.. Dr. P. cbw itzerwbi1 stucyingthesuperficialdecompositiouoftbegnei. of ,.ew 
Y rk I land, discovered that tbe black mica, after getting first coated with a brown 
film of oxide of iron, "rapidly disintegrated ancl di. appeared," while the white 
mica. po in gr ater pow r of nduranc remains fresh ancl intact.-Chem. New 
I , 1 4, p. 44 . 
Tho h nomena.ma.y be notic din th micaschi ts about Wahington, D. C. 
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non-aluminous varieties occur in gneiss, crystalline limestone, and other 
metamorphic rocks. 
The hornblende in such rocks as are used for building purposes can 
be readily recognized by its dark-green or almost black color and the 
compactuess and tenacity, of its crystals which are not easily separable 
into thin leaves or folia as is black mica, with which it might otherwise 
be confounded. Hornblende acquires readily a good and lasting polish 
and as the mineral itself is strong and durable, its presence in a rock 
is thought to be preferable to that of mica. 
THE PYROXENES. Hardness, 5 to 6. 
Two principal varieties of this mineral are recognized, as with the am-
phiboles, (1) the non-aluminous, including the light-colored varietieR 
ma1acolite, sahlite, and diallage, and (2) the aluminons, including the 
dark variety, augite. 
The lighter-colored non-alnminous varieties, malacolite and sahlite, 
are common in mica and hornblendic schists, gneiss, and granite, though 
seldom in sufficient abundance to be noticeable to the naked eye. The 
foliated variety, diallage, is an essential constituent of the rock gabbro, 
and is also common in serpentine. The darker-colored aluminous vari-
ety, augite, is an essential constituent of diabase and basalt, and also 
occurs in many syenites, andesites, and other eruptfre rocks. 
In such rocks as are used for building purposes the pyroxene can not 
usually be distinguished by the unaided eye from hornblende. With 
the exception of the Quincy granites and the New Castle, Del., gneisses, 
pyroxenes do not occur in any of our granitic rocks now quarried, but· 
in the diabases and basalts the augite is a very important constituent. 
It is usually a compact ~nd tough yellowish-green or nearly black min-
eral; and, like hornblende, readily acquires a good and lasting polh,h. 
The pyroxene of the Quincy g-ranite, however, proves an exceptionally 
brittle variety, and the continual breaking away of little pieces during 
the process of dressing the stone makes the production of a perfectly 
smooth surface a matter of great difficulty. 
CAL CITE. Calc-spar.-Cornposition: Calcium carbonate, CaC03 = carbon dioxide, 
44 per cent. ; lime, G6 per cent. Hardness, 3. 
This is an original constituent of many rocks, such as limestone, 
ophiolite, and calcareous shale, and is the essential constituent of most 
marbles, of stalactites, tra~ertine, an<l. calc-sinter. It also occurs as a 
seconuary constituent resulting from the decomposition of other min-
erals, filling wholly, or in part, cavities in rocks of all ages, such as 
granite, gneiss, syenite, diabase, diorite, liparite, trachyte, andesite, and 
bM~t . 
Calcite when pure is white in color, and soft enough to be cut with 
a knife. It can be readily distinguished from other minerals (excepting 
aragonite) by its brisk effervescence when treated with a dilute acid . 
• 
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ARAGONITE.-Composition: Same as calcite. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. 
This mineral has the same chemical composition as calcite, but differ 
in its crystalline form and specific gravity. It sometimes occurs in de-
posits of sufficient extent to be quarried as marble. The beautiful 
·'onyx marble" of San Luis Obispo is nearly_pure aragonite .. 
DOLOMITE.-Composition: (CaMg) CO3 = Calcium carbonate, 54.35 per cent.; mag-
nesium carbonate, 45.65 per cent. Hardness, 3.2 to 4. 
This mineral closely resembles calcite, but can be readily distin· 
guished from the same by its greater hardness and from its being acted 
upon but little, if at all, by a dilute acid. Like calcite, it frequent]) 
occurs in compact cryst.alline massive. forms, and is quarried for build-
ing material or for making lime. Many of our marbles are dolomite , 
as for instance those of Cockeysville, Md., and Pleasantville, N. Y. 
GY P SUM. Calcium Sulphate,-:-Composition: CaSO4 + 2aq = sulphur trioxide, 
46.5 per cent. ; lime, 32.G per cent. ; water, 20.9 per cent. Hardenss, 2. 
Gypsum ra1~ely occurs in crystalline rocks, but forms extensive beds 
among stratified rocks such as limestones and beds of clay. The :fine 
translucent variety is used for ornameotal purposes, and is known a 
alabaster. It is soft enough to be readily cut with a knife or scratched 
with the thumb-nail, and it is not at all acted on by acids. It is there-
fore readily distinguished from calcite, which it somewhat resembles. 
SERPENTINE.-Compusition: A hydrous silicate of magnesia, Mg3Siz01+2aq = 
silica, 43.48 per cent.; magnesia, 43.48 per cent.; water, 13.04 per cent. Hard-
ness, 4. 
This mineral occurs mixed with calcite or dolomite, forming the O· 
called verdantique_ marble or ophiolite. As a secondary product jt i' 
sometimes found resulting from the alteration of olivine and other mag-
nesian minerals in various eruptive rocks, such as basalt, diabase, duu-
ite, and lherzolite. It often occurs in extensive deposits, usually mixed 
with more or less chromite, magnetite, enstatite, or Rimilar mineral', and 
is of value as a builuing or ornamental stone, as will be noticed later. 
Serpentine can usually be recognized from its green or yellowish color, 
slightly soapy feeling, lack of cleavage, and softness, it being readily 
cut with a knife. It is, however, not so soft as talc, with which it might 
pos, ibly be confounded by any but a mineralogist. 
TALC. Steatite.-Composition: A hydrous silicate of magnesia= silica, 63.40 P •r 
c •nt.; magn sin,, 31.75 p r cent.; water, 4.76 per cent. Hardness, 1. 
Thi i a common mineral, occurring as an essential constitu nt of 
talc cbist or as an alteration product, replacing hornblende: augite 
mi a, and oth r magne ian mineral . The common form is that of 
man, gr ni. h, inela tic ·cal /'i, It often occurs massive, and is known 
Y th name f oap ton , and i, used exten ively in stoves and fur-
n, c . Tb fiu ,Jy gra,n1.llar crypto-crystalline yaricty i known a' French 
lwlk, tve<l y L ilor a1Hl oth r . In it common form thi min ral 
jr,-lJ l 11 i.·t k n £ r a mi a, 1 ut for jt , oapy ~ eling and , oftne 
hi ·hi. , nch h, t_it an r ily, cra.tch <l by th tlrnm · -nail. 
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OLIVINE. Chrysolite. Peridot.- Cornpositfon: Silicate of lime and magnesia. 
Hardness, 6 to 7. · 
Olivine is an essential constituent of basalt, dunite, limburgite, lher-
. zolite, and_picrite, and is a prominent ingredient of many lavas, diabases, 
gab.bros, and other igneous rocks, where it occurs in the form of rounded 
blebs of a bottle-green color. It also occurs occasionally in metamor-
phic rocks and is a constituent of many meteorites. Olivine is subject 
to extensive alteration, becoming changed into serpentine. Many beds 
of serpentine result entirely from the alteration of olivine-beai-ing rocks. 
GARNET.-Co11ipos-ition: Variable; essentially a silicate of alumina, lime, iron, or 
magnesia. Hardness, 6.t'> to 7.5. 
This rninera_l is an abundant accessory in mica schist, gneiss, granite, 
crystalline limestone, and occasionally in serpentine, volcanic tuff, and 
lava. 
The presence of garnets in stones designed for finely :finished work is 
always detrimental, since, owing to their brittleness and. hardness, they 
break ~way from the stone in the process of dressing and render the 
prouuction of smooth surfaces a matter of difficulty. Those garnets 
which are found in such stone as are used for building are nearly always 
of a red color and rounded form. 
EPIDOTE.-Coniposition: Silica, 37.83 per cent.; alumina, 22.63 per cent.; iron 
oxides, 15.98 per cent.; lime, 23.27 per cent.; water 2.05 per cent. Hardness, 6 
to 7. 
This mineral is a common constituent of many granites, gneisses, and 
schists, especially the horn blendic varieties. It is also found as a sec-
ondary constituent in the amygdaloidal cavities of many trap rocks, and 
js readily recognizable from its green color. Although a common con-
stituent in small proportions of many rocks, those cases in which it is 
sufficiently abundant to give them a specific character are extremely 
rare. Certain of the New Hampshire and Massachusetts granites con-
tain it in such quantities as to be recognizable as greenish specks on 
a polished surface, as does also the melapbyr quarried at Brighton, in the 
latter State. 
CHLORITE. Viridite.-Hardness, 2 to 3. 
Under the general name chlorite are included several minerals occur-
ring in :fibers and. folia, closely resembling- the micas, from which they 
uiffer in their large percentage of water, and in their folia being inelas-
tic. The three principal varieties recognized are ripidolite, penninite, 
and prochlorite, any one of which may occur as the essential constitu-
ent of a chlorite schist. Chlorite as a secondary product often results 
from and· entirely replaces the pyroxene, hornblende, or mica in rocks 
of various kinds, and also occurs :filling wholly or in part the amygda-
loidal cavities of trap rocks. In this form it is frequently visible only 
with the microscope, and owing to the djfilculties in the way of an exact 
determination of its mineral species is called viridite, from the Latin 
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viridis, green, this being its usual color. The characteristic greenne 
which gave the name greenstone to the diorites and diabases is due in 
1arg~ part to the secondary chlorite contained by them. 
1RON PYRITES.-Composition: Iron disulphide, FeS2 = sulphur, 53.S por cent.; 
iron, 46.7 per cent. Hardness, 6 to 6.5. 
A very common accessory in rocks of ali kinds and all ages, u ually 
occurring in small cubes or irregular masses of a brassy yellow color. 
It may be set down a8 a rule that rocks containing this mineral houl<l 
not be useu for ornamental work that is to be exposed to the weather 
since_ it is very liable to oxidation in time, staining the stone and per-
haps causing 1be more serious result of disintegration. This form. of 
the iron <lisuJpbide is, however, less objectionable than that known a 
rnarcasite or the gray iron pyrites. 
For ~ome unexplained reason this form of the mineral decompose 
even more readily than the pyrite, .and hence its presence is always to 
be avoided iu ~11 rocks where permanency of color or durability is de-
sired. 
A microscopic study of pyrite-bearing rocks has shown that there 
are many i rnportant considerations bearing upon the weathering prop. 
erties of ·this mineral. Thus it is found. as in ma11y of the Ohio lime-
stones and dolomites, occuring not only in well-defined cubes of a bra · Y 
yellow color, but also in au amorphous granular condition in a very 
fine state of subdivision which appears almost black un<ler tlle micro-
scope. Experience bas shown that in the latter form it is much more 
liable to oxidation than when in cubes, an<l hence we see the necessity 
of a microscopic examination of a stone as one of the guides to its prob-
able weathering qualities. In this finely amorphous con<lition the pyrite 
is stated by Hawes to ha,e an important effect upon the color of the 
stone. Thus the Springfield and Co,ington (Ollio) dolomites pre eut 
in different layers two welJ-defined colors-a blue and a yellow. An 
e.,rnmination with tlle microscope shows that they differ only in that 
the blue variety contaim, the pyrite in the :finely disseminate<l unoxi-
dized state, while in the yellow it bas become changed into the hy<lrou 
oxide. This change having taken place while the sto11e lies in the 
quarry, is unaccompanied by results of a serious nature, unl s the uni-
form chancre in color be so con idered. IIad the change taken place in 
the quarri <l stone aft r being laiu in the walls of a building, tbe r ult 
woul l in all probability have pro,ed more undesirable. Pyrite when 
imb tlde 1 firmly in rocks of a close, compact nature is less liable to xi-
dati n tll when contam a in one of a loo e and porous texture. In 
tb magn ian lim ton . of Da;yton, Ohio, the microscope re,eal many 
minut cu f pyrit which are im bedded so :fi.rmJy in its ma a to 
no at all ] 1 t ri u. , inc eyon<l tb r acb of atmospheric agencie . 
I_n many lo. -t xtur u r ·k., as th lat . , pyrite i. proY rbially long-
]l\~ 1, , n 1 h w can ouly regard it with u picion, a an 
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ingredient whose presence can result in little that is good and perhaps 
a great deal that is bad. It should be noted that pyrite on decompos-
ing, may give rise to sulphates and · perhaps to free sulphuric acid, 
which in theniselves aid in the work of disintegration. 
"In limestones or dolomites the presence of iron pyrites operates dis-
astrously; for, if magnesia be present, the sulphuric acid from the 
decomposing iron pyrites produces a soluble efflorescent salt, which 
exudes to the surface and forms white patches, which are alternately 
washed off and replaced, but leaving a whitened surface probably 
from the presence of sulphate of lime. If the limestone be entirely 
ealcareons, the salt formed (a sulphate of lime) is insoluble, and 
therefore produces less obvious results. In some cases, ·however, the 
lime of which the mortar or cement is made may contain magnesia, 
and tlf e decomposition of the iron pyrites in the adjacent stone pro-
duces an efflorescent salt which exudes from the joints. This con-
dition is not unfrequently observe.cl in buildings constructed of the 
bluestone of the Hudson River group. As an example, we may notice 
the efflorescent patches proceeding from some of the joints between 
tlle stones of St. Peter's Church, on State street, in Albany."* 
MAGNETITE. Magnetic Iron Ore.-Cornposition: Fe0+Fe203 = iron sesq nioxide, 
GS.97 per cent.; iron protoxide, 31.03 per cent. Hardness, 5.5 to 6.5. 
This occurs as an original constituent in many schists and granites; 
in the latter usually in minute crystals visible only with the microscope. 
It is almost invariably present in igneous rocks such as <l.iorite, diabase, 
an<l basalt. When present in considerable quantities it sometimes 
becomes converted entirely into the sesquioxide of iron through taking 
oxygen from the the atmosphere. It then stains the rock a rm,ty reel 
color, as is observable in many diabases. 
HEMATITE. Specular Iron Ore.- Chemical composition: Anhydrous sesquim::ide 
of iron, Fe20 3,= iron, 70.9 per cent.; oxygen, 30.20 per cent. 
This mineral occurs in varying proportions in rocks of all ages. In 
granite it usually occurs as minute scales of a blood-red color. In the 
. amorphous form it often forms the cementing material of sandstones, 
wheu it imparts to them a red or reddish-brown color. This form of iron 
oxi<l.e is, however, less common as a cementing substance than the 
hydrous sesquioxides turgite and limonite, which are the forms occurring 
in the Triassic sandstones of the eastern United States.t 
"Hall. Report on Building Stone, p. 50. The white efflorescence so frequently 
seen on stone and brick buildings, seems, according to good authorities, to be, in 
most cases, due to the mortar in which the stone is laid, and is not an inherent qual-
ity of tlie stone itself. The subject is, therefore, not more fully dwelt npon in the 
_J?resent work. 
t ! uiten 1 froc A. A. A. S. 1 1878, 
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C.-PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTrns OF ROCK . 
A little space may be well devoted here to a consideration of tho e 
properties of rocks which can be grouped under the heads of density, 
hardness, and structure, together with notes on their color and chemical 
composition. 
( 1) DENSITY AND HARDNESS. 
Dens-ity.-This is an important property, since upon it are dependent 
to a large extent the weight per cubic foot, the strength, and the absorp-
tive powers of the stone. Among rocks of the same mineral compo i-
tion, those w'hich are the densest will be found heaviest, least absorptive, 
and usually the strongest. 
To ascertain the weight of a rock it iR customary to compare it 
weight with that of an equal bulk of distilled water, in other words to 
ascertain its specific gravity. The specific gravity multipled by 62.5 
pounds (the weight of a cubic foot of water) will thus give the weight 
per cubic foot of stone. The weights given in the tables have been thn 
computed. (Seep. 000.) 
Hardness.-The apparent hardness of a rock is dependent upon (1) the 
hardness of its component minerals and (2) their state of aggregation. 
Howe·rnr hard the minerals of a rock may be, it appears soft and work· 
readily if the particles adhere with slight tenacity. Many of the softe t 
sandstones are composed of the hard mineral quartz, but the grains fall 
apart so readily th&.t the stone is as a whole soft. (See under State of 
Aggregation.) 
(2) STRUCTURE. 
Un<ler this hea<l are ·considered those characters of rocks which are 
dependent upon the form, size, and arrangement of their component 
minerals. 
All rocks may be classified sufficiently close for present purpo e 
under one of the tliree heads (1) crystalline, (2) vitreous or glassy, and 
(3) fragmental. Of the first, granite and crystalline limestone may he 
con idered as types; of the second,obsi<lian and pitchstone, and of tbe 
third, and tone. l\f any structural properties are common to all, other 
are confined to rocks of a single type. Accordingly as the strncture i 
or is not readily recognizable by the uuaidect eye, we ham: 
(1) ]focroscopic ·trncture, or structure which is aist-ir1,guishable in the 
hand specimen and without the ciid of a microscope.-Under this bead ar 
·0111pr 11 nded ·trueture <l signatecl by such names as granular, mass-
i re, stratijierl, foliated, porphyritic, concretionary, etc.; terms who 
pre i.· mec nincr i.:, gi\· u in the gl ary, and which, with petbap on 
or w .- pti n , n c 1 not be forth r con idere<l here· and 
(2) .Microscopic tructure.·.-Many rocks arc so .fine ;rained and com· 
IH c th, 11 hinr,- f t h ir miu ral nature or tructure can be learn d 
from · u 1 · i h the ye alo t , au<.l r c ur emu t be had to the micro-
Report of Nationa:I Museum, 1886.-Merrill. PLATE II. 
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scope. In such cases it is customary among lithologists to grind a small 
chip of the rock so thin as to be transparent, and then, when properly 
mounted in Canada balsam, to submit it to microscopic studs. By this 
method many important points of structure and composition are brought 
out that would otherwise be unattainable. The physical condition of 
the minerals of a rock, their freedom from decomposition, and methods 
of arraugemen t can often only be ascertained by this method. By it 
the presence of many minute and perhaps important ingredients 18 
ma(le known whose presence would otherwise be unsuspected. ThiH 
suhjcct is further treated urn.ler tbe bead of Rock-forming minerals and 
the descriptions of the various kinds of rocks. 
In Fig. 1 of Pl. n is shown the structure of the muscovite biotite 
granite of Hallowell, .Me., drawn as are the other figures on this plate 
from thin sections and mHler a magnifying power of about twenty-five 
diameters. This is a granite of quite complex structure, consisting of 
(]) ortl10clase, (2) microcliue, (3) plagioclase, ( 4) quartz, (5) black mica, 
or biotite, and (6) white mica or muscovite. There are also little needles 
of apatite, scattering grains of magnetite, and occasionally small gar-
nets present, which, however, do not show in the figure. The quartz, 
moreover, is pierced. in every direction by minute haklike crystals 
which are suppos·eu to be rutile. The structure, as in all granites and 
gneisses, is crystalline throughout, as in the marbles (Fig. 3) and. diabase 
(Fig. 4) • . Tbe crystals are, however, very imperfect in outline, owing to 
mutual interference in process of formation. Although the rock con-
tains a v_ery large prop01tion of · the hard minerals quartz and feldspar, 
these do not i_nterlock so thorough1y as do the augite and feldspars in 
the diabase. As, moreoYer, quartz is a brittle substance, these rocks 
work much more readily and will crush under less pressure than those 
of which Fig. 4 is a type. 
In Fig. 2 of the same plate is shown the structure of an oolitic lime-
stone from Princeton, in Caldwell County, Kentucky. It will be noticed· 
that the first step in the formation of this stone was the deposition of 
concentric coating of lime about a nucleus which js sometimes nearly 
round, but more frequently quite angular aud irregular. After tlie 
-concretions were completed there were formed in all cases about each 
one narrow zones of minute rad.iating crystals of clear, colorless cal- • 
cite ; then th·e larger crystals formect. in the interstices. An examina-
tion of the section in polarized. light shows that while the concentric 
portions arc nearly always amorphous the nuclei (and always the in-
terstitial matter) is frequent1y crystalline. The nuclei are composed in 
some cases of single fragments or, again, of a group of fragments. Cer-
tain of the oolites present no distinct concentric structure, but appear 
~ s mere rounded masseR merging gradually in to the crystalline interstitial 
portions. On the application of acetic acid to an uncovered slide of this 
rock a brisk effervescence at once set in, which, when the slide was again 
placed on the stage of the microscope: was seen not to arise from all \ 
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portions of the slide alike, but to be confined almost exclusiv-ely to tl 
outer non-crystalline portions of the oolites, so that in time these almo 
completely disappeared, leaving the crystalline nuclei and cementit,, 
material till the very last. Some of the outlines thus left are peculiat · 
deceptive, having almost the appearance of a cross-section of coral or 
crinoid stem. This structure is common, so far as I have observed, t 
all the oolitic limestones of both Kentucky and Indiana. In the weatl, 
ering of these stones then we would have produceu an effect preci el. 
the opposite of that produced in fragmental siliceous rocks. In th 
latter case the cement is removed and the grains themselves are but 
siightly acted upon; in the former, the grains themselves disappea 
and the cementing material remains. 
It should be remarked, however, that we hav~ as yet no proof that 
the action of an acid atmosphere on one of these oolites would proceed 
with other than extreme slowness.· In fact, their compactness, freedom 
from cleavage, fractures, and flaws would seem·to indicate just the con-
trary. Further investigations on this point are necessary before one can 
spe'lk definitely. 
The microscopic structure of ordinary white crystalline limestone i 
shown in Fig. 3, drawn from a magnified section of a West Rutland 
marble. The entire mass of the rock, it will be observed, is made up 
of small calcite crystals of quite uniform size closely locked together, 
and with no appreciable interspaces. The dark stripes across the cry· 
tals are caused by twin lamelloo and cleavage lines. .A.11 traces of it· 
fossil origin, if such it had, have been obliterated by metamorphism. 
Fig. 4 is that of a diabase from Weehawken, N. J. The elongated 
. nearly colorless crystals, shaded with long parallel lines, are a plagio-
clase felclspa,r, the very irregular ones augite, while the perfectly black 
and opaque are magnetite. The :figure is, however, given to show the 
structure rather tha,n the mineral composition of the rock. It will b 
noticed that every port1on of available space is occupied, there bein rr 
no residual spaces to be filled by cement, as in the sandstone; al o that 
tbe feldspars and augites so closely interlock that they can not be forced 
apart with out breaking. .A.s both of these minerals are quite tonrrh 
and bard, the great strength, durability, and hard-working qualitie of 
• the rock can readily be under too<l although the constituents them-' . 
1'·e are not harder than tho e that go to make up .some of the mo t 
friable sand tone . 
.A.s howing the difference in istructure and composition of the ,tnd· 
ton , Fig . 5 and 6 are given, drawn from thin sections of the brown 
Tria ic tone from Portland, Conn., and a reddish Pot dam tone from 
qu rri in th town of ot dam, N. Y. In the first mentioned, Fig. 
the ton , it will e noticed, i · com posed of (1) clear, a1Jgular graiu of 
quartz,(.,,) clou d graiu, of orthocla e and plagioclase, the latter b iurr 
re gniz ) i parall 1 b uding, and numerous irreo-ular and on· 
tor hr d of black and white mica, The e ar all crowded into a 
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loosely compacted mass and the interstices filled by a cement composed 
of an aruorphous mixture of iron oxides, carbonate of lime, and .clayey 
matter. These are represented in black in the figure. It will be ob-
served that only the quartzes and a few of the feldspars are in a fresh and 
undecomposed condition, nearly all of the latter being badly kaolinized. 
The Potsdam stone (Fig. 5) shows, however, a markedly different struct-
ure. Here the granules are wholly of quartz, and very mucb rounded 
in form. No feldspars, 'mica, or other minerals are present. ,Tl.J.e orig-
inal rounded outline of the quartz granule is shown by the dotted 
lines and deeply shaded portions, while every portion of the interstices 
is occupied by a clear, colorless, siliceous cement binding the rook into 
a hard, compact, and impervious quartzite almost absolutely unaffected 
by chemical and atmospheric agencies.* 
The cau_se of the wide variation in relative durability of stones of 
these two types becomes now at once apparent. In the first case the 
abundant amorphous cement is not only slightly soluble, and liable to 
partial removal by the water from rains, but it also facilitates the 
absorption of a proportionally large amount of moisture. On being 
subjected to repeated freezing and thawing while in this saturated 
condition, the grains gradually become loosened and the characteristic 
scaling results. Stones of the Potsdam type, on the other band, are 
practically non-absorptive and insoluble, and are susceptible to no other 
natural influences than the constant expansion and contraction caused 
by changes in temperature. They are consequently vastly more dura-
ble. Unfortunately they are also much harder, and hence can be 
utilized only at greatly increased expense. 
(3) ST.A.TE OF .AGGREGATION. 
This is one of the most important properties of building-stone, since 
is dependent upon it very largely the hardness or softness of a rock 
and its consequent working qualities. Many rocks composed of hard 
* This rock shows to beautiful advantage the secondary enlargement of quartz 
granules by deposition of interstitial silica having the same crystallographic orien-
tation as the granules themselves, a peculiarity first noted by the Swedish geologist 
Tornebohm, later by Sorby (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., 1880, p, GS), and since described 
in great detail in American rocks by Irving arnl Van Hise, (.Am. Jour. of Sci., J'une, 
1883 ; also Bull. No. 8, U. S. Geol. Survey). I may say further here that the red and 
brown colors of our Triassic sandstones seem to be due not merely to the thin pelli-
cle of iron oxides with which each granule is surrounded, but the feldspathic grains-
often badly decomposed-are stained throughout by the same material, and which 
also occurs mixed with clayey, calcareous and silicious matter forming the ceme11t. 
This is never the case, so far as I have observed, in the Potsdam stones, in which the 
oxide occurs only as a thin coating around each granule, as shown by the shaded por-
tions in Fig . 5. My own experience, also, is to the effect that the fragments, of which 
the Triassic stones are composed, are much less rounded by attrition than seems 
ordinarily supposed, or as they are represented when figured. Fig. 4 is very typical 
of the Portland stone, but it does not in the least resemble that given in Fig. 6, 
Plate xn, Lith. & Min. of New Hampshire. Naturally, however, samples selected 
from different beds, or from different localities, will be found to vary greatly. 
H. Mis. l. 70, pt. 2-20 
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materials work readily because their grains are but loosely coherent, whih 
others of softer materia.Js are quite tough and difficult to work owing 
to the tenacity with which their particles adhere to one another. Ob-
viously a stoue in which the grains adhere close]y and strongly one to 
another will be less absorbent and more durable under pressure than 
one which is loose textured and friable. A rock is called flinty when 
fine grained and closely compacted like flint; earthy when partially de-
composed into earth or loam; friable when it falls easily into powtler 
or crumbles readil,y under the tool. Upon the state of aggregation and 
the fineness of the grain is dependent very largely the kind of fracture 
possessed by a rock. Fine grained, compact rocks like flint, obsidian, 
and some limestones, break with concave and convex shell-like surface· 
forming a conchoidal fracture; such stone are called plucky by the work-
men and they are often quite difficult to dress on this account. Other 
break with a rough and jagged surface called hackly or splintery. When 
as in free-working sandstone and granite the broken surface is quite 
straight and free from inequalities they are referred to as having a 
straight or rig_ht fracture. 
( 4) RIFT A.ND G RA.IN. 
The rift of a rock is the direction parallel to its foliation or bedding 
and along which it can usually be relied upon to split with greatc t 
ease. It is best represented in mica schist, gneiss, and other rocks of 
sedimentary origin. It is a property, however,common to massive rock , 
though usually much less pronounced. The grain is al ways in a direc-
tion at right angles with the rift. 
These are two most important qualities in any stone that it is desired 
to work into blocks of any regularity of shape. Witllout tllem the 
production of rough blocks for 8treet paving or for finely :finished \\Ork 
would be possible only with greatly increased expense, and only the 
very softest stones could be worked with any degree of ecouomy. 
With them the hardest rocks are sometimes most readily worked. Thu 
the Sionx Falls (Dak.) quartzite, one of the hardest known rocks, i a 
readily broken out into square blocks for paving as a granite or soft 
sandstone. 
(5) COLOR. 
The color of a stone is as a rule dependent more upon its chemical 
than its physical properties. As will be noted, however, the color of 
the granites and similar rocks is sometimes varied in shades of light 
and dark accordingly a the feldspar are dear and glas y and ab orb 
the light or white aud opaque aud reflect it. The chief coloring matter in 
rock is iron, which exi ·ts either iu cllemical corn bination with the rnri-
ou miuerals or in orne of it. simpler compounds such as the sulplli1le. 
carbo1iate roxide cli eminatecl in miuute particles tllroughout them 
of the rock. The xicle of iron imrmrt a brownish or reddish hue, the 
carbonate or ulpllid a blui h or gray. A v~ry light or nearly whit 
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color denotes the absence of iron in any of its forms. On the condition 
of the iron is dependent also the permanency of color. Either the sul-
phide, carbonate or other protoxide compounds, are liable to oxidation, 
and hence stones containing it in these forms fade or turn yellowish and 
stain on exposure. The sesquioxide on the other hand can undergo no 
further oxidation, and hence the color caused by it is the most durable. 
Heuce, as a rule, the decidedly red colors may be considered most per-
manent. 
The blue and black colors of marbles and lime.stones are due largely 
to carbonaceous matter. 
Tbe effects of the various mineral constituents in varying the shades 
of colors are mentioned in the chapter on rock-forming minerals and in 
the descriptions of the different kinrls of stones. Great care and judg-
ment is needed in the selection of proper colors in building. Heavy 
rock-faced walls. of dull-brown sandstone, dark gneiss, or diabase al-
ways impart an appearance of gloom, while warm, bright colors are 
cheering and pleasing to the eye. The late Architect Richardson, with-
out doubt, owed a considerable share of his success to his power of se-
lecting for any particular piece of work stone of such color as to be 
most effective and harmonious in the finished structure. 
(6) THE CHEMICAL CHARACTERS OF ROCKS. 
This naturally varies with the mineral composition and their ever-
varying proportions. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain general aver-
ages from which the stones of each particular kind will not be found to 
vary widely. It is customary to consider rocks which, like granite, are . 
rich in silica as acidic, while those in which, as in basalt, the average 
percentage falls below fifty are called basic. Various descriptive ad-
jectives are applied to the names of rocks according as they vary in 
composition. Calcareous rocks consist principalJy of lime., or contain 
an appreciable amount; argillaceous contain clay, wLich can usually be 
recognized by its odor when breathed upon; siUceous contain some 
form of sHica; ferruginous, iron in the form of oxide; carbonaceous, more 
or less carbon; bitiiminous contain bitumen, which can often be detected 
by the odor of petroleum given off when the rock is freshly broken. 
Calcareous rocks can always be detected from their effervescing when 
treated with a dilute acid. The chemical composition of a stone is often 
a guide to its suitability for structural purposes. Those containing 
much lime are more liable to be unfavorably affected by the acid gases 
uf cities, and the various forms of iron present are of importance both 
regarding the weathering properties of the stones and their colors, as 
will be noticed later un(ler special cases. A table of rock compositions 
is to be found .Q.ear the close of this volume. 
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D.-ROOJ{ CLASSIFICATION. 
The rocks now in use for co11structive purposes may be classified suf. 
ficiently close for present purposes und~r the following heads: 
A.-CRYSTALLINE AND VITREOUS . 
!.-Simple Rocks. 
1) Silicates : 
(a) Talc (including Steatite a.11d 
Soapstone). 
( b) Serpentine. (In part.) 
(2) Snlphates: 
(a) Gypsum (including Alabaster 
and Satin Spar). 
(~) Carhonates : 
(a) Limestone and Dolomites. 
II.-Compound Rocks. 
(1) Massive, with Quartz and Orthoclase; 
acidic: 
(a) Granites and Granite Porphy-
ries. 
(b) Quartz Porphyries. 
(c) Liparites. 
(2) Massive, wjthout Quartz: 
(a) Syenit e. 
(b) Quartz-free Orthocla.se Porphy-
ries. 
(c) Trachytes and Phonolites. 
(3) Plagioclase rocks; basic : 
(a) Diorites and Diorite Porphy-
rites. 
(b) Di abases, Gab bros, Melaphyres, 
and. Basalts. 
( c) The Andesites : 
( 4) Rocks without feldRpars : 
(a) The Peridotites. (Serpentines 
in p art .) 
(5) Schistose or fol iated rocks: . 
(a ) Gneiss (included here with the 
Granites). 
(b) The Schists. 
B.-FRAGMEN'l'AL. 
(a) The P sammites,includiug Sand· 
stone, Conglomerate, Brec-
cia, and Graywacke. 
(b) Pclites including Clayslale 
and Pipe-clay. 
(c) Volcanic fragmental roc1, , 
Tuft's. 
(d) Fragmental rocks of organic 
origin (included here under 
the head of Limestones). 
The order in which the rocks are·mentioned above will be a<ll.J.ered to 
in the descriptions given in the following pages. F or the benefit of 
thos~ not familiar with the order of · succession of the various rock for-
mations in tbe earth's crust, the following table is also given: 
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E.-GEOLOGIOAL RECORD; 
OR 
ORDER OF SUCCESSION OF THE ~OCKS COMPOSING THE EARTH'S 
CRUST. 
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~ Laurentian. 
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F . .:;:..METHODS OF QUARRYING AND DRESSING. 
(1) JOINTS IN ROCKS AND THEIR UTILITY IN QUARRYING. 
All rocks, whatever their origin, are traversed by one or more systems 
of natural seams or cracks, called joints. These vary greatly, accord-
ing to the nature of the rock in which they occur, sometimes being so 
fine as to be almost imperceptible, or again perfectly distinct and capable 
of being traced for many yards, or even miles. In stratified rocks (lime-
stones, sandstones, schists, etc.), according to Professor Geikie, the 
joints, "as a rule," run perpendicular, or approximately so, to the planes 
of bedding, and descend vertically at not very unequal distances, so that 
the portions of the rock between them, when seen from a distance, ap-
pear like so many wall-like masses. An important feature of these 
joints, ~as mentioned by this authority, is the direction in which they 
intersect each other._ In general they have two dominant trends, one 
coincident on the whole with the direction in which the strata are in-
clined from the horizon, and the other running transversely at a 
right angle, or nearly so: The first are called "dip 'joints" or '' end 
joints" by the quarrymen, since they run with the dip or inclination of 
the rock, while the last are called "strike joints," since they conform in 
direction to the strike of the rock. These last are also called '' back 
joints." 
In maf,sive rocks like granite and diabase, joints, though prevalent, 
have not the same regularity of arrangement as in the stratified forma-
tions ; nevertheless, most rocks of this class are traversed by two in-
terse<iting sets, whereby the rock is divided into long, quadrangular 
rhomboidal~ or even polygonal masses. · Frequently, also, there exist..., 
a third series of joints running in an approximately horizontal direction 
or corresponding more nearly with the bedding in stratified rock . 
These are called by quarrymen'' bottom joints," since they form the 
bottom or floor of the quarry. In some instances, as at the Hallowell 
' (Maine) granite quarries, these bottom joints are so pronounced that no 
artificial means are required to start the rock from its bed after being 
freed at the sides and ends. 
The cause of these joints has never beed fully and satisfactorily ex-
plained. By some they are supposed to be <lue to cont!"action caused 
by cooling, and by others it is supposed that they are simply fracture 
produc d by earthquakes. Opviously, the matter can not be <liscu ed 
here, and the reader is referred to the various text-books on geology. 
But whatever may have been their origin, their pre. ence is a matter 
of great importance to quarrymen, and, indeed, the art of quarrying ha 
b n well tated by Profe or Geikie to consist in taking advantage of 
the e natur 1 plane of divi ion. By their aid large quarlrangular blocks 
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can be wedged off which would be shattered if exposed to the risk of 
blasting.• 
(2) GRANITE QUARRYING. 
The methods of quarrying naturally vary with tbe kind and quality 
of the material to be extracted. In all the object aimed at is to obtain 
the largest and best shaped blocks with the least outlay of time and 
money, and this, too, so far as possible, without the aid of explosives of 
any kind, since the sudden jar thus produced is extremely liable to de-
Yelop incipient fractures and so shatter as to ruin valuable material. 
. In quarrying granite there is less to fear from the use of explosives 
than in either sandstone or marble, while, at the same time, the greater 
hardness of the stone renders the quarrying of it by other means a mat-
ter of considerable difficulty and expense. 
In the leading quarries of Maine and Massachusetts no machinery is 
used other than the steam drill and hoisting apparatus. By means of 
the drills a lewis t hole or a series of lewis holes is put down at proper 
intervals to a depth dependent upon the thickness of the sheets. These 
are then charged, not too heavily, and fired simultaneously. Jn the 
Hallowell quarries, where the sheets of granite are entirely free from 
one another, this is all that is necessary to loosen the blocks from the 
quarry, and they are then broken up with wedges. In many quarries, 
however, where the sheets are thicker or the bottom joints less dis-
tinct, it is necessary to drill a series of horizontal holes along the line 
where it is wished to break the rock from the bed and then complete 
the process with wedges. 
(3) MARBLE QUARRYING. 
In quarrying marble and other soft rocks, channeling machines are 
now largely used. These, a~ shown in the illustration (page 312), run 
on narrow tracks, back and forth over the quarry bed, cutting, as they 
go, vertical channels some 2 inches in width and from 4 to 6 feet in 
depth. After the channels are completed a series of hole·s from 8 inches 
to 2 feet apart are drilled along the bottom of the block, which is then 
split from its bed by means of wedges. This under drilling is called 
by quarrymen "gadding," and special machines, which are known as 
"gadding machines," have been designed for the purpose. (See fig-
ures on pages 325 and 326.) At the Vermont marble quarries both the 
* A good illustration of the utility of jointed structure as an aid to quarrying sedi-
mentary rocks is offered in the Primordial conglomerates about Boston. These consist 
of a greenish gray groundmass, in which are embraced a great variety of pebbles of 
granite, quartzite, melaphyre, and folsite of all shapes and sizes. The beds ar·e trav-
ersed by two series of vertical joints which cut the rock and its· included pebbles, 
granite, quartz, meJaphyre, and felsite alike, with almost as sbarp and clear a cut as 
could be made by the lapidary's wheel. The joints are very abundant, and in many 
cases quarrying would be a practical impossibility without them. Whenever smooth 
walls are required the stone is laid on its bed with the joint face outward. 
t I find .the word also spelled louis. For description see Glossary. 
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Sullivan diamond-pointed drill and the Ingersoll impact drill are u ed 
for gadding. The bottom holes are usually drilleu to a depth equaling 
Wardwell clt::nuclin,!!; machine . 
. ahout one-half the width of the block to bP, extracted, though this 
depth, as well as the frequency of the boles, must necessarily vary with 
the character of the rift of the rock. 
(4) SANDSTONE QUARRYING. 
In the quarrying of the Triassic sandstones at Portlan<l, Conn., the 
channeling machine is also used to some extent, but tbe prcvailin<Y 
method of loosening large blocks is by deep drill boles charg >d with 
heavy blasts of powder. 'l'lrnse holes, which are ma<le by a crud ma-
chine driven by cranks, like an ordinary derrick, are 10 inch s in diam-
et rand about 20 feet <l ep. Into these are put from 25 to 75 pouu 1 
of powder, contained in a flattened or oval tin canni -ter, with the edge 
unsoldered and c]o;ed at the ends by paper or cloth. Tlli' i plac din 
the hole in uch a po ition that a plane pa -sing through its edrr i iu 
lin wi h th d . ired break, aud :fired. In thi, wa,y large block a1 
fr eel from th quarry, and the e are then broken to any requirecl iz 
a follow : Th workm n fir. t cut with a pick a harp groove ome 4 t 
inch d pal n()' th foll length of the line where it is cl ir d tL 
ton hall br k. Int tbi groov are tlleu plac <l at interval f 
few inch , lar("/' iron w dg , which ar then in tur~ struck repeated 
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blows by heavy sledge-hammers in the bands of the quarrymen 
until the rock falls apart. This process will be made plain by refer-
ence to Plate III. :in some of the quarries of softer sandstone no ma-
chines at all are used, the channeling being done entirely with picks 
and the stone forced out by means of iron bars alone, or split ovt with 
plug and feather. . To allow of this, however, the stone must be evenly 
and thinly bedd.ed, and the differe~t sheets adhere to one another 
with but slight tenacity, as is the case with certain of the New York 
"bluestones" and Berea grits of Ohio. In the New York quarries the 
vertical joints are said to be so numerous as to practically do away with 
the necessity of channeling.* 
Powder is still largely used in most of the smaller quarries, and in 
all those of granite rock for throwing off large masses. If properly 
used with these harder varieties, it is doubtful if any serious harm re-
sults, but in the quarrying of marble and other soft stones, its use can not 
lJe too strongly condemned. As suggested by Sperrt the rapid disinte-
gration of the Carrara marble is no doubt caused in part by the in-
cipient fractures induced through the crude methods of quarrying em-
ployed. Excepting when, as in the case of granite, no other means can 
be employed, explosives of all kinds are to be avoided. vVhen neces-
sary, they should be used in a lewis hole, whereby direction may be 
giYen to the force of the discharge and the shock distributed over large 
surfaces. 
(5) CUTTING AND DRESSING STONE. 
In cutting and dressing stone the same slow hand processes that were 
in vogue hundreds of years ago are still largely employed. There have 
been, it is true, many machines invented for this purpose·, but the ma-
jority of them are far from satisfactory in their working qualities, or 
the cost of running them is so great that they can be used only by the 
larger and wealthier firms. After a large mass has been split from the 
quarry bed it is broken into blocks of the required size and shape by 
means of wedges. A series of holes, three-fourths of an inch in diam-
eter and a few inches deep, is drilled along the line where it is desired 
the stone shall break, and into each of these two thin half round pieces 
of soft iron called "feathers" are placed, and a small steel wedge or 
''plug-" placed between. The quarryman then moves along this line 
striking with his hammer each wedge in its turn till the desired strain 
is pro.duced and the stone falls apart. 
There is a chance for a greater display of skill in this work than may 
at first appear. Nearly every stone, however compact, has a distinct 
grain and rift, along which it can be relied on to split with comparative 
ease and safety. To know the rjft and be able to take proper ad vantage 
* F. W. Sperr. _Report Tenth Census, p. 37. 
top. cit., p. 38. 
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of it is an important item, aud it is astonishing how re::i,dily an exp •. 
rienced workman will cause a stone to take the desired shape through a 
know ledge of this property. 
Drilling boles for splitting stone with plug and feathers. 
~.rhis process of splitting stone with wedges is said* to have been fir t 
brought into general use in this country by a poor mechanic :iaamed 
Tarbox, of Danvers, ~I ass. Tb rough the influence oi Governor Rob· 
bins, who stumbled upon samples of his work by the merest accident 
this man was induced in 1798 to go to Quincy and teach his art to th 
quarrymen of that place. So much did the adoption of this impl 
methou facilitate granite working that the price of the cut material 
dropped within the space of a few months over 60 per cent. Prior t 
this time the stone after being blasted from tlrn quarry in irregular 
block was <1_nare<1 down to the proper size by cutting a groove along 
a straight line with a barp-edge<.l tool called an axhammer, and tb n 
trikin with a heavy hammer r peatcd blow on both sides of tll 
p;rooYe until llo rock wa broken a under.t 
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This method is said to have been introduced into Quincy somewhere 
about 1725-'50, by German emigrants, and, crude as it may seem, was 
a vast improvement over that used in preparing stone for the construc-
tion of King's Chapel, erected in 17 49.:._,54, on the corner of School and 
Tremont streets, Boston. Here we are told the stone was :first heated 
by building a fire around it and then. broken by means of heavy iron 
balls let fall from a considerable height. 
With such difficulties as these to contend with it is not surprising 
that the building should have been considered a wonder when com-
pleted, and that people coming to Boston from a dista-nce made it a 
point to see and a<lmire this great structure. The wonder, however, 
was not that the granite could be broken into shape by such methodR, 
but "that stone enough could be found in the vicinity of Boston fit for 
the hammer to construct such an entire building. But it seemed to be 
universalJy conceded that enough more like it could not be found to 
build such another.'' 
After a block is broken from the quarry bed it is trimmed to the 
desired size and shape by means of a Yariety of impleme1its, according 
to the hardness of the stone and the character of tbe desired finish. 
In dressing granite and otller hard stone the tools ordinarily used 
are the set or pitching chisel, the spalling hammer, pean hammer, bush 
hammer, hand hammer, chisel, and point. With the set the rough 
general use the author bas no means of ascertaining. That none of the above can 
justly claim to have invented the process is evident from the following: 
"I told thee that I had been informed that the grindstones and millstones were 
split with wooden pegs drove in, but I did not say that those rocks about this house 
could be split after that manner, but that I could split thew, and had been used to 
split rocks to make steps, door-sills, and large window cases all of stone, and pig-
troughs and water-troughs. i have split rocks 17 feet long and built four houses of 
hewn stone split out of the rocks with my own hands. My method is to bore the 
rock about 6 inches deep, having drawn a line from one end to the other, in which 
I bore holes about a foot asunder, more or less, according to the freeness of the rock; 
jf it be 3 or 4 or 5 feet thick, 10, 12, or 16 inches deep. The hole should be an inch 
and a quarter diameter if the rock be 2 feet thick, but if it be 5 or 6 feet thick the 
holes should be an inch and three-qua.rters diameter. There must be provided twice 
as many fron wedges as holes, and one-half of them must be fully as long as the hole 
is deep and made ro~nd at one end, just fit to drop into the hole, and the other half 
may be made a little longer, and t,hicker one way, ancl blunt pointed. All the holes 
must have their wedges drove together, one after another, gently, that they may 
strain all alike. You may hear by their ringing when they strain well. Then with 
the sharp edge of the sledge strike hard on tho rock in the line b etween every wedge, 
which will crack the rock; then drive the wedges again. It generally opens in a few 
minutes after the wedges are d::ove tight. Then, with au iron bar or long levers, raise 
them up and lay the two pieces flat ancl bore and split them in what shape and 
dimensions you please. If the rock is anything free you m:iy split them as trne almost 
as sawn timber, and by this method you may split almost any rock, for you may add 
almost any power you please by boring the holes deeper and closer together." 
(From letter of John Bartram to Jared Elliot dated J auuary 24, 1757. See Darling-
ton's Mero. of Bartram ancl Marshall, p. 375.) The precise date at which these four 
stone houses were built is not stated, but the work above quoted contains an illus-
tration of John Bartram's house, near Darby, Delaware County, Pa. This house, 
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block is trimmed down to a line. Then the irregular surface is work d 
down by the point, which is driven by the hand hammer. .After point-
ing, are used the pean and the patent or bush hammers in turn, begin. 
ning with the 4-cut and thence working down with the 6-cut, 8-cut, 10-
cut, and 12-cut, or until the desired surfa<'e is obtained. The condition 
of the hammered surface at the completion of one of the hammering 
should be such that each cut in the hammer traces a line its full lernrth 
on the stone at each blow. 
The single cut or pean hammer should leave no unevenness exceed-
ing one-eighth of an inch, and each finer cut reduces the unevenne 
left by the preceding. 
The 12-cut should leave no irregularities upon the surface of the 
stone other than the indentations made by the impinging of the plate 
in the hammer. The lines of the cut are made so as to be vertical in 
exposed vertical faces when the block is in position. Ou horizontal 
and unexposed faces they are cut straight across in any convenient di-
rection. With sawn surfaces of ~ourse. much of the preliminary work 
is done away .with, as the surface is already sufficiently smooth. It i 
at present customary to saw only such stone as are designed for poli 'h-
ing or some kind of smooth :finish. 
In preparing a stone for polishing the surface is first made smooth a 
possible by sawing or by the means above designated. It is then fur-
which is of stone, was erected, about 1730. Hence we must conclude that the art of 
splitting stone in. this manner was known to some at least as early as this date. 
Itis stated (Grueber, Die Baumaterialien-Lehre, pp. 60, 61)that in Finland, even at 
the present day, granite is split from tho quarry-bed through the expansive force of 
ice. A series of holes, from a foot to 15 inches apart and from 2 to 3 feet deep, accord-
jDg to the si:?:e of the block to be loos~Md, is driven along the line of desired rift after 
the usual custom. These boles are then :filled with water and tightly plugged. The 
operation is put off until late in the season and until the approach of a frost. The wa.t r 
in the bolos then freezes, and by its expansion fractures the rock in the direction of 
tho line of holes. Blocks of 400 tons weight are stated to be broken out in this war. 
A. more ancient method consisted in simply plugging the holes with dry wooden 
wedges and then thoroughly saturating them with water, the swelling wood actin" 
in the same way as tho freezing water. Another ancient and well-known method con-
sisted in building a fire around the stone, and when it was thoroughly heated strikiu' 
it with heavy hammers or throwintr cold water upon it. In splitting stone the ancient 
Romans are said to ha,e sprinkled the hot stone with vinegar, though whether they 
thereby accelerated the splitting or caused the stone to break along definite lines i 
not known. Quartz rocks, it is stated, can be made to split in definite direction by 
wetting them while hot, or laying a wet cord along the lino it is tlesired they shall 
cleave. The w t line gives ri, e to a small crack, and the operation is completed by 
striking heavy blows with wooden mallets. According to M. Raimondi, the ancien 
Peruvians plit up the stone in the quarry by first heating it with burning straw and 
then throwing cold water upon it. To carve the stone and obtain a ba -relief, th" 
writ r ntends that the workmen covered with a hes the lin s of tbe di' ign whi h 
tb Y int nded to have in reli f, and then heated the whole surface. Tbe part of th 
ston wbi h w re ubmitted irnrn cliately to tho action of firo became d •compo ed 
a gr t r or le d pth, while the ue igns, prot cted by ashes, remained intact. 'I 
compl thew rk the sculptor had but to carvo out tho decompo d rock with hi 
copp r chisel. 
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ther reduced by mean8 of wet sand and emery of varying degrees of 
fineness. Small blocks are now usually ground on a revolving iron 
bed, on which the abrading material is shoveled and kept wet by a 
stream of water from overhead. With larger blocks a heavy slab of 
stone is drawn by the workmen back and forth aeross the surface on 
which the wet sand has already been placed. On the finer grades of 
white marble emery is not used, as it stains; fortunately, owing to the 
softness of these stones, it is readily dispensed with. After being 
ground, the surface is rubbed by a sharp, evenly gritted sandstone 
called a " hone," and then with pumice-stone. · 
On granites it is often customary to give a'' skin coat" by rubbing the 
block, after the final emerying on the smooth, wet grinding bed, without 
any abrading material, until a perfectly smooth surface and dull .polish 
is obtaiue<l. When this point is reached-and the surface must be 
quite free from scratches and blemishes, or a good polish is impossi-
ble-the polish is produced by means of polishing putty (oxide of tin) 
rubbed on with wet felt. In cheap work it is customary to use oxalic 
acid in connection with or entirely in place of the polishing putty. This 
enables the production of a polish with less labor, but it is also less 
durable. · 
A high grade of polish can only be produced by skilled workmen, and 
each one has his own peculiar methods, varying in trifling particulars 
from that given above. In many of the larger works where steam 
power is used, it is said to be customary to mix a quantity pf very 
finely ground metallic lead with the putty. · By this means a higher 
gloss is produced, and.· also one that is very durable. All the larger 
works now us~ machinery in both grinding and polishing. Descriptions 
of these will be given in the following chapter. 
Sundry attempts have been made to utilize the sand-blast process, so 
extensively used in glasswork, for carving on stone; but so far, with . 
few exceptions, these attempts have met with but poor success. In 
1875-'76, Messrs. Sheldon & Slason, of West Rutland, having a large 
Government contract in preparing head-stones for soldiers' graves in 
national cemeteries, introduced the system with considerable success. 
The process consisted in covering those parts of the stone to be left un-
cut with an iron shield, while letters and fi'gures of chilled iron were 
placed upon those portions which were to stand out in relief. The blast 
then being directed against the stone cut away very quickly the qnpro-
tected parts. By this means the name, company, regiment, and rank of 
soldiers, could be cut on a stone in less than five minutes, and ,two hun- · 
dred and fifty-four thousand stones thus lettered and having dimensions 
of 3 feet in length, 10 inches in width, and 4 inches in thickness, were 
placed in the national cemeteries at a cost of but $864,000. Tbe sand-
blast process has also been used with good results on tha hard red 
quartzite pf Sioux Falls, as will be noted later. 
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(6) QUARRYING AND SPLITTING SLATE. 
In quarrying slate the methods vary greatly according to the di . 
position of the beds, and no . attempt will be made here at a detail. 
description. Ordinary blasting powder is employed in loosening the 
blocks1 and great. skill and sagacity l's shown by experienced quarry-
men in so manipulating the blast as to produce tbe desired effect of 
freeing the rock from the qu:trry bed without shattering the stone,. 
After a block is removed f~om the quarry it is subject to special treat-
ment according to the purpose to which the stone is to be put. lf for 
roofing-slate, the block according to Mr. Sperr* is taken from the quarry 
to the splitters' shanty, where it is taken in charge by a splitter and 
his two assistants. The :first assistant takes the block and reduce it 
to pieces about 2 inches in thickness, rmd of a length and breadth a 
little greater than those of the slates to be made. This is done by a 
process called "sculping," which is as follows: A. notch is cut in one 
end of the block with the sculping chisel, and the edge of this notch i 
trimmed out with a gouge to a smooth groove extending across the end 
of the block and perpendicular to the upper and lower surfaces; the 
sculping chisel is then set into this groove aud driven with a mall t 
until a cleft starts, which by careful manipulation is guided directly 
across the block. The upper surface of the block is kept wet with 
water so that the crack may be more readily seen. If the slate is p r 
fectly uniform in shape and texture, and the blows upon the sculping 
chisel are directed straight with the grain, the crack follows the grain 
in a straight line across the block. Almost invariably, however, the 
crack deviates to the right or left, when it must be brought back by di-
recting the blow on the sculp in the direction in which it is desired to 
turn the break, or by striking with a heavy mallet on tba.t side pf the 
block toward which it is desired the crack shall turn. Some slate can 
be sculped across the grain, but nearly all must be broken in this di-
rection. From the :first assistant or ' 1 sculper" the block ~oes to the 
splitter who by means of a mallet and broad thin chisel splits it through 
the middle, continuing to thus divide each piece into halves until th 
desired thinness is obtained. It is necessary to keep the edges of the 
blocks moist from the time they are removed from the quarry until they 
are plit. From the splitter the thin but irregularly shaped pieces pa 
to th econd a i 'tant who trims them into definite size and rectangu-
lar ltape . This is done either by hand or by machine. To trim Y 
hand a traight edged strip of iron or steel. is fastened horizontally upon 
one of the upper dge of a rectangular block of wood some 2 to 4 fe ~t 
in lencrtb. The trimm r th u lay th ·beet of ,)ate upon the block , 1-
1 wing the clcr t be trimmed to project ov r thi, 'trip, and then Y 
m an. of I 11 r heayy knife with a bent llaud1e cut off the overl in" 
u r ducin"" it to the required ize and hap . Two kind of 
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machines for doing this work are now in use. In general they may be 
said to consist of an iron frame-work some 2¼ feet high, with a hori-
zontal knife-edge upon its upper edge. Agaiost this knife is made 
to work by means of a treadle another knife, curved in outline, which is · 
thrown upward again by means of a spring, after being brought down 
by the treadle-movement. At right angles to this knife-edge, on one 
side of the machine, an iron arm projects toward the workman; this 
arm has notches cut into it for the different sizes of the slate. The dif-
ference between the two kinds of machines is said. to consist chiefly iu 
the arrangement of the cutting-knife, one working as stated above 
' while the other revolves on an axle something in the manner of an
ordinary corn cutter. -
Slates are sawn by means of an ordinary circular saw, such as is used 
in sawing lumber, and are planed by machines such as are m~ed in 
planing metals, as are other soft stone. Some of the hard slates used 
for tiling have to be cut by means of circular saws with teeth of black 
diamond.* 
(7) KINDS OF l!'INISH. 
The more common kinds of finish applied to stone are described be-
low; the :figures on Plate IV being drawn from samples in the national 
collections. 
(1) Rockface.-This is the natural face of the rock as broken from 
the quarry, or but slightly trimmed down by the pitching tool. As in 
this and all the :figures given, it is frequently surrounded by a margin 
of drove work. 
(2) Pointed face,-In this finish the n·atural face of the rock has ·been 
trimmed down by means of the sharp-pointed tool called a point. It is 
used principally for exterior work, as in the walls of a building. Two 
common styles of pointing are shown. 
(3) Ax-hammered face.~This finish is prod.uced by striking upon the 
surface repeated blows with a sharp-faced hammer, called an ax or pean 
hammer. It closely resembles the next, but is coarser. Used in steps, 
house trimmings, and other exterior work. 
(4) Patent hammered.-This fini~h is produced by striking repeated 
blows upon the smooth surface of the rock with the rough-faced imple-
ment called a patent hamn1er. Five grades of :fineness are commonly 
recognized, the 4-cut, 6-cut, 8-cut, 10-cut, and 12-cut surfaces, made by 
hammers composed of four, six, eight, ten, and twelve_ plates, respect-
ively. A very common finish for the finer kinds of exterior work. 
(5) Bush ha.mmered.-This finish resembles closely the tooth chiseled 
or very fine pointing. It is used mostly on soft stone. (See descriptions 
of bush and patent hammers on p. 329.) 
;, Detailed and -very closely resembling accounts of the methods of working slate 
are given by F. W. Sperr, in Report Tenth Census, Vol. x, pp. 38-42, andE. Prince. jr., 
report D 3, Vol. I, pp. 138-143, 2d Geo1. Survey, Pennsylvania. To these the reader 
is respectfully referred. 
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(6) Square drove.-The square-drove surface is made with a wide tel 
chisel with a smooth edge, called a drove. It is quite common to u 
this style of finish a.a a border to the rock-face or pointed surface in 
mauy kinds of exterior work. 
(7) Tooth chiseled.-This finish is produced by means of a wide ste l 
chisel with an edge toothed like that of a saw. This and the square 
drove are used principally upon limestones, marbles, and sandstone , 
the granites being too hard to be cut in this manner. 
(8) Sawedface.-This is the surface of the rock as left by the saw· 
the saw used. for the purpose being a thin smooth blade of soft iron fed 
with sharp sand or chilled iron. This and the following styles, although 
possessing distinctive characteristics eaRily recognizable by the eye, are 
of such a nature that their likenesses can not be well reproduced on 
paper. Renee no attempt at illustration has been made. 
(9) Fine sand finish.-To produce this finish the chiseled or sawn sur-
face of the marble is rubbed smooth by means of a block of stone and 
fine wet sand or on the machines yet to be described. 
( 10) Pumice fini8h.-This is a very smooth but unpolished surface 
produced by smooth rubbing with pumice or Scotch bone. 
(11) Polished surface.-Two kinds of polished surfaces are made-the 
acid gloss and the putty gloss. For either the surface of the stone i 
made as smooth as possible by means of sand, or emery, and pumice, or 
hone, after which it is rubbed with moist woolen cloth aud oxalic acid, 
or polishing putty. The latter produces the best and most lasting glo , 
hut requires more labor. Frequently the two methods are combined, 
especially in tombstone work. 
G.-MACHINES AND IMPLEMENTS USED IN STONE WORK-
ING. 
DRILLS AND DRILLING MACHINES. 
Of the many machines that ha-ve from time to time been invented for 
workrng stone we can here mention only the principal ones that are to-
<ln,y in actual use. 
Drills.-The old-time method of drilling by means of a flat pointed 
drill called a "jumper," which is held by one workman while other 
strike upon it alternate blows with Leavy hammers, although till in 
n e in many quarries, bas been largely superseded by steam-<lrill of 
variou kinds. A simple form of the steam-drill, and one now in very 
g n ral u e, is tbat shown in the accompanying figure (page 321). The 
drill roper i fastened clir:ectly to tlie piston, which can be inclined at 
any angl , tbu fi.ttinO' it for ordinary quarrying or for tunneling. It i 
dri n i 11 r hy t am orb.· ompr ed air. A different adaptation f 
th ame principle i' empl yecl in the chan11eling and gadding machine 
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used in getting out dimension stone. mgures of tbese are also uere 
g-i vcu. 'l'l.Je <lrill au<l. cylinder are attached to the l10rizo11tal lmr l>y 
Eclipse Rock Drill. Impro·rntl Quarry 13:.ir. 
means of a clamp, which can be Ioof-:ened or tightened at will. By this 
rneam; a <loz(m or more holes can be cut b:y simply sliding the drill along 
the l..>.u· aud witl10ut moving the entire . machine. 
(2) CHANNELING. MACHINES. 
The channeling· machine shown on page 312 was invented by George 
J. ·ward well, of Rutland, Vt. The first successful machine wa·s built by 
him in 18G3, in connection with the Sutherland Falls Marble C0t:npany, 
and that original machine has been at work there constantly until witlliu 
a few months (1885). These machines are now in operation in all 1 he 
important quarries of sandstone, limestone, and marble in the country, 
au<l. it is calculated that on.•r 5,000,000 square feet have been cut by 
them. The channeler is essentially a locomotive machine driven by' 
power, usually steam, moving over a steel rail track which is placed on 
tlle quarry· bed. It carries a sjng'le gang-drill on one side, or two such 
<.lrills-one on each side. These are raised and dropped by a, lever and 
crank arrangement. The gang of cutters formiug tho drill js composed 
of five steel bars, 7 to 14 feet in length, sbarpene<l. at the ends and se-
curely clampe<l. together. Of the tive cutters, two have diagonal edges; 
the other three have their edges transverse. The center of the middle 
larccst cxten<ls lowest, so that the five for~ something Jike a ~t~ppeq 
~1js, 170, pt. 2-21,. 
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arrangement, away from the center. The drill, lifted, drops with rrr a 
force and rapidly creases a channel into the rock. The single-g, ng 
machine is operated by two men, the double l>y three. As it run ·back-
ward and forward over the rock the machine is rcrnrsed without ·top-
ping, and as i't goes the cutters delirnr their strokes, it is clairneu, a 
the rate of one hundred and fifty per minute. The machine feecl for -
ward on the track half an inch at each stroke, cutting half an inch or 
more every time of passing. The single machine will cut from 40 to 
square feet of channel per day in tnarl>le or limestone and at a. co:t o 
from 5 to 20 cents per square foot. The double machine will <lo t'i\·ic, 
the amount of work. .A good workman would forrnerl,y cut from 5 to 10 
feet, that is, a groove 1 foot deep and from 5 to 10 feet long per clay. 
Saunders Cham1oling Mn.chine with boiler a.ttachod. 
l•'or this he would receive from 25 to 30 cents per foot.* .Another ma-
chine for doing the same work as that just described. is the Saunder 
·hanneling machine hown in the illustration, and which ha rec utly 
·ome into n. e in the Vermont quarrie . This differs from the Wardwell 
in everal important particuh1irs, prominent among which are tll : (1) 
Tb cutting tool i attached rigidly to the pi ton, so that the blow i 
d alt dir ctly by be ·team pres ure in the cylinder and without th 
intervention of any crank , lever , or pring . (2) Tlle cutting tool a 
"The Marble Border of Western New England, p. 43. 
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made adjustable at any angle-to the right, left, forward, or backward. 
The machine is thus capable of making transverse and sidehill cuts, 
and does what is known as "cutting out the corners" in quarrying; aud 
(3) it can be used in chambers where the distance between the floor and 
roof is but (3 feet and can be used in tunnels and headings. 
Saurnlers Channeling Machine making sidehill cuts and with lJoilers detached. 
The machine carries five drills in the gang, with three straight points 
and two diagonal ones. These are arranged as seen in the accompany-
ing cut; 
The average capacity of the rnaclline, as claimed by the company's 
circular, is as follows: 
In marble, 80 to 100 square feet of cbannel in ten hours. 
In-Raotlstone, 150 to 200 square feet of channel in ten hours. 
In lirnestouc, 120 to 150 square feet of channel in ten hours. 
The diamond channeling-machine is shown in the figure on page 334. 
According to the company's circular this machine ernpl0ys Hj-incli drill-
bits, which are attached to drill-rods of varying lengths, adapted to any 
required depth of channel up to O½ feet. Tho channel may be made open 
or partly closed, the latter by leaving slight spaces between the holes, 
to be afterward chipped out. But the whole operation of a clear cut 
is made simultaneously with the boring by means of an intercutting 
guide, which answers this purpose very well. The drill can be made to 
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vary in direction from perpendicular to 50 degrees slaut for putti ng-
down the tunnel and angle cuts. If necessary the boiler can ue left at 
a, distance from the machine, tlrn steam being conveyed b~· liose . 
•. 
Di::uuonct Chan::ieling Machine. 
(3) GADDING AND GADDING MACHINES. 
TLe dia,mmHl gadder is shown on page 325. According the company ' 
circular tl1e machine takes its name from the clai:;s of work for which it 
was especially designed and which is known among quarriers as "gad-
ding." When the requisite cliannel cuts are made about a block of 
marble to be remoYed, it is necessary to undercut tho block in order to 
release it. This is usually accomplished by drilling a erie' of bol 
beneath it, and then, by wedge , tho block is t--p1it from it bed. 
Tho machine is placed upon a platform on trucks arrange(! to run 
upon a track. ,Yhen adjusted for work it may be braced by the point u 
l •g' Hliown. The boring apparatu~ i attached. by a 'WiY 1 to a perp n-
<li ·nlar guide- ar. This guide-bar i, ecur d to the boiler b hinu it 
which form the main support of tho machine. Upon th gui<l -bar th 
b ri11 er ap arai-u may l>e rai eel or lowered at plea ure, for th purpo 
< f' boring a · ri ' f hole· iu a p rp 'D<licular line if <lesired. Upon the 
:wiy 1 the oring apparatu · may ue turned, so µ, to bore in any dire -
ti n withiu tll lane of the wivcl-vlate. · 
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The illustration shows the drill-rotl or spin<lle placed near the base of 
the machine, an<l so as to bore l10rizontaH,r. At one end of tbe spindle 
is the drill-head, armed with carl>ons, and supplied with small aper-
tures or outlets for water. At the other end of the spin<lle is attached 
a hose for supplying water to the drill-head. A rapid revoldng moYe-
ment is communicated to the drill-spindle by the gears shown. The 
speed an<l feed movement may be regulated by the operator with refer-
ence to the hardness or softness, coarseness or :fineness, of the material 
to he bored; and the feed movement may be instantly reversed at pleas-
ure. The machine is so constructed that the drill-spindle may be re-
Diamond Gadder. 
moved and another inserted in tlie same holder, a<ljusted to bore in the 
opposite direction; tbe boring apparatus being driven by a don ble-c_y li11-
<ler engine. A continuation of one of the piston-rods through tbe cylin-
der forms the plunger to a small pump placed above the cylinder, wh'ieh 
supplies water to the boiler and forces water through the drill spindle 
and head. These jets of water wash out all the borings made, aud keep 
the drill-head from beating. The usual feed of tbis drill in marble is 
from 4 to 5 inches per minute. 
Still another style of gadding-machine is used in the Vermont quarries, 
and which is but au especial adaptation of the eclipse.drill shown on 
page 32G. It is claimed that this machine will "1mt in boles close to the 
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bottom of the quarry, in a horizontal position along the bench, iutoth 
roof, or perpendicularly into the floor, as desired." 
Plain quarr.v frame in position for undercutting or gadding. 
(4) GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINES. 
In the larger works the grinding and polishing already described i: 
now don_e by steam power. ]for flat surfaces a, circular, horizontally 
revolving iron plate or grating, attached to the lower end of a Ycrtical 
shaft, with e1bow joint, is used, tbe workman guiding it to auy portion of 
the surface he may desire by means of the handle; tlie abrading snu-
stance being saud or emery, as before. With felt attached to tlle plate 
the same form of machine is also useu for polishing. Blocks of sucll 
size as cau be han.dled by the workmen are usually grouud u1100 1.iori-
zontally-revolving iron beds some 8 or 10 feet in diameter. 
In making traight or only slightly-curved moldings tbe form i fir. 
cary <l ut with the chi el, an<l then a plate of ca, t -iron, fitted a accn· 
n t ly a po. iul , i ma le, by means of a loner arm to travel back arnl 
f 1 b ' or L v r th , ton with and or emery, or vutty vowder and t·lt, a. 
1h ·: m, · h · Th .-e ar call d peuclulum machine . Tlle a tnal 
l~ h ~ 1' tlm. ~r , I 'r du• ·<l, a11u a higher Ull(l mor • la tinn- p li h 
1 t. 111 cl th, n 1 :.-ihl hy th 0111 lia11d rncthocl.. 
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(G) LATHES AND PLANERS. 
For turning posts and pillars lathes are uow very generaJly used for 
granite as well as for softer stone. Tn easy working varieties, as sa_nd · 
stone, limestone, or serpentine, the cutting tool is a simple cllisel, much 
like that used in turning metals, aml held in a_ clamp in tlle same man-
ner. With the harder rocks, like the granite, however, this metbo<l i:.-:; 
ineffectual, and the cutting tool is in the form of a thin steel disk somo 
6 or 8 inches in diameter, which is so arranged as to revolve with tlrn 
stone in the lathe when pressed against it at a sharp angle. By tuis 
means large and beautiful columns can l>e made at far less cost than 
by the old hand processes. 
A monster machii;ie of this character, seen by the writer in the Vi1rnl-
baven quarries in 1880, is capable of taking a block 25 feet in length 
and 5 feet in diameter and turning it down to a perfect column. 
With the softer varieties of stone a plain surface, sufficiently smooth 
for flagging, is produced by means of planiug-macbines similar to those 
in use for planing metals. For doing the same work on hard matcria l 
like granite a planer, with revolving cutting disks of chilled iron, similar 
,to those used in the lathes, has been deYisec1. This machine is shown 
in the accompanying :figure, page 328. 
(6) MACHINES FOR SA WING. 
In sawing marble and other soft stones the same method, with some 
modifications, is employed as was in use, according to Professor Seeley,* 
three hundred years before the Christian era. · 
The principle consists simply of a smooth fl.at blade of soft iron, set 
in a frame and fed with sharp sand and water. The saws are now fre-
quently set in gangs of a dozen or more in a single frame, and several 
gangs arc tended by one man, who shovels ou the wet sand as it i~ 
need~d, while fine streams of water from overhead wash it beneath the 
blade as it swings backward. and forward in its slowly deepening groove. 
Some attempts at automatic feeders bave been made, but they are not 
as yet in general use. 
This method has been found inapplicable to cutting gTanite, owing to 
the greater hardness of the material. Recently a sand composed. of 
globules of chilled iron has been used to good advantage. The great 
drawback to the use of this material, so far as the author has observed, 
is the care necessary to avoid staining the stone by rust from the wet 
globules during the tiine the machine is not running. This is done by 
wetting down the ~one and globules in the saw frame with a thick so-
lution of lime-water (whitewash) prior to _leaving the saws for the 
11ight. Circular saws, with diamond tceU1, have bceH used to some ex-
----- --------
.,. The Marble Border of Wc1:1tern New Engbn<l. Proc. Middlebury .Hist. Soc .. Vol. 
1, Part n, p. 28. 
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tent, but have be~n found too expensive for or<linary work. In sawin" 
slate circular saws are used, such as are employed in sawing lumber. 
Philo Tomlinson, who was engaged in marble sawing at Marbletlale. 
Conn., near the date 1800, is stated by Professor Seeley* to ham beeu 
one of_ the first to successfully apply the gang-saw system in tbi: 
country. 
For sawing circular apertures in tlle tops of wash-stands or gettin" 
out tops for small tables a saw made of plates of soft iron bent into 
the form of a cylinder and revolved by a Yertical shaft is used. Sancl 
emery, or globules of cllilled iron form the cutting material, as in the 
saws just mentioned. 
McDonald Stono Cntting Machine. 
Ar cent European inYeution for sawing stone consists of a twi t tl 
.,ord of, trel, made to run arounc.l pulley , like a b~n<.1- aw. 'l'he cord i.~ 
compo.· '<l of thr e teel wir s loo. ely twi ted together, but stretched 
hglttly OY •r the pulley , a1Hl i. made to run at a ·1Jigh rate of sp e 1. 
Thn Rwift sn c s. i\·, blow: from tbc ri<lgc of the cord, deli,· r 1 along 
th , narrow ]in , di :intccrr, t s h ,'ton mnch mor rapi<11,r it i claim d, 
than 1h · iron l,1:u1<•: ~ '1 with i,;arn1, tli rnmal rat of cnttin<" in blo k. of. 
np. ,-;1., p. 2:1. 
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soft limestone being at the rate of about 24 inches an µour, and in Car-
rara marble a little more than U inches an hour. Brittany granite is cut 
at tlrn rate ofuearlyl¼inches an hour, and even porphyrycan beworketl 
at the rate of eight-tenths of an inch an hour. In certain Belgian mar-
ble quarries the saw is said to have been used to advantage in cutting the 
rock from the qnarry bed. In thus utilizing it the floor is first cleared as 
for channeling machines, and then, by means of large cylindrical <lri11s, 
fed with metallic sand, a shaft 27 inches in diameter is cut to the <lesired 
<lcpth, the cores being removed entire, as in the common ·tubular dia-
moml drills, Two of these holes are sunk at proper distances apart 
and gui<les set up in them, on which move frames carrying pulleys of 
a diameter somewhat less than that of the holes; over these pulleys the 
corcl-saw is stretched; motion is then imparted to the pulleys by a sim-
ple system of transmis:sion, and the saws cut without interruption until 
tho bottom of the drill-pit or shaft is reached.* A great saving of 
time and material is claimed for this invention, but although it seems 
to promise well none arc at present in use in this country, nor has tbe 
author ever bad opportunity for examining one.t 
(7) TJ-n: SAND BLAST. 
As already noted, the sand blast has been utilize<l to some extent in 
the work of lettering bead-stones, an<l for producing delicate tracings on 
the Sioux Falls quartzite. That the process is still so little use<l is due, 
an I am informed, to the opposition of trades-uqions, and not to a~y 
dcticiency of adaptability in the process itself. 
(8) HAND IMPLEMENTS. 
Face luimmer.-Tbis is a heavy square-faced Jiammer, weighing from 
_15 to 25 pounds, and use<l. for roughly· shaping the blocks as they 
come from the quarry. It is sometimes made with both faces alike or 
again with one face flat an<l the other drawn out into a cutting edge 
(Fig. 10, Pl. v). The cavil differs only iu having one face drawn out 
in to a pyramidal point. 
Ax or pean hammer.-A hammer made with two opposite cutting 
edges, as seen in Fig. 13, Pl. v. The edges are sometimes toothed 
roughly, when it is called the toothed ax. 
Patent o; bush hammer.-A. hammer made of four, six, eight, ten, or 
more thin blades of steel, bolte<l together so as to form a, single piece, 
tlie striking faces of which are deeply and sharply grooved. This ham-
mer is sai<l. to baYe been invented by Mr. Joseph Richards, of Quincy, 
Mass., about 1831-'40. As first constructed the head was compose<l of 
a single piece, instea<l of several, as .now · (see Fig. 12, Pl. v). In some 
works this is called the bush liainmcr. 
- -- - ---------
.. .Am. - rch. ancl Build. News, Nov. 7, 188G. 
t This apparatus is figurcll arnl describe<l in the Scientific American for March 
6, l SdG, p. 147. 
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Crandall.-Thi~ consists of a bar of malleable iroll, about 2 fPet in 
length, and slightly flattened at one end, through wllich is a, slot three-
eigl.J.ths of an inch wide and 3 inches long. Through tllis slot are pa ed 
teu tlouble-headetl points of one-fourth inclJ. square steel, 9 inches lon11 
whieh are held in place by a key.* 
'fhe writer has never seen this instrument in use. 
Hand harnrner.-A smooth-faced hammer, with two striking face.\ 
weighing from 2 to 5 pounds. It is used for hand-drilling, pointing, and 
chiseling in the harder kinds of rocks (see Fig. 16, Pl. v). The u ual 
form bas both faces alike . 
.iliallet. -This is a wooden im plemcnt, with a cylindrical head, u cd in 
place of the hammer in cutting the softer stones, as marbles and and-
stones (Fig. 15, Pl. v). 
Sledr1e or striking harnrner.-A heavy, smooth-faced hammer, wcig-h -
iug from 10 to 25 pounds, used in striking the drills in hand-(lrilling or 
in driviug large wedges for splittiug stone, Fig. 11, Pl. v. 
Piclc.-Au instrument resempling the ortliuary pickax used in dirrging, 
but somewhat shorter and stouter. It is used on the softer varietie. 
of Rtones for rough dressing or for channeling prior to wedging. 
Pitching chisel.-A steel chisel, the cutting face of which is rectangu-
lar in outline and with sharp angles or corners. It is used for trim-
ming down the edges to a straight line. See Fig. 7, Pl. v. The chipper 
(Fig. 6) is used for very similar purposes. 
Chisel or drove.-Tbis is a steel chisel, the cutting e<lge of which i: 
drawn out wide and thin as shown in Fig. 2, Pl. v. It is used princi-
pally on the softer varieties of rock in produ_cing the so-called '' t1r0,·r 
work." 
Splitting chisel.-A steel chisel, mrLde a,s shown in Fig. 8, Pl. v, and 
used for splitting and general.cutting on hard stone like granite. Other 
forms of cllisels, used only on soft stone and driven wit11 th• wooden 
mallet, are sllown in Figs. 3 and 0. 
Tooth chisel.-A. chisel like the drove chisel, but with tho edge toothc<l 
like a saw (see Fig. 1, Pl. v), used only on soft &tones like marble and 
sandstones. 
Point.-A ~teel implement, with the cutting end in foe form of a pyra-
midal point (see Fig. 4, Pl. v), used in the production of the fini:l 
known as JYOint work and also in tbe smootlling down of rough ·urfacc · 
prior to using the ax or some other tool for iiue work. Point for n · 
on hard ,·tone and driven by the hammer bave the upper end fioi ·h cl 
as Rbown in 1 ig . 6 and 7. 
Wedge or plug.-Steel wedge vary greatly iu ize. Tl.to:c u ·ed i11 th 
pro ' : or ·1)litting, call u. plug and feather (Fig. 14, Pl. v), arc but tw 
r 3 incb.e in l ngtli, whil tho e u ed in qnarrying for 'J)litting ff 
larrr bl ·l.: are ft n a foo or more loug- and corrC,])On<lingl, · la.rg . 
lland drill.- mall t 1 drill from to 15 inches in lengtli, b l<l iu 
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one hand and driven by the han<l-hammer (Fig. 5), used in making holes 
for'' plug and feather" splitting and other light work. 
Grub saw.-A saw for cutting stone lJy llacd. It consists of a plate 
of soft iron from one-twentieth to one-tenth of an inch in thickness an<l 
from G inches to 4 feet in length; the blade is notched on the lower edge 
an<l fitted with a wooden back for convenience in handling and to pre-
vent bending. San<l or emery is the cutting material, as witll tlle steam 
saws (Fig. 17, Pl. Y.). 
H.-THE WEATHERING OF BUILDING STONES. 
'rhe term weathering, as applied to stone, includes the series of pbyi:; -
ical changes induced by alternations of heat and cold, or by friction, as 
well as the more complex series of chemical changes, such as may be 
comprised under the- heads of oxidation, deoxidation, hydration, and 
solution. Since a stone exposed in the walls of a building may be sub-
jected to the influence of any one or the combined influences of several 
of these agencies, whereby serious consequences, as of discoloration oe 
disintegration may result, it is important to consider, in 1J?Ore or less 
detail, their comparative energies under varying conditions and upon 
the various kinds of stone commou1y employed for structural purposes. 
(1) PIIYSIC4"L .AGENCIES. 
Heat cmd cold.-It is safe to say that none of the conditions under 
which a stone is commonly placed are more trying than those presented 
by the ordinary clrnnges of temperature iu a climate like that of our 
Nortllern and Eastern States. Stones, as a rule, possess but a low con-
<lucting power and slight ela,.:;tieity. They are aggregates of mine;·als, 
more or less closely cohering, each of which possesses degrees of ex-
pansion and contraction of its own. Iu the crystalline rocks these dis-
similar elements are practically in actual contact; in the san<lstoucs 
they are removed from one anotller by a slight space occupied wholly 
or in part by a ferruginons, calcareous or siliceous cement. As tem-
peratures rise, each and every constituent expands more or less, crowd-
ing with resistless force against its neighbor; as tlle temperatures 
<lecrcase a corresponding contraction takes place. Since with us the 
temperatures arc ever changing, and within a space of.even twenty-four 
hours may vary as much as forty degrees, so within the mass of tile 
stone there is continual movement among its particles. Slight as these 
movements may be they can but be conducive of one result, a slow and 
gradual weakening and disintegration. 
This constant expansion and contraction is often sufficient in amouut 
to be appreciable in stone structures of considerable size. Thus Bunker 
JJill l\fonumeut, a hollow granite obelisk, ~21 feet nigh by 30 feet square 
at tlie base, swings from side to side with the progress of tbe sun <luriug 
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a sunny day, so that a pendulum suspend ell from the center of the top 
describes an irregular ellipse nearly half an inch in greatest diameter.• 
Under such circumstances as these it is not at all strange that many 
stones show . a decided weakening and tendency to disintegration aftei: 
long exposure, and particularly on those sides of buildings expo <l 
lougest to the sun, and which are, therefore, subject to the full range o 
temperature variations. Professor Julien has called attention to th 
marked decay thus produced on the western face of the tombstone · in 
'rrinity church-yard and elsewhere. It is state<:I further that the ashlar 
base of the· steeple of the church at Thirty-seventh street and Fifth 
avenue, New York City, is beginning to exfoliate from this cause on 
the south side (where the sun shines the longest) but not on the north 
and east. Other examples are seen on the stone stoops of the east and 
west streets, where the western face of the dark-brown sandstone i. 
badly disintegrated and exfoliated, while the eastern face remains much 
1onger in a perfect condition. The author has observed similar effect . 
but in a less marked dbgree, on the Smithsonian building, at Washin rr. 
ton, D. C. The south and west sides frequently show exfoliation, wbil 
the north and east, upon which the sun shines but a small portion of 
the day, are almost untouched. 
This s~me expansion and contraction of stone sometimes produce 
disastrous effects other than those of disintegrc:1tion within its own ma~ · 
The difficulty of obtaining permanently tight joints 13ven with tb 
strongest cements led Colonel Totten to institute a series of experi-
ments with a view· to ascertain the actual expansion and contraction of 
granite, sandstone, and marble when subjected to ordinary tempera-
tures. Upwards of thirty experiments on each of these varieties of 
stone showed the rate of expansion and contraction, which seemed t 
be uniform throughout the range of temperatures employed, to be for 
granite .000004825 inch per foot each degree Fahrenheit : for marbl 
.000005668 inch, and for sandstone, .000009532 inch.t 
Supposing, then, two coping stones each 5 feet long be laid in mid um-
mer at a temperature of !)GO Fahr. In winter the temperature falls to 
zero, a change of 960. If the stones contract toward their centers, tb 
whole length of stone put in motion will be 5 feet. In the ca, e of gran-
ite, then, the shrinkage amounts to .027792 inch, in marble .032u4 incu 
and in sa,nc.lstone to .054014 inch. This shrinkage, small as it seem. 
from necessity gives rise to cracks at the joints, which ~<lmit the pa.· 
sage of water; continual shrinkage and expansion must in time crum-
1 th cement and leave the joint permanently open.t 
Tb ff ct of moderate temperatures upon stone of ordinary <lryne 
ar bow er slicrht wb n compared with the destructive energie f 
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freezing temperatures upon stones saturated. with moisture. At a tem-
perature of 30° Fahr. the pressure exerted by water passing from a liquid 
to a solid state amouuts to not less tlian 138 tons to tile square foot, or 
as Professor Geilde has strikingly put it, is equal to the weight of col-
umn of ice a mile higlt. Is it, then, astonislting that a porous sandstoue 
exi,osed in a house·-front to be saturated by a winter's rain and th<.>n 
subjected to temperatures perhaps several degrees below the freezing 
point shows signs of weakness and exfoliation after a si;ugle sea,sou's 
exposure, 
Since, then, as every quarryman knows, no stone, howe,·er stroug, 
can. endure the enormous strain to which it woultl be subject ir' :tfozen 
solid when holding any considerable amount of water confined within 
its pores, it is but natural to conclude, as a matter of course, that other 
things being equal those stones are most durable which will absorb and 
rntaiu the least moisture.* 
This rule is not to ue accepted, lwwm-er, without a considerabb grain 
of allowance, since a, coarsely porous stone, thouglJ capalJJe of takiug 
up a large amount of moisture will also part with it readily, or if frozen 
while saturated will permit a consi<lerable proportion of tue expansirn 
force of the solidifying water to be 1.,'.:\xpended otherwise tl.uw. in push-
ing apart the grains composing it. Other~ise e.xpresse<l, the water will 
freeze out of a coarsely porous stone, while in one that is compact it 
may create sad havoc. This is well illustrated by the common occur-
rence of water freezing in straight cylindrical or widely·-expanding ves-
sels, and in narrow-necked pitchers and bottles. In the first instance 
the open space above is sufficient to allow all tho expansion to take 
place vertically. The narrow-necked vessel, on the other han<l., is almost 
invariably broken. 
To ascertain, then, the porosity or ratio of absorption of any stone is 
an important test.t 
Obviously the best method. of ascertaining the power of a stone to 
withstand the effects of frost is to actuaily expose prepared blocks to 
such a temperature, wlicn saturated with water, as to freeze them solitl 
and then D?te the amount of disi11tegra.tiou, or loss in strength. · Un-
* '' Other things lieing cqnal, it may prolJably lie saiid that the value of ~L stone for 
buil<ling purposes is inven;ely as ils porosity or absorbing power." (Hunt, Chem. 
and Geo 1. Essays, p. 1G4.) 
t Hunt in a series of tests o btaineu result1::1 al:! follows: 
Potsdam sandstone, Canada, absorbctl from 0.50 to 3.26 per cent. iu twenty-four 
hours. 
Medina sa,ndstone, Canada, alJsorlJcd from :t31 to 4.04 per cent. ju twenty-four 
hours. 
Sub-Carboniferous sathlstonc, Ol.iio, absorbed from 9.G9 to 10.22 per cent. in twenty-
four hours. 
Lower Silurian liruestouc1::1 and <lolomitcs, Canada, aLsorbcd from 0.11 to G.G5 per 
cent. in twenty-four honrs. 
Tertiary limestones, Cµeu, Fr;wce, absµr"lled from 15 io lG.OG per ceut, ip. twent!. 
four hours, · 
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fortunately this cau not at all times of the year and in all place.· l 
done, and artificial methods must be resorteJ to. Ilrartl's proce~.-. . 
modified by M. H6ricart and Thury, consisteu in boiling the cube to 
experimented upon for half an hour in a saturateu solution of sulphate 
of soda (Glauber salt) and then allowing it to dry, when the salt take 
into the pores crystallized and expanded in a manner supposedly some-
what similar to that of water when freezing,* 
This process is not now in general use, as experiment has shown tha 
the salt exercised a chemical as well as mechanical action, and produce 
results somewhat at variance with that -of freeziug water. The mot 
important series of experiments ever performed with tho proce sin 
this country were those of Mr. 0. G. Page, made with reference to the 
selection of material for the Smithsonian Institution Building at Wa ·L-
ington. 
'rhe results are given in the following table.t 
Materials. Sp<'cific Los, in gravity. ~rraiu . 
MarblP, close-grained, .Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 834 
Marble, coarse "alum stone," Baltimore Coauty, Ji.1tl................ ........ . ... . 2. 857 
f Jf if:;1:1t~;g~t}:.t:~: )-~:--> ~-~:: ::: : : : • • •• : •• \ • •::\•:: ::\::: \:: • • ----i ;;; 
San<lstone, clove-colorc<l , Seneca. Creek, Mu .. . .... _..... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 486 !:~~m~:: tll!t~~lt:tt:~_:_:_:_·._:_:_:_:_:_:_:_.:-~::.·_--_~_.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-~-~-:-:-:-:~·::::::::::::::::::: ;···rm· 
Sandstone, dark, coarse, Seneca Aqueduct, Petcrs's quarry........ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ---· 
Sanustone, Acquia Creek, Va................................... . . . ....... .. . . . . . 2. 230 
Sandstone, 4 miles iibove Peters's quarry, Md . ..... .......................... ... .......... . 
i~~~~~~~~~tt':i;o~t1t~e~?.' ~.11 .• :_.:::: ·.: :: .-.-.·.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-::::::::: :: : : : :: : ::: :: .• •. i 609. 
Marl.,Je, close-graineu, Montgomery Count:,, Pa.. .. .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 727 
Limestone, l>lt1e, Montgomery Couuty, ra.............. ....... ....... . ............ 2. 699 
~:ttntt~ct~~~- ~~~~~-~~ _t_J~~ -~~:~~~~-:.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.:::::: .. .. 2jii. 
Hard brick.............. . ...... . ............ . .. . ................................. 2. :!91 
M~rble, coarse dolomite, Mount Pleasant, N. Y.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 860 
The specimens operated upon, it should he stated, were cut iu tlie forlll 
of inch cubes. Each was immersed for half an llour in tlrn l>oiling 
solution of sulphate of soda, and then hung np to dry, this perform-
ance being repeated daily throughout the four weeks which the exp •r-
iment lasted. 
The injurious effects of artificial heat, such as i.s produced bya l>uru-
ing building, arc, of course, greater in proportion as the temperatur i 
higher. Unfortuuately sufficient and reliable data ar~ not at bantl for 
e timating accurately the comparative enduring power of rnriou 
'ton s uncler the e trying circum tances. It seems, howe , r, to ue well 
prov·en th t of all ton ,' granite is the least fire-proof, while tbe fa 
hat 'rtain of th, fin -"'rained. iliccou sandstones are n ed for f'urna 
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backings wou-hl seem to show that if not absolutely fire-proof, they are 
Yery nearly so.* 
It must be remembered, however, that the sudden cooling of the 
surface of a heated stone, caused by repeated dashes of cold water, has 
often more to do with its disintegration than beat alone. 
Effects of friction.-The amount of actual wear to which stones in the 
walls of a building are subjected. is naturally but slight in comparison 
with those in the sills, steps, and walks, which are subject to the fric-
tion of feet and other agencies. Nevertheless it is sufficient in many 
cases to become appreciable after the lapse of several years. The 
striking effect prouuced by wind-blown sands in the Western States 
and Territories bas often been alluded tot and even in the Eastern 
States, as at Cape Cod, Massachusetts, there may frequently be seen 
window-paues so abraded by blowing sand as to be no longer trans-
parent.t 
This same abrading process is going on in all cit.r streets, where the 
wind blows dust and sarnl sharply against the faces of the buildings; 
not with sufficient force, it may be, to perceptibly wear away the fresh 
stone, but yet forcibly enough to crumble away the small particles 
already loosened by atmospheric decomposition and thus expose new 
surfaces to be acted upon. Prof(?ssor Egleston§ states that in many of 
the church-yards of New York City the effects of this abrasive action 
can be seen where the · stones face in the direction of the prevailing 
winds. In such cases the stones are sometimes worn very nearly smooth 
and are quite illegible from this cause alone. 
Effects of growing organisms.-It is in such exposed situations, as 
above mentioned, that a stone is often protected from serious loss by a 
coating of lichens or mosses, which by growing over its surface shield 
it from the abrasive action. The full effect of growing organisms upon 
the surface of stones is still, however, a matter of dispute. By some 
authorities II it is thought that they give rise to small amounts of organic 
·acids which exercise a corrosive influence. By others they are con-
sidered as beneficial, since they protect the stone from the sun's rays 
and the rain and wind. It seems probable that they may exert either 
a harmful or beneficial action according to the kind of stone on which 
"Cutting's experiments (Weekly Underwriter) allowed that np to tl.te poiut at 
which they are converted into quicklime (that of bright redness), limestoues a,re less 
injured by beat than either granite or sandstones, a result not fully borne out by tho 
experiments of Winchell (Geol. of Minn., Vol. 1, p. 197-201). 
t On tho Grooving anu. Polishing of Hard Rocks and Minerals by Dry Sand. W. 
P. Blake. Proc. A. A. A. S., Providence meeting. 
i There is on exhibition in the National Museum a plate of g1ass forrnerly a window 
in the light-bonse at Nauset Beach, Massachusetts, that was so abraded by wiu<l-
l>lown sand during a storm of not above forty-e ight hours' duration as to be no longer 
serviceable. Tho grinding is as complete over the entire surface as though done hj' 
artificial means. 
§Am.Arch., September 5, 1885, p. 13. 
)I See Winchell, G991· ?.f Wn.n;.t Vpl, J1 J?· 188. 
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they , grow and its environment. l\fore observatious are ueces,·ary u • 
fore anything definite can be said.* 
(2) CHEMICAL AGENCIES. 
Oornposition of the atrnosphere.-The atmosphere iu its normal tat~ 
consists of a mechanical admixture of nitrogen and oxygen in about th 
proportions of four volumes of the former to one of the latter, together 
with minute quantities of carbonic acid, ammonia, and vapor of water. 
In the vicinity of large manufacturing cities, however, it carries in addi-
tion to increased proportions of carbonic acid, t appreciable quantitie. 
of sulphuroue, sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acids. These, when 
brought by rains into contact with the walls of buildings, are capable 
throughout many years of tim e
7 
of producing marked effects, especiall~ 
when aided by the extreme diurnal range8 of temperature common in 
the eastern and northern United States.t 
* The vegetation of microscopic lichens takes place upon the surface of the ston 
when, from any cause, that surface becomes roughened so as to afford a lodgment for 
Hie seeds or spores of these plants. These growing, still further hasten the di inte-
gration of the stone, and accumulating al.lout, them tbo fine dnst floated uy the at. 
mosphere becomes points for the absorption of more water, which, on freezing, still 
further roughens the surface, and the patch of lichen gradually extends. The ~ 
licheps often gain attachment upon the surface of a finely dressed l:ltone, from soru 
little inequality of texture, or from softer material that more readily becomes decom-
posed or more readily accommodates the growth of the plant. Such stones in fon,• 
become partially: or entirely covered by lichens, all(l present an unsightly a pect. 
The amount and degree of this growth varies with position in reference to tho ·im 
an<l with a more or less elevated situation. 
It should not be forgotten, however, that auy stone giving root to lichens is uot 
one of those which most easily disintegrates, for iu these the destruction goes ou ll 
rapidly that the surface u.oes not allow the growth 01 such plants. Tho lich n-covcml 
rocks in nature are usually those of great strength and durauilit,y. None of tho soft 
or rapidly decaying rocks produce this vegetation. (Rep. on Building Stone b~· 
.Ta mes Hall, 1868, pp. 54 and 55.) 
t Twenty-one tests of the air in various parts of Boston during the spring of 1 ; 
yielded Mr. Pear6on 385 parts of carbonic aciu. iu I,000,000. Eleven tists of tho wiu-
tor air of Cambridge yielded Mr. Hill 337 parts of the acid iu i,000,000 (Sccor.d ,\.u-
nual Report Massachusetts State Board of Health, 1871, p. 52). Dr. Kidder fouud th 
outdoor air of Washington to contain from ~~87 to 448 parts iu 1,000,000. Mr. Au" 
Smith (Air and Rain, p. 52), after an elaborate series of experiments, reports tho a r 
of Manchester (England) to contain on an average 442 parts of t.l.le acid in 1,000,0 · 
~Dr. Rmith (op. cit.) found the proportions of those acids in London, Livcrpoo 
and Manchester to uo as follows : 
Localities. 
Solphudo. I Ily<kooblo,io. I N;t,;,. 
gallon. million. i-:allou. million. gallou. millinu. 
Grain11 per Parts p r I Grainl!pcr Parts per 
I 
Grain . p r P art-< r 
I-.,-,r~ul-on-.-_-_ .-.-_ -. . - .-. ----.-. ---. ----__ -i_ r----1-, 4- 3-1:i 20, 49 1-- .-0-87-2 1. 250 1- ==-1-
!·1iav,c1·c1y- 111~:.·r·.·_·_·. •••. ·••• ·_ ·_-_. · --·.·.· .· :!. 7714 :1!!. :i!J • 7110 JO. 16 . -- · ... . •. ., 
J.) b "' '..UJJG3 41. CiG . 4055 5. 79 ......•. --· · 
llo also found tb total acitl for Maucheslor to avorago for 1870 3.764 grain per 
s~llon. H 6P.O!-ll~ h ugtml, 40 ·eyer, that t4e/:lo acids we_ e not con idor(}q 3 e i tin 
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Chemical act-ion of tho atmosphere.-The series of changes iuduced by 
these agencies are, as above indicated, chemical in their nature and may· 
all, as first suggested be conveniently grouped under the heads of 
oxidation, <leoxidation, hydration, and solution. These may as well. 
be considered in the order given. 
Oxidation.-The process of oxidation is commonly confined to those 
stones which carry some form of iron as one of their constituent parts. 
If the iron exists as a sulphide (pyrite or marcasite), -it very probably 
combines with the oxygen of the air on exposure, forming the various 
oxides of iron such as are popularly known as "rust." If the sulphide 
occurs scattered in small particles throughout a sandstone the oxide 
is disseminated more evenly through the mass of the rock, and aside 
from a slight yellowing or mellowfog of the color·, as in certain of the 
Ohio sandstones:i. it does no harm. Indeed, as suggested by Professor 
Winchell,* it may result in positive good, by supplying a cement to the 
individual grains, and thus increasing the tenacity of the stone. ,In all 
other than sandstones, however, the presence of a readily oxi(lizable sul-
phide is a serious defect, since crystalline rocks require no such cement, 
and the change in color can in very few cases be considered other than 
a blemish. This is well illu~trated in some of the lower courses of 
granite in the new capitol building at Albany, New York, to which 
reference has already been made. l\'.lore than this, the pyrite, in decom-
posing in contact with the gaseous atmosphere of cities, may give rise to 
small quantities of sulphurous and sulphuric acids, which by their cor-
rosive action upon the various mineral constituents of the stone render it 
porous and more liable to the destructive effects of frost. (Seep. 301.) 
The conversion by oxidation of a sulphide into a sulphate is moreover 
attended with an increase in volume; there is thus brought to bear a 
mechanical agency to aid in the work of disintegration. 
Iron in the form of a ferrous c,1rbonate is a common constituent of 
many calcareous rocks, and in the form of other readily decomposable 
protoxide compounds occurs not infrequently in the cementing material 
of fragmental rocks lying below the water level. All these compounds 
are susceptible to oxidation on exposure to atmospheric influences, and 
to. these, more than to the presence of sulphides is presumably due the 
mellowing commonly observed in white marble or the light gray sub-
Carboniferous sandstones. 
in the atmosphere entirely in an uncombined state, but ,yere ·probab]y in large part 
combined with other substances to form chlorides, sulphates, etc. L. P. Grata-
CfLP (School of Mines Quarterly, May, 1883, p. 335), from a series of tests at Staten 
Isla-nd, New York, computed the entire amonnt of chlorine brought clown by the 
ra,ins during 1884 to have been some 46.23 ponnds for each acre of ground. This is 
regarded as in. large part combined with sodium to form sodium chloride ( ~ommon 
salt). Egleston (Cause and Decay of Building Stone, p. 5) estimates that the 4,G00,000 
tons of coal anun:illy bnrnt in New York City discharge into the air 78,750 tons of 
sulphuric nci<l. In 65 cubic centimeters of rain-water caught during an exposure of 
forty-one days, this same ~Luthority fonuu 4-½ milligrams of su1plrnric acid: 
• Geol. of Miuu., Vol. I, p. 189. 
E. Mis. 170, pt. 2--22 
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Iron, in the form of magnetite-a mixture of the ferrous and fern 
oxides-is liable to still further oxidation, becoming converted wholl · 
into the hydrous or anhydrous ferric oxide. Thus, if' abundant, th 
.rock assumes a rusty hue, and perhaps gradually falls away to aco 
sand, as is the case with certain of'onr diabases.* 
Black mica, hornblende, augite~ and other silicate minerals rich in iron 
are also liable on long exposure to change through the further oxidation 
of this ingredient, but when a stone is placed high and dry, us in tlJ 
walls of a building, this change must necessarily be so slow as to be of lit-
tle moment, though of the greatest importance from a geological stand-
point. Mr. Wolff, however, states t that tombstones of' diabase in ceme-
teries about Boston have in some cases turned a rust-brown color, th 
change apparently occurring in the hornblende and augite. Thefeklspar 
of the granites used in this same city were also observed in many ca e 
to have become liver-brown, rusty-red, or yellow owing to tl.J.e higher 
oxidation of the iron contained by them. 
Deoxidation.-The process of deoxidation, whereby a ferric is changed 
to a ferrous oxide, is possible generally only in presence of organic 
acids and continual moisture. It is likely, t.herefore, to affect only tho e 
stones used for foundations
7 
and u·eed not be further considered here. 
The same may be said in regard to hydration, whereby an anbydrou~ 
is changed to a hydrous oxide. The blotching and ·rnriegation of bed 
of' sandstone, as . those of Marquette, Mich., is due to the. dcoxidation 
and li yd ration of the iron oxides forming. their cement, together with a 
1mrtial removal of the same by the aid of organic acids. Such change 
are presumably possible only in the quarry bed or in moist foundation 
and. bridge abutments. 
Solution.-1'be subject of solution can n·ot, however, be pa scd on~r 
so lightly. Pure water alone is practically without effect on all tone .. 
used. for building purpose$. Rain-water, however, as alrea<ly not ·d 
may contain appreciable quantities of yarious acids which greatly add 
to its solvent IJOWer, as the rapid destruction of certain c1as e of 
roclrn only too well attests.. Carbonate of lime, tbe materia,l f rdi-
uary marbles and limestones, is particularly susceptible to the oh-eu t 
action of these acids even when they are preseut iu extremely minut 
quantities, and to this agent is largely due the rapiu defacement of tll • 
mal'ble tombstones in church-yard· and tlic marble-faced lmildin O'' in 
citie~. 
It i to the ready solubility of calcium carbonate that i' due in le rg 
part the poor weathering qualities of and tones with calcareou c lll-
·11t ·. Th calcite is slowly removed by olution; the ·iliciou grain tbn 
b come loo.·ened, and, falling away under the iufl.u nee of wind and rain. 
"'In 0110 part of the <lik •s hat, form th Jfau,Yinrr Hills a.t Meriden 'o;n., tll ;o-: 
(<liaba ') i. 11nit • hl:Lck, an<l th amount of iron (nearly 14 p r ·e1;t. of roao-u tit 
ha_ h 11 b · ·au e of rapid di int gra ion. Hawes, Am. Jour. ci. 1 Vol. IX. ~. 
1 "', p. 1 
I p. T nth ' mm . 
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expose fresh surfaces to be acted upon. Certain of the ferruginous 
cements are likewise susceptible to the influence of the acidulated rains1 
though tlle anhydrous oxides occurriug in the Potsdam stones are, ac-
cording to Julien, less soluble than are the hydrated forms occurring in 
ti.lose of Triassic age.* The feldspars of granites and other rocks are 
also susceptible to the same influence, though naturally in a much less 
degree. The acidulated rains aided by the disintegration produced by 
temperature changes may in time partially remove, in the form of car-
bonate, the alkalies-potash and soda-and the rock slowly disiute-
grates into sand and clay. The feluspars of the gneiss, used so ex-
tremely in years past in and about Pl.tiladelphia, are said to have proved. 
peculiarly liable to this change, and it has been found necessary in many 
instances to paint some of the older structtires formed from it to avoid 
serious disintegration. 
(3) INDURATION OF STONE ON EXPOSURE. 
The cbauges produced by weathering are not in all cases those of de-
composition. A.11 stones, and especially the limestones an<l sandstones, 
undergo at first a process of hardening on being removed from the 
quarry or when expose<l in the quarry bed, as will be noted further 
on. This l.tar<lening is explained by Newberry and others on the sup-
position that the water with which the stones are permeatetl, holds in 
solution, or at least in suspension, a small amount of siliceous, calca-
reous, ferruginous or clayey matter. On exposure to the atmosphere 
this quarry water, as it is technically called, is drawn by capillarity to 
the surface of the block and evaporated. The dissolved or suspended 
material is then deposited, and serves as an a<.l<litional cementing con-
stitnent to bind the grains more closely together. It is obvious that 
the amount of induration must in most cases be quite small, an<l lim-
itc<l to but a thin outer crust on each block; also that when this crust 
lrns once formed it can, if removed, never lJe replaced since the stone 
in the walls of a building is cut off from further supply of quarry water, 
and as a matter of course, after whatever quantity contained within its 
o,,n mass lias come to the. surface aml evaporated, no further hardening 
by this means can take place. This induration sometimes takes place 
in a peculiarly rapid and interesting manner. Dr. Wadsworth, in writ-
ing on some Pots<lam and St. Peter's sandstones near Mazo Manie, 
Wis.,t states that those portions of the stone which are exposed to at-
mo pberic iufluences have become by induration converted into com-
pact quartzites, ,vhile the protected portions still retain their porous 
au<l friable nature. So rapidly does this change take place that au 
exposure of but a few months is sufficient to produce very marked re-
sults on a freshly broken surface. 
It is on this account that the practice of setting rough stone in a 
"Julien, Rep. Teutll Uensn:;, Vol. x, p. 77G. 
t Proc. Bos. Soc. Nu.t. Hist., Vol. xxu, 1883, p. 202. 
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wall, aud leaving them to be carved wheu the structure is completed 
is stongly condemned by some,* as in so doing the bard outer cru ·t-
that began to form as soon as the stone was exposeu to evaporatiou i. 
• entirely remove<l, and the delic~tte carving disintegrates much more 
rapidly than otherwise would have been tlle ·case. Tlle carving, it i · 
argued, should be done at once, while the quarry water is still pre ent, 
and the crust then forms upon its surface, an<l it is tbus better able to 
resist atmospheric action. The rescouring and honing of buildings and 
works of art is strongly objected to on similar grounds.t 
(7) WEATHERING PROPERTIES OF STONES OF V AHIOUS KINDS. 
We will now consider the effects.of tho various agencies jnst enumer. 
ated upon the different classes of rocks in common use for building 
materials. 
Granites are liable to disintegration chiefly from tlie constant expan-
sion and contraction caused by natural temperatures. The chemical 
changes to which they are subject, such a,s the kaolinization of the 
feldspars or rusting of the micas, being as a rule scarcely noticeable 
in the walls of a, building, while they arc so compaet as to be practically 
non-absorbent,. arnl hence not liable to iujury by freezing alone. Tbe 
same may be said respecting the uialmse~, melaphyrn, and basalts when 
not particularly rich in maguetite or secondary calcite. Dr. Hague, 
in deseribing the decay of the granite obelisk in Central Park, New 
York, says: ,., In my opinion the process of disintegration has been an 
extremely slow one, caused by a constant expansion and contraction 
of the ·constitutent minerals near. the surface, due to diurnal variation 
of temperature. In a climate like that of New York, where these cliurual 
changes are frequently excessive at all times of the year, tlrn tension 
between the minerals would naturally tend to a mechanical llisinte-
gratiou of the rock. Granite being a poor conductor of heat, the effect 
of these change8 would be felt only at short distances belo·w the ::;urface 
causing in time minute fractures and fissures aloug lines of weak11 · ·. 
Iuto these openings percolating waters, upon freezing, would rapidly 
complete the work of destrnction." t 
The decay of the obelisk since it rcaclied New York, then, ha be n 
simply mechanical and not cbemicail. The same ]1as hecn found true b; 
rofe ·sor Julien of certain granites usetl for building iu i: cw York City. · 
lielm rsou explains tlie rapid uisiutegration of the .Alexan<ler column 
iu St. Pet r l>urg, Ilu · ia, on the ground, that it contain, many larg 
cry ·tals of a riclinic feld,·par, which when subjected to tlrn extrem 
t mp ratnre: of Rn 'ian climate expa11d and contract unequally in the 
dir ction of th ir thr -ry. tallographic axe and hence cau e the 
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crumbling.* This view seems plaus.ible, but we believe it yet remains 
to be shown that rocks rich in triclinic feldspars in reality disintegrate 
more rapidly than others. 
Granite was for a long time popularly believed to be a nearly fire-
proof material. The great fires of Portland, Boston, and Cliicago not 
merely exposed this delusion but proved the direct opposite-that in-
stead of being the most fire-proof it was the least so, ranking below 
either sand or limestone. The peculiar susceptibility of the stone to 
the effect of heat may be ascribed to its compact and complex structure, 
each of its constituent minerals possessing different degrees of expan-
sibility.t 
It has also been suggested by certain authors that the minute water-
filled cavities in the quartz of tlJesc rocks may be au important factor, 
since, when highly heated, tlJe water is c0nverted into steam and an 
explosion results, causing the quartz to fly into fragments. t 
The relative durability of sandstones and granite under fire is stated· 
to have been well shown not long since at the burning of St. Peter's 
Uhurcb at Lamerton, Englaml. The church itself, which was built in 
great part of granite, was completely ruined, while the tower, built 
of a local freestone, around. which the heat of the fire was so great as 
to melt six of the bells as they hung in the belfry, was left intact, 
although the granite window-jams and sills were destroyed.§ 
Limestones and dolomites, both marbles and the common varieties, are 
perhaps less affected than granite by the purely mechanical agencies, 
but make up for this in their susceptibility to the solvent action of gas-
eous atmospheres. Limestones are in this respect less durable than 
dolomites, so that, the tenacity being the same, a dolomite might, under 
tbe same circumstances, be considered as promising greater durability 
"See Science, January 22, 18i36, p. 75. 
t The co-efficient of cubical expansion for several of the more common rock-forming 
minerals has been determined as follows: 
Quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00003G 
Orthoclase .... ...... ..... .... . 000017 
Adularia (feldspar)........... . 0000179 
Hornblend~ .... .... ...... .... . 0000284 
Bery 1 ..•....• _.. . • • . . . • • . • • • • . 000()01 
Tourmaline .................. . 
Garnet ................••..... 
Calcite ...................... . 





Tho quartz, it will be noticed, has a co-efficieI1't of cxpanaion donble that of the 
orthocla.se, and nearly a third greater than hornblende. The matter is further com-
plicated by the fact that each individual mineral expands unequally along tho direc-
tion of its various axes. Thus quartz gives a co-efficient of .00000769 parallel to the 
major axis, and of .00001385 perpendicular to this axis; adularia gives .0000156, 
.000000659, and .00000294 for its three axes; and hornblern1e for the same axes gives 
.0000081, .00000084, and .0000095. (See Clarke's Constants of Nature, Smithsonian 
Misc. Coll., Vol. XIV.) 
t After a microscopic examination of thin sectfons of all our granites, such as are 
used for building pnrposes, the anthor can but feel that in most cases the results 
thus pro<l.uced are too small to need serious consideration. 
~ Am, Arch., Vo1. IV, 1878, p. 80. 
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than a limestone (see :p. 350). A thoroughly crysta,lline or non-cry t i-
line compact and homogeneous limestone or dolomite is scarcely, if a11y 
more absorbent than a granite, and hence it is as little liable to injury 
from freezing. Professor Geikie, in studying rock-weathering a di . 
played by the marble tombstones in Scottish cemeteries, observed tlrnt 
the process presented -three distinct phases, all of which were at tim 
observable on the same slab. These were (1) s1tperjicial solution, cau.- 1l 
by the carbonic and sulphuric acids of the atmosphere; (2) internal di.· 
inte,(Jration, accompanied or preceded by the formation of an exterior 
coat or film of sulphate of lime; and (3) curvature and fractu,re. 'Ilw 
first phase manifested itself in loss of polish. and gradual roughening or 
the surface, followed by the formation of minute rifts and final rapi,i 
disintegration. One case is mentioned in which a stone erected in 1, 'j 
became so far decayed as to require restoration in 1803, and at the time 
of writing (1880) was and had been for some years so corroded. as to uc 
entirely illegible. 
The second pliase, that of internal disintegration , manifested it.'elf 
in a peculiar manner. In a number of cases examined it was fonn cl 
that the sulphuric acid brought in contact with the stone by rain 
had reacted upon the calcium carbonate; producing a superficial coating. 
varying in thickness from that of a sheet of paper to a millimeter, of 
sulphate of lime~ 'l~his, so long as it remained intact, seemed to protec 
the stone from other atmospheric infl.nences. On t he bre~Lking of tbc 
crust, however,. it was found that the cohesion of the crystalline gran-
ules beneath bad been destroyed and the stone crumbled. rapidly to 
sand, tlle cause of which is attributed largely to mechanical agencic . 
The third phase, that of curvature and fracture, was observed only on 
thin slabs of marble which had been placed in a horizontal or vertical 
position and confined by a frame of sandstone. It manifested itself in 
the bulging outward of the slab like Urn bellying of a well-fillccl., ail. 
Iu one case examined, that of a slab of marble 301 inclJCs lou o-, ~~ :1 
inches ,vi<le, by three-fourths of an inch thick, which had been tbu ' : '· 
curecl against a wall, the slab was found to have escapecl from it fa ten· 
ings at the sides, though still held at tlie top and bottom, and to lun· 
hulgcd outward sufficiently to allow the irnmrtion of tlle }ia,Il(l and arm 
between it and the wall at the widest point. It 1.ia<l also e.·pand «1 
laterally so as to be one-halt' an inch wider in the center than at tl1 
encl . 'Ihe outer surface of the slab where the greatest strain wa. pr · 
<lnc <1 hy the bending was filled with minute cracks or rift , th largt1. t 
of which were , om one-tenth inch h1 dia,meter. The cause of th lml~-
. ng i.· b •li •v d by Pro~ or Geikie to be due to expansion cau.'cd by tli 
frc zinO' of wat r al>sor d from rains.* 
.Pr ~ · r eiki •',· conclu 'ions from the xamination of a lar()' nnm-
1> r f ea ... w re to the fl' ct that in all ,but exceptionally favor~ hl 
ancl ,·11 1t r cl Joe~ 1itic.· ,·lab. of marble <·.·po. cl to the weat]1cr in u ·h 
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a climate as tlJat of Edinburgh lost their polish after an exposure of 
but a year or two and became entirely destroyed in less than a century; 
hence that the stone was quite unfitted for outdoor work in that vicin-
ity. These results are greatly in exaggeration of what takes place iu 
our own cemP-teries. Professor Julien states that in the ci~y cemeteries 
about New York the polish on marble tombstones often survives for ten 
years, and in protected places, as near th(j ground in suburban ceme-
teries, for -half a century. Ile further states that while of the tomb-
stones in St. Paul's churchyard in New York City, about one-tenth oftbe 
inscriptions dating back to tlle latter part of tlrn eighteenth centnry are 
illegible, be bas uever seen the same effect produced in suburban cem-
eteries ill the same length of time. Tlrn author's own observations on 
the subject are to the effect that in the cemeteries of the smaller towns 
and cities of New England marlJle tombRtones will retain their polish 
for a period of ten or :fifteen years aml np to thirty or -thirty-five pre-
sent no sign of disintegration 0f a very serious nature. Beyond this 
time, however, the surface becomes rongh and granular and the edge~ 
of the stone rnay be found filled with fine rifts into which particles of 
'1irt become locJged or lichens take root, giving it a, dirty and unkempt 
appearance.* 
Such stone are frequently taken down, rehoned and polished, and again 
set up to do duty for another term of years. A closely crystalline or 
non-crystalline, compact, and homogeneous limestone is probalJly as 
Ji.ttle affected by frost as are tlle granites. Very many of the limc-
stonrs arnl dolornitef: used for ordinary hnilding are, however, by no 
Jnl':rns sufficiently non-absorbent to protect tllem from injury by freez-
iug, 11or are they sufficiently uniform in texture to weather evenly, the 
<li~iutegration going on more rapidly in some layers than others, thus 
producing rongh and unsightly walls. Professor Winchell, writing on 
the ,reathering of the Trenton limestone used at Saint Paul and Min-
neapolis, says :l "The stone itself has an attracth7 e and substantial 
aspect when dressed under the hammer, tlie variegations due to the 
alternating shaly and limy parts giving tlie face a clouded appearance, 
as of gray marble, without being susceptible of a uniform polish. 
Wliere protected from tlie weather the shale will endure and act as a 
strong filling for the frame-.work of calcareous matter for a long time; 
but under the vicissitudes of moisture and dryness, and of freezing and 
thawing, it begins to crumble out in a few years. This result is visible 
in some of the older buil<lings, both in Saint Paul and Minneapolis." 
Professor Ilall, writing on rock weathering,t says : "In the gray or 
bluish-gray subcrystalline limestones the argillac0ous matter, instead 
of being distributed throughout the mass, is usually present in the 
"Tbe fine grained sacclrn,roidal marbles usecl for statuary are even less durable, ancl 
in extreme cases have shown serious disintegration at the ond of three or four years 
exposure. 
t Preliminary Report on Building-stonca, etc., 18' O, p. 13. 
; Report on Building-stones, p. 36. 
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form of seams which are parallel to the lines of bedding or <listrilmtr\ 
in short, interrupted laminrn. These seams, whether contiuuou · or 
otherwise, are fatal to the integrity of the stone, and there is scarcely 
a, limestone structure in the country, of twenty-five years standin 11 
which is not.more or less dilapidated or unsightly, from tlle effect of 
absorption of water by the clay seams, and the alternate freezing aud 
thawing. When laid in the position of the original beds, whicll is th 
usual mode, the separation by the clay seam is slower; but when used 
as posts· or pillars, with the lines of bedding vertical, tlle change goe 
on more rapidly." 
Sandstones, on account of their widely varying textures and degrees 
of compactness, together with an equal variation in composition aull 
clJaracter of cemeThting materials, are influenced, to a greater or le, ·· 
extent, by all the atmospheric influences enumerate,1. In tlle order of 
it~ apparent importance may l>e mentioud first the effects of frer,zing. 
As will be noticed by reference to the tables in the appendix, sau1l-
stones will absorb from a bout one-fiftieth to one-eigllth of their weight 
in water in twenty-four hours, or from 2 per ceut. to l~?J per cent. 'fhe 
approximate amount which a stone may alJsorb with irupuuity cam11Jt, 
of course, be stated, since much depends on its position in a building 
and the strength anu structure of the stone i tscl f. It is not too much 
to say, however, that any stone which. will absorb 10 per cont. of its 
weight of water during twenty-four !lours sl10nld he look.eel upo11 with 
suspicion until, by actual experiment, it had shown itself capable of 
withstanding without harm freezino- when iu this cou(lition. Half of 
>:, • 
this amount may be considered as too large when the stone contalll,' 
any appreciable amount of calcareous or clayey matter. (.Sec foot-not ' 
p. 348.) 
It is to their great absorptive power that is due the large amount of 
disintegration and e:xfoliation seen in the softer sandstones, as the Tri-
assic of the Eastern United States and tlie sub-Carboniferous of Ohio. 
· When a stratified rock, and especially one that is distinctly lamiuate1~, L 
placed on edge the water filters into it from above, and, there freczmg 
from necessity produces the scaling so often noted in tlle Conneeticut 
brownstone. If placeu on the bed the effect is not nearly as <lisa 'tron · 
but with a porous stone the effect of continual freezing and thawing can 
but be injurious. It was with an apparent entire disregard of the proh· 
ble effect of these agencies that was selected the soft aud porou: Jnro· 
Cretaceous sandstone from Acquia Creek, Virginia, fat' the con 'trncti 11 
of the White Ilou e, central part of the Capitol, and other public a111l 
prirnte buildings in "\Vashingtoo, a stone so susceptible to th ','e influ-
en?e-'? that it i. only by a mo t r)rodigal use of paint and putty that t:, 
~mldmg ar l·ept in a condi ion at all pr senfable.* 
---------
• Other r a. ona than that of J: ck of <lurahility can I.> given again ·t th' u • 0 
a. t~o ~wrons &ton in a. lwusc wtill. "A red ancl ·tone hour; mn.y lJo a very hand:om 
lmil<lmg, lmt h1•11 it may hn ltolc1ing tons of wafrr, a.nil f!llCh a. wall, jf .·po ·e<l to the 
northw' t, in au op u ·ountry, in our uc·ighhorhoocl, in a raiuy winter, would, no 
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.Acid gases are naturally without effect upon the silicious particles 
of a sandstone, and can be productive of injury only in 'dissolving out 
the ferrugiuous and calcareous cements. This is actually accomplished 
in many cases, and. much disintegration rewlts as a consequence. In-
deed, Egleston* seems to regard the serious decay into which the stone 
of Trinity Church, New York, has fallen, to be due ~hiefly to this cause, 
supplemented by the action of frost after the cement had been remove<l 
and the stone thus rendered porous. The relative solubility of tlte vari-
ous ferruginous cements has been already alluded to (ante p. 330). Oxi-
dation is likely to play a more noticeable part in sandstones than i u mo~t 
other rocks, owing to their porous nature, which allows ready access of 
water and air. The effect of oxidizing pyrite in producin'g the me1low-
ing and other color changes in stones of this class h, sufficiently dwelt 
upon elsewhere, as is also the effect of heat, IJoth natural aml artifkial. 
On account of their porosity and natural roughness of fituface sarnl-
stones are of all stones most likely to afford foothold. for tlic growtlJ of 
algre, lichens, and mosses. While it is yet to be proven that these are 
actually injurious, they are at least suggestive of an unhealthy damp_ 
ness. A stone once covered by these organisms will absorb more water 
and give it up more slowly to evaporation than one whose surfaces are 
not thus protected. 
Serpentines when free from bad veins are as a rule non-absorptive 
and not affected by gaseous atmospheres, hence are durable if free froin 
bad joints. The Pennsylvania serpentines sometimes turn wLitish on 
exposure, but so far as obserrnd do not disintegrate. 
Soapstone, altl.10ugii. too soft and possibly too Rlippery for gennal 
lmil11ing, is neYcrtbeless one of the most durable stones, beiug not only 
proof agaiust atmospheric and chemical agencies, but when well sea-
soned fire-proof as well. 
Gypsum 1s too soft and too soluble in ordinary terrestrial waters to 
be of great value. 
I..-ON THE SELECTION OF BUILDING STO~E. 
(1) GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
From wllat Las gone before it must be evident that there are many 
more factors which go to determine the value of stone for structural 
purposes than are ordinarily taken into consideration. It may there-
fore not be out of place here to mention a few general principles to be 
observed in selecting stone for any purpose in which dnrability or 
~tability of color are matters of importance. It shonld be stated at tlle 
doul>t, get saturated. This means expending more fuel to convert part of this water 
into vapor. 'rhe difficulty is surmouuted to a, great extent by builcliug hollow walls, 
tbe inner wall being of brick. Woe unto tbe man who has not taken this precaution." 
(T. Mellard Reade, in Proc. Liverpool Geological Soc., p. 445 and 44.6, 1883-84.) 
"Cause audPreventiou of Decay in Buildiug Stone. Tr:ins. Am. Soc. Civ. Engs, xv, 
1886. 
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outset that the ·problem of ascertaining by laboratory or other tes 
the actual qualities, good or b ad, of any stone, is peculiarly complicatetl 
and difficult.*' In the present state of our knowledge nothing lik 
·definite rules of procedure with any probability of accurate and reliabh 
results can be given. That the difficulties may be better appreciat tl 
it may be well to note here the main points to be considered. In th 
order of their apparent importan ce they are: 
- (1 ) Resistance to changes in t emperature. 
· (2) Resistance to chemical action of the atmosphere. 
(3) Crushing strength and elasticity: 
i4) Resistance to abrasive action of feet and wind-blown sand. 
The order as above given may be subject to modification to imit indi-
vidual cases. In many instances t he actual strength of a stone i. t 
matter of little importance, and in p rotected situations the quality men-
tioned under (4) may be wholly left out of consideration. In still other 
cases, as in bridge ab'utments, strength and elasticity arc matters ot 
greatest import, while that of change of color can ltave no essential 
value. In the arrangement given above, especial r egard ltas been had 
to stone exposed in the exterior walls of a building, aud in a yari ,(l 
climate like that of the northern and eastern United States. 
Tlle first item for consideration is t hen the matter of climate. Thi.· 
together with the location in which a structure is to be erected, wi tll 
especial reference to proximity to large cities and manufacturing estab-
lishments~ and even the directions of the )?TevaHing winds an<l storm. 
are of primary importance and need consideration as well a::i tlo tho 
physical and chemical properties of the stone itself.t · 
Our Northern and Eastern States, with an annual precipitation of some 
thirty-nine or.forty inches and a variation in temperature amounting in 
some cases to not'less than 1200, are necessarily more trying than tho. 
where the precipitation is less or the t emperature more uniform . Tber 
is many a porous sand or lime stone which could endure an exposur of 
·* See article ". On the t esting of building-stone," by tho writer in American Archi· 
t ect for February 16, 1889. 
t "As an instance of tho differonco in cle<Tree of clurabilitv in t he samo material ob-
ject to tho effects of atmosphere in t ow~ and country ~e may notice the ever I 
frustra of columns and oth er blocks of ston e that were quarried at t he ti me of th 
erect ion of St. P aul's Cathedral in London, and which are now lying in the island of 
Portland, near th e quarries from wh ere they wero obtained. The o blocks arc in· 
varial)1y found t o b e covered with lichens, and although they have b on expo .11 
the vici situd s of a marine at mosphere for more than ono bundr d ancl fifty yr 
they still exhibit beneath th o l ichens their original forms, ovon to the marks of th 
ch is lomploy <l upon th em, w hilst the stone which was taken from tho. ame qu:m· 
ancl pln. ·ed in tb cath edral itself is in thos parts which aro expo cl to th ·01 t 
a.ncl onthea t ·wincls fonnd in s me instances to bo fast molclerinCT away." (Gwrl 
En y lop. of Arch ., p . 45 .) 
It iB stat ,1 tha. in Englan,l tho north rn part of :t lmiltling is alway in a lJct 
stat of pr ,rvati n th, n t11 R ut.h ru, owing to th<' mor 1rniform amonut of moi:. -
ur ncl le b at from the un. 
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hundreds of ;rears in a climate like that or°Florida or New Mexico, but 
which would probably be foun<l in a sad state of disintegration at the 
end of a single season in some more northern State. 
We are accustomed to hear a great deal rngarding the wisdom of the 
ancients, and especially the Egyptians, as shown in the selection of 
enduring materials for their obelisks and monuments,* a wisdom or 
prudence which modern builders "admire more than they imitate," and 
we are referred to the still legible inscriptions and sharp sculptures on 
the surfaces of these Qbeli.-ks,. even after th_ousands of yearfJ of ex-
posure, as proof of this marvelous foresight on the part of a seini-
barbarous people. It must he borne in mind, however, that nature 
herself had vastly more to do in this matter than Egyptian foresight, 
and it is more than probable that at that time materials were selected 
with as little regard for their lasting qualities as they are to-day. The 
Syene granite, so durable under Egyptian skies, is no better than 
those in common use in this country, as the transported obelisks in 
· New York and London bave plainly shown. It is a matter of climate 
more than of material, and this fact should never for a moment be ig-
nored. Were the climate of the United States like that of Egypt, 
southern Italy, or Mexico there would have arisen no occasion for the 
compilation of this chapter. t 
(2) PRECAUTIONS TO BE OBSEltVED. 
The precautions which sl10uld be observed in selecting a stone for 
building purposes may here be briefly alluded to. 
In those portions of tlle nortlrnrn and eastern Uuitcd States that 
have been subjected to glacial action,+ and where the great mass 
# Vide Matcriaux-de Construction, par L. Malecot, p. 30. 
t "From the manner in which tho buildings an<l monuments of Italy, formed of cnl-
caroous materials, have retained to a wonderful degree the sharpness of their o~ginal 
sculpturing, unless disfigured by tho hand of man, it is clear that a dry and smokeless 
atmosphere is the essential element of durability: In this respect, therefore, the 
humid sky and gaseous atmosphere of British towns must always place tho buil<lings 
of this country at a comparative disadvantage as regards durability." (Hull, p. 282.) 
"La Groce, la Basse Italie, ct notamment la Sicile, dit il, ont cet etrange privileg~ 
que tout s'y conserve intact, presque sans se deteriorer, pendant des sicclcs consecu-
tifa. Aussi les monuments, les statues, les marbres bln,ncs eux-mt'.lmcs, qui, chcz nous 
(en France), devienncnt noirs en dcnxans, rouges en dix ans, ruines en cinquante, chez 
·eux sont a pcine noircis au bout do trois ou quatre sicclcs d'exposition en plein air. 
Sous terre ou clans un a,ppartement ils gardent iuta~tes leur forrne ct jusqu'a leur 
blancbenr, a perpetuite pour ainsi dire. 
J'ai vu retircr de torrc a Ponzzole, pres de N aple, des marbres enfouis depais plus de 
denx mille ans, qui avaicnt l'air de sortir des mains du sculpternr. 
A Palcrme, les statues ct Jes marhrcs en plcin air sont, il est vrai, asscz noirs; mais 
ils u'ont jamais et6 touch6s, m1a-t-on dit, <lcpnis lcnr miso en place, et il ya la des 
statues <)lti d:1tcnt de dix siccles.'' (E. Carrey, as ')Uoted in Malecot's Materiaux de 
Construction, p. :n.) 
t This includes a,11 of New England alHl those portions of other States lying north 
of a lino running irregularly from a point near the wostern end of Long Island 
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·of rotten rock that had accumulated during previous geologic a(I' ~ 
has been entirely removed, if the surface of the rock as di playe 
in the quarry or natural outcrops presents a fresh and undecom-
posed appearance, this may be construed as a strong argument in it 
favor, though it can not in all cases be accepted as conclusive.• A. 
purely calcareous rock may weather rapidly and yet leave no debri . 
since its constituents are soluble and may all be carried away by 
running water, leaving no traces to tell of the ha:voc going steadily on. 
Impure limestones and all silicious racks, however, ~eave more or le: 
debris as mark of their decay. 
But in regions south of the glaciated area the rock is still coveretl by 
the decomposed mass, and hence no clew can thus be obtriined. In 
such cases one can only have recourse to structures tlrnt l1:1ve alreatlr 
been erected from the stone in question and there obserrn its weathrr-
ing qu.alities, or, if these are lacking, observe the stone in tbose part 
of the quarry that have not recently been worked. Iu opening a. new 
quany, blocks should always be tested by allowing them to lie and ea-
son for at least a year before using. At the end of tllis time the pre · 
ence of any readily oxidizable pyrite will have made its presence known 
and the amount of disintegration, or induration, as the case may he 
will furnish a slight clew regarding its future behavior. Iudrctl, thi. 
seaso:i;ting of stone pr!or to its introduction into a builcliog sl10u1d alway: 
be insisted upon, whatever its character. A good building stone, 
whatever its kind, should possess a, moderately fine and even texture 
with the grains well compacted, should give out a clear ringing ouud 
when struck with a hammer t and show al ways a clean fresh fractnre. 
It should also be capable of absorbing only a proportionally small 
amount of water. t 
a.cr~ss New Jersey; thence northwesterly across Pennsylvania into New York 'tat 
south of Buffalo; thence southwesterly to near central Ohio; thence due south 
nearly to the Ohio River; westerly along the river to a point north of Louisville, 
Ky.; thence northerly again nearly to Indianapolis, Ind.; thence south we terly o _a 
to include nearly a11 of Illinois; thence northwesterly to a point near Saiut Lom · 
westerly toward Jefferson City, Mo.; thence along the Osage River and 11orthw' ·L· 
erly through Kansas near Topeka; through the eastern half of Nebraska, tbrourrb 
Dakota west of Bismark, and thence onward into Montana. 
* "No artificial structure or position will ever subject the stone to the same derrr 
of wea.thering influence to which it js exposefl in its 1rn,tural po i tion. " " " Th 
rock which has withstood these influences is quite c(J_ual to witbsta111l the expo nn· o{ 
a few centuries in an artificial structure." ( £fall Rep. on Building Stoue, p. 24.) 
t In a report Ou some experiments on the transverse strength and e'.astici t.y of bn ilcl. 
ing stone, Mr. T. H. Johnson atates '' the resonance of each piece to t <l wa. pro1 ,r-
tional to the modulus of cla ticity as found by the test." (Rep. State G ol. of Incl. 
1 1, p. 3 .) 
tEnunmot,l qnalit6 .. sentiell scle. pi rrc ta,ntdnresquot nclre ont<l'a,· ir 
le gr in fin t homog •n lat ·--ture noif rme ct cornpacto; <le rcsi tcr :\ l'hnmi lit 
a. lag l(,e, et 1 n pas 6lat r au fcu n 'as d'inccnclic. (Cha.tca.u, Vol. 1, p . 272. 
Any Hand. ton w •ighin~ lr.-!j than 1:30 ponnd.- pr,r cnbic foot, absorbino- mor tl. 
fi r · nt. of itH wci~ht of w:it :r in twenty-four hours, anfl offorve. cing anythin•~ bo 
£ ly_ ,~ith acid., i. liable t pr v a, seconcl.-clas~ stone a regard durability where 
th r 1 fr tor much acid iu the air." (N tes on Building Construction, p. 36.) 
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The porosity of any stone is usually characteristically shown by its 
manner of drying after a rain ; some will dry quickly, w bile others that 
have absorbed a larger quantity of water will remain moist for a Jong 
time. In the case of a sandstone it may be saiu. that the grains should 
l>e closely compacted, so that the proportion of cement necessary to en-
tirnly :fill the interspaces is comparatively small. Of all cementing ma· 
terials the argillaceous and calcareous are the least durable, and the 
purely siliceous the most so, the ferruginous cements standing intcrme· 
<liate in the series. Indeed a purely siliceous sandstone cemented 
closely by a siliceous cement may be classed as one of the most durable 
of stones, although unfortunately on account of their hardness and poor 
colors such can be utilized only at a considerable expense and not al· 
ways with good effect. Professor Geikie * mentions an instance in v-.1 hich 
a fine siliceous sanust9ne crecte<l. as a tombstone in Greyfriars church· 
yard about 164G, and defaced by order of the Government in 1GG2, still 
showed the marks of the defacing chisel upe,n its polished surface a ffr r 
a lapse of over two hundred years. 
(3) COMPARATIVE DURABILITY OJ? STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS. 
In this connection the followiug table upon the "life" of various 
kinds of building stone in New York City is of interest; by the term 
life being understood the uumuer of years that the stones Lave been 
found to last without <.liscoloratiou or Jisiutegr~tion to the extent of 
necessitating repairs. 
Life in years. 
Coarse brown-stone ..................... _ . ... _ ....•... _..... . • . • • . . . . . . . 5 to 15 
Fine laminate<l. browu.stone ........ . ..• __ .. _ ....... _. _. _ . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • . 20 50 
Compact brown-stone._ ............. _ ..............•••••... __ ..• ~... . . . . 100 200 
Blue-stone (sandstone), untried., probably centnries. 
Nova Scotia sand.stone, untried., perhaps .......................• - . . . . •• • . 50 200 
Ohio sandstone (best siliceous variety) , perhaps froLU one to many centuries. 
Coarse fossiliferous liwcstone............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 40 
Fine oolitic (French) lilllestoue ........• _ ..... _........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 40 
Marble, coarse dolomit,ic ...... ···-·· .............. ····-· .... ···-·· ....•. 40 
Marble, fine dolomitic ...............•..........•. _ •....•... _. ....... .. . . 60 80 
Marble, fine ............... _ . .. .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 100 
Granite ...................... ........... ...... . .............• · ... ·-·· ••.. 75 200 
Gneiss, · 50 years to many centmies. t 
The fact that certain q trnrries have furnished goo<l. material in the 
past is no guarantee of the future output of the entire quarry. '11bis 
is especially true regaruiug rocks of sedimentary origin, as the sand 
and limestones, different beds of which will often vary widely in 
color, texture, composition, and durability, though ·1ying closely auja· 
cent. In many quarries of calcareous rocks in Ohio, Iowa, aml ueigb· 
boring States, the product is found to vary .at different dcptilR ·aU the 
way from a pure limestone to magnesian limestone and llolomite. The 
,. Uoologienl .:,ketelws, p. 175. 
t Julien, Rep. Tenth Census, 1880, p. 301. 
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cause of this remarkable variation is Uttle umlerstooll aucl can not her 
be touched upon,* but the fact that such occurs is of importance, in· 
in mauy and perhaps the majority of cases an equal variation exi.:~ 
in point of durability. By English as well as many other authoritie 
a dolomite is, other things being eqnal, considered more <lurn,ble tbau 
a limestone, and beyond doubt this is the case in localities where tbe 
atmosphere is at all acidic, since dolomite, as already noted, ii:; but lit-
tle affected by these agencies. Asille from this it would seem yet to b 
proven that) in the United States, a pure limestone was less durable 
than one that contained the necessary magnesia to constitute a true dolo-
mite.+ Indeed, Professor Hall considers the magnesian limestones, a' a 
whole, "more friable, more porous, and less firm" (and consequently 
less durable) than the pure limestone.+ 
Stones which are mixtures of limestone imd clolomite are liable to 
weather uneven1-y, the limestone crystals becoming eaten out, while the 
dolomite particles arc left to project and impart a rough and lnsterles 
surface. 
Coarsely fossiliferous stones are usually to be·avoided for exposed work 
as they weather unevenly, owing to the unequal hardness of the fos ii 
and the matrix in which they are embedded.. Thus the coarse gray Niag-
ara limestone from Lockrort, N. Y., used in the construction of the Lenox 
Library building in New York City, began to show signs of decay even 
before the structure was completed. It should be remarked, however, 
that this extreme rate· vrns clue in part to the fact that the s~ne wa 
laid on edge and not on the natural bed.. Mr; Wolff§ mentions a ca e 
of a monument of shell marble in a Boston cemetery, in which, after ev-
enty years' exposure, the fossil shells &tand out in bold relief; the tone 
is also covere<.l with fine cracks and is otherwise decomposed.II 
Veined stones are also subject to unequal weatliering when expo ed; 
this being <lue to the unequal hardness of the vein m_atter and the ma 
of the rock. This is true of all stones, but is especially noticeable iu 
" [ntcrcstcd parties shouhl consult such works as Geikie's text book of Geology an,l 
Prestwich's Chemical and Pllysical Geology and the authorities there alluded to. 
t "The nearer a magnesian limestone approaches a dolomite in composition tho 
more durable it is likely to be." "In the formation of dolomite some peculiar com-
bination takes place between the molecules of each substance; they posses om 
iuhercnt power 1y which the iuvisiLle or minutest particles intermix and unite with 
ouo·another so intimately as to be inseparable by mechanical means. n oxaminiu~ 
wiLh ~L high magnifying power asp cimcn of O'enuinc magncsian lime tone " · 
i~ will be found not composed of two sorts of bcrystals, some formed of carbonate or 
lune and others of carbonato of magnesia, Lnt tlle entire mass of stone is made up 
of rhomboids, ach of which contains both earLhs homogeneously cry tallized to-
ge h r. Wh n this is the cas we know by practical observation that the stoa i 
•xtr Ill ly <lnra.bl •." r 'mi h', Lithology, Bnilding Con. t., p. 40.) 
t Rt·p. '1 (~11th mms, p. 200. . 
§ l' •p. on Buil,ling-, 'ton<·, p. 40. 
, ll 'Ihe lirn •.too• of. which wa~ conslructc,l Lhe Smto capiLol building at Na bvill, 
1 ·n u., ha pr v' so inferior, owi116 to tl1e wt~:.i.Lhcriug out of the numerou fo il 
or hoc ·r<, ha.t the <111: rric hav' hc"n ,fo;contiuuc<l 011 this account a.loo . 
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the so-called verdantique marbles, where the white veins of calcite or 
dolomite lose their polish and crumble away more rapidly than the 
serpentine composing the bulk of the rock. · Good examples of this are 
to be seen in the bases of the two statues in front of the City Hall in 
Boston. Stones which, like many marbles, cont~in seams ·of mica, talc, 
or other minerals, are objectionable for like reasons. Thus the marble 
column supporting the statue of Lincoln in front of the City Hall at 
Washington, though having been in place but some twenty years, is to-
day cracked from top to bottom, owing to the opening of one oft hese 
seams of talc. It may be stated further that in the majority of marbles 
and such other stones as are used chiefly for decoration work, those 
variously colored. lines and veins or structural. features which give 
the stone its chief beauty are in reality flaws and lines of weakness. 
There is many a beautiful imported marl>le which when sawn into a 
thin slab will scarc~ly bear its own weight, but must be backed by 
cheaper and stronger material. 
It m€),y be said here that the essential qualities of a marble, aside from 
color, which may vary almost indefinitely, are that it shall possess a text-
ure sufficiently compact and hard to take a smooth ~urface and acquire a 
ltigh polish. The chief defect in nearly all American marbles, and oue 
that does not as yet seem to be fully realized, is that they are too coarsely 
crystalline. This not only renders the production of a perfect surface 
difficult, but the cleavage facets frequen tly reflect the light from below 
the surface in such a way as to destroy its uniformity. However good 
the color may be, a stone of this nature must always rank lower than 
one ·that is so fine grained as to appear non-crystalline or amorplwus. 
It is this fact, and this alone, th~t renders the American marbles now 
in the market inferior to such as are imported from Belgium, the French 
Pyrenees, Italy, or northern Africa. Those who are seeking new source::; 
· of material will do well to bear this in mind.* 
Time of qi1,arrying.-The season of year <luring which a stone was 
quarried may also, in certain cases, be worthy of note. lt is well known 
that many stones can be quarrie,1 with safety only during the summer 
season, but Gruber goes a step further and states t tllat while the best 
time for quarrying is during the summer, the freshly quarriccl material 
should not be allowed to lie in the sun and dry too quickly, as it is lia-
ble thereby to become shaky. This he regards as particularly likely to 
happen to sandstone. Stone quarried in winter, or <luring Yery wet 
seasons, is liable, according to this authority, to ha.Ye but slight tenacity 
when dried, and to remain always part~cularly susceptible to the etfocts 
of moisture. Finally, be states, a stone is liable to disintegration if 
built immediately into a wall without seasoning. Stones for carved 
work are to be quarried in the Bpring, since such lougest retain their 
quarry water, and this, if once lost, no sub.sequent wetting can restore. 
"Stone, Indianapolis, Ind., February, 188!J. 
:Oie Baumaterialien-Lchre, p. 61. 
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K. METHODS OF PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION. 
(1) PRECAUTIONARY METHODS. 
Position in wall.-All authorities agree that stratified stone shonl1l 
be placed in the walls with the bedding horizontal, or at right augl 
to the directiou of greatest pressure. Not only are they as a, rule 
Rtrongest in this position, but as they will absorb less water they are 
correspornlingly less liable to suffer from the effer.ts of frost. Thi 
fact has already been sufficiently dwelt upon. The denser and. harder 
stones should as a rule be used in the lower courses; the lighter on 
in the superstructure.. The uon-absorbent stones should be usecl in the 
ground and in plinths, sills, strings, courses, and weather beds of cor-
uices, etc.; the softer and more absorbent ones may be used for plain 
walling.* · 
The necessity of laying non-absorbent stones in the ground become; 
apparent when we consider that in this position they are in contact with 
more or less moisture, which, when absorbed, is liable to cause discolora-
tion and damp, unhealthy walls. If from necessity porous stone are 
useu, a coating of water-proof material, as asphalt, should be interpose<l 
between those courses that are in contact with the ground and tho e of 
tlrn superstructure.t 
In laying the lower courses of Lee dolomite in the walls of the Capi-
tol at Washington, the stone wa,s observed to show a browuish <liscol-
or:1tion, due to the absorption of unclean water from the mortar. 'fhi · 
was finally remedied by coating the lower surfaces of the stones where 
they came in contact with the mortar with a thin layer of asphait which 
prevented such absorption and thus removed the difficulty.t 
No one who has given the subject any attention can have failed to 
remark how, in town and city houses constrncteu of the Connecticut or 
New Jersey brown sandstones, the blocks in the lower courses-those in 
close proximity to the sidewalks-almost inrnrinibly scale after an e.x-
posnre of but a few years, w bile those ill the courses above remain in-
tact for a much longer period. This is due to t he fact that the e lower 
courses are kept almost coustant1y wet, receiving not only the water 
that falls as rain upon tlie walls auove, but also that which pla he 
fr m the walk or is absorbed from the grouud. As noted uy Chute:. u 
(op . cit., p. 352), it is not tho~e portious of a wall tllat receive the water 
trom rain direct that are most aml earliest, liable to decornpo ition, but 
the under and partially protected portions, as those under the cornic · 
Cy ·lopcdia of Art. ancl ,'cicuce. , Vol. vu, p. :39. 
t T._ Eag] stoil, Am. Arch., pt. 5, 1 5. This authority states fnrther, that iu th 
cx~ ,ri r walls of Trinity Church, cw York, 1hc stone for the first GO or 70 fo in 
h iglit 18 more <l<'ccmpo ell than above tL i::i point. Th iii is ac ·ouu tcd for i u part ou 
th_ uppoi;it1011 that tile aLmo. ph •re uear tho grouu<l contains ;1 larger proportion 
a ·ul ga . tliau a high r altitntl , . 
! '1:l. Jour., n11 1 ·G, p . :~ ·. 
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the entablatures and the "taulettes" of balustrades upon which the 
water drips or runs more slowly. It is for this reason that architects 
advocate the unde~-throating of window sills and other projections in.or-
der that the water may be thrown off from the building 'anc.l not allowed 
to run down over the face of the stone beneath. The disastrous effects 
from neglect of this proceeding have been dwelt upon by Julien in 
reference to buildings in New York City. The author has in mind 
the costly residence of a former Oabinet minister in Washington in 
which the middle portion of the brownstone entablatures are almost 
continually wet throughout the winter months by the soaking through 
of water from above. The stone steps in the same house are constantly 
wet and show a whitish efflorescence. Both these defects are liable to 
appear in so porous a material, but might in large part have been 
averted by exercising proper care in building. 
It may not be out of place here to comment on the folly of placing 
iron railing on steps, platforms, etc., of finely-finished granite, since in 
spite of paint and other means of protection the iron invariably rusts, 
staining and badly c.lefacing the entire surface beyond possibility of 
repair. 
The method of dressing a stone bas an important bearing upon its dura-
bility. As a rule it may be set down that the less jar from heavy 
pounding the surface is subjected to the better; this for the reason that 
the constant impact of the blows tend to destroy the adhesive or cohesive 
power of the grains, and thus renders the stone more susceptible to 
atmospheric influences. It is statec.l by Mr. Batchen that some of' the 
dolomites used in Chicago, although apparently perfectly sound when 
quarried, shortly showed a tendency to scale on exposure. On examina-
tion it appears that in dressing these surfaces were both ax- and bush-
bammered, the implements used weighing from 8 to 12 pounds, and capa-
ble of striking blows of not less than 150 or 200 pounds. The effect of 
these heavy blows was to ''stun"• the surfaces for the depth of from 
one-sixteenth to one-eighth, or even one-fourth, of an inch, and on ex_ 
posure scaling resulted, leaving them ragged and unsightly. Sawn 
surfaces of the same stone, on the contrary, do not usually show the 
slightest tendency to scale. 
Results such as these are what one is naturally led to expect, but 
further experiments are necessftiry before· it will answer to speak too · 
positively regarding the merits or demerits of various kinds of finish. 
With compact crystalline rocks like the granites and diabases it would 
seem probable that rock-faced work, untouched by chisel or hammer, 
would prove most durable, since the crystalline facets thus exposed are 
best fitted to shed moisture and the natural adhesion of the grains has 
not been disturbed t. 
* I. e., to break the grains and produce minute fissures. 
t The single experiment of Pfaff, in which a polished granite was found to weather 
more rapidly than one unpolished, seems too anomalous to be accepted until further 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2-23 
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With the softer and more absorbent stones, ou the other hand, tb 
rock surface from its irregularity and roughness is more susceptible 
the attacks of moisture and atmospheric acius, aud hence would prob 
bly be found less dur3,ble, although from its roughness at the start an 
disintegration is less noticeable than on finely finished work. "'it 
such stones a smootlily sawn or polished surface seems best adapted to 
our variable climate. -11: 
(2) PROTECTION BY MEANS OF SOLUTIONS. 
Many me~bods ha,e been <leYised for checking or altogether prenn -
ing the unfavorable action of,the weather upou building stone of va-
rious kinds, but none of them cau be considered as really satisfactory. 
The problem, as may readily be understood, consists in finding om 
tlni<lal substance into which the stone may be dipped or which may ll 
applied with a brush to its outer surface in such a manner as to fill i 
pores and thus prevent all access of moisture. Whatever the ub-
stance, it must be of such a nature as in no way to discolor or disfigur 
the stone. 
Paint.-Tbis is one of the substances most generally used and which 
has been employed on the porous sandstone of the Capitol, Whit 
House, Patent Office, and other publfo buildings in Washington. It i 
proof is offered. A polislied surface must naturally shed wa.tor more readily than a 
sawn or to~l-dressed one, and hence it would seem that it should be more <lurabl , 
It is of course possible that, owing to the manner in which tho smooth surface nee 
sary for polishing was produced, the surface minerals were badly shattered, and hen 
succumbed the more readily on exposure. 
ll Professor Hall, writing on tho methods of dressing certain argillaceous lime. t n 
(Rep. on Building Stones, p. 3G-37), says: '' In tho dressing of limestone the tool crn b 
the stone to a certain depth, and leaves the surface with an interrupted layer of alight 
color, in which the cohesion of tho particles bas been partially or entirely de -trol 
aud in this condition the argillaceous seams arc so covered and obscnrctl as 
Ec1carcely or at all visible, but the weathering of one or two years usual\Y shows th 
presence. 
"The usual process of dressing limestone rather exaggerates tho cause of dilapi 
tion from the shaly seams in the material. Tho clay Leing softer than the adja 
,1tone and tho blow of the hammer or other tool breaks the limestone at the mar,... i 
of the soam and dri vcs forward in the space little wedge-shaped bits of the har 
stone. A careful examination of dressed surfaces will often show tho limestone al -
the scam to Le fracturell with numerou8 thin wedge-shaped slivers of the tone It' 
hwe been broken oil' and aro more or less driven forward into the softer part · I 
1°~king at similar Blll'faces which have been a long time exposed to the woath 
will be seen that the stone adjacent to tho seam presents an interrupted frac u 
margin, the mall fragments having dropped out in the process of weathorin<T, Li 
stoue:i of this character are much better adapted to rough dressing, when the bl 
a.r direct cl away from the nrfaco instead of against it, and when the entire orf 
shall ho left of tho natnral fr, h fracture. By this proce s tho clay seams b ' • 
he O ·ru. heel, nor the lim stem marginin(T them broken and tho stone with 




at . fine hammer-dr in_·. 
lIJJtm~u to auy stone, for ho cohosion of the particles is neceiS:trily destroy 
a. porti n of tho urfaco 1 ft in a condition to be much more readily aeted upon • 
wcath ·r." 
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found necessary to renew the coating every two or three years, and 
eve_n then the results arc unsatisfactory. 
Oil.-This, as stateu by Julien,* always· discolors a light colored 
stone, while it renqers a dark colored one still darker. .According to 
this authority the oil is applied as follows : The surface of the stone is 
washed clean, and after drying is painted with one or more coats of 
boiled linseed oil, and finally witb. a weak solution of ammonia in warm 
water. This ren<lers the tint more uniform. This method bas been 
tried on several houses in New York City, and the water-proof coating 
tuns produced found to last some four or five years, when it must be 
renew·ed. 
Paraffine.-This, dissolved in coal-tar naphtha, is spoken of, t but is not 
recommended. .A better method, as suggested by Julien,+ consists in 
brushing over the surface of the building with melted paraftine and then 
heating it gently until it bas been nearly all absorbed into the pores of 
the stone. This pq)duces little .or no discoloration, but it is thought 
doubtful by some if the beating of the stone is not more ilijurions than 
the paraffiue is beneficial. 
The preparation used in coating the Egyptian obelisk in Central 
Park, New York, is said by Mr. Cafl'al§ to have consisted of paraffine 
containing creosote dissolved iu turpentine, the creosote being consid-
ered efficacious in preventing organic growth upon the stone. The 
melting point of the compound is about 140° Fahrenheit. In applying, 
the surface to be coated i8 first heated by mealls of especialJy designed 
lamps and charcoal stoves, anu the melted compound applied with a 
brush. On cooling it is absorbed to a <lepth dependent upon the degree 
of penetrat~on of the heat. In the case of the obelisk, Mr. Oaffal states 
that, iu his belief, it was absorbed to tlrn depth of half an inch. Some 
67:J- pounds of tlle material was used in going over the 220 square yards 
of surface. .An equal surface of brown sandstone is statctl to require 
ordinarily al>out 40 or 50 pounus. The cost of treating an ordinary 25-
foot brownstone front, with a porch, is given by this authority at from 
$200 to $300. This process, like the last, Las been objected to by some 
on the ground that the heating was liable to injure the stone. Just how 
much iujury is likely to result from a temperature lower than that of 
boiling water, it is perhaps yet too early to say. It seems scarcely pos. 
sible that a good quality of sandstone laid on its bed could be at all af-
fected; neither, it is safe to say, would brick. 
Soft soap and alurn solution.-This, as given by Julien, consh;ts of 
three-fourths of a pound of soft soap to 1 ga1lon of boiling water. and 
one-half a pound of alum in 4 gallons o"r water. It is said to answer 
well in exposed situations in England, but to require frequent renewal. 
* Tenth Census, p. 389. 
t Notes on building construction. 
t Op. cit. 389-!J0. 
§ Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., Nov., 1885, p. 66. 
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Various solutions of beeswax, rosin, and coal tar have also been tri 
with indifferent success. 
Ransome's process.-Thfs consists in saturating the stone as f~r 
practicable with a solution of silicate of soda or potash (water glass) an 
afterwards applying a solution of chloride of calcium. This last coruin 
in contact with the silicate produces by double decomposition an in-
soluble silicate of lime, cementing the grains of wh:ich the stone is 
composed firmly together.* 
"The solution of silicate is first applied in a dilute form so as to be 
absorbed readily into the pores of the stone. Several coats are applied 
with an ordinary whitewash brush and when thoroughly dry the surfac 
is washed with rain water , again allowed to dry, and the calcium olu 
tion applied in the same manner. The precautions to be used are: ! l} 
the stone must be clean and dry before applying the solution; (2) th 
silicate must be applied until the stone is fully saturated, but no exce · 
must be allowed to remain on the surface; (3) the calcium must not he 
applied until after the silicate is dry; a clear day or so should interven 
if possible ; ( 4) care must be taken that either solution is not spla bed 
upon the windows or upon painted work, as it can not be removed ther · 
from; (5) upon no account should the same brush be used for both 
solutions. Under ordinary circumstances about 4 gallons of each olu-
tion will be required for every 100 yards of surface." 
Szerelmey's stone liquid is stated to be a combination of Kuhlman' 
process with a temporary wash of some bituminous substance. The wall 
being made perfectly dry and clean, the liquid is applied in two orthr 
coats with a painter's brush, until a slight glaze appears· on the surface. 
'rl.tis composition was used with some success in arresting for a tim 
the de.cay of the stone in the House of Parliament.t • 
Kuhlnian's process consists in simply coating the surface of the ston 
with a silicate of soda or potash solution. It is open to the objectio 
that the potash absorbs carbonic acid from the air and produces a di · 
agreeable efflorescence, which, however, disappears in time. 
J11. Lewins' process consists in coating the surface of the stone wi 
solutions of an alkaline silicate (silicate of potash) and alumina, tb 
latter in the form of sulphate. It is stated that this wash will give 
close a surface to sandstone that it can be polished.(~) Either of th 
solutions can be colored if desirecLt 
Very many other solutions have been devised and tried both · 
Europe and in this country, but which, in the language of Profi ~ 
J n1ieo, "have in most cases resulted in complete failure, not arre tin 
the exfoliation." 
* Dobson, fa.sonry and tone-Cutting, p. 141. See also American Arch. 
Builder, 1 7, II, p. 21, 3 , and Notes on Building Construction, p. 79. 
t .. ot on Building Construction, p 7fl. 




This, although not properly a building stone, is of sufficient economic 
importance to merit attention. 
(1) COMPOSITION AND USES. 
Pure soap-stone is a massive or schistose variety of the mineral talc. 
In this form it is often called steatite, soap-stone, or pot-stone; chemi-
cally, then, it is a hydrous silicate of magnesia of the following compo-
sition, according to Dana:'*' Silica, 62.8; magnesia, 33.5; water, 3.7. 
The mercantile varieties are, however, nearly always more or less im-
pure, iron sometimes replacing a part of the magnesia, while antho-
phyllite, pyrite~ pyrrohotite and quartz are common accessories. It is 
soft enough to be easily scratched by the thumb-nail, and has a marked 
soapy or greasy feeling, two characteristics which readily distinguish it 
from most other rocks. It can be saw·n into slabs or turned on a lathe, 
and being, when well seasoned, very refractory, is much used for fire-
stones in furnaces and stoveR; it is also very extrnsively used for lining 
stationary wash-tubs. The finer varieties are, according to Dana, made 
into images in China, and into ink-stands and similar articles in other 
countries. It is cut into vessels for culinary-purposes in Lombardy, and 
was so used to some extent by the aborigines of North America. The 
harder varieties are cut into gas jets, and it is also used in the manu-
facture of porcelain. "French chalk" is a fine, compact variety used 
for tracing on cloth am.I for removing grease spots. The waste frag-
ments are sometimes ground up and used for lubricating machinery. 
It is also utilized to some extent in the manufacture of so-called mineral 
paints. The total product of the United States for 1882 has been esti-
mated at about 6,000 tons, with an average valuation of $15 per ton. f 
1'- Manual of Mineralogy and Lithology, p. 305. 
t Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883, p. 464. 
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(2) SOAP-STONES OF THE VARIOUS STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
Arka~sas.-Specimens of a fine, compact, brecciated steatite have 
been received at the museum from some 12 miles north of Benton, 
Salina County. The supply is stated to be abundant.• 
District of Columbici.-A small bed of soap-stone of apparently fair 
ql!ality occurs at Indian Hill, about 2 miles northwest of tlie city of 
Washington" It bas not as yet been sufficiently quarried to demon-
strate its value. Other beds of limited extent occur near Tennallytown, 
not far from the District line, and on the Woodley Lane road. The 
beds are interstratified with the · micaceous and hornblendic schists of 
the vicinity, and have a northeasterly and southwesterly strike. 
Massachusetts.-Quarries of soap-stone have been worked from time 
to time in Lynnfield and North Dana, in this State. The Lynnfield 
stone occurs in connection with serpentine. It is soft enough to be 
readily cut with an ordinary band-saw when first quarried, but hardens 
on exposure. \V hen quarried, whici1 it has not been since 1880, it was 
used chiefly for stove-backs, sills, and steps. At North Dana the soap-
stone quarries were opened as early as 1846, and have at times been 
quite extensively worked. 
New Harnpshire.-An extensive bed of fine quality soap-stone was di · 
covered in 1794 at Francestown, in this State, and was worked as early 
as 1802. Up to 1867 some 2,020 tons had been quarried and sold. In 
this latter year some 3,700 stoves ·were manufactured l>y one company 
alone. The business has been conducted upon a large scale ever ince. 
The bed has been followed some 400 feet, and the present opening i 
some 40 feet wide, 80 feet long, and 80 feet deep. Other beds consti-
tuting a. part of the same formation occur in Weare, Warner, Canter-
bury, and Richmond, all of which ha,e been operated to a greater r 
less extent. Five beds of soap-stone also occur in the town of rfor 1 
anu an important quarry was opened as early as 1855 in U.werhill. It 
bas not, however, been worked continuously.t 
New York.-Soap-stone or talc occurs in abundance in Fowler and Ed-
wards, Saint Lawrence County, in this State. It is , aid to b of go 
qtrnlity, remarkably tough, and very refractory in fire. t 
North Oarolina.-Soap-stone of fine quality occur ~ in several locali-
ti sin the southwe ·tern part of tlii State, the mu cum collection bow-
ing specim ns from 7 miles northeast of Murphy, Cberok e ouutv · 
from 4½ mil from Greenborougb, Gnilfonl County; from Alaman 
ouuty; from Nant bala Riv r, Cherokee County; and from Deep Ri, r. 
Mo r ouuty. Of these the Nantebala stone is a pur , nearly whit · 
c mpact talc, aid to he fully equal to the best French chalk. It ha 
en mu h u · d a a white earth. The Deep River '' oap- ton i a 
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compact variety of the mineral pyropbyllite. This is also used as white 
earth. Both these stones are shipped in bulk to New York, where they 
are ground aud bolted. The stones from the other localities are of the 
ordinary type of soap-stones, but apparently of good quality. 
Pennsylvania.-In the southern edge of Montgomery County, '' ex-
tending from the northern brow of Chestnut Hill between the two turn-
pikes, across the Wissabickon Creek and the Sclrnylkill to a point about 
a mile west of Merion Square," occurs a long, straight outcrop of stea-
tite and serpentine. The eastern and central part of this belt on its 
southern side '' consists chiefly of a talcose steatite" while the north-
ern side contains much serpentine interspersed in lumps through the 
steatjte. Only in a few neighborhoods does the steatite or serpentine 
occur in a state of sufficient purity to be profitably quarried. On the 
east bank of the Schuylkill, about 2 miles below Spring Mill, a good 
quality of material occurs that has long been successfnlly worked. It 
has also been qrtarried on the west bank of the river about a third 
of a mile away, and to a less extent on the west bank of the Wissa-
hickon, opposite Thorp's Mill. The material is now used principal1y for 
liniqg stoves, fire-places, and furnaces, though toward the end of the 
last century and the early part of the present orie, before the intro-
duction of Montgomery County marble, it was in considerable demand 
for door-steps and sills. It proved poorly adapted for this purpose, 
lioweYer, owing to the unequal hardness of its different constituents, 
the soap-stone wearing rapidly away, while the serpentine was left pro-
jecting like knots or "hob-nails in a plank."* 
South Garolina.-Steatite or soap-stone is said to occur in this State 
in the countieR of Chester, Spartanburgh, Union, Pickens, Oconee, An: 
derson, Abbeville, Kershaw, Fairfield, and Richland. The Anderson 
County stone is said to have been much used for hearthstones. That 
of Pickens County is considered of value, but it has been quarried to 
a vers limited extent. t 
The writer has ·seen some of this material. The national collections 
contain a single specimen of a very compact, nearly black steatitic 
rock marked as from Yorkville, in 'York County, but there are DO data 
concerning its occurrence or utility. 
Texas.-Soap-stone of good quality and inexhaustible in quantity is 
stated to occur in 1arge veins on the Ilonuo and Sandy Creeks, about 
midway of their courses· through Llano County.f 
Vermont.-Most of the steatite of this State is found on the east side 
of the Green l\fountains and near the eastern line of the talcose slate 
formation, beds of it extending nearly the entire length of the State. 
The · rock occurs usually associated with serpentine and hornblende. 
Tue beds ar~ not continuous and have, as a rule, a great thickness in 
* Rep. C4, Geol. Survey of Pa., pp. 95, 96. 
t South Carolina , P opulation, Resources, etc., 1883. 
t Second Ann. Rep. Geol. of Tex., 1876, p. 26, 
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comparison with their length. It not infrequently happens that everal 
isolated outcrops occur on the same line of strata, sometimes several 
miles apart, and in many cases alternating with beds of dolomitic lime-
stone that are scattered along with them. 
At least sixty beds of this rock occur in the Statein thetownsofRead -
boro, Marlborough, Newfane, Windham, Townsend, Athens, Grafton, 
Andover, Chester, Cavendish, Baltimore, Ludlow, Plymouth, Bridge-
water, Thetford, Bethel, Rochester, Warren, Braintree, Waitsfield: 
Moretown, Duxbury, Waterbury, Bolton, Stow, Cambridge, Waterville, 
Berk~hire, Eden, Lowell, Belvidere, Johnson, Enosburgh, Westfield, 
Richford, Troy, and Jay. 
Of the beds named those in Grafton and Athens are stated to have 
been longest worked and to have produced the most stone. The bed 
lie in gneiss. The quarries were profitably worked as early as 1820. 
Another important bed is that in the town of Weathersfield. Thi , 
like that of Grafton, is situated in gneiss, but has no overlying rock, 
and the soap-stone occurs in inexhaustible quantities. It was first 
worked about 1847, and during 1859 about 800 tons of material were 
removed and sold. The Rochester beds were also of great importance, 
the stone being peculiarly fine-grained and compact. It was formerly 
much used in the manufacture of refrigerators. Tbe quality of the 
stone is represented to be unusually good and free from impuritie ! 
The bed at Newfane occurs in connection with serpentine, and is some 
half a mile in length by not less than 12 ro(Js in wi<lth at its northern 
extremity. The soap-stone and serpentine are strangely mixed, and the 
generai course of the bed being like that of an irregular vein of granite 
in limestone. 
Virg·inia.-Soap-stone occurs in this State, according to Profe sor 
Rogers,t near the mouth of the Hardware River, both in Fluvanna and 
Buckingham Counties. There is also a bed of it associated with the tal-
cose slates in Albemarle County, a little west of the Green Mountain. 
Specimens have been received from near this locality which were of X· 
cellent quality. The beds from here extend in a southwesterly direction, 
passing through Nelson County, where they are associated with erpen-
tine; thence they cross the James River auo•e Lynch burgh, and pre ent 
an outcrop about 2 miles westward of the town on the road leading to 
Liberty; also one about 2-?1 miles westward of New London. Continuing 
in the same direction it i; seen at the meadows of Goose Creek, wher 
it ha been quarried to some extent. Continuing in the same g nerL 1 
<lir 'ction the oap- tone again appears in several nearly parallel rang : 
of' hich the mo t eastern makes its appearance near the Pigg Ri,er: 
in Franklin County. A seco1Hl belt occurs in the .same vicinity near 
th_e a. tern ba. of J, ck'~ Mountain; a third still farther west, about 1 
mil fr m ~ranklin 1ourt-II u, , an(l a fourth yet more to thew t n 
)c:ology of V<mnou t, ~I. II, p. 7 :3-91. 
'·ology of tho Virginia.s, p. 79. 
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the eastern slope of Grassy Hill. The material from near Franklin 
Court-House is stated to be the best of any of the above. About 30 
miles southwest from Richmond, at Chula, in Amelia County, there are 
outcrops of soap-stone said to be of. fine quality, and which in former 
times were quite extensively operated by the Indians. They have been 
re-opened within a few years, and the material is now in the market. 
Specimens of the stone in the Museum collection are by no means pure 
talc, but carry abundant long brownish fibers of some amphibolic min-
eral. 
B. SERPENTINE, OPHICALOITE, VERD ANTIQUE MAt-GBLE. _ 
(1) COMPOSITION, ORIGIN, AND USES OF SERPENTINE. 
Serpentine is essentially a hydrous silicate of magnesia, consisting 
when pure of nearly equal proportions of silica and magnesia with from 
12 to 13 per cent. of water. The massive varieties quarried for archi-
tectural purposes are always more or less impure, containing frequently 
from 10 to 12 per cent. of iron protoxides, together with varying quan-
tities of chrome iron (chromite), iron pyrites, hornblende, olivine, min-
erals of the pyroxene group, and the carbonates of lime and magnesia . 
. The origin of serpentine rocks has long been a matter of dispute 
among geologists. Recent investigations tend to show th~t in inany 
cases they result unmistakably from the alteration of igneous eruptive 
rocks, especially the olivine bearing varieties, such as the peridotites 
and gabbros. In the varities ophicalcite, consisting of intermingled 
serpentine and calcite or dolomite, the serpentine is apparently in all 
cases derived by a procees of hydration and decalci:fi.cation from a 
non-aluminous pyroxene. The theory long ably advocated bY, Dr. Hunt 
to the effect that the serpentine occurring intercalated with beds of 
schistose rocks and limestones resulted from metamorphism of silico-
magnesian sediments deposited by sea waters is now very generally 
abandoned, and it is doubtful if the substance ever occurs as an ori-
ginal deposit even in the eozoonal forms, but is presumably always 
secondary.«-
Serpentine is a soft, though somewhat tough, compact rock of vari-
able color, usually greenish, though often variously streaked and spotted 
with yellow, yellowish green, brownish or more rarely red, its color de-
pending, according to Delesse, t upon the degree of oxidation under-
gone by the included ferruginous mineral. The name serpentine is 
* l!""or further information on this point tho rea<lor is referred to such papers as 
T. G. Bonney on the serpentine and associated rocks of the Lizard District. Quar. 
Jour. Geol. Soc. of London, 1877, Vol. XXXIII, p. 11, p. 884, and on the serpentine and 
associated rocks of the Ayrshire coast, same journal, 1878, Vol. xxx1v, p. 769. Also 
T. S. Ilunt on Geological History of Serpentine, Trans. H.oyal Soc. -of Canada, Vol. 1, 
Sec. iv, p. 160, and Wadsworth's Lithological Studies; also Williams on Serpentine 
of Syracuso, N. Y., Am. Jour. Sci., Aug. 1887. 
t Ziiikel, Petrography, Vol. 1, p. 320. 
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from the Latin Serpentinus, a serpent, owing to its color and spotte 1 
appearance. Several varieties are recognized, the general name fer-
dcintique marble being often applied indiscriminately to all, though tlt 
name (Verde Antico) was originally applied only to the various veined 
and brecciated serpentinous rocks, used by the Romans, and obtained 
_from Italy, Greece, and Egypt. Ophite (from the Greek Oip,,YJc;, like a 
serpent) is the name also often given to those varieties consisting of au 
intimate mi~ture of serpentine and calcite or dolomite. These rock~ 
are also called ophiolite and ophicalcite by various writers. 
Precious serpentine is the pure translucent massive varitey of a rich 
oil green color. Chrysotile and amianthus are the names applied to 
the fibrous silky variety, such as that from Canada, which is mined and 
utilized as asbestus. 
Owing to its softness, which is such that it can be readily carved or 
turned on a lathe and its beautiful colors when polished, serpentine ha 
long been a favorite with all civilized nations for ornaments and inte-
rior decorative work. The rock, however, occurs almost universally in. 
a badly jointed condition, so that blocks of small size only can be oll-
taiued, or if large, they are liable to break under pressure or even in 
process of dressing. (See illustration, PJate VI.) In the great majority 
of cases, moreover, the stone is unsuited for polished work that is to b 
exposed to the weather, since it shortly loses its gloss, wears unevenly · 
anu becomes as uusightiy ·as it was once beautiful. The Lizard (Eng-
land) serpentine can be obtained, it is stated, in blocks 7 to 8 feet in 
length and from 2 to 3 feet in diameter, and it is being uow much used 
in churches for ornamental fonts, pulpits, anu. small shafts an<l pilaster. 
as well as for vases and inlaid work.~ According to Dclesset thi. 
stone takes a beautifnl and lasting polislJ, as shown by certain tomll-
stones in ;Westminster Abbey which were erected in 1710. Tlle eel · 
orated Verdi di Prato, from near Florence, Italy, although equally 
beautifuJ, however, is subject to rapid decay, and is hence entirely nn· 
suited for exterior work. Serpentine for ornamental work is at the 
present time scarcely at all quarried in the Uniteu States, although in-
exhaustible quantities are found in many instances and of exception-
any fine quality. The following are the principal localities in tll 
United States, nearly all of which are represented in some form in tu 
· national collectio11. 
(2) SERPE TINES OF TIIE VARIOUS ST.A.TES A~D TERRITORIES. 
Cali/oi·nia.-Inexhanstible quantities of serpentine of a deep green 
or Y llowiish c lor occur in the region round about San Franci co, an 
oft n in uch itnation.· a to be easily available, a at the head f 
l\lark t tr t. i o far as ob erved none of the material i of uch a 
qualit a: r n<l r it of vaJue for ornamental work, whil.3 it gloomy 
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color renders it equally objectionable for purposes of' general construc-
tion. 
'.l'he rock is also abundant in other parts of the State, but the writer 
having seen none of the material, excepting as displayed' in small frag-
ments in the State museum at San Francisco, will refrain from further 
remarks on the subject. 
Connecticut.-The serpentine deposits of Connecticut are thus de-
scribed by Professor Shepard.~ "Connecticut prospers, however, in the 
green marbles of Milford, a material for decoration much more beauti-
ful and highly prized than white marble. These were first detected in 
1811. Two quarries were soon after opened, one near the viliage of 
Milford, and called the Milford quarry; the other 2½ miles west of New 
Haven, and called the New .Haven quarry. 'rhey were wrought with 
considerable activity for several years, and furnished an abundance of 
very rich marble; but as the working of them was attended with heavy 
expense from the difficulty of obtaining blocks of large dimensions that 
were perfectly sound, and from the labor required in sawing and pol-
ishing, they were in a few years abandoned, and have for a long time 
been in a neglected condition. The experiment proved an unfortunate 
one, therefore, not from any deficiency of marble or its lack of beauty-
for these were both fully a<lmitted-but from a want of wealth and 
taste in the country to sustain the price. 
It was perhaps an unfortunate thing that the whole of the marble 
afforded by these quarries was denominated verde antiq-ue, whereas but 
a small part of that furnished is entitled to this name. 
The quarry at Milford is capable of furnishing abundant supplies of 
this highly valued m·arl>le (i.e., the verde antique variety), although, . 
from the circumstance that it occupies narrow and irregular seams 
among the veined marble blocks or slabs of any size, ·it must always be 
dear compared with pieces sawn as formerly, without any regard to its 
separation from the more common kind. * • * Whenever the attempt 
to work it is made, it is to be hoped that the experience of the past will 
prevent its use for monuments exposed to the weather, for besides the 
incongruity of its colors compared with the marbles usually employed 
for this purpose, it soon loses its Justrc an<l emits color from the action 
of the weather on the grains of magnetic iron ore it contains. 
The New Ilaven marble, though destitute of the accidental and in 
some measure classical value which pertains to the Milford variety, is 
nevertheless a beautiful thing for decoration. In vivacity of colors 
and the delicacy of their arrangement it is hardly capable of being sur-
passed. It may be described as a bluish gray or dove-colored limestone 
clouded with greenish yellow serpentine, the latter containing black 
grains and sheet veins of mag·netic iron ore. The disposition of the 
colors is cloud-like, flamed, and veiued. It polishes with difficulty in 
-If Report on the geological survey of Connecticut, by C. U. Shepard, 1837, pp. 101-
103. 
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conseqnence of the magnetic iron it contains, which, thoughithcight·n 
its beauty, unfits it for exposure to the weather." So far as the pre en 
writer is aw are these quarries have not beeu worked since the time 
mentione4 by Professor Shepard; i.e., since a few years subsequent to 
1811. 
Delaware.-Serpentine of various shades of green is stated to occur 
about6 miles northeast from Wilmington, New Castle County, andal. o 
to the westward, near the State line1 where Brandywine Creek enter 
the State line from Pennsylvania.* So far as the Curator is aware it 
has never heen quarried. 
Maine.-A large bed of serpentine occurs on the northern end of 
Deer Isle, in Penobscot Bay, in this State. The rock is very massivei 
and of a dark green, almost black color, sometimes streaked and spotted 
by veins of amianthus and diallage crystals. It is indeed almost too 
dark and somber for ornamental work, but seems well adapted for 
general building purposes and very durable. A company was formed 
some years ago for working this stone, and who erected a shop for saw 
and grinding beds. .A. considerable amount of material was quarried 
bnt the work was soon discontinued, and bad not been resumed at the 
time of the writer's visit in 1884. The company seem to have fall n 
in to the error of supposing that the stone could be used in long piece, 
and slabs suitable for window trimmings, door-posts, etc., for which. 
owing to its jomted condition, it is entirely unfitted. The depo it 
coYers a nearly level area of many acres in extent, and within a hort 
distance of the shipping wharf. 
Jllaryland.-In the vicinity of Broad Creek, in Ilarford County, in 
this State, occurs a very large deposit of serpentine, which is describ d 
by Professor Genth t substantially as follows: 
"The outcrop of the first or upper bed of green serpentine, of about 
500 feet in thickness, can be traced by its outcrop almost the whole di. · 
ta nee between the upper ford on Broad Creek and over the hill in a north-
easterly direction to a ravine on the same creek, a distance of abo'.l 
1,800 feet; it also crosses the creek in a southwesterly direction, but i 
has not been ascertained how far it extends. The outcrop of tbe second 
bed was measured on the top of the bill between the hor e hoe of 
Broa(l Creek, and found to be about 180 feet, and it is very conspicuon 
on the west side of the creek. Its full extent was not determined. Th 
rock i a variety of massive serpentine somewhat resembling williamsit 
and show sometimes a lightly slaty structure. It occur in variou 
slrndcs, from a pale leek green to a deep blacki h green, and from • 
small admixture of magnetic iron more or less clouded; rar ly with 
thin v in f d lomite pas ing thr~ucrh the mass. It is tran lucent t 
. b 
im-tr n par ,nt, xc edingly tough, and it hardne i, c n ·id rabl: 
• (•C10L of l)~ln.., 1 i1, 1,. :JJ. --- -
t Oi·olo~ic:1,l <'port of tho farylanll '' V rclo Autiqu " marbl , tc., in Ilarfi r 
1 uu y, 111. l>y l'rof. I•. A. Gen h, 1. 1;;. 
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greater than that of marble~" An analysis of the deep-green variety 
gave the following results: 
Per cent. .l'{lr cent. 
Silicic acicl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 06 Magnesia . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . . . . 39. 02 
Alumina . . . • . . . . • • • • . . • . . . • . . . . l. 37 Water ........ ·..•....••...•• •• . . 12. 10 
Chromic oxide . .. . . . . . .• . . . • . . . 0. 20 Magnetfo iron................... 3. 02 
Niccolo us oxide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 71 
Ferrous oxide . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . :t 4:1 100. 00 
Mangano us oxide.... . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 09 
Specific gravity 2.668, equal a weight of lGGi pounds per cubic foot, 
or practically the same as granite. Spe~imens of this stone received at 
the National Museum admitted of a very high lu~trous polish, the colors 
being quite uniformly green, slightly mottled with lighter and darker 
shades. It is not a true verde antique in the sense iu which this name 
was originally employed. So far as can be judged from appearances, 
this is a most excellent stone, and admirably suited for interior decora-
tive work. 
About 6 miles north of the city of Baltimore, at a locality known as 
the Bare Hills, occurs an outcrop of a coarse light-green seryentine 
covering many acres. The rock is quite porous, of a dull light-green 
color, and unfitted for any kind of ornamental work, but admirably 
fitted for general building, especially in rock-faced and rubble work. 
At the time of the writer's visit, in the summer of 1885, but a single 
quarry had been opened, and this was not at the time in operation. 
The material had been used with excellent effect in the construction of 
a school-house in the immediate vicinity. The stone occurs in the form 
of low rounded masses or bosses, and is regarded by Dr. G. IL Will-
iams as an altered gabbro.* The supply is inexhaustible. Portions of 
the rock carry a very considerable amount· of chrome iron, which was 
at one time mined here quite extensively. In the quarry the rock oc-
curs in a very badly jointed condition, and the blocks are rounded an<l. 
irregular. Firm blocks several feet in length can, however, be obtained, 
which cut up readily into sizes suitable for house walls and similar 
purposes. 
The Museun:i has received from the farm of Mr. George W. Leakin, in 
this vicinity, samples of a fine dark-green rock, which took a fair polish, 
and perhaps might prove suitable f9r decorative work . 
.llfassachusetts.-Serpentine exists in Massachusetts in great abun-
dauce, p,uticularly in the Hoosac Mouutain Range. '' The most exten-
sive be<l occurs in l\iid<llefield, in the southern part of the town. This 
bed can not be less than a quarter of a mile in breadth and 5 or 6 miles 
long. The colors of the rock are various aud its hardness unequal. 
If wrought, it might supply the whole world. It yields both the prec-
ious and the common varieties. There is another be<l. in the same town, 
associated with steatite or soapstone. In the west part of Westfield is 
found another extensive bed of this rock, extending into Russell, of a 
much darker color, and containing green talc. This bas been used in 
* Bull. U. S. Gool. Survey, No. 28. 
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a few instances for ornamental architecture, ~nd has a rich appearan 
when wrought. 
Three beds of serpentine are found in Blanford and another in p 1-
ham, in the south west part of the towu. The color of this last is dark. 
and the quantity of the talc is considerably large. A large bed occur· 
in connection with soapstone on :the north side of Deerfield River, in 
Zoar, near the turnpike from Greenfield to Williamstown. Specimen 
from this place resemble those from the celebrated localities of thi 
rock at Zoblitz, in Saxony.'' Two beds of serpentine exist also at 
Windsor, in this State. 
'' A locality of noble or precious serpentine has long been known to 
exist in Newbury, 2½ miles. south of Newburyport, at an abandoned lime 
q11arry called the "Devil's Den." Only small masses can be here ob-
tained, but when polished they will compare with any in the world for 
beauty.* 
Perhaps the most interesting and important bed of this rock that h 
as yet been found in the State is that at Lynnfield, iu Essex County.' 
'fhe bed has been traced from a point near the center of the town 
some 2 or 3 miles in a northeasterly direction. When first quarried 
the stone is said to be so soft that it can be cut with a handsaw a)l(l 
very readily turned on a latlle. 
New Jer8ey.-A. beautiful deep-green aud oil yellow, often trarn,lucent 
serpentine, occurs, associated with dolomite, at Montville, in this State. 
Only pieces .of small size are obtainable, and though of exceptional 
beauty the stone has never been utilized except for cal>iuet specimen ·; 
New York.-At Moriah, in Essex County, in tllis State, there ha 
been quarried from time to time nuder the name of ophite marble a 
peculiar granular stone consisting of an intimate mixture of serpentine 
and dolomite or calcite interspersed with small flecks of plllogopit . 
The rock varies from a finely granular granitic-appearing rock, con ist-
ing of about equal parts of serpentine and dolomite, to one in which the 
serpentine patches are some 2 or 3 inches or even a foot in diameter· 
The rock takes a good surface and polish, and by properly selecting the 
material and exercising judgment in cutting, these variations in texture 
can be made productive of very good effects. 
This same stone is also found at Port Ilenry an<l. Minerva, in th 
same county, and at Thurman, in Warren County.§ 
It is stated II that the largest and most valuable deposit of serpentiu 
• Hitchcock's Geology of Massachusetts1 Vol. 1, p. 1G8. 
~ llitchcock's Geology of Massachusetts, p. 159. 
t This s rpentine has been recently shown to bo derived from a nou-aluminon py-
rox ne. Proc. Nat. Mus., 1888, p.105. 
~ Report of J udgcs, U.S. Cent. Ex., Vol. m, p. 158. 
II G ol gy of .,.ew York, 183,_ , p. 20;;. The writer has recently shown that the P 
~[ :nry and Warr n County ophiolites are altered pyroxenic lime tones, Am. Jour. 
S ·1., far., 1 9. 
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in the State is found in the towns of Gouverneur, Fowler, and Edwards, 
in St. Lawrence County. The rock is said to be massive and sound, 
and remarkably free from the checks and flaws usually so profusely 
developed in rocks of this class. In Pitcairn, in the same county, there 
is also a fine deposit of serpentine of the variety commonly callecl 
precious. The calcareous spar is white or grayish-white, and forms a 
handsome background for the translucent serpentine. The quality of 
the rock is said to be excellent and free from natural flaws and fissures. 
Serpentine also forms the main range of hills on Staten Island, and 
extends from New Brighton to a little west of Richmond, a distance of 
8 miles. The rock assumes a variety of colors, from almost black to 
nearly white. 
North Oarolina.-Tbe massive varieties of serpentine are found in 
many localities. The best appears to come from the neighborhood of 
Patterson, Caldwell County. It has a dark, greenish-black color, and 
·contains fine veins of the yellowish-green fibrous and silky chrysotile, 
and admits of a fine polish; greenish~gray massive serpentine, also with 
seams of greenish and grayish white chrysotile is found at the Baker 
mine in Caldwell County, at which place are also found the varieties 
marmolite and picrolite; this last also occurs abundantly in the Buck 
Creek corundum mine, Clay 0ounty. Dark green serpentine has been 
observed in the neighborhood of. Asheville, in Buncombe County, in 
Forsythe and Wake Counties. A grayish or yellowish green serpen-
tine occurs in Caldwell, Wilkes, Surry, Yancey, Stokes, Orange, and 
Wake Counties, in the chrysolite beds of Macon, Jackson, Yancey, 
Mitchell; Watauga, Burke, and other counties. It results from the de-
composition of the chrysolite.* 
The writer has seen but a single sample of these rocks, and hence 
can express no opinion regarding ·their value. 
Pennsylvania.-Serpentine, suitable for general building purposes, 
occurs in large quantities in the extreme southwestern portion of Chester 
County, near the Maryland line. There is also another large tract in 
the eastern part of the county and several smaller ones in the south-
eastern part, intervening between thA two already mentioned. Quite 
similar tracts occur in the central part of Delaware County to the east 
of Chester, in the extreme southern portion of Lancaster County on the 
west, and in the southeastern part or Montgomery County, one of tl.te 
largest of which is passed through by the Philadelphia and Reading 
Railroad near Mecha'!).icsville. These serpentines are nearly altogether 
of a porous nature, light grayish-green in color and eminently adapted 
for purposes of general construction. As a rule they acquire a very 
dull and poor polish and are unfitted for the finer grades of ornamental 
work. In every particular they correspond closely with the serpentine 
of the Bare Hills, Maryland, already described. The quarries at the 
present time most-extensively worked are located on what are known as 
*Geology of North Carolina, 1881, p. 57. 
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the Chester Bareens, near the town of West Chester. Quarries 
first opened here in 1790, and up to elate upward of 500,000 cubic yar 
of material have been taken out. The rock, as usual, occurs only in 
jointed condition, and blocks of large size can not be obtained; th 
largest yet quarried measured 3 foot square by 16 feet in length. 
The principal markets for the quarried material are New York, Phil-
adelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and Chicago, though it has been used 
in Philadelphia to a greater extent than elsewhere. The University of 
Pe·nnsylvania, Academy of Natural Sciences, and about twenty church 
in this city are of serpentine. 
Quarries that have been worked in years past oecur near the Mary-
land line (Rising Sun post-office), and in Media, Delaware County. Th 
price of the rough stone at the quarries varies from 20 to 40 cents per 
cubic foot, and the cost of dressing varies from 5 to 15 cents per squar 
foot of surface.* A beautiful deep lustrous green variety susceptible of 
a high polish and known as Williamsite was founu in abundant small 
pieces during the working of the Fulton township chromite min ~ 
Excepting as polished specimens for mineral cabinets the material w 
never utilized. 
Although the Chester County stone has been upon the general market 
only about ten years it has already acquired an excellent reputation. 
To the writer it seems, however, that in the majority of cases vorypoor 
taste has been shown on the part of the designers, very many of th 
buildings being anything but beautiful from an architectural stand-point, 
'Ib~ almost universal practice of using a light, yellowish-gray sandston 
for the trimmings in houses of this material should· also be condemned: 
since the contrast is not sufficient nor satisfactory. 
The use of the stone in cities bas not been long enough continued to 
furnish accurate data regarding its durability there, but it is stated that 
houses erected in the vicinity of the quarries one hundred and fifty 
years ago show the color of the stone to,<lay as fre1:,b as when first quar-
ried. The writer's personal observations are, however, to the e:ffi c 
that in a majority of cases many of the blocks exposed in a wall turn 
whitish, or at least fade to a lighter green. Such a change can scarcely 
be considered detrimental. 
Vermont.-The bed of talcose slate that extends in a general northern 
and southern direction throughout the entire length of centralVermon 
bears numerous outcrops of serpentin~ or of serpentine in combination 
with dolomite, but which, so far as the writer is aware, have b n 
quarried in l>ut two localities, Roxbury and Cavendish. The quarry a 
Cavendi h was worked very early, having been opened about 1835,+ 
fore there were adequate means of transportation of the quarried ston 
or there wa any sufficient demand for so expensive a material. Th 
• . olo~y of Che. t r County, Vol. C\ Second Geological Survey of Pen 
vama, p. 61, et al. . 
tGeology of Vermont, Vol. 11, p. 778-0. 
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metho_ds of working and polishing the stone were, moreover, so little 
understood that very poor results were obtained and the works were 
shortly discontinued as a consequence. 
in Roxbury the American Verd-antique Marble Company early opened 
quarries and erected a mill for sawing. The business was pushed quite 
vigorously for a time, but owing to several cause~, pmbably the same 
as the :first enumerated, the works were shut down in 1858, and have 
not since been re-opened. A considerable quantity of the material was 
taken out for the interior decoracl.ons of the United States Capitol ex-
tensions, but for some reason, unknown to tlle writer, it was never used. 
The Vermont stones are among the most beautiful of all our serpen-
tines and the best adapted for all kinds of interior decorative work. The 
colors are deep, bright green, traversed by a coarse net-work of white 
veins. It is designated by Hunt• an ophiolite, and is stated by him to 
be a mixture of serpentine, talc, and ferriferous carbonate of magnesia. 
It acquires a smooth surface and beautiful polish, and it is a serious com-
ment upon American taste that there is not sufficient demand for the 
material to cause the quarries to be re-opened. At Cavendish the rail-
road now passes within one-half mile of the quarry and good water-
poweris close at hand, while the Roxbury quarry is within 30 rods of the 
railway station. The rock lacks tho brecciated.structure characteristic 
of most foreign verd-antique, but compares more closely with the 
variety known as Verde di Genova than with any other with which the 
author is acquainted. Among the other localities in this State in which 
serpentine occurs may be mentioned Richford, Montgomery, Jay, Troy, 
Lowell, Middlesex, Wailsfield, Warren, Rochester, Ludlow, Windham, 
Wadsborough, and Dover. 
Of the Lowell stone it is stated t that two ranges of serpentine occur, 
commencing near th~ head waters of the Missiseo and extending nearly 
to Canada. '' For the richness and number of the varieties it would not 
seem possible that they can be surpassed, while their extent, amounting 
to 20 or 30 square miles, is beyond the possible demand of all future 
ages. They are exhibited in several precipitous ledges, which are easy 
of access and of being worked." · 
Concerning the locality at Troy, the same authority states: "Elegant 
varieties are numerous, among which are most conspicuous the very 
bright green noble serpentine, which covers most of the numerous jointed 
faces with a coat of one-eighth to one-half of an inch thick, an_d the 
spotted varieties. Numerous seams may render it difficult to obtain 
large slabs, but smaller pieces, suitable for a great variety of ornamental 
purposes, may be obtained, of great beauty and in any quantity." 
• T. S. Hunt, on Ophiolites, Am. Jour. of Sci., Vol. xxv, p. 239; second serieli, p. 
226. 
t Geology of Vermont, 1861, Vol. I, p. 544. 
H. Mis, l 70, pt. 2--24 
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C.-GYPSUM. ALABASTER. 
This can scarcely be considered a building-stone, and it is used only 
tQ a small extent for ornamental purposes. We may, however, dernte 
a little space to the subject. 
(1) COMPOSITION AND USES OF GYPSUM. 
~ure gypsum is coippof!~d of the sulphate of lime and water in the 
proportions of abqut 79.1 per c~nt. of the former to 20.9 per cent. of the 
latter (~nte, p. 370)". Three varfeties are common: (1) crystallized gyp-
sum or selenite, which occm;-s ip. brqad, flat, transp~reut plates sometimes 
a yard in diameter and of value only as mineral specimens and for 
optic~l purposes; (2) fibrous gypsum,- which includes the variety satin 
spar µised for making small ornaments; and (3) ma~sive gypsum, which 
includes the common white and clouded varieties used in making plaster, 
and the pure,-wl\ite, fine-grained variety alab;i,ster.* 
(2) LOCALITIES OF GYPSUM IN THE UNI'IlED STAT:F;S. 
The principal localities of gypsum in the United States as given by 
Danat are in New York, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Virginia, Tennessee, and 
Arkansas, where it occurs in extensive beds and usually associated with 
salt springs. It is also found associated with Triassic deposits in the 
Rocky Mountain region. Handsome selenite and snowy gypsum are 
also stated to occur near Lockport and Camillus, "N. Y., in Davidoon 
County, Tenn, and in the form of rosettes in the Mammoth Oave of 
Kentucky. 
According to G. F. Kunz :j: the ornaments of satin spar sold at Niag-
ara Falls and· other "tourist places" are nearly all imported from Wale , 
though some few of the common white variety are cut from the beds of 
this stone found in the vicinity. The Italian alabaster is used exten-
sively in making_statuettes (seep. 473), but the common varieties found 
in this country and Nova Scotia are used chiefly for land plaster and a 
plaster of paris, or stucco. So far as the Curator is aware the gypsum 
quarried at Fort Do<lge, Iowa, is the only one that has been at all used 
for structural purposes in this country. 
According to Dr. White§ several residences, a railway station, and 
other minor structures, including a large culvert, have been built of 
gypsum at this place. In the construction of the culvert the low r 
courses that came in contact with the water were of limestone, a the 
gyp um had proven slightly soluble and hence less durable in such po-
sition . Tbe stone is regarded by Dr. White a~ very durable in ordi-
• loch of th material popularlycaJlccl ala.baster iF1 in reality travertine (seep. 375.) 
t T xt b k of in ralogy, p. 303. 
i Min. R on recs of the United States, 1883-'84, l?· 77, 
~ G 1. of I wa., Vol. u, p. 3~. 
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nary situations, and the ease with which it can be worked rend~rs it 
preferable to the limestones in the immediate vicinity. The method of 
quarrying is to bore holes with a common auger and then blast by 
means of powder. The blocks are then trimmed to the proper size and 
shape by means_ of common wood-saws and hatchets or axes. 
D.-LIMESTONES AND DOLOMITES. 
(1) CHEMIC.AL COMPOSITION .AND ORIGIN . . 
Pure limestone consists entirely of calcium carbonate. In point of 
fact,-however, none of our limestones are chemically pure, but all con-
tain more or less foreign materials, such as magnesia, oxides of iron, 
silica, clay, bituminous matter, mica, talc, and other minerals. 
In composition, texture, and general appearance, limestoaes vary al-
most indefinitely. They may be hard, compact, :fin~-grained rocks of 
almost flint·liJre texture, or, again, coarsely porous, oolitic, or crystal-
lip.e, nhe crystals varying in size from too s]Jlall to be visible to the 
naked eyn to an inch or more in length. 
·Pure limestone is white in color, but water blue, gray, green, pink, 
red, and black varieties are common, the colors being dependent upon 
various impurities, such a~ the oxides of iron and carbonaceous matter 
caused by animal and plant remains. The pink and reel colors are 
caused b_y iron oxides, while the blue, gray, and black varieties owe 
their hues to the prevailing carbonaceous matter. The green color of 
some of the Vermont marbles appears to be due to ialc. 
Limestone,13 are regarded by geologists as · of either chemical origin 
or as resulting from the deposition of organic remains, such as shells 
and corals. Of the first kind are the tufas and travertines; of the 
second, the fossiliferous limestones, such as the encrinital stones of Ohio 
and th~ shelJ marbles of Tennessee. Either variety may have under-
gone the change called metamorphism, and all traces of their origin 
have been destroyed~ 
Limestones occur in stratified beds among rocks of all geological 
ages, from the Archrean to the most recent. The majority of those used 
for building and ornamental work belong either to the Cambrian, Silu-
rian, Devonian, or Carboniferous ages. , 
(2) V .ARIETIES OF LIMESTONES .AND DOLOMITES. 
The following list includes all the principal varieties of ·limestone 
popularly recognized, the distinctions being founded upon their struct-
ure, chemical composition, and mode of origin: 
Crystalline limestone. Marble.-A.n entirely crystalline, granular ag-
gregate of calcite crystals. The crystals are usua11y of quite uniform 
size in the same marble, but often vary widely in those from different lo-
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calities. The· fine-grained white varieties which appear like loaf agar 
are called saccharoidal. Common statuary marble is a good example of 
this variety. 
Compact common limestone.-A fine-grained crystalline aggregate 
which to the eye often appears quite homogeneous and amorphou ·. 
-n is rarely pure, but contains admixtures of other minerals, giving 
rise to many varieties, to which particular names are given. Litho-
graphic limestone is an extremely fine-grained. crystalline rock, with but 
a small amount of impurities, an<l. of a <l.rab or yellowish hue. Bitu-
minous limestone contains a considorable proportion of bitumen, caused 
by decomposing animal or vegetable rpatter. Its presence is ea ily 
recognized by the odor of petroleum given off when the rock is freshly 
broken. Hydraulic limestone contains 10 per cent. and upwards of silica 
and usually some alumina. When burnt into lime and ma<le into mortar 
or cement it has the property of setting under water. Oolitic limestones 
are made up of small rounded concretionary grains that have become 
cemented together to form a solid rock. These little rounded grain 
resemble the roe of a fish; hence the name, from the Greek word roii11, 
an egg. Where the grains are nearly t;he size of a pea the rock i 
called J>isolite. Such a rock is now in process of formation along the 
shore of Pyramid Lake, Nevada. Oolitic limestones suital>le for build· 
ing purposes are quite abuudant in Iowa, Indiana,, and Kentucky. 
Travertine, or Cale Sinter, is limestone deposited by running stream 
and springs. It occurs in au gradations of' texture from light flaky to 
a compact rock fit for building. A light, porous calc sinter has been 
deposited by the Mammoth Hot Springs of' Yellowstone National Park, 
some of which is nearly pure carbonate of lime and snowy white in 
color. Travertine occurs in great abundance at Tivoli, in Italy, from 
whence it was quarried in building ancient Rome. The exterior 
of the Amphitheatrum Flavium, or Colosseum, the largest theater the 
world has ever known, was of' this stone, as was also tho more modern 
structure of St.. Peter's, in the same ci~y .• The Latin name of tbe tone 
was lapis Tiburt-inus, of which the wor<l. "travertine" is supposed to be 
a corruption. 
So far as is known the beds of this country are of limited extenL and 
with one or two exceptions, unfit for any kind of structural purpo . 
The pearly white and red " onyx" marble from San Luis· Obispo au 
Suisun CiLy, Cal., are properly traverhlne; so are also the celebrated 
"Mexican onyx" and so-called "Oriental alabaster'' from Egypt. 
Stalactite and stalagmite are the names given to the deposits of lime-
stone on the roofs and floors of caves. Such are often beautifully cry -
ta1llne and colored by metallic oxides, giving rise to beautiful marble 
which are incorrectly called onyx, a are also the travertines, from which 
they diffi r only in method of deposition. 
•null, Building and Ornamental Stones, VP· 279, 2 1, 
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LIMESTONES COMPOSED LA.RGELY OF ORGA.NIC REMA.INS. 
Fossiliferous limestones.-Many limestones are made up wl10,lly or in 
part of the fossil remains of marine animals, as is shown in the accom-
panying figure, which is drawn from a magnified section of a limestone 
of the Cincinnati group from near Hamjlton, Ohio. 
In some cases the remains are retained nearly perfect; again the 
entire fossil may have been replaced by crystalline calcite. In other 
instances stones are found which are made up only of casts of shells, 
the original shell material having decayed and disappeared, as in the 
Eocene limestone from North Carolina. Many of the most beautiful 
marbles belong to the group of fossil limestones, as, for instance, the 
re<l. and white variegated Tennessee marbles. Orinoidal limestones are 
made up of fossil crinoidal fragments. 
Shell limestones or shell scind-roclcs as they arc called by some author-
ities, are made up of shells usually mnch broken, tlwugh sometimes 
almost entire. The well-known eoquina from Saint Augustine, Fla., is 
a good illustration of this variety. Goral roclc is of the same nature, 
excepting that it is composed of fragments of corals. Ohallc is a fine 
white limestone composed mainly of the minute shells of foraminifera. 
MA.GNESIAN LIMESTONES; ALSO CALLED DOLOMITIC LIMESTONE'S. 
Under this head are included those lii'nestones which contain 10 per 
cent. and upwards of carbonate of maguesia. They may be :finely or 
coarsely crystalline ; light, porous, or compact; fossiliferous or non· 
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f?ssiliferous; iri Sliort, may show all the variations common i.o ordinary 
~1mestones, from which they can usually be distinguished only by chem-
ical.tests., .Many marbles are magnesian, as will be noticeu. by reference 
to the tables. ·when the carbonate of magnesia,in a limestone rises a 
high as 45.65 per cent. the rock is no lonrrer called magnesian lime-, b 
stone, but-
DOLOMITE.* 
This in its typical -form is a crystalline granular aggregate of the 
mineral dolomite, and· is usually whitish or yellowish in color. It can 
in its typical :form he -distinguished from limestone by its increased 
hardness (3.5-4.5) · and specific gravity (2.8-2.95). It js also less sol-
uble, being scarcely at all acted on by dilute hydrochloric acid. Dol-
omite shows all the peculiarities pertaining to limestones, both in color 
and texture, ·and a chemical analysis is often required to distingui h 
between them. The pure white marble ' from Cockeysville, Md., is a 
uolomite, but by t,he eye alone can not be distinguished from the white 
crsstalline limestones (marbles)'of Vermont. The red-mottled marble 
· of Malletts Bay, Vt., are also dolomites, as are the white marbles of 
Lee, Mass., and Pleasant-vill~~ N. Y. 
In composition there is' no es.sential difference between a limestone or 
dolomite and what is popularly called a marble, but for convenience sake 
the subject will be here treated in two parts, the first to include tho e 
of this class of rocks ·as are put upon the market as marbles, anu. the 
seconcl the rocks of the same composition but unfit for finer grade of 
building and ornamental work and known popularly as simply lime-
stones. 
(3) LIMESTONES AND DOLOMITES. MARBLES. 
Under the head of marbles then aro here included all those rocks con-
sisting essentially of carbonate of lime (limestone) or carbonate of lime 
and magnesia (magnesian limestone arnl dolomite) that arc susceptibl 
of receiving a good polish and are suitable for ornamental work. 
A.labama.-Beds of marble of great beauty are stated to occur along 
the CahawbaRiver in Shelby County of this State. Tlrn colors enumcr-
ateu are gray with red veins, red :1U<l yellow, buff with fo ils, white 
crystalline, cloude<l with reel and black. A black variety veine<l with 
white occurs on the roau from Pralls Ferry to Montevallo and on ix 
Mile reek. ther goou beus are stated to occur on the JJunt vill 
r a 1 about rn mi.le from Tu caloosa an<l at J ouesb rough, tll • I~ tt r 
rock b ing compact a,Il(l f a r d ancl white color; the ame trata o -
cnr at Yillag Spring.. On Dig andy reek good marbl occur imi-
tb • nth ahawba. t N no of the above are actively quarri d 
writ r ha had th 1 p rtuuity of examining but a iual -----
• cnll daft r tho Jt'rcnch g ologi~ ~mi~1. 
t l ·ol. of Ala.ham , Fi;:1:1t Ili u. Rep., 1 40, p. 45, 
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specimen; that a smail block of fine and even texture, pure white color 
and excMlent quality, sai<l•to be from near Talladega . 
.Arkansas.-Black anti variously colored marbles mottled with white 
fossil shells and' eririoids are stated by Owen• to occur in Independ-
ence, Van Buren, Searcy, Carroll, and Marion Counties. The author 
has seen none of the material and. has• no more definite information 011 
the subject than that'. given above. 
· OaZifornia.-Owing to the violent geological agencies that have been 
in operation since the formation of the niarl>le deposits in this State, 
the stones found are said to be so broken and shattered in nearly every · 
case that it is impossible to obtain pieces of large size free from cracks 
and·:fl.aws.t Near Ihdian Diggings, in Eldoratlo County, there occurs a 
fine-grained white, blue-veined marble that closely resembles the Italian 
'
1 bardiglio;" from tlie Miseglia quarrie2, but- that the gromulmass is 
lighilir in color. It has been used only for grave-stones and to but a 
slight extent af that. In Ker'.n County are deposits of marbles of vari-
ous shades, but all so broken and shattered as to be very difficult to 
work. Near Colfax, iu Placer County, are also beds of, a dark blue-
gray mottled magnesian limestone that takes a good polish and1miglit 
be utilized as marble. Other deposits occur in Los Angeles, Morlterey, 
Nevada, and Plumas Counties, but none of them are at present worked. 
The most beautiful of all the California marbles is the massive a'rago-
nite, or so-called " onyx," from San Luis Obispo. This stone, which is, 
as I untlerstand, a travertine, is idehtical in coniposition and structure 
with the celebrated Oriental alabaster (wrongly so-called) from Blad 
Recam, near the ravine ofOned Abdallah. In color·it is pearly ·white, 
ancl it is made up of fine, wavy parallel bands like the lines of growth 
upon the trunk of a tree. This stone is now being quite extensively 
intrddnced· for small stands and ornamental work, which are often of 
exquisite beauty. No other travertines tlu1t·can compare with this are 
at present quarried in the United States, though a beautiful variety is 
fdt1nd in extensive deposits at Tec~l'.li, State of Puebla, Mexico. 
Another travertine marble occurs in very limited amounts near the 
town of Suisun, Solano County. The quarry lies in a low hill near the 
town, and has been quite extensively worked, but no large pieces of 
even texture are obtainable, wbich is of' course a drawback to its exten-
sive u e. t 
Specimens of this stone received at the National Museum are df a 
<lull red or amber-yellow color, resinous luster and somewhat porous. 
A. far more beautiful stone, lmt which also occurs in very limited ambunts, 
is found near the falls of the Sacramento River h1 Siskiyou County. 
This is also aragonite aml is of a beautifal emerald-green color. Tlte 
color is however so delicate tl.iat pieces of consider:.tble thickness (an 
" Geol. of Arkansas, First .A.nnna.l Report. 
t Rep. Tenth Census, p. 279. 
tRep. State Mineralogist of Cal., 1884, p. 73. 
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inch or more) must be used in order to appear to advantage. Tlie stone 
is found, as I am informed by Mr. J. S. Diller, of the U.S. Geological 
Survey, in a narrow seam in the gneissoid rocks of the region, and there 
is very little probability of its ever being obtainable in pieces of more 
than a foot or so in length. 
Prof. H. G. Hanks, in a paper recently read before the San Franci co 
_Microscopical Society, describes, under the name of "Inyo" marble, a 
pure white crystalline dolomite occurring in the White and other mount-
ains of the Inyo range in this State. It is regarded by him as an ex-
cellent stone, and one promising of future usefulness. Besides thi he 
mentions a yellow brecciated marble found at Tehachipi, in Kern County, 
and a black marble found near Colfax. The author has seen none of 
these stones. 
Golorado.-No marbles are as yet quarried in this State, but the Mu-
seum collections show a small piece of a black white-veined breccia from 
Pitkin that might rival the imported'' Portoro" from the Monte d'.Arma 
quarries in Italy, if occurring in sufficient abundance. Concerning the 
extent and character of the formation the author knows nothing. In the 
marble yards of Denver the author was shown during the summer ofl 6 
a fine chocolate-colored stone, somewhat resembling the more uniform 
colors of Tennessee marble, which was stated to llave been brourrht 
from near Fort Collins, in Laramie County, where it occurred in gr a 
quantities; also a fair grade of white blue-veined marble from Gunni-
son County. A beautiful breccia marble is stated* to occur in abun-
dance a few miles north of Boulder City. 
Gonnecticut.-In the northern part of Litchfield County, near the 
Massachusetts line, in the town of Canaan, East Canaan, and Fall 
Village, there occur massive beds of a coarsely crystalline white dolo 
mite, which have in years past furnished valuable building marbl • 
though recently they have been but little worked. The stone is aiu 
to weather well and to be obtainable in large blocks eminently suiteu 
for building, but like the Lee dolomite it frequently contains cry tal~ 
of white tremolite, which weather out on exposure. It is therefore n t 
so well suited for finely finished or Jl).onumental wor_k. The State-Hou 
at Hartford is the most important structure yet made from this materi 1. 
As already noted (ante, p. 288), it was at Marble Dale, in the town of 
Milford, in this State that marble quarrying was first syst.ema.ticallv 
undertaken in this country, and at one time (1830) not less than fl.ft n 
quarri s were in active operation in the vicinity. So far as can 
1 arned not a single one of these is now being worked. 
JJelaware.-No marbl s are at present quarried in thi State, but a 
c ar white dolomite is found near Hocke in, New Ua tle County. 
Thi , far a can be judged from the single pecimen examined, migh 
be u fi r gen r, l builcling, though not well suited fi r ornament l 
work. 
• Bien. Rep. State G ·ol. of Uolo., 1 O, p. 33. 
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Georgia.-An important belt of marble is said to extend through tlrn 
counties of Cherokee, Pickens, Gilmer, and Fannin in the northei·n !)art 
of this State, the /material varying in color from pure white through 
blue and variegated varieties, .some of which are remarkably beautiful. 
Variegated marbles also occur in the counties of Polk, Floyd, Whitfield, 
Catoosa, Chattooga, Gordon, Murray, Barton, and Walker; chocolate-
red varieties similar to the marbles of Tennessee are said to occur in. 
abundance in Whitfield Oounty, the bed in Red Clay Valley extending 
in uitinterrupted continuity for 10 miles, and varying from one-fourth to 
one-halfa mile in width.• Of the beds above mentioned those in Pickens 
County are at present the most important and the only ones that have 
been worked to any extent, quarrying having quite recently been com-
menced here by the Perseverance and Georgia Marble Companies. Spec-
imens of these marbles forwarded to the National Museum show them 
to be of uniform texture, but coarse, much coarser than the Vermont 
marble, which in other respects they much resemble. Tiley are soft, 
work readily, and.acquire an excellent surface and polish. In color they 
vary from snow white and pink to black and white mottled. The pink 
variety is unique as well aR beautiful, and there is at present nothing 
like it produced in other parts of the country, though in color it closely 
resembles the pink marble from Cherokee and Macon Counties, N. O., to 
be noticed later. It is, however_, coarser. , 
The ready working qualities of these stoneR, the fact that owing to the 
mildness of the climate the works can be in operatii.on at all seasons of 
the year, together with the remoteness of1'egions where similar marbles 
are produced, all point to a rapid development ofan extensive quarrying 
industry in this part of the country. , 
· Iowa.-The calcareous rocks of Iowa are, as a rule, non-crystalline, 
dnll in color, and with few qualities that render them desirable for 
ornamental purposes. But few of them are pure limestone, but nearly 
all contain more or less ~agnesia, iron, or clayey matter ; very many of 
them belng true dolomites. 
Near Charles City, in Floyd County, on the banks of Cedar River, are 
extensive quarries in the Devonian (Hamilton) beds of magnesian lime-
stones, certain strata of which furnish a coral marble at once unique 
and beautiful. The prevailing color of the stone is light drab, but the 
abundant fossils vary from yellowish to deep mahogany brown. These 
last, which belong to the class of corals called Stomatophora, are very· 
abundant and of all sizes up to 18 inches in diameter. As seen on a 
polished surface imbedde<l. in the fine, drab, non-crystalline paste of the 
groundmass, they present an appearance totally unlike anything quar-
ried elsewhere in America-an appearance at once grotesque and won-
derfully beautiful. The stone admits of a high polish, and would seem 
excellently adapted for all manner of interior decorations if obtainable 
in blocks sufficiently uniform in texture. A small amount of argilla-
• Commonwealth of Georgia, p. 135. 
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oeous matter and scattering particles of amorphous pyrite, which are 
occasionally visible, render its· adaptability to outdoor work decidedlv 
doubtful. The stone is known commercially as "Madrepore marble:· 
A. polished slab 2 by 4· feet is in the collections ·of the National Museum. 
T'he light yellowfali, bu.ff~ or btown·sub-Carboniferotts magnesian lime-
stone, quarried near Le Grand in Ma11s1iall eounty, also contains ma . 
ive layers beautifully veihed·with·iron oxide, and which are suitable 
for ornaniental pur-poses, though it' is not·c<'nsidered suitatlle for monu-
ments a;nd otlier work subject to contitiuons exposure. I have not seen 
~amples of this materiaJ, though it is well spoken of by White.• It 
is popularly known as '" Iowa marble." The only other stone which, o 
far as I am aware, has ever been utilized for ornamental purpo,e 
ls the so-called ''Iowa _ City," or "Bitd's-eye marble." This is nothing 
more than fossil coral "(AcervulariflrDavidsoni) itnbedded ih the common 
Devonian lim~stone and· offen pe'tfectly cons<:>lidated by carbonate of 
lime so that it may be polished like 'otdiM'ry marble. When so polish u 
its appearance is ·very beautiful, fdr the whole ititernal structure of the 
coral is ~s well shown as it_ is-·in living specimens, and yet' it is hard 
and compact as real marble." The stone would' be valuable could it be 
obtained .in blocks of large size. Unfortunately it occurs in pieces of 
but a few pounds' weight; tit is•used therefore only for paper-weight , 
and small ornaments of various kinds. 
Maryliind.-The· principal marble quarries of this State are located 
near Cockeysville and Texas, s·om:e Hh:niles north of Baltimore, on the 
Northern Central ·Railroad. Here there occurs a small and isolated area 
of Lower Silurian (Y) dblomite of medium texture and pure white color 
that has been very extensively used for general bniJdiilg purposes in 
Baltimore and Washington and the n~igbborittg towns, and to a le 
extent in Philadelphia. In the quarries the stone lies in large horizon-
tal masses, and blocks 28 by 10 by 3 feet have been quarried entire. Tlli 
stone was used in the construction of Obrist Church in ·Ilaltimore, the 
Washington Monument, and the columns and beavy 'platfoFms of the 
Capitol extensions at Washington, D. 0. 
Near Union Bridge, in Frederick County, there occurs a :fine-grained 
and compact white magnesian limestone, but which has not been quar-
ried to any extent. 
The only true conglomerate or breccia marble that has ever been util-
. ized to any extent in the United States is found near Point of Ro k · 
Fred rick County, in this State. The rock, which belongs geologically 
to the Triassic formations, is composed of-rounded and angular fragmen 
_f all iz s, up to several inches in diameter, of quartz and magne ia 
lim one imb dded in a fine gray calcareous groundma s. Thi com· 
P i ti n r n<ler the prop r dr sing of the stone a matter of some diffi-
cul Y, i o t h rd quartz p uble break away from the ofter part i 
whi h th Y Ii , 1 ving numcr u cavities to be filled with colored w 
t White, op. oit., p. 316. 
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or shellac. It should therefore never be worked with hammer and chisel, 
but only with saw and grinding material, and no attempt made at other 
than plain surfaces. The stone was used for the pillars in the old 
Hall of Representatives in the Oapitol at Washington; and a polished 
slab, 34 inches long by 20 inches wide, m:ay be seen in the National 
M usetim. The pebbles forming the .stone are of so varied shades that to 
state its exact color is a matter of difficulty. =Red, white, and slate-gray 
are perhaps the prevailing tints. On account of its locality this stone 
has been popularly called " Potomac " marble, or sometimes '' calico" 
marble, i:n reference to its structure and spotted appearance. The for-
mation from whence it is derived is said to commence near the mouth 
of the Monocacy River and to extend along the Potomac to ,Point of 
Rocks, and along the ralley on the eastern side of the Catoctin- Mount-
ain to within 2 miles of Frederick. The Ourator is informed; moreover, 
that the sanie formation occurs in Virginia, near Leeslmrgh, and tlrnt 
here the quartzose pebbles are almost entirely lacking, thereby render-
ing the stone much less difficult to work. 
Massachusetts.-Orystalline limestones an_d dolomites of · such a char-
acter as to assume the name of marble are now or have been in times 
past quarried in various towns of Berkshire County, in this State. The 
stones are all white or some shade of gray color, medium fine-grained in 
texture, and a:re better adaptf3d for general building than for any form 
of ornamental work. 
The quarries at Lee were opened in 1852, and the stone has been used 
in the Capitol extension at Washington and the new city buildings in 
Philadelphia; but little of it has been used for monuments. In the 
quarries the stone lies very massive, and it is-stated cubes 20 feet in 
diameter could• be obtained if necessary. The Sheffield quarries were 
opened about 1838. The rock here is massive, with but little jointing. 
Natural blocks 40 feet square and 3 feet in thickness can be obtained. 
The Alford stone is .used mostly for monumental work and appears very 
durable. Much of the marble from these localities contains small crys-
tals of white tremolite which weather out on exposure, leaving the rock 
with a rough pitted surface. This is very noticeable in tbe exterior 
walls of the Capitol building at Washington, already noted. 
Missouri.-We have seen but few true marbles from this State, though 
colored marbles of fine quality equaling the: variegated yarieties of 
Tennessee are reported by Professor Broadhead as occurring in Iron, 
Madison, and Cape Girardeau Counties. The Iron County stone is re-
ported as light drab in color, with buff veins. The outcrop occupies an 
exposure of several hundred feet of a low bluff on Marble Creek near 
the east line adjoining Madison County. Tho Madison County marble 
occurs near Fredericktown, and is described as tlrn best-appearing 
marble in the State both in regard to color and texture, the colors befog 
red, peach-blossom, and greenish, beautifully blended. The stone is 
represented as very durable, but liable to tarnish on a polisllcd surface 
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when exposed to the weather. The Cape Girardeau stone is repre. 
sented as of a variety of colors-purple, yellow, red, pink, gray, an 
greenish all being enumerated; the supply is unlimited. None of th 
marbles are ijt present systematically worked, owing to lack of capital 
and distance from market. Professor Broadhead further states that fe 
of the marble beds of southeastern Missouri are thick enough to be eco-
nomically worked, as the e _would be too large a portion of waste ma-
terial. 
No pure white crystalline marbles are as yet known to occur within 
the State limits. Other stones capable of receiving a polish and suit-
able for marble are stated to occur in the counties of Saint Louis, Saint 
Charles, Warren, Montgomery, Ralls, Calloway, Lincoln, Cooper, Pet-
tis, Cass, Jackson, Liyingston, and Olay. 
Montana Territory.-This Territory as yet quarries no marble or otl!er 
stone of importance. There were exhibited, however, at the Centennial: 
in Philadelphia, 1876, and since then in the National Museum atWa h-
ington, two samples from Lewis and Clarke County that are worthy of 
note, since they form the nearest approach to the imported Italian black 
and gold marble from the Spezzia quarries of any at present found ic. 
America. The rock is :very close and compact, of a dark blue-gray color. 
and traversed by irregular wavy bands of varying width of a dull 
chrome-yellow color. So far as observed the stone is far inferior iu 
point of beauty to its Italian prototype, an<l apparently would pro, 
more difficult to work. 
New Yorlc.-The belts of Archaean dolomite which lie to the north of 
New York City and cross the State in a northeasterly direction furni:!h 
a very fair quality of white and gray marbles that have at vario 
times been quite extensively utilized. At present the quarries at Tuck-
ahoe and Pleasantville, in Westchester Uounty, furnish marble of good 
quality but of rather coarse texture. That from Pleasantville i par-
ticularly remarkable in this respect, being made up oflarge snow-whi 
crystals, often an inch or more in length, whence it derives its popular 
name of snowflake marble. On account of its coarseness it is not w 
adapted for carved work or for use in long columns. The Tuckahoe 
stone is not quite so coarse in texture and has been more exten ivel 
employed for building purposes. St. Patrick's Cathedral, on Fifth a, -
nue, New York City, is of this stone. At Sing Sing an<l Dover Plain 
are other quarries of rather coarse white dolomitic marble, but whi 
are not extensively worked. 
A very coarsely crystalline light-gray magnesian limestone of Arch-
a an age occurs at Gouverneur, in Lewis County. Although too c 
f r carved work it answers well for massive structures, and, a i 
quires a good surface and polish, is used to some extent for ornamen 
w rk. It is believed to be durable, since grave tones in the vicini 
which have been t upward f eventy years till pres nt clean 
nniform surfaces, and are fr fr m lichens and discoloration of 
kind. 
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Two excellent ,arict,ies of colored marbles occur at Plattsburgh and 
Chazy, in Clinton County, in tliis State, and which are commercially 
known as ''Lepanto"* and French gray. The first oonsists of a close, 
fine-grained gray grouudmass with pink and white fossil remains, which 
are evidently crinoidal. The second is more uniformly gray and bears 
larger fossils. It is an excellent stone and, with perhaps the exception 
of the Tennessee ma1;bles, has been used more extensively for mantels, 
table tops, tiling; and general interior decorative work than any other 
of our marbles. 
At Glens Falls, on the Hudson River, occurs an extensive deposit of 
dark blue-black magnesian limestone, certain strata of which furnish the 
finest varieties of black marble at present quarried in this country. The 
stone is very fine grained and compact, and, when polished, of a deep, 
lustrous black color, though the uniformity of the surface is sometimes. 
broken by the presence of a small white fossil. A two-foot cube of this 
stone is in the Museum collections. The finest quality of this marble 
occurs in a single stratum some 12 feet in thickness. The poorer quali-
ties are burned for lime, of which they furnish material of exceptional . 
purity. Black marble is also quarried to some extent at Willsborough, 
in Essex County. At Port Henry, in this same county, there is quarried 
a green and white speckled marble, composed of an intimate mixture of 
serpen.tine, calcite, and dolomite that has been used for interior deco-
. rative work. This stone has been noticed more fully under the head 
of serpentine. 
At Lockport there is extensively quarried a soft gray crinoidal lime-
stone in which the fossils are frequently of a pink or bluish opalescent · 
color. It is used to some extent for mantels and other ornamental pur-
poses. t 
In the town of Warwick, in Orange County, there is found a beautiful, 
coarsely crystalline marble of a carmine-red color, sometimes slightly 
mottled or veined with white. But little of it has been used and the 
supply is reported as small. 
North Oarolina.-Although no quarries of marble are at the pre8ent 
time worked to any extent in this State, there occur within its limits 
numerous deposits of most excellent material that only require enter-
prise and capital to bring to a ready market. One of the most impor-
tant of these is near Red Marble Gap, in Macon County. The rock is 
a beautiful bright flesh pink, sometimes blotched or striped with blue 
and yellow. The texture is fine and even, and it acquires an excellent 
surface and polish. The stone is stated by Professor Kerr to occur in 
the side of the mountain in cliff's 150 feet or more in height, and blocks 
of almost any size can be obtained. It is quite different from any-
* The Lepanto marble is figured on Pl. xxxn of the census report, where it is 
wrongly set down as from Isle La Motte, Vermont. 
t J. S. Newberry in report on building and ornament&! stonea1 Vol. 111_ Inter. Ex. 
Reports, p. 158, 
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thing now in tl10 market, and would <l.oubtless find a rca,uy ale if 
. once introduce<l.. Other marbles of white or blue.gray color occur in 
Murphy, and Valley Town, Cherokee County; Warren Springs, 1L U-
son County, and near Marion, in McDowell County. Lack of tran .. 
portation facilities at present is a serious <l.rawb'a,ck to the introduction 
of any of these into our principal markets. We have also seen small 
pieces of very compact deep blue-black crystalline limestone, taking a 
high polish and suitable for the finest grades of ornamental work, from 
near Nantehala, Swain County, in this State. Portions of the stone are 
. traversed by a coarse network of pure white calcite veins that greatly 
added to its beauty. 
Penn$ylvani,a.-The belt of Lower Silurian limestone that extend from 
Sadsbury and Bart Townships, in Lancaster County, in a general ea t-
erly direction through Chester County, and through tlte western hlf 
of Montgomery. County, inclu<l.es within its area the only quarrie of 
merchantable marble at present worked within the State limits. Ac-
corqing to Professor Rogers• this belt forms the bed of a narrow valley 
some 58 miles in total length, exten<l.ing from near Abington, in Mont-
gomery County, to the source of Big Beaver Creek, in Lancaster County. 
The prevailing colors of the stone throughout the larger portion of thi 
area are yellowish or bluisli, and it is, as a consequence, suitable only for 
making quicklime or for ordinary rough building purposes. On the 
squthern side of the valley, however, between Brandywine and Wi a-
bickon Creeks, the stone has become highly metamorphosed and con· 
verted into a crystalline granular marble, white or some shade of blue in 
color, though often variously veined or mottled. All the quarries a yet 
opened are situated in Montgomery County, on the steeply upturned or 
overturned edges of the outcrops within half a mile of the southern 
edge of the formation between Marble Hall and the Chester Oounty 
line. 
It is stated that quarries were first opened here about the time of 
the Revolutionary war, and that up to 1~40 this stone was the favorite 
and almost only material used in the better class of stone building in 
an<l. about Philadelphia. At about the latter date increased faciliti 
for transportation brought the better varieties of eastern marbles and 
other stones into competition with it and its use has as a consequen 
considerably <l.iminishe<l. Among the important buildings construct d 
of the stone during its popularity were the United States custom.hou e 
and mint, the Naval Asylum, and Girard College, while the seemingly 
endless rows of red brick houses with the white marble stepsr door 
and window trimmings are even now as characteristic of Philadelphia a 
are the brown.stone front of New York City. · 
The arcophagi for General and Martha Washington, at Mount V r-
n n, are al o of thi material. While the Montgomery County tone 
• .Rep. of first Geol, Sqrv. of Ponna., Vol, I, p. 211. 
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has shown itself to be very durable, in point of beauty it falls far short 
of the marbles from the more Eastern Stat~s,, ~nd hence its- use for any 
form of ornamental work,h~~ almost en.tirely ceased. There were, how-
ever, on exhibition ~t t,b.e PJ:ijlad~lphja E~position of 1876 (and since 
the~ t~ansferred to tµe National Museurp) sample1:1 of ,this :limestone 
from aloJ.!g the Leb~non Br,apch qf the Bhiladelphja and Reading R~1,il-
roa9, smne of which gave ni:omi~~ of .great .utility. I would -mention 
especi;iilly two samp\~s f~OJD. .~y~rstown ~nd ]\'Iill Lane. These are vei;y 
fine-grained ~nctaowpa9t, of .a drab or bluisJ:i col~r on a polished snrfa~e, 
ancl lr;1iv;ersep. by W'fJiVY and v~ry ji:regularly.anastomo~iqg, riear~y black 
lines. They s~em i:n ~very way.adrµirably adaipted for decorative worJ{, 
tho-qgh I am nl}t awa1'e th~t they •have _as yet been at ~11 used for this 
purpose. Newberry states* that a fine variety of black marble occurs 
in or rnear Willial!)~por,t, Lycorµing County. I have never seep the 
stoµe and k:now nothing further reg~rding it. A black lime~tone that 
ta,Jres a ,fine ,pqljsh aqd ~ppears ~ell,sµited for interior work is ijtated 
alsp ,to occur near the east ~nd qf Mosqµjto Valley, in the same, co~unty. 
For exterior WOFk it is stat~d .to •be unsµitejl, a,s .it ~plinters up badly on 
e4pos-1~re . 
.7le~n.~&see.-'l'he :v.qlley of l]a_st ~enne~_soo is .underlaid by limestone.of 
Lower .Siluriain ~ge th3it furnishes;some of th.e ftnest,an~ lllOSt ,beautiful 
gq1des qf ,colored ,marbles at preseµt _guarried iµ the United States . 
. The history,of -.the uuarrs,ing inqgs~ry in this part of.the St,ate, as 
given ·by :Qr. Safforq,t is sub~tantiallyJts follo,u:s: In Anril, 183S,, the 
Eogersville ¥P.irble ,Oqmpany was .formed _by gentlemen in and near 
]faqger.sville, ~awJdns ·Ooupty, ~for the purpo~e qf sawing rn.ar.ble and 
establis)ling a lll3irble f?,ctory in ·the viciµity. The company op·erQ>ted 
to a li~ited extent for.~everal year~, ~r~q~iµg a mjll ~n~ se}liJlg se;v·eral 
thous~nd doll:;m~' wol}th of .m~tei:i,aLannually, most of which was used 
within tb,e ~tate limits. In 1844 the coi;npany sold out to ,i, Mr. Rice, 
who shprtly after,j3~nt ~ block of tµe ligP;t mottleq, strawberry v~riety 
to the Wasµington ~fon_ument.; anQth~r bloQk was subsequently sent, 
in accord~nce wi.th an ~ct of the State legislatqre. These blocks at-
traot~d .the attention qf tJie qµildir,i,g committee of the National Oapitol, 
who fiµally deciued on the adoption of the maiterial fQr the 'interior 
decorfl!tive wqr:k in the ,extensions of bat building. As a consequence, 
what .w.~s.~nown as the·Government.qu~rry was opeµed, ~ta point about 
9 miles southwest of R,ogersville, wpere tb,e Holston River intersects 
the rnarble range. lrhe rock her~ was in l;1rge p,ai;,t ma~sive and the 
bed several ,hµndred feet in width. ¥any tp.ous~nd.feet were taken out, 
being shipped by river and rail to Oharle&ton or Savannah, anµ thence 
by water to Wasbingtoq. Bublic attention having thus been drawn to · 
the be11uty of these stones, there has arisen a constantly increasing de-
mand for them, to supply which other quarries have been opened, and 
• Re:p. of Jud~es, l?· 138, 1:w. t Geology of 'l;'cnneeseo, 
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now "Tennessee marble" is one of the widest known and most generally 
used of our ornamental stones. . 
At the present time the most e:xtensive quarries are situated in Knox 
and Hawkins Counties. The prevailing colors found here are chocola e 
red arid white, often coarsely variegated and fossiliferous; though finely 
and evenly crystalline varieties of a beautiful pink or "strawberry 
color, with scarcely a trace of fossil remains, also occur. All of them 
cut to a sharp edge and acquire a beautiful and la.sting polish not ex-
celled and r_arely equaled by any foreign or domestic marbles. Of for-
eign marbles, so far as the writer is aware, they have no exact counter. 
part, but perhaps resemble the "Rosso de Levanto" from Spezia, or 
the Persian "fiorto," more closely than any other that can be men-
tioned. 
Besides the localities above mentioned, colored marbles occur in the 
fol1owing counties in this part of the State·: Hancock, Grainger, Jeffer-
son, Roane, Blount, Monroe, McMinn, and Bradley; some also occur in 
Meigs, Anderson, Union, and Campbell Oounties. The Hawkins County 
marble is part of a comparatively short belt of Trenton and Nashville 
rocks lying west of Rogersville. It is some 16 or 17 miles long, and 
from 50 to 300 feet in thickness. The supply is therefore practically 
unlimited and inexhaustihle. The best variety of the stone is used only 
for ornamental work, owing to its high price, being valued at from 2 
to $3 per cubic foot delivered at the nearest railway station. 
The Knox County quarries are mostly situated within a few miles of 
the city of Knoxville. According to Dr. Safford~ the entire thicknc s 
of the marble bed here is some 300 feet, the different layers of which 
vary from chocolate red and white variegated varieties through grayi h 
white, pinkish, and more rarely greenish colors. The most esteemed 
· variety has when polished a brownish red color, with white spots and 
cl011ds, due to fossil corals and crinoids. The grayish white variety, 
wliich is the nearest approach to a truly white marble of any now 
found in the State, is greatly esteemed for tombstones, monuments, til-
ing, etc., and is said to be very durable, tombstones which have been 
expose<l for upward of thirty yea.rs showing no signs of disintegration 
or wear. Both the Hawkins County and Knox County stones are ,ery 
strong and heavy, weighing about 180 pounds per cubic foot, which i 
some 14 pounds heavier than granite. Quite similar variegated marbl 
are said to occur in many of the counties of the Cumberland table-land 
as in Franklin County, on the Elk River; at the Oil Springs, on Leipor' 
Ur ek, in Maury County. Some of the marbles of this latter place 
11av a grayish groundma s, with fleecy clouds of red an<l green. t 
A beautiful olive-green fossiliferous marble is also found in the ele,-
enth <li trict of Da't'id on County, though the extent of the depo it i 
n t known by the writer. Near Calhoun, in McMinn County, just south 
• 'P· cit., page 236,237. 
t 1 nnc. and it Agricultur~l and Mincr~l Woalth, by J.B . .l\iUebrew, page 1 9. 
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of the Chilhowee Mountain, occur breccia marbles of exceptional beauty, 
of pink and olive-green colors. One quite unique stone from this local-
ity is composed of a grayish-ground mass, with large rounded and angu-
lar fragments of a lemon-yellow color. These -same marbles also occur 
in Greene, Cock~, Sevier, and all the counties of the Unaka range, but 
they are not much worked, on account of the hardness of the included 
fragments.• 
Dove-colored marbles are stated by the same authority to occur a few 
miles south of Manchester, Coffee County, and in Wilson and Davidson 
Counties. Dark limestones, almost black when polished, and often 
traversed by veins of calcite, forming a good black marble, are not un-
common, occurring in the vicinity of tfonesborongh, Washington Oounty, 
Greeneville and Newport, Cocke County, on the Pigeons, in Sevier 
County, and also in McMinn and Polk Counties. They are at present 
but little used. 
Colored marbles are also ·said to occurt in the Western Tennessee 
Valley, which, though somewhat inferior in point of beauty to those of 
the East Valley, are still valuable stone1', Perry, Decatur, Wayne, and 
Hardin Counties are mentioned as offering the best facilities. On Shoal· 
Creek, in Lawrence County, are said to be beds of fawn-colored or 
brownish-red marbles, some 40 feet in thickness and extending on both 
sides of the creek for a distance of 15 miles. The stone is often varie-
gated by fleecy clouds of green or red-green and white colors. Owing 
to lack of transportation facilities it i.s not now in the market. In Wil-
son and Davidson Counties other beds of bluish or dove-colored marble 
occur, and in Rutherford County is a bed of pale-yellow marble with 
serpentine veins of red and black dots. The extent of ·the deposit is 
11ot kuown, and at present the stone is seen only in the form of small 
objects for paper-weights anu curiosities. 
Texas.-The resources of this State are as yet but little known. 
There have been received at the National Museum. sever_al samples of 
compact, light-colored cretaceous limestoues, from the vicinity ot Austin, 
1'ravis County, though few of them are of such quality as to be used 
as marbles. There was on exhibition at the New Orleans Exposition 
in 1884-'85 a marbl~ fire-place and mantel of Austin marble that was 
worthy of more than passing notice. Tile stone was compact, very light 
<lrab in color, and interspersed with large fossil shells and transparent 
calcite crystal. This composition would rernler some care necessary in 
cutting, but the final result would seem toJustifytheoutlay. 'Ille marbles 
received from Burnet and ·dcinity present a variety of colors, some of 
which are very pleasing. They range from blue-gray and distinctly crys-
talline to ,ery fine and compact forms, designated as "mahogany-red," 
"red and white,"'' purple variegated," etc. The" mahogany-red." is dull 
in color, arnl traversed. by a net-work of lighter lines. It is too llard and 
brittle to work economically. The most promising variety is the purple 
.,. G •ology of Tennessee, p. 221.. t Min. Resources of Tennessee. 
U l\I~s. 170, pt .. 2--2>-, 
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variegated. This presents an extremely compact base of a graYi b 
or lig-11£ lavender-tint, which is traversed by fine, irregular liue, of ;1. 11 
aud purple color. The stone.acquires an excelleut surface and poli. b 
but is so hard as to work with great difficulty. . 
Utah.-A yellowish white crystalline limestonr, that can scarcely 
calleu a marble, was received at the Museum from Payson, in thi Terri-
tory, and a compact nearly black stone, interspersed with numerou 
white fossil shells, from the San Pete Val1ey. Neither stone cau lay 
any claim to beauty, though possibly the last mentioned might b 1wul 
to do as marble under certain circumstances. 
Vermont.-Since this is the leading marble-producing State of th 
Union a brief description of the chief geological features of the mar bl· 
formations may not be out of place here. According to Prot .- ·or 
Brainard* this formation extends along the westem borders of tl1 · 
States of Oonnectjcut, Massachusetts, and Vermont, between the Gr' '11 
1\fountain elevation, which extends from the Uana<la liue nearly to 1011 11 
Island Sound, and the intermittent Taconic Mountains, which extcrnl 
south of Lake Chamvlain, and in places admit tbe marble vein within 
the border of New York. Of these immense formations, which are from 
1,000 to 2,000 feet in thickness, the lower portion, k.uowu to geologi t 
ns the calciferous (300 to 400 feet in thickness), is for the most part 
siliceous, partaking of the nature of the sandrock that underli ' it. 
'rlie upper portion, known as the Trenton (500 to GOO feet in thicknc .. ) 
is impure from the presence of clayey matter, partaking of the natnr u 
the slate formation that overlies it. Only certain layers of the mid 11 
portions seem to have been fitted by their original constitution for tli 
production of marble. 
These strata in Rutland and A<ldison Counties appear in two parall •l 
liues about 2 miles apart, stretcliing from the north line of Middlebury 
to tlle south iine of Rutland, and are from 100 to 200 feet in thickn · 
The limits of the formation may be best understood by refereuc t 
tlle accompanying map (Plate VII), redrawn from Profes or Brainar . 
report.t · 
Professor Hitchcock t conveniently divides the marbles of tbi ta· 
iuto four groups or classes: (1) the common white and blui h or E li. 
marble (so called from its occurring extensiYely on Mount Eolu ) · {:. 
the Winooski; (3) tlrn variegated of Plymoutb, aud ( 4) the dark, alrn 
black, of Isle La Motte. Of these the Eolian is mo ~t abundant by fi • 
and i most ext m:;ively qua1:riec.l. Ia textnr the tone i fine-grai n 
and ft n saccharoiclaJ, though le. o tlJan the Italian marbl ', I 
color it varie from pure nowy wl1ite through all hades of blui b 
· m time greeni ·b, often, beautifully mottled and vein d, t n ·a1 . 
black the blui h and lack vari tie being a a rule the fiu t and m 
Ufc 11 . 
------------- -
The .\larlilt• Hurd1:r of \V • ·Lcl'JJ uw Etiul:1nd, p. 9. 
B: p1•rn1i:,;ion of tb1· folcllelrnry lfo;torical 'ocicty. 
: ..-co lug: f V 'l'IIIOU L, V ul. u, p,.l."C 7G:2. 
Report of National Museu~ , 1886.-Merrill. PLATE VII. 
MARBLE REGION OF WESTERN NEW ENGLAND. 
·I 
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The stone occurs in beds usually but a few feet in thickuess, whieh 
vary considerably in color, so tha,t several grades, from pure white 
through greenish, b.lnish, and almost black~ may be taken from the 
same quarry.* As a rule the best marbles in the State occur where the 
·beds or strata stand at high angles, as a.t West Rutland. The quarries 
themselves at this village lie along tlie western base of a low range of 
hills, which, to tile ordinary observer, gfre uo sign of the vast wealth 
of material concealed beneath their gray and uninteresting exterior. In 
quarrying, the best beds are selected, aud upon their upturned edges 
excavation is commenced, first by blasting, to remove the weathered 
and worthless material, anu afterwaru by channeling, drilling, and wedg-
ing; no powder being used lest the fine massive blocks become shat-
tered and unfit for use. The quarry thus descends in the form of a 
rectangular pit, with almost perpendicular, often overhanging, wall.s, to 
a depth· of sometimes more than 200 feet, when the beds are found to 
curve to the eastward and pass under tlie hill, becoming thus more 
nearly horizontal; in following these the quarry assn mes. ~be appear~ 
ance of a vast cavern from . whose smoke-blackened, gaping months 
one woul<l little suppose could be drawn the huge blocks of snow-white 
material lying in gigantic piles iu the near vicinity (see Plater). Some 
of the quarries have been partially roofecl over to protect them from 
snow ancl rain, ancl seem like mines rather than quarries. The scant 
daylight at the bottom is scarce sufficient to guide the quarryman in 
his work. As one peers cautiously over the edge into the black and 
seemingly bottomless abyss, na,ught but darkness and asceuding smoke 
and steam are visible, while his astonished ears are filled with such an 
unearthl,y clamor of quarrying machines, the puffing of engines, and the 
shbnts of laborers, as is comparable with nothing within tho range of 
our limited experience. · 
The stone taken from the quarries is worked up in the companies' 
shops in the immediate vicinity or shipped iu tl.le rough as occasion de-
. . .
mands. The .supply is used for monumental, decorative, or statuary 
work and general building. 
Other quarries in which the stone so closely resembles that of Rut-
land as to need no special description, are situated at East Dorset and 
Dorset, Wallingford, Pittsford., Sutherland Falls, Brandon, and Mid-
dlebury. At Sutherland Falls the stoue is very massfre, and large 
- ·- - --------- ---------
-J; Prnfessor Hitchcock (Geology of Vermont, Vol. u, p. 7G4) gives the following fig-
ures relative to the marble-be<l.s at one of tho ·west Rutland. quarries, bcginniug at 
the eastern side or top layer: 
1. Upper blue layer, 4 feet thick. 
2. Upper white layer, 3 feet 6 inches , 
thick. 
3. Gray limestone layer, 5 feet thick. 
4. Wbite st,1tnary layer, 3 feet thick. 
G. Striped layer, 1 foot ti inches thick. 
G. New white layer, 4 feet thick. 
7. Wedged white layer, from 8 iuches to 
2 feet 6 inches tllick. 
8. Muddy fayer, 4 feet thick. 
9. Striped green layer, 4 foet tllick. 
10. Cn,mphor-gnru layer, 3 feet thick. 
11. White layer, 9 feet thick. 
12. J3luc layer, :.3 foct G iucho8. 
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blocks are taken out for building purposes. Some of the mo t valu-
able, according to Professor Seely,':t: are known as the dark and Ii" 
mourning vein varieties. The dark mourning vein has a ground. of 11 
blue, while lines, nearly black, run through it in a zigzag course, pr . 
senting a beautiful appearance. The light mourning vein ha sirnila 
veins, but the ground is lighter. The quarries at this place are d •. 
scribed by Professor Seely as being in the form of a hollow cube cu 
into a hill with perpendicular walls on foe north and west ri ing to 
height of nearly 100 feet, open to the sky, and with au acre of rock 
forming its horizontal marble floor. Over this floor are running chan-
neling machines, cutting out long parallel blocks which are afterward 
cut up into convenient size, lifted from their beds, and taken to the mill 
to be sawn. ~ome sixty gangs of saws are kept running here day and 
night during the busy season, and not less than five hundred person:, all 
told, are employed in and about the quarries. The workmen are of many 
nationalities, including English, Scotch, Welsh, Irish, Canadian, and 
Italian. 
As stated by Professor Hitchcock, t the beds of the Eolian -variety o 
marble are not restricted to one locality but extend over a large portion 
.of western Vermont, the formation in which it occurs extending the cntir 
length of the State, usually interstratified with siliceous and magne iau 
limestones. The strata vary iu thickness from a few inches to G or 
feet, the thickest beds being usually found where the marble is coar · 
grained and friable. From Dorset the beds thin OLlt toward the uortli 
the more northerly beds, though thinner, usually furnishing the fiu 
grained. and more compact stone. It is stated t that Pitt forcl ha 
the honor of having one of the earliest quarries in the State, if 110 
the earliest, Jeremiah Sbeldon Laving worked marble here a enrl r 
as 1795. There are three beds or veins of marble running throu rrh 
the town, north and south. The most easterly has a breadth 
some 200 feet, and the stone is of the same character as that at Suth · · 
land Falls or ~roctor, as the to~n is now called. The midclle b 
is separated from the first by about ~00 feet of lime rock. The b 
Hself is some 400 feet wide, and the stone varies in color from pu 
white to dark blue. The third or west bed which is thought to c rr · 
spoud to that of West Rutland is about half a mile west of thcccutr, 
and is about 400 feet wide. The stone is dark-blue and often be, u ·. 
fully mottled. Some of the beds here, as at We t Rutland, furui. l! 
b autiful snow-white accharoidal stone suitable for. tatuary purpo 
for which it ba been u ell to a slight extent. The Vermont tatu, 
rnarbl , bow Yer, differ from its Italian prototype, in being of ad 
whit c lor and lacking th mellow, waxy lu ter o cbaracteri ti 
th !tali n tone. 
,. Op. cit., p. 41. 
t '·olog · of V ·rmout, Vol. n, p. 772 
f 1h · 1arul1· liortlcr of ·stern .,.cw Engla.ncl, p. 4G. 
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Several outcrops of m·arble occur in Middlebury, and.which have been 
worked for many years past; but in consequence of the thinness of the 
beds, their badly-pointed structure, and the interstratification of a mag-
nesian state that produces numerous "rising seams," it is quite difficult 
to obtain perfectly sound blocks of large size.* 
. The quarries in Dorset are situated mostly upon the sides of Mount 
Eolus, or Dorset Mountain, as it is also called, a section of which (after 
Hitchcock) is here given. 
The thickness of the slaty cap rock is estimated by Hitchcock at 498· 
feet, and the various beds of limestone below at 1,970 feet. Although 
but a small portion of this is suitable for qua~rying, still the supply is 
readily seen to be inexhaustible. The prevailing colors of the stone, as 
at Rutland, are white and bluish, variously mottled and Yeined. Ac-
cording to Professor Seely t the first quarry opened in Dorset was by 
Isaac Underhill, in 1785; the stone being used chiefly for fire-jambs, 
chimney-backs, etc. The first marble grave-stones ever furnished here 
were the work of Jonas Stewart, in 1790. 
The bed of primol'.dial rock known to geologists as the '' red sand-
rock," which occur in the northwestem part of the State, bordering on 
Lake Champlain, is, as a rule, a hard, dark-red sandstone, containing 
some 8 or 9 per cent. of potash, with about the same a,mom1ts of iron 
and lime. The entire formation, which is some 2,000 feet in thickness, 
is, however, by no means uniform in composition, but includes consid-
erable beds of limestone, dolomite, slate, and shale. It is the dolomitic 
layer which furnishes the peculiar red.and-white mottled stone popu-
larly known as Winooski marble. According to a writer in the Amer-
ican Naturalist, t the beds of this marble appear first one or two miles 
north of Burlington and extend in a somewhat interrupted series north 
through Saint Albans, and end between that place and Swanton. More 
than thirty years ago a quarry was opened in this rock about G miles 
from Burlington, but owing to the hardness of the stone the enter-
prise proved a failure and the quarries were ab&ndoned. Lat.er quarries 
were opened at Saint Albans, and still more recently were re-opened at 
Burlington, the stone being used largely for flooring-tiles, wainscot. 
ings, and general interior decorative work. As a rule the stone is crys-
talline and very hard, much harder than ordinary marble. Its color is 
... Geology of Vermont, Vol. n, p. 769. 
t Op. cit., p. 36. 
t Georgo H. P erkins, American Naturalist, Feb., 1881. 
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quite Y~riable, though some shade of re<l mottle(} with whiL, n:u, Hy 
predomrnates. Some varieties are beautifully light piuk aud whit«•, or 
pink. and deep-blue gray or greenish. The very common chocolat -~ 1 
and whi_te vartety is put upon the market as Lyonaise rnarble, and i 
used largely for tiling, its natural color being often rendered darker ln· 
oiling. . · 
ChemicalJy tbe stone is a dolomite, though varying widely in com-
position in samples from different localities. Some samples show a yery 
decided brecciated 1:,tructure, while in others this entirely disappear .. 
It is as a rule very hard to work, and, as exhibited in the capitol a 
Albany, the surface is often disfigured by irregular cavWes and flaw 
which are rather unsightl.,. Tlle color is said to fade on exposure to 
the weather, and hence the stone is used mostly for interior work. 
An excellent outcrop of this marble occurs on the shore of Mallet'. 
Bay, in the town of Colchester. The strata at this point are nearly 
horizontal, and in many places form the banks of the lake. One of the 
best quarries is so situated that a vessel can be brought up along id 
and loaded with blocks with as much ease as they are usually load cl 
upon carts or cars at inland quarries. The stone occurs in beds varyiu rr 
in thicknes from 1 to 6 feet, and blocks of almost any sjze can be ob-
tained. It is hard to work, but as a consequence is Yer,y durable wh n 
once finished, being not easily scratched or scarred. 
The best developments of the rock for marble quarrying are at ol-
chester, as already mentioned, Milton, Georgia, Saint Albans, anu Swan. 
ton. At the last-named place there also occurs a beautifnl gray marb1 . 
with angular fossil fragments of a white and pink color, id \ntical with 
the ''Lepanto" marble of New York. There is also a fine and com pa t 
dove-colorCll marble here, admirably adapted for decorative work, but 
the quarries are now abandoned. 
The Plymouth marble, so called, js a qnitc pure dolomHe, an anal j-. i. 
by Dr. Hunt resulting as follov.s: 
r er D 
Ca.ruoua.tc of lime ______ ,--··· .... · ---··---··· ........ ····-········ ..•.•.. ---- r,:t9 
Cn.rlJonatc of n1a.gnesi:1 ... . ................................................... 4 · i 
Oxy<1c of iron a.net alumin:L .•••••...•••••. • .••...•••• .. ..... . ....••••..••••• -· 1. 3 
J. -
" 'eolo~y of crmout, Vol. u, p. 77G. 
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The Isle La Motte marble derives its name from Isle La Motte, in 
Lake Champlain, where it occurs in considerable abundance. It also 
occurs on several other islands in this lake and upon its banks in many 
places. According to Professor Hitchcock* this was the first marble 
worked in the State, quarries having been opened prior to the Revolu-
tionary war. The stone, which is largely used for flooring-tiles, is very 
dark, almost black in color, and highly fossiliferous, having undergone 
less metamorphism than the marble in the interior of the State. So far 
as the author has observed its color and texture are such as to preclude 
its obtaining a high rank for purely decorative purposes, but for floor-
tiling is much esteemed and very durable. Fossil shells of great beauty 
are not uncommon, and, being snowy white in color, show up in strong 
contrast to the dark paste in which they are embedded. 
Virginia.-The extensive area comprehended under the title of the 
Valley of Virginia embraces" all the portion of the State having . for 
its eastern boundary the western slope of the.Blue Ridge and its inflected 
continuation, the Poplar Camp and Iron Mounta~ns, and for its western, 
the Little North and a portion of the Big North Mountain, with the 
southern prolongation of the former, Caldwell and Brushy Mountains; 
and near its southwestern termination the line of knobs forming the 
extension of Walker's Mountain."t 
The central portion of the valley as thus outlined is underlaid largely 
by limestones of Silurio-Cambrian age, which are in several places, ac-
cording to the authority above quoted, capable of yielding good mar-
bles. The special varieties mentroned are: (1) a dun-colored marble 
met with near New Market and Woodstock, and on the opposite side of 
the Massanattep Mountain jn Page County; (2) a mottled bluish mar-
ble to the west of New Mar.lrnt; (3) a gray marble occurring some three-
fourths of a mile in a southeasterly direction from Buchanan, in Bote-
tourt County; (4) a white marble of exquisite color and fine grain 
about 5 miles from Lexington, in Ro.ckbridge County; (5) a red mar-
ble occurring only in the Cambrian formations lying among the mount-
ains in the more southwestern counties; and (G) a shaded marble found 
in Rockingham County. This last is said to be compact, susceptible of 
a beautiful polish, and of a yellowish gray and slate color. None of 
the above have as yet received more than a local appiication. 
At Craigsville, in Augusta County, there occurs a gray, sometimes 
.pink-spotted encrinal limestone which acquires a good polish, and 
though in no way remarkable for its beauty is capable of extensive ap-
plication · for furniture and interior decoration. The Arch man area to 
the eastward of the Valley of Virginia also includes sundry areas of 
workable marble. It is stated by Rogers t that "near tl1 e mouth of 
the Tye Rh.,.er (in Nelson County) and the Rockfisb, a true marble iR 
* Op.cit., p. 776. 
t Rogers, Gcol. of the Virginias, pp. 203, 204. 
t Op. cit., pp. 81-83. 
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found, of a beautiful whiteness and of a texture which renders it u .. 
ceptible of a fine polish as well as being readily wrought with the chi.· 1. 
A few miles from Lynch burgh, in Campbell County, a good marble i 
likewise found." "The Tye River marble and one or more analorrou 
veins" 'are further stated to '' have all the characters of a statuary 
marb"le of fine quality, and should not some peculiarity, as yet unpcr-
ceiYed, prevent their application to the purposes of the sculptor, they 
will no doubt be looked upon as very valuable possessions." The writ r 
has seen none of the material from this locality. White and pink 
marbles of excellent quality also occur in the vicinity of Goose Creek. 
in Loudoun County. We have seen samples of the white, which for 
purity of color,, :fineness of grain, and general excellence, ·are not ex-
celled by any marble now quarried :n the United States, but the extent 
of the deposit is as yet unknown. · 
The stalagmitic deposits upon the floors of the caverns at Luray, in 
Page County, furnish, when cut, occasional fine pieces of the so-called 
onyx marble, but the stone is too easily fractured and too uneven in 
texture to be worked economically, even were the deposits of sufficient 
extent to warrant the opening of quarries. I am informed by Prof. G. 
B. Goode that it is a common thing to find mantels of stalagrnitic 
marble in the dwellings of Virginia. These are, however, alway. macl 
from' blocks found loose in the field or in caves near at hand. 
(4) LIMESTONES AND DOLOMITES OTHER THAN MARBLES. 
Alabama.-A dark compact limestone has been received at the fu. 
scum from Calera, Shelby County, and a light-colored, finely fo ilifer-
ous one from Dickson, in Colbert County. The last mentioned clo cly 
rescm blcs in general appearance the celebrated limestone from Bedford. 
Irn1., to be noticed later. It appears of good quality, and works readily. 
Arlcansas.-Oolitic limestone suitable for buiWing, and ba"i11g tll 
reputation of being very durable, is stated by Mr. Owen* to occur near 
Batesville, in Independence County. 
Colorado.-The collections show from this State a coarse, reddi h 
limestone from Jefferson County, and also a very compact, finely cry · 
talline black stone, traversed by a coarse net-work of very fine wllit 
lines, from Pitkin in Gunnison County. This last tone takes a poJi~h. 
and might almost be classed as a marble. Neither stone i now quar-
ried to any extent. 
Fl-Orida.-Thi State at present furnishes scarcely anything in tll 
line of uilding tone, nor i there much demand for any other form f 
buil<ling material than wood. On Anastasia Island, about 2 mile from 
aint Augu tine, there wa formerly quarried to a considerable extent , 
Yerycoar and porou h 11 limestone which was u ed in the con tro ·· 
ti n f th l<l ci . of I a.int Augu tine and of Fort Marion, whi ·h wrui 
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built about the middle of the eighteenth century. The rock is com-
posed simply of shells of a bh,.al ve mollusk more or less broken and 
cemented together bj~ the same material in a more finely divided state. 
Fragments of shells an inch or more in diameter occur. The rock is 
loosely compacted and very porous, but in a mild climate like that of 
Florida is nevertheless very durable. The quarries were opened up-
wards of two hundred years ago, but the stone is not now extensively 
used, owing in part to the dampness of houses constructed of it, and in 
part to the cheapness of wood. The rock, which is popularly known as 
Ooquina (the Spanish word for shell), is of Upper Eocene age. In the 
quarries the stone lies within a few feet of the surface, and can be cut 
out with an ax, in sizes and shapes to suit. 
Tbe oolitic limestone occurring at Key West has been quarried and 
used in the construction of numerous private and public buildings iu 
that vicinity. 
Kansa8.-The limestones and dolomites of this State are, as a rule, 
of a light color, soft and porous and incapable of receiving a polish 
such as will fit them for any form of ornamental work. Many of them 
are cellular and loosely compacted, being made up in large part of a 
small fossil rhizopod about the size of a grain of wheat and known 
under the name of fiisulina. Such stones are obviously unfitted for 
exposed work in localities subject to great extremes of temperature, 
although ·they may be very durable in mild or dry climates. Those at 
present quarried are almost without exception of Carboniferous or 
Permian age, and occur only in thin beds, varying from a few inches 
to 8 or 10 feet in thickness. 
Near Irving there occurs a light-colored, soft, thin-bedded stone, 
which, though not quarried during the census year, has in times past 
been used for bnilding purposes in Atchison and Kansas City. It is 
soft and easily quarried and for ordinary construction requires but 
little dressing. A.t Frankfort a similar stone occurs which has been 
used to some extent for buildings, though principally for foundations. 
Some of the stone from these localities are of very poor quality, being 
soft and quite ceUular through the breaking away of the small fossils 
above refer.red to. Atchison, in the same county, has quarrieR of a 
darker, more compact stone, which are worked for local use. 
In the vicinity of Topeka there are quarried iight-colored, compact, 
finely fossiliferous dolomites and limestones which work very readily, 
and which have been used in the construction of about thirty-five 
common buildings in that city, besides a church, school, and opera 
houses in Emporia. They have also been used in Parsons, in Labette 
County, and neighboring towns in Missouri. 
Near Lane, in :Franklin County, gray and buff limestones are quarried 
and used quite extensively in Ottawa and Garnett, in the same State, 
though some have been shipped to Chicago. The buff variety is some-
times oolitic, rc .. cmbling to ·some extent the Bedford (Incfotna) stone. 
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The texture is firm and compact, and it acquires a good surfoc,, an l 
polish. The gray variety is coarser, and often somewhat cellular owir1rr 
to the imperfect filling of the spaces between the fossil particl0!, i--
which it is composed. A section of the quarry shows the gray tone 
to occur. in a bed about 4 feet in thickness, and the buff oolitic about G 
feet in thickness, the layers of which vary from 18 to 24 inches each. 
Near Marion Center, in Marion County, there is quarried a light-drab 
cellular magnesian limestone of Permian age, that has been u ed in th 
construction of the asylum for the blind and insane at Wyandotte and 
Topeka, in this State. Similar stones are quarried at Cottonwood, in 
Chase County. The stratum of quarry rock here is some 6 feet in 
thickness and blocks of any desired size and of thickness not ex-
ceeding 2½ feet can be obtained. '1:be principal markets for these stone 
are Kansas City, Mo.; Lincoln and Omaha, Nebr.; Pueblo and Denver, 
Colo., and Atchison, Topelrn, and Leavenworth, Kans. 
In the vicinity of Fort Scott are some half a dozen irregularly worked 
quarries which furnish stone for buildiug foundations and pa·rnment 
in the near vicinity. The stone is dark colored, fine grained, and, emi-
crystalline, and is said to stand the wear of from ten to fifteen year ' 
exposure very well. It turns to a brownish color on long exposure and i 
strong enough for ordinary structures. The stone quarried at Winfield 
is a light-colore<l, fine-grained cellular rock and so soft as to be qnarri <1 
by means of plug and feathers only, the boles being first bored by 
means of a comm on auger without point. It is a handsome stone aU<l 
has a good reputation for durability. It is used most]y in ~bis Stat 
th·ough some is shipped to Kansas City, Mo.* 
Many of the towns iu Butler County produce fine-grainet1, light-col -
ored limestones suitable . for rough building i.u the immediate vicinit -
but not at all suitable for ornamental work. 
Illinois.-No siliceous crystalline rocks of any kind are to be found 
within the State limits, almost the entire product being lime ton or 
dolomites, with a few quarries of san,lstoue, which are noticed on p. 44. • 
The most notable of tho limestones of this State is the fine-grain <1, 
very light-colored Niagara stone, quarried in tho Yicinity of L mont arnl 
Joliet, in Will Connty. Accor<ling to Professor Conoyer,t tlrn Lem nt 
quarries lie on both sides of tbe Illinois and Lake Michigan Canal, and 
th bed of stone are quarried to their lower limits through a ·rnriaul 0 
thickne, . of from 12 to 40 feet. '1:he tone here is uniformly t fin -
grain tl, homogeneon., light-drah lime -tone, occurring in bed · from G 
') 21, and, om time 30 i11che. in thicl-ne . The bed are <livide<l Y r-
tical1y hy , am. ccnrring at intervals of from 12 to uO fc t,. and 11-
inning wi h , mooth fac ~. for 10110- cli tance~, and al o by a c ]l(l , 
rnunincr n arly at ricrht anglc> with the fir .~ t, but only continn n. 1,,,. 
tw .n ma .. iv joint ~tll(l at irr~gnlar int •rval.. Thi. ·trnctnr r ncl r 
~Profo.- or Hrn,llwad in R •port o[ 'l'unth Cen ns, pp. 27.3-2i~ ---
t Report ot T nth Ceo. UH; p. 221. 
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the rock very easily quarried arnl obtainable in blocks of almost any 
required dimensions. The stone is soft and easily worked, taking read-
ily a smooth surface, but no polish. Jt can l>e turned on a lathe, and is 
rnade into balustrades and other forms of ornamental work. It can be 
carved in bas-relief, but is not sufficiently tough for high reliefs that are 
to be exposed to the weather. To prodnce smooth surfaces for flagging, 
etc., the stone is planed by machines somewhat similar to those used in 
planing iron. Tl.le stone from the immediate vicinity of Lemont is said 
to contain les's iron an<l. to tarnish less readily than tllat a few miles 
distant at Joliet. 
The stone in the quarry contains much moisture, and during col<l. 
weatller care bas to bo taken to avoid injury by freezing until the quarry 
water has evaporated. This causes a considerable annual expense in 
making earth protections, except in those few quarries that are so situ-
ated that they can be fioo<l.e<l. with water <luring the winter months. 
The quarries extend for nearly 4 miles below Lemont, where a gap oc-
curs, to just below Lockport, from which point a line of closely-adjoining 
quarries extend to below Joliet. The finer varieties of the stone do not 
SP.em well fitted for heavy masonry in damp situations. Fine cl::ty seams 
abound, which are invisible when the stone is fir.st quarried, and which 
under favorable circumstances do not develop at all, but when exposed 
to IJeavy pressure or to alternate moisture and dryness, accompanied by 
frost, they are soon developed, and often render the stone worthless, 
Even the best varieties of the stone tarnish after a short exposure, es-
pecially in cities where soft coal is burned. 
The Joliet quarries extend from a point about a mile below Lockport 
to the same distance below Joliet. Two distinct varieties of stone occur. 
That quarried from the lower beds on the rig-ht bank of the river is 
as a rule rougher, more coarsely textured, and tarnishes more readily 
tllan that from the higher levels. It is now but little used, except for 
heavy masonry. In the quarries back from the river, on the higher 
levels, the stone is fine grained, more homogeneous, and in this respect 
fully equal to tl.ie Lemont stones. The beds now worked are from 3 to 
4 feet in thickness, and large blocks are obtainable. Most of it seems 
to weather-stain rather more than that from Lemont. The value of the 
stone quarried at these two places is probably fully equal to that of all 
the other stone quarried in the State.* 
TIJrce large quarries are worked in these same formations at Batavia, 
but as a rule the stone is coarser and more difficult to work than those 
ju. t described. Other quarries occur at Thornton and Blue Island, 
Cook County, and other parts of the State, as noticed in the catalogue 
* These l>cds were formerly <lcscril.lccl as composed of light buff stone, wh"ile tho 
d~eper -portions of tho qnarries now furnish "bluest.one." The difr'crence results 
from the difference in amonnt of oxidation of the small amount of iron disseminated 
through tl10 whole mass, the clrnnge bu.ving resulted from atmospheric influences. 
The same change must ultimately take place in all the bluestone which is brought to 
the surface. (Geology of Illinois, Vol. 1v, p. 220.) 
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of the Museum collection. Within the city limits of Chicago there i 
quarried from this same formation a coarser somewhat cellular ton 
that from its unique character perhaps merits a special description. 
According to Hunt* this stone when pure is a nearly white granular 
crystalline dolomite, containing 54.6 per cent. carbonate of lime. It, 
However, contains so large a portion of bituminous matter, that block 
SOTI?-etimes become quite black on exposure. The color fades somewhat 
in time, but the petroleum odor is often perceptible for long distance . 
The stone has been used to some extent for building purposes, as notably 
in the First Presbyterian Church in Chicago. The gummy bituminou 
matter causes the dust from the streE:,ts to adhere to exposed surface 
thus giving the buildings a peculiar antique appearance. We are in-
formed by Mr. Batchen that this pseudo-antique appearance is greatly 
admired by some. The presence of the bitumen is beneficial in at lea t 
one respect, in that it renders the stone less pervious to moisture, and 
hence less liable to disintegration by freezing. This stone is repre-
sented by an 18-incb. cube in the Museum collections. 
Lower Silurian (Trenton) limestones and dolomities are quite exten-
sively quarried in Jo Daviess County, and make a handsome and ver.r 
durable building material. Calhoun, Alexandria,, and Ogle Countie 
also furnish good material, but which, for lack of space, can not be de-
scribed here. At various points in Whiteside and Hopkins Countie 
there are outcrops of limestones belonging to the Cincinnati group, a 
part of which will furnish durable building material. The stone needs 
howen~r, to be selected with the greatest care, since all tbe beds are not 
of equal quality. 
At Jonesborough, in Union County, there occurs a fine, even-grained, 
compact, beautifully oolitie stone that cuts to a sharp even edge, and 
seems admirably adapted for carved work and general building pur-
poses as well. Specimens in the National Museum are of a lighter color 
than the Bedford, Ind., oolotic stone and take a better poli h. We 
have bad no means of ascertaining its lasting qualites, but it is stated 
to be liable to iujury from frost when exposed in damp places. The 
stone is of the Carboniferous age. Other oolitic stones occur at Rose-
c1air, in Hardin County. They are of a dark bluish-gray color and take 
a, good polish. · · 
There are many other localities in the State which furnish excellent 
varieties of building stone. These can not be mentioned here for lack 
of spac . Inter sted parties are therefore referred to the catalogue o 
the Mu eum ollections and to the report of the Tenth Census. 
Indianci.-Few of the limestone at present quarried in the Unite 1 
tat , xc <.l in reputation and beauty the .fine-grained oolitic ton 
of ub- ar oniferou. age from the vicinity of Bedford, in this Stat : 
and P pul rl. - J~nown a. "B dford lime "tones." The rock is of fine an 
• hemical and '•ological Es ays, p. 172. 
I port of T 11th Ccn. u , p. 225. 
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even texture, and is composed of small rounded concretionary grains 
of about the size of a grain of mustard seed compactly cemented to-
gether by crystalline lime or calcite. The stone is soft, but tenacious 
(specimens having borne a pressure of 12,000 pounds per square inch), 
and works readily in every direction. It is therefore a great favorite 
for carved work, and is used more extensively for this purpose than any 
other of our limestones. No better example of the adaptability of the 
stone for this purpose can be given than the elegant mansion.of Mr. C. 
J. Vanderbilt, on Fifth arnnue, in New York City. Unfortunately, as 
is usually the case with ligbtlimestones, this stains badly in cities where 
there is a great amount of manufacturing, as is only too well illustrated 
in the case referred to. 
Although the quarries have been workeu systematically for but a few 
years, the stone is already widely known, and is coming into very gen-
eral use in nearly every city of importance in the country. At the 
principal quarries, which are situated near Bedford, Lawrence County, 
the stone occurs in a solid bed, that bas been worked to a depth of 40 
feet without reaching the bottom. 
~tones very.similar in general appearance, but not always so dis-
tinctly oolitic and often containing a considerable percentage of bitu. 
minous matter, also occm- and are extensively quarr.ied at Ellettsville, 
in Monroe County. Otlier localities not so extensively worked occur in 
Owen, Washington, Crawford, and Harrison Counties. Samples re-
ceived at the Museum from near Corydon in the last-named county are 
of a beautifully fine and even oolitic structure, very light color, firm 
and compact. They resemble the oolitic stone from Priuceton, Ky., 
more closely than any other, but are much more compact. The stone 
is stated to occur in inexhaustible quantities. 
The Washington County deposit at Salem is said to be a very fine one, 
there beiug a solid bed of the oolite 30 feet in thickness, with only about 
5 feet of cap rock. 
Other limestones or dolomites of excellent quality, but lacking the 
oolitic structure, occur in many parts of the State. A compact, fine-
grained drab stone, taking a very good polish and also of subCarbonif-
erous age, occurs at Greencastle, Putnarnville, and Okalla, in Putnam 
County, and is quarried for lime and for building purpose,s in the vari-
ous cities and towns in the vicinity. There is quarried at Bedford also 
a fine graiued semi-crystalline, dark-gray stone, which is capable of a 
variety of uses. 
Near Silverville, in Lawrence Uounty, there occurs a very fine-graiued 
compact stone of a drab color, that acquires readily a smooth and even 
surface. An attempt bas been made to utilize this for lithographic 
purposes, but, it is stated, with indifferent success. It bears a close re· 
semblance to the darker variety of the well-known Bavarian litho-
graphic stone, but is somewhat harder. 
As will be noticcc.11 nearly an the quarries mentioned lie in tllat po:i:-
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tion of the State south of Indianapolis. · But few quarries of 1mv 1 
tance lie to the north of this point, anu. wbcn worked the stone i u. ·d 
principally in the manufacture of quicklime. At An<lerson, in ·Maui ·on 
County, a light-colored, fine-grained stone occurs in beds of from 4 to 
12 inches in thickness, which is used locally for flagging and general 
trimming purposes. 
Ioica.-Althongb tbis State abounds in limestones an<l uolomite to 
the excll,\sion of almost all other varieties of building stoue, but littl 
of the material now quarrieu. is of such a nature as eyer to acquire mor 
than a local reputation. Though having altogether more than thre 
times the number of quarries found in Illinois, tllese are mostly small 
affairs, and the value of the total product is but little more tban one-
lia,lf that of the latter State. At the time of t.be taking of tbe Teuth 
Census the whole number of quarries in the State was 131, of which 12 
were of limestones and dolomites, and the remaining 3 of sandstone, 
• which are ment.ioned on p. 449. 
At the present time the most important quarries are situated in the 
Niagara di vision of the Upper Silurian formations, in tlle vicinity of Stone 
City, Jones County; Farley, Dubuque County, and. in Ytfl,rious portion · 
of Jackson, Cedar, Clinton, and Scott Counties. The Jones Uounty 
stone is a very light-colored, fi ne-graine<l. and compnct bituminou dolo-
mite. That from Farley is very similar in general appearauce, but cou-
taius less bituminous matter. In the small l>locks received at the 
Museum the . stones appear of good quality, but we ha·rn bad no op-
portunity of learning their weathering qualities. 
A fiuely crystalline light-colored limestone of sub-Carbouiferou ag i 
quite extensively quarried nea,r Burlington, iu Des Moiue County. 
Aceonling to Professor McGee ,j(, tbis stone, which is practically ideuti-
cal with that of Keokuk, in Lee County, is useu. chietly for comm u 
masonry, and only occasionally for dressed work. The upper bed' a·· 
, "nearly white in color, fine, compact, homogencou , and hard, with a 
choncoidal or splintery fracture, like the so calle<l. lithograpliic lim -
stone of nearly the same geological age. This stone ha been u eel to 
some extent for ornamental purpose£, but contains too many incipi 11 
fractures, arnl is too liable to unexpecte<l. disruption to be of pc ial 
Yalne." , 
:rear Le Grand aucl Mou tour, in Tama County, there occur a, rnao-u -
·iau lime·toue of tlle same age a tbat just de cribed, wllicll i' tiu ~ 
grain ·<l, compact, aud g nerally buff or wl.iitish in color. TlJ c ar · r 
l> rtion are ex.ten ively u e<l. for heavy masonry, while the finer gr 1 
wbicli ar often l> autifully v ined with irou oxid.e ·, are u u for rua-
m ntal w rk und r the name of "Iowa marble .'' Some of th t, ,n 
fr m thi' I cali y i oolitic. Similar tones are exten,jv ly qu, r.,:i d 
l JW~ Fall.· an 1 at Ilurnholdt and Da,l~ota in Ilum ol<lt .1 nn ' , Li 
--- _..:...'------------
• R p r f Tenth C ·wrns, l!· 2ul. 
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stones and <lolomites belonging to the Saint Louis epoch of the Sub-
carbon iferous age are quite extensively qua·rried in various , parts of 
Lee, Des Moines, Henry, Washington, Yan Buren, Jefferson, Keokuk, 
Wapello, Manhaska, Marion, Story, Hamilto~, and Webster Counties. 
Tuat from near Farmington, Van Buren County, va.ries from light buff . 
to nearly white in color, is ~ne grained, and has been quarried for litho-
graphic purposes. It ii;;, however, no longer used, having been found 
to contaju too many dry seams often cemented by crystalline carbonate 
of lime. At Chequest the limestone takes a fair polish and is known 
as "Ohequest marble." 
In the Devonian limestones nea,r Iowa City and Roberts Ferry there 
frequently occur masses of fossil coral (Acervitla,ria davidsoni) which, 
wl.ien cut and polished, form beau_tiful ornaments and paper-weights, 
though of small size. They are known popularly as bird's-eye and :fi.~h-
egg marbles. 
One of the most unique marbles in this country is found in the De-
vonian beds near Charles City. The stone, which is known commer-
cially as '' Madrepore marble," consists of a fine grained and compact 
non crystal.line groundmass of a ;yellowish-brown or drab color, in 
whicli are embedded a great variet_y of fossil forms and shapes, inclu<l-
iug large strometophera sometimes a foot or fifteen inches in diameter. 
'Tbe stone polishes well arnl the fossil forms show up in a manner pecul-
iarly beautiful ancl unique. This marble is represented in tbe Museum 
collections by a large polished slab (catalogtie No. 38465) as well as by 
the smaller specimens in the systematic series. 
Kentuclcy".-Although the building stones of this State are entirely 
uuknown in our principal markets and but few of them have more than 
a strictly local reputation it by no means follows that there is any lack 
of material or that it is at all inferior in quality. While it is true that no 
11n1rl>les or granites of importance are found, yet there abound lirneistones 
of the fiuest quality aud in inexhaustible quantities. The oolitic lime-
stones of this State are without superiors, if indeed they llave equals. 
TL rough the energy of Prof. J. R. Proctor the Museum bas received a 
fnll series of tliese stones, and we are able to speak of · their qualities 
from personal obserrntion. In Todd, Grayson, Meade, Simpson, Chris-
tian, and 0alclwell Counties oolitic stones occur of very light, almost 
white, color ancl excellent quality. 'l'he varieties from Litchfield and 
Princeton are especially worthy of mention. The oolitic character is 
,ery pronounced in these stones, and while in some cases the produc-
tion of a perfect surface is impossible, owing to the breaking away of 
these minute rouncled grains, still in the better qualities the sharp edges 
and smooth surfaces are as readily acquired as on the celebrated Bed-
ford (Ind.) or other stones of this character. These are superior to the 
Be<lforcl stone, moreover, in their clear and uniform colors, never being 
blotched. with oil, as is the Bedford. stone. Professor Proctor informs us 
that tl.ic stone is quarried with ease, is easily wrought, stands 
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ure well, and is considered one of the most reliable stones in tli 
State. 
Compact fine-grained limestones of a dark drab color taking a smooth 
f . ' Bur ace, but not suited for marble, are found in the towns of Franklin. 
Simpson County; Lebanon, Marion County; H.usse1lville, Logan Coant: 
and others. A part of the Franklin County stone is fine grained and 
suitable for lithographic purposes, though .inferior to tbe importe l 
Bavarian stone. Very light colored compact limestones are found al o 
in Simpson, Logan, and Franklin Counties, but we have no informati n 
regarding their a·milability or the extent to which they are quarried. 
Maine.-Liinestone is an abundant and common rock in this State 
especially in the southeastern part, in the counties of Knox and Lin-
coln, where it is very extensively burnt into quicklime. So far as I am 
awar~ none of the stone is utilized for building, as its colors-blue and 
blue-black, veined with white-are poorly adapted for such purpo e . 
No stone suitable for marble is yet known to occur in the State, thon"h 
Hitchcock* expresses the opinion that such· may yet be found in" th 1 
belt of Helderberg limestone, rnnniug from Matagamon (east branch 
Penobscot) River northeasterly." 
Many samples of so-called white marbles have been taken from th· 
limestone formations about Rockland, in Knox County, but, so far a 
observed by the present writer, they are all too coarsely cry talliue or 
too <listinctly granular in structure to be of' value. 
Michigan.-Limestone or dolomites of a character suitable for build-
ing purposes are at present but little quarried in this State, the cutir 
value of the output during the census year being but about $2(i 000. 
A fine-grained fossiliferous dolomite of a drab color is worked at Sib-
ley's Station, in Wayne County, and a very light-colored granular rock. 
of similar composition, near Raisinville, in Monroe County. Near Al-
pena light-colored limestones are quarried which are hard, compact, an 
said to be durable. They are not obtaiuable anywhere in large quan-
tities nor in blocks of large size, but there are numerous small openin"' 
sufficient to supply the local demand. Other localities where tone c u 
be obtained are at Trenton, near Detroit, and upon l\facou Creek, b th 
in Monroe County. The stone is apt to contain dry seams and reqnir 
care in selecting. These are all of Dcvouiau age. 
Jlfinnesota.-Tlte Lower Silurian liIJJC tones and dolomite of tl1i 
State, which are at present the ouly one quarried, are, a· ·howu l> 
the l\luseum coll ction, nearly all of a light buff, drab, or blue c I 1. 
fine-grained and compact, though in some ca e cellular all(l · n i-
cry:talline, according to rofe or Wincliell.t 
Tlie tone app ar in the bluff of the Mi ' is ippi Riw~r and t. r 
Vall TS, and i qnarri d at all point where ( 1 xc pt Lake City) th •1 i 
any demand b tw • n tillwat r nnd \Vinona aloncr the l\fi''. i. ippi ,~. ----- ' 
, '·co111l A11nna.l H.1·p. 'col. of .Maiu, 1 o:l, p. 42, . 
R, p. T •nlh C ·rnms, p. 21!), a.n,l 'Pol, of )fiun, vol. 
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ley on the Minnesota si<le, and also at several places farther west, as 
at Caledonia, in Houston County, Lanesborough and Rushford, in Fill-
more County, and at points in Winona County. · 
At Stillwater the rock is a silicious dolomite of a light buff color. 
In the ledge, which is about 45 feet thick, it occurs in alternate bands 
of compact and cellular rock varying from 3 to 6 feet in thickness. 
The coarser variety is most durable and is used in heavy masonry, as 
bridges and foundations. The finer variety is used for house trimming, 
ashlar work, and tombstones. 
At Saint Paul the rock is a fine light-bluish semi-crystalline magne-
sian limestone. It is usually quite regularly stratified, and occurs in 
beds from 3 to 24 inches in thickness, with joints from 10 to 30 feet 
apart. Blocks 10 by 5 by 2 feet can be· obtained if desired. It is used 
only locally. At Minneapolis- the rock is quite similar, though some-
times slightly fossiliferous or mottled with ·argillaceous spots. •It was 
formerly used almost exclusively in Minneapolis, but is now being 
gradnalJy replaced by stone from the neighboring States. 
In speaking of these stones Professor Winchell says:* 
"In the use of the Trenton limestone quarried at Saint Paul aml 
l\Iinneapolis regard should be had constantly to its laminated structure. 
The beds quarried now are as they were originally deposited, and as 
cut for use embrace in every block many Jaye.rs of from one-half to two 
inches in thickness. These consist of alternating clayey and calcareous 
portions, the lat,ter constituting the hard and enduring part of the stone. 
These layers are not always distinct and continuous over large surfaces, 
but they blen.d or shade into each other every few inches. Yet in process 
of time, under natural weathering, they get separated so as to fall apart, 
the clayey matter disintegrating first and causing the calcareous struct-
ure which sustains the whole to break up into small sheets or fragments. 
Hence this stone should never be placed on edge, but in the same 
vosition it occupied in the quarry. It sho_uld never be allowed to oc-
cupy projecting or exposed parts of a building. More especially if it 
be on edge and in a projecting cornice or capital it is the source of 
weakness to the structure, as well as of ·danger to all passers, from the 
dropping of sheets or fragments as the weather, by wet or frost, sepa-
rates them from each other. Its color is also against its beit1g put in 
the exposed and ornamental parts of a structure. * * * The color 
of the Trenton makes it very suitable for foundations and for the 
ranges below the water-table, but even there it should be well bedded 
i11 mortar and protected by the water-tnjble in order to keep out the 
water." 
At Red Wing, in Goodhue County, the stone is quarried only for 
local building and for burI,1ing into quicklime. Blocks as large as can 
conveniently be handled can be obtained. At Frontenac, in tlle same 
county, th~ stone is of a buff or gray color, medium fine, and quite 
"Preliminary Rep. on Buildiug Stono, etc., 1889, p. 33. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--26 
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cellular. This· rock is considered one of the best in the State, and is 
used for all varieties of building purposes, as well as for bases and 
tombstones. Blocks 11 by 7 by 5-z feet and weighing 18 tons have 
been taken out, which is about as large as the quarries will furnisli. 
It is said to work with comparative ease, and to withstand the weather 
wen. Although having been in use longer than any other stone in the 
~tate, it ha~ not as yet shown any change whatever from atmospheric 
irrflue.nces. Its powers of resistance to pressure vary from 5,000 to 7,000 
'pounds per square inch. 
At ,Jra,sota and Mendota, in Le Seuer County, the dolomite is of a 
.Puff or.;rµ.sty,.pink color, of homogeneous texture, and very strong an<l 
durable: , lt 'Yithstands a pressure of 10,000 pounds per square inch 
witho.ut crusµing~ , .. Blocks 10 by 11 feet by 1 foot in thickness can be 
obta,ned. 'rt is. q~ite generally used throughout the State, the pink 
,yariety beiµg mo~_t.,admjred and bringing the highest price . 
. At M~p.)r~to,.jp_,Blue ~~rth County, the rock is also a dolomite, buff in 
color, :fine, com,pact; and semi-crystalline, sometimes cellular. Blocks 
20 by 10 by 6 f~et can be. obtained from the quarries. 
,.4.t ;W,inoµa the dolomit~ . is quarried for general buil<ling purposes, 
flaggin'g, and,p:u;rning into lime. It. is of a buff color, usually fine and 
trp.ifoqn ,}n . t,e..{~u.re, though sometjmes containing cherty lumps, and 
;v.m:01;is. ' B~,oQJ{~ of any si~e that Cflill be handled may be taken from the 
ijuarrf~sr .- ., ' . ' 
Missoi-tri.-r-Limestones and dolomites of a nature unfitted for marbles, 
~1; t,. of...gop.d '9..~·aiity foi: ge~eral .. building purposes, occur in great 
a~µµQ}lil}Oe _in-Saii;it L0uis, Cole, Coop~r,, Pettis, and Jackson Counties in 
tll).s, f,ta-~e. , At p~~sent, owing to the re_ady .accessibility of a good market, 
the, ~~in~ ~oujs stone is th~ most extensively quarried of any of these 
me,n,t}O.P,t\(l._,.,- 'rhe stone, , w ~ich is of Carboniferous· age, is fine-grained 
and. ~Qmpact, and of a dra,b color. It is represented as strong arilll dura-
9le p,nd 'fell adapted for the manufacture of lime. At present it is used. 
largely .for fqunqations. A ver:Y fine-grained and compact limestone of 
a, dark (lr.ab color occur~ near -Saverton, in Ralls County, which has 
be~-~ used, to f:iOWC extent for lithographic purposes. Stones from other 
localities ar~ mostly compact, and. of light or dull red. A very light 
encrinital stone is quarried in the vicinity of Hamilton and Bear Creek, 
in ~arion County. 
Nebraslca.-Fine-grained, light-colored, compact, or sometimes finely 
fossiliferous and oolitic limestones, apparently of goo<l quality, have 
been received at the Museum from near Roca, in this State. Also a 
light-colored fusulina-bearing stone, closely resembling tllat of Augu ta, 
Kan ., from Glen Rock, Nemaha County, and a fine-grained, soft, light-
colored fossiliferous stone from La Platte., in Sarpy County. The writer 
pos e es no information regarding the extent to which they have been 
worked, if at all. 
ew Yorlc.-Witl.t but few exceptions the limestones of this State con-
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tain a sufficient percentage of magnesia to merit the name mag·nesian 
limestone, though scarcely enough to coustitute a true dolomite. l\fany 
of the rocks belongiug to this group are marbles, and have already been 
described. 
At _Greenport, Columbia County, a stratum of Lower Silurian lime-
stone upward of 60 or 'iO feet in thicknes8 is extensively worked for 
ornamental and building purposes. The quarry proper is said .to cover 
au area of 40 acres, and a face 30 feet hig·h and half a mile in length bas 
been opened. The stone is· of medium texture, semi-crystalline, of a 
water-blue or gray color. The quarries at Glens Falls, on both sides of 
the Hudson River, furnish beside the black marble already referred to a 
great amount of dark-colored limestone which is used for tiling, etc., as 
well as burning into lime. At Willsborough and Crown Point, in Essex 
County, there are also extensive quarries.. of l.>lue-black limestone of 
good quality. In various towns in Montgomery County a gray or blue-
gray semi-crystalline limestone is worked for building material. The 
Rtone is said to be strong antl durable, though care need to be used in 
its selection. At the Indian reservation in Onondaga Couuty a gray, 
compact, semi-crystalline limestone, said to possess great strength and 
durability, was formerly extensively quarried, but the work has of late 
fallen off somewhat, owing to lack of transportation facilities. A gray, 
crinoidal stone that takes a fair polish is also found at -Onondaga, in 
the same county. 
At Lockport, in Niagara County, a fossil-bearing calcareous dolomite 
has been quarried for many years for general purposes of construction in 
New York and Rochester. The stone does not take a good surface and 
eonsequent]y does not polish readily, but some portions make quite 
sllowy mantels, owing to the presence of red crinoidal remains. Accor<l-
iug· to Professor Julien* this stone as used in New York City has not 
proved durable. The fault, however, he regards in part to the manner 
in which the stone is nseu, about 40 per cent. of the blocks being set on 
edge. 
North CaroUna.--Limestones and dolomites of good quality for bnild-
il1g purposes occur in abundance in this State, but are not extensi,7ely 
quarried. for lack of a market or transportation facilities. Near New 
lJernc, Craven County, there occurs a very coarse cellular shell stone 
of Eocene age that has been used for underpinnfogs and fences, but it 
is said not to weather well. Material of the same nature, but much finer 
iu texture and more compact, occurs at Rocky Point, in Pemler County, 
and which has been used in the construction of breakwaters and other 
harbor improvements at Wilmington, in this State. A coarse, dull red 
dolomite occurs at Warm Springs, in Madison County, and also light b1 ue-
gray varieties, but neither are worked, as there is little demand for the 
material. 
* Report of Tenth Census, Vol. x, p. 369. 
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Ohio.-The limestones and dolomites of tlris State are almost alto-
gether of a dull, uuinteresting color, and thoug·h in many cases durable 
and strong are entirely unfit for any sort of flue building and orna-
mental work. They are therefore used chiefly for the rough work of 
foundations, street paving, and flagging, and to a very large extent for 
making quicklime. In many instances they have been used locally 
for building purposes, but their qualities arc not such as to cause them 
to be sought .from a distance. 
At Point Marblehead, in the northern part of the State, dull, light-
colored compact dolomites of Carboniferous age have been quarried for 
making lime and for building purposes for the past fifty years. Many 
builditngs in the vicinity have been constructed from it, and it llas also 
ueen largely used by the GoYernment for light-lrnuses and other strnct-
ures along the lake front. Of late years its use for building has very 
considerably diminished. Near Sandusky, in Erie County, the same 
formations have been e:x:tensivly worked, not less than 12 ~cres in 
the vicinity having been quaPried over to a depth of 8 feet. The 
stone is of a dull, bluish-gray color, and is used for building, flagging, 
and making lime ; about one hundred and eighty houses in the city 
have been constructed from it. Near Columbus, in Franklin County, 
tlrn Devonian limestones are extensively quarried, and the product has 
in a few instances been used for building purposes. By far the greater 
part of the product is, however, used as a flux for iron anu for making 
<iuicklime. A dolomite from the same formations is quarried forrough 
building and lime burning at aml near Marion, in Marion Uounty. 
In Allen, Miami, Clarke, Greene, Montgomery, Preble, aud seYeral 
other counties the dolomites and limestoneR of Upper Silurian age are 
extensively worked, but so far as the author can learn but a small part 
of the quarry product is utilized for building. At Springfield the stone 
is buff in color and somewhat porous, though it is said to be strong and 
durable. 
Near Greenfield, Ross County, and Lexington, Highland County, 
there arc extensiYe quarries of a bituminous dolomite, which is largely 
used in Cincinnati for flagging, steps, and in the manufact1Jre of lime. 
Specimen:.; received at the National Museum from the places sliow the 
H'"one to vary from dark grayish distinctly laminated to fine, compact, 
aml homogeneous of a yellowish or buff color. The buff stone can be 
·ut to a sharp edge, and acquires a good surface; but takes only a <lull 
polish. So far as the author has observed this is one of the fine t ap-
pearing and be t working stones in the State. 
The Montgomery County stone is a magnesiau limestone, and it i 
8ai<l to have obtained a good reputation. It is not now used as rnncll 
a · form rly, howeYer. The stone quarried in the other localities meu-
ti ned present so little diversitv of character as to need :no speci, l 
scrip ti on. .. 
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Pennsylvania.-The Lower Silurian formations in Montgomery, Lan-
caster, and Che3terOounties, whichfuruish the supply of marble already . 
referred to,* furnish also large quantities of gray or bluish-gray stone of 
the same composition, but, owing to its color and texture, unsuited for 
any form of ornamental work. It is, however, extensively quarried for 
general building, for foundations and bridge abutments. Besides, in 
Montgomery County, limestone is quarried for local use in Easton, 
Tuckerton, and Reading, Berks County, and in .Annville, Lebanon 
County; also near Harrisburg, Dauphin County; Leaman Place, Lan-
caster County; York, York County; Bridgeport, Shiremanstown, and 
Carlisle, Cumberland County. The stone from tLe Lancaster quarries 
breaks with an irregular fracture; is "plucky," as the stone-cutters say, 
and is hence hard to work. It is, however, very duraib1e, exposure for 
many years having no other apparent effect than that of a slight fading 
of the color. 
·The York stone is .very .fi.nc grained, compact, and of a deep blue-black 
color. It takes a high polish, and but for its uneven texture might 
mako a fine marble. In ·wrightsville, in this same county, a white or. 
bluish crystalline granular stone is quarrietl, wbich takes a fair poli_sh, 
and which might perhaps be used for marble. 
At Chambersburg, and in other parts of Franklin County the stone 
is a calcareous dolomite, <lark in color, fine grained, and very durable; 
builaings which have stood for a century showiug only a slight fading. 
It is useu locally for rough building, lime burning, and fertili?.ers. 
At various localities near South Mountain, a l_imestone breccia sim-
ilar to that of Frederick, Md., occurs, and which perhaps can be made 
to yield good stone for ornamental work. 
Tennessee.-A compact, finely fossiliferous, light pink spotted lime-
stone occurs in the vicinity of Nash ville, in this State, and which is 
quite extensively quarried for use in the near vicinity. The stone is 
said to be ofrather poor quality, but is use<l on account of its accessi-
bility. Near Chattanooga, in Hamilton County, a magnesian limestone 
of bluish-black color is quarried for local use. The quarry is said to be 
very favorably located, and the stone cheap and very durable. 
Light pink, finely fossiliferous, semicrystalline limestones occur at 
Columbia, Maury County; light-colored, similar-textured stones at 
Carter's Creek; light, almost white, at Morristown; red, compact fossil-
iferous at Springville; and compact drab and almost l>lack dolomites 
near Charlotte Pike. A fine grained, compact, and light-colored oolitic 
stone occurs at Sherwood Station, which cuts to a sharp, smooth edge 
and seems a most excellent stone. So far as the author is aware~none 
of these are quarried for anything more than local use. 
Te.vas.-Compa.ct, fine-grained Cretaceous (1) limestones of excelJent 
quality occur near San Saha in this Stt1ite. A. portion of these are 
"Sec p. 382. 
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entirely crystalline and acquire an excellent surface and polish, such as 
fits them for interior decorative work. 
Light-colored, fine-grained limestones also occur in the vicinity of 
Austin, in Travis County; and dark mottled varieties near Burnet, iu 
Burnet County. 
Wisconsin.-The more thickly settled portions of this State are, accord-
ing to Professor Conover,* underlain by Silurian rocks so disposed that 
there are but few regions where rock fit for ordinary purposes of construc-
tion can not be obtained in quantities sufficient to supply the local de-
mand. Previous to 1880, however, with a single exception, no quarries 
had been worked for export beyond the State, and but few that had 
been worked for other than local markets. As a whole the stone be-
longing to this class in the State are characterized by their light colors, 
compact textures, and hardness. Many of them will take a good polish 
and might be used for ornamental work, but that the colors are dull and 
uninteresting. Such occur and are quarried to a considerable extent at 
Byron, Fonci du Lac, and Eden, ii: Fond du Lac County, but although the 
stone seems very durable, its hardness is such that it has not been used 
for facings or any kind of ornamental work. Coarse drab dolomites are 
quarried for general building at Ledyard and Kaukauna, in Outagamie 
County; at Neenah and Oshkosh, Winnebago County, and at Duck 
Creek Station, in Brown County. In various parts of Waukesha County 
there occurs a light drab, sometimes almost white, dolomite, which, 
though a hard stone to cut,, has been quite extensively used and with very 
good effect for general building. At Eden, Oa,k Centre, and Sylvester, 
Green County, a similar stone occurs, which also crops ont in Calumet 
County. Here it is of a white mot_tled color, tahs a good polish, and 
is locally called marble. 
Near Racine there occur beds of dolomite, rnrying from coarse, porou., 
and irregularly bedded to a fiue, compact, anu homogeneous rock, emi-
nently adapted for fine building material, though not well suited for 
ornamental work. Tho quarries are very extensh·ely worked. Other 
quarries in the same formation occur at Milwaukee, Cedarbnrgh, Graf-
ton, Sheboygan, and Manitowoc. Tlie Mihrnukee quarries furnish Se\·· 
oral grades of building material, and of almost any neceRsary size. 
These are said to be remarkable for the great depth of excellent build-
ing stone which th 'ir working bas (lernlopecl. 
Numerous other qnarries occnr fo Rock, Dane, a1ul La Crosse Coun-
ties, hut which can not he mentionetl here for lack of space. 
* Report of Tenth Census, Vol. x. 
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By the term '' granite" is understood a crystalline granular mixture 
of the minerals quartz, ortboclase, and plagioclase, which, in varying 
proportions, make up the chief bulk of the rock. Besides these, there is 
nearly alwa,ys present one or more of the minerals biotite, muscovite, 
or hornl>lende, and more rarely augite, chlorite, tourmaline, graphite, and 
hematite. By the aid of the microscope may frequently be detected other 
accessory minerals such as apatite, epidote~ zircon, magnetite, menac-
cannite, and microcline. These last, although of scientific interest, are of 
little practical importance. 
Microscopic study of properly prepared thin sections of granite have 
shown that there are at least two varieties of feldspar and that they 
are radically different. The one is orthoclase, which is usually the pre-
dominating constituent, while the other is a triclinic variety, usually 
al bite or_ oligoclase, called for convenience pla,gioclase when the exact 
variety can not ,be definitely ascertained. 1t is easily distinguisbed 
from the orthoclasc by its beautiful banded structure as seen in polar-
ized light. A third variety, identical in chemical c_omposition witb or-
thoclase, but crystallizing in the triclinic system, is also frequently pres-
ent. This is microeli_ne. Under the microscope it shows a peculiar 
l>asket-work structure, <luc to the nearly rectangular intersectio_n of its 
laminm produced by twin formation. 
The quartz does nof occur in the form of crystals, but rather in that 
of angular crystalline grains. It appears al ways fresh and glassy, but 
on micrm;copic examination is fouml to co'ntain numerous inclosures, 
such as rutile needles and little prisms of apatite. A most interesting 
fact is the presence of minute cavities within the quartz, usually filled 
wholly or in part with a, liquid, though sometimes empty. This liquid 
is commonly water containing various salts, as the chloride of sodium or 
potas8ium, which at times separates out in the form of minute crystals. 
Carbonic acid is frequently present, giving rise to a minute bubble liJre 
that of a spirit-level, and wllich m'oves from side to side of its small 
chamber as though endowed with life. So minute are these cayitjes 
that it has been estimated from one to ten thousand millions could be 
contained in a single cubic inch of space.* 
Granites are massive rocks, occurring- most frequently associated. with 
the ·old.er and lower rocks of the earth's crust, sometimes interstratified 
with metamorphic rocks or forming the central portion of mountain 
chains. They are not in all cases, as was once supposed, the oldest of 
* Judd on Volcanoes, p. 64. 
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rocks, but occur frequently in ert1ptfve masses or bosses, invadiug rocks 
of all ages up to late Mesozoic or Tertiary times.* 
They are very abundant throughout the Eastern and Northern U niteu 
· States and the Rocky Mountain region. 
The average specific gravity of granite is 2.66, which is equal to a weight 
of 166½ pounds per cubic foot, or practically 2 tons per cubic yaru. Ac-
cording to Professor Ansted t granites ordinarily contain about 0.8 per 
cent. of water, and are capable of absorbing some 0.2 per cent. more. 
In other words, a cubic yard would in its ordinary state contain 3.5 gal-
lons of water. The crushing strength of granite is quite variable, but 
usually lies between 15,000 and 20,000 pounds per square inch, as will 
be seen by :reference to the tables. The average chemical composition 
is as follows : 
Por cent. 
Silica _ •.••• ____ •.••.•• _ ...•••••••... _ •.••••...•......... - 72. 00 
Alurnina .........•.....•.... __ •••............••.•..... .. 15.07 
Iron peroxide ....•..............••••...••...• _... . . . . . . . 2. 22 
Magnesia ..•.......•••....• __ •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 5. 00 
l,ime ...•.................. _. . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . 2. 00 
Potash ......... _ .............•...... _. __ ..• _ •..... _ . . . . 4. 12 
Soil a _ .•• _ •••••• ___ ••••. __ •• ____ •••.•• _ ••••••• _. • • • • • • • • • 2. 9 
LoRs by ignition --·;·· ...... .... .••• . . .. .... .. .... .•.••. 1.19 
(2) VARIETIES OF GRANITE. 
In classifying granites the varietal distinction is ba8ed upon the pre-
vailing accessory· minerals. The more common varieties are muscovite 
granite, biotite granite, muscovite-biotite granite, hornblende granite 
and llornblende-biotite granito; more rarely occur augite, epidote, 
tourmaline, cordierite, and chlorite granites. The variety without any 
accessory minerals is sometimes called granitell. · P.rotogine is the name 
given to granites like those of Mount Blanc, which have talc or chloritc 
as the characterizing accessory. Pegmatitc or graphic granite is a vein 
rock conta,ining scarcely any mica, but consisting almost altogether of 
quartz and orthoclase. It owes its peculiar structure to the crystalliza-
tion of these two ingredients in long parallel and im·perfect prisms . o 
that a cross-section shows peculiar triangular and polygonal figures 
comparable to the letters of the ancient Greek or Phamician· alphabets. 
·By far the larger proportion of &e granites at present quarried in 
the United States have mica, either muscovite or biotite, as the charac-
terizing accessory, and hence can be spoken of as mica granites. The 
amount of mica present is of considerable economic importance. It 
does not polish as easily as do quartz and feldspar, owing to its softne s, 
.. Professor Whitn y consider,- tho e1·uptive granites of the Sierra Nevada. to lie 
Jamssic. Zirkel divid s the granites described in tho reports of the 40th p:trnll 1 
snrv Y into three groups: (1) Those of Jurassic age; (2) those of Paleozoic age· and 
(~) thos of Arch:ran an-o. The grn.nites of the Eastern United States, on the other 
hand, arc consider c1 by g ologif:!ts almost without cx:cepLion as Archman. 
t llull, Building and rna.m nta.l tones, p. 30. 
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and the presence of a large amount therdorc reudcrs the rock difficult 
to polish, and when polished it does not retain its luster so long as do 
the other minerals, its surface soon becoming <lull by exposure. Its 
presence in large amounts is therefore deleterious to stones which are 
intended for exterior polished work. The condition in which the _mica 
occurs is also an important factor. A large amount of it scattered in 
very fine flakes throughout the mas·s of the rock influences its value as 
a polished stone less than does the presence of large and thick crystals 
scattered through the rock in smaller number. The method of the ar-
rangement of the mfoa is an important item; if scattered at haphazard, 
and lying in all directions among the quartz and feldspar crystals, tho 
rock will work. nearly as well in one direction as another. If it is scat-
tered through the rock in such a way tliat its laminm are arranged in 
one definite plane, it imparts a stratified appearance to the rock, causing 
it to split more readily in the direction of this lamination than . across 
it. When this stratified appearance becomes strongly marked the rock 
is called a gneiss. Since, then, the distinction between granite and 
gneiss is simply one of structure, and as the two rocks are used to a 
considerable ex:;ent for the same purposes, they will be treated of to-
gether in the following pages. · 
If hornblende is the characterizing accessory, the rocks are usually 
without distinct lamination, as this mineral commonly exists in a gran-
ular form. Hornblende is su ~ject to as wide variations of composition 
as is mica, but its white and very light colored varieties do not usually 
occur in our granites. Hornblende cleaves parallel to two planes, which 
make angles of 124° with each other, and in this respect is distinguished 
from black mica, which bas but one cleavage. Its folia are also ine-
lastic. 
Hornblende takes an easier and more durable polish than mica and its 
presence is preferable on this account. Pyroxene as a characterizing 
accessory in granite is more common than has ordinarily been supposed. 
lu<leed all rocks which contain pyroxene abundantly have usually been 
confounded with hornblende granites. Tbe distinction between these 
two minerals is important from an economic stand-point, as hornblende 
possesses a much better cleavage than pyroxene, while the pyroxene i~ 
tnuch more brittle than the hornblende, and cracks out witb greater 
case while working. The cracking out of little pieces from the black 
ingredient of the Quincy granites bas been frequently noticed, and iA 
<1ue to the circumstance that this granite is not the hornblende-granite 
it has usual1y been supposed to be. Hornblende is very tough, but the 
Quincy granite contains a peculiar variety of pyroxene which is so brit-
tle that it is difficult to produce a large surface which does not show 
some little pits, due to the breaking out of a portion of the black 
grains of pyroxene. Although pyroxene and hornblende may be iden-
tical in composition, they are frequen,:..ily associated together in the same 
rock; a fact which 1s vei:y evident when thin sections are examined 
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with the microscope, though they are indistinguishable to the nalml 
eye. Those granites which contain hornl>lende also frequently contain 
mica, but it is noticeable under such circumstances that the mica is 
_ always the dark variety, and an example of a granite which contains 
both hornblende and muscovite is unknown.* Although epidote is a ,ery 
· common constituent of our granites in the form of microscopic crystals, 
the cases in which it occurs as chief accessory are quite rare. So far as 
observed it is always of a green color, and when present in any quan-
tity is readily noticeable on this account alone. The pink granite of 
· Dedham, Mass., is the most marked example of epidotic granite now 
quarried, though in several other cases, as the biotite-epidote gneiss of 
Lebanon, N. H., the mineral is frequently present in such quantities as 
to appear in greenish blotches on a polished surface. Tourmaline gran-
ites occur only in veins, and, so far as is known to the writer, never in 
sufficient abundance to warrant the opening of quarries to work them 
exclusively. · 
In texture the granites vary from extremely fine and homogeneous 
rocks to those in which the individual crystals are several inches iu 
length. Porphyritic structure is common, and is produced by the de-
velopm~nt of larger crystals of orthoclase in the finer groundmass of 
quartz and feldspar. The color of granites is dependent largel.v upon 
the abundance and kind of accessory minerals and the color of the pre-
vailing feldspar. Ordinarily the muscovite granites are very light gray 
in color, the biotite and hornblende granites light to dark gray, or 
semetimes almost black on a polished surface, as is the case with the 
hornblende-biotite granite of Saint George, Me. In the red and pink 
granites the color is due to the red or pink orthoclasc. whicll is the pre-
vailing constituent. 
(3) USES 01!' GRANITE. 
Since the earliest times granite has been used by all civilized nations 
for monumental and other purposes where great strength or durability 
was required. But while tlle enduring properties of the rocks haYe 
caused them to be eagerly sought, their great hardness and consequent 
poor workittg qualities have caused them to be used in works of the 
more simple and massive kind, where but little carving and dressing 
were necessary. In past ages the cheapness of life and labor in great 
part counter-balanced these difficulties, and hence are found works of 
most elaborate design executed in this refractory material; works which 
with the pre ent high valuation set upon labor could never lJe executed 
but with the aid of greatly-improved machinery and methods of work· 
rnanship. The ancient Egyptians, to whom human lif~ and labor were 
matter of minor importance, ba,e left a profusion of temples, obelisk·, 
and pyramitl, , wbo e surface are often carved and polished in tbe finest 
and mo t d Heat manner, although constructed of material so obdurate 
* lla.wcg Litl.i. of New Ifawpshire. 
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and unchangeable that in some cases even the marks of the tool remain 
upon it to the present <lay. A specimen of red granite now in the 
Mnseum, and formerly a portion of one of these obelisks, still shows the 
original carving made upon it upwards of three thousand years ago. 
There is probably no ~ountry on the globe in which so l~rge a pro· 
portion of its stone buildings are of granitic rock as the United States. 
This fact is due ratller to the ready accessil>ility of tlrn :::-ock in those 
portions that were earliest settled than to any Yery decided preference 
on the part of the builder. The United States Government has of late 
shown a decided preference for granite in the construction of its public 
buildings, and J;ias often bad it transported many hu11dreds of miles, at 
a cost that never would have been undertaken by private capitalists. 
One item that ten.ds to increase the cost of our granite, and other stone 
buildings as well, to a seemingly needless extent is the fact that 
American tastes seem yet incapable of appreciating any but smoothly-
dressed or carved stone in a wall. This fact is, it seems to the writer, 
greatly to be regretted, since, with the ·majority of stones, better and 
more majestic effects can be produced by rock-faced and rubble-work 
than in any other manner, and at a much less. cost. 
Probably the most elaborate granite buildings now in the Uuited 
States are the State, War, and Navy Department Buildings in Wash-
ington and the new capitol at Albany, N. Y. 
(4) GRA.NITES OF THE VARIOUS STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
California.-It is stated* tllat the first stone house el'.ectcd in San 
Francisco was l>uilt of stone brought from Cllina, and at the present 
day the granites most employed are brought from f?cotland and the East-
ern United States. However this may be, it is obvious that this condi-
tion of affairs need not long continue to exist, since granites of good 
quality occur in inexhaustible quantity in the near vicinity. As early 
as 1853 a granite quarry was opened in Sacramento County~ and since 
then others have been opened and systematically worked in Penryn 
au<l Rocklin in Placer County~ The Penryn works are some 28 miles 
east from Sacramento on the line of the Central Pacific Railroad. 
The first quarries were opened in 1864 and are now said to cover 
t;ome 680 acres at Penryn and Rocklin,t the latter point being some 
G or 8 miles distant from the former in a westerly direction. 
The rock varies in color from light to dark gray, one variety, which 
contains both hornblende and biotite, being almost black on a polished 
surface. They are as a rule fine grained, and take a good polish. 
Blocks more than 100 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 10 feet thick have 
IJeen quarried out and afterwards broken up.t 
The buildings mentioned below have been constructed wholly or in 
"Building Stone and Quarry Industry, Report Tenth Census, Vol. x, p. 2. 
tThc Rocklin fitone is rather a. quartz diorite than a true granite. 
t Miucra,1 Resources of tuc Uuited State~, 188:3, p. 455. 
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part of these granites: United States Mint, new City Hall, new Stock 
Exchange, the Real Estate Associates' building, and several private 
residences, and many monuments; all in San Francisco. 
A fine -grained very light-gray granite of excellent appearance is 
found on the line of the California Southern Railroad between Los 
Angeles and Cucamonga, and is beginning to be used in Los .Angeles. 
In texture it is as fine as the finest Westerly, R. I., or Mancllester, Va., 
stone, and of a uniform light gray color. A coarser stone, carrying 
abundant hornblende and black mica, is found also at Sawpit Oa:ilon, 
h1 the same county. It works readily, but contains too much horn-
blende, ahd also too many small crystals of sphene, to be of valu~ 
for fine monumental w,)rk. 
Oolorado.-Granites are at present but little worked in Colorado, al-
though, the State contains great quantities of this material. A coarse 
red granite has been quarried to some extent from bowlders at Platte 
Canon, Jefferson County, but the rock is poor in color and possesses but 
little tenacity. Fine gray granite of good quality occurs at Georgetown 
and Lawson, in Clear Creek County, and there are inexhaustible quan-
tities of equally good material all through the mountains, but which 
are not quarried owing to the cost of transportation. A full series of 
them is in the Museum collection. 
Connecticut.-'' Extensive quarries of granite and gneiss are located 
at va'l'ious points in this State, especially near Thomaston and Roxbnry, 
in Litchfield County, on Long Island Sound, Fair.field County, near 
Ansonia, Bradford, and Stony Creek, New Haven County, Haddam, 
Middlesex County, and near Lyme, Mantic, Groton, and Mason's Island, 
New London County. The Connecticut granites and gneisses are usu-
ally fine-grained and light gray in color, and the appearance is usually 
so characteristic as to distinguished them from other granites of the 
Atlantic States."* 
rr11e most of thesR stones are, however, quarried only for local use, 
aud but few find their way into markets outside of the State. A beauti-
ful light gray muscovite-biotite granite is quarried at Thomaston and 
Rey1iolds Bridge, which for evenness of grain and clearness of color 
can not be excelled. The stone from Roxbury is a trifle darker, but 
though of fine and even grain and acquiring a good polish, is used only 
for curbings, foundations, and pavings. The Ansonia rock is a very 
fine-grained muscovite-biotite gneiss. and bas been used for general 
building purposes in New Haven and Bridgeport. 'l'be Leetes Islarnl 
and Stoney Creek rocks are of a pink color, the first mentioned being-
sometimes very coarsely porphyritic. A turned column of the Leetes 
I land rock in the Museum shows large pink orthoclase crystals 2 inches 
o·r more in length embedded in the finer gray groundmass of the rock. 
A beautiful and '\'Cry coarsely crystalline red granite occurs near Lyme, 
but:£ r ome unexplained reason the stone is not in the market. It has 
"Report Tcntlt Census, Vol. x, p. 12i. 
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been used to some extent in Newport, R. I., and some of the material 
may be seen in the Chaney l\Iemorial Church at this place. Contrary to 
the general rule in red granites, the feldspars of this rock are not opaque, 
but quite clear· and transparent, and in point of beauty the rock far 
excels the celebrated Scotch granites from Peterhead. The Haddam, 
Greenwich, and Bridgeport gneisses are all hornblendic, very dark 
gray, and split readily in the direction. of their lamination; their uses 
are strictly local. 
Delaware.-This State produces scarcely anything in the way of gran-
ite rocks. A few quarries of a dark gray .gneiss are wor~eu near Wil-
mington, and are used for general building purposes in this city. One 
church and several private dwellings have been constructed of this 
stone, which belongs to the class known as augite-hornblende gneiss, 
since it contains both of these minerals in about equal proportions. 
Georgia.-Although this State is kuown to contain inexhaustible 
quantities of building stones of the finest quality, but 1ittle systematic 
quarrying- is done, and none of the rocks have more than a local repu-
tation. A fine grade of muscovite granite, light gray in color, occurs at 
Stone Mountain, uear Atlanta, and also a dark gra)~ hornbleudic gneiss. 
A liornblendic granite resembling tlrnt of Quincy, M.ass., is said to 
occur in Oglethorpe County, though the author has never seen any of 
the material. 
.lJ.faine.-The large extent of coast-line of the State of Maine, composeu 
of granitic rocks of a kind suitable for building purposes, renders possi-
ble the shipment and transportation of the quarried rock at rates much 
lower than would otherwise be attainable, the quarries being frequently 
situated so near the water's edge that little, if any, handling is neces-
sary prior to loading upon the vessel. This favorble circumstance, to-
gether with the excellent quality of the rock obtainable, led to the early 
opening of very numerous quarries both on the mainland and the 
adjacent islands, and hence at the present time are found Maine granites 
in very general use fa nearly every city of importance in the country, 
even a8 far west as California, frequently to the almost entire exclusion 
of perhaps equally good material close at hand. 
According to the returns furnished by the special agents in the employ 
of the building-stone department of the Tenth Census, there were during 
tlie census year some eighty-three quarries of Yarious kinds of building 
stone in the State, situated chiefly either immediately on ·the coast or 
within easy reach of tide-water. 
Of these eighty-three quarries seventy-four were of granite or gneiss. 
TLe different varieties of these stones produced may he classed under 
the following heads: Biotite granite, biotite-muscovite granite, horn-
blende granite, hornblen<le-biotjte granite, biotite gneiss, and biotite-
muscoYitc gneiss. 
BIO'rITE GRANITE.-The great majority of the Maine granites are of 
this kind. They vary usually from light to dark gray in color. though 
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pinkish and red varieties are quarried in a few instances. At Red 
Beach, near Calais, and at Jonesborough there is quarriei.l a pink or 
reddish rock, Yer:r compact and hard, which from a simple examination 
with the unaided eye is seen to be composed of pink or cream-colored 
fel<lspars, smoky quartz, and a few small shreds of mica. An examina-
tion of a thin section with the microscope does not greatly increase the 
number of constituent minerals. The mica, which is usually of a green-
ish color, is very evenly disseminated throughout the rock and in very 
small shreds, bearing numerous inclosures of magnetite. A few small 
apatite crystals are as usual present, but are visible only with a micro-
scope. 
The evenness of the grain of these rocks, and the occurrence of the 
mica only in small amount and in minute flakes are matters of great 
practical importance, since they allow the production of a more perfect 
surface and lasting polish than would otherwise be possible. The text-
ure of the rock is much finer than the red Scotch granite, and the color 
a more delicate pink. They are, in fact, the most beautiful of any of 
our pinlt or red granites now in the market, and are used very exten-
sively for monuments, ornamental work, and general building purposes, 
The largest blocks ever taken out from these quarries was 7 by 7 feet 
and 2 feet thick. It is said, however, that blocks 30 by 15 by 2½ feet 
could be obtained if desired. The principal markets of the stone are 
Boston, Providence, New York City, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Buffalo, 
Uincinnati, Cleveland, and Columbus, Ohio, Springfield and Cllicago, 
_Ill., Milwaukee, Saint Louis, Charleston, S. C., Washington, D. C., 
and San :Francisco, Cal. 
At West Sullivan, in Hancock County, a light gray, sometimes slightly 
pinkish, granite of medium texture is extensively quarried for paving 
blocks and general building purposes. The st.one corresponds closely 
with that quarried in the town of Franklin. A slightly pinkish granite 
of coarse texture is also quarried at Somerville, on lVIt. Desert Island .. 
This stone was usect in the construction of the Brooklyn approaches to 
the East River bridge and in the arches and foundations of the new 
hriugcs in Back Bay rark, Boston. Blocks 150 by 50 by 18 feet have 
been loosened in the quarry. "The position of these quarries is pecul-
iar1y good for shipping, as they lie near the head of Somer Sound, 
along a narrow and very deep :fiord, running several miles inland from 
the south west harbor, uetween the mountains. One of the quarries is 
ituatc<l on the side of a hill and at the water's edge. The sheets of 
tone are very thick in some cases, one being 18 feet in thickness." 
In the vicinity of East Blue Hill, in this same county, are quarried 
some of the most beautiful gray granites at present in the market. The 
r ck varies from fine, even-grained gray or slightly pinkish to coarsely 
porphyritic. A foot cube of this granite in the National Museum is 
compo e~ of a fine -v-en-grainell gray groundmass, carrying very many 
·now-white cry tal of orthoclase an inch or more in length. This is 
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one of the most beautiful gray granites for monumental work with which 
the author is acquainted. Blocks VO by 80 by 6 feet ha,Te been moved 
out in some of these quarries. Specimens of this granite tested at the 
Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876 showed a crushing 
strength of 22,000 .pounds per square inch. In the quarries the stone 
lies in sheets from 3 to 10 feet in thickness. The principal markets are 
Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, Harrisburg, and Washington, D. C. 
Two varieties of granite are quarried at Mount Waldo, in the town of 
Frankfort. Both are light-gray rocks, frequently porphyritic through 
large white orthoclase crystals. Both varieties are of the same mineral 
composition, the difference being simply one of texture, one being quite 
coarse and somewhat porphyritic, while the other is mnch finer and of 
more even texture. As would naturally be expected, the finer grade is 
the better and more durable rock, the coarser variety being more liable 
to crumble. The mica occurs in large flakes, which the microscope 
shows to be frequently pierced by small crystals of apatite. A part of 
the mica is greenish iu color and contains a few small grains of epidotc. 
An occasional flake of white mica was noticed in this rock, and tlJere 
is present the usual sprinkling of magnetite granules, together with 
an occasional cube of pyrite. Quarries were opened at Tu(t. Waldo in 
1853, and single blocks 80 by 40 by 20 feet have been taken out and 
afterward cut up. It is estimated tuat blocks 150 by 50 by 12 feet could 
be obtained if desired. The rock has been used largely in the building 
of forts on the coast of Maine, but is also used for all purposes, both 
ornamental and otherwise, to which gran1te is usually applied, and lrns 
been shipped as far South as Mobile and New Orleans. It is a beautiful 
stone when polished. The principal quarry is situaied on Mt. Waldo, 
overlooking the Penobscot River\ at an elevation of some 320 feet above 
high tide. 
The quarries at Vinalhaven, in Penobscot Bay, are tue most exten-
sive of any at present in operation in this country. Quarries were first 
opened here about 1850, and the present annual product is upwards of 
200,000 cubic feet, valued at some $110,000. Upwards of six hundred 
men are regularly employed at the works, tliough the number bas at 
times risen as high as one thousand five hundred. The capabilities <;>f 
the quarries can be best illustrated by stating that c!uring a visit of the 
writer to these quarries in the summer of 1883 be was shown the re-
mains of a huge block of granite 300 feet long, 20 feet wide, and vary- . 
ing from 6 to 10 feet in thickness, that had been loosened from the 
quarry in a si~gle piece and afterward broken up. The largest l>lock 
ever quarried and dressed was the General Wool monument, now in 
Troy, N. Y., which measured, when :finished, 60 feet in height by 5~-feet 
square at the base, or only 6 feet 7 inches shorter than the .Egyptian 
obelL.;;k now in Central Park, New York. 
In texture the Vinalhaven rock is rather coarse and the general color 
gray, although the prevailing feldspar is sometimes of a light flesh-
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color. Besides biotite, the rock contains small amounts of hornblende 
and microscopic apatite and zircon crystals.* It takes a good and last, 
.ing polish, and ,is well adapted for all manner of ornamental work and 
general building purposes. Tlrn stone bas been used so extensively all 
over the country, that to cite special cases seems superfluous. 
A granite closely resembling that of Vinalhaven is extensively quar-
ried at Hurricane Island, some 3 miles distant, in a southwesterly direc-
tion, and-is used for similar purposes. The structure of the stone here 
differs in different parts of the quarry. In one portion it lies in com-
' . paratively thin sheets, while iu another there occur immense masses of 
solid rock, extend111g downward. for 50 feet without perceptible jointing. 
A block of 80 tons has been move<l, and a mass 80 by 40 by 25 feet was 
loosened in the quarry. Natural blocks 500 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 
50 feet deep occur. 
The celebrated quarries ou Dix Island, in Knox Couuty, from whence 
was obtained the granite for the United States Treasury building at 
Washington, including the monolithic columns, 31½ high lJy 3 feet in di-
ameter, are at the present writing (1885) abandoned. Nearly the whole 
island lias been quarried over· and large bluffs entirely removed. The 
rock is rich in quartz, and therefore quite hard, but is a good and safe 
working stone. It has been very extensively used in New York City, 
Philadelphia, and- Washington, D. U. 
To give a special description of each and all the quarries of biotite 
granite to be found upon the coast would extend this work far beyond 
the prescribed limits. A complete list of them is to be found in the 
:Museum catalogue. 
MUSCOVITE BIOTITE GRANITES.-The granite of Augusta and Hal-
lowell has long been justly celebrated for its beauty aud fine working 
qualities. It is a, fine, light-gray rock, tlle uniformity of whose texture 
is often broken by the presence of large white crystals of microcline, 
which inclose small, rounded grains of quartz. Biotite and muscovite 
occur in abundance, and in about equal proportions, but in small flakes, 
the muscovite appearing as small, silvery-white glistening particles on 
a broken surface of the rock. Under the microscope three feldspars 
are readily dh,tingnished---orthoclase in imperfect crystals and irregu-
lar grains, an abundance of plagioclase, and microcline in large plates 
fille<l. with. cavities and iuclosures of muscovite and quartz. In the tbiu 
sections the quartz inclos,ures are usually circular in outline and are 
pierced in every direction by minute threau-like crystals of rutile, in 
polarized light showing up in strong contrast with the beautiful basket. 
work structure of the inclosing rnicrocline. All the feldspars are quite 
fr ·hand pur . A few apatite crystals are present, together with occa-
- .: I-; Hit~~ock'~ "H.oport on tho Geology a.ud Natural History of Maine," 1862, P. 
2 1, the Vrna.lhaveu rock is referretl to as a" peculiarly fiue-gminod syonite of good 
·olor,'J ·tc. In none or tho sp cimeus received nt tho Museum from this locality, 
b wover, doc:; hombl mle play moro than a secondary part, and in the majority of 
ca.sos tloe1:1 not a.ppear at all. llcncc all aro clasi,od as biotite-granites. 
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sional garnets, which in thin sections are al ways destitute of crystalline 
form~ appearing as rounded. or oval nearly colorless bodies traversed by 
many irregular lines of fracture. They are quite free from impurities, 
though occasionally containing inclosnres of biotite. As is usual in 
muscovite-bearing rocks but little magnetite is present; in two cases 
only grains of pyrite were noticed. 
This is one of the best working of thP- Maine granites, and is used 
very extensively, not only for building and monuments, but is carved 
into statues, like marble. The rock is properly a gneiss, but showing 
no signs of stratification in t,he hand specimen is classed here as a granite. 
As illustrative of the great extent of the quarries, it is stated that blocks 
200 feet in length, by 40 feet in width and 8 feet in thickness, can be 
broken out in a single piece if so desired. There is no gap between the 
sheets, and little or no pyrite to cause discoloration. The sheets, as is 
usually the case, increase in thickness downward, being about 1 foot 
thick at the surface anrl 10 feet thick at the bottom of the present open-
ings, which are from 50 to 60 feet deep. (Se·e Plate vnr.) 
This stone is in such demand for statuary and monumental work that 
an Italian designer who served bis apprenticeship in Roman studios 
is employed constantly by the company. Many of the workmen are 
also said to be Italians who worked on marble in Italy, but have learned 
to cut granite since their arrival in Hallowell. Among the prominent 
structures and m·ouuments constructed, wholly or in part, of this stone, 
are the new capitol, Albany, N. Y.; Bank of Northern Liberties, Phila-
delphia; State capitol, Augusta, Me.; Emory Block, Portland, Me.; 
Udd Fellows' Memorial Hall, Equitable Building, and part of the old 
Quincy Market, Boston; Ludlow-street jail, the Tribune builtling, and 
the old Tombs prison, New York Oit,y; the statues of the Pilgrim's 
Monument at Plymouth, Mass.; soldier's and sailor's monuments at 
Marblehead, Mass.; Portsmouth, Ohio; Augusta, Boothbay, and Gar-
diner, Me.; Odd Fellows' monument, Mount Hope, Boston; Washing-
ton Artillery monument and Hernandez tomb, New Orleans, etc. The 
statues on the Pilgrim's Monument are said to be the largest granite 
figures in existence. The standing figure is 38 feet in height, while 
the four" in sitting posture are each 15 feet in height. 
HORNBLENDE GR.A.NITE.-This is rather a rare building-stone in 
Maine, though extensively quarried in other States. Its production is 
at present confined to Otter Creek, Mount Desert, where a coarse red 
rock is quarried, which on a superficial examination somewhat resem-
bles the biotite granites of Calais and Jonesborough, though lacking the 
cream-colored feldspar and consequent .speckled appearance character· 
is tic of these rocks. Ortboclase predominates over alf pther constit-
uents, a,nd is deep-red m color. 
This rock is very compact aucl bard, but works well and takes an ex-
cellent surface and polish. It is of finer texture than tlle Scotch-red 
granites, and bears a closer resem blauce to red granite of the Bay of 
lL Mis. 170, pt. 2-27 
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Fundy than to any otller at present in the collection. If the specimen 
received at the JVInsenm is a fair sample of the rock at the quarry, it is 
certainly a most excelleut stone, though its otherwise uniform texture 
is often interrupted by the presence of oval or rounded black patches 
or knots, caused by segregations of mica, hornblende, and other iron-rich 
minerals. This is, however, a defect not uncommon in many of the 
Maine granites.* 
lJ,faryland.-The most noted quarries in this State are situated in Bal-
timore ~ounty, near Woodstock. The rock is a biotite granite, varying 
from light to dark gray in color, and of about medium texture. It is 
used extensively for general building purposes and for monumental 
work in Baltimore, Washington, and some of the Western States. At 
Mount Royal and opposite Ellicott City fine-grained dark-g-ray gneiss 
is quite extensively quarried for general building purposes, curbstones, 
etc. A part of this rock is beautifully porphyritic through large felds-
pars an inch or more in length. 
A dark-gray gneiss, which is the principal stone used in Baltimore 
for rough work, is quarried in the immediate vicinity of the city. 
At Port Deposit, in Cecil County, a gray biotite gneiss is extensively 
quarried, and is used chiefly for bridge building, docks, harbor improve-
ment, and general building work. It bas been used in the construction 
of Haverford College, Md., St. Dominick's Church, Washington, and 
several churches in the immediate vicinity. Other locations where 
good quality of granite is exposed, but not quarried to any extent, are 
Gwynn's Falls, in Baltimore County, and 3 miles eas,t of R0ckville, in 
Montgomery County. 
AU of the Mar_yland granites and gneiss at ·present quarried ha"e 
biotite as their chief accessory, are of a gray·color and of medium fine-
ness of grain. They appear, however, better adapted for general build-
ing thau for ornamental work. 
Jlfassachusetts.-As Massachusetts was the earliest settled of tbe New 
England States it is but natural that here the systematic quarrying of 
granite should first be undertaken. As already noted, t granite from 
the bowlders on the Quincy Common, and from Chelmsford began to 
be used in and about Boston as early as 1737, but it was not until tlie 
early part of the present century that its use became at all general, 
Indeeu it may be said that it was not uutil the opening of the quarries 
at QL1incy in 1825 that the granite iu<histry assume<l. any importance. 
From this time the use of tlte stoue for general building purposes in-
creased in a marked degree, and the history of granite quarrying in the 
United States may properly begin with thia date. 
Thi early opening of quarries at Quincy was due largely to the de-
mand for ston at Charlestown for building the Buu ker Hill mon umeut --- -- -
' n the Bla ·k Patches jn Maine-G;;,nit.e, P~c.- Nat. M;.;,-18 3; p. 1:37; al 0 , 
>u th0 oll cti n of fain Builtling Stone in the National Museum, Proc. Nat. Mus., 
1 :3, p. lGG. 
t Ante p. 286. 
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but the attention of capitalists being thereby called to the extent of the • 
granite ledges in this vicinity otller works were soon established, and 
at the present time the two towns of Quincy and West Quincy contain 
upwards of thirty quarries. Altogether these produce not less than 
7UO,OOO cubic feet annually, and give employment to upwards of eight 
hundred men. · · 
The Quincy granites are as a rule dark blue-gray in color, coarse 
grained, and hard. A pinkish variety is quarried to a slight extent. 
They are all hornblende gra1,1ites, and their general appearance so cllar-
acteristic that once seen they are always easily recognizable wherever 
met with. As already mentioned these rock,s contain besides hornblende 
a very brittle variety of pyroxene, which makes the production of a per-
fect surface somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, they are ,ery exten-
sively used both for rough and finished work. The United States 
custom-houses at Boston, Mass., Providence, R. I., Mobile, Ala., Sa-
vannah, Ga,, New Orleans, La., and San Francisco, Cal., are of this 
stone, as are also the new Masonic Temple and Ridgeway Library build-
ing, in Philadelphia. In Boston alone there are one hundred and six-
ty-two buildings constructed wholly or in part of this material. Its 
suitability for interior decorative work can not be better shown than 
by reference to the polished stairways and pilasters in the new city . 
buildings _at Philadelphia. 
Other very extensive quarries of hornblende-granite are located at 
Cape Ann, in the town of Gloucester, where it is stated* that quarry-
ing was commenced as early as 1824. by a Mr. Bates, of Quincy. The 
largest quarries in the State, a.nd, with the exception of those at Vinal- . 
haven, Me., the largest works now in operation in the United States. 
are situated at this place. Like that of Quincy the rock is horn blendic, 
though frequently considerable black mica is present.t The texture is 
coarse and the color greenish, owing to the orthoclase it contains. Some 
varieties are, however, simply gray. It is a hard, tough rock, eminently 
dur~ble, and well suited for all manner of general building and orna-
mental work. The stone has been used in the construction of the post-
office and several churches and private buildings in Boston, and the 
Butler house on Capitol Hill at Washington. 
Other hornblendic granites, somewhat similar.in appearance, are quar-
ried at Rockport, Peabody, Wyoma, Lynn, and Lynnfield, all of which 
are represented in the Museum collection. The Rockport stone is tlie 
most important of these, and has been quarried since 1830. [n color 
and texture it is indistinguishable from much of the Gloucester stone, 
but, if anything, is of a more decided greenish hue. In the quarries 
it is extremely massive, and blocks 100 feet long by 50 feet wide and 16 
* History of Gloucester, Cape Ann, by J. J. Bali1:wn, p. 577. 
t The bbck mica of the Gloucester aucl ·Rockport grnui tes has been shown 1,y Pro. 
fessors Dana aud Cooke to be lepiclomelauc or anuite. (Text book of Mineralogy, p. 
313). 
... . ·~ ..... .. 
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• feet thick have been loosened from the bed in a single piece, while it is 
estimated a block 200 feet long 50 feet wide and 20 feet thick could be 
obtained if desired. The principal markets are New York, Boston, 
New Orleans, and Cuba. 
Biotite granites.-Several important quarries of coarse biotite granite 
are worked in this State, but their product is mostly used in the near 
vicinity. Light pink varieties admirably adapted for rock-faced work 
occur at Brockton, Milford, and North Easton. The Milford stone, 
though not extensively quarried, is partitmlarly effective when used in 
this manner, as is well illustrated in the new city hall at Albany, N. 
Y., and also in the new railway station at Auburndale, Mass. At 
Framingham, Leominster, Fitchburgh, Clinton, FallRiver,andFreetown 
are also quarries of coarse gray but apparently strong and durable 
granites of this class. 
Epidote granite.-This is a rare variety of granite in this country, the 
quarries at Dedham producing all that is now upon the market. The 
stone is fine-grained and of a light pink color. Besides epidote, which 
is visible to the naked eye ai small greenish specks, it contains numer-
ous flecks of chlorite, resulting from the alteration of a black mica. 
The stone works readily and gives very pleasing effects either in polished 
. - or rock-face work. It is of this stone that was constructed the new 
Trinity Church in Boston, and which_ is considered by good authorities 
to be, from an architectural standpoint, the finest building in America. 
Gneiss.-A fine-grained very light gray, sometimes pinkish, muscovite 
gneiss of excellent quality has been quarried more or less for the past 
thirty-five years near the town of Westford. Other quarries of gneiss 
are at West Andover, Lawrence, Lowell, Ayer, several towns in Worces-
ter County, at Becket, Northfield, and Monson, as will be noted in the 
tables. 
Being in most cases distinctly stratified, these gneisses are not 
adapted to so wide a range of application as the massive granites, but at 
the same time the ease with which in many cases they can be quarried 
makes them particularly valuable for foundations, bridge abutments, 
curbing, paving, and rock-faced building. At the Monson quarries, for 
instance, the rock is divided by a series of joints, approximately parallel 
to the surface of the hill on which the quarries are situated, into im-
mense lenticular sheets from 6 inches to 10 feet in thicknes. By tak-
ing advantage of these natural facilities a block was split out in 1869 
which measured 354 feet in length by 11 feet in width and 4 feet in 
thickness. An analysis of the Monson stone from the Flynt quarry is 
given in the tables. 
A a general rule it may be stated that while the granites and 
gn i of Ma sachusetts are good and safeworking stones they are 
ar and in no way remarkable for their beauty. In the matter of 
1 r an<l te ?ture they b ar a strikin rr contrast to the fine and even 
grained stones of her sister States, Oo~necticut and Rhode Island. 
Tb :& • • ~ .. 
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Minnesota.-According to Professor Winchell more than half the 
State of Minnesota is underlaid by that general class of rocks-the 
crystalline-to which granite belongs. In the northern part of the State 
there are large exposures of very fine light-colored granites, but being 
beyond the limits of settlements and roads those in the southern and 
western part, in the country bordering along the Mississippi and Min-
nesota Rivers, are of more eRpecial interest and importance. These last 
have been somewhat quarried and the materials can be see~ in some of 
the principal buildings in various parts of the State, as well as in cities 
beyond the State limits. The first quarry in these rocks in Minnesota 
was that now owned by Breen & Young, at East Saint Cloud, Sher-
burne County. 
This was opene<l. in 1868, and the stone first taken out was used in 
the corners, steps, and trimmings of the United States custom-house 
and post-office in Saint Paul. Three kinds of stone were taken out 
and used indiscriminately, and all of them may be seen in the building 
first erected. The variety now more generally used is of a gray color 
and uniform texture. The crystalline grains are rather fine, so that the 
texture is close. The color, however, is sometimes disturbed by the 
appearance of greenish spots of the size of butternuts or even as large 
as 6 inches in diameter, caused by segregations of a green chlorite. 
''About one-third of the whole rock is made up of quartz, and two-thirds 
of the remainder of orthoclase. About one-half the remainder is horn-
blende and the residue is divided between the other minerals, the chlo-
rite preqominating." An occasional grain of a triclinic feldspar is 
present together with magnetite and pyrite in minute crystals. t 
"The red granite from East Saint Cloud is not very different from 
the foregoing, but the feldspar is mainly flesh red and all the grains 
are coarser." It also has a higher per cent. of silica, a fact that has 
been discovered practically by the owners, who had given up the gen-
eral use of it because of it being more costly to work. "* * * In the 
winter of 1874-5 a block weighing ten tons was taken out of the red-
granite G_uarry, about 3 miles west of Saint Cloud, for a monument 
base. * * * It was very fine, and greatly resembled the Scotch 
granite in color, grain, and polish. At the point where this was taken 
out the granite rises about 20 feet above the general surface and spreads 
over more than an acre. A similar red granite occurs at Watab (in 
Benton County), and has furnished several handsome monuments." A 
light-gray granite also occurs here.* 
At Sauk Rapids, in the same county, there is found a :fine-grained 
gra.y granite closely resembling the gray variety from East Saint Cloud. 
"See Geol. aucl Natural Hist. Survey of Minnesota, Vol. I, pages 142-148. 
t These rocks are designated in Professor Winchell's report above referred to as 
" Syenites." According to the system of classification now generally adopted, they 
are rather hornblendic or hornblende-biotite granites, as designated by the author in 
t he census report, p. 90. The namo syenite, as already noted, is applied to a quartzless 
rock (see pp. 308 and 430). 
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It has been qnite ··generally used, and is one of the best-known granites 
in the State. 
1l!issouri.-Although there are inexhaustible quantities of granite in 
the northern part of Iron and Madison Counties and the southern por-
tion of Saint Francois, thcr~ are but few quarries of the material sys-
tematically worked. 
At Graniteville, Iron County, and in Syenite, Saint Francois County, 
there occurs. a coarse red granite, quite poor in mica, which is now ex-
tensively quarried for the Saint Louis and Chicago markets. It is 
somewhat lighter in color than the well known Scotch granite, but 
is aclrnirably suited for massive structural purpo~es, as is well illus-
trated in the lower stories of the fine business blocks erected during 
the season of 1886 on Adams street, between Fifth avenue and Frank-
lin, and on the corner of Adams and La Salle streets, in Chicago. Th6 
enormous blocks of rock-faced granite and large polished columns of 
this stone as here displayed* would indicate that this is destined to be 
one of the leading granites of this portion of the country. It admits 
of a high lustrous polish ancl is coming into use for monumental work. 
Montana.-There is a plenty of good granite within the limits of the 
Territory, but for lack of a market scarcely any quarrying is at present 
carried on. 
A cube of a fine-grained light-gray biotite granite was received at 
the National Museum from Lewis and Clark Counties, but so far as the 
writer is aware the quarry has never been worked to any extent. A 
coarse hornblende-mica granite of a greenish-gray color anu sQmewhat 
resembling the celebrated Quincy autl Gloucester ( Massachusetts) stone 
forms the country rock in the region of the celebrated silver ~md cop-
per mines of Butte, and is beginning to be used for purposes of heavy 
foundation and general building. So far as the writer was able to 
jLHlge, from the short time J;ie was on the ground, the rock is of excel-
lent quality, but needs to be selected with care, as certain portior:s, 
tl10se in proximity to the ore veins, are abundantly charged w1th 
pyrite, which oxidizes reatlily on exposure. 
New Hampshire.-Although New Ilampshire is popularly known as 
the "Granite State," in value of total product of the ipaterial it :auks 
but fifth in the list of New England States, beirig preceded by Maine, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rho<le Island. However this may be 
tlicre are but few of our building stone that have a witler reputation than 
the fine light-gray muscovite-biotite granites from quarries near Concord. 
- ---
.. The window-sills in the first of the above-mentioned buildings are rough blocks 
of granite, oach 3 feet square by 17 feet 4 inches long, and weighing about 10 tons 
each. Tllo polishocl columns of tbo building corner of Adams and La Salle streets 
are ten in number, each 18 feet high by 4½ feet in diameter, and weighing not far 
from 18 tons. The largest single block of polished granite yet produced ::i.t these 
works is th Allen monument, in Saint Louis, which is 42 feet in ~eight by '1t feet 
<1uare at the base. 'lhe weight is about 45 tons. 
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These rocks have been quarried for many years and very extensively 
used for all manner of constructive purposes. The following list in-
ciudes some of the more important buildings and monuments made 
wholly or in part from this material: Charter Oak Insurance Building, 
Hartford, Conn.; sol<liers' monument, ~t Manchester, N. H.; monu. 
men t to the discoverer of anesthetics; the Germania Savings Bank; 
Equitable Life Insurance; Masonic Temple; Massachusetts State . 
. prison, and some seventy-five other buildings in Boston, and Booth's· 
Theater in New York. 
According to Professor Hitchcock, the more important quarries are 
situated on what is known as Rattlesnake Hill, an elevation some 600 
feet above the level of the Merrimac River, and which consists almost 
entirely of granite rocks. Other granites of this class occur and are 
quarried at Allentown, Sunapee, and Peterborough, and are used for 
similar purposes, though they are not widely known outside of New 
England. Gray biotite granites of good quality are quarried at Mason, 
Fitzwilliam, Rumney, Hanover, Portsmoutu, and other towns, as 
noticed in the tables. 
The Peterborough, Mason, aud Fitzwilliam are exported to some ex-
tent to the neighboring States, but the others mentioneu m·e used in 
tbe near vicinity. 
The New Ilampsliire granites are nearly without exception of fine 
and even grain and well adapted for all kinds of work. The Concord 
rock is practically identical both iu general appearance and mineral 
composition with that of Hallowell, Maine, already described. 
New York.-This State, although rich in marbles, limestones, and 
sandstones, produces little of general interest in the way of granite 
rock. A coarse, gray biotite gneiss is quarried at Hastings-upon-Hud-
son, in Westchester County; a somewhat darker hornblendic gneiss at 
Cold Spring, in Putnam County; and a coarse red hornblendic granite 
at Clayton, in Jefferson County. 
The gneisses. are quarried chiefly for the rough work of foundations 
in tlrn vicinity. The red granite from Grindstone Island (Clayton post-
office) ts a beautiful stone and takes a fine polish. The sample for-
warded to the National Museum, however, contains particles of iron 
pyrite, which unfit it for monumental work. The present product of 
the quarry is made into paving blocks and monuments, principally for 
Chicago, 111., ancl Montreal, Canada, though two beautiful columns of 
it are to be seen in the new capitol building at Albany, N. Y. 
New Jersey.-Aside from a single quarry of greenish-gray gneiss at 
Dover, Morris County, in this State, no granitic or gneissic rocks are 
anywhere regularly worked within the State limits. But "Gneissic 
Tocks are found in a few localities in thick beds and so jointed that large 
,q,nd regular blocks can be quarried out at a comparatively small cost. 
,(J f the quarries that have been opened and· worked to any extent that 
~"t. TJ'-vver aloue is kept stecl,dily in operatiou, It furnishe$ a large 
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ftmount of stone annually for railroad construction along the line of the 
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad. The same rock occurs 
itlong the New York, Ontario; and Western Railroad from Pompton to 
~rauklin, and at several points its outcrops have been opened for 
-stone. The Sussex and Central Railroad lines also cross the rock. A 
large quarry was opened a few years ago near Franklin, on the mount-
ain east of the village, but the place, though promising, was soon 
abandoned. The stone was adapted for heavy work. The transporta-
tion appeared to be too expensive for it to compete with stone coming 
by water routes."* 
Pennsylvania.-Altbongh ranking as second in importance in the list 
of stone-producing States, Pennsylvania furnishes very little in tile way 
· of granitic rock, and absolutely nothing in this line of more th.an local in-
terest. ~, The southern gneissic district, described in the geological re-
ports of Pennsylvania as ranging from the Delaware River at Trenton 
to the Susquehanna, south of the State line and lying south of the 
limestone valley of Montgomery, is the district in which are located 
nearly all the quarries of gneiss in the State, and those furnishing most 
of the material are in the vicinity of Philadelphia." The rock, which 
is for the most part a dark-gray hornb!ende gneiss, is quarried at Uitten-
honsetown, Twenty-first ward, and Germantown, Twenty-second ward, 
and Jenkinstown, in Montgomery County, and is used principallyforthe 
rough work of foundations in the near vicinity. In Chester, Delaware 
County, the gneiss bears mica in place of hornblende and is, as a rule, 
lighter in color. The quarries are in close proximity to the Delaware 
River, which affords an easy method of transportation to Philadelphia, 
the principal market. This stone is · also used almost wholly for foun-
dations, though in some cases it has been used as rock-faceu. work in 
the fronts of private dwellings, with rather a pleasing effect. 
Rhode Island.-The granites of this State are nearly all :fine-grained 
light gray or pink biotite granites, the principal quarries of which arc 
situated some 2 miles east from Westerly, in Washington County. The 
rock is of fine and even texture and bf excellent quality, and is much 
used for monumental work and general building. Other quarries of 
biotite granite occur at Smithfield, West Greenwich, Newport, and 
Niantic. A greenish, fine gray, hornblendic gneiss is quarried at Dia-
mond Hill, in Providence County. Aside from the Westerly rock the 
most of this material is for local market on1v. 
Tennessee.-At the present time scarcely ;nything in the line of gra-
nitic rock is quarried in this State, and owing to the limited areas occu-
pie<l by granite ledges it is more than doubtful if the granite quarrying 
ever a umes any great importance. Small outcrops of granite, gneiss, 
or mica schi t occur in the extreme eastern and southern parts of Polk, 
four e, ock , Wa. hington, Carter, and Johnson Counties, in the ea t-
rn part of th State, ut even these are not in all cases suitable for 
"Ann. Rep. of ,' tateGeolo~ist oTNew J ersey, 1886, pp. 41-42, 
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any but the roughest work. The Museum collections contain an ex-
tremely coarse · greenish epidotic granite, with large red porphyritic 
crystals of orthoclase, from Bench Mountain, in Cocke County, which 
mig·ht perhaps be worked if there were a market. 
South Oarolina-.-Although no granites from this State are to be found 
in our principal markets, it by no means follows that there is any de.-
ficiency in tho supply. The collectiori now in the Museum shows, on 
the contrary, that excellent stones of this class . occur in various local-
ities. 
Near Winnsborough, in Fairfield County, quarries have recently been 
opened which furuish fine-grained gray biotite granite fully equal to 
any in the market. The quarries, as we are informed by the owner, Mr. 
W. Woodward, cover some .70 acres of bowlders and -t;wo large ledges, 
one 11 acres in extent and the other 6. The stone works readily and 
acquires an excellent polish. A pinkish granite also occurs iu this same 
county. Other granites in this State, of which we have seen specimens, 
but concerning which we have but little accurate information, occur near 
Columbia, Richland County; and in Newberry, Lexington, Edgefield, 
and Aiken Counties. The Columbia stone is of a light.gray color, ap-
parently of excellent quality. It was used in the construction of the 
State house in that. city, and is stated to be very durable.* 
Texas:-Red granites, both coarse and fine, occur in Burnet County, 
in this State, though at present neither are quarried to any extent. 
Both varieties carry biotite as the chief accessory mineral. The coarser 
variety corresponds closely with the coarse red granite from Platte 
Canon, Colo. Their colors are dull and they seem better adapted for 
rough building than for monumental work. 
Utah Territory.-A coarse, light-gray granite occurs in inexhaustible 
quantities in Little Cottonwood Canon, not far from Salt Lake City. ~o 
far the stone has been quarried only from bowlders that have been rolled 
down the canon, and the parent ledge remains untouched. This stone 
has been used in the construction of the new Mormon temple at Salt 
Lake City. 
Vermont.-This State furnishes but little in the way of granitic rocks, 
from the fact that few of her quarries prod.nee material not found 
elsewhere in New England, where there are better and cheaper facilities 
for transportation. Quarries of biotite granite of fine grain and a gray 
color are, however, worked at Barre, Brunswick, Morgan, Ryegate, 
and Woodbury. A very light, almost white, muscovite granite is also 
quarried at Bethel. The most of these rocks are for local use only, 
though that from Brunswick is said to be carried to some extent into the 
neighboring cities in New York State. 
Wyorning.-" Th'3 only building stone which is quarried in Wyoming is 
at Sherman, the highest point of the Northern Pacific Railroad. At this 
point-the summit of the Black Hills-the_ road cuts through a heavy 
* South Carolina, Resources, Popula,tion, etc., 18831 p. 609. 
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body ofrecl granite similar to the Scotch, but with much larger crystals." 
'rhis stone has been used to some extent in San Francisco and Sacra-
mento, but is bard to work, owing to its coarseness an<l lack of tenacity.* 
Virginia.-The granites of this State are, as a rule, fine-grained, 
biotite-bearing rocks, and of a light-gray color. They correspond in a 
remarkable degree with the granites of New England, more so than 
those of any Southern or Wes tern State. The principal quarries, thus 
far developed are in Chesterfield and Henrico Counties on the James 
River, and within easy reach of the Richmond market. 
The quarry of the Richmond.- Granite Company, on the Richmond and 
Alleghany Railroad, near Richmond, produces a massive gray granite 
used for general building purposes, paving stone, and monumental 
work, and which !s shipped more or less to all the States and cities 
south of New England and as far west as Nebraska. Much of the ma-
terial is dressed at the quarry, polishing works being located on the 
ground. 
The Uld Dominion Granite Company and the vYestham Granite Com-
pany, in Chesterfield County, produce a very similar stone, the principal 
markets of which are in Richmond, Washington, Norfolk, Lynchburgb, 
and Philauelphia. Other important quarries are in the Tuckahoe dis-
trict, Henrico County, an<l Namozine district, Dinwiddie County. Stone 
from the last-named locality was use<l in the construction of the post-
office and custom-house at Petersburgh, Va. The most important build-
iug yet constructed of the Virginia. granites is the · State, War, and 
Navy building in Washington, which is probably the most elaborate 
granite structure in the country. Near Fredericks burgh is found a fine 
light-gray muscovite-biotitc granite closely resembling those of Hallo-
well, Me., and Oonconl, N. H., but it is not at present quarried to any 
extent. 
Wisoonsin.-The extensive outcrops of granite rock in this State have 
been scarcely at all worked up to the present time, owing to the lack of 
transportation facilities. At the present writing the most important 
~.uarries are . at Montello, Marquette County, and Wausau, Marathon 
County. The Montello rock is very fine grained, compact, and of a dull 
pink color. Quarries were first opened here to furnish paving stones 
for the Chicago market, but the stone has since been used to a con id-
erable extent for general building and monumental work. ' 
According to Prof. T. 0. Chamberlaint the great Laurentian area of 
the northern part of the State is occupied largely by granite an<l gneiss, 
anrnng which are some of exceptioual excel1ence. Granite rocks of 
greater or less excellence crop out along the upper reaches and tribu-
tarie of the Menominee, the Peshtio·o the Oconto the Wolf the Wi -
b ' ' ' ·on in, th ellow, the Black, the Chippewa, the Flambeau, the Ba<l, 
au l the Montr al River . These are now beinO' brouO'ht within the b b 
r a ·h f •h 'ap trarn,portation, and Rhoulu be utilized to the mutual 
1»11 ,fi f ho ·' who worl· an<l those who use. 
'en u , ol. X, p. ~7 . -·- - -- ---~ t Geolocry of Wiscoµsiu, Vol. I, p. 66, 
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F.-THE PORPHYRIES, PORPHYRI~IC FELSITE. 
(1) COMPOSITION AND ORIGIN. 
427 
Popularly any fine-grained, compact rock, carrying larger crystals 
scattered throughout its mass is called a porphyry, whatever may be 
its com position. In the present work the term bas been restricted to 
those acid eruptive rocks of pre-Tertiary origin, consisting of a very com-
pact felsitic base formed of an intimate mixture of quartz and feldspar 
a,nd in which one or both of these min era.ls are porphyritically developed. 
The groundmass is usually too fine to allow a determination of its eompo-
sition by the unaided eye, and 11nder the microscope is found to possess 
that peculiar felt 0like structure called by lithologists miocofelsitic. The 
porphyritic crystals arc usually of a different color from the groundmass 
in which they are imbedded, anq. hence produce the striking effect which 
has made these rocks so famous in all ages and caused them to be used 
in the finest ornamentati~ns in spite of their hardness. 
(2) VARIETIES OF PORPHYRY. 
Accordingly as the porphyries vary in mineral composition they are 
divided into two principal varieties: (1) Quartz porphyry, which con-
sists of the fine-grained groundmass in which quartz alone or quartz ancl 
orthoclase are porphyritically developed, and (2) quartz-free or ortho-
clase porphyry, in which ortboclase alone prevails, no quartz appear-
ing either porphyritically or in the groundmass. This last variety, it 
will be seen, bears the same relation to the quartz porphyries as does 
syenite to the granites. Through an entire disappearance of the por-
phyritic crystals, the rock passes into felsite. The porphyries hear the 
same accessory minerals (hornblende, mica, etc.), as do the granites, but 
tb,ese are usually in such small particles as to be invisible to the naked 
eye. 
Porphyries, like granites, are of a variety of.colors; red, purple, gray, 
green, brown, and black of a variety of shades are not uncommon, and 
when, as is so often the case, the porphyritic minerals contrast in color 
iu a marked degree with the gronndmass, the effect on a polished sur-
face is very beautiful. 
(3) USE OF PORPHYRY. 
The porphyries are as a rule intensely hard and tough and completely 
without rift in any direction. As a consequence they are scarcely at all 
u sed in this country, although among the most beautiful and indestructi-
ble of our rocks. The celebrated porphyries of Elfdalen, Sweden, are 
wrought into a variety of objects of art. and with exceedingly beautiful 
6ffects. Visitors at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia will re-
call the beautiful larrre column QiUd inlaid table of this stone that wa~ 
t here displayed, 
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(4) PORPHYRIES OF THE VARIOUS STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
Inexhaustible quantities of porphyries of a variety of colors and great 
beauty occur at Saugus, Malden, Lynn, and Marblehead, allll otlrnr lo-
calities in eastern Massachusetts, but which have never been utilized 
to any extent owing to the cost of working. Many of these are of ex-
ceptional beauty, presenting colors red as jasper, through all shaues 0£ 
pink, gray, and even black, often beautifully variegated and brecciatetl 
in a variety of colors. Flow structures caused by the on ward flowing 
of the rock while in a partially cooled condition often gives rise to a 
beautiful banding and interweaving of colors impossible to <le~cribe, and 
which must be seen to be appreciated. The striking beauty of this flow 
f:!tructure is sometimes heightened by the presence oi angular fragments 
of variously colored portions of the rock, which, becoming broken from 
the parent mass, have been imbedded in a matrix of quite differcmt 
color, as at Hingham, where we have found bright red fragments im-
bedded in a yellowish paste. The rock acquirfs a beautiful polish, and. 
the fact that it bas not ere this come into more general use is a sad 
comment upon the taste of our wealthier citizens. Nearly as inde-
structible as glass, and ~s beautiful as an agate, and yet almost wholly 
ignored except for purposes of rough construction. 
A large variety of porphyries, varying in color from bfack to red, oc-
curs also in New Hampshire, particularly near Waterville, some of 
which would make fine ornamental stones. At Franconia, in the White 
Mountains, there occurs a porphyry conglomerate formed of fragments 
of jasper red porphyry closely cemented into a compact .rock, which is 
particularly beautiful. Slabs of this stone in the National Museum can 
not be excelled for richness of color . . 
Porphyries are abundant in many other States, but are scarcely at all 
usepd. Maine, Pennsy vania, Missouri, Minnesota, and Wisconsin all 
contain good material, though, as little or no search has been made for· 
the highly ornamental varieties, it is impossible to say what they can 
produc~ . 
At Green Lake, in the last named State, there occurs a beautiful 
stone of this class, almost black in color, with white porphyritic feld-
spars. It has been quarried to some extent near tl.J.e town of Uttny, 
and polished columns of it may be seen in the German-Arnericau Bank 
building and Union Depot at Saint Paul, Minn. It is grea,tly to be re-
gretted that no economic method of working so beautiful and durable 
a material has as yet been discovered. 
Near Charlotte, in Mecklenburgh County, N. C., there occurs a very 
light colored, almost white, quartz porphyry, which is penetrated by 
long parallel streaks or pencils of a dead black color. These are so ar-
ranged that, when cut across, the surface appears studded thickly with 
r undi h and very irregular black points of all sizes up to half an inch. 
ut parallel with the direction of the pencils, the surface is streaked 
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•with black lines, which sometimes assume the most beautiful fern-like or . 
dendritic forms imaginable. 
The rock is intensely hard, tough, and without definite rift. It can 
therefore be worked only at great cd'st, and is not regularly quarried. 
It bas been used only locally for rough purposes, as for curbing, steps, 
and sills. An analysis of this rock is given in the tables. 
G. THE LIP ... i\.RITES. 
(1) ADAPTABILITY FOR CONSTRUCTIVE PURPOSES. 
Tertiary and post-Tertiary rocks of any kind are at present very little 
used for constructive purposes in the United States, owing, in the case 
of fragrnental rocks, to their state of imperfect consolidation and conse-
quent feeble tenacity. and in the case of eruptives to their almost entire 
absence in those portions of the country that have become permanently 
settled and where as a consequence there has arisen a demand for a moi.·e 
durable building material than wood. Of the eruptive rocks of this 
class only the liparites, andesites, and basalts have been at all utilized 
and these to but a small extent. Their textures are, as a rule, such as 
to fit them only for the rougher kinds of .construction, since, with the 
exception of the glassy varieties, they will not polish, and their rough 
appearance unfits them for any kind of interior decorative work. 
(2) MINERAL AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF LIPARITE. 
Under the head of liparites are classed those acid eruptive rocks con-
sisting chiefly of quartz and sanidin ·(the glassy variety of orthoclase) 
which are not older than Tertiary and which may be regarded as the 
younger equivalents of the granites, quartz porphyries, and felsite 
pitchstones. · 
In te.xture they vary from coarsely granitoid rocks, entirely crystal-
line throughout, through all intermediate felsitic stages to cleat glassy 
forms. Structurally they vary from :fine, compact, even-grained to 
coarsely porphyritic, amygdaloidal, and sperulitic forms; well marked 
fluidal structure is common. The prevailing colors are chalky whit~ 
to dark gray; more rarely greenish, brownish, yellowish, and reddish 
Yarieties occur. 
The average chemical composition of liparite (quartz-trachyte) as 
given by Zirkel is silica, 76.36; alumina, 11.97; iron oxides, 2.01; lime, 
1.09; magnesia, 0.56; potash, 3.70; soda, 4.53; specific gravity, 2.55. 
(3) VARIETIES OF LIPARITES . . 
..b..ccording as they are crystalline throughout, felsitic and porphyritic 
or entirely glassy, liparites are classified as (1) granitic liparites or nm,a-
dites, (2) rhyolites, and (3) glassy liparites as obsidian, pumice, pearlite, 
and pitchstone. Of these only the felsitic and porphyritic variety rhyolite 
is now quarried. 
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(4) LIPARITES OF THE VARIOUS STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
Near Mokelumne Hill, in Calaveras County, Cal., rhyolite occurs in 
,several different colors, and has been quarried to some extent for use in 
the immediate vicinity. It is also abundant in {)olorado, New Mexico, 
Nevada, Utah, and other of the Western States and Territories. 
The glassy variety of rhyolite called obsidian is very abundant in cer-
tain parts of the West, and though as yet no attempt has been made to 
utilize the material there would seem no good reason for its not being 
used in small pieces for the finer kinds of decorative work. The rock, 
w hicb is a natural glass formed by the rapid cooling of a molten mass, is 
of various colors, black, red, and greenish, and often beautifully spotted 
and streaked. From the Yellowstone National Park, Glass Butte, Or-
egon, and other sources, the Museum has received specimens of red 
obsidian spotted and streaked with black wavy lines in a way that is 
highly ornamental. The stone occurs naturally in a badly jointed con-
dition and could be obtained only in pieces of small size. Owing to its 
glassy fracture also it could be worked only with plain flat surfaces, 
but as it takes a high glass-like polish, it would be very desirable for 
tops of small stands, paper-weights, and inlaid work. 
H.-THE SYENITES, TRACHYTES, AND PHONOLITES. 
(1) DEFINITION OF SYENITE. 
Under the name of Syenites are here included thosG rocks consisting 
essentiallv of orthoclase with or without one or more of the accessory 
minerals, ~mica, hornblende, or augite. They differ from granites only 
in the absence of quartz, and otherwise present a precisely parallel 
series. Thus we may have mica syenite (minette), hornbfonde syenite, 
augite syenite, etc.* 
(2) LOCALITIES OF SYENITE. 
At the present time syenites are but little quarried in this country, 
though there would seem to be no lack of material and of good quality. 
In arn1 about f ortland, Me., there occur in the glacial drift many 
bowluers of a beautH'ul syenite, the exact source of which is not known 
to the author, but which can not be far to tlie northward. The rock 
consi t mainly of bright lustrom; gray orthoclase and coal-black horn-
blend , with occa~io11ally n, 1 ittlc hhtck mica. In texture it is not too 
.,. l •'or111ri-ly it was <·1u,to111ary to call½' tiw JI~ :-;yc11itl1 a rock consisting~ quartz 
ltornhlC'11cl1•, antl orthocla!-le or what i~ 11 ow call1\1l a l10n1hlmHlC g rn.oi te . Tbc n::tm 
tak<'H it!, ,,rigi11 fro111 ~.,·1:111·, Egypt, whci, n. rock snppo.·i·d 1o aJHl\','(' r this de, criptiou 
" ":tH oi·igina.lly q11ani1 ·tl. 111\·t·sl ig:tl ion has, l1 owever, sl1own th at the Syenc 1·ock con-
taiu . more 111i<-: th:111 l1or11l,lP1l(l1• , a11,l licnc, at, lH'Rt <· ::rn 11o t l m cln.s8c,l :is n. trn sy ·-
nit .''I'll a· ·ortl ing to 111<: olcl 1l1·1i11itio11. Ac ·onling to n•ccnt ]ithologists th yene 
ro ·kk· 1. • horn hi 'tHlr- mi ·a granil ·, wLile tru sy uite, as n,uove staLccl, is a quartzle 
r C ' , 
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coarse, and the contrast of colors such that one can scarcely imagine 
a more beautiful stone for rock-faced work. It is very tough, and, to 
judge from the bowlders, is also very durable, and not at all liable to 
discoloration on exposure. 
Hawes* describe~ augite syenites as occurring in Jackson, Columbia, 
and on Little Ascuntney Mountain, in New Hampshire; also hornblende 
sye:nites as occurring at Red Hill and Moultonborough, Columbia, Sand-
wich, Stark, and Albany, in the same State. Dr. v-Vadsworth t also 
mentions a sy~nite as occurring in eastern Massachusetts, where it oc-
cupies a large proportion of the coast line between Salem and Man-
chester. Noue of these are as yet q_uarried. 
Near Hot Springs, in Arkansas, there is quarried under the name of 
granite a tough gray rock of variable texture, consisting mainly of horn-
blende and elreolite, and which would therefore be classed as an eheolite 
syenite. Some portions of the rock, as shown by the large block in the 
Museum collecti<?n, are :fine-grained and homogeneous, while in others 
the elmolite crystals reach some 2 or 3 inches in length. The appear-
ance of the stone is excellent, but portions of it contain a large amount 
of pyrite and it needs to be selected with care if designed for exterior 
or highly ornamental work. 
A syenitic rock bearing abundant el::eolite and frequently cancrinite 
and soda.lite, and which must, tllerefore, also be classed as an el::eolite sye-
nite occurs abundantly in tlrn vicinity of Litchfield, Me., and specimens 
of tllc rock have found their way into the building-stone collections of 
the l\Iuseum. .An examination of the rock does not, however, impress 
one particularly in its favor. Its- durability is, to say the least, doubtful, 
and its varying texture and colors rather against it. 
(3) THE TR.A.CHYTES AND PHONOLITES. 
Under the name of trachytes are comprehended by Rosenbusch those 
massive Tertiary and post 'Tertiary rocks consisting essential1y of san-
idin an<l hornblende, augite or black mica, and which may be regarded 
as the younger equivalents of the syenites and quartz free porphyries. 
The average chemical composition is silica, G3.55; alumina., 18.0; iron 
oxide, G.15; lime, U)G; magnesia, 0.88; specific graYity, 2.65. 
In structure trachytes are rarely granular but usually possess a fine 
scaly or micro-felsitic groundmass, rendered porphyritic b,y the dernl-
opment of scattering crystals of sauidin, hornblende, augite, or black 
mica. The textur~ is porous and possesses a characteristic roughness 
to the touch ; hence its name from tlle Greek word rpazur.; rough. The 
prevailing colors are gray, yellowish or reddish. 
Tracbytes are volcanic rocks occurring in eruptive \ masses in dikes 
and in lava flows. They may be divided into hornblende, biotite, or 
"'Geol. of New Hampshire, Vol. ur, Part 1v, p. 205. 
iGeol. Mag., May, 1885, p. 207. · 
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augite trachytes, according as either of these accessory minerals pre-
dominates. 
Phonolites differ from trachytes in carrying one or both of the min-
erals nepheline or leucite in addition to the other constituents named. 
They bear the same relations then to the trachytes as do the eheolite 
syenites to the syenites proper. 
Neither trachytes nor phonolites are, so far as now known, common 
rocks in the United States. Zirkel x, describes numerous tracbytes 
from the areas covered by the Fortieth Parallel survey, and Caswell t de-
scribes both trachytes and phonolites from the Black Hills, Dakota. 
Recent investigations by Wadsworth t and Messrs. Hague and Iddings§ 
show, however, that the supposed tracbytes of Zirkel were in large part 
if not altogether andesites, and it is very probable that similar tests 
applied to many other cases heretofore described would be productive 
of similar results. However this may be, the utility of the rocks in 
America is purely prospective. 
Their colors and textures are such that they can never be used for 
other purposes than rough construction, as is the case with the majority' 
of th_e younger eruptives. 
!.-AUGITE (ENSTATITE, HYPERSTHENE) PLAGIOCLASE 
ROCKS. 
( 1) DIABASE. 
(Diabase, from the Greek word aw(3u<m;, to pass over; so called be-
cause the rock passes by imperceptible gradations into diorite.) 
The diabases are entirely crystalline granular rocks, composed essen-
tially of plagioclase feldspar and augite, with nearly always magnetite 
and frequently olivine. Geologically they are pre-Tertiary ei·uptive 
rocks, basic in composition, occurring in dikes, intruded sheets, and 
lava flows. Their mode of occurrence is quite similar to that of basalt, 
from which they differ chiefly in date of eruption and the amount of 
alteration they have undergone. In structure they are as a rule mas-
sive, but 
1
schistose varieties occur and more rarely spherulitic forms. 
Tl.le texture is as a rule fine, compact, and homogeneous, though some-
times porphyritic or amygdaloidal. The colors are somber, varying 
from greenish through dark gray to nearly black, or sometimes black 
when freshly quarried, but becoming greenish on drying, II 
.,. Micro. Petrography, fortieth parallel. 
t Geol. Black Hills of Dakota. · 
tProc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. xxr, 1881, p. 243, and Vol. xxu, 18 3, p. 412. 
§ Am. Jonr. ci., Vol. xxvu, 1 4, p. 453. 
II Mr. J. P. lduin•.,s sucrgests that the chancre in color from dn,rk blue black, n.nd 
gr uish, a.~ noticed in din.bas of New Jersey,~ tlue to the drying of tlrn serpentine or 
chlorit , which r sults from the alteration of tbe inclll(led olivine. (Am. Jour. ci., 
May, 1 , p. 330,) 
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According to Zirkel, the average chemical composition of diabase is 
as follows: 
Per cent. 
Silica . ____ •• _____ • ____ •••• _ •••• _ •••• _ •..•• _ •...•• _. . • . • 49. 54 
Alumina............................................... 14. 05 
Iron protoxide ................. _. __ .. _ .....•• _.. . . • • • . . 14. 27 
Lime ______ ...••. ______ ...•........ -~---·.............. 8. 20 
Magnesia .. __ ........•.•..••..•..• _ ........... _ ..... __ . 5. 28 
Potash ..•.•........••....................••. ____ ....... 1.16 
Soda.. . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 3. 88 
Water ••..• _ ..••••..•.......... _ •........ _ •. _ •.... __ .. . 2. 29 
Average sped.fie gravity, 2.8, equal to a weight of 175 pounds per 
cubic foot. 
In classification two principal varieties of diabase are recognized; the 
distinction being f6unded upon the presence or absence of tbe mineral 
olivine. We thus have (1) olivine diabase, or diabase with olivine, and 
(2) diabase proper, or diabase without olivine. 
Owing to its lack of definite rift, compact texture, and hardness, dia-
base can, as a rule, be worked only with difficulty and usually at a cost 
considerably greater than that ·of granite. It is therefore not exten-
sively quarried, though of late years it bas come into more geneml use 
for paving purposes, and strn more recently for bu:i-Jding and monu-
mental work. The green- antique porphyry or JJ1.armor Lacedmmonium 
viride, formerly much used for pavements and general inlaid decorative 
work in Greece and Rome, is, according to Delesse,* a diabase consisting 
of large greenish crystals of labradorite embedded in a fine compact 
ground mass of the sa.me feldspar, together with augite and titaniferons 
iron. The quarries from which the stone was taken are stated by Hullt 
to be· situated between Sparta and Marathon, in Greece. A stone of a 
similar character and closely resembling it in color and structure is 
abundant among the drift bowlders of eastern Massachusetts, but its 
exact derivation is unknown. 
In the eastern United States the dikes of diabase are frequently as-
sociated with deposits of red or brown· Triassic sandstone, which are also 
extensively quarried, as will be noticed further on. Concerning these 
dikes Professor Dana writes: + 
''It is remarkable that these fractures (through which the diabase 
was forced to the surface) should baYe taken place in great numbers 
just where the Triassic beds exist, and only sparingly east or west. of 
them; and also that the igneous rock shonlQ. be essentially the same 
throughout the thousands of miles from Nova Scotia to North Carolina. 
The igneous and aqueous rocks (sandstone) are so associated tliat they 
necessarily come into the same history. Mount Tom and Mount Hol -
yoke, of Massachusetts, are examples of these trap ridges; also East 
Rock and West Rock, near New Haven, and the Hanging Bills, uear 
"Annals de Mines, p. 256. 
top. cit., p. 73. 
t Manual of Geology, third edition, p. 417. 
H. ~fis. 170, pt. 2--28 
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Meriden, in Connecticut; the Palisades along the Hudson River, in N"ew 
York; Bergen Hill and other elevatious in Ne,w Jersey. 
'' In Nova Scotia trap ridges skirt the whole red-sandstone region and 
face directly the Bay of Fundy; Cape Blomidon, noted for its zeolitic 
minerals, lies at its northern extremity on the Bay of Mines. 
"In Connecticut the ridges and dikes are extremely numerous, show-
ing a vast amount of igneous action. * * · * They commence. near 
Long Island Sound, at -New Haven, where they form some bold emi-
nences, and extend through the State and nearly to the northern bound-
ary of Massachusetts. Mounts Holyoke and Tom are in the system. 
The general course is parallel to that of the Green Mountains. 
"Although the greater part of the dikes is confined to the sandstone 
regions, there are a few outside, intersecting the crystalline rocks and 
following the same direction, and part, at least, of the same system. 
"Even the little Southbury Triassic region, lying isolated in western 
Oonnecticnt, has a large number of trap ridges, and such a group of 
them as occurs nowhere else in New England outside of the Triassic. 
Their direction and positions in overlapping series are the same as in 
the Connecticut valley. 
"~rhe trap usually forms hills with a bold columnar or front and slop-
ing back. When nearly north and south in direction the bold front is to 
the westward in the Connecticut Valley, and to the eastward in New 
Jersey. It has come up through fissures in the sandstone, which varied 
, from a few inches to 300 feet or more in breadth. In many cases it has 
made its way out by opening the layers of sandstone, and in such cases 
jt stands with a bold front, facing in the direction toward which it thus 
ascended." 
Oonnecticiit.-The extensive diabase outcrops noted above as occurring 
at East and West Rocks, north of New Haven in this State, are quarried 
for foundation walls and for paving purposes in the near vicinity. The 
rock is too dull in color for ornamental work. 
Maine.-Diabase is quarried at three localities in this State, Addison, 
Vinalhaven, and Tenant's Ilarbor. ...i\.t Ad~lison the rock occurs in ex-
tensive outcrops close by the water's edge. Single blocks 66 by 10 by 
20 feet have been moved in the quarries, and natura,l blocks ~O by 10 by 
l5 feet occur. The chief defects in the stone are said to be the so-called 
"knots," which con ist of irregular patches of coarse feldspar and dark 
crystals of hornblende. There are als0 occasional seams, can ing the 
rock to split unfavorably. The rock is moderately_fine-grained, very 
dark gray, ometimes almost black or spotted black and ,vbit~ on a 
poli b <l surface and of a fine appearance. It bas been used in th wall 
inclo, in th Capitol grounds at Washington, in the construction of a 
ha.uk at l\fontr al, and iR quite generally used for monuments in Bo ton, 
- w ~k, Bro k]yn, Washington, l\Iontrcal, arnl Qnebec. The Vinal 
h,w<~n <11aba,'L i.· le., • ·tenHfrely worke,l 011 ruico nnt of.' its Jumlu , ' 
I il5 f fiu r g ,·,dn t lia11 the \d~li ·on Htone aud uniformly dark-gray, 
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nearly black, in color. It is used to some extent for building material 
and also in cemetery work. The Tenant's Harbor (Saint George, Knox 
County) stone closely resembles that of Addison,- and is used for sim-
ilar purposes. These are all most excellent stones, and it is a matter 
for congratulation that they are being so extensively introduced, and, 
to some extent, replacing the marbles in monumental work. The cost 
of working is, owi1;1g to their compact structure, somewhat greater than 
that of granite, but the results fully justify the increased outlay. All · 
the above, it should be noted, are known commercially as "black gran-
ite."* 
Massachusetts.--:--Diabase is quarried for foundation walls, general con-
structive purposes, and monumental work at Medford and Somerville 
in this State. Samples received from these localities are, however, 
coarser, lighter in color, and much inferior in point of beauty to those 
just described. 
New Jersey.-The extensive outcrops of diabase, or '' trap-rock," 
known as the Palisades of the Hudson River in northeastern New Jersey 
furnish an inexhaustible supply of this material, and which is at present 
quite extensively quarrie·d about Guttenberg, Weehawken, West New 
York, and southward along the Palisades as far as Montgomery ave-
nue in Jersey Uity. t The roct is used chiefly for paving, and the quar-
ries are small affairs worked by gangs of from two to five men. Two 
sizes of blocks are prepared. The larger, which are known as specifica-
tion blocks, are 4 by 8 or 10 inches on the head and 7 to 8 inches deep. 
The second size, which are called square blocks, are 5 to 6 inches square 
and 6 or 7 inches deep. The specification blocks· bring about $30 per 
thousand in the market, and the square only about $20 per thousand. 
It is estimated that some 4,000,000 of the specification and 1,000,000 of 
the square blocks were quarried in 1887, valued at $140,000. 
There are three principal grades of the rock quarried. A :tine-grained 
variety at Mount Pleasant, a rocky hill north of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad; a light-gray variety at Bergen Cut, south of the railroad; 
* It should be remarked that all of these diabases differ radically in structure and 
composition from any others here mentioned, and deserve a more thorough and 
careful study than they have yet received. All coutain a rhombic pyroxene pleo-
chroic in red, green, and brown colors, and which is evidently hypersthene, while 
certain sections of the Addison rock show a pyroxenic constituent carrying an abun-
dance of the rhombic inclosures so characteristic of entstatite. Both the Addison 
and Vinalhave,n rocks were in the collection and marked as diabase on my assuming 
charge, and as such I considered them in my paper on the Maine building stones 
(Proc. Nat. Mus., Vol. VI, 1883). The Tenant's Harbor rock is presumably the one 
described as olivine diabase by Wadsworth and Dickerson (Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist., 
Mar., 1884, p. 28). 
t The Hudson River Palisade rock is called greenstone by Mahan (Civil, Engineer-
ing, p. 3), who states that it is composed of hornblende and common and compact 
feldspar. This is obviously an error. The rock contains neither hornblende nor 
,., common" (orthoclase) feldspar, bnt is wholly composed of augite and plagioclase 
feldspar whh n. few minute accessori es, as magnetite and apatite. 
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and a dark, almost black, variety at Weehawken and West New York. 
(?ther quarries of this rock are worked at Orange Mountain, Snake 
Bill, Hudson County, and at Morris Hill in Paterson. In the western 
part of the State the outcrops are not so extensive, but quarries are 
worked at Rocky HtIJ, near Titusville, Smith's Hill, and near Lambert-
ville. At Rock Church, 4 miles from Lambertville, the rock is quar-
ried and used for monumental work as well as for general building pur. 
poses, being put upon the market under the name of black granite. The 
rock from the Palisade quarries has also been quite extensively used 
in and about Jersey City for building purposes. St. Patrick's Cathe-
dral, and the Hudson County Court House, as well as many private 
buildings, are of this stone, but the effect as a whole is not pleasing, ow-
ing to the somber colors of the material. Employed in connection with 
brick or lighter stone, to give variety and contrast, the effect is admir-
able. 
The finely broken stone is also used very extensively for railroad 
ballast and road-m·aking. Several of the quarries near Orange Mount-
ain have machines for breaking up the stone for this purpose.• 
Pennsylvania.-The principal quarries of diabase in this State are at 
Collins Station, Lancaster County, and near York Haven, York County. 
At the latter place the face of the quarry is about 70 feet in height. 
The rock lies in huge natural blocks sometimes weighing hundreds of 
tons and having curved outlines giving them a sort of oval shape. 
Stone from this quarry is used only by the Northern Central Railroad 
in the construction of bridges, culverts, etc. 
At Collins Station diabase is more extensively quarried than at any 
other locality in the State. The stone is used for all manner of build-
ing purposes and monumental work. The foundation of the new Har-
risburg post-office and the soldiers' monument in this city are from 
this material. 
In the vicinity of Gettysburgh diabase has been quite extensively 
quarried from bowlders, and bas been used for head-stones in the na-
tional cemetery at this place. 
Virginia.-As in the States to the east and north, the Triassic beds 
of Virginia are cut by large dikes of "trap" or diabase, and which in 
some cases are capable of affording excellent material for paving block 
and general building and ornamental work. So far as the author i 
aware quarries have been opened upon these dikes in but two localitie , 
at Cedar Run, near Catlett's Station on the Virginia Midland Railroad 
and near Goose Creek, about 3 miles east of Leesburgh, in Loudoun 
County. Specimens of these rocks which we have examined represent 
the coarser varieties of our Mesozoic diabase, are of a dark gray color 
very strong, and apparently durable. That from Goose Creek has been 
found to stand a pressure of 23,000 pounds per square inch, and, as the 
author ba b. erved, undergoes no chauge on an exposure of twenty-· 
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five years other than a slight and in no way objectionable darkening of 
color. Neither stone has been used as yet for other t4_an paving pur-
poses and bridge abutments, though they are appar·cntly well adapted 
to all kinds of work for which their color and hardness qualify them. 
(2) GABBRO. 
The rock gab bro differs from diabase mainly in containing the foliatetl 
pyroxene diallage in place of augite. It is not at present quarried to 
any extent in this country, though ror no apparent reason other than 
that it is difficult to work. 
Very extensive outcrops of a dark gray, almost black gabbro of 
medium fineness of texture occur in the immediate vicinity of Balti-
more, Md., but which have been quarried only for purposes of rough 
construction close at hand. The rock is popularly known as ''nigger-
head" owing to its hardness, dark color, and its occurrence in rounded 
bow lders on the surface.* 
.At Rice's Point, near Duluth, Minn., there occurs an inexhaustible 
supply of a coarse · gab bro, which has been studied and described by 
Profel'3sor ,vinchell. t The feldspar of the rock, which is labradorite, 
according to the authority quoted, sometimes prevails as at Beaver Bay, 
in crystals one-half to three-fourths of an inch across, and to the almost 
entire exclusion of other constituents. · In this form the rock varies from 
lavender blue or bluish gray to light green, and acquires a beautiful 
surface and polish, and is considered as constituting a valuable material 
for ornamental slabs and columns. The typical gab bro of the region is 
of a dark blue-gray color, and '' has been employed 'in a few buildings 
at Duluth, both in cut trimmings and for rough wa:ls." It has also 
been used for monuments and for bases, to which it is especially adapted, 
being cut under the chisel and polished more easily than any of the 
crystalline rocks that contain quartz. The stone is known popularly 
as '' Duluth granite." The same kind of rock occurs at Taylor's Falls, 
but is little used, though favorably situated for quarrying and trans-
porting. . 
A rock closely allied to the gabbros and diabases is the so-called 
norite, which consists essentially of the minerals hypersthene and a 
plagioclase feldspar. The only rocks of this nature now regularly 
quarried are at Keeseville, N. Y., and Vergennes, Vt. The .first is 
known commercially as "Au Sable granite," and the second as "Labra-
dorite granite." Both are coarse-grained, dark-gray rocks, much resem-
bling the darker varieties of the Quincy granites, from which, however, 
· they differ radically in mineral composition. They take a high lustrous 
poljsb, freq~ently show a beautiful bright bluish iridescence, and are 
~ 'Ihis is the rock the interesting petrographical features of which have lately been 
made known by Dr. Williams, of Johns Hopk~ns Univet·sity. See Bull. U. S. Geol, 
Survey, No. 28. 
t Geol of Minn., Vol. 1, pp. 148-9. 
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admirably adapted for polished columns, pilasters, and other decorative 
work. . The lasting power of the norites, when polished, is ;yet to be 
ascertained. After an exposure of untold years in the quarry bed the 
surfac_e has turned white. No data are obtainable for calculating their 
lasting qualities in the ·finished structure. 
(3) MELAPHYR. 
The melaphyrs, as defined by Rosenbusch, *' are massive eruptive 
rocks, consisting of plagioclase, augite, and olivine, with free iron oxides 
and an amorphous or "porphyry"· base. They are thus of the same 
mineral composition as the basalts and olivine diabases, but differ struct-
urally, and belong in great part to the Carboniferous and older Permian 
formations. Although very abundantin many parts of the United States, 
they are scarcely at all quarried owing to their dull colors and poor 
working qualities. 
In the Brighton district of Boston, but a few miles out of the city 
proper, and in other localities in the vicinity,tbere occur small outcrops 
of a greenish or sometimes purplish melaphyr, or "amygda1oid," the 
lithological nature of which was, I believe, fir.st correctly stated by 
E. R. Benton.t The prevailing color of the rock is greenish, often 
amygdaloidal, the amygdules being composed often of epidote, thus 
spotting the surface with greenish-yellow blotches. The rock is greatly 
altered, only the feldspars of the original constituents remaining now 
recognizable, while chlorite: quartz, calcite, epidote, and several other 
minerals occ·ur a,s secondary products. The rock is nevertheless very 
firm, compact, and durable, and is being quarried to som.e extent for 
rough work. It would seem fitted for a yet wider architectural appli-
cation. 
(4) BASA.LT. 
· This rock differs from diabase only in point of geological age, be-
ing a product of post-Tertiary eruptions. It is, as a rule, less perfectly 
crystalline, still retaining portions of its glassy magma, and the surfaces 
of the flows are often less compact owing to their having been exposed 
to atmospheric agencies for a shorter period, and consequently having 
suffered less erosion. Owing in great part to the fact that basalts occur 
iu this country only in the western and more recently settled portions, 
as do also the andesites and rhyolites, they have been heretofore but 
little utilized. There would seem, however, no reason for exclu<liug the 
rock from the list of available building materials in those regions where 
it occur in such form as to be accessible. At Petaluma, Bridgeport, and 
other places around the bay of San Francisco there lie immense sheet 
of thi rock, but which are worked now only for paving material . 
Like the andesites and rhyolites the basalts will not polish, and their 
color are such as to exclude them from all forms of interior decorative 
w rk. 
• Mik. Physiog. der Massigen· Gesteine, p. 392. 
t Prog Bo SoQ •• Vol, xx, l), 4 6, · 
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K.-AJ.HPHI.BOLE PLAGIOCLASE RQOKS (TRAP AND GREEN. 
STONE IN PART). 
(1) DIOIUTES. 
Diorite from the Greek word /Jwpi,:;sw, to distinguish. 
Diorites are entirely crystalline granular rocks composed essentially 
of plagi~clase and hornblende. 
They.are pre-Tertiary eruptive rocks occurring mostly iu dikes ~md 
intrusive sheets and basic in composition, containing only from 50 to 
54 per cent. of silica. In structure tliey are massive. The inclividual 
crystals composing the rock are sometimes grouped in globular aggre-
gations forming the so-called orbicular dforite or kugel diorite. The 
texture is as a rulP, compact, fine, and llomogeneons, though sometimes 
porphyritic. , Hie common colors are dark gray or green. According 
to Zirkel tlle average composition is: 
P er cent. 
Silica . _____ . ______ . ___ .... __ .. ____________ ... _. 48. GO to GO. 88 
Alumina ........ __ ... __ •... _ . _ .. .... _ . . • . . . . . . . lG. 72 to 22. 12 
· Proto:x:itlc of iron_ ...•••••.......•.• _. . . . . . . . . . . U. 26 to 11. 9~ 
Lime .•.... ............ _ .. _. ___ .. ___ ....... _ .. _. 5. 47 to 7. 99 
Magnesia .••••.. · ______ __ ·----· ________________ .. 0. 54 to 9. 70 
Potash .•• _ •.. ____ .... _ ..... _ .. ___ .•. _.. . . . . . . . . 1. 05 to 3. 7!) 
Soda . _ . __ ... ......• _ ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 20 to 5. 21 
Water ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 0. 60 to 1. 90 
In classification two principal varities are recognized, mica diorite or 
<liorite in which black mica is present in excess of the hornblende, and 
hornblende diorite or diorite proper. Tlie presence of quartz gives rise 
to the variety quartz diorite. The name tonalite bas been applied by 
Vom Rath to a quartz diorite containing the feldspar andesite and 
very rich in black mica and which occurs in the southern Alps . 
. Diorites are commonly known by the names trap and grcenstone, as 
a.re also the diabases. · 
These rocks are as a rule exceeding compact and stroug, but are 
scarcely at all used for building purposes owing to their lack of rift and 
poor working qualities in general. Their somber colors are also a draw-
back to any form of architectural display. In England diorites are 
stated by Uauenscbild,j(, to be largely used for road materiah:, while the 
celebrated kugel diorite or uapoleonite of Corsica has been abundantly 
utilized through Italy for interior decorative work. . · 
Porphyritic diorites, or porphyrites, may be said to Lear tho ::;aurn re-
lation to true diorites as do the quartz porphyries to granites. 'l'l.uit is, 
they consist of· a compact felsitic base in which hornblemle or folds par 
is porpliyritically tlevelopell. The celebrated re<l Egyptian porphyry 
or ''Rosso .Antico" is a porphyrite as shown by Delcsse.t The source 
of this rock is stated by this authority to be the Dok Lau 1'fouotains, 
* Katechismus tler Baumateria,lien, p. 81. 
t Bull. Soc, Qeol, <le France, 1849-50, p. 524, • 
• 
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about 25 miles from the Red Sea and 85 miles from ancient Captos 
(now called Kypt). Rocks of. this class, though in no way comparable 
from the standpoint of beauty, have been described by Hawes* as oc-
eurring · in New Hampshire at Campton Falls, North Lisbon, Dixville, 
and Dixville Notch; a mica diorite is also described as occurring at 
Stewartstown. None of these are put to any practical use. .A dark 
gray granitic appearing diorite of variable texture occurs near Read-
ing, Berks County, Pa., which may answer for rough construction. It 
is not a handsome stone, and is, moreover, hard to work. 
The Museum collections contain a cube of a compact light greenish 
gray diorite, carrying quite an amount of greenish mica and plentifully 
besprinkled with white porphyritic feldspars from near El Paso, Tex. 
This cuts to a sharp edge and acquires a good surface and polish. It 
appears like a good stone for ordi:ri.ary purposes of construction. 
A somewhat similar stone is found near Monarch, Chaffee County, 
Colorado. 
A quartz diorite of a coarse granitic structure is found and quarried 
at Rocklin, Placer County, Cal. The stone resembles granite in gen-
eral ap.pear~nce and works with. equal facility. 
(2) THE ANDESITES. 
Under the name of andesites is included a group of volcanic rocks of 
Tertiary and post-Tertiary age, and consisting essentially of a triclinic 
feldspar and hornblende, augite, or black mica. 
· In structure the andesites are rarely entirely crystalline, but usually 
present a fine densely microlitic or partly glassy groundmass. Accord-
ing as they vary in composition four principal varieties are recognized: 
(1) Quartz andesite (Dacite) or andesite in which quartz is a prominent 
ingredient; (2) hornblende andesite; (3) augite andesite, and (4) mica 
andesite, each taking its name according as hornblende, augite, or mica 
is the principal accessory mineral. Hypersthene andesite, or andesite 
in which the mineral hypersthene is a leading constituent, is also com-
mon in many of the Western States and Territories . . 
The andesites are as yet but little used for structural purposes, and 
this largely for the same reasons as were given in the chapter on Lipa-
rites. Like the rhyolites they will not polish and are in no way suited 
for decorative work. Although very abundant throughout many of the 
Western States and Territories they have been quarried in an itinerant 
way only at Reno and Virginia City, Nev. The rock from tho latter 
source is said to quarry easily and cut well when first ta.ken out, and 
to harden on exposure. The Reno andesite has been used jn the con-
struction of the prison and a few stores at that plaee. 
• Geol. of New Hampshire, Vol. III, Part 1v, p. 160. 
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. L.-SCHISTOSE, OR FOµIATED ROCKS. 
(1) THE GNEISSES. 
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The gneisses, as already noted, have essentially the same composi-
tion as d.o the granites, from which they differ mainly in their foliated 
or schistose structure. On account of this schistosity the rocks split 
in such a way as to give parallel fiat surfaces, which :fender the stone 
servicable in the construction of rough walls and for street curbing. 
This structure, which is caused mainly by the arrangement of the mica 
and other minerals in parallel layers, is, however, a drawback to the 
uniform working of the stones, and hence they are. more limited in their 
application than are the granites. These rocks are frequently called 
by quarrymen stratified or bastard granites. The name gneiss, it should 
be stated, is of German origin, and should be pronounced as though 
spelled nis, never as nees. For reasons already given the gneisses have 
been included under the chapter on granites in the present work. 
(2) THE SCHISTS. 
Mica schist is a rock that consists essentially of quartz and mica. It 
usually possesses a distinct schistose structure, due to the parallel ar-
rangement of these minerals, as was noted in the gneiss, from which it 
may be said to differ only in its lack of feldspar~ It is a rock which is 
supposed to have been formed by the deposition and subsequent crystal-
lizHtion of sediments, and consequently the structure of these minerals 
and their arrangement are markedly stratified. These peculiarities of 
the schists are not such as to render them favorites for purposes of fine 
construction. They are, however, in most instances broken out from 
the ledges with comparative ease, and for rough construction, such as 
foundations and bridges, as well as for flagging, they are extensively 
employed. 
The mica of the schists may be either muscovite or biotite, or both ; in 
short, the schists may be characterized by one or more of the same acces-
sories as are the granites and gneisses, and we may have just as many 
varieties. Through a diminution in the amount of mica these rocks pass 
into quartz schists, and by an increase in the amount of feldspar into 
gneisses. The relative amounts of quartz and mica in the schists varies 
almost indefinitely, the percentage of silica, which is largely depend-
ent upon the amount of quartz, varying from 40 to 80 per cent. · The 
finer grained, more compact varieties of mica schist make very fair build-
ing material, but the coarser and more schistose varieties are not at all 
desirable, especially if the mica be biotite and it occurs in great abun-
dance. 
In accessory minerals the schists are particularly rich. Some of the 
more comrnon of these are garnet, feldspar, epidote, cyanite, hornblende, 
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chlorite, · talc, staurolite, magnetite, pyrite, tourmaline, aml rntile. 
Through an increase in the amount of hornblende, clilorite, or talc, the 
rock passes into hornblende,,chlorite, or talc schist. 
Owing to their schistose structure and poor working qualities the 
schists are but little used for architectural purposes, as already noted. 
One of the most important of these rocks at present worked in this 
country is the biotite schist near W ashington, D. C. This is quite ex-
tensively quarried, though in a crud~ and itinerant manner, both in the 
District of Columbia and on tlle opposite side of the Potomac Rfrer, in 
Virginia. The rock is as a rule fine grained and compact, and of a blue-
gray color, whence- its popular name of '' Potomac bluestone." It is at 
times scarcely at all schistose, and contains a very considerable propor-
tion of feldspar, thus approaching gneiss in composition. Several im-
portant structures have been made of this stone, including George-
town College and one or two churches. It can be worked, however, 
with great difficulty, and it is only by taking advantage of the natural 
joint faces that it can be utilized with any degree of economy. Pyrite 
is very abundant in certain portions of the rock, and shows its utter 
unreliability by retaining its bright, brassy luster unchanged in some 
cases for many years, while in others it oxides almost immediately.* 
In Cape Elizabeth, Maine, near Portland, there occurs a fine-grained 
talcose schist which is peculiar for the readiness with which it breaks 
out into jointed blocks of about the right dimensions for l>uUding, 
By taking advantage of this jointing several churches and other build-
ings in Portland have been erected and present a respectable appear-
ance, though through the oxidation of the included pyrite the walls are 
stained almost beyond recognition. These joints are as sharp and clean 
as though cut with a knife, and are usually indistinguishable in the 
quarry, having been recernented by calcite. A few blows from a ham-
mer on the end of a block will, however, almost always cause joints to 
open, and often in very unexpected places. 
In the town of Bolton, Worcester County, Mass., there occurs a mica 
schist that has been quarried for many years to furnish flagging ma-
terials for Hartford and other New England cities. The rock is fine 
grained, distinctly schistose, and evenly laminated; it therefore ,. pl its 
out readily into thin plates eminently suited for the purposes to wbidl 
it is applied. 
,. It is possible that both ordinary pyrite and the gray variety, ma1:casite, are prcsen t 
in these rocks, and that it is the latter mineral that so readily oxidizes, while the py-
rite remains unchanged. 
Report of National Museum, 1886.-Merrill . PLATE IX. 
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M.-FRAGMENTAL ROOKS. 
(1) SANDSTO~ES, BRECCIAS, AND CONGLOMERATES. 
(a) COMPOSITION AND ORIGIN. 
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Sandstones are composed of rounded ancl angular graius of and so 
cemented and compacted as to form a solid rock. The cementing ma-
terial may be either silica, carbonate of lime, an iron oxicle, or clayey 
matt,er. Upon the character of this cementing material, more perhaps 
than upon the character of the grains themselve~, is dependent the 
color of the rock and its ~daptability for architectural purposes. If 
silica alone is_ present the rock is light colored and frequently .so in-
tensely hard that it can be worked only with great difficulty. Such 
are among the most durable of all rocks, but their light colors and 
poor working qualities are something of a drawback to their extensive 
use. The cutting of such stones often subjects the workmen to serious 
jnconvenience on account of the very :fine and sharp dust or powder 
made by the tools, and which is so light as to remain suspended for 
some· time in the air. The hard Potsdam sandstones of New York 
State have been the subject of ,complaint on this score. If the cement 
is composed largely of iron oxides the stone is red or brownish in color 
and usually not too hard to work readily.~ When the cementing ma-
terial is carbonate of lime the stone is light colored or gray, soft, and 
easy to work. As a rule such stone do not weather so well as those 
with either the siliceous or ferruginous cement, owing to the ready 
solubility of the lime in the water of slightly acidulated rains; the 
siliceous grains become loosened and the rock disintegrates. The 
clayey cement is more objectionable than any yet mentioned, since it 
readily absorbs water and renders the stone more liable to injury by 
frost. Many sandstones contain little if any cement, but owe their 
tenacity simply to the pressure to which they were subjected at the 
time of their consolidation. Such stones are generally of a grayish· hue, 
easy to work, and if the amount of cohesion be sufficiently great, are · 
very durable. The finer varieties of these stones, such as the Euclid 
"bluestone" and "Berea grits," are utilized in the manufacture of grind-
stones and _whet stones. Since they contain littl\3 cementing material 
they do not become polished when exposed to wear, but crumble slowly 
-away, presenting al ways fresh, sharp surfaces to be acted upon. In cer-
tain of our Potsdam sandstones the siliceous cement is found to ha,-ve 
1:;o arranged itself with relation to the grains of s·and as to practically 
convert it into a crystalline rock or quartzite. This has already been 
referred to in the chapter on microscopfo Etructure. 
* J alien states that in tho Tertiary sandstones of tho Appalachian border tbo forru-
ginous cement is largely turgite; in the Triassic and Carboniferous sandstones it is 
largely limonite, and in the Potsdam sandstones of Lake Champlain and the southern 
shore of Lake Superior it is largely hematite. (Proc. A. A. A. S., Vol. :xxvur, 1879, 
p. 408.) 
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Sandstones are not in all cases composed wholly of quartz grains, 
but frequently contain a variety of minerals. Tile brown Triassic sand-
stones of Connecticut, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania are found, on 
microscopic and chemical examination, to coutain one or more kinds of 
feldspar and also mica (see Fig. G, Platen), having, 1n fact, near1.v the 
same composition as a granite or gneiss, from which they were doubtless 
originally derived. According to Dr. P. Schweitzer,* a fine-grained 
sandstone from the so-called Palisade range in New Jersey contains from 
30 to 60 per cent. of the feldspar albite. That quarried at Newark, in 
the same State, contains, according to his analysis, aluite, 50.46 per 
cent.; quartz, 45.49 per cent.; soluble silica, .30 per cent.; bases solu-
ble in hydrochloric acid, 2.19 per cent., and water, 1.14 per cent. Iron 
pyrites is a common ingredient of many sandstones. Unless quite 
abundant the chief danger to be apprehended from the use of such 
stone is the change of color it is liable to undergo 'On exposure through 
its oxidation. 
Sandstones are of a great variety of colors; light gray (almost white), 
gray, buff, drab or blue, light brown, brown, pink, and red are common 
varieties, and, as already stated, the color is largely clue to the iron 
contained by them. According to Mr. G. Maw t the red and brownish-
red colors are due to the presence of iron in the anhydrous sesquiox-
ide state, the yellow color to fron in the hydrous sesquioxiue state, and 
the blue and gray tints to the carbonate or the protoxide of iron. It is 
also stated that the blue color is sometimes caused by finely-dissemi-
nated iron pyrites, and rarely by an iron pllosphate.:j: (See page 30G.) 
Sandstones vary in texture from almost impalpably fine-grained 
stones to those in which the individual grains are several inches in 
diameter. These coarser varieties are called conglomerates, or, if the 
grains are angular instead of rounded, breccias. Neither of these varie-
ties are at present quarried in this country to any great extent, though 
in foreign countries calcareous breccias form some of the most beautiful 
marbles. 
All sandstones, when freshly quarried, are found to contain a "ari-
able amount of water, which renders them soft and more easily worked, 
but at the same time peculiarly liable to injury by freezing. So pro-
nounced is this character that many quarries in the nortLern regions 
can be worked only in the summer months, as during the colcl season 
the freshly quarried material would freeze, burst, and become entirely 
ruined. It is customary also for dealers to refuse to aissurne any risks of 
injury from freezing to which such stone may be liable after shipment. 
After the evaporation of tllis '4 quarry water," as it is called, the stone 
i found to be considerably harder, and hence more difficult to work. 
Thi hardening process is explained by Newberry and others by the 
"American Chemi. t, July, 1871, p. 23. 
t uar. Jour. Gcol. Soc. of Lo~Jdon, xxrv, p. 355. 
tNotes on Building Construction, Part 1n, p. 35. 
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theory that the quarry water holds ·in solution certain of the cementing 
materials, as has been already noted (p. 339). 
(b) VARIETIES OF SANDSTONES. 
Many varieties of sandstones are popularly recognized, the distinc-
tions being founded upon their composition, structure, the character of 
the cementing material, or their working qualities. .A.rlcose is a sand-
stone composed of disintegrated granite. Ferruginous, siliceous, and 
calcareous sandstones are those in which these substances form the ce-
menting material. .A.rgillaceous sandstones contain clay, which can 
easily be recognized by its odor when breathed upon. Flagstone is a 
sandstone that splits readily into thin sheets suitable for flagging; the 
same term is applied to other rocks, as_ the schists and slates, which 
serve a similar purpose. Freestones are so called because they work 
freely in any direction, their bedding or grain not being strongly enough 
marked to in any way interfere with this property. Graywacke is a com-
pact sandstone composed of rounded grains or fragments of quartz, 
feldspar, slate, and other minerals, cemented by an argillaceous, calmt-
reous, or feldspathic paste. This term is no longer in general use. 
Quartzites result from the induration of sandstones, a result brought 
about either by pressure or, more commonly, by the deposition of silica 
between the granules. 
Sandstones occur among rocks of all ages, from the Archrean down to 
the most recent; none are, however, at present used to any great extent 
for building purposes in this country that are of later origin than Trias-
sic, or possibly Cretaceous. In the list of natural building materials 
of the United States sandstone ranks third in importance; the census 
returns for 1880 showing a product of 24,770,930 cubic feet, valued at 
$4,780,391. 
(c) SAJS'DSTONES OF THE VARIOUS STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
Alabama.-On the line of the Alabama Great Southern Railway, some 
60 or _100 miles from Chattanooga, Tenn., there occurs a yellow sand-
stone that is sufficiently soft when first quarried to be cut with an ax, 
and which hardens sufficiently on exposure to be very durable in that 
climate. Samples of this stone received from De Kalb County are of 
decidedly inferior quality . 
.Arizona.-There is at present little demand for building stone in this 
Territory, and consequently but little is known regarding its available 
material. From Yavapai County, on the line of the Atlantic and Pa-
cific Railroad, we have received a block (No. 35571) of fine grained, com-
pact, light-pink sandstone, that from its warm and pleasing color and 
easy working qualities would be eagerly sought by Eastern builders 
were it more accessible. So f~r a~ we are informed, it is not at present 
quarried to any extent. 
Arlcansas.-Brown massive" freestone" that will make a good build· 
ing stone is stated by Owen* to occur in Van Buren County. 
j<Geol. of Arkansas, 1858, p. 75. 
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Galifornia.-Around the Bay of San Francisco there occur sandstones 
. of a considerable variety of colors which are beginning to come into use 
to some extent. The pre,vailing colors here are brownish and gray. 
On Angel Island, in Marin County, there occurs a fine sandstone of a 
greenish-gray color, which has been used in the Bank of California 
building, and others of a lighter shade are found in various parts of 
Alameda County. A few .miles south of San ·Jose, Santa Clara County, 
there are also inexhaustible supplies of light gray and buff stone, but 
which are at present worked only in a small way, Near Cordelia, So-
lano County, there occurs a coarse, dark-gray volcanic tu.ff, that can, 
perhaps, be utilized for rough construction should occasion· demand. · 
Colorado.-This State contains a variety of sandstones, of good qual-
ity, but which, owing to lack-of transportation facilities and the thinly 
s~ttled condition of the country, are as yet in little demand. Near Fort 
Collins, in Larimer County, a fine light-gray stone occurs which is ex-
cellent for :flagging and foundations, but contains too much pyrite for 
fine building purposes. At Coal Creek, in Fremont County, js also a 
fine grayish or buff stone closely resembling that of Berea, Ohio. As 
seen by the writer in the stone-yards of Denver, this is a most excellent 
material, being free from flaws, of good color, and cutting to a sharp 
edge. It i's stated that it ·occurs in inexhaustible quantities and is 
obtainable in blocks of large size. At Glencoe, above Golden, in Jeffer-
son County, there occurs a deep salmon-red stone of a bea11tiful warm 
and lively hue. It is said to work with considerable difficulty, but 
is much sought on account, of its color. Its principal market is now 
Chicago, but it is a matter of regret that it can not be introduced into 
our eastern markets. Near Morrison, in the same county, there occur 
extensive beds of red and nearly white sandstone. The white is not 
considered desirable, but the red is much sought for trimming pur-
poses. It is stated to absorl> water readily, and hence to be peculiarly. 
liable to damage from frost. The light-colored stone used in the con-
struction of the court-house at Denver was obtained from Uretaceous 
beds near Canon City. Trinidad, Las Animas County, also furnishes 
a good sandstone, which is used in Denver, and another important stone 
of good quality is brought from Amargo, in Rio Arribo County, across 
the line in New Mexico. 
Connecticut.-As already noted (ante, p. 289) the first quarries of sand-
stone to be systematically worked in this country were those located 
in the now well-known Triassic beds at Portland and Middletown in this 
State. The area of the Triassic deposit in New England_ as given by 
Dana• extends from New Haven on Long Island Sound to northern 
.,. Manual of Geology, p. 4.04. The entire area of the Triassic sandstones in the 
United tates as given by this authority is divided into three parts: (1) the Connec-
ti ot ar a as ~ivc~ above; (2) the Palisade area; commencing along the west side of 
~h Iluclson River rn the southeast corner of New York, near Piermont, and stretcb-
111_ 8 nthw stwarc1, throngh Pennsylvania, fl,S far as Or:mgo Connty, Va., about :350 
mil 8 l~ng; aud (3) tho North Carolina area, commencing near the Virginia line and 
ext n mg tbrougb North arolina. o er 1,ho Drop River region, 120 miles long. 
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Massachusetts, having a length of 110 miles and an average width of 
20 miies. The stone is at present quarried only at Portland, Middlesex 
County, East Haven, New Haven County, ~:µd Manchester, Hartford 
County; though small quarries have been worked from time to time. to 
furnish stone for local consumption at East Windsor, Hayden's Station, 
Suffield, Newington, Farmington, and Forrestville in this same county. 
The Manchester stone is a beautiful fine-grained reddish variety, and 
that from East Haven is represented . as excellent for rock-faced work. 
The Portland quarries are, however, by far the most .important of any 
of these, and it is estimated that.from their combined areas not less than 
4,300,000 cubic feet of material have been taken. · 
As now worked at this place the quarries descend with absolutely 
perpendicular walls on three sides for a depth -in some cases of upwards 
of 150 feet, the fourth side being sloping to allow passage for teams 
or workmen. The stone is of medium fineness of texture, of a uniform 
reddish-brown color, and lies in nearly horizontal beds varying from 
a few inches to 20 feet in thickness. Natural blocks 100 by 50 by 20 
feet occur, and hence blocks of any desired size can be obtained. 
In quarrying, channeling machines are used to some extent, though 
in many cases large blocks are first loosened by means of deep drill 
holes and heavy charges of powder, and these then split up by wedges. 
The blocks are roughly trimmed clown with picks at the quarry and 
shipped thus to New York and other large cities to be worked up as oc-
casion demands. Scarcely any of the material is dressed at the quarries. 
The stone has been used in all our leading cities, particularly in New 
York, and has even been shipped to San Francisco via Cape Horn. 
But little quarrying is done in cold weather, as care must be taken 
against freezing while the stone is full of quarry water, a temperature 
of 22° F. being sufficient to freeze and burst fine blocks of freshly-
quarried material. About a week or ten days of good drying weather 
is considered sufficient to so season a stone as to place it beyond danger 
from frost. 
Great outcry has from time to time been raised against the Portland 
stone on account of its disposition to scale or flake.off when laid in ex-
posed places. While it is undoubtedly true that it is unfit for carved 
work in exposed situations, still the author can but feel that the archi-
tect and builder are largely responsible for the many ruined fronts 
caused by this scaling, to be seen in New York and elsewhere. It is 
the almost invariable custom in building to split tlie stone with the 
grain into slabs but a few inches thick and to veneer the walls of build-
ings with these slabs placed on edge. Let thicker blocks be used and 
the stone laid on Hs bed, as pature laid it down in the quarry, and 
this defect will prove Jess serious, if it be not entirely remedied. But 110 
s tone that is capable of a1Jsorl>i11g so large a percentage of water as is 
much of the Connecticut and other of our Triassic stones, ean uc more 
than very moderately <lnrable in the very trying climate of our Nortllern 
States. 
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There is, however, a vast difference in material from the same quarry. 
I have seen tombstones perfectly sound and legible after an exposure 
of nearly two hundred ye,ars, while others begin to scale in less than 
ten. The remarks made in the chapter on selection of stone are es-
pecially applicable here. 
Dakota.-The pink and red quartzite from Sioux Falls in this State is 
one of the most promising stones of the West. Chemically the stone 
is almost pure silica, with only enough iron oxide -to impart color to it. 
It is so close grained as to be practically impervious to moisture, so 
strong as to endure a pressure of 25,000 pounds to the square inch, and 
will take a polish almost like glass, with which it may favorably com-
pare in durability. In color the stone varies from light pink to jasper 
red, and it is one of the few stones at present quarried in the United 
States which is equally well adapted for rough building and for orna-
mental work, both interior and exterior. Professor Winchell, _in report-
ing upon this stone, states that it bears a heat up to that of redness 
without cracking or scaling. The writer is informed by Mr. J. H. 
Drake, of Saint Paul, that the stone will shortly be introduced into the 
Eastern markets for tiling, decorative work, and general building pur-
poses. The chief drawback to the stone, as may readily be imagined, 
is its great hardness, which is fully equal to that of pure quartz, or 7 of 
the scale as given on page 294. It however possesses a remarkably per-
fect rift and grain, and by especially designed apparatus the company 
expect to be able to 'put it upon the market at such prices as shall in-
sure its adoption, and at the same time return a fair profit. 
The stone has been used in the construction of the H Queen Bee" 
flouring mill at Sioux Falls, a structure 100 feet long, 80 feet wide, and 
106 feet high, the walls being 5 feet thick at the base and averaging 2 
feet 9 inches throughout. It has also been used in the construction of 
several private residences, and the Dakota penitentiary in this same 
city, and in the buildings of the deaf-mute school at Keokuk, and those 
of the Grinnell College at Grinnell, Iowa. It has also been used in 
polished columns and pilasters in the German-American Bank and 
Union Depot buildings at Saint Paul, Minnesota. 
Idaho.-The Museum llas received samples of a rather coarse, very 
light-colored, sandstone of fair quality from Boise City, in this Territory, 
but we have no information regarding their availability or the extent 
of the deposits. 
1Zlinois.-Carboniferous sandstones of light and dark-brown color and 
good quality are found near Carbondale, in this State. The stone is of 
medium texture, works readily, and closely resembles some of the 
Triassic brownstones of Connecticut. The beds are about 14 feet thick 
and are capable of furnishing blocks of large dimensions. A very fine-
grained light blui b-gray laminated stone is quarried in a small way 
near Xeni· , and other sand tones of fair quality occur at Suka, Marion 
ounty, b ter, and lph County, and various points in Perry and 
r ne ounti . 
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Indiana.-Very light, almost white, aud bluish-grey sandstones, of 
fine, slrnrp, aud eveu graiu, occur in J1'rencb Lick Township, Orauge 
Uonnty, au<l in a few localities in Warr~n and Perry Counties. A part 
of the Orange County stone is used for whetstones, aud is known com-
mercially under the name of "Hine.lost.an oil-stone." 
Georgia.-No sandstones are at present quarrie<l in this State, but it 
is stated tllat "the Chattooga Mountains contain a, considera,ble va-
riety and of various shades of colors, among which are white, gray, 
lmff, brown, and red. Some of these exist in massive compact beds, 
while others have a jointed structure that make them easily quarried. 
The thickness of the entire sandstone series is about 800 feet. Build-
iug stone of this character ma.y be bad also on Lookout and Sand 
Mountains, iu the Cohutta range."* We have as yet seen none of the 
above. 
Iowa.-Tbis State produces but little of value as building material 
in the way of sandstones. Coarse, dark brown stories of Carboniferous 
anrl Uretaceous ages occur in Muscatine and Cass Counties and have 
been quarried to some exteut, but their qualities are not such as to 
cause them to be used for other than rough work iu the near vicinity. 
Kansas.-Good san<lstoues are stated by Professor Broadhead to 
occur in several of the couut\es in the south western part of this State, 
though, so far as we have observed, few if any of these are of such a 
quality as to acquire other tltan a local market. A fine, deep blue, gray 
laminated stone is found at Parsons, and a brownish one at Oswego, in 
Labette County, also a brownstone at Pawnee, Crawford County, and 
others of v~rious hues in Bourbon, Neosl10, Montgomery, Wilson, 
Woodson, Greene, and Elk Counties. 
Kentuclcy.-The sandstoneR of this State, so far as shown b:y the col-
lections, are all of a light color, fine-graiued and rather soft. Light 
buff and piukish colors are found in Simpson, Grayson, Todu, John-
son and Breckenridge Counties, some of which are of a beautiful 
mellow tiut. Light-gr:iy stones of ·apparent good quality, and closely 
resembling the Berea, of· Ohio, occur at Blue Lick ]\fountain, Living-
ston in Rockcastle County, anti in Pineville, Ben County. We are 
unable to give further information regarding them . 
.11Iaryland.-=3andstone of such a nature as to be in demand for other 
than local uses is quarried in but a single locality in this State. In 
Montgomery County, near the mouth of Seneca Creek, about 30 miles 
north wetst from the city of W asbington, there occurs a considerable de-
posit of Triassic sandstone which for many years has been quarried 
more or lesH to furnish material for the Washington market. The stone 
is as a rule light reddish-brown in color, of fine and even texture, and 
well adaptetl for all manner of building and ornamental work. The 
writer has examined this stone, both in the quarry and in various 
buildings, aud does not hesitate to pronounce it one of the best of our 
"Commonwealth of Georgia, p. 136. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--29 
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Triassic stones. Clay-boles abound in some portions of the rock, out 
can be avoided by careful selection. The stone is not ait all shale.)· a11d 
shows little, if any, disposition to scale when exposed to the weatlier. 
The Smithsonian Institution, erected in 1848-'54 from this stone, shows 
few defects from weathering alone, and these only in those cases wliere 
they might have been avoided by judicious selection. On blocks of 
this stone in the aqueduct ·of the Chesapeake and UIJio Oa11al which 
have been constantly permeated by water every season for.fifty yeani, 
the tool-marks are still fresh and no signs of scaling are visible otl1er 
than are produced by too close contact at the joiots. The quarries are 
conveniently situated near by the canal, where stone can be readily 
· loaded upon boats for the Washington markets, from whence it can be 
shipped by rail or vessel to all our principal cities. 
ll!fassachusetts.-The beds of Triassic sandstone, whfolJ furnislJ in Oon-
necticut the well-known Portland brownstone, are continued up the 
valley of the Connecticut River to the northern boundary of .l\fassacbu-
setts and furnish in several places valuable deposits of building mate-
rial. At East Long Mead~w, in Hampton County, quarries are worked 
in this formation which produce a rather finer grained stone than that 
of Portland and of a brigllt brick-red color. Like all the Triassic stones 
it is soft and works readily, and on account of its warmth of color can 
be used with very pleasing effects in a variety of combinations. 
The extensive formation of Primordial conglomerate in Dorcliester, 
Roxbury, Brookline, and other tow11s south and west of Boston furnishes 
an inexltaustible supply of durable building material for rough work, 
but which, owing to its coarseness, is unsuited for ornamental work of 
any kind. The stone is quite variable in different localities, but may, as 
a whole, be said to consist of a greenish gray groundmass or paste in 
which are imbedded rounded pebbles of all sizes up to several inches 
in diameter of quart.z, granite, melaphyre, felsite, and a variety'of rocks, 
TIJis composition renders tbe smooth dressing of tbe stone a practical 
impossibility, and it is used only fa the rough state, advantage being 
takeu of tlte numerous joint faces, which in building are placed outward, 
thus forming a comparatively smooth wall. The stone thus forms a 
very durable building material and has been used with good effect in 
several churches and other buildings in and about Boston . 
. Michigan.-According to Professor Conover* the beds· of Potsdam 
sandstone occurring with frequent outcrops in the northern part of the 
Upper Peninsula in this State are likely to furnish the largest quantity 
and the best quality of building material found within the State limit . 
The stone quarried from this formation at Marquette is of medium fine-
ness of texture, of a light brownish-red color, often curiously spotted or 
mottled with gray. These gray spots are generally rounded and vary 
in iz , according to Mr. Batchen, from that of a pea to 12 or 18 inche 
in diameter. Tb e blotched portions are usually rejected in building, 
* Report Tenth Census, 1880, p. 227. 
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although when used they give striking and not unpleasant effects. The 
spots are stated by the above-mentioned authority to be equally dura-
ble with tlrn rest or colored portion. A similar stone is quarried at 
L'Anse, in Houghton County. Mr. Bachen stntes these stones were iu-
troduced into the Cllica,go market about 1870. Their chief defects are 
flint pebbles, wllicll fly out in process of dressing, and clay holes. Both 
defects can be avoided by proper selection of the stone. In color tlrn 
Marquette and L'Anse stone are both richer than the Conuecticut or 
New Jersey brownstones, arnl apparently would prove more durable~ 
altl10ngh as yet they have been too lit.tie used to establish this point to 
a certaiuty. Besides tbe localities mentioned, these stones occur at 
various places along tlle lake shore west of Keweenaw Point, and also 
near the eastern end of the .coast of Lake Superior, along the valley of 
the Laughing Whitefish River and around it. At this latter locality 
the stone is very hard, compact, heavily bedded, splitting readily into 
slabs of any required tbickness, and is especially suited for heavy ma-
sonry. 
Minnesota.-According to Professor Winchell* the red sandstones of 
Fond du Lac are the most valuable of their kind that the State pos-
sesses. TJrny are of the same formation as the New Ulm quartzite de-
scribed lrnlow, but were less hardened at the time of their upheaval. 
Tlrn stone is of medium texture and of a brown or reddish color, closely 
resembling the Connecticut brownstone, but much harder and firmer. 
A similar rock comes from Isle Royal and Sault Ste. Marie at the east-
ern enu. of Lake Superior. At this latter place it i's often mottled with 
gray or greenish. The stone consists almost wholly of quartz cemented 
with silica and iron oxides. Its crushing strength is said to vary be-
tween 4,00u and 5,000 poun<ls per square inch. 
At New Ulm arnl in other places in Cottonwood, Watonwan, Rock, 
m1<l. Pipestone Couuties there occurs a very l.taru, compact, red quartzite, 
wllich has been used to some extent for building purposes, though its 
intense liardness is a great drawback, but it is practically indestructi-
. bJe and hence valuable. In Pipestone County the rock occur,.., as~oci-
ated with the beautiful and interesting red pipestone or catlinite, famous 
ou account of its being used by the Inu.ians for pipes and ornaments. 
· At this point the rock i8 jasper red- in color and very hard, but is be-
ginning- to be used for ashler work, producing very striking effects. I 
am informed by the quarry owners that the entire bed at Pipestone is 
some 75 feet in tliickness and the stone is quarried entirely by means of 
Lars and wedges, no explosives being necessary. A polished slab of the 
stone of great beauty was exhibited at tile Chicago Exposition in 1886. 
In Courtland Township, Nicollett County, the same quartzite occurs 
of a beautiful deep red, almost purple, color. Samples received at 
the Nn,tional Museum were found to work with great difficulty but 
were very beautiful. The Harne stone, but of lighter color, occurs at 
"Geo1. of Minnesota, Vol. I. 
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Sioux Falls, Dak.' At Dresbach, in Winona County, there occurs a 
fine grained rather soft-light gray stone which bears a close resem-
blance to the Berea stone of Qhio. It is quarried to some extent and. 
is regarded by Professor Winchell as promising of future usefulness. 
We have received aJso specimens of a fine light-pink sandstone from 
Pine County, which is stated to occur in heavy ·beds and to be easy to 
qua,rry. It is regarded by Professor Winchell as folly equal to the Cleve-
land, Ohio, freestone. The sandstone occurring at Jordan, Scott County, 
js of a light color, and while suitable for general building purposes js 
not regarded as fitted for first-class structures. 
]1.issouri.-So far as the author has bad op·portunity of examining, the 
fine light buff subcarboniferous sandstone quarried within a few miles 
of the town of Saint Genevieve is the most important sandstone in the 
State. 
The quarry face shows a bed 25 feet in thickness of good uniform 
rock, and blocks 150 feet long, 20 feet wide, and 10 feet thick are said 
to be obtainable if desired. The stone weathers well in the climate of 
Saint Louis, but is stated to discolor by smoke. 
Near Miami Station, in Carroll County, a fine gray sandstone is 'quar-
ried, the better grades of which make good building material; but it 
must be selected with care, as it frequently coutains concretionary 
masses which weather out on exposure. 
The Johnson County sandstone is stated to be of good quality in 
certain situations. It has been used in several important structures 
in the State, and stands the test of time without :caling, only becoming 
staineu and darkened with age. It is quite light, weighing only 140 
pounds per cubic foot when seasoned, or 145-150 when freshly quarried. 
_M-;ississippi.-Sandstones of gray and light buff color occur in Jeffer-
son, Rankin, and Tishomingo Counties, in this State. Samples of these 
were on exhibition at the exposition at New Orleans in the winter of 
18S4-'85, and from thence were transferred to the national collection at 
Washington. As shown by these specimens the stones are fine-grained 
but rather soft and friable, and in no way remarkable for theil' beauty. 
Their durability would depend apparently altogether on climatic in-
fluences. Tlle writer has no information regarding the uses to which 
the stoues have been put, if, indeed, tlley have as yet been used at all. 
J}Jontana.-A. fine lig·ht gray Cretaceous sandstone somewhat re em· 
bling tlle well-known stone of Berea, Ohio, occurs in considerable abun-
dance iu Rocky Cailon, Gallatin County, and is coming into general use in 
Bo:eman. The writer is informed* that it can be obtained in block 
of large dimensious and that it works readily .when first quarried, but 
liar<lens on expo ure, though, like the Ohio stone, it stains with red-
di ·ll streaks from oxidation of pyrite. A compact red quartzite from 
n ar Salesville, west of the west Gallatin, is also coming into u e to 
some xt nt. ~ie, very light stone of uncertain age is also qnarri d 
Dy Dr. A. U. Peale, U. S. Gcol. Survey. 
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near Di !1011 for use iu Butte, Deer Lodge County. So recently bas the 
'rerritory become settled that there has as yet arisen but little demand 
for other materials than wood for building. The great scarcity of this 
article in the most thickly settleu portionR of the Territory, together 
with the abundance of easy-working, but in so dry a climate durable, 
sandstone, will doubtless bring about a radical change within a very 
few years. _ 
New Jersey.-The largest and most extensively worked quarries of 
stone of any kind in this State are in the Triassic belt of red_ or brown 
sandstone which extends from the New York line in a general south-
westerly direction across the State to the Delaware River. The principal 
quarries are in various towns in Passaic, Essex, Hunterdon, and Mer-
cer Counties. The stone, like that of Connecticut and other Triassic 
areas described, is a granitic sandstone, cemented by iron oxides, silica, 
and carbonate of lime; the colors varying from light brownish gray to 
reddish brown. As shown in the Museum collections, the stone is as a 
rule of finer texture than that of Connecticut, and less distinctly lami-
nated, consequently scaling less readily when exposed to atmosphedc 
agencies. According to Professor Cook,* this stone has been used from 
an early date in Bergen, Passaic, and Essex Counties for building pur-
poses and for monuments and gravestones, where it has shown good 
proof of its durability. It bas also been -very extensively used in New 
York and neighboring cities. At the quarries, as is usually the case, 
the surface stone is found more or less broken up and blocks of small 
size only can be obtained, but the beds become more solid as they are 
follow'ed downward. At some of the Belleville quarries blocks contain-
ing 1,000 cubic feet have been broken out. In one of these quarries over 
2 acres have been excavated to an average depth of 60 feet. Some 
of the quarries, as at Passaic, produce stone of several varieties of color, 
as light brown, dark brown, and light gray; the fine-grained dark brown 
is usually considered the best and is the most sought. In several of 
the quarries trap-rock (diabase) also occurs. 
New Mexico.-From the vicinity of Las Vegas Hot Springs have been 
received samples of light gray, brown, and pink sandstone, of fine text-
ure and apparently excellent quality. They are not as yet much used, 
owing simply to lack of demand for stone of any kind. A soft, v.ery 
light gray volcanic tuff occurs at Santa Fe, which may prove of value 
for building purposes in a dry climate, or on~ where the temperature 
does not often fall below the freezing point. 
Nevada.-A coarse, gray, friable stone is quarried at Uarson, in_ this 
State, but it is unfit for any sort of fine work or foundation, owing to 
its softness and porosity. 
New York.-The principal sandstones now quarried in this State may 
be divided into three groups, belonging to three distinct geological 
horizons, each gr01~p .possessing characteristics peculiar to itself and 
* Annual repol't State Geologists, 1881, p. 43. 
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so pronounced as to be readly recognized thereby. The fir~t of these 
belong to the Hamilton period o{ the Devonian formations, and are 
fine-grained, compact, dark blue-gray stones, very strong and durable.:t-
They give a pronounced clayey odor when breathed upon, and have 
been designated greywaclce by Professor Julien, though popularly known 
as ''bluestones " ·for their ordinary color. The second group belongs to 
i:he Medina period of the Upper Silurian formations. These stones are 
largely siliceous, of coarser, more distinctly granular texture than the 
last, and are of a gray or red color. The third and last group belongs 
to the Potsdam period of the Cambrian formations. Like the Medina 
stone, they are largely siliceous, and contain a much larger proportion 
of siliceous cementing material. · These are usually light red or nearly 
white and intensely hard and refractory. 
Discussing each group more in detail, it may be said that the ~, blue-
stone" district is confined to comparatively narrow limits west of the 
Hudson River, and mainly to Albany, Green, and Ulster Counties. It 
begins in Schoharie County, passes to the southeast and enters Albany 
Uounty near Berne, and from there passes around to the south and south-
west across Green, Ulster, and Sullivan Counties, and across the west 
end of Orange County to the Delaware River and into Pike County, 
Pennsylvania.t 
The typical bluestonc belongs to tlle Hamilton period, and is a :fine-
grained, compact, toug-h, and eminently durable rock of a deep dark blue-
gray color. Owing to the fact that it occurs usual1y in thin beds and 
splits out readily in slabs but a few inches thick, it has been used very 
extensively for :flagging, curbs, sills, caps, steps, etc. Its somber color is 
something of a drawback to its use for general building purposes. As a 
rule the quarries are shallow affairs, and the work carried on in the 
crudest possible methods. At Quarryville, Ulster County, the quarrie 
have been worked for upwards of forty years, and vast quantities of the 
material removed. The quarries lie in lines along three parallel ledges, 
which have a general northeast and southwest direction, the beds of 
sandstone overlying each other from west to east, with strata of slate 
and hard sandstone between them. The quarries in the easternmost 
ledge extend about a mile in length, 175 feet in width, aod have been 
worked to an average depth of about 12 feet. In the middle ledge the 
· line of quarries extends over an area about 1½ miles in length, 150 to 
500 feet in width, and have been quarried to a depth of from 12 to 20 
,. Microscopic examination bas shown the Devonian sandstones of New York t~ 
consist chiefly of "angular to subangular grains of quartz and feldspar, with their 
interstices occupied by smaller grains of magnetite, scales of chlorite, and particu-
larly short :fibers of hornblende interlacing the grains of the other constituents. The 
r sult is an ' argillaceous sandstone,' flagstone, or greywacke, peculiarly compact 
and impermeable, which has retained its fresh condition to an extent which could 
n_ot otherwi e have been expected from an aggregate so liable to ready decompo i-
tion." A. A. Julien in Proc. A. A. A. S., Vol. XXVIII, 1879, p. 372. 
t R port of the Tenth Census, Vol. x, 1880, p.130. · · 
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feet. Quite heavy beds occur in some of the quarries, and the joints 
allow l>locks of very large size to be obtaineu. In _tlle western ledge 
the quarries are in a line some 1,000 feet long by 150 wide, and are 
worked to an average depth of about 12 feet. The tota.l thickness of 
tile layers in this region is from 4 to 20 feet, and the stripping from 6 to 
17 feet in depth. In working the quarries but little capital is required 
beyond the value of the necessary tools, they being commonly leased and 
royalty paid at the rate of one-half cent per square foot of stone quar-
ried. The larger size of blocks have dimensions of about 15 by 8 feet, 
though some 20 by 15 feet have been taken out. .At the time of taking 
the census in 1880 there were upwards of one hundred and fifty. quar-
ries within the bluestone district as given above. All, howe,rer, agree 
so closely with those of Quarryville, that further description seems un-
necessary. 
The quarry district in the Medina sandstone extends from Brockport, 
Monroe County, to Lockport, Niagara County. The stone is; as a rule, 
moderately fine-grained in texture, hard, and of a gray or red color, the 
red variety being most used for building purposes, while the gray is 
used in street-paving. The red variety has a bright and pleasing ap-
pearance; uoth red and gray are sometimes used together, with good 
effect. Most of the stone buildings jn Lockport and Buffalo are of the 
Medina stone. The most important feature of the stone is, however, 
its adaptability for street-paving, in place of the usual granite or trap 
blocks. It is saiu that the sandstone blocks hav~ the ad vantage of 
not wearing smooth, as do the granites and traps, while at the same 
time they are nearly, if not quite, as durable. 
The stratum of quarry rock is put at about 30 feet in thickness, the 
different layers of which vary in thickness from 18 to 30 inches. 
Three miles south of the town of Potsdam, in Saint Lawrence County, 
the Raqtiette River cuts across the Potsdam formation, an<l quarries 
are worked along the banks of the stream. The outcrops at this point 
are some 2 miles in width from north to south. In the quarry the 
strata dip to the south at an angle of about 45°, the beds increasing in 
thickness somewhat from the top downward, until at a depth of 40 feet 
they are some 2 or 3 feet in thickness. In color the stone is light-reddish 
or red<lish-brown, and though, when first quarried, soft enough to work 
readily, becomes most intensely hard on seasoning. It is -very highly 
silicious and is, without doubt, one of the most durable of .all our sand-
stones. Owing to its hardness it has been as yet but litt,le used for 
general building purposes. Columbia Co1lege, in New York City, is 
one of the most important buildings yet coustructed from it. At Fort 
.A.nu, in the same connty, the stone is much lighter in color and· com-
posed of almost pure silica, there being an almost entire absence of iron 
oxides in the cementing material. The stone is, as a consequence, ex-
tremely hard, but tough and durable. · 
North Oarolina.-The narrow belt of Triassic sandstone already men-
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tioned as passing through this State furnishes fine, compact, light and 
dark reddish-brown stone of a quality not at all inferior to auy of that iu 
the more Northern and Eastern States. Through the energy of the late 
Professor Kerr the museum has·received a very fnll assortment _of these, 
and we can speak of their qualities from a personal examination. 
At Wadesborough, in Anson County, the stone lies in beds from 
2 to 10 feet in thickness, which are inclined at an angle of about 25° 
from the horizontal. It is of fine, even grain, quite massive, and of dark 
brown and rP,ddish colors. Heretofore it has been nsed chiefly for 
railroad work and for steps and general trimming purposes in Charlotte 
and Wilmington, but is worthy of a wider applim1tion. Within the 
past year steps have been taken to introduce it into the markets of 
.,Washington and other 6f our eastern cities. The chemical composition 
and crushing strength are given in the table~. 
The Sanford . stone is of a brown color and is said to lie in the quar-
ries in nearly horizontal strata from 1 to 5 feet in thickness. The stone 
from near Egypt is quite similar in appearance. Near Durlrnm it be-
comes in part of a gray color, but otherwise is little different. This 
stone has been used in Raleigh for upwards of thirty years and shows 
itself to be strong and durable. 
0hio.-According t'l Professor Orton* those rocks of the sub-Carbon. 
iferous period called by the Ohio Geological Survey the Waverly group, 
are the most important as to production of building :stone in the geo-
logical scale of this State. The following section shows the_ arrange-
ment of this farm.ation: 
1. Ma,xville limestones, in patches. 
~- Logan group. 
3. Cuyahoga shale. 1
4. Berea shale. 
5. Berea grit. 
6. Bedford shale. 
Of these, number 1 occurs but seldom. Number 2 con~ists of fine-
grained sandstones overlying and alternating with massive conglomer-
ate in the central and southern part of the State. In thickness about 
100 feet. The Waverly conglomerate is a member of this group. Number 
3, about 300 feet in thickness, is a blue argillaceous shfl le in many 
parts of the State, but in many places contains scattered courses of 
sandstone of great value. Number 4 is from 10 to 30 feet thick, and 
nnmber 5 is the Berea grit, the great quarry rock of northern ubio. 
This formation is from 10 to 75 feet in thickness, and extends in a. 
belt from Williamsfield, in the southeastern corner of .Ashtabula County, 
westward into Erie County, and thence nearly directl.v southward iu 
.Adams County to the Ohio Riv-er. The stratum of sandstone where it 
is best developeu consists of heavy sheets, with often a course :it the 
top of thin, broken layers, called shell rock, and of no value for building 
stone. Numb r 6 is from 10 to 100 feet in thickne s and furnishes no 
building stoueJ excepting in Cuyahoga County, wher~ it yie1<.l1::1 the well-
known "Euclid blue tone." 
* R port of the Geological Survey of Ohio, Vol. V, p. 578. 
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The Berea grit, as quarried for buildiug purposes, may be described 
as a fine-grained homogeneous sandstone, of a very light buff, gra3~, or 
blue-gray color, and very evenly bedded, the individual sheets varying 
from a few inches to 10 or more feet in thickness. In many places tb1s 
evenness of bedd~ng is especially remarkable, as in some of the quar-
ries of Trumbull County, where blocks of stone 10 feet square and 
only 1½ inches thick have been extracted, and with surfaces so smooth 
and straight that a straight-edge laid upon them would touch at every 
point. Si~bs but 1 or 2 inches in thickness are said to have such 
strength that they go into general use without question. In one case 
a strip 150 feet long, 5 feet wide, and but 3 inches thick was reported 
as raised intact from the quarry bed. The various layers, although 
closely compacted, are, however, perfectly distinct, adhering to one 
another "scarcely more than sawn planks in a pile." 
Like many of the sandstones of this horizon~ the Berea grits contain 
but little cementing material, the various particles being. held together 
mainly by cohesion induced by the pressure to which they were sub-
jected at the time of their consolidation. They are, therefore, soft, 
working readily in any direction, and are particularly sought forcarving. 
This property also renders the stone of especial value for the manu-
facture of grindstones, since the presence of a · cement will nearly al-
ways cause a stone to glaze and its cutting power be thereby nearly if 
not quite destroyed. Unfortunately the Berea stone nearly always 
contains more or less sulphide of iron (pyrite) and needs to be selected 
with care. The best varieties will usually become yellowish on long 
exposure, but this is not in all cases injurious. Indeed, this property 
of '' mellowing with age" is now claimed as one of the good qualities 
of the stone. When, however, the pyrit~ occurs in such quantities as 
to produce by its oxidation unsightly blotches its presence is, of course, 
objectionable. 
The principal quarries of the stone at present writing are situated in 
the towns of Amherst, Berea, East Cleveland, Ilyria, and Independence 
in Lorain and Cuyahoga Counties. 
At Amherst the quarries are located in a series of ledges which were 
once the lihore cliffs of Lake Erie. The elevated position of the stones 
is a great advantage, since the light and uniform color seems due to 
the fact that this elevation produces a 'free drainage, and the stones 
have been traversed by atmospheric waters to such a degree that all 
processes of oxidation which are possible have been very nearly com-
pleted. The stone here as elsewhere varies considerably in character 
and solidity within limited distances. The following section of one of 
the Amherst quarries is given by Professor Orton: 
Feet. 
Drift material...... . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 to 3 
Worthless shell-rock ........... 6 to 10 
Soft rock for grindstones only.. 12 
Building stone................. . :J 
Bridge stone . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 2 
Feet. 
Grindstone..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Building and grindstone........ rn 
Building stone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 to 7 
Building stone or grindstone.... 12 
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Nearly all the quarries exhibit this diversity of material, although 
the order of arrangement is not always the same. The colors are light 
buff and bluish gray, the buff stone occurr-ing above the line of perfect 
drainage and extending down as far as the 2 feet of bridge stone, form-
ing a total thickness of 27 feet. In most of the .Amherst quarries the 
relative amount of buff stone is greater. Difference in color and text-
ure has given rise to various local names which may be mentioned 
here. The colors are denominated simply by "blue" and" buff." The 
regularly and evenly stratified stone is called " Split rock;" -that in 
which the stratification is irregular and marked by fine transverse and 
wa_vy lines is called " Spider web, " and the homogeneous stone show-
ing little or no stratification is called " Liver rock." 
.As regards composition the stone contains usually about 95 per cent. 
of silica with small amounts of lime, magnesia, iron, oxides, alumina, 
and alkalies . . Anaiysis bas shown them to contain from 5.83 to 7.75 per 
cent. of water when first taken from the quarry, and from 3.39 to 4.28 
per cent. when dry. The quarries can be operated only about eight 
months of the year owing to the injury caused by freezing when the 
stone is frill of its quarry water. 
In the town of Berea nearly 40 acres of territory have been quarried 
over to an average depth of 40 feet. The stratum is 65 to 75 feet in 
thickness, the individual sheets varying from 2 inches to 10 foet. The 
stone is as a rule a little darker than the .Amherst bluestone. It is used 
mostly for b.u~lding purposes, though grindstones and whetstones are 
also manufactured quite extensively. 
Great care must be taken here in selection of material, as the sul.phide 
of iron is often present in such amount as to shortly disfigure the sur-
faces and even discolor the stone in the courses below. 
The well known "Euclid bluestone" is obtained from the Bedford 
shale formation in Newburgh and Euclid, in Cuyahoga County. The 
- stone di:ff:ers from the Berea in bein:g of finer and more compact texture, 
and of a, deep blue gray color. Like the Berea stone, however, it un-
fortunately contains considerable quantities of pyrite, and, as a, general 
thing; is not a safe stone for other than briuge work and foundation or 
:flagging, for which last purpose it is eminently suited. Even wlten free 
from pyrite it does not weather in uniform colors, and needs alway to 
be selected with great caution'.. 
In the vicinity of Marietta and Constitution, in Washington County 
a fine gr~ined buff and blue gray sandstone, belonging to the Upper 
oal measures series, is quite extensively quarried for grindstones and 
nilding purposes. Different portions of the stratum furnish tone 
of all varieties of texture for wet grinding, and the grindstone ar 
, hipp~d to all manufacturing points in.the United States. The princi-
pal mark t for the building-stone is in .Marietta and variou' towns along 
the Ohio River. 
At ik town th re is quarried a very pretty, fiue graiued brown· 
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stone, soft and easy to work, and apparently fairly durable. It bas 
been used in some of t he finest stone fronts in Columbus, in this 
State . 
.According to Professor Orton,* however, the stone is brown only on 
the outcrop, and a few feet from the surface assumes a dark blue-gray 
color, and loses its value as an ornamental stone, since it contains a 
large amount of soluble iron protoxide, which produces bad discolora-
tion on exposure. .An analysis of this stone is given 'in the tables. 
Oregon.-Two miles south of Oakland, Douglas County, in this State, 
there occurs an extensive deposit of a fi ne, dark blue-gray sandstone, 
which changes to a drab color on exposiue. It occurs in layers of 17 
to 36 inches in thickness, parted by sbaly seams, and is readily quarried 
by means of wedges. Quarries were opened in 1879, but have not been 
extensively worked as yet. .A fine-grained sandstone, said to be suita-
ble for either building or ornamental work, also occurs about 14 miies 
from Portland, in Clackamas County. It has been quarried since 1866, 
and used in some prominent structures in Portland. 
Pe-nnsylvania.-The belt of Triassic sandstones passing through south-
western Peunsylvania is described as beginning at the west bank of the 
Hudson River and extending in a broad belt from the Bay of New York 
to the base of the first ledges of the Highlands, being bounded on the 
northwest by this chain and its continuation. To the southwestward 
it traverses New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and, in a somewhat 
interrupted manner, Virginia an_d part of North Carolina, its total 
length being not less t han 500 miles, and of a width varying from 10 to 
50 miles. The principal quarry in this formation in Pennsylvania is 
situated on the south s~de of a hill in Hummelstown, Dauphin County, 
the stone dipping to the north at an angle of about 40° and the ledge 
being about 85 feet in t hickness. The rock is evenly bedded, the courses 
varying from 3 to 10 feet in thickQess, the joints regular and from 4 to 
40 feet apart, so that blocks of any practicable size can, it js said, be 
obtained. The texture is about medium fineness, and the color a deep 
bluish brown, slightly purple. The topmost layers a:re, however, of ~ 
reddish br9wn color, closely resembling the Portland stone. The stone 
compares very favorably with any of the Triassic stones, its chief de-
fect, so far as the author has observed, being occasional clay holes, 
which sometimes have an unpleasant way of making their presence · 
known in unexpected and undesirable places. The Hummelstown stone 
is now in very general use in all our principal Eastern cities. 
Stone from the same formation and differing, if at all, only in slight 
color and texture peculiarities is quarried more or less in other towns 
along the belt, particularly Goldsborough, Reading, Bridgeport, and 
several towns in Bucks County. 
The Carboniferous sandst@ues of Pennsylvania are little quarried 
excepting for local use, although occasionally of good quality. Near 
*Op. cit., p. 599. 
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Pittsburgh and Allegheny, and other towns in Allegheny County, there 
are many quarries which produce gray stone of medium texture of ap-
parent"ly good quality. They are said, however, to weather unevenly, 
owing to the presence of calcareous matter, and to be very sensitive to 
frost when first quarried. In several places in Westmoreland County 
the stones of this age are of a gray, reddish, or brownish color, fine 
grained and of good quality. They are used to some extent for build-
ing and also for flagging and paving. 
The sub-Carboniferous formation, so valuable in Ohio for the building 
stone they supply, are in this State of little value, or at least up to date 
have been but little quarried for purposes of construction. At Venango, 
in Franklin County, a fine-grained, evenly-bedded buff stone, some-
what resembliug the buff varieties of the Berea grit, is quarried for 
sidewalks and b.uildings in the near vicinity. Other quarries are located 
at Titusville, and also at Uniontown, Altoona, and Scranton. 
Aside from the Triassic stones, the most important sandstones at 
present quarried in the State are from the Devonian formations. In 
several towns in Pike, Carbon, Luzerne, Wyoming, Susquehanna, and 
other counties, stones belonging to this formation , of a fine, compact 
texture and dark blue-gray color, are quite extensively quarried. So 
far as can be judged from the material examined, this is one of the most 
valuable stones in the State for building as well as for flagging pur-
poses. The Wyoming County stone is known to the trade as '' Wy-
oming Valley stone," and is in considerable demand. It agrees very 
closely in general appearance with much of the New York bluestone 
already described. 
·Tennessee.-Fine:grained light pink and coars~ buff sandstones occur 
at Sewanee, in this State, and coarse gray at Parksville. The museum 
is in possession of no information regarding the extent to which these 
are used or their weathering properties. 
Texas.-So far as is yet known this State produces but little of value 
in the way of sandstones. In Burnet County there are coarse dark-
l)rown and red Lower Silurian(~) sandstones that may do for purposes of 
rough construction in the near-vicinity. A fine, light buff Carbonifer-
ous stone, closely resembling the light-colored Ohio sandstone, occurs 
also at "l\Iormon Mills, on Hamilton Creek, in this same county. A very 
light · gray distinctly laminated stone occurs at Riverside, in Walker 
Uounty, but to judge from the sample in the Museum collection it is of 
very poor quality. A fine-grained liglJt bnff stone, studded with fine 
black points, is found at Ranger, in JlJ~istlaud Connt,y, and several varie-
ties of apparent goo<.l quality, ranging in color from light buff to deep 
f rruo'inou red, in Park.er County. So far as the curator can learn none 
of th e ar quarried to any great extent. 
U~ah.-No andstones of any kind are now regnlar]y quarried in this 
Territory, though there i no lack of material. At Red Butte, near Salt 
L ke City, there occur inexhaustible supplies of Triassic sand tone of 
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various shades of red or pink color. These have been used to some 
extent in Salt Lake Cit,y. 
Virginia.-The belt of Triassic sandstone upon which the quarries of 
Seneca Creek, in Maryland, are situated exteuds acro~s tlrn Potomac 
River in a southwesterly direction as far as the Rapidan River, in 
Virginia. ·so far as the curator is aware, but a single attempt has been 
made to quarry this material. On the line of the Manassas and Vir-
ginia Midland Railroad, at a point not far from Manassas, quarries ,vere 
opened about 1868, and up to the time of the taking of the tenth ceu-
sus some 400,000 cubic feet of material had been moveu. .As repre-
sented in the collection of the National Museum tlrn stone is flue-grained, 
light reddish brown in color, closely resembling the lighter varieties 
from Seneca Creek, from which, however, it differs in being- softer and 
a trifle more absorbent. The quarries are represented as being situated 
near the top of a low eminence, the strata being nearly horizontal, with 
but a slight dip toward the south. The surface only of the ledge has 
been quarried and this to a depth of abqut 20 feet. The beds vary from 
1 to 6 feet in thickness and are separated by a greenish shale. 
No other sandstones of any importance are at present quarried within 
the State limits, although formerly the beds of light gray or buff J uro-
Cretaceous stone in the vicinity of .Aquia Creek were worked to a con-
siderable extent to furnish material for the public buildings in Wash-
ington City. It required but a few years, however, to demonstrate the 
entire unfitness of this material for any sort of exposed work, and the 
quarrying has therefore been discontinued. ' 
Washington Territory.-On Chuckanut Bay, adjoining Bellingham 
Bay, in this Territory, is a very large deposit of a blue-gray Carbonifer-
ous saudstone that has been quarried to furnish material for the United 
States custom-house at Portland, Oregon, and for use in other towns on 
Puget Sound. The quarry is situated on a bluff which is represented 
as from 50 to 150 feet in height and about a mile in length. The supply 
of workable material is inexhaustible and it is said blocks 30 feet in 
length can be obtained without a flaw. The quarries are so situated 
that vessels of large size can be brought directly to the pier for load-
ing. 
Wisconsin.-The sandstones of this State, so far as we have had op-
portunity of observing, are mostly of a very light color and uninterest-
ing appearance, such as are not likely to ever be in demand for other 
than local uses. Near Darlington, La Fayette County, there is stated 
by Professor Oonover to occur a large outcrop of Silurian sandstone, of 
a brown and brick-red color passing into grayish-pink. This is regarded 
by the above-named authority as the best-appearing stone in that part 
of the State, though little quarried, owing to the large amount of worth-
less stone associated with it and the cost of transportation. The Pots-
dam formations. in the region of Lake Superior are regarded as capable 
pf _furnishing desirable sandstones, yellowish to deep brown in color. 
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The chief defect in these is the presence of numerous and large clay 
boles, necessitating great care in selecting the material. Many expos-
ures, as at Douglas and Bayfield Counties and on the Apoi,tle Island 
. are so- situated that the quarried material could be shipped directly 
upon vessels with but little carting. 
West Virginia.-According to Professor Orton this State abounds in 
building stone, of which, however, but a small percentage is strictly 
first-class material. With the exception of one or two points on 
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, none is quarried for the general 
market. Near Rowlesburgh, on the banks of the Cheat River, there 
occurs a deposit . of fine deep blue-gray Devonian sandstone that bas 
been quarried to the depth of 40 feet, over an area of perhaps one-
fourth of an acre. The quarry lies at the very foot of the mountains, 
and the amount of stripping is accordingly very gr;eat and continually 
increasing. The stone resembles very closely the Devonian bluestone 
of New York, especially that quarried in Chenango County and the 
lighter varieties of Ulster County. It is said to be highly esteemed 
and very durable. 
According to the same authority the Kanawha River and its tribu-
taries throughout the whole. region about Charleston are walled with 
rock, and quarries are possible everywhere, but not all of the stone is 
equally good. The engineers employed in the erection of the Govern-
ment building at Charleston, after thoroughly testing all the prevailing 
varieties, finally decided upon that from a comparatively thin bed, 6 to 
10 feet in thi~kness, that forms the cap to the Mahoning sandstone 
formation near Charleston. This rock is light gray, siliceous, some-
what conglomeritic, but strong and eminently durable. Frost seemed 
to have no effect upon it, and no efflorescence is perceptible upon ex-
posed blocks. Continual vigilance must, however, be exercised in select-
ing stone, as much of it contains shaly pockets and pyritiferous seams. 
The bluestone from this same region, which has been largely used in tbe 
Government works of improving the Kanawha River, is a strong stone, 
experiments having shown it to have a crushing strength of about 
14,000 pounds per square inch of surface, but much of it is pyritiferous, 
and gr:eat care must be used in selection. This stone has been used in 
one or two important buildings, and with very bad results, it beginning 
to discolor and exfoliate within two or three years. 
At Grafton, in Taylor County, a light-gray sandstone belonging to 
this same formation (Carboniferous) bas been extensively quarried for 
railroad work. The quality of the stone is said to be good, and it is 
strong enough for the heaviest work. The thickness of the stratum 
here is from 150 to 200 feet, and the amount of stone available is beyond 
computation, there being literally mountains of it. There are several 
other localities in tbi region where sandstone is quarried for local pur-
poses, but which can not be noticed here. 
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(2) VOLCANIC FRAGMENTAL ROCKS. TUFFS. 
(a) DEFINITION, ORIGIN, AND COMPOSITION. 
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Under the general name of tuff it is custom:-try to include those fine-
grained fragmental rocks formed by the consoli<lation of volcanic de-
tritus, such as ashes, sand, and lapilli , or by tlie breaking down and . 
reconsolidation of volcanic rocks of various kinds. This consolidation, 
according to Geikie~* may have taken place either under water or ou 
dry land; in either case they are as a rule distinctly Rtratified. Those 
of the tuft's which are formed from Tertiary or post-Tertiary empted 
materials are naturally but slightly consolidated, soft and easy to work. 
It follows, almost as a matter of course, that they will absorb a propor-
tionally large amount of wa.ter, and hence be less durable in the exceed-
ing trying climate of the Eastern and Northern States. 
The older tuffs are often so firmly compacted that recourse · to the 
microscope must be had to determine their fragmental nature. 
(b) VARIETIES OF TUFFS. 
According to the nature of the lava, from the disintegration of which 
the tuffs are formed, they are designated by special names. Rhyolite 
tuft' is composed of disintegrated rhyolite; traohyte tuff of disinte-
grated tracbyte, etc. 
(c) LOCALITIES AND USES. 
These rocks are very ahundant throughout our Western States and 
Territories, but are scarcely at all used for building purposes, owing in 
part to the newly settled con<litiou of the country in which they occur 
and in part to their state of incomplete consolidation. They are, how-
ever, soft, and easy though rather unsafe working stones, owing to lack 
of definite rift and grain, often plucky fracture, and the prese~ce of 
numerous dry seams and clay boles. They are, moreover, light, frequent-
ly weighing only from 75 to 100 pounds per cubic foot, though moderately 
strong. When not exposed to too wide variations of climate they must 
prove very durable. .Although no systematic experiments have as yet 
been made, appearances indicate that they would prove extremely re-
fractory in case of fire. t 
They present a great variety of colors; white, gray, pink, red, lav-
ender, salmon, gr~en, and even bJack, are common. · 
With these qualities there seems no reason for their not proving a 
valuable material in dry climates for all kinds of structural purposes 
where only the rougher kinds of finish are employed, their textures be-
ing almost invariably such that tlley will not polish. 
The light gray and pink rhyolite tuff occurring in Douglass Coupty, 
Colo., has been used in the construction of the Union Depot, Windsor 
Hotel, and other buildings in Denver. 
"Text-Book of Geology, p. 1G4. 
tNewlrnrry states that the tuffs found near Chn,llis, Ida.ho, are of " considerable 
importance as they arn extensively used in pla>ce of fire-brick for lining leacl-smolting 
furnaces," being very refrn,ctory and easily dressed iuto sb::,1,pe with an old ax.-
Trans. N. Y., Acad. Sci., Dec., 1881. 
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The stone bas already been alluded to under the head of sandstones. 
It may rank as a fairly durable material, but contaius clay holes and 
other imperfections that unfit it for fine work of any kind. The Mu-
seum ,has received other samples of tuffs of various kinds from Cali-
fornia, New Mexico, Idaho, and Utah, but they are not at all used at 
·present, and their fitness or unfitness for any sort of building purposes 
is a problem· for the future to decide. From near Phrenix, Ariz., has 
been received a tuff consisting only of the firmly compacted shreds of 
volcanic glass or pumice and that is stated to bave been used locally to 
some extent.* 
Although so little used in this country, tuffs are very generally em-
ployed for building purposes in many foreign localities. They are 
found abundant.ly in the volcanic districts of central France, and in the 
Haute-Loire, where they have been used in the construction of churches 
and dwelling-houses. The so-called "peperino" of the campagna of 
Rome and Naples, i~ a tuff formed by the consolidation of volcanic 
ashes, and has been used in some of the buildings of these cities. It 
was also used in the construction of the houses of Herculaneum and 
Pompeii. t 
Rhyolite tuffs are, as I am informed by Signor Aguileria, very largely 
used for general building in certain parts of Mexico, the climate being 
such as to render almost any material very durable. There is now a 
large collection of these stones in the National Museum. 
(3) ARGILLACEOUS FRAGMENTAL ROCKS. THE SLATES. 
(a) COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE. 
Ordinary clayslate consists of consolidated clay. It is therefore 
classed as a fragmental rock, although microscopic examination has 
shown that it frequently contains crystalline matter, and t,hat the rocks 
pass by insensible gradations into what are called argillitic mica schists. 
Microscopic examination of slates from Littleton, N. H., by Hawes,+ 
showed them to consist of a mixture of quartz and feldspar in frag-
ments as fine as dust . . There is also present a "considerable quantity of 
some amorphous coaly matters," and many little needles of a brightly 
polarizing substance which is probably mica. The clayslate of Han-
over, N, H., was found by the same authority to contain many minute 
crystals of garnet an<l. staurolite. An examination of some clayslate. 
from the Ruronian. region of Lake Superior, by Wichmann,§ i::howed 
them to consist of a "colorless isotropic groundmass in which tlrn other 
con 'titnents are appareutly imbedded, whilst throughout are found 
<lu ·~like particles of a deep gray color, which represeut the chief con-
stitu nt, and consi t probably of clay substances, the greater part ot 
th m probably of kaolin." Besides these constituents there were al o a 
£,w quartz anc.1 fold. ·par particles, scales of hydrated oxide of iron, :flake 
.'ce Am . Jonr. ci., Sept., 1 G, p. l!)!)l. 
t Hull: Building a.1111 OrnrLmontal Stones, p. 2 3. 
t 'col. of N w Ifampshirc, Vol. III, p. 237. 
~ Qua.r. Jonr. Geol. Soc., London, xxxv, 1879, p. 158. 
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of coal, minute tourrnaiines, and mica fragments. The Maine slates as 
observed by the author contain quite large flakes of greenish mica, and 
many quartz and carbonaceous particles. As a rule the dark color of 
slate seems to be due to these carbonaceous particles, since they are 
Yery abundant in the dark varieties, as those of West Bangor, Pa., and 
almost entirely lacking in the light.greenish varieties, as those of Cas-
tleton and Fairhaven, Vt. The red slates of Granville, N. Y., are made 
up of .a groundmass of impalpable red dust in which are imbedded in-
numerable quartz and feldspar particles all arranged with their longer 
axes parallel with the cleavage direction of the slate . 
.Although slate is undoubtedly a sedimentary rock, its remarkable 
cleavage property is in no way connected with its bedding, as might 
at first be supposed, but as shown by Sorby,* Daubree,t and others, 
is caused by pressure acting in a direction at right angles with this 
cleavage plane, and which may or may not correspond with that of its 
bedding. 
(b) USES OF SLATE. 
Besides for roofing purposes, slates are used for billiard-tables, man-
tels, floor-tiles, steps, :flagging, and in the manufacture of school-slates. 
For the last.narned purpose a soft, even·grained stone is required, and 
almost the eutire supply is at present brought from Pennsylvania and 
Vermont. 
Of late years the business of marbleizing slates for mantels and fire. 
places has become au important industry. All kinds of stones can be 
imitated by tl1is process, but that most commonly seen is the green verd-
autique marble and the variegated marbles of Tennessee. Like many 
counterfeits, however, the work is too perfect in execution, and need de-
ceive none but the most inexperienced. 
The following table gives the various sizes of slate made for roofing, 
and the number that are necessary for a "square," i. e., a space 10 feet 
square, or containing an area of 100 square feet : + 
Size. 
Inches. 
:: by ~L::::::::::::::: 
24 12 .••.•• ··•••••···· 
24 11. .......•••...... 
21 10 . ...••..••••...•. 
22 13 ...... ··•·••····· 
22 12 .•.•.•. ···•·•·•• · 
22 11. .......••....•. . 
22 10 ...... .......... . 
20 12 ........•.•...... 
20 11. •............•. . 
20 10 ............ .... . 
20 9 .• •••• .• •••••.•• . 
18 ll. .............. .. 






















9 .••••• ·••• •••••· 
8 .••••• ····-····· 
10 . ........••..••. 
9 .••••••• •••••••. 
8 .••••• ••••••·••· 
7 .••••••••••••••. 




8 .....• · •••••···· 
7 .••••••••••••• •. 
6 .•••••.••••••••. 
5 ................... . 
8 .••••• ·•••••••• · 
No.of / 
slates I Size. to a I square. 
Inches. 
213 10 by 7 .... ...... ••••• 
230 10 6 ... .. ....... ... . 
222 10 5 .•• ••••••• • •.••. 
246 10 4 . .•..••..•••.••. 
247 9 8 ••..•••.•••.••. 
316 0 7 .... ·-- ..••..•• . 
300 9 6 . .•..••...•...•. 
327 9 5 ..•..•••........ 
374 9 4 .. ...••..••...•. 
436 8 6 .•• ...•.•••..•• . 
400 8 5 ..••••.••.••.... 
457 8 4 .......•...•.... 
570 7 5 ..•.•.•........ . 
640 7 4 ....••..•..•..•. 
;;14 7 3 .... ......•..... 
•· Edinburg Philosoph. Jour., rv, 1853, p. 137. 
t Geologie Experimentale, p. 391. 
:j: From Rep. D 3, Vol. r, p. 142, Second Gcol. Sur;, Pennsylvania. 
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( c) SLATES OF 'II-IE V Amous STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
Georgia.-Slates sufficiently cleavable to be applicable for roofing pur-
poses are stated r-, to exist in great quantities along or near the line of 
contact between the Silurian and Metarnorpliic Groups, near the Co-
hutta, Silicoa, Pine Log, and Dug Down Mountains in this State. The 
most noted locality for roofing slates is on the eastern side of Polk 
Oonnty. The outcrops a~e in steep hills and are apparently of great 
thickness. They have been worked quite extensively at Rock Mart, 
though in a crude and itinerant manner, since as earl,y as 1859, the ma-
terial being shipped chiefly to Atlanta and neighboring towns. Otller 
dark-colored slates are found in Bartow, Gordon, Murray, and Fannin 
Counties, while buff and light green ,arieties are found in large· quan. 
ti ties in the northwestern portion of Bartow County. None of the above 
are to be found in the general market, nor have we received samples of 
the same. 
Maine.-Accor<ling to Dr. Jackson t inexhaustible quanttties of slate 
occur along the banks of the Piscataquis Hiver from Williamsburgh to 
Poxcroft. Professor Hitcllcock t also reports excellent sites for quarries 
of this material as occurring on the Kennebec River from Patten to 
Pleasam; Ridge. At various times quarries have JJeen opened at differ-
cut points in these localities, but the principal ones at· this time are in 
tbe towns of Monson, Blanchanl, and Brownville, Piscataquis County. 
The slates here produced are all of a blue-black color and are reported 
by Mr. J.E. Wolff as of most excellent quality, being hard, with a fine 
cleavage surface, not subject to discoloration, and giving forth a clear 
ringing sound when struck. Altl10ugh seemingly susceptible of being 
used for all purposes to which slates are usually applied, they are at 
present utilized almost altogether for roofing. 
Maryland.-The principal quarries of slate in this State are in Har-
ford County, adjoining Pennsylvania. The ridge upon which the quar-
ries are situated extends across the Stateline into York County, where 
several other quarries are worked within a radius of about 1 mile. A8 
the Harford and York County stones are practica11y identical we will 
reserve a complete description of tlleir qualities uutil we come to speak of 
the latter. Other quarries were formerly worked. in. the town of Ijams-
ville, in Frederick County. The stone here is of a blue black color aud 
is represented to be of goo<l. quality, but for some reason unknown to 
the writer the quarries are no longer worked. 
Massaohusetts.-Althougb, as already noted, slate was one of the stone·. 
to be earliest quarried in eastern Massachusetts, the material was ot 
such a nature as to be of little value except for rough construction, and 
hence the iudu try Las al ways remained of slight importance. Th , 
only quarri snow worked from which slate suitable for roofing or other 
" Uunmonw<•ttlth of Georgia, p. U7. 
t, ccond Report on Geology of Maine, 1 3D, p. llG. 
i Second Ann. Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist. of Maiue, 18G2, p. 429. 
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fine work can be obtained are at Lancaster, in Worcester County. This 
quarry is stated by Marvin* Lo have been opened by a Mr. Flagg· over 
a century ago,and the slates were in use as early as 1750 or 1753 (ante, 
p. 291). Owing to lack of favorable transportation facilities tlie work 
was discontinued more than fifty years since, and it was not till 1877 
that it was recommenced. The slate though porous is said to hold its 
color well and to be durable .. Another outcrop of slate of good quality 
is said to occur about 1 mile north of Clinton, in this same county. It 
is not, however, as yet quarried. 
The clay slates occurring in the vicinity of Boston and Camuridge 
have long been used for road materials, but for purposes of construction 
only to a slight extent. They are not sufficiently fissile for roofing pur-
poses. The stone is regarded by Professor Shaler as of great value for 
rough building, as it is durable, easily quarried, and very effective wh~n 
placed in a wall. The Shepherd Memorial Church in Cambridge is the 
only building of importance yet constructed. of this materiai. 
Minnesota.-A.t Thompson, Carlton County, where the Saint Paul and 
Duluth Railroad. crosses the Saint Louis River, there occurs, according 
to Prof. N. H. Winchell t an inexhaustible supply of hard, black, and 
apparently eminently durable slate suitable for roofing, school-slates, 
tables, mantels, and all other purposes to which slate is usually applied. 
Quarries were opened here by the railroad company in 1880, but for 
some unknown reason were discontinued before any of the stone had 
been put upon the market. The deposit is rega.rded as of especial value 
by Professor Winchell, inasmuch as it is the most western known in the 
United States, and its close proximity to the railroad renders the trans-
portation of the quarried material a matter of comparative ease. 
Michigan.-.A.n extensive deposit of Hurouian slate~ occurs in the 
northwestern portion of the northern peninsula of this State, princi-
pally in the towns of Houghton, Marquette, and Menomonee. But a 
small portion of the entire formation will furnish material sufficiently 
fissile, homogeneous, and durable for roofing purposes; nevertheless 
the supply of good material is so abundant as to be practically inex-
haustible. At L'Anse the beds extend down to the lake shore, but 
are badly shattered, not homogeneous, nor of sufficient durability in 
this immediate vicinity to be of value. Good roofing slate is, however, 
found about 15 miles from L'Anse, on the northwestern side of the 
Huron mountain range, and about 3 miles from Huron Bay, where ex-
tensive quarries have been opened. The stone here is susceptible of 
being split into large, even slabs ot auy desired thickness, with a fine 
silky, homogeneous graiu, and combines durability and toughness with 
smoothness. Its color is an agreeable black and very uniform. Sev-
eral companies have located their quarries along the creek which runs 
parallel with the strike of the slate, and a tramway about 3~ miles in 
"History of Lancaster. 
t Preliminary Rep. on the Building Stones, etc., of Minnesota, 1880, p. 17. 
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length has been built down to the bay, where a dock has been erected 
for the unloading of vessels and for the convenient shipment of the 
material.* 
New Jersey.-The belt of Silurian slates and shales extending in a 
northeasterly and southwesterly direction entirely across the 11ortbern 
part of this State includes several quarriable areas, but which ba,7 e up 
to the present time been utilized only to a limited extent. Quanies 
have been worked at La Fayette and Newton, in Sussex County, and also 
at_ the Delaware Water Gap in Warren County. The product of these 
is represented by Professor Cook t as of good quality and suitable not 
only for roofing material, but also for school slates, tiles, mantels, etc. 
New Hampshire.-Professor Hitchcock states :j: that the only forma-
tion in this State likely to furnish good roofing slates is the Cambrian 
range along the Connecticut River. Tbere have been quarries upon this 
belt in the towns of Littleton, Hanover, and Lebanon, but they have not 
now been worked for several years. The stone is stated to be not quite 
equal to that of Maine and Vermont, but certain portions of it might be 
utiUzed locally to good advantage, as for tables, platforms, curbs, and 
flag-stones. In Littleton the band of rocks suitable for working is nearly 
an eighth of a mile wide and bas been opened at two localities. The 
strata are vertical and the outcrops on a hill where goou drainage eau 
be had to a depth of a hundred feet. The stone is soft, apparently dura-
ble, and of a dark-blue color, but does not cleave so thin as the slate 
from Maine. At East Lebanon the valuable part of the slate-bed is 30 
feet in width. 'fhe stone cloes not split sufficiently thin for roofing, but 
can be utilized to good a<lvau tage for chimney-pieces, table-tops, and 
sbel ves ; also for sinks, cisterns, flooriug- tiles, etc. The waste material 
was formerly ground and bolted into slate flour. 
New York.-Accordingto Professor Mather§ '' The roofing-slate forma-
tion of this State ranges through Rensselaer Couuty from 2 mile· we,'t 
of Lebanon Springs to the northeast corner of Hoosic; thence nortll 
iu Washington County through the towns of White Creek, Jackson, 
Salem, Hebron, Granville and Hampton; and thence au unkuown <li · 
tance into Vermont." A range of roofing slate supposed to be the same 
as that of the Hoosic quarries extends also through the towns of Canaan, 
Austerlitz, Hillsdale, Copake, Aneram, and Pul ver's Corners, in Colum-
bia County. The most important quarrirs at present worked are in tlle 
towns of Hampton, Middle Granville, Granville, and Salem, in Wa bing-
ton County, and Hoosic, in the northeastern part of Rensselaer County, 
though th re are said to be numerous promising localities in different 
parts of the rauge which have never been opened. Profes or :Mather 
e timates the quantity of slate suitable for roofing in the range a above 
given to be "sufficient to supply a nation's wauts for ages." The, arne 
"Gcol. of Iiehiga.11, Vol. ur, Part 1, p. lGl. 
t Aun. Hep. , 'ta.te Geologi:;t of New J crscy , 18 1, p. 66. 
t Gcol. of New lfanipshiri•, Vol. ru, p. 1. 
§ Nat. lfo;t. of Now York, Geology, 1 4:3, part 1, p. 4~0. 
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authority states that these slates, though softer than the imported W elsb 
slates, are equally good. They are reported by Doctor Fitch* as.occur. 
ring in a great variety of colors, passing through almost innumerable 
shades of gray, brown, black, blue, green, yellow, purple, and red. This 
last variety, I am informed by Professor Smock, is the most highly valued, 
bringing about three times the price of the black. It is quarried ex-
tensively at North Granville, near the Vermont line, and is regarded as 
the best of its kind produced in this country. According to Doctor 
Fitch t the bed of red slate, although at present quarried in only one or 
two towns," occurs in a nearly continuous line through the whole length · 
of the slate formation from Vermont to New Jersey." But a small part 
of this, however, is capable of furnishing material of good quality. 
Many attempts have been made, as I am informed by Professor Smock, 
to open quarries in the.central and western half of Washington County 
with but indifferent success, those now worked being almost altogether 
in the northeast corner of the county, near the Vermont line. 
Pennsylvania.-The narrow slate belt already noted as occurring in 
Harford County, Md., crosses the State line into tlrn extreme eastern 
portion of York County, in Pennsylvania, and thence sweeps around in 
a gradually narrowing curve to the Susquehanna River, appearing · 
again on its eastern bank, in Fulton Township, Lancaster County, 
where it :finally disappears. It is from this narrow belt, at its greatest 
dimensions less than a mile wide and scarcely more than six miles 
long, that has been quarried for many years the justly celebrated blue-
black "Peach Bottom slate." The stone is stated to rank very high for 
strength and durability. It is tough, fine, and smooth in texture, and is 
stated not to fade on exposure, buildings on which it has been exposed 
for upwards of seventy-five years still showing it fresh and unchanged. 
An analysis of this slate is given in the tables. The principal quar-
ries now worked are at Bangor and West Bangor, York County, in 
Pennsylvania, and at adjacent points just across the line in Mar;yland. 
· The Utica and Hudson River slate formation, in which lie the largest 
and most important quarries of slate at present worked in this country, 
extends in a belt of from 7 to 12 miles in width throughout the entire 
n~rthern pa,rts of N ortharnpton and Lehigh Counties, and thence in a 
gradually though unevenly narrowiug hand in a general southwesterly 
direction through Berks, Lebanon, Dauphin, Cumberland, and Franklin 
Counties, whence it passes into Maryla,nd. But a very small portion of 
the thus roughly delineated area is of such a nature as to furnish stone 
for economic purposes. The quarries at present worked, beg·inning with 
the northeastern part of Northampton County, are situated at East 
Bangor, Bangor, Pen Argyl, Cllapman's Station, Catasauqua, Allen-
town, dale, Lynnsport, and Stinesville. 
The geological character of tlle beds and the details regarding the 
quarries have been described with considerable detail by Mr. R.H. San-
" Traus. N. Y . .A.gr. Soc., 184D, p. 830. tOp. cit., p. 834. 
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ders,'J!: and which it seems unnecessary to repeat here. The slates pro-
duced are all of a blue or blue-black color, and are used for all purposes 
to which such material is usually applied. In the manufacture of school· 
slates a softer and :finer grade of material is requisite than for most 
other purposes. These are split from the block in the same manner as 
roofing-slates, their edges trimmed with a circular saw, and the faces 
smoothed by ·a drawing-knife, after which they are rnbbed down with a 
cloth and fine slate dust till the surface is smooth and even. They are 
then mounted in wooden frames and packed for shipment. 
The following statistics of shipments from the Slatington region for 
the year 1882 will give some idea of the magnitude of the industry: t 
Squares ofroofing slates, 100,000; cases of school slates,29,704; cases 
of blackboards, 1,171; cases of mantels, 71; mantels (pieces) 2,704; 
cases of hearths, 6; cases of flagging, 173½; .flagging (pieces) 16,643; 
cases of sawed slate, 15; cases of pencil slate, 3; making a total by 
weight of about 29,920 tons for the year. 
South Oarolina.-Olay slates are stated+ to occur in this State in a 
broad band extending along the edge of the Tertiary formations from 
Edgefield County, on the southwest, to Chesterfield, on the northeast. 
The present writer bas seen none of this material nor bas he any knowl-
edge regarding its adaptability for any form of architectural work. 
Texas.-Bluish-black slates of a jointed and thinly stratified struct-
ure, resembling the ~mrface slates of New Hampshfre and Vermont, 
and promising of great utility, are stated to occur in Llano and Presidio 
Counties. § The writer bas seen none of these. 
Vermont-The roofing slates of Vermont are stated by Professor 
Hitchcock II to exist in three distinct and nearly parallel belts, occupy-
ing the eastern, middle, and western portions of the State. The east-
ern belt extends from Guilford, one of the most southern towns in the 
State, to Waterford, and probably as far north as Burke, in Oaledon~a 
County, where it is cut off by an immense outcrop of granite. The slate 
· of this belt differs from that of the other divisions in presenting a more 
laminated appearance, resembling closely a mica schist, the clea·rnge 
corresponding closely with the lamination, whi~h varies, if at all, but·a 
trifle from the planes of stratification. The stone i.s represented as of 
good color, tough, and durable. Besides for roofing purposes it wa 
used largely for tombstones prior to 1830, when marble began to be 
used in its place. The first quarry opened in this belt is stated by the 
above authority to have been that of the New England Slate Company, 
who commenced operations in 1812. At the present time, so far as the 
author is aware, no quarries whatever are worked in this belt. 
~he middle range of slate extends from Lake Memphremagog in a 
~ R P- D ~coud Geol. urv. of Pennsylvania, Vol. 1, 1883. pp. 83-160. 
t l:"rom Rep. D\ 2d Geol. Snrv. Pennsylvania, p. 144-146. 
t • onth 'arolina, Resonrces, Popuhttion, etc., 18 3, p. 133. 
~. 'econd Ann. R p. G ol. of Texas, 1 76, p. 26. 
II ' ol. fV rmont, Vol. u, 1 Gl, p. 701. 
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southerly course as far as Barnard. Tlie slate found in this differs from 
that of the eastern belt in that it splits more readily into thin slrnets, 
is not so distinctly laminated, and is more uniform in color, "being 
nMrly black arnl apparently free from the traces of iron oxides." A 
single qua'rry is now in operation in this belt, that of the Adams Slate 
Company, in Northfield, Washington O,ounty. 
Tbe western and most important of the slate belts of this State ex-
tends from a point near the town of Cornwall, on the north, southward . 
through Oastleton, Fairhaven, Poultney, Wells, and Pawlet, and passes 
into the State of New York at Granville. In this slate it is stated 
"there is a marked difference between the stratification and cleavage 
planes, the dip of the latter being greater than the former." In color 
the slates of this region are said to closely resemble those of Wales, 
being of a dark purple, with _blotches of green, while some of the strata 
are green throughout. In some portions of the formation a red slate 
occurs, similar to tliat fom1d across the line in New York State. This 
variety is not, however, now quarried. This western area furnishes the 
most fissile and valuable slates of the State, and, as will be seen uy 
reference to the tablfis, is very extensively worked~ The slate is soft 
and uniform in texture, and can be readily planed or sawn with a steel 
circular saw, such as is used in sawing lumber. It is well adapted and 
extensively used, not only for roofing purposes, but for school slates, 
slate-pencils, blackboards, table-tops, mantels, etc. It is very exten-
sively marbleized. It is stated by Professor Hitchcock* . that t.he first 
quarry opened in this region was that of Hon. Alanson Allan, who be-
gan the manufacture of school slates at Fairhaven in 1845. 
Virginia.-On Hunt Creek, a tributary of Slate River, in Buckingham 
County, in this State, there occur extensive deposits of blue-black slate 
of a quality suitable for a variety of uses, although they arc now used 
almost altogether for roofing purposes. The principal quarries now 
worked are at or near the towns of Buckingham, New Oanton,.aud Ore 
Banks. Another belt of slate of the same geological age (Arcllrnau) as 
that just mentioned is stated to occur near the southeast base of the 
Blue Ri<lge, in Amherst and Bates Counties. Very few samples of any 
of these have as yet come into the Museum collection. 
( cl) CATLINITE, OR INDIAN PIP]]: STONE, 
Although frequently found in the collections of amateur mineralo-
gists, this s-ibstance can not be considered a true mineral, but is rat.lier 
an imlurated clay.t It therefore varies greatly in composition, as it 
does also in color and degree of iudurat.ion. The usual color is a deep 
though dull red, often beautifully flecked. with small yellowish dots. 
This form is soft enough to be readily cut with a knife, but is sufficiently 
firm an<l compact to retain the sharpest edges an<l li11es that may be 
* Op. cit., p. 796. 
t See Analyses, Gool. Minnesota, Vol. 1, p. 542. 
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carved upon it. The material first derived -its notoriety from the fact 
that the Sioux Indians utilized it for the manufac
0
ture of their pipes 
and various other articles, and at the present time these same people 
living in the vicinity of Flandreau, Dak., derive a considerable focome 
from the manufacture and sale of these articles. 
Owing to the fact that the material occurs only in a thin bed under-
lying the hard and tough red quartzite of the vicinity, it can, with the 
present facilities for extraction, be obtained in blocks of only very mod-
erate dimensions. Its color is such, however, that in proper combina-
tions it could be used very ad vantag·eously in interior decorations. The 
principal source of the mat~rial is near Pipe Stone City, in Pipe Stone 
County, Minn.* 
"See Geol. of Minnesota, Vol. I; also Am. Jour. Sci., lo67, p. 15, and Am. Natural· 
ist, 1868-'69. 
STONES OF OTHER COUNTRIES. 
A.-ALABASTER. 
Jtaly.-Alabaster of the :finest quality occurs in several parts of Italy, 
particularly at Miemo, in Tuscany, Fontibagni, and Oastellina, and at 
Aosta, in Piedmont. The purest and best variety is, however, from Val 
di 1\farmolago, near Uastellina .. * Some of these are very extensively 
worked, the clouded varieties being made into vases and other objects, 
while the pure white varieties are made into statuettes. In this form 
they are sold in considerable quantities in this country, passing under 
the name of Florentine rnarbles. As prepared for t,lie market these are 
indistinguishable from true marble by any but an expert, and it is safe 
to say a large number of people are yearly imposed upon. Should one 
have reason to suppose that this article.is being imposed upon him for 
true marble he has but to try the object in some obscure part with the 
thumb-nail. Alabaster is readily scratched or indented in this manner 
while marble is not affected. Another test is to apply a dilute acid. 
True marble will dissolve and effervesce briskly, while the alabaster re-
mains unchanged. Besid.es being softer and hence more liable to injury . 
these alabaster objects are inferior to those of marble in that they are 
more easily soiled and are difficult to cleanse. 
It is stated+ that the Italian alabaster is, when :first quarried, semi-
transparent, and that it is vffought while in this state. It is then 
rendered white and opaque (like marble) by placing the objects in a 
vessel of cold water which is then slowly raised to the boiling point. 
It is then allowed to cool to a temperature of about 70° or 80° Fahr. 
when the objects are removed and carefully wiped dry. At :first they 
appear little changed by their baptism, but gradually assume the de-
sired color and opacity. 
B.-SERPENTINOUS ROOKS. VERDANTIQUE MARBLES. 
England.-None of the American serpentinous rocks now known can 
compare in point of beauty, in variety and elegance of colors, with those 
of the Lizard district in Cornwall, England. A series of polished blocks 
,. Hull: Build. and Orn am. Stones, p. 1'35. 
tAppleton's Diet. of Mechanics, Vol. n, p. 387. 
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of these in tlrn Museum collection show the prevailing colors to be dark 
olive green with veins, streaks, and blotches of greenish. white, choco-
late brown, and blood red. The green varieties are often spotted by 
ill-defined flakes of a " silky bronzitic mineral." 
The rock is softer than the serpentine of Harford County, Md.~ but 
takes an equally good surface and polish, and works much more readily. 
It is stated by Hull* to be obtainable in blocks from 7 to 8 feet in 
length and from 2 to 3 feet in diameter. According to this same au-
thority, the stone is admirably adapted for interior decorations and is 
now being used for ornamental fonts, pulpits, small shafts, and pilas-
ters, as well as for vases, tazza, and inlaid work. 
Considering the remarkable beauty and the variety of colors dis-
played by this stone, it seems strange that it should not have found its 
way more extensh-e-ly into American markets. 
The rock is regaded by Bonneyt as an altered intruded igneous rock, 
rich in olivine (Lherzolite ). 
Italy.-The principal serpentinons rocks of Italy are the ophicalcites 
of Pegli and Pietra Layezza~a, near Ge~oa, and of Levante, and the true 
serpentine of Tuscany. The Verde di Pegli is a breccia consisting -of 
deep green fragments of serpentine cementeu by light green calcite. 
The contrast of colors thus produced is said to l>e very pleasing. The 
Verde di Genova stone from quarries at Pietra Lavezzara is also a 
breccia consisting of green, blackish green, brown, or red serpentine 
fragments with an abundant cement of white or greenish calcite. It 
has been quarried from time immemorable and is largely used in France 
where it is known as Vert de Genes. Its selling price at Turin is about 
20 cents per cubic foot. 'Ibe opbicalcite of Levante is a breccia like the 
preceding, the fragment being of a violet or wine red color. It is diffi-
cult to work but acquires a good polish. Tlrn Italian name for the stoQe 
is rosso or Verde di Levante; though sometimes called granito di Le-
vante. The Tuscany serpentine from quarries near Prato is known com-
mercially as Verde di Prato. The stone is of a deep green color, carry-
ing crysta1s or nodules of diallage and is traversed by a net-work of 
fine lines giving it a brecciated appearance. It contains also veins of 
noble serpentine of a clear, greenish or whitish color. It is softer than 
ordinary serpentine and acquires only a dull polish, but works v-ery 
readily. The dark green varieties are most va1ued, and having been u eel 
in a,ncient monuments is frequently called the Nero antico di Prato.+ 
Thi stone is stated by Hull to be subject to rapid decay wben exposed 
to atmosipheric influences. 
"Building ::uul Ornamcuta,l Stones. p. 10:l. 
t Qnar. Jour. Gcoloo-ical Society of London, Vol. xxxnr, Part 2, 1877, p. 884. 
t Dclesse, pp. 77-79. 
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(1) AFRICA. 
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Numidian Marbles.-Within a very few yea.rs there have been re-
opened in Algeria and Tunis the famous quarries of "Numidian" mar-
bles, from whence tlrn ancient Romans are stated to have obtained the 
celebrated '' Giallo Antico" and other stones for the decoration of their 
houses and temples. 
According to Playfair,* the name N umidian is incorrect, as the mar-
bles are not found in Numidia proper, but in the provinces of Africa 
and Mauritania. '' Most of the Giallo Antico," says this authority, 
"used in Rome was obtained from Simittu Oolonia, the modern Ohem-
tou, in the valley of Medjerda, the quarries of which are now heiug-
worked by a Belgian company; but t he most remarkable and valuable 
marbles are found near Kleker, in the province of Oran, in Algeria. 
There, on the top of ]}fontagne Grise, exists an elevated plateau, 1,500 
acres in extent, forming an uninterrupted mass of the most splendid 
marbles and breccias which .the world contains. Their variety is as 
extraordinary as their beauty. There is creamy-white, like ivory; 
rose color, like coral; Giallo Antico. Some are variegated as a pea-
cock's plumage, and on the west side of tlfe mountain, where there has 
been a great earth movement, the rock Las been broken up aml re-
cemented together, forming a variety of breccia of the most extraonli-
nary richness and ueauty." 
There are in the Museum collections a series of these,t which range 
in color through many shades of gray, drab, siena, yellow, aud rose-red, 
and which are designa ted in our markets under the names of jaune, 
q,ntique dore, pcwnazzo rosso, jaune chiaro ondate, jciune rose, rose clair, 
breche sanguin, a11d jaspe rouge. All are extremely compact and harcl 
and acquire a surface and polish of wonderful beauty. The United 
States, at present, produces nothing that ean compare with them for 
interior decorations. 
Egyptian onyx or "Oriental al{J,baster."-This beautiful stone, which, 
like the onyx marbles of Mexico, is a travertine, occurs, according to 
Rull, tin extensive beds amongst the Tertiary limestones of Blad Recam 
(marble country) near the ravine of Oned Abdallah, Egypt. ~rhe 
.,. GeoL Mag., D ec., 1885, p. 562. 
t The gift of Mr. E. Fritsch, of New York, by whom they were imported. 
t Building and Ornament al Stones, p . 179. There is confusion here among <tuthori~ 
ties . Hull, as above noted, sets down t he Egyptian onyx as from Blad Recam. De-
lesse (op. cit., p. 155), on t he oth er hand, st at es thnt the E g~·ptian rock comes from 
Beni-Souef, about 25 leagues south of Cairo on t he Nile, and from Syout, still fartlrnr 
south, while t.he Algerian stone is stated to occnr at Ain-Ternbalek, near the river 
I sscr, in the province of Oran. As the imported Bton e is known altogether as Egyp-
tian onxy, it seems probable that it comes from eit her Beni-Sonef or Syout. To jn,lgn 
from samples in tbe Museum collections tho Egyp Lia, a :; touc i:; much superior to that 
of Algeria. 
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stone was used by the iollabitants of Home all(l Carthage for the in-
terior decorations of their llouses, but for over one thousand years the 
quarries were entirel,y lost sight of, and it was not until 1849 that they 
were rediscovered by a French gentleman, M. Delmonte. The stone is 
of a whitish, yellow, and amber color, and presents the peculiar banded 
and wavy structure common to stones of this class. It is now shipped 
in considerable quantities to Paris, where it i$ utilized in the manu-
facture of candlesticks, timepieces, and similar articles. It is also im-
ported into this country and is used in the decorative work of soda 
fountains and for small articles of household furniture. 
Nurnmulitic Umestone.-The celebrated nummu1itic limestone of Eo-
cene age from Northern Africa, and which was so extensively used by 
the Egyptiav<s in the construction of their pyramids, is represented in 
the collections of the National Museum by a 7-inch cube, the gift of 
·commander Gorringe, U.S. Navy. Tllis particular blotJk was formerly 
a portion of the steps leading to the obelisk at Alexandria, and was 
brought away at the same time as the obelisk itself. Hull states that 
this stone was used in the construction of Baalbec, Aleppo, and some 
of the cities of the Holy Land. The pyramid of Cheops is of the same 
material.* 
(2) BELGIUM . 
• This country is stated by Violett to be exceptionally rich in colore<l 
marbles, though white varieties are entirely wanting. They are mostly 
of a somber or dull color, and, like the marbles of Northern France, be-
long, according to Delesse,t to the Carboniferous and Devonian forma-
tions. The principal varieties now quarried for exportation, as repre-
sented in the collections of the National Museum, are the black of St. 
Anne, from Busnie, province of Namur, the blue from Uouillet, near 
Uharleroi province of Hainaut, t.he reds from Cerfontaine and Merlemont, 
near Phllippeville, province of Namur, and the well-known '' Belgian 
black" from quarries in GoJzines, and the environs of Dinant, also in 
tbe province of Namur.§ All of these are very fine grained and com-
pact, admitting of smooth surfaces and high polisll. 
The St. Anne marble is of a deep blue-black color with many short 
and interrupted veins of white; those of Couillet· are much lighter in 
color and with more white; some of the varieties are breccias composed 
of fragments of compact blue-gray limestone irnbedded in ·a white crys-
talline matrix. The red marbles of Uerfontaine and Merlemont are 
known as ro'uge griotte, rouge grfotte jleure, ro1.ige imperial, and rouge royal. 
* Op. cit., p. 236. 
t Les marbres, p. 44. 
t 1at6riaux de construction, p. 194. 
§ Violet gives the fnll list of Belgian marbles as follows: "Le marbre Saint Anne, 
l rouge royal, le ronge imperial, la griottc de Flan<lr , la, g riotte :fleurie, le granite 
hclge, l hlcu bclge, le Florence l elge, bizantin bclgc, hlea nutiqne, le grand autiqne, 
1 P tit antique, ct l s ruarhr s noirs de Golzinncs el, <le Dinant." 
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All are dull red, of light and dark shades, variously spotted, flecked, 
and veined with white ancl gray; none of them are as brilliant_ in color 
as the French griottcs. The variety rouge royal is very light, and some-
what resembles certain varieties of the Tennessee marbles, but is in-
ferior. The well-known "Belgian -olack" is of a deep black color, hard 
and diflicnt to work, but takes a high polish, and is considered the best_ 
of its kind now in the market. 
(3) BERMUDA. 
The building stones of Bermuda are altogether calcareous and frag-
mental. Although popularly known as coral limestones, they contain 
as a rule fully as large a pro portion of shell as of coral fragmeuts. 
Nearly all the quarried material belongs, according to Professor Rice,* 
to the drift sand-rock variety, i. e., rocks made up of fragments blown 
inland from the beach and subsequently cemented by calcareous matter 
in a crystalline or subcrystalline state. The rock varies in color and 
texture from chalky white, fine grained, and porous (somewhat like tlle 
Frencll Oaen stone), to a darker, coarser, l>ut tough and compact form, 
in which the individual fragments, often of a pink color, are one-fourth 
9f an inch or more in diameter . 
..Accordillg to the authority above quoted the rock is usually very soft 
and is quarried out in large blocks by means of a peculiar long-handled 
chisel,. and afterward sawn up in sizes and shapes to suit individual. 
cases. The harder varieties, as found at Paynter'.s Vale and elsewhere· 
are, however, worked like "any ancient limestone or marble." · 
Most of the houses of Bermuda are state<l by Professor Rice to be 
built of this soft, friable variety, and even the roof's are covered with 
the same material sawn into thin slabs. Whe!l covered with a coating. 
of whitewasll the stone is found sufficiently durable for ordinary builu-
ings in that climate, but if exposed to tL.e rigors of a New England 
· winter it would crumble rapidly. Tlrn Lar<l rock, such as is found at 
Paynter's Vale and Ireland Island, '"has been used in the construction 
of the fortifications and other Government works" on the islands. "The 
quarry of the Royal Engineers, near Elbow Bay, appears to be in 
beach-rock." 
(4) ENGLAND. 
Bath oolite.-The well-lrnowu Bath stone or Bath oolite is a light, 
almost white or cream-colored. oolitic limestone from quarries in the 
Jurassic formations which extend from tlrn coast of Dorset, in the south 
of England, in a northeasterly direction tllrough Somersetshire, Glou-
cestershire, Oxforclshire, Northamptonsltire, to Lincolnshire, to York-
shire.t 
In texture it is distinctly oolitic, soft, and very easy to work. Its 
* Geol. of Bermuda, Bull. 25, U.S. Nat. Mus., 1864. 
t Hull, Building and. Ornamental Stones, p. 210. 
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durability when exposed in the trying _climate of America is a matter 
of great doubt. 
Nevertheless, churches and cathedrals erected in the west of En-
gland as long ago as the eleventh, twelfth, and fifteenth centuries, are 
stated by Hull* to be still in good preservation. 
As yet the stone has been but little used in this country, though 
a movement has been of late on foot for its introduction. 
Portland 8tone.-This stone, which has been in use in England since 
the middle of the seventeenth century, is a light-colored Jurassic lime-
stone from quarries on the Isle of Portland, near Weymouth. In com-
position it is a nearly pure carbonate of lime, but its texture is too un-
even to recommend it for other than massive structures. It was used 
in the construction of St. Paul's Cathedral (London), and many churches 
erected during the reign of Queen Anne. t 
(5) FRANCE. 
Griotte, or French Red.-This beautiful stone takes its name, according 
to Violet,:j: from the griotte cherry, owing to its bril1iant red color. 
When, as frequently happens, the uniform redness is broken by small 
white spots, it is called "birds-eye griotte" (griotte mil de perdrix). 
Some varieties are traversed by white veins, but these are regarded as 
defects and are avoided in quarrying. The stone is found in se·rnral lo-
calities in the French Pyrenees, notably in the valley of the Barousse, of 
the Pique, at the bridge of the Ta.oulo, and in the environs of Prades. 
It is used for all manner of interior decorative work in France, and is 
exported to a very considerable extent to this country. This is by all 
odds the most brilliant in' color of any marble of which the author has 
knowledge. In the small slabs usually seen in soda-fountains, coun-
ters, etc., it appears homogeneous and free from flaws. As displayed in 
the halls of the capital building at Albany, N. Y., however, it is full of . 
flaws and has been so extensively '' filled" as to give the whole surface 
a gummy appearance, in striking contrast with that of the Tennessee 
marble with which it _is associated. The price in France as given by 
Violet§ is from 400 to 500 francs per cubic meter, or about $2.75 to 
$3.50 per cubic foot, according to quality. 
Another marble of a brilliant scarlet color, blotched with white and 
known as Languedoc marble or French reu., is stated by Violet (op.cit.) 
to occur at various points in the Pyrenees, but in masses of exceptional 
peauty and compactness at ~Montagne Noire lBlack Mountain), where it 
has been quarried since the sixteenth century. It is obtainable here in 
blocks of considerable size which bring in the market of Uarcassone prices 
varying from 250 to 350 francs per cubic meter, or, roughly speaking, 
Op. cit ., p.209. 
t Ilull, p. 212. 
tLe farbres, etc. Rapports sur L'Exposition Min., 1878, xxviii, p. 15. 
~ Op. cit., p. 16. 
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from $1. 75 to $2.50 per cubic foot. Other French marbles, tllough which 
are but little used in this country, are the rose marble from Oaunes, the 
vert-moulin, also called griotte campan, the ccimpan vert, or the campan 
melange. The wrongly so-called Italian griotte is, according to Oha-
teau,* obtained from quarries at La Motte de Felines-d'Hantponl, de-
partment of Herault. Violet states that this name was given it simply 
that it might command a higher price. 
Oaen stone.-This is one of the most noted limestones of modern his-
tory. It is a soft, :fine-grained stone, very light colored, and admirably 
adapted for carved work, but so absorbent as to be entirely unfitted 
for outdoor work in such a climate as that of the United States. Egle-
ston t states that in the climate of New York City the stone does not 
endure longer than ten years unless protected by paint. 
The stone takes its na~e from Caen, in Normandy, where the prin-
cipal quarries are situated. It was probably introduced into Great 
Britain soon after the Norman conquest, where it was largely used iu 
cathedrals and other buildings down to the middle of the fifteenth cen-
tury. The cathedral of Canterbury . and Westminster Abbey are of 
this stone.t 
Brocatelle.-This is a very beautiful marble ano much used for mantels 
and other interior decorations. The body of the stone is very fine and 
compact, and of a light yellow color, traversed by irregular veins and 
blotches of dull red. It is further variega,ted by patches or nodules of 
white crystalline calcite. It takes an excellent polish and requires less 
filling than many marbles. Its source is stated by Violet § to be Jura, 
in southern France. The stone is di:fficuft of extraction and brings a 
high price. 
The name brocatelle is stated by Newberry II to signify a coarse kind 
of brocade used for tapestry .. 
(6) GERMANY AND AUSTRIA. 
The two principal marbles now imported from this country are known 
commercially as Formosa and Bougard. Both are very beautiful stones, 
ranking among tlie finest now in general use. The first named is dark 
gray and white mottled and blotched with red; it is slightl_y fossil-
iferous. The Bougard ·has about the same colors, but is lighter arnl the 
tints are more obscure. 
Lumachelle marble-This is a · fossiliferous limestone in which the 
sllells still retain tlleir nacre, or pearly lining, and which when polished 
gives oft' in spots a brilliant iridescent luster with rainbow tints; the 
finer varieties being seemingly set with opals. It is a beautiful stone for 
* Op. cit., p. 443. 
t Cause and prevention of the decay of building stone, p. 27. 
t Hull, p. 230. 
~ Op. cit., p. 33. 
~ Rep. of Judges, p.148. 
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inlaid work and elaborate ornameutation, but is usually found only in 
small slabs. .A variety quite commonly seen in mineral cabinets is of 
a dadr grayish-brown color and with occasional brilliantly iridescent 
spots and streaks like those of the fine opal. lt is brought from Blei-
berg and Hall in the Tyrol in Austria. 
(i) ITALY. 
The quarries of the Apennines in northern Italy, near Carrara, Massa, 
and Serravezza, furnisll marbles ·of a great variety of colors of the finest 
qualities and in apparently inexllaustible quantities. To give a full de-
scrjption of these quarries and their various products would be to tran-
scend the limits of this work. I shall therefore confine myself to a brief 
description of only those stones which are imported to any extent into 
this country. · 
White statuary marble.-This is a fine-graiued saccharoidal pure 
white stone, without specks or flaws. On a polished surface it bas a 
peculiar soft, almost waxy, appearance, eutirely different from the dead 
whiteness of the Vermont statuary marbles, to which it iR considered 
greatly superior. It is bronght principally from the Poggio Silvestro 
and Betogli quarries, that from the first-named locality being consid-
e1ed the best. The price of the stone in Italy yaries from 15 to 40 lires 
per cubic foot in blocks of sufficient size for an ordinary statue 5 feet in 
height. 
Ordinary white or bloclc marble.-This is usually white in color, though 
sometimes faintly bluish and veined. It is largely imported into this 
. country, and used for mon u~ental work. Tbe variety from the Canal 
Bianco quarries is white, with faint bluish lines; that from Gioja. quar-
ries is fine-grained, and uniformly white (lind somewhat translucent, 
sometimes resembling gypimm on a polished surface. The variety from 
the Ravaccione quarries is faintly water-blue, while that from the Tau-
tiscL'itti quarries is of similar color, but traversed by fine, dark-bluish 
veins. These stones sell for from 4 to 10 Iires per cubic foot in block ' 
containing 20 cubic feet eacll. 
The veined marbles from the Vara anu Gioja quarries are of a white 
color, but often blotcheu with darker hues, anu traversed by a coar e 
irregular net-work of faintly bluish lines. The Bardiglio marbles of the 
ordiua,ry type from the Para and Gioja quarries are of a water-blue 
color, blotched. irregularly with white, anu.. far inferior in point of beauty 
to the justly-fameu Bardiglio veined marbles from the Seravezza quar-
l'ie::;. Tl.Iese are of a light-blue color, traversed by an irregular net-work 
of fi11e dark-blue lines, intersecting one another at acute angles. Thi 
' tone h, u ·ec.1 very extensively in soda-water fountains, counters, and for 
panelling . 
Tl.le Bed ]Iixed marble from quarries at Levante is alRo much sought 
but work with difficulty and requires much filling. It is properly a 
br ccia, cornpo d of irregular whitish and red fragments embedd din 
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a reddish paste. It does not take a high polish, nor are its colors bril-
liant. The so-called Parmazo marbles. from the Miseglia, Pescina, and 
Bacca del Frobbi quarries; are all white or whifa,b, and traverist>d by a 
very cc,arse net-work of black or blue-black veins. 
The Yellow or Siena marbles are, next t6 the whit.e .statuary, probably 
the most sought and widely-known of Italian marbles. Like the ma-
jority of foreign colored marbles, they are exceedingly fine.-grained an<l 
compact in texture, and 1ake a high lnstrous polish. The prevailing 
color is bright yellow, though often blotched with slight purplish or 
violet shades. When these darker veins or blotches prllvail to a consid-
erable extent tile stone is called Brocatelle. The most beautiful ·variety 
of the Sieua marble is obtained, according to Delesse, from Monte Arenti, 
in Montagnola. It is of a uniform yellow co!or, but blocks of large size 
can be obtained only rarely, and these often bring a price as high as $6 
per cubic foot. 'l'he Brocatelle variety from the same locality is worth 
only about two-thirds this sum. 
The Portor or Black and Gold marble.-This is, according to Delesse, 
a black silicious limestone, traversed by yellowish, reddish, o_r brown 
veins of carbonate of iron. It is brought chiefly from the Isle of Pal-
maria, in the Gulf of Spezia, and from Porto Venere. A small amount 
is also produced at Carrara and Serravezza. Blocks of this stone in 
the National Museum show a good surface and high polish. _ It is 
a beautiful stone, and the name black and gold well describes it. The 
Portor marble, from the Monte d' Arma quarries, is a breccia of frag-
ments of black iimestone with a yellowish cement. This is inclined 
to break away in the process of dressing, thus rendering the produc-
tion of a perfect surface impossible without much filling. 
Black marble.-A fair variety of this material is brought from the 
Colonnata quarries. The stone is not so dark as the Belgian black, 
nor does it admit of so high a polish. · 
Breccia marble.-The breccia marbles from Gragnana and Serravezza 
I have never seen in use in this country, though they are stated to be 
imported to a slight extent. 'rhe first-named consists of small bluish-
white fragments cemented closely by a chalk-red cement, while the 
second variety has both white and red fragments similarJy cemented. 
The Yellow marbles of Verona aud Gragnana are entirely different in 
appearance from those of Siena, being rather of a brownish hue, and 
taking only a dull polish. They are compact rocks, exce11ently adapted 
for decorative work. The so-called red marble from the Castel Poggio 
quarries is rather a chocolate color, dull in polish, but pleasing to the 
eye. 
Ruin marble.-This is a very compact yellowish or drao limestone, 
the beds of which appear to have been fractured in every conceivable 
direction hy geological agencies, after which the resultant fragments 
have become recemented by a calcareous or ferrugenous cement. The 
rock is therefore really a breccia, although the proportional amount of 
B. 1\1ie. 170, p. 2-31 
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cement is very small, and the actual dis,placement of the various par-
ticles but slight. When cut and polished the slabs ha've somewhat the 
appearance of mosaics, representing the ruins of ancient castles or 
other structures. Hence the name of " ruin marble." The locality as 
given by Delesse, is in the environs of Florence, Italy, at .the bridge 
of Rignaud, valley of the Siene. 
rµ_l 
(8) JAPAN. 
Stone is but little used as· yet in Japan for purposes of ·c~nstruction, 
Granite, trachyte, and tra,chyte'. tuff are said to be used for foundations, 
temple stairs, gate-ways, sea-walls, and battlement~, but the super-
structures are nearly always of wood, this material being preferred on 
account of its_ cheapness.* A variety of marbles and other stones, suit-
able for decorative purposes, are found in_ Mino and Hitachi provinces, 
and quite a complete series of these have been received at the National 
Museum. · Those from Mino are white, reddish, blue-gray, and nearly 
black, with white fossils. They are often beautifu11y brecciated. One 
of the finest varieties from Hitachi province has a nearly white' ground-
mass, traversed by a net-work of fine bluish lines like the Italian bar-
diglio. Other colors are pure white, white with greenish veins and 
blotches, caused by a talcose mineral. There · is also quite a series of 
dark greenish, sometimes nearly black, rocks, variously spotted with 
elongated crystals of black ampbibole, and which are evidently steatite 
or agalmatolite. They are catalogued merely as marbles, and as yet no 
opportunity has arisen for an accurate determinati_on of their .r;nineral 
composition. 
(9) MEXICO. 
Mexican onyx.-This beautiful stone, which, however, is not a true 
onyx, but a travertine, occurs, according to M. Barcena,t in extensive 
deposits in several localities in Mexico, but that at present most worked 
is located in the neighborhood of Tecali, State of Puebla. As here 
found, the rock is interstratifi.ed with "argillaceous calcareous rocks," 
marls, and sands. It is of a fine even grain, close surface, and permits 
of a very high polish. Its colors are varied; greeu,.red,' amber, yellow, 
through all shades to white, beautifully veined and mottled, are com-
mon. It is translucent, and the colorless varieties quite transparent 
in slices not over one-fourth inch in thickness. I am informed by Sig-
nor Aguilera, of the Mexican Geological Commission that slabs 2 feet 
ill diameter and one-fourth inch in thickness have been used as window-
panes in the building of the University of Mexico, and with beautifol 
effect. The same gentleman also informs me that the ordinary varie-
tie of the stone are so common and little esteemed in the vicinity of 
the quarries, that th rough blocks are utilized by the natives in build-
* Official Catalogue, Japanese Section, Interuat. Ex., Philadelphia, 1B76. 
t Proc . .A.cad, Nat. ciences, 1876. , ·· 
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ing the walls of their houses. It was from this fact that the locality 
derived its name, '' Tecali," meaning in the Mexican tongue a stone 
house, being from the two words tetl (stone) and calli (house). 
The collection of these marbles in the National Museum shows them 
to be the most beautiful of their kind known, excelling even the cele-
brated " Oriental alabaster" from Algeria and Egypt. At present it 
is quarried only in an itinerant way, by the natives, who show wonder-
ful skill in shaping it into small ornaments, which they sell to tourists. 
Rough blocks of small size are shipped to New York, where they are 
sawn into tops for light furniture, and which bring very high prices. 
With the opening up of railroads in Mexico we may expect systematic 
quarrying to be commenced, and that the price of the cut stone win be 
so reduced as to permit of its coming into more .general use.* 
.The composition · of the lighter variety of the stone as given ,by Bar-
cena is as follows : 
Per ceBt. 
Lime .. _ .•........ . ...... __ •• __ ... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55. 00 
Magnesia........................ . ..................... 1. 25 
Water, oxide of iron, and manganese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. 10 
Carbonic acid .............•••...•• • ••.................. 42.40 
Sulphuric acid...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 1. 25 
(10) SPAIN AND PORTUGAL. 
This country possesses a great amount and variety of . stone suitable 
f.or building and ornamental work, but, so far as we are aware, only a 
fow of the marbles and limestones are exported to this country and 
need be referred to here. 
There is stated to be a zone of crystalline marbles of white, yellow, 
and flesh. color, which extends through the · provinces of Estrem oz, 
Borba, and Villa Vigosa; a black variety with white veins also occurs 
at Monte Claros. These are all susceptibl~ of a good polish, and blocks 
of large size can be obtained. The beds belong to the Laurentian 
formations. In Vianna, Alrito, Po;rtel, and the mountains of Ficalho 
other marbles are found of the same general character. The rocks of 
the Jurassic and Cretaceous formations also furnish a large quantity of 
material for building and ornamental use. This is , especially the case 
at Coimbra, Figueira ,da Foz, Cintra, and Pero Pinheiro. At Cintra 
the limestones have been metamorphosed by the adjoining granites, 
while those of Pero Pinheiro were likewise metamorphosed by the vol-
canic rocks of the suburbs of Lisbon.t 
One of the finest of the above-mentioned marbles, and one which is 
much used in the United States, is the yellow, from Estremoz. This is 
known commercially as Lisbon marble. In color and texture · it is al-
most identical with the cel~brated Italian Siena, with which it favorably 
* Two beautiful large slabs of this stone may be seen among the Grant' relics 
in the National Museum. · 
t Port., Spec. Cat. Dept. I, n,. III, IV,. and v; International Exhibit, 1876, p. 29-30,., 
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compares. A peculiar stone from this same locality is white with 
streaks and blotches of a blood-red color. It is more peculiar than 
beautiful. The marbles of Pero Pinheiro are of mottled white and 
pink-almost red-color, fine grained and compact. They are said to 
have been extensively used in Lisbon, where they have proved very 
durable. Other marbles that perhaps need especial mention are the 
breccias from Serra da Arrabida and Oh odes, Saragossa Province. The 
first named is composed of rounded and angular pebbles of a gray, drab, 
black, and red color, embedded in a dull red paste. In a general way it 
resembles the breccia from Montgomery County, Md., but has less 
beauty. The Ohodes stone is composed of very angular fragments, of 
a black color, in a reddish-brown paste. The proportion of paste to the 
fragments is -very ]arge and much filling is necessary in polishing. 
Fine, compact marbles of dull reddish hues, often veined with drab, oc-
cur in Pannella province. Others that may be mentioned are the red 
and yellow mottled. marbh's of Murcia province, the black of Alicante 
province, and the black white- ,..,.eined breccias of Madrid. A fine 
translucent alabaster is also included in the collections from Saragossa 
province. 
A very full series of these stones was exhiuited at the Centennial 
Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876, and from there was transferred to 
the National Museum. 
D.-GRANITIO ROOKS. 
(1) EGYPT. 
Granite of Syene.-The now well-known red granite, formerly called 
f4yenite, from near Syene, Egypt, and from which was constructed the 
numerous obelisks of the Egyptians, is represented in the Museum col-
lections by a block some 10 inches long by 5 inches broad, and which was 
presented by the late Commander H. H. Gorringe. The block was at 
one time a portion of one of these obelisks, as it was found during the 
excavations preparatory to the removal of the obelisk now in Central 
Park, New York, from Alexandria. The rock, which is very coarse, is 
, ~f a general· reddish color and is composed of large crystals of red and 
whitish feld~_pars int~rm~ed with clear, glassy qu~r.tz and coal-blaGk 
. mica and h9rnblen<le. 'Some of the rt;d ·feldspars are _very,, large, ex-
ceeding an inch in length. The original so1Ir~e o{ the granite is state,d 
to have been Upper Egypt, where it occupies large tracts between the 
fir.,t cataract of the Nile and the town of Assona:p, the ancient Syene. 
It was quarried by the Egyp~~ans as far back as one thousand three 
hu_mlred year:s before the Christian era and has been fashioned into 
obeli 'k , arcophagi, and colossal statues J.nn_umerable.* T.\]e block in 
* eo Hn11, op cit., p. 51; also Gorringe's "The Egyptian Obeli~k," N: , Y., 1 . , pr 
Jour. ~eol. oc. 0£1 ;Lonclon, Vol..,vII, 1850-'51, p. ~-
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th(-) Museum collections still shows the ancient carving supposed to 
have been made upon it upwards of three thousand years ago. 
A fragment of a blue-gray horn blendic granite was also received from 
Alexandria with that described above. Its original source is not knovm. 
(2) BRITISH PROVINCES OF NORTH AMERICA. 
New Brunswick.-ln the vicinity of St. George, Kings County, occurs 
an inexhaustible ·supply of a red hornblendic intrusive granite, which is 
beginning to be extensively worked, and which has been introduced into 
the markets of the United States, where it is known as'" Bay of Fundy 
granite." In textu·re the rock is medium coarse, very like that of 
Calais and Jonesborough, ML·., from which, however, it differs in depth 
of color and in bearing horn l>lende in place of mica. It is tough and 
compact, takes a brilliant polish, and is apparently durable. An urn 
of this material in the National Museum is one of the most beautiful 
granite objects in the entire collection. The quarries now worked are 
situated about 2i miles from the town of St. George, where the rock 
occurs in rugged hills, and of varying shades of color from deep red to 
cream color or· gray, the latter colors occurring in occasional large 
patches, 20 to 40 feet across, and of indefinite length. The qvarries are 
opened along the hiJlside, where the rock js Yery conveniently jointed for 
getting out large blocks.* 
Nova Scotia.-Gray mica-bearing granites of apparently excellent 
quality, and varying in texture from medium fine .and homogeneous to 
coarsely porphyritic are quarried at Shelburne, and at Purcell's Cove, 
in Halifax County. These are exported to some extent into the United 
States. Two 12-inch cubes are in the collection of the National Mu-
seum. 
(3) SCOTLAND. 
The granites brought into tlJis country from Scotland are the coarse 
red from Peterhead, and the gray from Aberdeen. Both are. excellent 
stones and are used very largely fov monumental work, door-posts, and 
pillars in all our cities and towns. In point of beauty they are inferior 
to mauy of our native granites, but their wen-established reputation 
will lH'Obably cause their being used for many years to come. Tl1e 
Peterhead granite is stated t to weigh 165.9 pounds per cnbic'foot, and 
to be composed of quartz, orthoclase; al bite, and black mica. The Aber-
deen granite has the same composition, excepting that its triclinic feld-
spar is oligoclase in place of albite, and there js sometimes present a 
little white mica. It is of this latter stone that the city of Aberdeen 
is largely built. A coarse gray granite with large, well-defined porphy-
ritic crystal~ of pink orthoclase is also imported from Shap, in northern 
Englarnl. None of these stones have any exact counterpart among the 
granites of this country. Six small turned and polished columns of 
these are in the ·National Museum. 
* Rep. of G. F. Mathew, Geol. Snrv. of Can1:1,da, 18,6-'77, pp. 345-3-19. 
t Building Construction, p. 20. 
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E.-QU ARTZ PORPHYRIES. 
Russici.-From the Isle of Hoghland, in the Gulf of Finland, the Mu-
·seum has received a variety of quartz porphyries. These have mostly 
a dull red, very compact base, and carry large, nearly white, pinkish 
or reddish feldspars and glassy quartz in great profusion. The rocks 
acquire a good surface and poli~h, but are intensely bard. Other por-
phyritic and com pact rocks, variously called diorites, keratites, and 
porphyries, were receiYed from the district of Katharinenburg, in the 
.Urals, as noted in the accompanying catalogue of the collections. 
F.-SANDSTUNES. 
(1) BRITISH PROVINCES OF NORTH AMERICA. 
Onta.rio.-On Vert Island, Nipigon Bay, in the northern part of Lake 
Superior, 0rnre occurn au ·extem;ive deposit of sandstone of Potsdam 
age, in which quarries have been opened within a few. years, and the 
product of which has already found its way into the principal markets 
of Canada and the Lake cities of the United States. The stone is of 
fine and even grain, not distinctly laminated, hard, and of a bright red-
dish-brown color. It is said to occur in inexhaustible quantities, and 
that blocks as large as can be handled can be readily obtained. 
An 18-inch cube from this locality in the collections of the National 
Museum shows it to be one of the most attractive appearing of our red 
sandstones. It cuts to a sharp and firm edge, and every appearance 
wonlfl. indicate it to be very durable, though possibly liable to fade 
slightly on exposure. .I am informed that its hardness is such that it 
can not be sawn with sand in the usual manner, but .must be cut either 
with diamond-toothed circular saws or by means of chilled iron glob-
ules. 
A thin section of the stone submitted to microscopic examination 
shows it to consist of closely compacted grains of quartz and feldspar, 
and an occasional shred of mica interspersed with iron oxides, which 
serve as a cement and give color to the stone. The feldspars are often 
kaolinized and there is an occasional grain of calcite. 
New Brimswick and Nova Scotia.-Sandstones, varying ·in color from 
red to yel1ow and light gray with an olive-green tint, are very abun-
dant among the Lower Carboniferous rocks of Albert and Westmore-
land Counties iu the province of New Brunswick. They are, as a rule, 
soft enough to be readily cut when first quarried, but harden on expo,_ 
ure.• So far a the author is aware the only one of these varietie ex-
ten iv ly u ed in the nited States is the olive-green from Dorche ter 
llopewell, and neighboring loca,lities near Shepody Bay, at the head f 
"Dawson, Acadian Geology, p. 248. 
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the Bay of Fundy. The stone is of fine and even grain, works readily, . 
and has been used both in caryed and plain work with excellent effect 
in New York and neighboring cities. The author has had no oppor-
tunity of investigating personally the weathering properties of the 
stone. By some it is claimed as very durable, while by others it is re-
garded a~ unfit for finely-carved work exposed to · the atmosphere. It 
is probable that sufficient time has not elapsed since its introduction to 
fully show its qualities., either good or bad. Sandstones of quite simi-
lar appearance and of the same geological age are quarried in various 
parts of Nova Scotia, particularly at Saw .Mill Brook, near the bead of 
Pictou Harbor. These are exported to some extent to this country.* 
Owing to the fact that the Nova ~cotia stone was the earliest intro-
duced into our market, it has become confounded with that of New 
Brunswick, which it closely resembles, and it is eustomary to speak of 
all stone from this region as" Nova Scotia stone.'' As noted by Julien, 
however, full 95 per cent. of the imported material is, in reality, from 
Westmoreland and Albert Counties, New Brunswiek. • 
(2) SCOTLAND. 
So far as I _am awarei the only Scotch ·sandstones regularly brought 
to the. United States are .the Uorsebill stone, from near Annan, in 
pumfriessbire ;· the Ballochmile stone, from F.orfarshire, and a tldrd 
variety from Gatela'f Bridge, about 30 miles from Ballochmile, in 
Dumfriesshire. · 
Of these the Corsehill stone is of greatest importance. Samples in 
the Museum collections are of a fine ~nd even_ grain, distinctly lami-
nated, and of a bright red color. The stone is stated by the ageut~ to 
have been first introduced into this country about 1879, since which it 
has been quite exterisiv ely used for trimmings and 'general building. 
It is regarded by Julien t as a durable stone and well adapted for 
ashlar work, for carving, and for columns. The strength and chemical 
composition of th1s stone are given in the taples. 
The other varieties mentioned are of the same general appearance as 
the Oorsehill stone, and are used for the same purposes. 
As these stones are brought chiefly as ballast by v.essels sailing from 
Carlisle, England, they are knowu commercially as" Carlisle stone," re-
gardless of their true source.f 
There are in the Mnseum collections samples of other Scotch sand-
stones from quarries in Morayshire, Nairn, Oaithness, Sutherland, and 
Ross. These are all of a light color and seemingly possess no qualities 
to warrant their use in preference to ma teri ali:; ol)tainable nearer home. 
*Dawson, Acadian Geology, p. 345. 
t Rep. Tenth Census, Vol. X, p. 318. 
t J ulieu, loo. cit. 
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G.-SLATES. 
(1) CAN.AD.A.. 
Slates of excellent quality, smooth, homogeneous, and strong, and of 
green, red, purple, and blue-black colors, occur in Richmond 0ouuty, in 
the province of Quebec. These are now being quarried and are to be 
found in the principal markets of the United States. The leading 
quarries as given by Newberry* are those of the New Rockland Slate 
Company, the Melbourne Slate Company, the Rankin Hill Slate Com-
pany, and the Danville School Slate 0ompany.t Of these the writer 
has seen and examined only material from the New Rockland quarries, 
a large slab of which is in the National Museum. It is apparently of 
excellent quality. 
(2) GREAT BRITAIN. 
The finest roofing slates of Great Britain are stated by Hunt to be 
derived from the Cambrian autl Lowl·l' Siluriau . formatious of ~orth 
Wales. The Cambrian slates are stated to be generally 0f a green and 
purple color, while those of the Silurian formations vary from pale gray 
to nearly black. The stone splits with wonderful facility into very thin 
sheets, and the quarries are especially favorably situated both for work-
ing and for shipment. Material from these sources has been sent to 
every quarter of the globe, and has been more· extensively used for 
roofing than any other slate now quarried.§ 
--------------
.. Report of Judges, p '. Hi4. 
t Purther details regarding the slate areas of Canada are given in Geology of Can-
ada, 1863, pp. 830, 831. 
t Op. cit., p. 292. 
§ ~or a detailed account of the Welsh slates and the methods of quarrying see Davies 
Slate and Slate Quarrying, Crosby, Lockwood & Co., London. 
PART IV. 
APPENDIX A. 
THE QUALITIES OF BUILDING STONE .AS SHOWN BY THEIR CRUSHING 
STRENGTH, WEIGHT, RATIO OF .ABSORPTJO.N, AND CHEMIC.AL COM-
POSITION. 
(1) GENERAL REMARKS. 
The present methods of testing building stone are at best extremely 
unsatisfactory and the results obtained unreliable. In the majority of 
cases, indeed, no attempt is made to ascertain the resistance of the 
material to the action of fire, frost, or the general effects of weathering. 
This is due in part (1) to a lack of knowledge of methods by which sucll 
tests can be made, (2) to a lack of appreciation of the necessity of such 
tests, (3}toa desire on the partofquarriers to get the stoneimmediately 
upon the market without the delay necessitated by a long series of ex-
periments, (4) to the expenses attendant upon such experiments, and 
· (5) in altogether too many cases to a desire on the part of interested 
parties to sell the stone regardless of its qualities. Even the tests that 
are now applied are in many cases practically valueless, owing to a lack 
of definiteness in stating results, or our inability with our present knowl-
edge· to interpret them properly. Take for instance the chemical 
analysis of a sand stone as ordinarily given. This shows tlle presence 
of certain percentages of iron oxides, alumina, lime, and silica, but we 
have no means of knowing in just what conditions these substances ex-
ist; whether the iron occurs as a hydrous or anhydrous oxide, is con-
fined wholly to the cementing material, or is a constituent of the vari-
ous minerals composing the stone itself. The same may be said re-
garding at least a part of the silica, alumina, and lime. These diffi-
culties may be in part avoided if the analysis is supplemented b,v a 
microscopic examination, whereby is ascertained the mineralogical nat-
ure of the stone, its structure, and the freedom from decomposition of 
its constituent parts. And indeed as a rule it may be said that while 
the analysis of any stone is of interest in a general way, it fails com· 
pletely to give more than a~ approximate idea of its value for construct-
ive purposes. Any analysis should al wayR be preceded by a micro-
scopic examination, and if the results of such examination should show 
it to be essential this should be followed by a pulverization and me-
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chanical separation of the mineral constituents, which may iu their 
turn be in part or wholly subjected to analysis. 
Strength and ratio of absorption.-The test of compressive strength 
is at the present time the principal test to which a stone is put to a~cer-
certain its adaptibility to any particular kind of structural application. 
The value of the results are,. it seems to the author,. greatly overesti-
mated. It is a rule among builders never to place a stone where it will 
be subject to more than one-tenth the pressure it has shown itself capa-
ble of bearing by actual experiment. Even under these circumstances 
there is scarcely a stone in the market that would not be found when 
. freshly quarried strong enough . for all ordinary purposes of construc-
tion. The problem is not what will a selected and carefully prepared 
. sample of the stone bear to-day, but what wrn it bear after many sea-
sons' exposure to beat and frost, · For all ordinary purposes of con-
struction the excess of strength of any stone over 15,000 pounds per 
square inch is: of little value excepting so far as it deuotes density, and 
hence greater resistance to atmospheric influences. 
The size of 'the cubes tested and the methods used in their prepara. 
tion are matters that need consideration in making comparisons of results 
in any series of experiments. General Gillmore fouud * that witbi11 
certain limits "the compressive resistance of cubes per square inch of 
surface under pressure increases in the ratio of the cube roots of the 
sides of the respective cubes, expressed in . inches." Thus a series of 
cubes varying in size from one-fourtb inch to 4 inches square were found 
to give results varying from 4,992 pounds to 11,720 pounds per square· 
iuch of surface. It naturally follows that ambitious dealers desiring 
any stone to show great power of resistance would select the larger sized 
cubes to be experimented upon. That the method of preparing a cube 
to be experimented upon is of moment will become apparent when we 
consider that in the process of dressiug .a small sample by hammer and 
chisel it becomes :filled to a greater or less extent with small fractures 
and hence will break under less strain than though carefully sawn out 
and ground down to a smooth and even surface. t 
*'Report on compressive strength, etc., of building stone, Ann. Rep. Chief of Engi-
neers, 1875. 
tThe author ventures to submit the. following scheme for testing .stone in addition 
to the chemical methods already alluded to . . It a ims to accomplish in the course of 
a few weeks results such as would be brought about by natural weathering in per-
haps as many years. 
Let six samples of the stone, all from the 1,ame bed and so far as can be determined 
all exactly alike, be selected and dressed by sawing and grinding (never by hammer 
and chisel) to a uniform size, say 2-incb cubes. From not less than three of the e 
let the ratio of absorption be ascertained by weighing, imm ersing in water for not 
le s than twenty-four hours, and reweighing. Take two of the cubes and ascertain 
their cru bing strength when dry; two more and in like manner ascertain their crush-
ing s ·rength when saturated with water, say after twenty-four hours' immersion 
though a longer time would be preferable. Take the two remaining cubes and, 
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The specific gravity or density of stone havin·g been considered by 
many as sufficiently indicative of their strength to be authoritative, the 
series of tests given below were made by Dr. Bohme. The results ob-
t:;i,ined seem to show that while with limestones this might be true, with 
sandstones such tests could not be relied upon. A moment's reflection 
will be sufficient to show us the cause of .this, &i:nce the strength of any 
stone, which ·is but an aggregate of minerals, is necessarily dependent 
not upon the hardness, density, or toughness of the individual miner-
als themselves, but upon the tenacity with which they adhere to cne 
another. (See ante p. 306.) 
(a) Limestone with a specific gravity of 2.68. 
. . . samples . . 
. Five 'dry 
samples. 
- - - ---1- --- -
· • ~-I .Five wet .. 
L?west strength .. .... . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .... ... . .. . .. ... .. . . 7, 154.16 
Highest strength . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 9, 984. 54 
(b) Limestone with a specific gravity· of 2. 70. 
7,267.95 
10,581.91 
Eleven .wet . Eleven dry 
samples. _ . . samples. 
8,050.22 
10,738.36 
( c) Limestone with a specific gravity of 2. 71. 
8,050.2~ 
12,515.80 
.. Six.wet ..... &Xe dry ·· 





after careful weighing, saturate them with water, and · subject t!tern to freezing and 
thawing by artificial temperatures; weighing . them again, at the conclusion of the 
experimentsi to learn the loss of material, if any. Aft~r the freezing tests are con-
cluded the same cubes should, in their saturated condition, be submitted to crushing 
tests. By a comparison of the results thus 'afrived at it Is believed a better knowl-
edge of the durability of any stone could be obtained than would be possible iu any 
other way than by the actual exposure of the stone for a peri9,d of many yeats. 
Where stones are to be subjected to the action of th~ acid gases of cities or liabl.e to 
be subjected to high temperatures from burning buildings, artificial atmospheric and 
fire tests can readily be applied after the plan adopted by Professor Winchell (Geol. 
of Minn., final rep., Vol. r). The actual cost of such a series of experiments need not 
necessarily be great after the apparatus has once been established. Had such a series 
been inaugurated by the National Government yea.rs ago, we might have been spared 
the infliction of the painted walls of the White House and Capitol. 
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( d) Limestone with a specific gravity of 2. 72. 
. 
- ---· .............. Lowest strength ...••...... ............. 





(e) Sandston e with a specific gravity of 2.54. 
Wet sam-
ples. 
No. 1 .. __ ... ___ .. __ ....... _ . _ .... ___ .. . . . .. ... .. . . . --.. -.. --- . 12,487.40 
No. 2 .• _ •••••••••• _ ••. __ • _ •• __ • . ..•. • .. -- . ---... --- . ---.. - 15,488.80 
( f) Sandstone with a specific gravity of 2.56. 
No. l ...•••......••. _ ...• __ •........... 
No. 2 .••••••••.••••••.••.•.• ••••.•••••• 






(g) Sandstone with a specific gravity of 2.59. 
Wet sam-
ples. 
No. l ..•...•• - •. - - - - •. - - - - - . - - - - · · • · - - · . - -.... -.. ----... -. 8,932.04 
No. 2 ........... - . - - - ...... - - - -· · · - - - · · · -.. - ---. -----... --. 11,051.27 
No.3 ...•••.••••. ---- ..••.. -----· .•.•.. . 17,224.45 . -. -... -. --.. -.. -... 
See Am. Arch., November 4, 1882. 
(2) MODULUS OF ELASTICITY. 
Five dry 
sarnples. 















By the term modulus of elasticity is understood the amount of force i11 
pounds requisite to stretell a bar of any material 1 iucll square to twice 
its original length, provided the rate of stretch could coutiuue uniform 
throughout the trial without the ureaking of the material. 'fhe 111.oditlus 
of rupture is tlle force requi::;ite to ureak a similar bar 1 inch square 
resting upon supports 1 iuch apart, the load being applied in t.be mid· 
dle. 
So far as the writer ha been able to learn, but few tests of this natur 
have be n made upon stone. The followiug are from the report of l\lr. 
T. H. Johnson.• 
• R~p. State Geol. of lnt.lia.na., 18811 p. 4fi. 
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It will be noticed that there is a strong discrepancy in favor of sawn 
over tool-dressed stone. 
Kind of stone. Modulus of Modulus of Crushing ruptur~. ela1,ticity. strength. 
Oolite limestones, Indiana, tool dressed,. . _ .... 1,477 2,679,475 7,857 
Oolite limestones, Indiana, sawnt ....... _ ... 2,338 4,889,480 12,675 
Granite, Hallowell, Me., tool dressedt ... _ . ... 1,754½ 2,511,800 ..... - ............ - .. -
Sandstones, Ohio, sawn§ .. _._ .... _ ............ 479 398,234 ......... ·----· 
Compact limestones, Indiana, sawn II ......... 2,825 6,300,000 16, 31'2 
* Average of twelve determinations. 
t Average of four determinations. 
§Average of five determinations. 
II Average of four determinations. 
t Average of two determinations. 
(:3) TABLE SIIOWING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY, STRENGTH PER SQUARE INCH, WEIGHT PER CUBIC FOOT AND RATIO OF 
ABSORPTION OF STONES 01<' VARIOUS KINDS. · ' 
Kind of stone. Locality. 
. Stn·ngth I S eci:fic I Weight !Ratio of 
Sizebof \Position.\ pe~ square g~avity. per cubic ab.sOI])· 
cu e. mch. foot. t10n. 
Remarks. 
Biotite granite (1) ••• • • • Niantic, Conn .••••••••••.. 
Do .. .•.......... .. .... . do ... .. . 
Gneiss .... . . ... ....... . Sachemshead, Conn •...... 
Hornblendo bioti te Greenwich, Conn ....... . 
gneiss. 
Biotite granite......... New London, Conn ...... . 
Do ......... ..... . ...... do . ................ . 
Do............... Millstone Point, Conn .••.. 
Do ............... Mystic River, Conn ...... . 
Do .................... . do .............. .. . . 
Do .........•.•••. Stony Creek, Conn ...... . 
Do . ........•.... .. ..... do .................. . 
Granite ............ .... Milford, Conn ..•.•..••.. 
Do ..................... do ••••...•.•••...... 
Biotite granite ••••... . Vinalhaven, Me .......... . 
Do .......•••.......... do ......•............ 
Do .. ..•••.. . .... . .... .. do .......... . ....... . 
Do ... ................ . do .................. . 
Do ... ..•..•..... . ..... do ................. . 
Do ... ........... . , Fox Island (VinalbaTen), 
Me. 













{ 5. 93 X 
5. 93 X 
5. 97. 










Bed ... . 
Bed .. . 





{ Beet .... 
~!!~.:· 
~ ....... . 
l 5 .. 
Bed ... . 
Bed .· .. . 
:Bed . . . 
Bed ... . 
R~·::::::::::::::1 g~r!f1~~.~~·:::::::::::\ ~ \--~~~:::: 
Do .........•..... Jone·sboro, Me .. ................... . ... .. .... . 
















































..,½.; Burst suddenly; pores supposed 
filled with red pigment. 
~h Burst suddenly .....• 
m ...... do ............................. . 
. . . . . . . . A vernge of two determinations; 
broke suddenly without cracking. 
: : : : : : : : I. ~~~~di~~~en.l!. ~i~~~~·t· ~~~c~i~~::: 
Average of two determhiations; 
broke suddenly without cracking. 
..... : : : I. ~~~~dos~~~.e.~l.~ ~~~~~~·t· ~~~.c.~i~.~::: 
2. 645 J 165. 4 I ~h I Bnrst suddenly ..... . 



















.A. verage of two determinations; 
broke suddenly without cracking . 
.A. verage of two determinati ,ns ..... 
Finely mal'ked; bluish . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Finely marked ..................... . 
Average of six determinations ; 
boldl_y marked; resembling fine 
hl'eccia. 
Burst sudtlenly ... _ ... ·-· ......... _. . 
.Average of two determination1:1; 
boldly marked; resembling fine 
breccia, 
: : : : : : : : 1 · :a,i{.;~1~;cici.e~iy.::::::::::::::::::::. 
2. 750 , · .. iii: 9. · 1:::::::: 1 ·A ;~~age of . tw~ .. tiete;~{~~ti·~~s; . 























































Do.......... . ... Hewitt's Island, Me •..•.. 
Do-.: .. '. · . . .. : ·.... Hurricane Island, Me ..... ,. 




Do .. : ·. · .. · ... :.· ... . ...... do .... . ...•.......... 2 
Granite ................ Huron Island, Mich ..... . 
Do .... · ..... · ........... do ......... ; ...•.... 
2 
2 
Do . ............. . ...... do .................. . 2 
Hornblende granite... East Saint Cloud, Minn .. . 2 
Do ...... ·.·......... Saint Cloud, Minn ..... .. . 2 
Do .••• : •..... . ·. :. . . East Saint Cloud, Minn .. . 2 
·no .. ~.-.--.-.. -.-.· ........... do ........ .......... . 2 
Do ...•... -.: ...... Watab,Minn ...•.... ~ ... . 2 
Do ........ · ............. do ....... . ......... . 2 
Do .•.. ::: •....... Sauk Rapids, Minn .•...... 2 
Do .•.... : •....... Beaver Bay, Minn ....... . 2 
Biotite granite......... Port Deposit, Md ..•...... 2 
Do .................... . do ................. . 2 
Hornblende granite... Cape Ann, Mass .......•.. 
Do .................... do ........••..•...... 
2 
2 
Do ............... Rockport, Mass ..•••.•... . 2 
Do ............... Quincy, Mass 
Do .................... do ............. ..... . 
2 
2 
Biotite granite........ Fall River, Mass .•••...... 2 
Granite...... . . . . . . . . . . Monson, Mass ........... . { 7.6 X 
7.4 
Biotit~:~~~~~::::::::: 1 · ~~~n:~ ;_ H 
{ 6 X 6.1 X 
7½ 
2 
Biotit~;~~~~: ~:::::::: 1 · t~d!~i~: j: t:::::::::: 





Granite 1 ...••••••.... . I North River, N. Y ....... . 2 
Bed .... 
Edge .. 
Bed ... . 
Bed ... . 
Bed ... . 
Edge .. 
5 Bed· .... 
) Edge .. 
5 Bed .. ·. 
t Edge .. 
5 Bed .... 
t Edge •• 
5Bed ... 
t Edge .. 
{Bed . .. 
~:i~.:: 
5Bed ... . 
t Edge .. 
5 Bed .... 
t Edge .. 
{ Bed .... 
~!!~.:: 
Bed ... . 
Bed ... . 
5 Bed ... . 
"I. Edge .. 
5 Bed .... 
t Edge .. 
}Bed ... 
}Edge . . 
Bed .. . 
Bed ... . 
Bed ... . 
Bed .... 
5 Edge .. 
"/.Bed ... . 
Gneiss ........••.•..... Madison avenue, N. Y. ... 2 Bed ... . 
Do .................... do....... . ...... 2 Edge .. 
Granite...... . . . . . . . . . . Chaumont Bay, N. Y...... 2 Bed ... . 
Biotite granite . . . . . . . . Westerly, R.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Bed ... . 
Do ..................... do ...............•. :-.................... . 















































































..... do ............................ . 
·:sti~st sud<l~iiiy·.-.::::::::::::::: :: : :: 
S'plitoff considerably before bursting. 
!1:/:::.:::: ~:::: :::::: ::: : : : ::: : :: : :: : ~~:: 
-s-h Soaked a week for absorption ...... . 




·--.--------·· ................... _ ........... .. 




2. 720 170 .....•. . Coarse; strongly dashed with black. 
2. 720 170 . • . . . . . . .A. verage of two determinations .... . 
...... .... ....... ... . .. . . .. . Broke suddenly without cracking .. . 
.................................. do ............................. . 





























: : :~~:I·:::~:::::::~:.-::·:·:~~:~:~~~~~~~~;: 
· 1l½o-
Used in inside of new capitol, Al· 
bany, N. Y. 
·1l½o-1· ............. ~ ...................... . 
. . . • . Cracked before bursting ........... . 
. . . . . . . . Broke suddenly without cracking .. . 
. . . . . . . . Cracked before. bursting .......... . 
1 . 
TI!'T •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••. 
rt.; Soaked a week for absorption ...... . 
Broke suddenly without cracking .. . 
...... . ............. ··-· --- -··---- · ------






























































(3) TABLE SHOWING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY, STRENGTH PER SQUARE INCH, ETc.-Continuecl. 
. f I Strength I S 'fi I Weight !Ratio ofi Size O Position. per square pee~ c per cubic absorp. 
cube. inch. gravity. foot. tion. 
~-· ~ - 1-------1 




Biotite granite ......... Westerly, R. I .......... . 
Do . ..... . ........ Richmond, Va .... ....... . 
Do ........ .. ........... do ... . ....... . ...... . 
2 
2 rBed ... . :j3ed .... 
2 ........... 
Hornblende granite . .. . Bay of Fund~', New Bruns· 
wick. 
2 Bed ... 
Diauaso ........ ....... . Now Haven, Conn ....... . 
Gabbro ..... ....... .... Duluth, Minn .... . ....... . 
Do . .................... do ...... . ........... . 
2 {Edge . . Bed . . 
2 itN~.: : 2 
Gab bro 1 • • . . • . • • . . • • • ••••. do . . . . . . . ... ...... . 2 { Bed .... Edge . . 
]l)iabn~o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taylor's Falls, Minn ..... . 
].al.m1tlorite (massive) . Beave1· Bay, Minn ....... . 
2 { Bt>d . . 
Ed5e . . 
2 { Be .... Edge .. 
Diauase. .............. . N ear Duluth, Minn ..•... 
Do ........ ...... ,Jersey City Heights, N . .r. 
2 { Bed ... . Edge .. 
2 Bed 
Do . ... . . . . . . . . . . . Pompton, N . .r ...... ..... . 2 Bed 
Do . ...... '. . . . . . . . Goose Creek, Loudoun 1 
County, Va. 
].imestone fmarble]. . . . Canaan, Conn ............•............ 
Dolomite· .......... ... Joliet, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .Bed . 
Limestone L.... . ..... Quincy, lll...... .......... 2 Bed ... . 
:DolomYt~ :::::::::::::: L~~::t,·nc:::::::::::::: ~ ~~8~.:: 
l,imesfo~·a": ::: : :: ::. : :. i>~tn~~~·iu~. To.a.·:.::: :: : .... : ...... --~~!~. :: 
Do ... ...... .... Greens burgh, Ind ..... ... ..... .............. . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Near Saint Paul, Ind ...... . .................. . 
Do. ...... ....... HlllITison County, Ind .... . ............. .. ... . 


































2. 646 165. 6 
2. 630 16!.4 
2. 727 170. 6 
2. 600 162. 6 
2,600 162. 5 
... · 2f:soo 175 
2. 802 175. 1 
3. 000 187. 5 
2. 704 169 
3. 005 187. 8 
3.03 189. 5 
............. ... ... . . ... . 
Average of two determinations ..... . 
-:rh / Broke suddenly without cracking .. . 
.A. verage of three determinatious ; 
broke suddealy without c· acking. 
A.. verage of two determinations 
. 1. / 5 Wax.v loo kin~. l.iaYing a resinous i 
"!l"~ll" ~ luster; burst ,:;mltlenly. 5 




Very dark color; average of two de. 
tel'minations . 
~ver1ge of three tests, taken from 
nea1 the surface. 
... . i: 56 .. r ··iilo ... · 1·. ··~. · 1 ·.A.~e·r~g~ ~i tb;·~e- trials·i b1~;~t~ith: . 
2. 670 I 160. 6 ,h 
2.510 156. 9 "7\ 
2. 6<l5 . 165. 3 n 
2. 645 165. 3 TI~ 
Cr°:st~!t~~~t~.'oud explosion ....... . 
.... . . do .........................•••.. 
Burst without cracking . . .. ....... . 
...... do ........... . 
166. 36 rtll" 
169. 98 rh 
168. 09 -:rh 
149. 59 ,},, 






















Geology of Indiana, 
18~, p. 98. 
Geology of Indiana, 
1878,p. 90. 
Geology of Indiana, 
1878, p. 91. 
Geology of Indiana., 
1878, p. 95. 
Geology of Indiana., 



























Do. ·-- - ..... . ... · 1 Bloomington, Ind .....•.•. , ......... . 




tr::;::::< =~tb:~·::::::); ::::::: [ :::::; 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do . . ...... ....... .... .. .. •. 
Do . .................. . do . . ... . .....•.•.............. 
·I-" 
-::i 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem, Ind .... ............ ... . 
Limestone1 ........... Bardstown, Ky.... . ...... 2 
-0 
~ Dolom:t:~ . · ;~~;~~~; j. ~~~.-:a~·s·:::::: : : : : : : : : : 
l--:' 
I Do ............... 1 .••.. . do ....••............ 
I 
~ Do ............... 1 •••... do .................. . 
2 
{ 5. 91X 
5.92X 
5. 92 
{ 5. 91 X 
5. Ol X 
5. 90 
{ 5. 89X 
6.00 X 
5. 90 
Dolomite ............. . I . . .... do ....... ..... ...... . { 5.9 X 5.9J X 
5. 90½ 
Do ... ...... ...... l .•.. . . do { 5. 93 X 5. 93 X 
5. 93 
Dolomite. [ Marble l .. . I ... . .. do •...... ............ 
Limesif :.e. 1.::::::::: :. : · \. ~~'.1J10e~~~-. ~~~~::::::: ·:: 
Do.............. Lime Island, Mich ...... . 
{ 5. 92 X 





Dolomite .............. I Frontenac, Minn .. ...... . 2 
Do. Stillwater, Minn . ..... ... . 2 
Do .............. ·1 Winona, Minn ........... · 
Dolomitic limestone ... Red Wing, Minn ......... . 




Do Kasota, Minn . 2 
.Do ....... ........ I Mantorville, Minn . ...... . 2 











Ed8e .. { Be ... 
Edge .. 
{Bed .... 
Ed8e .. {Be .... 
Ed8e .. j Be .... 
Edfe .. 
iBe .... 
























































r;"o ·u;~a" ·io~. i~ui~~ine· ·:mci' . .i>ortia~ci 
Canal. 
Geolo~y of Indiana, 
1878, p. 95. 
Geology of IndillJla, 









2.67 I 166.9 I -rJtr l ...... do ............................. . 
Sustained maximum load of test. ....... .. . , ........... · ....... 5 ~ng.machine without apparent in. 
{ Jury. 
Do. 




2.34 146. 3 
2.54, 159 
2.421 151. 3 
2. 762 172. 6 
2. 450 153. l 
2. 595 162. 2 
2.567 160.4 
2.519 157.4 
2. 310 144. 3 













:Flaked off along one edge .......... . Do. 
Crushed suddenly with r eport ...... . Do. 
Burst into fragments suddenly ..... . Do. 
5 Effect of loading, slight :flaking of I l Do 
l one face of block ; did not break. 5 • 
1 Sustained maximum load of test· 1 !n~·machine without perceptible Do. lDJUry. · 
Average of two trials ........... . ... Gillmore. 
Burst without cracking . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
.A. verago of three trials; burst with· Do. 
out e;racking. 
. -... -.. -..... -. ,: -. -...... , . --.. -.. -.. . . -- . 




































(3) TABLE SHOWING THE SPECIFIC GRA V1TY, STRENGTH PER SQUARE INCH, E'rc.-Continued. 
.Kind of stone. Locality . Size of Position. per square pee. c percubic absorp-
. 
1 1 
Strength I S iii I Weight !Ratioof 
cube. inch. gravity. foot. tion. 
. Remarks. Authority. 
- - -------l------ --=---1---1---1---- 1---1---1------------- --- - ----
Limestonef ·---- · · --·-· Billiogs,ille, Mo . . ·-··---· 
Inchea. 
2 
DO---·--····----- do -·---· -······--·· 
Do . . ---·-- -- ··-· · Cun ton, MO.-----·---·---· 
Magnesiau limestone . _ Glen's Falls, N. Y - - - . - - . . 
Do- ------ -- ---··- ·----·do------··--··--··-- · 
Do--·----··---·-- Lake Champlain, N. Y._ •. 
Do · -----··--····· ··- ---dO-·-·····-··-· ····--
DO------·-----··· Canaiioharie, N.Y ·---·· ·· 
DO----·--·-·-···- ----- -do · ··------·--·--·---
Limestonef ...... --···· Kingston, N. Y _. -- · -·- __ _ 
DO----·-·-------- ·--- -- dO - --·-·---·-- -- ·- -·-
DO--·---·--··--·-- Garrison's Station, N. Y .. 
Do- · -------····-- ··--- ·do-----------···-···· 
Do·-·····-··-······ ·-· do··-· ---------··----
~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _ ~.i~~cfg1_s~~~·. ~: ~::::::: 
Dolomite. r:Marble).-- Tuckahoe, N. Y--··-······ 
Bituminous dolomite __ ., Marblehead, Ohio . ·-·--- __ 
Limes tone. [Marble] . Montgomery County, Pa_, { 
Do. - . - ......• _ ... I. __ . . do . _ . . ............... I { 
Do .. ___ _ . __ .. ___ . L- _ --. do - .. - . . - . - - . -.... - - - i { 
Do ..•.. --····- · ·'-·--- -do . .. ··- · ·· ---······ ·! { 
Do . ... . ·--·-·-·-·1·-····do--····--· ·--·· ·--··I { 
Do .... _ .•.•. _ . - - . I ... _ .. do ---- - - . . -- - -. . -- -.. 1 { 

















































Bed. __ _ 
~~Ne_:: 
Bed · -- · 
Edge --




}End -- . 
? ~Bed .... 


































































'1'3 Burst without cracking . -...•..• - .. -
jy; ···--·do_ •. • . . · ·-·············· ··-·- -· 
1":J Average of four trials- .•••........• 
. . - . . . • • Burst without cracking . _ .•....••••• 
-- ... - - .••.. _.do .. _ ...• "·-·· ...•••. . .......•. 
-··--··· ... _ .. do- ... ······ · · - ···············-
·-- · ·-·· ...... do·-············-······-···-···· 
··-····· .•.... do ............ . 
· ·-···-· ·--···do ......... . ......... · - -· · --···--
·-- · · , •.... - .. do . --· ......... . 
·-···--· -····-do . .... . 
.••...... ... _.do - · ·-. ·--· 
..•..... ·-- - · -do . _ .. ·---·-···- -- ·- ...... · ·-··-
····. - .. Average of three trials.-· .. - .. - - .... 
--·-. - - - Burst without cracking. -..... ···- ·-
-· - · · · · - .. . . do .... - . ...... ·--·- · ····-- · ···-
A verage of four trials; burst with-
out cracking. 
l r I Average of tbree trials- __ .... _ ... _ . 
·--·-···-·11 ·-···--···1········ 1-··· · ·--··· · ······ ···········-········ 
5 Probablereductionin strength from 
1 uneven bearing. 
~ Failed immediately after :first signs 
1 of rapid yielding. 
No signs of failure till block burst __ 




























































Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Dorset, Vermont.... . . . . . . 2 
Do .. .. . ............... . do................... 2 
Limestone 1 . • • . • • • . • . . • Door Uounty, W"is.. . . . . . . 2 




Bed ... . 








Do ....... ..... ~.. Big Sturgeon Bay, Wis... 2 Bed.... 21, 500 
Do........ ...... . ... do................... 2 Edge.. 16,687 
Limestone (Tertiary) .. Caen, France . .. . .. . ...... 2 Bed.... 3,550 
Limestone. [Marl>le] . Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Bed.... 12,156 
i;;: d t M.d.dl t c 9 f Bed.... 6, 950 ~ , an s ono . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 e own, onn..... . . . ~ l Edge . . 5, 550 5 
Do . ... . .......... Portland, Conn.... ... ... 2 Bed.... 4-, 945 
Do . .... . ......... East Long Meadow, Mass. . . . . ...... . . . ..... .. 8,812 
Do .... .. ........ Marquette, Mich......... 2 Bed.... 6,165 
Do ..................... do ......... ,.. ....... .2 Edge. . 5,550 
lJo ..................... do................... ·2 Bed . .. 6,323 
Do ..•............•.... clo ..... ...• ... ... .... 2 Edge.. 5,240 
D H . kl M. . 2 5 Bed.... 19, 000 l o . ... ·· ·· · ···· ·· me ey, wn · ··· ······ l Edge.. 17,500 5 
{Bed.... 14,250 < Do . .............. I Near Fort Snelling, Minn. 
Do .. ... ....•..... I Dresbach, Minn . ... .... .. 
Do ..........•.... I Jordan, Minn . .......... • . 
Do ..........•.... 1 Fond du.Lao, Minn ..... . 
Do ....•....•..... I Jordan, Minn ............ . 
Do .............. . 1 Dakota, Minn ........... . 
Do ............... 1 Taylor's Falls, Minn ... . . . 
Do ... ........... · 1 Kasota, Minn . . 
Do............... . . do ..... . 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lfron tenao, .Minn ........ . 
Do ..................... do .... . . 
Quartzite ..•.•.••...... ! Pipe Stone, Minn ...... .. . 
Sandatone ..••......... Warrensburgh, Mo ..••... 
Do............... Bellville, N. J ..••• ........ 















t Edge.. 20,000 > 
5 Bed.... 6,500 { 
l Edg., .. 3,750 5 
5Becl . .. . 3,750( 
"I. Edge.. 3,000.} 
5 Bed.... 8, 750 ~ 
"I. Erlge .. 5, 750 5 
5Bed .... 4,750{ 
~Edge.. 4,000 5 
{
Bed.... 4, 750 ~ 
Edge . . 3, 000 5 
S" Bed.... 5,500 ~ 
"I. Edge . . . ......... 5 
Bed.... 10,700 
Edge . . 11, b'75 
Bed.... 6,250 
Edge . . 7,775 
5 Bed . . 27, 750 { 
) Edge . . 27, 000 5 
Bed.... 4. 968 
S" Bed . . . . 11, 700 } 
) Edge . . 10, 250 
) Bed.... 9,850 { 
"I. Edge . . 9, 150 5 



































171. 9 <lh 
118.8 Irr 
168. 2 .. ...... 
148. 5 lu 
Crushed with slight explosion ..... . 
do ............................. . 
Crushed with quiet explosion ....... . 
Crushtid with slight explosion; sand 
cracks. 
A. remarkably solid, s•able stone ... . 
Burst without cracking ............ . 
Average ot two tria.ls; burst without 
cracking. 




















































Average of two trials ............... I Gillmore. 
·A~~~;·i~ 'oi th;~~ ·t~i~i~::: ·:: :: .. ·:.:. 
Average of two trials .............. . 
Calcareous sandstone •••••• ... ...... 










































(3) TABLE SHOWING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY, STRENGTH PER SQUARE INCH, ETc.-Continued. 
f~ 
Xind of at.one. Locality. 
Sandstone . . . . • . . . . . . . . Haverstraw, N. Y ........ . 
Do ......•........ Hudson River, N. Y ..•.•.. 
Do ............... Albion, N. Y 
.!Jo ..................... do ................. .. 
iUo ............... Haverstraw, N. Y ....... . 
Do . .............. Medina, N. Y ............ . 
!Do ..................... do ................. .. 
Do .................... do . ..........•.•••••. 
.Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Wll.desborough, N. C ...... I { 
~o ..................... do ................. .. 
~~: :::: :::::::::: . ~~~A~i.~~·.~~~~~::::::::: 
J)o .........•..... Seneca, Ohio ............. . 
Do ..••••. . •............ do .................. . 
.Do ............... Cleveland, Ohio ... ...... .. 
no ..................... do •...... . ........... 
Do ............... Marblehead, Ohio ....... .. 
Do .........•........... do . ................. . 
no ............... Massillon, Ohio ......... .. 
Do ............... North Aruherst, Ohio .... . 
Do . .................... do. 
Do .............. I Berea, (7) Ohio . 1 
l)o ......•.•.. ····1 Berea, Ohio ...•••...•..... 
J)o ..•......•........... no .................. . 
:Do ........... , ... Hummelstown, Pa ........ 5 . . l 
"Do ............. . ...... do . .......•......... { 
1:>o .....•....•.... Bass Island, Wis ... •..... 
Do ........••........... do ...... ............ . 
Do ..•.•.•.•...... ' Fond du Lao, Wis ....... . 
Do .................. ... do .... ....... . 
. 
1 1 
Strength I S ifi , . Weight 'Ratio of 
Sizb:f Position. per. square grp:~ityc per cubic ab.sorp· 
cu · mch. · foot. t1on. 
Remarks. .Authority. 
Inches. 
2 Bed .. .. 
5 Bed .... j I 
{Edge .. 
2 Bed . ... 
2 Edge .. 
2 Ed~e .. 
2 Bed .. .. 
~ ~~!~.:: 
1. 98 X } 
~.97X .••..•.. 
lXl.97 ......... . 
2 Bed . .. . 
~ ~it~.:: 
2 Edge .. 
2 Bed .... 
2 Edge .. 
2 Bed . ... 
2 Edge .. 
2 Bed .... 
~ ~~8~.:: 
6. 03 x' } 
6. 52X Bed .... 
6. 03 
2 Bed .. .. 
2 Bed ... . 
6. 4c5 X I~ 6.to x Bed .. 
6. 04 
6. 45 X ~ 
6. 50 X End .. 
6.02 
2 Bed .... 
~ i:f~.:: 
2 Edge .. 
1---1---1------------1-------
Pounds. 
4, 350 I 2. mo 
Pounds. 
133.1 -l:J ~H~n ............................ ,........... . 
13, 500 2. 420 151. 2 -},. 
11, 350 2. 420 151. 2 ·i;r 
4, 025 3. 130 133. 1 .}-g ..................................... . 
17,250 2. 410 150. 0 r;\ Lilac in color ...................... .. 
14, 812 2. 390 149. 3 ir More purple than last .............. . 
17, 725 2. 420 151.1 ·,lr; ..................................... . 





















-.. mil ...... I .. I : j ~;~~~~ ~~t~.~;{ai~:::::::::::::::: 
14!). 3 :?2 
140 -j,, 
140 3\, 
144. 4 ,f-g 
144. 4 n-
131. 8 h 


























. . . . . . . . .. 
1 
..... . ........................................ { w:ii:;;own Arsenal, 
131. 9 lTJ Very friable, like sugar •............ Gillmore. 











.......... , ................... . .... . .. . .................. rv::~:.own.A.rsena.l, 







































Do ..•.•...••..... Dorchester, New Bruna- 2 
wick. 
Bed .... 9,281 
Do ...•........•........ do...... .. ........... '2 
Do ............... Edinburgh (Cra.igleith), 2 
Scotland. 
~!5~.:: 6,050 12,000 
Do ..................... do................... 2 
Do ............... .A.nan, Scotland........... 6 
Do. . • . . . • . . . . . . . . Verte Island, Lake Snpe· 2 
lior. 
Edge .. 11,250 
7,925 
11,342 
2.260 I 141.3 I -n ! .................. : ................ . 
2. 2601 141. 3 





























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS. 
Silica. Magnesia. Chromic 
Niccolous Ferrous M1nganous Alumina. Water. Magnetic Authority. Serpentinoua rooks. oxide. oxide. oxide. oxide. iron. 
Serpentine, near Dublin, Harford County, Md ........ 40. 06 39.02 0.20 o. 71 3.43 0.09 1. 37 12.11) 3. 02 F. A. Genth. 
Ferric ox· 
ide. 
Procioos serpentine, Easton, Pa. .•.......... . ... · .... 41. 55 40.15 .... ........ ............... 3. 90 ------------ ---·-----· 13. 70 ·------·-· Mineralogy of Pennsyl· 
vania, preliminary re. 
Serpentine rnr. Williamsite, Lancaster County, Pa. .. 45.02 37. 75 3.35 13.01 
port, 1874, p.116. 
. .. ----.. -- . .............. .......... .... .................. Mineralogy of Pennsyl· 
CaCO3• 
vania, preliminary re. 
port, 1874, p. 116 (Brush) . 
Eerpentiue (verdantique marble) Roxbury, Vt ...... 42.60 35.50 .............. ................ 8. 30 . 60 . ............... 13.00 . ............ Geology of Vermont,, Vol. 
Sllrpontino (verdantique marble) Cavendish, Vt ..... 43.39 39. 55 ----······ ............ 5. 32 ------···--- .............. 11. 79 . ............ 
II,to:79. 
Carbon. Oxides of iron. Oxide !Silica andl Water ISulpburiclChl~fidesl Authority. 
Carbon-I ate of of alumi· ins~luble and loss. acid. alkalies. 
a~e of magne. . I num. residue. . 
____________________ 
7 
hme. ~ Ferric. ~----..... - ____ _ _________ 
1 
Limestones and dolomites other than marbles. 
Limestone, Nauvoo, Ill ...............•..•............. . , 82. 4.8 
Dolomite, Lemont, IIL .... ..........•..............•... 45.80 
Do ......... ....... .. .... . 
Limestone (oolitic), Belford, Ind .................... . 
Limestone (oolitic) , Spencer, Ind .... ................. . 
Limestone, Bloomington, Ind .. .. ... . ... .............. . 
Limestone, N ort,b Vernon, Ind ........................ . 
Limestone,Ilarrison County, Ind. (Stooklager's quarry). 
Limestone, Flat RookCree'k, near Saint Paul, Ind .. ... . 
Limestone, Green bury, Ind ........................... . 










:Magneeian limestone, Anamosa, Iowa .................. I 57. 32 
:Ma~nt•eian limestone, Lo Clo.ire, Iowa 54.23 
········1······· ···1 2.10 1········· . .. . . . .. 2.30 .... .. . . . . 7. 00 














































:Prof.A. D. Conover. 




0. 23 I Geology of Minnesota, Vol. I. 
0. 96 0. 31 0. 40 Geology ofindiana,1878,p.95. 
o. 92 o. 20 o. 32 Do. 
1. 57 0. 40 0. 55 Do. 
2. 66 1. 21 Trace ... Geology oflncliana,1878,p.89. 
O. 62 0. 25 0. 40 Geology of Indiana, 1878,p.95 . . 
1. 00 O. 80 0. 50 Geology oflndfana,1878,p.91. 
0. 85 0. 90 1. 60 Geology oflndiana,1878,p.90. 
1. 86 2. 60 o. 75 Geology oflndiana,1878,p.98. 
0.81 !·········· .......... ,Geology of Iowa, Vol. IT, pp. 846,847. 


























Magnesian limestone, Le Grand, Iowa ......... ....... j 75. 42 








Limestone (lithographic), Solenhofen, Bavaria ........ , 96. 24 0.21 · • • • • · - • • · I· •• • - - · • • I •••• • • • • • · I • • • • • • • • • •I•••• • • • • • • 
Carbon· 
ate of iron 
2. 02 





Limestone (oolitic)., Portland, England ................. , 95.16 
Limestone (Caen), Aubigney, France .... .............. 97. 60 uo : : : : : : : : : : .... 0~ ~~. : : : : : : : : : : 
Dolomitic limestone, Minneapolis,Minn. (Weeks &Hol. J 54. 533 
scher's quarry). 
36. 002 ~0-1. =~1 3.16 
Dolomitic limestone, Minneapolis, Minn.(Foley & Her· 
bert's quarry). . 
Dolomitic limestone, Minneapolis, Minn. (Eastman's 
quarry). 
Argillaceous limestone, Saint Paul, Minn. (A. Raus's 
'quarry). 
Dolomitic limestone, Kasota, Minn. (B.reckenridge 
Bros.' quarry). 
41. 880 I 24. 550 4. 03 . ... .. . .. . .... . 
75.482 I 6. 810 ·1.~~.~~-.~ 
'----y---..J 
79. 18 I Ii. 420 I 1. 63 1.... . . . . . i 2. 67 
47.904 35.227 1.49 .. ... ... .. ! ....... .. . 
'------v---
Dolom~t~c l~mestone, K~sota, Minn .• : ..... ........... · I 49. 16 
Dolomitic limestone, Clinton Falls, Mmn .•. . . . . . . . . . . . 57. 08 37. 53 I· ..... ····I 15. 90 ......... . 1.09 1. 94 
Dolomitic limestone, Central Point, Minn .•• .......... . I 33. 00 
'----v----' 
o. 331······ . . . . 18. 540 4. 92 
Dolomitic limestone, Lanesboro, Minn. (Mill Co.'s 
quany). 
Dolomitic limestone, Red Wing, Minn. (Sweeney's 
quarry). 
Dolomitic limestone, Lanesboro, Minn. (Mill Co. 's 
quarry). 
Dolomitic limestone, Stillwater, Minn. (Hersey & Co.'s 
. quarry). 
Do ....... . · ..... . 
Dolomitic limestone, Mantorville, Minn. (Hooke's 
~uarry). 
Do omite, Winona, Minn .. , . ·.- •••• 
Dolomite, Frontenac, Minn .••••• 
0. 37 ....... .. 0. 33 





62. 14 28. 49 . . . . . . . . . I 1. 05 1 · ........ . 
'----v------
50. 22 37. 39 0. 78 1... ... ... . 0. 64 
-----v---, __ _...,, 
53. 50 40. 21 ......... · 1 1. 11 
50. 20 38. 96 . . . • . . . . . . 1. 77 
51. 23 41. 33 . . . . . • • • . . 0. 96 
'---v-----' 
54. 78 42. 53 0. 36 J .••••••.•. 1 o. 31 
Limestone, Fountain, Minn .•••••..•.•••••........••••. J 86.107 o. 410 ...... . . . . I 1. 30 I .•.•••.... 















3. 45 / .•..•..••. 
------·-·· ---------· 
7.35 -------- · 










































0.44 9. 89 
12. 00 .. ....... . , .. . ....... !-. ........ . 
Do. 
Geology of Minnesota., Vol. 1. 
Gmelin, Cha.tea.u, Vol. 1, p. 
295. 
Wheatstone & Daniels, Hull, 
p.210. . 











































(4) 'r.A.BLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS---:Continued. 
Carbon- Carbon Oxides of iron. Oxide Silica and Chlorides 
Limestones and dolomite~ other than marbles. ate of 
ate of ofalumi- insoluble Water Sulphuric of Authority. 
lime. ma_gne- nnm. residue. and loss. acid, al1rnlies. sia. Ferric. Ferrous. 
Soluble 
silica. 
Limestone, Dayton, Ohio .... -... -. -. -... -.•••..••.... - 92.40 1.10 
___ ,. ______ 0. 58 ·-----·-·· 1. 70 1.08 0.90 ............... Geology of Ohio, Report of 
2: 00 
Progress, 1869, p. 152. 
Limestono, Xenia, Ohio ...............•••..•.... -...... 84. 50 11.16 -----·--·- ---------- 2. 20 Geology of Ohio, Vol. JI, part 
Organic 
1, p. 669. 
matter. 
:JI! :1 "nc:iian limestone, Marblehead, Ohio ............... 83. 20 15.83 ··-------- ---------· 0.15 0.88 ................. 0.02 J. L. Cassels. 
,\ rµillaceous dolomite, Yellow Springs, Ohio ....•..... 51.10 41.12 ---------- 1. 48 .............. 5. 40 ............. ............... Geology of Ohio, Vol II, part 
liolomite, Greenfield, Ohio .. ..........•.....• .. ....•... 
1, p. 672. 
53. 67 42.42 1. 30 ···--·---- ---------- 2.44 Geology of Ohio, Report of 
-----v-----' Progress, 1870, ~ 287. 




























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS-Continued. 
' 
Limestones and dolomites, marbles. Carbonate' Carbonate! _Oxides, I Insoluble' I Carbonate' Carbonate of lime ofm.agne- iro11: and residue of man- of iron 
· s1a. alum.mum. · ganese. • 
Loss. 
Limestone \White), Talladega County, Ala. 95.25 0.62 1.15 I a2.95 , ...••...••. , .•.•.....•. , .••••..... 
Limestone (blue), Talladega County, Ala .. 94.40 0.41 0. 75 
Dolomite (white), Lee, Mass ....•........•. 54. 621 43. 932 .365 . ----. -. ·-· ......... - ... : : : : : : : : : : : I .... ~ ~~~ .. Dolomite (white), Pleasantville, N. Y ..... 64.62 45. 04 0.23 ··--·------ ----------· 
Limestone (pink), NantehalaRiver, North 94. 51 2.12 ----------- b2.56 0.2] 0. 60 Carolina. 
Limestone (white), Valley River, North 97.86 1.29 .... . . ...... b0.44 0.18 0. 23 
Carolina. 
Dolomite (white), Valley River, North 54.10 44.44 -- -···----- b!l,32 0.52 0.62 Carolina. 
Organic 
Sulphur . matter. 
Limestone, Knoxville, Tenn . ..•......... . -1 98.43 o. 30 • 31 .38 
1~~~;~; .... ---~~~~., .150 Limestone (white statuary), Brandon, Vt. 99.51 ------ ----· ----··- ·-- · . 29 • 20 . Limestone (magnesfan), Isle La Motte, Vt. 87. 94 4.56 2. 60 4.80 ......... .... .10 Dolomite, Pl!mouth, Vt .........•......... 53. 90 44.7 .... ............ 1.3 ............ 
Dolomite, Co chester. Mallett Bay, Vt .... 35. 31 42.23 12.25 10. 30 
Limestone (white), Rutland, Vt ....•...... 97. 73 ................ .59 1. 68 
Limestone <reenish), Rutland, Vt ........ 85.45 ····------- ................. 14.55 l•••••••••••l•••••••••••I•••••••••• Limestone, udbnry, Vt . .......•.....•.... 99. 70 .................. . 30 ·----------
Limestone (white), West Rutland, Vt ...•. 98. 00 --------··· ............. .57 Limestone (dove colored), Swanton, Vt .... 94. 66 .23 1.09 2. 39 1 · ......... · 1 · ......... · 1 1. 63 
Limestone (white), Carrara, Italy ......... 99. 236 0. 284. ............. 
Do ........................••......... 98. 765 0.900 1.082 0.16 ..•.••••••. ···--······ 0.096 
.Authority. 
Geology of Alabama, Report of Progress for 1874, 
p.un. 
Do. 
Joseph Henry. Smith. Report. 
C. F . Chandler. 
F. A. Genth, Geology of }forth Carolina, Vol, 1, 
1875, p. 138. 
Do. 
Do. 
Geol~r. of Vermont, Vol. 11, p. 768. 
Geology of Vermont, Vol. II, p. 775. 
Do. · 
Geology of Vermont, Vol. II, p. 774. 
Geology of Vermont, Vol. 1, p. 397. 
Do. 
Do. 
Geology of Vermont, Vol n, p. 691. 
Wittstein, quoted by Chateau, Vol. I, p. 294." 
P. M. Kaeffel, quoted in Sill. Jonr., Vol. xv, 1853, 
p. 434. 

























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS-Coutinued. 
Iron Man· M3:g· 
Fulphur 
Granites. Silica. .Alumina. oxides. ganese Lime. nes1a. Potash. Soda . Loss. and Authority. oxide. copper. 
--- -------------
Granite, Monson, Ma-ss. (light) ........ · ·· · · · 73. 47 15. 07 1.15 ·····-·· 4.48 .12 0.38 5.59 --···-·· Trace ... J.M. Ordway. 
""----v----' 
Grnnite, Monson, Mass. (dark) ......... ·: ... 69.35 18.83 2.00 ········ 5. 94 ------- 3. 78 ... -..... ········- · Do. 
Hornblende granite, Ea.st Saint Cloud, Mwn. 65, 12 16.96 4.69 ........ 4. 77 1. 99 2.18 3.07 N. H. Winche.l, Geology of Min· 
nesota, Vol. I. 
Hornblende granite, Sauk Rapids, Minn ...•. 64.13 21. 01 ·····-·· 6. 90 1. 26 1. 22 ,Ul ·····-·· ............. Do. Hornblende granite, Beaver Bay-, Minn ...... 71.81 12.82 6. 02 2:26 6.56 1.92 2. 51 -------- ···------· Do. 
Hornble11de granito, East Saint Cloud, Minn. 74.43 12.68 3.82 ............ 1. 28 0.25 2.33 1. 5i ........... ............... Do. 
Do . ............................•..••••• 74. 72 12. 30 3. 19 ......... 1.51 t.25 2.25 • 1. 91 .......... ·--------- Do. Hornblende granite, Watab, Minn .......... 62.66 19.29 4. 67 ··-··--· 5.93 3.06 1. 62 2.4i --······ ---------- Do. Do ..... ...... .. . ... .................... 78.12 11.14 2. 68 ............ . 62 · Trace 4.48 3.33 ··----·· ---------- Do. Btotite granite, Raleigh, N. C . . ....•..•...•. 69.28 17.44 2. 30 0.16 2. 30 0. 27 2.76 3.64 Geology of North Carolina, Vol. 
I. t875. 
Hornblende biotite granite, Utah ............ 71. 78 14. 75 1. 94 1.09 2. 36 0. 71 4.89 8.12 0.52 .............. Ge,Jlogioal Exploration Fortieth 
Parallel, Vol. 11, p. 356. 
QUARTZ PORPHYRIES. 
Quartz porphyry, Waterville, N. H ......... 63.63 17.42 5.91 0.22 2.86 ............. 5.54 4. 52 0.15 ............. Geology ~f New Hampshire, 
Vol.m. 
























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS-Continued. 
I Oxides of iron. Oxide of Mag- Phos- Ignition Diabase. Silica. Alumina. man- nesia. Soda. Potash. Lime. phoric and loss. Authority. _ 
Ferric. Ferrous. ganese. acid. 
-----------------------
Diabase, West Rock, New 
Conn. 
Haven, 51. 78 3. 59 8. 25 14.20 0.44 7. 63 2.14 0. 39 10. 70 0, 14 o. 63 .iiawes, American Journal o 
Science, Vol. IV, 3ed., 1875, p 
186, 187. 
Diabase, Mount Holyoke, Mass ........ 52.68 1. 95 9. 79 14.14 C 44 6. 38 2. 56 0. 87 9.38 ......... _. 1. 60 Do. 
'----~ 
Diabase, Duluth, Minn .........•...... 50. 43 17.63 23.83 ·--------· 2. 46 2. 06 0. 34 4. 79 ·------· ................ . Geolop;y of Minnesota, Vol. I, p 
198. 
Gabbro, Duluth, Minn ................. 48. 51 19.34 13. 79 ................. 4.81 1. 67 0.19 8. 34 -----·-- --------· · Do. 
'--
48~45 Diabase, Taylor's Falls, Minn .......... 35. 83 -----···· · 3.12 1. 66 0. 22 9. 35 ............ ............... Do. 
Massi,e labradorite, Beaver B. a y, 48. 32 35.95 --------·· 0.25 2.98 0.19 12. 05 .......... -----···· · Do. 
Minn. 
Diabase, ,Jersey City, N. J ........••••. 53.13 1.08 9.10 13. 74 0.43 8.55 2. 30 1. 03 9.47 -------- 0. 90 Hawes, American Journal 0 
_______ _, 
Science, Vol. IV, 1875, p.187. 
Dial>ase, Williamson's Point Pa ...... 50. 79 11. 28 TliO,, o. 70 14.19 0.48 7.88 1. 89 0. 95 9. 75 0.15 1. 95 F. A. Genth, Rep. E E E, 2, 




























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF V .ARIO US KINDS-Continued. 
I Man- I 
Silica. Alumina. Iron ganese Lime. Magnesia. Potash. Soda. Loss. Authority. Sandstones and quartzitee. oxides. oxide. 
---
Sandstone Portland, Conn., ................ 69. 94 13.15 2.48 o. 70 3. 09 Trace 3. 30 5.43 1,01 F. W. Taylor. 
Sanclstone: Stoney Point, .Mich ...... -- -· -••. 84.57 5. 90 6.48 ·····--· ....... -.. 0.68 Undet. 1. 92 F. W. Clark, Bull. U.S. Geological Survey, No. 27. 
~ua.rtzite, Pipestone, Minn .................. 84.52 12.33 2.12 . --·---· . 31 Trace 0.11 0.34 2.31 Geology of Minnesota, Vol. I. 
andstone, Rmokley, Mmn---···:··········· 98. 69 1.06 --·-······ ............ . 42 0. 01 Trace 0.17 N. R. Winchel!, Geology of Minnesota, Vol. 1. 
Sandstone, near Fort Snelling, :Mmn ........ 97.67 1, 31 0. 55 ..... .. ... .41 0. 21 0. 02 0.15 Do. ........___,_.___, 
Sandst-0ne, Dresbach, Minn ...... ..••..•••••. 81.47 8. 90 -------· 1. 90 0. 50 4. 20 0. 39 -------- Do. 
Sa.ndst-One, Jordan, Minn ... ................. 81.19 10.44 ---····· . 56 0.40 3. 60 0.66 ·····-·· Do . 
Sandstone, .Fond du Lao, Minn . ............. 78. 24. "-~ I 3.83 . 95 1.60 1. 67 0.06 .......... Do. Sanclst-One, Jordan, Minn ............ .•.•.... 38.41 5. 77 1. 79 -------· 35.87 5:Mg2C 03} 0.12 0. 29 Do. } 18. 54 
Sandstone, Dakota, Minn ...... . .......•..... 8i. 55 10. 00 1. 41 -- ------ 1.15 {Magnesia} 1. 76 1. 03 ------- Do. '-------- 0. 30 ._________, 
Sandstone, Wadesborough, N. C ........•.... 69. 28 13.84 ---- ---- . 02 6.43 1. 69 
Sandstone, Beren, Ohio .......•••••........•. 44.40 7.49 3.87 . 74 2.11 0.24 0. 56 ---- ---· Do. 
Waverly sandstone, Ohio ............... . .... 91.00 5. 20 1. 47 --- ----- Trace o. 28 -------· ----- --· 1. 80 Professor Wormley, Geology of Ohio. 
Sandstone, Cleveland, Ohio ....... ...... .. ... 91.67 6. 92 Trace -------- 0.28 0. 34 -- ---· .. - . - .. -- 1.17 T. M. Chatard, Bull. U. S. Geological Sur-
W a.verl_y sandstone, Piketon, Ohio .. _ ....... 
vey, No. 27. 
73.90 8. 56 13.44 ----- -·· Trace 0.46 ·------- · ·····-· 3.30 Professor Wormley. 
SaIJdstone, Siskowit Bay, Wisconsin ... . _ .... 90.86 4. 76 1. 58 ... ....... 15 0. 59 1.06 0.45 ----- -- Do. 
Sandstone, Annan, Scotland . _ ..........•..•. 95. 24 • 56 1. 28 -------- 1. 40 1. 23 ---- - - .... .. ... • 56 W. Wallace . 


























(4) TABLES SHOWING THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STONES OF VARIOUS KINDS --Cont.inued, 
:s I ,e 0 'g~ a, = 'ii -~ ·i:; p -~ I <e ~-... 8 Q,) ~ p . ,,,~ 0 Q,) -~ Q,) 
.A.rgilHtes. Clay slates . 0 I .s ~._, "§ po =._, 
~._, 
11) ..Q A ~ 
-'=''"C I 
~ 
p;Z OQ 01,·'"' l~ Q,) 61 J 0 ~;a Authority. ·z ....,a! p t:·E: ~M e i ~ ~ s p ce o Ol ._, 0 Pt <l 11l'-' ~ 0 ~ 0 0 I:: •n E-1 r:n p:,~ 0 ~ w P-1 0 ~ 
--- -------- --------- --- --------------
Slate, Delta, York County, Pa .... '55.88 1.27 0.022 21. 849 9. 034 0. 586 Trace 0.165 1. 495 0.460 3.640 1. 974 3. 385 o. 051 J. S. McCreatb. 
Slat.a . _____ . _. . . . _ .. __ .. .......••. 60. 50 ------ ·- ----- · 19. 70 7. 83 ---- ---- --··---· 1.12 2. 20 2. 20 3.18 - -- ... - -. 3.30 ----·--- Professor Hull. ------~ 
Slate, Lla.ngynog, North Wales ... 60.1611 2'.200 f 1. 815l 4.278 3. 720 D. H. Richards. ·----- ........ . 5.837 ------- · -- -----· ---····· ---·-·· · 
Slate, Llanberis ... _ .......•....... 66. 45 0.63 13. 38 { 1.41 } . 91 2. 86 
I 
6. 28 
I-_·· 00 .. 1 ..·: ". 
11. 30 4. 03 Royal School of Mines. --- ----- 1. 71 --·----· 
Slate, Nantlle .... ......••. ......•. 48 ------ -------- 226. 14. 00 -------· ·------· 4 8 Kirwan. 
Slate, Bondorf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 62. 59 ------ ......... 16.88 8.42 -------- -------· 30. 24 2. 26 .•...••. 3.31 40. 92 4.03 Dr. Bischoff. 
1 Carbonic acid. 2 Eatimated as argillaceous matter. 3 Contained also 1.22 per cent. of carbonate of lime and 0.13 per cent. of oxide of copper. 



























PRICES AND 00S1.' OF GUTTING. 
The prices of stone and the cost of cutting vary with the price of 
labor and the conditions of the market., hence exact figures can not be 
given. Those given below are quoted from reliable sources, and will 
doubtless be found as near correct as possible in a work of this kind. 
The prices are for the rough stone and at the quarry, ordinary size. 
Cost of dressing per square foot. 
Kinds. 
Granites: 
Price per CU· 
bic foot. 
Pohitl'ld. Ax.ham· ::~~~a~.r 
mered. chiseled. 
Common . . ..... $0. 35 to $0. 75 .. .-......... $0.25to$0. 40 $0.25to$0.50 $0.40to$0.75 
Monumental . . . . 75 to 1. 50 ........... . . 25to .40 .25to .50 .40to .75 
Marbles: 
Statuary ...... . 
Common ...... . 




7. Oil t-0 9. 00 $0. 40 $0. 90 
1. 50 to 2. 50 • 40 . 90 
2. 00 to 4. 00 . 40 . 90 
4. 00 to 5. 00 . 40 . 90 
. 75 to 3. 00 . 40 . 90 





















above 25 cu 
bic feet. 
~~Y~bi..;_~~t,oi;~ .03to 1:~g :::::: :::::: ··········j5· :::::::::::::: ··········j5. Per squar e 
footand 2to :i 
inches thick; 
fl.a.e;gin~. 
Do .......... lOto .20 ..•....•.....••..•......•...••........................ Per square 




Medina ....... . .60 ..................................................... Building 
Limestones . . . . . . . 50 to . 75 
erpentine, Penn- . 20 to . 40 
sylvania. 
Slates. . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 00 to 3. 50 
510 





BUILDING AND OU~ AMENT AL STONES. 511 
Quality. Kind of stone. 
Price· list of Italian rnai·bles. 
Quarry. Prioe per OU· bio foot. 
Lira.* 
:h'1rst .... Statuary ....•............ ... Poggio Silvestro.. 35 t<> 40 
Second ..... .... do . ............... ......... do.... .. ..... 15to 18 
I!~~~(c ::::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::: .~.~~i~1.i.:::::::::: fg}~f~ 
First. . . . . White or black marble...... Canal Bianco . . . . . 10 
Se~:~d::: ::::::i~:: :: : :::::::::: :::: :: i~~:c·ci~~e:: :: : :: 6 to · t ~~ 
Third ... . ..... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tan ti Scritti...... 4 to 4. 25 
First . . . White veined .........••.•.. Vara............ .. 10. 50 
!!!ff:::: :~~~~*i~::::::::~::: :::::::: ?i!t:::::: :::: :: !: ~~ 
First ... .. Bardiglio, veined ........... Serravezza.... •• •• 8. 75 
Second .... . .... do . ...................... . do . . . . . • •. . . ••. 7. 25 
Remarks. 
l Prices reckoned on blocks of sufficient size for an 
~ ordinary dtatue 5 feet in 
J height. 
} 
Prices reckoned on blocks 
containing not less than 
20 cubic feet. 
Do ..... Red mixed .. ........... ..... Levanto .. .. .. .. .. 10. 50 
First.. ... Portor, black and gold ...... Spezia. ... . . .. .. .. IO. 50 I 
Do.···· . ~~~~::~::: ::::: :: :::::: :::: r~=~fnlia~ :: :::: :: :: ;~ Prices of all of these de· 
l 12 ~d~n~~~~ ...... co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Booca del Frobbi.. f the pieces and the 
Yellow .......... .. .... ..... Sienna . ........ . .. Hl to 20 b t fth · · 
~f!!k~:~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~~!~!;.t~·~~:::: f~. 50 eau y. o evernrng. 
Breccia ... ·................. . Gragnana . ........ Exceptional. 
Yellow ............ .. ............ do .......... . ...... rlo ...... . 
Green (serpentine) ....•.. ·... Garfagnana ........... do ...... . 
·¥i~!f:::::::::::::::::::: ti!:::~~~:::::::: ::JL::::: I 
Red ..... ~.............. ..... Castel Poggio..... 7 J 
*A lira equals 19.3 cents American i:noney. 
NOTE.-For this list of quarries and prioes we are indebted to Hon. William P. Rice, United State 
consul at Leghorn, Italy. 
APPENDIX C. 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF STONE." 
Marbles i1nported and entered for consumption in the United States for tlte years 1867 to 
1883, inclusive. 
•c<I •c<!C,:, •C,:,<,jt • <,jtl<'> ·l<'>CO :;~-'h~ i~ @~ 1 .. ~.!d 15 '".!d al .. ~.!d 
~Ea a; 0 ~.::: ~ct>~] ~ ~ ~-S ii ct)~-~ rd.s Fiscal years end- ~P~-E ~ P o.Q ~~~~ 1=1..0 "P.a>.a> ,o o~:;: ci.s ,_;j O a; 'O O O a: 'Q O O"' ing June 30- .A ct> - A a$ • A <l.i - A ,r, - A ,r, 'O'" 'O ~.Q 't:l :,i:::,..O as J-g15 ~ ~-g15 al ,_r,_;j.g ~jl u o;, 0 0 
~~-S ts~~ ~~ ci.S ~~ ci.S ~~ §.s ·so~ cl o;, <'.:-~ 
r:n r:n rn rn rn P-
-------- - - ------·---
1867 ................ : .. . ........................................ $192, 514 
1868 ..•......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 309, 750 
1869 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359, 881 
1870 . .. .... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332, 839 
1871 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 973 $168 $77 $44 $28 400, 158 
1872............. 3, 499 1,081 452 318 475, 718 
1873 .. . • . . • . . . . . . 3, 124 lll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390, 071 
1874....... . . . . . . 1, 837 . . . . . . . . . . . . 474, 680 
1875 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 456 427 96 527, 628 
1876 . . . .. . . . . . . . . 595 126 204 87 .. . . . . . . . . 529, 126 
1877 . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2, 124 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349, 590 
1878 . . . • • • • . . . . . . 198 11 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 376, 936 
1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184 329, 155 
188(1 ..... -- . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 531, 908 
1881............. 339 . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470, 047 
1882 . . . . . • . . . . . . . 655 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486, 331 
1883. .•. • • . . •. . • . 619 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 533,096 

































$51, 9i8 $247,032 
85, 783 399, 936 
101, 309 465,088 
14:l, 785 479,337 
118,016 525,59 
5i, 539 539, 624 
69, 991 4 73, 955 
51, 699 531, 079 
72, 389 603, 619 
60, 596 591, 885 
77, 293 430,411 
43, 915 421, 660 
5t, 857 384, 6'>..3 
62,715 601,862 
8'.!, 046 553, 900 
84, 577 575, U5 
71, 905 607, 631 
Value. 
Marble, in block, rough or squared, of all kinds . ...... .................... $511,287 
Veined marble, sawed1 dressed, or otherwise, including marble slabs and 
marble paving tiles ..................................... - -.. -- - --- - - · · · 
All manufactures of, not specially enumerated ............................ . 
12,941 
67, 29 
'.rotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 592, 05i 
* The t.ables here given relative to the imports and exports of various kinds of tone 
a.re tak n bodily from Williµ.ms's Mineral Resources of the United States, 1 3-'84. 
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Building stone (exclitsive of rnorble), paving stone, and stone ballast irnported and entered 
for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884, inclusive. 
Fiscal 




ending stone, st.one. pieces, 
Jnne30- d1essed. mantels, Quantity. Value. etc. 
----------
1867 .••• ..• 
Longt'ns. 
$37,510 ... . ......... . ... ..... ......... 
]8fl8 .. ••.•• $59,081 .............. ····--·· ·--·· ·· 16,045 
1869 ....••. 61,408 ............. $8,237 $4,171 19,602 
1870 ..•.••. UiO, 619 .............. --···-·· 3, 20l 19,879 
l8il. ...... 145,759 1,455 ]6, 982 3,660 21,381 
187:L ..... 16:!, 614 10,723 :rn, 515 7,080 25,925 
]873 ....... 218,236 20,226 73, '889 6,160 26,643 
1874 ..••... 2:J8, 680 ]9, 658 81,045 8,534 27,519 
1875 .. ..••. 275,633 15,748 67,357 10,980 42,022 
1876 ..•.••. 316,404 8,199 34,124 7,174 44, 20(i 
J877 .. ..... 201, IJ34 7,584 25,571 5,492 84,479 
1878 ..•••.. 153,693 10,197 37,878 7,136 39, 93/l 
]879 . .••••. 125,493 6,845 24,531 U,956 46,200 
]880. ·•·••· 75,501 11,035 43. 997 10,220 51,165 
1881. .••••. 76, 741 15, 867 65. 950 15,115 46,862 
1882 .....•. 104-, 290 ~6, 778 75; 369 ·- ----· · 45. 774 
1883 ..••... 127,476 14,324 64-, 767 ·-- · ·-- · 44; 375 





118, 776 ----·--· 
85,364 --·· ·--· 
107,521 ......... . 
ll'i',484 ......... 
107,192 $2,459 
Ol, 503 1,486 
80, "'19 1,639 




620 ], 456 
72 2,560 
2 ], 990 
]54 2,710 











































































Marble and stone of domestic prodiiction exported froni the United States. 
Fiscal year ending 
September 30 Manu 





1820 .... ·••·······•· .•.••.•••. 
1830 .•..••.••••...•...•..•.... 
1831. .....••..•..... ·•••••·••· 
]832 .•.••. ·•••••··· ..••••...•. 
]833 ......•.....•••..••..••••. 
1834 . .•..•••.•...••. ····••·••· 
1835 ....••••••..•••....•....•. 
1836 .•..••....•.••...•••...... · 
1837 .••.•.••.•.•.••.••••••.••. 
1838 .•...•••••.••••..••.•••••. 
]830 .••.••. ·······•• .••. ··•·• · 
1840 .• .....•.•.••••....•....• . 
1841. ••...•...••••••.......••. 
]842 ......••.................. 
1843 (nine months) ........••. 
]84-4 .. ........•.......•....... 
1845 . .•. ··•··••··•• · ··•·•··•• · 
]84'i ..•.. ·· ········· ..•....... 
]847 .... ........... ·••••· ... . 
1848 .•.......••...•.......•... 
1849 .•••. ··········· .••••..... 
1850 .• .........•.....••...... . 
1851. •....•..•...••..•••••.••. 
1852 ...... ··••····•· .••....... 
1853 .. .. ··•······••· ......... . 
1854. ·····•·· •···•·· ·•••••···· 
1855 .•........•..••......•••.. 
$13,303 


























































H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--33 
1Sii6 .•.•....•...••......•..•. 
1857 ......................•.. 
1858 ......•...... .. ··•·•· .•.. 
1859. ·············· ···••• ... . 
1860 ...................••.... 
1861 ...•• ....••..•....••..•• 
1862. ··· ··· ···•·· ........... . 
1863 ..........•.•...•.. ·•···· 
1864.. .• . . . . . ... . .. $57,715 
1805............... 74, 261 
1866......... •••• •• 89,703 
1867. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . 53, 983 
1868.. •• • • . . • • . • • . 60,399 
1869. . • • • • • . • . . . • • . 62, 266 
1870............... 42,227 
1871............... 135, 672 
1872 .... ... ·•••••.. 156,976 
]873. .•. . . . .••• .• . . 06, 735 
1874 . . . . . • • • • • . . • . 126, 669 
1875. .. . . • . .•• . . . . . 125,968 
1876 ......•.. •••••• !J5, 480 
1877. . . • . . . • • . . . • . . l 31, 710 
1878..... .. . • . • • • • . 142,601 
18°(9.. •.• .• . •• . . . . . 143,457 
1880 ...••••••••••.. 199,051 
J 88 l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220, 362 
. 1882....... .• . . • • . . 180, 774 
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Marble mul stone, and rnanitf act,ures of marble and stone, of .foreign production cx11orled 
jrorn the Un'ited States, 1872 to 1884, inclusfoe. 
Fiscal year
3
~~ing June Value. Fiscal yea~
0
e~ding June Value. Fiscal yea~-
0
~din~ June Value. 
1872 • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . $1, 929 
1873. ••••••••• • · ••••••••· 4,571 
1874 ..••.•••••••• •••·•••· 1,928 
1875. ·••••• .••••• .••. •••. 3,428 
1876 . . • • • • • . • • . • • • • .. . • . . 13, ;_171 
1877 • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • .. • . . $8, 475 
1878 .••••••••••• ··•··••. 3,448 
]8i9 . • • . .••••.. •• • . . . . • . (i, 364 
1880 .••. .••••. ....... •.. 6,816 
]881 .................. .. 
1882 ·••···•· .•••••••.••. 






Summarizing the foregoing statistics the movement during the fiscal 
years 1882, 1883, and 1884 may be stated thus: 
Balance of trade in marble and stone. 
Exports. 
Excess of 
.Fiscal year ending June 30- Iruports. Re-exports imports Of domestic of foreign Total ovtirex-produc- pro<lnc- exports. ports. tions. tions. 
1882 ..••.••••••.•••.•. . ••••.• .• ••••...... $8J8, 839 $614, 4ao $4,844 $619,278 $209,561 
1883 .. ....••••.•••..••.. .•••............. ], 4';5, Ci58 541,553 490 542,043 933,615 
1884 ••••••..•...••.••..•.••.••••••....... 8:!l, 389 603,260 8,420 611,680 209,709 
In addition to the domestic exports tabulated there are occasional 
insignificant exports ofrooting slate, amounting in 1871 to $1,256, and 
in 1881 to $1,018. 
• 
APPENDIX D. 
LIST OF SOME OF THE MORE IMPORT.ANT STONE STRUCTURES OF' THE 
UNITED STATES. 




.Akron, Ohio ......... Memorial Chapel ...•..••••••..... Sandstone, Marietta, Ohio .••.............. 
Albany, N. Y........ State Capitol . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Grauite, Hallowell, Me. (in great 1863.'82 
part). 
Augusta, Me ...... . . 
Atlanta, Ga ...•...... 
Baltimore, Md ....•.. 
Bangor,Me ......... . 
Boston, Marn ....... . 
City Hall .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . Gnrnite, :Millford, Mass .................. . 




32 State Capitol . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . Granite, Hallowell, Me ........... . 
A.'!ylum for the Insane .............. . ... do ............................ 1837·'40 
United States Arsennl . ..... ............ do.. . . .. . . . .... .. ... . .. .... .. 1828 
U11ited States post.office antl Granite, Vt........................ 1880 
court.house. 
Eutaw Place Unptist Church... ... White mllrblo (dolomite), Texas ....... . 
and Cockeysville, Md. 




Presbyte1 ian ...... do ........................•••.......•. 
City Hall . ............................. do ................................... . 
Peabody Iustitute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. do . . . . . ......... ..... .. -...... · ·. · · · 
l<~irst Presbyterian Church ....... Sand.;toue;New Brunswick, N. J ......... . 
City PriRon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gneiss, J ones's Falls, M<l ......... . 
Catholic Catl1ed1-al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gneiss, Ellicot,t City. Md.......... 180fi 
Po,;t·ottice alHl custom·house...... Granite, .E'raukfort, Mo.··········· 
174
t.~~~ 
King's Chapl'l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gmnite (howlders) .. · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · 
1837
.,





Uniter! States court-house .••........... do . .................. . .••..... 
~~1?::~1,/~;~ri~~t:: ~::::: :: :::::: : ::: : :~{~::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : ::: ::: 182~~~i 
:~~~u\av~r;!~e8~~~~i1·::::: :::::: ::::::j~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~~:~ 
Unitarian Cburc b, Jamaica Plains ....... do ....•............................... 
~~:ii:ri=i;?t~1:n~:it:~i~ ~~~I~~~:: :: :: ::a~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .i825.~42 
Uniterl States post.office ...... ··· / Granit.e, Cape Ann, Mass .......... 18G9-'82 
~f~~~e~~f~f~·;%~'tcii~;;~h:: :: : :: ::::::a~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : :: : : : : 
Herald Building .................. ! Grauite,Coneord,N.H ..••• , ............. . 
1\a;:~1f!~: i~ttig.·.·.·.·.·.:::::: :: ::::::~i~_-::::::::::::::::::::. :::::: :::::::: 
Massachusetts General Hospital.. Granite, Westford, Mass .••....... 1818-'21 
MllsRachusetts General Hospitlll ...... do............................ 1816 
(addition). 
Equitable Insumnce Company's Granite, Hallowell, Me .•.......... 
building. 
Odd Fellows' Memorial Hall (in ..•... do ..............•..................... 
part). 
Parker House, onSehool street .... Marble, Rutland, Vt.............. 1854 
St. Cloud Hotel ......................... do .................••..•.............. 
Hotel Dartmouth . ...................... do ............ . .....................•. 
Hotel Vendome /old part) ... ... .. Marble, Italy . ............................ . 
New York Mutual Life Insurance Marble (dolomite), Tuckahoe, N. Y ..•..... 
Company's bnilding. 
Hotel Vendome (new part) ...... . 
Hotel Pelham .................... . 
...... do .....................•.............. 
Red sandstone, Portland, Conn., ....... . 
Second Unitarian Church ........ . 
Arlington Street Church ......... . 
Yom1g Men's Christian Un:on, 
Boylston street. 
Youug Men's Christian Union .... 
and New Jersey. 
Red sandstone, Newark, N. ,T. •••.• .....••. 
Red sandstone, Belleville and Lit. . ...... . 
tle Falls, N. J I 
Red simdstone, Bay View, New ....... . 
Brunswick. 
Sandstone, Amhocst, Ohio . ....... : ..•..... 
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LIST OF SOME OF THE MORE IMPORTAN1' STONE STRUCTURES OF THE 
UNITED STATES-Continued. 
Locality. 
Boston, Mass •••..•••. 
Brooklyn, N. Y •••••. 
Cam bridge, Mass .••. 





Harvaru College Builuing, .Arch Sauustone, Amherst, Ohio ............. .. . 
street. 
First Church, MarllJorough and Conglomerate, Roxbury, Mass ..... ...... .. 
Berkeley streets. 
Brattle Square Church .................. ,lo . ............................. .... .. 
Central Congregat,iunal Church ... ...... do ............................ ...... .. 
Emanuel C l.mrch, Newbury street . ...... do ............................ ...... .. 
New 01<1 South Church ................. 110 . .................... .............. . 
Second Universalist Clmrch ... ......... do ..................... ............. . . 
Tremont Street Methodist Epis· ...... do........................... .. .... .. 
copal Church. 
Cathedral of the Holy Cross ..... . 
3t . .James (Episcop,,J) Cl1nrch ... . 
St. Peter's Clwrch (Uorcltester) .. 
T1-inity Clmr~h .................. . 
.Academy of Design, Moutaguu 
...... do .................. . ......... ....... . 
...... do .................................. .. 
.•••. <lo .......................... ........ . 
Granite, Dedham, MasR .... --,- ............ . 
.Drown saudstone, l'ortlaud, Conn .... ..... . 
st,reet. 
Soldiers' Monument............. Granite, Mason, N. H...... .. .. .... .. .. 
Cotu't-house . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . Dolomite, Lemo11t, lll . ............ . 
)Granile, Ifox lslaud, :r.i:e ........ ... . ..... .. 
.. · -- · do · -- .... -- -- · -- -- -- -- -- -- .. (Oolitic limestone, BedJon~, Ind -- . · ... ... .. 
Custom.house and post-oJlice Sandstone, Fret'stone, 01110 .. ...... -- .. 1 0 
building. 
Chamber of Commerce ...... . . .. Granite, Fox Island aud llaJlo. .. ..... . 
Palmer llouse ................... . 
well, Me. . 
Sandstone, .Amherst, Ohio . ....... ..... ... . 
Grand Pacific Hott>l . . . . .... .. .. . ...... do .. . ..... .... .... ............... .... . 
Dolomite Lemont, Ill ... .. ..... ... ....... .. 
Brown 'sandstone, Springficlu, ... . ... . 
St. Paul Universalist Cl.Jurc!i . . .. 
Union Leaguo Club house ...... . 
Mass. 
Central Muaic Hall ............... Dolomite Lemont, Ill. .......... . -- --······ 
Columbia, S. C ... .. .. State House .. . .. . .... .. .. .. .. . .. . Granite, ;war Colurubi:t, S. C .............. . 
Post.office aud court-house . . . . .. . Granite, \Vinnsborough, S. C · -- · -- ....... . 
Denver, Colo ......... \Yinusor llotel ................... Rhyolite.tuft; Douglas Couut.,y,CoJo. ········ 
Union Depot .... ........................ do .................................. . 
Union 1:'acific l!'reight Depot . ........... do ................................ .. 
Rio Grande Depot ...................... do .... .............. -- -- -- .... · · .... .. 
Rolioken, N. ,T. .... .. 8tevens's Institute . ............... Diabase, Jersc_y City, N. J ....... · · ....... . 
J crsey City, N. J..... Court.house ........... . ................ do .... .................... -- .... · -- ... 
St. l'atrick 's Cathedral ................. do ........ ... .. ... -- -- -- -- -- .... · · .. · · 
Malden, Mass...... . . Converse Meruo1'ial Library . . . . . . Sancliltone, East Long Meadow, · · · · · · · · 
Mass. 
Middletown, Conn ... Woalcyan University buildi11gs .. Brown sandstone, Portlaud, Coun ........ . 
Minneapolis, Minn .. \Vashburne FlouringMills ........ Magnesian limes~one, Minuoapo· ······· · 
lis, Minn. 
:g:~1;:~:~J~it~~~~~:~~'.~:::::::::: ::::: :i~:::: :: ::::::: :::~: :::: :::: :· .. i'i:i.;85 




MobilP, Ala, .......... Custom.IIouse .............. ...... Granite, Quincy, Mass: ·---- ...... ., 
Nashville, Tenn ........... do . .... ... ................... Oolitic limestone, Bowling Green, 1 -
Ll.Kn1ye~tone 11e,a1· Nasl1ville, 'l'enu .. ...... . . State capitol...................... o 6j!) 
Newar_k, N . .J .... .. . Custom. house and post· o ill c e Sanustoue, Little ]falls, N . .T ...... 1 
building. • 
County court.house ............. .. 
New Orleans, La .... Custom.house ................... .. 
Monument to General Robert E. 5 
Lee. i 
New York City ...... Columbia College . ............... . 
Trinity Church, Broadway and 
Wall street. 
... ... do ........... ... .................. ... ;, 
Gmuite, Q11incy, Mass............ ISi. 
Grauite Ueorj!ia ......... . ... -- -- · ·· -- -- --
Gray m~rble, K11oxvill e, Tenn .......... --
Red 11:1ndstone, Potsdam, N. Y ........... . 
llrown sandstone, Little Falls, N . .J .. . ..... . 
Lenox Library, Fifth aveuue and Limestone, Lockport, N. Y ... - -- -- · ....... 
eventieth street. 
llospital, Sailors' Snug llarbor, Granite, Spruce llead, Me ....... -- --· -- · · · 
Staten Island. 
Ludlow street jail . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . Granite, Ilalio well, Me ...... -- -- -- -- -- -- --
llalls of justice or "Tombs" ........... clo ....... ....... . -- ................ .. . 
Seventh ~{egiment armory........ Granite, Rouncl Pond, Me ..... -- -- -- .. · -- · 
Metropohtan Museum of Art ..... Granite, Mt. Dese1t, Ue ................ . . 
N w York p0f1t.office .. .. .. .. .. .. . Granite, Dix Island, Me ....... - .. 1 
Court.Jtonso in City Ilall Park .......... do .................. ------ ----
1stol' Hous~...... .... .. .... .. . .. Granite, Quincy, Mass .... -- ...... ... ... .. hJf
1
~·:~ll Ulturch, LaFayette ...... do .. ......................... . 
1 
....... . 
Egy1>lian obelisk iu Central Park . Uor.ubknde granite, EgYl)t ..... •· ....... . 
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LIST OF SOME OF' THE MORE IllfPORTANT STONE STRUCTURES OF THE 
UNITED STA TES-Continueu . 
, 
Localir,y. 
New York City . . ... . 
New Yol'k City and 
Drooklyn. 
Philadelphia, Pa, .. .. 
Portland, Me ... .... . 
Providence, R. I. ... 
Structure. 
St. Patrick's Cathedral (i11 pnrt) .. 
Ul1l city hnl\, east, south, a11tl 
west tro uts. 
Treasury buil1ling1 \Vn:I street .. . 
St. J:'atrick's Cathetlral (iu part) .. 
Stock Exchange ................. . 
St. Patrick's Cathedral (in part). 
Union Dime Savings nauk . ... . 
Fortifir.ations, Fort J:.ichrnoml. .. . 
Fortiticatiomi, :Fort, LafayAtte .... . 
. Fortifications at ·Willets Point .. . 
Fortifications at Go\·ornor.-s Isl· 
anrl. 
Fortifications at nc1Uoe's Islantl . . 
Fortificatious at Ellis l;,l,md ..... . 
Fortificat,ions, Fort Schuyler, 
Throp:g's Neck. 
Fc>rtificationR, .Fort Wadsworth, 
Staten falarnl. 
Fortifkations, Ji'ort Hamilton .... . 




New Yo1:k nn,l Brooklyn Lriuge.
1 
. l 
Gir:11<1 I3ank . .......... .......... . 
United Sfn.tes mrntorn.house ..... . 
Unite<! ~tates mint ... ........... . 
Uniter! States N:wal Asylum .... . 
Merchants' Excllango ... ........ . 
Giranl College . . ...... .. ... . ..... . 
Philadelpl'ia National Bank .... .. 
First National Ban le .. . ......... . 
New Masouic Temple ..... ... . .. . 
New rost.Qffico .. ............... . 
St. Mark's I'rotcs tant Episcopal 
Cli11rch. 
Bank of Comm erce ....... .. .. . . . 
Ha11I< of North America, .... ..... . 
Holy Trinity Episrop:.l Church .. 
Fifth Baptist Church .. ........ : .. 
Now cit,.v \Juildings . ........•..... 
Univeniity of PennsylYania ..... . 
Memoria,l B:tptist. Church ...... .. . 
Holy Communion Chnrch ....... . 
Academy of Natmrtl Sciences ... . 
Yo1111g Mon 's Christi:.n Associa. 
tion. 
FortsPrelilo, Scn.mmol, and Gorges 
Post.office ...................... . . 
Custom.house ............... .. .. . . 
Cit.r hall . .....................•.. 
Soldiers' and ,milors' rnom1mc11t .. 
Post.office and cui'!tom.honse ..... . 
lfoger William s's monnment ..... . 
New Catholic catl1 odral. ......... . 
Grace Church . . ....... .......... . . 





Dolomite (marble). Lefl, Ma'\S . ..•..•...... 
Dolomite (marble), West Stock· . ...... . 
bridge, Mas,;. 
. ..... do ... .. ... ..... .... ..... • ........... . 
Dolomite (marble), Tuckahoe, N. Y. 
.. . . .. do .. .. .. ..... . .............. . 
'·Snowflake" marble (dolomite), 
l'l easantvillo, N . Y . 
Mal'bh, (tlolornite), Pleasantville, 
N. Y. 
Grani te, Dix Island, Me ......... . 
Brown saiuhltonll, ~ ew ,Ter·sey .. . 
Gran ite, 8prnco Head, Me ....... . 
.. . . . do .... .. ... ........... ... .... . 
. ..•.. <lo .•••••. •••••.••••••••• • •. ••. 
. .. .. do . . .......... ...... . ........ . 
Gneiss ...... .. ..... . ........... • .. 
Grnnite, Maino ..... : ........... • .. 
•• •••. cl'O .•• ••• ••••• • •• •••••••••• •••. 
.. . ... do ... .. ... ............... . . 
Gran ite, Frankfort, Me.; Concortl, 
)I', H.; Spn1ce H.ea,J, Me.; Cape 
Aun, l\Iass.; Hurricane Island, 
Mo.; Westerl,v, R.. I .; East Blue. 
hill, Me.; 8to11y Creek, Conn .; 
Mt. De,,or t Island, Me.; Chanco· 
burglt, N . J. 
Limestone, Roil(lout, N. Y.; King · 
;,ton, N. Y .; Isle La Motte, 
Lake Clrn.rnplaia; Wills borough 
Poi ut, Lake Champlain; near 
Cat;skill, N. Y. 
L im estone (marble) , Montgomery 
County, l:'a. 
.. .... do ........................... . 
.••.• . <lo .•••••.••. ·••••• •••••• •••• •• 
. . . . do . .. .... .... ................. · 
... . .. do . . .. .... . ............... . .. . 
.... . . do ... . .. ... ... . .............. . 
Gran itfl, Quinc_y, Mass ........... . 
. . clo .•. . ... • •. . ..••.•.•••.••••. 
Granite, Fox lsland, Me.; Cape 
Ann, MaAA. 
Granite, Dix: Island, Mo.; Rieb· 
rnond·, Va. 
S:rndstone, Poriland, C01m ...•.... 
.••••. <lo . . •..•• •••.•.•••••••••.••••• 
. ..... do .. ......................... . 
...... do ........ ................... . 
llo . .. . . .... ........ .. .•••.. ... 
Dolom ite (marble )·, Leo Mass ..... . 
Serpentine, Cb ester County, Pa .. . 
.••••• <lo .•• ••• . ••• .••••••••••••••••• 
. .... . do ... .. ................. ... .. . 
... ... do ...... .................... . 
Sandstone, Ohio .. .... . .... • ...•... 
Granite, Mount Waldo, Bi«ltleford, 





















Cr.rAtallino limestone (marble), 1872 
Verrno ut,. 
Granite, llallow('ll, Me., Concord, 1872 
N . II. . 
Granite, Hurricane Island, Me.; 
\Vesterly, H.. I., and Concord, 
N.II. 
Granite, ·westerly, R. I. ......... . 
Granite, Quinc.v, Mft~s ...... ...... 1858 
Granite, Westcrl.v, R. I .. ..••. ..... ..... ·· 
S:.udstone, Portland, Conn ... ........ . ... . 
Sandstone, Little Falls, N. J . .. .. . ....... . 
Granite. Smithfield, R. I .....• .. . . ... ... .. 
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Saint ra.ul, Minn ..... Catholic cathedral................ Magnesiau limestone, Saint Paul, 
Minn. 
·unitarian church .•••••• ..•...........•. do .. ............ . ..... ....... . 
St. Paul's Episcopal church ....... Magnesian limestone, Kasota, 1873-'74 
Minn. 
United States custom-house and- .••.•. do .•......•• . ...............•. 1872 
post-office. 
Adams school. .....•.................... do ........................ · . .. ...• .. ... 
l<"'ran klin school. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ..•. do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
County jail . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... II o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . 
Salt Lake City, Utah . Assembly bouse. .. . . . ..•• •• .•.• •. Granite, LittleCottonwoo<l Caijon, . ...... . 
Utah. 
New Mormon Temple .•....... ..•.....•• do .. .... . ..... . .... . . .... .•. 
Sau :Francisco, Cal. .. Bank of California ................ Blue 1<audstone, · Angel Islnntl, 1865 
Savanuab, G.1 . ...... . 
Trcnto11, N. J ...... . 
Wasl.i in gton, D. C .. . 
l::lmi l<'ra1-icisco Bay. 
United States mint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandstone, New Uastle I sland, 
Gulf of Georgia, British Uolum-
1874 
~~!i~~~1~~~~e e~~r.~~:::::::::::::: 
~i:i: ~~t~~} ::::.:: ::::::·· ::::: ::: 
Executive Ma.ns1on .............. . 
Treasury Buihling, old portion .. . 
Treasury Buittling, uew porLion .. . 
Patent Office Bnil1li11g-, old portio11. 
Patm1t Office Building, extension . 
Ul1apel in Oak Ilill Cemetery .... 
Georiretowu College (new build-
ing.) 
Cabin Jolm's Bridge, parapets 
and eopinir. 
Washing-tou Monument, exterior, 
in pal't. · 
·wasl.Jiugt.on Monumen t, exterior. 
vVashington Monument, interior .. 
General Post.Office, old. portion . . 
Geiieral Post-Office, extension . .. . 
United States Capitol, old portion. 
Uuite,I Statm; Capitol, exteusiou .. 
Unite<l States Citpitol, extension, 
cnlunms. 
Smith8011ian Institution ...... ... . 
i::it. Dominick's Ch urch ..•. .. ..... 
Corcoran A rt Ga.llery (in part) ... 
State, Wm·, aJHl Navy l3uihling . I 
Butler lionse, Capitol Tiill .... . .. . 
l>ia. 
Granite, Quincy, Mass . ..... ... ... .. . .... . 
. ..... rlo . .... .. . .. .... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 1852 
Sandstone, Trenton, N. J . ... .. .. . . ... . ... . 
.... . do .. .... ...... .. ......•.• .... 
. ~~"t.~~i~~~~·- ~~~~i.~ ~r~~~.: :: :::: :: "isiri i4i 
Granite, Dix Isfand, Maine . . . . . . 1855 
Sandstone, .A.cqnia Creek, Va .... 1837·'42 
Dolomite (marule/, Cockeysville, 1849-'6-! 
?11:(l. . 
Mica, schist, near Washington .. . .. ... . . 
. ....• do ...... .. . . .. .. . ........... . 
Sanclst,one, 8enecaCreek, Md . ... ) 
l 1848-'!i5 
Dolomite (ma.rble), Lee, Mass .. J 1848-'84 
Dolomite (marble), Cockeysv1lle, 
Mcl. 
Mica Rcbist, 110ar Washington ; 
p:raniLe, Massachusetts aud 
Maine. 
Dolomite (marble), West Chester, 
N.Y. 




Sa11dstone, .Acqnia Cl'eek . . . . . ... 1793 
Dolomite (marule1, Lee, Mass . . 1851-'65 
Dolomite (marble), Cockeysvi1le, 
Md. 
Sarnlstone, Seneca Creek, Mel . .... 1847-'56 
Gneis:3, Port DP}lnRit, Md ........ ...... .. . 
Sand;ito1w, Br.lle,·ill e, N. J ...•....... ..... 
Basernnnt and sub-basement gran· 1871-' 6 
ite,Main e ; f< 11perRtr1wtnre gran-
ite, near Ricbmoucl. Va. 
Gr:t11ite, Cape Ann, Mass .... . ........ ... . 
APPENDIX E. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS ON BUILDING STONE. 
The following list includes all the principal works on the subject of 
building stone which llave come under the writer's uotice. It does not 
include isolated and special papers which have appeared from time to 
time in various journals and periodicals, or State geological reports. 
Such, when containing matter of sufficient importance, have been men-
tioned in the text and reference given in the foot-notes. The list is 
arranged alphabetically by authors. 
BLUM, Dr. J. REINHARD, Lithurgik oder Minernlien uncl Felsarten nach ihrer An-
,,endung iu okonomischer, artistischer und teclrnischer Hillsicht systematisch 
abgchandelt. Stuttgart, 1840. 
1:WHME, Dr. Die Festigkeit der Baumaterialien. Rcsnltate dcr Untersnchnngen in 
der Station znr Priifnng cler Festigkeit von Bansteinen an der kiiniglichen 
Gewerbe-Akaclemie zu Berlin, etc. Bel'lin, 1876. 
BURGOYNE1 Sir JOHN. Rudimentary Treatise on the Blasting and Qn:1rrying of 
Stone. London: J. vVesle, 1852. 
BURNHAM, S. M. History and Uses of Limes-tone and Marbles. Illustrated with 
colored plates. Boston: S. E. Cassino & Co., 1883. 
CHATRAU, THEODORE. Technologie du Btttiment ou :8tnde Complete des Matcriaux 
<le tonte Espece ernployes dans les constructions, etc . 2. ed. Paris, 1880. 
DAVIES, D. C. Slate anil Slate Quarrying. Lomlon: Crosuy, Lockwood & Co., 1878. 
DELESSE, A. Mat eriaux de Construction de l;Exposition Universelle de 187:'l. Pa,ris, 
1856. 
DOBSON, EDWARD. Masonry and Stone-cutting. Weale's Rudimentary series. Lon-
don: Crosu.v, Lockwood & Co., 1873. 
GERSTE~BRRGK, HEINRICH VON. Katechismus der Baurna_terialkuncle, etc. Be_rlin, 
1868. 
GOTTGETREU, RUDOLPH. Physische unct. Chemische Bcschaffeohe:it der Baumate-
rialien. 2 vols. Berlin, 1880-'81. Verlag von .Jnlins Springer. 
GRUEBER, BERNHARD. Die Baumaterialien-Lchrc. Berlin, 18G3. Verlag von Ernst 
& Korn. 
GWILT, JosEPII. An Encyclopedia of Architecture. London, 1851. 
HALL, Prof. JA:\'lES. Report on Building Stones. 
HARTMANN, Dr. CARL. Vollstancliges Handbuch der Steinarueiten, etc. W&imar, 
1862. 
HAUENSCHILD, HANS. Ka.techismus der Baumaterialien. Wien: Lehmann & Went-
zel, 1879. · · 
HULL, EDWARD. A Treatise on the Building and Ornamental Stones of Great Bri-
taiu and Foreign Countries. London: Macmillan & Co., 187~. 
KERSTEN, E. Die Baumaterialienkunde, etc. Leipzig (not dated). Verlag von 
Eduard Hahuel. 
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KoLLSCH, CARL. Die Baumaterialienkunde fi.ir ausfiihrende Bautechniker und itlr 
Studirende der Bauwissenschaft. Schwetschke & Sohn. Bruhn, 1861. 
MALECOT, LEON. Materiaux de Construction employes en Belgique. Bruxelles & 
Liege, 1866. 
NEWBERRY, J. -s.· Building and Ornamental Stones. Report of Judges, Group 1, u. 
S. Internat. Ex., 1876, Vol. III. Washington, 1880. 
Notes 011 Building Construction. Part III. Materials (South Kensington Educational 
Series). London, Oxford, and Cambridge, 18i9. 
SCHLEGEL, CARL FRIEDRICH. Die Lohre Yon den Baumaterialien und den Arbeiten 
der Maurer. Leipzig: Verlag von Heinrich Matthes, 1857. 
SCHMIDT, OTTO. Die Baumii,terialien. Berlin, 1881. Verlag von Theodor Hofmann. 
Report on the Building Stones of the Uniteu States, and Statistics of the Quarry 
Industry for 1880. Vol. x. RepoTt of the Tenth Census of the United States. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1884. 
THURSTON, R.H. Materials of Construction. New York: Wiley & Sons, 1885. 
VIOLET, ADOLPH. Les Marbres et les Machines a travailler le marbre. (Rappor1s 
sur !'Exposition de 1878, XXVIII.) Paris, 1879. 
VISSER, J. E. Die Baumaterialien. Handbuch fiir Architecten, etc. Emden, 1861. 
WEBBER, MARTIN. Das Schleifen, Poliren, Farben und kiinstlerische Verzieren des 
Marmors. '\Veimar, 1878. Bernhard Friedrich Voigt. 
WENCK, Dr. JULIUS. Die Lehre von den Baumaterialien, etc. Berlin, 1863. 
APPENDIX F. 
GLOSS.A RY OF. 1'ERJfS. 
lEolian rocks. Fragmental rocks composeu of wind-drifted materials. The "drift 
sand rock," the common building stone of Bermuda, is a good example. 
Argillaceous. Containing clayey matter. 
Ashlar masonry. Cut stone laid in continuons conrses. 
Bardiglio. This is a favorite Italian marble olJtainecl on Montalto, on the southern 
borders of Tuscany. It is a gray or bluish color, traversed by dark veins. 
In some specimeuis the veining assumes the appearance of flowers, when it is 
known as Bardiglio fiorito. The name is now commonly applied to any mar-
ble having this color and vein in~. 
Bastard granite. A s01uewhat indefinite name given by quarrymen to gneissic or 
schistose rocks, resembling granites in a general way, but differing in structure. • 
The name is frequently applied by quarrymen to any vein or dike rock occur-
ring in a granite quarry. 
Bird's-eye-marble. A tP.rm used in Iowa to designate a fossil coral (Acervularia 
davidsonia); and used for making small ornaments. 
Bituminous. Containing bitume.n. 
Breast. 'fhe iace or wall of a quarry is sometimes called by this name. 
Breccias. Fragmental stones, the individual particles of which are large and angular 
in form. 
Bluestone. In Mary lane} a gray gneiss; in Ohio a gray sandstone; in the District of 
Columbia a mica schist; in New York a blue-gray sandstone; in Pennsylvania 
a blne-gray sandstone. A popular term; not sufficiently definite to be of value. 
Butt. The butt of a slate quarry is where the overlying rock comes in contact with 
an inclined stratum of slate rock. 
Calcareous. Containing lime. 
Cavernous. Containing irregular cavities or pores, due in most cases to the removal , 
of some mineral, or in limestones of a fossil. 
Cellular or vesicular. Containing cells or ve'!icles. This structure is very com-
mon in recent eruptive rocks, especiallytheglassy forms. Snmetimesthestonc 
contains so many ce1ls that it will float on water, as is the case with common 
pumice. These cells are in many cases subsequently filled with other minerals, 
ancl the rock is then called amygdaloidal. The Brighton melaphyr is the best 
example of amygdaloidal structure found in our building stones. 
Choncoidal fracture. When the surfaces of a chip broken off by. a hammer arc 
curved like ·a bivalve mollusk the stone is said to have a choncoidal fracture. 
Compact sto::.es, like lithographic limestones, obsidians, and flints, usually 
break in this manner. 
Clayholes. Cavities in stones which are usually filled with fine sand or clayey ma-
terial often of.a lighter color than tlrn stone itself and so loosely coherent as to 
fall away immediately or to weather o,ut on exposure. They are especial1y 
prevalent in many of our Triassic sandstones, and, besides being unsightly, arc 
elements of weakness and should always be avoided. 
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Concre:ionary. Made of concretions, or rounded particles formed by the collecting of 
rn mer al matter around some center so as to form a rounded mass composed of con-
centric layers like the co~tings of au onion. When the concretions are small, 
like the roe of a fisl1, the structure is called ooNtic, or if large as a pea, pisolitic. 
The best examples of this structure in our building stones are the oolitic lime-
stones of Bedford, Ind., and other places. A rare structure in crystalline rocks. 
Conglomerates. Fragmental stones composed of large, rounded fragments. 
Coquina. The Spanish name for a shell limestone which occurs abundantly in Plor-
ida, composed simply of a mass of shells connected together. 
Coral limestone. A rock composed of fragments of corals. 
Crystalline. Collsisting ;vholly of crystals or crystalline particles, not fragm ental. 
Rocks which like grnnite or crystalline limestone are made up wLolly of crys-
talline grains are called crystalline-gra1mla1· or g1·anular-cl'ystallinc rocks. The 
terms micro-crystalline and crypto-crystalline are often applie<l to rocks in which 
the individual particles are too small to be readily distingnishe<l by the unaided 
eye. Such rocks are sornet.imes called compact, a term which is also applied to 
fra.grnental rocks of similar texture. 
Curb. A flat piece of stone placed vertically, bounding the street edges of side-
walks, etc. 
Diabase. An ern pti vc rock compose<l essentially of a pl::tgioclase feldspar aml angi tc. 
Dikes (or dykes). Masses of volcanic _rock which liave been forced up from below 
in a molten condition to fill :fractures or fissnres in tho eart,L.'s crnst. Snell arc 
also called trap-rocks. Tho dial>ases and a variety of eruptive rocks frequwtly 
occur in tile form of dikes. 
Diorite. An eruptive rock compo:-;~~(l essential ly of a pl:tgioclase, feldspar, an<l hurn-
hlen<le. 
Dip. 'l'he slope or pitch of tho strata, or 1l1c :rnglo which the layers make with 
tbe plane of the horizon. ' 
Dolomite. A stone compose<l of mixed calcium and magnesium carbonates. 
A "Dry.'' A natural scam usually invisible when the rock is freshly ']_uarried, but 
wl.J.ich is brought out on C;xposure to weather or sometimes during the process 
or cutting. A very serious defect in many stoues. 
Eecarpment. A nearly vertical uatnral face of rock or ledge. 
Feldspathic. Containing feldspar. 
Ferruginous. Contaiuing iron oxides. 
Fibrous. Having a structnre as thongh malle np of bundles of distinct fibers. This 
structure. is not fournl in any buil<ling stone, bnt is common in some forms of 
gypsum and of ealci te, which are used for making small oruameuts. 
Flagstone. Any kind of a stone which separates naturn.lly into thin tabuhtr plates 
suit.able for pavements and curbing. Especially applical.Jlc to sandstones and 
schists. 
Flint. Qnartz in any kind of rock is commonly known to quarrymen :is flint. True 
flint is amorphons silica,, occurring in nodular form in chalk beds. 
Foliated or schistose. 'rerms applied to rocks whicl1, like gneiss p,nd schi t, have 
their constitucuis arranged in more or less definite nearly parallel planes. 
Fragmental or elastic. Terms which are applied to rocks composed of fragment 
like ordinary sandstone. ·when the fragments arc the size of a pea or larger, 
and rounded in form, the structure is called conglomerated, or if the particle 
are an<rula.r, brecciaiecl. 
Freestone. This i a term which has been applied to stones that work freely in any 
<lire ·tion. Especially applied to ·sandstones and limestones. A term of no pe-
·ial valu , U.f-l iL is too ill(l finite. 
Gneiss. A rock of th composition of granite bnt in which the ingredient are 
arran(Y' <l in mor' or lcs!-l parallel layers. 
Gneissoid. Like gn isH. 
Grain. Tu clir ction iu rock at ri(Y'ht angles with the rift. 
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Granite. A rock consisting of q1rnrtz, orthoclase, and mica or other accessory min-
erals. in tlle stone-cutter's nomenclature no distinction is made between the 
varieties; all stones which are hard, granular, and crystallized are called gran-
ite:. 
Granitoid. Tllorongbly crystalline and massive, like granite. 
Granular. A term applied to rocks composed of distinct grains, whether fmgmental 
• and water worn or crysta:Iine. 
Greenstone or grlinstein. A term formerly used to designate certain basic ernptfre . 
rocks occurring in tl.ie form of dikes. Through mistaken notions regarding tlrnir 
true nature and from a general similarity in their appearance the name was 
made 1o foc1uc1c a variety of compact, dark-greenish or nearly bfack rocks, 
which microscopic examination has sbo1vv11 to be principally dialHtse and dio-
rite. 
Grit. Any sharp, gritty sandstone or schist used as a whetstone or hone. 
Grub-saw. A saw made from a notched blade of thin iron, and provided with a 
wooden back. Used with sand for sawing sLone by hand-power. (See Pl:tte v.) 
Guys. Ropes or chains used to prevent anything from swiugiug or moving abont. 
Hackly fracture. A tcrn1 applied when the surfaces of a fra.ctnre are roogh and 
jagged. 
Joints. DiYisional planes which divide the rock in the qnarry into na,tural blocks. 
1'here are usually two or three nearly parallel series called Ly quarrymen 
end jointf:I, back joints, and bottom joints, according to t.bei1· position. (See 
section F.) 
Ledge. Any natnral solill body of rock. 
Lewis hole. The Lewis~ hole consists of a series of two or more holes drilled n.s 
closely together as possible, and then connected by knocking ont the thin par-
tition between theru, forming thus one wide hole, having its greatest diameter 
in a plane with the desired rift. Blasts from such boles are wedge-like in 
their action, and by means of them larger and · better-shaped blocks can be 
taken out than would otherwise be possible. This style of hole is said t to 
have been devised b~ a Mr. Joseph Richards, of Quincy, thoug;h at about what 
date we arc 11ot informed. This same gentleman was also the inventor of the 
bnsh hammer, which, however, when first patented, about 1831, consisted of a 
solid piece, instead of several pieces bolted together as now. 
Limestone. Under this term almost all the calcareous quarried rocks, whether frag-
mental or crystalline, are classified. 
Liver rock. This term is applied to that variety of the Ohio sandstone which breaks 
o,: cuts as reaclily in one clirection as in another. In other words, the working 
of the stone is not affected by stratification. 
Lyonaise marble. A local term applied to marbles which are cor_nposecl ofa mixture 
of red and wliitc colors, ns those of Mallet's Ray, Vt. 
Marble. Any limestone or dolorni te capable of being polished and suited for orna-
mental work. 
Massive; unstratified. Having, no definite arrang.emeut in layers or strata, but the 
variom1 ingredients Leing thoroughly commingled, as in granite ancl diab::ise. 
Nigger head. (1) The black concretionary nodule,s found in granite; 
(2) Any hard, dark, colored rock weatheriug out into rounded nodules or 
bowlders; 
(3) Slaty rock associated with sandstone. A quarryman's term. 
Oolite. A stone composed of small globules resembling the roe of a fish. 
Ophiocalcite. A mi x ture of serpentine and limestone. 
* This word is spelled by some Louis. 
t Potter's History of Quincy, Mass. 
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Orbitoides limestone. A fossiliforous limestone abundant in the upper Eocene 
formation in the Southern States. 
Perch. Io Philadelphia, 22 cubic feet are called a perch. A perch of masonry 
contaius 24¾ cubic feet, 16½ x 1-½ x 1. It is usually taken at 25 cubic feet. The 
term is falling into disuse. 
Plucky. A term often used by stone-cutters to designate stones which nuder the 
chisel break away in irregularly conchoidal chips, and which arc therefore diffi-
cult to trim to a line or to bring to a perfect surface. Common in compact 
and impure limestones. 
Porphyry. Any stone composed of an extremely fine gronndrnass in which larger 
crystals are 11eveloped. 
Porphyritic. When a rock consists of a compact or fine. and evenly crystalline 
groundrua:ss, throughout which are scattered larger crystals, nsually of feld-
Rpar, the structure is said to be porphyritic. This structure is qnite common in 
granite, but is not particularly noticeable, owing to the sligl1t contt:ast in color 
be-tween the larger cr.vstals aml the finer groundmass. It is 111ost noticeable in 
such rocks as the felsites, in which, as is the case with somP- of t,he "porphy-
ries" of eastern Massachnsetts, the grom,dmassisexceedingly de11 se and compact 
and of a black or red color, while the large feldspa,r crystals are white and 
stand out in very marked cont,rast. This structure is so striking in appearance 
that rocks possessing it iu any marked. degree are pop11la.rly callecl porphy-
ries whateYer may be their mineral composition. Tho term porphyry is sai<l 
to li::tve been originally appli e<l to certain kinds of igneons rocks of a rr,ddish 
or purple color, sncb as the celebrated reel porpliyry or" ros'.)oantico" of Egypt. 
The word is now 11sed by tl10 best authorities almost wholly in its adjective 
sense, since any rock may possess this structure whatever its origin or composi-
tion may be." 
Putty powder, or polishing pntty, -is a fine whitish powder, consisting in the com-
mercial form of abont equal parts oxide of tin and lead. Used in poli shing 
stone and glass. 
Quarry. .Any opening in a ledge for taking out stone. • 
Quarry water. .All rocks when first taken from the qnany contain more or less wa-
ter, which evaporates 011 exposure, leaving tho ston e eonsiLlerably hanler. In 
sandstones this quarry water is cousidered by Newberry to ho a so ln i.ion of 
silica (Rep. of Jndges, Group 1, p. 127). Its composition probably v:1rics greatly 
in different classes of roclrn. (Seep. 3:lD.) 
Rl1.yolite. A post-Tertiary volcanic rock of the com posit.ion of granitr. 
Rift. The direction in a rock parall el to tbclamin::ition or folia1io11, and along whi ch 
it splits with greatest ease. 
Rubberstone. A sharp-gritted Ohio or Indiana san dstone nsetl for sharpening sl1oe-
knives ; also called a shoe-stone. 
Rubble masonry. Rough, nnsri narc<l stones laid in irregular courses. 
Saccharoidal. Having a grain and structnro like that ofloafsugar. Common in 
crysta,llinc limc:;tone. · 
Salt.veins. A term applied by the quarrymen to the coarse granite veins from 2 
inches to 2 or more feet thick, and ;,;·bich arc found interscc1ing granite anll 
ol!lcr crystalline rocks. 
S, ab. A local term nse<l in certain sandstone quarries in Iowa. The stone is Yery 
ma sivo and is lnoken from the quarry in irregular lumps by blasting. The 
lumps are then (rimmed down to a shape npproximn.tely rrctangnlar by mean 
of beavy_ pi cks. Thi s process is dcnominatccl scabbing. 
Sap. Tbo t rm originatccl from imagin d analogy l>ctween tho decomposecl layer 
an<1 tb sn.p wood of t1·ces. A term applied to the stttincd ancl wcrthles 11or-
tion of 1he slone exl<'ncling inward from tho point. 
" Hull, Builcling 1.t1Hl Ornamental Stones, p. 75. 
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Sculp. To sculp slates is to break up the farge blocks into long slabs, suitable to 
split. · 
Segregated. A term applied to the veins and nouular masses of :finer or coarser 
texture that have formed in graui te aml other crystalline rocks; as for exam· 
ple, the black patches in granite. 
Serpentine. A rock composed of hydrous magnesia silicate. 
Shell limestone. Rock composed of consolidated shells. 
·siliceous. Containing: silica. 
Spalls. This is a term which is used quite generally by stone-cutters to denote the 
. chips auJ. other waste materi:11 cut from a block in process of dr:essing. 
Spider-web. A term applied to tbe wavy lines in the Obio sandstones, and which 
are caused by staius of iron o:xiJ.e. Fre()_uently seen iu sawed stones, especially 
where the lamination is slightly oblique or irregular. It is very like the grain 
of wood which shows in a planed board. 
Split rock. Tliis term applies to those rocks possessing tabubr structnre, or which 
cleave easily in the lines of larniuation1 and are conscq uently applicable to the 
preparation of flaggin g and for curbstones. · 
Stalactitic marble. 'l'llis is a marble which is formed by the deposit of limo car-
bonates from waters percolating into cavities or caves. 
Strata. Layers or bcus of rock of the same kind lying one npon another. 
Stratified; bedded. Composcll of layers or beds•lying parallel to one another, as is 
so frequently seen in sandstone and limestone. '\Vhen the strata are fine and 
leaf-like the strn'cture is c:1lleJ. laminated or shaly. 
St1eaked. Having some of the mineral constituents so arrangeu as to give the rock 
a striped or streaked appearance. In the eruptive rocks this structure is often 
pro~uced by the flowiug of the mass in a partially cooled condition. It is best 
seen in obsidian, rbyoli tc, and qnartz porphyries. 
S~ock. The useful rock taken from a(J_uarry. 
Strike. The direction in strata at right angles to the dip, or the course of a horizon-
tal lino on the surface of i uclined beds. 
Syenite. A granular massive rock with the st,1icture of a granite, but containing 
no qnartz. 
Trachyte. A post-Turti a, ry volcanic rock of the composition of syenito. 
Trap or trap -rock. ( See Dikes ancl Greens tone.) The name applies to the manner in 
which a rock occurs, and is not itself a name of specific value. 
Travertine. A calcareous rock deposited by water from solution,' and which was 
used as a building stone in Rome. (See text.) 
Verde antique. Antique green. A rock composed of a mixture of serpentine and 
limestone. 
Vitreous or glassy. 'l'heso terms are applieu to rocks that have a structure like glass, 
as obsidian. Rocks of this type are at present little used for any kind of work. 
APPENDIX G. 
CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF BUILDING AND ORNAMENTAL 
STONES IN THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
J. UNITED STATES AND TERRITORIES. 
ALABAMA. 
Limestone. Fine; d'ark drab. Calera, Shelby County. Calera Lime Works. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17481. 
Fossiliferous; semi-crystalline; very light drab. Near Florence, Lauderdale 
County. Do!lglass quarries. Maj. W. R. King, U. S. Army. 27328. 
Fossiliferous; sem i-crystaUi ne ; light drab. Near Florence, Lauderdale Count,y. 
Harkin's quarry. Maj. W.R. King, U. S. Army. 27327. · 
Coarse; porous; light Luff. Turk's Cave. U. S. Geological Survey, 18&1. 
35782. 
Oolitic; fine; light colored. Near Dickson, Colbert County. Quarries of T. 
L. Fossick & Co. Tenth Census, 1880; 2 specimens. 2G75!). 
Fine; light brown; fossiliferous. Near Tuscumbia, Colllcrt County. Bowser's 
quarry. Maj. W. R. King, U. S. Army. 273~5. 
Oolitic; semi-crystalline; drab. Trinity, Lawrence County. Trinity quarry . 
. Maj. W.R. King, U.S. Anny. 2732!). 
Fossiliferous; semi-crystalline; light colored. Near Leighton, Lawrence 
County. Walker's quarry. Maj. W.R. King, U.S. Army. 2732G. 
Limestone [marble]. White; crystalline. About 4 Ly 4 Ly 2 inches. Talladega 
County. .Centennial, 1876. 17482. 
-- Pure white; crystalline. 5¾ by 4 Ly 1 inches. 'ralladega, Talladega County. 
A. W. Bowie's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27314. 
Sandstone. Dark yellow; coarse; porous. De Kalb County. Collinsvme quarry. 
Tenth Census. 25918. 
Gray; fine and compact; with pyrite. Near Grcensport, SL. Clair Cou nty. 
Gibson's quarry. Tenth Census. 27330. 
ARIZO:NA, 
Limestone. Pine; light buff. Near Albuquerque, Yavapai County. Jolin S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 3574G. 
Sandstone. Deep pink; :flue arnl compact. Yavapai County. Chino quarry. John 
S. F. Batchcn. 3G571. 
Light colored; fine grained. Yavapai County. Carron Diablo quarry. John 
S. F. Batchen. 35744. 
ARKANSAS. 
Elooolite syenite. Very coarse. Large block, 5 foet square by 12 inches thick· 
0
1
110 f~co poli h cl, an_d with carved inscription, "Specimen from the Diamond Jo 
r nit o., Hot, pnng , Arkansas." Hot Springs. Diamond Jo quarry. John 
S. ' . Batchen, 1883. 285!)!), 
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Elreolite syeuite. Fine; greenish gray. Hot Springs. Diamond. Jo quarry. John 
S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27519. 
Limestone. Oolitic; fine; dark drab. Blansett, ScoLt County. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26643. 
Qt~artzite; light colorell; :fine au:d compact. Bald Kuou, White County. Bald 
Knob quarry. Tenth Census. 26524. 
CALIFORNIA. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Fine; compact; blue gray. A. P. Blake. 25014. 
Marble. White; yellow veined.. 5½ by G½ by¾ inches. Kern Conuty. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 2546!:l. 
Limestone [marble]. White; green mottled. Two small slabs. Near Auburn, Placer 
County. Robert E. C. Stearns, 1883. 27352. 
-- White, ancl white with d.ark veins; crystalline. Two specimens. Indian Dig-
gings, El Dorado County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25454. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Dark gray; compact. Colfax, Placer County. 
Colfax quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25G:JH. 
Stalagmite [marble]. Pinkish. 4 by 3¼ by 1 inches. Mrs. J. L. Wilkins, 1882. 
27301. 
Travertine [marble]. Massive; white; translucent. Three small pieces. Popularly 
called California onyx. San Luis Obispo. · Chas. E. H,tll & Co., 1884. 36758. 
· White; translucent. About 31 inches. San Lnis Obispo. Joun Dimond, New 
York, 1884. 36759. 
Massive; wliite; translucent. Two specimens. .Nen,r Sau Luis Obispo, San 
Luis Obispo County. San Luis Obispo qnnirry. Tenth Cousns, 1880. 25571. 
Light greeu. 11 by 5 by 1 inches. Sacramento River, llear Crescent Falls, 
near Berryvale, Siskiyou County. J. S. Diller, 1884. 3G88G. 
Emerald green; fine and compact. ALout :~ Ly 3 by 1¾ inches. Falls of Sacra-
mento River, Siskiyoa County. C!ias. H. Towusend, 1881. 35746. 
Reddish brown. 10 by 5 by 1 inches. Saisun City, Solano County. Centen-
nia1, 1876. 25255. 
Brown. Al.lout 10 by 7½ by 1 inches. Suisun City, Solano County. Centen-
nial, 1876: 25256. 
Brown; mottled. About 7½ by G by ¾ inches. Suisan City, Solano County. 
Centennial, 1876. 16054. 
Brown and amber yellow. 5 pieces frregular shaped. Suisuu City, Solano 
County. B. K. Emerson, 188G. 38445. 
Biotite granite. Medium; light gray. Rocklin, Placer County. G. Griffith's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25539. 
Hornblende biotite granite. Coarse; gray. Peuryn, Placer County. G. Griffith's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25542. 
Hornblende granite(1). Medium; very dark gray, nearly black. Penryn, Placer 
County. G. Griffi.t.h's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25554. 
The abundance of plagioclase feld.sapar and small amount of orthoclas 
in this rock place it intermediate between true granite and quartz diori~e. 
Basalt. Compact; dark gray. Bridg<?port, Solano County. Used only for street 
pavement. Thomason's quarry. Tenth Censas, 1880. 25G63 . 
.Compact; dark gray. Near Petaluma, Sonoma County. Used only for street 
pavement. Quarry of J. Couden Bros. and others. Tenth Census, 1880. 
~5664. 
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Sandstone. Coarse; light brown. Near Alameda, Alameda County. Tenth Census. 
25569. 
Fine; gray. Angel Isbnd, Marin County. Angel Islan<l. quarry. Tenth Cen-
sus. 25570. 
Fine; gray. Livermore, Alameda County. Livermore quarry . . Tenth Census. 
25665. 
Brown. Haywards, Alameda County. Excelsior quarry. Tenth Census. 25801. 
Coarse; very light buff. Near San Jose, Santa Clara County. Goodrich quarry. 
Tenth Census. 25797. 
Coarse ; very light lrn:ff. Near San Jose, Santa Clara County. Goodrich quarry 
Tenth Census. 25798. 
Coarse; very light gray. Near San Jose, Santa Clara County. Goo<l.rich qu:my. 
Tenth Census. 25799. 
Andesite tuff. Coarse; gray. Near Cordelia, Solano County. Thomason's quarry. 
Ten th Ceusus, 1880. 25800. 
COLORADO. 
Limestone. Fine; black. Pitkin, Gunuison County. Sunu_yside quarry. J. S.F. 
Batchen, 1884. 35990. 
:Fine; dark_, mottled . Pitkin, Gunnisou County. J. S. F. Batchen, 188-1. 36011. 
Coarse; pink. Morrison, Jefferson County. Monison quarry. J. S. P. Bat-
chen, lf84. 35995. 
Semi-crystalline; dull; pink mottled. Near Morrison, Jeffersou County. Mor-
rison quarry. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 35!)'.)G. 
Biotite granite. Medium; gray; indistinctly porphyritic. Lawson, Clear Creek 
County. Quarry of Comrnet and Ivers. J. S. F. Batchcn, 1884. 35980. 
Medium; gray. Georgetown, Clear Creek County. J. S. F. Batcben, 1884. 
35987. 
Coarse; light red. Platte Canon, Jefferson and Douglas Counties. Govern-
ment quarries. Tenth Census, V,80. 257t,4. 
Muscovite gneiss. Medium; light gray. Lawson, Clear Creek County. Quarry 
of Corumet and Ivers. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 35981. 
Diorite. Fine; light greenish gray. Monarch, Chaffee County. H. H. Church's 
quarry. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 36004. 
Sandstone. Light drab, laminated with blue gray. Fol't Collins, La.rimer County. 
Fort C'ollins quarry. Tenth Census. 25783. 
Fine; light colored. Fort Collins, Larimer County. Fol't Collins quarry. 
Tenth Census. 25787. 
Light colored; fine and compact. · Near Fort Collins, Larimer County. E. B. 
Yont's quaITy. Tenth Census. 2i005. 
Fine; li~ht red. Near Fort Collins, Larimer County. L:1 Porto quarry. Tenth 
Census. 27023. 
Nearly quartzite; light pink; fine and compact. Longwort, Larimer County: 
Longwo1't quarry. John S. I<'. natchen. 359!)7. 
Light red; laminated. Greeley, Larimer County. John S. F. natchen. 36001. 
Nearly quartzit.c; light colored; fine and compact. Buckhorn, Larimer County. 
C. J. McWhortcr's quarry. John S. F. Batchen. 36 39. 
Fin ; light colored. Coal Creek, Fremont County. Coal Creek quarry. 
T •uth C nsus. 2G7 9. 
Fine; light colored. Arkansas River, Fremont County. Brandford quarry. 
Tenth Census. 25 !ll. 
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Sandstone. Fine;· olive-tinteJ.. Near Cafion City, FremQnt County. Quarry of 
Blodety & Nntts. Tenth Census, 25785. 
Fine; light colored. Near Canon City, Fremont County. Quarry of Frank 
& Lutz. John S. F. Batchen. ~35983. 
Triassic; lightred; micaeeous. Sec.3,T.4,R.70vV.,JeffersonCounty. Welch 
quarry. Tenth Census. 26858. 
Triassic; fine; light brown. Golden, Jefferson County. Centennial, 1876. 
27124. 
Light gray; fine; micaceous. Trinidad, Las .Animas County. Trinidad quarry. 
1'enth Census. 2G788. 
Quartzite. Nearly white; very fine anu compact. Pitkin, Gunnison County. 
Quarry of Huck & Co. John S. F. Batchen, 188J. 36838. 
Rhyolite tuff. Light pink. Used for general builcling in Denver. . Dougla.s, Doug-
las County. Colorado Manufacturing Company. Tenth Ceusus, 1880. 27360. 
Light coloreu; fine; vesicular. 
Castle Rock, Doug fas County. 
2G78G. 
Usecl for general building iu Denver. Near 
G. F. Gira.rdot's qun,rry. Tentll Census, 1880. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Dolomite [marble]. White antl bll1ish; crystalline. Two specimens. East Canaan, 
Litchfield County. E. P. Allen'., quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 26435. 
v\Thite; crystalline. East Canaan, Litchfield County. A. Maxwell's quarry. 
Centennial, 1876. 17G44. 
White; crystalline. East Cauaan, Litchfield County. Centennial, 1876. 17545. 
White; crystalline. East C~naan, Litchfield County. Centennial, 187G. 17546. 
White, dark mottled; crystalline . . East Canaan, Litchfieltl County. Centen-
nial, 187G. 17561. 
White; crystalline. About 12 by U l>y 8 inches. East Canaan, Litchfield 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17562. 
White; crystalline. Falls Village, Litchfielll County. Mathby's quarry. 
Tenth .Census, 1880. 2G1G9. 
Biotite granite. Fine; very light gray. West Norfolk, Litchfield County. Cen-
tennial, 187G. 17535. 
l!"'ine; gq,y. Wmit Norfolk, Litchfield County. 
Fine; gray. West Norfolk, Litchfield County. 
Fine; gray. \Vest Norfolk, Litchfield County. 
Fine; gray. West Norfolk, Litchfield County. 







Quarry of Snow & Wooster. 
Coarse; porphyritic; pink and gray mottled. Foot cube. Leete's I sland, New 
Haven County. Centennial, 1876. 25262. 
Medium; pink. G in ch cube. Leete's Islanc1, New Haven County. Centen-
nial, 1876. 25577. 
Medium; pink. G-inch cube. Leete's Island, New Haven County. J. Beattie's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25456. 
Fine; light pinkish gray. Foot cube. Leete's I sbnd, New Haven County. 
Centenr..ial, 1876. 17530. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Foot cube. Lcete's Island, New Haven County. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17525. 
Medium; gray. Foot cnbe. Branford, New Haven County. Centennial, 1876. 
1753~. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--34 
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Biotite gran~te. Coarse; pink. Foot cube. Stony Creek, New Ha,·en County. 
Centennial, 1876. 175'21. 
Coarse; pink. East bank of Stony Creek, New Haven County. J. Robbin's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25!147. 
Fine; g ray. Groton, opposite New London , New London County. Quarry of 
Merritt, Gray & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G485. 
Very coarse; red. Lyme Station, New London County. Quarry of C. J. Mc-
Curuy & E. E. Salisbury. Tenth Census, 1880. 26079. 
Fine; gray. Foot cube. Millstone Point, New London County. Centennial, 
1876. 17527. 
Fine; light gray. Foot cube. MyHtic Briugo, New Lonuon County. Centen-
nial, 1876. 17h20. 
Fine; gray. ·waterford, New Loudon County. Quarry of J. B. Palmer & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25425. 
::Vfodium; gra;v. Foot cube. Norwalk, Fairfiohl County. Umpewang quarry. 
Centennial, 1876, 17522. 
Medium; gray. Branchville, Fairfield County. Urnpewang quarry. Tenlih 
Census, 1880. 263:17. 
Fine; gray. :Millstone Point, Niantic, New Loudon County. Centennial, 1876. 
17540. 
Fine; light g ray. Foot cube. Thomaston, Litchfield County.. Centennial, 
1876: 1,5'20. 
:D.Iuscovit e 1:>iotite granite. Fine; light gray. Foo t cul>e. Thomaston, Litchfield 
· County. Centennial, 1876. 17528. 
-- Fino; light gray. Foot cube. Reynolds Dridge, Litchfield County. Centen-
nia,1, 18i6. 17524. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Fiue; light gmy. Near Thomaston Station, Litch-
field Connt.y. Plymouth Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26298. 
Biotite muscovite gneiss. Fino ; light gray. Roxbury, Litchfield County. E. 
Mower's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26624. 
Muscovite biotitc gneiss. Fino; light gray. Foot cube. Roxbury Station, 
Litchfield County. Centennial, 18i6. 175:31. 
Fine; light gray. Foot cul>e. Ansonia, ~ew Haven County. Centennial, 
1876. 17523. 
Fine; hght grn.y. Ansonia, New Haven County. Quarry of Spring & Willcox. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26195. 
Biotite gneiss. Medi nm; gray. East Canaan, Litchfield County. Centennial, l ui6. 
-17f>64. 
Fine; gray. Near Branford, NewifavenCounty. C. D. Allen'squarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25618. 
Fino; darkgmy; porphyritic. Footcube. Milford,New ifavenCounty. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17533. 
Coarse; light gray. Near Lyme Station, New London County. Quarry of Luce 
& Hoskins. Tenth Census, 1880. 25451. 
::\.fodium; gray. Sterling, Windham Connty. J. W. Boswell's quarry. Tenth 
CensnR, lR~O. 263 8. 
'oarsc·; gray. Sterling, near Ilartford, ·windl.i::1,m Cc,nnty. Quarry of Onec 
L ugc CoU1pa11y. Tenth Censmi, 18 0. 254 4. 
Co~us ; piuki8h gray. East Killingly, Windham County. J. Oatley's quarry . 
Tonth Census, 1 0. 26299. 
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Biotite gneiss. Coarse; gray. Stafford Springs, Tolland County. Truesdell quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26277. 
-- Fine; gray. East Glastonbury, ·Hartford County. C. Hentz's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26415. 
Hornblende biotite gneiss. · Fine; dark gray. Middletown, Mi<ldlesex County. 
Centennial, 1876. 17541. 
Pine; dark gray. Haddam, Middlesex~ County. I. Arnold's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2G327. 
Medium; dark gray. Greenwich, Fair.field County. T. Ritch's quarry. Tenth 
,Census, 1880. 26338. 
Medium; dark gray. Greemvich, Fairfield County. William Rich's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26339. 
Coarse; dark gray. North Bridgeport, Pair.field County. vV. ~eel''s quarry. 
Tent,h Census, 1880. 26649. 
Granite. Turned column of coarse pink porphyritic granite. 1G inches high and G 
inches in diameter. Leete' 1::1 Island, New Haven County. Centennial, 1876. 17566. 
Diabase. Mesozoic; fine aml compact; dark gray; nearly black on a polished sur-
face. Used chiefiy for street pavements. West Rock, New Haven County. C. 
W. Blakeslee'1::1 quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25912. 
Sandstone, Triassic; brown; rnedi um. 12-inch cu be. Portland, Middlesex County. 
Shaler & Hall Quarry Company. Centennial, 1876. 17534. 
Triassic; coarse; brown. 
Triassic ; medium; brown. 
Centennial, H:l7G. 175G7. 
Portland, Mitldlesox County. 17536. 
Portland, Mid<llosex County. Middlesex quarry. 
Triassic; medium; brown. Portland, Middlesex County. Middlesex Quarry 
Company. Tenth Census. 25424. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Portland, Middlesex County. Quarry of Shaler & 
Hall. Tenth Census. 2G483. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Portland, Middlesex County. Quarry of Brainard & 
Co. Tenth Census. 26077. 
Triassic; medium ; red. 
quarry. Tenth Census. 
Manchester, Hartford County. 
26129. 
C. 0. Wolcott's 
Triassic; fine; red. Manchester, Hartford. County. C. 0. Wolcott's quarry. 
Tenth Census. 26429. 
Triassic; coarse; reddish gray. East Haven, New Haven County. Robert 
Redfield. Tenth Census. 2G453. 
DAKOTA. 
Quartzite. Potsdam; reddish brown; flno and. compact; used for general building, 
til ing, and ornamental work. Sioux Falls, Minmihaba County. Tenth Census. 
26662. 
Potsdam; light red; fine and compact; used for general bnihling, til.i.pg-, an<l 
ornamental work. Sioux F[tlls, Minnehaha Connt.y. J. L. Phelps's quarry. 
Teni,b Census. 26GG3. 
DELAWARE. 
Augite hornblende gneiss. Fine; dark gray. Near Wilmington, New Castle 
Connt-y. P. P. Tyre's quarry. Tenth Cern:ms, ,1880. 2G401. 
Dolomite [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Hockessio, New Castle 
Connty. Jackson Lime and :M:arufo Cornp::my. Tenth Census, 1880. 25402. 
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Steatite [soapstone]. :Ffoe; compact; light blue gray. Ou land of W.W. E'lam;, 
north of ·wooclley Lane road, Washington. Dr. William S. Mcllhenney, 1886. 
38510. 
FLORIDA. 
Limestone. Oolitic; porous and friable; near1y white. Key West. New Orleans 
Expos:i.tion, 1885. 37631. 
-- Coarse shell rock(" coquina "); light colored. Suwannee River. John S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 35808. 
Sandstone. Phospbatic; light coloreu; coarsely cellular. Near Hawthorne, Alachua 
County. C. A. Simmons's quarry. Tenth Census. 2G208. 
Phosphatic; nearly white; coarsely vesicular. Suwannee River. John S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 3~899. 
GEORGIA. 
Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; pink; coarse; crystalline. Tate, Pickens 
County. Georgia Marble Company, 188G. 38367. 
Lower Silurian; white with dark blotches; coarse; crystalline. Two speci-
mens. Tate, Pickens County. - Georgia Marble Company, 188G. 38368. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; coarse; crystalJine. Turned colsmn, G iucbes 
long, 1 :inch diameter. Tate, Pickens County. Georgia Marble Company, 
1886. 38370. 
Lower Silurian; white and dark mottled; coarse; crystalline. Tate, Pickens 
County. Georgia. Marble Company, 183G. 38369. 
Dolomite [marble]. Purplish gra,y ; fine aud compact. NearCbattanooga,Catoo,a 
County. Chickamaugua quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25916. 
Muscovite granite. Pine; light gray. Stone Mountain Station, on Georgia. 
Railroad, De Kalb County. Stone Mountain quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 23!)05. 
Hornblende biotite gneiss. Fine; <lark gray. Atlanta, Fulton County. P. 
Lynch's quarry. Tenth Census, 1~80. 25892. 
Gneiss [with pagodite]. Light green. A gneissoid rock containing green pago-
clite. Pagouite is ::i, soft hyurous rock, from which the Chinese sometimes can·e 
miniature pagodas; hence its name. 3-½ by 4 by 2 inches. Near Washington, 
Wilkes County. Prof. C. N. Shepard, 1880. 2n818. 
!DAITO. 
Sandstone. Coarse; light colore<l. Near Boise City, Ada Count,y. Penitentiary 
quarry. Tenth Census. 2GGGO. 
Coarse; light colored. Near Boise City, Ada Counl,y. Penitentiary quarry. 
Tenth Census. 2GGG1. 
ILLINOIS. 
Limestone. Sul>-Car1JoniJerou8 ; semi-crystalline; dark gray. Two 1:1pccimcu . 
Shetlervillc, Hardin County. G. A. Crajger's qnarry. Tent,b Census, 1 
2G393. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fiu ly fossiliferous; brown. Near Chester, Raudolplt 
County. J. IIern's quarry. Tenth Census, lSSO. 25744. 
11h -Caruo11if> r n ; semi- rystalline; clark gray. Chester) Randolph Conoly. 
J. II m's quarry. Tenth Census, 18 0. 25G 5. 
Suu-Carbouiferou1:1; semi-cry talline; light gray. ~ear Ches!,cr, Randolph 
County. Quarry of outhern Illinoi:-3 Pcniteulia,ry. Tenth Censn , 1 
2568G. 
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Limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; fossiliferous; light colored. Near Columbia, Mon-
roe County. Quarry of P. Frierdich & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 27194. 
Compact ; fossiliferous; yellow. Quincy, Adams County. Centennial, 1876. 
17510. 
Upper Silurian; compact; very light colored. 15-inch cube. Lemont, Cook 
County. Singer & Talcott Stone Company. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27512. 
Compact; light colored; oolitic. Near Jonesborongh, Union County. 'C. G. 
Flaugh's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26726. 
Light colored; oolitic. Near Jonesborough, Union County. PuJlenweiler's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26727. 
Light colored; oolitic. Near Jonesborough, Union County. Dougherty's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 18S0. 26728. 
Light colored; oolWc. Near Jonesborough, Union County. Willard's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26729. 
Compact; fossiliferous; very light colore<l. Rockport, Pike County. Marble-
head Lime.Company. J. S. P. Ilatcl1en, 1883. 27506. 
Semi-crystalline; light colored. Kinderhook, Pike County. Marbleliead 
Lime Company. J. S. ]?. Batchen, 188:3. 27G07. 
Compact; light gray. Near Iuka, Marion County. Middleton qnarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25999. 
Compact; light gray. Two specimens. Belknap, Johnson County. J. Bell's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27197. 
Compact; light colored. Sagetown, Henderson County. J. S. F. Batchen, 
1882. 27199. 
Siliceous magnesian limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; compact; dark drab. Near 
Breese, Clinton County. J. Taylor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G661. 
Magnesian limestone. Fossiliferous; light colored; . crystalline. Near Quincy, 
Adams County. 0. A. Turner's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27078. 
Dolomite. Silurian; compact; light colored. Joliet, Will County. vV. Warner's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26532. 
Upper Silurian; porous; light gray. Kankakee, Kankakee County. Kanka-
kee Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26851. 
Compact; light colored. North of Joliet, Will County. W. Krommeyer's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26535. 
Compact; very light drab. Near Joliet, Will County. I. Nobes's qua.rry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. :l6536. 
Compact; very light drab. Nen.r Joliet, Will County. I. Nobes's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26537. 
Compact; light colored. North of Joliet;, Wm County. Quarry of Brnce & 
Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26538. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Near Joliet, Will County. Joliet 
Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26533. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Joliet, Will County. Joliet Stone 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26534. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Near Joliet, WiU County. Quarry 
of Sanger & Moody. Tenth Census, 1880. 26543. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. North of Joliet, Will County. 
Quarry of Bruce & Co. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 26539. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light coJored. Joliet, Will County. Quarry of 
Davidson Brothers. Tenth Census . 1880, 26540. 
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Dolomite. . Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Joliet, Will County. C. 
,varner's <1uarry. Teuth Census, ff80. 2GG41. 
Upper Silnrim1; compact; light colored. NearLeruont, CookCouuty. Excelsior 
Stoue Company. Tenth Census, 18~0. 26542. 
Upper Siluria,n; com pa.ct; light colored. Near Lemont, Cook County. Singer 
& Talcott Stone Compa,ny. Tenth Censns, 1880. 26527. 
Upper Silmian; compact; light colored. Lemont, Cook Connty. Chicago & 
Lemont Sterne Compan~1 • Tenth Census, 1880. 2G528. 
Upper Silnriau; coJJ1pact; light colored. Near Lemont, Cook County. Chi-
cago & Lemont Stone Company. Tcntlt Census
1 
1880. 26529. 
Upper Silnrian; compact, ; light colored. Near Lemont, Cook County. Illi-
nois Stone Company. 'l'cut h Census, 1880. 2G5:l0. 
Upper Silurian; compact; li ght colored. Near Lem out, Cook County. Singer 
& Talcott Stouo Company. Ten th Censns, 18 'O. 265-:!G. 
Upper Silnrian; tine; compact; ligh t colored. Lemont, Cook County. Quarry 
of Boyer & Corneau. .J. S. F. 13atchen, 1882. 271!Jl. 
Upper Si lurian; compact; light colored. Near Lemont, Cook County. Earn-
shaw & 13oc1ensclrntz's qnany. Tenth Census, 18:30. 265:H. 
Upper Siluri:111; compact; light colored. Sag 13rirlrre, Cook Connty. Enter-
prise Stone Company. J. S. F. Ba.tchen, 1.88:3. 2731!8. 
Upper Si1uri::tn; compact; light colored. Sn.~· Bridge, Cook County. J. S. 
JT. Batcben, 1883. 27505. 
Upper Silurian; nearly blu.ck from bituminons matter. 18-inch cube. Chi-
cago, Cook Connty. Quarry of IL Rice & Son. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 
2i533. 
Upper Siludan; · cellular; dark drab. Chicago, Cook County. Quarry of 
Stearns & Co. .T. S. F. Batcheu, 1883. 2782:3. 
Upper Silnrian; compact; light colored. Chicago, Cook County. Ledlie & 
Corse, 1884. 20642. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Chicago, Cook Ctmnty. Quarry of 
H. Rice & Son. J. S. F. Batchcn, 1883. 27501. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; very fine and compact. Aurora, Kane County. 
A. 13ertbold's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2GD59. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; very fine and compact. Anrora, Kano Connty. 
A. Berthold's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2GDGO. 
Bituminous dolomite. Upper Silurian; coarse; cellnlar; stained nearly black by 
bituminous matter. Near Chicago, Cook County. Artesian Well quarry. J. , . 
F. Dn.tchen, 1 84. 35500. 
Calcareous dolomite. Sub-Carboniferous ; compact; fossiliferous; dark gray. 
Saline, Grnntfork P. 0., Madison County. S. Bardill's quarry. Tenth Cen us, 
1880. 27190. 
Sandstone. Snb-Caruoniferous; fine; light colored. Near Chester, RandolJlh 
25 32. County. John Ilcrn's <Jnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Carboniferous; fine; light brown. Near Pinkncyvillc, Perry Connty. John 
Day's (Jnarry. 'fcnth CensuR, l Ai:30. 271 '8. 
Li~ht pink; lino and compact. Two Mpecimcns. Near Dongola., Union County. 
P. N ihancr. T<'nth Cemrns, 1 0. 2il95. 
Carl> nifi ron ; fine; ligl1t gray. Near Xonin,, Clay Connty. William Ila:1 rr ·~ 
quarry. Tenth C mm. . 20G4G. 
, nh-Carbonifi rons; fine; yPllowish hro ,n1. 
Quarry f, onthcrn Illinois P nitcnt iary. 
N ar Chester, Randolph County. 
Tcnt.h Consns. 2;;6 7. 
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Sandstone. Fine; brown. Two specimens, light and dark. Near Carbondale, 
Jackson County. Rawle's quarry. John S. F . Batcbcn. 28502. 
INDIANA. 
Limestone. Niagarn; cowpact ; yellow an<l drab. W~Lush, Wabash County. 
Qnarry of Bridges & Scott. Tenth Census, 1880. 2~601. 
Niagara; compn,ct; cfa,rk drnb. North Vernon, Jennings County. Quarry of 
P. Coi1kliu & Co. Ten th Censn~, 1880. 25G80. 
Sub-Carbon iferous; comp:wt; draL; finely · fossiliferon~. Oakalla, Putnam 
Connt.y. Centennial , 187G. 2G347. 
Snl.J-Carboniferons; compact; light colorecl. 
castlP, Pntnam County. VI. Steeg'::, quarry. 
Two specimens. Near Green-
Tenth Census, 1880. 2G879. 
Suo-Carboniferons; compact; drab. Spencer, O ,ven ComHy. 13. Schweitzer's 
qnarry. Tenth Census, _1880. 2G749. 
Snu-Carbonifcrons; semi-crystalline; gray. Avoca, L,1wrence County. Quarry 
of Thomlinson & Reid. J. S. F. Batchen, 18d2. 2ilDG. 
Snb-Carhon iferous; oolitic; light colorc<l. Bcdfor<l, L:v,vrence County. 
Quarry of Thomlin son & Reid. .J. S. F. Batchen, 188:3. 27G02. 
Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; · liglit colored. Bedford, Lawrence County. 
Qnarry of Thomlinson & Reid. J. S. F. Batchen, 188:3. 27511. 
Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; dark gray. Bedford, Lawrence Count)7 , Hoosier 
Stone Company. General B. F. Scribner, 1885. 37422. 
Snh-Carboniferons; oolitic ; <lark gray. Beclfon.1, Lawrence County. Cen-
tennial, 18iG. 25032. 
Snb-Carboniferons; oolitic; light colored. Near Be<lford, Lawrence County. 
Qnarry of Voris, Rodgers & Co. Tenth Censns, 1830. 256£)3. 
Sub-Carbon iforons; oolitic; light colorod. Near Beclfol'l1, Lawrence County. 
·Chicago an<l Betlforcl Stono Company. Tenth Censns, 1830. 25G94. 
Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colured. Bedford, Lawrence County. Cen-
tennial, 187G. 250:14. 
Suh-Carl>0niferons; compact; clrab. Salem, ·washington County. Centennial, 
1876. 25036. 
Snb-Cftrboniferous; oolitic; light, colored. Near Salem, ·washington County. 
E. Zink's quarry. Tenth Cet{sus, 1880. 256G2. 
Upper Siluria,u; con,rsely fossiliferous; dark gra.y. Vernon, Jennings County. 
Centennin,l, 187G. 25033. 
Compact; lig;ht., with dark blotches. Eva,nsville, Vanclerburglt County. Cen-
tennial, ltl76. ~G204. 
Compact; light, with dark spots. Evansville, Vanderburgh County. Cen-
tennial, 187u. 25031. 
Drp,h, dark spotted; coarsely fossiliferous. Evaneville, Vanderburgh County. 
Centenn ial , 1876. 26029. 
Light colored; oolitic; very fine grainc<l and co1i.pact. Dressed block 26 by 14 
by U inches. Face with carve<l inscription, as follows: "From Harrison 
Coun t.y, :l miles sonth of Corydon, and exists in incxhanstible quantities." 
Centennial Commission, 1876. 25219. 
Light colored; oolitic. Cnbo 2G inches in diameter, elaborately carved; face 
with words Hoosier Stone Co., Bedford, Indiana; right sido with carved 
fruits, ilo\>Yors, and lion'1:1 hen.cl; left sicfo with female head, surrounded by 
wreath of oak and other loaves. Gift of Hoosier Stone Company, 1886. 38861. 
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Bituminous limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored. Ellettsville, 
Monroe County. Centennial, 1876. 2G348. 
Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored. Near Ellettsville, Monroe County. 
J. Matthews & Sons' quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25741. 
Sub~Carbouiferoi:ts; light co]ored; finely fossiliferous. Stinesville, Monroe 
County. vV. II. McHenry's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G7-!8. 
· Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored. Near Spencer, Owen Connty. 
Quarry of Howard & Denig. Tenth Census, 1880. 25750. 
Snb-Carboniferons; oolitic; light colored. Near FortRitner, LawrenccCoun1y. 
E. B. Dixon's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25683. · 
Bituminous 1nagnesian limestone. Devonian; compact; dark drab. Kokomo, 
Howard Conntj', G. vV. Defenbaugh's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25635. 
Lithographic limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; compact; drab. Spencer, Owen 
County. Centenuia], 1876. %370. 
-- Sub-C::irboniferons; drnb. 10½ by 7½ by 2-½ jnchcs. Silverville, Lawrence 
County. Centennial, 187G. 25030. 
Magnesian limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored . Near Bedford, 
Ln.wrence Count-,y. QuarryofN. C. Hinsdale & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 27075. 
Niagara; compact; light drab. Near Oakdale, Jennings County. Hicks & 
Hone's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25590. 
-- Niagara; compact; light drab. Near Osgood, Ripley County. Quarry of Ah-
man & Glasgow. Tenth Census, 1880. 25596. 
Siliceous limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; compact; drab. Near PL1tnam ville, Put-
nam County. James Lee's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 2G880. 
Dolomite. Upper Silurian; compact; brown. Decatur, Adams County. n. P. Rice's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G619. 
Upper Silurian; compact; drab. Bluffton, Wells County. Qnarry of Knapp 
& Gardner. Tenth Census, 1880. 25620. 
Niagara; compact; yellowish. ·wabash, Wabash Coun1,y .. Qnarry of Moelling 
& l:'au1. Tenth Census, 1880. 25602. 
Niagara; compact; light <lrab. Near Logansport, Cass County. A. Gleitz's 
quarry. TcnLh Census, 1880. 270,'30. 
Niagara; compact; drnb. Marion, Grant County. S. Faukboner's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27002. 
Niagara; compact; light dral>. Montpelier, Blackford County. W. Twibell's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25621. 
Niagarn,; compact; dark mottle(l. Eaton, Delaware Coun1y. G. \V. Carter's 
quarry. Tenth Ccnsns, 1880. 25634. 
Niagarn; compact; drab. Anderson, Madison County. vV. Crim\; qnarry. 
Tenth Ce_nsus, 18 0. 26988. 
Niagara; compact; drab. Near Laurel, Franklin County. :M. E. Secre t' 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25470. 
Niagara; compact; light drub. Near Greensbnrgh, Decatnr Counfy. Greens-
burgh Limestone Company. Tenth Census, 18. 0. 2G541. 
Upper Silurian; compact; light colored. Green burgh, Decatnr County. 
Centennial, 1876. 25037. 
Niagara; compact; light colored. Saint Paul, Decatur County. J. L. can-
lan's quarry. Tenth Census, 18 0. 25540. 
iagara; compact; light colored. N ar New Point, Decatur County. N w 
Point qua,rry. Tenth Censn , 1 0. 255G7. 
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Ferruginous dolomite . . Niagara; compact; yellow and mottled. Two specimens. 
Longwood, Fayette County. vV. Ball's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25448. 
Sandston':l. Sub-Carboniferous; :fine; very light colored. Paoli, Orange County. 
Centennial, 1876. 25035. 
Sub-Carboniferous; flue; very light colored. French Lick Township, Orange 
County. T. vV. Braxton's quarry. Tenth Census. 262GG. 
Sub-Caruouiferous; very light gray; fine and compact. Used for oils-tones. 
French Lick Township, Orange County. Quarry of T. W. Braxton & Sons. 
Tenth Census. 26944. 
SL1b-Carboniferous; very light gray; compact; finely laminated. French Lick 
Township, Orange County. W. F. Osborn's quarry. Tenth Census. 26050. 
Carboniferous; fine; verylightcolo1·ed. Willia.msport,Warren County. B. I?. 
Gregory's estate. Tenth Census. 25591. 
Carboniferous; gray; medium. Attica, Fountain County. S. Bern hart's 
quarry. Tenth Census. 25597. 
Carboniferous; fine; light reddish brown. Near Cannelton, Perry County. A. 
Ha]bbach's quarry. Tentll Census. · 2620.:3. 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Limestone. Nearly white; crystalline. Portion of memorial stone in ,vashington 
Monument. Cherokee Nation. Dennis O'Leary, 188G. 37628. 
IOWA. 
Gypsum. Co:1rse; gray. Fort Dodge, Webster County. Quarries of C~trdi.ff Plaster 
Mills Company. 'fenth Census, 1880. 26804. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Devonian; compact; non-crystalline; argillace-
ous; with many fossil sbe1ls n.n<l la,rge cornls; prevailing colors drab, grny, and 
brownish. Three specimens. One large i,,lau 2 by 4 feet uy 1½ inches thick; 0110 
sm:111 slah G inches squaro by J inch thick and ono 4-inch cube. Charle~ City, 
Floyd Count.y. Charles City Marble Company. J. S. Trigg, 1886. 38465. 
Dolomite. Lower Silurian; porous; light colored. Lansing, Allamakee County. J. 
Nelson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26217 . . 
Lower Silurian; coarse; vesicnlar. Lansing, Allamakee County . . Haney's 
quarry. R. Hufschmidt, 1881. 26682. 
Lower Silurian; fine; light colored. South Ln.usi11g, Allanrnkee County. .T. 
Nelson's quarry. R. Hnfschmidt, 1881. 2GG83. 
Lower Silurian; compact; brown. Dubuque, Dnbnqnc County. vV. Rebman'A 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25894. 
Lower Silurian; coarse; buff. Dubuque, Dubuqne County. F. ·w. Kringle's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G868. 
Lower Silurian; compact; buff. Dubuqnc, Dnlrnqne County: Quarry of Speer 
::md Leo. Tenth Census, 1880. 258;0. 
Upper Silurian; llmb; mottled. Near Manchester, Dela.ware County. Quarry 
of C. A. & S. A. Davis. Tenth Census, 1880. %8!)9. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light colored. Near Farley, Dnbuque County. Qnarry 
of C. E. De Romo & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25897. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light colored. Two specimens. Near Farley, Dnlmque 
County. B. N. Arquitte's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2580.3. 
Upper Silurian; :fine; hnff. Near Monticollo, Jones County. J. S. Fuller's 
quarry. Tenth Censmi, 1880. 25895. 
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· Dolomite. Devonian; fine; light buff and urah; coarsely fQssiliferons. Two speci-
mens. Near Osage Station, Mitchell County. Armstrong's quarr;r. Tcnt,h Cen-
sus, 1880. ~6122. 
Devonian; dark; compact. Near Mason City, Cerro Gordo Count.y. J. L. 
P:uker's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26065. 
Devonian .; fine; bi1ff and coarse <lrab. Two specimens. Near Brist,ow, Butler 
County. E. Prick'ti quarry. Tent,li Census1 1880. 26088. 
Devonian; fine; compact. Cedar Fans, Black I-Ia'"\'k Connty. E , Carpenter's 
quarry. TenU1 Census, 1880. 25900. 
1 levonian ; fine; yellowish Lro~vn. Two specimens. Near Laporte City, 
Black Hawk County. G. A. Know]es's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26764. 
Sub-Carboniferous; compact; <lrab. Near Dakotah Station, Humbolclt County. 
Quarry of Miner & Howell. Tenth Census, 1880. 26067. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; compact. Humboldt,HumboldtCounty. A.B.Sny-
de.r·s quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G062. 
Sub-Carboniferous; compact, with re<l blotches. Humboldt, Humboldt County. 
C. A. Labeer'.s qnarr)~. Tenth Census, 1880. · 260G:t 
-- Sub-Carboniferous; light brown. Near Iowa Falls, Hardin County. G. W. 
Chapman's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25986. 
Snb-Carboniferoris; compact; brown. Nea.r Iowa Falls, Hardin County. L. 
L. Kelly's quarry . . Tenth Census, 1880. 26705. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; buff. Quarry, Marshall County. Le Grand Qua.n-y 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 2f,479. 
Suh-Carboniferous; fine; light brown. Near Ames, Story County. P. R. 
Craig's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25498. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; drab. Near Ames St.ation, Story Connty. R. Coe's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2f46G. 
Snb-Carboni ferons; light gray; quartz-hearing. Keokuk, Lee County. P. 
Tigue's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25369. 
8nb-Carboniferons; finely vesicular. NP-ar Franklin, Leo County. C. Graner'1:1 
q narry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25368. 
Niagara.; drab; mottled. Dell.ii, Defawarc County. F. B. Doolittle's qnarry. 
Tent,h Census, 1880. 25701. 
Siliceous dolomite . Lower Silurian; coarse; variegate,l. Lansing, Allamakee 
Connty. City of Lansing Quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 2680:t 
Upper Silurian; buff; porous. Near Postville, Alfamakec Count.)-, E. H. 
William's quarry. Te.nth Censns, 1880. 2621G. 
Devonian; compact. Near Waterloo, Black Hawk County. W. Lane's quarry. 
Tenth Censns, 1880. 2593:3. 
Niagara; buff; <lenclritic. Near Delhi, Delaware County. J. II. Peter's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25702. 
Ferruginous dolomite. Upper Siltuian; coarse :10d fine; buff. Two specimen, . 
:N°<':tT Snlrnl:i, .fackS?ll Conoty. E. A. Wood's <]_Ual'l'y. 'fen th Censns, 1 0. 20 J65. 
l ppPr Silnrian; 1mff. Near Maqnoketa, .Jankson County. A. Conncl's <Jnarry. 
Tenth Cemms, 1 0. 2;i830. 
Urper • ilmian; coarse; yellow. Clinton, Scott County. T. Purcell's quarry. 
Trmtl1 
1
<'llSnR, 1 0. ~f> 29. 
Upp r • ilnrian · fine; Ji,rht huff. Near Le Cla.ire, Scott County. E. Thele-
mann'H qn rry. Teuth Cen1mH, 1 O. 2G, 26. 
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Ferruginous dolomite. Upper Silnriau; coarse, ~7 cllow; anu fine, light buff. · Two 
specimens. Near Dixon Stati~n, Clinton County. J. D. Binfon1's ')_uarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25828. 
Bituminous dolomite. Upper Silurian; compact; very light colored. Stone City, 
Jones County.. H. Dearborn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G901. 
Upper Silurian; compact; very light colored. Two speciruens. Stone City, 
Jones County. Quarry of James & Rowen. 'fenth Census, 1880. 25902. 
Upper Silurian; compact; very light colored. Sto11e City, Jones County. J. 
A. Greeu's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1E80. 2G931. 
Upper Silurian; tine; light colored. Near Ann.niosa, Jones County. Quarry 
of Iowa State Penitentiarr. Tenth Census, 1880. 2556G. 
Upper. Silurian; fine; light lmff. Near Olin, .Tones Connty. A. Rummel's 
quarry. Tenth Census, HlS0. 2G705. 
Upper Silm:ian; coarse; porons. Hale, Jo1~cs County. 0~ Horton's <Jnarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2570:3. 
Upper Silurian; fine; very light 1Juff. Near Mount Vernon, Johnson Conuty. 
J.P. McCune's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 25572. 
Upper Silurian; lmff; porous. Near Dixon Station, Clinton Connty. J. D . 
Binford's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G213. 
-- Upper Silurian; fine; light lmff. Le Claire, _Scott Count.y. .J. Gamble's ql1arry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25827. 
Calcareous dolomite. Snb-Carbonifcrous; fine; light colored. Quarry, Marsli:111 
County. Le Grand Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25478. 
Devo11ian; drab; compact; crinoidal. nnffalo, Scott County. C. Metzger's 
quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 25711. 
Carboniferous; light colored; fossiliferous . . Near Winterset, Madison County. 
Quarry of W. H. Lewis. Tenth Census, 1880. 27160. 
Bituminous limestone and dolomite. Devonian; iine; <lrab. Two specimens. 
Near Ganison, Benton County. Quarry of Kokbrick & Frazer. Tenfo Census, 
1R80. 25931. 
Bituminous limestone. Devonian; :fine; light colqred. Near Vinton, Benton 
County. Quarry of S. Aungst. Tenth Census, 1880. 25950. 
- - Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Nea.r Durham Station, Marion 
County. C. C. Collins's quarry. Tenth Census; 1880. 26214. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; dru,b; dark mottled. Decorah, Winne-
shiek County. T. Dwyer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26133. 
S11b-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored. Near Lo Grand, Tama County. Le 
Gru,nd Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25477. 
Carboniferous ; compact ; drab. 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Fort Dodge, vVebster County. 
25987. 
J. Linebon's 
Dovouian; drab. Near Charles City, Floyu Cou[lty. J. S. Trigg's qnarry. 
'l'cnth Census, 1880. 26390. 
Devonian; dark; compact. Near Mason City, Cerro Gonlo County. Quarry 
of A. T. Lien & Bro. Tenth Census, 1880. 260GG. 
Compn,ct; light · colored. Two specimens. Waverlv. Brcui'er County. G. R. 
Dean's quu,rry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26076. 
Limestone. Dcvoniau; fine; light colored. Near Mason City, CGrro Gordo County. 
Quarry of Poy:fier & Son. Tenth Census, lf80. 260G-1. 
Devonian; :fine and coarse. Two specimens. Near ifarblo i?.ock, Floyd County. 
Qnarry of Boone & Bros. Tenth Census, 18.30. 2c;:m2. 
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Limestone. Devonian; buff; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Near Independenr.e, 
Buchanan County. J. Forrester's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25932. 
-- , Devonian; brown; cellular. Iowa City, -Johnson County. L. 0. Hoffman's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25409. 
Devonian; light colored; finely fossiliferous. Near Iowa City, Johnson Connty. 
D. A. Schaeffer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25410. 
Devonian; drab. Two specimens. Davenport, Scott County. W. L. Cook's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25866. 
Devonian; coarsely fossiliferous. Near Davenport, Scott County. Heinrich 
Schruiedt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25867. 
Devonian; fine; dmb. Davenport,· Scott County. A. C. Fulton's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26216. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light colored. Two specimens. Near Tipton, Cedar 
County. Quarry of Shearer & Gray. Tenth Census, 1880. 25575. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse brown and :fine, light colore<l. Two specimens. 
Near Iowa Falls, Hardin County. L. L. Kelly's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26684. 
t,ub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Conrad, Grnndy County. W. T. 
Creceline's quarry: Tenth Census, 1880. 26391. 
Sub-Carboniferous; oolitic; light colored and reddish. Two specimens. Near 
Montour, Tama County. Quarry of Ruggles & Stevens. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25476. 
Suh-Carboniferous; finely fossiliferous. Quarry, Marshall County. Le Gra.nd 
Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25480. 
Sub-Carboniferous; buff arnl light gray; semi-crystalline. Two specimens. 
Near Washington, ·wasLington County. Quarry of Minnick & Donovan. 
Tenth Cen~us, 1880. 25623. 
S1:ib-Carboniferous; compact; light colored. Near Sigourney Station, Keokuk 
C(!unty. "William S. Dooten's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25624. 
Sub-Carboniferous; compa,ct; ] ight colore<l . Sigourney, Keokuk County. R. 
Pilkington's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25G25. 
Sub-Carlioniferous; light colored and drab. Two specimens. Near Givin, 
Mahaska County. F. Castle's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 25648. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Near Pella, Marion County. F. C. 
Mathe's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25896. 
Snb-Carboniferous; compact; drab. Near Ottumwa, Wapello County. B. W. 
,Jeffries's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25443. 
Sub-Carboniferous; compact; drab; oolitic. Near Ottumwa, ·wapello Conaty. 
J. Kelly's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25445. · 
Sub-Carboniferous; light drab; oolitic and tlrnl.1; fossil-bearing. Two speci-
mens. Dudley Station, Wapello County. Quarry of BeckwitlJ & Winter . 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25411. 
Suh-Carboniferous; gray; micaceons. Two specimens. Near Fairfield, J effer-
son County. S. Stieber's quarry. Tenth Census, 18 0. 25622. 
' nb-Carboniferous; fine; drab. Near Mount Pleasant, Henry County. P. 
O'Connor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25339. 
''ub-Carhoniferous; fine; very light gray aud drab. 1'wo specimens. Near 
fount Pleasant, Henry County. J. Rukgaber's quarry. Tenth Cen n 
1 0. 25340. 
''nb-Carboniferous; iine; light colored. Burlington Des Moines County. 
" tn-r" T ' • •. quarry. nth C nsmi, 1 O. 2G4D3. 
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Limestone Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; semi-crystalline. Two specimens. 
Burlington, Des Moines County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25329. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Burlington, Des Moines County. 
South Hill quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 26490. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; buff. Burlington, Des Moines County. South 
Hill quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 26491. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; compact. Near Franklin, ·Lee County. C. Graner's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25368. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light color'ed and gray. Two specimens. Bentensport, 
Van Buren County. G. Y{. Jack's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25442. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; drab. Two specimens. Near Keosauqua, Van 
Buren County. J. Creasy's quarry. Tenth Census; 1880. 26218. 
Carboniferous; fine; fossil-bearing. Two specimens. Stennett, Montgomery 
County. W. Stennett's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25413. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light buff. Bedford, Taylor County. H. W. Green lee's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2:i893. 
Carboniferous; light drab; fossiliferous. Bedford, Taylor County. Quarry of 
II. W. Green & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26802. 
Carboniferous; ligllt colored; finely f;ssilifcrous. Near .Earlham, Madison 
County. Quarry of Laird & Royce. Tenth Census, 1880. 254Gl. 
Carboniferous; light colored and drab; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Near 
Tracy Station, Marion Connt.y. Quarry of Regan Bros. & McGorrich. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25464. 
Carboniferous; light colored; finely fossiliferous. Near Winterset, Madison 
County. Quarry of H. W. Lewis. Tenth Census, 1830. 25475. 
Carboniferous; light colored; fm;sil-1.Jearing. Near Winterset, Madison County. 
G. W. Hetyler's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27184. 
Carboniferous; compact; <1rab. Near Earlham, Madison County. _Quarry of 
Robertson & Willoughby. Tenth Census, 1880. 25462. 
Carboniferous; light colored; fossiliferous. Near Earlham, Madison County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25463. 
Carboniferous; light and dark drab. Two specimens. Near Macedonia, Potta-
wattamie County. S. Dye's quarr:y, Tenth Census, 1880. 25446. 
Siliceous limestone. Devonian; dark mottled. Iowa City, Johuson County. E. 
Crowley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25408. · 
Snb-Carboniforous; gray; porous. Near Knoxville, Marion County. Garrison 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25675. -
Carboniferous; light colored; fossiliferous. Near Coming, Adams County. 
Qnarry of Law & Oak. Tenth Census, 1880. 25412. 
Sandstone. ba1·boniferous; coarse; dark brown. Near Muscatine, Muscatine 
Count,y. A. M. Hare'ti quarry. Tenth Census. 2G593. 
-- Fine; very light colored. Davenport, Scott County. Goettsch's quarry. 
Tenth Census. 25745. 
Ferruginous sandstone. Cretaceous; coarse; dark brown. Lewis, Cass County. 
J. Woouward's quarry. Tenth Census. · 2:i447. 
KANSAS. 
Limestone. Permian; light colored; porous; fossiliferous. Marysville, Marshall 
County. Quarry of Erl & Patte son. Tenth Census, 1880. 25419. 
Permian; coarse; porous; light colored. Two specimens. Blue Rapids, Mar-
shall County. Blue Rapids quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25438. 
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Limestone. · Penpian; coarsely porous; fusulina,; light coJorcd. Near :Frankfort 
Marshall County. Joseph Wilson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 23397. ' 
Permian; light colored; fosulina. Beattie, Marslia.11 County. Tcuth Census, 
1880. 26420. 
Permian; compact; coarsely porous, with many fotlsil fosuliu::i.. Two speci-
mens. Bigelow, Marshall Qounty. IL F . . Gallagher's cprn,rry. Tenth Cen-
sus, !880. 26437. 
Permian; light colored; compact; finely fossiliferous. Near Manhatta.u, Riley 
County. Quarry of Ulrich Brothers. 1'enth Census, 1880. 26502. 
Permian; coarse; porous ; fusulina. Near Manhattan, Riley County. Quarry 
of Ulrich Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. ~oG03. 
Permian; light c0lorccl; fine; cellular. Near Dunlap, Morrit:J County. Quarry 
of Wolff, Pickens & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G091. 
Permian; light colored; compact; finely fossi liferous. Near Cotton woocl Sta-
tion, Chase County. Qu:ury of L. W. Lewis. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G090. 
Permian·; light colored; compact; fusuli1rn. Near Cottonwood St.at ion, Cliase 
County. Quarry of Lantry & Bnrr. Tenth Census, 1880. 26098. 
Permian; light colorc<l; fossiliferous ; cellular. Near Douglass, Butler County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. .26364. 
Permian; light colored; soft; porous; fossiliferous. Near Doug:ass, But.ler 
County. W. Dickensbect's quany. Tenth Census, 1880. 26366. 
Permi:1n; drab; fine and compact. 'l'\vo specimens. Nnar Rock Township, 
Butler County. Smith's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2636:3. 
Permi:111; fine ; light colored; fossiliferous. Near El Dorado, Entler County. 
Polwin's quarry. Tenth Census, 18,30. 26:356. 
Permian; light colored; fine and compact. Near El Dorado, Bnt]er County. 
Poor Farm quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26:~57. 
Permian ( f ); light colorell; porous. Near El Doratlo, Butler County. Van 
Dorner's quarry. Tcutlt Census, 1880. 26361. 
Permian; light coloret1 ; compact and eoarscly porout:J. Two specilllens. Near 
El Dorado, Butler County. Sharper's quarry . . Tcnt,lt Censns, 1880. 26:362. 
Permian ; light colore<l; soft; porous; fossiliferous. Near Augusta, Butler 
County. J. C. Haines's quarry. Tcntlt Ceusus, 1830. 26130. 
Permian; light colored; soft; porous; fossiliferous. Noar Augusta, Butler 
County. Barker's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26:367. 
Permian; light colored; soft; porous; fossiliferous. Near Augusta, Butler 
County. Ward's quarry. Tenth Census, 1~80. 26363. 
Permian; light colored; fusulina. Near Augusta, Bntler County. Aldrich' ' 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26369. 
Permian; frne grained; light colored. Near Winfield, Cowley C0nuty. Quarry 
of Rouges, Moore & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G577. 
Permian; gray; fnsulina. _Near Grenola, Elk County. Railroad <1uarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26574. 
Cretaceom:1; white; chalky; use<l in tho , manufacture of whiting. Kirwin , 
Phillips County. Kirwin quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G455. 
White; chalky; nsod in tb mamifactnre of whiting. Wa Keeneyi Trego 
Connt.y. R::dlroacl qna.rry. Tenth Consns, 1:;RO. 2649V. 
White; chalky. On Smoky H.iver, Trego County. T enth Census, 1 0. 2w00. 
Li rht; fiuo :.t1Hl porous. Hull's City, O.'bornc Couuty. Tenth Cen ns, 1 
25474. 
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Limestone. Light colored; soft and earthy. Junction City, Davis Couuty. Cen-
, tennial, 1876. 250:..8. 
Dark; coarse; fossilifero us. Oswego, Labette County. lfo_y 's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25790. 
Fine; light buff. Beloit, Mitchell dounty. Tenth Census, 1880. 25441. 
Buff; coarsely porous. Near Greeley, Aud-.r::;on County. Greeley quarry. Tent,h 
Census, 1880. 26099. 
Light colored; porous; fossiliferous. Neat Armstrong, vVyand ,tte County. 
T. F. Sullivan's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25396. 
Buff; fine and compact. Near Wil8on, Ellsworth County. Railroatl quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26481. 
Fine; liglit 1.mff. Near El Dorado, Butler County. Tenth Census, lt:380. 
26358. 
Carboniferous; dark; compact; iiucly fossilil'crous. Near Atcliisou, Atcbisou 
County. Quarry of Reddington & Co. Tentl.J Census, 1880. 2:537;i. 
C:1rbcmiferous; ligllt colored; finely fossiliferous. Two specimemi. Near 
Laue, Franklin Connty. Quarry of Hanway Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 
2;')7!)6. 
Limestone [marble. J Drab, dark spottecl; very compact and close grained. 4½ by 
2¼ li.v 1 inches. Leavenworth, Leavenworth County. United States General 
Land Office, l tl82. 27282. 
-- Dark brown, nearly black, with white fossils. 3½ by :~i by l inches. Bourbon 
County. United States General Lancl Office, 1883. 2728~. 
Magnesian limestone. Carboniferous; dark; fossiliferous. Fort Scott, Bourbon 
Connty. W. L. Wilkinson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 23680. 
Buff; fine and compact. Lcaveuwortll, Leu.veuworth County. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1830. :23460. 
Permian; ligllt colored ; finely fossiliferous. 
Conuty. Quarry of Tweeddale & Parker. 
Near Cottonwood Station, Chase 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2G097. 
Permian; light colorcu; fiuely fossiliferous. Florence, Marion County. A. F. 
Homer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 26003. 
Dolomite. Coa:rt;e; porons; fossiliferous. Near Salina, Saline County . . Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 26501. 
Permian; fine grained; light colored. Near Marion Centre, Marion County. 
Quarry of Groat & Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 26092. 
Permian; fine; light buff. Near Marion Centre, Marion County. Orner Gee's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26094. 
Permian; light colored; fine grained. Near MarJ·svillo, Marshall County. 
White's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25418. 
Carboniferous; compact; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Neat· Topeka, Shaw-
nee County. Quarry of Mulvane & Higginbotham. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26572. 
Siliceous dolomite . Permian; fine; ligllt colored; porous. Richfand .To,vnship, 
Butler County. Tenth' Census, 1880. 26366. 
Bituminous dolomite. Permian; fine; light coloreL1. Near '\Viniield, Cowley 
County. C. Schmidt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2GG73. • 
Sandstone. Carboniferous; frne; gray. Near Fort Scott, Bourbon Connty. Quarry 
of Gilfillan Bros. 25681. 
Fine; brown. Near Oswego, Labette County. Bailey's <111arry. Tenth Ccnsns. 
25791. 
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Sandstone. 
& Hayes. 
Fiue; light colored. Near Parsons, Neosho Conuty. 
Teuth Census. 2G79.2. 
Quarry of Jones 
Fine; gray. Nc::i,r Parsons, Neosho County. Emory's quarry. Tenth Census. 
2579:3. 
Fine; light Luff. Near Chanute, Neosho County. · "Railroad" quarry. Tenth 
Census. 26580. 
Carboniferous; dark gray; mcdinm. Near Pawnee, Crawford County. Pawnee, 
l<'Jagstone Coun 'y. Tenth Census. Two specimens. 25794. 
Fine; light Luff. Neodesha, \Vilson Couut.y. '' Neouosba" quarry. Tenth 
Census. 26j75. 
Dar;k lmff; medium. L:1,rncd, Pctwuee Couuty. N. J. Krnsca's quarry. 'f£Jnth 
Ccusus. 2GG7G. 
KENTUCKY. 
Limestone. Light draL; fiuely fossiliferous; compact. Louisville, Jefferson County. 
City ofLouisYille quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26311. 
-- Drab; fine and compact. Anchorage, Jefferson County. Quarry of Reilly 
Bros. J. S. F. Batcben, 1883. 28108. 
DraL; compactandsomewbatoolitic. Near Franklin, Simpsou County. Paris 
quarry. J. R. Procter: 1884. 36888. 
Drab· fine and compact. Pilot Knob, Eimpson County. J. R. Procter1 1884. 
36897. 
Drab; compact. Near Frankfort, Franklin County. Mn;. Pcttis's quarry. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36908. 
Drab; finely fossiliferous. Greens burgh, Green County. G arrarcl Ly lc's quarry. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 3fi902. 
Dark drab; compact. Russellville, Logan County. J. R. Procter, 1884. :lG915. 
Dark drab; fine a,nd compact. Simpson County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36893. 
Light colored; finely fossiliferous; ce1.1n1ar. Near Bowling Grec11, Warren 
County. Belknap & Dumesnil Stono Compan)7 • rre11tb Ccusus, 1880. 26285. 
Light colored; oolitic, Princeton, Calc1 well Connty. S. McElfu.trick'8 qnarry. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36946. 
Light colored; fossiliferous. Bloomfield, Nelson County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 
36916. · 
Light colored; oolitic, with fossils. Russellville, Logan County. Quarry of 
Burgher & Ryan. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36949. 
Light colored; very Dne an.cl compact. Near Franklin, Simpson County. J. R. 
Procter, 1884. 36889. 
Light colored; semi-crystalline. Near Frankfort, Franldin County. Major 
Williams's quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36Hll. 
Light colored; finely fossiliferous. Near Frankfort, Frnuklin County. :Mr. 
Quire'8 quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36912. 
Light colored; coarsely fossiliferous. About G LY. 4 by I t inches. Near Bed-
ford, Trimble Cou~ty. S. Darnos's farm. J. R. ·Procter, 1884. 36969. 
Light gray;. finely fossiliferous; compact. Near Frankfort, Franklin Uonnty. 
Bntterman's quarry. J. R. Procter, 18 4. 36913. 
Lightcolore<l;oolitic. NearTrenton,ToddCounty. J.R.Procter,1 4. 36!H. 
Dark; compa t. Livingstone, Rockca"Uc County. Rockcastle quarry. J. R. 
Pr cter, 1 4. 36921. 
1' ino; light gray. Lincoln County. J. H. Procter, 1834. 36()31. 
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Limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Princeton, CaldwelJ. County. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36940. 
Sub-Carlloniferous; fine; drab. Princeton, Caldwell County. J. R. Procter, 
1884. 3G941. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Near Princeton, Caldwell County. 
Garrett's quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 3694:3. 
Grny; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous. Princeton, Caldwell County. S. McEl-
fatrick's gual'l'y. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36944. 
S11b-Caruoniferomi; very light drab; oolitic. Princeton, . Caldwell County. 
S. McElfatnck's quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36945. 
Corniferous; fine; dark gray. Stewart's Mill, Clark County. J. H,. Procter, 
1884. 3G906. 
Coruiferons; drab; compact. Lebanon, Marion c ·ounty. .f. R. Procter, 1884. 
36910 . . 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; coarsely fossiliferous. Bloomfield, Nelson County. 
J. R. Prnctor, 1884. 36914. 
Sub-Carboniferous; drab; fine and compact. Dennis, Logan County. J. R. 
Procter, 1884. 3H918. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Pilot Knob, Simpson County. J. 
R. Procter, 1884. 36887. 
Very li~ht brown; fine and compact. Simpson County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 
36892. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Near Garrett, Mea,de County. J. 
R. Procter, 1884. 36960. 
Sub-Carboniferous; dark mottled; semi-crystalline. Grabamptol'.!, Meade 
County. 36961. · 
Sub-Carboniferous; dark gra.y; :finely fossilife;ous; compact. Green County. 
J. R. Procter, 1~84. 36803. 
Fine; drab; compact. Pineville, Bell County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36924. 
Dark mottled; semi-crystalline; compact. Near Litchfield, Grayson County. 
J. Cubbage's quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36954. 
Snb-Carl>oniferous; light colored; oolitic. Near Litch:fi__eld, Grayson County. 
Joe Butler's quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. 36955. 
Dark gray; semi-crystalline. Litchfield, Grayson County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 
~6957. 
Lower Salurian·; gray; coarsely fossiliferous. Taylorsville, Spencer County. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36909. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Hopkinsville, Christian Couut,y. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36900. 
Gray; coarsely fossiliferous. Springfield, Washington Couuty. J. R. Procter, 
1884. 36934. 
Magnesian limestone. Coarse ; dark mottled. Lulbegrude Creek, Clark County. 
J. R. Procter, ~884. 36~07. 
Upper Silurian; yellowish; compact. Nelson County. J. R. Procter, 1884. 
36904. 
Upper Silurfan; fine; light gray. Near Lagrange, Oldham County. Anita 
Springs quarry. J. R. Procter, 1884. · 36932. 
Bituminous limestone. Dark; compact; fossiliferous. Lebanon, M::1,1fon County. 
J. R. Procter, 1884. 36019. 
=-r-: pa,rk drau; fine and compact. ~irup1>ou Co11ut,y, J, R. Procter, 1884, 36895, 
JI, Mis, 170, pt. 2-r=-35 
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·Bituminous limestone. Dark; compact. Piuovillc, Bell Counts. J. R. Procter, 
1884. 36923. 
~ Dolomite. Upper Silurian; drab; compact. Rm1stown, Nelson County. J. R. 
Procter, 1884. 36917. 
--- Corniferous; drab, rnottle<l; semi-crystalline. Lincoln County. Lincoln Sand 
Company. ,J. R. Procter, 1884. 36930. 
Sandi;tone. .E'ine; light colored. Pilot Knob, Simpson Connty . J . R. Procter. 
:368!'.!1. 
Fine; light yellowisb. Pilot Knob, Simpson County. J . R . Procter. 36896 
Calcareous; fine; very light gray. Taylor County. Land of George Lee. J. R. 
Procter, 1884. 3(;899. 
Fine; very light gray. Livingstone, Rockcastle County. J. R. Procter. 36920. 
Fine; light gray~ with dark stains. Near PinevilJe, Bell C~unty. Land of A. 
J. Arker. J. R. Procter. 3692:1. 
Fine; light blue-gray. Near Pineville, Bell County. Land of R. M. Moss. J. 
R. Procter. 86926. 
Fine; light colored. Near Pineville, Bell County. Land of R. l\f. l\foss. J, 
R. Procter. :36927. 
Snh-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. Blue Lick Mountain, Mat1ison 
County. Land of William Adams. J. R. Procter. 36928. 
Carboniferous; very light brown; mcuium. ,Johnson County. J. R. Procter. 
36936. 
Carboniferous; very light brown; medium. Johnson County. J. R. Procter. 
36937. 
Fine; .light pinkish. Kirkmansville, Todd County. Quarry of R. F. Bo · . 
J . R. Procter. 36942. 
Fine; very light blue-gray. Whitley County., ,J. R. Procter. 36950. 
Fine; light colored. Whitley County. J. R. Procter. 36()51. 
Fine; light pinkish. Grayson Springs, Graysou County. J. H. Procter. :3G952. 
Fine; light colored. Grayson Springs, Grayson County. J. R. Procter. 36953. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; nearly white. Near Marion, Crittenden Couut-y. J. 
R. Proct,er. 36958. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; buff. Near Cloverport, Breckinridge County. J. R. 
Procter. 36964. 
Sub-C3:rboniferous; fine; light brown. Near Cloverport, Breckinridge County. 
J. R. Procter. 3696.6. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Near Cloverport, Breckinridge County. 
J . R. Proct.er. 36967. 
LOUISIANA.. 
Sandstone. Fine; light colored. 37579. 
Quartzite. Dari\, Llrab and white, mottled.; very fine and compaet. Two specimen . 
37G02. 
l\fAI.:~m. 
Serpentine. Corn pact· dark n-rcen, nearly black; takes but a dull poli h. Deer 
I. k, Ha ncock Conuty. George H. Holden, 18 4. 36019. 
Biotite granite. 'oars ; gray. Biddeford, York Coltuty. C. TI. Bragdon· 
qnarry. 'frnlb ' 1Hms, 1 O. 26297 . . 
'oarsc i gray. Biddeford, York ouuty, J.M. Andrew's quarn·. Tenth Cen-
su , 1 0, ' G3W, 
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Biotite granite. Coarse; gray. Biddeford, York County. Quarry of C. H. & A. 
Goodwin. Tenth Census, 1880. 26:317. 
Broke.Q column; pink. 7½ by 14 inches. Near Red Beach, Washington County. 
Maine Red Gra.nite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26765. 
Coarse; pink; nsed for ornamental work and monuments. Near Red Beach, 
Washington County. Ma.ine Red Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
~5684. 
Coarse; pink; used as above. Jonesborough, Washington County. Bodwell 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25872. 
·coarse; pink; nseJ very largely for monumental work. Jonesborough, \\'~tsh-
ington County. Colonel Clark. ~5002. 
Medium; gray. Two specimens. 6-inch cube. ·waldo County. Tenth Censns. 
1880. 25029. 
Coarse; gray; used for general building. Frankfort, Waldo County. Mount 
Waldo Granite Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 2703~. 
Gray; coarsely porphyritic. Fmnkfo11t,\Valdo County. Mount Waldo Granite 
Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 27036. 
Fine; gray. Swanville, Waldo County. Oak Hill' Granite Company. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26485. 
Coarse; dark gray. Canaan, Somerset County. S; L. Fowler's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 262B6. 
Fine; dark gray. Roun<l Pond, Lincoln County. Quarry of Brown, McAllis-
ter & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26242. 
Pine; dark gray. 6 by 6 by 4 inches. Round Pond, Lincoln County. Quarry 
of Brown, McAllister~ Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26974. 
Fine; gray. Vinal lfayen, Knox County. J. S. Black's quarry. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. :26165. 
Pine; gray. Vinal Haven, Knox County. 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Duscham Hill quarry. 
26166. 
Bodwell 
Coan1e; gray, slightly pinkish. Vinal Haven, Knox County. Harbor quarry. 
Bodwell Granite 'Compa,ny. Tenth Census, 1880. 2ti15:3. 
The Vinal Haven granites ::t,re used for all manner of lmilding and monu-
mental work. 
Coarse; gray. Hurricane Island, Knox County. D. Tilson's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26180. 
Coarse; gray; slightly pinkish. 
George's River Granite Company. 
6-incb cube. 
25067. 
Rockland, Knox County. 
Coarse; gray; used in the construction of the United States Treasury building 
at Washington. Dix Island, Knox County. Dix's Island Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2(H82. 
Fine; dark gray. South Thomaston, Knox County. Quarry of M. T. Jameson 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 20181. 
Fine; granite. Vinal Haven, Knox County. East Boston (]_Uft,l'l'Y. Bodwell 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26154. 
Fine; light gray. Saint George, Knox County. Long Cove Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26177. · 
Coarse; gray. Near Saint George, Knox. County. Atlantic Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26178. 
Fine; dark gray. Near Saint George, Knox County. Clark's Island Granite 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26212. 
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Biotite granite. Coarse; gray. Spruce Head Island, Knox County. Bodwell Gran-
ite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26179. 
Coarse; gray, slightly pinkish. Fox Island, Knox County. HJ:trbor quarry. 
Colonel Clark. 25009. 
Fine; dark gray. Fox Island, Knox County. East Boston quarry. Colonel 
Clark. 2f>020. 
Medium; dark gray. Bryant's Pond, .Oxford County. Grand Trunk Railway. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26269. 
Medium; gray. Bryant's Pond, Oxford County. J. S. F. Batchen, 1 83. 
28647. 
Coarse j gray. Bryant's Pond, Oxford County. Grand Truuk Rail way. Tenth 
Census, 1680. 26270. 
Coarse; gra,y. Near Wayne, Kennebec County. J. F. Gordon's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26507. 
Coarse; light gray. Franklin, Hancock County. Quarry of Blaisdell Bros. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26073. 
Medium; gray pink spotted. Sl)mesville, Mount Desert, Hancdck County. C. 
J. HaJl's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26124. 
Medium; gray-pink spotted. Sornesville, Hancock County. Quarry of Whit-
ney & .Allen. Tenth Census, 1880. 26125. 
Coarse; light pink. Somesville, Mount Desert, Hancock County. C. J. 
Hall's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26152. 
Coarse; light pink. Near Somesvilie, Hancock County. C. J. Hall's q_u:.:irry. 
Tenth Census, 1880.' 27179. 
Coarse; gray. Deer Isle, Hancock County. Quarry of GoHs & Goss. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 20155. !. 
Coarse; gray. East Blue Hill, Hancock County. Chase & Hall's q_narry. 
Tenth Census, ltl80. 26139. 
Gray; porphyritic. East Blue Hm, Hancock County. Collins Granite Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. ~6146. 
Coarse; gray. East Blue Hill, Hancock County. G. W. Collimi & Co. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 261:{':l. · 
Light gray; coarsely porphyritic. Foot cul>e. East Blue Hill, Hancock 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17470. 
Medium; gray. West Sullivan, Hancock County. J. H. Stiusou's quarQ·, 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26049. 
Fine; light gray. Brunswick, Cumberland County. H. Cripp'squarry. Tenth 
Censns, 1880. ~6420. 
Fine; gray. Near Pownal, Cuml>erland County. T. Reed's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 27070. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Fine; very light gray. Waldouorongli, Lincoln 
County. Quarry of Day & Otis. Tenth Census, 1880. 26326. 
Biotite gneiss. Medium; gray. Jefferson, Lincoln Couuty. J. P. Glidcleu· 
quarry. Tenth Census, 18 0. 26276. 
Medium; gray. Near Chesterville, Franklin County. J. H. Plummer' quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26371. 
Medium; dark gray. Near Turner, .Androscoggin Count3·. C. H. Barrel· 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26508. 
Muscovite biotite gneiss. Fine light gray. Lincolnville, Wa,ldq Conn Y· 
Beach Grovo Granito Company, Tenth Census, l 8 0, 26241, 
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Muscovite biotite gneiss. Fine ; gray. Jefferson, Lincolu Conuty. J. P. Glid-
den's qnarry. 'Teuth Census, li:<80. 26486. 
Muscovite biotite granite. Fine; very ]ight gray. Near Hallowell, Kennebec 
Couuty. Hallowell Granite Company. Tenth Ceusus, .1880. 26:335. 
Fine; very light gray. Near Hallowell, Kennebec County. Hallowell Granite 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26336. 
Fine; light gray. North Jay, Franklin County. Maine Central Railroa<l Com-
pany. Teuth Censns, 1880. 26385. 
Hornblende biotite granite. Coarse; gray. Lincoln, Penobscot County. Jewell 
Granite Company. Teutl.t Census, 1880. 27084. 
-- Fine; very datk gray, nearly black. S,1int George, Knox County. Long Cove 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 18:-30. 26176. 
Hornblende granite. Coarse; red; very tough and bard. Otter Creek, Hancock 
Com{ty. Otter Creek quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27178. 
Talcose 1ochist. Film; compact; dark gray. Knightsville, Cumberland County. 
P. C. Manning, 1883. 28117. 
Elceolite syenite. * Coarse; light ~{·ay, yellow spotted. Near Litchfield, Kenne-
bec Count,y. Tenth Ceusus, 1830. · 
Olivine diabase. Devoui::m (~); medium; dark gray, nearly black on a polished 
snrfacc; used for monumental work. Adclison Point, Washington County. Col. 
Ed ward Clark, 18~1. 250:!2. 
Devonian; medium; dark gray, spotted l>lack and white on a polished surface; 
kno\'i"ll commercially as black granite, and is used largely for monumental , 
work. Six milas sontheast of Addison Point, Washington ·county. Pleasant 
River Black Granite Company. 'l'ent.h Cens11s, 1880. 259~5. 
Diabase. Dcvonian(f); ~nedinm; tlark gra.y, spotto<l. l>Jack and white on a polished 
surface; known commercially as black granite, and is largely used for mon-
umental work. 1hldisoJ1, Washington County. H. B. Nash's quarry. 'I'euth 
Census, 18P0. 26072. 
Fine and c·ompact; very dark gray, black on a polisbe·u surface; used chiefly 
for monumental work. Vinal Haven, Knox Couut.y. Bod well Granite Com-
p:my. Tenth Census, 1880. 26167. 
Slate. Blue-black. Monson, Piscataquis County. Q11arries of Monson Pon<l. Slate 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25651. 
Blue-black. Brownville, Pisc:1taquis County. Quarry of Adams H. Merrill. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25652. 
Blue-black. Monson, Piscataquis County. Qnarries of Dirigo Slate Company. 
25819. 
MARYLAND. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Coarse; rust spotted. Bethcsu.:1, Montgomery County. C. 
W. Lairndale. 25016. 
Fine and compact; dark blue-gray. On Liberty road, about 15 miles from 
Baltimore. Quarries of Baltimore and North Bra.nch Soapstone Comp~t11y. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2GG2o. 
Serpentine. Light and t1ark green, streaked ant1 mottled; fine grained and. com-
pact; takes a high polish. Five specimens; one 12½ Ly 4¾ by t inches, polished 
on both sides; oue 5 by 3½ Ly 1-½ inches ; and three 4 iuch cubes. Dublin, Har-
ford County. Quarries of Greeu Serpentine Marble Company. E. Mortimer 
Bye, 1881. 26173 . 
... The elreo1ite syonite is not used for lmilding pnrposcs, and is of doubtful utility. 
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Serpentine. Dark green; very fine and compact; takes a high polish. Deer Creek, 
lfarfor<l Conn ty. Deer Creek q narries. Ten th Census, 1880. 26868. 
Light :.ntl dark green, mottled; fine and compact; takes a, high polish. 6 by 
6 by :3 inches. Broad Creek, Harforu County. Centennial, 1871:i. 17514. 
Compact; dark green; takes a Ligh polish. 6-inch cube. Broad Creek, Har-
ford County. Centennial, 1876. 17517. 
Dark green; fine auu compact; takes only ~ <lull polish. Near Ilallimore. 
G. A. Leakin, 1883. 27682. 
Biotite gneiss. Coarse ; gray. Port Deposit, Cecil County. Quany of McClena-
hau & Bro. Tenth Census, 1880. 25359. 
Light gray; fine and medi nm. Two specimens. Near Baltimore City, Balti-
more County. J. Harris's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25576. 
Coarse; dark gray. Opposite Ellicott City, Baltimore County. C. J. Werner's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25358. 
Fine; light and dark gray. Two specimens. Jones :Falb1 road, Mount Royal, 
Baltimore County. J. Curley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26930. 
Biotite granite. Medium; gray. Near W~odstock, Baltimore County. W. F. 
Weller's quarry. Tenth Census, 18cl0. 25361. 
Medium; grny. Near Woodstock, Baltimore County. Fox Rock quarry. 'feuth 
Census, 1880. 25360. 
Coarse; gray. Granite, Baltimore County. Qnal'ry of Gill & McMahon. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25403 . 
..l!'me; gray. Gwyun's Falls, Baltimore County. Old Wiuan estate. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2G8u7. 
Fine; light gray. Montrose, Montgomery County. H. P. Dwyer'i:; qnarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26947. 
Dolomite [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Texas, Baltimore County. 
A block from the top stone of the Washington Mouumeut. Baruey Mooney, 1 4. 
::$6050. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Cockeysville, Baltimore County. Beaver 
Dam Marble Company. Tenth Census. 27062. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Cockeysville, Baltimore County. Colonel 
Clark, 1881. 25206. 
Lower Siluriau; white; crystalline. Cockeysville, Baltimore ConHty. Tenth 
. Census, 1880. 25015. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Cockeysville, Baltimore County. Tenth 
· Census, 1880. 25003. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. White, with purple stripes; crystalline. New 
Windsor, Carroll Couuty. William N. Chew's quarry. Tenth Census. :-26931. 
Light blue-gray; crystalline. Near New Windsor, CarrolJ County. A. A. 
Roop's quarry. Tenth Census, 1t:3 °0. 2£1 07. 
Gray; laminated. Keedysville, ·washiugton Connty. John Snear's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 18 0. 26205. 
White; cry talline. Union Bridge, Frederick County. D. Rinehardt's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1 0. 26 29. 
Union Bridge, Frederick County. D . Rinchardt's qnarry. Tenth Censn , 1 "0· 
2(i'30. 
Conglomerate breccia [marble]. Triassic; reLl, vari ,gatcu. Fr derick County, 
''lab :20 by 30 lJy 1¼ in ·hes. Used in the interior decorations of tho apitol at 
Wa binrrt n, I . ' Col. Edward Clark, 18 1. 2, i41. 
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,Conglomerate breccia [marble]. Triassic; coarse; red, variegated. Near Freder-
ick, Frederick Couu·ty. Gortzendauner's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. ~6797. 
Siliceous limestone. E'iue ulack. Liberty Pike, Frederick County. Hoke's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25996. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Siluria.n; fine; dark. Hagerstown, Washington 
Connty. T. G .• Jones's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26055. 
Biotite epidote gneiss. Fine; light red. Ilchooter, Howard County. Tenth Cen-
1,n~, 1880. 26856. 
Hornblende gneiss. Fine; very dark gray, nearly bla.ck. Ilche.3ter, Howard 
Co11uty. Tenth Census, 1880. 26855. 
Sandstone. :Fine; light drab. Seneca, Montgomery CoLmty. Tenth Census. 25013. 
Fine; light red; used for building purposes in ·wasbington, D. C. Seneca,, 
Moutgomery County. Tenth Census. 250lo .. 
Nearly white; medium. Frederick County. J. L. Belt's quarry. Tenth Cen-
strn, 1880. 25678. 
Devonian; coarse; yellow. Cu1p.berland, Allegany County. Shriver's quarry. 
'l'enth Census. 26839. 
Devonian; coarse; yellow. Cumberland, Allc>gany County. Green Street 
quarry. Tenth Census. 26840. 
Lower Silurian; coarse; light colored. Cumberfan<l, Allegany County. vVill-
iam Li.ppold's qnarry. 26841. 
Slate. Blue-black. Slau 6½ inches square.. Harfo:.d County. Quarries of Harford 
Peach Bottom Slate Company. Tenth Census_. 1880. 25364. 
Blne-black. Slab 6½ inches square. Harford County. Quarries of Harford 
Peach Bottom Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 253G5. 
Blne-black. Slab 6inches square. Harford County. Quarry of J. W. Jones & 
Co. Tenth Census, 1880. ~5:366. 
Blue-black. Slab 6 inches square. Harford County. Quarry of T. W. Jones. 
Tenth Census. 25367. 
Blnc-black. Harford County. Quarries of Harford P each Bottom Slate Com-
. pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 26411. 
Blue-black. Harford County. Quarries of Harford Peach Bottom Slate Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 26410. 
Purple. 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Ijamsvme, Frederick County. Quarries of Mary-
land Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26932. 
Blne-black. Slab 8 inches square. 
iams & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Ha;ford County. Quarry of W. E. Will-
25362. 
Blue-black. Slab 8 inches square. Harford County. Qnarry of W. C. Roberts 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25363. 
Bracket of carved slate. 10 by 8 inches. I arford County. Quarries of Harford 
Peach Bottom Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26412. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Coarse; dark gray. Two miles southeast of Dann, Worces-
ter County. Quarry of Kimball, Osgo_od & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26439. 
Serpentine. Compact; very dark green, nearly black; takes but a dull polish. 
6-inch cnbe. Essex County. 25026. 
Compact; very lig-ht green; takes a dull polish. Newburyport, Essex County. 
Centennial, 1876. 26010. 
Deep green, nearly black; fine and compa'ct; takes but a dull polish. Lynn-
field, Essex County. Qnarrios of Lynnfield Soapstone Company. Tenth 
Cr11s11s, 1880. 2(i;j[,4 . 
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Dolomite [marble]. Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline. Lee,. Berkshlre. 
Coun-ty. Tenth Ce1rnus, 1880. 25012. 
-- Lower Siluriau; white; crystalline. Lee, Berkshire County. Quarry of F. S. 
Gross. Tenth Census, lo80. 26070. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; gray; coarse; cr~stalline. Pittsfield, 
Berkshire County. 'renth Census. 26057 . 
. Magnesian limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; coarsely crystalline. 
Lee, Berkshire Count,y. Tenth Census, 1880. 27004. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Egremont, Berkshire County. Centen-
nial, 1876. lfi426. 
Lower Silurian; gray; fine a,nd compact. Stockbridge, Berkshire County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26069. . 
Lower Silurian; white; coarsely crystalline. Sheffield, Berkshire County. 
Quarry of Briggs & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26081. 
Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Alford, Berkshire 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17437. 
-- Lower Silurian; white; clonded. Alford, Berkshire County. H. S. Fitch's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26082. 
Hornblende granite. Coarse; dark gray. Two specimens. Quincy, Norfolk 
County. Quarry of C. H. Hard wick & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25609. 
Coarse; dark gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of Wendell & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25610. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of We1:1dell & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25611. 
Coarse; · dark gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of Field & Wild. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25616. 
Medium; light gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, 
1876. 17430. 
CoarsA; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial , 18iG. 
17432. 
Coarse; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centenuial, 1876. 
17433. 
Coarse; dark gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of Barker & Sous. 
Tenth Census, 1880. ;l5606. 
Coarse; dark gray. Two specimens. Quincy, Norfolk County. Qnarry of 
C. H. Hardwick & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25608. 
Coarse; dark gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of McKenzie & Patter-
son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26973. 
Coarse; lightpinkishgray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, 187G. 26002. 
Coarse; dark reu. Quincy, N;rfolk County. · Quarry of H. Ba.rker & Son. 
G. P. Merrill. 28554. 
Coarse; dark pinkish gray. Polished slab 35 by 35 by 3 inches. Q11incy, 
Norfolk County. Quarry of H. Barker & Sons. Tenth Census, 1 '0. ~69'' ·. 
Con.rse; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Qnincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, 1 i6. 
1744!). 
Coarse; dark gray. Two specimens. Quincy, Norfolk County. Qnarry of 
McK nzie & Patterson. T nth Census, J 80. 25607. 
Coars ; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk Connty. Centennial, 1 ,6. 
17435. 
Coar ; dark gra.y. Quincy, 'Norfolk Conoty. Centennial, 187G. 17436. 
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Hornblende granite. Coarse; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. 
Centenn ial, 1876. 1H23. 
Conrse; gray. 6-inch cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, Hl76. 
174:25. 
Coarse; dark gray. G-incu cube. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, 
1876. 17427. 
- Coarse; dark gray. Quincy, Norfolk County. Centennial, 1876. 17429. 
Coarse; gray. West Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of F. J. Ful1er & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25t\04. 
Coarse; dark gray. West Quincy, Norfolk County. Quarry of 0. T. Rogers 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25605. 
Coarse; dark gray. ·west Quincy, Norfolk County. C. "Wilson's quarry. 
Tcnt.h Cens11s, 1880. 25617. 
Epidote granite. Fi1w; light pink, green spotted. Dedham, Norfolk Connty. 
Bnlln,rd's qnarry. Tenth Censm,, 1880. 2G386. 
- Fino; light pink, green spotted. Dedham, Norfolk County. J. Delaney's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. - 26387. 
Biotite granite. Coarse; light gray, slightly pinkish. Randolph, Norfolk County. 
l~narry of S. B. Corliss. Tenth Census, 1880. 25594. 
Muscovite gneiss. Fine; gray. ·westforcl, Middlesex County. Quarry of B. Palmer 
& Sous. Tenth Census, 1880. 26456. 
Gray; finely porphyritic. Westford, Middlesex County. S. Fletcher's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2G457. 
Fine; light gray. Westford, Mid<l.lesex County. A. Fletcher's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26458. 
Fino; gray. Westford, Middlesex County. W. Reed's quarry. Tenth Census, 
18t,O. 26460. 
Fine; gray. Westford, Middlesex County. D. Reed's quarry. Tenth Censns, 
1880. 26461. 
Fjne; gray. Westford1 Midc11esex County. D. Reed's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26462. 
Coarse; gray. West Andover, Essex County. J. Maddox's quarry. Tenth 
Census: 1880. 26595. 
Coarse; light gray. Lawrence, Essex County. J. Moulton's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26547. 
Medium; light gray. Charlton, Worcester County. Quarry of Lamson & 
Woodlrnry. Tenth Census, 1880. '25:J23. 
Fine; light gray. Monson, Hampden County. Quarry of W. N. Flint & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25911. 
Muscovite biotite gneiss. Fjne; light gray. Westford, Middlesex County. 
Quarry of Swett & Smith. Tenth Censns, 1880. 26459. 
Biotite gneiss. Fine; gray; slightly pinkish. Westford, Middlesex County. W. 
Reed's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25!'>44. 
Coarse; dark gray. Lowell, Middlesex Couuty. S. L. Ward's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26071. 
Coarse; light gray. 6-inch cube. Douglass, Worcester County. Centennial, 
1876. 17431. 
Coarse; gray. Northbridge, Worcester Coun1,y. Quarry of S. J. Fowler, jr. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26194. 
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Biotite gneiss. Pinc; dark gra)7, Monson, Hampden County. Quarry of W. N. 
Flint & Co., Mass. Tenth Census, 1880. 25910. 
-- Fine; light gray. Northfield, Franklin County. Quarry of Bassett & Lyons. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25944. 
Biotite gra1~ite. Coarse; light pink. Framingham, Middlesex County. J. G. 
Cloyse's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26425. 
Coarse; light pinkish gray. Framingham, Middlesex County. J. G. Cloyse's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26426. 
Coarse; gray. Framingham, Middlesex County. J. G. Cloyse's quarry. Tenth 
Census. 26428. 
Coa_rse; pinkish gray, with green blotches. North Easton, Bristol County. 
M. -Gil_bcrt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26918. 
Coarse; pink. North Euston, Bristol County. Quarry of Ames & Son. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26821. 
Coarse; light gray. Freetown, Bristol Connty. Fall River Granite Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 25578. 
Coarse; light pink. Near Milford, ·worccster County. Quarry of Norcross 
Brotllers. Tenth Census, 1880. 26767. 
Coarse; Jight piuk. Used in the construction of the new city hall at Albany, 
N. Y. Milford, Worcester County. J. S. Sherman's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 2664R. 
Medium; light gray with greenish blotches. Near Milford, Worcester County. 
Boston and Albany Railroad Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26505. 
Fine; dark gray. Leominster, Worcester County. S. L. Kittriclge's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26400. 
Fine; dark gray. Clinton, Worcester County. L. M. Allen's quarry. Tenth 
Censns, 18t-O. 26399. 
Coarse; light pink. Brockton, Plymouth County. vV. T. Cleaveland's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25579. 
Hornblende biotite (annite) granite. Coarse; light gray; slightly greenish. Glon-
cester, Essex County. S. P. Andrews's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25500,. 
Hornblende granite. Coarse; gray; slightly pinkish, Gloncester, Essex County. 
Centennial, 1~76. 25287. 
Coarse; gray. Gloucester, Essex County. Trumbull Granite Company. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25501. 
Coarse; light greeuish gray. Used in the construction of the Butler house cm 
Capitol Hill, Washington, D. C. Gloucester, Essex County. Cape Auu 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26545. 
Coarse; gray. Gloucester, Essex County. Cape Ann Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26544. 
Coarse; gray. 'l'wo specimens. Gloucester, Essex Connty. Qnarry of Barker 
Brothers. Tenth Censns, 1880. 26553. 
Coarse; greenish gray. Gloncester, Essex County. Lanesville Granite Com-
IHmy. Tenth Census, 18, 0. 26955. 
_Coarse; l!rTht grceni h gray. Wyoma, Essex Connty. J. R. Jordan's qnarrr. 
Tenth Cen us, 1 0. 266:37. 
'oar. e; gret·niBl1 gray. \Vyorna, Essex County. .J. D. \Vil ou', quarry. T 'nth 
( ' ' llHU ·, 1 .-iO . ~(i(j:J • 
-- • Co:mw i dark ~my. Ro ·kport, Essex County. Lan sville Granite Company 
TC'nth C n.·11.·, l . 0. 2G!l:;3. 
'oar. ; gray. Por;J·port, ERs x 'onnty. RorkportGranitc Company. Teutll 
',•11.·n , 1 0. ~fiH~:;. 
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Hornblende granite. Coarse; gray. Rockport, Essex County. Pigeon Hill Gran-
ite Cowpany. Tenth Census, 18cl0. 26546. 
-- Coarse; greenish. Peabody, Essex County. Quarry of Putnam & Linnebarn. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25757. 
Muscovite biotite granite. Coarse; light gray. ·worcester, ·worcester County. 
G.D. Webb's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26440. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Coarse; light gray. Fitchburg, Worcester Count.r. 
S. P. Litchfield's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25862. 
Mediulll; light gray. 6-inch cube. Fitchburg, Worcester County. Centen-
nial, 1876. 1743tl. 
Fine; dark gray. Becket, Berkshfre County. Chester Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. ~6107. 
Fine; gray. Becket. Berkshire County. Quarry of McClellan & Goodwin. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26108. 
Granite. Coarse; light pinkish, with green blotches. ·wood's Holl, Barnstal>le 
Couuty. U. S. Fish Commission. 26885. 
Quartz porphyry. Dark red, with pink spots; fine and compact. Slab 4 by G 
inches. Hingham, Plymouth County. George P. Merrill, 1884. 35943. 
This is ~L most beau tifnl and durable stone, but is at present scarcely at 
all used on account of its hardness. ' 
Diabase. Coarse; dark gray. Used for pavements and the rough work of founda-
tions. Medford, Middlesex County. Medford quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26422. 
Coarse; dark gray. Used for pavements and tbe rough work of foundations. 
Medford, Middlesex County. Medford quarry. TenthCensus, 1880. 26424. 
Coarse; light gray, with pink spots. Used for pavements, building, and monu-
mental work. Somerville, Middlesex County. E. Fitzgerald's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26549. 
Coarse; light gray, with pink spots. Used for pavements, building, and monu-
mental work. Somerville, Middlesex County. E. Fitzgerald's quarry. 
Tent,h Census, 1880. 26550. 
Mesozoic; dark greenish gray; :fine and compact. Used chiefly for street 
pavements: East Long Meadow, Hampden County. Centennial, 1876. 17446. 
Melaphyr. Compact; amygdaloidal; dark green, with rounded and oval spots of 
light green and white. Used for foundations and rough construction. Brighton, 
Snffolk County. Quarry of S. W. Brown1 jr. Tenth Census. 26552. ' 
Sandstone. 'rriassic; :fin_e; brown. Usecl extensively for genernl building and 
trimming purposes. East Long Meadow, Hampden County. Centennial, 1876. 
17440. 
Triassic; :fine; brown. Used as above. East Long Mea1ow, Hampden County. 
Centennial, 1876. 17443. 
Triassic; :fine; l>rown. East Long Meadow, Hampden County. Centennial, 
1876. 17444. 
Triassic; fine; light brown. Long Meadow, Hampden County. Centennial, 
1876. 17445. 
Conglomerate. Coarse; greenish; very compact. Used for general bnilding pnr-
po_ses. Dorchester, Suffolk County. Owen Nason's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26746. 
MICIIIG.AN. 
Limestone. Devonian; drab; fossiliferous. Sibley's Station, ·wayne County. ~P. 
Sibley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26206. 
• 
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Limestone. Devonian; gray. Near Ra,isiuville, Monroe County. Fritz Rat1.t1s 
qnarry. Tenth Census, 18~0. 26207. 
Granite. Fine; light red: Near Vulcan, Memon inee Connty. F. L. Lasier's quarry. 
Teuth Census, 1880. 2734::3. 
Biotite gneiss. Coarse; grny. Near Vulcan, Menominee Con:nty. F. L. Lasier's 
q uarr.r. Tenth Census, 1880. 27345. 
Sandstone. Potsdam; light brown gray spotted; medium. Marquette, Marquette 
County. Centennial 1876. 18927. 
Potsdam; fine; reddish brown. Marquette, Marquette County. Watson & 
Palmer's quarry. John S. F. Ba.tchen. 27510. 
Potsdam; dark brown; medium. Marquette, Marquette County. Quarry of 
Wolf, Jacous & Co. John S. F. Batchen. 28501. 
Potsdam; fine; brown and reddish brown. Two specimens. Near L'Anse, 
Hongbton County. L'Anse Bro,,nstone Company. John S. F. Bate hen. 2i356. 
Potsdam; lirown with gray bands; medium. L'Anse, Houghton County. 
L' A11se Brownstone Company. John S. P. Batcben. 27528. 
Potsdam. Brown with gray spots; medium. Near L'Anse, Houghton County. 
L'Anse Brownstone Company. John S. F. Batcben. :2752i. 
Sub-Carboniferous; flue; light yellowish brown. Stoney Point, Jackson Couu ty. 
Michiga.n Stone Company. John S. F. Batchen. 28500. 
• Potsdam; fine; red. Portage entry, Bamga Connty. Portage Entry quarry. 
John S. 1". Batchen. 28655. 
Potsdam; fine; 1·eddish brown. Isle Royale, Lake Superior. John S. F. 
Batchen. 34992. 
Quartzite. Light-colored; .fine and compact. Two specimens, 18 liy 9 l>y 7 incl ws 
and 4 inch cube. Near Vulcan, Menominee County. F. L. Lasier's quarr,r. 
Teuth Census, 1880. 27344. 
Slate. Blue black. Slab 8 inches square. Huron Bay. Centennial 1876. 26036. 
Blue black. Arvon, Baraga County. Clinton quarry. J. S. F. Hatchcn, 1~~3. 
27342. 
MINNESOTA. 
Dolomite. Lower Silurian; coarse; drab; vesicular. Stillwater, W:1sl.Ji11gto11 
Connt-y. Quarry of Hersey, Staples & Hall. Tenth Census, 1 80. 26GH. 
Lower Silurian; light onff; fiue; compact. Stillwater, Wasl1ington County. 
Quarry of Hersey, Staples & Hall. Tenth Census, 18d0. ~664Ci. 
Lowc1· Silurian; light-colored; finely vesicnlar. Two spec imens. Frontenac, 
Goodlrne County. Qnarry of Foste do & Co. Teuth Censns, 1 0. ~6755. 
Lower Siluriau; light-colored; vesicular. Red \Viug, Goodli110 County. G. 
A. Carlson's quany. Tenth Ceusns, 18 0. 2G7511. 
Lower Siluria.u; light-colored; coarse; vesicnln,r. Rc,1 '\Ying, Goodhue Couuty. 
R. L. Berghind's qnnrry. Tenth C,-ns11s, 1880. 2i.i7~5. 
Lower Silurian; fine; r ecl tlisb . Ka ·otn, Le Snenr Cou11ty . Q11:u-1-y of Bn·tn. 
Young & Co. Tenth Cemrns, 1880. ~59GG. 
Lower, ilnrian; flue; light linff. Kasota, Le Suenr County. J. "T· Bal.ico ·I~·,. 
qna.ny. Tenth Censns, 1 0. 25904. 
Low •r ilnrian; coar o; b11ff. Two 1;pecimens. l\Ia.n1rnfo, B1110 Earth County. 
0. R. Ma.th r's q1uury. Tcn1h Ccnsns, 1 0. 2j8~1. 
Low ,r ,"ilmia.n · drab; compact. \Vinona, Winona, 'onnty. . M. Portei·,,. 
<1nn.rry. '1' uth Cen us, 1 80. :267:3:l. 
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Siliceous dolomite. Lower Silurian; light drab; vesicnlar. Still water, Washing-
ton Conut,y. Quarry of Hersey, Staples & Hall. Tenth Census, 1880. ~6645. 
Lower Silurian; gray; fossiliferous. Minneapolis, Hennepin County. Quarry 
of Foley & Herbert. Tenth Census, 1880. 2582G. 
Lower Silurian ; gray; finely fossiliferous; compact. Clinton Fa1ls, Steele 
County. Quarry of Lindersmith & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26758. 
Lower Silurian; light-colored; cellular. Mantorville, Dodge County. Quarry 
of Hook, Mantor & Dorg. Tenth Census, 1880. 26689. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; gray; fossiliferous. Saint Paul, Ramsey 
Count,y. Quarry of Breen & Young. Tenth Census, H,80. 26288. 
Lower Silurian; gray; fossiliferous. Minneapolis, Hennepin County. A. 
Dahl's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25871. 
Lower Silurian; ver.r light drab; fine; compact; tledritic. Red Wing, Good-
hue County. W. W. Sweeney's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2672,t 
Siliceous magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; gray; fossiliferous. Saint Paul, 
Ra,msey County. W. Dawson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26743. 
-- Lower Silurian; drab; coarsely fossiliferous. Minneapolis, Hennepin County. 
Jas. Baxter's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25831. 
Limestone. Lower Silurian: gray; fossiliferons. Two specimens. Minneapolis, 
Hennepin Conut-y. W. vV. Eastman's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25824. 
Lower Silui·iau; gray; finely fossiliferous; compact. Callon City, Rice County_ 
Philip Cromer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26757. 
Lower Silurian; pinkisll. Near Kasota, Le Sueur County. J. S. F. Batchen, 
H384. 34U94. 
Calcareous dolomite. Lower Silu.rian; gray; finely fossiliferous; compact. Canon 
City, Rice County. Philip Cromer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. :267G6. 
Hornblende granite. Coarse; dull red. East Saint Cloud, Sherburne County, 
Quarry of Breen & Young. Tenth Census, 1880. 26289. 
Coarse; gray. East Saint Cloud, Sherburne County. Quarry of Breen & 
Young. Tenth Census, 1880. 26290. 
Medium; gray. East Saint Cloud, Sherburne County. Quarry of Breen & 
Youpg. Tenth Census, 1880. 25964. 
Medium; gray. Sauk Rapids, Benton County. G. S. Reader's quarry. Tenth 
Census, lt;oO. ~G743. 
Granite. Coarse; red. Four miles below Beaver Bay, Lake County. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 26518. 
-- Medium; dull red. Beaver Bay, Lake County. Quarry of vVieland Bros. 
Tenth Census, lo80. 26633. 
Hornblende mica granite. Coarse; gray. ,vatab, Benton County. Qnarry of 
Saulpangl.J & Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25822. 
Coarse; dull red. Watab, Benton County. Centennial, 1876. 26000. 
Coarse; red. 14 by 11 by 9. Watab, Benton County. H. D. Gurney, 1885. 
37605. 
Coarse; clnll red. Watab, Benton Connty. Quarry of Saulpaugh & Bros. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25823. 
Quartz porphyry. Reddish brown. Baptism River, Lake County. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26629. . 
-- Dark r eddish brown. Duluth, Saint Louis County. Tenth Census; 1880. 
26438. 
Diabase. Nearly black; very fine a.nd compact-. Dulnth, Sa.int Lonis Cauuty, 
Tenth Cen us, 1880, 26442, 
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Diabase. Nearly black; very fine an<l. compact. Use<l for foundations and rough 
construction. Near Duluth, Saint Louis County. United States GovernmentSur-
vey. Tenth Ceusus, 1880. 26567. 
-- Nearly ulack; fine and compact. Two Harbor Bay, Lake Superior, Lake 
Connty. Tenth Census, 1880. 26634. 
Gab bro. Coarse; dark gray. Used for house trimmings and general building. Du-
lntl1, Saint Louis County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26443. · 
This stoue is commercia,lly known as Dul·uth granite. 
Masf_;j_ve labradorite. Coarse; compact; light greenish. Three miles East of 
Deaver Day, Lake County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26571. 
Olivine diabase. Lower Silurian; nearly black; :fine and compact. Used for foun-
dn,tions and rough construction. Taylor's Falls, Chisago County. Tenth Census, 
1880. 2GGH1. 
Sandstone. Lower Silurian ; fine; bro~n with light spots. Fond du J.,ac, Saint 
Louis .County. J. G. McDonald's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. Two specimens. 
:.l6:146. 
Lower Silurian; fine; brown with light spots. Fond du Lac, Saint Louis 
County. M. Boyles quarry. Tenth Census. 26447. 
Lower Silurian ; fine; very light colored. Hinckley, Pine County. Saint 
P::1t1l and Duluth Railroad. Tenth Census. 26636. 
Lower Silurian·; fine a.nu friable; light-colored with ferruginous blotches. Jor-
dan, Scott County. Phillip Kipp's quarry. Tenth Census. 2661:36. 
Lower Silurian; fine, friable; very light buff with ferruginous blotches. Jor-
dan, Scott County. Phillip Kipp's quarry. 'fenth Census. 26687. 
Lower Silmfan; light-colored; ftne and ,friable. Dakota,, Winona Count.y. 
Quarry of Brown & Hartley. 'l'entli Census. 26723. 
Lower Silurian; gray; fine and friable. Dresbach, Winona Connty. • Quarry 
of J. F. Fostevin, jr. 26827. 
Purplish brown; medinm. Luverne, Rock County. John S. F. Batcben. 
27407. 
Lower Silurian; fine; yellow. Mendota, Dakota County. Quarry of Steele & 
'McIntyre. 'I'enth Cernms. 26772. 
Quartzite. Potsdam; maroon; fine and compact. Courtland, Nicollet County. 
Fritz Meyerdiog's quarry. Tenth Census. 26688. 
Slate. Greenish. 4 by 4 by 1 in~hes. Near Knife Falls, Carlton County. Saint 
Paul and Duluth Railroad. Tenth Census, 1880. ~6488. 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Limestone. Gray; finely fossiliferous; compact. Tishomingo County, 1885. 375t0. 
Sandstone. Very light yellow; fine; cellular. Tishomiugo County. 37581. 
-- Light colored ; soft and friable. Tishomingo County. 37599. 
-- Light colored; medium. Foot cube. Stonington, Jefferson Couu1y. 37 20. 
Sandstone, argillaceous. Fine; yel.low. Rankin County. 37598. 
MISSOURI. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Red; white spotteu. Slab 7 by 5 by 1 incbe . 
Iron County. Centennial, l 76. 27123. 
-- Dull red; varicgat<'d. Sec. 36, T. 33, R. 52, Madison County. Cedar Creek 
(]nnrry. T nth C nsus, 1 80. 26607. 
Lim~st0ne. '"nh-Un.1 IJollifrro11:;; tlrnb; fin e and coml?act. 1:1,int Loqis, Quarry of 
' chr:mka & V ith. Tent h CcwmsJ 1 0. 2Gi01. · 
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Limestone. Snb-Ca,rl)Oniforous; <lra h; finely fossiliferous. S;dnt Louis. Quarry 
of Bawbrick & l\foriLam. TentL Censm,, 1880. 2G713. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light gray; fine and compact. Saint Louis. JolrnMcKeu-
na's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26714. 
Sub-Cal'boniferons; dra"b; fine and compa.ci;. Near Saint Louis, Saint Lonis 
County. George Redern e.ver's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G716. 
Sub-Carboniferous; drab; fine; compact; sem i-crystalline. NearSai11tLonis, 
Saint Louis County. George Redemcyer's <1uarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26717. 
Sub-CarLoniferons; drab; fine-grained; com13act; fossiliferous. Saint LoniH, 
Saint Louis County. Diederich Scharinghaus's quarry. Tenth Ccnsu:;, 1880. 
26718. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; furn-grained; corn pad. Saint Louis. J. 
O'Meara's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26722. 
Light' colored; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous . Near Glencoe, Srtint Louis 
County. Glencoe Lime Company. Tenth Census, 18S0. 2!5303. 
Suu-Ca.rboniferions; light colored; semi-crystarnne; fossiliferous . Nea.r Glen-
coe, Saint Louis Connty. Oliver's quarr)T. Tenth Census, 1880. ~6304. 
Coarse; buff; fossiliferon s. Glencoe Branch, Saint Louis County. Oliver's 
· quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 267,3. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light ooloretl; finely fossili.ferons. Barrett's Station, Saiut 
Louis Connty. J. Bamurick's quarry. J. S. P. Batcheu, 1884. 35698. 
Sub-Carboniferions; dark; fine and compact. Boonville, Cooper County. 
Russell's quarry. Tentli Census, 1880. 256i9. 
Gray; :fin~ly fossiliferous. Carthage, Jasper County. Lime quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26564. 
Carboniferous; dark "buff mottled; fossil-bearing. Kansas City, Jackson 
· County. James Dowling's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25393. 
Light colored; fine-grained; compact. 
BriJgo quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 
Carthage, Jasper County. 
2fi5G5. 
Railroad 
Sub-Carboniferous ·i light gray; fossiliferous. Springfield, Greene Count.)' , 
Leftwick's quarry. Tenth Censm,, 1880. 2ti561. 
Suh-Carboniferous; light gray; fossiliferous. Spriugfield, Greene County. J. 
S. Phelps's quarry. 'renth Census, 1880. 265G3. 
Dark; compact; fossiliferous. Neosho, Newton Count,y. Ratliffe quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2665i. 
Nearly white; crystalline; fossiliferous. Hanni"bal, l\farion C'ounty. "City" 
quarry. Teu~h Censns, 1:,80. 26219. 
Nearly white; crystalline; fossiliferous. Bea;r Creek, Marion County. Han-
nibal, Lime County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26-224 . 
Potsdam; pinkish; fin e and compact; takes a good polish. Near Ironton, 
Iron County. Rasnick's qti.arry. TcnLh Census, 1880. 26342. 
Drab; compact; fossil-bearing. Near New Londou, Ralls County. Brachears's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2622i. 
Carboniferous; light colored; fine-gra.ined . Pleasant Hill, Cass County. Par-
ker's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. ~6810. 
Caruoniforons; <.lra"b; lino-grained; compact. Pleasant Hill, _Cass County. 
Parker's quarry. Tenth Censu~, 1880. 26811. 
Carboniferous; dark dral,; fossiliferous. Ne:u Pleasant Hill, Cass County. 
Cooley's quarry. 'l'cn Lh Census, 1880.. 26813. 
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Limestone. Light brown; compact; finely fossiliforons. Near Amaionia, Andrew 
County. Zimwenuan's quarry. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 25600. 
Drah; fine a ucl compact.. Saint Joseph, Buchanan County. Burues's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26247. 
Gray; compact; fossiliforous. Pans, Monroe County. Robinson's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26225. 
Lower Silurian; nearly white; compact; cry8talline. Two specimens. Cape 
Girardeau, Cape Girardeau County. M. Dettlinger's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26328. 
Dolomite. Sub-Carbonifero~1s ; light colored; fine-grained. Saint Louis. Gottlieb 
Eyermann's quarry. Tenth Census, 181:lO. 2Gi15. 
Sub-Carboniferous; dr::tb; fine and compact. Saint Louis, Saint Louis County. 
D. Cavenaugh's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26721. ~ 
Sub-Carboniferous; drab; fine and compact. City of Saint Louis, Saint Louis 
County. Quarry of A. 0. Englemann & Co. Tenth Cen8us, 18b0. 26i00. 
Lower Silurian; light colored; coa,rsely vesicular. Jefftfrson City, Cole 
County. H. W. Holkmeyer's quarry. Ten th Census, 1880. 25656. 
Sub-Carboniferous; bluish, drab, aucl buff; fine-grained; compact. Two 
specimens. Near Boonville, Cooper Count~·. Stagncr's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25658. 
Sub-Carboniferous; yellowish brown; compact; fin ely fossiliferous. Sedalia, 
Pettis County. Richard Anderson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25653. 
Carboniferous; light colored; fine; dem1ritic. Sec. 2, T. 42, R. 21, Henry 
County. Quarry on Grand River. Tenth Census, 1880. 25695. 
Buff; fine-grained. Near Ironton, Iron County. Grayson's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26322. 
Light drab; granular. Canton, Lewis County. Canton Stone Comp.any. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26361. 
Verylightclrab; fine and compact. Dutzow, Warreu County. J. H. Schweis -
guth's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 269:35. 
Siliceous dolomite . Lower Silurian; light colored; fine-grained; compact. J ef-
ferson City, Cole Couuty. H. W. Holkme,yer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 ::0. 
25655. 
Sub-Carboniferous; drab; flue-grained; compact. Near Sedalia, Pettis County. 
Balmer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25664. 
Light colored; rust-spotted; fine and compact. Jones's Station, Ralls County. 
J ones's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2fi221. 
Silurian; light drnh; mottled; fine-grained; compact. Near Bowling Green 
Pike County. McElroy's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. Two specimen . 
26226. 
Niagara; light colored; fine; compact. Near Bowling Green, Pike.County. 
Jacob Speer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26228. 
Carboniferous; drab; fiue-grained. Near Pleasant Hill, Cass County. Pow-
ell's quan-y. 'l'ent,h Census, 1880. 26812. 
Light colored; fine compact. Near Marshfield, Webster County. Mark Hub-
ble's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26655. 
Light ~olored; fine and compact. Stoutland, Camden County. From out on 
railroad. Tent,h Cernm , 1880. 26659. 
Light drab; fiu e-gminecl ancl compact. Near Hermann, Gascorrn<l Col\ntr, 
Quarry of J. 0. Grass, T nth Ccn us, 1 0, 25958, 
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Siliceous dolomite. Light colored; tine-graine<;l; compact. Near De Soto, Jefferson 
Couut,y. Donnelly's 11uarry. Tentli Census, 1880. 26314. 
-- Dark spotted; C(')arse; vesicular. Near Os;age, Osage County. Osage quarry. 
Tenth Census, rn..:o. 256f>7. 
Magnesian limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; dark, wHh largo light spots; fine-
grained . Sedalia, Pet~is County. Richard Anderson'1:1 quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25653. 
Carboniferous; light colored; coarsely oolitic. Near Kansas City, Jackson 
County. J. Baum::m's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25394. 
Dark spotted; fine anu compact. Neosho, Newton County. Karnes's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. ~6658. 
Buff; compact; fossiliferous. Hannibal, Marion County. City quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. . 26220. 
Potsdam; red with white spots; fine and compact; takes a good polish. Near 
Fredericktown, Madison County. Tenth Census, 1880. 2640::L 
Argillaceous limestone. Carboniferous ; light colored and blue; fine and com-
pact. Two specimens. Neal' Clinton, Henry County. C. B. Jordan's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25606. 
Lithographic limestone. Sub-Carboniferous; drab; fine-grained; compact. Sav-
erton, Ralls County. Eureka Quarry Company. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28498. 
Ferruginous limestone. Drab; compact; finely fossiliferous. Near Forest City, 
Holt County. John Pollack's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25559. 
Granite. Coarse; light red. Six-inch cube. Granitesville, Iron County. W. War-
ren'::; quarry. Centennial, 1876. 25025. , 
Coarse; red. Iron Township, Iron County. Centennial, 1876. 17498. 
Coarse; light red. Three and a half miles south of Iron Mountain, Iron County 
Breman's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26321. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Silver Mountain, Madison County. Einstein's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26594. 
Biotite granite. Coarse; light. red. Granitesville, Iron County. Syenite Granite 
Company. F. W. Mott, 1883. 27455. · 
Coarse; reddish gray. Syenite, Saint Franc;ois Couuty. Syenite Granite Com-
pany. 1'\ W. Mott, 1883. 27456. 
NoTE.-The Missou ·:i granites, as a rule, contain only traces of hornblende 
or mica . • 
Hornblende granite. Medium; gray. Six-inch cube. Knob Lick, Saint Franc;ois 
County. Centennial, 1876. 25068. 
-- Medium; gr\y. Six-inch cube. Knob Lick, Saint Franc;ois County. 25066. 
Olivine diabase. Medium; dark gray. West foot of Tom Luck Mountain, Iron 
County . Fergusop.'s quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 263:33. 
Calcareous sandstone. Carboniferous; light gray; mcdiam. Warrensburgh, 
Johnson County. Quarry of Pickle & Bro. Tenth Census: 26936. 
Carboniferou&; gray; medium. Nea,r Warronsburgb, Johnson County. Quarry 
of Pickle &, Bros. 25395. 
Bright red; micaceous. Two specimens. Rockville, Bates County. Quarry of 
Henry Brown & Co. Tenth Census. 26862. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Noar Miami Station, Carroll County. Wh-.te Rock 
Quarry Company. Tenth Census. 26306. 
Fine; light colored. Near Meadville, Linn County. J. Fruin's quarry. Tenth 
Census. 26 :22. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2-36 
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Sandstone. Fine; · very light brown. Rockville, Bates County. Tenth Census. 
25688. 
Gray; rust-spotted; micaceous. Near Butler, Bates County. Curry's quarry. 
25742. 
Carboniferous; · fine; light gray. Clinton, Henry County. Tenth Census. 
25697. 
Carboniferous; fine; very light brown. Clinton, Henry County. Tenth Cen-
sus. 25698 . 
Carboniferous; fine; very light buff. Clinton, Henry County. George llap-
good's quarry. Centennial, H376. 27105. 
Brown; porous and frial>le. Higginsville, La Fayette County. Peter Braml'is 
quarry. Tenth Census. 26286. 
Light colored; porous and friable. Near Brownsville, Pettis County. Collins's 
quarry. Tenth Census. 26287. 
Brown; rust-spotted; porous and friable. Keytesville, Chariton County. 
Bartz quarry. Tenth Census. 26305. 
Coarse; yellow. Near Lamar, Barton County. Jesse Bollinger's quarry. 
Tenth Census. 26562. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light buff. Near Saint Genevieve County. 
Benjamin Richardson's quarry. Tenth Census. 26685. 
Fine; light colored. Blµff on Arro?r Rock road, Howard County. R. T. 
Kingsbury's quarry. Tenth Census. 26223. 
Light colored; nearly white. Jones Station , Ralls County. Jones's quarry. 
Tenth Census. 26229. 
Fine; light colored; rust-spotted. Nevada, Vernon County. City of Nevada 
quarry. Tent.h Census. :!569~. 
Quartzite. Fine; gray. West Foot of Tom Luck Mount'aiu, Iron County. Fer-
gusson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26333. 
MONTANA. 
Limestone [marble]. WhHe, <lark spotted; crystalline. Lewis and Clarke County. 
Centennial, 1876. 270::!8. 
Dolomite(?) [marble]. Dark b1ue-gray, with veins of dull yellow; fine; compact. 
Helena, Lewis and Clarke County. Centennial, 1876. 27089. 
-- Gray; brecciated. Helena, Lewis and Clarke County. • Centennial, 1 i6. 
27090. 
Hornblende mica granite. Medium; light gr~. Le"·is anf Clarke County. 
George McBurney, 1882. 27087. 
Coarse; greenish gray. Butte, Deer Lodge County. Ueorge P. Merrill, 1 6. 
38565. 
NEBRASKA.. 
Limestone, argillaceous. Permian; light colored; fine and compact. Roca, Lan-
caster County. Quarry of Keys & Bullock. Tenth Census, 1880. 27204. 
Limestone. Permian; light colored; finely fossiliferous. Roca, Lancaster County. 
Qnarry of Keys & Bullock. Tenth Census, 188Q. 27202. 
Perruia,n ; light colored ; compact ; fiuely fossiliferous. Roca, L:i.nc ter 
County. Quarry of K ys & Bullock. Tenth Census, 1880. 27203. 
P rmian; light colored; fusulina. yracuse, Otoe County. Tenth Cen tlSi 
1880. 27321. 
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Limestone. Permian (1); light colored; fusnlina. Near Glen R.ock, Nemaha Count,y. 
Quarry of Keys & Bullock. Tenth Census, 1880. 27~01. 
Permian; light colored; fnsulina. La Platte, Sarpy County. Wi11iam A. 
Guire's quarry. Tenth Censm1, 1880.. 27322. 
NEVADA. 
Quartz porphyry. Very dark red with pink porphyritic feldspa,rs. 3 by 3 liy H 
inches. Near Great Bend of Carson River. J. C. Russell, U. S. Geol. Snrvey. 
35304. 
Hornblende andesite. Coarse; gray. Used for purposes of rough cemst,ruction. 
Tlirne miles east of Virginia City, Storey County. J. Barrett's qua,rry. T entl1 
Census, 1880. 25746. 
Coarse; porphyritic; light brown spotted with white. Used as above. 
miles east of Virginia City, Storey County. J. Barrett's quarry. 
Census, 1880. 25747. 
Thrrn 
Tenth 
Medium; light gray. Used as above. Two miles ' west of Reno, Washoe 
County . . Fulton's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25708. 
Sandstone. Coarse; gray. Carson City, Oromsby County. Carson quarry. TentlJ 
Census. 25709. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Coarse; compact; dark gray. Francestown. Centennia,1, 
187{i. 1077 4. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Fine; gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Quarry of 
Fuller & Pressey. Tenth Census, 1880. 25225. 
Fine; gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Quarry of Hadley & Hoyt. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25226. 
Medium; gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Quarry of Donagan & Davis. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26946. 
Medium; light gray. Concord, Merrimack County. A. Hollis's quarry. 
· Tenth Census, 1880. 27081. 
Fine; gray. Concord, Merrimack County. M. H. Johnson's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. e6945. 
Fine; gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Centennial, 1876. 1748ti. 
Fine; light gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Concord Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 258G9. 
Fine; light gray. Concord, Merrimack County. Granite Railway Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 25649. 
Fine; gray. Concorq, Merrimack County. F. Hodgman's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25223. 
Fine; light gray. Foot cube. Concord, Merrimack County. Centennial 
1876. 25043. ' 
Medium; gray. West Concord, Merrimack County. Quarry of Crowley & 
Quinn. Tenth Census, 1880. 25766. 
Fine; light gray. West Concord, Merrimack County. Quarry of Putney & 
Nutting. Tenth Census, 1880. 25222. 
Fine; light gray. West Concord, Merrimack County. G. A. Bosworth's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25224. 
Medium; light gray. Allenstown, Merrimack County. C. A. Bailey's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2G874. 
Fine; light gray. Fitzwil1iam, CIJeshire Countv. D. Il. Reed's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2G120. 
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Biotite muscovitt granite. Fine; light gray. l"itzwilliam, Cheshire County. J. 
E. Fisher's quarr.>- Tenth Census, 1880. 25273. 
Medium; ~ray; illll,istinctly porphyritic. Fitzwilliam, Cheshire County. M. 
Wilson's quarry. '11:11.:1th Cernrns, 188Q. 2611U. 
Fine; gray. Marlborollgb., Cheshire County. Centennial, 1876. li4 5. 
Fine; light gray. Marlborough, Cheshire County. · Tenth Censns, 1880. 252'.18. 
Fine; gray. Troy, Cheshire C(:>nnty. Centennial, 1876. 17487. 
J<°'ine; light gray. Troy, Cheshire County. 'renth Census, 1880. 25428. 
Fine; light gray. Troy, Cheshire County. L. WLitmore's quarr:r. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25429. 
Coarse; light pink. Manchester, Hillsborough County. W. S. Locke'1:1 q11arry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26168. 
Medium; gray. Rumney, Grafton County. G.D. Kenaston's quarry. 'l'enth 
Census, 1880. 26174. 
Fine; light gray. Sunapee, Sullivan County. C. E. Boyce's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26421. 
Fine; light gray. Farmington, Strafford County. Richardson's quarry. Tenth 
Census, ltl80. 26864. 
Biotit e granite. Fine; light and dark gray. 'fwo specimens. Fitzwilliam Depot, 
Cheshire County. R. L. Augier's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2i'i405. 
Fine; dark gray. Fitzwilliam, Cheshire County. Centennial, 1876. 174 '-' · 
Fine; gray. Fitzwilliam, Cheshire County. E. Hlodgett's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25835. 
Fine; gray. Manchester, Hillsborough County. Quarry of A. Bodwell & Son. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25860. 
Fine; light gray. Manchester, Hillsborough County. IL Willeyls quarrJ. 
Centennia}, 1876. 25221. 
Fine; light gray. Manchester, -Hillsborough County . Amoskeag County 
quarry. Centennial, 1H76. 252:W. 
Medium; light gray. Mason, Hillsborough County. J. Maxwell's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25235. 
Fine; light gray. Mason, Hi!lshorough Couut,y. \V. Braman's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25236. 
Medium; gray. 6-iuch cube. Mason, Hillsl.1orough County. Centennial, 1 16. 
17424. 
Medium; light gray. Mason, Hillsborough County. A. McDonald's <i_narry. 
Tenth Census, 18 0. 25486. 
Fine; light gray. Milford, HillslJorough County. G. P. Parker'1:1 ')Harry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27082. 
Medium; light gray. Milford, Hilh,borough C_ouni,y. N. Merrill's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 18tl0. 25234. 
:Fine; gray. Milford, Hillsborough County. K. Carlton's quarry. Ten th 
Census, 1 0. 252:JO. 
M diam; ligl1t gray. Milford, Hillsborough County. T. King's qua..-y. Tcnih 
Cen us, 1 0. 25232. 
Fin i gray. Milford, Hillsborough County. E. IIutchin on's cpi.arry. Tenth 
' •nsus, 1 0. 2:,;233_ 
1' in ; light gra.y. Enfielcl, Grafton County. Quarry of P.H. Freet· & ·" · 
257GG. 
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Biot:!.te granite. Coarse; light g ray. Enfield, Grafton County. D. L. Tilton's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2548\J. 
Medium; gray. Plymouth, Grafton County. Blair's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25861. 
Coarse; gray. Durham, Stafford County. J. S. Abbott's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2624G. 
Medium; pinkish gray. Raymond, Rockingham County. Quarry of A. F, 
Keyes. Tenth Census, 1880. 26175. 
Muscovite biotite gneiss. Fine ; light gray, with garnets. Roxbury, Cheshire 
County. Keene Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 261158. 
Fine; very light gray. Roxbury, Cheshire Couuty. Quarry of Nourse & 
_De11,11. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 26159. 
Fine; gray. Peterborough, Hillsborough County. Peterborough Granite 
Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 25229. 
Medium; · gray. Fitzwilliam, Cheshire County. A. Ha,yden's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26127. 
Biotite· epidote gneiss. 
C. Freeman's quarry. 
Coarse ; pink, green-spotted. 
Tenth Censns, 1880. 25487. 
Lebanon, Grafton County. 
-- Coarse; light pink with green spots. Lebanon, Grafton County. Quarry of 
P. H. Freets & Son. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 25764. 
Biotite gneiss. Medium; dark gray. Sunapee, Sullivan County. C. E. Boyce's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26422. 
Porphyry conglomerate [quartz porphyry]. Jasper-red; hard ancl compact. Two 
specimem,. One 4-inch cube. One poljshed slab about 13½ by 11 by 2 inches. 
Franc~nb, Grafton County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25523. 
NEW JERSEY. 
Serpentine [ophiolite]. Blue-gra.y, with green spots. Near Montville, Morris 
County. J. J. Gordon's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26588. 
Limestone [marble]. · Pink and white; co}1rsely crystalline; with large crystals of 
pyroxene). Near Danville, ·warren County. Rose Crystal Marble Company. 
Tenth Census, Hl80. 26679. 
Dolomite. Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray; crystalline; :fine; compact. Newton, 
Sussex County. Newton quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 2694:3. 
Gneiss. Medium; greenish gray. Bloomingdale, Passaic County. M. J. Ryerson1s 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 5.!6844. 
-- Medium; greenish gray. Dover, Morris County. Delaware, Lackawanna and. 
Western Railroad Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 270Gl. 
Biotite gneiss." Coarse; pink. Near Charlot teburgb, Passaic County. M. J. 
Ryerson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G845. 
Hornblende granite (f) Coarse; gray. Near Morristown, Morris Count,y. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2G956. 
Diabase. :Mesozoic dark-gray ; fine and compact. Used for street pavements and 
g(meral bnilding. Jersey City, Hudson County. J. Kelton's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2G198. 
Mesozoic; <l.ark gray; une and compact. Used mostly for street pavements. 
Weehawken, Hudson County. M. Moore's quarry. Tent.h Census, 1800. 
26199. 
Mes(!)zoic; medium; gray. West New York, Hudson County. Used chiefly for 
street pavements and road ballast. D. Heft's q narry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26200. . 
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Diabase. Mesozoic; :fine; dark gray. Lambertville, Hunterdon County. Used as 
above. G. Bancroft's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26771. 
Mesozoic; medium; gray. Rock Church, Hunterdon County. Used as above. 
J. H. Murphy's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26971. 
Mes0zoic; very fine; dark gray. Rocky Hill, Somerset County. Used as 
above. J. R. Howell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26843. 
Sandstone. Triassic; fine; brown. Two specimens. Belleville, Essex County. J. 
B. I. Robinson's quarry. Tenth Census. 26251. 
Triassic; D?edium; brown. Belleville, Essex County. Quarry of William J. 
Joyce. Tenth Census. 26256. 
Triassic : :fine; brown. Two specimens. Bellville, Essex County. Quarry of 
William J.Joyce. Tenth Census. 26257. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Belleville, Essex County. Quarry of A. Philip & 
Son. Tenth Census. 26258. 
Triassic; :fine; brown. Bellville, Essex County. Quarry of A. Philip & 
Son. Tenth Census. 26259. 
Triassic ; :fine; brown. Belleville, Essex County. Quarry of A. Philip & 
Son. Tenth Census. 26260. 
Triassic; medium; brown. Belleville, Essex.County. J. B. I. Robinson's 
Quarry. Tenth Census. 26252. 
Triassic; medium; brown. Newark, Essex County. Newark Quarry Com-
pany. · Tenth Census. 26253. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Newark, Essex County. Newark Quarry Company. 
Tenth Census. 26254. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Newark, Essex Conuty. Quarry of Kocher Brothers. 
Tenth Census. 26255. 
Triassic; coarse; brown. Orango Mountain, Essex County. Quarry of James 
Bell & Co. Tenth Census. 26740. 
Triassic; fine ; brown. Avondale, Essex County. Belleville Stone Company. 
Tenth Census. 26694. 
Triassic; :fine; brown. Pleasnnt Valley, \Vest Orange, Essex County. F. W. 
Shrump's quarry. Tenth Census. 26737. 
Triassic; fine; very light brown. Pleasant Valley, \Vest Orange, Essex County, 
F. W. Shrump's quarry. Tenth Census, J8c0. 26738. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Paterson, Passaic County. William P. Hartley's 
quarry. Tenth Ceusus. 2u58G. 
Triassic; :fine; brown. Little Falls, Passaic Connty. Qnarry of J. C. & R. 
Stanley. Tenth Census. 26613. 
Triassic; fine; brown. L1ttlo F:dls, Passaic County. Quarry of J. C. & R, 
Stanley. Tenth Census. 26614. 
Trjassic; fine; light brown. Little Falls, Passaic County. Quarry of J.C. & 
R. Stanley. 'l'enth Censns. 26615. 
'friassic; fino; gray. Little Falls, Passaic County. Quarry of J. C. & R. 
tanley. Tenth Census. 26616. 
'Irias ic; fin~; :Erenchgr:iy. Martinville, SomersetConnty. QnarryofWill-
iam E. Bartle & Bro. Tenth Census. 26739. 
Tria ic i fine; dark blue-gray. Milford, Hunterdon County. Smith Clark 
(Jnarry. T nth Census. 26768. 
Tria sic; coar e; light colored. Stockton, Hunterdon County. Peter Be · 
qua,rry. T nth Ceo us. 26769. 
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Sandstone. Triassic; coarse; light colored. Stockton, Hunterdon County. J. 
Sillery'1:, q narry. Tenth Census. 26770. 
Triassic; medium; light brown. Greenslmrgb, Mercer County. Quarry of L, 
Clark & Bro. Tenth Census. 26799. 
Triassic; medium.; light brown. Greensburgh, Mercer County. Greensburgh 
Granite and Freestone Company. Tenth Census. 26S00. 
Triassic; medium.; brown. Greensburgb, Mercer County. Quarry of Chas. 
Keeler & Son. Tenth Census. 26801. 
Triassic; blue-black; fine and compact. Near Woodsville, Me,rcer County. 
Quarry of J. L. Borongbs & Son. Tenth Census. 26823. 
Triassic; light blue-gray; fine; very compact. Princ~tou, Mercer County. 
Thos. Jewell's quarry. Tenth Census. 26842. 
Lower Silurian; <lark blue-gray; very fine and compact. Quarryville, Sus-
sex County. Thos. J. Carr's quarry. Tenth Census. 27071. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Quarryville, Sussex 
County. Thomas J. Carr's quarry. Tenth Census. 27072. 
Greenish; coarse; compact. Near Danville, Warren Coun-ty. E. Bulgin's 
quarry. Tenth Censmi, 1880. 26587. 
Conglomerate. Dark reddish-brown and white mottled; coarse; very compact 
and hard. Boonton, Morris County. Tenth Census, 1880. 27052. 
-- Coarse; ferrnginous. Near May's Landing, Atlantic County. - Tenth Census, 
18130. 26846. 
-- Darkrecldish-bro,~_11 and. white mottled; coa1'.se; very compact and hard. Near 
Morristown; Mor~is County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26957. 
Slate. Black. Princeton, Mercer County. Quarry of S. Margerum. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 26763. 
NEW MEXICO. 
Gypsum. White; dark spotted. Bernalillo(Y), Bernalillo Count,y. J. S. F. Batchen, 
1883. 28586. 
Pumice. Coarse; red.. Usecl to some extent for purposes of rough construction. 
From quarries 3 _miles south of Santa Fe, Santa Fe County. Santa Fe quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26234. 
Rhyolite tuff. Light colored; soft and porous. S:.nta Fe, Santa Fe County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26233. 
Sandstone. Coarse·; light colored. Near Santa Fe, Santa Fe County. Santa Fe 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 262in . 
Coarse; light reddish-brown. Santa Fe, Santa Fe County. Santa Fe quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26232. 
l:<"'iue ; reddish brown. Near Las Yogas Hot Springs, San Miguel County. 
J ohu S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28580. 
Fi~e; light red and white striped. Near Las Vegas Hot Springs, San Miguel 
C~unty. John S. l<'. Batcheu, 18S3. 28582. 
Very light gray; :fine and compact. Near Las Vegas Hot Springs, San Miguel 
County. John S. F. Batchen, 18'33. 28583. 
Fine; light red.d.ish-brown. Near Las Vegas Hot Springs, Sau Miguel Count.y. 
John S. F. Batchen, 1883. ~8584. 
Dull red; friable. Near Albuquerque, Valencia County. El Rita quarry. 
John S. F. Batchen, 1884. 35570. 
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NEW YORK. 
Ophiolite [verdantique matble]. <:ou,rsely gran111ar; green and white speckled; 
,tiakes a high polish; commercially known as opbite marble. Port Henry, E~sex 
County. Quarries of Burlington Manufacturing Company. Tenth Census, 1 0. 
2667:2. 
Serpentine [ ophiolite. Verdantique marble]. Green and w bite speck led; coarsely 
granular. Moriah, Essex County. Centennial, 1876. 17465. 
Dolomite [marble]. Arch reau; white; coarsely crystu,lline. 'ruckahoe, Westchester 
County. J.M. Masterton's qnu,rry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26444. 
Archrean; white; coarsely crysta.lliue. T~ckaboe, Westchester County. J.M. 
Masterton's _quarry. Tenth Ceusm,, 1880. 26445. 
Archrean; white; coarsely crystalline. Tuckahoe, Westchester County. Tuck-
ahoe Marble Company. · Tenth Census, 1880. 26414. 
Archrean; wl1ite; P-oarsely crystalline. Tucktthoe, Westchester County. Tuck-
ahoe Marble Company.. Tenth Census, 1880. 26413. 
Archrean; 
County. 
white; very coarsely crystalline. Pleasantville, Westchester 
Snow Flake Marble Company. Teuth Census, 1880. 26522. 
Lower Silurian; white; coarsely crystalline. Sing Sing, Westcbester County. 
Colonel Cla.rk, 1880. 25205. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Sing Sing, Westchester County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25011. 
Archrean; prtre white; crystalline. Sonth Dover,, Dutcl1ess County. E . .A.. 
Preston's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2650G. 
Limestone [marble]. Gray, with pink spots; compact ; fo~1,iliferons. Used for fnr-
niture and interior decorative work. Chazy, Clinton County. TcDth Census, 
1880. 26925. 
Lower Silurian; dark, red Apotted; compact; fossiliferons. Used for furni-
ture and interior decorations. Near Plattsburgh, Clinton Connty. Burling-
ton Manufacturing Company. Tenth Census, 18HO. 26671. 
Upper Silurian; gray, with large fossils. Greensport, Colnmbil't County. F. 
W. Jones's quarry. Tenth Census, ~8e0. 26074. 
,., Warwick maDble;" re<l. _mottled; very coarsely crystalline. 6 by 6 uy 1 
inch. Orange County. Uuitecl States Gene::al Lancl Offi ce, 1882. 2725 . 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; near1y black; fo siliforou . . 
Near Saratoga, Saratoga County. Prince Wing's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 0. 
2G089. 
Lower Sihirian; black; very :fine and compact. South Glens Fal1s, Saratoga. 
County. Thomas Reynolds's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26112. 
Archrea:b; blne-gray; coarsely crystalline. Near Gouverneur, Saint La"r nee 
County. Gouverneur Marble Company. Tenth Census, lSSO. 2604:l. 
Calcareous dolomite [marble]. Upper Silurian; gray; fossiliferous. secl in the 
construction of Lenox Library bnildincr New York City. Lockport, ~iarrara 
County. R. & J. Carpenter's ~uarry. T~nth Census, 1 RO. 26506. 
Limestone. Lower Silurian; mottled blue-gray; compact. Snndy Hill, Wa bing-
ton County. , 'anc.ly Ilill quarry. Tenth Census, 1 0. 2n 2 . 
Lower Rilnrian; gray; semi-cry ta,lline. Lowville, L wis Coutity. L. H. ar-
ter's qnarry. Tenth Ccnsm,, 1 t!0. 26080. 
Devonian; dark gray; fossiliforons. Syracuse, Ononda,ga Connty. enteunial. 
l 7G. 17471. 
D vonian; ligh clrah; fossiliferous. Williamsv ille,ErieConnty. J.B. Yonog-· 
quarry. Tenth Cen us, 1 O. 2662~. 
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Limestone. Devonian; grny; finely fossiliferous; c0mpact. \Villiamsville, Erie 
County. W. Foglesanger's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26623. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray; fossiliferous. Son th Glens 
Falls, Saratoga County. Quarry of Thomas Reynolds & Co. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26111. 
Lower Silurian; <lark blue-gray; compact. Near Crown Point, Essex County. 
Frank Clark's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26123. 
Lower Silurian; nearly black; compact. Willsborongh Point, Essex County. 
Centennial, 1876. 17Gl9. 
Lower Sil~rian; fine; dark gray; nearly black. Wills borough, Essex County. 
Lake Champlain Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880, 26128. 
Lower Silurian; dark drab; fossiliferous. Three Mile Bay, Jefferson Connty, 
0. Fish's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26279. 
Lower Silurian; gray; finely fossiliferous; compact. Near Prescot, Oneida 
County. Evan T. Thona's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26329. 
Lower Bilurian; fine; dark gray; nearly black. Amsterdam, Montgomery 
County. James Griswold's quarry. 'l'enth Census, i 880. 26238. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; fossiliferous. Amsterdam, Montgomery County. 
D. C. & N. Hewitt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26239. 
Lower Silurian ; dark gray ; fossiliferous. 
Sharper's quarry. Ten th Censns, 1880. 
Canajoharie, Montgomery County. 
26~40. 
Upper Silurian; fine; black; compact. Schoharie, Schoharie County. Z. 
Brown's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26310. 
Devonian; :fine; darkgra'y; compact. Cobleskill, Schoharie County. Quarry 
of Reilly & Scanlan. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G909. 
Upper Silurian; .fine; dark gray; neariy black. Howe's Cave, Schoharie 
County. Howe's Cave Association. Tenth Census, 1880. 26149. 
Upper Silurian; fine; black. Howe's Cave, Schoharie County. Howe's Cave 
Association. Tenth Census, 1880. 25841. 
Upper Silurian; fine; dark gray; nearly black. Howe's Cave, Schoharie Connty. 
Howe's Cave Lime and Cement Company. 'l'entb Census, 1880. 25908. 
Devonian; dark gray ; fine and compact. Springfield .Centre, Otsego Conn t y. 
McCabe quarry. Ten.th Census, 1880. 2576:1. 
Devonian; gmy; compact,; fossiliferous. Onondaga, Onondaga Coun1 y. 
Quarry of Hughes Bros. & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26372. 
Devonian; gray; compact; fossiliferous. Fairmont, Onondaga County. J. 
Connor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26354. 
Devonian; gray; semi-crystalline. Indian Reservation, Onondaga Coun(;y. 
Adam Nie's quarry. Tenth Census, t880. 27069. 
Devonian; dark gmy; fine and compact. Auburn, Cayuga County. Quarry 
of Goodrich & Son. Tenth Census, 11380. 26389. 
Devonian; nearly black; .fine and compact. Union Springs, Cayuga County. 
A. B. Miles's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26402. 
Devonian; nearly black; fine and compact. Waterloo, Seneca County. L. 
Thomas's ']_uarry. Ten1.h Census, 1880. 264:30. 
Devonian; .nearly black; fine and compact. Waterloo, Seneca County. .J. 
Emmett's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26431. 
Devonian; dark gray; fine; compact. Le Roy, Genesee County. L. D. 
Howell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26511. 
Devonian; dark mottled; compact. Buffalo, Erie County. J. B. Youn<?"'. 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. Two specimens. 26621. 
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Magnesian limestone. Blue-gray; fine; compact. Kingston, Ulster County. 
Quarry of Noon & Madden. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G617. 
Dolomite. Upper Silurian; dark drab; fine; compact. Rochester, Monroe County, 
J. B. Pike's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26454. 
Calcareous dolomite. Upper Silurian; drab; finely fossili'ferous. Lockport, Ni-
agara County. R. & J. Carpenter~s quarry. Te~th Census, 1880. 263'.J.3. 
Biotite granite. Fine; light gray. Garrison, Putnam County. A. C. King's quarry. 
A. C. King, 1883. 27531. 
Hornblende mica granite. Coarse; bright red. Grindstone Islanu, Jefferson 
County. R. Forsyth's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27024. 
N0TE.-Two large beautiful pillars of this stone are in the senate cham-
ber of the capitol building at Albany, N. Y. 
Hornblende gneiss. Medium; dark gray. Glenville, uear Tarrytown, Westchester 
County. Sackett's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26~55. 
Biotite gneiss. Medium; banded gray and white. Near Hastings, Westchester 
County. Quarry of Munson & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26521. 
Gneiss. Coarse; greenish gray. Suffern, Rockland County. Copeland quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27050. 
Norite. Coarse; dark greenish gray, with blue irridesccnt spots. Quarries of the 
Au Sable Granite Company, Keeseville. C. D. Walcott, 1887. 38740. 
This stone, which is known commercially as "Au Sable granite," con-
sists essentially of the miueral labra,clorite and hypcrsthcne. When polished 
the bluish iridescence from the labraclorite is very noticeable. It is a 
beautiful stone for polishocl columns and pilasters. 
Sandstone. Devonian; brown; very fine and compact. Roxbury, Delawnre County. 
Quarry of Robinson & Soop. Tenth Census, lt,80. 25626. 
Devonian; brown; very fine aud compact. Roxbury, Delaware Couuty. B. B. 
Boughton's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25627. 
Devonian; gray; fine and compact. Margarettville, Delaware County. Quarry 
of Grant Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25628. 
Devonian; two specimens; brownish-gray and olive-tinte<l; flue and compact. 
Phrenicia, Ulster County. J. L. McGrath's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 'O. 
25638. 
Devonian; bro.wnish gray; .fine and compact. Snider Hollow, Ulster County . 
. Qnarry of Jamieson Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25639. 
Devonian; dark blue-gr , fine and compact. Pbrenicia, Ulster Connty. 
Quarry of Delemater & .douse. Tenth Census, 1880. 25640. 
Devonian; dark blue-grny; fine and compact. Phrenicia, Ulster Count.v. J. 
McGrath's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25641. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Cold Brook Ilollow, I ler 
County. Quarry of Lane & Co. Tenth Census, 18 0. 25670. 
Devonian; c1ark ulne-grny; fine ancl compact. Near Boiccville, Ulster Conuty. 
Quarry of Hewitt Boice. Tenth Census, 18 0. 23671. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine anc.1 compact. Broadbeac1's Brid~e, Ul. t r 
County. Quarry of Cornish & Rowe. _Tenth Census, 1 0. 25672. 
D vonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Broaclbeau's BridlTf', UI t r 
County. Qnarry of W. Davi . Tenth Census, 1 'O. 25G73. 
D vonian ; <lark l>lne-gr<.Ly; fine and compact. Broadhcad's Bridge, n ·t r 
County. narry of Ilerngerfotd & Boieo. Teutb Cen us, 1 ' 0. 25674. 
D vonia.n; clark hlne-gray; fine a.nd compact. , tony Hollow, Ul ter County. 
• w en Y · q11arry. Tenth C nsus, 1 . 0. ~5704 . 
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Sandstone. Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine ancl compact. Woodstock, Ulster 
County. N. Wolvcn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. Two specimens. 2~>758. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray ; fine n.ucl compact. Hallib:1U's Hill, Ulster County. 
Quarry of Leahey & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25759. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Hi.ghwoods Hill, Ulster Co,, :-i ty. 
Quarry of Green & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 257GO. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. West Hurley, Ulster County. 
L. Lawson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25761. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Saw Kill, Ulster County. D. 
Henderson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2584~. 
Devonian; very dark bluish-drab; :fine and compact. Steeney Kill, Ulster 
County. R. Dunn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25843. 
Devonian; blue-gray; fine and compact. Bristol Hill, Ulster County. T. 
Grant's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26150. 
Devonian; dark blu e.-gray ; fine and compact. Morgan Hill, Ulster Conn ty. 
,l. Scully's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25844. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray ; fine and compact. Quarryville, Ulster County. 
Quarry of Mason & Mack. Tenth Census, 1880. 25026. 
Devonian; dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Quarryville, Ulster Connty. 
Quarry of Cunningham Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25927. 
Devonian; blue-gray; fine and compact. Quarryville, Ulster Cotrnty. Quarry 
of Peter Daly & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25928. 
Devonian; blue-gray; fine and compact. Near Huntersland, Schoharie County. 
Middleburgh Bluestone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26196. 
Lower Silurian; compact; · reddish. Hammond, Saint Lawrence County. J. 
Finnegan's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26278. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light gray. Camden, Oneida County. N. Beebe's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26280. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light reddish-brown. Albion, Orleans County. G. 
Brady's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26496. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light reddish-brown. Albion, Orleans County. Albion 
and Medina Sandstone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 2649i. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light reddish-brown. Hulberton, Orleans County. A. J. 
Squires's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26498 . . 
Upper Silurian; fine; very light reddish-brown. Medina, Orleans County. A. 
J . McCormick~s quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26514. 
Fine; -very light reddish brown. Hnlberton, Orleans County. Quarry of 
O'Brien & O'Remy. Tenth Census, 1880. 26515. 
Upper Silurian; fine; ligbt colored. Medina, Orleans Count.y. Quarry of 
Kearney, Barret.t & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26516. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light colored. Medina, Orleans County. I. Holloway's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26518. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light reddish-brown. Medina, Orleans County. P. Ho-
ran's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26519 
Upper Silurian; fine; very light gray. Medina, Orleans County. P. IIoran's 
q~arry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26520. 
Upper Silurian. 12-inch cube. Albion, Orleans County. Quarry of G. S.Il rady 
& Co. Gilbert S. Brady, 1884. 3570;,. 
Devonian; fine; gray. Corning, Steuben County. L. Field's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26712. 
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Sandstone. Devonian; fine; ulue-gray. Pultney, Steuben County. W. Wagener's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26761. 
Devonian; fine; blue-gray. Atwater, Cayuga County. J. G. Baeger's quarry_ 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26401. 
Upper Silurian; reddish brown; medium. Albion, Orleans County. G. Brady' 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26494. 
Upper Silurian; fine; reddish brown. Albion, Orleans County. G. Brady's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26495. 
Upper Silurian; fine; Jigbt gray. 10-inch cube. Lockport, Niagara County. 
C. vVhitmore's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27341. 
Upper Silurian; fine; light colored. Lockport, Niagara County. C. Whit-
more's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26517. 
Devonian ; very dark drab and dark blue-gray ; fine and compact. Two speci-
mens. Otsego Lake, Otsego County. J. Wood's quarry. Tenth Ceo u , 
1880. 25762. 
Devonian; :fine; blue-gray. Oneonto, Otsego County. L. Orr's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26798. 
Triassic; medium; reddish brown. Near Nyack, Rockland County. N. Puff's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26590. 
Devonian; fine; dark blue-gray. Near West Brookville, Sullivan County. 
West Brookville quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26618. 
Devonian; fine; dark blue-gray. Near West Brookville, SulJivan County. 
\Vest Brookville quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26619. 
Devonian; fine; gray. Two specimens. Near Liberty, Sullivan County. J. 
J. :Fuller's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26432. 
Devonian; fine; light gray. Belfast, Allegany County. J. L ang's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26749. 
Devonian; fine; <lark drab . Guilford Centre, Chenango County. L. W. 
Smith's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26750. 
Devonian; fine; gray. Guilford, Chenango County. Mrs. W. W. Davi' 
<]Uarry. Tenth Uensus, 1880. 26751. 
Devonian; fine ; blue-gray. Trumansbnrgh, Tompkins County. Quarry of Du-
mont & Cusic. Tenth Censns, 18>30. 26760. 
Devonian; fine; gray. Ithaca, Tompkins County. McClune's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26734. 
Devonian; fine; light gray. Watkins Glen, Sebuyler County. Northern Cen-
tml Railroad Compauy. Tenth Census, 1880. 26736. 
Devonian; blue-gray; fine anu compact. Near ,Reedsville, All>any County. 
· E. Udell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26151. 
Lower Silurian; dark bl ne-gray; :fine aud compact. Sch uectady, cbenec-
tacly County. Upper Aqueduct Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1 0. 260i5. 
Fine; blue-gray. Olean , Ca.ttarangus County. Milo Cook's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1 80. 26651. 
Quartzite. Cambrian; light colored; fine and compact. Fort Ann, Washington 
Connty. J. White's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 0. 25946. 
-- Pot dam; compact; light red. Near Potsdam, Saint Lawr ncfl Connty. Pot-
clam quarry. Tenth Censu , 18 0. 26268. 
Argillaceous sandstone. Devonian; fine; blue-gray. Warsaw, Wyoming County. 
narry of Morris & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26650. 
Slate. Purp1 · M:id<ll · Granville Washington County. Albany Slate Company. 
T nth C osns, 1 0. 25045. ' 
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Slate. Green. 4 by 4 uy 3 incheR. Hampton, ,vashington County. Quarry of D. 
Williams & Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 25973. 
Red. 4 by 4 by It inches. Hampton, Washington County. Quarry of L. J. 
Warren. Ten•th Census, 1880. 25974. 
Green. 4 by 4 by 2½ inches. Hampton, Washington County. New England. 
Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 259i6. 
Purple. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Hampton, Washington County. New Englaml 
Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25977. 
Dull red. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Middle Granville, Washington County. Mid-
dle Granville Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25978. 
Bright.red. 4 by 4 by 1 inch. Granville, Washington County. Tenth Cen-
sus. 25979. 
Bright red. 4 by 4 by 1 inch. Granville, Washington County. North Bend 
Quarry Company. Tenth Census, 1880. %980. 
Dull, reddish brown. 4 by 4 by 1-½ inches. Middle Granville, Washington 
County. Penrhyn Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25981. 
Dull, reddish brown. 4 by 4 by 1-½ inches. Middle Granvi.llo, Washington 
County. Penrhyn Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25982. 
Greedisb. 4 by 4 by 1 inch. Middle Granville, Washington County. Penrhyn 
Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25983. 
Greenisb, purple and blue-bla.ck. Six specimens. Slabs 8 inches l'lq uare. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 26032. 
Grayish brown. 4 by 3 by 2 inches. Salem, Washington County. Salem Slate 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26052. 
Greenish. Slab 8 inches square, and 4 by 4 by 1 inch. Two specimens. Gran-
ville, Washington County. Warren Slate Company. Centennial, 1870. 
27001. 
Calcareous sandstone. Devonian ; fine ; very light gray. Two specimens. Can-
nisteo, Sten.hen County. J. Mullen's quarry. Tenth Census, Hl80. 20706. 
Devonian; fine; blue-gray. Covert, Seneca. County. C. 0. Ogden's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 2673G .. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Steatite. Fine; compact; light greenish gray. Used for" white earth" and French 
chalk. Nantahalah, Swain County. Tenth Cen~us, 1880. 26137. 
--;- Fine compact; light greenish gray. Used aS" above. Seven miles northeast of 
Murphy, Cherokee County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27654. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Coarse; compact; dark gray. Near Greensborough, Guil-
ford County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27662. 
Coarse; compact; blue-gray. Ball Mountain, Ashe County. J. Hardin's 
quarry. J.B. Colvan, 1883. 28168. 
Fine; light blue-gray; schistose. Myatt's Mill, Wake County. (Through W. 
S. Yates.) 1884. 36853. 
Coarse; porous; blue-gray. Alamance County. W. C. Kerr, 1887. , 27664. 
Limestone [marble]. Dark blue-gray; crystalline. Cherokee County. 36142. 
Archrean; light pink ; greenish spots; crystalline. 7-½ by 6 by 2 inches. Chero-
kee County. 2782~. 
Archrean; blue-gray; crystalline. Near Murphy, Cherokee County. Valley 
River Mining Company. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27655. 
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Limestone [marble]. Archroan; blue-gray; crystalline. Valley Town, Cherokee 
County. S. Whittaker's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 2765li . 
.A.rchroan; light blue-gray; :finely crystalline. Nottla, Clterokt·e Count~·. 
Centennial, 1876. 17512 . 
.A.rchrean; dark gray; crystalline. Near Valley Town, Cherokee Couuty. T. 
Young's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27658. 
Archrean; light pink; :finely crystalline. Two specimens. Red Marl,lo Gap, 
Macon County. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27659 . 
.A.rchrean; light pink, with greenish mottling; crystalline. Nantabalab, 
Swain Count,y. Centennial, 1876. 17513. 
Siliceous dolomite . .A.rchman; red; compact. Warm Springs, Madison County. 
W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27605. 
Magnesian limestone. Archrean; dark mottled; fine; compact. Warm Springs, 
Madison County. Tenth Census, 1880. 27604. 
Shell limestone. Eocene; coarse; cellular. 12-inch cube. New Berne, Craven 
County. Centennial, 1876. 25345. 
Eocene; c~arse; cellular. New Berne, Craven County. Tenth Census, 1880. 
27624. 
Eocene; light colored; celluhr. Rocky Point, Pender County. Quarry of 
French Brothers. TeBth Census, 1880. 271525. 
Limestone. .A.rchroan; blue-gray; crystalline. Near Murphy, Cherokee County. 
Valley River Mining Company. W. H. Kerr, 188~. 27655. 
Biotite granite. Medium; pink. Louisburgh, Franklin County. Colonel Ruffin's 
quarry. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27633. 
Fine; pinkish gray. Louisburgh, Franklin County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 2i600. 
Medium; pink. Cedar Rock, Franklin County. W. T. King's quarry. W. H. 
Kerr, 1883. 27636. 
Coarse; porphyrWc; pink and yellowish spotted. Contentnea Creek, Wilson 
County. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27626. 
Fine; light gray. Nine miles south of Warrenton, Warren County. J. S. 
Smith's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27649. 
Medium; gray. Lexington, Davidson County. C. II. Scott, 1883. 27594. 
Medium; gray. Lexington, Davidson County. C.H. Scott, 188:t 27596. 
Fine; gray. Alamance County. C.H. Scott, 1883. 27597. 
Fine; gray. .Alamance County. C.H. Scott, 1883. 27599. 
Fine; light gray. Seven miles below .A.shevme, Buncombe County. W.C. 
Kerr, 1883. 27606. 
Medium; gray. Oxford, Granville County. J. I.I. Homer's quarry. W. C. Kerr, 
1883. 27632. 
Coarse; light gray. Mount .Airy, Surry County. R. S. Giilllcr's quarry. W. 
H. Kerr, 188:3. 27613. 
Coarse; gray. Near Charlotte, Mecklenbnrgh County. W. Phifer's qnarry. 
W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27589. 
Me<lium; gray. Near Charlotte, Mecklcnlmrgh County. W. C. Kerr, 1 S3· 
27590. 
Medium; gray. Charlotte, Mecklcnburgh County. W. C. Kerr, 1 . 2T91. 
'oars i gray. Davidson College, Mccklenburgh County. L. Pott's quarrr. 
W. H. Kerr, l :t 27644. · 
Fin · gray. ~ ear Ga.~tonia, Gastou Connty. Qnarry or Holland & Pas our. 
W. JI. Kerr, 1 27G2~. 
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Biotite granite. Fine; light gray. Near Gastonia, Gaston County. J. Haw kin's 
quarry. W. H. Kerr, 11:380. 27621. 
Coarse; gray. Three miles north of Gari lmldi, Gaston County. C. L. Hope'lj 
quarry. W. IL Kerr, 1880. 27620. 
Medium; light gray. Near Winston, Forsyth County. Mrs. Charles's quarry. 
W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27614. 
Medium; greenish gray. Buck HornFalls, Harnett County. Quarr,y of Hick 
& Lobdell. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27653. 
Fine; gray. Mooresvill e, Iredell County. J.C. Hargni,ve's quarry. vV. H. 
Kerr, 188:t 27646. 
Coarse; "indistinctly porphyritic; gray. Mount Mourne, Ireuell County. J. 
H. Reid's quarr7. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27645. 
Medium; gray. Greensborough, Guilford County. C.H. Scott, 1883. 27629. 
Medium; gray. Greens borough, Guilford County. C. H. Scott, 1883. 27630. 
Coarse; greenish with large porphyritic crystals of pinkish feldspar . . Rock, 
ingham, Richmond County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27610. 
Coarsely porphyritic; pinkish and olive-green. Two and a half miles west of 
Rockingham, Richmond County. Cheraw ancl Chester Railroad. vV. C. Kerr, 
l b83. 27640. 
Gray ; coarsely porphyritic, with light pink feldspars. Foot cube. Anson 
County. Centennial, 1876. 25509. 
Muscovite granite. Fine; light gray. Warrenton, ·warren County. N. M. Nor-
wood's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27648. 
Granite. Medium; very light pink. Near Salisbury, Rowan County. vV. C. Kerr, 
1883. 27601. 
Medium; very light gray. Salisbury, Rowan County. J. J. Bassingo's quarry. 
W. H. Kerr, 1883. 2761G. 
Medium; very light pinkish gray. Ten miles south of Salisbury, Rowan 
County. J. J. Bassi_.ngo's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1880. 27617. 
Fine; pink. Hillsborough, Orange County. A. W. Graham's quarry. W. C. 
Kerr, 1883. 27631. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Medium; light pinkish gray. Nineteen milei, south of 
Salisbury, Rowan County. J. J. Dassingo's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27616. 
Hornblende biotit!:} granite. Coa.rse; gray with light green spots. Near Charlotte, 
Mecklenburgh County. T. Graham's quarry. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27588. 
Biotite gneiss. Medium; gray. Ne:1r Shelby, Cleveland County. C. Hendrick's 
quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1880. 27623. 
Gray; porphydtic. I:-Ienry7s Station, McDowell Couuty. Western North Car-
olina Railroad. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27637. 
Coarse; gray. Hickory, Caldwell County. G. W. Harper's quarry. W. H. 
Kerr, 1883. 27641. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Three and a half miles north of Toisnot, Wilson 
County. P. Linehan's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27627. 
Medium; dark gray. H enderson, Vance County. vV. C. Kerr, 1883. 27603. 
Vrry coarse ; lightgreenish gray. Near Danbury, Stokes County. ·w. H. Kerr, 
1883. 27612. 
Medium; <lark gray. Poison Springs, Iredell County. J. Linster's quarry. 
W. II. Kerr, 1883. 27642. 
Fine ; light gray. Raleigh, Wake County. State quarries. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 
27660 . . 
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Biotite gneiss. Fine ; light gray. Neal' Raleigli, Wake County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 
29639. 
Coars<il; light gray; indistinctly porphyritic. Ten miles north of Greens-
borough, Guilford County. C. H. Scott, 1883. 27~93. 
Medium; light gray. Jamestown, Guilford County. C.H. Scott, 1883. 27611. 
Gneiss. Fine; pink. Concord, Cabarrns County. W. H. Kerr, 1880. 27Gl9. 
Hornblende biotite gneiss. Medium; dark gray. Near Alexander, Buncombe 
County. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27607. 
Medium; dark gray. Davidson College, Mecklenburgh County. D. Slonn's 
quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27643. 
Gneiss. Fine; red and light mottled. Mooresville, Iredell County. Quarry of 
McNeilly & McPherson. W. IL Kerr, 188:3. 27G47. 
Hornblende gneiss. Pine; light greenish gray. Morgan ton Depot, Bnrkc County. 
Avery's quarry. W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27639 . . 
Quartz porphyry [Ieopardite]. White; black spotted; 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Near 
Charlotte, Mecklenburgh County. W. J. Yates quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25840. 
Nearly white with dark spots. Charlotte, Mecklenbnrgh County. Centennial 
1876. 10770. 
These porphyries take the popular name "leopanlite" from their spot-
ted appearance. In some cases the coloring material instead of being 
arranged in oval spots takes most delicate dendritic or fern-like forms. 
They are very hard. and consequently' used only for purposes of rough con-
struction. ' 
Sandstone. Triassic; fiue; reddish brown. Wadesuorongh, Anson County. W. C. 
Kerr, 1883. 27608. 
-- Triassio; fine; light Lrown. Sanford, Moore County. J. W. Scott's quarry. 
W. H. Kerr, 1883. 27634. 
Triassic; fine; light brown. Egypt, Chatham Co1mt,y . J. Legroves's quarry. 
W. H. Ker:r, 1883. 27635. 
Triassic; light colored; medium. Durham, Durham County. Trap quarry 
W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27651. 
Triassic; fine; reddi sh brown. Near Durham, Durham County. Qnarry of 
Needham & McPherson. W. C. Kerr, 1883. 27652. 
Triassic; fine; very light brown. Near Morrisdlle, Wake County. Gift of 
the county through W. S. Yeates, 1884. 36852. 
-- · Fine; gray; 10-inch cube. Raleigh, Wake County. Centennial 1876. 17475. 
OHIO. 
Limestone. Lower Silurian; dark gray. 12 by 13 by 7 inches. Centennial, 1876. 
25198. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray. 14 by 14 by 8 inches. Centenuial, 1876. 25199. 
Devonian ; drab; tine; compact. · Kelley's I sland, T<:rie County. Quarry of 
Kelley & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26284. 
Devonian. Bellefontaine, Logan County. Quarry of Ange], Miller & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27162. 
Carboniferous ; dr::i.b; fine ; compact. Two specimens. Bellaire, Belmont 
County. amuel Rowe's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 80. 25613. 
PP r Silurian; light colored. 12-inch cube. Covington, Miami County. T. 
W. Butt's quarry. T nLl.1 Census, 1880. 27200. 
pp·r • iluria,n; dark mottled; finc-graine<.1. Two specim ·ns. Piqua., 1iami 
ouuty. Quarry of JI. Clark & Son. Tenth Census, 1 80. 25317. 
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Limestone. Caruoniferomi; dark; compact; fossiliferous. Zanesville, Muskingu_m 
County. Philip Moran's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25535. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colorod; :fine; compact. Two specimons. Newton •. 
ville, Muskingum County. T. B. Townsend's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25536. 
Upper Silurian; drab; fine and compact; pyritiferous. Two specimens. Near 
Xenia, Greene County. W. McDonald's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25357. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; :fine and compact. Two specimens. Near Day-
ton, Montgomery County. Huffman Stone Company. Tenth Consus, 1880. 
27163. 
Lower Silurian; dark mottled; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Hamilton, 
Butler County. Quarry of Kilfoyle & Joyce. Tenth Census, 1880. 25274. 
JJpper Silurian; fl.no-grained; yollow spotted. Near Lumberton, ,Clinion 
County. W. F. Oglesbee's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25382. 
Bituminous dolomite. :Oevonian; light colored; fossiliferous. Two specimens. 
Point MarlJlehead, Ottawa County. Quarry of Clemons & Sons. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 26087. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; fine-gmiued and cellular. Two speci.m.9ns. 
Near Fromont, Sa,ndusky County. Quarry of Quilter Brothers. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 25283. 
Devonian; drab; .fine and compact. Salldu'Sky, Erie County. Quarry of I. 
T. Davis. Tenth Census, 1880. 26084. 
Devonian; drab; .fine and compact. Sandusky, Erie County. W. Hubbard's 
quarry. · Tenth Census, 1880. 26085. 
Devonian; drab; :fine and compact. Two specimens. Sandusky, Erie County. 
C. Schoepfl.e's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26086. 
Devonian; light colore<;l; :fine; compact. Sandusky, Erie County. Ambcose 
Lieb's quarry. Tenth Census, .1880. 26106. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; :fine-grained.; cellular. Two speciruet1s. Tif-
fin, Seneca County. J. L. King's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25527. 
Upper Silurian; drab; fine; compact. Findlay, Hancock County. Quarry of 
Altman & Pr.essnell Company. Ten th Census, 1880. 25294. 
Upper Silurian; dark m·ottled; vesicnla,r; semi-crystalline. ,.rwo specimens. 
Near Ottawa, Putnam County. J. Hager's quarry. Tenth Census, lb80. 
25315. . 
Upper Silurian; gray; laminated. Near Columbus Grove, Putnam County. 
J. Postlewait's quarry. Tenth Census, 188(1. 25333. 
Upper Silurian; brown mottled; fine-grained; compact. Two specimens. 
Bluffton, Allen County. Quarry of Ritzler & Greenwald. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25312. 
Uppor Silurian; brown; .fine-grained; compact. Two specimem1 .. Near Lima, 
A.Uen County. J. Custer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 25313. 
Upper Silurian; dark drab; :fine-grained; compact. Near Lima, Allen County. 
B. A. Armen trout's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25337. 
Upper Silurian; da,rk mottled; :fine-grained. Two specimens. Lima, Allen 
County. William Pugh's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25320. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; fine and compact. Two specimens. Near 
Urbana, Champaign County. D. vV. Happersett's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 2G296. 
Upper Silurian; very light brown; fine 11,nd compact. Two specimens. Green-
field, Highl::i.ud County. Quarry of G. I. R·ucker & Son. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25381. 
Il. l\fis.170, pt. 2-' -37 
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Bituminous dolomite. Upper Silurian; brown; fine-grained; compact. Two sp ' C-
imens. Lexington, Highland County. Mrs. L. Dunn's quarry. Tenth Ceusru;, 
1880. 25427. 
Dolomite. Devonian. Light colored; fine-grained; compact. Two specimens. 
White Honse, Lucas County. Quarry of Pray & Rall. Tenth Census, 18d0. 
2528'2. 
Devonian; drab; fine; compact. Two specimens. Near Weston, Wood 
County. L. S. Pugh's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25324. 
Upper Silurian; drab mottled; coarsely vesicular. Near Van Wert., Van Wert 
County. Palmer's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26510. 
Devonian; dark gray; fine-grained; compact. Two specimens. Marion, Ma-
don County. Quarry of Peters & Lawrence. Tent_h Census, 1880. 2532~. 
Devooian ; dark; fine-grained compact. Two specimens. Marion, 'Marion 
County. Quarry of Haberman & Riley. Tenth Census, 1880. 25323. 
Devonian·; 11ght colored; fine-graine<l; compact. Two specimens. Near 
Bellefontaine, Logan County. Quarry of Angel, Miller & Co. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25290. 
Upper Silurian; light colore<l; cellular. Two specimens, Near Springfield, 
Clarke County. Quarry of Moores & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 27164. 
Upper Silurian; light drab; fine and compact. Springfie!d. Clarke County. 
J. Mowatt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25293. 
Upper Silurian; drab; cellular. Springfield Clarke County. W. S. Thomp-
son's quarry. Tenth Census, 18B0. 25291. 
Upper Silurian; light drab and blue-gray. Two specimens. Yellow Springs, 
Greene County. W. Sroufe's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 252~2. 
Upper Silurian; drab mottled; fine; compact. Eaton, Prehle County. Quarry 
of Young & Christman. Tenth Census, 18~0. 25268. 
Magnesian limestone. Devonian; drab ; fine-·grained; fossiliferous. Bloomville, 
Seneca County. A. Rei-0hert's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25660. 
Upper Siluria~; very light drab. Piqua River, Miami County. H. G. De-
weese's quarry. I-I. G. Deweese, 1883. 27514. 
Upper Silurian; bluish <lrab; fine and compact. Two specimens. Covington, 
Miami County. Quarry of Butt & Battorf. Tenth Census, 1880. 27173. 
Devonian; drab; fine-grained; compact. Near Columbus, Franklin County. 
Quarry of Lilley & Poston. .Tenth Consus, 1880. 253i6. 
Upper Silurian; bluish drab; fine and compact. Near Dayton, Montgomery 
County. Huffman Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27175. 
Upper Silurian; bluish drab; fine and compact. 12-inch cube. Near Dayton, 
Montgomery County. Huffman Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27liJ. 
Upper Silurian; light drab; fine and compact. Two specimens. Near Day-
ton, Montgomery' County. W. H. Huston's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 
2719'2. 
Upper Silurian; -drab; 
Montgomery County. 
25297. 
fine and compact. Two specimens. Near Dayton, 
Huffman Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1 , . 
Siliceous dolomite. Upper Silurian; light :i.uu drab; fino-gra.ined. Two speci-
mens. Oovington, Miami County. Quarry of N. W. Furnas. Tenth Ceusus, 1 
~:319_ 
cvonia.u · <lark; finc-grainecl; compact. Two specimens. Noar Marion 1 -
rion County. F. IIinamon's quarry. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 25321. 
Upper ilurian; light <lrah; fiuely ccllnlar. Two specimens. , priu 11fic1'l. 
'lark 'ouuty. Goorgo II. Froy':,i quarry. Tuuth Ccnsu , 1 . 2.i2 :i. 
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Siliceous dolomite. Upper Silnrian; <lrnb; fl no-grained. New Paris, Preble County. 
T. J. Switlt'1::1 quarry. Teuth Census, ldSO. 25264. 
-- Upper Silurian; dra!J; fine-grained; compact. Two specimens. Euphemia, 
Preble County. I. J. Weaver's quarry. Touth Census, 1880. 25267. 
Ferruginous limestone. Carboniferous; dark; fine and compact. Two specimens. 
Near Millersbur~lt, Holmes County. A. Geiu's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25449. 
Sandstone. Dev·ouian; fin e; gray. Monclova, Lucas County. S . . Wagner's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 188(). 25;Z81. 
Circular slab, 3 feet 2 inches in diameter and 3½ juches thick. Amherst, Lorain 
County. Centennial, 1876. 25194. 
Broken colnmn, 12 inches at base by 20 inches high. Amherst. Centennial, 
1876. 25193. 
Carved post, about 14 inches at base by 26 inches high. A.mhel'st. Centc.nnial, 
1876. 18931. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. 
Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Amherst, ~orain County. 
25472. 
Amherst 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Amherst, Lorain County. Quarry of 
Worthington & Sons. Tenth Census, 1880. 25706. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light brown. Foot cube. Amherst-, Lorain County. 
Ccntenuial, 1876. Zt}0:.M. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light brown; meuium. Amherst, Lorain County. Ohio 
Building Stone Company. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27357. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Amherst, Lorain County. Colonel 
Clark, 1881. 25023. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Amherst, Lorain County. Quarry of 
Haldeman & Sou. Tenth Census, 1880. 25384. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray and very light brown; two spccimeus . 
. Amherst, Lorain County. J. Nicholl's quarry. Tenth Census, Hl80. 25385. 
Sub-Carboniferous; very light buff; medium. Amherst, Lorain County. Quar-
ry of Wilson & Hughes. Tent,h Census, 1880. 25421. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray and buff. Two specimens. Elyria, Lo-
rain County. Quarry of Mussey & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25383. 
Sub-Carboniferous; gray and very light brown. Two specimens. Near Elyria, 
Lorain County. J. Eschtruth's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G386. 
Sub-Carboniferous; Elyria, Lorain County. J. WeJler's quarry. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 25389. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored, Ilrownhelm, Loraiu County. Quairry 
of Worthington & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 23707. 
Sub-Carboniferous; medium; light buff. H.iugeville, Lorain County. H. L. 
Beebe's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25471. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Indepernlence, Cuyahoga County. 
J. R Hurst's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2547:3. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Bedford, Cn;yahoga County. Bed-
ford Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25458. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Brooklyn, Cuyahoga County. J. 
Hoehn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25459. 
Sub-Carboniferous; medium; light colored. Inuepondence, Cuyahoga County. 
Quarry of Wilson & Hughes. Tenth Census, 1890. 25456. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fiuo; light blue-gray. Newburgh, Cuyahoga County, 
Quarry of W. H. Caine. Tenth Census, 1880. 25457. 
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Sandatone. Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Two specimens. New-
burgh, Cuyahoga County. Quary of Edwards Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25433. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Ea,st Cleveland, Cuyahoga County. 
W. A. Ne:ff's Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25423. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Two specimens. East Cleveland. 
Cuyahoga County. C. E. Reader's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25434. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; medium. East Cleveland, Cuyahoga 
County. J. Haycox's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25435. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Sbb, 4 by t! feet. Euclid, Cuyahoga 
County. Forest City Stone Company. Centennial, 1876. 2519;:;. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; blue-gray. Euclid, Cuyahoga County. J. Wagner's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25388. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light blue-gray. Euclid, Cnyahoga County. Forest 
City Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25430. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light blue-gray. Euclid, Cuyahoga County. Quarry 
of McFarl~nd Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 25431. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gra,y. Euclid, Cuyahoga County Quarry 
of Maxwell & Malone. Tenth Census, 1880. 25432. 
Sub-Cari>oniferous; fine; very light gray. Berea, Cuyahoga County. Colonel 
Clark, 1881. 23018. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Three specimens. Berea, Cuyahoga. 
County. McDermott anu Berea Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25387. · 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Three miles east of Berea, in Mid-
dleburg Township, Cuyahoga County. B. Rafferty's quarry. Tenth Ceusus, 
1880. 25390.. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Foot cube. Berea, Cuyahoga County. 
Centennial, 1876. 26035. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; verr light gray. Windsor, Ashtabula County. R. T. 
Stewart's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25391. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray ancl very light brown. Two specimens. 
Near Norwalk, Huron County. C. Grannell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25285. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gray. Near Norwalk, Huron County. WilliamPer-
rin's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25284. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Greenfielu, Huron County. G. Graham's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25522. 
Carboniferous; coarse; buff. Twinsburgh, Summit County. G. Parmelee's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25422. 
Sub-Carboniferous; medium; light colored. Two specimens. Peninsula., Summit 
County. l!'. Schumacher's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25494. 
Carboniferous; light yellow; medium. Akron, Summit County. J. Hugill 's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25495. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light blue-gray. North Ilampton, Summit 
County. Quarry of Ilovey & Brown. Tenth Census, 1880. 25496. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Windham, Portage County. Quarry 
of Case & Ring. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 25392. 
uh-Carboniferous; fine; dark gray. Two specimens. Near Warren, 'from· 
lmll County . .A.ustiu Flagstone Company. Tenth Census, 18 0. 26509. 
ub-Caruonifi rous; fine; light gray. Leesville, Crawford County. Leesville 
t ne Company. Tenth Census, 1 80. 25534. 
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Sandstone. Sub-Carboniferous; light :tncl dark brown. Two specimens. Bell ville, 
Richland County. D. W. Zent's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. :!5380. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. Plymouth, Richland County. ·wm-
iam J. Bevier's qu:.rry. Tenth Census, }-380. 25526. 
8t1b-Carboniferous; coarse; red and pink. Two specimens. 
land County. Quarry of C. Voetsc!.t. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Mansfield, Rich-
2551P. 
Sub-Carboniferous; medium; ·yellow. Mansfield, Richmond County. T. Cline's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25519. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; light colon~d. Weller, Richland County. S. 
Shively's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2fl520. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light drab. Plymouth, Richla.nd County. S. W. 
Tuttle's quarry. Tenth Census, 1sso: 25521. 
Carboniferous; medium; yellowil3h. Warwick, Wayne County. Walnut 
Grove Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25497. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fin~; very light colored. Wooster, ·wayne County. Quarry 
of Coe Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 25517. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Near Massil~on, Stark Conn ty. Q narry 
of Warthorst & Co. Tenth Census, lb'80. 25468. · 
Carboniferous; light pink; medium. Near Massillon, Stark Connty. Qnarry 
of Warthorst & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25468. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Near New Lisbon, Columbiana County. 
J. H. O'Mara's guarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25876. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Near Youngstown, Mahoning County. 
T. Connell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25877. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Youngstown, Mahoning County. J. Holden's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25878. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. North Bloomfield, Morrow County. 
J. Flower's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25552. · 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. 
of Crane Brothers. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Iberia, Morrow County. 
25553. 
Qnarr.v 
Sub-Carboniferous ; :fine; light colored. Two specimens. Mount Gilead, Mor-
row County. B. S. Russell's quarry. Tenth Census, ff80. 25406. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Near. Ibe_ria, Morrow County. .J. J. 
McClarren's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25875. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; dark yellow. Ten miles east of Mount Vernon, 
Howard Station, Knox County. I. Crichfield's quarry. Tenth Cens~s, 1880. 
25416. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Foot cube. Berlin, Holmes County. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17 472. 
Carboniferous; medium; light colored. Near Millersbnrgb, Holmes County. 
W. H. Ling's quarry. Tenth Census, lt:380. 25450. 
Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Near Millersbnrgh, Holmes County. W. 
Cary's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25615. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Near New Philadelphia, Tuscarawas 
County. Quarry of A. Mathias. Tenth Census, 1880. 25515. 
Carboniferous; light colored. Near canal, Dovm·, Tuscarawas County. Tus-
earawa8 Valley Coal and Iron Company. Tonth Census, 1880. 25516. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light colorc<l. Near Carrollton , Carroll County. N. M. 
Smith's quarry. Tenth Census; 1880. 25493. 
Sub-Carboniferons; fine; light blne-gray and lig:ht urown. Two specimer:s. 
Near Snnbury, Delaware County. IL :F'leckner's qnarry. Tenth Census, 
1880.. 25378. 
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Sandstone. Sub-Carboniferons; fine; very light gray. Near Sunhnry, Delaware 
County. C. B. Gaylord's quarry. Tenth Ccnsns, 1880. 2537D. 
Sub-Carboniferous; medium; light pinkish. Near Newark, Licking County. 
C. Daugherty's quarry. Tenth Census, 188J. 25:316. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; buff. Near Newark, Licking County. C. Daugh-
erty's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25318. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; light colored·._ Near Newark, Licking County. 0. 
Z. Hillery's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25336. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray; olive-tinted. Newark, Licking 
County. J. Coyle's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 253i3. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light blne-gray. Near Newark, Licking County. J. 
Coyle's qua~ry. 'ronth Census; 1880. i53 Ll. 
Carboniferous; medium ; light colored and red. Two specimens. Coshucton, 
Coshocton County. M. Cheney's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25524. 
Carboniferous; medium; very light colored. Near Coshocton, Coshocton 
County. M. Cheney's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. '25525. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Steubenville, Jefferson County. Qnarry 
of Archer and Boals. Te11 th Census, 1880. 2~G42. 
CarLoniferous; lightcdlcred; rriedium. Steubenville, Jeffersou County. Qnarry 
of Archer & Boals. Tenth Census, 1880. 25643. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medicro. Steubenville, Jefferson County. 
Q.uarry of Floto & Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25644. 
CarLoniforous; coarse; light colored. Zanesville, Muskingum County. T. B. 
Townsend's qua~:y. Tenth Census, 1886. 25537. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray and light brown. Two specimens. Curuberluu<l, 




coarse; light colored. Cambridge, Guernsey County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25574. 
Carboniferous; light colored ; medium. Lewis's Mills, Belmont Connty. J . 
Hutchinson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25588. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray; olive-tinted. Belh1ire, Belmont County. W. J. 
McClain's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25612. 
C~rboniferous; coarse; light colorer1. Near Belln,irc, Belmont Connty. J. R. 
Robinson's quarry. Tenth Census, lSdO. 25614. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; buff and yellow. Two specimens. 
Fairfield County. C. 13owmaster's quarry. Tenth Census, 18 0. 
Lanca. ter, 
~5:326. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Lancaster, Fairfield Connty. C. 
Bowmaster's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25332. 
Sub-Carboniferous; coan·e; light colored. Lancaster, Fairfielcl Co1111ty. 
Quarry of Sharp & Crook. Tenth Ccnsns, 18 0. 25335. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gra.y. Lithopolis, Fairfield County. Litbopoli 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25325. 
ab-Carboniferous; coarse; yellow. Near Lancaster, Fairfield County. Qnarr5 
of Sharp & Crook. Tenth Census, 1880. 25314. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light blne-gr,ay. Near Colnmhus, Franklin Co1111 1y. 
William A. Porrester's quarry. Tenth Censns, 18i,O. 25:Ji7. 
• nu-Carboniferous; coarse; bnif. Logan, Hocking Conmy. Qunrr,r of \\"c·it-
zoll Bros. TPnth Cens1rn, 1880. 2:,3:~4. 
('arhoniferonH; line; ~my; oliv<'-tintC'cl. Nn:tr ;\-fal'idta, \ md1i11g : 011 ( ' 11 1111 1 ·. 
1'. L. ol<·'H <jll:Ll'l',Y, Tt·ntl1 C<'llSllH, l Htm. ~li/i:~(I. 
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Sandstone. Sub-Carboniferous; gray. Near Marietta, ,vashington Connty. P. L . 
Cole's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26640. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored. Harmer,·Washington County. T. B. Town-
send's quarry. · 'l'enth Census, 1880. 26680. 
Carboniferous; dark gray. Near Marietta, Washington County. D. B. Calder's 
quarry. Teuth Census, 1880. 26681. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Near Marietta, Washington County. D. Brigg's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26697. 
Carboniferous; fine ; gray. Near Marietta, Washington County. Constitu-
tion Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26741. 
Carboniferous; fine; light brown. Near Constitution, ,vashington County. 
Constitution Stone Company. Tenth Censns, 1880. 26742. 
Carboniferous; fine; grw Near Marietta, Washington County. C. Finch's 
quarry. Tenth Cem1u::;, lJoU. 2G762. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; brown. Piketon, Pike County. vYaverly Brown-
stone Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 258::34. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. Piketon, Pike County. Green 
Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25756. 
Sub-·Carboniferous; fine ; light brown. Rockville, Adams County. Rockville 
Freestone Works. Tenth Census, 188-0. 25754. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; very light gray. Near Portsmouth, Scioto County. 
Quarry of Reitz & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2fi751. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; drab. Near Portsmouth, Scioto County. Quarry of 
Reitz & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25752. 
Sn b-Carboniferous; five; drab . Buena Vista, Scioto County. Buena Yista 
Freestone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25753. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; drab. Buena Vista and Scioto Counties. Buena 
Vista Excelsior Freestone Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 25755. 
OREGON. 
Diabase. Me<lium; gray. Twenty miles east of Albany, Linn County. F. Wood's 
quarry. Fran.k Wood, 1885. 37006. 
Basalt. Fine; gray. Near Clackamas, Clackamas County. Will:::1,m Young's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26249. 
Sandstone. Fine; drab. Oakland, Douglas County. W. N. Leeper's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26504. 
Fine; very light brown. Near Albany, Linn County. F.'. Wood's quarry. 
Frank Wood, 1885. 37005. 
PEN:NSYL VANIA. 
Serpentine. Light green; coarne; porous. Will nc1t polish; used only for gencr,al 
building. West Chester, Chester County. J. H. Brin ton's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25592. 
Light green; coarse; porous. Will not polish; used only for general building. 
Three miles south of West Chester, Chester County, J , H. Brinton's quarry-. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27319. 
Light green; coarse; porous. Will not polish; used only for general buildini;. 
Chester County ( near Rising Sun, Md.). Carter & Reynolds's qu-arries. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25G68. · 
Limestone. Lower Silurian; blue-gray; micaceons. East Conshohocken, Mont-
gomery County. American Society Mining Engiueers, 1886. 37873. 
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Limestone. Dark blue-gray; fine and compact. Mcrtzto1Yn, Berks Cou 11ty. Amer-
ican Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37879. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-g"ra,y. Wernersville, Berks Coli.nty. American So-
ciety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37851. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. Wernersville, Berks County. American So-
ciety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37855. 
Lower Silurian; water-blue, dark veiued. Wornersville, Berks County. Amet'i-
can Society Mining Engineers, l i- 86. 37854. 
Lower Silurian; fine; blue-gray. Myerstown, Lebanon County. American 
Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37864. 
Lower Silurian; Myerstown, Lebanon County. American Society Mining En-
gineer.s, 1886. 37863. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. North of Annville, Lebanon County. Ameri-
can Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37867. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. Palmyra, Lebanon County. American Soci-
ety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37871. · 
Lower Silurian; blue-gray, white spotted. Korth of Annville, Lebanon Connty. 
American Society Mi11ing Engineers, 1886. 378.:32. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. North of Aun ville, Lcbn,non Cou11 ty. Ameri-
can Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37887. 
-- Lowe,:- Silurian; blue-gray. Bichland Statio,n, Leu-anon County. American 
Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37874. 
Lower Silurian; water-blue; crystalline. Ric bland Station, Lebanon County. 
American Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37865. 
Lower Silurian; blue-gray; crystalline. Richland Station, Lebanon Connty. 
American Society Mining Engineocs, 1886. 378G6. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. Harrisburg, Dauphin County. American 
Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37878. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray, nearly black; fine and compact. Near ITar-
risburg, Dauphin County. J. A. Rutherford's quarry. Tcrrth Ccusus, 1880. 
25328. 
Lower Silurian; blue. Hnmmelstown, Dauphin County. Amcricau Society 
Mining Eugineers, 1886. 37883. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray, nearly black. Paxton Station, Dauphin 
County. American Society Mining Engiueen,, 1886. 37870. 
Lower Silurian; nearly black; fine and compact. Near York, York County. 
'C. F. Winters's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26237. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray, uearly black; fine and compact. Chambersbnrgb, 
Franklin County. Henry Lippy'i:1 quany. Tenth Census, 1880. 26312. 
Sub- Carboniferous; light gray; granular. Connellsville, Fayette Co!lnty. A 
R. Banning's quarry. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 26058. 
Devonian; very dark drab; fine and compact. Near Huntinzdon, Iluntingdon 
County. F. Refrighi's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26170. 
Very dark gray; fine aml compact. Near Spruce Creek, Huntingdon County. 
Robert Henderson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26235. 
Lower ilurian; water-blue; crystalline. Howellsville, Delaware County. 
American Society M;ining Engineers, 1886. 37 69. 
Lower Rilurian; nearly white; crystalline. IIowellsville, D lawn.re Connty. 
Am rican Soci'•ty l\fo1ing Engineers, 1 86. 3i853. 
L s·1 · 0 ':er  ?r.1an; <lark hlne-gray. Lebanon, Allogl1-0ny County. American• o-
c1 ty iming Engitll' rH, lt:1 6. :Jif/5 . 
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Limestone. Lower Silurian; dark blne-gray. Lebanon, Allegheny Coui1ty. Amer-
ican Society Mining Engineen,, 1886. :n859. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. Lebanon, Allegheny County. American So-
ciety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37860. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. Schuylkill Ha~en, Schuylkill Connty. 
American Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37872. 
Calcareous dolomite. Lower Silurian; gray; granular. Two specimens. Near 
Columbia, Lancaster County. C. S. Kauffman's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26331. 
Lower Silurian; nearly black; pyritiferous. Leamon Place Station, Lancaster 
County. J. Young's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25G66. 
Lower Silurian; dark; nearly black. Reading, Berks County. John IL Stern-
burg's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. · 26437. 
Lower Silurian. Wrightsville, York County. Quarry of Kerr, Weitzel & Co. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26332. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; nearly black; fine and compact. Carlisle, Cum-
berland County. W. F. Noble's quarry. Tenth Census, 1680. 26302. 
Lower Silurian; gray; coarsely hminated. Near Shiremanstown, Curnberlan<l 
County. Quarry of Moses & Sidle. Tenth Census, 1880. 26301. 
Dolomite. Lower Silurian; black; fine and compact. Easton, Nortbampto_n Connty. 
Qnarry of George & Isaa;3 A. Smi th. Tenth Census, 1880. 25767. 
Lower Silurian; yellowi:,ih. Two specimens. Flourtown, Montgomery County. 
American Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37876. 
Lower Silurian; light yellow, blue spotted. Flourtown, Montgomery County. 
American Society' Mining Engineers, 1886. 37884. 
Lower Silurian; bluish drab; compact. Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, 
Chester Valley Branch, Mclnnes Siding, Chester County. American Society 
Mining Engineers, 1886. 37857. 
Lower Silurian; light colored. Mill Lane, Chester County. American Society 
Mining Engineers, 1886. 37868. 
Lower Silurian; blue mottled. Near Pott's Lan<ling, Berks County. Ameri-
can Society Mining Engineer:,i, 1886. 37t56. 
Lower Silurian; Light yellow; fine and compact. Williams Station, Berks 
County. American Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37886. 
Lower Silurian; <lark blue-gray; fine and compact. Near Lancaster, Lancas-
ter County~ Westman's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26374. 
Lower Silurian; <lark blue-gray; fine and compact. Near Harrisburg, Dau--
phin County. Quarry of McCormick & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26281. 
wwer Silurian; <lark gray; fine and compact. Near Orbi:,ionia, Huntingdon 
County. Quarry of D. Grove & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26204. 
Lower Sil.nrian; fine; light yellow. Kcrberburgh. American Society Min-
ing Engineers, 1886. 37877. 
Lower Silurian; light drab. Plymouth, Luzerne County. American Society 
Mining Engineers, 1886. 37880, 
Lower Silurian; light colored; crystalline. Cedar Hollow, Lime Connty. 
American Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37885 
Limestone rmarble]. Lower Silndan; nearly white; fine grained; compact. Mor 
ristown, Montgomery County Cf)nt(lnnial, 1876. 17573. 
Lower Silurian: light gray; crystalline. Two Apecimens. Near Spring Mill 
Station, Montgomery Connty. Cellar Grove Mttrhlc Works. Tenth Census, 
1880 25356 
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Limestone [marble J. Lower Silurian; light blue-gray; crystalline; King of Prns-
Ria, Montgomery County. Reeseville Blne Marble Company. Tout.h Censns, 
1880. 25555. 
Light blue-gray; crystalline. Near Columbia, Lancaster County. C. S. 
Kauffman's quatry. Tenth Census. 26331. 
Bluish white; pink veins; fine·; compact; crystalline. York, York County. 
C. IL Smith's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26236. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray. Pine Grove, Schuylkill Connty. American So-
ciety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37875. 
Lower Silurian ; gray; dark veined; white spotted; :fine and compact. My-
erstown, Lebanon County. American Society Mining Engineers, 188G. 37862. 
Lower Silurian. Gray; dark veined ; fine and compact. American Society 
Mining Engineers. 37863. 
Lower Silurian; dark blue-gray. North of Annville, Lebanon County. Amer-
ican Society Mining Engineers, 1886. 37881. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian very dark gray; fossiliferous. Morrell, 
Huntingdon County. Quarry of A. G. Morris. Tenth Census, 1880. 26162. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; coarse. East Conshohocken, Montgomery County. 
East Conshohocken quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26983. 
Devonian ; dark gray; fine and compact. 
ford County. Peerless Lime Company. 
Two specimens. Hyndman, Bed-
Tenth Census, 1880. 26201. 
Devonian; drab; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous. Cove Station, Bedford County. 
J. T. Shirley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26~02. 
Carboniferous; dark d.rab; coarse. Two specimens. Van Port, Beaver County. 
W. J. Dunn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25846. 
Calcareous breccia. Triassic; coarse; variegated. Near Fairfield, Adams Count.y. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26376. 
Calcareous breccia r marble]. Triassic ; coarse ; reddish ; variegated. Kear 
Fairfield, Adams County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26376. 
··--- Triassic; coarse; variegated. Near Amityville, Berks County. Col. J. Wea-
ver's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26465. 
Calcareous dolomite. [marble]. Lower Silurian; nearly white; crystalline. Near 
Columbia, Lancaster County. Quarry of Kerr, Weitzel & Co. Tenth Census, 
1880. 26332. 
Biotite gneiss. Coarse; gray. Near Chester, Delawa~e County. Crum Creek 
quarry . Tenth Census, 1880. 25404. 
Fine; gray. Two specimens. Near Chester, Delaware County. Quarry of 
Leiper & Lewis. TenLh Census, 1880. 23407. 
Fine; gray. Frankford, Philadelphia County. Quarry of Barbour, Ireland 
& S. Faunce. Tenth Census, 1880. 25561. 
Biotite muscovite gneiss. Fine; light gray. Near Chester, Delaware County. 
quarry of A. 0. &. I. 0. Deshong, jl'. Tenth Census, 1880. 25436. 
Gneiss. Coarse; gray. Near Reading, Berks County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26470. 
Muscovite gneiss. Coarse; very light gray. Germantown, Twenty-second \Vard, 
Phil:ulc1pbia County. J. Nolan's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25€69. 
Hornblende gneiss. Fine; clarkgray. Germantown, Philadelphia County. Quarry 
of Nt>ster & Sh lmire. Tenth Census, 1880. 25551. 
Fin i dark gray. Rittcnbom1etown, Philadelphia County. McKinney 
onarry. 'f<'nth CPn. rn1, 1 ,80. 2;if>56, 
Quartz porphyry ull r<'cl. NC'ar Pinc Grove Furnace, Cumberland County. 
T nth '1nsn . l . 26;' ·! 
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Diabase. Nearly black; fine and compact. Near Rea,ling, Berks Connt.y. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26467. 
Coarse; <lark gray. Little Dam, noar Reading, Berks County. Used for street 
pavements. Tenth Cens!:!s, 1880. 26476. 
Fine; dark gray. Used as above. Near Jacksonwal<l, Berks County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26479. 
Mesozoic; medium; gray. Usetl as above. Round Top, 3 miles south of Get-
tysburgh, Adams County. Tenth Census. 26375. 
Mesozoic; fine; gray. Near Goldsborough, York County. 
Northern Central Railroad Company. Tenth Censns, 1880. 
Used as · above. 
26282. 
Mesozoic; fine; gray. Collins :::itation, Lancaster County. Used chiefly for 
street pavement ancl road ballaAt. J. Keller's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25327. 
Diorite. Medium; dark gray. Near Reading, Berks County. Ohlinger Dam Cut. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26466. 
-- Coarse; d,trk gray. Reading, Berks County. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G474. 
Sandstone. Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Corry, Erie County. J. M. 
Colegrove's qnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25890. 
Devonian; fine; light colored. Lebreuf, Erie County. F. Sanger's q.uarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25738. 
Devonian; fine; drab. Near Erie, Erie County. J. Leask's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25739. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Mead vllle, Crawford County. B. Mc-
Neil's quarry. 'fenth Census, 1880. 25772. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Titusville, Crawford County. D .. Bren-
nan's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25850. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Near Warren, Warren County. W. 
Smith's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26523. 
Carboniferous; fine; very light brown. North Warren, Warren Connty. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25888. 
Carboniferous; light coloreu; medium. Garland, Warren County. Quarry of 
Linn & Leary. Tenth Census, 1880. 25889. 
Carboniferous; coarse; cellular; light colored. An.trim, Tioga County. P. 
Bradley's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 25988. 
Devonian; fine; blue-gray. Mainesburgh, Tioga County. Mainesburgh Flag-
ging Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25989. 
Carboniferous; fine; light gray. Greenville, Mercer County. Quarry of Amy 
& Kappenberger. Tenth Census, 1880. 25773. 
Carboniferous; fine; very light olive. Greenville, Mercer County. P. Leech's 
(Jnarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26774. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Sharon, Mercer County. C. Herrmann's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25775. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gray and light brow~. 1'wo specimens. Franklin, 
Venango County. Quarry of J. Bell & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 25848. 
Carboniferous; fine; light buff. R.ockwood, Venango County. D. Ready's 
quarry. Tenth Censmi, 1880. 25849. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Iowa Station, Jefferson County. Alle-
gheny Valley Railroad Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25915. 
Devonian; brown; fine and compact. Queen's Run, Clinton County. J. Mc-
Nally's <]Uarry. Touth Census. 1880. 25948. 
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Sandstone. Devonian; fine; buff. E'arran<lsvillc, Clinton County. Quarry of IT. F. 
Hawk & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25961. 
Upper Silurian; dark blue-gray l very fine and compact. Near Danville, Mon-
tour County. Pinneo estates. Tenth Census, 1880. 25962. 
Devonian; very fine; light blue-gray. Near Nicholson, Wyoming County. 
· Quarry of Moses Shields & Son. Tenth Census, 1860. 270-20. 
Devonian; fine; blue-gray. Two specimens. Black ·walnut, Wyom1ng County. 
Wyoming Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27032. 
Devonian; fine; light blue-gray. Skinner'1:1 Eddy, Wyomiug County. Quarry 
of A. R. Fordyce & Co. Tenth Oensus, 1880. 270:33. 
Devonian; fine; light uhrn-gray. :Meshoppen, Wyoming County. Quarry of 
Brownscombe & King. Tent.h Census, 1880. 27037. 
Devonian; fin e; dark purplish. Plains, Luzerne County. P. Banker's quarry 
Tenth Census, 1880. 270:39. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Shickshinny, Luzerne County. G. Niceley's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 250G0. 
Devonian; fine; blue-gmy. Brandt,-Snsqneharnta Co11nty. llarmony Brick 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27016. 
Snb-Carboniferous; fine; gray. Near Scrantou, Lackawanna County. Quarry 
of J. Williami3. Tenth Census, 1880. 27017. 
Devonian; fine; light colored. Near Scranton, Lackawanna County. Quarry 
of J. Williams. Tenth Census, 1680. 27018. 
Coarse; pink. 
Census, 1880. 
Olyphant, Lackawanna County. 
27019. 
Olyphant quarry. Tenth 
Devonian; fine; dark blue-gray. Pond Eddy, Pike County. Quarry of C. 
W. Maxwell & Co. Tenth Census, H~80. 27015. 
Ca,rboniferous; light colored. Homewood, Beaver County. Quarry of Richie 
& McGinnis. Tenth Census, 1880. 25:l58. 
Car honiferoul'l; light colored and brown. Two specimens. Homewood, Bcav<:r 
County. A. J. Jolly's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25259. 
Ca,rboniforous; fine; light colored. Near Beaver :Falls, Beaver County. Quarry 
of J. Harlman & D. Bernard. Tenth Census, 1880. 25:355. 
Carboniferous; coarse; gray. Kiasola Station, Beaver County. Qnarry of 
Reed & Ewing. Tenth Census, 1880. 26260. 
Carboniferous ; coarse; gray; rust spotted. Ba<1en, Beaver County. J. G. 
Gallagher's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 25261. 
Devonian; fine; tlark brown. Schuylkill Havcll, Schuylkill County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25779. 
Lower Silurian; coarse; gray. Near Pottsville, Scl1uylkiU County. Tf'nth 
Census, 1880. 25780. 
Carboni~erous; coarse; gray. Mauch Chunk, Carhon County. Tcutb C n u. , 
1880. 25 58. 
Devonian; fine; dark gray. Mauch Chn 11k, Carbon County. Tenth Cen, n , 
1880. 25854. 
Devonian; fine; brown. Mauch Chunk, Carbon County. Tenth Cen us, 1 0. 
25 "5. 
Lower Silurian; coarse; brownish. Mauch Chnnk, Carbon County. T nth 
C n m,, 1 0. 2:; 5G. 
vonlau; fin · hlnr-~ra.y. \Vrh,sport, Carhon County. H. Mertz' quarry. 
T,•n th PnHn • 1 0. 2,0::. • 
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Sandstone. C~ruoniferous; fine; olive. Pittsburgh: Allegheny County. 'f. Rourke's 
<1narry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25708. 
CarlJol!liferous; furn; light-gray. Jol11istown, Cambria County. Quarry of 
Gore & Levergood. Tenth Census, 1880. 26121. 
Carboniferous; :fine; gray. Prospect, Cambria Connty. Cambria Iron Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880 . . 25922. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Near Altoona, Blair County. Will-
iam Myer's quarry. · Tenth Census, 1880, 26148. 
Upper Silurian; very light colored; compact and hard. Near Mapleton, Hun-
t,ingdon County. F. Hefrigbt's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26171. 
Triassic; coarse; porous; reddish brown. 
L. Flum's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
Norristown, Montgomery County. 
26433. 
Triassic; purplish brown; fine and medium. Two specimens. Near Reading, 
Berks County. Quarry of Eppier & Risch vile. Tenth Census, 1880. 26436. · 
Potsdam; light colored; compact and hard. Reading, Berks Count.y. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26471. 
Triassic ; fine; light reddish brown. Centre Bridge, Bucks County. A. Man-
derson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25837. 
Triassic; coarse; light bluish drab, rust spotted. Centre Bridge, Bucks 
County. A. Manderson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. · 25838. 
Triassic; reduish gray, rust spotted. Centre Bridge, Bucks County. A. Man-
<lerson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 258:39. 
Carboniferous; brown; medium. Near \Vampum, Lawrence County. J. Fri-
day's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25852. 
Carboniferous; light colored; medium. Near Wampum, Lawrence County. 
Quarry of New York, Pittsburgh and Chicago Railroad Company. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25853. · 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Wampum, Lawrence County. J. Friday's 
quarry. Tenth Census, l880. 25776. 
Carboniferous; coarse; porous; light colored. Freeport, Armstrong C0unt~r. 
D. Taylor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25851. 
Triassic; fine; reddish brown. Centre Bridge, Bucks County. A. Manclerson's 
1uarry. 'l'enth Census, 1880. 25836. 
Triassic; light brown; porous. Two specimens. Yarclleyville, Bucks 8ounty. 
Quarry of S. B. & E. W. Twinning. Tenth Census, 1880. 25667. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Two specimens. Lumberville, Bucks County. T. H. 
Kemble's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25676. 
Carboniferous; coarse; buff. Two specimens. Waynesburgh, Greene County. 
S. Rinehart's quarry. Tenth Census. 1880. 25769. 
Carboniferous; fine; bluish drab. Near Cannonslmrgh, ·w ashington County. 
J. Cook's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25815. 
Carboniferous; coarse; light colored. Near Monongahela City, Washington 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25239. 
Carboniferous; light yellowish brown. Near Washington, Washington County. 
Quarry of Hallam Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 25770. 
Carboniferous; light yellowish brown. Near Washington, Washington County. 
D. Ilaggerty's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25771. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Near Webster, Westmoreland County. William 
Nelson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25353. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Greensburgh, Westmoreland County. S. Zimmer-
man's quarry. Tenth Ce!lsusJ 1880. 25924. 
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Sandstone. Carboniforou8; fine; gray, dark 8troakctl. Lucesco, vVestruoreland 
County. J. A. Huffman's quarry. Tenth Census, lb80. 25903. 
Carboniferous; .fine; bluish gray. Deny Statiou, Wcstmorela'n<l County. 
Loyalhanna Coal and Coke Company. Teuth Census, 1880. 2G913. 
Carboniferous; buff; m':ldium. Derry Station, Westmoreland County. J.C. 
Campbell's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25~14. 
Carboniferous; fine; brown and brown with yellow bands. 




Carboniferous; coarse; huif. Near Uniontown, Fayette County. J. Fraser' 
quarry. Tenth.Census, 1880. 2G990. 
Sub-Carboniferous; :fine; light colore<l.. Near Uniontown, Fayette County. 
D. Shipley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25981. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; light reddish gray. Near Uniontown, Fayette County. 
D. Shipley's quarry. Teuth Census, 1880. 25992. 
Carboniferous; :fine; light colored. Near Connellsville, Fayette County. 
Speer White & Co. Tenth Census, 1680. 26059. 
Carboniferous; me<l.ium; light colored. Conncllsvillo, Fayette County. C. 
Shibley's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25984. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Layton's Station, Fayette County. Speer 
White & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26060. 
Carboniferous; fine; light colored. Fayette Station, Fayette County. Qua1\·y 
of Porter Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 20061. 
Carboniferous; fine; light drab. Somerset, Somerset County. J. Mc.A.dam's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26109. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Ubed for general building. Goldsborough, York Conn~, 
Hummelstown Brownstone Company. Tenth Census, ltl80. 2~265. 
Triassic; reddish brown. Used as above. Near IIammwstown, Dauphin 
County. Hummelstown Brownstone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25266. 
Triassic; fine; brown. Near Goldsborough, York County. F. Reiling's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26283. 
Argillaceous sandstone. Carboniferous; fine; gray. Stoops Ferr~,, Allegheny 
County. U. S. Government quarry. Tenth Census, 1 0. 25342. 
Conglomerate. Devonian; coarse; light colored. Pottsville, Schuyki11 County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 27049. 
Potsdam; coarse; friab1e. Friedensburg, Berks County. ClyR1er quarry 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26468. 
Potsdam; pinkish gray; compact. Near Pikeville, Borks County. G. M. 
Keim's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26469. 
Sub-Carboniferous; gray; compact. Pottsville, , cl1uylkill County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2578-2. 
Quartzite. Devonian; fine; light colored. Near Altoona, Blu,ir County. Quarry 
of Booth & Mackey. Tenth Census, 1880. 26147. 
Potsdam; light colored; compact and hard. Jackson wald, Berks Coun y. 
Tenth Census, 18 0. 26473. 
Upp r iilurian; very light colored; compact an<l. hard. Near IIuntingdon, 
Huntingdon County. S. P. Wensel's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 80. 26.!03. 
Sauastone (nearly quartzite). Carboniferous · b lue-<rray · ver\r compact and bar 1. 
T • / t, J .J 
ar hick hinny, Luzerne County. Delaware, Lackawanna and \V stern Rail-
r a<l quany. T nth Census, 1880. 25923. 
Slate. Low ·r 'iludan (llu<lson River). Blue-ulack. Sla~ington, L high County. 
Quarry of D. Willia.ms. Tenth Census, 1880. 25740. 
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Slate. Lower Silurian. Bluo-bla.ck. 4 by 4 by 3 inches. Chapman's Station, North-
ampton County. Chapman's New York Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25820. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black. Bangor, Northampton County. Bangor Slate 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. ~5934. . 
Lower Silurian. B!ue-bbck. Slatedale, Lehigh County. Quarries of the Lock 
- Slate Company. Tenth Censas, 1880. 25959. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black. 4 by 4 hy 2½ in0'hes. Catasauqua, Lehigh County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25993. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black and brownish. Three specimens. Bangor, North-
ampton County. Bangor Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25934. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black. Slatington1 Lehigh County. Quarry of Kuntz 
& Jacobs. Tenth Census, 1880. 26912. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black. Slatington, Lehigh County. Quarry of J. Hess 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26913. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-black. Two specimens. Slatington, Lehigh Count). 
Pennsylvania quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 26914. 
Arcbrnan (f) Blue-black. Bangor, York County. Peach Bottom Slate C@m-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 25949. 
Archrean (f) Blue-black. Slab 8 inches square. West Bangor, York County. 
Quarry' of R. L. Jones & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26480. 
Archroan (f) Blue-black. 4 by 4 by I½ inches. West Bangor, York County. 
Quarry of W. C. Parry & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26852. 
Archruan (f)_ Blue-black. Slab 8 inches square. West Bangor, York County. 
Quarry ofW. C. Parry & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26853. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
Biotite granite. :Fine; gray. Near Westerly, Washington County. Smith Granite 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25491. 
Medium; light pink. Near Westerly, Washington County. Smith Grani.te 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25492. 
Fine; gray. Near Westerly, Washington County. New England Granite 
Works. Tenth Cernms, 1880. 25510. 
Fine; gray. Near Westerly, Washington County. New England Granite 
Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 25511. 
Fine; gray. Foot cube. \Vesterl;v, Washington County. Centennial, 1876. 
17526. 
Fine; pink. Westerly, Washington County. Centennial, 1876. 17553. 
Fine; gray. Near Westerly, Washingbn County. Smith Granite Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25490. 
Medium; gray. Near Westerly, Washington County. C. P. Chapman's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25529. 
Fine; pink. Near Westerly, Washington County. C. P. Chapman's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25530. 
Medium; pink. Near ·westerly, Washi11gton County. New England Granite 
Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 25512. 
Fine; gray. Near Westerly, Washington County. C. P. Chapman's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25528. 
Medium; pink. Six-inch cube. Westerly, Washington County. New England 
Granite Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 26998. 
Fine; gray. Six-inch cube. Westerly, '\-Vashingtou County. New England 
Granite Works. Tenth Census, 1880. 26999. 
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Biotite granite. Fine; gray. Six-iuch cube. Westerly, Washington County. New 
England Granite Vlorks. Tenth Census, 1880. 27000. 
Fine; gray. Niantic, Washington C01rnty. A. G. Crumb's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25952. 
Coarse; light pink. West Gr,\enwich, Kent County. H. Vaughn's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25513. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Wflst Greenwich, Kent County. J. Tarbox's quarry. 
. Tenth Census, 1880. 25514. 
Coarse; light pinkish gray. Near Smithfioltl, Providence County. Smithfield 
Granite Company. Tenth CenS'lls, 1880. 25531. 
Granite. Fine; light gray. Polished slab 7 feet 5 inches long by 3 feet 8 incbea 
wide by 2t inches -ibick. Westerly, Washington County. New England Granite 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27063. 
Biotite gneiss .. Coarse; light gray. Pascoag, Providence County. Quarry of Gar-
vey Bros. Tenth Census, 1880. 26318. 
Hornblende gneiss. Medium; <lark greenish gray. Diamond Hill, Cumberland 
Township, ProYidonce County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25532. 
SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Steatite ('?) [soapstone]. Very compact and quite hard; nearly black. Quarry of 
F. Happenfield, Yorkville, York County. Centennial, 1876. 30019. 
-- Medium; greenish gmy. Spartanburgh, Spartauburgh County, 188fi. 37::i0O. 
Limestone [marble]. Light blue-gray; crystalline. 37591. 
Biotite granite. Medium ; gray. Winnsborough, Fairfield County. ~m,78. 
Fine; gray. :Fairfield County. :37588. 
Medium; gray. Fairfield County. 37587. 
Fine; gray. Charleston, Charles ton County. E. R. White, 1885. 37583. 
Fine; gray. Aiken County. 37585. 
Coarse; dark gray. Aiken County. 37601. 
Medium; dark gray. Batcsburgh, Lexington County. 37G84. 
Medium; gray. Columbia, Richland County. 37f>82. 
Fine; gray. Edgefield County. 37586. 
"Fine; gray. Nowburry County. 37589. 
TENNESSEE. 
Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; piuk; fossiliferous. Slab 12 by 10 by½ inche . 
R. Gouldsbury & Son, New York, 1884. · 36760. 
Lower Silnri.an ; pink; crystalline. Near Cleveland, Bradley County. Qaarry 
of Patrick & Smith. Tenth Census, 1880. 26825. 
Lower Silurian; pink; fosHiliferous. Near Cleveland, Bradley County. Quarry 
of Patrick & Smi:th. Tenth CensuH, 1880. 26824. 
Lower Silurian; dull re<l. an<l white mottled; fossiliferous. Near White burgh, 
Hamblen County. Joseph Stamp's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25995. 
Lower Silurian; olive-green; fossiliferous. Eleventh district of D:i.vid on 
County. N. II. Boyd's quarry. Tenth Cenins, 1880. 27186. 
Lower Silurian; very light gray; crystaUine. Two specimens. Knoxville 
Koox County. Quarry of Frierson & Morgan. Tenth Census, 1 '0. 2w;;;,. 
Lower Silnria.u; light pink; crystallin . Knoxville, Knox County. Cre c nt 
quarry. Tooth Census, lt:380. 26556. 
LowerSiluri. n; pink; crystalline. Knox.ville, Knox Oounty. Cresccntqnarry. 
Tenth Con m1, 1 ~o. 265:-,7. 
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Limestone [marble]. Lowen Silurian; pink; crystalline. Near Knoxville, Knox 
County. Knoxville Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26558. 
LowerSiluria,n; pink; crystalline. Knoxville, Knox County. Quarry of John 
M. Ross. Tenth Census, 1880. 26209. 
Lower Silurian; dull pink; crystalline. Near Knoxville,· Knox County. Quarry 
of J.M. Ross. Tenth Census, 1880. 26975. 
Lower Silurian; light pink; crystalline. Near Knoxville, Knox County. Ten-
nessee River Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26653. 
Lower Silurian; red anu white mottled; fossiliferous. Near Knoxville, Knox 
County. Tennessee River Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26654. 
Lower Silurian; pink; crystalline. 12-inch cnue. Knoxville, Knox County. 
Knoxville Marble Company. 17450. 
Lower Silurian; pinkish drab with <lark vein's; crystalline. • About 10 by 10 
by 2¼ inches. Knoxville, Knox County. Knoxville Marble Company. Cen-
tennial, 187G. 17480. 
Lower Silurian; red and. white mottled; fussiliforous. Knoxville, Knox County. 
Rosebud quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26559. 
Lower Silurian; pink; crystalline. Knoxville, Kuox County. Knoxville 
Marl.Ile Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26627. 
Reddish brown; fossiliferous. Third civil district, Knox County. Quarry of 
Harvey & Brown. T. Tourney, 1881. 2!12112. 
Lower Silurian; dull red ; variegated; fossiliferous. Slab 24 by 21 PY 1½ inches. 
Quarryville, Hawkins County. Centennial, 1876. 25253. 
Lower Silurian; reel and white mottled; fossiliferous. 12-inch cube. Quarry-
ville, Hawkins County. Dougherty Marble quarry. Centennial, 1876. 17452. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. 12-inch cube. Dough-
ertyville, Hawkins County. Centennial, 1876. 17453. 
Lower Silurian; dull red; variegated; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous. Dough-
ertyville, Hawkins County. Col. Edward Clark, 1880. /45004.· 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. 12-inch cube. Dough-
ertyville, Hawkins County. Centennial, 1876. 25240. 
Lower Silurian; dull reel and white mottled; fossiliferous. Rogersville, Haw-
kins County. J. Hasson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1830. 25330. 
Lower Silurian; dull red and white mottled; fossiliferous. Rogersville, Haw-
kins County. John Hasson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25338. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. Rogersville, Hawkins 
County. Quarry of Chesnut & Chesnut. Tenth Census, 1880. 26211. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled ; fossiliforou~. Near Rogersville, 
Hawkins County. J. Price's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26652. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossVife_rous. Near Rogersville, 
Hawkins County. J. Wright's quarry. Tenth Census, 181:30. 26805. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Near 
Rogersville, Hawkins County. Cole's Ridge' quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26937. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. Two specimens. 
Mooresburgh, Hawkins County. E. D. Dougherty's quarry. Tenth Census, 
1830. 26916. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Lower Siluria.u; pink; crystalliuc. Two speci~ 
mens, light ,::tnd dark. Cleveland, Bradley County. Qufl,rry of Patri<:k & 
Smith. Tenth Census, lSt:!O. 26560. 
H. Mis. 170, r,t. 2--3& 
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Magnesian' liinestone [marble]. Lower Silnrian; red and white mottled; fossilif-
erous. Two specimens, light and dark. Knoxville, Knox County. Quarry of 
Thomas & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26210. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fossiliferous. Rogersville, Hawkius 
Oounty. Quarry of Fulkerson & Chesnutt. Tenth Census, 1880. 26li2. 
Lower Silurian; variegated; brecciated. Near ·c.alhoun, McMinn County. 
Hiwassee quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27169. 
Lower Silurian; variegated; brecciated. Near Calhoun, McMinn County. 
Hiwassee quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27170. 
Lower Silurian; light variegated; fossiliferous. Near Callioun, McMinn 
County. H~wassee quarry Ko. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27171. 
Lower Silurian; light variegatetl; fossiliferous. Near Calhoun, McMinn 
County'. Hiwassee quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27172. 
Lower Silurian; pinkish drab; compact; .finely foss iliferous. Near Calhoun~ 
McMinn County. Hiwassce quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. ::37165. 
-- .-Lower Silurian; pinkish ·drab; compact; fiucly fossiliferous. Near Calhoun, 
McMinn County. Hiwassee 11uarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27166. 
Lower Silurian; pinkish drab; compact; finely fossiliferous. Near Callioun, 
McMinn County. Hiwassee quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 271Gi. 
- ~ 
Lower Silurian; pinkish drab; compact ; fiuely fossiliferous. Near Calhouu, 
McMinn County. Hiwassee quarry No. 2. Tenth Census, 1880. 27168. 
Limi:::stone. 
Count.y. 
Light colored; finely fossiliferous. Twenty-fifth district of Davi<lsou 
Quarry of Joseph Clus & Bro. Tenth Census, 1880. 27187. 
Carter's Creek, Davidson County. Treheil's Farm. Tenth Census, l u 0. 
26785. 
Dark blue-gray'; compact; fossiliferous. Charlotte Pike, near Nash villa, 
Davidson_ County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26787. 
Dark gray; fossiliferous. Near Nashville, Davidson County. Tenth Censu , 
1880. 26978. 
Lower Silurian; light colored; finely fossiliferous. Near Nashville, David on 
County. Capitol quarry. Tenth Census, ltl80. 2G538. 
Light colored; coarsely vesicular through the weathering out of fossil shell . 
Nashville, Davidson County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26976. 
Lower Silurian; drab; fossiliferous; cellular. Two specimens. Nashville, 
Davidson County. Vanderbilt quarries. Tenth Cernms, 1880. 2556:l. 
Lower Silurian; drab; compact. Nashville1 Davidson County. Vanderbilt 
quarries. Tenth Census, 1880. 25563. 
Sub-Carboniferous; light colored; oolitic. Sherwood Station, Franklin Conaty. 
Swan's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25559. 
Drab; finely fossilifor0ns. Near Cowan, Franklin County. Tenth Ceu n, 
1880. 26795. 
Drab; with light spots. Nolensville Pike, Williamson County. Old quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26780. 
Light colored; fine and compact. Nolensville, Williamson County. Tenth. 
C niu , 18 0. 26965. 
Light colored; emi-crystalline. Columbia, M3:ury County. Tenth Cea u~, 
l 0. 2606 . 
Light colored; fo siliforous. 'fwo specimens. Carter's Creek Station, Maury 
onnty . T<·uth Ccrnrns, 1 ' 0. 26067 .. 
D ,Lrk dral, · sc• 11 i-cr.vi,t,d linc•. I.d,.1nnu Pike vVil::ion Conuty. Mr , richol'~ 
1pmrry. T •11th C ·q,in-i, 1 O. 2fi7 4, ' 
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Limestone. Da,rk drab; compact. Murfreesborough, Rutherford County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26788. 
Dull red; fossiliferous. Near Springfield) Henry County. Burns's quarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25564. 
Light colored; semi-crystalline; compact. Near Morristown, Hamblen County. 
M. Carriger's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 5!5994. · 
Light colored; :finely fossiliferous. Breen's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26786. 
Granite. Coarse; gray. Southeast part of Carter County. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26777. 
Hornblende gneiss(')- Medium; gray. Hiwassee Copper Mines, Monroe County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26793. 
Diorite (')- Very compact; nearly l>lack; coarsely porphyritic; with scattering crys-
tals of white feldspar. Carter C,:mnty. Tenth Census, 1880. 2{-j791. 
Sandstone. E'ine; dark blue-gray. Carter's Creek, Davidson County. Tenth Census, 
H:l80. 26785. 
Bright yellow; soft and porous. Twelfth district of Davidson County. 
J. Sullivant's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27185. 
Rod; very ferruginous; soft and porous. Ducktown, Polk County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26966. 
Fine; light drab. Church Moun tarn, Grainger County. Tenth Census, 1880. 
26794. 
Medium; light colored and pinkish. Two speci~ens. Sewanec, Frauklin 
County. Tenth Census, 188C'. 26796. 
Coarse; light brown ; cellular. Parksville, Polk County. Tenth Consns, 
1880. 26835. 
Pine; light colored rust spotted. · Parksville, Polk County. Tenth Consu:::, 
1880. 26836. 
Conglomerate. Gray pink spotted; very hard and compact. Wolf Crock, Cocke 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26775. 
Cambrian; greenish gray ; fine; very hard. and com pact. Ocoee River, Polk 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26833. 
Cambrian; gray; very bard and compact. Owen's Bluff on the Ocoee River, 
Polk County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26832. 
Slate. .Greenish. 4 by 4 by 3 inches. Near Dncktown, Polk County. Tenth Ceusus, 
1880. 2G969. 
TEXAS. 
Limestone [marblel Light yellow; compact; fossiliferous. Near Austin, Travis 
County. Quarry of C. W. Van Resen bury. J . S. F. Batel.ten, 1884. 35576. 
Cretaceous; drah; compact,; coarsely fossiliferous. Austin: Travis County. 
J. McDonald's quarry. Tenth Ccusns, 1880. 2571G. 
Lower Silurian; light <lrab, with purple veins; very fine and compact. Near 
Burnet, Burnet County. Holland's i]_uarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25720. 
Lower Silurian; very light drab; fine all(l compact. Near San Saba, San Sal,a 
County. Dr. A. Gregg's quarry. Tenth Censns, 1880. 2o6!J2. 
Blue-gray crystalline. Burnet, Burnet County. A. R. Johnson, 1887. 38319. 
Dolomite [marble]. Du!l red, with net-work of lighter lines. Burnet, Burnet 
Count,y. A. R. Johnson, 1887. 38820. 
Dolomite. Silurian; buif; fine aud co:upacli. Near Sau Su,l>u,, S;1u Saba Conuty. 
Dr. A. Gregg's quarry. Teuth Census, l3j0. 26272, 
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Dolomite. Silurian; fine; light colore<l.. Near San Saba, Sau Saba County. Dr. A. 
Gregg's quarry. Teuth Census, 1880. ~6601. 
Silurian; light buff; fine an<l. compact. Near Sau Saba, Sau Saba County. 
Dr. A. Gregg's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G690. 
Lower Silurian; Iiearly white; coarsely crystalline. Near San Saba, San Saba 
County. Dr. A. Gregg's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26693. 
Silurian; pink; fine an<l. compact. Near San Saua, Sau Saba County. Dr. A. 
Gregg's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26271. 
Ferruginous dolomite. Silurian; fine an<l. compact; piukit:!h. Near San Saba, 
San Saba County. Dr. A. Gregg's quarry. Tenth Ceusus, 1880. 25726. 
Limestone. Light colored; fine; porous. Near Austin, Travis County. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25723. 
Liiht colored; fine; porous. Ncur Austin, Travis County. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25560. 
Cretaceous; light colorc<l.; fine; porous. Near A.nstin, Travis County. G. W. 
Bracki1;1redgc's quarry. Tenth Cousm,, 1880. 2G713. 
Light colureJ; fine; porous. Roun<l Hock,William:,;oHCounty. G. W. Davis's 
guarry. John S. F. Batcbell, 18t:!4. 3GG77. 
Drab; compact. Near Burnet, Burnet County. Tenth Ceusm;, 1880. 25719. 
Maguesian limestone. Cretaceous; light colore<l.; fine; porous. Near Austin, 
Travis County. J. Slieeliau's quarry. T enth Ceusus, 1880. 25714. 
-- Cret::tceous; light colorc<l; fossiliferous. Two specimens. Near Austin, Travis 
County. J. Sheehan's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2571'5. 
Biotite granite. 
Census, 1880. 




- Coarse; re<l.. Eight miles from Bnruet, Burnet County. Teuih Census, 1 0. 
25721. 
Diorite. Medium; light greenish gray. Near El Paso, El Pa.so Couuty. J. , '. F. 
Batchen, 1883. 28585. 
Sandstone. Lower Silurian; coan;e Lrowu. Near llnruoL, B11rn ,t County. Teutlt 
C<.msur:,, 1880. 25717. 
Lower Siluri~w; coan;e; <ln ;.J red. Near Burnet, Blll'llOt CouJLty. Tenth Cen-
sus, 18t,O. ::!i:i718. 
C:trLoniferoui:,; Due; very light gray. 4 Ly :1-} hy 3 iuches. Near Mormon 
Mills, Burnet County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25724. 
UTAII. 
Limestone [marble]. White; flark mott.lc<l; crystalli11e. Ne;1r l'ayson, Utah 
County. TenLh Census, 18 ·o. 2;;;-mtl. 
Dolomite [marble]. Black, wi(li wliito fos:-;ils. NearPa,y1-oi1, UfahConnLy. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 2G452. 
Limestone. Dra.1>; line and co1 upa cl. rear Pay1m11, Utah County. Tenth en u 
1. '80. 2545a. 
-- Light colorc<l.; porous. Sa.n P1:>tc Valley. Tentli Censns, 1880. 25352. 
Hornblende biotite granite. Coarse; light gray. Two miles south of alt Lak 
'1ty. 1 nth Cen us, 1 0. 2G351. 
Thi atono wa userl in thcconstrnctiou of tli now Mormon temple at .1lt 
Lale City. 
Sandstone. 1' inc i light pink. Near Re!l 1311 tt.,, Salt Lako County. Tentli Cen u 
1 ~o. 25399. 
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Sandstone. Fine; very light pink. Red Butte, 2½ miles east of Salt Lake City. 
Tenth Census, 1880 . . 25400. 
VERMONT. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Fine; compact; light blue-gray. Grafton. Cc3nternlial, 1876. 
17569. 
-- Coarse; compact; blne-gray. Townsend, Win,lham County. Bemis's qnarry. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26626. · 
Serpentine [ophiolite, verd~antique marble]. Green; white veiuell. Takes n. high 
polish. Roxbury, Washington County. S. G. Emory, Washington, D. C., 1883. 
27824. 
Green; white veined. Takes a high polish. 5¾ by 4¾ by 1 incb.. Roxbury, 
Washington Connty. S. G. Emory, Washington, D. C., 1883. 27825. 
Dark green, with white veins. Takes a high polish. 11-½ by 11½ by 5 inckes. 
Roxbury, Washington County. Centennial, 1876. 17389. 
Limestone [marble]. Turned column and urn, about 10 inches at base by 70 inches 
higb, of white, dark-veined, crystalline limestone. Rutland, Rutland County. 
Centennial, 1876. 26013. 
Turned column, about 10 inches at base by GO inches high, of dark blue-gray 
crystalline limestone. Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 26014. 
Turned vase, about 10 by HI inches. Gray mottled crystalline limestone. Rut-
land, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 26016. 
Turned column and urn, about 8 inches at base by 36 inches high, of blue-
gray and white-mottled crystalline limestone. Rutlapd, Rutland County. 
Centennial, 1876. 26017. 
Flooring tiles, set in a black walnut frame. Size, 3 feet square. The following 
marbles are represented, all from Vermont: Common white, Isle La Motte 
black, and red and white variegated from Swanton and Mallet's Bay. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17447. 
Flooring tiles, set in frame as above, comprising the following marbles: Ver-
mont white; Isle La, Motte black; Swanton and Mallet's Bay red and white 
variegated; Clinton, N. Y., gray; and Glen's Falls bla.ck. Centennial, 1876. 
17448. 
Lower Silurian. Dark blue-gray mottlecl. Three specimens. West Rutla.nd, 
Rutland County. Esperanza Marble Company, 1884. 36.333. 
Lower Silurian. Dark blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. About 1G by 
38 by½ inches. West Rutland. Esperanza Marble Company, 1884. 36848. 
Lower Silurian. 10 by 10 by 6 inches. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystal-
line. West Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17387. 
Lower Silurian. White and dark mottled; crystalline. Three specimens. 
West Rutland, Rutland Coun~y. Columbian Marble Company. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. 25710. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray; c-rystalline. About 10 by 10 by Gi inches. West 
Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17385. 
Lower Silurian. Gray and white mottled; crystalline. About 10 by 10 by 6 
inches. West Rutland, Rntlancl County. Columuian Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17386. 
Lower Silurian. White; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Eureka Marble Company. Centennial, 187(L 17388. 
Lower Silurian. Light blue; dark veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rut. 
land County. Rntbn<l Marble Comp:t11y. Tenth Census, 1880. 25730. 
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Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian. Pure white; crystalline; statmuy marble. 
West Rutland, Rutland County. Rut land Marble Company. Tenth Census, 
11'80. 25731. 
Lower Silurian. White; dark spotted; crystalline. West Rutlan<l, Rutland 
County. Rutland Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25732. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. About 10 by 10 
by 6 inches. ·west Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17380. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. About 10 by 10 
by 6 inches. West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17381. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. A.bout 8½ by 6 
inches. West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17382. 
Lower Silurian. White; dark veined; crystalline. About St by 8½ by 6 inches. 
vVest Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian· Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17384. 
Lower Silurian. White; dark veined; crystalline. .A.bout 10 by 10 by 6 inches. 
West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17384. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. .A.bout 10 by 10 
by 6 inches. West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17361. 
Lower Silurian. White; crystalline. .A.bout 10 by 9½ by 6 inches. West Rut-
land, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17362. 
Lower Silurian. White ; dark veined; crystalline. A.bout 10 by 9 by 6 inches. 
West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17:364. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray mottled; crystalline. .A.bout 10 by 10 by 6 inches. 
West Rutland, Rntland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17365. 
Lower Silurian. White; dark spotted; crystalline. .A.bout 10 by 10 by 6 inches. 
West Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17366. 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray; white mottled; crystalline. .A.bout 8-½ by 6 inche . 
,vest Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 
1876. 17376. 
LowcrSilurian. White; darkveined; crystalline . .A.bont10by10by6foche. 
West Rutland, Rutlan<l County. Columbian l\.farble Company. Centennial, 
. 1876. 17377. 
Lower Silurian. Gray arn.1 white mottled. .A.bout 10 hy 10 by G inches. We t 
Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17:37 . 
Lower Silurian. Blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. .A.bout by by 
4 inches. West Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1 7G. ~6015. 
Lower Silurian; blue-gray and white, mottled; crystalline. .A.bout 12 by 12 by 
inches. West Rutlaml, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 26027. 
Lower Silurian; white crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland County. Qnarry 
of Sh rman & Slason. Tenth Census, 1880. 25 02. 
Lower Sil nrian; white, g-rc n-veined; crystalline. Two specimens. West 
Rutland, Rntl:mc1 County. Quarry of herman & la.son. Tenth Cen u , 
1 . :r 03. 
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Lim:,stone [marble]. Lower Silurian; pure white ; crystalline. West Rutland, 
R11tland County. Quarry of Gibson & Woodfin. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G734. 
Lower Silurian; light blue; dark veined; crystalline. West Rutland, H.nt-
land County. Quarry of Gibson & Woodfin. Tenth Census, 1880. · 2G735. 
Lower· Silurian; gray and white, mottled; crystalline. 12-in°ch cube. ,vest 
Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 11376. 25217. 
Lower Silurian; light blue, dark veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Qnal'I'y of Sheldon & Slason. Tenth Census, 1880. 25728. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Marble slab, about 3 feet by 11 by 18 
inches; used as a shelf. West Rutland, 1876. 17349. 
Lower Silurian; white; cry stalliue. Marble slab, about 3 feet by 11 by 18 
inches; used as a shelf. West R~tland, 1876. 17350. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Marble slab, about 3 feet by 11 by 18 
inches; used as a· shelf. West Rutland, 1876. 17351. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Marble slab, about 3 feet by 11 by 18 
inches; used as a shelf. West Rutland, 1876. 17340. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rut-
land, Rutland Coun~y. Centennial, 1876. 17458. 
Lower Silurian; water blue; dark veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West 
Rutland, Rutland County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17460. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rut-
land, Rutland County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 1_7461. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland County. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 17390. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17391. ._. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rutland, Rut-
land County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17451. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rutland, Rut· 
land County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17454. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17455. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. 12-iuch cube. West R1:'. -
land, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17456. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West Rut• 
land, Rutland County, Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17459. 
Lower Silurian; white; ·crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland County. Rut-
land Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17392. 
Lower Silurian; white; green veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17393. 
Lower Silurian; light blue; dark veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rut-
land County. RntlandMarble Company. Centennial, 18i6. 17:395. 
Lower Silurian; light blue; white spotted; crystalline. West Rntbrnl, Rnt-
land County. Rutland Marble _Company. Centenni~l, 1876. 1739G. 
Lower Silurian; white; dark veined; crystalline. \Vest Rlltland, Rutland 
County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17397. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline. Wost Rutla,n cl, Rutland Co nnty. 
Rutl;tnd Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17398. 
Lower Silurian; pnre white; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland County, 
Rutland Marble Company. Centonnial1 1876. 17400, 
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Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; dark spotted; crystalline. West 
Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 173!:J4. 
Lower Silurian; white; dark veined; crystalline. ·10-inch cube. Centre Rut-
land, Rutland County. Eureka Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17356. 
Lower Silurian; white; dark spotted; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Centre 
Rutland, Rutland County. Eureka Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17357. 
White ; crystalline. Slab about 2 feet 9 inches high, 2 feet wide, and 2 inches 
thick. Centre Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17341. 
White; crystalline. Slab about 2 feet 9 in.ches high, 2 feet wide, and 2 inches 
thick. Centre Rutland, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17343. 
White; crystalline. Slab about 2 feet O inches high, 2 feet wide, and 2 inches 
thick. Centre Rutland, Rutland Co11'11ty. Centennial, 1876. 17345. 
Lower Silurian; white; dark veined; crystalline.· 10-inch cube. Centre Rut-
land, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 1735S. 
Crystalline; white; green veined. Slab about 2 feet 9 inches by 2 feet wide 
by 2 inches thick. Centre Rutland. Centennial, 1876. 17338. 
Low;er Silurian; pure white; crystailine. Two specimens. Pittsford, Rutland 
County. Pittsford Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25690. 
Lower Silurian; white; dark veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Pittsford, 
Rutland County. Burlington Manufacturing Company. · Centennial, 1876. 
1746R 
Lower Silurian; water-blue; crystalline. 12-inch cubo. North Pittsford, Rut-
land County. B-urlington Manufacturing Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17464. 
Lower Silurian ; white; dark veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. North 
Pittsfovd, Rutland County. Burlington Manufacturing Company. Centen-
nial, 1876. 17466. 
Lower Silurian ; white ; dark veined ; crystalline. About 12 by 12 by 12 
inches. North Pittsford, Rutland County. Burlington Manufacturing Com-
pany. Centennial, 1876. 17467. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; :fine crystalline. South Wallingford, Rutland 
County. William W. Kelley's quarry. Tenth ·census, 1880. 26300. 
Lower Silurian; 10 by 10 by 6 inches; white, dark veined; crystalline. Suth r-
land Falls, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17358. 
Lower Silurian, white, dark spotted; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17509. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline~ Sutherland Falls, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17500. 
Lower Siluriar.; white, dark spotted; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17501. 
Lower Sil mi an; white, dark spotted; crystalline. A.bout 10 by 10 by 8 inch . 
Sutherland Falls, Rutland Company; Sutherland Falls Marble Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 17360. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Sutherfand 
Fn.11A, Rutland County. Centennial, 187G. 17:370. 
Lower Silurian ; whi!te, dark veined; crystalline. A.bout 8½ by 6 inch . 
Sutherland Falls, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17371. 
Lower ilnrian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Sutherland 
Fans, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17373. 
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Limestone [marble]. Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rut-
land County. Centennial, 1876. 17502. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark mottled; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rut-
land County. Centennial, 1876. 17503. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. Sutherfand Falls, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17506. 
Lower Silurian; blue and white mottled; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rut-
land County. Centenni al, 1876. 17507. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. Sutherland Falls, Rutland 
County. Centennial, 1876. 17508. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Sntherl::md 
Falls, Rutland County ; Sutherland Falls Marble Company. Cent@nial, 
1876. 17374. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. 12-inch cube. Southerland 
Falls, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876 . . 17359. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; fossiliferous. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle County, 
Quarry of Fiske and BMney. Tenth Census, 1880. 26926. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Dorset, Bennington County. Quarry of 
Freedly & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26273. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Dorset, . Bennington Cou,1ty. S. F. 
Prince's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26274. 
Lower Silurian ; white; crystalline. Dorset, Bennington County. Quarry of 
S. F. Prince & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 267:53. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. 12-inch cube. East Dor-
set, Bennington County. Centennial, 1876. 25087. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. 10-inch cube. East Dorset, 
Bennington County. Centennial, 1870. 17462. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. Rutland, Rutland County. 
Quarry of Flint Bros. & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25805. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. Two specimens. Rutland, 
Rutland County. Quarry of Flint Bros. & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2573~. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline; statuary marble. West Rutland, • 
Rutland County. Quarry of Sheldon & Slason. Tenth Census, , 1880. 25729. 
Lower Silurian; white; crystalline. Pittsford, Rutland County. Quarry of 
P. W. Smith & Co. Tenth_ Census, 1880. 26674. 
Lower Silurian; light blue and white; crystalline. Pittsford, Rutland County. 
Quarry of F. W. Smith & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26675. 
Lower Silurian ; white, dark spotted; crystalline. Pittsford, Rutland County. 
Quarry of F. W. Smith & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26676. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. Pittsford, Rutland County. 
George E. Hall's quarry. 'i'enth Census, 1880. 25692. · ' · 
Lower Silurian; white, dark spotted; crystalline. South Wallingford, Rut 
land County. William W. Kelley's quarry. ~en th Census, 1880. 26677. 
Lower Silurian; light blue, and white mottled; crystalline. Two specimens. 
South Wallingford, Rutland ·county. William W. Kelley's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26678. 
Lower Silurian; pure white; crystalline; statuary marble. Brandon, RutI::l,lld 
County. Brandon Statuary Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G689. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline: East Dorset, Bennington 
County. Quarry of D. L. Kent & Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26275. 
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Limest'one [marbl~]. Lower Silnrian; white, dark veined; crystallinf'. New Ila-
ven, Afldisoa County. Cntter Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27034. 
Lower Silurian ; French gray ; very 'fine and compact. Swanton, Franklin 
County. Quarry of George and R. L. Barney. Tenth Census, 181:30. 269-28. 
Lower Silurian; gray and white mottled. About 10 by 10 by 6 inches. West 
Rutland, Rutland Countv. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17379. 
Lower Silurian; white, dark veined; crystalline. About 8½ by 6 inches. West 
Rutland, Rutland County. Columbian Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
17360. 
Lower Silurian; water-blue; dark veined; crystalline. 12-inch cube. West 
Rutland, Rutland County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 
1?459. 
Lower Silurian; white green veined; crystalline. West Rutland, Rutland 
County. Rutland Marble Company. Centennial, 1876. 17399. 
Lower Silurian; white dark veined; crystalline. About 10 by 10 · by 7½ 
inches. Sutherland Falls, Rutland County. Centennial, 1876. 17367. 
Magnesian limestone. Lower Silurian; dark gray, nearly black; fossiliferous. 
Isle La Motte, Grand Isle County. Quarry of Goodsell & Hursh. Tenth Cen-
sus, 1880. ~6185. 
Lower Silurian ; gray; fine grained; fossiliferous. Isle La Mot.to, Grand Isle 
. County. Tenth Census, 1880. 2~186 . 
. Lower Silurian ; dark gray ; compact; fossiliferous. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle 
County. Quarry of Ira & J. P. Hall. Tenth Census, 1880. 2f>188. 
Lower Silurian; blue-black; compact. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle County. 
Quarry of Ira & J.P. Hall. Tenth Census, 1880. 26189. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; compact; fossiliferous. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle 
County. Quarry of H. C. Fisk & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26190. 
Lower Silurian; blue-bbck; compact. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle County. 
Quarry of H. C. Fisk & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26191. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; :fine and compact. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle 
County. Burlington Manufacturing Company. Tenth Censns, ·1880.· 26673. 
Lower Silurian; dark gray; fossiliferous. Isle La Motte, Grand Isle County. 
Quarry of Fiske & Barney. Centennial, 1876. 17420. 
Lower Silurian; black; compact; fossiliferons. I sle La Motte, Grand Isle 
County. Quarry of Fiske & Barney. Centennial, 1876. 17421. 
Lower Siludan ; nearly black; fossiliferous. 12-inch cube. Isle La Motte, 
Grand Isle County. Quarry of Fiske & Barney. Centennial, 1876. 17422. 
Dolomite [marble]. Cambrian; pink and gray mottled; fine; compact. Mallet's 
Bay, Chittenden County. Centeuuial, 1876. · 174H5. 
C3tmbrian; light red mottlec1; fine and compact. About 5i by 5½ by 2½ 
inches. Mallet's Day, Chittenden County. Centennial, 1876. 17496. 
Cambrian; pink mottled. About 7 by 7¾ by 7¼ inches. Mallet's Bay, Chit-
tenden, County. Centennial, 1876. 17497. 
Cftmbrian; r ed mottled. 6-inch cube. Mallet's Bay, CLittcnd<·n County 
Centennial, 187G. 174 9. 
Cambrian; ,1ark pink; fin , and compact. Alwnt 4 by 4 by 2½ inc11 , . _fal-
lct'H Bay, Chittrn<lrn County. Centennial, 187G. 17400. 
Cambrian; pink mottlnd; fine a1H1 compact. Mallet's Bay, Chittenden 
County. C nt ~nnial, 1 76. 'l'wo specimen . 174U:3. 
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Dolomite [marble]. Cambrian; red mottled; fine and compact. About 4½ by 4 by 
2 inches. Mallet's Bay, Chittenden Count,y. Centennial, l t:376. 17492. 
Cambrian; red mottled ; fine; compact. About 9¾"by 7t by 2 inches. Mal-
. let's Bay, Chittenden County. Centennial, 1876. 17494. 
Cambrian; red mottled; fine and compact . . Mallet's Bay, Chittenden County. 
Centennial, 1876. 25200. 
Cambrian; red and white mottled; fine and compact. Swanton, Franklin 
County. Quarry of George anu R. L. Barney. Tenth Census, 1880. 26929. 
Cambrian; red and white mottled; 12-ipch cube. Swanton, Franklin County. 
Centennial, 1876. 17416. 
Lower Silurian; red and white mottled; fine and compact. Swanton, Frank-
lin County. George Barney's quarry. Centennial, lt:376. 17419. 
Cambrian; red and white mottled; fine and compact. Swanton, Franklin 
County. Quarry of George and _R. L. Barney. Tenth Census, 1880. 269~7 . . 
Biotite granite. Medium; gray. Near Woodbury, Washington County. Quarry 
of J.. Ainsworth & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 25581. 
Medium; <lark gray. Near Woodbury, Washington County. C. vV. Cilley's 
. · quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25582. 
Medium; dark gray. Near Woodbury, Washington County. C. W. Cilley's 
quarry. 'renth Cerisns, 1880. 26647. 
Medium; gray. Barre, Washington County. Quarry of Wetmore & Morse. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25584. · 
Medium; gray. Barre, vVashington County. E. L. Smith's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25585. 
Medium; gray. Barte, Washington County. G. vV. Mann's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25586. 
Fine; gray. Foot cube. Barre, \Vasbington County, Centennial, 1876. 
17478. 
Fine; dark gray. Bru.nswick, Essex: County. Saint Johnsbury Granite Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 26184. 
Muscovite granite. Fine; very light gray, nearly white. BAthe], Windsor County. 
E. Kittredge's qu:1rry. Tenth Cen§us, 1880. 25566. 
Fine; very light gray, nearly white. Bethel, Windsor County. Quarry of 
E. Sturtevant & Co: Tenth Census, 1880. 25567. 
Fine; very light gray, nearly white. Foot cube. Bethel, Windsor County. 
Centennial, 1876. 17469. 
Biotite muscovite granite. Medium; light gray. Ryegate, Caledonia County. 
R. W. Laird's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26183. 
-- Coarse; gray. Ryegate, Caledonia County. R. P. Carter's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 26487. 
Slate. Cambrian; blue-black. Two specimens. Northfield, Washington County. 
Adams Slate and 'file Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25587. 
Cambrian; brownish gray. 4 by 4 l>y 1 inches. Ca.stleton, Rutland County. 
Eagle Slate Company. TC'nth Census, 1880. 251307. 
Ca.mbrian; green and purple. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Castleton, Rutland Connty, 
Eagle Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 2580P. 
Cambrian; greenish. 4 by 4 l>y 1 inches. Castleton, Rutland County. Eag1e 
Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25809. 
Cambrian; greenish. 4 by 4 by 1-½ inches. Cast.lcton, Rntbnd County. Blue 
Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1180. 25810. 
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Slate. Cambrian; greenish. 4 by 4 by 3 inches. Fair Haven, Rutlan<l Conntv. 
Quarry of P. Roberts. Tenth Census, 1880. 25811. · 
Cambrian; purple.' 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. 'fwo specimens. Castleton, Rutland 
County. Quarry of Clifi'ord & Litchfield. Tenth Census, 1880. 25813. 
Cambrian; purple. Castleton, Rutland County. Quany of R. Conway. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25814. 
Cambrian; purple. 4 by 4 by t inches. Castleton, Rutland County. Snow-
den S:iate Company. Tonth Census, 1880. 25815. 
Cambrian; blue-black. Castleton, Rutland Connty. Lake Shore Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25816. 
Cambrian; greenish. Poultney, Rutla.nd County. Evergr~en Sla.te Company. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25817. 
Cambrian; reddish. Fair Haven, Rutland County. Qnarry of Griffiths Owen 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25818. 
Cambrian; red. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Rutland, Rutland County. Quarry of 
L. Owens & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G953. 
Cambriaa; green. 4 by 4 by 1-½ inches. Poultney, Rutland County. Quarry 
of L. Owens & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 259G4. 
' -- Cambrian; blue-black. 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Two speci-mens. Poultney, Rut-
land County. Globe Slate Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25955. 
Cambrian; greenish. 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Two specimens. Poultney, RL1tland 
County. Quarry of J. Evans & Co. Tenth Censns, 1880. 25956. 
Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Poultney, Rutland County. Macgrath's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25970. 
Camhrian; green. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Poultney, Rutland County. Quarry 
of D. Culver. Tenth Census, 1880. 25971. 
Cambrian; greenish. 4 by 4 by -½ inches. Pawlet, Rutland County. M. 
Welch's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26039. 
Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 by 2-½ inches. Pawlet, Rutland County. Quarry 
of W. J. Evans. Tenth Census, 1880. 26040. 
Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Pawlet, Rutland County. J. S. War-
ren's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G041. 
Cambrian; gr·ecnish. 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Pawlet, Rntln,nd County. Quarry 
of H.J. WilliamA. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G042. 
Cambrian; purple. 4 Ly 4 by 11- inches. Pa,wlet, Rutl:;ind County. E. R. Nor-
ton's quarry. Tenth Consns, 1880. 2G043. 
Cambrian; green. West Pawlet, Rutland County. Brownell Slate and Flag-
ging Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26044. 
Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. West Paw let, Rutland County. Quarry 
of H. W. Hughes. Tenth Census, 1880. 26045. 
Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 by 2-½ inches. West Pawlet, Rutland County. Quar-
ry of Rising & Nelson. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G046. 
Cambrian; greenish. 4 hy 4 by 2t inches. West Pawlet, Rntlan1l County. 
Qnarry of 0. Evans & Son. Tenth Census, 1880. 26047. 
Cambrian; gr enisb. 4 by 4 by 1, and 4 by 4 by 2 inches. Two spPcimen . 
West Pawlet, Rutland County. JI. Dillingham's quarry. Tenth Con. n 
1 80. 26048. 
Cambrian; blne-ulack. Slab inc1rna s<prn,re. Dummerston, Windham County. 
T nth C n us, 1 0. 26160. 
Cambrian; l>lne-hlack. 4 hy4 hy 2 inclrn. 8 milos from Brattloborongh, Wind· 
1a.m ouuty. T. John1:1on':-1 <111 rry. 'l'eoth Censu~, 1 0. 261Gl. 
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Slate. Cambrian; green. 4 by 4 uy 11 iuchcs. Two specimens. Poultney, Rutln.nd 
County. Eureka quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27183. 
VIRGINIA. 
Steatite [soapstone]. Medium; compact; ulue-grny. Near Langley, Fairfax 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 25254. 
- Very light colored, schistose. Near Falls Clrnrcli, Fairfax County. E. L. 
Howard, 1883. 28649. 
Gypsum. Coarse; gray; white mottled. StLltville, Smyth County Holston Salu 
and Plaster Company. Centennial, 1876. 27129. 
-- White; dark veined. Saltville, Smyth County. Quarries of Stuart & Palmer. 
<Jentennial, 1876. 27153. 
Limestone [stalagmitic marble]. About 13 by 8 inches. Luray, P:1ge County. 
From Luray Cave. Gift of Henry Horan, 1855. 37643 . 
.A.bout 14¾ by 10¼ by 7-½ inches. Luray, Page County. From Luray Cav11. 
Robert Corson, 1881. 256:37 . 
.A.bout 4½ by 3½ by 3¾ inches. Luray, Pagtl County. From Luray Cave. Robert 
Corson, 1881. 2537 4. 
Limestone [stalagmite marble]. Light brown. 4-½ by 2 by 1 inches. Rockbridge 
County. U. S. General Land Office, 1882. 27268 . 
.A. polished slab 11 by 15 by ½ inches, mounted in a black frame. Taken from a 
small cave that had become completely filled up by the stalagmitic deposit. 
Locality, about 20 miles northwest from Lexington, Rockl>ridge County. 
Dr. George W. Hawes. 26434. 
Limestone [marble]. Cross~section of a stalagmite. Oval in shape; about; 8!\- by 6 
l>y 2 inches. Luray Cave, Page County. Robert R. Corson, 1881. 27056. 
Pink, crystalline. Near Aldie, Loudoun County. Miss Carter's quarry. E. 
Howard, 1883. 36788. 
Upper Silurian. Gray with pink spots; fossiliferous. Craigsville, Augusta, 
County. Coral Marble Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25481. 
Upper Silurian. Reddish; fossiliferous; semi-crystalline. Craigsville, Augusta 
County. Craig's quarry. 'l'euth Census. 25598. 
Dolomite [marble]. Red; finely crystalline. Madison Run Station, Ornnge County. 
H. T. & W. G. Douglass, 1882. 26989. 
Calcareous Dolomite [marble]. Pale; pink; crystalline, Loudoun County. Lou-
doun County Marble Quarry. Tcnt,h Census, 1880. 27073. 
Marble. Red and green mottled. 6 by 4 by 1 inches. Ashby's Gap, CnmbArland 
County. A. S. Payne's quarry. Centennial, 1876. 271!)8. 
Magnesian Limestone [marble]. Upper Silurian. Gray, with pink spots; fossil-
iferous. Craigsville, Augusta County. Coral Marble Company. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25482. 
Gray, and dark-blue gray, nearly bh1ek. Two specimens. Near Natural 
Bridge, Roc.:kbridge County. J. G. Steele's quarry. 'Tenth Census, 1880. 
2G7~2. 
Biotite granite. Medium; gray and greenish gra:y. Two specimens. Namozin 
district, Dinwiddie County. D. W. Lassitor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2527R. 
Medium; greenish gray. Namozin district, Dinwiddie County. Mayfield 
quarry. Tenth Ccnoos, 1800. ~i>279. 
Medium; gray. Granite, Cl.10sterfiel<.l County, Old Domiuion Granite Com-
pany. Tenth Cewms, l &l0. 25272. 
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Biotite granite. Medi nm; gray. Two specimens. Manchester, Cl.Jestorfieltl County. 
Westbam Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25271. 
Fine; gray. Tuckahoe district, Henrico County. Quarry of J. n. Mitchel 
& Co. Tenth Census, 1880. '26269. 
Medium; gray. Near Richmond, Henrico County. Richmond Granite Com-
pany. Tenth Census, 1880. 25270. 
Muscovite granite. Medium; light gray. Near Fredericks burgh, Spottsylvania. 
County. E. J. Leylrnrn's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25263. 
Biotite gneiss. Fine; dark gray; two specimens. Lynch burgh, Campbell County. 
Fislling Creek Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25280. 
Biotite schist. Fine; dark gray. Near Chain Bridge, Fauquier County. Gilbert's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25289. 
Amphibolite. Compact; dark green. Lynchburgh, Campbell County. R. Evans, 
1884. 35908. 
Diabase. Mesozoic. Medium; dark gra y, Used only _for street pavements; three 
miles from Lees burgh, Loudoun County. T. W. Edwards' quarry Tenth Census, 
1880. 25963. t 
-- Mesozoic. Fine; dark gray. Near Catletts Station, Fauquier County. Used 
only for st1;eet pa,vements. Fauquier quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 25341. 
Sandstone . .Toro-Cretaceous. Light colored, soft and friable. A.cquia Creek, Staf-
ford County. Colonel Edward Clark, 18tH. 25007. 
Fine; very light brown. Saltville, Washington County. Centennial, 18i6. 
27131. 
Trir1ssic. Light reddish-brown; :fine. Manassas, Prince William County. 
Mayfield Brownstone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27243. 
Slate. Blue-black. Slab 8 inches square. New Canton, Buckingham County. 
Quarry of Edwards & Roberts. Tenth Census, 1880. 25276. 
Blue-ula.ck. Slab 8 inches square. New Canton, Buckingham County. Quarry 
of J. R. Williams & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 25277. 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Limestone [marble]. Light gray; coarse. Near Snyder's Mills, Jefferson County. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26100. 
Magnesian limestone [marble]. Coan;ely variegated, crystalline. Near Dam No. 




Medium; light colored. Wheeling, Ollio County. Quarry of Schule 
Tenth Census, 1880. 25659. 
Coarse; buff. Near Grafton, Taylor County. Grafton quarries. Tenth Censu , 
1880. 26849. 
Fine; dark gray. Rowlesburgh, Preston Oounty. Quarry of Sullivan & Peat. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26850. 
Carboniferous; me<l.inm; light colored. Near Charleston, Kanawha County. 
Connor's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26949. • 
Carboniferou , medium; light gray. Near Charleston, Kanawha County. J. 
T. Quarrier's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26950. 
Carboniferous; medium; light colored. Near Charleston, Kanawha County. 
" ooo- kin" qnarry. Tenth Censns, 18 . 26952. 
~1 ·dinm i light colol'e,1. Parkersuurgl.1
1 
Woo<l Couuty. ":role -Cat" (!Harry. 
'fen th 'ens us 1 ..,o. :.>.wua, 
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Sandstone. Dull red; fine and compact. Berkeley Springs, Morgau County. Philip 
Pendleton. 36829. 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
Sandstone. Carboniferous; fine; gray. Bellingham Bay,Wbatcom County. Quarry 
of C. Seidel & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 26241;. 
Carboniferous; fine; gray. Chukanut Day, Wlmtcom County. Quarry of C. 
Seidel & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 2G961. 
WISCONSIN. 
Dolomite. Upper Silurian. Light drab; cellular. Near Racine, Racine County. 
Quarry of C. Fox & Son.s. Tenth Ceusus, 1880. 2il55. 
Upper Silu~ian. Light drab; fine and compact. Waukesha, Waukesha Conuty. 
Quarry of Hadfield & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 27066. 
Upper Silurian. Light colored; fine and compact. vVaukesha, Waukesha 
County. Quarry of Hadfield & Co. Tenth Census, 1880. 27067. 
Upper Silurian. Light colored; very fine and compact; two specimens. Mil-
waukee, Milwaukee County. Story Brothers quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 
27083 . . 
Upper Silurian. Coarse and fine; light drab; two specimens. Milwaukee, 
Milwaukee County. Milwaukee Stone Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
27112. 
Lower Silurian. Fine; porous; very light ·buff. Near La Crosse, La Crosse 
County: J. Neilson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26463. 
Lower Silurian. Fine; porous; very light buff. Near La Crosse, La Crosse 
County. M. Neilson's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26464. 
Upper Silurian. Light drab; very fine and compact. Near Fond dn Lac, 
F:md du Lac County. C. Geiger1s quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. , 25864. 
Upper Silurian; drab; cellular, Wa~pun, Fond du Lac County. Waupun 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. ' 27176. 
Upper Silurian; light colored; very fine and porous. 'l'aycheedah Township, 
Fond du Lac County. Quarry of Berry & Bannister. Tenth Census, 1880. 
25883. 
Upper Silurian; light drab; very fine and compact; will take a good polish; 
2 specimens. Byron, Fond du Lac County. S. Sylvester's quarry. Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25881. 
Upper Silurian; light colored ancl drab; very fine and compact; 2 specimens. 
Byron, Fond du Lac County. Quarry of S. Sylvester, jr. Tenth Census, 
1880. 25882. 
Upper Silurian; very light drab; fine and compact. Near Eden Station, Fond 
du Lac County. Marblehead Lime Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25864. 
Upper Silurian; light drab; very :fine and compact. Takes a good polish. 
Near Eden, Fond du Lac County. Quarry of Nast Bros. & Co. Tenth 
Census, 1880.. 25885. 
Uppe~ Silurian; very fine and compact; light colored. Eden, Fond du Lac 
County. Cardiff quarry. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27517. 
Upper Silurian; drab; very :fine and compact. Near Sheboygan, Sheboygan 
County. Quarry of H. E. Roth. Tenth Census, 1880. 26!J40. 
Upper Silurian; drab; very :fine and compact. Sheboygan Falls, Sheboygan 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26941. 
Upper Silurian; drab; very fiue and corupact. Near Manitowoc, Manitowoc 
County. Quarry of ~ewts ~illcr ~ Co. 'l'eIJth Cerisus1 l860. ~6~33, 
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Dolomite. Lower Silurian; coarse; dark drab. Nc:1r Oshkosh, Wiuneuago County. 
I?. Last\:; quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2f>886. 
Lower Silurian. Coarse; d:11:k drab. Near Oshkosh, Winneuago County. 
Quarry of Schneider & Frank. Tollth Census, 1880. 25887. 
Lower Silurian; dark drab. Near Mona::iha, Winnebago County. R. Scott's 
quarry. Tenth Census, l 880. 25942. 
Lower Silurian; dark drab. Neenah, Winnebago County. P. McGrath's 
quarry. Tenth Census, ltlSO. 25943. 
Lower Silurian; light colored and dark mottled; 2 specimeus. River Falls, 
Pierce County. T. Walker's quarry. 'l'cuth Census, 1880. 27174. 
Lower Silurian; fine; very light l.mff. Near Winona mine, Buffalo County. 
Quarry of H. J. Willis. Tenth Ceusns, 1880. 26641. 
Lower Silurian; coarse; buff mottled. N oar Winona mine, Buffalo County. 
Quarry of H.J. Willis. Tenth Census, 1880. 26642. 
Lower Silurian; drab. Near Kaukauna, Outagamie County. United States 
Government quarry. Tenth Ceusus, 1880. 25940. 
Lower Silurian; drab. Ledyard, Outagamie County. Kaukauna Water Power 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25941. 
Lower Silurian; dark drab. Near Duck Creek Station, Brown County. Chicago 
and Northwestern Railway Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 25957. 
Light drab; cellular. Hayton, Calumet County. Cardiff quarry. J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1883. 27509. 
Light drab; fine and porous. Prairie dn Chicll, Crawford County. Marsden 's 
quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27054. 
Biotite gneiss. Fine; red. Vill;1ge of Black River Falls, Jackson County. Tenth 
Census, U,80. 26702. 
Granite. Medium; reddish brown. Montello, Marriuette County. Montello Granite 
Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 26915. 
-- Wausau, Marathon County. J. !Colter's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26921. 
Hornblende granite. Medium; dark brownish. Wausau, Marathon County. Big 
Bull Falls quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 2692'2. 
Quartz Porphyry. Dark, nearly black. Marquette, Green Lake County. Wampuru 
Granite Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 27177. 
- -- Dark, nearly black. Near Brandon, Fond du Lac County. J. Densmore' 
quarry J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28503. 
Sandstone. Lower Silurian; light colored; fine and compact. Noar Ableman, Sauk 
County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26703. 
Lower Silurian; light colored; fine and compact. Ableman, Sauk County. W. 
Lee's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26704. 
Lower Silurian; light red and very light colored; fin6 anc:1 friable. Two speci-
mens. Mauston, Juneau County. II. V. Train'i; quarry. Tenth Cen us, I ~o. 
26917, 
Lower Silurian; fine; light colored. Near Mauston, J uncau County. C. W. 
Potter's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26939. 
Very light colored. Near Packwaukee, Marquette County. T. B. Hawe' 
riuarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 26919. 
N arly quartzite. Lower Silurian; light colored. Stevens' Point, Portage 
'onoty. J. . Avery's quarry. Tenth Census, 1 0. 26920. 
Ni arly <1ua.rtzit . Lower Silurian; light colored ; compact. Grand Rapic.l , 
Wood ounty. Quarry of J. Edwards & Co. l'euth Consus, 1 0. 26 r. 
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Sandstone. Lower Silurian; fine; very light buff. Near Madison, Dane County. 
A. Kinnear's quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27077. 
Quartzite. Lower Silurian; gray; very hard and compact. ·Near Waterloo, Jeffer-
son County. Wisconsin and Chicago Quarrying Company. Tenth Census, 1880. 
27154. -
. -- · Lower Silurian; gray; very hard and compact. Near Waterloo, J e:fferson 
County. Chicago and Wisconsin Quarrying Company. J. S. F. Batchen, 
188~. 27193. 
WYOMING. 
Granite. Medium; pink. Sherman, Albany County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26984. · 
-- Fine; light reddish. Sherman, Albany County. Tenth Census, 1880. 26986. 
Hornblende granite. Very coarse; red. Dale Creek. G. Griffith's quarry. · Tenth 
Census, 1880. 25558. 
METHODS OF CUTTING AND POLISHING. 
The three independent series enumerated below are designed to show the kind of 
finish commonly applied to the different varieties of stone. The illustrations on 
Plate IV were drawn from these, and the descriptions given on page 319 explain the 
methods by which each finish is produced and for what kind of work each is particu-
larly adapted. 
(1) The first of these is a series of nineteen blocks, white and colored marbles, in 
sizes about 12 inches square by 2 inches thick, from quarries at West Rutland, Vt. 
Gift of the Vermont Marble Company, 1882. They are finished as follows: Rock 
fade, 26878; rough-pointed surface, 26877 and 27334; fine-pointed surface, 26876 and 
27340; tooth-chiseled surface, 26875 and 27332; bush-hamlliered surface, 26874; 
square-droved surface, 26873 and 27335; sanded surface, 27337; fine-sanded surface, 
26871 and 27333; pumiced surface, 26872; honed surface, 27336; acid-gloss surface 
(polished), 26870 and 27338; putty-gloss surface (polished), 26879 and 27339. 
(2) The second is a series of eight blocks of Quincy (Mass.) granite, in sizes as above, 
the gift of Henry Barker & Son, Quincy, Mass. Rock. face, 27120; pointed surface, 
27118; ax-hammered surface, 27117; sawed surface, 27119; six-cut surface, 27116; 
eight-cut surface, 27115; ten-cut surfac·e, 27114; p0lished surface, 27117. 
(3) The third is a series of eight blocks of light-colored Ohio sandstone, in sizes 
about 12 inches square by 3 inches thick. .Gift of the McDermott & Berea Stone 
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. Rough-pointed surface, 26993; pointed surface, 26995, 
26992, and 26990; fine-pointed surface, 26994; sanded surface, 26997 ; tooth-chiseled 
surface, 26991; droved surface, 26996. 
II. FOREIGN. 
(1) BRITISH PROVINCES ' OF NORTH A.MERICA-CANADA.. 
Limestone. Dark gray; crystailline. Montreal, Province of Quebec. J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1883. 28643. 
Dark gray; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous. Near Montreal, Province of Que-
bec. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28644. 
Dark; semi-crystalline; fossiliferous. Kingston, Pro.vince of Ontario. J. S. 
F. Batchen, 1883. 28645. 
Slate. Blue-black. Montreal, Province of Quebec. New Rockland Slate Company. 
Centennial, 1876. 25241. 
Sandstone. Lower Silurian; fine; reddish. Nepigon Bay, Lake Superior, Province 
of Onti:rio. Verte Island quarry. J. S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27362. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2-39 
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Sandstone. Lowor Silurian; fine; reddish. 18-inch cube. North shore of Lake 
Superior, Province of Ontario. Verte Island Quarry. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 
27526. . 
Fine; light colored. Georgetown, Province of Ontario. John S. F. Batchen, 
1883. 28646. 
Fine; light brown·. Near Brampton, Creuit Rivor Valley. Quarry of K. Chis-
holm, M. P. John S. F. Batchen, 1884. 34993 . 
. Medium; brown. Pyramidal block, about 9 inches high and 4 inches· square at 
base. Harvey, Albert & Co., Province of New Brunswick. Mary's Point 
Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27006. 
Medium; brown. Pyramidal block, about 8 inches high and 4 inches square at 
base. Sackvillo, Westmoreland County, Pr~vince of New Brunswick. Wood 
Point Quarry. Tenth Census, 1880. 27007. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gray. Dorchester, Province of New Brunswick. J. 
S. F. Batchen, 1883. 27524. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gray. Dressed block, 30 inches high, cut in shape of 
Liberty Bell. Dorchester, Province of New Brunswick. Centennial, 1876. 
25070. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; gray. Large biock, 22 inches w icle, 3 feet 9 inches 
high, surmounted by Liberty Bell. Dorchester, Province of New Brunswick. 
Centennial, 1876. 25071. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; olive. Dorchester, Westmoreland County, Prov-
ince of New Brunswick, Canada. Tenth Census, 1880. 26665. 
Sub-Carboniferous; fine; brown. Mary's Point, Province of New Brunswick. 
Tenth Census, 1880. 26669. 
Fine; light brown and gray. 6 by 4 by 1-½ inches. Two specimens. Clifton, 
Province of New Brunswick. New Orleans Exposition, 1885. 37669. 
Biotite granite. Coarse gray. 13 by 12 by 10 inches. Purcell ·Cove quarries, north-
west arm. of Halifax County, Province of Nova Scotia. American Society Mining 
Engineers, 1886. 37852. 
Medium; gray. 12-inch cu be. Shelburne, Province of Nova Scotia. Shel· 
burne Qua,rry Company. American Sc>oiety Mining Engineers, 1886. 37851. 
Coarse; pinkish gray. Broken column, 4½ by 4 inches and 4¼ by 3 inches. Two 
specimens. St. George, Province of New Brunswick. 37666. 
Ho'mblende granite. Polished urn of dark red granite. St. George, Province of 
New Brunswick. 35729. 
-- Coarse; bright red. St. George, Province of New Brunswick. 37626. 
(2) BERMUDA. 
Coralline limestone. Nearly white; coarsely•cellular. 10 by 4 by 3¾ inches. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 26009. 
(3) MEXICO. 
Gypsum. White; dark veined. Slab, 6 inches square. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37761. 
-- White; fibrous. Slab, 6 inches square. State of Sonora. Mexican Geographi-
cal Exploring Co~mission, 1885. 37763. 
Marble. Compact; yellowish. Vera Cruz. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37762. 
Limestone [marble]. Fine; white; crystalline. Slab, 6 inches square. Vera 
Cruz. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37759. 
White~ with rust spots; crystalline. Slab, 6 inchos square. State of' Sonora. 
Mex.1can Geograph~cal Exploring Commitlsion, 1885. 37760. 
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Limestone [marble J. White; crystalline. Slab, 6 inches square. State of Sonora. 
Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 378-14. 
White; crystalline. Zumpango, State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Ex-
ploring Commission, 1885. 37715. 
Dull pinkish; fine and compact. Slab, 6 inches square . .,. Tecali, State of Pu-
ebla. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885_. 37Q'-29. 
Cretaceous. Water-blue and gray; fossiliferous. Three speciwens. Tezint-
Ian, Stare of Puebla. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 
37998. 
Limestone. Drab; fine and compact. State of Puebla. Me;xiean Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 38126. 
Travertine [Mexican onyx]. Paper-weight, composed of a red kidney-shaped body 
on a white base, 3 by 3 by 2 inches. State of Puebla. · Purchased, 1885. 37593. 
Paper-weight. State of fuebla. Purchased, 1885. 37594. 
Nearly colorless; transparent. Irregular ·slab, 6 by 3 by ½ inch. State of 
Tecali, Puebla. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37596. 
Paper-knife, 7¼ inches long. State of Puebla. Purchased, 1885. 37595. 
Nearly white; 7¼ by 5¼ by ½ inch. State of Puebla. Charles ·E. Hall & Co., 
1884. 36757. 
Light green and white. Three blocks, one 7¾ by 7¾ by 6 inclrns, and two 4 
by 4 by 1! inches; also three thin slabs of the same, mounted on stands, to 
show veination. Teca1i, State of Puebla. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37640. 
Travertine. Light variegated; 6½ by 11! by 2 inches. State of Aguas Calientes. 
Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37642. 
Tuff. Light colored; coarsely vesicular. State of Zacat.ecas. Mexican Geographi-
cal Exploring Commission, 1885. 37709. 
Fine; pinkish. . State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37710. 
Fine; light colored; soft and pliable. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geo-
graphical 'Exploring Commission, 1685. 37694. 
Fine; salmon color. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commis~ion, 1885. 37718. . 
Pink. State of Zacateca.s. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 
37785. 
ltine; light pinkish. State of Zac~tecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37713. · 
Coarsely porous; light pink. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37781. 
Coarse; light reddish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37782. 
Nearly white, streaked with yellow and red. Two specimens. State of Zacate-
cas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37743. 
Light colored; slightly pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographjcal 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37738. 
Very light pinkish. Santa Cruz, State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37732. 
Compact. Five-inch cube. Two specimens. State of Zacatecas. · J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 36805. 
Compa.c't; reddish. Five-inch cube. State of Zacatecas. J. S. F. Batchen, 
1884. 36804. 
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Tuff. Gray. Carved block, 8 by B by 6 inches. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37806. 
Green, Carved block, 10½ by 8 by 4 inches. State ef Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37704. 
Green. Carved block, 10½ by 8 by 4 inches. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
graphical ~xploring Commission, 1885. 37705. 
Red. Carved block, 11 by 6 by 7 inches. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37706, 
Green. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 
37724. 
Brown. Carved block, 11 by 8½ by 5 inches. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
logical Exploring Commissioi;i, 1885. 37788. 
Purplish gray. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commis-
sion, 1885. 37751. 
Compact; red, purplish, and white mottled. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37764. 
Light colored, with dark reddish spots. State of Oaxaca.. Mexican Geographi-
cal Exploring Commission, 1885. 37797. 
Medium; light lavender. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885, 37819. 
Compact; gray, with reddish spots. Six-inch cube. State of Morelos. Mexi-
can Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37720. 
Compact; light reddish-brown. Six-inch cube. State of Morelos. Mexican 
Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37721. 
Very light gray; vesicular. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1885. 37692. 
Gray; coarsely vesicular. Vera Cruz. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37992, 
Coarse; gray. State of Puebla. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commis-
sion, 1885. 37793. 
Fine; very light brown. Five-inch cube. Lagos, State of Jalisco. J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 36800. 
Light brownish; cellular, Five-inch cube. Lagos, State of Jalisco. J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 36i99. 
Fine; light colored. Five-inch cube. State of Aguas Calientes. J. S. F. 
Batchen, 1884. 36802. 
Light red. La Paz, Lower California. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 38002. 
Compact; reddish. Five-inch cube. State of Queretaro. J. S. F. Batohen, 
1884. 36793. 
Fine; very light brown. Five-inch cube. Leon, State of Guanajuato. J. S. 
F. Ba1lchen, 1884. 36797, · 
Light colored; porous. Five-inchoube, Leon, State of Gua.najoa.to. J.S.F. 
Batchen, 1884. 36798. 
Coarse; light greenish-gray, Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1&5. 37719. 
Red i friable, Ml:!xican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37999. 
Tuff (?). Compact; light reddish-brown. Six-inch cube. State of Morelos. Mex-
ican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885, 3n22. 
Gray, streaked with ferrnginous red. Six-inch cube, State flf Morelos. Mex-
ican Geographical Exploring Uommisaion, 1885. 37723. 
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Rhyolite tuff'. Reddish; coarse and friable. State of Zacatecas. Mexicap. Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 188&. 37756. 
Fine; light gray. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37757. 
Fine; light fawn colored. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Ex-
ploring Commission, 1885. 37717. • 
Fine; nearly white . . State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical Exploring _Com-
mission, 1885. 37810. 
Coarse; light colored; soft and friable. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geograph-
ical Exploring Commission, 1885. 377 40. 
Light colored; soft and friable. itate of Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37742. 
Fine; light pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican · Geograp~ical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37775. 
Fine; pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37776. 
Coarse, light pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 3778. 
Fine; light lavender. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37779. 
Fine; light greenish gray. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Ex-
ploring Commission, 1885. 37784. 
Light pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1876. 37737. 
Very light gray. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37731. 
Fine; light reddish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37733. 
Compact; light green. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical. Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 377 47. 
Compact; light green. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Expl~ring 
Commission, 1885. 37750. 
Coarse; light green. Zumpango, State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Ex-
ploring Commission, 1885. 37725. 
Fine; very light colored; soft and friable. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37749, 
Coarsely vesicular; yellowish. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1885. 37714. 
Fine; nearly white, streaked with red and yellow. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37736. 
Rhyolite (?) tuft'. Coarse; red. Huelmetoca. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission 1885. 37691. · 
Rhyolite. Brownish. State of Zacatecas. · Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37994. 
Compact; light reddish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37730. · 
Brownish gray. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37758, 
Fine; pinkish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 377 44. 
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Rhyoltte. Fine; very light colored. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Comll}is1:1ion, 1885. 37745. 
Fine; light brown. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mis1:1ion, 1885. 377 48. 
Light red. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1885. 377 46. 
Fine; light lavender, pink and light colored; friable. Three specimens. State 
of Aguas Calientes. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 
37766. 
Reddish; 5-inch cube. 'Leon, State of Guanajuato. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 
36796. 
Fine ;:light colored. State of San Luis Potosi. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37739. 
Gray; 5-inch cube. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884: 36790. 
Light'. colored. Santa Rosa. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1885. 37689. 
Gray; 5-inch cube. San Joaquin. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 36801. 
Rhyolite pitchstone(?). Bluish gray; gl~ssy. State of Mexico. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37768. 
Andesite. Reddish; fine and compact. State of Mexico. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884, 
36791. 
-- Dark gray ; finely vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37800. 
Andesite (?). Dark gray; fine and compact. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37807. 
Brown. Tenacingo, State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37772. 
Fine; dull red. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37769. 
Hypersthene andesite. Reddh,h. Carved block 13 by 9 by 4 inches. State of 
Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37771. 
Light colored. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commis-
sion, 1885. 37707. 
Medium; light brownish. State of Zacatecas. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37783. 
Finely vesicular; reddish. State of Mexico • . Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37712. 
Black; finely vesicular. Ixtapalapa, State of Mexico. Mexica~ Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37789. 
Hornblende andesite. Compact; gray. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical 
. Exploring Commission, 1885. 37752. 
Fine; light red. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commi · 
sion, 1885. 37770. 
Fine; very light gray. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Explodng 
Commission, 1885. 37703. 
Fine; reddish brown. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37735. 
Fi?e; dull red. Tena.min go, State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Explor-
rng Commission, 1885. 37741, 
C ars~; light gray. lxtapttla.pa, State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Ex-
ploring Commi . ion, J '>. :inn. 
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Hornblende andesite (?). Reddish gray. San Juan de los Llanos, State of Puebla. 
Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 38001. 
Basalt. Dark gray ; vesicular, with large oli vines. State of Zacatecas. Mexi.can 
Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37786. 
Gray; vesicular. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. 37754. 
Gray; vesicular. State of Oaxaca. Mexican Geographical Exploring Com-
mission, 1885. · 37755. 
Light gray; coarsely and :finely vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geo-
graphical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37701. 
Nearly black; vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37790. 
Nearly black; finely and coarsely vesicular. Two specimens. State of Puebla. 
Mexican Geogn,phical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37699. 
Dark brown; coarsely vesicular. State 'of Mexico. Mexic~n Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1885. 37802. 
Black; coarsely vesicular. Tula, State of Mexico. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 
36792. 
Basalt(?). Fine; reddish brown. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical Expior-
ing Commission, 1885. 37808. 
Reddish brown; vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Expfor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37700. 
Dark brown; coarsely vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical 
Exploring Commission, 1~85. 37798. 
Dull red; very vesicular. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical.Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37773. 
Reddish brown; vesicular. San Miguel, San Salvador (T). Mexican Geograph-
ical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37687. 
Reddish brown; finely vesieular. Toluca. Mexic.an Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 38128. 
B·asalt (?)tuff. Black; friable. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Explor-
ing Commission, 1885. 37792. 
Basaltic(?) tuff. Dull grayish; finely vesicular. San Miguel. Mexican Geograph-
ical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37690. 
Pumice. Fine; light gray. State of Hidalgo. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 378i~. 
-- Gray; finely and coarsely vesicular. Two specimens. San Juan de los Llantls, 
State of Puebla. M"xican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37698. 
Pumice tuft'. Compact; very light gray; soft and friable. State of Hidalgo. Mex-
ican Geographical Exploring Commission, 1885. 37809. 
Dacite. Fine; light reddish. State of Mexico. Mexican Geographical Exploring 
Commission, 1885. 37716. · · 
Sandstone. Greenish. 5 by 4 by 3¼ inches. State of Guanajuato. J. S. F. Batchen, 
1884, 36794. 
Greenish. 5 by 4 by 3½ inches. State of Guanajuato. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 
36795. . 
Light brown. 5-inch cube, State of Aguas Calientes. J. S. F. Batchen, 1884. 
36803. 
Fine; gray. State of Morelos. Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, 
1855. 37997. 
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(4) SOUTH AMERICA. 
Marble. Light green, dark veined; very compact. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Encru-
zilhada, Province of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. American Institute of Mining 
_Engineers, 1885. 37835. 
Marble [bituminous limestone]. Black with irregular white veins. 6 by 6 by 
1 inches. Province of Sao Paulo, Brazil. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 
18~5. 37837. 
Marble [ophicalcite]. Light and dark green banded. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Prov-
ince of Sao Paulo, Brazil. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1885. 37838. 
Marble [limestone]. Fine; green and dark mottled; crystalline. 6 by 6 by 1 
in.ch. Brazil. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1885. 37839. 
Building stone. Dark gray and l)inkish. Four specimens. 4 by 4 by 2½ inches. 
Argentine Confederation. Centennial, 1876. 25072. 
Biotite gneiss. Memorial stone from the Washington Monument. Brazil. D. 
O'Leary, 1885. 37629. 
(5) GREAT BRITAIN, 
ENGLAND. 
Serpentine. Dark olive-green, with veins, streaks, and blotches of greenish white, 
chocolate brown, and blood red. Six specimens. 4¼ by 5 by lt; 41 by4i bylt; 
7 ¼ by 4 by ! ; 5 by 3½ by 1¾; 4¾ lly 3¼ by 1 t and 4½ by 21- by 1 inch. Lizard dis-
trict, Cornwall. R. N. Worth, 1887. 39011. 
Slate. Purple. Slab 8 inches square. Two specimens. North Wales. Centen-
nial, 1876. 26t,30. 
Model of a roof, showing the timber framing, with the method of fixing the 
slate. 24 inches long, 18 inches broad, and 12 inches high. North Wales. 
Centennial, 1876. 36999. 
Blue-black and purple. Two specimens. Carnarvon, North Wales. Centen-
nial, 1876. 370Q0. 
SCOTLAND, 
Hornblende granite. Polished column of; coarse red. 8 by 3½ inches. Aberdeen. 
A. Macdonald, Field & Co. 27011. 
-- Polished column of; coarse gray. 8 by 3t inches. Aberdeen. A. Macdonald, 
Field & Co. 27010. 
Biotite granite. Polished column of; coarse red. 8 by 3½ inches. Aberdeen. A. 
Macdonald, Field & Co. 27012. 
Polished column of; coarse gray, with large porphyritic crystals of pink feld-
spar. 8 by 3½ inches. Aberdeen.* A. Macdonald, Field & Co. 27013. 
Polished column of; dark gray. 8 by 3½ inches. Aberdeen. A. Macdonald, 
Field & Co. 27009. 
Muscovite biotite granite. Polished column of; light gray. 8 by 3½ inche 
Aberdeen. A Macdonald, Field & Co. 27008. 
Muscovite granite. Coarse; very light gray. 4 by 4 by 1¾ inches. Aberdeen. 
Thomas Wilson, 1887. 38825. 
Sandstone. Carboniferous; fine; light red. Ballochmyle. Tenth Census, 1 
26668. 
Permian; fine; dull red. Near Anan. Tenth Census, 1880. 27349. 
* Thie stone is prol>ably from Shap, in Cumberland, England. 
,r-;-
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Sandstone. Permian; fine; red. 18-inch cube. Near Anan. ffohn S. F. Batchen, 
1883. 27350. 
Medium; light colored. Burg-Head, Moray. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 
28588. 
Coarse; light colored. Elgin, Moray. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28G89. 
Devonian; fine; light colored. Nairn, Nairn. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 
28590. 
Devonian; medium; buff. Thurso1 Caithness. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 
28591. 
Fine; pinkish. Near Elgin, Moray. John S. F. Batchen, 1883. 28592. 
Fine; light colored. Near Brora, Sutherland, John S~ F. Batchen, 1883. 
28594. 
Fine; light colored. Golspie, Sutherland. John S. I!'. Batchen, 1883. 28595. 
Fine; light colored. Tortrose, Ross. Suddie's quarry. John S. F. Batchen, 
1883. 28596. 
Fine; very light red. Beauty, Ross. Tarradale quarry. John S. F. 
Batchen, 1883, ·28597. 
(6) EUROPE. 
BELGIUM. 
Marble. Dark gray, 111:1arly black, with white veins. 4¼ by 4¼ by! inches. Conil-
let, near Charleroi, Province of Hainaut. L. Charpy, ,1886. 38268. 
Gray and white; breccia. 4¼ by 4¼ by 1 inches. Conillet, near Charleroi, 
Province of Hainaut. L. Charpy, 1886. 38272. 
White; pink mottled. 4! by 4! by! inchea. Merlemont, near Philippeville, 
Province of Namur. L '. Charpy, 1886. 38274. 
Marble [rouge royal]. Pink, with white veins. 4¼ by 4¼ by! inches. Cerfon-
taine, near Philippeville. L. Charpy, 1886. 38273. 
Saint Ann marble. Very dark gray, nearly black. 4¼ by 4¼ by¾ inches. Busnie, 
Province of Namur. L. Charpy, 1886. 38277. 
Marble [rouge imperial]. Dark red and gray mottled. Cerfontaine, near Phil-
ippeville. L. Charpy, 1886. 38306. 
Marble [rouge griotte fleuril, Dark red and white mottled. 4½ by 4¼ by! inches. 
Cerfontaine, near Philippeville. L. Cha.rpy, 1886. 38307. 
Marble [rouge griotte ]. Dull red, with gray spots. 4¼ by 4¼ by ! inches. Cer-
fontaine, near Philippeville. L. Charpy, 1886. 38325. 
BAVARIA, 
Lithographic limestone. Light colored. 7½ by 7 by 3 inches. John S. F. Batchen, 
1884. 35706. 
-- Drab. 2 by 8½ by 6½ inches. Solenhofen. A.G. Gedney, Washington, D. C. 
1884. 35888. 
Granite. Coarse; reddish brown. Piece of memorial stone from Washington 
Monument. Dennis O'Leary, 1885~ 37627. 
FRANCE. 
Limestone. Very light buff. Caen. Ellin & Kitson, New York. 26695. 
:Marble [French griotte]. Dark red. Slab about 6 by 7 by t inches. Charles Lip-
pincott & Co., Philadelphia. 35927. 
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Marble [Breche du Rousillon (?)]. Dull red, with coarsely anastomizing and 
very irregular light-drab and yellow veins. 15 by 18 by 1 inches. Pyrenees 
Orientales (Y). Centennial Commission, 1876. 37474. 
Marble [Sampans petit grain]. Dull pink; oolitic. 4 by 4 by finches. Sampans, 
Jura. L. Charpy, 1886. 38269. 
Marble- [griotte]. Dark red. 3t by 2¼ lly t inches. Carcassone, Aude. L. Charpy, 
1886. 38270. 
Fossil marble [Sampans jaune dore]. Yellow; coarsely oolitic. 4 by 4 by f 
inches. Sampans, Jura. L. ~harpy, 1886. 38271. 
Marble [Sampans ~ain dore]. Dull red. 4 by 4 by finches. Sampans, Jura. 
L. Charpy. 1886. 38275. 
Marble. Very light yellow. 4 by 4 by-finches. Belvoye, Jura.. L. Charpy, 1886. 
38276. . 
Marble [Sampans rouge antique]. Dull red. 4 by 4 by f inches. Sampans, 
Jura. L. Charpy, 1886. 38279. 
Jasper marble. Pink and yellow mottled. 41- by 3 by finches. L' Ablage, Damp-




Gray, with white and yellowish tints. 
Gift of E. Fritsch, New York. 
Slab 12 by 2 by 1 
Marble [forniosa]. Blue-gray and drab; some yellow spots. Slab 12 by 12 by 
1 inches. Nassau. Gift of E. Fritsch, New York. 
ITALY, 
Serpentine [verd-antique marble]. Dark green; white veined. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. 
Genoa. W.W. Story, 1883. 28633. 
Greenish, with white veins. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. W. W. Story, 1883. 28639. 
-- Green; white veined; first quality. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Genoa. quarry. W. 
T. Rice, 1882. 26906 . . 
Marble. White; dark spotted. Col. Edw. Clark, 1880. 25005. 
White, wi-J;h dark veins. 3-inch cube. Serravezza. J. W. Tufts, Boston, 1881. 
26164. 
Red mixed. 3¾ by 5 by 1½ inches. Levanto, 1881. 26449. 
Black and golt'l. Slab about 51- by 6½ by 1 inches. Specia, 1881. 26452. 
Pure white; statuary; first quality. 12-inch cube. Poggio Silvestro quarry. 
William T. Rice, 1882. 26879. 
White, with dark spots; statuary; secoo.d quality. 12-inch cube. William 
T. Rice, 1882. 26880. 
White; ordinary; second quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 188'2. 
26881. 
White; statuary; second quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 
26882. 
White; ordinary; first quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26883, 
White; dark veined; second quality. 8½-inch cube. Gioja quarry. William 
T. Rice, 1882. 26884. 
Light blue-gray; Bardiglio; second quality. 12-inch cube. Gioja quarry. 
William T. Rice, 1882. 26885. 
Light blue; dark veined; Bardiglio; first quality. 10½-inch cube. William 
T. Rice, 1882. 26886. 
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:Marble. Light blue; Bardiglio veined; second quality. 11-inch cube. · William T. 
Rice, 1882. 26887. 
Pink; Braccia; first quality; 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Serravezza quarry. William 
T. Rice, 1882. 26888. 
Light drab; pink veined. Breccia; first quality. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Grag-
nana quarry. William T. Rice, 1882. 26889. 
Yellow; first quality. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Gragnana quarry. William T. 
Rice, 1882. 26890. 
Pinkish; Breccia; first quality. 4 by 4 by 1½ inches. Gragnana quarry. Will-
iam T. Rice, 1882. 26891 . 
White; ordinary; first quality. 12-inch cube, William T. Rice, 1882. 26892. 
White; ordinary; second quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26893. 
White; statuary; second quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26804. 
White; veined; first quality. 12-inch cube. Vara quarry. William T. 
Rice, 1882. 26892. 
Blue; ·Bardigiio; first quality. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26896. 
Black and gold. 12-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26897. 
Red mixed; first quality. 11 by 11 by 6inches. William T. Rice, 1882. 26898. 
White; dark veined. Paunazo; first quality. 8½ by 8½ by 5 inches. Miseglia 
quarry. William T. Rice, 1882. 26899. 
White; dark veined; Paunazo; first quality. 6 by 6 by 4£ inches. Pescina 
quarry. William T. Rice, 1882. 26900. 
Green; Breccia; first quality. 4 by4 by linches. Garfagnana quarry. Will-
iam T. Rice, 1882. 26905. 
Deep yellowish pink; first quality. 4 by 4 by¼ inches. Verona quarry. Will-
iam T. Rice, 1882. 26907. 
Brown; first quality. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Castel Poggia quarry. William T. 
Rice, 1883. 2690~. 
White; dark veined; Paunazo; first quality. 6-inch cube. William T; Rice, 
1882. 26901. 
Yellow. 6-inch cube. William T. Rice, 1882. 26902. 
Marble; black; ::first quality. 12-inch cube. Collonnata quarry. William T. 
Rice, 1882. 26904. 
Pure white. 4 by 4 by! inc hes. Carrara. Grestola. quarry. W. W. Story, 
1883. 28603. 
White; clouded. 4 by 4 by! inches. Carrara. W.W. Story, 1883. 28604. 
White; ordinary; second quality. 4 by 4 by! inches. Carrara. J?antiscritti 
quarry. W. W. Story, 1883. 28605. 
White; dark veined. 4 by 4 by ¾ incl:.es. Carrara. Canale Bianco quarry. 
W. W. Story, 1883. 28606. 
Pure white; statuary first quality. 4 by 4 by t inches. Carrara. Mossa Cava 
quarry. W.W. Story, 1883. 28607. 
Pure 'white. 4 by 4 by! inches. Carrara,. Poggio Silvestro quarry. W. W. 
Story, 1883. 28608. · 
White; first quality. 4 by by 4 by ! inches. Carrara. Canale Bianco quarry. 
W. W. Story, 1883. 28609. 
Deep blue-gray; nearly black. Nero di Colona. 4 by 4 by¾ inches. Carrara. 
W. W. Story, 1883. 28610. 
Pure white. 4 by 4 by 3-! inches. Carrara. Carpevola. quarry. W. W. Story· 
1883. 28611. ,, 
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Marble. White; 8lightly bluish; ordinary. 4 by 4 by !- inches. Carrara. Rava<? 
cione quarry. W.W. Story, 1883. 28612. 
Red mixed. 4 by 4 by 1 inch. Specia. Rosso di Levante quarry. W.W. 
Story, 1883. 28613. 
Black and gold. 4 by 4 by¾ inches. Specia. Porto Venere quarry. W.W. 
Story, 1883. 28614. 
White. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Serravezza. W.W. Story, 1883. 28620. 
White and dark; brecciated. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Serravezza. W. W. Story, 
1883. 28621. 
Pure white statuary; first quality. 5½ by 3¾ by ½ inches. Serravezza. W. W. 
Story, 1883. 28622. 
·White; Bianco Falcovaia. 4 by 4 by! inches. Serravezza. W. W. Story, 
1883. 28623. 
White; Bianco Chiaro. 4 by 4 by ! inches. ~Serravezza. W. W. Story, 
1883. 28624. 
White; statuary. 4 by 4 by l inches. Serravezza. ·w. W. Story, 1883. 
28625. 
Blue veined (fiorito). 4 by 4 by ¾ inches. Serravezza. W.W. Story, 1883. 
28626. 
Blue veined (fiorito); first quality. 4 by 4 by! inches. Serravezza. W.W. 
Story. 1883. 28627. 
Pink and white.(mischio). 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Serravezza. W. W. Story, 
1883. 28628. 
Blue (Bardiglio). 4 by 4 by! inches. Serravezza. W.W. Story, 1883. 28629.' 
Pinkish (Umbria). 5¾ by 3¾ by½ inches. Umbria. W.W. Story, 1883. 28630. 
Light :(awn color. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Umbria. W.W. Story, 1883. 28632. 
Red. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Perugia. Rosso di Perugia quarry. W.W. Story, 
1883. 28634. 
Nearly black. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Lavagno. W.W. Story, 1883. 28640. 
White. 4 by 4 by i inches. Ami. L. Charpy, 1886. 38278. 
White, dark, spotted. 4 by 4 by i inches. Piastraccin, near Arni. L. Charpy, 
1886. 38281. 
Breccia marble. Red and white with dark spots; a fine breccia. 5i by 3f by t 
inches. Monte Cavo. W.W. Story, 1883. 28631. 
-- Black, yellow veined. Portoro. First quality. 6 by 6 by 3 inches. Monti, 
d' Arma quarries. William T. Rice,1882. 26903. 
Bardiglio marble. Light blue-gray; mottled. 4 by 4 by ¾ inches. Gioja. W. W. 
Story, 1883. 28601. 
-- Light blue-gray; dark veined. 4 by4 by ¾inches. Gioja. W.W. Story, 1883. 
2860'2. 
Marble [fl.or di Persico]. Four by 4 by¾ inches. W.W. Story, 1883. 26615. 
Chocolate red and white; mottled. 5½ by 3½ by t inches. W.W. Story, 1883. 
26616. 
Red, mixed. 4 by 4 by t inches. Levanto. W.W. Story, 1883. 28617. 
Marble [giallo di Siena]. Yellow. Four specimens. 2t by 4 by t inches. Cappa· 
docia. W.W. Story, 1883. 28618. 
- Yellow and purplish; brecciated. Two specimens. 2f by 4 byJ;inchea. Cappa-
docia.. W.W. Story, 1883. 28619. 
Travertine. Nearly white; porous. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. Tivoli. W.W. Story, 1883. 
28641. 
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Travertine. Yellowish. This stone is popularly called "alabaster." 4 by 4 byl inches. 
· Civita Veechia. W.W. Story, 1883. 28637. 
-- Yellowish; called "alabaster." 4 by 4 by 1 inches. W.W. Story, 1883. 28638. 
Limestone. One of the principal building stones throughout Tuscany and Northern 
Italy. Is used for fine work, door and window trimmings, and facings of the base-
ments of houses, especially in Florence. Does not withstand the climate for a 
longer period tha11. twenty years. 12 by 8 by 8 inches. Florence, Italy. Hon. 
William T. Rice, United States consul at Leghorn, Italy, 1882. 27025. 
A coarse hard limestone used for door and window trimmings and facing3 for 
the basements of houses. It is one of the principal building stones in ?I.Se 
throughout Tuscany and Northern Italy; 12 by 8 b1 8 inches. Leghorn, 
Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, United States consul at Leghorn, Italy, 1882. 
27026. 
A. coarse stone used generally for paving streets. Is also one of the principal 
building stones used throughout •ruscany and Nerthern Italy. 12 by 8 by 8 
inches. Leghorn, Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, United States consul at Leg-
horn, Italy, 1882. 27027. 
Breccia Di Nugola. One of the principal stones used for house trimmings and 
similar work throughout Tuscany and Northern Italy. Many of the old 
palaces are faced with it. The stone is soft when quarried, but hardens· on 
exposure. 12 by 8 by 8 inches. Leghorn, Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, 
United States consul at Leghorn, Italy, 1882. 27028. 
Hard traYertine. A hard, fine-grained limestone used for general building 
purposes. Was much used in old times in building palaces. Is one of the 
principal building stones used throughout Tuscany and Northern Italy. 12 
by 8 by 8 inches. Leghorn, Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, United States con-
sul at Leghorn, Italy, 1882. 27029. 
Travertine of Tarrana. One of the principal stones used for house-trimmings 
and monuments throughout Tuscany, and in general use in the North of Italy. 
Is a soft stone, but is said to stand the weather well. 12 by 8 by 8 inches. 
Leghorn, Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, United States consul at Leghorn, 
Italy, 1882. 27030. 
An ordinary stone from quarries around Leghorn. Is used generally only 
whei:e it is to be covered with mortar. Rarely used for firm work. One of 
the principal ·building stones throughout Tuscany and Northern Italy., 12 by 
8 by 8 inches. Leghorn, Italy. Hon. William T. Rice, United States consul 
at Leghorn, Italy, 1882. 27031. 
Granite. Coarse; light gray. 6-inch cube. Milan. Montorfina quarry. William 
T. Rice, 1882. 26909. ' 
Fine; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Milan. Biella quarry. William T. Rice, 1882. 
26910. . 
Coarse; light pink. 6-inch cube. Milan. Bavena. Quarry. William T. Rice, 
1882. 26911. 
Quartzite. A natural slab. 4 feet Si inches long, 3 feet 4 inches wide, and 1 inch 
thick. Luserna. Centennial, 1876. ~/5207. 
Volcanic tuff. (Peperino.) 4 by 4 by 1 inches . . Marino. W.W. Story, 1883. 28635. 
Sandstone. Micaceous; blue-gray. 4 by 4 by 1 inches. W. W. Story, 1883. 28636. 
PORTUGAL, 
Limestone. Light colored; fine and compact. From quarries at Ontil, Cantanhede, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27782. 
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Limestone. Very light drab; fine and compact. From quarries at Ilhostro, Coim-
bra, District of C oimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial CommiSBion, 
18#6. 27786. 
Light colored; fine and compact. Locality, etc., the same as last. 27779. 
Light pink tinted; fine and compact. From quarries at Zambujal, Cantanhede, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27781. 
Light drab; fine and compact. From quarries at Pampilhora, Coimbra, Dis-
trict of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27787. 
Buff; fine and compact; with many small veins. Used for making quicklime. 
From quarries at Covoez, Cantanhede, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. 
Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27757. 
Light colored; fine and compact. Used for making quicklime. Quarries at 
Ega, Condeixa, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 277 45. 
Gray; fine and compact. Locality, etc., as above. 27791. 
Light colored; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27793. 
-- . Very l~ght drab; fine and compact. Quarries at Loureira, Condeixa, District 
of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27748. 
Lithographic; very light brown; compact; finely fossiliferous. From quarries 
at Pedreiras do Coi~o, Condeixa, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Por-
tuguese :Centennial Commission, 1876. 27755. 
Light colored; very :fine and compact. From quarries at Alto do Sangradas, 
Condeixa, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Com-
mission, 1876. 277 46. 
Dark gray; fine and compact. From quarries at Cape Momlego, Beira Prov-
ince. Centeruiial, 1876. 27803. 
Dark gray; fine and compact. Cape Mondego, Beira Province. Centennial, 
1876. 27802. 
Very dark gray; fine and compact. From quarries at Dta. de Sto. Amero, Fi-
gueira da Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 27805. 
Light yellowish brown; very fine and compe,ct. From quarries at Forrestillo, 
Figueira da Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portoguese Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 27814. 
Light colored ; fine and compact. From quarries at Boria, Figueira da Foz, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27809. 
Light colored; fine and compa<Mi. From ~uarries at Brenha, Figueira da Foz, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27811. 
Drab and yellow; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as last. ~7812. 
Light colored; finely fossiliferous. From quarries at Salmanha, Figueira da 
Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commis-
sion, 1876. 27798. 
Light colored; compact; fossiliferous. Locality, etc., same as last. 27795. 
Drab i fine and compact. From quarries at Arrovella, Figueira da Foz, District 
of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial CommiijSion, 1876. 
27751. 
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Limestone. Drab; fine and compact; semi-crysta lline. Penella, Beira Province. 
27726. 
Gray; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27728. 
Very light brow:µ; :fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27739. 
Light colored; fine and compact. Quarries at Verride, Monte Mor-Velho, Dis-
trict of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27747. . 
Coarse; light colored. :From quarries at Penacora e Friumes, District of Co-
imbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27153. 
Light yellowish; compact; oolitic. From quarries at Alrito, Poiares, District 
of Coimbra, Beira Province. Pprtu1uese · Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27721. 
Light colored; fine and vesicular. Quarries at Ponte do Espinhal, Panella, Di~-
trict of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27743. 
Lithographic; dull brownish; compact. Bordallo, District of Coimbra, Beira 
Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27783. 
Compact; light colored; oolitic. :From quarries at Lombas, Batalha, District 
· of Leiria. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37899. 
Coarse; drab. From quarries at Corredara, Porto de Moz, District of Leiria. 
Estremadura Province. American Institute Mining Engineers, 1886. 37900. 
Dark blue-gray, nearly black; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as 
above. 37901. · 
Compact; light red. From quarries at Nazareth, Alcobaca, District of Leiria, 
Estremadura Province. American In~titute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 
37902. 
Pinkish; fine and compact; crystalline. Locality, etc., same as above. 37903. 
Light colored; compact ; finely fossiliferous. American Institute of Mining En-
gineers, 1886. 37921. 
Limestone, argillaceous. Dendritic ; light yellow; fine and compact. From 
quarries at Cuzelhas, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 2¥784. 
Fine; very light colored. :From quarries at AnQan, Cantanhede, Di8trict of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27780. 
Drab ; fine and compact. Quarries at Ega, Condeixa, District of Coimbra, 
Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27758. 
Very light colored ; fine and comp act. From quarries at Alhadas, Figueira da 
Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27808. 
Bluish drab; very fine and compact. From quarries at Serra da Boa Viagem, 
Figueira da Foz, District o.f Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 27804. 
Nearly white; chalky. From quarries at Carvalhal, Figu~ira da Foz, District 
of Coimbra, Beira Province. PQrtuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27810. 
Light drab and gray. Qoorries at Porto Barrao, Montemor Velho, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27750. 
Very light colored; fine and compact. Quarries at J auianes, Penella, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27744. 
Light drab; fine and compact. From quarries at Janianes, Panella, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27816. 
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Limestone Breccia. Brown; from quarries at Monte Arrvia., Coimbra, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27785. 
Limestone [marble]. Light yellow; fine and compact. From quarries at .A.ndo-
rinha, Cantanhede, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 27778. 
Light pinkish drab; fine and compact. Quarries at Condeixa a Velha, Con-
deixa, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commis-
sion, 1816. 27788. 
Red and yellow; mottled; fine and oompact. Two sp'ecirnens. Locality, etc., 
same as last. 27789. 
Pink and yellow mottled; with dark spots; fine and compact. Locality, etc., 
same as last. 27790. 
Very light colored; fine and compact. From quarries at Amaxoeira, Condeixa, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27792. 
Compact; pinkish. Quarries at Arneiro de fora, Figueira da Foz, District 
of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27742. 
Light lavender; very fine and compact. From quarries at"Pincho, Figueira da 
Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commis-
sion, 1876. 27806. 
White, dark spotteu; .very fine and compact. From quarries at Zameirao, Figu-
eira da Foz, District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 27754. 
Light colored; compact; fossiliferous. Locality, etc., same as last. 27799. 
Pink; fine and compact. Locality,etc.,same as last. 27796. 
Light pink; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as last. 27797. 
Very light colored, pink tinted; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as last. 
27807. 
Light pink; fine and compact. From quarries at Farrestello, Figueira da Foz, 
District of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27813. 
Gray; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. Quarries at .Alveite, Poiares, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27720. 
Yellow, with light pu-rple stripes; very fine and compact. From quarries de-
nominated Ferrarias, Fabricas, Ledadm;a, and Lobral, situated in the "Fre-
gnesias" of St. Miguel and Santa Eufemia, Penella, District of Coimbra, 
Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27725. 
Light drab; very :fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27815. 
Light brown with streaks of dull red; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as 
above. 27727. 
Dull pinkish with fine veins of white caluite. Very :fine and com pa.ct. Local-
ity, etc., same as above. 27729. 
Dull red; very fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27730. 
Drab, pink tinted; very :fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27731. 
White crystalline, spotted and blotched with light reu; very :fine and compact. 
Locality, etc., same as above. 27732. 
Yellow-~inged with pink, with vein of white calcite; very :fine and compact. 
Locality, etc., same as above. 27734. • 
Very light pinkish; fine and compact, with many minute veins. Locality, eto., 
ea.me as above. 27735. 
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Limestone [marble]. Dull red with light streaks; very fine and compact. From 
quarries denominated Ferrar-ias, Fabricas, Ledadura, and Lobral, situated in the 
"Freguesias" of St. Miguel and Santa Eufemia, Penella, District of Coimbra, 
Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 2773~. 
Light pink with drab veins; very fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as 
above. 27737. 
Very light brown with dull red stripes; very fine and compact. Locality, etc. 
same as above. 27738. 
Very light pink; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27740. 
Drab with pink and yellow streaks; fine and compact. Lo_cality, etc., same 
as above. 277 41. 
Dull reddish brown; very fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 
27733. 
Light and dark gray mottled; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. From the quarries 
of the Estremoz Marble Quarrying Company, Estremoz, Alemtejo Province. 
American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37914. 
White; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. Locality, etc., same as above. 37915. 
White; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. Locality, etc., as above. 37916. 
Same as above. 37917. 
Yellowish white, with red blotches; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1½ inches. Locality, 
etc., same as above. 37918. 
White; crystalline. 10½ by lu½ by! inches. Locality, etc., same a.s above. 37911. 
White with yellow veins; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. From quarries at Es-
tremoz, Alemtejo Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 2772!~. 
Yellow. 10½ by 10½ by -t inches. Locality, etc., same as :ibove. 27671. 
Very light drab. 10½ by 10½ by 1 inches. From quarries at Porto Salvo, Alemtejo 
Province. Americ~n Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37913. 
White; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. From quarries and Vianna do A.lemtejo. 
American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37919. 
WhHe; crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. From quarries at Borba, Alemtejo Prov-
ince. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37920. 
Dark blue gray and white mottled; crystalline. 6-inch cube. - Locality as 
above. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27724. 
Pink mottled. 10½ by 10½ by ! inches. Quarries at Pero Pinheiro Estremadura 
Province. Two specimens. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27666. 
Light red; mottled. 10½ by 10½ by ¾ inches. Locality, etc., same as above. 
27667. 
Very light drab. 10½ by 10½ by¾ inches. Locality, etc., same as above. 27668. 
Water blue; coarsely crystalline. 10½ by 10½ by¾ inches. Locality, etc., same 
as above. 27669. 
Light and dark red. Two specimens. 10½ by 10½ by ! inches. Locality, etc., 
same as above. 27673. 
Light colored; fossiliferous.• Locality, etc., same as above. American Insti-
tute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37912. 
Dull pink; very fine and compact. From the quarries of Joaquim Pires, Serra 
da Lagar, Anciao, District of Leira, Estremadura Province. American In-
stitute ofMining Engineers, 1886. 37895. 
Dull red; very fine and compact. From the quarries of Manoel Zuarte, Lagar~ 
teira, Anciao, District of Leiria, Estremadura Province. .Americ~n Institllte 
of Mining Engineers, 188f-i. :3i894. 
H. Mis, 170, pt, 2--40 
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Limestone [marble]. · Red mottled; fossiliferous. 10¼ by 10¼ by 1 inches. Locality, 
etc., same as above. 37909. 
Dark blue gray; fine and compact. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Quarries at Cintra, Dis-
trict of Lisbon, Estremadura Province, Centennial, 1876. 27677. 
Yellowish gray; crystalline. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Quarries at Cintra, District of 
Lisbon, Estremadura Province. Centennial 1876. 27674. 
Gray; fine and compact. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Locality, etc., same as above. 
27675. 
Coarse; gray; crystaline. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Locality, etc., same as abo,e. 
27676. 
Light and dark gray, mottled; fine and compact. 4¼ by 5¼ by 1 inches. Local-
ity, etc., same as above. 27678. 
Coarsely crystalline; white. 4¼ by 5¼ by 1 inches. Locality, etc., same as 
above. 27679. 
Bla.ck; very fine and compact. 10½ by 10½ by 1 inches. Locality, etc.,same as 
above. 27672. 
Yellow; fine and c~mpact. 10 by 10 by 1 inches. From quarries at Cintra, 
District of Lisbon. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37910. 
Lisbon, Portugal. American Institute Mining Engineers, 1886. 37841. 
White ; crystalline. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. From the Penha Longa quarries. 
Cruz dos Quarto Carminhos, Cintra, District of Lisbon, Estremadura Prov-
ince. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37888. 
Dark gray; fine and compact. LocalityJ etc., same as above. 37889. 
Dark blue-gray and white; crystalline. 4 by 6 by 1 inches. Las Gonyala. Lo-
cality, etc., otherwise as above. 37890. 
Yellowish; coarsely fossiliferous. 10½ by 10¼ by 3¼ inc hes. From quarries at To-
jal, Estremadura Province. Portuguese Centpnnial Commission, 1876. 27670. 
White; coarsely crystalline. 8 by 8 by 1 inches. Portuguese Centennial Com-
mission, 1876. 27722. 
Shell limestone. Coarse, cellular. Locality, etc., same as above. 27794. 
-- Fine; light colored. Locality, etc., same as above. 27800. 
-- Fine; light colored. Locality1 etc., same as above. 27801. 
Bituminous limestone. Very light brown. Locality, etc., same as above. 27759. 
Calcarious conglomerate. Coarse; reddish. Locality, etc., same as above. 27760. 
Calcarious conglomerate [marble]. Coarse; reddish; variegated. 8 by 6 by 1 
inches. From quarries in the Arrabida Mountains, District of Lisbon, Estre-
madura Province, Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27717. 
Marble. Coarse; red; variegated. 9½ by 7¼ by ! inches. Locality, etc., same 
as above. 27718. 
Marble. Coarse; pink and yellow variegated. 8 by 6 by 1 inches. Locality, 
etc., same as above. 27719. 
Dolomite. Compact; finely cellular; dark drab. Used for making quicklime. 
From quarries near San Miguel in the mountain of Poiares, District of Coim-
bra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commi&aion, 1876. 2ns2. 
Sandstone. Fine; red. Penella, Beira Province. 27761. 
Ferruginous; fine; red. Locality, etc., same as above. 27767. 
Fine; gray. From quarries at San Miguel, District of Leiria, Estremadura 
Province. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1836. 37898. 
Fine; very lig~t brown. From quarries at Pombal, District of Leiria, E tre-
madu_ra, Provmce. American Institute of Minin·g Engineers, 1886. 378 6. 
Calcareous sandstone. Coarse; light colored. Penella, Beira Province. 27817. 
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Calcareous sandstone. Gray; compact. From quarries at Lapa, District of Leida, 
Estremadura. Province. American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37897. 
Mica granite. Fine; reddish. From quarries at Gramacos, Oliveira do Hospital, Dis-
trict of Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Coi;nmission, 1876. 27818. 
Coarse; gray. From quarries at Santa Ovaia, Oliveira do Hospital, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27819. · 
Gray; coarse; porphyritic. From quarries at Pedreirada Se, Ta boa, District of 
Coimbra, Beira Province. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27820. 
Fine; light gray. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27775. 
Slate. Coarse blue-gray. From quarries at Espariz, Taboa, District of Coimbra, 
Beira Province. Portuguese Uentenn'ial Commission, 1876. 27756. 
Granite. Coarse; gray. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Cintra, Estrem ad um Province. Amer-
ican Instit(!te of Mining Engineers, 1886. 37893. 
Marble. Pi.Qk; :fine and compact. Lisbon. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 26450. 
Dolomite [marble]. White; crystalline. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Terra do Tanqne. Es-
tremadura Province. 37891. 
- White; crystalline. 4 by 5 by¾ inches. Locality, etc., same as last. 37892. 
Limestone (stalagmatic). Brown mottled; irregular oval ·mass, about 17 by 8 by 
4 inches. Rock of Gibraltar. Centennial Commission, 1876. 25027. 
Stalagmite [marble]. Brown. Small slab, 3 by 4 inches. Rock of Gibraltar. A. 
R. Crittenden, 1886. 38444. 
Hornblende aildesite (?). Fine dark gray, nearly black, with small white spots. 
This stone is used in hewn and rubble work in localities where there is no other. 
It is very easy to cut in blocks of any size. 5-in,ch cube. From quarries near 
Ponta Delgada, on the Island of Sao Mi~uel, Azores. Portuguese Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 37(}04. 
Basalt. Coarsely vesicular; dark gray, almost black in color. Used for hewn stone 
of inferior quality to remain in sight in buildings of a superior constr"'1,ction. Also 
used as an iruitation of hewn stone when covered with cement, which adheres 
very well to the asperities of the stone, and as hewn and rubble stones in inferior 
constructions. Locality, etc., as above. 37905. 
Dark gray; :fine and compact; somewhat vesicular. This stone is very hard 
and difficult to hew, and on this account is used only for rubble work.and as 
loose stone in breakwaters. Locality, etc., as above. 37906. 
Dark gray, nearly black; very vesicular. Used as a second-rate stone in the 
commonest kind of hewn work. Locality, etc., as above. 37907. 
Fine and compact; dark gray. A first-class stone, used in hewn work in build-
ings of superior construction. Locality, etc., as above. 37908. 
Red; ferruginous; coarsely vesicular. Santa Cruz de Teneriffe, Canary Islands. 
Portuguese Centennial Commission, 1876. 27712. 
Pozzuolana. Volcanic clay; employed with great success to give, when mixed with 
lime not hydraulic or slightly hydraulic, the properties which the latter requires 
for composing hydraulic mortars. Very abundant in St. Michaels,and explored 
in great scale in the suburbs of Pon ta Delgada for the buildings of the locality 
and for exportation to the continent of Portugal. It is.generally employed in 
all the public works of the country. In constructions out of water, or in hy-
draulic works by tides or in fresh water, the masonry is ma<le with mortar com-
posed of one part of lime anu three parts of pozzuolana, using lime not hydraulic 
for tho first kind of works and slightly hydraulic for the second. For works 
constantly exposed to the sea slightly hydraulic lime, pozzuolana, and coarse 
sand are mixed together in equal parts. (Portuguese Centennial Catalogue, 
p. 95). Locality, etc., as above. 35527. 
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Artificial stone, formed by mixing pozzuolana. with lime as described above. Local-
ity, etc., same as last. 35527. ' 
. Volcanic tu.ff. Dark gray. Grand Canary Islands. Portuguese Centennial Corr 
mission, 1876. 27710. 
Coarse; dull red. Grand Canary Islands. Portuguese Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27713. 
SPAIN, 
Calcareous breccia [marble]. Coarse; drab and light brown. From quarries in 
Saragossa Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27694. 
A coarse breccia, made up of fragments of nearly black limestone embedded 
in a brown ground mass. From quarries itt Chodes, Saragossa. Province. 
Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 276~2. 
Like the last, but more compact. Locality, etc., the same. 27693. 
Coarse; d,ull, with white veins. Locality, etc., same as above. 27698. 
Made up of fragments of nearly black limestone embeded in a white crystalline 
ground mass. From quarries at Ricla,, Saragossa Province. Spanish Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876. 27696. 
Coarse; composed of fragments of dark and ferruginous limestone cemented hy 
white crystalline carbonate of lime. From quarries _at Morata, Saragossa 
Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27714. 
Dull red and white; cellular. From quarries at Pueblane Alborton, Saragossa 
Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. · 27688. 
Limestone [marble]. Very light drab, with fine pink veins; fine and compact. 
From quarries in Saragossa Provines. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 
27695. 
Coarse; yellowish. Locality, etc., same as above. 27697. 
Very dark drab, with white and red veins; fine and compact. Locality, etc., 
same as above. 27690. 
·nun red; fine and compact. From quarries at Ricla, Saragossa Province. 
Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27684. 
Gray; crystalline. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Murcia, Murcia Province. Spanish 
Centennial Commission, 1876. 27774. 
-- Red and yellow mottled; fine and compact. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Cehegin, Murcia 
Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27706. 
Dark blue-gray and white mottled; crystalline. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. Alma_ 
zarron, Murcia Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27707. 
Dark blue-gray; crystal1ine. Panticosa, Huesca Province. Spa.nish Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 27683. 
Nearly black with whitish veins ; very fine and compact. 5 by 5 by 1 inches. 
Callosa de Ensarria; Alicante Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27711. 
Dark yellow; compact. 8 by 8 by 1½ inches. Nueva Esparta. 36998. 
Limestone. Bluish drab; fine and compact. From quarries in Saragossa Province. 
Spanish Centennial Commission. 27700. 
Drab. Locality, etc., same as above. 27821. 
Deep blue-lJlack; very fine and compact. From quarries at Ricla, Saragossa 
Province. Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 2i763. 
Dark gray i compact. Puebla de Alborton, Saragossa Province. Spanish Cen• 
tennial Commission, 1876. 27680. 
Pinkish; fine and compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27765. 
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Limestone. Nearly white; coarse; cellular. From quarries at Calata.yud, Saragossa 
Provmce. Spanish Centennial Commissson, 1876. . 27686. 
Dark gray; compact. Locality, etc., same as above. 27691. 
White; semi-crystalline. From quarries at Alhama, Saragossa Province. 
Spanish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27764. 
Compact; dark gray. 6-inch cube. Murcia, Murcia Province. Spanish Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876. 27i73. 
Chalk. From quarries at Calatayud, Saragossa Province. Spanish Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 27685. 
Gypsum. · Compact; gray. From quarries at Riola, Saragossa Province. Spanish 
Centennial Commission, 1876. 27768. 
Compact; dark gray. Locality, etc., same as above. 27687. 
Alabaster; pure white; translucent. Locality, etc., same as above. 27699. 
Alabaster; white. l!,rom quarries at Saragossa, Saragossa Province. Span-
ish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27701. 
Alabaster; pure white; translucent. 7½ by 7-½ by 1 inches. From quarries in 
the province of Guadalajara. American Iustitute Mining Engineers, 1886. 
34535. 
Compact; blue-gray and yellowish gray, mottled. From Murcia, Murcia Pro-
vince, Spanish Centennial Commission, 1886. 27705. 
Shell limestone. Coarse ; light buff. Murcia, Murcia Province. Spanish Centen-
nial Commission, 1876. 27703. 
Coarse and friable; light colored. Locality, etc., same a,s above. 27772. 
-- Fine; light colored ; cellular. Murcia, Murcia Province. Centennial, 1876. 
27771. 
Calcareous sandstone. Very light brown; fine; cellular. Locality, etc., as above: 
27716. 
Light colored. Locality, etc., same as above. 27769. 
Fine; light yellow. 6-inch cube. Murcia, Murcia Province. Spanish Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876. 27776. 
Light pinkish; cellular. 5-inch cube. Santa Maria, Oveido Province. Span-
ish Centennial Commission, 1876. 27715. 
Dolomite. Coarse; drab. Spani~h Centennial Commission, 1876. 27777. 
Calcareous tufa. Yellowish; compact but cellular. 6-inch cube. Locality, etc., 
as above. 27704. 
Sandstone. Green; colored by copper oxide. San Romando Morrano, Huesca Pro-
vince. Spanish Centennial Cornruission, 1876. 27702. 
Slate. Blue-black, 25083. 
(7) AFRICA. 
ALGERIA, 
Marble. "Jaune antique dore." Yellow and yellow pink-spotted. Two specimens. 
Slab 12 by 12 by ¾ inches. W:estern Algeria, E. Fritsch, New York, 18~6. 
38440. 
''Paonazzorosso." Dull red. Slab 12by 12 by¾inches. Western Algeria. E. 
Fritsch, New York, 1886. 38441. 
''Jaune chiaro ondat6." Yellowish; red veined. · Slab 12 by 12 by ! inches, 
Western Algeria. E. Fritsch, New York., 188G. 38442. 
'' J aune rose." Yellowish; red veined. Slab 12 by 12 by! inches. Western Al-
geria.. E. Fritsch, New York, 1886. 38443. 
"Rose clare." Light-rose tinted. Slab 12 by 12 by 1 inches. Western Alge• 
ria. E. Fritsch, New York, 1887. 38839. 
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Marble. "Jaspe rouge." A jasper red breccia, with light spots and streaks. Slab 12 
by 12 by 1 inches. Western Algeria. Gift of E. J!'ritsch, New York. 38841. 
"Breche sanguine." Blood-red, light and dark. Western Algeria. Gift of 
E. Fritsch, New York. 38840. 
EGYPT, 
Onyx marble. From quarries at Blad Recam, near ravine of Oned-Abdallah, 
Egypt (f). Polished block, 8½ by 7 by 7 inches. 25343. 
This stone, the so-called Egyptian onyx, is composed principally of carbon-
ate of lime, and occurs in large beds among the Tertiary limestones of Blad 
Recam (marble country), near the ravine of Oned-Abdallah. The old quar-
ries which supplied the inhabitants of Rome and Carthage with the fine 
translucent ¥1arble used in the interior decorations of their houses and mon-
uments were here situated. These quarries were for over 1,000 years en-
tirely lost sight of, and it was not until .the year 1849 that they were re-
discovered by aFrenchgentleman, M. Delmonte. Inancienttimesthestone 
was cut into small vases for hoiding precious ointments. It is now imported 
in considerable quantities into Paris, where it id used in the manufacture 
of time-pieces, sniall vases, candlesticks, and similar objects. (On Build-
ing and Ornamental Stones, by E. Hull, p. 149.) 
Onyx marble. From quarries at Blad Recam, near ravine of Oned-Abdallah, 
Egypt (T). Polished block, 18 by 8¼ by 7 inches. 
This stone, popularly called Oriental alabaster, is another variety of mar-
ble derived from quarries in Egypt, and employed in works of art, except 
statuary, both in ancient and mediooval tim,es. Its stalagmitic origin is at 
one& apparent upon inspection. The color is that of amber, or rich yellow-
ish brown, of various shades arranged in folds or wavy parallel bands; 
sometimes it is beautifully iridescent. The mammillated structure so char-
acteristic of deposits due to :filtration or percolation is also not infrequent. 
This stone was largely employed by the ancient inhabitants of Egypt in 
the formation of canopi ( or jars surmounted by sculptured images of the 
dog-headed god), in which were deposited the a.shes of the dead. Besides 
these smaller objects, large cinerary urns were formed of this material. 
This stone is popularly called a,labaster, but is entirely different from true 
alabaster in composition. (On Building and Ornamen.tal Stones, by E. 
·Hull, p. 150. See text, p. 475.) 
Travertine. "Orientalal alabaster." Yellowish and nearly colorless. Two speci-
mens. 4 by 4 by t and 4 by 2 by¾ inches. Bowker, Torrey & Co., Boston, 1884. 
36774. . 
Porp hy rite. Egyptian porphyry or" roseo antico." Very dark red, with pink por-
phyritic feldspars. 2½ by 2 by¼ inches. From quarries near the :first cat,a:act of 
the Nile. 4863. 
Nummulitic limestone. A portion of one of the steps formerly leading to the obe-
. lisk at Alexandria, Egypt, now in Central Park, New York. Alexandria. Com-
mander H. H. Gorringe, U. S. Navy, 1881. 26816. 
Granite. A block of red hornblende biotite granite found in the debris at, the foot of 
the Egyptian obelisk at Alexandria by Commander Gorringe during the excava-
tions preparatory to its removal to New York. That the fragment was originally 
a. portion of one of the obelisks now in New York and London is undoubted, 
though of which can not with certainty be told. The specimen still shows the 
original carving. Syene. Commander H. H. Gorringe, U~ S. Navy, 18 1. 26815. 
A block of blue-gray hornblende mica granite, being a portion of a. large col-
umn found in the debris at Alexandria during the excavations preparatory to 
tho rem_o':al of the obeli k to New York. The locality from whence the rock 
waa origmally taken is not known. Alexandria. Commander H. H. Gor-
ring , 1 1. 21.k:17. 




Marble. Pink. Seitan, Isle of Samos. 9 by 11 by 1 inches. Turkish Centennial 
Commission, 1876. 27086. 
CHINA, 
Granite. Light gray. Circular disk, about 5 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick. 
Hong-Kong. John Long, 1883. 28576. 
Rhyolite. Compact; light brown. Suburbs of Ningpo. 8 b' 4 by 2 inches. Chinese. 
Centennial Commission, 1876. 38580. 
Tuff. Compact; light brown. Two specimens, 8 by 4 by 2 inches. Locality, etc., 
same as above. 38581. 
Co!'.Jlpact; light greenish. Two specimens, 8 by 4 by 2 inches. ~ocality, etc., 
same as above. 38582. 
COREA. 
Mottled yellow stone. Box made of. J. B. Bernad_ou, ensign U.S. Navy, 1886. 
38327. 
Yellow and green marble [Serpentine]. Stone pencil jar of. J. B. Bernadou, 
1886. 38328. 
Yellow marble. Disk of. J.B. Bernadou, 1886. 38329. 
Ophiolite. White and green mottled. Slab 10 by 20 inches. J.B. Bernadou, 1886. 
38330. 
JAPAN, 
Steatite (?). Massive; compact; dark greenish gray. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. 
Centennial, 1876. 27552. 
Massive; dark green, nearly black. 5¼ by 5¼ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centen-
nial, 1876. 27553. 
Massive; compact; dark green, nearly black. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. 
Centennial, 1876. 27554. 
Massi ye; compact; dark greenish gray. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centen-
nial, 1876. 27534. 
Massive; compact; dark green, nearly black, with white spots. 6 by 6 by 1 
inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27535. 
1 
Massive; compact; dark green and gray mottled. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. 
Centennial, 1876. 27560. 
Massive; compact; dark green, nearly black. 11 by 6-! by 2½ inches. Hizen. 
Centennial, 1876. 27561. 
Massive; compact; dark green, nearly black. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. 
Centennial, 1876. 27555. 
Massive; compact; dark green, nearly black. 6 by 6 by 1 inches.' Hitachi. 
C~ntennial, 1876. 27557. 
Massive; compact; dark greenish gray. 6 by 6 by l inches. Hitachi. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 27559. 
Massive; compact; dark green and gray. 6 by 6 by 1 inches . . Hitachi. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 27540. 
Massive; dark greenish gray. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 
27550. 
Massive; dark green, nearly black. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Tagagori, Hitachi, 
Centennial, 18i6. 27551. 
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Marble. White. 3¾ by 3½ by t inches. Mino Province. Centennial, 1876. 27137. 
Pink, black, and white, brecciated. 3! by 3! by½ inches. Mino Province. Cen-
tennial, 1876. 27138. 
Black, with white fossils. 3¾ by 3½ by t inches. Mino Province. Centennial, 
1876. 27139. 
Black and white; breccia. 31 by 3! by½ inches. Mino Province. Centen-
nial, 1876. 27140. 
Dark gray, black spotted. 3¾ by 3½ by t inches. Mino Province. Centen-
nial, lb76. 27141. 
White, green veined. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27536. 
White; crystalline. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27538. 
White, with blue-gray veins; resembles the Italian bardiglio. 6 by 6 by 1 
inches. Two specimens. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27539. 
White, green veined. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27542. 
White, green veined. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27541. 
White, green veined. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27543. 
White, with blue-gray veins; resembles the Italian bardiglio. Two speci-
mens. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27544. 
White, green veined. 6 by 6 by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27545. 
White ; crystalline. 6¼ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27546. 
White; crystalline. 6½ by 6¼ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27547. 
White, green veined. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27558. 
White; crystalline. 6½ by 6½ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27548. 
White; crystalline. 6½ by 6¼ by 1 inches. Hitachi. Centennial, 1876. 27549. 
RUSSIA, 
Quartz porphyry. D"nll red base, with large porphyritic feldspars and quartzes. 2t 
by :l½ inches. Isle Hoghland. ~ussian Centennial Commission, 1876. 2758.2. 
A compact purplish base, cal'ryiug porphyritic yellowish and reddish feldspars. 
3 by 4 inches. Nishne-Issetsk Works, district of Ka.tharinenburg, Ural. 
Russian Centennial Commission, 1876. 27565. 
(Porphyry".) A compact purplish rock, with very many white porphyritic 
feldspars and glassy quartz. 4 by 5 inches. Isle Hoghland. Russian Cen-
teno ial Commission, 1876. 27580. 
(Porphyry.) Red base, with large reddish feldspars and glassy quartzes. 2t 
by 3 inches. Isle Hoghland. Russian Centennial Commission, 1876. 27581. 
(Keratitic porphyry.) Very fine and compact; nearly black, with small 
porphyritic feldspal's and quartzes, arranged in nearly parallel indistinct 
bands. 3½ by 4 inches. Lake Narori, district of Katharinenburg, Ural. 
RusRian Centennial Commission, 1876. 27568. 
(Keratitic porphyry.) Dark gray, nearly black, with abundant porphyritic 
whitish feldspars and quartzes. Irregular fragment, 2 by 3 inches. ftiver 
Tchervenka, district of Katharinenburg, Ural. Russian Centennial Com-
mission, 1876. 27566. 
Porphyry conglomerate. (Keratitic porphyry.) .A. greenish-black conglomerate, 
composed of fel itic (T) fragments very closely compacted by a siliceous pa te. 
3 by 4 inche . Redoubt Kolpatsk, district of Katharinenburg, Ura.I. RllBSian 
Centennial Commi ion, 1876. 27567. 
Porphyry brecoia (Keratitic porphyry.) A red, compact brecci:i., composed of 
porphyry particle.' 4 by 4 inches. Redo11bt Kolpatsk, district of Ka.tharinen-
burg, Ura.I. Rus~too Centennial Commission, 1876. 27570, 
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Diorite porphyry. A compact, greenish rock, with irregular yellowish blotches. 
3 by 4 inches. District of Katharinenburg, Ural. Russian Centennial Commis. 
sion, 1876. 27571. 
A compact felsitic rock, coia.sisting of a deep purplish base, streaked and spotted 
with irregular white and brownish spots. 4 by ~¼ inches. Village Sidelni-
kowa, district of Kathariuen-burg, Ural. Russian Ce.ntennial Commission, 
1876. 27572. 
Compact ; green, with small porphyritic feldspars. 3½ by 4 inches: River 
Konda, district of Katharinenburg, Ural. Russian Centennial Commission, 
1876. 27573. 
Diorite. Very fine-grained and com pact green, with yellowish fl.eeks and streaks. 
3 by 4½ inches. Beresovsk mines, district of Katharinenburg, Ural. Russian 
Centennial Commission, 1876. 27574. 
Very compact; nearly black, with grayii,h streaks. 3 by 4 inches. Fort Sa-
narskaia, district of Katharinenburg, Ural. Russian Centennial Commission. 
1876. 27575. 
Jasper. Compact; dull red. 3 by 4 inches. Neviansk Works, district of Katha-
riuenburg, Ural. Russian Centennial Commission, 1876. 27578. 
(9) .AUSTRALIA. 
Marble. White. 9 by !l by 1 inches. New South. Wales. Centennial, 1876. 19500. 
White, yellow veins. 9 by 9 b,v 1 inches. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 
19501. 
Dark gra.y, nearly black. 9 by 9 by 1 inches. New South Wales. Centennial, 
1876. 19502. 
Blue-gray mottled. 9 by 9 by 1 inches. New South Wales. Ceutennial, 1876. 
19504. 
Gray. 8-inch cube. Centennial, 1876. 25215. 
White. 11-½ by 12 by 4 inc hes. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 25201. 
Gray. About !2 by 12 by 4 inches. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 25210. 
White. 12 by 12 by 4 inches. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 25211. 
Black. 1.? by 12 by 4¼ inches. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 25212. 
Gray and yellow mottled. 12-inch cube. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 
25092. 
Light mottled. 8½-inch cube. Centennial, 1876. 25216. 
Gray. 9-inch cube. Centennial, 1876. 26022. 
Gray mottled. 8-Hnch cube. Ceutennial, 1876. 26024. 
Sandstone. Light colored; medium. 12-inch cube. New South Wales. Centen-
nial, 1876. 25:l02. 
Light colored; medium. 12-inch cube. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 
25203. 
Light colored; medium. 12-inch cube. New South Wales. Centennial, 1876. 
~5214. 
Hornblende biotite granite. Coarse; gray. 12-inch cube. New South Wales. 
Centennial, 1876, 25213. 
(10) HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. 
Limestone. Light colored; cellular. 12-inch cube. Island of Oahu. Waine quarry. 
Boston Foreign Exhibition, 1884. 35540. 
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Italy................................ . .. 474 
Shaler & Hall, sandstone quany of........ 290 
Shaler, Profe11sor. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. 285 
•on clay slats for rough building . . . . . . . 467 
Sheldon & Slason, quarries of . . . . . . . . . . 317 
Shell limestone, definition of............... 525 
characters of................. .. ........ 373 
Shell sand.rocks, character of.............. 37'.l 
Shurtleff, quoted..................... ... . . . 285 
Siliceous, definition of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525 
rockR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307 
sandstones .......................... ·.. 445 
Slate belts in Vermont . ... . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . 471 
Slate, colors of.... .......... .... .. . . . . . . . .. 465 
composition au<l structure of.......... 46-! 
for roofing purposes .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . 201 
for tombstones, use of............. ..... 201 
quarries in United States, arnonnt in. 
vested in...................... .. .. . 201 
quarrying and splitting of............. 318 
quarrying in United StatcR, early . ..... 201 
Smith, Dr., tests of air quotctl .. ... ... . 
Soapstone, Arkansas .................... .. 
composition and uses of ... .... ....... . 
District of Columbia ................ .. 
Massachusetts .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . 
New Hampshire .. ....... ............. . 
New York .... . ....................... . 
North Carolina ........................ . 
Pennsylvania ... . ..................... . 
of the various States and Territories .. 
South Carolina ....................... .. 
Texas . ................................ . 















Virginia. ............................... 360 
Soft soapan<l alum sobtion for protecting 
stone ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355 
Solvent action of acicl.s affecting weather· 
ingof builuing stones ............. .. 
South America, export of slate to ........ . 
specimens of building stone from .... . 
South Carolina, granite in ................ . 






soap.stone in .. s........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 359 
specimen of limestone from . . . . . . . . . . . . 592 
specimens of biotite granite from . . . . .. 502 
specimcnofsteatitc (?) [soap.stone] from 592 
Spain and Portugal, building stones of ... .. 483 
Spain, specimen of calcareous tufa from . . . 629 
specimen of dolomite from . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620 
specimen of sandstone frvm...... . . . . . 629 
speoim11n of sfate from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 629 
specimens of calcareous breccia fm::ir. 
blol from............................. 628 
specimens of calcareous sandstone from. 629 
specimens of gypsum from............. 629 
specimens of limestone from .. ... .... 628, G29 
specimens oflnnestone fm:i.rble] from.. 628 
epccimens of sbell limestono from...... 629 
Spalls, definition of......................... 525 
Specific gravity of granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408 
of limestones........................... 491 
of sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492 
sawing .....•.................... . . .. .. . 310 of serpentine..... .................. .... 365 
statistics of shipment from Sl:ll.ington 
region in 1882 ................... .... . 
table of sizes for roofing .. ... ...... ... . 
uses of .................... ............ . 
Slates, Canada ...... .. ......... .. .... .. ... . 
foreign ... ~ ....... .................... . 
Georgia . . . . ...................... ... . . 
Maine ................................. . 
Maryland ...................... .. ..... . 
Massachusetts . . . . . ................. .. 
Michigan ........................ .. ... . 
Minnesota ............... ............ . 
rew!Iampshire ...................... . 
NewJersey .................... : . . .. .. 
rewYork ......... . .... .. .... ........ . 
Pennsylv:llli:i. ....................... .. . 
1,laccs of OCCUITl'llC(' or 
8outh Caroliu;\ ...... ... ~~~. ~ ::: : : ::: :: : 
Texas ................................. . 
Y M1>0!I ·········· ·····-····----- -·-··· 
Yir,'.!inh .............................. . 
11 ,1,.e.11,umnrr 11 11 in lnr11·~wo1k1ng .•. 
of stones............................. . 334 
470 of stones, ta.blo of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 404 
465 Specular iron ore, characters of... . ........ 201 
465 Spido~·web, definition of........... ... ..... 525 
488 Split rock, definition of.................... 5~5 
488 Splitting.chisel used in stone.working . ... 330 
466 Square drove finish .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 320 
466 Stalactite, description of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 372 
466 Stalactitic marblo, definition of . . . . . . . . . . . . 52:i 
466 Stalagmite, characters of................... 37:! 
4G7 Stratite, characters of...... .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 29 
4G7 Stock, definition of......................... 525 
468 Stone structures in lbo United tatrs, Ji, t 
468 of tho more important............ .... 515 
468 Stonc·working, machines usccl in . . . . . . .. .. 320 
4GO Stones of foreign countric:,............. . . . 4,3 
466 Strata, definition of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525 
4i0 StraU.fiecl, d finition of....... .. .. . . . . . . ... 5'.!5 
4i0 granites (gnei~R)............. .... . .. ... 4-11 
4i0 Streakrcl , clcfiuilion of...................... ;;~.5 
4il 8trcn~tl1 of'lmil1lin~ sto110 ... . ... . . . . ..... 490 
330 St1ikP,<ll'finitionof ........ ................ 6:=i 
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Page. · 
Strike,joints in rocks.................. .... 310 
Striking.hammer used in stone.working . . . 33P 
Structure of rocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302 
Sullivan diamond.pointed drill..... ........ 312 
Sutherland Falls Marble Company......... 321 
Syenite, definition of....................... 525 
localities of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 430 
trachytes :rnd phonolites. ... ... ........ 430 
. Szerelmey's stone liquitl for protecting 
stone............................. 356 
T. 
Table showing specific gra.vity of stones of 
various kinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4!)4 
Tables showing the chemical composition 
of stone~ of various kinds. . . . . . . . . . . . 502 
Talc, characters of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298 
Tarbox, process of splitting stono intro· 
duced by......................... . .. . 314 
Tennessee, granites in . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424 
gypsum in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 370 
limestones and dolomites in . . . . . . . . . . . 405 
marbles in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383 
sandstones in ......... . ~. ... ........... 460 
r,pecimen of diorite m from ......... :.. 595 
specimen of granite from...... . . . . . . . . . 595 
specimen of hornblcnu.e gneiss from . . . 5!)5 
specimen of shtto from........... . . . . . 595 
specimen of conglomerate from . . . . . . . . 5!)5 
specimen of limestone from .••........ 594, 595 
specimen oflimestone [marblej from .. 592, 593 
specimen of magnesian limestone [mar. 
ble] from ............. , . . . . . . . . ..... 593, 594 
specimens of sandstone from. . . . . . . . . . . G95 
Tests of building stone..................... 489 
Texas, granites in.......................... 425 
limestones and dolomites in ............ 405 
marbles in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385 
sandstones in . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 460 
slates in............................... 470 
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specimen of diorito from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5!)6 
specimen of dolqmite [marble] from.... 595 
specimen of ferruginous dolomite from . 596 
specimens of biotito granite from . . . . . . 596 
specimens of dolomite from ... ... ..... 595,. 596 
specimens of limestone from .... ·.... . . . 596 
specimens of limestone [marble] from.. 595 
specimens of magnesbr, limestone from 596 
specimens of sandstone from. .......... 5013 
Tomlinson, Philo, introclucetl gang.saw sys. 
1*lm ... ...•... ......... ,.............. 328 
Tools nlied in dressing gmuite.. .. ......... 315 
Tooth.chiaeled finish....................... 320 
TootJi.ebisel used in stone.working........ 3:10 
Totten, Colonel, experiments by . . . . . . . . . . . 3J2 
Tourmaline granite........................ 408 
Tracbyte, definition of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525 
tuffs, characters of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463 
'l'racbytes, chemical composiLion of........ 431 
definition of............................ 431 
sl.)ecifie gravity of.................. . ... 431 
Trap and greenstono rocks................. 439 
Trap, definition of. .. .... . ........ .......... 525 
Travertine, clia,racterfl of. . ... . ............. 372 
Page. 
Travertine, definition of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 525 
Trimming slate, method of................. 315 
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origin of................................ 463 
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specimen of hornblende biotite granite 
from.................................. 590 
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specimens of limestone from............ 596 
specimens ef sandiltono from .... . ... 596, 597 
Utility of joints in rocks in quarrying.... . . 310 
V. 
Variation in durability of stones............ 305 
Varieties of dolomites...................... 371 
of limestones .. ......... ......... ....... 371 
Veru.e antique, definition of................ 525 
Veru.antique marl.do, romposition of....... . 361 
origin of... . .... ....... ............... .. 361 
in foreign countries .... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . 473 
usesof....... .. . . . . ... . .. . .. ...•.. .. .. .. 361 
Vercle tli Genova ...••.•... ...... ........... 
Levante occurring in Italy ........... . . 
Prato occurring in Italy ............... . 
Vermont, granite in ............ .. ......... . 






marblesin .................. .... ....... . 386 
quarrying marlll o in.................... 387 
serpentine in........................... 308 
slates in .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 70 
soap.stone in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359 
specimens of lliotite granite from....... 003 
~pecimens of biotite mucovite granite 
fro1n...... ...... ....... ... ... ... ...... 603 
.specirnrmi of dolomite [marble] from. 602,603 
specimcnsof1imrstonc [marbl(•] from.597, 598, 
599, 600, 601, 602 
specimens of magn~siau lime11tone 
from . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 602 
Rpecimcns of muscovite granite from... 603 
Apccimen11 of srrpentino from........... 597 
specimens of slate from . . . . . . ... . 603, CO!, 603 
specimens of stcatite [soap.stoiw] from. 597 
Vert <lo Genes oecurrin~ i11 Haly. .......... 474 
Vesicular, defiuition of...... .. ............. 521 
Vinalh:lVrn, granite rinarrio,i in . .. ........ : 415 
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7011, Abutilon avicennce, Missouri. 
7008. Abutilon Bedjordianmn, Australin,. 
700!), .Abutilon 1nollis, Australia. 
7010. Abitlilon oxycar_pwn, Australia. 
7112. Acer e1·atoegifolium, Urina no 
kawa. 
6881. Acrocomia sclerocarpa, Coco de ca-
tarrho, Brazil. 
GG98. Adam's Needle, Yucca aloifolia, 
Australia. 
7027. African hemp. 
15338. A.gave sp. Costa Rica Indians, Dis-
trict of Talamanca. 
5327, ( A A , 
7842
_ 5 L:lgave L:J1nericana. 
6970. Agave Americana, Nicaragua. 
21070. Agave deserti, Southern California. 
5335. ( iJ k t J . 
7977
_ 5 gave el'at o, ama1ca. 
7940. Agave lechuguilla, Mexico. 
7115. Aiso, Urtica Thunbergiana. 
~ 
Algodon sylvestris (down), Yng-
7456. han, Argentine Republic. 
Aloe, American. (See Ajjave.') 
7154. Alpaca wool. 
7502. A11ipelodesma tenax, Diss, Geuoa. 
7022. Ananassa sativa, piueapple. 
5133. Ananasaa saliva, pineapple,China. 
5338. ( Ananassa sativa, pineapple, Ja-
7972. 5 maica. 
7 rn. \ 7820. Angora wool, Argentine Repub-
7821. lie. 
7560. An~ora wool (fabric), Kentucky. 
7330. Angora wool, Maryland. 
G;315. Anono colorndo (bark), San 1-'rn,n-
cisco. 
7555. Antherccemyliilu (cocoons), Tosser 
silk, India. 
7025. A1>ocynitm sp. (fiber), Minnesota. 
7024. Apocyniim sp. (rope), Utah. 
7078. Arnrn pcnicula.ceum. 
7001. Asclepias (fiber), United States. 
7003. A.~clepias (fiber), Cipo lactecente, 
Brazil. 
7338. Asclcpias (fiber) milkweed, Iowa. 
6999. .Asclepia., (down), Tripoli. 
6560. A.solepias (down), vegetable silk, 
India. 
7000. .Asclcpias (stalk and fiber), Uniteu. 
States. 
7002. Asclepias and cotton (fabric). 
7487. Asolcpias corniiti, New Jersey. 
6875. ( ..il.strocaryum vulgare, tticnm, Bra-
6873. 5 zil. 
7565. Bagasse, sugar cane, New Or-
leans. 
7015, ~ 
7016• 5 Banana, Musa sapicntn-ni, 
5341. i 
7974. 5 Bauana,Miisasapientum,J'amaica. 
7337. Banana and silk (fabric). 
5021. Bark, used for cords, Pai Ute In-
dians. 
5001. Bark used for ropes, San Domiugo. 




7084. Bmhmcria nivca, China grass. 
7116. 
7630. ~ 
7131. Bmhmcria nil-ca, France. 
7632. 
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7979. Bcehmeria nivea, Jamaica. • 
7081. Bcehmeria nivea, Mexico. 
7080. Ba;hmeria nivea, Mississippi. 
7093. ( 
709G. 5 Bo;hmeria nivea, Philadelphia, . . 
76:3D. Bcehmeria nivea (fabrics), France. 
70D6. Bcehmeria nivea with wool, cot-
ton, etc. (fal>rics). 
7990. Bom,bax ceiba (bark), :!lor ceiba, 
Venezuela. 
5263. Bombax ceiba,pochote,Guaternala. 
G864. Bomb ax g lobosa, paina de coco, 
Brazil. 
74G7. B01nbax pendandrnm, pohato, Yu-
catan. 
7007. Bottle tree, Slercnlia rzipcslris, 
Australia. 
7976. Bowstring hemp, Sanseviera zey-
lanica, Jamaica. 
5337. ( Bowstring hemp, African, Srrnse-
7970. 5 i,iera giiineensis, Jamaica. 
5015. Bromelia sp., District of Canara. 
7020. Bromelia sp., Southern Florida. 
5340. Brornelia lcaratas, silk grass, J a-
maica. 
5339. ( Bromelia pinguin, pingnin, Ja-
7975. 5 maica. 
7625. Bulrush, great, Sci?pus valid11s, 
Arizona. 
7D80. Burn-nose bark, Daphnopsis tini-
Jolia, Jamaica. 
7579. Cactus fiber, Argentine Republic. 
7824.1 
7825. C lf'b . G 
7826_ a . air, ermany 
7827.J 














C:1mcl's h::tir, Rnssrn. 
Canna plant, New Orfo::tns. 
Cannabis satit•a, hemp, -\r~ontine 
Republic. 
Camwbis sativa (seccl), bc•mp, Per-
si:1. 
Canncibis satiM, hemp, Portugal. 
Cannabi.s sati1:a, bemp, second 
clasR, Portugn,1. 
Cannabis sati'l;a, homp, thinl 
c1n..·R, Portugal. 
Canncibis saliva, hemp, Spain. 
Carluclovica plmnicri, low pal-
metto, Jamaica. 
Caryota urcns, kittool, C('ylon. 
'asLmero wool, Alahama. 
asbm •re wool, alifornb. 







Cedar bark (dressed), Neal1 Bay, 
Washington Territory. 
Cedar root splints, Massett In-
dians, British Columbia. 
Chamrerops excelsa, China. 
Chorisia speciosa, paina brnnc:1, 
Brazil. 
China grass. (See Brelnne.ria.) 
Cibotilun sp., pulu, Sandwich Isl-
ands. 
7988. Cibucaia de buchiv-acoa, Venezu-
ela. 
7616. Cipo. (See Sipo.) 
7003. Cipo lactecente, Asclepias, Brazil. 
7978. Clatlium o,Jc'illentale, rnslt or flag 
grass, Jamaica. 
GS81. Coco de catarrho, .Acroconiia scle-
1·ocarpa, Brazil. 
7370. Cocoa-nut, Cocos mwifem. 
7570. Cocos nucifcra, cocoa-u n t. 
7G70. Coir. (See Cocoa nut.) 
7138. Corchorus sp., iute, France. 
7120.) 
7121. 7 . t L .. 
7128_ ~ Co1·c w1·11s sp., Jn e, oms1:1na. 
6976.J 
7122. Corchorus sp., jntc, Virginia. 
7488. Corchorus sp., prepared jntc aud 
paper pulp, New Jersey. 
7111. Co,-cltorns capsnlaris. 
70:34. Corchorus capsularis, jute, Asia. 
7136. Corclwrus capsularis, jute, l\fa1y-
land. 
7037. Corclwrus capsularis, jute, New 
Orleaus. 
7039. 'Corchonis capsu,laris, jnte, Sonth-
wcstorn United States. 
7030. Corchorus olitorius, Anstrnlia. 
7131. Conlia jerascanthus. 
7497. Cordia granclis (bark), Cuddapah. 
7263. Corc7yline indivisa, tall palm lily, 
Anstmlia.. 
7288. Cordyline pnrnilio, dwarf pa.Im 
lily, New Zealand. 
7G8 • Corn fiber (pa.per), An tria.. 
7408.") 
~!~~: ~ Cosmos (fil>cn; ao<l fahrics). 
75()0. J 
7402. Cotton bolls. 
7342. Cotton, Ili wa.i iau L:;lands. 
7G~>2. Cotton, Sau Paulo. 
·G D9. Cotton, fadaga car. 
79fi0. Cotton, Mexico. 
7G:3:l. Cott.on tree. 
:,7W0. 
700~. 
Cot.ton, yrllow, C11ina. 
t;1,ttn11 :lll<l a. ·lcpia (fabric). 
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7642. Cotton cloth (red), Malta. 
7332. Cotton, flax, and wool (fabric). 
7312. Cotton, woo1; and ramie (fabric). 
7568. Cotton stalk (bark and :fiber). 
7564. Cotton stalk (fiber), New Orleans. 
5028. Cotton yarns ( colored with My-
sore dyes), India. 
50f4. Cypress, swamp (innci' bark), 
Quapaw Indians. 
5343
· ~Dagger plant, Y,ucca aloifolia., Jn,-
6760. . · 
7973
_ ma1ca. 
7506. Daphne cannabina, Ifomoon ( 11a-
per). 
7267. Daphne tenuif olia. 
7980. Daphnopsis tinifolia, burn-nose 
bark, Jamaica. 
7~04. Debregcasia longifolia, Wild Rhea, 
India. 














Diss, Ampclodesma tenax, Genoa. 
Doryanthus excelsa, Spear Lily, 
Australia. 
Down. (Sec .Algodon sylvostris, 
.Asclepias, Bombax, Pain a, Popu-
lus, Ochroma lagopus, etc.) 
Dwarf Palm Lily, Corclyline pnm-
ilio, New Zealand. 
Echinocactus horizonthalmurn, wil1l 
silk, Mexico. · 
Embirama Xylopia sericea, Brazil. 
Epeil'a socialis, silk spun by spi-
ders, Argentine Republic. 
{ Eriodcndron sp. Paina loura, Brn-
S zil. 
Eucaly1Jtus obliqua, stringy bark, 
Australia. 
Fibers (unknown), Swan River, 
United States of Colombia. 
Ficus tsiela, India. 
Flame tree, Slcrciilia acerijolia, 
Australia. 
7293. Flax, Lin um usitatissimum, Brazil. 
6937. Flax, Linum usitatissimnm, sixty-
two &pccimens from varions 
countries. 
6934. Plax, cottonizcd (unbleachc11). 
6935. Flax, cottonize<l (bleached). 
7574. Flax (dressed). 
7:28:3. Flax, Irish ( watcr-retted). 
5140. Flax, Linum iisitatissimurn, Spain. 
7998. { 
7999. 5 Flax, Linumusitatissimnrn, Hnssia. 
6!>:m. l<'lax, New Zcalanc1, Phormi111n 







Flax, wool, and cotton (fabric). 
Flax fabric (ancient). 
Flor ceiba (bark) Bombax ceiba, 
Venezuela. 
Furcrwa Cube1u1is, Heneq nen or 
silk grass, Jamaica. 
Furcrma gigantea, Madras. 
Purcrcea gigantea, Mexicau hemp, 
Australia. 
7i::l0. Gazona iilmifolia. 
57495· < Goat hair China. 
57496. 5 ' 
7564. ( G0Bsypiu1n sp. (stalk and :fiber), 
7G68. 5 New Orleans. 
5207. Grass (whisk broom), Florence. 
7153. Guan aco wool. . 
68Gl. Gnaxima, Urena lobata, Brazil. 
6860. ~ 
6862. 
6863. Gua:s:ima (seeds), Urena lobata, 
Brazil. 
7156. Hair, camel. 
80G3. Hair, camel, Russia. 
G7495. < Hair o-oat China. 
57 496. 5 < ' b ' 
7109. Hel-icteres jamaicensfa. 
Hemp. (Sec Cannabis saliva.) 
7027. Hemp, Africau. 
G3:~7. ( Hemp, Afri?an. ~owstrin~, San-
7970. 5 seviera guince11sis, J ama1ca. 
7976. Hemp,bowstring,Sansevierazeyla-
nica, Jamaica. 
7026. Hemp; Mexican, F-urcrwagigantea, 
Australia. 
7028. ( Hemp, Q~rnensland, Sida retusa, 
7031. 5 Austraha. · 
7289. Hemp, Victorian, Plagiantlws pul-
chellus, Australia. 
5127. Ilc~p, coarso,S·ida tiUmfolin, King-
ma, China. 
501G. Hemp bark, Pan, Siam. 
76~2. < Hemp cloth, Madagascar. 
7G,9. 5 · 
7850. Henequen, Mexico. 
7971. Henequen or silk grass, Purcrcea 
cubcnsis, Jamaica. 
6979. Hibiscus sp. 







Hibiscus esciilcntus, Maryland . . 
Hibiscus esculent11s, Mississippi. 
Hibiscus latif oiia. 
Hibiscus moscheutos, American 
jute, United States. 
llibiscus mo8chcutos, Ohio. 
Hibiscus sabclarfff a .. 
ti977. Hibiscus sincnsis. 











Hibiscus sy1·iacus, Makuki. 
Hibisus tiliaceus, China. 
Holoptelia integrifolia, Madras. 
Indian fabrics, Ohio. 
Istle (ixtle) (fiber and coraline). 
Istle de lechuguilla, Mexico. 
Jute. (See Corchorus sp.) 
Jute, Co,-chm·us capsularis, Asia. 
Jute, Corclw,-us capsularis, Mary-
land. 
Jute, Co1·clwrus capsiilaris, New 
Orleans. 
Jute, Corcho1'us capsularis, south-
western United States. 
7030. Jute, Co,-chonis oHto,-ius, Aus-
tralia. 
7035. Jute, American, Hib-iscns moschen-
tos, United States. 
7489. Jute and paper pulp. 
7506. Kamoon (paper), Daphne canna-
bina. 
7117. Kanabikio. 
7111. Kanabikio, Corchorus capsularis. 
7116. Kara rnushi, Brehmeria nivea. 
~~~~: I Keratto, Agare keratto, Jamaica. 
5127. King-ma (coarse lrnmp), Sida ti-
licefolia, China. 
7499. Kittool, Caryota nrens, Ceylon. 
7076. Kleinhovia hospita. 
7077. Kydia calycina. 
7507. Kydia calycina, Australia. 
7295. Laportea gigas, Tree-nettle, Aus-
tralia. 
7872. LecbugnilI:-t (ixtlo or istle), Mex-
ico. 
7873. Lechuguilla yunguillo, Mex ico. 
7874. Lechuguilla zarcia, Mexico. 
72G4. Lepedospe1·mum jlexuosum, sword-
rush, Australia. 
7288. Lily, cl warf palm, Cordy line pu-
rnilio, New Zcala.tH1. 











Lily, spear, Doryanthus cxcelsci, 
Australia. 
Lana de Lin'.1 (,vool), cross be-
tween sheep a11<1 goat, Argoc-
tino Republic. 
Linho, Brazil. 
Linmn UBitatissinuon. (See Flax:.) 
Lyon si<£ reliculata, Australia. 
Maize (hu k, yaro, and cloth). 
.Majagnillo hark, V ·n znela. · 
.i:lakuki, Ilibi .1cus syl'i<tc118. 
Innilh lwmp, ,lfo.~<t f!>rlilill. 
7044. Mauriliafle:cuosa, Uta palm, Dem-
erara. 
107534. Mescal fiber, Arizona. 
7338. Milkweed, .Asclepias, Iowa. 
7118. Mitsumata, Wiskstrreniia Japon-
ica. 
7586. Mohair (combed). 
8054. Mummy cloth. 
7013. Musa paradisiaca, plantain. 
7014. Musa paradisiaca, plantain 
hemp, Australia. 
7023. Musa paradisiaca, plantain, Brit-
ish Guiana. 
7012. Musa paradisiaca, plantain, 
Demerara. 
7015. < 
7016_ 5 Musa sapientum, banana. 
5341. < Musa sapienturn, banana, Jamai-
7974. 5 ca. 
7017. Musa textilis, manilla hemp. 
7295. Nettle-tree, Laportea gigas, Aus-
tralia. 
7453. Ochroma lagopus (down), Vcne-
znela. 
7043. Ochroma lagop11s (bark), West 
Indies. 
6869. Paina branca, Chorisia 8_Peciosa, 
Brazil. 
6864. Faina do coco, Bombax globosa, 
Brazil. 
6865. < Faina loura, Eriodendron sp., 
(i872. 5 Brazil. 
6880. Paioa loura (seeds), Eriodendron 
sp., Brnzil. 
7288. Palm Lily, dwarf, Corclyline 1m-
1nilio, New Zealand. 
7263. Palm Lily, tall, Cordyline indi-
visa, Australia. 
7G73. PalmetLo, Sabal palmetto, Geor-
gia. 
79, 1. Palmetto, low, Carluclovica plu-
rnie1·i, Jamaica. 
5:{32. Papelillo fiber, San Salvador. 
5016. Pau, hemp bark, Siam. 
7503. Phamix pedunculata, Madra . 
69:39. Phori1t1n tenax, New £:ealaud 
flax, New Zealand. 
Pine-apple. (See Ananassa and 
Bromclia.) 
79i5. Pioguin, Bromelia pi11g1Li11, Ja-
maica. 
7270. Pinus sylvestns (fabric from 
leaves), Frnuce . 
701 . Pita (flos <1), Honduras. 
Plantain. (, eo Musa JJaratl i -
siaca.) 
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5263. Pochote, Bombax ceiba, Guate-
mala. 
7457. Pobate, Bonibaxpenda11druni, Yu-
catan. 
7411. Populus alba (down), Washing-
ton, D. C. 
7079. Pothos violaceus. 
7268. Pterocarpus santatinus. 
7505. Pueraria Thunbergiana (woven 
fabric), Corea. 
7269. Pulu, Cibotium, sp., Sandwich 
Islands. 
7630. Ramie, Bmhmeria nivea, France. 
7970. Ramie, Bmhmeria, nivelt, Jamaica. 
7081. Ramie, Bmhmeria nivea, Mexico. 
7080. Ramie (sec<,nd cutting), Bmh-
meria nivea, Mississippi. 
7093. ( Ramie, Bmhnwria nivea, Philadel-
7095. 5 phia. 
7084. Ramie (from dresser), Bmhmeria 
nivea. 
7639. Ramie (fabrics), Bcehmeria nivea, 
France. 
7631. ( Ramie (sliver and. noils), Bcelnne-
7632. 5 ria nivea, France. 
7082. ( R . (t ) B h . 7083. 5 am1e O\Y , m meria nivca. 
7312. Ramie, witll wool, cotton, etc. 
(fabrics). 
709!). Raphia ruffea (yarn), Madagascar. 
















Rhea, wild 1 Dabregeasia longifolia, 
India. 
Rofia. (See Raphia.) 
Rofia palm (fabrics), Madagascar. 
Rush or flag grass, Cladium occiden-
tale, Jamaica. 
Rush, sword, Lepidospermumjlexuo~ 
sum, Australia. 
Sabal palmetto, palmetto, Geor-
gia. 
Sacchariim munja. 
Saccharum sp., sugar cane, Ha-
waii. 
( Sanseviera guineensis, African bow-
5 string hemp, Jamaica. 
Sanseviera zeylanica, bowstring 
hemp, Jamaica. 
Sarcocephalus cadamba, Burmah. 
Scirpus validus, great bulrush, . 
Arizona. 
Scirpus valiclus, tule or tutle, pa-
per pulp, Idaho. 
Shina, Tilia cordata, var. Hfro-
shima. 
S1tina, Tilia cordata, var. Japonica. 
7033. Sida Jarnaicensis. 
7032. Sida moms. 
7028 i Sida retusa, Queensland liemp, 
7031 5 Australia. 
0127. Sida tiliwfolia, coarse hemp, King-
ma, (;IJ.ina. 
7582. Silk (cocoons), Argentine Repub-
lic. 
7580. Silk ( cocoons), Chili. 
6915. Silk (cocoons), Japan. 
7555. Silk tusser ( cocoons), Anlhei·cva 
rnyWta, India. 
7068. Silk (wild cocoons), Argentine 
Republic. 
7098. Silk (wild cocoons), Madagas-
car. 
7559. Silk, Bengal. 
7067. Silk, Japan. 
7262, Silk, raw, Japan. 
93606. Silk, raw, from Yama Mai co-
coons, Japan. 
B051. ( s·1k d M . 8
062
. 5 1 , raw, an cocoons, ex1co. 
7258. Silk, raw, North Carolina. 
691:.3. Silk, reeled, Bombyx pernyi, China. 
7583. Silk, reeled, Massachusetts. 
704G. Silk, reeled, Japan. 
7581. Silk, reeled, Kansas. 
7260. Silk (from wild cocoons), J[>..pan. 
~~65: } Silk, wild, Mexico. 
7%4. Silk, wild, Echinocactu.s horizon-
lhalnium, Mexico. 
7261. Silk spun by spiders, Epeira soc-
ialis, Argentine Republic. 
74G5. Silk cotton.· 
5340. Silk grass, Bromelia karatas, Jam-
aica, 
7257. Silk gnt, Japan. 
7337. Silk and banana (fabrics). 
7616. Sipo, Dra.zil. 
5302. Spanish bayonet (leaves), Y ucca 
alata. 
7286. Spear Lily, Doryanthus excelsa; Aus-
tralia,. · 
7294. Sporobolus cryplandr.:us, New Mex-
ico. 
6892. ( Spruce root (rope), Washington 
689;3. 5 Territory. 
6996. Sterculia, Australia. 
7004. Sterc1tlia acerifolia,Flame-tree,Aus-
tralia. 
7493. StercuUa ornata, Burmah. 
7006. Sterculia sp., Australia. 
7007. Sterculia rupestris, Bottle-tree, 
Australia. 
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Sugar-cane, bagasse,N ow Orleans. 




Tall Palm Lily, Corclyline foclivisa, 
Australia. 
Tapestry, Persian. 
Tea W"eed, Mississippi. 
Tilia cordata, var. Japonica,Shinn,. 
'L'ilia cordata, var. Hiroshima, 
Shina. 
Tillandsia tisneoides, Brazil. 
'Tillandsia usneoides, South Caro-
lina. 
7989. Tipiia,pa de Buchivaca, Vene-
zuela. 
7533. Tree, cotton. 
7295. Tree, nettle, Laportea gigas, Aus-
tralia. 
7498. Triticum vulgare, var. restiv111n, 
Italy. 
7103. 1.'riamfetta sernilriloba. 
5345. Trumpet treo (bark), Gccropia 
peltata, Jamn,ica. 
6B'i~. ? Tucurn, .Astrocaryu-m vnlga.re, Ilra-
6875. ~ zil. 
7511. Tuloortutlo (paper pnlp), Scirpus 
validus, Idaho. 
75ij5, Tusser silk (cocoons), Ll.nlhercca 
mylitta. 
6861. U1·ena lobata, Guaxiwa, Brazil. 6i:lfi0. ~ 
61:362. 
G8G3. Urena lobata (scecls) Gnaxima, 
Brazil. 
~5gt ~ Urena lobata, Brazil. 
69B5. Urena sinuata. 
7112. Urnna no kawa, .Acer crnloegi-
folium. 
7115. Urfica Tlwnbergiana, A.iso. 
6jG0. Vcgctn.1>1e silk, A.scle11ias, Iudia. 
,;900. \ • 
n:-,!i. Vicunia, wool, South America. 
/3j4. 
il2!). Vi110 :mu iiber (uuideulified), 
India. 
7118. TFislcstrmnia Jct11onica, Mitsnmata. 
7409. Wool. (See Cosmos). 
7828. Wool. 
7309. Wool (samples), Vermont. 
7154. Wool, alpaca,. 
7820
_ W~o1, Angora, Argentrne Repub-7918. ~ · 
7821. lie. 
7330. Wool, Angora, Maryland. 
7245. Woo1, black, Cordova. 
7251. Wool, black yuli, Smyrna. 
7813. ·wool, cashmere, Alabama. 
7407. Wool, cashmere, California. 
7203. Wool, Donskoi, Russia. 
7153. Wool, guanaco. 
7406. Wool, kid's. 
7152. \Vool, lina, cross of sheep and 
goat, Argentine Republic. 
5347. \Vool, mountain goat, Russian 
America. 
7404. Wool, Rocky Mountain goat, In-
dian Territory. 
7201. Wool, Saruinian. 
~}~t ( Woo1, vicunia, South Awerica. 
6900. ~ 
7157. Wools, various American (sam-
ples). 
7Jl2. ·wool, cotton, a,ncl ramie (fabric). 
7332. Wool, cotto11, and flax (fabric), 
New Mexico. 
75G9. Xylopict sp., Brazil. 
68A4. Xylopia sericea,Embirnrna, Brazil. 
7044. Uta palm, l!fa1witia jlexuosa, Dem-
erara. 
7403. Yucca (fauric and cord), Mexico. 
5302. Yucca alata (leaves), Spanish bay-
ouot. 
6998. Yucca aloifolia, Adam's needle, 
Australia. 
~~g: ( Yuccl!' aloifolia, Da,gger plant, Ja-
t3iGO. ~ ma1ca. 
21065. Yiwca baccala (coarse), Southern 
California. 
210G6. Yucca baccata (Ono), Southern 
California. 
6997. l"ucca baccala, California. 
745G. Ynghan1 Alogouon sylYc -tri . 
7969. Yugui11a Venezuela. 
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The ultimate object of the collection represented by the foregoing 
.list is to afford a series of type specimens of textile fibers, to be used in 
microscopical examinations, comparisons, etc. It will be seen that the 
list already embraces a large number of valuable types for this purpose. 
Mingled with these,. however, purely for the temporary convenience of 
tlrn curator, there are, at present, a number of specimens, representing 
much larger ones in the reserve and exhibition series, which have not 
been accurately determined and are awaiting further study. Hence in 
some cases only common or vernacular names are given in the list, the 
botanical names not being· known. 
In all cases the numbers in the margin are tbe . regular Museum 
register numbers of the same fibers in the reserve or exhibition series. 

PREPARATION OF MICROSCOPICAL MOUNTS OF VEGETABLE TEXTIL"E 
FIBERS, 
BY ROMYN HITCHCOCK. 
'l~he method of mounting vegetable textile fibers here described has 
been adopted in the National Museum with perfect success. The per-
manent preparations leave nothing to be desired, for tl.tey clearly reveal 
the minute structure of the fibers: and their appearance does not change 
with time. Possibly the coarser fibers, after a few months, become 
rather more transparent than at first, but this change is so slight th_at 
it is of no consequence. Moreover, the process is simple, rapid and sure, 
even in the hands of a novice. In evidence of this statement it may be 
said, that Mr. H. English, a young man who had never made a micro-
scopical mount before~ in the summer of 1884 made one hundred and 
seventeen preparations of fibres in fluid mounts, from printed instruc-
tions, precisely as described below, having seen the operations performed 
two or three times by an experienced mounter, yet not one of his prep-
arations has shown an imperfection up to the present t.ime.* 
The method is as follows: The fibers are cleaned, disintegrated, and 
prepared precisely as for microscopical investigation, the object being 
to make the mounted specimens resemble in every respect the freshly 
prepared fibers. The specimens for mounting are selected to show the 
variations in the size of the fibers, and the form of their ends. They 
are then placed iu the mounting n;i.edium. This may be water without 
any addition, which is the medium most genera.Hy appropriate, or a 
mixture of water and glycerine in equal parts, wllich is to be recom-
mended for the coarser and moro opaque varieties. 
The glass slips are prepared in advance by running upon them a thin 
ring of clear shellac in alcohol just large enough to receive the cover-
glass. This is done on a turn-table, in the usual ,vay. When this ring 
is thoroughly dry the mounting may be proceeded with . First put the 
slide again on the turn-table and run a fresh coat of shellac over .the 
ring. Then, immediately or after a couple of minutes, put a large drop 
of the mounting fluid into the cell, transfer to it the specimen solecte<l 
* All of Mr. Eng1ish's preparations are stiU perfect· in 1889; five years after tboy 
were made. 
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for mounting, which must be alreacly permeated with tlie fluid, apply 
the cover-glass and press out the superfluous fluid. Press down the 
cover until the edge comes in contact all around with the fresh shellac, 
absorbing the liquid that is forced out with blotting-paper. The slide 
may then be set aside for a few moments, when the cover will be 
well fixed and the moisture outside will be dried off, or, in case the 
mounting medium contained glycerine, the slide should be well washed 
with a stream of water from a wash-bottle. A fresh ring of shellac is 
then applied to secure the cover-glass and prevent auy possible defect 
in the sealing. The preparation will now keep indefinitely if it is set 
aside and not handled roughly. 
To insure pnmanent preservation a mixture of equal parts of gold-
size and asphalt varnish or Brunswick black is applied over the shel-
lac. One or more coats of this very dnrabie ancl elastic varnish will 
protect the more brittle shellac and gi vo a good finish to the mounts . 
. A more elegant finish is finally applied, consisting of a single coat of 
Brunswick black alone. 
Finally, tlrn slide is labeled, and tlle number on the label is tlie 
number of the original specimen in tlw l\foseum register. 
HOW 'rO COLLECT MAMMAL SKINS FOR PURPOSES OF STUDY AND 
FOR MOUNTING.* 
BY WILLIAM: T. HORNADAY, Chief Taxiderrnist, U. S. Natfonal JJ!u-
scum. 
GENERAL PRINOIPLES. 
It is a simple matter to prepare the skin of an ordinary quadruped, 
provided the operator is not afraid of getting a little blood on his bands, 
and is not naturally indisposed to physical exertion. A few minutes' 
work suffices for the skin of a small mammal, and a, few hours for a. 
large one, up to the size of 0i buffalo. vVith a sharp knife, detailed iu-
structions, some cheap pre.servatives, an<l. a little patient labor, the 
thing is done. One specimEn properly prepared in the field.is worth · 
ten that have been slighted. 
Tho great principle which is the foundation of all valuable field work 
on mammal skins is this : A skin must be taken off, cleaned of flesh, and 
preserved so that the preservative powder or fluid can act directly upon the 
roots of the hair from the inner side of the skin, <Ind over every portion of 
its surface. Neithei~alum, nor salt, nor ::-tlcol10l (unless it be of great 
strength) can strike through a thick layer of flesh and penetrate through 
the skin to the epidermis quickly enough to save it from decomposition. 
The epidermis of most animals is of such a close and oily nature that 
preservatives can not strike through it from without, and therefore when 
a skin is removed, it must be cleaned of flesh and fat, so that the pre-
servatiYc liquid or dry powder can come immediately in contact with 
the cutis. 
SELECT ION OF SPECIMENS. 
When specimens are sufficiently numerous to allow of a choice of in-
divi<luals for preservation, select first the finest, largest, and most per-
fect old male and female . . Young animals of every kin<l are very de-
sirable, and specimens should be taken whenever possil>le. Of animals 
that are known, or even supposed, to be rare, preserve the first speci-
.,. A portion of this article-that relating to the prcserv:1tion of skins for mouut-
iog-bas already been published in the Procceclings of the National Mitseuni for 188:3, 
under tlie title, :, Brief Directions for Removing and Preserving th0 Skins of Mam-
mals/' The appearance of this circular is in response to a demand for detaile<l. in-
structions for the preparation of skins in a dry state for the purroses of etucly. 
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men obtained, be it young or old, good or indifferent, for fear another 
of the same species may not be obtained. 
NOTES AND MEASUREMENTS. 
The value of a specimen is greatly enhanced by a rccortl of the fol-
lowing: (1) Length of head and body; (2) length of tail; (::~) length 
of hind foot (with claw); (4) heigllt of car (from bcllind); (5) beigllt at 
shoulders (if the animal be a large one) and girth; (6) color of eyes; 
aud (7) color of other soft parts of the llead, feet, and body which are in 
any way worthy of notice. Sketches and pliotographs of animals in the 
flesh, either dead or alirn, are always highly prized by zoologists and 
taxidermists, to whom they are of the utmost importance and value. 
KNIVES AND MATERIALS. 
l?or skinning small quadrupeds, a sharp pocket-kuife is su~cient, 
except for persons wbo make a business of collecting; and for larger 
animals small butcher or hunting knives are amply sufficient. Alcohol 
in copper cans with b~rge screw-tops is supplied by the Institution by 
special arrangement, but salt and alnrn, with which to make a good 
preservative solutiou, can be procured anywhere witbin tbe pale of civ-
ilization, and also kegs or barrels to put tliem in. Any one who really 
wishes to preserve t4c skin of an animal need never be thwarted by an 
apparent lack of implements and preservatives. 
SKINNING Sl\'IALL QUADRUPEDS (VARYING IN SIZE FllOl\i .A. MOU~E 
' TO A MASTIFF). 
Lay the animal flat upon its back, and, begiuning at tlle throat, make 
a straight, clean cut in the skin along the middle of the neck, breast, 
and abdomen, quite to the base of the tail. Except in very small ani-
mals, the tail also must be slit open along the under side from about 
one inch above the root quite to the tip. , In the case of small mammals, 
the skins of wllich are to be preserved dry, the bone of the tail may be 
extracted by wra.pping the latter with cloth and pounding lightly upon 
it with a mallet. 
The bottom of the foot must be sUt open lengthwise from the base of 
tlle miudle toe to the heel. All the opening cuts are now made. Begin 
at the mitld.le of the abdomen aud cut the skin neatly from the body, 
leaving no flesh, or at least very little, adhering to it. We come ,ery 
soon to wlicrc the fore-leg joins the body at the shoulder and the bind 
l g at the hip. Out tbrough the muscles at those points, di Joint tlie 
legs all(l detach them entirely from tl10 body. 
Skin cacti leg by tur11ing the skin wrong side out over the foot, quite 
down to the toe.. \Vhen this bas been done cut the flesh away from 
the Lone of the 1 g au 1 foot, but be careful to leave the bones attached 
to each oth r by th •ir ligament , and to tbe kin its.elf at tbe to . 
~verer throw au;r(y t11e le9-bone8 of an animal if the skin is to be moirnteil 
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but leave them attached to the skin as shown by the left leg of the 
accompanyiug figure.* 
Fm. 1.-Squirrcl partly skinned. 
Detach the skin from the back, shouluers, and neck, and when you 
come to the ears cut them off close to the head. Turn the skin wrong 
si<le out over the head and proceed until you come to the eyes. Now 
work slowly with the knife, keeping close to the edge of the bony orbit, , 
until you can see, through a thin membrane under your knife-edge, the 
dark portion of the eye. You may now cut fearlessly through this 
membrane and expose the eyeball. It is a good plan with large mam-
mals to hold one :finger of the left hand in the eye and cut against it to 
avoid cutting the lid. 
. Skin down to the end of the nose, cnt through the cartilage close to 
the bone, and cut on down to where the upper lip joins the gum. Ont 
both lips away from the skull close to the bone all the way arounu the 
mouth, except directly in front of the incisors. 
The lips are tltick and fleshy, aml must be split open from the inside 
and :flattened out so that the flesh in them can be pared off. Do not 
cut off the roots of the whiskers, or they will fall out. Pare away the 
,. The figures accompanying this article :1re selections from plates intenclcLl to jl.lns-
trate a. forthcoming work on taxidermy. 
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membrane which adheres to the inside of the eyeli<ls an<l turn the ear 
wrong side out at the base in order to cnt away the flesh around it. 
If the ears ha-ve hair upon them thf\y must be skinned up from the 
inside and turned wrong side out quite to the tip, in order to separate 
the outside skin, which holds the hair, from the cartilage which supports 
the ear. 
To prepare the skull, cut the larger masses of flesh off the cranium, 
cut out the eyes and tongue very carefully, and with a bent wire, or a 
spoon-handle bent up at the end, draw out the brain through the occip-
ital opening at the back of the skull. 
By this time the skin will most surely have become bloody in sernral 
places, and before applying any preservative it must lJe washed per-
fectly clean. Blood left upon the hair imparts to it a lasting 8tain, alld 
usually causes the hair to come off in mounting. After washing a skin, 
if it is to be made up at once, dry the hair with corn meal. 
SKINNING LARGE MAMMALS. 
The principal difference between the manner of skinning a small te!'-
restrial quadru1)ed and a large one, like a bear, deer, or bn ffalo, is that 
the skin of each leg is slit open from tlrn bottom of the foot up the back 
FIG. :3.-Tho op ning-cnts. 
of th l g n arly the fir, t joint an<l from th nee up the inside of the 
1 ·g followino- the lin of th ace nnpanyin g figure, until it meet. th 
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opening-cut which has been made along the center of the body. Iu 
preparing a skin as large as that of a buffalo or large polar bear, it. is 
best to cut off the leg-bones at the first joint above the foot, tie them 
up in a bundle with the skull, and forward them with the skin, properly 
labeled. 
In skinning the head of an animal having horns, it is necessary to 
make au opening at tlle back of the neck. Make the cuts as shown b,y 
the lines of the accompanying figure, cut completely aronnd each horu 
FIG. 4.-0pening-cuts at back of head. 
at the base, and skin the head by working down ward over the forehead 
and the cheeks. The bead-skin of a.large mammal is the most difficult 
part to remove and preserve successfnlly, and therefore the greatest 
care is necessary in its preparation. 
PRESERVING SKINS 1N A DRY STATE. 
Skins of mammals may be preserved dry for any one of the follow-
ing reasons : 
(1) For purposes of stucl_y, during which frequent ltanclling and ex-
amination is absolutely necessary. 
(2) Lack of facilities for preserviug in a soft state, w hiclt should 
al ways, when possible, be the method of treatment for skins that are 
to be mounted. 
(3) The necessities of transportation; or, in ot~er words, when it is 
necessary to reduce the weight of a collection to the lowest possible 
limit, anu <livide it into a n,umber of loads for carriage overland. 
One point in regard to stmly specimens must be constantly l>orne in 
mind, viz, that any specimen which enters a museum may possibly 
require mounting for exl.iibition, and all should be prepared iu strict 
accordance with the advice which follows, in order that successful 
mounting rnn.y be possible in every case. 
A,-FOR SMALL MA.M"J'.l:A.LS, IN AN Y CI.IMA.TE, VARYIN G IN SIZE FROM 
TIIE Si.\IA.LLEST UP TO TIIE COYOTE. 
Presen,,ation.-Whoa the skin bas been removed and cleaned, the 
flesh neatly cut away from the leg-bones and skull, the brain very care-
fully removed from the latter, and all blood washed away, anoint the 
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inside of the sk in· with arsenical soap, applying it thoroughly to 
every part, so tlJat the specimens will not require a second course of 
poisoning when they reach the museum. That done, rub on powdered 
alum, all that will stick to the skin , before the arsenical soap has time 
to dry, so that both will penetrate the skin together. , 
In the absence of arsenical soap, apply a mixture of dry arsenic (one-
third) and powdered alum (two-t!Jirds). Whenever the inside of a skin 
becomes so dry that the powdered arsenic and alum will ·not stick, 
moisten the inside of t he skin with water, so that the preservative 
powder will for m a sor t of paste which can penetrate the skin. 
Making up .-Having applied the preservatives, , wrap a little tow, cot-
ton, or r ags ar ound the bones of each leg, to partly replace the flesh 
and keep the skin away from the bone, so that both can dry quickly. 
This is also desirable in order .that the legs may have a shapely, natural 
appearance, anu show the pelage, so that it can be studied to good ad-
vantage. If t his part of the process is neglected, the skin of the leg 
sbrh7 els up and dries down upon the bone. in a most unsightly way. In 
the tropics, the moisture in a leg-bone is sufficient to cause the decay of 
the ·skin which surrounds it, unless tlle t wo are well separated by some 
kind of wrap ping. To avoid this, many collectors in tropical countries 
allow their skins to dry wrong side out-a ,ery bad habit, which should 
never be indulgell in under any circumstances, as thereby the skins are, 
in mo~t cases, rendered totally worthless. 
FIG. G. - .\ hfu1ly 111'.l.clc skin . 
II ,t,·i ng wrappe<l the l(,o·.l)ones (just enough ·to bring tli cm to their 
original , ize, hut no m ore), t nrn the skin of each leg right sic.le out ov-er 
th hono and mal·c the 1.wm1Jcr as 8hapely and natural a your time '1ill 
all w. 
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It bas become an established custom in preparing skins to replace 
tlie clea~ed skulls in the head, so that they can not possibly be lost. 
This is in general a good system, but in preparing skins for th~ Na-
tional Museum remove the skull entirely from the skin. In this con-
nection it is of the highest importance: 
(l) That skulls never be allowed to get mixed, so that the collector or 
the curator is left in doubt as to which skins the 
various skulls belong. 
(2) To prevent confusion by attaching to each skull 
a label with a nionber or a 1narlc correspondhig to that 
which is tied to the skin. 
(3) To tie every small skull to the skin it comes 
from, and ship all large ones in the boxes which 
contain their skins. 
In cleaning a skull, do not cut or chop away the 
back of it. This greatly lessens its scientific value, 
and in many cases destroys it altogether. Remove 1-rj 
the brain, cut off all the flesh you can, and leave 'i5 
the remainder to dry up. Never put salt or alum 
on the skulls, especially if of small size. 
In making up the skin, fill out the head, neck, and 
body with cotton or tow, to about the natu_ral size 
of the animal when · alive, but no larger. Better ~ 
leave it too small than fill it too full. With a needle S 
and thread take a stltch in the center of the lips to g' 
hold them together in drying. Sew up the skin to ~ s give it a neat appearance, and comb the hair so· that ~ 
it will lie naturally on all parts and show the tex-
ture and color-markings to the best advantage. 
Shap·ing.-Tbe ends to be sought in laying out a B'. 
0 
skin to dry are, to llave it take up a limited amount 
of space in a drawer, to have all breakable points 
protected, and at the same time to have all parts 
of the specimen accessible for examination. The 
shape of a skin, thereforeJ must depend on its char-
acter and general nature. The accompanying figure 
represents the best form for the skin of a squirrel 
and all similar mammals. 
To protect the tail from being broken, it is nec-
essary in making up a skin in this form to put a 
wire in it for its whole length. For this purpose, 
use copper or zinc wire, for the reason that iron wire rusts and in time 
destroys the skin of the tail so that it falls away in small pieces. In 
making up the skin, cut the wire for the tail long enough to extend 
into the middle of the body, and wrap around it some fine tow to make 
it the right size to fit the skin. Some collectors wire a11 the legs of 
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small skins, which is a good plan if time will permit, as it makes it pos-
sible to place the legs in the exact position it is desired they should 
permanently retain. 
This method of shaping small skins ( e. g., with tbe tail extending 
straight back) should always be followed by American collectors, who 
can easily command the facilities necessary to rcn<ler it safe and ad visa-
hle. But for collectors who visit remote localities, and often have to 
transport their impedimenta for many 
miles on men's heads, done up in small 
bundles, and wbere every pound in 
weight and eYery cubic foot of space 
is carefulJy counted, another method 
must be recommended. Under such 
circumstances, small skins should be 
made up with the tail beut under the 
body, as seen in mg. 7. The posi-
tion is not unnatural, the general form 
is compact, the tail is fully protected 
by being bent under the body and tied 
down upon it, and the legs are not 
thrustoutiu such a way as to endanger 
the safety of the feet and claws. Ani-
mals with long slender legs, such as 
monkeys, sloths, etc., should be put up 
with the fore legs lying close against 
the sides, in the opposite direction 
from those of the squirrel shown in 
the figure. 
B.-FOR LARGE MAMMALS. 
Preservatfon.-On <lry uplands mo t 
skins can.be cured and dried very snc-
ccssfully by the use of salt alone. In-
deed, on our western plains, the llano 
of South A1~erica, and the high pla-
teaus of Asfa, to say nothing of tbe 
parched bush-,eldt of South Central 
Africa, mammal sk.iu · dry and harden 
in an incredibly short time without 
the ll.' of any pr . rva,tivc whatever. ln such region it is only nec-
<':--;l".iary to r~pply a good coat of arsenical soap to keep off the vermin 
whieli woul(l otl.ierwi ·e destroy them, and to k cp them ont of tlrn un. 
In a mor moi. t climate salt must be used to cnre kin , so that the 
<'pi1lermi:-:; will not Rlip off in the 1-;1owc'r procc. s of drying. In the 
hnmi<l h at of th tropic:, it is necc ·sary to apply dry alum after the 
::ilt ha; done th' ·1uing, i11 order t lllakc the .skins become perfectly 
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dry and hard. .Apply arsenical soap to everything, or its absence will 
be bitterly regretted ;when too late. 
JJo not "peg out" a skin, nor dry it in the sun irncler any circunistances, 
nor hang it 1u_p by the nose. Ilang it over a pole or a rope, in a shady 
place where the wind will strike it. If it is necessary to travel some 
distance with a skin before it can ue dried and shaped, salt it thor-
oughly to keep it from spoiling. 
Shaping.-Since these directions will be used chiefly in preparing the -
skins of deer, antelope, and kindred ruminants, the accompanying illus~ 
tration is given to show how such skins should be made up when they 
FIG. 8.-A well-made dry deer skin. 
are to be preserved dry, either for study or for mounting. It is best to 
defer folding up a skin until it is partialJy dry and has begun to stiffen 
a little. 
Fill the head and neck with some kind of loose material, and as tlie 
skin lies spread out with tlte hair side <lown, put some of the same 
material in a thin -layer on the "body. Fold over the edges neatly, 
placing the legs lengthwise on the top, and arrange tlie legs so tliat 
they will dry straight and flat instead of twisted like a cork-screw. A 
skin which is allowed to dry in such i:;hape ris tltat represented in Fig. 
!> is of no use whatever, either for study or mounting. Tlic skin of 
wl1ich this illustration is an exact representation was prcpare<l thus in 
the field by a, professional taxidermist. Tt may be taken as a good 
example of how not to do it. 
Handling and _paclcing.-It is unfortunate that it shonlcl be necessary 
to fol<l. and dry large skim, with tlte hair -side out, for the pelage is thus 
in constant danger of <lama,ge; "bnt for skins that arc to be examined 
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in a, dry state there is no alternative. They must be handled carefolly 
when l1andlecl at all, and when prepared for shipment must be 1Jacked 
on all sides with straw, shavings, hay, or some other soft material, which 
will keep the lrnir away from the sides of the box. A large elk skin 
FIG. D.-A bailly made dry deer skin. 
recently received by the Museum was ruined by not being packed 
proper1y. There was no filling around it to keep it away from the 
rough boards of the l>ox, and consequently the hair was rubbed off in 
about twenty places. 
PRESERVING SKINS FOR MOUNTING. 
A great many collectors and sportsmen are often specially calletl upon 
to procure skins for immediate mounting, and it is always desired that 
these should be as perfect in every respect as possible. 
Let me here call the attention of all collectors to the following fact: 
A ?1wm1nal slcin iohich has never been clrie<l an(l hardened can be mounted 
in one tltirll less time and with far greater accnrcicy than the vest clry skin 
of the scime kind. 
This being the case, it is certainly worth while to preserve skins in a 
soft state. A Rkin may be removed very unskillfully, l>nt if kept oft 
until it r ach . tho taxidermist, it can be mounted with gratifying uo-
c ss. On the olherhancl, the dry skills of the most experienced collector 
can he mount ,a ,Yell only with difficulty. 
1'h followin(l" methods are r commeudecl: 
In rr temperatedimate.-Un<leror<linarycircnm.·tniic in at mp rat 
limat' a ,kin m, y b pre~crvcd in a ,oft ,·tatc hy rubbing· alt, ry 
thoronghl,v n the inRi<l , all(l th n I ~wing the ,·kin turned wrong-- i<l 
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out, packing it in salt, and shipping it in that condition as soon as 
possible. A. better method, or rather the best of all methods /01· any 
climate and all kinds of skins, is to prepare a solution of salt and alum 
in water in the following proportions: For ever.v gallon of water put in 
one pint of alum (three-fourths of a pound) and one quart of salt (one 
pound anu three-fourths), stir it up, and heat it to the boiliug point. 
Pour it into a wooden or earthen vessel, and when cool, or milk warm, 
itis ready for use. Plunge a skin into this bath and move it about until 
the solution reaches every part. G.i:ve a fresh skin plenty of room for 
tlie first day or two, and if it be a large one move it about every day 
for three days so that the solution can act with full force on every part. 
Fresh skins of all kinds may be placed in this bath (leg-bones of 
small skins may also be left attached) and allowed to remain in it for 
months without deteriorating in any way; even after fl ve years they are 
still as soft and pliable as when first taken off. The slciills should inva-
riably be detached from the skins and dried. Small skins may be shipped 
in glass -jars or wooden kegs, and large ones in barrels. 
If you have alcohol sufficiently stron-g (30° above proof), skins may be 
immersed in it as fast as collected, instead of in the salt and alum solu-
tion. The object.ions to alcohol are that it loses strength very rapidly 
when receiving daily accessions of fresh skins, bleaches hair, and must 
be renewed from time to time until the collection is finally packed in 
fresh alcohol and shipped. 
In an arctic climate.-As before stated, the salt-and-alum solution is 
the best wet preservative for skins in all climates, and for all objectR from 
the largest elephant, seal, walrus, or polar bear, down to the smallest 
bat of the tropics. If it is impossible or impracticable to employ it, the 
skins of all large arctic mammals may be successfully preserved by im-
mersing them in very strong brine, but it should be renewed at least once 
or twice. T_he skins of seals and small mammals may be simply packed 
in salt. Care_ should be taken that skins are not stained with iron-
rust derivecl from nails projecting into the barrels or .other receptacles 
in which they are placed. 
ln a tropical climate.-Skins can not be preserved with salt in a tropi-
cal climate, but must be immersed either in tlrn salt and-alum solution, 
oc alcohol, or else dried. 
SPECIMENS IN THE ]'LESH. 
The most valuable of all specimens which come to us are those sent in 
the flesh. A.rare animal so received is sometimes castin plaster, skinned, 
dissected, and skeletonized; and portions of the viscera may be pre-
served in spirits for anatomical study. In this way a single subject is 
often made to yield a number of valuable preparations. The Institu-
tion will be very glad to receive the dead body of any foreign animal 
which may <lie fo the eastern United States, and also of any rare or 
especially fine North American species. 




In colu weather, particularly from December 1 to March 1, a dead 
animal may safely be sent (frozen) from as far west as the Rocky 
Mountains. In the cool months of November and March specimens may 
safely be forwarded from points 500 miles distant. From May to Octo-
ber animals should be disemboweled and packed in ice wh_en sent from 
points more than twelve hours by rail from Washington. 
Large animals with thick hair, such as deer, elk, moose, bear, etc., can 
be sent without boxing, but it will be well to sew them up in coarse 
sacking to protect the hair. Small animals and others with close hair, 
such as the zebra, lion, tiger, or giraffe should be boxed and packed iu 
straw or shavings to protect the hair from being rubbed off. Animals 
of the largest size, such as rhinoceros, elephant, or hippopotamus must 
be skinned and skelctonized where they die by our own preparators, 
who holu themselves in readiness ~o start at once for any point, on the 
receipt of information by telegraph. 
The Smit,hsonian Institution will pay all charges for boxing and cart-
age upon presentation of vouchers in regular form, and all freight and 
express charges will be met here. As a rule, dead animals should al ways 
be sent by express, the exceptions being iu the cases of large animals 
forwarded from a great distance in the middle of winter, when they cou1d 
as safely come by freight. 
All donations are promptly acknowledged by the director of the Mu-
seum, both by letter and in the annual report, and the names of donors 
also appear in the catalogues, and upon the large printed labc1d attached 
1
to their specimens in the exhibition cases. 
TRANSPORTA'l'ION. 
Specimens should be very securely packed previous to shipment, and 
plain1y aduressed as follows: "Smithsonian I,'istitiition, Washington, D. 
C.: for the National Museum. Perishable." Shipments may be for-
warded by Government vessels when available, or by the ordinary lines 
of transportation at the expense of the Institution. 
In case immediate information or instructions are required. in relation 
to any dead animal of special importance, which is at the disposal of 
the institution, the donor or his representative may telegraph without 
pa,yiug charges. 
Telegrams and correspondence should be addressed to '' Prof. S. P. 
Lanr;ley, Secretary, Smithsonian lnstitiition, 1V ashin,r;ton, D. 0." 
Iu all ca es the ittnwst dispatch is necessary ill order that ·pecirneu · 
:-. •11 t may reach us iu goou condition for anatomical study and dissection. 
u. s. -r A'L'IO_ T AL Mu. 'RUM 
' Washington, D. 0., Llpril 12, 1886. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM FOR THE YEAR 
ENDING JU~E 30, 1886. 
I.-PUBLICA'l'IONS OF THE MUSEUM. 
The following is a list of the twenty-six signatures (including · four 
hundred auJ twelve pages) of the "Proceedings of the U. S. National 
Museum," published between Jnly 1, 1885, and July 1, 1886.* 
Date. 
July 13 ............ . ......... . 
13 ................... . .. . 
13 ..•.. ·•·••· •.••.. ··•··· 
13 •. --····· .••••........ 
Aug. 6 •..•................... 
7 ••.••.•................ 
7 ............... ...... . . 
Sept. 2 ...•............•...... 
2._ ................. . . . 
2 . .••••..••.......... . • . 
2 ..•••.................. 
14 ..................... .. 

















Sept. 22 .••..•.•.•.....•...•.. 
23 .................. . .. . 
23 ..•. . ••...••.•.••.... 
23 .................. ... . 
28 . .................... . 
30 • ••••••••••••••••• - · - .. 
30 ..••. . ••••••· .• ···-··· 
30 •..•....•.. . •......... . 
Oct . 17 ........... . ......... . 
19 .......... . .......... . 
30 .................... .. 
Nov. 3 ...... . .............. . 






























The following bulletins of the U. S. National Museum appeared dur-
ing the year : 
Department of the Interior: I U. S. National Museum. I - I Bulletin I 
of the I United States National Museum I No. 23. I Bibliographies 
of American naturalists.t- I II. The published writings of Isaac 
L ea, LL. D. I by I Newton Pratt Scudder I - I Washington: I Gov-
ernment Printing Office. j 1885. 
8vo. pp. I-LIX. 1-278. One plate. 
Department of the Interior: I U. S. National Museum. I - I Bulletin I 
of the I United States National .Museum. I - I No. 28. I A. manual 
of American land shells. I By I· W. G. Binney. I - I Washington: I 
Government Printing Office. I 1885. 
8 vo. pp. 1-528. 5Hi figures . 
.,. No sig naturei.; printed during the first six mouths of 1886. 
t Parts I and III havo also been published; the former as Bullet in 20, Publications of 
Spencer Fullerton Baird, by G. Brown Goode; the latter is meutione<l. below ai.; Bul-
letin 30, for which see also Bibliography, Part n, ~rnder John Belknap Marcou. 
H . Mis. 170, pt. 2--43 673 
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Department of the Interior: I U. S. Natiounil Mu::;eu1.U. f - I Bulletin I 
of the I United States National Museum. I No. 29. I Results of or. 
nithological ex.plora,tions in the I Commander Islands and Kamts· 
chatka I by I Leonhard Stejneger. I - I Washiugton: I Govern· 
ment Printing Office. j 1885. 
Svo. pp. 1-38.2. Plates 1-8. 
Department of tb.e Interior: I U. S. Nationa] Muscuw. I - I Bulletin I 
of the I United States National Museum.' I No. 30. I Bil>liographies 
of American naturalists.- i III. Publications relaiting to fossil in. 
-vertebrates I by I John Belknap l\farcon. I - I Washington: I Gov. 
ernment ·Printing Office. j 1885~ 
8vo. pp. 1-333. ,. 
Circulars No. 34 and No. 35 were published as separates during tllis 
year. They bear the following titles: 
No. 34. Circular for the guidance of persons desiring to make ffj{_cbao ges 
of birds or birds' eggs with the National Museum. 
Svo. One page. 
No. 35. Concerning the lending of type specimens. 
Svo. One page. 
IL-PAPERS BY OF:E'ICERS OF THE MUSEUM AND OTHER INVESTIGA.T0RS 




American Ornithologists' Union... 675 Goode, G. Brown" ............... . 
Atkins, Charles G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675 Gray, Asa ...................... . 
l3ean, Tarleton H." . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 675 Guillemard, F. H. I1 ............. . 
Beckham, Charles W . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 676 Havard, V .... ~ ................. . 
Beyer, Henry G."..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 676 Hay, 0.P ....................... . 
Binney, William G...... . . . . . . . . . . 677 Henshaw, H. W ................. . 
Brown, Herbert................... G78 Hitchcock, Romyn" .... ···-·· ... . 
Bryant, Walter E ..... ···--· ...... 678 Hodge, E.B ..................... . 
Bush, Katharine J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 678 Hutchinson, Jacob IL ........... . 
Chadbourne, Arthur P. _ .. _. . . . . . . 678 Jordan, David S .....•••••.••..... 
Clark, A. Howard" ........ ··-·.... 679 Kidder,J.H .................... . 
Clarke, F. W!' ..•••. ···--· .... ...• 67!:l Kunz, George F ................. . 
Clarke, J. M ................... _ . . 679 Lawrence, George N ..••...... -.. . 
Collins, Joseph W."..... . . . . . . . . . . 679 Lucas, Frederic A." ........ . ..... -
Cory, Charles B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 679 Marcon, John Belknap" .......... . 
Cox, William Van Zandt"......... 67!) Mason, Otis T." ...... . ........... . 
Dall, William Healey"...... . . . . . . 679 Mather, Fred .................... . 
Dewey, Pred P." ...... ...... .... . 61':ll Meek, Seth E ................... . 
Eigenmann, CarlH...... ..... .... 681 Merriam, C. Hart ................ . 
Evormann, Barton W...... . . . . . . . 681 Merrill, George P. " .........•...... 
Ji axon, Walter...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681 Murdoch, John" ................ . 
l!,ewke, J. \Valtor ............... . 
Ua.rrison, Ji. Lynnwootl .......... . 
Gill, Theodor ................ . 
'odman,F'.D11 a. 11 0 •••••• • ••••••• 
Nye, wmard, jr ................. . 
Orcntt, Charles R . ............... . 
PaJmer, William" .... -· ......... . 
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AMERICAN ORNlTHOLOGISTS' UNION. The Co<l.e of Nomenclature I and I Check-list I 
of I Northern American Birds I Adopted by the American Ornithologists' Union I 
Being the report of the Committee of the l Union on Classification and I Nomen-
clature I - I Zoological Nomenclature is a means, not a,n end, of Zoological 
Science I - I New York I American Ornithologists' Union j 1886. 
8vo. pp.1-vm, 1-392. 
Although not a National Museum publication, and only partially prepared by officers of 
the Mu,;eum, this comprehensive volume was based upon work of the committee charged with 
its preparation during sessions helcl>in tlrn office ancl laboratories of the department of birds, 
upon researches in the Museum librar_y , examination of specimens in the Museum collection, 
aml critical investigations connecteu with t,he regular work of the Department. 
'.('he manuscript of the check-list was prepared chiefly by the curator ancl assistant curator; 
Mr. J. A. Allen, president of the Union and member of the committee, adding onl_y the habi-
tats and concorrlance of numbers. The preparation of this MSS. involved an immense amount 
of research, rendered necessary in order to determine be,von<l reasonable question the earliest 
available name of each species. They also revised carefully galley and paged proofs, not only 
of the check-list proper, but of the Code of Nomenclature, and conducted an extended corre-
spornlence with other members of the comrniltee, whose work upon the book was chiefly of an 
advisory nature. Tho committee was composed of the following- members: J. A. Allen, Will-
iam "Brewster, Elliot Coues, H. ,V. Henshaw, and Robert Ridgway. Dr. Leonhard Stejneger 
took part in the deliberations of the committee and prepared part of the check-list by special 
invitation. 
CHARLES G. ATKINS. The biennial spawniug of salmon. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, No. 9, Sept. 24, 1885, p.169. 
TARLETON H. BEAN. Description of a new species of Pernpheris (Pempheris poeyi) 
from Cuba. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VIII, July 13, 1885, p. 229. 
TARLETON H. BEAN. Notes on Epinephelus nigritus, Caulolatil,us mforops and Cory-
phcena hippuriis. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VIII, July 13, 1885, pp. 230-233. 
TARLETON H. BEAN. Rocky Mountain Whitefish. 
Foreat and Stream, xxv, No. 20, Dec. 10, 1885, p. 390. 
TARLETON H. BEAN. The Trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, XXVI, No. 7, March 16, 1886, pp.129-130. 
TARLJi~To~ H. BEAN. Comments on Zygonecles manni and Zygonectes aurogutlat·us, 
Hay. 
Proc. V. B. Nat . .Mus., vrn, Sept. 30, 1885, p. 555. 
* Connected with the National Museum. 
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TARLETON H. BEAN and G. llH.OWN GOODE. De:scriptio11 of Leptophidimn cervintun 
a11d L. rnarmora"tu1n, new fishes from deep water off the Atlantic and Gulf coa:sts. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 17, 1885, pp. 422-424. 
See under G. Brown Goode. 
TARLETO~ H. BEAN and G. BROWN GOODE. Description of new fishes obtaiue<l by 
the U. S. Fish Corn.mission, mainly from deep water off the ALlantic and Gulf coa.sts. 
Proc. U.S. Nat.JJ,fas., VIII, Oct. 19 anu.30, l885, pp. 589-005. 
See under G. Brown Goode and Tarleton H. Bean. 
CHARLES W. BJWKHAM. Remarks upon the plumage of Begulus oalendula. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . .Mus., vm, Dec. 7, 1885, pp. 625-028. 
Proves that the fomale does not have the bnghtly-coiored crown and thf,t some young maleH 
in autumn do possess this ornament. 
CHARLES W. BECKHAM. Changes in the Plumage of Geothlypis triohas. 
'Ihe Auk, m, April, 1886, pp. 279-281. • 
'States that the males not only never assume the plumage of the female afterJ:,aving once at 
tained the masculine livery, but that young birds molt directly into a plumage approa.ching 
that of the adult males. 
CHARLES W. BECKHAM. Kentucky Geological Survey. I John R. Proctor, Director. 
I - I List of the I Birds of Nelson County. I - I By Charles Wickliffe Beckham. 
I - I Electrotyped for the Survey by John D. Woods, public printer and binder, 
Frankfort, Ky. 
Royal quarto. pp. 1-59. 
Published by the Kentucky Geological Survey. An annotated list of one hundred and 
seventy-one species. A. great many of the specimens upon which the remarks are based have 
been presented to the Museum by the author. 
HENRY G. BEYER. The influence of variation of temperature upon the rate and 
work of the heart of the Slider Terrapin, Pseudeniys rugoBa. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,vm, .July 13, 1885, pp. 225-229. Plates xv-xvr. 
In this paper, which is but a preliminary account of the subject, it is conclusively. shown by 
experiment that, although the rate of the he11,rt moves with the temperature of the blood 
which cir-culates through this organ, the work done increases with that temperature only up 
·to a certain limit, and then rapidly goes down. This limit may bo founcl <lifl'erent for tbo dif-
ferent ll.nimal~. Heat being, no doubt, a musculo-motor stimulant, tho <lecreaso in the work 
done b.v tlrn heart consequent upon passing blood of an abnormally high temperature through 
it, must be conceived as clue to exhaustion from over stimulation of the musculo-motor ap-
paratus. . 
It was foun<l iu these experiments that, when blood of comparatively high temperature was 
allowed to circulate through the heart, that tbo ln,tter is moreover considerably reduced in 
volume, and both systole and diastole are shortened. Blood of a lower temperature, on tho 
contrary, caused a very ma1·ked prolongation of t1rn<liastoleand systole, and also a very decided 
increase in tho volume of tho heart. 
Blood of low temperature, therefore, though reducing the rate and the work done in a given 
time, by prolonging the diasLolio excurRiuns and ~lving rise to considerable enlargement of 
the organ, causes the heart to pump more blood arountl with eacli systolic contraction than 
bloou. of a high temperature dotJ.s. In respect to its influence upon the lieart, therefore, heat 
resembles atropine used in small doses, and cold resembles it as when it is used in large do es. 
HENRY G. BEYER. The influence of Kairin, Thallin, liy<lro- I chiuou, Re ·orcin and 
Autipyrin, on I the Heart au <lBlood-ves3els. I By I II. G. Beyer, M. D., M. R. C. ., 
Pas cu A ·sistaut Surgeou, U. S. N., Honorary Curator, Section Materia Me<lica,, 
U. ,' . N:i,tionalMuseum. I - I from I TheAmoricanJournalofthe.MedicalScienc 
I April, 1 6. 
Svo. pp. 1-34. 
Publish cl as a separate. 
In this paper th action of tho so-called antipyretics on tho heart and blood vessel is troatetl 
quite xhaw~tivoly. Tho papor itself is but o. summary of the result8 which were obtain 
from a largo number of o.·porimunts, :md all that neou. be s::i,i<l qere is that antipyrin wa found 
to 1 e t4o only r al r llledy among them. 
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HE.N'RY G. BI,YER. The Influence of Cocaine, Atropine I n,nd Caffci11e on the Heart I 
and Blood-vessels. J By J H. G. Beyer, M. D., M. R. C. S., I Passec.l Assistant Sur-
geon, U. S. N., Honorary Curator, Section Materia Medica, I U. S. National Mu-
seum. J - 1 From J The American Journal of the Medica,l Sciences. I July, 1885. 
8vo. pp. 1-31. P lates, 2. 
Also published under.tho title "Biological deductions from a comparative study of the in-
fluence of Cocaine and Atropine on the Organs of Circulation." (A.bstract.) Proc. Am. Ass. 
Adv. Sci., xxxrv, 1885, lJP· 318-321. This abstract and tho one below published together as 
separ.1tos. . 
ln this paper tho conclusions arrivocl at were stated to be about as follows, viz: Tho atro-
pinc-muscarino antagonism, as manifested by the heart, is probably of a muscular nature 
iatbcr than a nervous phenomenon, as bas been supposed hitherto. A.tropine stimulates the 
omlings of both vagus and accelerator nerves within tho heart as well as the muscular snb-
stanco oft.hA organ. Cocaine affects tho nerve-endings in tho 1:,ame miinncr as atropine does; 
but, unlike tho latter, has no stimulatory action oh tho muscular substance of tho heart. 
HENRY G. BEYt.m. A Study of the Structure of Lingula ( Glottidia)pyramidata Stimp. 
(Dall), by H. G. Beyer, M. D., F. R. C. S., Passed Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Navy, 
Honorary Curator, Section Materia Medica, U.S. National Museum. 
Studies from the Biological Laboratory (Johns Hopkins University), Ill, No. 5, 1886, pp. 227-
265. 
Also as the Structure of Glottidia pyramidata (St imp.) Dall. (Abstract.) Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. 
Sci., XXXIV, 1885, pp. 321-324. 
This abstract and tho one immediately above published together as separates. 
'l'hc following are tho prominent points brought out in this paper: 
l. Shell-structnre.-Tho so-caned horny layers of the shell are not identical in structure with 
the periostracum, but are composed of supporting tissue and represent tho homologues of the 
vertical septa in Tosticardine bracbiopous. . 
2. Body-wall, mantle, and peduncle.-Consist of three layers, namely: An outer cctodermal 
covering, made up uf one or more layers of small cuboiclal nucleated cells, a middle layer of 
1,upporting sub&tauce, variously modified according to situation, and an internal layer of lining 
peritoneal epithelium, which latter is flattened and is provided with a small central nuclcu8 . 
3. Alimentary canal.-Consists of three layers throughout its whole extent, viz: a, an ex-
ternal layer of very loose support-ing substance, covered on its outer side witu peritonen,1 epi-
thelium and blood-corpuscles; b, a middle layer of extremely minute and very little differen-
tiated cells; c, an internal layer of long. aud very narrow ciliated cells. Tho intestinal cnnal 
opens by an anus into tho mantle-chamber. 
4. Mil,Sctilar strncture.-All the muscles were found to be of tho non-striated variety. Cer-
tain structures which have been described as parietal muscles and as the muscle of tl10 pe-
duncle were found to possess the characters of mesenchymatous-i;upporting substance ancl 
were, accordingly, rolcgatcu to that class of tissues rather Lb.an muscles. 
5. Vascular system~No central circulatory propelling organ nor a closed system of blood-
vegsols were found, but, instead, two oblong, pyriform, sack-like organs, situated on either side 
of tho resophagus, which, it was thought, might perhaps function as heart. 
6. Nervous system.-Is subectouorrual and consists of five ganglionic enlargements, which, 
frorn their respective situations, were termed as follows: 
(1) the large central subresophageal ganglion; (2) the two dorso-lateral or supra-mso-
pbagcal ganglia; (3) the two ventro-lateral ganglia. They are a il ,joined together by a circum-
resophageal commissurc of fine nerve-fibers. That portion of the commissures connecting the 
ventro-lateral with tho .dorso-latel'al ganglia is double. Both mult1polar ancl apolar nerve-cells 
wore found, all of them being comparativeiy small and consisting of a finely granular proto. 
pla.sm with a small round central nucleus. 
7. Genital organs.-Both male and female organs of generation were found present within tho 
same inuividual. The mantlo-sinusf's inclose a band, termed tho 11 genital band, " from which 
ova. as well as spormatophon,s arc devolopecl. Within tho body-cavity the ova spring wore 
exclusively from the peritoneal membrane, covering tho mcsenteric bands and their reflected 
portions, while tho spermatophoros develop from the spongy net-work of supporting substance 
cove1·mg the lateral body-wall on its inner surface. 
WILLIAll'.I G. BrnNEY. Department of the Interior: I U. S. National Museum. I - I 
Bulle1,i11 I of the I U.S. Natioua,lMuseum. I No. 28. I A Manual of American Land 
ShellH. I By I W. G. Binucy. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. I 
1 5. 
Svo. pp. 1-328, 516 figures. 
A gencra,l manna], illu'!tr,Ltccl wit,11 w.1otl-c11t;i tl'catiu<T of tho species systcmaticn,lly under 
each malacological province. ' ,.., 
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HERBERT BROWN. Arizona Quail. (Notes.) 
Forest and Stream, :xxv, Dec. 31, 1885, No. 23, p. 445. 
WALTER E. BB.YANT. The relationship of Podiceps occidentalis and P. clarkii. 
The Auk; II, July, 1885, pp. 313-314. 
Inclines to the opinion that the differences between the two alleged species are only sexual. 
Conclusions based partly on twenty.five specimens in the National Museum. 
KATHARINE J. Busu. Additions to the Shallow-Water Mollusca of Cape Hatteras, 
North Carolina, dredged by the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albafross in 1883 
and 1884. 
Trans. Oonn. Acad., VI, part II, ,June, 1885, pp. 453-480, plate XLV. 
The following list is intended to include only species not previously recordctl from the re· 
gion of Cape Hatteras between low.water mark and 50 fathoms, although in one or two in· 
stances recorded species are mentioned where there is some variation from the original tle· 
scription or doubt as to their identity. It is by no means complete, as there are still a nuru· 
ber of species which ha-ve not been satisfactorily identified. There is also a large amount of 
fine shell.sand which has not yet been assor ted. 
At the end a list is given,of deep.water species found in not less than 40 fathoms, many of 
which have not before been found so far south. 
A list of the dredging stations made by the Albatross in the region of Cape Hattera.q, with 
the date regarJing them, is given on page 45!. Eighty.four species of mollnsca are mmmcr· 
ated from less than 50 fathoms, including thirteen new species ancl one new val'ioty, which 
are described and mostly figured. Descriptions of somo of tho old species 11,re also given. The 
new species are as follows: 
GASTROPODA. 
Page. 
Mangiliapsila, pl. xlv, fig. 2...... ... . .. .. .• .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .•.. .. .. 455 
eritima . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456 
ceroplasta.............................................. 458 
Skenea trilix, pl. xlv, figs. 7, 7a . • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 464 
Scalaria lcptalea. . . • . • • . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4G5 
teres, pl. xlv, tig. 8 . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . • . • . • • . 465 
Odostomia engonia . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • 466 
var. teres, pl. xh', fig. 9........................ 467 
Oylichna ccelata, pl. xlv, fig. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . 468 
-Volvula oxylata, pl. xlv, fig. 12... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 468 
minuta, pl. xlv, fig. 11 . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • • . . . • • . • 460 
SOLENOCONCiIA. 
Oadulusinciws, pl.xlv, fig. 20 .......... ..... .......... -~ --·· 471 
T.AMELLIBRANCIIIATA, 
Pandora carolinensis ......•................•....••••.•..••.•• r.. 474 
Vene1"i~ardia obliqua . ........•..................... ·-·-· -·· ·-·· 478 
The following additional species are flgure<l on plat.o xlv: 
Mangilia ephamilia Bush, figs. 4, 4a. 
melanitica. 
var. oxia Bush, figs. 3, 3a. 
oxylata Bush, fig.1. 
(1) glypta Bnsb, figs. 5, 5a. 
Triforis turris·thomce Dall, :fig. 6. 
Nilio ceglees Bush, figs. 10, 10a . 
.11.ctceonpuncto-etriatus Stimp., flg.17. 
Philine Sagra (D'Orb.), figs.10, !Ga. 
Cylichna biplocata (Lea), fig. 14. 
Eulla Candei D'Orb., fig. 13. 
Dentalfam leptum Bush, figs. J 8, ma. 
Cadulus carolinenais Dnsh, fig. I!). 
Necera costata .Bush, fig. 21. 
ARTn R P. IIADU l RNE. On a. New R:.tcc 0f the Pield Spn.rrow from Texa. 
The A.111.:, Ill, April, 1 G, pp. 248- 24!J. 
Ilefor11 to the t ,\ P Rpeuim1m of, 'pizella wertf1cni i11 tho National Museum, which "'a com 
pnrr<l with tho form 1lo!icrib ,,1. 
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A. HOWARD CLARK. History of tho Iced-Fish and Frozen-Fish Trade of tlte Uuited 
States. 
Trans. A1n. F-ish. Soc., 1886, p. 68. 
F. W. CLAilKE. The relations of the Government to chemistry. 
Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Washington, No. l, pp. 9-22. 
Annual address of-the president of the Chemical Society of ·wash111gton , dclivel'ecl Dccem 
ber 10, 1885. 
F. W. CLARKE. 'flle minerals of Litchfield, Me. 
Am. Jou.rn. Sci., April, 18B6, pp. 262-272. 
Describes elroolite, cancrinite, and sodalitc, with a new species, hyclronephclite, and dis-
cusses fonnulre. Two hundrecl separates printed. 
F. W. CLARKE. Report of Chief Chemist. 
Fifth Annttal Report of the United States Geologicfi,l Siirvcy, 1883-'M (1885), pp, 59-62. 
J. 11. CLARKE. On a higher Devonian Fauna of Ontario County, N. Y. 
Bull.16, U. S . Geological Survey, pp.1- 86; 3 plates. 
JOSEPH tv. COLLINS. Unusual abundance of cod on Brown's Banks. 
B iill. U. S. Fish Gorn., v, Aug. 7, 1885, p. 234. 
JosEPII W. COLLINS. Fishing on an edge of the Grand Bank. 
Bull. U. S . Fish Corn., v, Aug. 12, 1885, p. 256. 
JOSEPH W. COLLINS. Edible qualities of smoked king-fish (Scomberomoru.s ccivalla.) 
Cnv. 
Bull. U. S. F·ish Corn., v, Sept.15, 1885, p. 359. 
,JOSEPH W . COLLINS. Proposition to prepare king-fish by smoking. 
Bttll. U.S. F'ish Com., v, Sept.15, 1885, p. 360. 
JOSEPH W. COLLINS. Report on the investigation of fishiug grounds in the Gn1f of 
Mexico, with notes on the fisheries of that region. 
Report U.S. Fish Corn., 1885, pp. 217-311, 10 plat0s. 
CHARLES B. CORY. The birds of the West Indies, including the Bahama. Islantls, 
ihe Groator and the Lesser Antilles, excepting the islands of Tobago and Trini-
dad. 
The A.uk, III, .Jan. and .Apr., 1886, pp.1-59 and 187-245. 
To a great extent based on material in the National Museum. 
WILLIAM: VAN ZANDT Cox. A Glance at Billingsgate. 
Fores,t and Stream, xxv, 1, July 30, 1885, pp. 9-10. 
Describes the methods of sale, etc., employed in this ancient and important fish-markot. 
WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Notes on some Floridian land :mcl frosh-water shells: "'it.h 
n, revjsiou of the .tforiculacea of the Eastern United States. 
Proc. u. s. Nat. M'US.,VIII, July 13, 1885, pp. 255-289. Plates XVII-XVUI. 
WILLIAM: HEALEY DALL. On 1'urbinella pyrum Lamarck, ancl its dentition. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., VIII, Sept. 2, 1888, pp. 345-348. Plate XIX. 
Describes the soft par-ts of a mollusk, of which the shell hn,s been known since Pliny, but 
of which the anatomy had hitherto remained unknowu, aml consequently a doubt bad restrd 
on the systematic position hitherto assigned to the species. 
WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Memorandum on the mounds of Satsuma and Enterprise, 
Pln. 
Am. Journ. of .Archceology, r, No. 2, July, 1885, pp.184-189. 
Contains an account of the structure of the mound and a list of the shells foun<l within. The 
writer talrns the position that the mound is in part artificial and intentional, and not tho mere 
relic of innumerable dinners whose refuse was cast awi1y without thought of mound-making. 
WILLIAM HEALEY DALL. The teeth of Invertebrates. 
Cyclopedia of Dentistry, 1, 1886, pp. 337-350. 
An illustrated article on the teeth of invertebrates in general, and especially of tho Echini 
:md mollusks, for theCyclopediaof Dentistry, published by Len, Bros. & Co., n,ncl edited by Drs. 
Pierce, Leitch, nml others. 
WILLJAJ\I HEALTl:Y DALL. The National Government and Science. 
The Evening Post, New York, Dec. 31, 1885. 
Discusses the relations which should exist between scientific men and the organization of 
the executive and legislative departments of the Government. 
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vVILLI.L\I HEALKY DALL. Ncwm . 
Nature, XXXIV, No. G, Juno 10, 1886, p.122. 
Calls attent,ion to the 11,bsencc of gill,1 arnl other anatomical peculiarities of Ner.era (Cnspi-
daria) and its subgenus .Myonera. 
·wrLLIAM HEALEY DALL. Work of the Clrn.llenger Expedition I. General ancl Pbys-
jcal. II. From a zoological stand-point. 
Science, II, 1'1o.12G, July· 3, 1885, pp, 15-16, and No.128, ,Jnly 17, l88:3, pp. 54-56. 
WILLIAM: lhALEY DALL. Miocene deposits in Floricl:1. 
Science, vr, No.130, July 31, 1885, p. 82. 
Notes tho occurrence of Ecphora quadrico11tata at '.I':tmpa and tho prolHthle lal'ge extent of 
so-called Miocene st,rata in Florida. 
WILL1AM HEALEY DALL. West African Is]ands. (Review.) 
Sc'ience, vr, No. 140, Oct. 9, 1885, pp. 306-307. 
vVILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Admiml Baron Fe~dinancl von Wraugell. (Review .) 
Science, v.r, No.144, Nov. 6, 1885, pp. 417-418. 
vVILL1A1vr_ HEALEY DALL. Tue arms of the octopus or devil-fish. 
Science, vr, No.145, No...-. n, 188,j, p. 432. 
Notes a specimen with a i,pread of arms of over 32 feet, taken at Unalashka, Aleutian Islands, 
in 1874. 
WrLLlAl\'I HEALY DALL. Report of the Point Barrow Station. (Review.) 
Scienco, vr, No.146, Nov. 30, 1885, pp. 4i6-447. 
WILLIAM H~ALEY DALL. Suell-fish in Connecticnt. (Review.) 
Science, VII, No.154, Jan.15, 1?86, pp. 59-60. 
WILl,IAM HEALEY DALL. Explorations in Alaska 1,y tile brothers Krause. (ReYiew.) 
Sci1mcr, VH, No. 156, Jau. 29, 1886, pp. 95-96. 
vVILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Hecent Challenger Reports. Larrwllibtanchiata. (Review.) 
Sc'ience, vn, No. 102, March 12, 18SG, p. 250. 
"\VJLLIAM HEALEY DALL. Bancroft's Histor,y of Alaska. (Review.) 
Sc-ience, VII, No. 164, March 2li, 188G, p. 292. 
,vrLLIA:\I HEALEY DALL. Schwatka's Along Alaska's Great River. (Review.) 
Science, vn, No. 165, .8.})ril 2, 1886, p. 308. 
CorrccLion of erroneous statements i11 an auonymous review of Schwatlm',i work in a pre-
vious number (p. 294) . · 
vVILLIAM HEALEY DALL. Distrilmtion of colors in the animal kingtlom. (Review.) 
Scienci,vn, No. 177, Juue 25, 1886, p. u72. 
Correction of some eno11co11s assumptions in Camer:i.no's work relating to tho color of mol-
lusks. 
"'\V1LLL\iVI HEALEY DALL. Depart1ueut of the Interior. I Bnlletin I or t.he I Uuite1l 
States I Geologic:11 Survey. I No. ~4. I - I List of Marine Mollusk a compri iug tho 
Qn:1temary Fossils and recent fornis from American local- I iti cs Letween Uape 
Ha.ttera,s n.nd Cape I Roque, incl :,ding tho Berrnndas. I - I -Washington: Govern-
ment Priuting Offiee. 1885. 
8vo. pp. 1-33G. 
An inclex to the literatul'o of tbo recent ancl ()11atera::i.ry mollnsca of the region sta.tod, pre-
codccl by a bibliogmpby giving t.ho foll titles an,1 dates of tho ,journals and publications indexed. 
Tho indexing was dono under the authol''s <lirecLion, and includes about twelve thousand ei~ht 
lrnndred entries. 
"'\VILLIAM TIEALEY DALL. Molltrnks from nen.r Point Barrow. 
Report of th e Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska (18 2-'83), pp.177-184. 
WrLLIA;\I HEALEY DALL. The Na.tive Tribe of Ala ka.. I An I Acltlre. s I before tbe I 
'ect,iou of Antbrop logy I of tile I American Ai;suciation for the Advancement of 
cicnce I :it I A.nn Arbo!', AugL1 t, 1 -;; . I - I By I William IL Dall, I vice -pre i-
ll nt. I - I [From tho Proc eclino- of the American AssociaLiou for tile Ad van e-
ment I f •i n · ,, vol. xxx1v, Ann Arbor Meeting, Angnst, 1 5.J I Printe t 
th , al m Pre . . I • al ni, Mas. I 1 i-:: 
8vo. pp. 1-1!1. 
Ali:< in T'roc. ,1 M. ,l111. Adr., ci., ,·xx1v, Aug1111t, 1885, pp. 363-370. 
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WILLIA~,I HEALEY DALL, CHARLES R. ORCUTT, and. Notes on the mollusks of tlle 
vicinity of Sau Diego, California, and Todos Santos Bay, Lower California, by 
Cha.rlesR. Orcutt; with comments by W. H. Dall. 
Proc. u. s. Nat. ]][us., VIII, Sept. 30, 1885, pp. 534-552. Plate XXIV. 
This paper comprises a list by Mr. Orcutt of the species, with their stations, habits, etc., 
with systematic notes on various species, descriptions of Lamella1·ia diegoensis, Ocecum califor-
nicum and 0 . orcutti, . Leptotltyra var. liirida and Platidia Yar. radiata Dall, with an nccount 
of tho marsupinm in the female MUneria mi,nima Dall, and the light which this discovery 
tb.rowson the formation of tho more speciali1,ecl m:tr,mpinm of 1.'hecalia concamerata Atl:tm!l. 
Fmm. P. DEWEY. 'l'he Copper Industry oftl1e Unite<l States. 
Ohautaiiquan, vr, No. 2, 1885, pp. 95-08. 
Gives a short account of the occurrences of copper, t-he methods of its extraction, and its 
most important uses. 
FRED. P. DEWEY. Porosity and Spe(?iJic Gravity of ]<,lat Top Coke. 
Virginias, vr, No. 10, 1885, p. 138. 
Gives the results ·of an examination of the coke made in the Soldenhotf Coppell Ovens, at 
Hawk's Nest, Virginia, from the Blue Stone Coal of West Virginia. 
FRED. P. DEWEY. Statement before the Select Committee of the Se-i:iate on Ord-
l".ance a.n<l War Ships. 
Report of the Select Committee of the Sen11,te on Ordnance and War Ships, pp. 263-280 of ap-
pendix. 
Givc1:1 some general inforrnati<•n as to the iron ores of the country with especial reference to 
their adaptabilit.v to making steel, and some special statt1ments in regard to the steel-making 
iron ores of the South, giving many personal analyses. 
CARL II. EIGENMANN. A review of the American Gast.erosteidre. 
Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1886, pp. 233-252. 
BARTON ·w. EYERMANN. .. 
See under Seth E. Meek. 
WALTER FAXON. A list of the Astacidre in the United States National Museum. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VIII, Sept. 2, 1885, pp. 356-361. 
Contains the names ot' forty-seven species and va,rieties, all of which , excepting four, are 
from North America. The origin of E>ach lot of specimens is state1l, and tho cataloguo mun lie rs 
nncler which they are registered are given. 
J . WALTER FEWKES. On a collection of Medus:B made hy the U.S. Fish Commission 
steamer AlbatroBs in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . .lJfos., VIII, Sept. 2 and 14, 1885, pp. 397-402, pl. xx. 
"The greater part of this collection was made ia the years 1884 and 18'35. It contains no 
new species, but is interestin_g in a study of tho geographical distribution of these animals, and 
is a supplement to a paper alread.v prepared oJJ. the Medusre of the Gulf Stream. Many of t.110 
genera, and species here mentioned up to the present have not been recorded from the region 
of tho Gulf Stream, but will probably be later taken from this locality." 
Nine species are enumerated, with the localities in which they were taken, the two follow-
ing being described: 
Page. 
Oassiopea frondosa Lam .•. _ ••................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 398 
Abyla trigona Q. & G., pl. xx .............................. __ . . ... 399 
.J. WALTER FEWKES. List of Medusre from ;.iear Point Barrow. 
Report of the Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska (1882-'83), pp.163--165. 
See !!lso under .John Murdoch. (~art 1v, Natural History.) 
F. LYNWOOD GARRISON. 'l'he microscopic structure of iron and steel. 
J.'ransactions Am. In11titute Mining Engineers, 1885-'86, xiv, pp. Oi-75. 10 figures. 
Description of photograplJ.:3 of microscopic sections of iron aml steel, cop ies of' which have 
been presented to the Museum. 
THEODORE N. GILL. The chief chamcteristics of the North American fh;h fanua. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, No. 8, Sept.17, 1885, p. 149; n.l~o in '1.rans. Am. Fish. Soc., 1885, p. 69. 
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F. Du CANE GODl\IAN :tml 0. SALVIN". Biolo!Jici Centrali-,lmericuna, Are.s. Vol. r, 
pp. 345-3~)2. 
Three parts relating to orniLholog,v were issno!l during t!Jo year 1885-'~6, treating of a part 
of tho F'ringill'idro. References to Museum spe0imeus are very frequent throughout this great 
:mcl important work, which is l>eing issued in parts, a,ntl is not yet 0ompletod. 
G. BROWN GOODE. A brief biography of the Halibut. 
Arnericum. Nat1tralist, xix, No. 10, Oct.1885, pp. 953-909. .Also as a separate 
G. BROWN GOODE. The Begiouings I off Natmal History / in I America. / - I An 
address delivered at the Sixt,h Anniversary meetinir of the Biolo<rical Society I of 
Washington. I - I By I G. Browu Goode, /.Presidc:toftlwSocict;. I - I Fromtlie 
proceedings of the :Biological Society of Wasltingtoll, Volume m, 1884-1886. I - I 
Washington: I Printed for the Society. I 18:::6. 
8vo. pp. 35-105 . 
.A. discu!!sion of the work of the eai;liest naturalists and explore.rs, ancl of the origin of scien 
ti:fic institutions in America. 
G. BROWN GOODE. The care of pamphlets. 
Science, VI, Oct.16, 1885, No.141, p. 337. Abstract in Biill. Phil. Soc., 1885, p. 20. 
G. BROWN GOODE and TARLETON H. BEAN. Description of Leptophidinrn cen,inuni 
_aud L. marrnoratiirn, new fishes from deep water off the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. 11fus., VIII, Sept.17, 1885, pp. 422-424. 
G. BROWN GOODE and TARLETON JI. BEAN. Descriptions of new fishes obtained liy 
tbe U. S. Fish Commission, mainly from deep water off t,he Atlantic and Gulf 
coasts. 
Proc. Tl. S. Nat . Mus., vm, Oct.19 anrl 20, 1885, p. 589. 
A.phoristia diomd:.eana, A. pusilla, Hemirhombus jimbriatiis, Oitharichthys ventral·is, Etropu, 
rimosus, Macru1"us caribbceus, JI. occa, Ooryphamoides siilcatus, 1lialacocephalus occidentalis, 
Bathygadus cavernorns, B. macrops, B. low,ifilis, nn. ss.; Neobythites, Poroaadus, nn. gg.; Neo-
bythites gilli, Porogad'tts miles, on. ss.; Bathyonus, nom. g. n.; Bathyoniis catena, B. pcctoralis, 
RTI. SS, 
AsA GHAY. Plants from near Point Barrow. 
Jleport of the expi!d'ition to Point Barrow, A laska. (1882-'83), I 1R8G] pp. 191-192. 
See under John Mnn1ocll. (Part rv, Natural llistory.) 
F. H. H. GUILLE-MARD. Report on the Collections of Birds made cluringtbevoyageof 
the yacht Marchesa. I. A provisional list of the birds inhabiting the Saln Archi-
pelago. 
Proc. Zool. Soc. of London, 1885, pp. 24-7-2i5. 
A specimen of Oarpophaaa pickerin_qi was compared with tbe typ£' in tho N"ationa1 Museum 
at the author's req nest, and tho rmmlt of Mr. Rid~way's comparison is given on page 270. 
V. HAVARD. Report on the .Flora of Wcstn11 and Southern 'l'oxas. 
Proc. V. S. Nat. Mns. vm, Sopt. 23, 28, and 30, 1885, pp. 449-533. 
In the first pa.rt of this report a, general description o_f the vegetation of western ancl south-
om Texas iR given, the second pn.rt being mn.cle up of ecouomic notes on t!Je plant:1 known to 
ha~o nseful Ol' banofnl properties or to be of val no to agriculture or imlustry. 'l'lrn specimens 
tToate<l of iu this report have been presented to tho NatioualMnsonrn. 
0. P. HAY. Notes on 11 collectiou from Florida, wi.th descriptions of new or little-
known Rpecies. 
Proc. TI. S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 30, 1885, p. 552. 
Etheostoma davisoni, Zyaonectes auro guttaus, nn. s. 
IT. W. JIR:-SSUAW.-The Gulls of the Californian Coast. 
The Auk, n, July, 1885, pp. 231,232. 
HmtYN lfrrcu oci- [gditor]. The Arnerica,n Monthly Microscopical Journal. 
Cnrr •nt numh rs, vr. July, ms.;, to vu, Juno, ]886 (incl.), Nos. 07-78. 
A journal c1 vot~rl to tho intore'lts of praotic:il micrnsc,>pi~ts. contn,inin'! iuformation con 
r·i•rnin_g mf'thocla of work, f'ormnlm, notes, etc., wiL11 contrilrntcrl artidcs n.ncl ro7iews. 
l{crnv.· IIrrcn ·ocrc. Provi. ional Key t.o the Cl~Lssification of A/gm or Fresh ,v:it r. 
Thr , l m . .l[rmthly IIirr . .Tourn., n, ,foly, 1885, pp.120-130; , opt., 188:>, pp. 170-17-t; Dec. , 1 
pp.'.!.'ll-'.l'l,I; '"• I•' h., lil,,r,, PP :10-'.:t; M1-r., l 8fi, pp.50-:;3; May, 1886, pp.9.i-97. 
A sr•ric of couli1111c1l nrticl!· .. 
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RO:\fYN HITCHCOCK. Studies of Arnmbm. (Abstract.) 
1'he .J.m . .Monthly Mier. Journ., vr, July, 1885, pp.135-laG. 
RoMYN HITCHCOCK. Manipulat,ions of the Micro.:icope. (Review.) 
The Arn. Monthly Mier. Journ., VI, Jul.v, 188:i, p. 140. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. Conjugation of Rhabdone.rna. (Abstract.) 
The Am. Monthly Mier, Journ., VI, Aug., 1885, pp.151-15'.l. 
RO:\ITN HITCHCOCK. Microscopical Exhibitions. 
1'heAm.Monthly ]lficr. Journ., vr, Aug., 1885, pp.158-lG0. 
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R0:\1YN HITCHCOCK. Optical Arrnngcment.s for Photo-micrography and Rcnrn,rks on 
1fagniticatiou. 
The Am. JHonthly Mier. Journ. , VI, Sept., 1885, pp. 168-170. 
Also an abstract in Proc . .Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., XXXIV, Ang., 1885, pp. 356-359. 
Read (by lJr. H. G. Beyer) at the meeting of the A. A. A. S., Ann ~frbor, 1885. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. Poisonous Dried Beef. 
The.Am. Monthly 11ficr. Journ., VI, Sept. , 1885, pp.176-177. 
Ro:\IYN HITCHCOCK. Testing objectives . . 
The Am . .Monthly JJfier. Journ. , VI, Sept., 1885, pp. 177-178. 
RO:\IYN HITCHCOCK. Photo-micrography . 
The Am. Monthly ltfier. Journ., VI, Nov., 188:i, pp. 201-203; Doc., 188:i, pp. 2U-227; VII, Jan. 
1886, pp. 5-10; Mar., 188G, pp. 48-50; .Apr., 1886, pp. 67-70; May, 1886, pp. 92--95. 
A series of continued articles. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. The Rell Snow. 
The Am. Monthly Mier. Journ. , vr, Dec., 1885, pp. 221-224. 
Read before.the Biological Society of Washington December 12, 1885. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. Fixing Arranged Dia.toms antl Sections. 
The .Am. Monthly Mier. Journ., VI, Dec., 1885, p. 233. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. The Strire of Diatoms on tho Moller Probe-Platte. 
1'he Am. Monthly Mier. Journ., VI, Dec., 1885, p. 234. 
Ro:\1YN HITCHCOCK. Microscopical Societies. 
The Am. Monthly Mier. Journ., VI, Dec., 1885, pp. 237-239. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCIL A New·Monnting Mec1ium of Higi1 Refractive Index. 
The.Am.Monthly Mier. Journ., vn, Jan., 1886, pp.3-4. 
RoMYN HITCHCOCK. Note on the Spencer-Harrison controversy. 
The Am. Monthly Mier. Journ., vrr, Jan., 1886, pp.18-19. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. Note 011 Dr. T. B. Redcling's artir,]o: "Tho Molecular Theory of 
Sountl" in the Physio-Medical Journal. 
The Am. Monthly Mier. Joiirn., VII, Feb., 1886, p. 38. 
RoMYN HITCHCOCK. The limits of resolntion. (Abstract.) 
1'he Am.Monthly .Mier. Journ., vn, Feb., 1886, pp. 35-36. 
ROMYN HlTCHCOCK. Mounting Media. 
The Am. Monthly Mier. Journ., vrr, A.pr., 188G, p. 74-. 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK. Investigation of M icrobes. 
The Am. Monthly .Mier. Jo·urn., vn, Apr., 1886, pp. 74-76. 
E. B. HODGE. Tile trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, XXVI, 7, Mar. n, 1886, p.129. 
E. B. HODGE. The Sunapee trout. 
Forest and, Stream, XXVI, 10, .A.pr. 1, 1886, p.185. 
JACOB R. HUTCHINSON. The trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr. 18, Apr. 22, 1886, p. 247. 
DAVID S. JORDAN. Channel Ca.U-bll, Ictaliiru-1 p1mctalns. Rafinesque. 
Forest and Stream , xxv, 1, July 30, 1885, p. 9. 
DAVID S. JORDAN. Notes on fishes ol>served in Ln,ko Superior. 
Bull. U. Pish Com. , Au~. 11, 1885, pp. 191-192. 
DAVID, . JORDAN. A list of t he fishes kuown from the Pacilic co,t:'lt or Trnpical 
America, from tho Tropic of Cancer to Pannrna. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Muk., vur, Sept. 2, 1885, p. 361. 
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DAVID S. JonDAN. Note on some Linnman names of American fishes. 
I'roc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 2, 1885, p. 394. 
J. H. KIDDER. Memorandum on water resi<lnes from r.od-batcbing otatiou at Woocl'B 
Holl. 
Bull. U.S. Fish Com., v, Sept. 15, 1885, p. 357. 
GEOTIGR P. KUNZ. Tho gems of the National Musonrn. 
The Populctr Science Monthly , xxvnr, 168, April, 1886, pp. ?23-830. 
Publislied also as a separate. Revised antl extended by W . S. Ye:l.tes in Part m, of this re 
port. 
GEORGE N. LAWRENCE. A list of a few spAcies of birds new to the fanna of Gnacle-
loupe, West Indies, with a description of a now species of Ccryle. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . .ill-us., vm, Nov. 3 and Dec. 'i. 1885, pp. 621-625. 
!female type of Ceryle stict'ipennis .sp. nov. in the National Museum. 
GE0lWE N. Li\.WRENCE. Descriptions of new species of birds of the family Colnm-
bicl::e. 
The .Aii.k, II, Oct., 1885, pp. 357-359. 
Zenaida rubripes sp. nov.,. described from type in the National Mus!)um. 
GEORGE N. LAWRENCE. Char:1eters of two snpposed ne'i\.- species of birds from 
Yucatan. 
Annals New York A cad. Sci., m, No. 9, pp. 273-274. 
Polioptila albiventris and Ohmtura peregrinator. 
FREDERIC A. LUCAS. Notes on the preparation of rough .skeletons. 
Proc. U. S. N(tt. Mus., vm, 1885, pp. 679-686. 
Printed also as CircL1lar 33, U. S. Nat. Museum. 
,JOIIN BELKNAP MARCOU. A ]ist oft.lie Mesozoic and Cenozo ic types in the collec-
tions of the U.S. National Museum. 
Proc. U. S . Nat. Mus., vrn, Aug. 6 and 7 and Sept. 2, 1881:i, pp. '.!90-344. 
Jor-IN Bn:LKNAP MARCOU. Department of the Interior: I U.S. National Museum. I -
I Bnlletin I of the I United States National Museum. I No. 30. I Bibliographies of 
American Naturalists. I III."' Pnblications rnlating to fossil invertebrates. I By I 
John Belknap Marcou. I - I Washington: I °Government Printing Office. 118 5. 
8vo. pp. 1-333. 
JOI-IN BELKNAP MARCOU. A revie,w of the progress of North American invertebrate 
paheon to logy for 1884. 
SmWison-ian Report for 1884 (1885), pp. 563-582. 
Ons T. MASON. The use of the throwing-stick by Eskimo. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, 6, Sept. 3, 1885, pp. 109-JlO. 
Ons T. MASON. Tbe Chaclacayo trephinecl skull. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VIII, Sept. 14, 1885, pp. 410-412 . One plate. 
Ons T. MASON. Anthropology. 
Sm,ithsonian Report/or 188! (1885), pp. 677-717. 
OTis T. MASON. Th.e Guesdc collection of antiquities in Pointc-a-PHre, Guadaloupe, 
West Indies. 
Smrithsonian Report, 1884 (11185), pp. 731-837. 215 figs. 
OT1s T. MASON. Authropologicai notes. 
American Nat1iral:ist, Vol. xrx, 7-12, 1885. 
Metallurgy among savages, p . 7'.!9. Tl1e Fra11lcfort cmniomotric agreement, p. 730. Ethnog, 
rapl1y of Guatemala, p. 731. Mortality in Wasl1 i11 gton , p. 820. The Davenport elephant piplls, 
p. 827. Anthropological publications, p. 912. Thfl Fncgians, p. 9l5. The eighth volume of tbu 
'l'enth Census, p. 1018. Anthropological collectors, p. 1010. Pilling's Bibliogt·aphy, p. 11'.!!l-
'.rhe Monn<l BuiLclers anc1 the Ilistoric Incliu.ns, p.1130. Tho natives of New Guinea, Ii· 11.a. 
Dr. Ilau's prehistoric fishing, p.1243. 
American Naturalist, Vol. xx, 1-6, 188G. 
Ston implem nts, p. 85. Polynesia, p. BG. Tho Anthropological Society of Wasl.Jingtou, P 
___ 1_0s_._ Etbnolorry of Dorneo, p. l!lG. Th e E~kimo at Point, Barrow, p.197. The blow tube in tile 
-- ~Ii I a,ucl~alroarl,y pnblishecl. 
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OTIS T. MASON. Anthropological notes-Continued. 
United States, p. ms. Ph_vsical education of children, p.199. Annual Report of the Bureau 
of Ethnology, p. 309. Tho cmnia of tho negroes, p. 312. Maori Pharmacopia, p. 401. Tho 
Laplanders, p. 402 . . Relationships between tho Eskimo tribes, p. 403. .Archreological maps, p. 
404. Tho races of man, p. 404. The so-called deformed crania, pp. 481-487. Corea, p. 5G9. Tho 
relation of anthropology to the science of mind, p. 570. Jewish ability, p. 572. Aboriginal 
baking-pans, p. 473. War-clubs and digging-sticks, p. 574. 
FRED MATHER. A new native trout. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, 25, Jan, 14, 188G, p. 481. 
Salvelinus oquassa from Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire. 
FRED MATHER (edito1'). Su11apee trout. 
Forest and Stream, XXVI, 9, Mar. 2G, 188G, p. 169. 
SETI! E. MEEK and B,\RTON w. EVERMANN. A review of the American species of the 
genns Gerres. 
Proc. Ac. Nat. &i. Phila., 1886, pp. 233-252. 
C. HART MERRIAM. Description of a new subspecies of the common eastern chip-
munk. 
Am,er. Nat., xx, Nu. 3, March, 1886, pp. 236-242 (also as a separate). 
C. HART MERRIAM. Description of a new species of Aplodontia, from California. 
Annals of the New York .A.cad. Sci., m, No. 10, May, 188G, pp. 312-328, plates XIX-XX. 
Read March 15, 1886. 
(.Also as a separate, May, 1886.) 
GEORGE P. MERRILL. Notes on the mineralogy and lithology of the District of Co-
lumbia. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 2, 1885, pp. 351-353. 
A brief descript.ion of the minerals found in the water-works tunnel of this city, and which 
had not before been recognized from tbis locality. Nine species ate described. 
GEORGE P. MERRILL. Building anrl ornament:11 stones of the Uw.ited States. 
The Popular Science Monthly, xxvm, 160, .Aug., 1885, pp. 520-532. 
A brief notice of the various kinds and amounts of stone quarries for building and oma. 
mental purposes in the United States. 
JOHN MURDOCH. (Part IV, Natural History.) 
Report of the Exped-ition to Point Barrow, Alaska, 1882-'83, pp. 89-200. l!'ive plates. 
This report on the natural history of the Point Barrow Expedition (1882-'83) , gives tno re-
sults of the work of the author as naturalist of the expedition and of others associated with 
him, and consists of the following divisions: 
I. Mammals, pp. 92-103. 
II. Birds, pp. 104-128. Plates, 2. 
III. Fishes, pp.129-132. 
IV. Insects, pp.133-135. 
V. Marine invertebrates, exclusive of mollusks, pp.136-17G. Plates, 2. 
VI. Mollusks, pp.177-184. One plate. · 
VII. Collectiug localities and dreu ging stations, pp. 185-190. 
VIII. Plants, pp. 191-192. 
Appendix, pp. 193-200. 
Parts I, II, m, vn, the introduction and the appendix, tho introduction to IV (p. 133), and 
all of v exoept pp. 163-1G5, were written by Mr. Muruooh; tho remainder of Part 1v (pp.134--
135) was written by Prof. C. V. Ililey; the remainder of Part v , list of m edusre from near 
Poill.t Barrow (pp.163-165), by Mr. J. Walter Fowkes; Part VI, by Mr. W. H. Dall, and Part 
vu, by Prof. Asa Gray. 
JOHN MURDOCH. Insect-collecting at Point Barrow, Arctic Alaska. (Abstract.) 
Proc. Ent. Soc., of Washington, February 29, 1884, to December 3, 1885, I, No. 1, 1886, pp. 
9-10. 
Abstract of paper read before the Ent. Soc. of Washington, April 3, 1884. 
WILLARD NYE, jr. Notes on octopus, flying-fish, etc., takeu durin~ the Albatros8 
cruise in Jan ua.ry, 18t34. 
J]ull, U. 8.Fish Com., v, Jlp, 189-11}0, 
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CHARLES R. ORCUTT and WILLIAM HI<JALEY DALL. Notes ou Lhe mollutilrn of tho vi-
cmity of San Diego, Cal., and Todos Sauto8 Bay, Lower California, by Cllarles 
R. Orcutt, with comments by W. H. Dc1ll. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. :JO. 1885, pp. 534-552, plate xx1v. 
This paper comprises a list of the species, wiLh Lhoil' stations, habits, etc., by Mr. Orcutt, 
with systematic notes on various s11ecics, descriptions of Larnellaria d'iegoi7isis, Oaecum cali-
jornicum and C. orciilti, Leptothyra ,·ar. lurida and Platidia rnr. radiata Dall, with an account 
of tho marsupium in tho ft:m11,lo Jlilneria rninima Dall, a111.l tho liglit which this di:icovcry 
t,hrows on tho furrnatiou of the moro specialized m:1rsupiuru of 1.'heealia concamerata .A.dau.s. 
Seo nn,1er vVilliam liealoy Dall. 
vVtLLIAM PALl\ll.m. Occnrrenco of Heltn-intlwphila leucobronchialis in Virgiuia. 
The Auk, II, July 1885, p. 304. 
Announces the capture of tllis species near Fort Myer. The specimen was presented to 
the Museum by tho author. 
EMORY D. POTTER. The Pike family. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, No. !l, Sopt. 24, 1885, p.168. 
EDWARD POTTS. Frer;li-wa,t,er Sponges from Mexico. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. JJius., vm, Oct. l!l, 1883, pp. 587-580. Ono figul'c. 
Description of lJfyenici plumoaa Cartflr, ,ar. Palmieri Potts. Obtainecl by Dr. Edward Palmer 
along the uaukfl of tho Colorado River, near 'l'enlo, Sonora, in norLhwestern Mexico. Tb.; 
specimens aro preserved iu tllo National Museum. 
JOHN D. QuACKENllOS. Tho 11ew trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, No. 8, Mar.18, 1886, p.14!l. 
JOHN D. QUACKENilOS. Tbo tront of Suuapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream,, xxvr, No.13, Apr. 22, 1886, p. 247. 
RICHARD RA.TIIBUN. An cdihle cJa.m introduced on tlrn Atlantic coast. 
Science, VI, N~. 128, July 17, 1885, p. 53. 
Notice of tbe planting at tho Wood's Holl station of tho U.S. Fish.Commission of eight hua-
dl'ed livin~ specimens of Tapesstaminea, known as tlie "littlo rountl claw," obtained at Hen· 
derson's Ba,y, Puget Sound, near Tacoma, ,vasbington T erritory. 
RICIIAIU> RATHBUN. .A. crab iuvasiou. 
Sr:icnce, VI, No. 131, Aug. 14, 1885, p . 13.:i. 
Notice of the suddou appoamnce, on tho sea-shore, at Cape San Autonio, western Cuba, of 
countless my1·iads of youug Grapsoid crabs, probalJly belonging to the genus Sesarma. 
R1CHARD RATHBUN. Report upon the Ecllini collected by the U.S. Fish Conunis ion 
st,eamer Albcitl'oss in the Gulf of Mexico, from January to March, 1885. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . .il.fos., vm, Nov. 3, 1885, pp. 606-620. 
Contains a '' N otico of the Cruise of 1885," ' ' List of tho stations at which Echini were col-
lected in 1885," "Account of tho species of Ecbini obt~ined in 1885," and '' Lists of the pe-
cies olJtained in 18lH aml 1885, arranged according to localiLios." Brief notos are givou with 
ruany of tbe species. Tho number of species collectOll in 1885 was thirty-one, the total num-
ber for 1884 allll 188.:i combined, forty. These were obtained in various d1:pths from the litto· 
ral zone to to 1,639 fa.thorns. 
RJCnArm RATHBUN. Notice of a collection of , 'ta,lked Crinoids made liy the stt>amer 
Albatro88 iu tho Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean SmL, 1884 and 18 5. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, Dec. 7, 1885, pp. 628-635. 
Four !lpecies are rocordecl: .RhizocrintUI Rawsoni, PentacrinttB decorus, P. Mttlleri, and P. 
asterius. A. few not s are givrn re pecting each of the species, a few variation, are doscril>cd, 
aud lists ar given of all tho specimens collected. 
RlCllAH.D R TUl3 . T . Toto on Lobster Culture. 
Bull. U., . l!'urh Oom,., vr, J~eh. 8, 1836, pp. 17-32. 
Gontaiu~ un account of thl' c• :porin11•u ts mudn at tho "\Voou's Holl station of tbe U. . Fi h Com-
mission 1lul'ing I he Rummer of 1885, to ascertain tho best method of l1andli11g lob tor egg. for 
the purpo. !!II of artificial lob!!tcr-cultur·e. Tho following topics aro also discu sed: " ~ec68 1ty 
of au ·mptiug lh artiticiul 111·011~galiou of Jobston:1," "Ran:zo nml mig-ratiomr of lob. le ," 
" 'pawnin~ s -•~•rn :11111 lmhit , <l ":olopmcut,;, and rato of growth," "Exp rirunot pr viou. ly 
mad in IC'l 1 r·r.ullurn,' ·• Tran planlin!{ of lobst rs." 
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RoBERT RIDGWAY. A Review of the American Golueu Warblere. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., vm, Sopt. 2, 1885, pp. 34~-350. 
A synoptical table is given of the known species and subspecies, of which two are described 
as new, viz: Dendroica petechia rufivertex, frow Cozumel, Yucatan, and D. bryant-i, castanei-
ceps, from Lower California, 
RommT RrnGWAY. Some Emended Names of North American Birds. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 2, 1885, pp. 354-356. 
A list of names which require emendation from the stand-point of the new coue of JJomencla-
ture adopted by the American Ornithologists' Union, and here JJUblis!Jed "in order Llmt 
the first known use " of the com l>ina.tious of generic a.ml specific names adoptcu "may be 
cited among the references which th" committee [hasing c':Ja.rge of the preparaLiou of the 
fat] has decided to give under each species." 
RUBERT RIDGWAY. Description of an apparently new s_peeies of Dromococcyx from 
IJritish Guiana. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vm, Sept. 3, 1885, p. 559. 
Dromococcyx gracilis, sp. noY. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Catalogue of a, Collection of Birds made on the Island of Cozu-
uJCJ, Yucatan, by the Naturalistr-- of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross: 
Capt. Z. L. Tanner, commander. 
Proc. U.S. Na t. Mus., vm, Sept. 30, Oct. 17 and Oct. 10, 1885, pp. !:i60-583. 
A full report upon the collect.ion matle by the naturalists of t!Je Alba,tross duriug their visit to 
Cozumel, January 22 to 29, 1885. lt comprises four hundred a.nd twenty-nine specimens re-
presenting fifty-seven species, but tho report also includes si;x. other species known to inbaliit 
tho island. In addition to the new species previously descri!.,ed, n, now species of Wooupocker 
is charact erized, viz : Oenturus riibri'Ventris pygmceus. A fauna! summary in ta!.,ular form, 
showing tho complicated relationships of tbe Cozumel bird fauna, concludes the a.rticlo. 
RonEuT RIDGWAY. Description of a new Cardinal Grosbeak from Arizona. 
The .Auk, II, Oct., 1885, pp. 343--3-!5. 
Cardinalis cardinalis sitperlius. . 
Subsp. nov. Type, No. 98942, U.S. Nat. M,us. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Hel1ninthophila leucobronchia,lis. 
The .Auk, II, Oct. 1885, pp. 35!:J-363. 
Explains the non-typical specimens of the binl iu question b,y assuming JI. leucobronch'ialis 
typ'ieus to be a valitl spec ies a.nd not a hylnil1 , lmt exlensiYdy hybridizing with its allios. 
RonEHT RIDGWAY. Ou Junco cincrcus Swains., and it::, geograpliical races. 
The Auk, n, 'Oct., 1885, pp, 363-364. 
Characterizes three forms and dosuribes as new J. cinereus palliat'us, from southern Ari-
zona. Type, :N"o. 68817, U.S. Nat. Mus. 
H.OBERT RIDGWAY. A New Petrel for North A.mcrica. 
The .Auk, n, Oct., 1885, pp. 386-387. 
Pelagodroma marina (Lath.). 
Captured on board the U.S. ]'ish Commission steamer A lbatrossiu latitude 40° 34' 18" north 
66° 09' west longitude. ' 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Ou the proper uamc for Lhe Prairie Hen. 
The .Auk, III, Ja.n., 1886, pp. 132-133. 
Thinks that it should stand as Tympanuchus americanus (Roichenb.)-. 
RoBJmT RIDGWAY. The Scissor-tailed Flycatcher, Milvulus forficatus, cLt Key We1:,t. 
The Ank, III, 1886, Jan., p. 134. 
U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 102444, collected by the naLuralists of tho Fish CommissiClu steamer 
.Albatross. 
Rom,__;1n RIDGWAY. The vernacular name of Plect?-ophenax hyperboreus. 
The Auk, m, Jan., 1886, p.135. 
Proposes to retain the name ori~inally given to it, viz," j\{cRa,y's Snowflake." 
ROBKRT RIDGWAY. Water birds of North America. 'A. Few Corrections Rectified. 
The Auk, III, .s pril,'1886, pp. 2G6-268. 
A reply to a paper by Dr. J . G. Cooper iu a 1>revioug numl.Jer of The Auk. 
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RommT RmGWAY. 11i·inga damacens'is (Horst".) in Alaska., a, Sandpiper new to tho 
North American ]!'auua. 
'l.'he .Auk, m, April, 1886, p. 275. 
RnnERT RIDGWAY. Discovery of the Breeding Place of McKay's Snow:fl.a.ke, Plectro-
phenax liyperboreus. 
The Auk, III, April, 1886, pp. 276, 277. 
Tho species was found breeding on Hall Island, Bering Sea, by Mr. Charles IT. Townsend. 
Rormrn RIDGWAY. Ou two Abnorrna.lly-colored Specimens of the Bluebird: Sialia 
sialis. 
1'he Auk, III, April, 1886, pp. 282, 283. 
Both in the National Museum. One has the blue color pervading part of the lower surface; 
the othor has the blue of the back the same shade as S. azurea. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. The Fish Commission Steamer .Albatross, etc. 
ThP-Auk, III, April, 1886, pp. 286,287. 
Note in reference to the departure of the AlbMross and propo.sed work of the natura.lists ac-
companying the vessel. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Arizona, Quail. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, 25, Jan.14, 1886, p. 484. 
A reply to Herbert Brown's article in a previous number iu r egard to Coli,nus ridgwayi and 
C. graysoni, with a "key" to the characters of the species mentioned, and of C. virginia,ius 
texanus. (See under Brown, Herbert). 
Roman RIDGWAY. [Is the Dodo an Extinct Bird VJ 
Science, VII, No. 160, F eb. 26, 1886, p. 190. 
A reply to Dr. n. W. Shufeldt's question in a previous number showing that the supposed 
Dodo in the Samoan Islands is only Didunculus strigirostris. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. Letter to Dr. B. H. Warren, in reply to inquiries coucc~ning the 
food habits of Hawks and Owls. 
Daily Local News (West Chester, Pa.), March 5, 1886. 
Reprinted in Fore11t and Strearn, XXVI, 9, March 25, 1886, p. 164. 
Section 1, page 141 of the Laws of Pennsylvania "for 1885 offers a bounty for tho destruction of 
hawks and owls. The Microscopical Society of w ·est Chester iu thoir encle:wor to have the 
act repealed asked the opinion of several ornithologists, the author replying tbat he regards tile 
m~jority of hawks :1nd owls as "very decidedly beneficial to man. " 
CRAB.LES V: RILEY. Report of the Entomologist, Charles V. Riley, M.A., Ph. D., 
for 1885. 
Report of the Department of Agriculture, 1885: pp. 7-1, 137, 8-2, 1 map, 9 plates. 
Separate author's ell. of "Report of the Entomologist" by Entomologist of (United States) 
Department of Agriculture, 1885; Report (United States) Commissioner of Agriculture for 
1885, pp. 207-843, pp. 1, 2, map 1, pp. 1-9, with addition of t. p. cover, t . p. (p. 1) , tablfl of con-
tents (pp. 3-7), corrigenda (p. 1/, general index (pp.1-6), and plant inclex (pp. 7, 8). 
Contains divisions and sub-chapters, with the titles given below: Introduction, pp. 207-213; 
silk culture, pp. 214-228, pls. 2-1; miscellaneous insects, pp. 228,289, map 1, pls. 1, 5-8; destructive 
locust& or n grasshoppers,'' pp. 228-233, pl. 8; .the periodical Cicada (Cicada septendecim L. 
arnl race tredecim Riley), pp. 233-258, IIHLp 1, pls. 1, 5, 6, fig. 1 ; the Leather beet.le or toothed Der-
mestes (Dermestes vulpinus, Fabr.), pp. 258-264, pl. 6, fig. 2; thfl Garclen web-worm (Eurycreon 
rantalis, Guen.), pp. 265-270, pl. 6, fig. 3; the Dark-sided cut-wonu (larva of Agrotis messor-ia, 
Harr.), pp. 270-275, pl. 7, fig. 1; the strawberry weevil (A.nthonom11,ll musculus Say) , pp. 270-282, 
pl. 7, figs. 5, 6; tho p ear midge or pear cliplosis (Diplosis nigra 11), Moigen), pp. 283-289, pl. 7, figs. 
2, 3, 4; reports of :1gonts, pp. 289-343, pl. 9; D. Yv. Coquillett, r eport on tbe locusts of tbe Sau 
Joaquin Valley, Califorufa, pp. 289-303; Lawrence Bruner, report ou the abnndance of the 
llocky Mountain locust in 1885, pp. 303-307; Albert Koebelo, uoteM on locusts at ancl about Fol-
t1om, Cal., pp. 308-311; F. M. Webster, insects affecting fall wheat, pp. 311-319; Dr. A. S. Pack-
:ud, special agent, third report ou the causes of destruction of tbe evergreen and other forest 
trees in northern New England, pp. 3l9-333, pl. 9; Nelson W. McLain, report on experiments 
in apicuUore, pp. 333-343. 
CHARLI~ V. RrLEY.-Silk cul tnr . 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1885: pp. 214-228 (8-22); plates 2-4. 
General work of the Entomological Division in developing silk culture; distribution of mul-
b ~rry tre~s and silk-,:orm eggs; home-mised vs. imported eg~s; ostablislli.ng of filatures; co t 
of producing reeled silk; work on tho Pacifin coast; precautions nocossary in th producLion 
of pure silk-worm "g aqd in propel"ls wintering them; dise~ses of the silk-worm-flaccidity, 
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CruRLES V. RILEY. Silk culture-Continue<l. 
pebrinc; wintering the eggs; figti. of silk-worms showing e :I.feet of flaccidity, anatomy of silk-
worm, silk-worms with pebrinous spoto1, chain r .. rment of t1accidity, corpu,scules of pebrine, 
cell for egg-laying, method of clamping bags, constricted cocoon of fine texture, non-con-
stricted cocoon of coarse texture. 
The article, taken from advance sheets from the fourth report U.S. Entomological Commis-
sion, discusses the question of the nomenclature of the Noctuid, popularly known as the Cot-
ton-worm moth. From a study of Iluebner's figures and description, and an inspection of the 
Sommer collection iu Dresden, the conclusion is reached that.fluebner's specific name, argalacea, 
must be rejected aml Say's name, xylina, retained. 
CHAP.LES V. RILEY. Notes on the Principal Injurious Insects of the year. 
Entorrwlogica A.mP,ricana, I, No. 9, 1885, pp; 176, 177. 
The paper was read before the entomological club of tho .Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., Ann Arbor 
meeting, ..i.ugust, 1885, antl mentions the appearance, in destructive numbers, of the following 
insects: Pulvinaria inniimerabilis, Agrot'is fenn'ica, A. messoria, .A.nthonomus musculus, Eury-
crcon rantalis, Cicada septendecim, Gecidom,yia destructo1·, Melanoplus devastator, M. spretiis, 
and Ga1nnula pellucida. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. The Imported Elm-leaf beetle. 
Harper's Weekly, XXIX, July 18, 1885, p. 463. 
A. critica.lreview of the publications on the par~sites of the Hessin.n Fly, and detailed descrip-
tions, with figures and biological notes, of the following species of ChalcididIB which ha vo beou 
bred from tho larvm . or pupoo of Gecidomyia destructor: Merisits destructor (Say), rualo anu 
female, pl. 23, fig. l; Merisus (Homoporus) subapteriis, n. sp., malo and fomale, pl. 23, fi!~- 2; 
Tetrastichu.~ productus, n. sp., malo and female, pl. 23, fig . 5. Eiipelmu:s cillynii (French) is 
proven to be a parasite of the Hessian :fly ancl bot11 sexes figured (pl. ~3, figs. 3, 4). Criticism 
of Cook's antl Packard's observations on Platyga.ster error Fitch O Packard) an1l figure of tho 
male (pl. 23, fig. 6). 
CIIARLES V. RILEY. Destructive insects of the year. 
Rural New Yorker, XLIV, July 11, 1885, p. 464. 
Discusses tho following species of insects which did much injury during tho year 1885: The 
Onion Cut-worm (lar,a of Agrotis me.~soria) in Orange County, N. Y ., mode of its work ou youu::,: 
ouion plants, reference to remedies; the strawberry weovil (Anthonomiis musculus) on Staten 
I~laml antl in :Michigar.,, naturo of injury done; larva of Eurycreon rantalis, enumeration of 
localities and crops most suffering from it. 
CIIAR Ll~S V. RILEY. Pests of the Strawberry. 
Rural New Yorker, xdv, July 18, 1885, p. 484. 
Reply to lotfor of J. II. J., Jackson, Kans., and determination of the following strawberry in-
sects: Larva of Agroiis tricosa; larva of either Phoxopteris jragarice or Eccopsis permundana; 
farva of Emphytiis maciilatus; gives the most available remedy for each of these pests. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. The Clyclone Nozzle. 
Rural New Yorker, xuv, Aug. 22, 1885, p. 567. 
The cyclone nozzle can not be justl.v. said to be invented by any one individual; it is a de-
velopment of one of the practical outgrowths of the writer's work for the Government. 
Cni\.RLER V. RILEY. A new Remedy against the Destructive Locust. 
Rural New Yorker, XLIV, Aug. 29, 1885, p. 577. 
Describes the met,hod Auccessfully used in California for destroying locusts by using haits · 
consisting of arsenic, brl;ln, sugar, antl water. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Enemies of the mack Walnut aud Willo-yv-. 
Rural New Yorke1·, XLIV, Sept. 10, 1885, p. 632. 
Tieply to a, letter regarding a caterpillar as injurious to walnut, and another species as in-
jurious to willow. The former is tho larva of Datana ministra, the latter the larva, of Oimbex 
americana. Gives a summary of the natural history of both insects as well as directions for 
their destruction. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. 1'he Mildews of the Grape-vine. An effectual remedy for Pe-
ronospora. 
Rural New Yorker, XLV, Jan. 16 and Feb. 6, 1886, pp. 72 and 87. Two illustrations. (Also 
author's separate, one folio sheet). 
The development and structure of tL.e two most important fungi attacking the grape-vine, 
viz, the Powtlory gra.po-vine mildow (Unciniila spiralis) and tho Downy grape-vine mildew 
(Peronospora viticola) are treated of, with a, f11H <lisc11ssi0Jl Qf tqe remedies antl prophylactics, 
H. l\lis, 170, pt. 2--44 
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CHARLES V. RILEY. Premature appearance of tho Periodical Cicadn. 
Science, vr, No. 126, .July 3, 1885, pp. 3, 4. . 
l'teply to Prof. Lester.F. Ward's com munication to Science (vol. v. p . 4~fi,; r easnn R for re. 
jecting Professor Ward's testimony regarding a supposetl appearance of the Cicada septendecim 
in October. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Periodical Cicadn, in Massachusetts. 
Science, YI, No. 126, .July 3, 1885, p. 4. 
Request for information regarding the presence or absence of the septendecim broocl of the 
Periodical Cicada of the year 1885 in so11theastern Massachusetts. 
CIIAHLES V. RILEY. Tllo Song-notes of the Periodical Cicada. 
Science, vr, No. 138, Sept. 25, 1885. .Also as a reprint in 1'he Kansas Oity Review u, Oct., 
1885, pp. 173-175. 
With an additional paragraph on the mechanism of the stri<l1;latory organs in the Cicada 
septendecim. · 
Also as an abstract in Proc. Am. Ase . .Adv. Sci., xxxn-, Aug., 1885, pp. 330-332. (Ann 
Arbor meeting). 
Author'H separate copies published May, 1886. 
Description of the prevalent notes of tho noise produced by tho Cicada septendecim L. : First-
the phar-r-r-r-r-oah note, most often heard during the early maturity of tho male; secondl_y, the 
"screech," t,he prevailing note in the 11eight of the season; tldrdly , the'· intermittent, chirp 
ing" sound. · 
CnARLl!:S V. RILEY. A carnivorom, Butterfly larva. 
Science, VII, No. 169, April 30, 1886, p. 394. Also in .J.m. Nat., xx, No. 6, .June, 1886, pp. 
556-657. 
Abst,ract of paper read before the Biological Societ.v of Washington, lfeb ruar_y 20, 1880. 
Gives a summary of the previous recorus of tile foou-plau ts of' Penesica tarqu'i,nilts, and proves 
from observations made by Theo. Porgando that tho Jar,·a feed~ upon different species of plant-
lice (Aphididre). 
CHAl{LES V. RILEY. Annual acldross, as president of the Entomological Society of 
Washington. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. of Washington: I, No. 1, pp. 17-27. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Abstracts of remarks mado ueforo the Entomological Society 
of Washington, ancl published in its Proceedings. 
Proc. Ent. Soc. of Washington: I No. 1 (February 29, 1884, to December 3, 1885), 1886. 
The following are the titles : 
On the phytophaiic habits of tho genus L~osoma, p. Hi. 
Description of a new species of Acrobasis (.A. vaccini·i) , known in t,Jie Jarva state as "the 
Cran berry fruit worm," p. 15. 
Criticism on a report in Psyche re~arding the hal>it of Tiphia and Rhipiphorus, p. 15. 
On tho larva of Dipterous genufi Scenopinus, p. 17. 
Observations on t11e Periodical Cicada, pp. 29-30. 
On food-habits of Walshia amorphella, ancl on tllo synonymy of Euryptychia saligneana, p. 
30. 
On Sphida obl-iquata Gr. & R being synonymous with Arzama densa \Valk. , p. 30. 
CuaRLES V. RILEY. The Periodical Cicada. Cicada septcndecim L., and race trcclecim 
Riley. 
Report of the Entomologist, JJepartment of .Agricvlliire, 1885, pp. 233-258 (27-52) , pl. 1, 5, and 
fig.1, pl. 6. 
Tho seventeen and thirteen-year races of tho Cicada and their fir t discovrry; tho two vari-
eties of tbo Cicada, their differences and specific value; development habit and food of tho 
larva ; transformations an u issuing of the im:1~0; inilnenco of ciYilization on tho appearance 
of tho Cicada; song no Les of tho Cicada; variation in time of appearance; cuoruie ; tho np-
pos d sting of the Cicada; oviposition; injury to frnit-tr es and remeclics; gco~aphical di · 
tribution and fnture appearance of all known broods; influence of olimato upon the race and 
xporiments in the transfer of oggs; the Cicada in 1886. 
llAltLE ' V. RILEY. 1'he Leather-Beetle or Toothed Dermestes. 
JJermestes vulpinus, Fabr. 
Report of the Enl011iologisl, JJepartment of .Agriculture, 1885, pp. 258-264 (52-5 ) pl. YT, fi " 
Injur.v to boo and Rhoes; 11istory of its occuTTenco at Saint Louis; points in habit and 
natural hi tot")_'; characteristics of the different stages; litigation gr&wing out of th injury 
au db · tho m. ct; llistory of tho a,·annab case; remedies and prcvcn Lion ; do cription of 
fnll-~owu larva; figure of o •g, larva, pupa, imago, det.ail::1 of la.t·va and imago. 
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CHAl?LES V. RILEY. Miscellaneous insects. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of A.gr'ic iilture, 1885; -pp. 228-289 (22-83); map l; 
plates I, 5-8. 
Cont~ins divisions and sub-chapten, with the titles given 1.,elow: Destructive Locusts or 
"Grasshoppers," pp. 228-233 (22-27), pl. 8; the Rocky Mountain locust, Oaloptenus spretus 
Thomas, pp. 228-229 (22-23) ; tho California migratory locust, Melanoplus devastator, Scudder, 
pp. 229-232 (23-26); non-migratory species, pp. 232-233 (26-27); the Periodical Cicada, Cicada 
sept.endecim, L. and race t1·edicim, Riley, pp. 233-258 (27-52), map 1, pl. 1, 5 and fig. 1, pl. 6; the 
Leather-Beetle or Toothed Dermestes, Dermestes vi1lpinus, Fabr., pp. 258-26! (52-58), pl. 6, fig. 
2; the Garden Web-Worm, Eurycreon rantal:is, Guen., pp. 265-270 (59-64), pl. 6, fig; 3; the 
Dark-sided Cut-Worm, larva of Agrotis messoria, Harr., pp. 270-275 (64-69), pl. 7,iig. 1; tho 
Strawberry Weevil, Anthonomus musculus, Say, pp. 276-282 (70-76), pl. 7, fl.gs. 6 and 7; tho 
Pear midge or Pear diplosis, Diplosis nigra (?>, .Meigen, pp. 283-289 (77-83), pl. 7, figs. 2, 3 and 4. 
CIIARLES V. RILEY. Destructive Locusts or" Grasshoppers." 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculturll, 1885; pp. 228-233 (22-27), pl. 8. 
Appearance of and injury done, in 1885, by Oaloptenus spret1is, Melanoplus ,devastator, JJ!f. 
atlanis, M. fem1tr-rubrum; distinguishing characters of the last-named species ; also unusual 
abundance of other non-migratory species. 
CUARLES V. RILEY. The Garden Web Worm. Eurycreon rantalis, Guen. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 265-270 (50-64), pl. 5, fig. 3. 
Great damage done iu 1885; general characteristics of the different stages; former inju-
ries, localities of damage in 1885; foou plants, habits and natural history; cocoon; enemies ; 
remedies; figures of larva, pupa, imago, details of larva and pupa. 
CHARLES V. RILEY, The Dark-sided Cut-"\Vo~m. Larva of .Agroti,q rneBso1"ia, Harr. 
Report of the Entomolog·ist, Department of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 270-275 (64-69), pl. 7, fig. 1. 
Injury to onions; habits aud natural history ; number of broods; hibernation; remedies 
and pl'evention ; report of John B. Smith ; report of Thomas Bennett; figures of larva and 
moth. 
CuARLES V. RILEY. The Strawberry Weevil. Anthonornus 1nuBculus, Say. 
Report of Entomologist, Depa,r tment of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 276-2'32 (70-76), pl. 7, figs. 5, 6. 
Past history; injury in 1885 ; Mr. Smith's observations; diversity of habit in the genus 
Anthonomus; natural history of other species of Anthonomus; inquilinous species; species 
having different habits; remedies; character and synonymy; description of imago and its vari-
ations; comparison with A. suturalis, figures of imago and strawberry plant infested with the 
weevil. 
CHARLEo V. RILEY. The Pear Midge or Pear Diplosis. Diplosis ·nigra (f ), Meigen. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 283-289 (77-83), pl. 7, figs. 2, 
3,4. 
Decisive steps for eradication recommended; life history and habits; one annual genera-
tion; dates of issuance of imago; parasites; remedies; it is probably an introuucted species; 
Schmidberger's account of the European pear midge; Dr. J. Mik's opinion; descriptions of 
imago, larva and pupa; classificatory value of the genitalia; figures of larva, pupa, imago, 
details of larva aml imago. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Th0 Rocky Mountain Locust, Caloptcnus sprct·us, Thomas. 
"Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 228-229 (22-23), pl. 8, fig. 6. 
Injury in the Northwest; probabilities for 1886. 
CIIARLES V. RILEY. The California migratory locust, Melanoplusdcvastator, Scudder. 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1885, pp. 229-232 (22-26), pl. 8, figs 1, 5. 
A bun dance of Melanoplus devastator in California in 1885; record of previous years; geo-. 
graphica.l range; distinguishing charactot·s of the species ; remedies. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Non-migratory species (of locuste). 
Report of the Entomologist, Department of Agriculture, 1835, pp. 232-233 (26-27). 
Unusual abundance of and injury done, in various parts of the Unitecl Sta~es, b.v Melanoplus 
femur-rubrum, Melanoplus dijfe·f'entialis, and Melanoplus bivittatus. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Fourth Report of the United States Bntomological Commission, 
being a revised edition of Bulletin No. 3, and the final report on the cotton worm, 
together with a chapter on the boll worm. By Charles V. Rile~·, Ph. D. With 
maps and illustrations. United States Department of Agriculture (vVashingLon, 
Government Printing Office1 1885), pp. xxxviii, 399, [147]; sixty-four plates and 
forty-five figures in the te~t. 
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UIIAHLES V. RILEY. Fourth Report of the U. S. Entomological Corumii:,;sion, etc.-
Continued. 
Contains divisions and chapters, with the titles given below. '.l'itle-page, p. i; Resolution 
House of Representatives, p. ii; Table of Cont.outs, pp. iii-xvi; Letter of Submittal, p. :xvii; 
Members of the (U.S. Entomological) Commif-sion, p. xviii; Preface, pp. xix-:xxi; Introduction, 
pp. xxiii-xxxviii; Chapter r, Classification and Nomenclature-Destructiveness, pp. 1-4; 
Chapter II, Characters, habits, and natural history, pp. 5-22, figs. 1-8, vl. I; Chapter m, Past 
history of the cotton worm in the United States, pp. 23-38; Chapter IV, The cotton wor'll in 
other countries, pp. 39-44 ; Chapter v, On the ar,atomy of .A.letia, by Charles Sedgwick Minot 
and Edward Burgess, pp. 44-58, pl. 6-11; Chapter VI, The cotton belt, by Prof. Eugene A. 
Smith, pp. 59-80, maps 1 and II; Chapter vn, 'l'errest,rial and meteorological influences affect-
ing the worm, pp. 81-8G; Chapter VIII, Natural enemies, pp. 87-119, figs. 10-45; Chapter IX, 
Preventive measures, pp. 120-127; Chapter x, Remedies; means of coping with the insect; 
substances used for its destruction, pp. 128-l!JO; Chapter XI, Machinery and devices for the 
destruction of tho worm, by Prof. W. S. Barnard, Ph.D., Assistant, pp. 190-252, pl. XIV-LXI; 
Chapter XII, Machinery and devices for the destruction of the worm (continued), pp. 252-309; 
Chapter XIII, Machinery and devices for tho destruction of the wo1· m (concluded), pp. 310-321; 
Cha,pter XIV, Histor_y of the literature and bibliography, pp. 322-344; Chapter xv, Insects 
liable to be mistaken for Aletia, pp. 345-354, pl. ii, figs. 1-6, pl. v, pl. lxii ; Chapter XVI, The 
Boll Worm (Heliothis arrnigera, Hiibner), pp. 355-384, pl. iii-iv; Explanation to plates; pp. 
385- 399; appendices, pp. (1)-(92); (Introduction, p. (3)) ; Appendix I, Report of H. G. Hub-
bard., pp. (5)-(16); Appendix n, Report of Prof. R. W . .Jones, pp. (17)-(23); Appendix III, Re-
port of J'. P. Stelle, pp. (25)-(35); Appendix IV, Report of Dr. E. H. Anderson, pp. (37)-(48); 
.J.ppendix v, Cotton caterpillars in Brazil, by .John C. Branner, pp. (49)- (54); Appendix: VI, 
Report of .Judge William J'. Jones, pp. (55)-( 57); Appendix vu, Reports of consuls and con-
sular agents on the cotton crop and its enemies in Mexico, Central and South America, and the 
West Indies, pp. (59) -(70); Appendix, vm, .A.nswers to circular No. 7, pp. (71)-(92); Notes, 
pp. (93)-(121); Index·, pp. (1'.:3)-(147). 
CHARLES V. RILEY. Insects from near Point Barrow. 
Report of the expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska (1882-'83), pp. 134-135. 
~e0 under John Murc~och (Part rv, Natural History). 
CHARLES Y. RILEY. vVater-l>eetle8 destroying carp. 
Bull U. S. Fish Com., v, August 21, 1885, p. 31 1. 
CrrARLES V. RtLEY. Influence of climate on Cicadaseptendecirn. 
Entomolo,qica Americana, I, No. 5, 1885, p, 91. 
Record of experiments in the transferring of eggs of Oicada septendccim and tredecim into 
different climates to test the effect of climate on tho permanency of the two races. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. The present status and future prospects of silk-culture iu the 
United States. 
Entomologica Americana, I, No. 7, 1885, pp. 139-140. 
Abstract of a paper read at the Ann Arbor meeting of tho Am. As!3. Adv. Sci., and printed. 
in Proc . .Ll.m. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XXXIV, August, 1885, p. 51G. 
CHARLE::, V. RILEY. Aletia xylina vs. A.. arr;illacea. 
Entomologica Arnericana, I, No. 0, 1885, pp. 161-1G3. 
Summary o1: the natural history of Galeruca xantho melaena, with gener1tl descriptions of t!ie 
uifferent states, and discussion of the remedies available for tho destruction of tbo insects. 
Figures of the insect in all states, with details of egg11 and lar,a and elm leaves, showing mode 
of feeding. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. The Chester onion pest. 
Orange County Farmer (N. Y.), .July~. 1885. 
Letter by C. V. Riley, datell June 25, 1885, and addressed to Hon. George W. Greene, Goshen, 
Orange County, N. Y.; refers to oxporiments carried on for destroying the onion cut-worm 
(larva of Agrotismei;soria); quotes passages on remedies for cut-worms, from tho annual report 
of the United States Entomologi1:1t for 1884; recommends the poisoned ball system, and spray. 
ing with dilute kero1:1one emulsion; gives formula and directions for preparing soap-kero ene 
emulsion. 
Cm,1tLE V. RILEY. "Gr.asshopper" injury. The probability of locust or "gra -
hopper" injury in tho near futuro, aucl on a now method of counteracting their 
injury. 
Proceedinus of th~ sixth meeting of the Society for tne Promotion of Agricultural Science (held 
at Ann Arbor, Mich., 18 5), pp. :~S-39. · 
Al o 1n Proc. Am. A8Boc . .A.av. Sci., xxxrv, August, 1885, pp. 579; 520. 
All!o in Prairie l'ariner, 1,vn, Octol,er 10, t 85, p. 609, 
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CHARLES V. RILEY. ''Grasshopper" injury-Continued. 
Abstract of -paper read before the Ann Arbor meeting of the Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., August 
2d, 1885. 
Discusses the injury Jone by locusts in 18il5, and the probaliilitics for the next year; refers 
to the extensive egg-laying of Oaloptenus spretus in Montana and D,ikota, and points out t,he 
possible danger resulting from the increase of this species; describes the novel method of poi-
soning Melanoplus devastator in California by using a bait composed of arsenic, sugar, bran, 
and water. 
CHARLES V. RILRY. Some popular fallacies and some new facts regarding Cicadasep-
tendecirn L. 
Proj, A1n. Assoc. Adv. Sci., xxxrv, August, 1885, p. 334. 
Author's separate copies published May, 1886. 
A very short it.bstract of the paper read before the Ann Arbor meeting of the Am. Ass. Adv. 
Sci. 
CHARLES V. RILEY. On the Parasites of the Hessian Fly. 
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vm, September 14, 1885, pp. 413--422. Plate xxrn. 
Also as abstract in Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., xxx1v, August, 1885, pp. 332-334. 
Author's separate copies published May, 1886. 
JOHN A. RYDER. A new system of oyster-culture. 
Science, vr, No. 147, Nov. 27, 1885, pp. 465-467. 
Jonx A. RYDER. Success in hatching the eggs of the codfi.sb. 
Science, VII, "No.153, Ja,n. 8, 1886, pp. 26-28. 
JOHN A.RYDER. A Saunter up the Sandy. 
The American Field, Jan. 23 and 30, lc285, pp. 85-86, and 109-110. 
Describes the experiences of the author in the country around the head of the Big Sandy 
River, including a trip thro11gh the region of moonshiners, the natural bridge of Elliott County, 
Ky., anu other objects in the wonderful natural scenery of the surrounding country. 
J OH:N" A. RYDER. Protective contrivance for eggs. 
Forest and Stream, 25, -:-ro. 5. Aug. 27, 1885, pp. 89-90. 
J onx A. RYDER. The oyster problem actually solved. 
Forest and Stream, 25, No. 13, Oct. 22, 1885, pp. 249-250. 
JOHN A . RYDER. Hatching codfish eggs. 
Forest and Stream, 25, No. 25, Jan, 14, 1886, p. 488. 
JOHN A. RYDER . . The resting position of the oyster. A correction. 
Nature, Nov. 26, 1885, pp. 80-81. 
Jorrx A. RYDER. The swimming habits of the sunfish. 
Science, Aug. 7, 1885, pp. 103-104. 
JOHN A. RYDER . The deve1opment and structure of Microhydea Ryderi, Potts. 
American Naturalist, vol. l!l, No.12, Dec., 1885, pp.1232-1236 . 
.JOHN A. RYDER. The development of the toad-fish. 
American Naturalist, Jan., 1886, pp. 77-80. 
J OB':N A. RYDER. On some points in microtomy. 
Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. &i., xxxm, 1885, pp. 565-566. 
JOHN A. RYDER. Answers to questions about fattening oysters. 
Biill. U. S. Fish Com., v, Sept. 28, 1885, p. 416. 
JonN A. RYnER. On the availability of embryological characters in the c1assi:fica-
tion of the Chordata. 
Amer. Nat., Sept., 1885, vol. HJ, :Yos. 8, 9, pp. 815-819, and Sept., 1885, pp. 903-907. 
Jo~ A. RYDER. On tho genesis of the extra terminal phalanges iu the Cetacen,, 
Amer. Nat., vol.19, No. 10, Oct., 1885, pp.1013- 1015. 
This no~e presents the substances of conclusions reached by Mr. Ryder in his memoir ent;i-
tled, "Ou the development of tho Cetacea, together with a consideration of the peobable ho-
mologies of the flukes of Cetacou11s and Sironians," now in press. 
JOHN A. RYDER. On the manner in which the cavity of tho heart is formed in cer-
ta.in Teleosts. 
Amer. Nat., vol.19, No.10, Oct., 1885, µp.1015- 1016. 
JoIJN A. RYDER. The archi stomo theory. 
Amer. Nat., vol. 19, No. 11, Nov., 1885, pp. 1115-1121. 
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JOHN A. RYDER. Preliminary notice of the tlevelopment of the toad-fish, Batracl1a 
tau. 
Bull. 77. S.Fish Com., vr, pp. 4-8. 
JOHN A. RYDER. Ou the earlier 1:,ta.ges of cleavage of the Blastodisk of Raia erinacea. 
Bull. V. S. Fish Com., vr, pp. 8-10, pl. 1. 
JOHN .A.. RYDER. On the intraovarian gestation of the reel-fish, Sebastes niarinus. 
B1tll. U.S. Fish Com., VI, pp. 92-94. 
0. SALVIN. 
See under F. Du Cane Godman. 
PIIILIP LUTLEY SCLATER. Catalogue I of the I Passeriformes I or I Perching birds I 
iu the I collection I of the I Britir,h Museum I - I . Fringilliformes: Part II I 
containing the families I Crerebidre, Tanagt·idre, an<l. Icteridm, I by I Philip Lutley 
Sclater. I London: I Printed by order of the tru1:,tees, I 1886. 
8vo. pp. r-xvn+l-431. Plates 1-xvn. 
Material in the National Museum has been frequently used by the author in re~hing his con-
clusions. 
NEWTON PRATT SCUDDER. Department of the Interior I U. S. National Museum I -
Bulletin I of the I United States National Museum. I No. 23. I Bibliographies of 
American naturalists. II .. The published writings of Isaac Lea, LL. D., I by I 
Newton Pratt Scudder. I - I Washington: I Government Printing Office. 11885. 
8vo. pp. 1-LIX, 1-278. PlateR, 1. 
ERNEST }j, T. SETON. Notes on Manitoban Birds. 
The.Auk, II, .July, 1885, pp.267-271. 
The specimen of "Copper-ruffed Partridge" referred to is in the National :Museum. 
R. \V. SHUFELDT. Description of Hesperomys truei, a new species belonging to the 
subfamily m·urin re. 
Proc. U.S. l',lat. JJ.rfus., VIII, Sept.14, 1885, pp. 403-408. Plate XXI (8 figs). 
Describes a n ew mouse captured at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, and dedicatecl by the author 
to Mr. F. W. True, Curator, Dept. of Mammals, U.S. National Museum. 
R. W. SHUFELDT. The osteology of Amia calva, including certain special references 
to the skeleton of TeleoHteans. 
Fourteen plates. One figure. 
Rep. U. S. Com'r Fish and F-isheries, Part VI, pp. 747-878. (Also :1,s a separate.) 
HUGH M. SMITH. Ereunetes occiclentalis on the Lt>wer Potomac. 
The .A.itk, II, Oct., 1885, p. 385. 
Specimens Nos. 105351-105354, U.S. National Museum. 
HUGH M. SMITH. Harelda hyemalis in Maryland in summer . 
. The .Auk, II, Oct. , 1885, p. 385. 
Refers to No. 105301, U.S. National Museum, presented by tbeanthor. 
HUGH M. SMITH. Birds new to the District of Columbia. 
:the Auk, III, Jan., 1886, pp. 139-140. 
Relating chiefly to specimens in the NationalMusep.m collection. 
JOHN B. SMITH (Editor). Entomologica .Americana. 
Current numbers, J, No. 4, 1885, ton, No. 3, 1886 (inclusive). 
A monthly journal devoted to entomology in general. 
,J0IIN B. SMITil (Secretary). Proceedings of the Entomological Club of the .Amer-
ican As ociation for the .Advancement of Science. 
Entomologica Americana, I, Ko. 7, 1885, pp. 121-125; No. 9, 1885, pp. 164-178; No.11, 1886, pp. 
209-214; No.12, 1886, pp. 222-227. 
Jmrn D. • lHTH (, ecretary). .Ab tracts of the Proceedings of tho Brooklyn Entomo-
logical, oci ty. 
Entomologica Americana, I, No. 4-, 1885, p. 80; No. 7, 1885, p.140; No. 8, 1885, pp.159-160 ; No. 9, 
~ 5, ~P- 17!!-lRO; To. 10, 1886, p. 200; -o. ll, 1886, 9. 220 ; No. 12, 1886, p. 229; u, No. 1, 1886, pp.19,. 
.O; .. o.2,1 G,p.44; .. o.3,1886,r,.G-!. 
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JOHN B. SMITH (Secretary). Abstracts of the Proce.e<lings of th~ Entomological So-
ciety of Washington. 
Entomologica Americana, r, No. 9, 1885, p. 180; No.10, 1886, p. 200; No. 11, 1886, p. 220; No.12, 
1886, pp. 229-230 ; II, N o.1, 1886, p. 20 ; No. 2, 1886, p. 44 . 
.JORN B. SMITH. Notes and News. 
Entomologica Americana, I, No. 4, 1&85, pp. 78-79. 
(1) Metho<ls of preserving Cassidce and iride!'!cent insects. (2) Notes on Attacus splendidus 
and A. cinctus, giving the differences between them. (3) Notes on a peculiar appendage in 
Otenuchafulvicollis and the r elation of the Arctiidm and Zygmnidm. (4) Miscellaneous news 
and information. 
JOHN n. SMITH. An introduction to a classification of the North American Lepidop-
tera. 
Entomowgica Americcma, I, No/ 5, 1885, pp. 81-87. 
Gives a critical review of the genera of the Sphingidm and a brief characterization of the 
North American forms; making radical changes in the synonymy ancl system of classification 
heretofore in use. Followed by a synoptic table of the genera. 
J OIIN B. SM1TH. Som~ new species of Hispini. 
Entomo_log'ica Americana, I, No. 5, 1885, pp. 94-05. 
Descrites as new, Microrhopala iin·iform·is, Odontota Horni, 0. lateritia, Charistena bicolor, 
anu comments on allietl species . 
• JoHN 13. SMITH. A stu<ly of the species of Cryptobium, of North ~merica,. (Review.) 
Entomologica Americana, T, No. 5, 1885, pp. 99-100. 
JOHN B. SMITH. Cyanide versus alcohol in collecting. 
Entomologica .Americana, I, No. 6, 1885, p. 120. 
Discusses the best material to use in killing insects of various orders. 
JOHN B. SMITH. Fourteenth report of the State entomologist on the noxious and 
beneficial insects of the State of Illinois. (Review.) 
EntornologictJ, Americana, I, No. 8, 1885, pp. 157-158. 
JOHN B. SMITH. Notes on souie structural characters of the Lep'idoptera. 
Entomologica .Americana, 1, No. 9, 1885, pp. 164-107. 
Read before the E·ntomological Club of the Amer. Assoc. Auv. Science, Aug. 25, 1885. 
Discusses and describes the modifications of genital structure in the Noctu·idm and: Bomby. 
cidce, and more p articularly comments on the structure of Zygmnidm, Syntomidce, Sesiidw, 
Macroglossce, and Bombycidce. An outline of a classification based partly on genital structure. 
The dilferent proportions of the legs, and the epiphyses to the front tibia · were described 
and commented on. 
JORN B. SMITH. Cosmo.~om,a, omphale. 
Entomologica Americana, I, No. 10, 1886, pp. 181-186, Fig. 7. 
Read before the Brooklyn Entomological Society, Nov. 3, 1885. 
Describes a peculiar secondary sexual character of the O of this species, consis'ting of a large 
cavity in the abdomen, filled with a cottony or silky substance. This substance is folded in 
two pads and the ventral opening is hinged in such a way that by merely lifting the abdomen, 
the ca,ities open anu these pads are exposed. Detailed descriptions and drawini:s of the 
parts are given. 
JORN B. SMITH. How shall we create and foster an interest in the study of ento-
mology l 
Entomologica Americana, I, No. 12, 1886, pp. 225-227. 
Discusses the present state of the science; the number of c~tomologists ancl how a greater 
popular inter est'rnight 1.)e excite<l; the needs of the students an<l how they may 1.)e filled. 
JOHN B. SMITH. [Arrangement of the Sphingidce.] 
Entomologica Americana, II, No. 1, 1886, pp. 6-7. 
Reply to Prof. C.H. Fernald's article in the same issue of the j ournal criticising the antbor's 
arrangement of the Sphingidm. 
JOHN B. SMITH. Studies on Nortll American Chalciclidm with descriptions of new 
species from Florida. (Review.) 
Entomologica .Americana, II, No. 1, 1886, p. JO. 
Jou~ B. S:'IHTH. Tile Butterflies of tho Eastern United States. (Review.) 
Entomologica Americana, TT, No. 2, 1880, pp. 43-44. 
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J OfIN B. SMITH. Notes on the Saturniclce. 
Entomologica A.rnericana, rr, No. 2, May,1886, p. 4!. 
Gives "a brief outline of the characters of t,he family a!ld of proposerl subdivision on the 
basis of venation and antenna! struuture . 
.JOHN B. SMITH. Report on the Onion Cut-worm, Agl'otis rnessoria. 
Rept. U. S. D ept. Agric., 1885, pp. 273-274. 
Gives the results of observations of the habits of this la.rva in onion fields, with n. statement 
of damage clone and remedies applied. 
JOHN B. SMITH. Report on the Strawberry ·weevil, Anthonomus muscul,us. 
Rept. U.S. Dept . .Agric., 1885, pp. 277-278. 
Gives the results of observations on this insect on the strawberries of Staten Island . 
.JmIN B. SMITH. Larva of Hemileuca rnaia j bibliography of. 
Oan. Ent , :xvnr, March, 1886, p. CO. 
Gives references to the literature of this larva, and wh1-Jre :figured. 
SIDN.lff I. SMITH. The Abyssal Decapod Crustacero of t,he Albatross Dredgings in the 
·North Atlantic. 
Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., March, 1886, pp. 187-198. 
This article is in tho main abstracted from tho introductory portion of the author's "Report 
on the Decapod Crustace:.e of the Albatross Drcdgin:,.:s off 1he East Coast of tho United State~ 
during the Summer and A.utumn of 1884," with twonty pfa.tes, recently presented to the U. S. 
Commissioner of .Fish aml Fisheries, by whose permission it is hero pnblisbecl in advance of 
the Government report. The region it covers is limited on tho south by tho latitude of Capo 
Hatteras. 
The following lists are given with notes: 
List of Decapoda takeu below 1,000 fathoms in tho North Atlantic by tl10 .Albatross in 
1883-85, with tho bathymetrica.l range of each species. 
Species inhabiting the bottom or its immediate neighborhood. 
Species probably not confined to the immediate noigbborbood of the bottom, but showin~ 
structuru.l e'\""idence of inhabiting abyssal depths. 
Doubtful, but probabl,v inhabiting abyssal depths. 
Species probably not inhab;tiog abyssal depths. 
The struclura1 and other characteristics of the deep-sea for ms are discussed at some length. 
~- E. C. STEARNS. Edible Shell-fish found near Cuba. 
Bull. U.S. Fish Com., v, .A.ug. 21, 1885, pp. 311-312. 
R. E. C. STEARNS. Note on the Clams of the Pacific coast. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Oom., v, Sept.15, 1885, pp. 356-357, 
R. E. C. STEARNS. The distribution of species. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, No.16, May 13, 1885, pp. :S04-305. 
This paper was read before the Chicago meeting of Amel'ican Fisheries Society, .A.pril 14, 
1886. .After referring to tlrn artificial distribution of species, n.s in fish culture, attention is 
called to the incidental diatribntion (as opposed to intentional), as in case of weeds, smn.11 mam-
mals, insects, and mollusks. 
R. E. C. STEARNS. [The Teredo or Shipworm.] 
Arner. Nat., xx. 2, Feb., 1886, pp.131-136. 
This article is an answer to a letter of inquiry addressed to the Museum by one of its cor-
l'OE!pondents. 
SILAS STEAR s. Notes 011 the Great Dolphin, Coryphcena hippm·us, Linne. 
Proc. U.S. Nat . .Mus., vm, Dec. 7, 1885, pp. 635--6:16. 
LEO:-iHARD STE.JNEGER. Department of the Interior: I U.S. National Museum. I - I 
Bnllctin I No. 20 I of the I Uuited States National Musenm. I Results I of I r-
11ithological Explorations I in I the Commander Islands aucl in Kamt cbatka. I 
By I Le nuard, tejneger I - I Wa. hington: I Government Printing Offico. 11 
8vo. J>P- 1-382. Plate. , 1- ; 7 figu, es. 
Tho oflioial r port on tho ornithological coll ction mado by the autl10r during biA travel~ in 
Kamuichatka, 1882-'83. The fir,;t part of tho hook treats of the 11pecies collect d; the s concl 
J>att ntain-4 u. li-1t of :~ll tho 11pecies roported to inhabit Ka.mt c!Jatka; the third part m-
bra s tbe "couclusion11," bomg a 11nmruary of th comoosition of the avifauna, tho migra-
tion , tc. -
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LE0XHAHD STlIJ:XI>:GER. "Toporok ", Tufted Puffin: Lnnda ci1-rhata, Pall. 
Rrinclom Notes on Natural History, nr, 1886, J>p.17-19. 
Editorial reprint from Bulletin No. 29, U.S. National Museum. 
LE0X~IARD 8TEJNEGER. Notes ou some apparently preoccupied Ornithological Ge-
neric Names. 
Proc. Tl. S. Nat. JJ-fos., vm, Sept. 14, 1885, pp. 409-410. 
Clangula Flem. as applied to the Golden-eyes is preoccupied by Leach for Harelda; Glan-
cionettci is proposed as a substitute; Cannce Reichenb., previously applied to a dipterous in-
sect, changed to Onnachites. 
LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Articles Pica1·iw (except Humming-birds) and Passeres. 
The Standard Natiwal H·istory, 1v, 1885, pp. 368-441 and 458-5'17. 
To a great extent basell on material in the Museum. Fig. 197c and fig. 235 are drawn from 
specimeus in tho Museum collection. 
LE0.NIIARD STEJNEGER. Grieve on the Great Auk, or Garefowl. (Review.) 
The Auk, III, Apr., 1886, pp. 262-263. -
LE0XIIARD STEJNEGER. Meves, on the size and color of the eyes of European birds. 
(Rev iew.) 
The .Auk, III, Apri~, 1886, pp. 265-206. 
LEOXHAim ST.EJNEGER. Analecta Ornithologica. Sixth series. xx1x. Jacana con-
tra Parra.. xxx. Colymbus nigricollis, not ~t North American Bird. XXXI. "Simo-
rhynchus Merrem, 1819." xxxu. Dendroica vigorsii (Aud.). 
The Aiik, II, Oct., 188.j, pp. 337-3'13. 
LEONHARD STEJN~GER. On the alleged Occurrence of the Pacific Eider in Labrador. 
The 11.uk, n, Oct., 1885, p. 386. 
Refers to Degland ancl Gerlie's statement in relation to specimens of" Somateriamollissima" 
from NewfotmcUaml lt:w i11g a V-shaped mark on the tltroat. 
LEONHARD STEJNEGER. Letter to Dr. B. H. ·warren, in reply to inquiries concerning 
food-hal>its of Hawks and Owls. 
Daily Local News (West Chester, Pa.), March 5, 1886. 
Reprinted in Forest and Stream. XXVI, No. 9. March 25, 1885, p. 164. 
Pronounces the idea of s,ystematfoally persecuting the majority of Hawks and Owls "simply 
preposterous," aml advocates the.speedy repeal of the act of June 3, 1885, of the laws of I>mm-
sylvania, "since most of the birds alluded to are among the very best friends of the farmer." 
LEONHARD -STEJNPGER. Vitus I. Bering og de Rnssiske Opdagelsesrejser fra 1725-4:3 . 
.Af P. Lauridsen. (Review.) 
Naturen: Dec., 1883, pp. 19!, 195. 
'l.1rnNHARD STEJNEGER. Fotografiske Papirnegativer. 
Natiiren, x, June, 1886, pp. 92, 93. 
LEONHARD STEJNJJ;GER. Fra det yrlerste Osten. I v I Rejsebreve I af I Leonhard 
Stejneger. I - I (Separataftryk af "Naturen," 1885-1886.) I - I Kristiania.-
Grundahl & Sons, Bogtrykkeri. I 
8vo. pp. 1-51. 
Also as Fra det :yderste Osten. v. En Baadtur rundt Barings-oen. Naturen: 1885, pp. 150-
157 and 167-174; 1886, pp. 33-36 and 40-52. 
A p opular account of the author's circumna,vigation of Bering Island in the autumn of 1883. 
See also nuder A werican Ornithologists' Union. 
E. STERLIN G. Salmon in the Columbia. 
Forest and Stream, xxv, 9, Sept. 24, 1885, p. 168. 
LIVI~GST0.N' °STOXE. Th e tront of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, 11, 11 pl'il 8, 1886, p. 208 . 
• JAl\lES G. SWAN. Notes on tl.Je Black Cod of the North Pacific Ocean. 
Bull. U. S. Fish Com., v , pp. 225-234. 
FREDERICK W. TRUE. Contributions to the history of the Commander Islanrls, No. 5. 
Descript ion of a new species of Mesoplodon, M. Stejner;er-i, from Bering Island. 
Proc. Tl. s. Nat. Mus., VIII, ~ct. 19, 1885, pp. 584, 585, plate XXV. 
FREDERICK W. Tmm. A note upon the Hype1·oodon semijunct1t8 of Cope. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vm, Oct.19, 188:5, pp. 587-589, one cut. 
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FRED1~1ucK W. TRUE. Suggestions to the keepers of the United States Life-Saving 
statious, light-houses, and light.ships, and to other observcnl, relative to the best 
means of collecting and preserving specimens of whales and porpoises. 
Report of the United States Commissioner of Pish and Fisheries, 1883 [1885I. pp. 1157-1182. 
Plates 11. Five figures. Special iudex. 
(Published also as a separate, with title.page and separate paging.) 
FREDERICK w. TRUE. A rare Dolphin. 
Science, VI, No.128, July 17, 1885, p. 44. 
FREDERICK W. TRUE. The British Muse11m of Naturnl History. 
Scimce, YI, No.132, Aug.14, 1885, pp.127-130. 
VrmDERICKW. TRUE. A means of <listinguishiog the Canada lynx from the Bay 
lynx. 
Science, VII, No. 169, April 30, 1886, p. 396. 
Gives oortain cranial oharacllers, which render L. ca'1baclensfa readily distinguishable from L . 
1·ufus ancl its varieties. 
FREDERICK w. TRUE. A task for AnatomistA. 
Science, vrr, No. 171, May 14, 1886, pp. 428-429. 
Lucm:Y M. TURNER. Hawk and Owl. 
]forest and St-ream, XXVI, No. 9, March 25, 1885, pp.163-164. 
Treats of their value to farmers. 
Lucurn M. TURNER. List of the Birds of Labrador, including Ungava, East Main, 
Moose, and Gulf Districts of the Hudson Bay Company, togothor with the Isl an cl 
of Anticosti. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., vm, July 13, 1885, pp. 233-25i. 
A. E. VERRILL. Notice of recent additions to the Marine Invertehrata of the north-
eastern coast of'America, with descriptions of new genera and species and critical 
remarks on others. Part V.-Annelida, Echinodermata, Hyclroida, Tunicata. 
Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., VIII, Sept. 17 a.ncl 22, 1885, pp. 424-448. 
One new genus of .Annelids, Ophioglycera, is described on page 436. Tho following species 
are also described in greater or less detail: 
ANNELIDA. 
Page. 
Polynoe Acanellre V . ... . .. ·-·--· ·-· --· ............. _. •...... ·--··· 424 
aurant'iaca V .. .......... _. _ ........... . .............. __ .. 425 
Leanira robii:,;ta V . . . . . . . .............................. _. . . . . . . . . 426 
.il.'mphinome Lepadis V ... ..... .... ...... ·-···· ··-· ...... ...... .... 427 
L eodice Benedict:i, sp. nov ....... ·-· •......... ··- ......... ·-·. ··-.. 427 
polybranchia V .. ......... __ .. . ·- .. ·-· .. ... . .. . ...... ... . . 428 
llyalincecia artifex V . ... .. ... ·-·· .................. ···- .• . . . . . . . . 429 
Notophyllum americaniim V ....... . ·········-·· ........ ......... . 432 
Anaitisformosa V ·--····-························--·············· 433 
picta V ....... __ ........................ _ .. _ . _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . 433 
Castalia cincinnata, sp. nov . .... ......... . ....... . ... __ ........ _.. 434 
Syllis spongiphila V ............ -·· ........... ·-............. ... . .. 435 
Ophio,qlycera gigantea V . ...... _ ......... _ ..•.......... : . . . . . . . . . . . 436 
Polydora tubifex. sp. nov ..................... _ ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 438 
Ammochares arti,fex, sp. nov ...................... ·--···-···. ..... 430 
Leprr.ea abyssicola V ··---· ............ ··-··· ...... ·-···· .......... 439 
Sabella picta V .... __ ···-·· . ...... . ·-·-·· .... ·- ............ ·-·..... 440 
ECl!L"i"ODERMATA. 
Synapla brychia, Pp. nov ·-·. .. .... .. ....... .. . .. .... .. . . .. .. . .... . 440 
Opliiomitra spine(£ Y·----· ............ .. .... ........ ........ ... .. . 
OphirtC(£ntlta frat erna, Rp. 110v............. . ... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 441 
va,·ispina, Rp. nov.................. .... .............. 442 
gtam,li.frra V ......•.•••.......... . .. ···-·· .... .. . . . . 443 
enopla v.·--········································· 443 
nc11/.Pat.ri V .. __ ..•.••.....•. .... .. .... ···-·· .......... 443 
rm11Ri1lr111: V. ··-· ·--·.... ... . .. ... . . . . ... . . .... .. . . . . 444 
r1mrili1', 1!)1. 110\"............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 444 
biclr,Lto/rr LJ1111~ •.•• . ·-···· ..••. . .•..••••.••••.. ·--· 445 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF U. S. NATION AL MUSEUM. 
ECI{IXODF.lUIATA-contiunecl. 
Page. 
Oph-iolebes acanellce V ........ . _ . . ............. . ...... .. .. , - . . -- - . - 445 
Amphiurct otteri LjuDg. n), Lym ........................ . ..... -. . . 445 
fragilis . sp. DOV............ . • • • . • . . . . . • . .. • . . . • • • • • . . • . 445 
Ophfoscolex qiiadrispinus V. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 446 
Hem'ieuryale tenu.ispina V ................•.. . ...•.... : .........• 446 
I-IYDROIDA. 
Oladocarpu, flexilis, sp. DOV . . . • . • • • • • • . . • . • • . • • .. • • . • • • • • • . . • .. • • . 44 7 
TUNICA'rA. 
Ouleolus Tanneri, sp. nov . • • • . • • • . . • . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . • . • • • • . • • . 447 
CHARLES D. WALCOTT. Note on some Paleozoic Pteropods. 
Amer.Journ. Sci., xxx, July, 1885, pp. 17-21. Also as 11 Sflparate. 
F. L. WASHBURN. Deep-sea dredging on the United St.ates stea.mor Albatross. 
Tram. Am. Fish. Soc., 1886, p.17. -
SAMUEL WEBBER. Trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, 3, Feb. 11, 1886, p. 51. 
SAMUEL WEBBEit. The new trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, 8, Mai:. 18, 188G, p. 149. 
SAMUEL WEBBER. The trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, 11, Apr. 8, 1886, p. 208. 
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CHARLES A. WHITE. On the fresh-water invertebrates of the North American 
Jurassic. 
Bulletin U. S. Geological Sur1Je1J, No. 29, pp.1-24- (698-, 12), pl. I-IV. 
HE~RY S. WILLI.A.MS. Oil the classification of the Upper Devonian. 
Proc. Amer . .Assoc . ..:l.dv. _Sci., xxxrv, Aug., 188/'i, pp. 222- 234. 
S. S. WOODARD. The trout of Sunapee Lake. 
Forest and Stream, xxvr, -15, May 6, 1886, p. 287. 
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LIST OF ACCESSIONS TO THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM DURING .THE 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 
The following order has been observed in the description of each 
object or group of objects in the list of accessions : 
(1) Name of specimen or of the class to which related.. 
(2) Description of specimen, with locality "rhence obtained. 
(3) Name of sender, with address. 
(4) Current accession number in the Museum Hegister. 
(5) The calendar year in which received. 
(6) The number of the department to which the accession ha.s been 
assigned, these numbers corresponding with those given in the classi-
fication of the scientific departments. 
702. 
LIST OF ACCESSIONS.* 
INSECT, Citheronia regalis. 
A. B. HARING, Frenchtown, New Jersey. 16209. '8G. (x) 
YELLOW CALCITE, for examination. 
JAMES F. DOUGLAS, Tyler, Texas. 16210. '85. (XVI) 
HABITACULUM of the cicada, and chimney of Cicada septendeci1n. 
S. M. SENER, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 16211. '85, (x) 
BIRDS (23 specimens, 14 species), from Richland County, Illinois. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY, Smithsonian Institution. 16212. '85. (v, A) 
Bums' NEST SAND EGGS. Seiur·us motacilla (nest and 6 eggs), Pipilo e1·ythrophthal1nus 
(nest and 3 eggs), .Agelaitts phamiceu.s (nest and 4 eggs), Enipidonax trailli (nest 
and 4eggs), Geothlypis trfohas(nest ancl 4eggs), Ralluselegans (nest and 11 eggs), 
Empidonax acadiciis (1 nest), Vireo noveboracensis (1 nest), froru India1rn arnl 
Illinois. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY, u. s. National Museum. 16212. 'BG. (V, n) 
:MINERALS exhibited by U.S. General Land Office at the New Orleans Exposition,1884. 
u. s. GENERAL LAND OFFICE, Washington. 16213. '85. (XVI) 
ORES. 
u. s. GENERAL LAND OFFICE, Washington. 1621~3. '85. (XVIII) 
BUILDING STONES. 
u. s. GENERAL LAND OFFICE, ·washiugton. 16213. '85. (XVII) 
BRITISH EXCHEQUER TALLY. (Described in this Report, Part I, page G4) . 
A. W. FRANKS, British Museum. (Through W. T. Thiselton Dyer.) 16214. 
'85. (I) 
TUFT-EARED SQUIRREL, Sciu1·us aberti (skin). 
Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 16215. '85. (IV), 
BIRD, lcleru,8 galbula, in the flesh, for identification. 
. JAME8 W. ROGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee. 16216. '85. (v, A) 
GRASS, Sorgh·um nutans, Gray, for examination. 
JAMES W. ROGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee. 16216. '85. (xv) 
L.~SECT, Dynaste's tityus, Linn., for identification. 
CHARLES BA.LL, "\Vaverly, Tennessee . (Through Mrs. M. E. Sawyer.) 16217, 
'85. (X) 
OVA of fish, reptiles, sharks, and insects; fish ovaries and spermaries. 
Miss ROSA. SMITH, San Diego, California. 16218. '85. (XXI) 
FISHES, Erotelis smaragdus, Mugil, Zygonectes aurognttatus, Z. notlii, Heterand1"ia 
onimata, Etheostoma davisoni, from l?lorida. 
0. P. HA. Y, Irvington, Indiana. 16219. '85. (vu) 
TARANTULA SPIDER, belonging to the genus Chaleroma, Auss., the species being prob-
ably undescribed. 
J. n. BOWMAN, Aleman, New Mexico. 16220. '85. (x) 
* When the locality of an accession is the same as the address of the sender, no 
mention of locality is made in connection with the description of the accession. 
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BIRDS (13 specimens, 9 species), Par1i~ inornatus fJl'-isens, P. montanus, Spin111t pillus, 
Poocmtes gramineus confinis, Spizella socialis arizonm, .ilmph ispiza belli nevadensis, 
Ju,nco annectens, J. caniceps, Dryohate-~ villosu!J hmTi-~ii. 
Dr. R. W . . SHUPELDT, U. S. Army, l!~ort Wi.t1g:1to, New Mexico. 16221. '85. 
(V,A) 
PLANTS, Urtica gracilis. 
FELIX FREMEREY, Newark, New Jersey. 16222. '85. (I) 
IRON ORE. 
C. E. COFFIN, Mnirkirk, Maryland. 16223. '85. (XVIII) 
FUNGUS. 
H. C. LAY, .Jr., Telluride, Colorado. 16224. '85. (xv) 
STONE JiMPLEMEXTS. Leaf-shaped implement, arrowheads (3), polish ed colts (3), 
grooved axe, and a rnde or unfinished pierced tal>let. 
Dr. E. C. BLACH:, Wheatland, Indiana. 16225. 'f:;5. (nr, A) 
SILICIFIED WooD, chalcedony nodule, fragment of drusy quartz on silicified wood 
and fragment of clrnlcedony. 
Dr. E. C. BLACK, Telluride, Colorado. 16225. '85. (XVI) 
Frmsn-WATRR MUSSELS, Unio (10 species), and a few other river shells. 
Miss JULIA BLACK, Wheatland, Indiana. 16226. '85. (IX) 
STALAGl\UTIC DEPOSIT, containing bones of mammals; from Todd's limekiln quarry, 
near Cart~rsville, Georgia. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington. 16227. '85. (IV) 
AMERICA:N' JUTE, probably Scirpus validus; fiber ao<l. pulp. 
FRANCIS JEFFEREY~ Ketchum, Alturas County, Idaho. 16i28. '8G. (I) 
K~lFE used by fishermen ouLake Erie in the vicinity of Cleveland t1ind Sa,n<lusky. 
CHARLES CA WOOD, Cleveland, Ohio. 16229. '85. (I) 
GRAPSOID CRAB, probal.,ly Sesarina, young; frolli Capo Sau Autonio, Cnba. 
L. s. FOSTER, New York City. 162:30. '85. (XI) 
BARITE (4 fragments). 
C. M. GILMORE, Alexandria, Virginia. 162:H. '85. (xvi) 
SEALING WAX. Snpplemontary to accession 15971. * 
DENNISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pennsylvauia. 16232. 
'135. (I) 
ANTIQUITIES, from France. t 
'l'nO:\fAS WILSON, United States Consul, Nice, Frnnco. 16233. ' 5. (III) 
Pro mos and infmiible ,slag, for examination . 
JOHN J. WEIMlm, Stoutsville, Ohio. 16234. '85. (XVIII) 
YELLOW-IIEADED BLACKllIRD, Xanthocephalus icterocephalus, in tho flesh. 
J.B. BOWMAN, Aleman, New Mexico. 16235. '85. (v,A) 
SPIDER, probably a new species. Will be described by Dr. George Marx as Thalcro-
11wta niger. 
J.B. BOWMAN, Aleman, New Mexico. 16235. '85. (x) 
KINKAJ0U, Cercoleptes caudivolvulus (alive), from South America. 
Mrs. OLIVER T. MILLER, Brooklyn, New York. 16~36. '85. (IV) 
Mr. lATURE TATUETTE of" Liberty Enlightening the World" (6 inches in h oio-bt). 
AMERICA. C0Ml\UTTE~ OF THE STATUE OF LIBERTY (through Ricbar<l. Butler, 
s cretary). 16237. ' 5. (I) 
•Ali t of ampl s w:~s publi hod in the Musollm Report, 1 , p. 206. 
t Th bo:xe 'Ol}t~iq~ng this coll c~to~ ~~ve 1! t yet beeu unpacked. 
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CAssrn's FINCEi, I'eucwa ca8sini (skin), and Golden-fronted Wool1pecker, Centurus auri-
frons (2 skins), from Bexar County, Texas. (Exchange.) 
'l'H0MAS MCILWRAITH, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 16238. '85. (v, A) 
STIBNITE, rna.nganese, novaculite, anu coal.* 
Dr. J. Guy LEWIS, Little Rock, Arkansas. 16239. '85. (xvnI) 
GOLD OREfrom GeOJ."gia and copper ore from Tennessee. 
WILLIAM BEAL, Murphy, North Carolina. 16240. '85. (XVIII) 
O.1ms. * (Exchange.) 
LEWIS R. SHARP, Leadville, Colorado. 16241. '85. (XVIII) 
GOLD Ai.~D SILVER ORES .... 
Dr. WILLIAM HALL, Central City, Colorado. 16242. '85. (xvnI) 
A:N'Tli\'.IONY, mercury, tin, and iron ores. (Exchange.) 
Prof. HENRY G. HANKS, San Francisco, California,. 16243. '85. (xvm) 
KRUPP STEEL made by the Krupp dephosphorizing process. 
CAMBRIA IRON COMPANY, Johnstown, Pennsylvania. 16244. '85. (XVIII) 
MICA, and tin ore from the Black Hi1ls. 
R. E. FLEMING, Man.darin, Dakota. 16245. '85. (XVIII) 
QUARTZITE, from Sioux Falls, Dakota (2 specimens); concretion, from Cannon Ball 
River, Dakota, and a large block of volcanic brecc.ia. 
R. E. FLEMING, Mandarin, Dakota. 16245. '85. (XVIII) 
MANGANESE, iron, and corundum.* (Exehange.) 
N. P. PRATT, Atlanta, Georgia. 16246. '85. (XVIII) 
ORES,* a large and valuable collection. 
Col. GEORGE L. SHOUP, Salmon City, Idaho. LG247. '85. (XVIII) 
CO.AL, a large collection, including 8 sections of vei us. 
Prof. J. R. PROCTOR, Lexington, Kentucky. 16248. '85. (XVIII) 
LEAD, silver, and copper ores."' 
W. A. CLARK, Butte, Montana. 16249. '85. (XVIII) 
SIL V ER and lead ores."' 
JOHN s. HARRIS, Helena, Montana. 1G250. '85. (XVIII ' 
I RON ORE and gypsum.* 
F. w. NOBLE, Detroit, Michigan. 16251. '85. (XVIII) 
O RES and a series of pictures illustrating mining scenes."' 
w. M. HAVEN0R, Reno, Nevada. 16252. '85. (XVIII) 
S IL V ER and iron ores.* 
Prof. N. SPATCIER, Las Cruces, New Mexico. 1G253. 185. (XVIlI) 
ZINC . (Exchange.)"' 
Prof. GEORGE J. COOK, New Brunswick, New Jersey. 16254. )1:35, (xvnr) , 
O R E S . .. 
J. C. SWASH, Union, Oregon. 16255. '85. (XVIII) 
lRO:N' and copper ores.* 
A. J. MCWHIRTER, Nashville, Tennessee. 1G256. '85. (XVIII) 
COAL. * 
F. E. ROESLER, Dallas, Texas. 16257. '85. (xvm) 
!ROS a nd copper, from North Carolina and Tennessee." 
C.H. WARING, Knoxvi1le, Tennessee. 16258. '85. (xvrn) 
:Fo.·srL STEMS (2 specimens), from Ozark Mouutains. 
C. F. B1iowN, Hot Springs, Arlrnnsas. 1G2G0. '8,). (XIV) 
---- - ---
* Received from tlle New Orleans Exposition. 
rr. Mis. 170, pt. 2--45 
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SMOKY QuA1nz, ttllartz cr_y:,;tal:,;, quartz anclhewatite. wavcllite on <1uartzitc, \\·ave l-
lite ou :1 quartz crystal, limonite pseu<loworph aft,er pyrite, rnclauite in wagnet-
ite, paramorphs of rutile after a,rkansite, aucl quartz ptieudomorphs. 
C. F. BROWN, Hot Springs, Arkansas. Hi260. '85. (XVI) 
ZEBRA, Equus burchelli, in the flesh. 
BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCHINSON, Bridgeport, Connecticut. 16261. '85. (IV) 
COMMON CARROT, Daucus ca1·ota, L. 
Mrs. J. A. HENSHALL, Cynthiana, Kentucky. 16262. '85. (xv) 
CALLINECTES with oyster attached. 
SAMUEL P. WALTER, Washington. 1G263. '85. (XI) 
BLUE STONE Co1rn, from West Virginia. 
_Maj. JED. HOTCHKISS, Staunton, Virginia. 16264. '85. (XVIII) 
STONE MORTAR, from Allentou, Alabama. 
L. C. JOHNSON, u. s. Geological Snrvey. 16265. '85. (III\ 
CALCITE AND HEMATITE, and quartz containing magnetite and mica. 
w. H. STEPHENS, Hiner, Texas. 1626(,;. '85. (XVI) 
LAND TORTOISE, for examination. 
FRANK C. PRESCOTT, To111h::itoue, Arizona. 1G~G7. '8G. (vr) 
BIRDS, from Southern Mexico. 1'1fotus polyglotlos, Campylorhynclut11 brnnueicapillus (2 
specimens), Basilenterus rujifrons, Aranga hepatica, Carpodacus rhodocolpu11, 
Pe·ucrea niexicana, PoocQ3tes confin·is, Pipilo f1tscu1J, Sturnella rnexicana, Icterus pari-
sortwi, Icterus cucullatus, Pyrocephalus me.cicanus, Cenlllrus a11r-ijrons, Coceyzus ameri-
canus, Ccryle america.r,a, Asio wilsoniant£8, Oircus hudsonills, Parabuteo ltarriai, 
Mclopelia leucoptm·a, Totanus -nielanoleuons, Recuri;irostra americaua, Io1101'11is mar-
tinica, Chaulelasrnus streperns, Mareca amcl'icana, Aythya vallis1wria, .lEchrnopho· 
rus clarkii, Speotyto hypogrea (28 i peci 111eus, 27 species). 
Prof. ALFRED D UGES, Guanajuato, Mexico. 162Gtl. '8:i. (Y, A) 
BIRDS' EGGS, Campylorhynchus b1·unneicapilfos. 
Prof. ALFRED DuGks, Gnanajnato, Mexico. 1G268. 'r:35. (v, n) 
MEXICAN JAC:ANA, Pa1Ta gyrnnostoina (skeleton). 
Prof. ALFRED Dum';;s, Guana.jnato, Mexico. 162(k!. 'dZi. (xrr) 
PLANTS, for identification. 
Prof. ALFRED Duats, Gtrnnajuato, Mexico. 1G2(ir:3. 'dG. (xv) 
BATS, Vespcrtilio albescens (2i specimens), and cast of a tooth of llipparion. 
Prof. ALFRED DUGES, Gnan::ijnato, Mexico. 1G2li8. 'd3 . ,1.x) 
Fism~s, Amiurus <lugesi·i, M:1Jxostorna a1tstrin111n, Goodea ctlripinni11, Zophcullum ausll'ale, 
Exocrotus, Diodon Uturosus; also a bill of 8t:1r1h1h, Pristis. 
Prnf. ALFRED DuGES, Gn:rna,juato, Mexico. lo2G . '83. ( VII) 
OP.\L (81 small pieces). 
Prof. AL1"R1m DuGits, GuanaJuato, Mexico. 1G2l> . :83. (xv1) 
c·,,1:,,1.. i;hJrfu;b, and sea nrcbins. 
Prof. Ar,Fmm Duaks. Gnanajnato, Moxico. 1626d. 'd5. (,'1) 
)~Ef'TJLJ,;', 
Prof. ALFimv Duok , Guautijnato, Mexico . 16268. ' 5. (v1) 
• 11JLL SK-;, 'ypl'a·a c 'l'vina, Lam., '. albuginosa Gl'ay, Buxycon pcrversu,n L., Tivela pla· 
1111 lctlri , 'liy., Ostrca fride1Jccns Gl'ay (variety), an<l opcreuln111 of Fa ciolaria 
/ll'tl!Cl'j)8 1 J,y. 
Prof, A.LFl'~U q1, , Gu:~uajuai~o, 1!ex.ico. lti26 , ' ~ ,.), (IX) 
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A.;\IALG,DI, taken from tho stomach of a mule workiug at a miue. "Tue:;e mu1es ac-
quire tl10 habit of licking up the salty setlimeuts vi'l1ich they tread under foot. 
After <leatll, lumps of amalg.am, sometimes weighing· several pounds, are ofiieH 
found iu the abdominal cavity."* 
Prof. ALFRED DuGJ~s, Guanajuato, Mexico. 1G2G8. '8G. (xvru) 
I:--; 'ECTS. A collection containing la,rvro and pupm1 cocoons, uest, and 4 imngo1, of 
Clisiocampa incw·va H. Ed w., pupa shell of Cicada sp., Stenopelinatus sp ., 1'e11cbrionicl 
larva, near Centronopns calcarata,1 Mctriopelma breyer-i, Epeira 1na1nrnala (f), L,1100.sci 
sp., Hetcropocla t•cntor-ia, Att1is sp. (f), Att1rn smaragdeus, A. cardiualis, Ph·rv11is 
scmilzinaris Koch, Acro8oma spinosa Hentz, a~tl .Li . rugosa, froiu Mexieo. 
Prof. ALFRED, DGGES, Gnanajuato, Mexico. 162G8. '85. (x) 
D10DOX, ca-ught in a trap set for cuuncrs. 
W. A. WILCOX, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 1G2G9. '85. (vn) 
Co~nrnN MOLE;, Scalops aguaticus, and Bat, Vcspertilio carol'i'i. 
J. and C. WALKER, Olney, Illinois. 16270. '85. (rv) 
REPTILES, Bascaniiim constrictor, Hetero£lon, Ophibol·us, Tropidonotns, Entam·ia, CJJclo-
phis, Coluber, Rana, and Bufo. 
J. aud C. WALKER, Olney, Illinois. 16270. '85. (VI) 
BARUED OwL, Syrniu111 nebulornm allen-i, juv. New to th/3 National Museum collectiou. 
J. H. BATTY and E. C. GrtEE::-.rW0OD (through Robert Ridgway). 16i71. '8G. 
(V,A) 
Noouu: OF PYRITE altering into Limonitc; for examination. 
JOHN J. CHIPLEY, Moorefield, Hardy County, West Virgio.ia. 16272. '85. 
(XVI) . 
Fu~Gus, Polyponis, cut from surface of a hickory. 
J.B. DEATIIERIDGE, Flint Hill, Vir:,:inia. 16273. '85. (xv) 
STO:'-< E CARVING (cast), in shape of human head. A very remarkable specirne!I. ( Orig-
inal returned.) 
NATURAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATIO.N", Staten Islaud, New York. 16274. '8G. (m) 
STUHGEON, Aci,penscr brevirostris. (Skeleton.) 
(Donor unknown). 16275. '85. (xn) 
ALTERED SANDSTONE and shales conta,ining particles of mica, also fossil coral; for ex-
amination. 
:FRA-XK HEREFOim, Union, Momoe County, West Virginia. 16276. '85. (x.v) 
, 'A~DSTONE, polished ono sitlo by glacial or other action, from Newfoundland. 
WILLARD NYE, Jr., New Bedford, Massachusetts. 16277. '85. (xvu) 
SCAPIIOID and cuneiform magnum from the right bock (tarsus) of E1J.'UU8 caballus. 
A. E. ANDEHSOX: Boulder, Colorado. 16278. '85. (rv) 
ELA8TIC, a piece 11½ inches long taken from a mackerel in whose flesh it was nearly 
all imbedded. 
I. C. YOUNG, Wellfleet, Massachusetts (through W. A. Wilcox). 16279. '85. (1) 
BAT, Vespertilio serotinus. 
MIDDLETON SMITH, Washington, District of Columbia. Hi280. '85. (rv) 
BEETLE, Creophillt8 villosua. 
Dr. T. U. BEAN, U.S. National Museum. 16281. '85. (x) 
:)!ICE AND Surrnws, Sorex sp., Hesp erornys leucopus, 3.tlll Arv-icola r·ipari·us, from Pat-
chogue, Long Island. 
Dr. T. H. BEAN, U.S. National Museum. 16281. '85. (Iv) 
~1 ·sK-HAT, Fibel' zibclhious, from Bainbriuge, Pennsylvania. 
F. G. GALJ3RAITII, Wrightsville, Pennsylvania.. 1G282. '8G . tIV) 
Translation of u. portion of a letter from Professor Dugos accompanying the col-
lection. 
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OLD SQUAW DucK, Harelcla hyemalis, from Piney Poiut, l\foryln,1111. 
H. M. SMITH, U. S. National l\foseum. lli283. '1:35. (v, A) 
QUAI!TZ CRYSTALS, and quartz crystals containing bulJIJle8 (:3!16 s pecituew;, l0j:3 
pieces), from near Hot Springs. 
w. w. MORIUSON, Little Rock, Arkansas. 16284. '85. (XVI) 
SALTS obtaine<l by boiling water from a well. 
M. E. MORGAN, Gratz, Owen County, Kentucky. 16285. '85. (xv1) 
SILICEOUS SANDSTONE, for examination. 
T. F. KUMMERFIELD, Minden, Iowa. 16286. '85. (xm, A) 
PONDWEED, Potamogeton natans L.; for examination. 
BENNETT B. GOODMAN, Covington, Tennessee. 162tl7. '85·. (xv) 
MOLARS of a horse, and Epiphysis of the humerus, probably of a. bonle or cow. 
JOHN H. CAMP, Herring, Allen County, Ohio. 16258. '85. (Iv) 
SPI-IALERlTE CRYSTALS on magnesiau limestone. 
Jorrx H. CAMP, Herring, Allen County, Ohio. 162813 'A5. (XVI) 
CY£TlIOPIIYLLOID CORAL, Silurian. 
Jon.N" H. CAMP, Herring, Allen County, Ohio. 16288. '85. (xm, n) 
INSECT, Nephela pleonipes. 
R. S. OWEN, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 16289. 'bG. (X) 
STOXE CARVINGS, pottery, copper ax, and obsidian. 
LOUIS H. AYME, Oaxaca, Mexico. 16290. '85. (m) 
WESTERN BULL SNAKE, Pityophis eleJans. 
GUSTA v EISEN, Fresno City, California. 16291. '85. (YI) 
FISHES, Oarapus sp., and Fundulus platyoephalus. 
GUSTA v EISEN, Fresno City, California. 16291. '8&. (Vll) 
FISHES,* a collection of Cuban species, including many types. 
FELIPE POEY, Havana, Cuba. 16292. '85. (vn) 
ALEUTIAN WALLET, from .Alta faland. 
Dr. T. H. BEAN, U.S. Na,tiona,lMn~eum. 1G293. 'BG. (n, n) 
GOLD AND COPPER ORES, corundum, and coal. 
Col. P. M. WILSON, Raleigh, North Carolina. 1G294. '85. (xvm) 
Bun.DING STONES and adobe. 
F. E. ROESLER, Dallas, Texas. 1G2!JG. '85. (XVll) 
ELEPllANT, Elephas indious, adult. 
BARNUM, BAILEY & IlUTCUl~SON, Keene, New Ifampsbire. 16296. '85. (IV) 
L1M1~STONE, for exa,mi.nation. 
Hon. FRANK HEREl?ORD, Uniou, Mouroe County, vVesL Virgiuia. JG297. '85. 
(XVIII) 
EGG CASE of mollusk, Busyoon carica; for exarni11:1tion. 
J. L. MCCALEB, Benton, Texas. 1G298. '8G. (1x) 
Orm, for examination. 
lion. C. M. SHELLEY, Washjngton. 1629!). 'BG. (xvrn) 
Fm, ·1L , DelpltyriB lynx, Eichwalu (:t S[lccilllcw:1) , Orlllis tes lucliana1·ia, Dalman (4 
i;p •cimen8), Leptccnci clcltoidea, Cox (3 sp ec imens), and Zygospira reourt'irostra, 
Hall (G pecimens). From Trenton Falls, New York. 
RE. . , 'TEAR.·.·, U .. "a.tionul M:nsenm. 1G300. '85. (XIll) 
• For further information coucerning this accession, sec report on department of 
ti h , p. 1 
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IRON ORE containing manganese, several rocks, chrome iron ore, rock containing chro-
mium and antimony. 
Joa..'{ W. McGEE, Seattle, Washington. 16301. '85. (xvr) 
BLACK CIIINNED SPARROW, SpizeUa atrig:ila1·is (6 specimens) : and plumed quail, O,·eor-
tyx picta (2 specimens). A very valuable contribntion, nearly doubling the Mn-
sen lll series of the former species. 
FOREST BALL, San Bernardino, California. 16302. '85. (v, A) 
NEST and eg~s (2) uf Swainson's vVarl.>1er, Helinaia 111vainsonii. The first ever col-
lected. (Purchased.) 
\VILLIAM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 16303. 't:lG. (v, B) 
Kew SN".urn, Ophib6lus getnltis, from the District of Columbia. 
lL W. HENSEIA w, U.S. Geological Survey. 16304. '85. (VI) 
\VATEit from an artesian well. 
.J. SDWNSON, Gamesville, Florida. 16305. '85. (XVI) 
IxsECT, from Mississippi. 
1630G. '85. (x) 
MAmNE SHELLS (10 species), from the wost coast of Madagascar. 
Lient. M.A. SHUFELDT, u. s. Navy. 16307. '85. (rx) 
110LYBDENITE, for examination. 
OVERHOLT 3.llU TRUE: Salides, Colorado. 16308. '85. (XVIII) 
FRESH-WATER AND MA.RrNI~ SHELLS, from Kodiak, collected by vV. J. Fisher. 
R. g _ C. STEAR :\"S, U.S. National Museum. 16309. '85. (IX) 
AMERICAN HRRCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tityus, Linn. 
JOfu"'{ S. Wmm: Disputanta, Virginia. 16310. 'Si>. (x)· 
ETHNO LOGICAL OnJECTS, from Japan. (Exchange.) 
BUREAU OF EDUCATION, Tokyo, Japan. lG:311. '85. \I, A) 
KANGAROO, Halmat-ltnts bennetti, in the flesli. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIUA. (Throqgh Arthur Edwin Brown, 
Esq.) 16:312. '85. (rv) 
DAXALITI£, cyrtolite, cryopbyllite, annite, forgusonite, magnetite, f1norite, hematite, 
:tmtLzon-stone and orthoclase. (Exchange.) 
WILLIA:\'[ J. KNOWLTON, Boston, Massachusetts. 16313. '85. (XVI) 
TOBACCO IIOGSIIEAD and frame, USell in Virginia iu 1780; weight 37G pounds. 
Judge A.H. HAGNER, Washington. 16314. '85. (II, A) 
BILL· FISH, Tet?·aptunis alb-illus, from Rhode Island. 
JOSEPH WHARTON, Newport, Rhode Island. 16:nG. '83. (VII) 
HORN-TAU,, Tremex columba, Linn. 
·w. L. WILLIAMS, Windsor, NorLh Carolina. 1G316. '85. (x) 
ScORPlOX, Spcctrwm1nygale, l arv:=i, of sph inx , anfl 2 species of ants. 
Dr. J. F. B1tANSI?ORD, U. S. Navy (througlJ A. G. Menoca1, C. E.). 16317. 
'8.>. (x) 
:F1 nl':s, Tetragonopteriis fascictl1t.~, from Nicaragua. 
Dr. J. F. BRANSFORD, U. S. Navy (th rough A.G. Menocal, C. E. ). Hi~l7. '85. 
('nl) 
\VI. ~G AND CREST of Crax globicera c;?, from Nicaragua. 
Dr. J. F. BRA...~SFORD, U.S. Navy (tlirougL A. G. Menoca1, C. E. ). 16317. '85. 
(Y, A) 
REPTIT,ES, Helicina sp . (G specimens), from Nicarngnn. 
Dr. J. F. BRANSFORD, U. S. Navy (t,brongh A.G. Menocal, C. E. ). 16317. 85. 
(YI) 
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ARCHLEOLOGICAL OBJECTS, flint hammer-stones, flint cores, rndc implements, cutting 
and drilling tools, and a large anvil-stone; from Licking County, Ohio. 
KY. Q. s~nnr, Augusta, Kcntncky. 16:.n8. 'd5. (u, A) 
BrnD-SKINS (50 specinwus, 41 species), from various localities. 
CHARLES K. WoRTI-rnN, Warsaw, Illinois. 163Hl. '85. 
BAG-WORM, Thyridopteryx ephemtrwforrnis. 
S. 0. DEOVER, Washington. _16:J20. '8G . . (X) 
(Exchange.) 
l V, A) 
Frsrrns, Pinguipes, Arius, Tylosurus, l'olynenws, and head, tail and dorsal fin of I'romi-
crops, from Central America. 
Dr. W. I-I. JONES, U. S. Nrtvy. 16:321. '8:,. (vu) 
w ATER SNAKE, from Pauama. 
Dr. w. H. JONES, l!. s. Navy. rn:~21. '83. (vr) 
MYTILUS, Tapes, 1'u,rpura, Leuco::oina, etc., from Panama,.Pern and Chili. 
Dr. W. H. JONES, U. S. Navy. 11:i321. '8;:;. (x) 
IRON PYRITE in cnbes. 
L. M. CLEMl!:NTS, Centreville, Alabama. IG:322. 'Sj (XVIII) 
PLANT, probably Bourarclia ovata, Grny . 
N. A. TIIOMSON, Victoria, Texa~. 16323. 'dG. (xv) 
SIBERIAN TITMOUSE, Panis cinctus (2 skins), from Ycnesa i, cast Siberia, the first 
specimens received from that country. 
HENRY SEEBOIIM, London, Bugbud. Hi324. 'dG. (v, A) 
MODELS OF LIGIIT-II0USES, light-ships, coffer-dam, crib, Minot's ledge, etc., exhib-
ited at New Orle~ns Exposition. 
LIGIIT-HOUSE BOA RD, United States Treasury Department. Hi325. '85. (r) 
CRYSTALS OF PYRITE with dirt, hard clay canying cubes of pyrite_s, n,nd decomposed 
material colored black by manganese, for cxatnination. 
w. II. ROBINSON, Mariposa, California. 16326. '83. (:'{VII) 
Brno-SKINS, P elionetta vetspi~illata, Colyrnb 1t8 auritus and Ptycorharnph'l.t8 cileuticu.9, from 
California. 
,JOIIN MULLAN, Washiugton, District of Colnmbia. 16:327. '85. (v, A) 
M1NK, I'utorins V'ison; Orc~on Mo!e, Scapanus townsendii, n,nd Bat, Nyctimom11s macroti 
(skins). 
JOUN MULLAN, Washington, District of Columbia. lG:327. '83. (iv) 
MOLLUSK, Chiton kennerlyi, from California. 
JOHN MULLAN, Washington, District of ColnmlJia. IG3:27. 'o5. (rx) 
SPIDER belonging to the J'arantuloiilcc and Prionus ca.lifor11icus, Mots. 
J0IIN MULLAN, Washiugton, District of Colombia. 16327. '83. (IX) 
CRABS (2 specimens) and shell covcrcc1 wit.h coral, from California. 
J0IIN MULLAN, Washington Dh1trict of Colnmui:t. 16327. '83. (XI) 
STONE IMPLEMENTS, pipe , gorgets, etc. (G specimens). Returned. 
Mrs. MARY E. BUTLTm, Uhillicothe, Ohio. lG328. ' 5. (m) 
ACADIA ... T FLYCATCIIER, Empidonax acadicus (sk in ), for iclentific[ttioo. 
JOIIX E. OTTAWAY, Amsterdam, New York. IG32D. ' 3. (v, A) 
ROCK, for examination. 
J0IIN T. WHITLOCK, Brau<lon, Vermont. 163:30. ' J. (xvm) 
Pu T00RAPII. of Rosa White Thnnc1 r (to sl1ow coRI 11me), (, bonc1oir, 1 negal ivc a.oil 
1 cal>in t). 
l.'DIA ,~ L·v'IJ THIAL ,' HOOL UarliHln P,·nn ~yl v, ni a (tlJr ngh Ca.pt. R. H. 
Pratt, . , . A.). 1G331. ' ~- (n, A) 
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GRECIAN BOWL, from a tomb in Ephesus, and Grecian costume found in a ca,vern in 
tho castle on the island of Kalymnos, Asia, Minor. Probably nine centuries old. 
(Deposited.) 
N. CARANDONIS, Kalymnos, Turkey. 16332. 'H5. (II, A) 
SEEDS of the following plants: Olearia sp: Alect?'yon excelsurn, Solanum aiwimdare, 
Myoporiim Lcetane, Veronica elliptica, C01·ynocarpiis lav·igata, Areca sapida, Pitto8-
per11umi B1whanani, Leptospermum scopm·ium, C01·dyline A:ustral-is, Lophosa fetrapfe1·a, 
Pittospernium tenuifolium. 
Dr. WILLIAM F. HOLCOMBE, New York, New York. 16333. '83. (xv) 
FISH, Coryphmna punctulata (skeleton), taken in the North Atlantic. 
U. S. FISH CO:M:MISSION, 16334. '8;-j, (XII) 
Fnm, CQranx pisquetu.s (2 skeletons). ; 
lSAAH SPINDEL, Woods Holl, Massachusetts. Hi335. '85. (XII) 
FERRUGINOUS QUARTZ, containing cryst.als of quartz an~l scales of hematite. 
JAMES A. WAR·D; Heth, Douglas County, Missouri. 16336. '85. (XVIII) 
PLANTS. A very valuable general collection, containing more than a thousand spe-
cies; mainly from the. West. 
WILLIAM M. CANBY, 'Wilmington, Delaware. 16337. '85. (xv) 
DECOMPOSED ORE. 
GEORGE vV. KITTERMAN, Heth, Douglas Com1ty, Missouri. 163313. '85. (XVIII) 
SA:'11:UELS' SONG SPARROW, Melo.spiza fasciata samuelis (8 skins); California Song Spar-
row, M. heermanni (~skins); Snowy Plover, .lEgialiUs nivosa (2 skins); California 
Clapper Rail, Ralliis obsoltt11,8 (3 downy young); and Cassin's Auk, Ptyco,·hamphus 
aleuticus (2 skins). 
w. OTTO EMERSON, Haywards, California. 16339. '85. (v, A) 
p ARASITIC WORM, taken from a rock-cod. 
Dr. W. H. RUSH, U.S. Coast Survey. 16340. '85. (XI) 
TooTII OF HORSE, found in a, virgin forest near Lenoir, N. C., with similar objec ,s, 
and pottery, etc. 
J.M. SPAINHOUR, Lenoir, North Carolina. 16341. '85. (III) 
DAMOURITE, margarite, tourmaline, vermiculite, corundum, albite, r1pidolite, spinel, 
phlogopite, picrolite, serpentine and clrm,y qna,rtz; from Chester County, Penn-
sylvania. 
H. M. INGRAM, u. s. National Mu':leum. 16:142. '85. (XVI) 
MOUNTAIN SHEEP, Black-tailed deer (2 s_pecime1rn), Alpaca sheep, Llama, Chinese 
sheep, Spotted hyena, Black bear, Mule deer, Three prong-horn antelopes\ Mule 
antelope, Peccary, lynx and clog; (23 skins) from various localities. 
MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, CambrJf1ge, Massachusetts (through.A. 
Agassiz). 16343. '85. (Iv) 
PREHENSILE-TAILED PORCUPINJ£, Synetlieres rnexicana, in the il.esh. 
W. A. Co~mLI", Central PaTk Menagerie, New York City. 16344. '85. (Iv) 
REPTILES, Desmognathus nigra, Tropidonotus S'ipedon, B-u,fo americanus, Spelerpes rnbe,·, 
and Clielydra serpentina (9 specimens); from Virginia. 
Col. M. McD0.NALD, U. S. Fish Commission. 16:345. '85. (YI) 
SUNFI HES, darters, bass, minnows, troL1t, suckers, frosh-water sculpins; from Vir --
gi nia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U.S. Pish Commission. 16345. '83. (VII) 
CRAYFISIIES, worms, and amphipods; from Virginia.. 
Col. :M. McDONALD, U. S. 'FiHh Commission. 16345. ('85). (XI) 
ru:xG R, from Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. Fish Commission. 1634;-j. '85. (xv) 
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INSECTS, from Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. J:<"'ish Commission. 1G34G. '85. (Ix) 
FOSSIL ARGONAUTA in imlnratecl clay, from Lower California. 
C. R. ORCUTT, San Diego, California. 16:346. '1:15. (xm, A) 
LAJlVA of Gasteropacha sp. found under a live-oak tree near Atl:tntic coa,st. 
F. W. LACI-IICOTTE, Waverly Mills, Georgetown, Sonth Carolina. 1G347. '85. 
(X) 
INSECT, Rhyssa atrata, S' . 
M. C. LEACH, Nineveh, Virginia. 16348. '8G. (x) 
SANDSTONE containing carbonaceous matter aucl scales of mica. 
W. A. ELLIS, Saint Albans, West Virginia. 16349. '85. (xvm) 
FUNGUS, order Hymenomycetes, probably A.garicM chrysophyllus P r., hollow stem. 
JOHN SUTHERLAND, 64 Liberty stree.t, New York. 16350. '85. (xv) 
L UMBRICOID WORM. 
L. 0. HOWARD, Department of Agriculture. 16351. '85. (XI) 
FOSSILIFEROUS LIMESTONE, for examination. 
AYERS and HARDMAN, White Pine, West Virginia. 16352. '85. (XVI) 
FOSSILS. 
Dr. J. C. NEAL, Archer, Fla. (through Geological Survey). 16353. '85. (T) 
FISHES.* 
IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, St. Petersburg, Russia. 163G4. '85. (VI) 
SANDSTONE bearing impressions, probably of sticks and grasses. 
C. A. HIRSCHFELDER, Toronto, Canada. 16355. '85. (III) 
'IMPURE FELDSPAR. 
P. s. REXIBUS, Doan's, Texas. 16356. '85. (XVI) 
IRON PYRITES. 
R. B. SANDLIN, Balloon, Arkansas. 16357. '85. (XVI) 
nows AND ARROWS, and tools used by Shasta Indians in making same. (Purchased.) 
L. W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta Coun1y, California. 163G8. '85. (n, A) 
LARY ..iE of Datana ministra. 
J. C. CATLIN, Ravenna, Ohio. 16359. '85. (x) 
REPTILES, including representations of Bttfo, Rana, A.nibly8forna, Phrynosoma, Scelopo-
rus, and Eurneces f asciatus (382 specimens). 
Dr. R. w. SIIUFELDT, u. s. Army, Fort Wingate, .1: l,l\V Mexico. 16300. '85. (VI) 
BIRD SKINS; borrowed for study and returned. 
GEORGE N. LAWRENCE, New York City, Now York. lG:161. 'BG. (v, A) 
ROCKWOOD POTTERY (6 specimens). (Exchange.) 
WOMEN'S ART MUSEUM ASSOCIATION, Cincinnati, Ohio. 16362. 'S:,. (II, B) 
WATER MOCCASIN, Tropidonotus Bipedon, from District of Columbia., and box tortoi e, 
E1.1,t~nia sirtalis dorBalis, from Fairfax County, Virginia. 
L. M. TURNER, Smithsonian Institution. 163(3:3. 'tlG. (YI) 
INSECTS (1,103 specimens). 
Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U. 8 . Army, Fort Wingate, Nc:;v Mexico. 16364. '85. (x) 
ROYAL HORNED CATERPILLAR, Citheronia ,·egalis, uncommon in Illinois. 
E. B. HoKE, Cordova, IlHnois. 1636fi. ' 5. (X) 
PRBIIF:,-. ILE-TAILED PORCUPINE, Bynclhere111ncxicam1s, ill tbe flosli. 
W. A. .'KLIN, Central P~trk, cw York. 16:3GG. '85. (1v) 
f¾AR.'ET. from hantnno-Provinc<', China; fonn,L in b cl of Rtream. 
Dn. ,T. L. lI0Lmrn,. 1G367. '~G. (-'v1) 
For fnr her information con ·orning thiF! ac·c,·RHion HPt R<'port on D partm nt of 
r, lw~, pag~ 160. 
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GARNET found in the bed of a small st,ream in the vicinity of Fungchow, Shantung 
Province, China. 
Dr. J. L. HOLl\fES (through 0. T. Mason). 16368. '8fi. (XVI) 
ToumIALINE (3 specimens), from Minas Geraes, Brazil; model of a di~Lmoml crystal ; 
crystals of feldspar (:3); pseudomorph after leucite, from Magnet Cove, Ar1rnusas. 
GEORGE F. KUNZ, Hoboken, New J0rsey. 16369. '85. (XVI) 
CANCRINITE, elmolite, sodalite (109 specimens), from Litchfield, Maine. (Exclrn,ngo. ) 
Mrs. A. C. MERCHANT, South Litchfield, Maine. 16:370. '85. (XVI) 
Scorcn SNUFli' used for " ·dipping'! in the Southern States, said to contain a milcl al-
lrnli, intended to counteract the acid secretions of the mouth. (~nrchased.) 
IVERY, OWEN & Co., Lynchlrnrgh, Virginia (through W. :F. Pag0). 16371. 
'85. (II, A) 
LIZARD and small snake, from Point Reyes, California. 
Dr. C. HART MERRIAM, Sing Sing, New York. 16372. '85. (VI) 
F1sn. Frotal viviparous perch, Embfotocoid, from Point Reyes, California. 
Dr. C. HART MERIUA:1-r, Sing Sing, New York. 16~172. '85. (VII) 
CUBAN PARROT, Chrysotis leucocephala, in the flesh. 
W. C. WEEDEN, U. S. National Museum. 16373. '8G. (v, A) 
PIPE made of mottied stone. (Exchange.) 
D.S. CARVIN, Lyons, Ohio. 16374. '8G. (III) 
WHITNEY'S PIGMT OwL, Micrathene whitney'i, from Tucson, Arizona. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA (through Arthur Edwin Brown, Esq.), 
16375. '85. (V, A) 
BR0WN-llEADED NUTIIATCH, Sitta pusilla (3 specimens), and Western Sandpiper, 
Ereunetes occidentalis (3 specimens). 
H. M. SMITH, U.S. National Museum. 16376. '85. (v, A) 
NEST AND EGGS of Traill's a.nclAcauian Flycatchers, Enipidonax traillii aucl E. acadicus. 
Dr. J. C. MERRILL, U.S. Army, Columbus Barracks, Ohio. 16377. '85. (v, B) 
EGGS of Franklin's Gull, Larus.f!'anlclini-i (3 sets) . (Exchange.) 
J. W. PRESTON, Baxter, Iowa. 16378. '1:35. (v, B) 
SIIALE fonnd in conglomerate and millstone grit, for examination. 
:NEWTON DUNY0~, Tooele City, Utah. 16379. '85. (xvn) 
ARROWHEADS (10), scrapers (2), and leaf-shaped imp1ements (2). 
K. Q. S:.\'IITIT, Angnsta, Kentucky. 16380. '85. (m) 
IxsECT. 16381. '85. (x) 
PHDT0GRAPITS (10 small plates) of flint implements found at Tiakoclato, is1ancl of Jesso. 
E. AMSD1m, Yokohama, Japan. 16382. '85. (III) 
BATS. 
H. L. PRESTO:-,, 2 Cn11ege avenne, Rochester, New York. 16:18:3. '85. (IV) 
G1n~1<~:f IlRRO.T, nutoridt's vlresccns (skin), from District of Columbia. 
CLAR 1.:xc 11: Ilumrn, 710 II street, vVashi1-1.gton. 16384. '8G. (v, A) 
CuBAX PARROTS, Chrysotis lencocephala (4 specimens), in tbe flesh. 
W. C. WEEDEN, U.S. National Musenrr:. 16385. '85. (v, A) 
lNSECTi,, Erastl'ia cauclefaota (1 specimen), · Pyralidce (~ specimens), ancl Tineidm (1 
, pecimen). 
HOWARD Smuv1m, Wytheville, Virginh. 16386. '8:-i. (x) 
RED BAT, Atalapha novebomcensis, in the flesh. 
C. A. STEUART, Smithsonian Institution. lG:387. '85. (1v) 
PJ,U:\fBAG O and prodncts from nhe graphite worlui, Bloomingtlale, New .Tomey. 
BLOOMINGDALE. GRAPIIITg COMPANY, Blooming<l:tlo, Now .Jersey. 1'1388. '85. 
(XVIII) 
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IlmDs (::35 species, 48 specimens). Several spcci,~s new t.o t-ho collection, from various 
· localities. 
H.K. COALE, Chicago, Illinois. 16389. '85. (v, A) 
MrsrICKEL, or arsenical pyrite, from Harney Peak district, Dakota. 
SAMUEL SCOTT, Rapid City, Dakota. 16300. 't35. (xvm) 
QUAHTZ, impure ~eldspar, and hornblende. 
J. G. SETTLES, Doans, Texas. 16391. '85. (XVI) 
INDIAN STRAINER use<l. by Apache Indians in the preparation of" tiswin," an intox-
icating drink made from the mescal plant. · 
MaJ. Il. J. D. IRWIN, U.S. Army, WhiJ)ple Barracks, Arizona. 16392. '85. (rr, A) 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL, an<l two groups of quartz crystals, from Natural Bridge, Virginia. 
M;YRON B. W. Ilouarr,· Washington, District of Columbia. 1G393. ,-i5, (xvr) 
SERPENTINE ORNAMENT, from Sau Frandsco, California. 
RE. C. STEARNS, u. s. National Museum. 16304. '8G. (XVI) 
CRANIA (513) AND SKELETONS (322) representing North American vertebrates, and 
including birds, mammals, 1iE<hes, and reptiles. (Exchange.) 
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM, Wasl1i11gton, Dii;Lrict, of Columbia, through Dr. Job:.i 
S. Billings, U. S. A., Curator. 16'.19f,. '8G. (xn) 
ALUMINUM, illustrating the Frisbmuth process of ext racLing thii; material from its 
ores. 
Col. WILLIA~! E. l<°'RISHMUTH, Philadelp!Jia, P ennsy]vania. rn:~96. 'H3. (XVIII) 
RICHARDSON'S SPERMOPHILE, Spermophilus 1·icliardso11i. 
CHARLES RUBY, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming Territor~,·. 16'.397. '8G. (1v) 
INSECT; for examination and report. 
JOHN C. SCHERMERHORN, Council Bluffs, Iowa. 16398. '8;). (x) 
FOSSIL COAL. 
COURT HAMILTON, Bunker Hill, West Virginia. 16390. '8G. (XIV) 
INSECTS, from Wytheville, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U.S. Fish Commission. 1G400. '8G. (x) 
CRUSTACEA, from Wytheville, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U.S. Fish Commission. l(i..lOO. '8G. (x1) 
MAMMALS, Vesperugo georgianus (2 specimens), from Wytheville, Virginja. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U.S. Fish Commission. 1G1100. ' G. (IV) 
RAT, Nyctinornus brasiliensis, from Mexico. 
Prof. ALFRED DUGES, Gnanajnato, Mexico. 1G40l. '8G. (Iv) 
Frsrrns, from Mexico. 
Prof. ALFRED Duaks, Gnanajuato, Mexico. Hi40l. ' ~- (vn) 
COLlWPTERA, from Mexico. 
Prof. ALFRED DuG1'\:s, Guanajuato, Mexico. Hi401. 'HG. (x) 
Brnrn:1, Ictel"!tB cncullatus 9, Xanthocephalns xa11tl1ocephaln.~, ])c1ufroica a'Btivn, l'haino-
JJPpla nitens, Calar;io.9pizci bicolor, SayorniR nig1·iccins, Crotopltaga ani, Orty:r grnyso11i, 
Palco Bparvel"iits, Accipiter fnscus, Rhyacophiln.9 so lilal"inB ( 11 s pecimen~, 11 species). 
Prnf. ALFRED D aks, Guanajnato, Mexico. 16401. ' G. (v, A) 
Di,:vu, Fr. II, probably Octopus punclalits Gabl>., fro111 we torn coast of Mexico. 
Prof. ALFRED Dum".;s, nanajuato, M xico. 1G401. ' 5. (1x) 
PLA,"f ( nt. to, . Wat on, Harvard University, for identifi •atiou). 
Prof. ALFRED D Gi-:s, foanajnato, Mexico. 16401. ' 5. (,'v) 
l'~:J>Truv Elap11 fulriuH, E11t(l'11ia JJulchrilatus, ancl R. 8irtopi8, from Mexico. 
Prof. Ar,1,'UED l'c;i-;s Ona11:tj11ato, Mexi'!O. lG.JOl. ' 5 . . (YI) 
l•o tr., J:ac11li.l,·s ord11i1, ay, from thr Colora.<lo gronp of t,lH' Cretaceons . 
• Ii. MAY llAL! nm, Lr ·ington, fiH~i88ippi. 16102. ' 5. (XIII, A) 
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IxsEcT, Theraphosoid, probably new. 
J. B. BOWMAN, Aleman, Now Mexico. 16403. '85. (x) 
FLEXIBLE SANDSTONE. 
S. M. DUGGER, Banner's Elk, Watuaga County, North Carolina,. 16404. '83. 
(xvn) · 
KELP PARCHMEXT, prepared for printing; the first made in the United States. 
JAMES G. SWAN, Port Townsend, \Vashington . 16405. '85. (I) 
RAOLIX (2 specimens), bog iron ore (2 specimens), and compact limonite (44 speci-
mens). 
FR,tNK BURNS, u. s. Geological Survey. 16406. '85. (XVI) 
SPIDER, Epeira, probably viratica. 
LEWIS R. Gums, .Jr., 28 Corning street, Clrnr1cstou, South Carolina. Hi407. '85. 
(x) 
INSECTS (13 vials), from Panama. 
Dr. GEORGI~ W. NELSON, Mazatlan, Mexico, and Dr. vVOLFRED NRLSO:N", New 
York City, New York. 16408. '85. (x) 
B.EPTILES, Bujo (1 specimen), arn1 D cndrobates t-inctori11 s (4 specimens), from Panama. 
Dr. GEORGE W. NELSON, Ma,zatla.n, Mexico, and Dr. WOLFRRD NRLSO:N", New 
York City, New YOT-k. 1f-i40B. '.35. (VI) 
Bmn, Trochalepteron rnfigulare, a species 6f 1.'i,nel:i-iclrc, from the Himalaya Mountains. 
New to the collection. 
GEORGK N. LAWRENCE, New York, New York. 16409. '85. (v, A~ 
DAMOURITE, lepidolite, cookeite, clcavlanditc, triphylite, Jepidomelanc, tripolite, 
topaz, beryl, tourmaline, zircon, muscovi te, apatite, vesuvianit.e, cn.ssiterit.e, 
gahnite, columbite, etc. (40 specimens). 
N. H. PERRY, South Paris, Maine. 16-H0. 'S!i. (xvi) 
INSECT, '' Walking-stick," Diapherornerci f emorata. 
WILLIAM REAR, Nashville, Tennessee. 16411. '85. (x) 
PLANT, mack Knot, Sphrer ia morbosa, also Polyporus sp. 
Mrs. M. E. WING, Charlotte, Vermont. 16412. '8G. (xv) 
ETITNOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Shoes, slippers, stocking8, brass penholder, inkstand an<l 
reed pens, fez caps, cotton skull-caps, hubble-bubblo pipe, _long pipe-stem, pipe-
bowls, paper la,ntern, shepherd's sheepskin co::i.t, Mohamme,1an charm _, etc., from 
E,;ypt and the Holy Land. 
Ons BIGELOW, Washington, District of Columbia. 16413. · '8G. (u, A) 
MAMMALS, Lynx rufus and Cynornys ludonicianus (skins). 
CHARLES K. vVO~TlIEN, Warsaw, Illinois. lG414. 'SG. (rv) 
CRAYFI SIIES, from Wytlieville, Virginia. 
Co~. M. McDONALD, U.S. Fish Commission. 1641G. '85. (XI) 
FUNGUS, from Wytheville, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. Fish Commission. lG,115. '85. (xv) 
lNSF.CTS, from \Vytlieville, Virginia,. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U.S. Fish Commission. 16415. '85. (x) 
SHELT,s, Physa heterostropha Say, from Wytbe'fill e, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDo~.ALD, U. S. Fish Commission. 1641:i. '85. (IX) 
Rll:PT.ILES, Coluber obsoletiis, Tropiclonotns sipeclon, Carphophiops am~nus, Rana cates-
biana, Bascaniitm constrictor, Desmognathu8 fu sca, and Spelerpes longicaiidus, from 
Wytheville, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, u. s .. Fish Con·1mission. 16415. '8G. (VI) 
QUARTZ (2 specimens) , quartzite, shal e, chlorite, and menaccaunite (2 specimens), 
from Londono Connty , Virginia. 
F . \V. TRUE, U.S. National Mnseum. 164W. '8!i. (XVII) 
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SEALS, Phoca grmnlandica (2 skins). 
Dr. C. HART MERRIAM, Locust Grove, Now York. 16417. '85. (Iv) 
BIRDS, Turdus pallasi, Vireo 0Uvacc1is, Myiarclws crinitus, Ernpidonax jla1•iventris, Con-
topus virens, Sphyropicus rarius (7 specimens), from New Hampshire. 
W. H. Fox, WaRhington, District of Columbia. 16418. '85. (v, A) 
IMPURE QUARTZ, containing pyrite and sphalerite . 
D. W. M. WRIGIIT, Holly Brook, Bland County, Virginia. tG419. '85. (XVI) 
INSECTS, .Macro-lepicloptera (20 species), collected in California by Mr. Charles Fuchs, 
of San Francisco. 
JOHN B. SMITH, U.S. National Mnseum. 16420. '8p. (x) 
COPPER OllNAMENT, from a monnd in Greenup County, Ky. 
W. KINNEY, Scioto County, Ohio. 16421. '85. (III) 
Prsorxm AXD OoLITE, and concretionary forms of calcite. 
A. B. Ql'INAN, Dillon, Montana. 16422. '8G. (XVI) 
H.OCKS. (Exchange.) 
H. M. MALLING, Portland, Maine. 16423. '8G. (XVII) 
FOSSIL PLANTS, from the coal-measures of Indiana, and casts of plants in coal. 
FLiffCmm M. NoE, 130 East New York street, Indianapolis, Indiana. (Sent to 
Professor Lesquereaux.) 16424. '85. (XIV) 
CUALCOCITE, bornite, qnartz, cbalcupyrite, calcite, clay, copal and strontianite ( 45 
Apecimens). 
GOVERNMENT OF' COSTA RICA (through L. C. Quintero, United States vice-con-
sul). 1642G. '85. (XVI) 
RATTLESNAKE, Crotalus conjluentns (skin, without head), from Colorado. 
Miss DOTTIE BLACKBURN (through Col. J. Stevenson) . 16426. '8G. (VI) 
DIABASE, from Lewiston, Maine. 
GEORG}~ P. MERRILL, u. s. National Museum. 1G427. '8!i. (xvn) 
LIMESTONE CONGLOMERATE, from W'est Virginia. 
FRANK SMITH, Cincinnati, Ohio. 16428. '8G. (XVIII) 
EAR 0]' RABBIT, Lepi1,s sp., with threo abnormal horny growths upon it. 
G. HILLJE, Schulenburgb, Texas. 16429. '85, (IV) 
CimEMONIAL OBJECT of stone nearly rectangular, from Ma<lison County, Indiana, 
:md ceremonial weap·ou i-esembling a double axe, from .Jefferson County, Indiana. 
GEORGE SPANGLER, Madison, Iodi~na. 16430. '8[). (rn) 
BLACK TOURMALINE, from Ashe County, North Carolimt. 
Donor unknown. Hi431. '85. (XVI) 
VANADATE OF LEAD, from Zacatecas, Mexico. 
Dr. H. G. TORREY, U.S. Mint, New York. l(j,J:~2. '85. (xv1n) 
AURIFF.ROUS CALCITE. 
Col. GEORGE L. SHOUP, Salmon City, Ida.ho. 164:1:1. '80. (xvm) 
CRYSTALLINE LENS of a Cephalopod, from I em. 
GEORGE J<'. KUNZ, New York, Now York. 164:14. ' G. (IX) 
F1su, I'terophrynoi<les his trio, from tho Gn l f of }fexico. 
Rev. Dr. III ·sDALE, Biloxi, Mi sissippi. 1643G. G. (vn) 
, ILJCF::OUS CONCRJ,;TION. 
C. C. ITonr:\rnJ. TER, MosRy 'rf'ek, .foffernon Connty, Tennessee. 16436. ' G. 
(xvu) 
. , '. Army , Fort. nst r, Montana. 164~7, '85. 
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:BIRDS' EGGS (24 species), 01'oscoples niontaniis, Hal'porhynchus 1·11fus, Ant/ins iuclo -
vicianits, Icteria vircns, LettC()Stfote australis, CJionde&tes grarnrnica strigala, Spize lla 
brew6ri, Pipilo maculatus arcticus, Zarnelodia melanocephala, Pas&eriua ctmw11a, 
Calamosp'iza bicolor, .Agelaius phamiceus, Ictel'us bullocki, Quiscalus purpureus m11c11s, 
Corvus frugivorns, Perisoreus obsciwus, Ereinophila alpestris arenicola, Emp-icluuax 
rninimus, Colaptes a,uratus hybridus, Coccyzus erythrophthahnus, Asio a1nericltnu&, 
Scops asio maxwellire, .Accipiter cooper·i, Buteo swainsoni, with two exceptious, from 
the vicinity of Fort Custer, Montana. 
Capt. CHARLES E. BEJ'.jDIRE, U. S. Army, Fort Cm,ter, Montana. 1G437. '85. 
(V,B) 
NOTCHED SINKER, rude implements (5 ), cutters ( 4), anu arrowheads (5 ). 
A. F. BERLIN, Allentown, Pennsylvania. 1643 . '85. (nl). 
WATER, for analysis. 
EMZY 'l'AYL0R, Georgetown, Texas. 16439. '1:35. (XVI) 
CRL'STACEA, from Waynesborough, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDO:N'ALD) u. s. Fish Commission. 16440. '85. (XI) 
l1INNOWS, trout, darters, bass, sunfishes, suckers, etc.; from Waynes!Jorongh, Vir-
ginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. Fish Commission. 16440 '85. (vn) 
REPTILES, Bana catesbiana (2 8pecimens); from Waynesborougll, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. Fish Commission. 16440. 'd5. (VI) 
SHELLS, im,m::tture Vivipara; from Waynesborougb, Virginia. 
Col. M. McDONALD, U. S. Fish Commission. , 16440. '85. (rx) 
SPEAR HEADS (2), and leaf-shaped implements (2), and a copper chi8el, of which 
casts were made in tlle Museum. 
J, L. D1<:WITT, Newton, Vernon County, Wisconsin. 16441. '85. (III) 
ARCILE0LOGICAL OBJECTS, from France. 
THOMAS WILSON, u. s. Consul, Nice, France. 16142. '85. (III) 
lXSECTs, Narnc8tra atlantica Git., Hadena det•astatrixBrace,H. dubitans Walk.,Chrytolita, 
pelrealis Git., lUoula prop'inq1talis Gn., from New Yo;.'k. 
Dr. C. S. McKNIGHT, Saranac Lake, New York. 16443. '85. (x) 
l<"'ERIWG lN0US QUAUTZITE. 
,JAl'lrnS P, DICKINSON, Gut.tenl>erg, Clayton County, New York. 16444. '85. 
(XVII) 
lRIDOSMlNE. 
ALLEN D. WOLCOTT, lfau<lolpll, Oregon. 16445. '85. (XVIII) 
Brn.o::;, Sialia arclica, Lanins borcalis, Ca11Jodacus cassin·i, Spin·us arizonce, Pipilo megalo-
nyi; Ji'afoo ricf1.anl1;oni, O.c!Jcehns vocife:us (9 specimens, 7 species). 
Dr. 1~. W. S1ru1,'ELDT, U. S. A. Fort Wingate, New Mexico. Hi44li. '85. 
(V,A) 
BLACK Timx, IIydroc~ elido,1 8tirinamcnsi8 (skin) from Tuckanuck Island, Massach usets. 
WILLAHD Nyg, Jr., New Bedford, Massachusetts. 16447. '85. (v, A) 
N.1<.:::; r or Blue Grodbcak, Guiravci ccerulea, from Gainesville, Virginia, with pllotograph. 
R. RIDGWAY, U. S. National Museum. 16448. '85. (v, B) 
PAPER ma<le from Indian corn fiber. 
SANDERSON SMITII, New Haven., Connecticut. 16449. '85. (1) 
NECKLACE of old wampum b eads, from Mohawk Indians, New Y~rk. 
OTIS T. MASON, U. S. National Museum. 16450. '85. (xvu) 
8J£UPEN'TINE (l:3 specimens) and IJasalt (4 specimens), from Hoboken, New Jersey. 
GJ<.:ORGE P. MERRILL, u. s. National Museum. 16451. '85. (XVII) 
Hr:w~· PLANKS, illustrating aboriginal meLhotls of lum!Jeriug. 
MILES RocK, Panama. 16452. '85. (u, A) 
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Pnm-n1LL1m GREBE, Po1lilymbuspocliceps (head, foot, amt wiu1;). 
J,urns vV. RoG,\.N, RocJgersviJle, Tcuncs:;eo. Hi4G4. '8G. (v, A) 
CorPER BEADS (6), perforatou uear':; teeth (2), lJouc pc-nda.ut8 (2), ancl two pieces of 
sheet silver which a,re of special iuterei:;t, being the 1ln,t of the kind giveu to "the 
Museum. 
J. L. DE WITT, Newton, Vernou Couuty, vViscom,in. 1G455. '85. (vu) 
NotffHERN PHALAROPE, Lob'i,pes lobatu1:J, auu Avocet, Becurvirostris arnericana, iu the 
:flesh. 
I. ~- BOWMA~, Aleman_. New Mrxico. 164GG. -'o!"i. (V, A) 
DULUTH GABBEO, from Dul11th, Minnesota. 
Prof. N. H. Wrncrrn:u,, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 16457. '85. (xvu) 
SQUASH, resembling a tlnck in shape. 
THOMAS SCULEY and w. T. DELA1'LAI.N"E, Frederick, Mary.land. 16458. '85. 
(xv) ' 
CHALCEDONY ancl drusy quartz on chaleeclony. 
T. A. BRITT, Jacksonville, l<,1orida. 1645!:>. '85. (XVI) 
FISHES, Semotilus bnllaris, Amiunis, Roccns, Fund1£lus, Rhinichthys, Hybognathus, 
Boleosoma, and Notemigonus. 
BENJAMIN MILLER, Washington, District of Columbia. 16460. '85 . . (vn) 
MOLLUSK, Tive la crassatelloides, Conracl, bored by a predaceous mollusk. 
JAMES R. TOWNSEND, Los Angeles, California. 161161. '85. (IX) 
ALBINO WOODPECKEB, Ccnturns carolinus, Linn. 
TIIEO. LIENKNECUT, O.li vcr Springs, Tennessee. 10462. '85. (v, A) 
SORA RAIL, Porzana carolina, in the flesh. 
1'. E. SKINNER, Smithsouian Institution. 16463. '85. (v, A) 
EQUINE ANTELOPE, 1Iippotrr.t,g1£8 cqninus, iu the flesh. 
BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCUINSON, Bridgeport, Connecti'cut. 16464. '85. (IV) 
HYDRONEPHELITE with sodalite in Blroo1ite syonite; from Litchfield, Maine. 
T. F . LAMB, Portland, Maiue. 16465. '85. (XVI) 
SKULLS and BONES. 16466. '85. (XII) 
LARVA of Platysamia cccropia. 
C. L. KILMER, Little, Nebraska. 164(i7. '85. (x) 
CAXNON A.ND GUN CARRIAGE made of travertine, from t he Rock of Gibraltar. 
HORATIO J. SPRAGUE, United St,ates Consul, Gibraltar, Spain. 164GB. '85. 
(xvI) 
F1s1ms, Siphostorna Juscns, and Monocanthus his11idus. 
HERBERT M. K OWLES, keeper life-saviug station, Poiut Judith, Rhode Island. 
164G!). '8:->. (vn) 
L/\.UVA of Phobctronpitheciurn, A. & S. 
S. D. HA SKIN, Waterville, Minnesota. 1G470. ' 5. (x) 
8ILICEOUS 1•1mnLE. 
CHARLES MlLLEit, jr., Sanbom, Now York. lu471. 'tlG. (xvm) 
Umu, Lagopus alpirws, from Savoy. (Exchange.) 
F. A. LUCAR, U.S. National Museum. 1647i. ' 5. (v, A) 
, 'ILK KN11.l'IXG-M:ACIIIr'J<;, 
A. A. D LY, . , . National Museum. 16473. ' 5. (I) 
MEADOW LAHK, luru<:lla uer;ltcla. 
GuwrAv Er :i-;.·, l•'r1is110, 'a.liforuia. 1G474. ' ;;. (v, A) 
LA~11•1u,;y hr~r,, Jchlhyo rn!Jzo11, from Bear 'r ck, Grayson 'ounty, Kentucky, 
J. n. lL\.t{CO , l . , ' .... atioual Museum. 16475. ' 5. (vu) 
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"\\'ORMS, frolll Beat· Creek, Grayson Couut,y, K euLucky. 
J. B. MARCOU; u. 8. GeologictLl Survey. 16475. :s5. (XI) 
PUPA of Lucamis elephas. 
WORTH STICKLll:Y, Madisonville, Texas. Hi476. '85. (x) 
CIIUCKCHEE CtWSS-BOW. 
AcAm:MY OF NATURAL Scrn:--cm,, Stockholm, Sweden, tluough F. A. Su1i Lb. 
16477. '8j, (II, A) 
Brnv-SKL.,S froru Samoa, as follows: Stri.x; delicatula,, Halcyon 1'1WUl''Virostra, Eudynll-
mus taitiensis, Ptilotis earunc1ilata, Myzornela nigriventris, PhlliJthon jtaviroslri8, a11tl 
Jnos sapercil'iosa. (10 specimens.) 
Dr. T. CA.t~Isrus, Chicago, Illinois. 16478. 'i35. (v, A) 
SALTED FISHES AND SIIlUMPS. 
D. J. MACGOWAN, Wenchow, China. 16479. '85.• (I) 
ABORIGIXAL IMPLEMENTS, material containing pieces of mica, and stone used for 
making mauls for obtaining mica. 
· JOHN 13. WIGGINS, Chula, Amelia County, Virginia. 16480. '85. (III), 
A~rnRICA:N" BITTRRN, Botaurns lent'iginosui; from the Potomac marshes, District of 
Columbia. 
T. E. SKIXXER, Smithsonian Institution. 16481. '8.5. (v, A) 
MlLLERITE, from the "Gap mine," Lancaster, Pennsylvania.· 
Capt. JOHN WILLIAMS. Lancaster, PennsJlvania. 16482. '85. (XVIII) 
"DISH-RAG GOURD," Lnffa a>.gyptica. 
B. C. SPARROW, Washington, District of Columuia. 16483. '85. (xv) 
PESITE, polishing stones (2), disk-sbapecl, natural formation, arrowhel'!id, sinkers (2) 
(5 specimens); from Alabama. 
FRANK BURNS, u. s. Geological Survey. 16484. '85. (III) 
CARVED TEAK-WOOD TAilLF.,* with marble top; from China. 
16485. '85. (I) 
CLAY PIPES,"" from Hollaucl. 
16486. '85. (II, A) 
DRIED FUNGI* (o-ver 100 specimens). 
CARL SCUWALil, Hungary. 16487. '85. (xv) 
.A.UTO)IATIC STEAM -HEATER* for railway cars (model). 
MICHAEL BLENNERIIASSET HURLF.:Y, Quebec, Canada. 16488. '85. (n, A) 
CEREMONIAL OBJECTS, carved stone taulet, and wca_pon with incised figures, the so-
called "Butterfly" (casts). 
Dr. L.B. WELCU, Wilmington, Clinton County, Ohio. 16469. '85. (m) 
CosirnCTI0NS .... 
FLLI. FERRO E CASSANELLO, Genoa, litaly, i6490. '85. (I) 
iVOOL, ... from Australia (2 fleeces). ' 
16491. '85. (I) 
W-OOLE N" GOODS,* from Australia. 
16402. '85. (I) 
ARTIFICIAL BUILDING STONES," from Germany. 
16493. 'tl5. (XVII) 
_b:IICA,,. largt' sheet, from Cauadq, 
16494. ' 5. (XVI) 
.;.:~AIL ," forged; wire, tacks and rivets. 
A:-.OXYMOUS SOCII.!:TY a~, nr,ACKSMlTUS, J<.,ra.nclio Cornt6, ]Trnucc. 16495. '85. 
(XVIII) 
"Reoeived from Nl.i'Y ()r~~;:t,U.8 E:rpo&ition througll §t~,te P!J;Pa.rlmen.t. 
-. • \ • • •• ~ \, • ' • • • I • _,. • ,; • ..I 
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SCRI£W DlUVEHS. i. 
G. MX01m AND MOLL1m, Schmalkalden, Germany. 16496. 'o5. (11, A) 
Su.:SAJ\lE 01L, * Sesamurn or-ientale (2 bottles), and peanut-oil; Arachis hypo9cea (6 bot-
tles). 
D. GROSS &· Co., Marseilles, France. 16497. '85. (1) 
UEi\lENT, * from Italy. 
16498. '85. (I) 
ROYAL PAPRICO SPICE~ from Buda Pest, made by Marpo & Wydeu; and" Moorish 
national food." 
16490. '85. (I) 
MA:-.IMAL SKINS,'~ from Australia. 
16499. 't,G. (I) 
Sm,Ds, * from thfl Experimen t,al Gardens of Sweden. 
16500. '85. (I) 
TEXTILES.* 
lG501. '85. (r) 
ilrnD-SJn,-s, Loplwphancs dioh1'ous, Certhia hirnalayanci, Basileulerus jlavcoLus, Pri1tup1J 
9raouliwus, SycobrotU,8 lcersteni, Musopha9a violaoea, Soh'i-zorhis zonurns, S. africana, 
Orlygarclws rnanglc, A.rt1,rnides nig1·icans; from various localities. 
Dr. E. REY, L(jipzig, Germany (purchased). 16502. 'tlG. (v, A) 
MAMMAL SKINS, Putorius vison (2 specimens) . 
M. BOWSKY, Now York, New York. 16503. '85 (IV) 
Swo1m of sword-cane found at the bottom of tho Dolaware River near the 11Jo11tb 11f 
the Brandywine, covered with about four inches of barnacles. 
A. A. DULY, National Museum. 16504. '85. (1) 
SwonD AND SCABBARD, captured at the battle of Tripoli l>y Cowurnn1let· Deeat 11r a111l 
presented by him to the grandfather of the donor. 
JOSEPH H. BROWN, u. s. National Museum. 16505. 1tlj, (I) 
MINimALS. 
STATE Ob' NORTII CAROLINA. (Through Colonel P. M. Wilson1 Haleigh, Norch 
Carolina.) 16506. '85. (XVI) 
MARBLE. 
w. s. YEATES, u. s. National Museum. 1G50i. '8G. (XYlI~ 
MINERALS. 
llrof. Jost BONILLA, Zacatecas, Mexico. 16508. '!:JG. (xvr) 
STEATITJ~," kaolin, stibnite, wavellite, novaculite, fibrous gypsulll au<l cde ·tite. 
c1:3 specimens). 
STATE OF ARKANSAS. (Through Dr. J. Guy Lewis.) HiG09. 't;j. (x.vr) 
Co1wNDUM A~D KYA~ITE (3 specimens), from near Pow<ler Spriugs, Cobb Cou nty, 
Georgia. 
N. P. PRATT, Atlanta, Georgia. 16510. '85. (xrv) 
CATLINI1'E, Thomsonite pebbles, and "'l'homsouite pebbles in trap. 
TATE OF MINNESOTA. (Through Prof. N. H. WinclJcll.) 16311. ' - (xvi) 
.MAGNE'l'ITJ~, from Champion Mine, Marquette County, Michigan. 
:F. W. NOllLE, Detroit, Michigau.. 16512. '85. (xiv) 
PUBLlCATIONS.t Four volumes of the Swiss NaL iona,1 Museum, at Zurich. 
GEORGE L. CATLI.N', United States Consul, Zurich, Switzerland. 16513. .:,5. ( ,·) 
Mr ERALS, t from Ja.pan. 
'l'IIOMAS B. VAX BUilE.N', Consul-general, Kanagaw~t. 16514. '85. (XAI) 
BOOK OF PllOTOGRAl'HS, t froUl Palenno. 16515. '85. (u, A) 
-----------------
• Received from the New Orlea,ns Exposition. 
t Received from the New Orlean& ~x_pqsttiol\- through D epartmeI\t of St~te, 
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Rusn TABLE, from China. 16516. '85. (II, a) 
T00TJ:I of reccut horse, Equus caballus, superior molar; also samples of con.I forma-
tiou. 
Dr. A. VAN CLEEF, Scranton, Pennsylvania. 16517. '85. (rv) 
CAROLINA WREN, Thryothorus ludovicianus, from Branchville, Maryland. 
Dr. T. H. BEAN, U.S. National Mnseum. 16518. '85. (v, A) 
TERRESTRIAL GLOBE.* 16519. '85. (I) 
MATERLt MEDICA ;., Ol. Eucalypti, Sy1· . . Encalypt-i rostratce, Syr. Eucalypti globuli, (l pint 
each); Gu,1nmi Eucalypti 1·ostratce ( 4 ounces); Gmnrni Eucalypti obliqure (2 ounces); 
Eucalyptine (½ ounce); Ol. Atherosperrn. mosch. (-½ounce); Eucalyptus disinfectant 
pastilles (6); Red gum lozenges ( 4 ounces); Resina Pini calitritis (2 ounces); and 
box of pure carbonate of magnesia. 16519. '85. (r) 
JEW· FISH, t Promicrop8 itaiara; from Newport, Rhode Island. 
E.G. BLACKFORD, 80 .l!,ulton Market, ·New York. 16520. '85. (vrr) 
SEEDS AND GUM," from Sierra Leone, Africa. 16521. '85. (I) 
TAPACLOTH/ from Sandwich Islands. 16522. '85. (II, A) 
RUDE HARP* used by the natives of Chamula, Chiapas, Mexico. 
COMMISSION OF CHIAPAS, MEXICO, 16523. '85. (I) 
RAMIE PRODUCTS," illustrating the ramie industry. 
C. L"\'DREE, agent. 16G24. 185. (r) 
RUSSIAN YOKE* for three-horse vehicle. 
CIIARL!!;S G. HOFFMANN, agent for Russia. 16525. '85. (n, A) 
SEEDS AND FIBERS", from Tehcran, Persia. 
16526. '85. (I) 
LIMONITE," rnicaceous hematite, ma~netitc, galena, native copper, cha,lcopyrito, 
asphaltum, bornite, ulexito, quartz, pyrolusite, orthoclase, selenite, garnet, pyr-
rhotite and turquoise, from Persia. 
16527. '85. (xvI) 
ROCKS* (2 specimens) from Persia. 
16527. '85. (XVII) 
Foss1L PL.ANTS" (2 specimens) from Persia. 
16527. '85. (XIV) 
PEAS AND BEANS* from Kingston, Jamaica. 
16528. '85. (I) 
CARBONATE OF MAGNESIA" (15 pounds). 
THOMAS JENNINGS, Cork, Ireland. 1652!}. '85. (I) 
CARPOLOGICAL SPE~IMENS,:j: produced by w. R. Guilfoyle, F. R. s., Director of the 
Botanical Gardens, Victoria, Australia. 
GOVERNMENT Ol!' VWTORIA, Victoria, Australia. 16530. '83. (xv) 
SEAL OILS,. and fish guano, from Newfoundland. 
16531. '85. (I) 
SUGAR AND RUM.,. 
S.Al\:IUEL BARBER & Co., Georgetown, Demerarn. 1G53:2. '85. (r) 
CurcORY ROOT,,. kiln tlrictl, and preparccl chicory. 
16533. '85. (I) 
"Received from the New Orleans Exposition through the Department of State. 
t For further information concerning this accession see report on Department of 
Fishes, page 167. 
t Received from the Now Orle:10s Exposition. 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--4G 
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COTTON FAmncs,* from Russia. 
16G34. '85. (I) 
PALMETTO CORD," from Africa. 
16535. '85. (I) 
SULPIIUR, * cinnabar, etc. (22 specimens). 
PIETRO MARANO, Catania. 16536. '85. (I) 
CROCHET LACE," Irish. 
DUYER & Co., Cork, Ireland. 16537. '85. (I) 
CANDIED FRUITS . .,. from Italy. 
GIUSEPPE BRUNO, Palermo, Italy. 16538. '85. (I) 
TARO FLOUR.* 
ALDEN FRUIT AND TARO COMPANY, Wailuku, Hawaiian Islands. 16539. '85. 
(I) 
CANDIED FRUITS,* from Italy. 
GAV. SAL. RE GuILDI, Palermo, Italy. 16540. '85. (I) 
CANNED Goons,*' from Germany. 
J. H. PILLMAN, Braunschweig, Germany. 16541. '85. (I) 
T IIERMOMETERS. * 
16542. '85. (I) 
RUBBER Goons,* samples: 
LEYLAND RUBBER COMPANY, Preston, Lancashire, England. 16543. '85. (1) 
S1<:r:NES * ( 48), from Scotland. 
J. AND w. STUART, Musselburgh, Scotland. 16544. '8(5. (I) 
CARVED GOURDS* (5 ), from t.he Sandwich Islands. 
16345, 185. (II, A) 
FIDERS .... 
E. CoRET, Bologue, France. 16546. '85. (n, A) 
WOOLEN AND COTTON Goons," from Austria-Hungary. 
16547. '8fi. (I) 
CHINESE '' GOD OF WAR"*' and palankeen, lacquered and silvered. 
16548. '85. (I) 
.JAVA TEA,,. rice, indigo, cinchona bark, gum da mar, co pal, india rubber, etc. 
W. ScHOFFER & Co., Rotterdam, Netherlands. 16549. '85. (1) 
HAND LOOM,* from Africa; and map, from Vienna. 
16550. '85. (II, A) 
LlQCORS AND MARASCHINO ESSENCE.* 
16550. '85. (I) 
CRYSTALLIZED POTASH.* 
1G550. '85. (XVIII) 
l\L\GNESIUM SULPHATE with 1:!0dium chloride, from mineral water, from Palo Pinto 
County; for examination. 
D. H. GIBSON, Mineral Wells, Texas. 16551. '85. (XVI) 
Burns ' NESTS (9 specimens). 
ClIARLES w. RICHMOND, Washington, District of Columbia. 16552. '85. (Y B) 
AGlmETIC QUARTZ. 
ROBERT CLAYWELL, Morganton, North Carolina. 16553. '85. (XVI) 
Ix ECTS, Macro-lepidoptera, mostly Noct1iidre, from tho Adirondack Mountain 
Dr. C. S. McKNIGIIT, Saranac Lake, New York. 16554. '8~. (X) 
* Received from New Orleans Exposition through Department of tate. 
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WOODS.* 
Maj. A. J. STUDER, United States Consul, Singapore, India. 16555. '85. (xv) 
WOODEN SUOES. * 
Maj. A. J. STUDER, United States Consul, Singapore, India. 16555. '85. (n, A) 
RED FOSSIL ORE, and brown ore; for examination. 
Hon. J. T. MORGAN, Washington, District of Columbia. 1G556. '85. (XVIll) 
FOSSIL BONES: shoulder-blade, metacarpal, etc., of a horse; probably Prolohippus 
parvulu.s Marsh, and other fragn:.ents. 
s. F. FLEHARTY, Antelopeville, Nebraska. 16557. '85. (IV) 
LARVA of Eristalis tenax; for examination. 
Dr. 0. R. EARLY, Columbus, Kentucky. 16558. '85. (x) 
SPEAR PornT (New Zealand) and Scotch plowman's spoon. 
Mrs. MABEL HOHN, Redding, Shasta County, California. 16559. '85. (II, A) 
FIBRES,* from Brazil. 
16560. '85. (I) 
VEGETABLE OILS and seeds . .,, 
L. C. BOYE, United States Consular Agent, Bonaire, West Indies. 16561. '85. 
(I) 
MINERALS.* 
L. C. BOYE, Bonaire, West Indies. 16561. '85. (XVI) 
SUGARS", from Sandwich Islands. 
16562. '85. (I) 
COTTON AND WORSTED FABRICS," from Scotland. 
16563. '85. (I) 
TWIST TOBACCO.* 
16564. '85. (I) 
LACQUERED Box AND BooK COVER," from Teheran, Persia. 
16565. '85. (II, A) 
WouLs," from Australia. 
16566. '85. (I) 
HoPs AND GuMs, * from Australia. 
16567. '85. (I) 
LEA TUER,* from Australia. 
16568. '85. (I) 
0LIYE OIL and orange water.* 
SOCIETE ANONYl\:IE, Nice, France. 16569. '85. (1) 
Ei\IBROIDERI_ES, * from Switzerland. 
E. P. BEAUCHAMP, United States Consul, Saint Galle. 16570. '85. (I) 
A1'i'TH10NY.t 
JAPANESE COMi\:USSION. 16571. '85. (XVIII) 
PICTURES," illustrating manners and customs of various naliions. 
16572. '85. (II, A) 
lt,\NCY BASKETS* and cigar cases. 
Tu. EICilM:A...".N", Prussia. 16573. '85. (II, A) 
PnoTOGRAPIIS* of scenes iu Newfonndland, Italy, and Honolulu. 
16574. 185, (II, A) 
*Received from New Odon,us Ex:position throngh Department of State. 
t Received from New Orleans Exposition. 
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HOE," axe, and scythe, hand made, from Thuri11gcn, Germany. 
G. T. Mosmm, United States Consul, Sonneberg-, Germany. 16575. '83. (II, A) 
SWAINSON'S WARBLER, Helinaia swainsoni (exch:1n~e). 
ARTIIUR T. WAYNE, Charleston, South Carolina. 16576. '85. (v, A) 
NEST AND EGGS of Swainson's Warbler, Helinaia swainsoni. 
ARTHUR T. WAYNE, Charleston, South CfLrolina. 16576. '85. (v, B) 
BRONZE GRACKLE, Quiscalus mneus and Red Crossbill, Loxia ;i,rncricana. 
GEORGE MARSIIALL, Laurel, Maryland. 1(jj77, '85. (v, A) 
GREAT HORNED OWL, Bubo virginianus. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY, u. s. National Museum. 10578. '85. (V, A) 
MINERAL containing manganese, for examination. 
Miss L. A. B. CORNACK, Genito, Powhatan County, Virginia. 1657(). 'S:,. 
(XVIII) 
ASPHALTUM, for examination. 
JAMES M. GRIGSBY, Montague, Texas. 1G580. '85. (XVIII) 
"P.ULLER," used for choppi)lg pine trees; from NorLh Carolina. 
J.C. RUSSELL, Richmond, Virginia. 16581. 1.:35. (1). 
SOAP POWDIL\R. 
CHARLES DE SCHMIDT, Saint Paul, Minnesota. 16582. '85. (1) 
Frsrr, Selene galltts, from North Carolina. 
M. WILSON, Centre Market, Washingto11, District ol' Uolumllia. 1658:J. '85. 
(VII) 
LEPIDOLITE, pink tourrnalin e, green tourmaline, spoduu1ene, :.i,nd clcavelandite (3i 
specimens) (exchange). 
E. M. BAILEY, Andover, Maine. 1G3S4. '83. (x VI) 
SILK WORMS anJ cocoons, Samia cynthia. 
C. M. Foucm!J, Knoxville, Tennessee. 16~85. '85. (x) 
LAND TORTOISE," Cistudo aarolina, from Symmes, Ohio. 
JOHN s. POLLOCK, Srnit-hsonian Iustitutiou. 1G586. '85. (VI) 
RUBBER BALLS." 
MUNDEN AND HILDESHEiiU, Mlinclen, Germ:10y. 1G587. '85. (II, A) 
TArA CLOTII,,. from Polynesia. 
16588. '85. (II, A) 
BASKETS," from Polynesia. 
16588. '85. (II, A) 
ROCK DRILL, similar to those used in driving Lhe Wal:lhiHgton Aqueduct tunnel. 
Capt. THOMAS W. SYi\10NS, U. S. Army, Wasllingtou. 16580. 1d5, (xvm) 
WOODEN SA...°'IDALS," from Tripoli (1 pair). 
16590. 185. (II, A) 
BASKETS," from Tripoli. 
1659.0. 185. (II, A) 
WooL AND LEATHER SANDALS," from Germany (3 pau:s). 
16591. 185. (II, A) 
BOOTS AND SHOES,. worn by lumbermeu in Canada ( 4 pairs). 
16592. 'd5. (II, A) 
COTTON FABRICS," from Canada. 
16592. 1 5. (I) 
NEGATIVES of microscopic sections of iron and steel (covied and returned). 
F. L. GARRI ON, Radnor, Pennsylvtrnin,, 1GG93. ' ;:,. (xvnr) 
• Received from New Orleans ExposiLiou Lllrou¥b DevarLmont of State. 
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INSECTS, showing variations of species of .A.gratis (19 specimens.) 
W.W. HILL, Albany, New York. 16594. '85. (x) 
ORES. 
F. P. BOYD, Fisher, Pennsylvania. 16595. '85. (XVIII) 
POTTERY, from Panama (?). 
Dr. J, F. BRANSFORD, u. s. N. 16596. '85. (n, n) 
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Brn~ SKINS. Parus turneri, Acantl1is exilipes, Plcctrophanes nivalis, P. hyperboreus 
(recently discovered), Zonotrichia coronata, Passerella townsenclii, Perisoreus fiwii-
fron8, Nyctale 1·ichardsoni, Surnia caparoch, Lagopus r1t2Jcsll'is, L. albns, Tringa 
niaculata, T. ptilocneniis, T. co1te8i, Anas acitta, S01nateria specatabilis Oceano-
droma fnrcata,, Simorhynchus cristatellus, and Uria caUfornica (71 specimens, 19 
species), from Alaska. 
J. W. JOHNSON, Ounalaska, Al::tska, 16597. '85. (v, A) 
ELK SKIN and antlers in the velvet. 
E. W. NELSON, Springerville, Arizona. 16598. '85. (I) 
ANTIQUITIES," from headwaters of the S::l,U Francisco, New Mexico. 
E.W. NELSON, Springerville, Arizonn,. 16i!J8. '85'. (n, A) 
POTTERY, from head waters of the San Francisco, New Mexico. 
E. W. NELSO:N", Springerville, Arizona. 16j98. '85. (II, A) 
GRASS-CLOTH BLANKETt (African), from Morocco. 
16599. '85, (II, A) 
CHINA-WARE. j: 
Moo1m & Co., Langton, Staffordshire, England. 16600. '85. (I) 
MAJOLICA-WARE. t 
HUGO LONITZ, Neuhaldensleben, Prussian Saxony. 16601. '85. (r) 
VASES.t 
CLEMENT MASSIER, Golfe Juan, Alpes Maritimes, France. 16602. '85, (x) 
CHINA-WARE.t 
WALLIS, GIMSO:N" & Co., England, 16603. '85. (I) 
CHINA-WARE.t 
ERDM.\.N SCHLEGELMICTI, Suhl, Prussian Saxony. 16604. '85. (1) 
CHINA AND EARTHEN WARE. t 
WEDGWOOD & Co., Tunstall, Staffordshire, England. 16605. '8G. (r) 
TERRA-COTTA VASES, glazed bricks, etc. t 
BALFOUR AND Co., Longton, StafforJ.sbire, England. 16606. '85. (x) 
PORCELAIN-WARE, dinner-plates, cups, saucers, etc. (67 pieces). t 
T. C. BROWN, WESTHEAD, Moom: & Co., Stoke-upon-Trent, Engbnd. 16607. 
'85. (I) 
STONEWARE, basins, etc., from Russian Poland. 
KASIMIR CmVULSKI Cmielon, Hussian Poland. 16608. '85. (I) 
MARINE Sm~LLS (4 species), from Boca Ciega Bay, Florida. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, D. C. ltiGOO. '85. (I, x) 
RED CoTTON, t and cloth made of· same, from Malta. 
16610. 'd5. (r) 
AUSTRALIAN Wooos,t in book form. 
16611. '85. (xv) 
PLANKS, t from Australia. 
16611. 185. (I) 
BRAZILIAN WOODS.t 
16612. '85. (xv) 
*For further information sec report on Drpa rLrncn t of Archroology, page 108. 
t Received from New Orleans Ex:po':lition tll.ro11gh D,1pa.rtm,mt of State. 
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PORTLAND CEMENT,* materials exhibiting its composition. 
TOEPFFER, GRAWITZ & Co., Stettin, Germany. 1_6613. '85. (xvm) 
CANNED MEATS, vegetables, etc.* 
L. GRADER & HARTWIG, Gotha, A.lbertsbod. 16614. '85. (1) 
IRISII BUTTER.* 
T. J. CLANCHYS, Munster Dairies Depot, Cork, Ireland. . 16615. '85. (I) 
LEAF-TOBACCO,* from Java and Sumatra. 
W. ScrrOFFER & C?., Rotterdam. 1G616. '85. (I) 
PETROLEUM,* from Russia. 
16617. '.::35; (XVIII) 
COTTON FABRICS,* from Russia. 
16617. '85. (n) 
BOOTS AND SnoEs, * from Russia. 
16617. 'tl5. (II,A) 
PORCUPINE, Cereo lubes prehensil-is .in the flesh. 
ZoOLOG1CAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA, Philadelphia, P ennsylvani a (through 
Arthur Edwin Brown, Esq.). 
16618. '85. (Iv) 
BIRD, Eu labes intc1·media, from Siam. 
MISS ELEANOR REYNOLDS, Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 16619. 
'85. (V, A) 
Dmcrr from the wall of China. 
Miss REYNOLDS KRUG, Was11ingtoI!; District of Columuia. 16620. '85. (I) 
PALE BAT, ..d.ntltrozous palUdus and young mouse, Hesperomys sp. 
E. WILKIXSO~, Mansfield, Ohio. 16621. '85. (IV) 
Fisrrn::s, from Mexico. 
E. WILKINSON, Mansfield, Ohio. 16621. '85. (vu) 
REPTILES ( 471 species), from Mexico. 
E. WILKINSON, Mansfield, Ohio. 16621. '85. (VI) 
ORE containing particles of metallic copper, for examination. 
REY. w. IL DE ROSEAR, Primrose, Lee County, Iowa. 16622. '85. (XVIII) 
Box TORTOISE, Cistudo carolina, from Symmes, Ohio. 
JOIIN s. POLLOCK, Smithsonian Institution. 16623. '85. (YI) 
VEGETABLE CIIARCOAL, for examination. 
F . R. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Connecticut. 16624. '85. (m) 
"INDIAN PIPE," or "corpse plant," Monotropa uniflora L., for examination. 
J. A. TAYLOR, Stanberry, Missouri. 1662G. '85. (XV) 
SPIDER, Epeira ri_paria, for examination. 
M. E. SAWYER, Dickson, Tennessee. 16626. '8G. (x) 
HARLAN'S HA.WK, Buteo harlani. A. very valuable accession . 
BURDETTE HASSETT, Howard Centre, Iowa. 16627. '8S (v, A) 
SALMON, Sal1no salar, juv (9 species~. 
A.. G. CnENEY, Glens Falls, New York. 16623. '85. (vu) 
SILICATE OF ALUMINA, probably kaolin, for examination. 
H. WIIITE, San Bernardino County, California. 16G20. '85. (XVI) 
MARINE Srrn:LLS, from Florida (108 species) . 
CIIARLES T. SDiPSON, Braiden Town, Florida. 16630. '83. (IX) 
* Received from New Orleans Es.position tlirongb Department of State. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS (5:1) of scenes in Jamaica (exchange). 
S. C. BROWN, U. S. Na_tional Museum. 166:H. '85. (n, A) 
SNAKE, Diadophis punctatus, from Arlington, Virginia. 
WILLIAM PALMER, u. s. National Museum. 16632. '85. (VI) 
DOGS (9 skeletons). 
SAMUEL EINSTEIN, pound master, Washington, District of Columbia. 166~13. 
'85. (XII) 
OIL LAMP," made of brass, from Tetuan, North Africa. 16G34. '85. (II, A) 
BETEL-CHEWERS' OUTFIT,,. leaf, lime, betel nut, tobacco, and cutter, from Sonth Asia. 
16635. '85. (II, A) 
GUIMBRE,,. a musical instrument, from Tangier, Morocco. 16636. '85. (n, A) 
VEIL," fillet, slippers (1 pair), aucl child's shom; (2 pairs). 16637. '85. ·cu, A) 
SCREEN," mandarin's silk robes (2), and pair of ladies' shoes. 
16638. 18;5. (II, A) 
CUP," can, and tube, lacquered, from Corea. 
16639. '85. (II, A) 
BETEL-NUT CHEWER'S OUTFIT.;, 
A.G. STUDER, U.S. Consul, Singapore, India. 16640. '85. (II, A 
HARNESS," reins, halters, cords, etc. 
A. and J. BrnZENAAR, Gouda, Holland . . 16G41. '85. (rr, A) 
WOODE~ SHOES," carved (3 pairs). 
16G42. '85. (n, A) 
PHOTOGRAVURES of Extinct Reptiles,• Hyla?obatl'achns eroyii, Bermissartiu F'agesii, 
Goniophalis si.rnus, Ignanodon 1nantelli, I. bernissal'tensis, and Chitracephalus dttmonii, 
from Belgium. · 
16642. 't:!5 . . (VIII.) 
CLOTH SLIPPF.RS" (10 pairs), from Germany. 
16643. '85. (II, A) 
STATUETTES" of Cows (5), from Wirtemberg. 
GEORG~ L. CATLIN, U.S. consul, Stuttgart. 16644. 'Sti. (n, A) 
SHEPHERD CHECK SHAWL, .from Scotland. 
16646. '85. {II, A) 
CHOPPING BOARD::;" (3) and piggin . . 
16G47. '85. (n, A) 
MOORISH GILLABA, * from Morocco, Africa. 
16648. '85. (II, A) 
VELVET PURSE* and cigar case, from Fez. 
16649. '85. (II, A) 
PALMETTO BASKET" and wallets, from Africa. 
16650. '85. (II, A) 
SWORD,* scabbard, brush, water bottle, etc., illustrating leather-work. 
16651. '85. (II, A) 
BRASS TRAYS,* from Africa. 
ABRAHAM COROS, u. s. Consular Agent, Moga<lor, Africa. 16652. '85. (II, A) 
SEED NECKLACE" and wallet, from New Zealand. 1G653. '85. (n, A) 
WHIP" or brush, from Samoa. 1Gfi5 l. '85, (rr, A) 
VEGETABLE SILK.* 
HENRY PEALE, U. S. Consnl, Santiago, Cape Verile falands. Hi654. '80. (r) 
• Received from New Orleam1 I::xpositio:1 tl.tron,,.11 Department or Sta.to. 
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PII0TOGRAPIIS of plaster-casts of a funeral colnmu at Uxmal, Yucatan. 
Dr. LE PLONGEON, Uxmal, Yucatan. 16655. '85. (II, A) 
BASKETRY." 
MEXICAN COMMISSIONER, Oaxaca, Mexico. 16656. '85. (II, A) 
STRA w PLACQUE," from Estatua de Colon. 
MEXICAN COMMISSIONER, Oaxaca, Mexico. 16657. '85. (II, A) 
,TICARAS" and stands, from Central America. 16658. '8G. (n, A) 
BARK CANOE, ,f from Chippewa Indians, Canada. }6(3;j9. 'tlG. (IT, A) 
SEED CELLS of Cucwmis asimts," used as sponges and strainers. Also a bonnet made 
of the same material, from British Guiana. 
WILLIAM FRESSON. 16660. 185. (II, A) 
SEED MAT AND BASKET." 
C. E. JACKSON, U.S. Consul, Antigua, West Indies. 16661. '85. (n, A) 
TURQUOISE (108 species), in gangue, New Mexico. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of CoJnmbia. 16662. 'SG. 
(XVI) 
FERRUGINOUS SA..i.~DSTONE, for examination. 
O. A. BLACKMAN, Leavenworth, Crawford County, Indiana. 16663. '8G. (XVII} 
BIRD-SKINS ;t 95 specimens mounted (mostly in excellent style), 59 species; collecte,l 
in the States of Puebla and Vera Cruz, Mexico; forming part of the Mexican Govern-
ment exhibit at New Orleans. A very valuable acquisition to the collection, espec-
ially on account of the excellence of the mounting. Several species are thus for the 
firsL time added to the exhibition series, while many old and poorly-mo1rnted speci-
mens have been replaced by those of the present collection. 
The MEXICAN GEOGRAPHICAL and EXPLORING COM~USSION, through Prof. I<'. Ferrari 
Perez. 16664. '85. (v, A) 
INSECT, probably Lucilia or a Sarcophagid. 
LA.VINIA C. DUNDORE, Washington, District of Co]nmbin.. lGGGS. 'r-:,, (XI) 
MACARONI and vermicelli-g]utinie. 
LOUIS 'l'RERES & Co., Turenne, France. 1G666. '85. (I) 
RIVOLI HUMMING BIRD, Eugene15fulgens (7 specimens). 
F. FERRARI PEREZ, Puebla, Mexico. 16667. '~5. (v, A) 
Bu-ms (91 specimens, 69 species), from Bardstown, Kentucky. 
C. W. BECKHAM, Smithsonian Institution . 16668. '85. (v, A) 
PrrOTOGRAPIIS of limestone quarries in Warren County. 
Prof. J. R. PROCTOR, Lexington, Kentucky. (Thronglt George P. :Merrill.) 
16G69. '85. (XVII) 
RF.RYES PrrEASANT, Phasianus rcevesi, t in the flesh. Prior to 1,his arcf' .. ·io11 h 
Museum collection had but ono of these birds, a female. 
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS of Philadelphia. (Through Arthur E. Brow11, J:-,1 
166i0. 18!1. (V, A) 
CIIL0RITE, asbestns, and kyanite in quartz. 
GEORGE w. LENDEREG, Rox.bury, Connecticut. 1G671. 'tlG. (X\'1) 
, CANDIA :PHOSPHOR-TIN. 
LEWA:rfl)ER & Co., Boston, Masimclrnsetts. 
~ Received from Now Orleans Expo. it,i()n through Department of. tate. 
t For complete list of the na.tnrnl history collect.ions made hy the Commi ion 
'· Proceedings United Stat s Natio11n,l .Mnse,un," vol. !>, 1 '6, pp. 12.'>-199. 
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SPEAR-HEADS (11), and a l eaf-shaped implomcnt, from Randolph Connty, Indiaoa. 
ALEX. C. BLACK, Snrgeon-Gener:1l's Office, Wa hiogton, Di trict of Columbia. 
16673. '85. (III ) 
INSECTS, Mallodon (1 specimen), Prooulus (6 specimen ), I'assalus (l sp cimen), .Arco-
cinus longimanus (5 specimens), from Guatomn.la. 
MILES Rocrr, 1430 Co11ege Hill Terrace, Washington, Di trict of Columbia. 
16674. '135. (x) 
HOGNOSE SNAKE, Heterodon platy1·hinus. • 
CHARLES A. BRUFF, Washington, District of Columbia. 1667G. ' :i. (vr) 
DECOMPOSED MATERIAL. 
RICHARD SLANEY, Payson, Arizona. 16G76. '85. (XVIII) 
EARTHENWARE VASES and ornamental pitchers. if 
THOMAS FORESTER & SONS, Longton, Staffordshire, England. 16677. '85. (r) 
HORSE-TEETH and skeleton snake, from Todd's Limekiln Quarry, near Cartersville, 
Barton County, Georgia. (Returned.) 
JOHN P. ROGAN. (Through U. S. Geological Survey.) 16678. '85. (xn) 
INSECT, Polyphylla 10-lineata, Say. 
N. H. BROWN, Lander, Wyoming. 16679. '85. (x) 
BIRDS' EGGS, Scops asio trichopsis, from Fort Lowell, Arizona. 
Capt. CHARLES E. BENDIRE, Fort Custer, Arizona. 16680. 'SG. (v, n) 
ARCTIC TOWHEE, Pipilo arcticus (skin). 
Capt. CHARLES E. BENDIRE, Fort Custer, Arizona. 16681. 'BG. (v, A) 
BmDst: Pyrodm·us orenooensis, from Venezuela, and Pharomacrus mocoino, from Guate-
mala. 
CO:\rMISSIONER OF VENEZUELA. 16682. 185. (V, A) 
llYDROIDs, corallines and barnacles, from Cape Flattery, W. I. 
JAMES G. SWAN, Port Townsend, vVashington Territory. 16683. '8G. (:xr) 
SCALLOPS and other shells, Pecten caurinus, and Olit'ella bipUcata Say, from Cape 
Flattery. · · 
JAMES G. SWAN, Port Townsend, Washington Territory. 16683. '8G. (IX) 
SILICIFIED CORAL, probably Micheliva sp. 
D. S. DEERING, Independence, Iowa. 16684. '8i. (xrn, A) 
GRASSES, E1·ianthus alopecuroides-E. sacdiaroides, Michx, E. brev,i,barbis, Michx. and 
Scirpus eriopliorum, Michx. 
R. S. OWEN, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 166~5. '85. (xv) 
DRIED HYDROID. 
HENRY D. WOOLFE, Capo Lisburne, Alaska. 16686. '85. (XI) 
SKULL of an eel-pout, probably an undescribed species of Zoarces. 
SAMUEL WILMOT, Newcastle, Ontario, Canada. 16687. '8G. (vu) 
PLANTS.t A large and valuable collection, including about 1,GOO species, from the 
West and South west. 
V. HAVARD, ·assistant-surgeon, U.S. Army, Fort Wadsworth, New York. 16688. 
'85. (XV) . 
MARINE INVERTEBRATES, from the eastern coast of North America. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District; of Columbia. 16689. '85. (XI) 
" Received from New Orlca,ns Exposition. 
t Received from New Orleans Exposition through Department of State. 
t This collection is treated of by the donor in a paper published in "Proceedings 
U. S. National Mn-soum," VIII, Sept. 23, 188G, pp. 449-533. 
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MOLLUSKS, from t.be eastern coast of North America. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 16689. 
BATRACHIAN, Rana catesbi.ana. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 166 9. ' ;:;, (XI) 
BIRDS, .Ampelis cedrorum, Sterna paradisea S. hirundo (1), Oceanodrorna leitcorlioa, and 
Oceanites oceanicus. 
U. S. FISH COMMISSION. 16689. 185. (V, A) 
MAMMALS, Putorius vison Condylura cristata, Erethrizon dorsatus, and .Arctomys monax, 
from Wood's Holl. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSIO.N', Washington, District of Columbia. 16689. '85. (IV) 
INSECTS, Blatta surinaniensis, Camponotus pennsyl1,animis, Pelecinus polycerator, etc. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 166 9. '8G. (.X) 
COKE. 
J. H. BRUMWELL, Roanoke, Virginia. 166~0. '85. (XVIII) 
ANTIQUITIES. A collection of 75 specimens, including a flake, 11 arrow-head , :2 ham-
mer-stones, 3 grooved axes, 2 mauls. 7 rubbing-stones, metate, pestle, mortar, 2 
arrow-shaft straighteners, fragment of a stone implement of unusual shape, pol-
ishing stone, small paint muller(?), cylindrical stone, stone tube (pipe f), 2 shell 
ornaments, 7 quartz crystals, piec<" of ull'worked turquois, clay vessel, 4 frag-
ments of pottery, and 22 fragments of stone implements a11d natural formation , 
from E ort Thomas, Ariz. Purchased. 
· J. H. CARLTON, Fort Thomas, Arizona. 16691. '8G. (III) 
HELMET, made of silver, ornamented with bosses of steel, with a leather cape attached 
lined with embroidered silk. 
D. W. ZANTZINGER, Washingtou, District of Columbia. 16692. '85. (II, A} 
JAPANESE BREAD, presented to D. W. Zantzinger in 1858 bf tho Japanese Legation. 
D. W. ZANTZINGER, Washington, District of Columbia. 16692. ' 5. (I) 
MINEHAL, for examiuation. 
A. L. YECKLEY, Doans, Wilbarger County, Texas. 16693. )85. (XVI) 
MADRAS CATAMARAN, for one man, one paddle (model). Obtained by Rev. C.H . ...,, 
D~~l. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U.S. Geological Survey. 1G694. '85. (II,A) 
ROCKS. (Exchange.) 
PROF. W. 0. CROSBY, Boston, Massachusetts. 16695. '85. (XVII) 
RocKs, from Massachusetts. 
GEORGE P. MERRILL, u. s. National Museum. 1669G. '85. (XVII) 
STALAGMITIC MARBLE, from the Luray Cave, Virginia. 
Hl<~NRY HORAN, u. s. National Museum. 16697. '85. (XVII) 
EAnTu, for analysis. 
W. F. CHAPLIN, Orangeburgh, South Carolina. 16G98. '85. 
AI.BITE. 
CIIARLES MILLER, Jr., Sanborn, New York. 16699. '85. (x... .. u) 
E KIMO KY AIL Purchased while donor was with the Greely Relief Expedition. 
C .. McLAIN, U.S. Navy. 16700. '8G. (n, A) 
LU)fP-FI rr, CyclopteruB lu·mpus. 
F. C. JESSUP, keeper Petank L. S. Station, West Hampton, New York. 16701. 
1 3. (VII) 
FULGURITF! and sand. 
A. N. Annorr, Union Grove, Illinois. 1670i. ' $. (xvn) 
SANDERLING, Calidl'is al'ena1·ia, shot at Gravely Rnn, Virginia. 
JOHN DOWELL, Washington, District or Colnml>ia. 16703. 5. (v, .a.) 
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ELECTRIC EEL, Gymnolus electricus. 
E. G. BLACKFORD, 80 Fulton Market, New York. 16704. '85. (vii) 
PYGMY SPERM WHALE, Kogia breviceps, 6 , juv. 
C. T. GRIMM, Loveladies Island, New Jersey. 16705. '85. (rv) 
PYGMY SPERM "WHALE, Kogia breviceps, ~ ad. 
JOEL RIDGWAY, Barnegat City, New Jersey. 16706. '85. (IV) 
OWL, Glaucidittm gnoma, from Sau Francisco, California. 
H. W. TURNEll1 U. S. Geological Survey. 16707. 'A5. (v, A) 
'
1 SKATE," caught at Fortress Monroe. 
JAMES GODDEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 16708. '85. (VII) 
KING-FISH, Menticirru,s nebulosu,s, 
I. P. MILLER, Portsmouth, New Hampshire._ 16709. '85. (vn) 
ORES, from Montana and Oregon. (Exchange.) 
F. J. PARKER, Washington, District of Columbia. 16710. '8;), (XVIII) 
MORTAR, from an old tower at Newport: 
NEWPORT NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Newport, Rhode Island. 16711. '85. 
(1) 
PORPOISE, Prodelphinus doris, from southern Atlantic coast. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia.. 16712. '85. (IV) 
MOLLUSKS, from southern Atlantic coast.· 
U. S. FISH COMl\HSSIO~, Washington, District of Columbia. 16712. 'd5. (rx) 
FISIIES, from southern Atlantic coast. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District ofColumLia. 16712. '85. (VII) 
MARINE lNVERTEBTIATES, from Atlantic coast of Southern States. 
u. s. FISII COMJ\:IISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 16712. '85. 
PLUM LEAVES coveretl on one side with rnsects, probably Aphis pruni. 
Mrs. M. E. CROMLEY, Dolores, Colorado. 16713. '85. (X) 
MONKEYS, brought from Paris. 
Mrs. ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL, Washington, District of Columbia. 16714. 
'85, (IV) 
SWORDFISH IRON, 
WILLARD NYE, New Iled ford, Massachusetts. 1G715. '85. (1) 
OYSTERS, from Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 16716. '85. (J. 
R, R,) 
FLEMISH TAPESTRY, described in Part I, p. G5. 
Lieut. Gen. P.H. SirnRIDAN, U. S. Army, 16717. '85. (r) 
GAIRDNER's TROUT, Salmo irideus gairdneri (diseased). 
L. W. GREEN", Baird, Shasta County, California. 16718. '85. (xxr) 
,vmTEFISII, Coregonus williamsoni, Gel., from White River, near Meeker, Garfield 
County, Colorado. 
JAMES L. FOLEY, Covington, Kentucky. 16719. 185. (VII) . 
"WomcING MODELS of steam ships, composite steam-yacht, cotton steam-ship, pleas-
, ure boats, etc. (10). 
W. POWER, Kingston, Canada. 16720. '85. (n, A) 
MODEL showing improvement in the construction of iron vessels. Patented aucl made 
l.,y donor. 
D. W. ZANTZINGER, Washington, District of Columbia. 16721. '85. (n, A) 
" CORNET, violin case: and str111gs. 
M. P. To~rncam & Son , Brnnn, Anstria.. 16722. '8fi. (I) 
• Received from New Orleans Exposition, 
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CllA YFISTIES, 
·n. G. HODGE, York, Illinois. 16723. '85. (XI) 
SEEDS. 
R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wisconsin. 16724. '85. (xv) 
KANGAROO, Maoi·opus 1·ufus. 
BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCIIINSON, Bridgeport, Connecticut. 1672G. '8G. (XIV) 
OLD SrroE, found in a settlement of foreigners at Petoskey, Michigan. 
R. EDWARD EARLL, u. s. National Museum. 167~6. '85. (n, A) 
Bnms, Sialia sialis, Sitta pusilla, Cistothorus palustris, Dendroica vinus (?), Gcothypis 
trichas, Icterus aalbu.la, Myiarchus crinitus, from Piney Point, Mary1and. 
L. M. TURNER, Smithsonian Institution. 16727. '85. (v, A) 
BROOK TROUT,* Salvelinus fontinalis, t, from Lake Sunapee, New Hampsbire. 
·E. B. RODGE, Plymouth, New Hampshire. 16728. 'BG. (vn) 
STONJ~ IMrLEMENTS,t from Carroll and Howard Counties, Indiana. 
Il. W. EVERMA...·'m, Bloomington, Indiana. 16729. '8G. (III) 
BrnD SKINS. 105 specimens from Faroe Isles, Orkney, Archangel, France, England, 
and Turkey. 
EDWARD HARGITT, Bedford Park, Chiswick, Eng1apd. 16730. '85. (v, A) 
PLANT, probably .Astragalus bigelowi, Gray, from Fort. Elliott: Texas. 
Dr. W. T. PARKER, Newport, Rhode Island. 167:31. '85. (xv) 
FATTY Tu,,10R taken from the abdomen of a· trout, for examination. 
R. CONXAllLE & so~, Petoskey, Michigan. 167:3~. '8::i . (A. N. M. 
DOLL, dressed us an Ottawa chief's wife. 
Mrs. IL S. BAIRD, Green Bay, Wisconsin. 1673~. '85. (n) 
FRUIT,+ sixteen cans, from Singapore. 16734. 'BG. (I) 
LIMONITE, dolomite and calcite, and melanterite and pyrite(~ specimens), from Blount 
County, Alabama. 
FRANK BURNS, U. S. Geological Survey. 16735. '8G. (-'vn) 
ARGILLITE IMPLEMENTS ( 10), found in a gravel-bed at Trenton, New Jersey, by Dr. 
C. C. Abbott. 
Dr. CIIARLES ,RAU, u. s. National Museum. 16736. '85. (III) 
PENOn COT SALMON, Salmo salar, mised from the egg at ·wytheville, Virginia.. 
U. S. FISH C0:11:MISSlON. 16737, 185. (VII) 
INSRCTS. The col1ection of Dr. C. V. Riley, Honorary Curator oflnsccts, U.S. National 
Mnseum. Described on page 181 of this report. 
Dr. C. V. RrrnY, Department of Agriculturn. 16738. '85. (x) 
LEAl!'-SIIAPJm IMPLEMENT of brown jasper, and an arrowhead, from the Cl..tenate 
Mountains, Presidio County, Texas. 
THOMAS W. STEWART, Presidio, Presidio County, Texas. 16739. ' G. (III) 
CRAY-FISHES. Collection including three species new to the Mnseum collection, 
.Astacus pallipes Lieb ; Canibarus cubensis Erichs ; C. put11anii Fox. 
Mu EUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, Cambri<lge, Massachusetts (through Prof. 
Walter Faxon). 16740. '85. (XI) 
REPTILES, Botlwops xanthogrammiis (2 specimens) and Spilolis precilo11atus (11 speci-
mens). 
E.T. GODDARD, Bahia de Caraquez, Ecuador. 1G741. '85. (VI) 
"For further information concerning this accession see report on D partment of 
Fishes, page 168. 
t For further information concerning this accession see report on Department of 
Antiquit,i s, pages 104-105. 
t Received from New Orleans Ex.position throngh Department of St:i.te. 
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LEOPARD, .Felis leopardus, in the flesh. 
BARNUM, BAILEY & HUTCIIINSON, Bridgeport, Connecticut. 16742. '85. (IV) 
.ALLIGATOR FISHES, Podotheous aoipenserinus. 
Lieut. H. E. NICH.OLS, Sitka, Alaska. 16743. '85. (vn) 
EGGS of American Coot, Fulioa americana (2). 
A.N. FULLER, Lawrence, Kansas. 16744. '85. (v,B) 
DUCK, Oidemia perspioillata (head and foot); for examination. 
J UNIUS P. LEACH, Rushville, Illinois. 16745. '85. (v, A) 
BURGESS'S "CHALLENGE" FISH .FOOD. 
WILLIAM BURGESS, Berry Lodge, Malvern Wells, England. 16746. '85. (r) 
SOLE, Solea vulgari8 (2 specimens), from England. 
E.G. BLACK}l.'ORD, New York, New York. 16747. '85. (VII) 
AFRICAN FIGURES. Two manikins, prepared in Paris under <lirec~ion of director of 
the Trocadero Museum. (Purchased, 720 fr.) 
JULES HEBERT, 9, rue Henri Martin, Paris, France. 16748. '85. (II, A) 
CAMBRIAN FOSSILS, from the St. John group (53 specimens). 
G. F. MATTHEW, St. John, New Brunswick. 16749. '85. (xm, A) 
PARASITIC COPEPODS from. a cramp-fish, Torpedo oooidcntalis, from Provincetown, 
Massachusetts. 
J. HENRY BLAKE, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 16750. '85. (XI) 
MOLLUSKS, Partula(Diplomorpha)Layard-ii Brazier (2 specimens), fromSalisboe Islaou, 
South Pacific. 
Dr. D. W. HARTMAN, West Chester, Pennsylvania. 16751. '85. (rx) 
SNAKES, Tropidonot·us sipedon and Heterodon platyrhinus, from North Carolina. 
Dr. H. C. YARROW, U.S. National Museum. 16752. '85. (VI) 
BIRDS (8 species), including a dodo pigeon, Didunoulus sfrigi?-ostris (11 species), from 
Samoa. 
Dr. T. CANISIUS, Chicago, Illinois. 16753. '85. (v, A) 
''KAVA" OUTFIT, including a bowl (Tanoa taina), in which the drink is made; a co-
coanut-shell cup (Oleipu tan Kava); fan used to clear the chewed root from the 
drink; and two pieces of the root of Piper rnetistioum, from which the beverage is 
prepared. Also a rug (Iasinga), from Samoa. 
KING OF THE SAMOAN ISLANDS (through Department of State). 16754. '85 
(I) 
PHYLLOPOD CRUSTACEANS, Branohipus vernalis. 
WILLIAM: KAYSER, Wapakoneta, Ohio. Hi755. '85. (XI) 
BIRDS, for examination (13 specimens). 
H.K. COALE, Chicago, Illinois. 16756. '85. (v, A) 
FOSSILIFEROUS CIIERT, for examination. 
0. A. BLACKMAN, Leavenworth, Indiana. 16757. 'SG. (XVll) 
lhINT-LOCK GUNS (8 pieces), from an extensive Indian grave-yard near Bainbridge, 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. The objects were found during the removal of 
the top-soil of a limestone q{iarry. 
Dr. T. H. BEAN, U. S. National Museum. 16758. '85. (III) 
Bows AND ARROWS (2 sets), from the Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians, Darliniton, 
Idaho. (Purchased.) 
Capt. J. M. LEE, Ninth Infantry, tr. A. Army, acting Indian agent. 16759. 
'85. (III) 
CRABS, parasites, crustacea, worms, and amphipods. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION (through Vinal N. Edwardti, Wood's Ifolll M&SS;:li-
<;hqsetts). 16760. ' 5. (xr) 
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SQUIDS. 
U. S. F-ISII COMl\HSSION (through V. N. Edwa,r<ls, Wood's Holl, l\fassaclmsett ). 
16760. '85. (IX) 
BumsKINS, from Florida, and Pennsylvania. 
GEORGE w. ROBERTS, West Chester, Pennsylvania. 167Gl. '85. (v, A) 
MA:UMALS, Sciurus hudsonius and L epus palustris, irom Drayton faland, Fla. 
GEORGE w. ROBERTS, West Chester, Pennsylvania. 16761. '85. (1v) 
CHUDE NITRATE, from Iquique. 
I. R. BARTLETT, commander and hydrographer, U. S. Navy. Hydrographic 
Office, Washington, District of Columbia. 16762. '8G. (xvm) 
Foss1L, Golumnari11, alveolata, from the 'rrenton group, Maury County, Tennessee. 
FRANK BURNS, u. s. Geological Survey. 1676:1. '85. (X_III, A.) 
MINERALS. An addition to t,he collection now on exhibition (deposited). 
JOSEPH WILLCOX, Media, Pennsylvania. 16764. '85. (XVI) 
CmmQUI POTTERY, valued at $100 (exchange). 
Dr. T. L. FLOOD, Meadville, P ennsylvania. 16765. '85. (n n) 
PERIODICAL. File of "lllustrirto Zeitung" for the years 1873 and 1874. 
Prof. OTIS T. MASON. 16766. '85. (n A) 
MOLLUSKS, from Moline, Illinois, and Nashville, Tennessee. 
. R. ELLSWORTII CALL, Moline, Illinois. 1G767. '85. (IX) 
BILL FISH, Fistularia tabaccaria. 
W. S. GREEN, keeper Long Branch Light-Ship Station, Monmouth County, 
New Jersey. 16768. 785. (vn) 
FISH, Merlucius bilinear-is. 
Captain DOANE, Light-Ship 41, Vineyaru Sound. 16769. '85. (vu) 
INSECT, Prinotus cristatus Linn. 
WILLIAM R:mAR, Nashville, Tennessee. 16770. '85. (x) 
ETIINOLOGICA.L OBJECTS: War knife made from sword-bayonet blade; pipe, carved 
to represent '' Killer-fish man" and "Havi ," tak,m from graves of" Shuans " in 
Southeast Alaska. 
Lieut. DIX BOLLES, u. s. Navy. 16771. '85. (II, A) 
SNOWY OWL, Nyctea nyctea. (Purchased.) 
JAMES DEANE, Alexandria, Virginja, 16772. '85. (v, A) 
· PICTURE of the schooner James S. Lowell (which sank the Tallapoosa). 
T. K. REED, Booth Bay, Maine. 16773. '85. (I) 
ORGANIC DEPOSIT, probably bat guano ; contains nitrates, potash, phosphates, am-
monia, etc.; for examination. 
J. iI. HORNUNG, Oasis, Utah. 16774. '85. (XVI) 
"LONG IlORN," Gicanthooinus noc1osus FaL. 
GEORGE H. OELRICIIS, Washington, District 0£ Columbia. 1677~. ' 5. (x) 
SEEDS of I./4atris odoratissima. (Purchased.) 
WALLA.CE Bnos., Statesville, North Carolina. 16776. '85. (xv) 
BLACK MA.CA.QUE, Gynopithecus niger, juv.· 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie. 16777. '85. (xu) 
SHAD, Glupea sapidissima. 
u. s. FISH COllf:\IISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 16778. '85. (TI1) 
Fo SlLS. 
WILLIAM U. HA.:'IHLTO~, Collingwood, Ontario, Canada. 1677!), '85. (.x.m, v) 
I ' ECTS1 mostly Diptera (26 vials). 
Dr. B. II. WARl!ENi West Chester, P ennsylvania. lfi780. '85. (x) 
LIST OP ACCESSIONS. 
JACK RABBIT. 
E. BUMGAIWNER, Holton, Kansas. 16781. '85. (IV) 
FOSSIL, Nucleocr-inits verneuil-i, Devonian, from Charleston, Indiana. 
H. C. DUVALL, Washington, District of Columbia. 1()782. ' 3. (XIII, A) 
73.5 
PIERCED TABLET, found in a corn-field in Berea Township, Cuyallogn County, Ohio 
H. C. DUVALL, Washington, District of Columbia. 1G782. '85 . (III) 
CAMBRIAN FOSSILS (134 specimens), from Sweden (exchange). 
Dr. G. LINDSTRm:1, Stockholm, Sweden (through C. D. w ·alcott). 1G783. '85. 
(XIII, A) 
AIWENTITE1 from Rabbit Mountain Mine, near Port Arthur, Ontario. 
Mrs. EDWARD A. WILD, Brookline, Massachusetts. 16784. '85. (XVI) 
MODEL OF CANOE. 
JOSEPH PASSENO, Washington, District of Columbia. 16785. '1:!5. (1) 
PLOW AND Yo1rn, * from Managua, Nicaragua. 16786. '85. (II; A) 
PLOW, " similar to those used over two thousand years ago in Sicily . 
.ALBERT WOODCOCK, u. s. consul, Catania, Sicily. 16787. '85. (n, A) 
BOOK, copy of a work on the discovery of the circulation of blood, published in Rot-
terdam, in 1648, by Dr. William Harvey. (Deposited.) 
G. BROWN GOODE, U.S. National Museum. 16788. '85. (II, A) 
STvNE IMPLEMENT, with grooves, from Vineyard Haven, Dukes County, Massa-
chusetts. 
THOMAS LEE, u. s . .Fish Commission. 16789. '%. (III) 
KYANITE, actinolite, moonstone, orthocJase, stilbite an<l aragonite (9 specimens). 
Capt. JOI-IN J. WILLIAMS, Thurlow, Pennsylvania. 16790. '85. (XVI) 
NEOTROPICAL BIRDS,~ 3 species, from Venezuela(¥) (8 specimens.) 16791. (vn) 
BIRD-SKINS, from Venezuela (9 species, 13 specimens). (Purchased.) 
FI. K. COALE, Chicago, Illinois. 16792. '85. (v, A) 
BIRD-SKINS, Junco caniceps, J. annectens, J. dorsalis and J. oregonus. (lJ specimens.) 
Dr. R. W. SHUFELDT, U. S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 16793. 'BG. 
(V,A) 
VANILLA SEED, Prilisa odoratissirna . 
.A. FI. CURTISS, Talleyrand PlaM, Florida. 16i94. '85. (xv) 
COTTON, troll, yarn, etc. 
GOVERNMENT OF SIAM. 16795. '85. (r) 
SALAMANDER, Amblystoma punctatum. 
Mrs. F. L. LEE, Westport, Essex County, New York. 1679G. '85. (VI) 
S rLVER ORE, from Raymond & Ely Mine, Pioche, Nevada. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Co1umbia,. 16797. '85. 
(XVIII) 
lRON STIRRUPS (au ancient pair). 
HARRY STUART, agent for Guatemala. Central Railroad, Guatemala. 16798. 
'8G. (m) 
INVERTEBRATE FOSSIL, Bellerophon sp. 
CHAUNCEY ROBINSON, Burlington, Iowa. 167!)!'). '85. (XIII, A) 
MOLLUSK, .Margaritana complanata Barnes, from Neosho River, Kansas. 
Dr. w. s. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. 16800. '85. (IX) 
CARVED STONE PLATE, carried from Japan to Holland, by Dutch mercban.t.'i , in tlrn 
seventeenth or eighteenth century. (Deposite<l.) 
G. BROWX GOODE, u. s. National Museum. 16801. 'cl5. (XVI) 
"Received from New Odeau:; Exposition through Department of State. 
t Received from New Orlea111:l Expoi;iLiou. 
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Fox SQUIRREL, Sciurus niger cinereus, from Maryland. 
J. D. FARDEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 16802. 'SG. (1v) 
SEAL·llUNTER'S GAFF, used by fisherman in killing young'' H,1rp" ::,;eals on the ice. 
A. D. BROWN, St. John's, Newfoundland. 16803. '85. (I) 
lluw-SKINS, Stercorarius parasUicus, Hlldrochelidon surinamensis, from North ALlan tic. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 1G80-!. 't!5. 
(V, A) 
Ho1rnET's ~EST, from Georgetown, District of Columbia. 
FREDERICK WITZEL, West Washington, District of Columbia. 16805. '85. (x) 
INSECT, Tremex columba, for examination. 
Dr. C. P. BAIRD, Winchester, Tennessee. 1G806. '85. (x) 
LEA.l!'-SHAPED IMPLEMENT, perforator, and arrow-heads (7), from souLltern Indiana. 
J. 'l'. ABERT, U. S. Engineer Corps. (Through C. D. Walcott.) 16807. '85. 
(III) 
QUARTZITE, water-worn, from near Salt Lake, Utal.t; for examination. 
W.R. BRADFORD, Roxbury, Massachusetts. 16808. '85. (XVI) 
MODELS OF WAGONS," six -mule GovernmC'nt wagon, two-horse farm wagon, farm-
cart. 
STUDEBAKER & BRO., South Bend, Indiana . . 16809. '85. (n, A) 
Bnm-SKINS. A collection comprising a very coru1)lete series of Motacilla yarrelli, 
and A:ntlius pratensis, 10 sp6cies (87 specimens). 
R. BoWLDER SHARPE, British Museum, Kensington, London, England. 16 10. 
'85. (V, A) 
SOUTH AMERICAN Bums, Myiarchus sp . uov. and Merula sp. nov.; new to the collec-
tion. 
II. K. COALE, Chicago, Illinois. 16811. '85. (v, A) 
Bums' NESTS, from District of .Columbia (5 specimens). 
CHARLES w. RICITM0ND, Washington, District of Columbia. 16812. 'c5. 
(V, B) 
,VESTERN WATER THRUSH, Seiurus noveboracent1is uotabil-is, from Saut:1 Cruz. 
ALBERT M. INGERSOLL, Santa Cruz, Cf!,lifornia. 16813. '85. (v, A) 
COPPER ORES. 
JOHN LAWLOR, Prescott, Arizona. 16814. '85. (xvrn) 
811ELL, Neritina virginea Laur. 
R. A. LIVELY, Williamsport, Virginia. 16815. '85. (IX) 
FISHES, Chilomycterus geometricus, 1etroclon t·urgidus, aud Alulera sclimpfli, from Colo-
nial Beach, Potomac River. 
MAURICR CROPLEY, Washington, District of Columbia. HiSHi. '85. (vu) 
STAR-Jnsrr, Asterias Forbesii, from Colonial Beach. 
MAURICE CROPLEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 16816. '85. (x1) 
Zu.S'YITE (2 specimens), from Colorado. 
W. F. HILLEBRAND, U.S. Geological Survey. 16817. '85. (xrv) 
MATERIA MEDICA, collection. 
FREDERICK STEAR~S & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 16818. '85. (I) 
REPTILES, Amblystorna tigrinurn ( 4 specimens). 
Dr. R. W. SuUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, Now Mexico. 16 19. 8~. 
(VI) 
* ~eceiyed from Tew Orleans Expo:sition. 
LIST 011, ACCESSIONS. 7 3 7 
YELLOW BoA, Cftilobotkrus inornalus, from .Jamaica. 
ZOOLOGICAL SocrnTY OF PmLADELPHIA, Pbil:ulelpLia, l-'enusylvauia. 16820. 
'85. (VI) 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF BOATS (12 sheets) published iu the eighteenth century. 
SANDERSON SMrrrr, New Brighton, Stateu Islaud, New York. 16021. '85. (I) 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF BIRDS (3 i;heots.) 
SANDERSON SMITH, Now Brightou, Stateu Islarnl, New York. 1GS2l. 'K>. (v, A) 
ILLUSTRATIONS of marine invertcl>rates. 
SANDJ~RSON"Sl\HTII, New Briglltou, Staten Island, Now York. 16821. '85. (XI) 
ILLUSTRATIONS of plants ( 4 sheets). 
SANDERSON SMITH, New Brig11to~, Staten L,land, New York. 16821. '85. (xv) 
FRENCH: CHEMICAL WEIGTITS, GO grammes to 1 milligramrne. (Deposited.) 
ROMYN HITCHCOCK, u. s. National Museum. 1682~. '85. (I) 
GOLD ORE all(] Ramarskit,e, from Mariposa County, Cal. 
Dr. J. R. RODGERS, Washingtou, District of Columbia. 1G823. 'SG. (XVIII)· 
SHELLS, P hyllonotus radix Lamarck. Phyllonotns regius Sw:.iiusou, Tu,rbo nwrnwratu.s 
Linne, Haliotis tubifera La,marck, Cyprrea tigris Liun6, Mcleagrina niargarUi fera 
Linne. 
JOHN S. LAMSON & BRO., New York City. 16824. 'rl5. (IX) 
MANGANESE ORE, from Nova, Scotia. 
JOHN s. LAMSON & BRo., New York City. 16824. '8G. (XVIII) 
SALAMANDER, Ll.mblystonici terrnbrosum. 
J. LEVISON, Portland, Oregon. 16825. '85. (VI) 
HICKORY SHAD, Clupea chrysochlorfr,, from Osage River, Can1clen County, Misso1:1ri. 
I. G. W. STEEDMAN, Saint Louis, Missouri. 16826. '85. (vn) 
REINDEER, Rangifer tarandus (skin and hoof), Parry's Spermophile, Spcrmophilus em-
petra. Also part of an elephant/s tooth. 
I-h~NRY D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisl>urne, Alaska. 16827. _ '85. (IV) 
SHELL, Buccinum glaciale L. 
HENRY D. WOOLJi'E, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 16827. '85. (IX) 
COAL. 
HENRY D. WooLJni:, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 1682i. '85. (XVIII) 
SPOON made of horn of mountain sheep, mask, 2 jade implemeut,:;, jade 0Tname11t, 
piece of jade, fishing-hooks, carving a.nu bone labrets. 
HENRY D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 1G827. '85. (II, A) 
PYRITE and Siderite (1 specimen each). 
HENRY D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 168:27. '85. (XVI) 
STAR I!'ISIIES, Cl"ibrella (2 specimens) and Ascidian Boltenia ( one specimen). 
HENRY D. WOOLlm, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 16827. '8G. (xr) 
SANDSTONI~, and Septarian oodnle (2 Rpecimens). 
HENRY D. WO0LFK, Cape Lisburoc, Alaska. 168i7. '8G. (xvn) 
INSECTS, Mallophaga, Dipterous larva, anc.l Arctia Jarva. 
HENRY D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisl>urne, Alaska,. lG.::!27. '85. (X) 
BrnDSKINS. Seventeen species (39 specimens). 
HENRY D. WOOLFE, Cape Lisburne, Alaska. 16827. '85. (v, A) 
BIRDS' NESTS AND EGGS. Lapland Longspur. Ce1itrophanes lapponicu/1 (:) um,ti; aud 
13 eggs), Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa urnbellus (nost aocl 1 0gg), Poet.oral Sauclpiper, 
Ll.ctodromas rnacu,lata (oest, 4 eggs). 
HENRY D. WooLlm, Capo Lisburno, Alaska.. 1Gtl27. '85. (v, u.) 
LLAMA, Llarna glama, iu tho flesl.1. 
BARNUM:, BAILEY AND UuTClllNSO ·, Britlgoport, Couuocticut. 16tl28. '85. (IV) 
II. Mis. 170, pt. 2--47 
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ZrncoN crystal in l1ornulc nde, from Re11frew County, Ontario. (Exch:111ge.) 
JosEPII WILLCOX, Metlin., Pennsylvania. 16829. '85. (xvr) 
Pn0T0GRAPJIS (3) of the Ja,wes Lick O1.>:;ervatory . 
H . E. MATTHEWS, J ames Lick Oliservatory, San Francisco, California. 1G :w. 
'85. (I) 
I RON arnl steel, manufactured. 
AMElUCAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEEBf,, New York City. 16831. '85. 
(XVIII) 
MONKEY, Macacus pelops, in the :flesh. 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Mflnagerie, New York City. 16832. '85. (IV) 
AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE. Dynastes ti.tyus. 
W. H. 'l'Isox, Cutlibert., Georgia. 168:33. '85. (x) 
CoLLrn BITCH" Clipsetta," Canisfarniliaris. Sire, prize <log" Eclipse;" dam, "Nesta." 
JAMES WAT30N, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 168:34. '85. (Iv) 
TROUT, Salvelinus of the oqU,assa type, from New Haven, Connecticut. 
E. B. HoDmi:, Plymouth, New Hampshire. 16835. '85. (vn) 
CRAWI!' ISH (2 specimens). 
H. G. HODGE, York, Clark County, Illinois. 16836. '85. (xr) 
FRUITS aml woods from common trees iu Illinois. 
IL G. HODGE, York, Clark Connty, Illinoi~. 16836. '85. (xv) 
C0RYNITE au<l Sidcrite, from Olsa, Carinthia; and Brocha,ntitel (specimen), from 
Clifton, Arizona. (Exuhange.) 
WILLIAJ\f G. Hon-rn, Brooklyn, New York. 16837. 'tl5. (XVI) 
Bum-SKINS, for examination. 
GEORGI£ N. LAw1urncE, New York City. 16838. '85. (v, A) 
BIRD-SKINS, Odtontoplwrus lencolc.emus, Conunis jinschi, Euphonia ele_qant'issi?na, Piranga 
te.stacea., nnd Centurus ho_tfmanni1 from Costa Rica. (Purcliai;ed). 
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 1G8:39. '85. (Y, A) 
Snm:w:, Blarina exilipes Baird. 
F. A. SAMPSON, Sedalia, Missouri. 16840. '85. (rv) 
SIIELL, TJnio phaseolus, from Neosho River, Kansas, for oxaru ination. 
Dr. w. s. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. 16841. '85. (IX) 
PnOTOGRAPII NEGATIVES (:34) of stone quarries, quarrying machinery, etc., taken 
uy the donor. Mouute<l. 
GEORGE P. MERRILL, u. s. National Musenrn. 16842. '85. (XVII) 
SEEDS of Nymphre. 
Prof. ROBERT CASPARY, Konigsberg, Germany. 16843. '85. (xv J 
ALTERED ROCKS, for examination. 
S. J. NELSON, Canton, Bradford Co., Pennsylvania. 16::l44. 'tl5. (xv) 
Orrn and buttons (4) containing tin aud lead. 
J. H . MrrcrrnLL, Philadelphia, Pennsylvau ia. 1G845. ' 5. (xvm) 
GoosE BARNACLE: L epas, for examiuation. 
A. F. MAHLMAN, Littlc River, Californ ia . 1G84G. 'tl5. (xi ) 
BIRD- KINS, from Costa Rica (2 specimens), for examination. (Returned.) 
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan.' 16847. '85. (v, A) 
INDIAN HEAD-DRE s ancl a leather provision bag. (Purcha, ed .) 
THOMA Do~ ALD ·o~, Philadelphia, P eunsylvauia. 16 4 . '85. (u, A) 
STONJ.~ IMPL1r.ME TT of oarse-grain cl syeuite, and two spear .heads, from Birmingba 
Eric Co11nty, Ohio. 
Mr . D. L. Nrnu;os, V11r111iliou, Ohio. 16 49. ' 5. (m) 
BHOW. ' Iuo ' ORE, pro<lnce<l liy alteratiou or pyntes. 
I. G. TRUE, Saliuo~, Coloratlo. 16850. 'd5. (xvI ) 
LIST OF ACCESSIONS. 739 
VAHANUS, v. bingalens-is, iu the ilesli. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA, Philadelphia, Penn:sylvania. (.Through 
A. E.Browu.) 16851. '85. (VI) 
BIRDS. Blue Jay, Cyanocitta m·istata (2 specimens); Meadow Lark, Sturnella magna, 
and Downy ·woodpecker, Picu8 piibescens (skeleton). 
J. D. FARDEN, Washington, District of Columbia.. 16852. '8:i. (xn) 
SOIL from borings made by surveying expeditions under Captain Selfridge in tlle 
vicinity of the Atrato awl Napipi Rivers,· with field note-liook auJ map showing 
points of borings. 
J. R. BARTLETT, commander ·u. S. Navy, Hydrographic Office, U. S. Na,Yy 
Department. 16853. '85. (xvn) 
PAPER mat:le from the Indian corn plant. 
Prof. SANDERSON SMITH, New Brighton, Staten IslauJ, New York. 16854. '85. (I) 
SNOW GRous1;;, Chen hyperbo·reus nivalis, from Currituck Sound, Norl.b Carolina. 
DAVID KING, 1:2:28 Connecticut avenue, Washingtou, D~strict of Columbia. 
1685!,. '85. (V, A) 
CARBONATE OF COPPER. 
,VILLIAM F. DOTY, Durango, Colorado. 16856. '85. (XVI) 
MARINg SHELLS, 21 species (exchange). 
· Prof. A. G. WETinJHBY, Saint Andrews Bay, Florida. Hi857. '8G. (IX) 
F1s1rns, Platoplwys nebnlaris (2 species) and Etropus crossotus (or nebtblo,ris). 
Prof. AL1<;XANDER AGASSIZ, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, 
Massachu8etts. 16858. '85. (vn) 
MIOCENE PossILS, from th~ shore of ·willapa River, Washington Territory. 
C. W. WOLFI•', Aurora, Oregon. Hi859. '85. (xIII, n) 
STONE l\IoRTARS (:2 species). 
W. P. SUTTON, U.S. Consul-general, Matamoros, Mexico. 16860. '85. (II, A) 
STONE PESTLE.* 
MEXICAN COMMISSIONER. 16861. '85. (II, A) 
MAP OF JAPAN. 
Dr. D. B. McCARTEE, 'Washington, District of Columbia. 16P62. '85. (II, A) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS. Basket lJa.t, water jan, (8), baskets (5), Berry wands(~~), 
Berry tra.,ys (6), toy doll, cradfo back, loather bag, ,t11d repair:; of mocca;Hint1 col-
lected hy Dr. H. C. Yarrow arnoug tllo Gosh Utes, Utah. 
BUREAU . OF ETHNOLOGY, ·washington, Dit:ltrict of Columbia. 16863. '85. 
(II, A) 
ANTIQUITIES, from France. 
THOMAS WILSON, u. s. consul, Nice, Prance. 16864. '85 . (III) 
MATERIA MEDICA" (18 specimens), from Jamaica, including ilmyris ba,lsamife.ra, Mu-
cuna pruriens, Cassia obovata, Calotropis gigantea, Rhizoph01·a ·rnanglc, Ipornoca purga, 
Avicennia nitida, Gouanict dorningcnsis, Ci8sarnpelo13 Perc'ira, Cypenis articulatus, Cap-
paris cynophallophorn, Sm-ilax china, Mikania guaco, Bocconia frutesccns, Croton cas-
carilla, Andira inerrnis, Lagucnlarfo racemosa.. 
GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. lli865. '85. (I) 
FLOWERS and foliage of papaw tree .. ,. 
GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. 16865. '85. (r) 
FOODS,* from Jamaica. 
GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. 16865. '85. (r) 
ANNATTO S1mDs used as n, dye," from Jamaica. 
GOVEJ'N"MENT 01<' JAMAICA. HiSG;j, 'PG. (1) 
"' Received from tuo New Orleans Exvosjtion. 
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MAMMALS' SKIN81 (tl specimens). 
R. MACFARLANE, Fort Chippewyan, Hm1so11 Bay Territory. 168GG. '85. (IY } 
BI~D-SruN, Logopus albus, from Port Resolution, Gre~Lt Slave Lake. 
R. MACFARLANE, Fort Chippewyan, Hudson Bay Territory. 1686G. '85. (v,AJ 
NESTS AND EGGS (7 specimens). 
R. 1vIAcPARLANE, Fort Chippewyan, Hudson Bay Territory. 16866. '85. (v, B) 
DUFRENITE (136 specimens) strengite with cacoxeuite iu tlufrcuite (2 specimens). 
Prof. M. B. HARDIN, Virginia Military Institute, L·exingtou, Virginia. 16d67, 
'85. (XVI) 
MASSIVE GARNET. 
J. P. ELROD, Jefferson, Georgia. 16868. '85. (XVI) 
Dn.Y SHELLS from Florida and Honduras; for examinatioH. 
CHARLES 'l'. SIMPSON, Braiden Town, Manatee County, Plorida. 16869. ' -
(IX) 
MODELS, relief maps, etc. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY and BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District 
of Columbia. 16870. '87. 
Bow, arrows, and quiver made of mountain-lion skin. (Purchased.) 
HATHALI NEZ, '' The Tall Singer," medicine-man. 16871. '85. (n, A) 
IPSWICH SPARROW, Passcrculus princeps (30 specimens), and Shore Lark, OtocoriB al-
pest?"i8 ( 8 specimens). 
C. W. CIIAl\'.fBERLAIN, Boston, Massachusetts. 16872. '85. (v, A) 
ROCK DmLL, "Eclipse" pattern, with pie tm·es representing operation 011 tho W a: h-
ington Aqueduct. 
INGERSOLL ROCK DRILL COMPANY, Park Place, New York. _16873. :ti!i. (XVUI) 
PORPOISE, Delphinus clel:phis, in the flesh. 
JAMES R. HOBBS, Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. 16874. '85. (rv) 
BIRD SKINS. A collection of 113 specimens, 57 species, including a new species each 
of Polioptila and Cyclorhis, from Coza.mel Island and Temax, .Yucatan. 
GEORGE F. GAUMEH, Merida, Yucatan. 16875. '85. (v, A) 
Rmm, .Juncus ejfusus L., and weed, Poylygonu1n arnphibiu,rn L., from a carp-pond. 
JOUN T. IRION, Paris, 'l'ennessee. 16876. '85. (xv) · 
IIArn-WORM, probably, Gordius aqu,atic1.1,s. 
JOIIN KING, Columbus, Georgia. lo877. '85. (xr) 
MAHINE INVERTEBRATES, consisting chiefly of Crustacea. 
N. GREBNITSKI, Bering Island. 16&78. '85. (XI) 
SIIELLS, from Commander Islands, E. Siberia. 
N. GREBNITSKI, Bering Island. 16878. '85. (IX) 
MAMMALS, Ziphius grebnitskii, Eum,etophias stelleri, Orea sp., Ovis n.ivicolea, Enhyd • 
eulris, and Odobamus obesw1 (skeletons). 
N. GREBNITSKI, Bering Island. 16cl7B. 'b5. (xu) 
liIRD SKINS, Melodes calliope, Phylloy1Jcusl61J borealilJ, Erythro11ferna albicilla, Jlof11ri l 
lugens, Arnpeli1J garrulu s, .Fringilla rnontifriugilla, Clrnrarlrius aquatarola l'i lid 
pacifica, Lirnosa merlana1·oides, Oceano<l-roina Jurcata, Eranta h11/clii111Ji, Jfa 
pe11elope, A.ythya Juligula (16 !:!pecimcrn,). 
~- GREBNIT KI, Hering Islaucl. 16r.l78. '85. (v, A) 
BIRDS' EGGS (25 ). 
N. GREBNl'l'SKI, Bering Islanc1. 16 78. 'tl5 . (v, n) 
FI,'IIES, M1iramoirlf'.'I , Tifrwi<i, Uat!1ymcislcr, Lipari8, Gollu8, Oligocot/1u, Owi/ero 
Anoplarclnu1, Onool'!tynclw1J, Sipltcir;o1w;J, IIe.Jjagl'anunut;, Hemilepidolus, Cyclopt 
Clupea, Osmerns, Salvelinus, Plcnroyrannnus, etc. 
N. GREBXIT KI, Bering I slaD<l. 16 7 . ' 5. (YII) 
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ESKIMO b11>Lrr.MENTS, inclnding clothing, axe used iu lodging-honses, knif,,-belt 
rnade fro111 remdoet· tcefil1, bow au,l 2 arrow8, fish-] uifo ~u1,l l1a.t 111ad1 l>? woman. 
J. W. JOHNSON", Fort Alexander, Alaska. 16879. ' '85. (rr, A) 
FOSSIL SHELLS. fffacoma sabula Spgl., Cardimn gl'(Jmlandicmn L., Amam·opsis pJup11,rea 
Dall. Quaternary, in clay concretions. 
J. W. JOHNSON, Fort Alexander, Alaslrn. 1G879. '85. (IX) 
STONE IMPLEMENTS. Knife, adzes (3), and colts (2). 
J. W._JOI-INSON, Fort Alexander, Ala,1,lrn. J.G,'79. '8;). (In) 
Bum SKINS, from Nushagak (34 specimens). 
J. W. JOHNSON, Fort Alexander, Alaska. 1G879. '85. (v, A) 
PIG-TAILTI:D MONKEY, ]lfaca~us pelops p. 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park menagerie, New York City. 16880. '85. (xn) 
RET£VES PHEASANT, Phasianiis 1·cevesi (mounted). 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA. Plliladel phi a, Ponnsy Ivan ia. (Through 
Arthur Ed wiu Brown, Esq.) 16881. 'tl5. (v, A) 
SCREEN, representing a Chinese wedding. 
Mrs. J. L. HOLMES. (Through 0. T. Mason.) 16882. '85. (II, A) 
l<.,OSSIL SHELL. Axinaea (1), from phosphate deposits, South Carolina. 
R. RATHBUN, U.S. National Museum. 16883. '85. (Ix) 
SHARKS' TEETII (5), from phosphate deposits, South Carolina'. 
R. RATHBUN, u. s. National Museum. 16883. 185. (VII) 
COACH DoG, Canis farnifi.a1·is (skeleton). 
LEW1S HIPKINS, Washington, District of Columbia. lu884. '85. (XII) 
BIRD SIGNS, collection of 139 species, 225 sp~cimens from Turkey, Franc<·, Iudia, 
South Africa, England, Asia Minor, Borneo, Pegu, British Burmab, Timor Laut, 
Papua, Australia, Malayan Peninsula, Brazil, and Peru. (Exchange.) 
R. BOWDLER SnARPlt, British Museum, South Kensington, England. 16885. 
'85. (V, A) 
ANTIQUITncs, from France. 
THOMAS WILSON, U. S. consnl, Nict1, France. 16886. '87. (In) 
HATCHING-nox fer hatcbing white-fish and other -small fry (model).· 
M. B. HILL, Clayton, New York. 16887. '85. (Sent to F. N. Clad,, Nort.h-
Yille, Michigan.) 
METALS, for examination. 
Dr. E. 0. SAWYER, Point Pleasant, West Virginia. 16888. '85. (XVIII) 
F1s1:rns, Pleuronectes stellatus, Cott11s qnadricornis, Coregonus nierck·ii, and Clnpea 1ni-
1·abilus. 
Capt. M.A. HRALY, U. S. H.. M. steamer Corwin, San Francisco, Califiun ia. 
1os8a. '85. ~vII) 
TURNSTONE, Stnpsilcis interpres, from Alaska. 
Capt. M. A. HEALY, U. S. R. M. steamer Corwin, San FranciHco, California. 
16889. '85. (V, A) 
MA.RINE lNYERTJ.CBRAT.11':S, from Alaska. 
Capt. M. A. HEALY, U. S. H.. M. skamer Corwin, San Francisco, California,. 
16889. '85. (x, I) 
F1srms, G.11mnacanthns galratns, Pota,nocott,,,s gnlo1111,s, Cottns, Oligoootfas, Aspidocot-
fl£1J, Xiphister, Muraenoides, Podotliccu.9, Sa,bastichthy-9, etc. (28 spocies) from Alaska 
and on0 spocirs frorn Chili. 
1'. JI. STRl~rCTR, Passed AMHisl,ant Snrgcon, U.S. Navy, steamer Carlisle Patterson, 
16 90. ' j_ (vu) 
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:MARIN]~ lNVli:RTIJ:BRATl';R, from Alaska. 
T. H. tl'L'Jt1,; 1~T:::;, P~u,8111l A!-!Hi:stn11t, t, 111\~no11, U. ::,. :'l[:Lvy, :-;t,i:tlll<jl' Unrli8le Patter-
son. 16890. 'Sri. (xi) 
COMMON LITTORAL SrrnLLS, fro111 Alai,;ka. 
T. £I. STRE1ns, Pasi:;ed As:-;istant l':lnrgcon, U. R. Navy, steamer Carl-isle Pa.tte1·-
son. 16890. '85. (IX) 
REPTILES, Diemyctyln8 t.orns11s :tll<l Arnblystoma dccorticat11m,, from Alaslrn. 
'J'. II. STREETS, PaRsc<l AsRiHt.an I, SnrgMn, U.S. Navy, st,eamcr Oa,rli.~le Patter-
so11. 16890. '85. (vr) 
LARHAD0RITE, a lime soda foldbpar. 
GEORG]<; W. WATKINS, l\Ioriab, Essex Connty, Nc,v York. Hi89l. '85. (XVIII) 
DRIED LIZARD, from J1car Cin<lad, Bolivia. 
1". A. LUCAS, U.S. Natioual Mu, cum. Ht-392. '80. (vr) 
AirRICAN FIGURES, 2 ma1rnikins prepared nuder tho direction of Prof. Hamy, Troca-
dero Museum. (Purchased.) 
J UL1~8 H1m1mT, 9, rn o Henri Mn.rtiu, Paris, Franco. 16 93. '6;i. (u, A) 
SrrnLLS. Tweut,y-1,hree specimens. 
UH AHLES W . .JOHNSON, ~ai11t, Angustino, Florida. 16894. 't;5. (1x) 
Onsrn1AK .. ¥ 
C0M:\IISSIONER OF NEW MEXICO. 168%. 'Sf,. (II, A) 
OnsIDTAN :rncl pnrnice stone, for examination. 
• Dr. T. 8. S.N'OW, Baker City, Oregon. IG89fi. 'SS. (xvi) 
MICROSCOPI~ and acces:,;orics, oltl pattern. 
SMITIISO:SIAX INSTITUTION. Hi897. 'BG. (I) 
Frsn DECOY usetl. by fi.:,;bermcn of the Great Lako1:1 in con11oction with spearing trout. 
Dr. TlWJ\IFOUR, Mackiuaw, Michigan. 16898. 'Hf>. (t) 
WIJITKI•'ISH FLOATS, three forms, and one siuker. 
WILLIA;\1 SMITH, Frankfort, Michiga,n. 16890. '80. (1) 
TnouT D013BING LINE, rigged for llHO. 
KINSLEY G. Hous1~, Oconto, Wisconsin. 16900. ' fi. (1) 
SALAMANDERS, .Anibly8tonia tig1·innm juv (27). 
Dr. R. W: SllUFELDT, U. S. Army, Fort Wingn,te, Now Mexico. Hi901. '85. 
(YI) 
Co 'CRETION. 
JOHN w. CLAHK, Nushagak, Ala8ka. 1W02. ' G. (XVII) 
IVORY CARVING rcpre enting au Eskimo <lane<', ma.<lc l>y a natiYo. 
JOHN W. CLAHK, Tni,;hagak, Alaska. 16902. ' G. (n, A) 
BLACK DUCK, Ana.~ ob8cnra (Mallard variety). A strangu fre:1k of color, npproach-
•ng an albino state. 
R I•:LL ROBINSON, R.icbmon<l., Virginia. 1690:L ' G. (v, A) 
BIRD 'KIN , Cmt1·opu.<t em·yccrcu8, from Borneo; Plalycich l<i jlr.wipe8, Spin11.~ cnC1tllf1t11s, 
:w<l, porophila sp., from Venezuela. (i' r,,peci:11PnH). 
IT. K. C0ALR, Chicago, Illinois. 16904. '8,,. (v, A) 
Br,o K 01~ LAVA, from Vesnvins . 
.Mr . . EDGAR DAW, o T' Baltimore, l\faryln.1111. Hi90G. 'H:i. (I) 
BmD', rE, T, from Blad n1;fi •ld, near Warsaw, Virginin. 
Mrs. l\Luw Bu1rn, earn Mrs. M. V. B11rr, G,·n,·rnl Lan cl om ce. HiOO >- ti5 
(v, H) 
rrn fol' l'Xamina,tio11. 
\ ILLIAM F Gruo,~N", · Troy, Alnhama. lh907. 'N5. (xv1n) 
--------
.. R •ccive,t fro111 Nti\\' O1frnnfi ExpoHit,ion. 
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BROOK TROUT, Siilnelinns Jontinali8. 
A. F. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 16908. '85. (vu) 
CANNISTER srroT and minnie balls, from hattlefield of Bull Run, Vi.rginia. 
H. M. S.M:ITI-I, U.S. National Museum. 16909. 'R5. (1) 
CoQUINA, 8hell-n>ck, from the Spanish fort at Saint Augustine, Florid.a. 
A. ZICNO SHINDLER, u. s. National Museum. 16910. 'tl5. (I) 
DRIED SKIN of ii species of Ophichthys, from Bermuda. 
Dr. F. M. HAMLIN, A.ulrnrn, New York. Hi911. '85. (vn) 
PHOTOGRAPHS from negatives of views iu 8outheast A1as1rn. 
A. P. NIBLACK, Ensign, u. s. N. lGUl~. '85. (II, A) 
MAl\HIAJ.8, Crocyon virgin-ianus 6 , Neotmna jlo'l"idaria 6 , .Arvicolrt. riparhts ct, Spe1·11io-
pl1iliis gramm11,r1.ts, Tamfrt11 asiaticits Townsencli'i, Sper1nophilus gramninn.ts, S. grani-
m.nrus Do11glassi and Lepits sylvaticus a·ucluboni (_2 1 speci1nerni). 
WALTER ·~ - BRYANT, Oakland, California. 1691:3. '85. (IV) 
"BIDARKA," or skin canoe, with p3.ddles, from Alaska. 
CHARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. s. Fish Commission. 16914. '85. (II, A) 
PossrL Sm"LLS, from Alaska. 
CIIARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. s. l!-,ish Commission. 16914. '85. (Ix) 
ACTIN'IA.~S, from Alaska. 
CHARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. s. Fish Commission. 16914. '85. (XI) 
Bmn SKELTn'ONS, Circus hudso11iits, La1·us glaucus, Diomedea nigripes, COl'l'/l,'I crtrz1in-
orns, l'innuncul·us sparverins, and Lomvia arra, from Alaska. 
CHARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. 8. Fish Commission. 1(1914. 'c5. (xn) 
!l'IAMM"ALS, Ereth?-i.zon iforsalis epixanthns, Thala1·ctos rnariti,nius, Sci11,r11s hucl1wr1i1,,8, 
Ell'motopias stelleri, Callorhiniis u1·sinns, and Enhydl"is lutrili (bones), from Alaslrn,. 
CP.A~ES H. TOWNSEND, U . S. FiRh Commission. 1G914. '85. (xn) 
BIRDS. A collection of 152 specimens, from Ounalasblrn Island, St. Paul's Island, 
Otter Island, Port Clarence, Kotzebue Sound, St. Matthews' Island, and St. George 
T s1and. The rarest or most important are the following: Kennicott's vVarbler 
(Phylloscopus , borealis), Alaskan Wren (11roglod.1Jtes alascenses), Kowak Chicka-
<lee ( Par us stoneyi, n. sp. ). " · 
CHARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. s. Fish CommiS8IOil. 16914. '85. (v, A) 
In addition to these were good series of snch cbarncteristic or peculiar Alaskan 
Ji i rds as Leucosticte griseonucha, Melospi.za cinerea. McKay's Snowflake ( Plectrophanc.c; 
hJ1pe-rboreus), Prybilov Snowflake (t'. ni·uaUs townseudi, u. snbsp. ), arn1 Long-toetl St,int 
( T1·inga damacens-ist). 
ER:\1INI~, Putorius erminea, in the flesh. 
A. R. DODGE, East Saginaw, Michigan. lfi915. '%. (IV) 
Bnm SKINS. Chewink (Towhee), P'ipilo erythroplithalnw.s, and Kingbinl (Bee Ma-rtin), 
Tyi'ann1.c8 caroli>nensis. · 
LEWIS B. WOODRU.l!'F, 14 East Sixty-eighth street, New York. 16916. '8:). (V, A) 
NESTS AND EGGS of Chewink ('l'owhce), Pipilo trythrophtlialnins, a.1H1 of Kingl>in1 (Bee 
M.1nin), 1'.,1rann1is carolinensis. Set of four eggs in ea.ch. Collected at Litchfield, 
Conn ., Jnn(\, 188~. 
LEWIS B. WOODRUFF, 14 East Sixty-eighth street, Now· York. 16916. 'SG .. (v, n) 
Fo IL PLA.J.~T . (Returned.) 
____ 1:::__P· SuARPLlr.S, Phmnixville, Pcnnsylvani~. l(i917. '85. (XIX) 
"A yonng bird; cbamct,crs of the species first clearly shown by Lieutenant Stoney's 
adnlt example. 
t New·to North An1erican fanna. 
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J:--.VJ<:RTJ•:BU,\Tg l<'OStilLS. 
H. l'. S 1-IAHPLES, Phamixville, Peuusylva11ia. 16917. 'RG. (x111, B ) 
BURNT CLAY, fourn1 iu a mound in Arizona, and h earing impressions of sticks, twigs, 
ete. ( rn 8pecimens). 
D:·. EDWARD PAu.;mt, SmitlH,onian Institntion. Hi019. '8fi. (nI) 
Ronan OCTOPUS, Octopus r11go8us, Bose. 
A.H.. A1orn, Cat !Hlan<l Ligltt-honsl' Ilay, Saint Lonis, Missouri. 16!)20. '85. 
(IX) 
FAT HEAD, Pimcpl1alcs promelas (5 8pccimens), from an artAsian wAll. 
LOUIS LAGJW, Al>cr<lcen, Iifabo Territory. 16921. 'BG. (vn) 
RHINOCEROS HORNTIILL, Rnceros bicornis. 
vV. A. CONKLIN, Ceutral Park Menagerie, New York City. 16D22. '.'.'5. (xm) 
ARsgN'ICAL I1t0N PYRITES ancl garnet, from the Black Tii1ls; for exam ination and 
report. 
H. ' I. BIWWN, Ponca, Nebraska. 16923. '85. (XVI) 
MAMMAL RKINS from Qneenslancl and Tasm:mia, as follows : (0 Macrop us giganfeus 
Schreh., 6 and Q ; (2) .114 rolmsfu.8 Gld., 6 and Q (j11Y. ); (:3) Jf. rujus Desm., 
3 arnl 2; (4) 'J-L parry'i Ben., Q ; (G) Ilal-matnr11s clorsalis Gr., 3 an<l 9 ; (6) 
If. rn.fi collis Desm., 6 ; (7) fl. temporalis Do Vis, t ; (8) TL thetidii F. Cuv. Q ; 
(n) I'ctaanri8fa taguanoicle8 DeAm., Q ; (10) Dasyu,i·ns macnlatns Slrn w, Q ; (11) 
D. fJPu_ff1·oyi Gl<l. 9 (mounted); (12) Phascolm11-.1J8 wombat11 8 Per. et Less., Tas-
• rn:mia,; ( 1:~) Phascolarctos cinercus Gohlf., t n,n ,l Q ; (14) Bctlongia 1"1tfesce11s 
Watorh., 3 n,1111 9; (15) Omith01·hvnchu8 parado:rns Blnm.; (Hi) Hydrotn.lJS cliryso-
gasfrr Geof. , Q ; (17) Pteropns scapU,lctlus Peters. A11 Qneenslanrl specimens ex-
cept No. 12. 
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM, Brisbane, Queensla,ncl. 16924. '85. (Iv) 
PrrosrrrAn::R, from the High Hock Phosphate Mine. 
IlIGII ROCK PIIOSPITATE MINE. (Throng-h Wal ter W. Pickford, manager), 
Bnckingham, Province of Quebec, Canada. 16925. '85 . (xv rn) 
BONNETED MACAQUE, Macacitd ,qinicns 6 . 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York Cit,y. 16926. '86. (IV) 
INDIAN TORTOISE. 
W . A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York City. 16926. '85. (VI) 
CAST OF STONE DISK, with carvings. Originally fonncl near Plymouth, Marshall 
Conuty, Indiana. 
GEORGE A. BAKER, 102 Sonth Michigan street, South Bend, I ;tliaoa. 16U27. 
1 5. (III) 
CAHPJ~T, made by the Navajo weavers for Thomas · Kea111, and said to be the most 
cl:tborate arnl costly piece of work ever undertaken by tl.Je Navajo.. Valned at 
:..50. (Deposited.) 
'l'IIO!\fA KEAM, Kearn's Caiion, Arizonn. 1G9~8. '8:i. (a, A) 
MoDJ.:r, OF ,VEJEGl , one of the Chaco ruins, prepared under t be direction of the llu-
rea.n ofEtbnolo~y. The model m asure :ibont 3 feet by 4 feet, an<l the ,nbjPct 
is on of tl.Je rnins of the Pueblo class. 
BuRgAu OF ETH OLOGY, mithsonian Institution. 16!)29. ',5. (II, A) 
ALT, clcava,g pecimen, from Petite Anse, LouiHiana. 
J01u M. AVERY, New Iberia, Lonisiarrn. (Thro ugh U., . Geological , irn·Py . 
160:W. ' 5. (XVI) 
LAUMO."rITJ~, from Jones' Falls, Baltimore, Marylaucl. (Exclrnuge. ) 
I r. F. 11. CrrATAHO, BtLltimor , Maryland. (Through Joseph Willcox.) 16931. 
' 5. (xvi) 
LIST 01:<' ACCESSIONS. 
BAIUTI~ (2 spcei111 '.} t1'l), frnrn Dnfton, Engb1t11. 





WooD. Section of a pile from a wharf at Cape Henr.v, Virginia, cor1;pletely riddl~d 
by the boring of the ship-worm., Teredo navalis. 
A. B. JOHNSON, Light-Honse Boal'<l. l(j9:~3. '8.-i. (IX) 
CRYSTALS (3), from deposit ncn.r Moriah, Essex Connt,y, Now York. 
GEORGE W. Vh.TKINS, Mo"!:iah, New York. lG!)'.31 . 'r,5. (XVI) 
DRIED POTATO. 
C. 0. STILLWELL, Rome, Georgia. 1693G. '85. (r) 
MAMMALS: Neotorna jloridana, Thomomys t:alpoides 11,rnb1·inns, Arvicolci 1'ipa1'ius, Perog-
nathus penicillqtw:, H espm·omys lencopns, and Tamias asiat.icns, between townscndi 
and qiiadri,vittatus. 
FRA.i.~K E. BLAISDELL, Poway, Sau Diego County, California. 16936. '85. (1v) 
Loco WErm, .Astrcigalus Bigelowi Gray, probably from Texas. 
Dr. w. THORNTON PARKER, Newport, Rhode Island. 16937. '85. ·cxv) 
GRANITE (2 specimens), an<l one each of hornblende au\l red clay. 
LARKIN KING, San Saba, Texas. 16938. '85. (xvr) 
HORNBLENDE gneiss, containing epidote; for examination anfl report. 
CHARLES MILLER, jr., P. 0. Box 9:\ Sanborn, New York. 169:19. (XVII) 
SLATE (2 specimens) and impure limonite; for examination a,wl report. 
C. P. McGIMSEY, Arkadelphia, ArkansaR. 16940. '85. (xvI) 
BRACELETS, of turtle-shell, made at Nassau, N. P., Bahamas, West Indies. 
Mrs. EPES SARGENT, :338 Pennsylvania av0nue, Washington, District of Co-
luinbia. 16941. '8;1. (I) 
BRICK. Piece of a brick from. an old well at Fort Ticonderoga, Lake Champlain, 
New York, used during the Revolutionary war. 
Mrs. EPES SARGENT, 3:38 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, District of Co-
lumbia. 16941. '85. (I) 
BROWN IRON ORE; for examination and report. 
C. D. GALVIN, New York City. 16942. '85. (XVI) 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. Chinese sanheen, in exchange for carvings and baskets of 
North American Indians. 
J. H. RENSHAW, U. S. Geological Survey. 16943. '85. (n, A) 
GALENA, Sulphide of lead, for examination anil report. 
OLIVER RASE, Ivanpah, San Bernardino, California. 16944. '85. (xvr) 
CHAMOIS HORN. Material furnished by the Museum a,nd mounted by Mr. Kalden-
berg as a paper-knife. 
F. J. KALDENBERG, 124 Fulton street, New York. 16945. '85. (I) 
FLINT IMPLEMENTS. Collection of 109 specimens on nine tablets, including arrow-
heads, spear-heads, and darts; from Flint Ridge, Muskingum County, Ohio. 
This collection is made up from findings in the western part of the county. The 
flint and quartz work of which they are made is found in the above neighbor-
hood in a ridge or row of hills, known in tho locality as Flint Ridge. As this 
peculiar rock formation is the only one of the kind in this section, it must have 
furnished the supply of material for the manufacture of these darts and spear-
heads for a large scope of country. 
T. F. SPANGLER, Jamesville, Ohio. 16946. '85 (In) 
... HELLS (71 species), types of paper on Alaskan shells, and 30 species of marine shells 
from Norway. 
Dr. A. K1tATJs1~, Berlin, Pru8sia.. (T'hrongh Willi nm H. Da.11.) lu947. '~5. (IX) 
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AMPHIPOD CRUSTACJ•'.Ai'.; HCl'Ve~ :Li-l food for maclrnrel. 
W. A. WILCOX, GlonceRter, Massachusetts. 16948. 'K,. (xr) 
ROCKS. 
Mrs. H. Cl. BECKWITH, Coleman Station, New York. 16949. '85. (XVII) 
STONI~ TMPLEME:-;rTs from France. 
THOMAS WILSON, Washington, District of Co lumbia. 1695D. 'tl5. (m) 
ORI~ from Rockbr id ge, Virginia; for rnport. 
s. H. LETCHER, Lexington, Virginia. 1G951. '85. (XVIII) 
LAUGillNG GULI,, Lariis atricilla, jnv. 
E . C. GREENWOOD, Nantucket, Massachusetts. 1695~. 'l::l5. · (v, A) 
INDIAN BASKET, etc. : Specimens of corn-husk basketry, clothing, and weapons of 
the Shetimasha Indians, and specimen of basketry of tho Choctaw Indians. 
Also specimens of Nankin cotton and decorticated moss work." · 
C. J. BARROWS, commissioner for Louisiana at New Orleans Exposition. 
1695:3: '8[>. (II, A) 
TEXT1LES exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition. 
EAGLE AND PHCENIX MILLS, Columbus, Georgia. (Through Dr. Bursy, presi-
deut.) 16954. '85. (I) 
NEGRO MANUFACTURES: Basketry, clothing, tupelo gum, handiwork of tile negroes. 
JAMES J. SPELMAN, 8nperinteuclent Colored People's Exhibit, New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 16905. 'tlG. (n, A) 
PUMP DRILL:" 
JAMES J. SPELMAN, superintendent Colored People's Exhibit, New Orleans, La. 
1695fi . '8~ . (II, A) 
INDIAN IMPLEMJ<::NTS, etc., basketry, crac1le8, water jng, anc1 seeds, from Ute Indians, 
of Nevada. 
W. M. HAvm-oR, Reno, Nev. (acting for Ncvnda at the New Orleans Expo-
sition), 16956. '<'lG. (II, A) 
Fisn TnAP, used in Venezuela. ·" 
E. MARTIN1<;z, representative of Venezuela at the New Orle'aos Exposition. 
16957. '85. (r) 
PALMETTO HATS.,. 
Mrs, S. G. FowLlm, Hantlsbornngh, Mississippi. 16958. '8G. (II, A) 
CORN-SHUCK HAT." 
Miss ELLEN CLl•:ARY, Ilandsborough, Missi8!ippi_. IG%9. ' G. (n, A) 
J<'EATill~R-WORK." 
.MILTON J. FLOOD, Sterling, Massachusetts. lfi960. 'St. (I) 
N1~G-RO MANUFACTURES: Horse collars, trays of the tupelo gum, a11<1 
hasketry, mode by the negroes of Mississippi." 
, peci_mcn of 
Gmioral , n ,:pmrn D. LEF: ancl Profes or PHARES. Mississippi 
(ll, A) 
BROOMd, mad from t lui young leaves of palmetto; from J arnaic:-i. " 
Gov1<;1 :S-ME~T OJt' JAMAICA. lGOf-52. '8fl. (n, A) 
C AL. 
16961. ' ,~ ·"· 
, TEPJJJ.::N· G1 .\ Y, .JR., Olympin, Bath Connty, Kentucky. Hi9G:3. ' i>. (xvm) 
PLA, TS, from Nev:icla. · 
Tion. R. ,v. Fm NA., commissioner from Nebrn, k:t, Brownsvi11 , Nebr. ka. 
16964. ' 5. (xv) 
* I ceivcd from th Nflw Orleans Expositien. 
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CLAY, for examination nnd report. 
W. A. SPENCE, Jacksonville, Florida,. 1G9GG. '85. (x:vnr) 
MrnERALS. One rock carrying irou pyrites and one slightly stained with copper. 
M.A. TEAL, Riverside, Sau Bernardino County, California. 1G93G. '85. (xvr) 
Bnms' EGGS. Cardinal Grosbeak, Clirdinalis l!ir.17inia1rns; Saint Lucas Cardinal, Car-
dinali8 virginianu8 igne1is j White-rumped Shrike, Lani1is ludovicianus excubito-
roides. 
ROSWELL WHEELER, Jr., Sacaton, Arizona. 160G7. '85. (v, n) 
CoLLrn Brrcrr ("Vesta"), Cards fam.iliaris , from Glencoo Collie kennels. 
H. T. LEEPEY, Glencoe Collie kennels, Bethlehem, Penusyl vania. 16968. '85. · · 
(x:n) 
EVENING GROSBEAK, Hesperiphona vespei-tina. 
WILL H. WALKER, 3:J Yamhill street, Portland, Oregon. 16969. '85. (v, A.) 
COREAN POTTERY. Twenty-:fi.ve pieces of table crockery, bottles, water-jar, wine-
cup, etc. Some of the pieces are from three hun<lred to seven hundred years old. 
From Corea. 
J. B. BERNADou; Ensign, U.S. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. 16970. '85. (1) 
DRUGS from Corea (3 specimens). 
J.B. BERNADOU, Ensign, U.S. Navy, Nagasaki, ,Japan . 16970. '85 (r) 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. A stringed instniment, seemingly a combina,tiou of tlrn Chi-
nese kin and the Japanese koto. From Corea. 
J. B. BERNADOU, Ensign, u. s. Navy, Na,gasaki, Japan. lti970. '85. (I) 
F Aimrcs, from Corea. 
J.B. BERNADOU, Ensign, U.S. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. 16970. '85. (r) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, from Corea. 
J.B. BERNADOU, Eusigu, u. s. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. 16U70. '8G. (n, A) 
FISHES, including Sl l'ontateus,. Squaltis, Sco1nberornol'ns, Niphon, Sanrirla, Cl I/pea, Pltity-
cephalns, Tetrodon, Solea, Corvi11a, Scicena, Mll.17-il, etc. 
J.B. BERNADou, Ensign, U.S. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. 16970. '85. (vn) 
TURTLE, from Corea. 
J.B. BEHNADOU, Ensign, u. s. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan, 16970. '85. (VI) 
CEPIIALOPODS (4 specimens), 
0
from Corea. 
J.B. BERNADOU, Ensign, u. s. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. .16970. '85. (IX) 
MAH.I~!·~ INVERTEBRATES, from Corea, 
J.B. BERNADOU, Ensign, u. s. Navy, Nagasaki, Japan. 1G970. '8ri. (XI) 
8LAB OF MARBLE, 10 by 21) inches, disk of yellow marble, stone pencil, jLr of yellow 
and greel;l marble, box made of red stone, from Corea. 
J.B. BERNADOU, Ensign, U.S. Navy, Nagasaki, ,Japan. 1G970. '85. (xvu) 
POTTERY. 
D. F. HAYNES & Co., Baltimore, Maryland. 16971. '85. (r) 
SIAMgsr,: SILVER Corn, 1 fuang =- 7¼ cents. (Deposit,ecl.) 
JOUN M. NOAH, u. s. National Museum. 16972. '85. (I) 
DIATO:.IAC1<:ous EARTH, from Massaponax, Spottsy1vania Connty, Virgii1ia. 
Ro1mRT P. BlGLOW, Washington, Dis~.rict of Colninl>ia,. 16\Ji:3. '85. (x1) 
TO~E lMPLEMl<~NTS. A leaf-slrnped implement, a spear-hea1l, 147 arrow-l1 0,ul.-i, 2 
grooved axes, a stone slab with mortar cavities on both sides, a frngmon t, of pot-
tery, and 1 fragments of stone implements, from Massaponax, Spottsylvania, 
County, Virginia. 
ROBERT P. BIGLOW, Washil1gton, District of Colnmbia. 16973. '85. (m) 
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ANTIQUITIES. A sknll an<l Lones from n,n In<lian grn.vo, and a clay pipe, one-half of a 
small cla.y vessel, and 5 copper Le~ds, from a mound near ,varuPr's Lanrling, 
Vernon County, Wisconsin. Also a leaf-shaped jmplement., with a bauclle at-
t,acbed. 
Dr. J. L. DE WITT, Newton, Vernon County, Wisconsin. 16974. '85. (III) 
CONE-IN-CONE, a pecnliar concretionary form. 
Dr. J. L. Dre WITT, Newton, Vernon County, Wisconsin. 1G974. '85. (XVII) 
lNVERTERRATE FOSSIL, Ostrca congesta. 
Dr. J. L. DE WITT, Newton, Vernon County, Wisconsin. 16974. '85. (XIII, n) 
FossrL SHELLS, specimens of Chonetcs anu I'l'oducns, with sections of crinoid stems. 
M. J. BECKER; Fort Scott, Kansas. 16975. '85 (IX) 
MONKRY, CERC<EBUS sp. ('), specimen in the flesh. 
H.B. RVERETT, Dime Museum, city. 16976. '85. (IV) 
EARTH, for examination. 
JOHN BROOKS, Hedrick, Rush County, New York. 169i7. 8'5. ( f) 
TAPA CLOTH, Samoan Islands, 1869. 
Lieut. Commmanrler CHARLES V. GRIDLEY, U. S. Navy; U.S. steamer "Kear-
sage." 16978. '85. (n, A) 
RocICs. A co1lection of over 100 specimens, including dioritcs, di abases, ga·bbros, sye-
nite, granite, gneiss, rnica-sch1st, quartz, quartz-porphyry, slate; :i.lso a vertical 
colnmu showing relative age and comparative thickness of tbe Archwan, Cam-
brian, and Silurian formations of this slate, etc., from New Hampshire. 
C. H. HrTcncacrc, Hanover, New Hampshire. 1G979. '85. (xv) 
SHELLAC, crnde and commercial, and articles showing its nso. 
THOMAS DONALDSON, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 16980. '85. (r) 
RED GRANITE. 
H. D. GURNEY, Saint Paul, Minnesota. 16981. '85. (xvn) 
Corm. 
fl. SIMON, 20 Mount street, Manchester, England. 16982. '85. (xvm) 
GREY CORUNDUM and kyanite, from Georgia. (Exchange.) 
N. P. PRATT, Atlanta, Georgia. 16983. '85. (XVI) 
BRONZE MEDAL. Annual Assay of the Mint, 1776-187fo 
WM. J. GREEN, U. S. National Museum. 16984. '85. (1) 
DEER, Ceruus axis, three days old. 
W. A. CONKLIN, Central Park Menagerie, New York City. ln98G. '85. (1v) 
RED -TAILED BUZZARD, Bnteo borealis, from Fayette County, Kentucky. 
T. H. MORGAN, Broad way, Lexington, K,mtucky. 16986. '85. (v, A) 
STEAM-TRANSPORTATION. Drawings, pieces of iron rail, castings, etc. 
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY, Camden, New Jersey. (Through J.E. 
Watkms.) 16987. '85. (1) 
C rm. 
H. IMON, 20 Mount street, Manchester, England. 16D8R. 185. (xvm) 
Brnns. A collection of171 specimens, 6 species, mostly from the Olcl World. Among 
the, e may bo especially mentioned a good. series (2~) of Red-polls (Acanthfa ) ~1 . 
lina1·ici, from western Siucrin, ancl Japan; ..d. caberct, from Engla.nd, a.nd A. c.rilipes, 
from w stern S;boria. The greater part of the collection, however, con ist of 
water birds. 
HENRY EF.TIOIIM, London, England. 16() 9. '8!'>. (V, A) 
mono. '85. (1J 
* l eceived from New Orle~i11s Expm1i Lion tl.trouglt Dupartu1eut of 'tatfl. 
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lJ GLASSWARE. 
LUDWIG MOSER, Carlsbad, Bohemia. Hi!:191. '85. (I) 
Bums EGGS (3), of Ruby-crowned Kinglet, BeguZ.Us calend-ula. from New York. 
DWIGHT D. STONE, New York. 1699i. '85. (v, B) 
"GUMS AND DYES, from Mexico. 
MEXICAN COMMISSION. 1699:3. '85. (I) 
ANIMAL PRODUCTS.* Shark's skiu, furs, hair ropes, small sieve, and dried insects, from 
Mexico. 
MEXICAN COMMISSION. Hi993. '86. (I) 
FOODS.* 
MEXICAN COMMISSION. 16993. '85. (I) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS* of basketry, clothing, horse equipments, bedding, carpet-
ing, etc., from Mexico. 
MEXICAN COMMISSION. 16993. '86. (II, A) 
TEXTILES,,. wool and fabers, from Mexico. 
MEXICAN COMMISSION. 16993. '65. (I) 
GEOLOGICAL MAPS* (11) from Belgium. 
BELGIAN COMMISSION. 1699-1. '85. (XVII) 
Box,t carved out of talc by a native of Bombay. 169%. '85. (XVI) 
WOODS t (20 samples). 16995. '85. (xv) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS. t Carved olive-wood, carved stoue from the river Jordan, 
and two pairs of shoes. 16995. '8G. (II, A) 
PAPE.!. * (38 sample!:!), fine white arrd colored coiling-paper, from Duren, Province of 
Rhine. 
FELIX HcH. SCHOELLER, purin, Province of Rhine. 161196. '85. ( 1) 
STEATITE, chrysocolla, cerargyrite, embolite, etc., from Sonora, Mexico. 
GOVERNOR OF SONORA, Mexico. (Through Victor Aguilar). 16997. '85. (XVI) 
Gor,n AND SIL VER ORE·s. * 
GOVERNOR OF SONORA, Sonora, Mexico. 16997. '86. (XVIII) 
EARTHENWARE l<~LUTE, * painted gourd rattle, and violin, from Chiapas, Mexico. 
COMMISSIONER OF CHIAPAS, Mexico. 16998. '85. (I) 
LIMONITE (1 specimen) and 4 specimens of coral altered into chalccuony. 
s. T. WALKER, Milton, Floriua. 16999. '85. (XVI) 
ROCKS,* concretions, and Julgurites (8 specimens). 
S. T. WALKER, Milton, Florida. 16999. '85. (xvn) 
CRUSTACE2E from Caribbean Sea. 
Prof. S. I. SMITII, New Haven, Connecticut. 17000. '85. (XI) 
GOLD AND SILVER ORES.* 
M. AGILLA, Sonora, State of Sonora, Mexico. 17001. '8G. (xv1u) 
ORES* from Durango, Mexico. 
Senor MANUEL DROCINO, Pachuca, Hiualgo, Mexico. 17002. '85. (xvm) 
ORES" from Guerrero, Mexico. 
Senor MANUEL DROCINO, Pa.chuca,, Hidalgo, Moxico. 1700:3. '85. (XVIII)
1 
ORES" from the State of Michoacau, Mexico. 
Senor MANUEL DROCINO, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17004. '8G. (x':m) 
ORES~ from the State of Oaxaca, Mexico, 
Sefior MANURL DRocrno, Pachnca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 1700S '85. (xvrn) 
* Received from New Orleans Exposition. 
tReceived from New Orleans Exposition through Department of State. 
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Om~s" from the State of Mexico, MP-xico. 
S~fior MANUEL DROCINO, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 1700G. '85. (xvm) 
ORES"° from the State of Tlascala, Mexico. 
Sef10r MANUEL DROCINO, Pacbuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17007. '85. (xvm) 
ORES" from the State of Puebla, Mexico. 
Senor MANUEL DROCIN0, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17008. 185. (xvm) 
01rns"' from t he State of Sain Luis Potosi, Mexico. 
Seflor MAN_UEL DROCINO, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17009. '85. (xvm) 
01ms"" from the States of Vera Cruz, New Leon, .Jalisco, Chiapas, and Chilrnallu:1, 
Mexico. 
Senor MANUEL DIWCINO, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17010. '85. (XVllI) 
ORES" from the State of Hidalgo9 Mexico. 
Seflor MANUEL DROCINO, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico. 17011. '85. (XVIII) 
ORES" from the State of Hidalgo, Mexico. 
Seii.or MANUEL DROCINO, Pachnca, Hidalgo, M.exico. 17012. '8,). (XVIII) 
SILVER ORES." Also a very complete illustration of the Real <lel Monte Minin~ 
Company's works; exhibitetl at the New Orleans ExJJositiou. 
REAL DEL MONTE MINING COMPANY, Pachuca, Mexico. (Through Jose de 
Landero y Cos.) 17013. '85. (XVIII) 
ORES* from the State of Zacatecas, Mexico. 
Senor BONILLA., in · charge of observatory o~ Zacatecas, Zacateca1,, Mexico. 
17014. '85. (XVIII) 
Co1•p1m ORES~ from the State of Aguas Caliente1,, Mexico. 
Seii.or BONILLA, in charge of observatory of Zacatecas, Za,catecas, Mexico. 
17015. '85. (XVIII) 
EusYNCIIITE" (Tritochorite or Ramirite ), from the State of San Luis Potosi, Mexico. 
Senor AGUILLERA. 17016. '85. (XVI) 
STONEWARE," jugs, spirit bottles, etc . 
PORT DUNDAS POTTERY COM:PA:XY, Glasgow, Scotland. 17017. '85. (I) 
STATUE'l"fE·s . t' "Sunshine" and" Storm," from Staffordshire, England. 
ROilINSON AND LEADBEATER, Stoke-upou-Treut, Staffordshire, England. 170i8. 
'85. (I) 
FIGURE OF A. PIG, .,. in burnt clay. 
AKKA.NSAS COMMISSIONER. 17019. '85. (I) 
H AT,'. t Four large modelti. 
JorrN W. PARRY, Sarnia, Ontario, Can~da. 17020. '86. (1) 
PYHRlIOTITEt (1 specimen), and Micaceous Ilematito (1 specimen), from Sweueo. 
17021. ' 5. (XVI) 
EUHJTI~ (Ilallcfli~t gneiss) (4 specimens), from New IIopperberg, W estmorland, Swe-
d ·u, and 2 spociment:i of llallofiint, from Dannemora Mine, Upland, Sweden. 
17021. '85. (, ' VII) 
01m1-;t from, 'wedon. 
17021. ' r: (,'VlII ) 
A.l•ATIT.E t (5 specs.) from King::stou, Ontario. 
170:22. 1 6. (XVI) 
ORE · t from Kingston, Ontario. 
17,022. ' ). (XVIII) 
COAL t from Japan. 
170~. ' G. (X\ rn ) 
• 1 cci ved frolll 
t l ·c •i vc<l from 
'cw Orlt·a.nt:i Exposit,iou. 
ow d •,rn Expo ition through Department of t::Hu.te. 
MINERALS" from Costa Rica. 
li024. 186. (xvm) 
LIST Ol!' ACCESSIONS. 
BRICKS AND TILJ<:s·)f from Mexico. 
17025. 185 (I) 
FIBERS," ropes, etc., from Hayti. 
Gov1mNMENT OF HAYTI. li026. '85. (I) 
OIL PoRTRAITSt of Haytian chiefs (1804-18::35). Also baskets, whips, etc.t 
GOVERNMENT OF HAYTI. 17026. '85. (II, A) 
PorrERY" from Hayti. 
GOVERNMENT OF HAYTI. 17026. '85. (1) 
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SPONGEst (2 specs. ) found growing together; both recent; from near Key West, 
l!,lorida. 
W. H. SEBRING, commissioner for Florida. 17027. '85. (XI) 
RAW SILK. i Three hanks, the product of the Yama Mai, the wild-oak silk-worm of 
Japan; ah;o two cocoons. 
COM:11IISSIONER FOR Y 1nIIME, Japan. 17028. '85. (I) 
SOUVENIR OF CANADIAN SPORTS." Miniature snow-shoes, toboggan, and Lacrosse 
racquet. 
17029. '85. (II, A) 
SLAB OF 'l'RAVERTINR MARBLE+ from Tecali, Puebla, Mexico. 
MEXICAN GEOGRAPHICAL AND EXPLOIUNG COMMISSION. 17030. '86. (xvr) 
FERNs,j: 2 sets, each containing 110 specjes, some of which are new to .science, and 
all uew to the collection. 
17031. '86. (xv) 
MODEL of Mississ ippi River Steam-boat.+ 
E. C. CAHIWLL, Vicksburg, Miss. 17032. '85 (I) 
COAL .. from Norway. 
17033. 't-36. (XVIII) 
Asl'HALTUM" from Scotland. 
17034. '86. (xvm) 
ORES from Mexico." 
17035. '8G. (xvm) 
NUGGETS AND ORES* (fac-similes), from Australia .. 
17036. '86. (xvm) 
DRUM" from Costa Rica. 
17037. '86. (1) 
LEAF TonACCO.,. from Java. 
17037. '85. (1) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OnJECTS" from H:1waiian Island, including school-books, pbotogrnplu; 
of King and Queen, and scenery about the island: t,ap:1 cloth, reticule, and neck-
lace of koa i:;e-eus, necklace of kukui seeus ( caudle-uut seeds); :l flag8, auu a 
native drum ruade from a koa lo_g and covered with hog'::; hide. Also 6 specime118 
of wood. 
HAWAIIAN GOVERNMENT. 17038. '86. (II) 
Gouo, ~ a, food made of toasted grain and salt, and ground for use. 
17039. '86. (I) 
* Received from New Orleans Exposition throngh Department of State. 
t For further iuformation concerning this accrn,sion see Report on Department of 
Ethnology, page 94. 
+ Received from Now Orleans Exposition. 
• 
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ULTRAMARINN (8 bottles), from Hesseu, Germany. 
BLAUFARBENWERK MAIUENllElW, Bern,heim, Grot:1t:1h. Hesseu, Gerwauy. 17040. 
'85. (I) . 
SPOONS,* ladles, three pairs of shoes, etc. 
Hon. JACOB Scn0ENIIOF, U.S. Consnl, Tunstall, Eugland. 17041. '86. (II, A) 
D1:y Ocmrn" ( 11 bottles) from Marseilles, France. 
Hon. FRANK H. MASO~, u. s. Comml, MLm:ieilles. 17042. '86. (I) 
Omi:s, * from Canada. 
17043. '85. (XVIII) 
SALTS,* from Germany. 
17044, '85. (XVIII) 
GOLD ORES,* from the Idaho Mme, California. 
17045. '85. (XVIII) 
SURGICAL DRESSINGS,* in use in German hospitals. 
17046. 185. (I) 
MILITARY AND VY OOLI!:N GOODS,* from Germ any. 
17047. '8S. (I) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS,* straw hats, common test cups, carved test cups, stands for 
test cups, common guacles, carved guacles, crupper, saddle-bags, silk an<l cotton 
rebosa, sample of cloth manufactured in Leon, sarnples of pita fiber extracted 
by machinery an<l by use of solvent, and cloth hammock with cabaya rope, ua-
tive pottery, plow, yoke for oxen, ca,keofsugar, and ear-rjngs madoofcayoluut. 
H. H. LEAVITT, U. S. Consul, Managua, Nicaragua. 17048. 'do. (II, A) 
C1rno,vros/' historical, geographical, etc., 4 portfolios. 
EDWARD HOLZEL, Vienna, Austria. 17049. '86. (I) 
SILvmi MoD1n!' of Shandou Church, Ireland. (Returned.) 
WILLIAM EGAN & SONS, Cork, Ireland. 17050. '85 . (I) 
I3(rrnrn-BALL DucK, Charilonella albeola. 
HF.NRY PETERS, St. John's Ward, E:::.te;:prlse, Florida. 17051. '86. (v, A) 
Mt;D-JrJsH, A mia calva. 
M. WILSON, \Vashir,gton, District of Columbia. 17052. '8fi. (vu) 
I'YROLUS lTE. 
Mn,. W. H. FELTON, Ce treville, Georgia. 17033. 'f,6. (xv1) 
STONl~ BLOCK8. 
Pcuusylvania Railroad Company. 17054. ;di. (r) 
M1mGANS1m, Mcrga11ser arnericanus, from near Mt. Vernon, Virginia. 
HUGII M. SMITH, u. 8. National Mm,eum. 17055. '86. (v, A) 
llWN PYHITES, with quartz au~l calcite. 
F. C. Hrnn·, North Rivor Mills, IIampbltiro County, West Virginia. 170G6. 
'8G. (XVI) 
WOODEN MASKS, from Ah11;ka. 
LIEUT. T. DIXB0LLJCS, u. s. Navy. 17057. 'do. (II, A) 
Ro ·11: Frnu, Seba8ies rnarinwJ. 
VINAL N. BDWAHD , Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 1705 . '86. (vu) 
MAHINB Fossn. SHELL·, Post Pliocene, including Oslrea palinula Cpr., Anomia lim,-
alllla Dall., Pccten requisu,lcatu8 Cpr. 
Dr. TitPJU<:N BOWER , Sniu Bernardino, California. 17059. ' 6. (ix) 
EBJH,1~8 OF CnALCIW0,'Y fro111 quick. and in aw 11, :3 foot deep. 
L. S. DA 'IIU,, Victoria, Texas. 17060. '8G. (xvn) 
"Receivo<l fro1u 'ew rleniu1::1 Exposition through Department of 'talo. 
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AUTOGIU PH LICTTJm of Prof. Jo!icpb Henry, elated Balti'uwrc, June 10, 1842. 
W. A. 8:.,uTu, 10--l Pea,rl street, New York. 17061. 'i<u. (1) 
Qu.rnn, from the Ozarlz Mountains, Arkansas. 
CHARLES F. BHOWN, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 1706i. '86. (XVI) 
)'!IN ERAI.S. 
C. U. SHEPARD, Cllarleston, South Carolina. 17063. '06. (XVI) 
SECTION 01<' IRON RAIL. 
P1rnNSYLV.\.NIA RAILROAD COMPANY, Ca1m1en, New Jersey. (Through .J.E. 
Watkins.) 17064. '86. (I) 
CATLINITE. 
N. H. WINCHitLL, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 17065. '86. (xvu) 
MOLLUSK, a species of A1n11icola, from Florida.. 
R. ELLSWORTH CALL, Moline, Illinois. 17066. '86. (1x) 
FRE3H-WATER SHELLS. 
A. G. WETHERBY, Saint Andrew's Bay, Florida. 17067. 't:l6. (Ix) 
MOLLUSKS, frnm the Gulf of Mexice. 
D:·. W. H. Rusu, U. S. C. S. steamer Bla.ke. 17068. '86. (IX) 
INDIAN IMPLEMENTS. Sto:ae pipe, wooden stem, pipe-Stf?ms, clarionet, pipe, short 
spear, two !Jows and :30 iron-poi:ated arrows, quiver and 8 arrows, ton1::Lhawk, 
pipe, rattle, spo0B, head-dress, mail, an<l: war clubs, captured from the Sioux 
Indians at the battJe of White Stone Hill by the Second. Nebraska, Cavalry, Sep-
tember 3, 1863. * 
Gov. R. W. FURNAS, Commissioner for Nebraska at tl..ie New Orleans Exposi-
tion. 17069. '86. (n, A) 
DOMESTIC UTENSILS,* geun1s, strai_ners, chocolate cup, etc., from Mexico. 
COMMISSIONER 0F MEXICO. 17070. '86. (II, A) 
PHOTOGRAPHIC Vrnws of some important. tunnels now under progre:os in America, and 
of the Ingersoll reek-drill machiBes used in connection therewith. 
INGERSOLL ROCK DRILL COMPANY, Park Place, New York. li071. '86. 
(XVIII) 
BIRD SKINS. Harporhynchits criswlis, Sylvania pileolata, Ju:nw hyemalis, Chondes~es 
sandwichensis, 0tocoris strigata, Dryobates pubescens, Co laptes rufipilcus, hitherto uu-
described and unknown male; Lobipes h,lJpm·boreus. 
L. BELDING, Gridley, Butte County, California. 17072. '~G. (v, A) 
CRAB-PARASITES from skates, goose-fish mouth, haddock, and cod; worms from the 
stomach of goose-fish, sea-raven, sand shark, and haddock; also sea, fleas. 
VINAL N. EDWARDS, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17073. '86. (XI) 
FISHES. Liostornus, Oyclopterus, Pleuronectes, Lirna11da, Brevoortia, Stolephor·us, Mona-
canthus, Cottus, SalveUniis, Decapturus, and egg of R£iict. 
VINAL N. EDWARD,s, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17073. ;86. (vu) 
~1I~EHAL, for examination. 
SAMUEL SCOTT, Rapid City, Dakota Territory. 17074. '8G. (XVI) 
FOSSIL SHELLS, from the Tertiaries of Florida an<l. Misl:!is~ippi, including Baoulites 
oval'lts Say, and Eelem11ilella paxillosa Lam. 
A.G. WETHERBY, St. Anc-lrew's Bay, Florida. 17075. '86. (1x) 
\'VooLlrn AND COTTON YARNS,t from Russia. 
17076. '86. (I) 
SURGICAL APPLIANCES, t cotton lint, bandages, etc., used in the hospitals of Germany. 
li076. '86. (I) 
* Received from .the New Orleans Exposition. 
t Received from New OrloanF! Exposition through Departmout of Sta te. 
R. Mis. l70, pt, 2-48 
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EXOTIC LEPII>OPTERA (03 species, 2l8 specimern,), from Europe. 
JOHN B. SMITH, u. s. National Museum. 17077. '86. (x) 
Exonc BuTTERFLrns (31 species, 43 specimens), from Africa and India. 
B. NEUM<EGEN, New York, New York. 17078. '86. (x) 
CALCITE, for examination. 
H. M. HOCKMAN, Slancsville, West Virginia. 17079. '86. (XVIIl) 
AXOLOTL. 
CHARLES RUBY, U. S. Army, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyowiug Territory. 17080. 
'8(:i . (VI) 
MEMBRAN0US SACS of tumors taken frolli a large jack-ral>bit, witlt granules from 
the same. 
CHARLES RUBY, U. S. Army, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming Territory. 17080. 
'86. (Iv) 
D1cCOMPos1m RocK, consisting of cbleritic slate and quartz. 
GEORGE W. BELL, Breutsville, Virginia. 1708l. 't:lQ. (xvnI) . 
MOLLUSKS, an interesting collectieu from Madagascar. 
EDWAHD BARTLETT, Chillington House, Maidstoue, Kent, Eng1arn1. 1708~. '86. 
(IX) 
01rn. 
H. C. MORAN, Brightwood, District of Columbia. 17083. '86. (xvm) 
FOSSIL CORAL, Zaphrentes sp., and two pieces of trilobite, Dal-manites sp. 
Al{CHIBALD LIYERSIDGE, Sydney, New Sou·th Wales. 17084. '86. (XVII) 
FOSSIL PLANT, G-leichenia od0ntopte1·gides, from Riddingtou. 
ARCIIIBALD LIVERSIDGE, Sych1ey, New Sontll Wales. 17084. '86. (XIII, n) 
CoP.P1rn, cobalt, cepper pyrites, anriferous pyrites, chrome iron ore, and titauiit>rous 
fron (27 specimens). 
/.JWHIBALD LIVF.RSIDGE, Sydney, New South Wales. 17084. '86. (XYill) 
M1.~1<:RALS (64 specimenf<). 
ARCHIBALD LIVERSIDGE, Sydney, New South Wales. 17084. '86. (xn) 
MANGANESE 01m, from Nova, Scotia. 
Jo1rn S. LAMSON & BRo.,Maiden Lase) New Y0rk City. 17085. '86. (xvm) 
BLACK LATE, containing veins of calcite and pyrite, for cxamiuatiun. 
C. S. WmTE, Romney, We8t Virginia. 17086. '86. (XVIII) 
Corm (7 specimens). 
H. SIMON, Manchester, England. 17087. '86. (XVUI) 
BROOK-TROUT EGGS, for examination. 
JOIIN GAY, Comwis1:1iouer of Fisherie&, Greeusl>urgh, Penrn,ylvani:i. 17088. 
' 6. (XXI) 
Mr~mtALS (:3 specimens). 
Jou:x H. HORNUNG, Oasis, Utah. 17089. '86. (XVI)' 
, 'Qurnm~L, Scim·us aureigaater, a Central American species. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOClETY 01" PilILADELPIIIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Through 
Arthur Edwin Brown, esq.) '86. 17090. (IV) 
lluw 'Kr~·s ( 41 specimens), from Pernamlrnco, Brnzil. 
Dr. P. L. SCLATER, Zoological Society of London. 17091. '86. (v, A) 
, 'HELLS (~ specie ), from the Bahamas. 
CHARLES w. JOUN ON", Saint Augul:!tine, Florida. 17092. ' 6. ( IX) 
lc~ERAL , from .l!'r nch localitier; (44 specimens). (Exchange.) 
:Ee Ll•: DK ML i,; ·, Paris, Prance. 17093. '86. (XYI) 
Loo:.1 W1,;1 HTS (~), ancient; R.omau, from H::Lnte- a,voio, }'ranee. (Ex:chan<Te.) 
:u. L. Cu RPY, Mu:ie6 l\untwy, H · ute- 'a,voie, F'ra11cc. 17094. ' 6. (u, A) 
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Ai:c 11.EtlLOl.iIC.\L 011JECTS, ono stoue crusher (La.cr11strine ), from Coutise, L. Neuf-
uhatd, 01m cult (Lacrnst,riue), fn,m Au verier, L. Neufohatel, Switzerlaud. 
M.L.ClI.\.ltPY,MnseeA.uuecy,Haute-Savoie, France. (Exclrn.nge.) 17004. 'tlG. 
(III) . 
S1rnLLs, from France (GO specimens). 
M. L. CHARPY, Musee A.nnecy, Hanto-Sa.voie, France. (Ex.change.) 17094· 
'86. (Ix) 
INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS, Jurassic aud Lower Cretaceous, about 70 _i:;pecies (200 1-,peci-
mens). 
M. L. CHARPY, Musee A.unecy, Haute-Savoie, Franeo. ,Exchange.) 17094. 
'86. (XIII,ll) 
FOSSIL PLANTS (2 specimens). 
M. L. CHARPY, Mnsee Annecy, Haute-Savoie, France. (Exchange.) 17094. 
'06. (XIV) 
ROCKS (1G4 specimens), from France, Italy, Belgium, and Hungary. 
M. L. CHARPY, Mus6e Annecy, Haute-Savoie, France. (ExchangP.) 170V4. 
'86. (XVII) 
MINERALS (84 specimens). 
M. L. CHAHPY, Museo Annecy, Haute-Savoie, France. (Exchange.) 170U4. 
'86. (XVI) 
FISH, 9-spined Stickle-hack, Gastei·osteus pungit-ius L. 
WILLIA.l\1 HEIUUCK, Swan'i:; Island, Maine. 17095. '86. (VII) 
COM:.YION STICKLE-BACK, .Apeltes quadramis, with four dorsal spines instead of tlirce. 
VINAL N. EDWARDS, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17096. '86. (VII) 
RocKs, ~rom New York: Massachusetts, and Bermuda. 
Prof. WILLIAM NORTH RICE, Middletown, Connecticut. 17097. 't:36. (.xvu) 
BL \CK MACAQUE MONKEY, Cynopitheous niger, in the flesh. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OJ<' PHILADELPHIA, Philadelphia, Penm;ylvania (through 
Art,hur Ed win Brown, Esq.). 17090. '86. (Iv) 
PARROT, Palceornis evpatria, in the flesh. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADRLPIIIA., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (through 
Arthnr Edwin Brown, Esq.). 17098. '86. (V,A) 
BLUE Bmo, Sialia sialis, tho blue color being of the same shade ai:; in S. arctica. 
ALLA.N H. J1<:NN1NGS, Baltimore, Maryland. 17099. '86. ( v, A) 
RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD, Agelaius phamice1~s, in tlie flesh. 
SQUIRE MYERS, Baltimore, Maryland. 17100. '86. (v, A) 
COA.TIMUNDI, Nasua narica. 
SQUIRE MYERS, Baltimore Family Museum, Baltimore, Mary laud. J 7100. · '86. 
(IV) 
COTION-TAIL RABBIT, Lepus sylvatimis. 
HOWARD EA.TON. Medora, Dakota Territory. 17101. '86. (IV) 
AMERICAN GOLDFINCH, Spinus tristis, in the flesh. 
BURDErr HASSETT, Howard Center, Iowa. 17102. '86. (v, A) 
MICA SCHIST, for report. 
J. A. Co:rnorn, Virginia City, Nevada. 17103. 186. (xvr) 
RED-TAILED HAWK, Buteo boreal-is. 
Jorrn K. WALKER, Parlrersburgh, Illinois. 17104. 186. (v, A) 
SILICIFIED SHELLS, pr:oba.bly from a tertiary lleposit; from Tampa Bay, Florida. 
JAMES SHEPARD, New Britain, Connectici.it. 17105. 'SG. (IX) 
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Nt,;P!Ilt!TE. :-:lt•ve11 t:ipeci mens. (Exchange.) 
C.\.NTl'~IWURY .Mmmu.M, Christ Church, Ne1Y Zealam1. lil06. '86. (XVI) 
F1-~HIWGTNOUS LnmSTOXl-<c, for report. 
RrcrcA.RD 131,:N.NETI', Eureka Spring!:!, Arkansas. 17107. 'r36. (XVIII) 
MINERALS. 
CHARLES BALllACII, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 17108. '86. (XVI) 
ALTti::R.1m MAG~ETIC IRON ancl impure sulphate of iron; for report. 
D. C. GUERNSEY, Dayton, Washington Territory. 17109. '86. (X:VI) 
Buw-SKrns, three species of Junco (7 spr~cimeus). 
Dr. R W. SHU.l!'ELDT, U.S. A., Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 171l0. '86. (v, A) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OBJECTS, brooms, blankets, baskets, carrying nets, etc., from Mex-
:ico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U.S. National Museum. 17111. '86. (II, A) 
FooDs, from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U.S. National Museum. 1711 1. '86. (I) 
FrnERS, from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, u. s. National Museum. 17111. '86. (I) 
DYE-STUFFS, from Me:xfoo. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U.S. National Museum. 17111. '86!:J . (I) 
SILVER 01m, from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U.S. National Museum. 17111. '86. (XVIII) 
PLANTS, from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U.S. National Mnseum. 17111. '86. (XV) 
POTTERY1 from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U. S. National Museum. 17111. '86. (II, B) 
l<'ISII-TP.AP, from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, U. S. National Museum. 17111. · '86. (I) 
MATERrA MEDICA. A very interesting collection of Incliau medicines from Mexico. 
Dr. EDWARD PALMER, u. s. National Mnseum. lilll . '86. (I) 
Bmos' EGGS. Abert's Towhee, Pilo aberti, aucl Rnfous-veuted Thrasher, Harpo-
rhy11ch11s crissali8; for e:x:amirn1tion. 
ROSWELL s. WHEELER, Jr., Pim.~ fodiau Agency, Arizona. 17112. '86. (v, B) 
RAILROAD SPIKES (32). 
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY, Camden, New Jersey. (Throngh J. E. 
Watkins.) 1711:3. '86. (I) 
SHELL, Vnio gibbosus, from the Neosho River, Kansas, for examination. 
Dr. w. s. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. lil14. '86. (IX) 
OPTICAL DE rs1METER, No. 4, and one case of salinometers. 
u. . COAST SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17115. '86. (I! 
IRON PYRITES in scbistose rock, for examination. 
J.M. LINEBERGER, Lowell, North Carolina. 17116. '86. (XVIII) 
.M1xT RE of magnetite, oxido of iron, and qu:1rtz, for examination. 
M. L. fA.YNARD, Dayton, Wasbiugtou Torritory. 17117. '8G. (xvm) 
l.lRO<JK TROUT, al1,elinus .fontinalis, Rock eel, Mtt,rcenoides g1mnellus, with skin para-
itcs. Also a part flower caudal lobe of a bark (f) or some other selachian ( ,). 
VrnAL N. EDWARD , Wood's Holl, Mass:i.chusetts. 1711R '86. (vn) 
Fr n PARA, ITES and copcpods!' 
Vr~AL N. EDWARD , W od's Holl, Massachn etts. 17118. '!36. (xI) 
!RO.' PYRITE in black qnartr., for examination. 
WILLIA:\! r.,. {CCAv, Lincoln, Ahbama. 17119. ' 6, (.·vm) 
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BROWN·TIEADED NUTHATCH, Sitta pusillci, Lat. (skin), for examinatio11. 
G. NOBLE, Savannah, Georgia. 17120. '86. (v, A) 
INDIAN SADDLE. 
CHARLES Ru:aY, U. S. A., Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming Territory. 17121. '86. 
(II,A) 
PYROPHYLLITE, from Glen's Mills, Deep River, North Carolina. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVI<;Y, Wasbin~ton, District of Colnmuia. (Through I. 
C. Russell.) 11122. '06. (XVI) 
ELAND, Oreas canna, specimen in the flesh, from Africa. 
LEWIS SELLS, Columbus, Ohio. 17123. '8G. (IV) 
BIRD-SKINS, Pasaerella ilia ca unalascensis ( 4 speci1Uens) and Melospiza fascia ta samnelis 
(6 specimens), skins, from Alameda County, California. 
w. OTTO EMERSON, Haywards, California. 17124. '86. (v, A) 
BIRD-SKINS, Spinus _psaltria, Caloarius ornatiis, Amphis_piza bilineata, Melospiza lin-
oolni, M. riwntana, Poocmtes confinis, Otoco?'is a.ren'icola, Sa.lJorn'is fusous, and S . sayi. 
WILLIAM LLOYD, 'foyah, Texas. 17125. '86. (v, A) 
BIRD SKKLETONS, Pious gai?·dneri, Carpodaous oassini, Pica hudsonioa, Pious harrisi, 
Melospiza 11iontaua, Junco oregonus, and J'. a-nneotens. 
A. w. ANTHONY, Denver, Colorado. 17126. '86. (XII) 
EGG of the Black-billed Magpie, P ica rus lica hudsonioa. 
A. W . . ANTHONY, Denver, Colorado. · 17126. '86. (v, n) 
LIGNITE, or br0wn coal, for report. 
S. D. L0NGHEED, New Dungeness, Clallam County, Washjngton Territory. 
17127. '86. (XVIII) 
MICROSCOPIC SLIDE, showing a scale of a common herring, Clupea sp. 
Rev. J. L. ZABRISKIE, Nyack, New York. 17128 '86. (vn) 
GALENA, and impure hematite. 
D. S. LOY, Mechanicstowu, Maryland. 17129. '86. (XVIII) 
PYIUTI<,S. 
HENRY C. MOYER, Hilltown, Pennsylvania. 17130. '86. (XVIII) 
EUROPEAN WHITE P.l!:LICAN, Peleoanus onoocrotalus Linn. (skeleton). 
CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE (through W. A. Conklin, Esq., New York City, New 
York). 17131. '86. (xn) 
INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS, Lower Cambrian. 
Duplicate8 from the collections of original investigations of the St. John gronp. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, New York. (Through H. s. Williams.) 171~{2. 
'8G. (XIII, A) 
HERCULES BEETLE, Dynastes tityus. 
J. W. ·WAKEMAN, Waterlick, Warren County, Virginia. 17133. '86. (x) 
REPTILES, Celuber obsoletus, juv., Opheosau1·ns ventralis, Eurneoes sp., Soe lopor·us sp., and 
Bana sp. (10 specimens). 
G. H. RA GSDALE, Gainesville, Cook County, Texas. 17134. '86. (vi) 
B1RD-8KINS, Parus oarolinensis, Chondestes strigatus, Otocoris arenicola, Pooometes gra-
mineus, lctinia mississippienl!is, Buteo harlani, and Syrni·urn alleni (the first speci-
men of this form taken outsirle of Florida, 11 specimens). 
G. H. RAGSDALE, Gainesville, Co_ok County, Texas. 17134. '86. (v, A) 
CAsT ·of ~L double-bladed ceremonial axe ef coarse-grained syenite, found at Hudson 
City, Hudson County, New J ersey, 7 feet below the surface. 
Dr. J. B. HOLDER, Arn. Mus. of Nat. History, New York. 17135. '86. (III) 
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CABI RT PIIOTOGRAPII ·of Bolivar statnc in Ne w York, :rn<l 1.lie following coins: 
Ten centavos of Peru (no elate); l centavo of'Argc11ti11e Rcpnl>lic, 1884; 2centavos 
of Argentine Republic, 1884 ; 100 reis of Brazil, 1803; 20 reis of Brazil, 1869; 40 
rcis of Brazil, 1875; 40 reis of Brazil (date rncgible); 1 centavo of Mexico, 1878; 
1 centavo of Mexico (in halves); half dos-centavos of Mexico; 2 centimes of 
France, 18i7; 5 centimes of France, 1882; half cent of the United States, 1854; 
1 cent of Nova Scotia, 1861. 
NATITAN APPLETON, Boston, Massachnsetts. 171:36. '86. (I) 
COINS, from Italy, Grand Dnchy of Luxembnrg,Great Britain, France, :1nd the Tnrkisb 
Empire (11 specimens). Deposited. 
]TR ANK A. REYNOLDS, u. s. National Museum. 17137.' '86. {I) 
NATURAL COKE, from Midlothian, Virginia. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. (Through I. C. Russell.) 17138. '86. (xvm) 
INSECTS (over 1,000 species and several thousand specimens of Coleopter:-,i,, Lepidop-
tera and Hemiptera). 
Prof. FERRARI-PEREZ, Mexican Geographical Exploring Commission, Puebla, 
Mexico. 17139. '86. (X) 
TROUT, Sali,elinus namaycush, from Wytheville, Virginia. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17140. '8fi. (VII) 
SnARIC, Js11·1·ns dekayi, abotJt seven feet long. 
SILAS STEARNS, Pensacola, Florida. 17141. '86. (vu) 
Aot:DAD, Ovis tragelaph1,s, in the :flesh, fro'm Africa. 
FLETCHER M. NOE, Indianapolis, Indiana. 17142. '86. (IV) 
INVERTEBRATJ<~ FOSSIL, Bacu.lites ovatus, from Black Hills, Dakota; for examination. 
J. H. LocD~, North Charlestown, New Hampshire. 17143. '86. (xu, B) 
INSECTS, 2!) species of Lepidoptera; for examination. 
HOWARD L. CLARK, Providence, Rhode Island. 17144. '86. (X) 
MINERALS (21 specimens). 
w. C. JIRDONSTON, Ashe County, North Carolina. 17145. '86. (XVI) 
CARllONIFEROUS FOSSIL, Allorisma Sltbcuneata ( a, rotted spec imen). 
W. C. JIRDONSTON, Ashe County, North Carolina. 17145. '8G. (XI, A) 
''T Nl~ PIPlt. 
W. C. JIRDONS'l'ON, As}1e County, North Carolina. 17145. '86. (111) 
MARINIC S1rnu,s (25 specimens), from Alaska; also llel-ixfl.del-is Gray, from Hnmbol<lt 
Bay, California. 
u. H. TOWNSEND, u. s. FislJ Comt11i8Hio11 . 1714G. '1'36 . (IX) 
MAMMAL SKINS and skulls, Rangifer tarandus, Tarn-las townsendi, a.ncl Eumelopias stel-
leri, from California . 
. II. Tow END, U . . Fil:1h Commission . 17146. '86. (Iv) 
Fi irn , Limanda a.~pera, I'leuronectes slellatus, I'oclothecus acipense,·, Tilesia 11avaga, 
Gyninaca11t /111s galeatus, CoUus lrnmilis, Esox lucius, Thymallus signi;fer, Coregonus 
f) ltaclrilcitfralis, C. rnerkii var, C. lcen11icotti, C. Nelsoni, Stenodus niackcnzii, Saliie-
li11ns narnaycnslt, S. 1nalma, Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, Catostornus longfrostris, from 
Aln.. ka. 
C.H. Tow. END, .. :Fi h Commission. 17146. '86. (vu) 
A.TLA.1.'TIC WALRUS, 0<lo1Jamns rosmarus (portion of the skull and tibia), and al o the 
fourth and fifth ri~ht metacarpals and fonrth proxi111:1,} plrn]anx, with a portion 
of mandibl , of' Polar b , r, Tha,larr:/os 1narifint118. 
LiPnt. A. W. Kli:ELY, U., '.Army.Chief' Siirnal Offiecr. 17147. ', fi. (xIV) 
AL~nR and ~n1 ·11111, from Galif'omia.. 
J l'I.' L .·o, Lang, Los Ang le8 Co1rnty, Cn.liforni:1. 1714 . ' 6. (xvI) 
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L oc; r-.;u>[\ Hn:1:ox, rl1·llea trlcolo1· 1'11ficollis. (Exchange.) 
Dr. B. J(. vVA1m1,:N! West Chester, Pennsylvania,. 17149. '8G. (v, A) 
SKliLL AND no~rns of .Pulorlus enersrnanni, from Lower Volga; a "street dog" from 
Jaffa; skeleton of German Dachshund, apparent,ly thoroughbred., from Berlin. 
( Exclrn,o ge.) 
Prof. Dr. A. NEHRING, Berlin, Germa,ny. 17150. '86. (IV) 
MrnEitALS. (rn specimens.) 
.Prof. H. CARMICHARL, Brnnswick, Maino. 17151. '86. (XVI) 
SODALI'IJ~ in elreolite-syenite, from Litchtie1<1, Ma.ine. 
H.K. MORRELL, Gardiner, Maino. 17152. '86. (XVI) 
L"'iVERTEI3RATR FOSSILS. (Exchange.) 
GEORGE F. MAT'.l'IIEWS, St. John, New Brunswick. lil5:3. '8G . . (XIII, A) 
MINERALS. (Exchange.) 
JAMES MATTERS, .Saint Peter's, Che$ter Connty, Pennsylvania. 171!'>4. 'BG. 
(XVI) 
MICROSCOPIC SLIDJ~, showing a scale of a white p erch, Roocu .. ~ aine1·ican11s Gm. 
Rev. J. L. ZABRISKIE, Nyack, New York. 17155. '8G. (~XI) 
BA 1', A.talaplia cinerea. 
G. NOBLE, Savannah, Georgia,. 17156. '86. (1v) 
INDIAN ARROW-POINTS, made of obsidian. 
A. F. D~vrnsoN, Croston, Marion County, Oregon. 17157. '86. (nr) 
LEAD AND SILVER ORE. 
GUYMARD SILVER LEAD COMPANY, Gu;ymn,rd, Orange County, New Jersey. 
17158. '8u. (XVIII) 
MIXERALS, with washed gravel, from the diamond field!'! of Africa. 
GEORGE D. STON!!:STREET, Birmingham, Alal>aru:1. 171GQ. '8G. (xv1) 
BmD-SKINS (24), iuclu<ling a fine serios of Le11,costlcte austral-is and L. tephrocolfa . 
DENIS GALE, Gold Hill, Colorado. 17160. '8G. ( v, A) 
INSECT, Perla, 8p. 
DENIS GALE, Gold Hill, Colorado. 17160. '86. (x) 
BIRDS'-NESTS AND EGGS. 
DENIS GALE, Gold IIill, Colorado. 17160. '86. (v, n) 
HISTORICAL Ri!:LICS: One indent,ure of H. R. Schoolcraft and Francis Picqnette, 
March ltl, tR:m; appointrrient of H. R. Schoolcraft as captain in the Michig[tn 
milita by Lewis Cass, Governor of Michigan, (lated Jnue :30, 18:~:1; fashion 
plate, i;pring _and snmwer 1851, published by F. Mahan, with portraits of Henry 
Clay, M. Fillmore, J. C. Ualhoun, M.A. Root, .Jenny Lind, and P. T. Barnum. 
(Depositl3<1.) 
WILLCAM J. Rrums, Smithsonian Institution. 17161. '1:36. (1) 
HOG DEER, CH·vns porc'inus, in the flesh. 
CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE (through w·. A. Conklin, Esq., New York City). 
17162. 'GS. (IV) 
HISTORICAL R,~ucs: l!'ac-similie of General Washington's account of expenses <lur-
ing tbe Revolutionary War; also fac-similie of a communication to Gtmernl 
:Forbes proposihg a plan of battle for the expedition against Fort Dnqri.esne (now 
Pittsburgh), in 1758. (Deposited.) 
WM . .J. GREEN, U. 8. National Museum. 17168. '86., (1) 
, A, 'D SFIARK, Carcharias Uttorali.11, Mitch., from :E'ortress Monroe, Virginia. 
D. W. GRIND1m, Washington, District of Oolnmbia. 17164. 'SH. (vu) 
JAdAICA Fr ·rrns, :35 species (82 Hpccimens) . 
PunLic MmmuM OF JA:\IAICA, Institnte of Jamaica, King:;ton, Jamaica. 17165. 
'86. (xn) 
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CEllITB, from Bastui.i.s, near Riddarhyttan, W 11 Ptman111nnd, Sweden. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washiugton, District of Columbia (through F. W 
Clarke). 17166. '8fi. (XVI) 
COMMISSION of Isaac Chauncey as lieutenant in U. S. Navy, signed by J ohn Ada.ms, 
President of the United States, June 11, 1799, parchment. (Depoi:,ited.) 
WM. J. GREEN, u. s. National Museum. 17167. '86. (I) 
METEORITE (2 fragments), from Jenny's Creek. 
G. M. CRABTREE, Lick Ridge, Wayne County, 'West Virginia,. 17168. 'eG. 
(XVI) 
GLACIATED ROCK SURFACE. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17169. '86. 
(xvn) 
SHELLS. 
· w. o. J<iMERSON, Haywards, California. 17170. '86. (IX) 
HARPY EAGLE, 1'hrasmtu.s harpyia, in the flesh. 
W. A. CONKLIN, New York City. 17171. '86. (v, A) 
FIBROUS CALCITE, from the Tombigbee River, Afabama. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Colurnuia. 17172. '86. 
(XVI) 
FISHES, Hmnirhombns wthalion (type), Citariohthys spiloptcnis and ..4phoristia plagiusa, 
from Hava.ua, Cul.Ht. Also Chatodon aya, from Pensacola., Florida. 
Prof. D. S. JORDAN, Bloomington, Indiana. lil73. '86. (vn) 
CARRYING- BASKET, from Cozumel Island, and a water vessel from old Providence 
lAland. · 
JAMJ<~S E. BENEDICT, u. s. Fish Comrnissiou. 17174. 'd6. (II, A) 
MUSKET BALL, furnisheu to the Savannah Fencibles during tho war of 1812, by Cap-
tain ,Tames Hunter. 
C. J. WADE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17175. '86. (I) 
DrPTERA, Hemiptera, n,nd Hymenoptera, from Jamaica, and Pennsylvania. 
F. W. KLAGES, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 17176. '86. (x) 
YELLOW-FIN GROUPER, Epinephelusjlavolimbatus Poey.* 
SlLAS STEARNS, Pensacola, Florida. 17177. '86. (VII) 
FRAGMENT of the mosaic pavement at Tiberius Place, Palen tine Hill, Rome. 
GEORGH: H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 17178. '86. (r) 
"AGOUTI," Desyp1·oota islhinioa, in the flesh, from Central America. 
AdmiralJ. E. JOUETT, U.S. N. (Through C. W. Beckham, U.S. N.) 17179. '86. 
(rv) 
MILITARY PASS issued to Wm. Cooper, .August, 1861, to pass over the bridges aud 
within the lines of the .Army of the Potomac, General Mansfield, commanding. 
(Deposited.) 
WM. B. COOPER, u. s. National Museum. 17180. '86. (I) 
MILITARY COMl\U SIONS issued to Isaac Chauncey. .Also commissions t'o Wolcot 
Chauucey. (Deposited.) 
Mrs. EDwrn GREEN, Washington, District of Columbia. 17181. '86. (I) 
CRIASTOLITE, from Rochester, New Ifampshire. 
Jon..~ I. LEGRO, New Britain, Connecticut. 17182. '86. (xv1) 
R CK, exhibiting rnarking probably caused by glacial action . 
.A. L. BRACE, Amazonia, Missouri. 171l::!3. '06. (XVII) 
Brno , KIN (17 specimen ), from Texas. (Exchange.) 
T. MCILWRAITH, Hamilton, OoGario, Canada. 171 4. 'BG. (v, A) 
NORTH EUROPEAN NuT-HATCII, itta europcea, from Norway. 
Dr. L. TEJNEGER, u. s. National Mu eum. 171~. '86. (V, A) 
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LOGGERHEAD Smurrn, Lrtnins lnrlovicia1nis. 
JESSE J. TURN"Irn, Mount Carine], Illinois. 17180. '8G. ( v, A) 
Rom-:s, from Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland, New York, Minnesota, and Mary-
land. (Excl).ange.) 
Dr. G. H. WILLIAMS, Baltimore, Maryland. 17187. 'Su. (xvn) 
SPINNING-WHEl~L and dist3iff, from Wurtemberg, Germany. 
Mt's. L. S. ·WEAVER, Smitltsouian Institution. 1718:t '86. (1, n) 
CRYSTALLIZl<:D CALCI'rn, from 1fatanzas, Cnba. (Exc!Jaugo.) 
WARD AND lfOWELL, Rochester, New York. 17189. '86. (XVII) 
MARBLE, twelve cubes, six thin slabs, and one small column, from Tate, Pickens 
County, Georgia. 
GEORGIA MAltllLE Co:vIPANY, Atlanta, Georgia. 17190. 'tl6. (XVII) 
PHOTOGRAPH of three large flint implements. 
EDWARD D. HICKS, Nashville, Tennessee. 17191. '86. (III) 
ROCKS, from Keutnoky and Califomia. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washiugton, District of Columbia. (Through J. 
s. Diller.) 17192. 'tl6. (XVII) 
BRASS MODEL of a screw propeller, designed by and made nuder the direction of 
Isaac Dripps, at Bordentown, N. J., in 1840, for the iron steam tug New Jersey, 
which was built in England by Capt. John Ericsson, and came to America under 
sail schoonfr-rigged in 1839, commanded by Captain Crane, and was the first iron 
boat to cross the Atlantic. Also a photograph showing original propelling and 
steering devices. 
ISAAC DRIPPS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17193. '86. (I) 
BARB of Sting Ray, l'rygon diptel'iinis, taken from a specimen in San Diego Bay, Cal-
ifornia. 
W. TnACY EUSTIS, Boston, Massachusetts. 17194. '84. (vn) 
Ton.ET Box wade of wood 1 decorated with minerals principally from Colorado. 
Mrs, G. BROWN GOODE, Washington, District of Columbia: 17195. '86: 
(XVI) 
ALBINO DEER-SKIN. 
R. MACFARLANE, Forti Chippewyan, Hudson Bay Territory. 17196. '86. (1) 
YAP.ANUS, Varan11s bengcilensis, from northern India. 
ZOOLOGICAL SocrnTY OF PHILADELPHIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Through 
Arthur Ed win Brown, Esq.) 17197. '86. (xn) 
OPIUM SMOKING OUTFIT, including pipes a,nd other apparatus used by the Chinese. 
(Deposited .) 
POLICE DEPARTMENT OF NEW YORK CITY, (Through Hon. Fitz .John Porter .) 
17198. '86. (II, A) 
MATERIA MEDICA (27 specimens). 
FIU:DERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 17199, '86. (I) 
PLANTS. A very va1uable collection of Mexican plants, containing over 400 species, 
many of wl.lich are new to the Museum collection. 
C. G. PRINGLE, Charlotte, Vermont. 17200. '86. (xv) 
BIRD NESTS AND EGGS (3 species, 641 specimens). 
Capt. B. F. Goss, Pewaukee, Wiscousin. 
dire.) 17101. '86. ( v, B) 
(Exchange. ) 
(Through Capt. Charles E. Ben-
AMERICAN EGRET, Ardea cg,·elta, Gmcl. (skin), from near Fort Klamn.th, Oregon. 
Collected by Dr. SA:\1UEL Q. RonrNSON, U.S. Army. 17:W:2. '815. ( v, A) 
1.IOLLUSKS, Bytliinella, stenolhy1·oides, Dohrn, fro1m Ceylon. 
W. G. M.\.'.lYCK, Charle:1 tou, South Carolina. (Tlirongll W. II. Dall.) 17203. 
'86. (IX) 
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"VAn.rn.A," tlrn tli:1111011<1 clnh; from .T:tprt11. 
Dr. U. Jh:TJLUNJC McCAHT1,: 1,:, \Vashi11gton, :District of Columbia. 17204. '86. 
(II,A) 
CIIIMNEY SWIFTS, Chretura pelaqica (2 specimens) . 
U.S. F1su CoMmssro:-., Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17~05. '8G. (v, A) 
INVERTEBRATE CRETACEO-US Fossrr.s, from Sonora and Pnebl:1, i\Iexico. 
Seftor AGUILERO, Mexican GeogrnphicalExploring Commissiou, Mexico. 17206. 
'8(l, (XIII, B) 
MATERIA MEDICA, and chemical preparat.ioris. 
Dr. TnEo. ScuucnARDT, Goerlitz, Germany. 17.207. '86. (I) 
CALCI'IE, and calcite crystals with bitnminous coal. 
R. ELLSWORTH CALL, Moline, Illinois. 17208. '86. (XVI) 
LAND AND Frrnsn-WATER MOLLUSKS, from Manitoba. 
Ro1mRT MILLER CHRISTY, Chignal, St. James, England. 1720!). '86. (IX) 
TROUT, Salrno irideus (:3 Apecimens). 
WM. MONTGOMERY, Verona, Missouri (through U.S. Fish Co1111uissiou ). 17210. 
' i36. (VII) 
BREAST-PIN, made of bandecl and moss agate, monnted with hloocl stonr•., in Ai Iver. 
Messrs. HARRIS AND SCUAFER, Washington, District of Colurul>ia. 17211. '86. 
(XVI) 
EGGS of Archibnteo fe1'1'u!Jineus, from northern Dakota. 
Capt. B. J!'. Goss, Pewaukee, Wisconsin. 17212. '86. (V, B) 
LARY A of grasshopper, HippiMJ11.s discoidens, or H. phwnicoplcl'us. 
G.D. BELT, Missoula, Montana. 17213. '86. (x.) 
MANNIKIN of an Arab; prepared in Paris unclor the superv ision of the director oft.be 
Trocad6ro Mus6e. 
JULES H1m.EuT, 9 rue Henri Martiu, Pal'is, France. 17214. '86. (II, A) 
OPilllVI-SMOKING OUTFIT, including pipes and other app:tratnH nse<l l>y tho Chinrso. 
This outfit has been in use an<l was confiscatc,l l>y tlrn police in Sitn J?rnncisco. 
P. CROWLEY, Chief of police, San Francisco, California. 17215. ', 6. (11, A) 
PICTURE of :1, sunset cloud, viewed from Taylor's Hill, Colnmbh1, South Uarolina. 
G. T. B1rno, Colnmbi:11 South Carolina. 17216. '86. (xvn) 
ScrnLL, Urlio a11oclo11foicles. 
Dr. W. S. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. li217. '86. (1) 
COTTON, raised by slave la'.>or ou tbo estate of the late J. Tfarvey \Villinmson, in Ilo-
tltestla Towuship, Sontll Carolina, in l 8G2. This cotton was packed before iron 
til'S en.me into nse, and when uo roping was to l>c bn«l. Hickory witlws were nsed, 
:wcl the e arc still in a st.ate of goo<l prosorv~LI ion .. Tbis is 1,rnhal>ly t!Jo oldest 
c tton in the world, and is cer ta, inly the only sample cxtn11L which was raised in 
the manner peculiar to tho lrnrd ti Illes of the late war. 
W. L. RODDEY AND Co., Rock Hill, South Caroliua,. li218. '8G. (r) 
Mt~TE 1uc IRON" (37 grammes), from Glorieta Mon11tain, New Mexico. (Exchange.) 
Git RGI~ F. KUNZ, New York City. 17213. '86. (, ' Vl) 
WALL ACCRF.TION. 
OL RADO MELTING COMPANY, Sonth Pneblo, Coloraclo. ('l'brongh 0. H. 
Jiabn.) 17:Z20. ' o. (XVIII) 
DI HX r. LF.PIDOPTEHA a collection comprising many of the r:trer Amrric:w a.ntl 
European Col<•optem . 
.Jore . B. , ':.11Trr, U.,. J:r:tf ion:d Mmwnm. 172:21. ' G. (x) 
RF.PTILT-::i from Fort C111;tcr, Montana. 
c~ipt. UuAttLE E. Be~1>11m, . ,'. A., U.S. Nn.tio11al Mus um. 1722:!. ' G. (VI) 
LIST OF ACCESSIO~S. 
FISHES, Loict 11wc1tlosa, Hyodo11. alo.soi£les, Ura.niclea scmiscabm, Notnrns exilis, and Hy-
bognathu.s placitus; from fort Custer, Mo11krna. 
Capt. CHARLES E. BENDIRE, U.S. A., U.S. National Museum. 17222. '86. (vu) 
Bnm-srrrns, 67 specit.1s (9o specimens), from va,rioas localities, mostly from Australia. 
(Exchange.) · 
EowA1m BARTLETT, Chillington House, Maidstone, Kent, England. 17223. 
1tl6. (V,A) 
IRON METEOHITE CHIPPING, from Scriba, New York; iron meteorite, from Brannan, 
Bohemia.; Htone meteorite fragment, from L' Aiglo, Prance. (Exclrnnge.) 
S. C.H. BAILEY, Cortland-on-Hutlson, New York. 17224. 'HG. (xr) 
PERFORATED ANTIQUE GARNETS (10), found inn, Bohemian gmve. 
GEOHm: P. KUNZ, Hoboken, Ne'<Y Jersey. 17225. '86. (xv1) 
CA.TLINrrn (:{ specimens) and quartz (1 specimen) from Minnesota. 
N. H. WIXCHELL, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 172l6. '80. (XVII) 
Corns, bronze, brass, and copper, of Great Britain ancl the UJ?ited St.ates. Also a 
clecol'ate<l. earthenware platter mn.de at Coburn, Euglttnd. 
· 'l'. W. SWEENY, U.S. National Museum. 1722i. 'S;L (r) 
WASITINGTO~ AND INDEPEN'DENCI~ TOKEN of li83 (2 impressions). 
S. A. WALKER, New York City. 17228. '86. (I) 
BRoNz~: Corns : One pfennig, of Germany, 187G, and two stotinki of Bulgaria. 
W. C. GO LDIN', Washington, District of Columl>ia. 17229. 'SB. (1) 
DEVO~IAN FOSSILS. 
c. L. WEBSTER, Iowa City, . Iowa. 17230. '86. (XIII A) 
Co:\LWON WHITEFISH, Coregorn.1,s clupeijormis, aucl mongrel whitcfisli, C. t1tll-ibee. 
FRANK N. CLARK, Northville, Michigan. 172~1. '86. (xn) 
PREIIE:'-SILKTAILED MONKEY, Cebus hypoleucus. 
BAT:.TON AND LOGAN' DIME MUSEUM, Washington, Dist,rict of Columbia. 112:~2. 
:sG. (Iv) 
BIRD-EGGS, 9 species (105 specimens). 
Capt. B. F. Goss, Pewaukee, Wisconsin. 17233. 'BG. (v, B) 
SEA-WAIFS, seeds and fruits, washed ashore at the Pa.lisn.does plantations, Ja,maica. 
No. l. Spondias; unknown rn Janrn1ca. No. 2. Unknown at Kew; probably :1 palm. 
No. 3. Astrocaryam; unknown m Jama,ica. No. G. Calophyllwrn calaba; na1.ive 
timber tree. No. 6. Mucuna 11rens; common to tho islamls. No. 8. CaJ.salpinia 
Bonclucella; a common sea-shore plant. No. 9. C. IJoridiw; a common sea-shore 
plant. No. 10. Canavalia obtusifolia; common near the' sea. No. 11. Iporiiea pes-
caprw; common nea,r the sea. No. 12. Ecastophyllum; nnlrnown in Jamaica. No, 
13. Entada scandens; a river-side plant common froru sea-level t.o 2,000 feet; vines 
sometimes GOO feet. 1ong. No. 15. Ecastophyllum Brownei; Jamaica sea-coast. No. 
16. Manicaria saccifera; (" sea cocoanut ") ; seeds of a p~1lm ;· native of the main-
1n.nd and Triniuad, not m1tive of .Jam aica. The fact of seeds l>ei11g washed ashore 
]1erc wu.s notieed hy Sloane. No. 18. Omphalea cliandrct; mainland 1 
Determinations l>y J. R. Jackson, Esq., Royal Gardens, Kew, England. 
D. MORRIS, Director Public Gardens and Pln.ntation, Jamaica. li234. 'e6. 
(XVII) 
ALBhTO HOUSE MousE, MttB musculus, from Concordia Parish, Louisiana. 
·w. C. PERCY, Jr., Bla.clc Hawk, Louisiana. li235. '86. (lv) 
:FIAlR \VoRMS, Gordius, sp., for examination. 
Dr. ,J. B. SMrTrr, Little Rock, Arkansas. 1723G. 'oG. (XI) 
SA- IP LES 01<' EA.ltTfI, hlack saud, an(l goltl clnst. 
ALLEN D. WOLCOTT, R,rntlolph, Coos County, Oregon. 17237. '86. (xvru) 
7G4 REPORT ON NATIONAL MUSl!:UM, 1886. 
PHOTOGRAPH of banded hypet·sthene andesite, frolll Couw,tkitou C:1fion, Califoruia.. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, \Vashingtou, DiKtl'iet or Colnml,ia. (Through J. 
S. Diller.) 17238. '86. (xvn) 
FOSSILS, type specimens, described by Prof. J. M. Clarke, in Bulletin No. 16, from the 
Devonian system iu New York State. A 1ilopom annectens. Clarke (1); Li11g1da 
li'iqueta, Clarke (1); Chonetes lepida, Hall (1); Spil'ifer Balpllegor, Clarke (1); 
S_pil'ifer Pluto, Clarke ( lfi); Leiorh!fuchu,s .Hecate, Cla,rkc (1:1); 11Iodiomorpl1a Chernos, 
(;l:trkc (1); Loxonenia Noe, Clarke (1); Platuostoma rninntis;;iina, Clarke (6); Bel-
lcruphon incisus, Clarke (1); 01·thom:ras acic1.1,loides, Clarke (1); Alacrocheilus 
J!loloch, Clarke (1); Palmotrochus prmcursor, Clarke (1); Orthoceras Asmodeus, 
Clarke (1); 0. fllosu-ni, Clarke (2); U. O,~tariQ, Cla.rke (2); U. jJfrph'ist0, Clarke ( 1); 
Gon-iatites Lutheri, Clarke (1); G. nodife1·, Clarke (2); Huolithes Neapolis, Clarke 
(2); Ceratiocaris Beec!teri, Clarke (1); Eich-inocaris Whitfieldi, Clarke (2); Beyrichia 
Dagon, Clarke (1). 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17238. '86. 
(xm) 
. ETHNOLOGICAL UnJECTS collected among the Hoopa Natano and Klamath Keouck 
Bantls in northwest California. 
No. 1. Stone war-knife, foundh1 grave; obsolete. 
Nos. 2-9. Stone knives; obsolete. 
No. 10. Stone knife, complete. Found in grnve. 
Nos. 11-13. Horn chisels; a piece of elk antlel' ground to au edge; ol>solete. 
Formerly used to hollow out canoes and other wood-work. 
Nos. 1-1-17. Stone hammers; still in use by the old men, but noue of them are 
aulc to make oue. 
No. 18. Hat of elk-skin, tanned and painted. Worn by young meu at tt dance 
which is gJVen when they attain the age at which they are admitted to the coun-
cils of the bands (about twenty years). 
No. 19. Hat or bead dress, Indian money. A broad band of bnck-skin em-
broidered with pieces of skin from the head of the woodpecker, and worn by 
men at festal dances. It is used as a ruedi 11m of exchange; and in traffic is val acd 
at al>out $30. 
No. 20. Pillow; a wooden block nsed for a piJlow; still freqnent1y seen iu use 
by the old people. 
Nos. 21-22. Comb or head scraper; made of elk-bone or wood. Usod to scrape 
vermin or dirt from the hair. 
No. 2~. Louse-crusher. A piece of bone from the leg of a deer w~cd io crnsh 
vermin in the hair by placing it uncler tho hair and pressing it with tlie bone 
comb or scraper (No. ~l). 
No. 24. Fire-drill; still in use among the old people. The drill i':l rcvolv due-
twecu tho palms of tho bands. 
No. 25. Pipe and case; in common nse among the ruen. 
Nos. 26-27. Stone pipes takcu from graves; obsolete; very old. 
No. 2J. Pipe made of wood a.ml stone; ju common use . 
.r o. :29. Money-box; rnacle from a pieco. of deer antler. Usctl n a rec •ptacle for 
Dentaliu11t sliells (Indian currency). 
No. 30. A small basket 11sed to winnow tlio chaff from tbc grain aucl gra ·s seed 
by to. inr, it in the a.fr. 
Nos. 31-32. Hopp •rs; mall, willow lmskets with an apert11re at 1 Ii• bottom, 
ns <l in 1·indinr, acorns in coun cLion with n, smooth, flat stone 12 hy 18 juchc 
in <liam ter, whicl1 is plaeocl in a la,rge, shallow i>a,slrnt to cat eh themc:il. A 111ill 
comli ts of on bopp r, one pest) , one largo, 1:1ha,llow bask t, a,11<1 a, llat, Rmoorb 
tone. 
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Nos. 33-34. A willow basket, open work and shallow. Used to serve boiled sal-
mon ::i.t feasts; still in common l!Se. 
No. 35. Hamper of open willow work; nsed by the women in carrying loads. It 
is snpported by a band across the forehead. 
No. 37. A large, shallow basket; used under the grinding-stone to catch tho 
meal. (See Nos. 31-32.) 
Nos. 41-46. Bows, arrows, and qnhers, of the patterns now commonly in use. 
The bow aud arrow is now used only in t,aki11g suw.11 game. 
No. 47. A baton of basket work, carried by men in tlrn right band while danc-
ing. 
Nos. 48-49. Paint mills; obsolete; yery okl. 
Noti. 50-5~. Stone frying-pans; in common use. 
No. 53. Wooden stool; in common use. 
No. 54. Tobacco-pouch of basket-work. 
No. 55. Otter-skin and shell ornaments. Worn Ly women in the hair when 
dancing. 
No. 56. Woman's necklace. 
No. 57. Rattle used in dancing; made of deer hoofs. 
No. 58. Necklace 
0
of large pine nuts; worn by women. 
No. G!J. Necklace of small pine nuts; worn by women, 
No. 60. Hair brush; made of elk hair and leather. 
No. 61-63. ·Dance dresses, worn by women at daIJces and occasions of certmony. 
No. 64 . Man's cleer-skin cloak. 
No. 65. Dip-net used in taking eels and young salmon. Made of gra::;s-tiber 
twine. (See 78-80.) 
No. 66. Stone spoon ; obsolete. 
No. 67-70. Stone bakiu·g dishes, in common use by the old people for baking 
a kind of pone made of acorn ~neal. 
No. 71. Salmou spear-heads, used --with a pole and line. Tlw bead dctachei; . 
fron1 the pole when the :fish is struck, apd it is retrieved with tl.te lino. 
No. 72. Shell necklace; worn by women. 
No. 73-74. Aprons for women; worn at dances; made of grasses braided over 
buckskin. 
No. 75-76. Spoons in common nse. 
No. 77. Horn money-box with money (Dentali1,"m shells). 
No. 78. Seine twine of grass :fiber. (See No. bO.) 
No. 79. Grass fiber. Each blade of grass (No. 80) produces two strands of fiber. 
It is stripped when the grass is green by scrnping with the thnmb-naiJ, or a urns-
sel-snell fastened on the thumb, and is twisted into a cord with the palm of the 
hand on the thigh. 
No. 80. ,Grass from which fiber No. 79 is taken. 
No. 81. Grass used in the manufacture of baskets. (See Nos. 88-93, 100-102.) 
No. 82. Pad, to protect the foreheail in carrying beavy loacls. 
No. 83. A talisman. A stone knife-blade with a wrapping of otter-skin. This 
particular kind of stone is held in great veneration, and is said to be brought 
from a long distance. It is not found in the vicinity of Hoopa, so far ai; is 
known . 
No. 84. Ermine skin. 
No. 85. Stone. The size used in cooking so\v-lieads-a kind of acor:q lll!l-Sh, It 
is cooked in a, basket (1:f o, lOti) by dropping the heated stones, 
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No. 06. A girdle of woYen grass; worn by wo111ou. 
No. 87. Sl:'i11e ncc<lle. 
No. 88-93. Caps for women; wornn of grass, (see No. 81), except the ulack, 
whicl.J is woven of tho stems uf the maiden-1.Jair fern. 
No. 94-V7. Salmoil dishes. (Soc No. 33<H.) 
No. ~8-99. Dishes for serving sow-how (acom rnnsh) at feasts. 
No. 100-102. Fancy baskets. 
No. 10:!. Mat of woveu grass. 
No. 104. Padtlle; used to ceremoniously stfr the <lish of sow-how while cooking 
for a feast. 
No. 106. Basket in which sow-bow is cooked with hea.tetl stones. 
No. 107. Common hunting bow. 
No. 108. Large hamper for storing acorns, clothing, etc. 
No. lOU-110. Two marmot skins. 
No. 111. Hand adze with stone handle, very ohl; formerly used in hollowing 
out log canoes and other wood-work; still retnined in mm by the old men. 
No.112-114. Pestles of stone; in common use. (See Nos. ::ll-32.) 
No. 115. I-fand-spen.r used in killing salmon in shallow water, in the rapids. 
No . lHi. Hair pins, obsolete; formerly worn by tl~e men in the l>rnitl of hair at 
the back of 1,he head, the point projecting to prevent the urn.id uoing gr:u;ped by 
an enemy. Chinese. 
No. 117. Iudian money. Skins of the woodpecker auanged to bA worn at a 
dance; cnneut value, $25 to $40 in trade. 
No. 118. Basket for cooking sow-ho"7 • (See No. 106.) 
No. 1 rn. Panier in which infants are packed and carried. 
No. l:!O. Elk-skin armor; native name "Cue-it-wnl.'' vVorn by warriors in 
battle as protection from arrows; now nearly obsolete. This suit has been woru 
by several gc11erations, and bas been worn in some of the modern battles with 
the whites. The cusks aud triangnlar figures are intended to denote tbe number 
of enemies slain and captives taken. It is worn so as to cover the left side, with 
the left arm through the slot aud the bead tbrongh the opening and the tie on the 
right sl.iou)der, and it is ah;o tie<l below the right arm. The arrow-cuts aml 
bullet marks were reccfred in battle. 
No. l;ll. Suit of armor. Wattles and twine woven and l,ouml with uuckskiu; 
native name" Klnig-klicyst-e-cne-it-wu1.:, Worn in hattle to protect the body; 
it is tied across the breast from left to rig-ht; the red lines denote the numher of 
enemies slai u or captives takeu, al o tho rank of t be wearer. Tb is class of armor 
was in common use among the Natano alld Keni.1ek Indians before the introduc-
tion of fire-arms, but is now nearly obsolete. Tbis is tbe only complete suit I 
have uecL able to obtaiu. 
No. 1~~- Native name," Mik-klikt-okt." Tool for chipping flint, used in wak-
ing stone arrow-heads. The work is held in the palm of the band, which is pro-
tect <l uy a buckskin pad, and the chips are flaked off by pressing on the edge of 
ti.Jo 1liut with this tool held io the right baud, the ball of tho handle resting iu 
the palm. 
o. 123. A.rrow straightener; native name, "Mitcbi-nat-kea-kus." This tool 
1s used to strai1rhten arrow-shafts. Tho shaft is passed throngb the slot aud tho 
workman looks along it with bis eye a)l(l nips it wi1,h the tool where it is crooked. 
They go over tho arrows with the traigbtener several tim s while working them 
clown with a knife, and they also carry a. straio-htener to straighten their arrow 
tba.t b come warped in nse. 
No. 1'24. Gambling toolf1 ( 11 t icks), Kcnnck (Klamath); nntiv name, "Kin-nab-
-la,h.' A hnn cb of s111all warHIH, one of which haf! a black band nro111Hl tlH· ·<·ntcr. 
'lh game is play ·u by any 11u1111Jcr Lhti t wi1:1h to cugago iu b~tLiug. lt ii:! played 
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by two dealers, sitting opposite each other on a blanket, caeh backed by two or 
more singers and a drummer. The game commences by one of the dealers taking 
the sticks iu both hands, ttbout equally divided, and holding them behind llis back 
and in that position shntlliug them from hand to hand, after wllich he brings 
them in front of bis body with both hands extended aud the sticks grasped so 
the players c:m not see the centers. The opposite de:1ler clasps his hands together 
two or three ti!Iles and points to the hand which be thinks bole.ls the stick wit,h 
the black center." Should he guess c<;>rrectly lrn takes the deal and holds it until 
his opponent wins it back in like manner. For each failure a forfeit is paid, a lso 
the dealer pays a forfeit when he loses the deal. Friends of each pany make ont-
sido bets on the dealers; el1ch dealer's band plays and sings as long as h e holds 
the deal. 
No. 125. Gambling tools (sticks), Nata.no (Hoopa) Indians; native name, 
"Kiu-nah-e-lah." This game is essentially the sa,me as that described in No. 124, 
except they nsH a smaller numlJer of sticks anrl the joker is blacked only in tho 
center, the balance at both ends aucl center. Both garrws are called Kin. 
No. 126. Head pacl worn to protect the head while packing. 
Lieut. P. H. RAY, U.S. A., Port Gaston, California,. 17239. '86. (n, A) 
CHEMICAL MATERIALS sllowing the manufacture of carbonate of magnesia from tlie 
Taw material to il.ie :tinishetl products. A.lso specimens of Epsom_ salts from the 
same rn,w material, and Kieserite from the St~tssfort mines. 
COLUMBIA CHEMICAL vVonKs, Brooklyn, New York. 17240. '86. (r) 
FLUOH-SPAR. 
,J. F. CUM)1INS, Golconda, Pope County, Illinois. 17241. '86. (xvi) 
WOOD-RAT, Neotoma jloridana. 
G. NOELi!;, Savan_nah, Georgia. 17242. '86. (rv) 
CASTS 01" PACES (15). 
Dr. Ons R. BACHELER. (Through Charles Jensen, New ' Hampton, New 
Hampshire. 172m. '86. (11) 
13LACK-IIEADJJ:D PARALOTE, Paralotus melanocephalus, from Australia. 
Dr. L. 8TEJNEGER, u. s. National Museum. 17244. '8G. (v, A) 
LEPIDOPTERA, from Texas. 
A. BOLTER, Chicago, Illinois. 17245. '86. (x) 
Corx. A Mormon five-dollar gold piece, from Great Salt Lake City, Utab. 
JOSEPH LIBBEY, West Washington, District of ColumlJia. 17246. '86. (1) 
FOSSIL U~AYES froru a coal mine shaft, 55 feet deep, 1,300 feet above the 8ea-level. 
J. D. HOFF, Elsinore, California. 17247. '86. (XIV) 
INSECT, Strategus julianus, Burm. 
C.H. MAUK, Tombstone, Arizona. 17~48. '86. (x) 
SHARK, Hexanchus griseus. 
D. M. ETHERIDGE, Keeper, Currituck Inlet Life-Saving Station, .North Caro-
lina. 17249. '86. (vn) 
GLACIAL Brno's EYE LIMESTONE, found at Henderson Bay, Jeffersou CouuLy, New 
York. 
D. s. MARVIN, Watertowu, New York. 17250. 1-\G. (XVII) 
_ E T A...·'m EGGS ( 4) of Dickcisscl, Spiza a1nericana. 
W. H. A.DA.MS, Elmore County, Illinois. 17251. '86. (v. B) 
SHELLS, Unio revtzis, U. luteolus, U. pli.catus, U. phaseolus, U. cornutu s, U. obliquus, ancl 
U. coccineus. 
Dr. W. S. NEWLO , Oswego, Kansas. )7252. '8G. (1x) 
COTTO~ AN.D WORSTED Gooos, dyrn1 with coc1,l-tar coloril. 
II. Sar;roxi:;T.t\.L,L, P .. tc ilic Milli:;1 lhstoq, 1'4as~,-1,chq1:1ett1:1. tn .- 3, '8.3. (1) . 
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Brno SKrns frollt th e Phillipines, C1i11cuma lcucogosler, Cacatua hmmatttrop!J!J'ia, Ta1171u-
11a,thus lozonicnsis, J>rionU1irns cliscu1·n8, 1Jr,11ococcyx harringtoni, Pious (Dendropicus) 
gutturalis, Picus (Dcnrlropicus) javeusis hargitti, Pious ( Chloropicoides) everetti 
(sp.), Lllcedo (Halcyon) C!Janopect'us, Alceclo ( Ceyx) rubra, Merops bicolor, Eu1·!Jostornus 
orientalis, Pr'ionocltil'Us percussus, Gyrtostornos aurora, Irena twcedali, Oriolus xan-
thonotw1, Buchanga leucophwa, Parus ( il:faohlolophu&) amabilis, Corvus pusillus, l'ti-
lopns (Leucotreron) gironieri, Treron ·ua.sica, Mcga,podi·us mtrningi·i, Ardea (Bntorides) 
javanica, El"ythra phmnicura. .Ftom Cochin-china: Palmornis latharmi, Megalrema 
l1wmacephala, Oriolus di}J'ttsus, B1whailga lcucogenys, Lanius cristatus, Chalcostethapcc-
toralis, Passe1· jugiferus, Crypsirhina varians, Ardeola leucopfora, Sterna mela,nanchen. 
From Madagascar: Polyburoidesmaclagascari1msis, .J!sfttrfrancesii, Scops ineudanensis, 
Coracopsis obscunt, Coracopsis nigra, Polio11sitta cana, Poliop8itla ctina, Leptosomus 
afer, Coua cwrulea, Coua cristata, Corythornis cristat1,s vintsioides, lspidina inadagas-
caricnsis, Bracltypteraeia8 leptoso,nus, Brachypteracias sqna·miger, Bernieria 1na£lagas-
ca1·ie11s'is, Hypsipetcs niarlayascar-iensis, liart.laubia nw.clagascarie11sis, Euryceros pre-
vosli, Artamia vil"idis, Leploptcrus chabert, Artamia leU,oocephala, 1'ylas edwanlsi, 
Vanga curvirostra, C,11anolaniu11 tricolor, Calfoalicus . niadagascariensis, CaprimulgU,B 
11wdagascariensis, Corvus scapulattts, Mm·ops su,perciliosus, F'oudia niadagascariensis, 
Ji'1twingus madagasca1·•iensis, Vina!lo tiustralis, Charad1·ius permia1·i.us. From May-
ot,tc: 11.stur brutu8, Leptosornus afer, Ji'u,ningus 8[Janzini. From Africa: Halicetus 
vocifm·, Chalcornitra gutturctlis, Streptopelict levaillanti. From Cape Horn, Pata-
gonia: Phrygilus gayi, Graculus carunculatus. (Bxchange.) 
M. MILNE EDWARDS, Musee d.'bistoire naturelle, Paris, France. 17254. 86. 
(V,A) 
MODEL of a small puehlonear Pueblo Alto, Cl.taco Ca'ilon, New Mexico. 
BUR.EA u OF ETIINOLOGY, Washington, District of C9lum1Jia. 17255. '86. 
(II, A) 
TUi\-lOJt-m:yoma-taken from a shad. "This tumor seems to bo composed of tilJrous 
tissue in part, and was doubtless caused by some irritating body swallowed by the 
sb:ul a good while ago. The specimen is a novelty in animal pathology. It 
probably grew from one side of the intestine.;'* • 
GOLDEN and SMITH, Washington, District of Columbia. 1725G. 'BG. (xxrr) 
A.1tG1rnTnrn, L11·r1entina sp. Found on tbe beacl.l near Fletcher Neck Lifo-savi11g Sta-
tiou, Mn.inc. A ru.ro visitor on our coast. 
E. H. BUNKER, Biddeford Poll, Maine. 17258. '86. (vn) 
PLANTS (15 Alpine species), from tho White Mountains, New Hampshire. 
WALTER DEANE, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 17259. ' 6. (xv) 
PLANT (about 300 species) from North Carolina, a locality rarely visited by uotan-
ists. 
GERALD McCARTHY, Kendall Green, Washington, District of Columbia. 17260. 
' 6. (xv) 
PLANT, (:343 species) from the Yellowstone Park. 
u. . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Wa Hhingtou, District of Columuia. (Through 
Fra.nk 1'weedy.) 17261. ' 6. (xv) 
A.~n;n1 A .T :\tELT, Osmcn,s nwrdax . 
W. C. HARRI , New York City. 17262. '86. (vrr) 
l\lAmNE lNVl!:H.TEBRATES collected by the U. S Steamer Enterpniw, A.. S. Baker com-
mancling, dnring her cruise from ,velliugton, New Zeala.nd, to tl.teUnit,,d 'tate , 
in the onth Pacific ~tnd Atlantic Oceans. 
( Xl) 
* eport of Dr. Johu . Billings, U.S. A,., Cnrator, Army Medical .Museum. 
LIST OF ACCESSIONS. ,GU 
CALIFOI{XIA MOUNTAIN TROUT, Salmo iriclens. Hatched and raised at Wytheville, 
Virginia. 
u. s. FISH CO:MMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17264. '86. (VII) 
IVORY-BILLED WOODPECKim, Campephilns p1"i1tcipalis, ~ (head). 
E. C. GREENWOOD, Marco, Florida. 1726;) . . '80. (XII) 
MATERIA :MEDICA. Elephanta 1·hiza, a Iare drng. 
THOMAS CHRISTY, London, England, 17266. '86. (I) · 
IRON SPEISSE. 
0. H. HAHN, Sout~ Puel)lo, Colorado. 17267. '86. (XVIII) 
P1<; ARL BAITS of various kinds. Old and curious. 
w. HOLBERTON, New York City. 17261:l. '86. (I) 
~lNERAL CABINET (20 specimens). 
II. .A. TAMMF.N, Denver, Colorado. 17269. '86. (XVI) 
METEORIC TRON AND STONE (8 specimens). 
Dr. J. BERRIEN LINDSLEY, Nashville, Tennessee. 17270. '86. (XVI) 
:MINERALS, (58 specimens). (Exchange.) 
Prof. B. K. EMERSON, Amherst, Massachusetts. 17271. '86. (XVI) 
ROCKS (G6 specimens). (Exchange.) 
Prof. B. K. EMERSON, Amherst, Massachusetts. 17271. '86. (xvn) 
ARTIST'S PROOF of the engraving of General Graut, by Marshall. 
HUBBARD BROS., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17272. '86. (I) 
MORTUARY MEDAL. Marechal cle Ligne, Marshal of France. Cast from cannon 
captured by Napoleon I, and issued to some of the invalids of the French veteran 
corps. 
PAUL BECKWITH, Saint Louis, Missouri. 1,273. '86. (I) 
ARGYRODITE, from which was obtained Lhe new metal, Germanium; from Himmels-
fiirst, near Brand, Freiberg, Saxony. 
w. F. HIJ,LEBRAND, u. s. Geological Survey. 17274. '86. (XVI) 
"GA.RANNA RESIN," nseu. by the natives of Central and South America for appli-
cations to sores, brnises, cuts, .and for reducing swellings and glandular en-
largements: 
FREDERICK STEARNS AND Co., Detroit, Michigan. 1727G. '86. (r) 
TusK OF ELEPHANT, Loxodon africanus. A section pre,•ared from t.he part of the tusk 
of'' Jnmuo," which was buried in his head. 
HENRY A. WARD, Rochester, New York. 17276. '86. (xn) 
R E D-TAILED HAWK, Butco borealis. 
JOHN IC. WALKER, Parkersburgh, Illinois. 17277. '86. (v) 
SOAPSTONE BowL, found in opening a soapstone quarry on the west bank of the 
Potomac River, about 7 miles·above West Washington, District of Colnrnl>ia. 
JorIN W. BROCK, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17278. '86. (III) 
D E CORTICATED Tmrn TRUNKS. 
JorrN W. BROCK, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17278. '86. (XIV) 
CALCITE CRYSTALS attached to coal. 
R. ELLSWORTll CALL, Moline, Illinois. 17279. '86. (XVI) 
T RE~ -TON :FOSSILS. 
w. A. FINKELNBERG, Winona, Wisconsin. 17280. '86. (XIII, A) 
CAGE BIRD, Chysotis leucocephalus. 
ROBERT RIDGWAY, u. s. National Museum. 17281. '86. (v, A) 
;RED-TAILED HAWK, Buteo borealis. 
J. SCHNECK, Mount Carmel, Illinois. 17:282. '86. (V, A) 
J:I~ :M:is, 170, pt. 2-49 
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DEVONIAN FOSSILS (GO specimens). 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Throu gh 
C. D. Walcott.) 17283. '86. (xm, A) 
CARBONIFEROUS FossrLS, from Eastern Tennessee (8:3 specimens). 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through 
C.D.Walcott.) 17284. 'So. (xm,A) • 
BIRD SraNs (.26 specimens), from South America. (Exchange.) 
H.K. COALE, Chicago, Illinois. 17285. '86. v, A) 
FossILs: Devonian, Siluri~n, and Ordovician (3,500 specimens), from Indiana and 
Kentucky. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURYEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17286. '86. 
(XIII, A) 
EGGS of mud minnow, Umbra limi. 
W. P. SEAL, Philadelphia, P ennsylvania. 17287. '86. (XXI) 
FOSSIL PLA.NTS (7 specimens), from the southern slope of Cumberland Mountain. 
C. D. WALCOTT, U.S. GeQ.logical Survey. 17:lt:38. '86. (xv) 
FOSSIL PLANTS (G specimens), from near ,vales, Utah. 
Dr. C. A. WmT1~, U.S. Geological Survey. 17289. 'oo. (XIV) 
Mo~rmY, Oercocebus albigena, from the Congo region, Africa. 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Through 
Arthur Edwin Brown, Esq.) 17290. 'SG. (IV) 
BIRD SKINS, 51 species (524 specimens), from tho Bahamas.* 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17291. '86. (v, A). 
NESTS of Turdus miisteli1ms, Mimus polyglottos, Oistothorn,s palustris, Geotl1lypis tricluis, 
Vireo olivaccits, Mclospiza fasciata, Spizella socia'lis, Setophaga rulicilla, Oontopus 
virens, and Spi11us tristis. 
C.R. RADCLIFFE, New York City. 17292. '86. (v, n) 
PIIOTOGRAPII of a tooth of mammoth, Elephas sp., found one mile from Arlington, 
Oregon, at an altitude of six or eigbthundredfeet,, fo clay about twelve feet deep. 
JAMES W. SmTn, Alkali, Oregon. 17293. '86. (xu) 
STALAGMITES (2 spccimemi). 
ALEXANDER R. SirnPUERD, Batopilas, Mexico. 17294. '86. (XVII) 
FUNGUS, a curious specimen. 
ALEXANDER R. SlIEl'lIERD: Batopilas, Mexico. 172U4. '86. (xv) 
A.NnQu1c PormRY, minute but interesting specimens. 
Rev. DAVID F. WATKIN, Gnaclalajara, Mexico. 17205. '86. (n,n) 
PICTURE of a menhaden steamer, and one purse-net. 
DA...~IEL F. CHURCII, Tiverton, Rhode Island. 17296. ' 6. (r) 
INDIA STONE AXES, from Connecticut and Penn ylvania. (Exchange.) 
A. F. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17297. '86. (III) 
W OL rai ed in Australia. 
G. W. GRIFFIN, U.S. Consul, Sydney, Australia. (Through Department of 
tate.) 1729 . ' 6. (I) 
METEORIC lRO ... T: from Tennessee. 
A ADEMY OF 'ATURAL SCIENCES, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17299. '86~ 
( 'VI) 
PIN .. ING-WIIEF.L, from Ohio. 
IIARLES BECK, Washington, District of Columbia. 17300. '86. (1) 
NE T of Gold n-wing <l Wa,rhl r, llelrninthophaga cln·ysoptera Linn., from Petersbnrg,. 
Virgiui, . 
. GEOL GIC L URVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Tl.iro1wl> 
Charl• W. Ric.bm ncl.) 17:301. ' ·6. (v, n) 
• See report of Department of Birds, p. 156. 
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AnROWHEADS (8), from Lehigh Island. 
A. F. BERLIN, Allentown, Pennsylvania. 17:302. 'd(:i. (nr) 
.Le· ECTS: Trogu~ Rile!Ji, Dicerca tenebrosa, and Pach!Jta rnont-icJla, rare species. 
W. W. HILL, A.ll1auy, New York. 17:303. '86. (x) 
BORL.""G of Monarthrum rnali, in red oak. 
E. A. SCHWARZ, Washington, District of Columuia. 17:304. '86. (x) 
Brno SKINS: Gypseloicles rt'iger, Calliste floriclana (the only example in any Amedcan 
collection), Euphonia gracilis ~, and Pipra comcina 3. 
JOSE C. ZELEDOX, S,m Jose, Costa Rica. 17305. '8G. (v, A) 
ET.EL.~OLOGICAL OBJECTS: Nepaul kookrie sheath, contaiuing broad knife for use as 
a weapon; 2 small knives used in eating, and a purse or bag for money, from 
N epaul, India. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U.S. Geological Survey. 17306. '86. (n, A) 
DOUBLE-HEADED SNAKE. 
Dr. J.M. SPAINHOUR, Lenoir, North Carolina. 17307. '86. (vr) 
b""DIA.X lMPLEMENT, egg-shaped and made of iron ore: 
Dr. J.M. SPAINHOUR, Lenoir, North Carolina. 17307. '86. (III) 
ME~~HADEN, Brevoortia tyranrius. 
D4NIEL T. CHURCH, Tiverton, Rhode Island. 17308. '86. (vn) 
BIRD SKINR. A valuable and interesting collection, consistinp; chiefly of desiderata 
from South Au'terica, nearly all of which are new to the Museum collection. The 
collect ion consists of the following specimens: Turdus alicice Baird, Merida; 
Tm·dus gigas .Pall-idiientris Berl. M. S., Merida; Henicorhina hilaris Berl. and Tacz., 
6', Cayandeled; Thryoph'iltis longirostris (Vieill. ), Bahia; Thryothurus sclateri 
Tacz., Bogota; Troglodytes striatulus Lafr., Bucaramanga; Basileuterus cabanisi 
Berl., Meriua; Setophagci albijro11s Scl. and Salv ., Merida; Conirostrum atrncya-
netim Lafr., ct, Tambillo; Uompsocom~ snmptuosa cyanoptera (Cab.), ct, Cbaguarpa-
t,a; Compsocoma sumptuosa cyanoptera, ~, Cayaodeled; Nemosia ornata Scl., ~, 
Cayan,leled; Buarremon castaneifrons Sci. and Salv., Merida; Saltawr superciUari8 
(Spix), Pebas; Orchest,icus ater (Gml.) = Tanagra olivina Scl., juv., Bncara-
manga; Chrysomitri8 siemiradzii Berl. and Tacz. 6 , Guayaquil; Cyanocitta meri-
dana Scl. and Salv ., Merida; Cyanocorax atfln'is sclatm·i (Heine), Baranquilla; Eus-
carthnws impige1· Scl. and Salv., Bucaramanga; M!Jiarchus pelzelni Berl., Bahia; 
Elainea rnesoleuca Cab. and Heine,~, Taguara; Piprcola melanolrema Scl., 6 , 
~ferida; Pipreola melanolcema, ~, Merida; Furnarius agnatus Scl. and Salv., Ba-
ranquilla; Thripophaga sclateriBerl., Taguara; Philydor striaticollis Scl., ~, Ma-
poto; 1'hamnophilus plumbeus Scl., 6 juv., Rio Tigre; Tharnnophilus unicolor (Scl.), 
6', Cayandeled; Thamnophilus rnultistriatus Lafr., ct, Bucaramanga; Myrm,eciza 
squamosa, Pclz.i ~, Sta. Catarina; Scytalopiis fuscoicles Lafr., Chili; Petasophom 
anais (Less.), Merida; 1.)etasophora cyanoti8 (Bourc.), ~, (f), Merida; Bourcieria 
conradi (Bonrc. ), ct, Merida; Eriocnernis smaragdinipectus Gould., J, San Rafael; 
Amazilia warszewiczi hraccata (Heine), Merida; Amazilia warszewiczi, Panychlora 
sten11,raCab . and Heine, rJ ,jr., M~ritla; Chcetocercus 1·osce (Bourc. and Muls.), ct, jr., 
and ~ ad . Merida; Lurocalis natterm·i (Tern.), S. Brazil; Hydropsalis furcifei·a 
(V ieill. ), 6 , Sao Laureni;o; Stenopsis ca!Jennensis ( Gmel. ), rJ , Roraima; Gonurus 
roseifrons Gray, ~ , Tarapoto; Bolborhynchus rnonachus (Bodd. ), La Plata; Bro-
togerys jugularis (Deville), Yguitos; Brotogerys tui (Gml.), 6 , Nauta; Syrniurn 
suinda (Vieill.), Taguara, Oolumba pl1tmbea (Vieill. ), ~, Taguara; Ghamwpetes gou-
doti (Lesl:!. ), ct, Cayandeled; T-inarnus solitarius (Vieill. ), Blumenau; Grypsirhina va-
rians, Java; Xant~odira flavicollis, Malabal'; Geocichla C!tanotus, East India; 
Gallinago wilsoni, Merida ; Helminthophaga chrysoptera, Merida; Turclus usulatiis 
('?), G-natema,la and Ecuador; lache latirosll'is, and Iache sp. (f), Tres Marias. 
l\Iu "EU:\I IlAXS vo~ B!!:RLEPSCII, Miiuden, Province of Hanover, Germany. 17309. 
;86. (v A) 
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SPECii\1ENB, illustrating the manufacture of cotton thread. 
WILLIMANTIC LINEN COMPANY, Willimantic, Connecticut. 17310. '86. (I) 
LIZARD, Coleonyx rariegatu,s Bd., froin Mohave, Kern County, California. 
A. KOEBLE, Los Angeles, California. 17311. '86. (vr) 
H oLOTIIUREANS, Thyonella gemm.ata, var., from Beaufort, North Carolina. 
Dr. w. H. HOWELL, Baltimore, Maryland. 17312. '86. (XI) 
ARTIST's PROOFS of lithograph of General Grant's Arabian horses. ( 4) 
RANDOLPH HUNTINGTON, Rochester, New York. 17313. '86. (IV) 
COLEMANITE. 
Prof. HENRY G. HANKS, San Francisco, California. 17314. '86. (XVI) 
SERrENTINE and calcite, from Canada. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U. S. Geological Survey. 17315. '86. 
PIG.MY SPERM WHALE, Kogia breviceps. 
GEORGE SAYERS, Keeper, Sea Isle City Life-Saving Station, Sea I sle City, New 
Jersey. 17316. '86. ( VII) 
FURNACE SLAG, from Coal Creek, Tennessee. 
U.S. Gi~OLOGICAL SURVEY, ·washiugton, District of Columbia. (Through Dr. 
0. B. Reese.) 1731_7. '68. (XVII) 
PII0T0GRAPIIS of Osage and Ute Indians. (17.) 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17318. '86. (n, A) 
GLASS-WARE. ,, Pomona" vases, etc. 
NEW ENGLAND GLASS WORKS. (Through M. w. Beveridge, Wai,;hington, Dis-
trict of Columbia.) 17319. '86. (I) 
WORM-TURES, from a spring near Lititz, Pennsylvania. 
II. A. BRICKENSTEIN, Linden Hall Seminary, Lititz, Lancaster Count,y, Penn-
i,;y]vania. 17320. '80: (xr) 
CALIFOR~IA SALMON, Onc01·hynchus chouicha, and Steel-head Salmon, Salrno gaird11eri. 
E.G. BLACirnORD, New York City. 17321. ' 6. (vn) 
RING-TAILED ' MONKEY, .i:l.teles arachnoides, in the flesh. 
BARTON & LOGA:N", Dime Museum, Washington, District of Columbi :-1. 17322. 
'8G. (IV) 
Corns. p:mish-American silver clollar, 1769. Spanish two-real piece; XII-shilling 
silver coin of Danish West Indies, 1740; nickel penny of Jamaica, 1869; ancl 
Massachusetts copper cent. (Deposited.) 
A. A. DULY, U.S. N:-1tional Museum. 17323. '86. (I) 
CAUB NIFEROUS :FOSSILS. 
W. C. K IGIIT, Lincoln, Nebraska. 17324. ' 6. (XIII, A) 
RED-1.IRJ~ASTED MERnANSER, Merganse1· se1Tator. 
J0IIN JEN EN, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17:{25. '86. (v, A) 
Ru ' TY GRACKLES, Scolecophagus Jerrngineus (2 skulls). 
W. ll.13An ·ocK, WashiHgton, District of Columbia. 17326. ' 6. (vm) 
REPTILJ~. . Ento:mia sirtall8, Reina 1Jalustris, I'.. catcsbiana, R. silvatica, R. clarncitci, and 
JJ11fo lenligino81t8 . 
. '. GEOLOGICAL URVEY, Wahington, District of Colnmbia. (Through H. 
W. Ileosbaw.) 17327. ' 6. (vr) 
lIALF-G 1 ... 'EA of Gr at 13rit:tiu, Georg III., 1790. (Copy in brass.) 
Jo EPII Sm; l!'ORD, mith onian Iustitntion. 17328. ' 6. (I) 
A1rn WHEAi) m: <l e hy a foot-treadle machine. 
GEORUJ<; E. , ELLEJ:., Bowl sville, Illinois. 17'.329. ' G. (n) 
Pim ', ED ,'uLrITrnE of silver in th<· form in which tbe si lv<'r is r cov r d from th 
1 ·achiog ·olution. 
l<'mw. w. TAYL R, Lake Valley, N w Mexico. 17330. ' 7. (XVlll) 
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.A..:-·cIEXT SCULPTURED STONE brought to the United States by Commander Skinner, 
U. S. N. (3 pieces.) 
Mrs. w. HEMPHILL JONES, Wa1J,h'it1gton, District of Columbia. 17331. '86 . . (I) 
COXFEDERATE CAPTAIN'S UNIFORM coat of Company" H," Twenty-fourth Regiment, 
Virginia. 
0. W. BARROW, Danville, Virginia. 183:)2. '86. (r) 
PHqTOGRAPH of the Berlin Arebeopteryx (full size) . (Exchange.) 
Mrs. G. BROWN GOODE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17333. '86. (XII) 
O~·E-DOLLAR BILL, Colonial Bauk of Canada, May 8, 1839. 
J. BENJAMIN CLAYTON, u. s. Nation::i.l Museum. 17334. '86. (1) 
RED SE'ITER, Canis farniliaris. 
JAMES T. WALKER, Palmyra, New York. 17335. '86. (IV) 
JU:\IPING MOUSE, Zapits lwdsonius. 
J. M. C. EATON, Irvington, New Jersey. 17336. '86. (IV) 
ROCKLING, Onos cimb1'ius, from Ipswich Bay. 
'WILLIAM \VILEY, Massachusetts. 17337. '86. (vn) 
BIRD SKINS (5 ), Dl'yrnoica exte~sicaiida, .dean this exilipt!s, and A. cabaret. 
W. E. BnooKS, Milton, Ontario, Canada. 1733tl. '86. (v, A) 
PORCELAIN WARES. A pair of dishes (painted under glaze); a pair of dishes 
( painted over glaze); Nishi tsushi shiro ishi (stone like body clay, nat,ural); 
Nishi tsusbi shi.ro ishi (powdered); Sakoi shiro tsnchi (stone like uody clay, natu-
ral); Sakoi shio tsucbi (powdered); Sakoi rnizu ana isbi (stone like body clay, 
natural); Sakoi Mizu aua ishi (powdered); Tsuzi ishi (stone-lilrn \>Ody clay, 
natural); 'l'suzi ishi (stone like body clay, powdered); Sakai tsuchi (stone like 
body clay, natural) ; Sakai t1mchi (powdered). Glaze stone A (natural); glaze 
stone (elutriated); glaze stone B (natural); Goto clay (body clay); Taister clay 
(body clay); prepared body clay; a pair of flower·pots painted under glaze 
with Gosu cobalt;· Gairom (body clay, natural); Gairome ( elutriated); Kibnsbi 
(body clay, natural); Kibushi (elutriated); Hiromi i1,lii (glazestone); Hiromi 
(elutriated); Giaman (elutriated; silica nsed for glaze and body). A pair of 
flower-pots (white); Kakitani tsuchi (body clay, natmal, first quality); 'Kaki-
tani tsuchi (elutriatedJ; Kakitani tsuchi (second q1rnlity); Kakitani tsuchi 
(third quality); Hitani tsuchi (body clay, natural); Hitani tsuchi (elutriated, 
first quality); Hitani tsuchi (second quality) ; Hitani tsnchi ( elutriated); Hi tani 
tsucbi ('hird quality, elutriated). Mixture, . No. 23, 29, and 3:3; elutriated ash 
for glaze; Oyabui (elutriated ash for glaze); prepared clay (first quality); pre· 
pared clay (second quality); a pair of flower-pots (painted); Amakusa tsuchi 
(body clay); Araisbi; Shigaraki ishi (body clay); glaze (first quality); Flower-
pots (painted); flower-pots (white); cake box with cover; Gorokuji isbi (body 
clay); Nabelani ishi (body clay); Sano ishi (glaze clay); Sano isbi (elutriatecl); 
body for Kutani ware (mixture of No. 51 and 52); tsuki bai (ash for glaze); 
Jtsuki bai (elutriated); Rea pigment for painting over glaze; Gos11 (natural co-
balt, one powdered); a·pair of flower-pots (white); :flower-pot (painted); Bora 
tsnchi (body clay); Bora tsuchi (elutriated); Neba tsuchi (body clny); Neba 
tsneh((elutriated); Shiro tsuchi (body clay, natural); Shiro tsuchi (elntriated); 
Suna (sand for glaze); Suna (elutriated); Kioromine tsuchi (body clay); Kioro-
mine ( elutriated); Clay for glaze (natural); Clay for glaze ( elutriated); prepared 
glaze; a pair of :flo"'er-pots (painted); Okazaki tsuchi (painted); Shign.raki 
tsncbi (painted); Shigaraki tsuchi (for glaze); Shiraye tsuchi (body clay) ; Ki:,;i 
ishi (clay for glaze); Isubai (ash for glaze); Roya bai (ash for gla7,e); Kinsu, 
or tea,-pot (painted); a pair of flower-pots (painted); Obuke tsuclii (gray body 
clay, natural); Olmke tsuchi (elutriated); Obuko tsuclli (brown liudy clay 
(natural); Obuke tsnchi (elntriated); Igaishi (glaze stone, natural); Jgaislli (elu-
triated); prepared clay, gray; prepared clay, brown. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, Tokyo, Japan. li339. '86. (I) 
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ORNAMU:NT made of sheep-skin aml bcacls, h:wiug ioternic devices; taken from tho 
·1iead of a dead Indian warrior. 
JAMES M. NULL, McKenzie, Tennessee. 17340. '86. (II, A) 
OPHIURAN, from Boca Ceiza Bay, Florida. 
,JOHN R. JONES, Tampa, Florida. 17341. '86. (:xr) 
TRENTON Fossu.s (339 specimens). 
H. C.POV\l"ERS, Beloit, Wisconsin. 17342. 'S6. (XIII, A) 
'WEATHERED LrnrnsT0.KE, siliceous concretions and stylobites; from Tennessee. 
JnASAYLEfi, U.S.Gcological Survey, Washiugton,DistrictofColuml>ia. 17343. 
'86. (xv) 
Bnms, Junco hyernalis caroli11cnsis, from North Carolina. 
WILLIAM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 17344. '86. (v, A) 
EUROl'EAN BADGER, Jl[ele8 taxus, in the flesh. 
CRNTRAL PARK Mu:NAGEHrn (through W. A. Conklin, esq., New York City). 
17345. 'So. (rv) 
NES'I' AND EGGS of European Goldfinch, Fringilla carduelis Linn. 
E. 'I'. ADNEY, New York City. 17346. '86. (v, :S) 
Amwws (3) used by the "Prairie Dog Indians." 
A. M. STEI'IIENS, Keam's Canon, Arizona.. 17347. '86. (II, A) 
Fossn, CORN, from slope of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company's Mine, Penn-
sylvania. 
JOHN W. BnoCJc, Plli1acle1phia, Pennsylvania. 17:l48. '87. (xrv) 
ATLANTIC SAL1\10N, Salmo salar (probably var. seuago), from Ragety Point, Lower 
Potomac. 
R. A. GOLDEN, Washington, District of Columl>ia. 17349. '87. (VII) 
STONE PESTLE, from Grant's Pass, Oregon. 
CHARLES ALDRICH, Webster City, Iowa. 17350. ;86. (III) 
COAL. 
Dr. WOLFRED NELSON, New York City. 17351. '8G. (XVIII) 
MATERIA MEDICA, from Panama. 
Dr. WOLFRED-NELSON, New York City. 17351. '86. (I) 
IlAND PAPER MOLD, imported from London jn 1815. 
HENRY V{. MILLER, Worcester, Massachusetts. 17352. '86. (I) 
ENGLISH HAND-MADE TACKS and samples of very small tacks, weighing 4 ounces to 
the thousand. (Deposited.) 
IlENRY vV. M1LL1m, Worcester, Massachusetts. 17352. '86. (xv1u) 
ALUMINUM BRONZ~. 
COWLJ£S ALUMINUM COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio. (Through Dr. T. M. Chatard, 
U .. Geological Survey.) 17353. ' '6. (XVIII) 
, ANDSTONE ~ONCRETIO s, from Dickins011, Dakota Territory; ferrngiuons concre-
tion, from Glendive, Montana Territory; volcanic dust, from Norton County, 
Kansas. 
Dr. A. C. PEALF., U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, District of Columbia. 
17354. ' 6. (XVII) 
TO~ E .A:x, double-grooved, unfioi hf'cl, from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. (Ex-
change. ·i A. F. W OSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17355. ' 6. (III) 
ALLI ATOR, from New Ori ans, Loni iana. 
Mrs. A. TAU IG, Wasbiugtou, District of Columbia. 17356. ' 6. 
COPPER COIN. One bajocco, 1 51, of Pope Pius IX. 
CALIIOUN PATTER N, Rockville, Maryland. 17357. ' 6. (I) 
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ilATCIIET, brought from Scotlanc1 in 1GS5; piece of ancient linen; a ''sampler"; six 
tidies, linen thread, and five pairs of stockings. (Deposited.) 
Mrs. MARGARET BrSHQP, Attica, New York. (Tllrough A. J. Lorish). 1735t,. 
'86. (I) 
ALGERIAN MARBLE (5 slabs). A valuable addition to the collection, both on account 
of their beauty and from the fact that they were taken from the old Roman 
'l_narries in Algeria, which have for many years been lost sight of, but which 
have recently been re-opene.cl by a Belgian company. 
E. FRITSCH, New York City. 17359. '86. (XVIII) 
COLORED PRINTS of Lady ancl George Washington, published over one hundrecl years 
ago, by J. Testi, London. 
C.R. WHEDON, New Haven, Connecticut. 17360~ '86. (I) 
GALVANOPLASTIC COPIES of fossil Amphibians, Stegocephali. 
Dr. ANT. FRITSCH, Prague, Bohemia, Austria. 17:361. '86. (XII) 
BIRD SKINS. A coll~ction of 101 species (148 specimens), containing Hel-inaia swainsoni 
and Ornithion 1·idgwayi, the latter being previously not represented in the collec-
tion. 
CHARLES K. WORTHEN, Warsaw, Illinois. 17362. '86. (V,A) 
B&.~GAL TIGER, Felis tig1·is, in the flesh. 
P. T. BARNUM AND Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17363. (IV) 
PIPE made of laurel root, cane stem, by a mountaineer of Cumberland. Gap, in the 
summer of 1875. 
JOUN Murmocn, U.S. National Museum. 17364. '86. (n, A) 
CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS (107 specimens). 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, "Washington, District of Columbia. 17365. '86. 
(XIII, A) 
CARBONIFEROUS FOSSILS, from New Jersey. (318 specimens, collection of the 40th 
Parallel Survey.) 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SUR VEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17366. '86. 
(XIII) 
SEALING vV AX. A collection of various kiLLds, to replace accession 15463, which was 
injured by heat. . 
DENNISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17367. 
'86. (1) 
MICROSCOPIC SLIDES of British sponge," including many types of Bowerbank (268 
specimens). (Exchange.) 
Rev. A. M. NORMAN, Durham, England. 17368. '86. (XI) 
BAY LYNX, Lynx rufus (skull), from near Fort Verde, Arizona. 
B. J. D. IRWIN, U. S. Army. 17:369. '86. (xn) 
SKINNING KNIVES (12), found near Lumberton, New Jersey. 
w. H. H. CHAMBERS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17370. '86. (III) 
TENCH, Tinca vulgaris, from the Potomac-River. 
GWYNN HARRIS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17371. . '86. (VII) 
COMMON MACKEREL, Scombel' scvmbrus, from Chesapeake Bay, near the mouth of the 
Potomac River. . 
W. YEATMAN, Keeper, Point Lookout light-house, Maryland. 17372. '86. (VII) 
RED POLL, Acanthis linai·ia (3 specimens), from Canada; ;;.nd Phyllopsenstes borealis, 
from Burruah. 
vV. E. BROOKS, Milton, Ontario. 17373. '86. (v, A) · 
STO..:TE SINKER, smooth, oblong, with a groove around one end. 
T. w. CASTLEMAN, Saint .Joseph, Louisiana. 17374. '86. (III) 
"See report of the,Departmen t of Marine Invertebrates, p. 200. 
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AMERICA MINK, P11lol'i111J 1·ison, iu 1Le J1 esL. 
JOHN JANSEN, '\Voo<1'H Holl, Massachnsetts. 17~75. '86. (IV) 
NEST AND EGGS of Harporltynchus lecontei. (Purchased".) 
!!'. STEPHENS, San Bernanliuo, Cal ifornia. 173i6. '86. (v, B) 
CHIRIQUI POTTERY, for classificatio~1 . 
Jorrn S. LAl\lSON & Bno., New York City. 17377. '86. (n, BJ 
Pour.rCATl0NS: "Early Coins of America,," "The Coinage of America and the ·world, 
Ancient ~ml Modern," ''The Coins of the Bil..,le." (Pamphlets:) "The Coin Chart 
Manna]," "Jll11stratio11H of Copper Coius," "Young Collector's Hand-Book," 
"Catalogue of P:1per Mone.,,'' "Statutes Helatiug to the United States Coins," 
"Prerninrn List of Prices·Paid," "The Cnrim, it y Caliinot," "Coin Collectors' 
.Journal," .January 10 April, 1~66. (Ex.change.) 
ScoT'r STAMP AXD Corn C0:\1PANY, Ne w York City. 17378. '86. (I) 
FOSSIL S m•:LLS, h·oductus semiret-iculatns, Martiu; also a cast of the interior ventral 
valve of SpirU'era Logaui, Ila1l. 
WILEY DHITTAIX, Springftclu, Missou ri. li:37!), '86. (x) 
I NSECT, Dyt,iscu,s, a Hpecies allied to fa~civenll'is . 
FRANK P. GOLD, Rest, Virginia. 17380. '86. (x) 
NEST AND EGG5 of Song Sparrow, Melospiza Jasciata. 
J. A. BALMER, PariH, Edgar County, Illinois. 17381. '86. (v, 13) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OnJ1,;cTS: .fade inkstand and holder; Chinese historical illustrations; 
plate of Confucius :111d his d.i8ciples at the ancestral temple at Chou, and his tlis-
courne on that occasiou; ten photographs, illustrating the manners and customs 
of China; two copiei; of the DailJ Pekin Gazette, the oldest n ewspaper iu the 
world-from Chi11a. Japanese magic mirror; Japanese writing copies; in<lex to 
Somokn-Dnsets, ,1 great w6rk on Japanese l,o t:wy; two maps of Tokio, with 
Eu glish copy; Japanese eclitiou of Sidclharnsh ta; Japa nese eucyclopedia for be-
ginners, in ten volnmes; 1birty plates, wHh tl escription of Japanese agricultural 
1>roducts; chart of the, vcgctahle kingdom, according to the natural system, in 
Latin aud Japanese; Loo Choo plaque, lac,piered ancl inlaid with mother of pearl. 
Dr. D. B. McUARTEE, Washington, District, of Columbia. 17:382. ' 6. (n, A) 
PITOT0GRAPII of slrnll and skr1eli0u of Cerva lees amel'icanus .. 
FRANKLIN C. iTn,L, Priuceton, New Jersey. 1738:3. ' 6. (XII) 
CONFEDr~RATE STATES RELICS: Official papers of t he treasury and of t he post-office 
departments; military orders of the Confederate SLates; paper money, postage-
stu.mps, at11l a military lmtton of the Confederacy. 
C. G. Aomso~·, Springfield, Maryland . li~{84. '8G. (I) · 
PAPER M:oxEY: Pe11n:sylvauia, State b~rnk bills, one dollar bill of Fn.rmers' National 
Bank, Pottsville, and a five dollar bill of the Bank of P ennsylvania,, 
GEORGE W. SNYDEH, Somerset, Pennsylvauia. 17385. '86. (I) 
01x • • medals, an<l tokens of ancient Rome and other anci ent and modern countrie . 
Mrs. H. 1. FomouN, Washingtou, District of Columuia. 17;3 (j, ' 6. (I) 
,:ill.ELLS., Tapes .9/aniinea, from Se:1ttle, Washington Territory. 
V1 .·AL N. EDWARDS, \:Voo1l's Holl, Massachusetts. 17387. '86. (IX) 
Cm E E CABL ET, or st,udent's uook-case . 
IC. PADI LEE, Chinese Legation, ·washington, District of Columbia. 1,3: .. --. 
' G. (II, A) 
BIRD KIN (6 species) from Enrope and 'il>cria, inclnding Tnrclus alpeslris ancl a 
gray-head ·cl green woodpecker, de cribed by the donor as a type of new, nh-
sp cics, Picus canwJ perpallicln-9. (Exchange.). 
r. L. 0TE.JN1•:cam, U. '. National Mnsenni. li!r D. 6. (V, A) 
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SILVER AND COPPtm Corns of tlie Uuited Sta,tes, Great Britain, Ireland, and Ger-
many. 
RALPH COLLllm, Laurel, Maryland. 17390. '86. (I) 
KNEE BUCKLES and a pair of shoe buckles, once the prnperty c.f Charles Carroll 
of Carrollton. 
RALPH COLLIER, Laurel, Maryland. 17390. '86. (1) 
BRASS TOKEN, or jeton, of Louis XV, King of .Frn.n~e aud Na;varre. 
l\lELmDITH s. DIGGS, u. s. National Museum. 17391. '86. (I) 
MILK SUGAR ma1mfactured in Switzerland, accompanied by reports on the same by 
• the United States Consul in that country. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17392. '86. (1) 
STONE LAMP, from the Eskimo of Smith Sound, Alaska. 
Dr. EMIL B1cSSELS, Washington, District of Columbia. ln93. '86. (II, A) 
UNIFORM COAT worn in the Confederate States army by a lieutenant of cavalry. (De-
posited.) 
C. W. MAcl<'ARLANE, Richmond, Virginia. 17394. '$6. (1) 
PII01'0GUAPHS of Apache Indians (14). 
A. F. RANDALL, Deming, New Mexico. 17395. '86. (n, A) 
INDIAN BEADS f'rom a moull<l near Archer, Florida. 
Dr. JAMES C. NEAL, Archer, Alachua County, Florida. 17396. '86, (III) 
TURTLE, Clielopu,s mu/, lenbergi. 
F. C. HILL, Princeton, New Jersey. 17:)97. '86. (XII) 
RussrAN PETROLEUM as refined at Marseilles (2 bottles). Also consular report on 
this R11bject. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, District of Colnmlda. 17398. '86. (1) 
STONE IMPLEMENTS. Two polished celts from Al.taco Island; fragment of worked 
bone from New Provi<lenc~ Island; celt and rubbing stone from New Providence 
Island; three celts, chisel, and a pendant from Watling Island; collected by the 
steamer Albatros.j during her cruise to the Bahamas. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17899. '86. (III) 
MOLLUSCA, from the Bahamas. 
u. s. FISH COM:\HSSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. 'SG. (IX) 
SKULL AND BONES, found in a cave on WaWng Island. Also pieces of pottery. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. · (III) 
MARINE INVERTEBl{ATES, from the Bahnmas. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. (XI) 
BIRDS' NESTS AND EGGS, from the Bahamas. 
u. S. -FISHCOMMISSIOX, Wasbington,DistrictofColurnbia. 17400. '86. (v, B) 
SNAKES AND LIZARDS (127 specimens), from the Bahamas. 
U. S. FISII COMMISSION, Washington, Distl'ict of Columbia. 17400. '86. (v1) 
'ft:rRTLE JIG, from Abaco Island. 
u. s. FISH COMl\HSSION, Washing.ton, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. (1) 
LEAVES OF ALOES, from the Bahamas. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. (1) 
ROACHES (2), Hippoboscids (4), scorpions (5), myriapo1ls (4), anu spiders (13). 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. (x) 
Rusirns, from the Bahamas. 
u. s. FISH COMMI~SION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '8G. (I) 
STRAW HAT an<l eight straw baskets. 
u. s. FISH CoirnISSION, Washington, Distl'ict of Colnmbia. 17400. '86. (II, A) 
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MAMMALS, Pkyllonycferus sczelcorni, Tursiops t1wsio, Mus 1nusculus, Vesperugo seroti1rns, 
Procyon lotor and JJfus decmnanus. 
U. S. J?rsu CO.M:VIISSION, Washington, District of Columbia.. 17400. ' o. (1v) 
BIRDS (425 species), 628 specimens); including Sanrotkern baham,ensis and Denclroica 
kirtlandi, very rare; several new forms to l>e descril>etl as Geothlypis tanneri,Cen-
titrus blalcei, and Vireo crassirosfrio flavescens, from the Bahamas. Also a collection 
from Key ·west containing a n ew species of Vireo. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, D. C. 17400. '86. (V, A) 
FISHES. Eulamia milberti, Pteraclis carolinus, Notacanthus u. ap., Oreoso1na (?), Paralepis, 
Gobiesox, Hremul01i, Luf.Janus, Epinephelus, Ha1·e11gula, Enneacentms, Exocmtus,Arius 
Hmnirharnphutt, Scopelus, Myrophis, Leptocephalus, 0/igoplites, Echeneis, Synapho-
branchus, Ilaloporphyrus, Macrurus , Scyllium pitsillns, Hoplostliethus, Cyclothone, 
Lrernonema,, MauroHcus, Lycode8, Chlorophthalmus , Raia, Sigmops, Serrivomer, Me-
lamphaes, Stemoptyx, A1·gy1·opelecus, Urolophus, Chaunax, Cottunculus, Apogon, 
Stephanoberyx, Lophius, Coryphamoicles, Callionymus, Gonostoma, Dib1·anchus, Hip-
pocampus, Dicrolene, Chauliodus, Malthe, Am,itra, St01nias, Neobythites, Scorpama, 
Plectrornus, Synodus, Monocanthus, Antennarins, Ilalosau1·us, Calarnu,s, Sparisoma, 
Scarus, Carcharias, Balistes, Mugil, Glyphiclodon, A lherina, Labrosonius, PomacentrWJ, 
Xyrichthys, Platyglossus, Gobi11.~, Julis, Leplocephalus, Tetrodon, Scopelu.s, Cypri-
nodon, Fierasfer, Syngnathus, Synoclns, Dusswrnieri(l,, Pornacanthus, Seriola, Caranx, 
Murama, from Bahama Islands. · 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. 17400. '86. (VII) 
EGYPTIAN MUMMY. 
Hou. S. S. Cox, United States Minister to Turkey. 17401. '86. (n, A) (De-
scriued on p_age 50.) 
OPOSSUMS, Didelphys virginiana, from near Bennings, District of Columbia. 
W. B. SHAW, Washington, District of Ci)lumbia. 17402. '86. (Iv) 
KOREAN SILVER COINS, two one-shot= l5 cents, and one two-shot= 30 cents. 
Lieut. W. A. MINTZlm, U.S. Navy. 17403. '86. (I) 
REPTILES, Eutamia sirtalis sirlalis. 
H. C. BUMPUS, Providence, Rhode Island. 17404. '86. (VI) 
FOSSIL BUTTER and a china dish, auppo. eel to be over a hundrecl years old. 
D. CnARLTON, Christiansburgh, Virginia. 17405. 'tl6. (I) 
MILITARY PASS toFreclericksbnrgb, <late<lRicbmond, Virginia, September 2, 1861, and 
signed by John Letcher, goYernor of Virginia. 
Capt. C. w. DUNNINGTON, u. s. National Museum. 17406. ' 6. (I) 
FOSSILS, Ammonites texanus von Bnch. 
Capt. W. H. CLAPP, Fort Stockton, Texas. 17407. '86. (xnr, AB) 
KAOLIN. 
SAM H. HOUSTON, New OrleanR, Louisiana. 17408. '86. (XVJI) 
NERKA SALMON, Oncorhynclius nerka. 
E.G. BLACKFORD, New York City. 17409. '86. (vu) 
INDIAN PAINTING on a deer akin. (Deposited.) 
W.W. BLAKE, Estacion, Mexico. 17410. '86. (II, B) 
DEPOSITS from Geyser Springs, Saratoga, New York. 
Miss MARYE. MANN, Washington, District of Columbia. 17411. ' 6. (ITH) 
ROCK SALT. 
AMERICAN SALT COMPANY, New Iberia, Louisiana. (Through J. G. Ha kell. ) 
17412. '86. (XVII) 
CAST of a. fossil tooth, Elephas p1'imigeni11s, found iu Kisbn-aukee River, near Marengo, 
llJinoi s . 
0. P. ROGERS, Marengo, Illiuois. 1741:3. 'tl6. (XI) 
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E l'!INOLOGICAL OBJECTS: Inrliau arrow-maker's tools, etc. 
LOREN W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta County, Ca}ifornia. 17414. '86. (II, A) 
BATRACHIAN, A.1nblystoma tenebrosum. 
LOREN W. GREEN, Baird, Shasta County, California. 17414. '86. (VI) 
INSECT, Strigamia sp., one of the so-called centipedes. 
LOREN W. GREEN, Bair<l, Shasta County, California. 17414. 'BG. (x) 
OVEN-BIRD, Seiurus au.rocapillus. 
A. F. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17415. '86. (v, A) 
LEAST BrrTERN, Ardetta exilis. 
Hon. EDWARD THOMPSON', United States Consul, Merida, Yucatan. 17416. '86. 
(V,A) 
PIKE, Esox nobilior ( ?). (Head.) 
I. GARRARD, Frontenac, Minnesota. 17417. '86. (VII) 
I 
SMITH AND WESSON REVOLVI<m (six-shooter), found by a party of surveyors in the 
summer of 1883, on the Custer battle-field, near the Little Hom RiYer, Montana. 
A relic of the Custer massacre of 1876. 
Capt. CHA.!lLES E. BENDHrn, U.S. A.: U, S. National Museum. 17418. '86. (I) 
SQUID, Loligo peali-i Leseuer; from near Cape Henry. 
GWYNN HARRIS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17419. '86. (XI) 
WHITE PERCH, Roccus amer·icanus. 
G. WYLIE, Old Orchard, Maine. 17420. '86. (VII) 
STAR-NOSED MOLE, Con,dyhira oristata. 
A. F. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17421. '86. (IV) 
PEPTONIZED BEEF. 
W. H. McDONALD, Washington, District of Columbia. 171!22. '86. (I) 
MEDALS. Gold medal of the Royal Geographical Society, 1858, patron's medal; gold 
medal, Victorio Emmanuelle II, 1858; gold medal, Oscar Rex Sveci::e Norwegice 
Goth. et Vandal.; bronze medal, exhibition of the works of industry of all na-
tions, 1851. Presented to tLe late Professor Bache. (Deposited.) 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. 
(Through Prof. J. H. C. Coffin, Treasurer.) 17423. '86. (I) 
STONE IMPLEMENTS. Tl.iirty-six :flakes, five rude chipped implements, and six frag:. 
ments, apparently of leaf-shaped implements, from Johu's Island, at the mouth 
of Cheeshowiska River, Heru ando County, Florida. In the letter accompanying 
these relics Mr. Willcox says: "One of the :flakes contains the impression of a fos-
sil sea-urchin, thus indicating the locality where the suppiy of chert-rock was 
obtained, viz, from Mason's Creek, 5 miles northwest of John's Island." 
JOSEPH WILLCOX, Media, Pennsylvania. 17424. 186. (III) 
WHITE FISH AND TROUT, from Northville, showing degrees of growth. 
FRANK N. CLARK, Northville, Michigan. 17425. '86. (I) 
PLASTER CAST of icleal restoration of Plesiosaurus cra1nptoni. 
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART, Dublin, Ireland. 17426. '86. (VI) 
OIL PAINTINGS, on silk, of Japanese costumes worn by girls of the merchant class. 
Mrs. G. BROWN GOODE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17427. '86. (II, A) 
COLORED ENGRAVING, representing the four :flags adopted by the Confederate States, 
the State seal, and tlie silver half-dollar, of which only four were coined at New 
New Orleans in 1861. 
PERCY CLAmc, Washington, District of Columbia. 17428. '86. (I) 
MARINE SHELLS (16 spP;cies, GO sreci111eus), mostly from the West Indies. 
Mrs. C.H. DALL, WaslJingtou, District of Uoluml>ia. 17429. '86. {IX) 
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TABLJG UTENSILS. Fork, spoon, and chopsLicks of bnffalo horn. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U. S. Geological Survey. 17430. '86. (u, A) 
FISH. Micropfe1'us dolo-niiei a1 1d Arnbloplite8 rnpf'slris, from Fairmonnt, ·west Virginia. 
U.S. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, District of Columbia. li431. 'eu. (vu) 
QUILL PEN, us ed by General La Fayette at the Masonic loclge, Fredericksburgh, Vir-
ginia, during his visit to the United States in 1824 as the "gnm;t of the nation." 
(Deposited.) 
Mrs. R. B. SHACKELFORD, Wasbingwn, District of ColombhL. 17432. '86. (I) 
TIN CANDLE MOLDS, employed in domestic industry in America prior to 1860, and 
still somewhat in use in the rural districts. 
Mrs. G. :'3ROWN GOODE, Washington, District of Colombia. 174:33. '86. (II, A) 
Rocrrs, from Penusylvania. 
HENRY J. BIDDLE. 17434. '86. (XVII) 
GOLD MEDAL, presented to Professor Bai rel by the Department of Fish Culture of 
the Lower Seiue, :l! ranee. (Deposited .) 
Profeseor SPENCER F. BAIRD, Wasbingt.on, Dist1fot of Columbia. 17435. '86 (I 
DRAWING of a species of Cobitis, by a Chinese artist, Ningpo, 1859. 
Dr. D. B. McCARTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17436. '86. (vn) 
SNAIL SHELL, Helix hortensis L. Imported. The locality is new for this species. 
J I-I. MORRISON, L exington , Virginia. 17437. '86. (IX) 
TERRAPIN, Cinesternuni pennsylvan-icnni, from Hatteras, North Carolina. 
F. W. TRUE, U.S. National Museum. 17438. '86. (v) 
REPTILES. Gerrhonotus cre1·nlens, ancl Pityophis sp., from Butte County, California. 
FI. w. TURNER, San Francisco, California. 17439. '86. (VI) 
PEARL takeu from Venus mercenai·ia. 
G. W WOLTZ, U.S. National Museum. 17440. '86. (IX) 
OPERA HAT, Cltapeau-claqiie, Berlin, Germany, 1880. 
G. BROWN GOODE, U.S. National Museum. 17441. '86. (II, A) 
DAMASCUS SWORD and eight ivory-and-gold-mounted knives of Arab manufacture, 
from Muscat. Presented to Commodore Shufeldt by the Sultan of Zanzibar. 
Commodore R. W. SnuFELDT, U.S. Navy, Wasl1ington, District of Columbia. 
17442. '86. (I) 
MILK SUGAR (3 samples) 1 from Germany and Switzerland. 
Dl~PARTi\fENT OF STATE, Washington, District of Columbia. t7443. '86. (I) 
BAIRD'S lJ0Ll:'JUN, Delphinus ileli,his (sknll), from Monterey, California; whalebone of 
California Gray Whale; Bltachianeotes glaiteus, from San Luis Obispo. 
C.H. TOWNSEND, u. S. Fish Commission. 17444. '8(i. (XII) 
I'ORPOI E, 1'u1'siops tw·sio (skulls), from North Carolina. 
WILMINGTON OIL AND LEATIIER Womrn, Wilmington, North Carolina. 17445. 
~ G. (XII) 
OIL OF PEPl'ERMTN"T, "White Cry tal," and one bottle of Pipmentbol. 
w. s. 1'IIOMP ON, Wn,sl1ingtou. 17446. '86. ,(I) . 
Trm~T0N" Fo IL. (·2,1 :3 specimens) from Nevada . 
. , . G1rnLOGICAL Su1w1cY, Wasbiugtou, District of Columbia. 17447. '86. 
(xm,A) 
DEV0NIA, l:NVRHTJmRATE Fos IL · (213 spec imens). 
U. . GreoLO 'ICAL SURVEY, Washino-tou, District of Columbia. 17448. ' . 
(xm, A) 
PER VIAN NmmLl~S (2), from Plorida. 
HENRY WElDE, BA ·a, ·washington, District of Columbia. 17449. ' ·6. (II, A) 
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STONE IMPLEMENT and three arrow-heads, fountl in :F'airfax County, Georgia. 
HENRY WEIDENBACH, Washington, District of Columbia. 17449. '86. (III) 
COIN. Confoderate half-dollar in white metal struck from original die made at Ne~ 
Orleans in 1862. 
ALEXANDER ScoTTJ, Washington, District of Columbia. 17450. '86. (I) 
CONFEDERATE PAPER MONEY. 
Four five-dollar bills. 
Eight ten-dollar bills. 
Two twenty-dollar bills. 
Dr. WILLIAM OVERTON, Stoney Creek, Virginia. 17451. '86. (I) 
CONFEDERATE PAPER MONEY, 
Five-dollar bill, 1864. 
Two ten-dolla:r bills, 186-1. 
Two twenty-dollar hills, 18G4. 
Seventy-five cents, corporation of Danville, 1861. 
Twenty cents, Bedford County, Virginia, 1862. 
:Fifteen cent.s, Augusta County, Virginia, 1862. 
Thirty cents, city of Richmond, 1862. 
Twenty-five cents, North Carolina, 1862. 
NORMA.l"'I V. RANDOLPH, Richmond, Virginia. 17452. '80. (I) 
PAPER MOSEY. Un real, El Banco Provincial de Santa Fe, Rosario, i de Noviembre 
1874. 
Un peso. La Provincia de Buenos Ayres, Mo11eda Corriente, 1869. 
Diez y seis centisimos fuertes, Un B.anco de la Provincia de Buenos Ayres, 1869. 
ROBERT R EDGAR, Estacion Burzaco, Buenos Ayres, South America. 174p3. 
'So. (I) 
MILITARY PASS to Alexandria, dated Washington, May 26, 1864, and oath of allegiance 
to the United States, dated May 3, 1865. 
WILLIAM B. COOPER, u. s. National 'Museum. 17454. '85. (I) 
p APEI. MONEY, etc. 
Spanish dollars, 1776 and 1777. 
Continental dollars, 1776 and 1778. 
State currency· of Tennessee and Mississippi. 
Confederate papet· money, ·coupon bonds, and certificates (31 specimens). 
Mrs. E. REEKIE, Washington, District of Columbia .. 17455. '86. (I) 
MADREPORE MARDLE. 
CHARLES 'CITY MARDLE COMPANY, Charles City, Iowa. (Through J. s. Trigg.) 
17456. 'tl6. (XVII) 
WINE FLASKS (picolo), from Italy 
GEORGE H. BOEI-IMER, Smithsonian Institution. 17457. '86. (II, A) 
SAW-FISH, Pristis cnspidatus, (blai.le), from Madras, India. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U. S. Geological Survey. 17458. '86. (vn) 
ETHNOLOGICAL OnJECTS. Four wn,ter-brushes, pair of slippers, from India; cap, 
woven sasket made l>y the l{ogue Indians, Oregon; ladies satchel, from Canton, 
China. 
W H. DALL, U. S National Museum. 17458. '86. (vn) 
'BLACK BEAR, Ursus a.mericanns. 
· Dr. W.W. GODDING, Government Asylum for the Insane, Washington, District, 
of Colnml>ia. 17459. '86. (1v) 
SWISS Im~x, Capra ibex, Linne (skin of head, and skeleton). 
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PIIILADELPIIIA, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1746(.) 
'8u_. py) 
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PnA YER-nooK, 11secl by the army and navy of the Confederate States, printed at 
Richmond, 1865. 
Dr. R. A. BROCK, Richmond, Virginia. 17461. '86. (1) 
STONE CARVING, of Egyptian scarabrous, obtained at Thebes, 1864; also a piece of 
wall-paper one hundred and tweety-:five years old. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U. S. Geological Survey. 17462. '86. (n, A) 
STEEL ENGRAVING. Original steel-plate engraving of Trumbull's Washington, taken 
from Yal" College portrait, 1 steel-roll, 1 steel plate," the transfer." (Deposited). 
Ten proofs taken from the above plates, four proofs of the American eagle, show-
ing four stages of the engraver's work, and one sheet of gelatine tracing-paper. 
(Presented). 
BUREAU OF ENGiiAVING AND PRINTING, Washington, D. C. 17463. '86. (1) 
KEY to the old War Department Building. 
Mrs. ALICE CAMP, Washington, D. C. 17464. '86. (1) 
BIRD SKINS. Four species, among them Brachyramphus perdix Pall, hitherto con-
founded with B. ma1·moratu8, from Kamtschatka. (Exchange.) 
Dr. L. STEJNEGER. u. s. National Museum. 17465. 'clG. (V, A) 
OIL from the stomach of l!:ulamiarnilberti, taken off Cape Hatteras. 
u. s. FISH COMMISSION, Washington, D. C. 174G6. '86. (I) 
PAPAL MILITARY MEDAL, bronze, 1849. 
GEORGE H. BOEHMER, Smithsonian Institution. 17467. ' '85. (I) 
INSECT, Telea polypherniis, for examination. 
M. L0O.l\'IIS, Terra Alta, Preston County, West Virginia. 17468. '86. (x) 
DRUGS, from New Grenada; for examination. 
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 17469. '86 . . (1) 
RED -BELLIED TERRAPIN, Chelopus insculptus. 
GEORGE H. TOLBERT, Battery Station, Havre de Grace, Maryland. 17470. 
186. (VI) 
INDIAN IMPLEMENT, CAST OF. An alligator-shaped object of white jaspery flint. 
C. ARMSTRONG, Carrollton, Ill. 17471. '86. (III) 
SNOW-SHOES, used in the Adirondack Mountains. (Deposited.) 
Capt. CHARLES E. BENDIRE, u. s. A., u. s. National Museum. 17472. '86. 
(II,A.) 
ClllNESE STOCKINGS (one pair). 
Miss DOLLIE LEECH, Washington, D. c. 17473. '86. (n, A). 
FOSSILS, inclucling representations of 44 species of well-preserved fossils. 
H. C. Pow1ms, Beloit, Wis. 17474. '8G. (XIII, A) 
OwL, Bubo virginianus, a very fine specimen in unusually dltrk plumage. 
A. F. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17475. '86. (v, A) 
GARNET, of the variety colophouite, au interesting occurrence. 
OTTO E. R1nMF.:R, Santiago de Cuba. (Through Department of State.) 17476. 
' 6. (XVI) 
SIIALY Rocrc, for examination. 
Dr. w. s. OVERTON, Stony Creek, Virginia. 17477. '86. (XVII) 
MINER A.LS. 
GEORGE P MERRILL, u. s. National Museum. 17478. ' 6. (XVI) 
TOURMALINE IN QUARTZ. 
Prof. THOMAS ROBINSON, Howard University, Washington, District of Colum-
bia. 1747. . '~G. (XVI) 
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BOOK. "Laws of Virginia in force iu 1802." 
Prof. G. BROWN GOODE, U.S. National Museum. 17480. '86. (?) 
MEXICAN PLANTS, a valuable collection. 
E. W1Lccrns0N, Mansfield, Ohio. 17481. '83. (xv) 
BLEACIIKJ.J SHELLAC and Button lac. 
DENNISO.N" MANUFACTURING COM:PA ~Y, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17'._482. 
'86. (I) . 
FISHES, Pollachius, Gadu8, Phycis, Liparis, Cyclopterns, Cottus and Synocfas juv. 
VINALN. EDWARDS, Wood's Holl, Massachusetts. 17483. t,6. (VII) 
Twrns AND LEAVES of sugar-bearing oak, from McCloud River, California. 
LIVINGSTON STONE, Dnbliu, New Hampshire. 17484. '86. (n) 
GHAYROUND, Canis fa1niUar,is, in the flesh. 
Dr. EMIL BESSIGLS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17485. '86. (XII) 
LIZARD, Opheosatmts vcntrnlis, from Orangelmrgh, South Carolina. 
u. s. GEOLOGICAL SUIWEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17486. '86. 
(XI) 
YOUNG ALLIGATOR. Dou or not known. 17487. ·,86. (XII) 
ROSEATE SPOONBILL, Ajaja ajaja, Florida Screech Owl, ScOfS floridanus, and Mar-
bled Godwit, Dimosafedoa, from Thousand Isles, Florida. 
E. C. GREENWOOD, Osprey, ]Tlorida. 17488. '86. (v, A) 
NEST OF RUBY-THROATED HUMMING-BIIm, Trochilus colubris Liun. 
GEORGE L. MEAZELL, Middlebrook, Moutgomery County, Maryland. 17489. 
'86. (BB) 
FOSSIL Woon, from the new reservoir near Howard University, District of Columbia. 
JOHN WATSON, Washington, District of Uoluml>ia. 17490. '86. (XV) 
BASKETS made by tile Indians of Lachiue Village near Montreal; also a small collec-
tion of beads from India, used by the poorer classes. 
·. WILLIAMH. DALL, U.S. Geological Survey. 17491. '86. (n, A) 
FOSSIL PLANTS, from Allegany County, New York. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, U.S. Geological Survey. 17491. '86. (XIV) 
IRON ORE, probably from Lake Superior region. 
WILLIAM H. DALL, u. s. Geological Survey. 17401. '536. (XVIII) 
ORE containing gray material; for examination. 
MAX MEYERS, Sheridan, Montana Territory. 17492. '86. (XVIII) 
'l'ETRADYMITE, for examination. 
Busn AND MEYERS, Sheridan, Montana Territory. 17493. '86. (xvni:) 
'' GLvW WORM," Phengocles; for examination. 
J. V-l. A. WRIGHT, Greensborough, Alabama. 17494. '86. (x) 
GOLD·BEARING ROCKS, for examination. 
M. w. WHATLEY, I<lal10, Alabama. 17495. '86. (XVIII) 
HORNED OWLS (necks and tongues of two specimens), for examination. 
CIIARLltS RUBY, Fort D. A. Russell, "Wyomin g . 17496. '86. (XI) 
GOPHERS, Spermophilns richard8oni and T homo mys talpoide.~ (skins). 
CHARLES RUBY, Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming. 17496. '86. (IV) 
Foss1L Woon AND B1mR:;:Es, from Sonth Carolina. 
U: s. GEOLOG!CAL SURVEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through 
Frank Burns.) 17497. '8G. (xrv) 
fULLERS (2), from Orangebnrgh, Sonth Carolina. 
U. S. GgoLOGICAL ,'J URVJff, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through 
Frank B urm1.) ~-7407. '86. (1) 
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TILES frpm Iloll:.1n1l ; l1ridrn from a cor~1cr-stone of the old conrt-bonso iu Orang<'-
lJllrgli, S011t,li Carolilla. 
U. S. G1·:01.0GICAL SunvEY, Washington, District of Columbia. (Through 
Frallk Bnrns) 17407. '86. (1) 
BLE:\'IIEL\I SPANJEL. (Deposited.) 
Hou. Tnos. W. PALMER, Washington, District of Columbia. 1749t,. '86. (1v) 
O1L, fro,11 Costa Rica. 
'frnoco & Vouo, San Jose, Costa Rica. (Through Felipe Chamberlain. ) 
1740::l. '~6. (1) 
Knw RAIL, Rallus elegans (head and foot), for examination. 
JUI-.IUS P. LEACH, Rushville, Illinois. 17500. '86. (xu) 
MINERALS, for examination. 
CHARLES MILLER, Jr., Sanborn, New York. 17501. '86. (XVI) 
AMERICAN II1mCULES B11;ETLE, D!Jnastes tityus. 
Dr. J. S. HUNTER, Paragould, Green County, Arkansas. 17502. '86. (x) 
MINERALS, from Washington Territory. 
JOHN J. BURNS, Sprague, Lincoln County, Washington Territory. 
(XVI) 
ORES, from West Virginia. 
TIMOTHY NrnoN, Hedgesville, Berkeley County, West Virgin~a. 
(XVIII) 
_QUARTZ :1ncl impure siderite, black hand iron ore, for examination. 
17503. ' 6. 
17504. ' 6. 
Hon. W . L. WILSON, House of Representatives. 17505. '86. (xvm) 
MANGANESE ORE, for examination. 
H. w. H. JAMES, Fort Reno, Texas. 17506. '86. (XVIII) 
LIMONITE, brown iron ore, impure limonite, and bog-iron ore. 
HENRY C. MOYER, Hilltown, Pennsylvania. 17507. '86. (XVIII) 
Bnm SKINS, for examination. 
WILLIAM BREWSTER, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 17508. '86. (v, A) 
SHELL. Lucina acutilineata Conr., from Washington Territory. 
H. E. Dom,, Portland, Oregon. 17509. '86. (XVI) 
DOLOMITE, from San Luis Obispo, California. 
H. E. DORIJ;, Portland, Oregon. 17509. '86. (XVI) 
:Foss1LS, for examination. 
H. E. DORE, Portland, Oregon. 17509. '86. (x) 
SHELL, Unio metanevru8, from Neosho River, Kansas, for examination. 
Dr. w. s. NEWLON, Oswego, Kansas. 17510. '86. (IX) 
CRUDE PETROLF.UM ( snrface ). 
C. L. MncrrnLI,, Eagle Pass, Texas. 17511. '86. (xvm) 
SEA SNAIL, Liparis lineata. 
vV. HERRICK, Swau's Island, ·l\faine. 17512. '86. (vu) 
BRASS IDOL, from J apau. 
A . . }<. WOOSTER, Norfolk, Connecticut. 17513. '8G. (II, A) 
BROWN UREASE, for examination . 
T. M. W Alm & Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 17514. '86. (1) 
PowD1rn1m ORE. 
C. Coxov1m, El Dorado Cafion, Lincoln County, Nevada. 17515. 
Lil\10:N"ITir. and scb istosB rock, for exam ination . 
.J 0SEP!l ITOl<'F::iTETl'lm, GrnogeYille, Idaho. 17516. ' 6. (XVIII) 
ST01.E used iu playillg au Iu<lian game called" Clrnngkce." 
Mrs. ELLING SHUPING, Nokomis, Illinois. 17517. ' 6. (XII) 
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TWIGS iujnred hy the Wool_y Aphis, Sohizoneura lanigera. 
J.B. ROSBOROUGH, S:tlt L·1,ke City, Utah. 17518. '86. (x) 
FOSSIL PLANT, probably a part of the stem of Stigmaria. 
Mrs. JULIA L. SI:-rn:s, Giddings, Lee County, Texas. 17519. '86. (XIV) 
FOSSIL SHELLS, Sphcerium sulcatum and Lirnncea caperta, for exam ination. 
ROBERT HAY, Junction City, Kansas. 17520. '86. (x) 
STONE AXE. (Returned.) 
Dr. JOHN J. FULLMER, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17521. '86. (III) 
GAR·FlSH, Lepidosteus sp. (scales). 
Rev-. C. M. CALDWELL, Hopkinsville, Christiam1burgh, Kentucky. 17522. '86. 
(VII) 
0.RES, for examination. 
N. W. Mooo, Leavenworth, In<l.iana. 17523. '86. (XVIII) 
SEA MOUSE, .Aphrodite aculeata, for examination. 
W.W. HALL, Orleans, Massachusetts. 17524. '86. (xr) 
GARNET ROCK, for examination: 
FRED L. LEWIS, Moriah, Essex County, New York. 17525. '86. (XVI) 
STONE IMPLEMENT, for examination. 
Miss MOLLIE OZELLA SWINT, Graham, Alabama. 17526. '86. (III) 
LIZARD, for examination. 
W. C. ALLEN, Ellijay, Georgia. 17527. '86. (VI) 
STONE AXE, for examination. 
T. S_. EASLEY, Centreville, Tennessee. 17528. '86. (n) 
GOLD-IrISH, Carassiiis auratiis, from Potomac River. 
CHARLES Vv ALLACE, Fredericksburgb, Virginia. 17529. '86. (VII) 
GYPSUM, with other sulphates, and calcite, for examination. 
w. F. WILSON, Daggett, California. 17530. '86. (XVIII) . 
WOOD-RAT. Neotoma floridana. 
G. NOBLE, Savannah, Georgia. 175:31. '86. (Iv) 
STONE PIPE, from Mercer County, Kentucky. (Returned.) 
R. w. MERCER, Cincinnati, Ohio. 17532. '86. (III) 
SANDSTONE with scales of white mica, for examination. 
s. s. MITCHELL, Colnmbus, Mississippi. 17533. '8G. (XVII) 
COMMON SHREW MousE, Blarina talpoides (4 specimens), for examination. 
L. H. SMITH, Strathroy, Ontario, Canada. 17534. '86. (Iv) 
PYRITE IN QUARTZ, from Rock Creek, District of Columbia, for examination. 
D. H. McPHERSON, Washington, District of Colnml>ia. 17535. '86. (XVIII) 
CHEWINK (Towhee), Pipilo erythrophthalrnus Linn, for examination. 
JAMES W. ROGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee." 17536. '86. (v, A) 
ORES, for examinati!m, 
. ~ 
0. ,V'HITCOMB, L eavenworth, Indiana. 17537. '86. (x.vm) 
BIRD SKIN. Borrowed for examination an<l. retul'l~ed. 
CINCINNATI SOCIETY OF NATURAL 'HISTORY, Cinciunati, Ohio. 17538. '86. 
(V, A) 
Brno SKIN, for examination. 
W. C. KNIGHT, Lincoln, Nebraska. 17539. '86. (v, A) 
ORE, for examinatior. 
C. P. McGIMsgy, Arkadelphia, Arkansas. 17540. '86. (XVIII) 
SCALES of glisten ing mica. . 
Hon. Jorrn H. ROGERS, Honse of Representatives. 17541. '86. (XVIII) 
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BARK, for examination. 
GEORGE M. RAND, North Park, Larimer County, Colorado. 17542. '86. (I) 
AMERICAN' HERCULES BtmTLE, Dyncistes tity'Us. 
R. M. MILLER and SONS, Charlotte, North Carolina. li543. '86. (x) 
ORE, for examination. 
Mrs. IRENE S. COWLES, Medford, Jackson County, Oregon. 17544. '86. (xvnr) 
ORE, for examination. 
Hon. I. G. HARRIS, United States Senate. 17545. '86. (xvru) 
BEAN WEAVILS, Br'Uclms obsoletus, for examination. 
R. J. HAIGHT, Davenport, Iowa. 17546. '86. (x) 
STONE DISK, sword-shaped object, ancl chipped implement, from Humphreys County, 
Tennessee. (Returned.) 
EDWARD D. HICKS, Nashville, Tennessee. 17547. '8G. (ill) 
BIRD SKINS, for examinatiop.. (Returned.) 
Dr. P. L. SCLATER, London, England. 17548. '86. (v, A) 
ROCK, for examination. 
D. W. SA.YA.GE & Co., Dayton, Washington Territory. 17549. '86. (XVII) 
BIRD SKINS. (Returned.) 
GEORGE N. LAWRENCE, New York, New York._ 17S50. '86. (v, A) 
GREAT WATER-BUG, Belostoma aniericana. 
JOSEPII A. HAYWOOD, Raleigh, North Carolina. 17551. '86. (x) 
POSSIL PLANTS, from Mosquito Valley, Pennsylvania.. 
JorIN C. HA:.\1:MER, Williamsport, Pennsylvania. 17552, '86. (xrv) 
FOSSIL, Orthoceras sp., from Neosho River, for examination. 
Dr. W. S. NEWLO~, Oswego, Kansas. 17553. '06. (x.rn, A) 
GREA'.i' WAT.:rn-nua, B clostoma americana, for examination. 
C. B. EDWARDS, Haleigh, North Carolina. 17554. '86. (x) 
GREAT AMERICAN WATER-BUG, Belostomct a.mericana, and a C!Jbist~r flrnbriolatus. 
N. A. RAMSEY, Dnrha,m, North Carolina. 17555. '86. (x) 
GREAT WATir.R·llUG. Belostoma wnel"icana, for exn,rninn.tion. 
W. S. PRIMROSE, Raleigh, North Carolina. 17556. '86. (x) 
QUARTZ and chloritic material, for exam ination. 
C. OVERMAN, Grangeville, Icfa.ho~ · 17557. '86. (xvm) 
WIIITE-FOOTED OYSTER CATCHER, Hamiatopns lencopu,s, for examination. 
AMElUCAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HrsT0H.Y, Now York, New York. 17558. '86. 
(V,A) 
I SECTS, for examination. 
Mrs. II. K. MORRISON, Morgantown, North Carolina. 17559. 'Se. (x:) 
MARL, for examiuation. 
J. F. BIDIBALOUGII, Shingle, White County, Tennessee. F560. '86. (xvm) 
OnE, for examination. 
Mrs. IRENE S. CowLF.:s, Medfor<l, O~egon. 17561. '86. (xvnr) 
MAGNE ITE, for examination. 
Hou. W. . ROSECRANS, Washington, District of Columbia. 17562. ' u. 
(xvm) 
ARROW-HEADS. (Returned.) 
R. W. MERCE R, Cincinnati, Ohio. 17G63. '86. (rn) 
, A 'D, con i ting of ronuclcd grains of quartz, for examination. 
Hon. E. BARKSDALE, Rouse of Representatives. 175" l. '06. (xvm) 
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DOWNY PETREL, .LEstrelata rnollis (mounted specimens). 
ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17fi65. '86. 
(V,A) 
RABBIT, LepuB sylvaticus, for examination. (.Returned.) 
F. w. CRAGIN, Topeka, Kan·sas. 1756(:i. '86. (IV) 
BLACK-CAPPED PETREL, .LEst1·elata hmsitata and White-footed Oyster Catcher, Hanna-
topus leucop11,s, for examination. 
BOSTON SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY, Boston, Massachusetts. 17567. '86. 
(V,A) 
INSECTS, Buprestis lauta, for examination. 
R. M. KING, Hawthorne, Nevada. 17568. '86. (x) 
GREAT WATER-BUG, Belostdrna amerioana. 
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMirnT, Washington, District of Columbia. 17569. '86. (:x) 
CRINOID FOSSIL, joint or plate .of the supp~rtiug column of a crihoid. 
W, EDGAR. TAYLOR, College Springs, Iowa. 17570. '86. (XIII, A) 
FIBER AND .BARK of Hibiscus moscheiitos L., for examination. 
HARVEY C. MEDFORD, Tupelo, Mississippi. 17571. '86. (xv) 
OnE, from Sonora, Mexico. (Returned.) 
W. JOHNSON, Tucson, Arizona. 17572. '86. (XVIII) 
RED-BACKED JUNCO, Junco cinereus dorsalis, and Arizona Junco, Junco cinereus pal-
liatus, for examination. 
AMERICAN MUSEUM 01!' NATURAL HISTORY, New York City. 17573. '86. (v, A) 
SILK CuLTURJ~ EXHIBIT, displayed at New Orleans Exposition. 
WOMEN'S SILK-CULTURAL ASSOCIATION, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 17574. 
'86. (I) 
ORES, for examination. 
R. E. COOK, Alpine, Talladega County, Alabama. 17575. '8G. (xvm) 
COMMON GRAY SQUIRREL, Sciu1·us carolinensis (3 specimens), for examination. 
OLIVER MERCY, Northwestern University, Evestou, lllinois. 17570. '86. (Iv) 
MAT ROLLER, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 17577. '86. (x) 
SEED of .Agrostis sp. 
MAT ROLLER, Hot Springs, Arkansas. 17578. '86. (X:V) 
IMPURE LIMESTONE, for examination. 
JOHN K. SC0T1', Mount Lee, Hernando County, Florida. 1~579. '86. (xvn) 
JUTE, COTTON, and other vegetable fiuers, for examination. 
REUBEN BROOKS, Gloucester, Massachusetts. 17fi80. '86. (1) 
SPICULLE, from the stomach of a Red-throated Diver; for examination. 
Dr. E. STERLING, Cleveland, Ohio. 17581. '86. (VII) 
POLYPHEMUS MOTH, Telea polyphernus. 
J. S. WEBB, Hicksford, Virginia,. 17582. '86. (x) 
INSECT, Amnesia granicollis. 
R. D. NEVINS, Olympia, Washington Territory. 17583. '86. (x) 
STONE RELICS (625 specimens). (Prrrchased.) 
G. W. CLEMENTS, Midway, Boone County, Missouri. 17584. '86. (I) 
STONE RELICS. (Returned.) 
J. R. NISSLEY, Mansfield, Ohio. 17585, '86. (III) 
MINERAL, for examination. 
HARVEY C. MEDFORD, Tupelo, Mississippi. 17586. '86. (XVI) 
ORE, for examination. 
WILLI.A.l\:I CRAIG, Pays?n, Arizona. 17587. '86. (XVIII) 
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IR0 ' PYRITES, for examination. 
Jon~ W. J.\IcGEF.:, Seattle, Washington Territory. 17588. '86. (XVI) 
ST0~Js IDOL, clay idol, stone implements, and pottery, for examination. 
T. L. WHITimEAD, Dexter, Missouri. 17589. '86. (III) 
NOCTURNAL HAWK Monr, Triptigon rnodesta. 
Col. A.G. BRACKETT, U.S. Army, Fort Davis, Texas. 17590. '86. (x) 
COAL, for examination. 
Hon. W. S. ROSECRANS, Washington, District of Columbia. lifi~l. '86. 
IRON PYRITES, for ex~miuation. 
E. 11. .Pt)E, Jfatton, Polk County, Arkansas. 1759:J. '86. (XVI) 
CAROT.INA SPIIINX, Sphinx carolina. 
JOIIN S. Wmrn, Totaro, Virginia. 17~93. '86. (x) 
SILWA'IE OF ALUMINA, with carbonate of lime, for examination. 
WILLIAM R. MAY, Nephi, Juab County, Utah. 17594. '86. (xvr) 
FERRUGIN0US CLAY, from Wheelersville, Pennsylvania. 
R. P. JAN.NEY, Washington, District of Columbia. 17595. '86. (xvm) 
Con~s, Greek and other ancient, and mecliroval couutrios (177 specimens), for exam-
inatio11. 
MILES W. GRAYES, Hartford Connecticut. 17596. '86. (I) 
WmTE QUARTZ, for examination. 
W. W. WHATLEY, Idaho, Clay County, Alabama. 17507. '86. (xvr) 
.l?ERRUGIN0US SANDSTONE (decomposed), for examiuation. 
MICIIAEL DOOLEY, Lonaconing, Maryland. 1759d. '83. (XVIII) 
INSECT, for examination. 
B. F. STALiom, New Providence, Imliana. 17599. '86 (x) 
DWARF MILKWEED, A.sclepias vert'icellata L., for examination. 
Dr. R. M. WELLS, Plaut City, Florida. 17600. '86. (I) 
IRON ORF.:. 
L. W. LEDYARD, Cazenovia, Now York. 17601. '86. (xvm) 
PLANT: Specimens of Ginkgo, Ginkgo biloba L., from China. 
H. L. FISHER, Ringoes, Hu11terdon County, New Jersey. 1760:J. '86. (xv) 
MI 1mAL, for examination. 
B. A. SrrnPLEY, Des Arc, Iron County, Missouri. 1760J. 'of:i. (xvi) 
FERRUGINOUS SA 'DSTONE (decomposed), for examination. 
MICHAEL Do0Ll~Y, Lonaconing, Marylauu. 17604. 'Su. (xvu) 
MAl:!TODON, Elephas sp., bones and teeth found 30 feet below Llrn grouDcl, for examina-
tion. 
Dr. A. G. CHASE, Millwood, Kansas. 17605. '86. (1v) 
FOSSIL TOOTH, for examination. 
S. J. Km.KPATRICK, Jonesboro, Tennessee. 17606. '86. (vru.) 
.FOSSIL Toonr, molar of Masloclon arnel'icann-~, for examination. ( Returned.) 
E. W. PAULDI TG, Shasta, California. 17607. '86. (VIII) 
MoTII, Aclias Zima, for examination. 
H. C. B IIL, Co11oge Hill, Ohio. 17608. '80. (x) 
1.CC0MPOSED RoCJc , for examination. 
C. N. EARL, Los Angeles, California. 17609. '86. (xvm) 
Mrr 1mAL , for exam i nn.tion. 
R. II. P0TT1m, Uivcrsidc, California. 17610. '86. (XVI) 
MICA , cm T, for examination. 
JULIUS CIIERR, Eglon, West Virginia,. 17611. '86. (XVI) 
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PYRITE, for examination. 
D. J. M~DONALD, Arkadelphia, Arkansas. 17612. '86. (XVII) 
ANCIENT COINS, for examination. 
MILES W. GRAVES, Hartford, Connecticut. 17613. '86. (I) 
QUARTZ PEBBLES; also minute and water-worn fragments of quartz and feldspa,r, for 
examination. 
F. A. SCHEFFLER, Orange burgh, South Carolina. 17614. '86. (XVI) 
INSECTS, A.tt·u,9 insulus and Phalangium sp., for examination. 
JOHN L. CURTIS, Oakland, California. 17615. '86. (x) 
INSECTS, for exami:p.ation. From Bogota, New Granada. 
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 17616. '86. (x) 
BIRD SKINS, for examination. 
FREDERICK STEARNS & Co., Detroit, Michigan. 17616. '86. (v, A) 
CALCITE and impure manganiferous iron or~, for examination. 
J. F. BUMBELOUGH, Shingle, White County, Tennessee. 17617. '86. (xvr) 
PLANT, flower of Helianthus sp. 
JAMES W. ROGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee. 17618. '86. (xv) 
ANTIQUITIES. The Fisher collection of Mexican antiquities, consisting <>f obsidian 
flakes and ores, arrow and spear heads, cutlasses, celts, pendants, iron pyrites, 
stone carvings, stone cylinder, spindll3-whorls, musical iustruments, pipes, etc. 
(633 specimens). (Purchased.) 
W. w. BLAKE, Kansas City, Missouri. 17619. '86. (III) 
WATER, for examination. 
E. MORGAN, Midlothian, Ellis County, Texas. 17620. '86. (XVII) 
POTTERY. Indian vases (24) found in mounds. (Purchased.) 
W. J. BAKER, Golden Lake, Arkansas. 17621. '86. (II, B) 
PLANT, Hydrocotyle repanda, from Mh1sissippi, for examination. 
Hon. JAMES Z. GEORGE, U.S. Senate. 17622. '86. '(xv) 
MINERAL, for examination. 
JOSEPH UPTON, Charleston, North Carolina. 17623. '86.(xvr) 
POTTERY (3 pieces). String of beads and bone implements. 
LANDON AND McCONNELL, Lawrence, Kansas. 17624. 186. (II, B) 
CONCRETIONS (3), from Fort Custer, Mont. (Deposited.) 
Capt. CHARLES E. BENDIRE, u. s. A., u. s. National Museum. 17625. '86. (III) 
SWAINSON'S w ARBLER, Helinaia swainsoni. 
T. D. PERRY, Savannah, Georgia. 17626. '86. (v, A) 
WHITE BRICKS, suppo, eel to be one hundred and fifty years old; among the first made 
in South Carolina. 
Dr. SALLEY and Mr. RIGGS, Orangelmrgh, South Carolina. 17627. '86. (1) 
INSECT, Lucanus elephas. 
Mrs. RICHARD CARTER, Cloverport, Kentucky. 17628. 'tl6. (x) 
MINERAL, for examination. 
T. J. TURPIN, Grangeville, Idaho. 17629. '86. (XVI) 
GLOBULAR PYRITES in limestone. 
Dr. G. P. HA.CHE BERG, Austin, Texas. (Through Dr. J. S. Billings, U.S. A.) 
17630. '86. (xvr) 
GILA MONSTER, Beloderma suspectun. 
M3:j. ANSON MILLS, Fort Thomas, Arizona. 17631. '86. (VI) 
HORNED 'l'OADS, Phrynosoma coronatnm (lG specimens). (Purchased.) 
Mi88 ROSA S,1Trn, 8an Diego, California.. 1763:2. '86. (VI) 
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GAME OF BATTLEDORE AND SHUTTLECOCK. 
HF.NRY HORAN, u. s. National Museum. 17633. 'tl6. (II, A) 
MAP OF TOKYO: 10 volumes of a work on the natural products of Japan, by Dr. Ito 
Keiski, and a scroll containing an inscription upon a stone tablet commemorating 
the repairs on the temple of CMng Hwang Meau, with a translation by the donor. 
Dr. D. B. McCARTEE, Washington, District of Colombia.. 17634~ '86. (II, A) 
CEDAR BARK BEETLE, Pholocosinus dentatus. 
WARREN KNAUS, Selina, Kansas.. 17635. '86. (x) 
LARVA of Polycaon· conf m·tus; also work of the la,rva. 
L. E. RICKSECKER, Sylvania, Califomia. 17636. '86. (x) 
LARVA of Psephenus haldemanni. 
FRED L. BUTTON, Oakland, California. 17637. '86. (x) 
AMBER containing insects (15 specimens), from the Baltic Sea. (Exchange.) 
WEST PRUSSIA..!.~ PROVINCIAL MUSEOM, Danzig, Prussia. 17638. '86. (XVI) 
MINERALS, for examination. 
E. H. PoE, Hatton, Polk County, Arkansas. 17639. '86. (XVI) 
SCOTT'S ORIOLE, Icte,-us par-iso1·um (skeleton) . 
. J.B. BOWMA:N, Aleman, New Mexico. 17640. '86. ( XII) 
PHO'l'OGRAPilS of Indian implements. 
H. G. HODGE, York, Clark County, Illinois. 17641. '86. (m) 
HORNED TOADS, Phrynosoma coronatum (5 specimens). (Purchased.) 
MISS ROSA SMITH, San Diego, California. 17642. '86. (vr) 
COAL, for examination. 
R. JACOB WEISBACII, Tacoma, Washington Territory. 17643. '86. (XVIII) 
BARRIW OWLS, Sy1·niitm nebulosum, from Montgomery County, -Maryland. 
JOHN P. HAMLIN, Washington, District of Columbia. 17644. '$6. (v, A) 
GREAT HORNED OWL, Bubo virginianus Gm., from Colorado. 
Col. JAMES STEVENSON, Washington, District of Columbia. 17645. '86. (v, A) 
ELK SKULL and antlers, 0el"VU8 canadensis. 
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, Washington, District of Colnmbia. 17646. '86. (1v) 
INSECT, Gryllotalpa sp. 
JOHN PRICE, Nevada, Ohio. 17647. '86. (x) 
DRAWINGS and copy of a description of the Temple of Boro Boudour, in the Island of 
Java. 
NETHERLANDS GOVERNMENT. (Through Department of State.) 17648. ' ). 
(II,A) 
CAST of stone relics. An unfinished ceremonial ax, from Shelby County, Ohio, and 
a boat-shaped object, from Grant County, Indiana. 
J. R. NISSLEY, Mansfield, Ohio. 17649. '86. (III) 
OoLITE (3 specimens), from Bath, England. 
SAMUEL GARDNER, Washington, District of Columbia. 17650. '86. (XVII) 
AZTRC WHISTLE, from Mexico. 
Mrs. M. E. BROWN, Orange, New Jersey. 17651. '86. (I) 
STURGEO •'s HEAD. 
E. G. BLACKFORD, New York City. 17652. '~6. (XII) 
HORNED TOAD , Phrynosonia coronatiwi (40 specimens). 
Miss Ro A SMITII, San Diego, California. 1765:3. 
CARIB STO JtJ , four celts and thirty-one axes. 
(Purchased.) 
'86. (vI) 
L. GUESDE, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. 17G54. 8fi. (III) 
HF.LL F1srr-HOOK, from Vancouver I sland. 
, T~JPllF.N' JaNUS, Washington, Dis~rict of Columbia. 17655. '86. (n, A) 
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BASKETS, made of bircli-hark, wood, and grass, froru the Passamaquoddy Iudiani:i, 
Maine. 
Mrs. FANNIE PATTANGALL, Washington, District of Columbia. 17656. '86. 
(II, A) 
PHOTOGRAPHS of the present Emperor and Empress of Japan. 
Dr. D. B. McCARTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 
POTTERY, and a fragment of bones and teeth. 
(Deposited.) 
17657. '86. 
OSCEOLA BUTLER, Adamsville, Tennessee. 17658. '86. (II, B) 
BLACK-FOOTED FERRET, Put01·ius nigripes (skeletons.) (Purchased.) 
A. B. BAKER, Banner, Trego County., Kansas. 17659. '86. (XII) 
BLACK-FOOTED FERRET, Putorius n·ig1·ipes. (Purchased.) 
A. B. BAKER, Banner, Trego County, Kansa_s. 17659. '86. (Iv) 
SNAKE, Heterodon platyrhinus. 
J. H. KuEHLING, Washington, Districtt of Columbia. 17660. '86. (VI) 
SEALING ·w AX. Additional spectmens to accession 17367. 
(II,A) 
DENNISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ~hiladelphia, Pennsylvania. 17661. 
'86.. (I) 
CHESTNUT-LEAF ROLLER, probably the work of a curculinoid, allied to attelabus. 
S. R. HARRISON, Clarksburgh, West Virginia. 17662. '86. (x) 
INDIAN RELICS. Potte'ry (61 pieces), two sinkers, one p estie, three gouges, arrow-
heads (6 pieces), thrAe needles, and a polishing-stone, for examination. 
F. L. BECKER, Schoharie, New York. 17663. :86. (u, B) · 
VOLCANIC TUFA, bearing foot-tracks, from.Nicaragua. 
W.W. EVANS, Sans Souci, New Rochelle, New York. 17664. '86. (III) 
MAMMAL SKINS, Halmatnrus 1·uficollis, Phasoola1·otos cinereiis, Belideus b1·eviceps, Pha-
langista vulpina, from New South Wales; Thylacinus cynocephalus and Sa1·cophilus 
ursiniis, from Tasmania. 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, Sydney, Australia, 17665. '86. (Iv) 
RACCOON, Procyon lotor. 
Mus:f:E L'HERMINIER, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. (Through L. Gnesde.) 
17666. '86. (IV) 
SHELLS. Stronibus costatus Gmel., Cyprcea exanthema L., Oliva reticularis, Pecten antU-
larurn, and Dima scabra. 
MUSEE L'HERMINIER, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. (Through L. Guesde.) 
17666. '86. (IX) 
FOREST MUSHROOMS. 
MUSEE L'HERMINIER, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. (Through L. Guesde.) 
17G56. '86. (xv) 
CALCITE ancl native sulphur; also a specimen of bog-iron ore. 
Musm~ L'HERMINIER, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. (Through L. Gnesde.) 
17666. '86. (XVI) 
BIRD SKINS, Pa1·us atrioapillus, Totanus jlavipe8, Nycticorax violaceus, A1·dea herodias, 
Pelecanus ju8ous, Gallinulagaleata, Fulica ca1·ibcea, Hcematopus pallia.l1is, Podilymbus 
podiceps, Phaethon cethereus, Falco columbarins, Symphemia semipalrnata, Sterna fulig-
mosa, Limo.sa hcemaslica, Dajila bahamensis, LEgialitis nociferus, Speotylo guadelonpen-
,11is, Charad1·ins dominicus, Th~yothorus 1·1ifescens, Tyrannus ro,9tratns, and Mniotilla 
'Va1'ia. 
Mustn: L'Hn:RMINIER, Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. (Througll L. Gnesde.) 
17666. '86. (V, A) 
SNAKE, Colu,ber obsoletus obsoletus. 
JI. P. HOARE, Phrobus, Virginia. 17667. '86. (VI) 
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STONE IDOL. 
JOIIN w. EMMERT. (Bureau of Ethnology.) 17668. '86. 
MINERAL w ATER, for examination. 
SAINT CLAIR MINERAL SPRING COMPANY, Sain1; Clair, Michigan . 17669. '86. 
(XVI) 
WHITJ<~ COCKATOO, Cacat1ia sulplmrea. 
Mrs. M. PARKS, Norfolk, Virginia. 17670. 'b6. (xn) 
TIGER SALAMA.J.,DER, Arnblystorna tigrinurn (8 specimens). 
Dr. R. w. SIIUFELDT, u. s. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 17671. '86. (VI) 
TIGER SALAMANDER, .Amblystoma tigrimtrn. 
Dr. BASIL NORRIS, U. S. Army, Spokane Falls, Washington Territory. 17672. 
'8G. {VI) 
INDIAN IMPLEMEN1·, for examination. 
JEROME WILTSE, Falls City, Neb-raska. 17673. '86. (III) 
FLORIDA. JAY (6 specimens), black and white shore-finches (2 specimens), Florida, 
<lusky ducks (1 pair). (Purchased.) 
C. J. MAYNARD, Boston, Massachusetts. 1767 4. '86. (v, A) 
SOAPSTO E (2 specimens), from a quarry belonging to W. W . Evans, District of 
Colnmbia. 
Dr. WILLIAM s. MclLIIENNEY, Washington, District of flolumbia. 17675. '!:l6. 
(XVIII) 
METEOJUC IRON (2 specimens). (Exchange.) 
AMIIERST COLLEGE, Amherst, Massachusetts. 17676: '86. (XVIII) 
LAMPREY EELS, I'etromyzon marinus (16 specimens). 
S. E. MEEK, Caynga, New York. 17677. '86. (VIII) 
BADGES of the TraveleTS' Protective Association to the National Convention, Balti-
more, June, 1886. Illinois delegate and alternate. 
FRANK J. ALLEN, Chicago, Illinois. 17678. '86. (I) 
FISII, Percina caprodes . 
TIIOMAS LEWIS, Roanoke, Virginia. 176i9. ' 6. (vn) 
TIGER SALAMANDERS, .Amblystoma tigrinum (35 specimens). 
Dr. R. W. SIIUFELDT, U.S. Army, Fort Wingate, New Mexico. 17680. '86. (VI) 
GALENA, for examination. 
WILEY R. HELM, Jamestown, Clinton County, Illinois. 17681. '86. (XVI) 
AMERICAN HERCULES BEETLE, Dyna8tes tity1is. 
L. E. D. BERRY, Daw. on's Cross-Roads, N?rth Carolina. 17682. '86. (x) 
STONE l:t'l1PL1~MENT, for examination. Returned. 
G. C. Jmms, Brookfield, Connecticut. 17683. '86. (III) 
MI ERA.LS. 
WAGNER IN TITUTE oir cm TCE, Philade)phia, Pennsylvania. 176 4. '86. (xvi) 
EEL P TT, Zoarrcs anguilla?'is. 
TIE. TRY M. Low, Rockport, Massachusetts. 176 5. '86. (vn) 
MINERAL,, for examination. 
CIIARLE s. II. BUCHANAN, Custer City, Dakota. 176 6. ' 6. (XVI) 
SEA WEED with barnacle attached, probably Spartina slicta, for examination. 
I. JENKIX MIKl£LL, Edisto Islan<l, South Carolina. 176 7. ' 6. (xv) 
ETIINOL0GICAL OB.rnCT . See nnder Accession No. 17:2:J() (Nos . . 120-126.) 
Liont. P. JI. RAY, U. S. Army, Fort Gaston, California. 176 . ' 6. (II, A) 
EUROPEA1 GoLDFI"N"CH, Cardueli.9 ccwdnelis, in the fiesb. 
W. C. WEED1rn, . ' . National Museum. 176 9. '86. (v, A) 
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Bmns (7 species, 12 specimens), collected at Humboldt Bay, California. 
CHARLES H. TOWNSEND, u. s. Fish Commission. 17690. 786. (v, A) 
SNAIL, Helix hortensis. 
Prof. J. H. MORRISON, Lexington, Virginia. 17691. '86. (IX) 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF FISHES. Caranx, Epinephalu-s, Enneacent1·us, Glyphidodon, Calamus, 
Octopus, etc., caught at Caroline Island, South Pacific Ocean, by M. Jaussen, 
Director of the French Eclipse Expedition. 
EDWARDS. HOLDEN, Washburn Observatory, Madison, Wisci;msin. 17Ci9i. (VII) 
OAK, showing borings of a larva. 
B. F. STALKER, New Providence, Indiana. 17693. '86. (x) 
FOSSIL TEETH. Equus ( f sp.)? fi-aternus, superior canine and inf~rior molar, and 
Dicotyles sp. nov., superior canine, for examination. 
JA.i'1ES W. ROGAN, Rogersville, Tennessee. 17694. '86. (vm) 
METEORIC IRON (4 small shavings), from Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
L. G. EAKINS, Denver, Colorado. 17695. '86. (XVI) 
Corns. Seal rings, scales, Roman brass image, music on parchment, with illumined 
sacred pictures by a monk of the twelfth century, shekel of the Saracens, Bac-
trian coin, medal, etc. (Deposited.) 
JAMES AUSTIN, Washington, District of Columbia. 17696. '86. (I) 
SCALE CARP, Cyp1·inus ca1·pio; also the book with which the specimen was caught. 
w. B. JOHNSTON, Macou, Georgia. 17697. '86. (VII) 
BUDDHIST SUTRAS. The sutras of Bowadlee's life; the sutras of Arnitabh~'s life. 
,Dr. D. B. McCARTEE, Washington, District of Columbia. 17698. '86. (n, A) 
EUROPEAN GOLDFINCH, Carduelis carduelis. 
w. C. WEEDEN, u. s. National Museun:. 17699. '86. (v, A) 
DIANA MONKEY, Cercopithecus diana, in the :flesh. 
ZOOLOGICAL SocrnTY OF PHILADELPHIA, Philadclphia, Pennsylvania. 
(Through Arthur Edwin Brown, Esq.) 17700. '86. (IV) 
MIXTURE of graphite and fragments of various siliceous minerals with particles of 
organic matter . . 
I. A. COMERFORD, Spokane Falls, Washington Territory. 17701. '86. (xvn) 
RED-SHOULDERED HA WK, Buteo lineatus. 
JOHN K. WALKER, Parkersburgh, Illinois. 17702. '86. (v, A) 
BRONZE Corns, from Corea (3); value about one-third cent each. 
Lieut. W. A. MINTZER, {!. S. Navy, Baltimore, Maryland. 17703. '86. (I) 
CRYSTALS. 
OTTO REIMER, United States Consul, Santiago de Cuba. (Through Department 
of State.) 17704. '86. (XVI) 
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BRITISH AMERICA. 
16574,· 16592, 16659, 16749, 16779, 16784, 16803, · 168~4, 16829, 1686G, 1692:i, 17022, 
17029, 17196, 17315, 17373, 17491 •. 
NORTH AMERICA. 
UNITED STATES. 
ALABAMA: 16265, 16406, 16484, 16735, 16907, 17494, 17495, 17526, 17575,- 17597. 
ALASKA: 16293, 16309, 15597, 16743, 16771, 16827, 16878, 16879, 16889,· 16890, 16909_, 
16914, 17146, 17393. . 
ARKANSAS: 16239, 16260, 16284, 16369, 16509, 17062, 17502, 17540, 17577, 17578, 
17592, 17612. 
ARIZONA: 16267, 16375, 16392, 16598, 16680, 16691, 16814, 1(3837, 16919, 16928, 
16%7, 17347, 17369, 17587, 17631. 
CALIFORNIA: 16243, 16291, 16326, 16327, 16346, 16358, 16420, 16461, 16474, 16629, 
16707, 16718, 16813, 16823, 16913, 16944, 17146, 17239, 17314, 17376, 17414, 
17444, 17484, 17509, 17530, 17607, 17609, 17610, 17615, 17632, 17636, 176:37, 
17642, 17653, 17688. 
COLORADO: 16224, 16225, 16241, 16242, 16278, _161126, 1G71D, 16817, 16856, 17267, 
17269, 17G42. 
CONNECTICUT: 16624, 16671, 16835, 1G908, 16916, 17421, 17475, 1763;]. 
DAKOTA: 16245, 16390, 16923, 17354, 17686. 
DELAWA:RB: 16504. 
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DISTRICT OF COLU,\1:BIA: 1G280, 1630 I, 16:J(i:3, Hi:HI, '16 HiO, 16481, lGSfi2, 165R9, 
1G675, 16778, 167a;:;, 16805, 16S1Z, 17450, 17478, 17479, 17490, 17535, 17500, 17660, 
17675. . 
FLORIDA.: 16219, 16271, 16353, 16459, 16609, 16630, Hi7ol, 16794, 1686!), 16910, 16!)65, 
16999, 17027, 17341, 17396, 17424, 17449, 17483, 17579, 17600, 17674. 
GEORGIA: 16227, 16240, 16246, 16510, 16678, 1686t1, 169::33, 17351, 17449, 17527, 176i6, 
17697. 
IDAHO: 16228, 16247, 16433, 16759, 17516, 17557, 17629. 
ILLINOIS: 16212, 16365, 16702, 16723, 16745, 16767, 16836, 17282, 17362, 17413, 
17471, 17517, 17641, 17500, 17702. 
INDIANA: 16212, 16225, 16424, 16430, 16663, 16673, 16729, 16782, 16807, 16927, 
17523, 17537, 17599, 17649, 17693. 
low A: 16286, 16378, 16398,. 16622, 17 456, 17546. 
KANSAS: 167 44, 16781, 16800, 16841, 17114, 17252, 17354, 17510, 17520, 17553, 17605, 
17635, 17659. 
KENTUCKY: 16248, 16262, 16285, 16380, 16421, 16475, 16986, 17f>32, 17628. 
LOUISIANA: 16930, 16953, 17356, 17374, 17408. 
MAINE: 16410, 16423, 16427, 16465, 16584, 16773, 17420, 17512, 17656. 
MARYLA.i..~D: 16223, 16283, 16:376, 16458, 16518, 16577, 16727, 16802, 16852, 16931, 
17:{72, 1'7:384, 17390, 17470, 17489, 17598, 17644. 
MASSACHUSETTS: 16269, 16279, 16313, 16447, 16689, 16605, 166tl6, 16750, 1G760, 
16769, 16709, 16872, 16952, 16960, 17073, 17271, 17375, 17483, 17508, 17685. 
MICIIIGAN: 16251, 16512, 16726, 16818, 16915, 17425. 
MIN.XESOTA: 164571 16511, 16981. 
MISSISSIPPI : 16402, 1.6961, 17533, 17571, 17586, 17022. 
Mrssoum: 16625, 16826, 16840, 16920, 17379, 17589, 17603. 
MONTA A.: 16249, 16250, 16437, 16681, 16710, 17354, 17418, 17492, 17493, 17625. 
NEBRASKA: 16557, 173iM, 17539, 1767:3. 
NEVADA: 16252, 16797, 16!)56, 16964, 17447, 175G8. 
NEW HA.MPSTIIRE: 16418, 16709, 16728, 1G979. 
NEW JERSEY: 16209, 1G222, 16254, 16388, 16451, 16705, 1G706, 167:36, 16768, 1G987, 
17054, l 73::l6, 17366, 17370, 17651. 
JEW MEXICO: 16215, 16220, 16221, 16235, 1G253, 16360, 16456, 16662, 1679:3! 16819, 
16 95, 16901, 17330, 17640, 17671, 17680, 17695. 
NEW Yomc: 16·274, 16281, 1G300, 16443, 16450, 16554, 16628, 16699, 16701, 16796, 
16934, 16!)4 l, 16992, 17268, 17335, 17411, 17491, 17501, 17525, 17601, 17677. 
NORTII CAROLINA: 16258, 16294, 16316, 16341, lG-104, 1G131, 16506., 16553, 165 1, 
16752, 17307! 17344, 17430, 17445, 17543, 17551, 17554, 17555, 17556, 17559, 17623. 
Om : 16'lZU, 16318, 16328, 16489, 16623, 16755, 16782, 1G946, 17538, 17585, 17G0 , 
17649. 
OREGON: 16255, 16445, 16~10, 16825, 17350, 17458, 17fi09. 
PENL SYLVANIA: 16'2U, 16232, l!.i3i2, lGt:38, 16517, 1G7,,8, 16761, 1(5764, 16790, 
16 44, 16 45, 16917, 17355, 17385, 174:34, 17521, 17fi52, 17574, 175~5. 
RHODE ISLAND: 16315, 16520, 16711, 17404. 
0UTII CAROLrnA: 16576, 16698, 17497, 17614, 17627. 
TE, 'E , EE: 1GZ16, 16217, 16210, 16.256, 1G2J'::!, 16 l3 >, 16154, lGGZG, 1G76'.3, 16767, 
1 76, 17t70, 17288, 17317, 17343, 1736'1, 1752 , 17.,3u, 17G47, 17560, 17606, lifH7, 
17618. 
INDEXES TO ACCESSION LIST. 7!17 
TEXAS: ' 16238, 16257, 16266, 16'293, 16:h~3, 16439, Hi5,>l, 16693, 16731, 16739, 16937, 
16938, 17407, 17506, 17511, 17590, 17620, 176:30. 
UTAH: 16:379, 16774, 16808, 16363, 1728::), 17518, 17594. 
VERMONT: 16330. 
VIRGINIA: 16273, 16345, 16363, ;i.6386, 16393, 16400, 16415, 16416, 16419, 16440, 
16448, 16632, 16690, 16697, 16703, 16708, 16737, 16772, 16tH6, Hi867, 16903, . 
16906, 16909, 16933, 16951, 17264, 17349, 17371, 17380, 17405, 17406, 17419, 
17437, 17477, 17529, 17582, 17593, 17667, 17679, 17691. 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY: 16301, 16405, 16683, 17387, 17503, 17509, 17549, 17583, 
17588, 17643, 17672, 17701. , 
WEST VIRGINIA: 16264, 16276, 16297, 16399, 16428, 17431, 17504, 17611, 17662. 
WISCONSIN: 16455, 16721, 16900, 17342. 
WYOMING: 16397, 16679. 
MEXICO. 
16290, 16401, 16432, 16508, .16523, 16621, 16656, 16657, 16664, 166G7, Hi860, 16993, 
' 16997, 16998, 17001, 17002, 17003, 17Q04, 17905,· 1700G; 17007, 17008, 17009, 
17010, 17011, 17012, 17013, 17014, 17015, 17016, 17025, 17030, 17035, 17111, 
17294, 17295, 17410, 17481, 1757;.\ 17651. 
WEST INDIES. 
16230, 16292, 16528, 16561, 16631, 16661, 16820, 16865, 16911, 16941, 17399, 17400, 
17429. 
SOUTH AMERICA. 
16236, 16560, 16612, 16660, 16682, 16741, 16762, 16791, 16792, 16811, 16885, 16tl92, 
16904, 16957, 17051, 17469, 17€16, 
ASIA (INCLUDING MALAYSiA). 
16311, 163:32, 16367, 16368, 16362, 163:l9, 16413, 16485, 16514, 16516, _ 16524, 16527, 
16548, 16555, 1656~ 16571, 16616, 16619, 1662~ 1663~ 1663~ 16633, 16639, 
16640, 16692, 16694, 16734, 16795, 16801, 16862, 168t"l5, 16904, 16943, 16970, 
16989, 16995, 17023, 17028, 17037, 17339; 173'32, ' 173.::l9, 17427, 17430, 17436, 
17442, 17458, 17465, 17491, 17513, 17602, 17634, 17703. 
EUROPE (INCLUDING GREAT BRITAIN). 
16214, 16233, 16:354, 16389, 16442, 16472, 16477, 16486, 1G !87, 1G4U0, 1619:3, 1649f>, 
16496, 16497, 16498, 16500, 15502, 16513, 16525, 1G529, rn'):n, 165:Jt, l6536, 
16537, 1653tl, 16540, 16541, 16543, 16544, 16546, 1G547, 165~0, Hi559, 1656:J, 
16569, 16570, 165n, 16574, 16575, 16591, 16600, 16001, 16rm2, 16603, 16604, 
16605, 16606, 16607, 16608, 16610, 16615, 16617, 166-H, 16642, 16643, 16644, 
16645, 16646, 16647, 16666, 16677, 16714, 16730, 16746, 16747, 16748, 16783, 
16787, 16788, 16810, 16864, 16885, 16886, 16905, 16932', 16947, i6950, 16982, 
16988, 16989, 16994, 16996, 17017, 17018, (17021, 17033, 170:H, 17040, 17041; 
17042, 17044, 17046, 17047, 170-19, 17050, 17037, 17093, . 1709-1, 17207, 17214, 
17221, 17223, 17224, 17225, 172Z7, 17229, 17266, 17352, 17357, 17:J.jS, 17360 
17361, 17368, 17:386, 17389, 17390, 17391, 1739i, 17435, 17441, 1744:3, 17457: 
17fi48, 17638, 17650. 
OCEANICA. 
AUSTRALASIA, 
16333, 16491, 1649.2, 16499, 16530, 16559, 16566, 16567, 1GGG8, 16611, 16653, 16885, 
16924, 17036, 170134, 1122:1, 17665. 
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POLYNESIA, 
16478, 16522, 19539, 1654!1, 16562, 16574, 16751, 16753, 16754, 16978, 17038, 17263. 
INDEX B. 
DEP A'RTMENT I. 
.ARTS AND INDUSTRIES: 16222, 16228, 16229, 16232, 16237, 16279, 16325, 16405, 16449, 
16473, 16479, 16485, 16490, 16491, 16492, 16497-16501 inclusive, 16504, 16505, 
16516, 16519, 16521-16524 inclusive, 16526, 16528, 16529, 16531-16544 inclusive, 
16547-16550 inclusive, 16560-10564 inclusive, 16566-16570 inclusive, 16582, 16592, 
16598, 16600-16608 inclusive, 16610, 16614-16617 inclusiYe, 16620, 16654, 16666, 
16677, 16692, 16711, 16715, 16717, 16722, 16734, 16746, 16754, 16785, 16788, 16795, 
16801, 16803, 16821, 16822, 16830, 16854, 16865, 16878, 16897-16900 inclusive, 
16905, 16909, 16910, 16n35, 16941, 16945, 16954, 16957, 16960, 16971, 16972, 16980, 
16984, 16987, 16990, 1G991, 16993, 16996, 16998, 17020, 17028, 17037, 17039, 17040, 
17042, 17047, 17061, 17064, 17076, 17111, 17136, 17137, 17161, 17163, 17167, 17175, 
17178, 17180, 17181, 17188, 17193, 17196, 17199, 17207, 17218, 17'227, 17228, 17229, 
17240, 17246, 17253, 17266, 17268, 17272, 1727:3, 17275, 1729G, 17298, 17300, 17310, 
17331, 17332, 17:351, 17353, 17:357, 17358, 17360, 17:367, 17378, 17384, 17385_, 17386, 
17390, 17391, 17392, 17394, 17391::l, 17400, 17403, 17405, 17406, 17418, 17422, 17423, 
17428, 17432, 17435, 17442, 17443, 17450, 17451-17455 inclusive, 17467, 17409, 
17484, 17499, 17514, 175~2, 17580, 17506, 17600, 17613, 17627, 17647, 17677, 17678, 
17696, 17703. 
DEPARTMENT II. 
(A) ETHNOLOGY: 16293, 16311, 16331, 16332, 16358, 16371, 16392, 16413, 16450, 16452, 
16477, 151!86, 16488, 16496, 16515, 16522, 16525, 16545, 16546, ' 16550, 16555, lti559, 
16565, 16572--16575 inclusive, 16587, 16588, 16590-16592, 16599, 16617, 16631, 16634-
16661 inclusive, 16692, 16720, 16721, 16726, 1G733, 16748, 16771, 16786, 16787, 
16809, 16848, 16860, 16861-16863, 16870, 16871, 1687B, 16879, 16893, 16895, 16902, 
16912, 16914, 16928, 16929, 16943, 16953, 1695fi, 16956, 16958, 16959, 16961, 16962, 
16970, 16978, 16993, 169~5, 17029, 17041, 17048, 17057, 17069, 17070, 17094, 17111, 
17121, 17174, 17198, 17204, 17214, 17215, 17243, 17306, 17318, 17340, 17347, 17364, 
17382, 17388, 17393, 17395, 17400, 17401, 17414, 174~7, 17430, 17441, 17449, 17457, 
17458, 17462, 17472, 17473, 17491, 17513, 17G33, 17634, 176561 17657, 17665, 17688, 
17698. . 
DEPARTMENT II. 
(B) PREHISTORIC AMERICAN POTTERY: 1636.l, 16598, 16694, 16765, 17111, 17295, 
17377, 17410, 17621, 17658, 17663. 
DEPAHTMENT III. 
ARCH..£0LOGY: 16225, 16227, 16233, 16265, 1627 4, 16318, 16328, 16341, 16355, 16374, 
16380, 16382, 16421, 16430, 16438, 16441, 16442, 16445, 16480, 16484, 16489, 1659 , 
16624, 16673, 16691, 16729, 16736, 167:39, 16758, 16759, 16782, 16789, 1679 , 16807, 
16864, 16879, 16886, 16919, ltif.l27, 169-16, Hl9fi0, 16973, 16974, 17094, 17U5, 17145, 
i.7157, 11191, 11218, 11302, 11301, 11311, 11329, 17350, 1nv5, 1n10, 17374, 17396, 
17399, 17400, 17424, 17449, 17471, 17517, 17521, 17526, 175~8. 17532, 17547, 17563, 
17584, 17585, 17589, 17619, 17625, 176H, 17649, 17651, 1761.H, 17673. 
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DEPARTMENT IV. 
MAMMALS: 16215, 16236, 16261, 16268, 16270, 16278, 16280, 16281, 16282, , 16288, 
113296, 16312, 16327, .16343, 16344, 16366, 16383, 16387, 16397, 16491, 16414, 16417, 
16429, 16464, 16503, 16517, 16557, 16598, 16618, 16621, 16689, 16705, 16706, 16712, 
16714, 16725, 16742, 16781, HS802, 168.27, 16828, 168:12, 16834, 16840, 16849, 16866, 
16874, 16913, 16914, 16915, 16925, 16976, 16985, 17080, 17090, 17.098, 11100: 17101, 
17123, 17142, 17146, 17150, 17156; 17162, 17179, 17232, 172~5, 17239, 17242, 17290, 
17313, 17322, 17335, 17336, 17345, 17363, 17366, 17369, 17375, 17402, 17421, 17459, 
17460, 17498, 17534, 17566, 17576, 17605, 17659, 17665, 17666, 17700. 
DEPARTMENT V. 
(A) BIRDS: 16212, 16216, 16221, 16238, 16268, 16271, 16283, 16302, 16317, 16319, 
16327, 16:129, 16339, 163(H, 16373, 16375, 16376, 16384, 16385, 16389, 16401, 
16409, 16418, 16437, 16446, 16447, 16456, 16462, 16463, 16472, 16474, 16478, 
16481, 16518, 16552, 16576, 16577, 16578, 16597, 16619, 16627, 166(54, 166(57, 
16668, 16670, 16680, 16681, 16682, 16689, 16703, 16707, 16727, 167:30, 16745, 
16753, 16756, 16761, 16772; 16792,. 1679:3, 16804, 16810, 16811, 16813, 16821, 
16827, 16839, 16847, 16855, 16866, 168'72, 16875, 16878, 16879, Hi881, lfi885, 
16889, 16903, 16904, 16914, 16916, 16952, 16969, 16986, 17051, 17050, 17072, 
1709~ 17098, 17099, 17100, 1110~ · 17104, 17110, 17120, 1712~ 17125, 17134, 
17146, 17149, 17160, 17171, 17184, 17185, 17186, 17202, 17205, 17223, 17244, 
17254, 17277, 17282, 17285, 17291, 17301, 17305, 17309, 17325, 17338, 17344, 
17362, 17373, 17389, 17400, 17415, 17416, 17465, 17475, 17488, 17508, 17536,' 
17538, 17539, 17548, 17550, 17558, 17565, 17567, 17573, 17616, li626, 17644, 
17645, 17666, 17674, 17689, 17690, 17699, 17702. 
DEPARTMENT V. 
(B) BIRDS' EGGS: 16212, 16268, 16;103, 16324, 16377, 16378, 16437, 
16744, 16812, 16827, 16866, 16878, 16906, 16916, 16967, 16992, 
17160, 17201, 17212, 17233, 17251., 17292, 17346, 17376, 17381, 
17489. 
DEPARTMENT VI. 
REPTILES: 16267, 16268, 16291, · 16304, 16317, 16321, 16345, 16354, 
16372, 16397, 16400, 16401, 16426, 16440, 16586, 16621, 16623, 
16689, 16741, 16752, 16796, 16819, 16820, 16825, 16851, 16890, 
16926, 16970, 17080, 17131.'., 17222, 17307, 17311, 17327, 17404, 
17470, 17527, 17631, 17632, 17642, 17646, 17653, 17660, 17667, 
17680. 
DEPARTMENT VII. 
FISHES : 16219, 16268, 16269, 16275, 162!)1, 16202, 16315, Hi317, 16331, 
16345, 16354, 16400, 16401, 16415, 16435, 16440, 16460, 16469, 
16583, 16628; 16642, 16687, Hi701, 16704, 16708, 16709, 16712, 
16737, 16743, 16747, 16760, 16768, 16760, 16791, 16816, 16823, 
16878, 1G883, 16889, 168\J0, 16908, 16911, 16921, 16970, 17052, 
1709.5, 17096, 17118, 17128, 17139, 17141, 17146, 17164, 17!'65, 
17194, 17210, 17222, 172:31, 17249, 17258, 17262, 17264, 17308, 
173:!7, 17:349, 17371, 17372, 17400, 17409, 17414, 17420, 17431, 
17483, 17512, 17522, 17:')';l!), 17581, 17677, 1767H, 176::35, 17692, 17697. 
DEPARTMENT VIII. 
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DEPARTMENT IX. 
MOLLUSKS: 16:226, 1626 , 16208, 16307, 16309, 16340, 16345, 16415, 16434, 16440, 
16464, 16609, 16630, 16689, 16751, 16767, 16800, 16815, 16824, 16841, 16857, 
16869, 16879, 168 3, 16890, 16894, 16914, 16920, 16933, 16947, 16970, 16975, 
17059, 17066, 17067, 1706 , 17075, 17082, 17092, 17094, 17105, 17114, 17170, 
17203, 17217, 17252, 17387, 17400, 17429, 17440, 17509,• 17510, 17553, 17606, 
17666, 17691. 
DEPARTMENT X. 
INSECTS: 16·.09, 16211, 16217, 16220, 16235, 16268, 16281, 16289, 16306, 16310, 16316, 
16317, 163i0, 16327, 16345, 16347, 16348, 16354, 16359, 16364, 16381, 16386, 
16398, 16400, 16401, 16403, 16407, 16408, 16411, 16415, 16420, 16443, 16467, 
16470, 16476, 16554, 16558, 16585, 16594, 16626, 16665, 16674, 16679, 16689, 
16713, 16738, 16770, 16775, 16780, 16806, 16827, 16833, 17077, 17078, 17133, 
17139, 17146, 17160, 17176, 17213, 17221, 17245, 17248, 17303, 17304, 17380, 
17400, 17414, 17468, 17494, 17502, 17509, 17518, 17520, 17543, 17546, 17551, 
17554, 17555, 17556, 17559, 17568, 17569, 17577, 17582, 17583, 17590, 17593, 
17599, 17608, 17615, 17616, 17628, 176:35, 17636, 17637, 17662, 17682, 17693. 
DJ<JPARTMENT XI. 
MARINE INVERTEBRATES: 16230, 16263, 16268, 16327, 16345, 16351, 16400, 16415, 
16475, 16683, 16686, 16689, 16712, 16723, 167 40, 16750, 16755, 16760, 16805, 
16816, 16821, 16827, 16836, 16846, 16877, 16878, 16889, 16890, 16948, 16970, 
16973, 17027, 17073, 17118, 17236, 17263, 17312, 17320, 17341, 17368, 17400, 
17419, 17437, 17524. 
DEPARTMENT XII. 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY: 16268, 16395, 16468, 16633, 16678, 16777, 16852, 16878, 16880, 
16884, lfi(}22, 16958, 17126, 17131, 17147, 17197, 17209, 172G5, 17276, 17281, 17293, 
17326, 17333, 17361, 17383, 173U7, 17413, 17444, 1744.j, 17485, 17500, 17640, 17646, 
17652,17659, 17670. 
DEPARTMENT XIII. 
(A) INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (Paleozoic): 16300, 16346, 16424, 1G749, 16763, 16779, 
16782, 16783, 16799, 17084, 17132, 172Q6, 17230, 17280, 17283, 17284, 17324, 17342, 
17365, 17366, 17379, 17447, 17448, 17474, 17553, 17570. 
(B) INVERTEBRATE FOSSILS (Meso-Cenozoic): 16288, 16402, 16685, 16859, 16917, 
16974, 17094, 17143, 17153, 17206, 17286, 17407. 
DEPARTMENT XIV. 
PLANTS, l!°'OSSIL: 16260, 16399, 1G424, 16519, 1G5'.37, l'ititi3, 16724, 16821, 16917, 1708-1 
17004, 17247, 17278, 17288, 17289, 17491, 17497. 
DEPARTMENT XV. 
PLANTS, RECENT: 16224, 16268, 16273, 16287, 1632:3, 163::tJ, 16337, 16350, 16401, 16412 
1645 , 16483, 16487, 16~30, 16555, 1661L, 16612, 16625, 166~5, 16731, 16776, 16i94. 
16836, 16843, 16970, 16937, 160G4, 16995, 1703.3, 17084, 171ll, 17200, 17259, 17260. 
17261, 17294, 17348, 17481, 17-190, 17671, 17578, 17602, 17610, 176~2, 17666, 17 ,. 
INDEXES TO ACCESSION LIST. 801 
DEPARTMENT XVI. 
MINERALS: 16210, 16225, 16231, 16234, 16260, 16266, 16268, 16272, 16276, 16284, 16285,_ 
16286, 16297, 16299, ,16301, 16305, 16308, 16313, 16342, 16352, 16356, 16357, 16370, 
16391, 16393, 16394, 16406, 16419, 16423, 16425, 16431,16432, 16433, 16439, 16459, 
16465, 16468, 16482, 16494, ;16506, 16508-16512 inclusive, 16514, 16527, 16536, 1GG51, 
16553, 16561, 16584, 16622, 16629, 16662, 11:iG71, 16693, 16698, 16699, 16735, 16764, 
16784, 16790, 16801, 1(;808, 16817, 16827, 16829, 16837, 16850, 16856, 16867, 16868, 
16896, 16923, 16930, 16931, 16932, 16934, 16938-16940 inclusive, 16942, 16944, 16966, 
16983, 16995, 16997, 16999, 17016, 17021, 17024, 17030, 17053, 17056, 17060, 17062, 
17063, 17074, 17084, 17089, 17093, 17094, 17103, 17106, 17108, 17109, 17116, 17117, 
17119, 17122, 17130, 17145, 17148, 17151, 17152, 17154, 17159, 17166, 17168, 17172, 
17182, 17195, 17208, 17211, 17219, 17224, 17225, 17241, 17269, 17270, 17271, 17274, 
17279, 17299, 17314, 17315, 17476, 17478, 17479, 17493, 17501, 17503, 17509, 17525, 
17586, 17588, 17592, 17594, 17597, 17603, 17610, 17611, 17612, 17617, 1762~, 17629, 
17630, 17638, 17666, 17676, 17681, 17684,17686, 17695, 17704. . 
DEPARTMENT XVII. 
LITHOLOGY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY: 1624G, 16277, 16286, 16295, 16326, 16367, 16368, 
16::369, 16379, 16404, 16416, 16423, 16427, 16436, 16444, 16451, 16457, 16493, 16507, 
16527, 16663, 16669, 16695, 16696, 16697., 16702, 16735, 16757, 16827, 16842, 16844, 
16853, 16870, 16891, 16902, 16938, 169:39, 16949, 16970J 16974, 16981, 16994, 16999, 
17021, 17022, 17060, 17065, 17084, 17087, 17094, 17097, 17103, 17169, 17183, 17187, 
17190, 17192, 17216, 17226, 17234, 17238, 17250, 17271, 17294, 17317, 17343, 17354, 
17359, 17408, 17411, 17412, 17434, 174G6, 17477, 17533, 17579, 17604, 17614, 17650, 
17675, 17696, 17701. 
DEPARTMENT XVIII. 
METALLURGY: 16213, 16223, 16234, 16239, 16240-16258 inclusive, 16264, lo2G8, 16294, 
16322, 16330, 16336, 16338, 16349, 16388, 16390, 16396, 16428, 16432; 16433, 16445, 
16471, 16482, 16495, 16550, 16556, 16571, 16579, 16580, 16589, 16593, 16613, 166f7, 
16672, 16676, 16690, 16710, 16762, 16i97, 16814, 16823, lfi824, 16827, 16831, 16845, 
16873, 16888, 16907, 16925, 16951, 16963, 16965, 16982, 16988, 16997, li00l, 17002-
17015 inclusive, 17021, 17022, 17023, 17024, 1703:3-17036 inclusive, 17071, 17079,· 
17081, 17083, 17084, 17085, 17086, 1,087, 17107, 17111, 17116, 17117, 17119, 17127, 
17129, 17130, 17158, li220, 17237, 17267, 17330, 17351, 17352, 17353, 17491, 17492, 
, 17493, 17495, 17504-17507 inclusive, 17511, 17515, 17516, 17523, 17530, 17535, 17537, 
17540, 17541, 17544, li545, 17557, 17560, 17561, 17562, '17564, 17572, 17575, 17587, 
17595, 17598, 17G01, 17600,. 17643. 
DEPARTMEN'l' XIX. 
EXPERIMEN;TAL PHYSIOLOGY: 16218, 16716, 16718, 17088, 17155, 17189, 17256, 17287. 
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Abbott, A. N ••••••••••••••••.••••• 16702 
A bert, J. T . . • • . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . • • . 16807 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Swe-
den . • • • • . . . • • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . 16477 
Academy of Natural Sciences,Phila-
delphia ••••••.•••••.••••.. 17299,17565 
Adams, W. H •••••.•.•••.•......•. 17251 
Addison, C. G •.••.••••••••••••••• 17384 
Adney, E.T •.••.••.•••••.....••..• 17346 
Agassiz, A .....•••...•..••...•.••. 16343 
Aguillera, Senor ..•••••••••• 17016,.17206 
Aken, A. R ...•.•.•••••••••••.•••. 16920 
Alden Fruit and Taro Company ... 16539 
Al<lrich, Charles .•••••...•.•.••••• 17350 
Allen, Frank J ..•••..•••••.•••••• 17678 
Allen, W, C .•.•••...•.•••••.•.•.• 17527 
American Institute of Mining En-
gineers ..••....•.•..•••...•.... 16831 
American Mnseum of Natural His-
tory ...••.....••.•••.••••• 17558, 17573 
American Salt Company .••••••••• 17412 
Amherst College ..•••••••••••••••• 17676 
Amsden, E ..•••••••• _.. . • . . • • • • • • 16382 
Anderson, A. E .•••••••••••.•••••• 16278 
Andree, C . • . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 16524 
Anonymous Society ofB1acksmiths. 16495 
Anthony, A. W .•••••.•••••.•••••• 17126 
Appleton, Nathan .......••....•.. 171:36 
Armstrong, C .•.•..•.....•....... 17471 
Army Medical Museum .....•...... 16295 
A'ustin, James .•••••....••.••••... 17696 
Australian Museum .•••.•.••••.... 17665 
Avery, John M......... .. . • •. . •• ••. 16930 
Ayers & Hardman...... . • • •• • • • • • 1635i 
Ayme, Louis H .•••.••••••• · ••••.•. 16290 
Babcock, W. H .•••••••••••••••••• 17::326 
Bacheler,Dr.OtisR ••••••••••••. 17243 
Bailey, E. M.... . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . 16584 
Bailey, S. C. II ...•••.•..••••.••••• 17224 
:Baird, Dr. C. P .•••••••••••••••••• 16806 
Baird, Mrs. H. S .•••• __ •••• •• • • • • • 16733 
Baird, Prof. Spencer F ••••••••.••• 17435 
Baker, A. B . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 17659 
Baker, George A .••••••••••••••••• 16927 
Baker, W. J ...••••••••••••••••... 17621 
Balbach, Charles ••••••.•••••••••. 17108 
Balfour & Co...... . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • 16606 
Ball, Charles .•••••••••..••••..... 16217 
Ball, Forrest ..•••••••••...•••.•.. 16:302 
Balm r, J. A ..•.••..••••.•••••••.• 17381 
Barber, Samuel, & Co . . • • • . . . . • • • 16.,:~~ 
Barksdale, Hon. E ••••.••••...•••• 1-7564 
Accession 
number. 
Ba,rnum, Bailey & Hutchinson ... 1621il, 
16296,.16464, 16725, 16742, 16828, 17363 
Barr, Mrs. Mary . . • . • . . . • . . • • • • • . . 16906 
Barrow, 0. W ..••••.•••••.•••••.. 17332 
Barrows, C. J ...•.......•••••.... 169:>3 
Bartlett, Ed ward ...•...•••. 17082, 17223 
Bartlett, J. R .•.•••...... , • . 1671i2, 16853 
Barton & Logan .•.•..••...• 1723~, 17322 
Batty, J. H ...••••.•••••••••...... 16271 
Bea:, William .....•..••••.•••.... 16240 
Bean, T. H . • . . . 16281, 1629:3, 16518, 16758 
Beauchamp, E. P .•••••......•.... 16~70 
Beck, Charles ...•..•.•..••••..••.. 17300 
Becker, F.L .•••••..••..••••.•.••• 17663 
Becker, M. J.... • • . • . • • • . . • • • • • . • • 169i5 
Beckham, C. W .••••..•..••••••••• 16668 
Beckwith, Mrs. A.H. C ••••••••••• 16S49 
Belding, L .....•.••..•..••.••••.. 17072 
Belgian Commission .....••.•••••. 16994 
Bell, Mrs. Alex. G. . . • . • • . • • • • • . . • . 16714 
Bell, George W ••••••.•••••••••••. 17081 
Belt, G. D ..••.......•.•..•••..... 17213 
Bend.ire, Charles E ... 16437,_16680, 16681, 
17222, 17418, 17472, 17625 
Benedict, James E ..•...•••••..... 17174 
Bennett, Richard .....••....••.... 17107 
Borg, G. T ...••••••••••••..••...•• 17216 
Berlepsch, H. vou ..••• _ ••...••.•. 17309 
Berlin, A. F ..••.......•••.. 16438, 17302 
Beruadot1, J. B ....•.............. 16970 
B1~ss<?ls, Dr. Emil ........•... 17303, 17485 
Biddle, HenryJ .. : .•• .•.• . ...•.. 17434 
Biezenaar, A. and J .... ; .......... 16641 
Bigelow, Otis ..................... 16413 
Bigelow, Robert P ....••..••.....• 16973 
Billings, Dr. John S., U.S. A. (See 
under Army Medical Mnseum.) 
Bishop, Mrs. Margaret ... ...•..... 17358 
Black, Alex. C . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . • • . • . 1€673 
Black, Dr. E. C ••••••••••.•••• .' .•. 16225 
Black, Mis.s Julia ...•.•.•.•....... 16226 
Blackburn, Miss Dottie ..••....... 16426 
Blackford, E.G .....• 16704, 16747, 17321, 
17409, 17652 
Blackman, 0. A . . . • • • . . . • . . 16663, 16757 
Blaisdell, Frank E ...•............ 16936 
Blake, J. Henry ...•.•••••.•....... 16750 
Blake, W. W ...•....••....•• 17410, 17619 
BlaufarhemYerk Marien berg ...... 170-10 
Bloomingdale Graphite Company .. rnr 
B0ehmer, George IL ... 1717 , 17457, 17467 
13olles, Lieut. T. Vix ... .•••.. 16771, li05i 
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AcceRsion Accession 
number. numl>er. 
Bolter, A .•••••••.••••••..••.•...• 17245 Canisius, Dr. T .•••..••....•. 16478, 1675:1 
Bonilla, Prof. Jose ...•. l6508, 17014, 17015 Cara.ndonis, N ...••....•.••••••••• 1G3:.l2 
Boston Society of National History. 17567 Carlton, J. JI ......••...••••..•••. 166~1 
Bowers, Dr. Stephen .•••••.•.•••.. 17059 Carmichael, Prof. II ...•..•••..... 17151 
Bowman, J , B .. 16220, 16235, 164'0:l, 16456, Carroll, E. C ........ ...• .•.••••.. 17032 
17640 Carter, Mrs. Richard ...••...•.••.. 17G:-28 
Bowsky,M •••••••••••••••...••••• 16SO:l Carvin,D. S ...•.•.•••••.••....... lG:374 
Boyd, F. P .•.•••.•••••.•.•••.•••• 16S9~ Caspary, Prof. R ........•••.. · .... llifl43 
Boye, L. C ....••••.••••••••••••••• 16561 Cassauello, Fj]!i Ferroe ..•........ 16490 
Brace,A.L .•••.•••••••••••••••••. 1718~1 Castleman, 1'.W ••....•••..••.... 17:)74 
Brackett, Col.A.G ••••••••.••• ••• 17590 Catlin,GeorgeL .•....•....••••... 16G44 
Bradford, W.R ..•••..•••••.•.••.. 16808 Catlin, J. C .•.•...........••...•• 16359 
Bransford, Dr. J. F •.••.••••• 16317, 16596 Cawood, Charles ..........••....• 16229 . 
Brewster, William ..... 16303, 17344, 17508 Central Park Mcnn.gerie ... .. 16344, 16366, 
Brickenstein, H. A .... ............ 17320 16777, lti,':l:.!~, 16-:80, 16922, 16Cl"t6, · 
Britt, 'l'. A ........••.•.••••..•.•• ~ 16459 16985, 171:H, 171G:2, 17171, 17:345 
Britton, Wiley •• ~ •••••••••.•••••• 17379 Cltamberlain, C. W ............•.. 1G872 
Brock, John W •••••.••.•.••• 17278, 17348 Chambers, W. H. H ..•.....••.•.•. 17370 
Brooks, John .••••••••••..•••••••• 16977 Chaplin, W.F ..•............••••• 16698 
Brooks, Reuben ••••••••••••.••••• 17580 Charles City Marble Company .•.. 17450 
Brooks, W. E .••••.••••••••••••••• 17338 Charlton, Davidson ....•••....••. 17405 
Brown, A. D .•••.•••••••••••.••••• 16803 Charpy, Mons. L......... •.• • . • • • •• 17004 
Brown, Arthur Ed win. (See under Chase, Dr. A. G...... . . . • . . . . . • . • . 1760.J , 
Zoological Society of Philadel· Chatard, Dr.F.M .•.......•.••••. 16931 
phia.) Cheney, A.G ..••.•••....••... .••. 166-28 
Brown, C. F .•••••••••••.•••• 16260, 17062 Chipley; John J .•••••..•......... 16:tn 
Brown, S. C .••••••••••••• ··~· •••• 16631 Chivulski, Ka,simier .•.•.•.•.••••• 16608 
Brown, T. C •••••••••••••••••••••• 16607 Chdsty, Robert .Miller ............ 17209 
Brown, H.I ••••••••••••••••..•••• 16923 Christy, Thomas ..•......•.•...... 17266 
Brown, Joseph H ..••••.••••••.•.• 16505 Ginciunati Society of Natural His· 
Brown, Mrs. M. E ..••••••••••••••• 17651 tory ...•.•...•.•...••...•.•..... 17538 
Bruff, Charles A .................. 16675 Clanchys, 'I'. J ...•..•............. 16615 
Brumwell, J. H .•.•••••••••••••••. 16690 Clapp, Capt. W. H .......•........ 17407 
Bruno, Giuseppe .. .•.. -··· •.••...•• 16538 Clark, Frank N .............. 17231, 17425 
Bryant, Walter E .···• •..•••.••.•• 169U Clark, Howard L .•...............• 17144 
Buhl, H. C .•••.•..••.••••...••••. 17608 Clark, John W •.••...•......••••• 16902 
Bumbalough, J. F .•••••...•• 17560, 17617 Clark, Percy ••••....•........••.. 174~8 
Bnmgardncr,E .•••••••.•••••••... Hi781 Clark, W.A ...................... 16249 
Buokn, E. H ...•.••..•••••.•••••. 17258 Clarke, Prof. F. W ................ 17166 
Bnreauof Education, Tokyo-Japa.n 16:Ht Clayton, J. Benjamin ........•.•.• 17334 
Bureau of Ethnology .. 16662, 16863, 16870, Claywell, Robert .••••.....•••.• · .• 16553 
16929, 17255, 17318 Cleary, Miss Ellen .••••..••••.•••• 16959 
Burgess, William .•••••••••.•••••• 16746 Clemens, G.W .•••••.•• •••.•••••• 17584 
Burke, Clarence .....•••••.•••••.. 16384 Clernents,L.l\L ..•••••.•••••.••.. 16322 
Burns, Frank ... 16406, 16484, 16735, 16763 Cleveland, A. B . • • • • • • • • . . . • . • • . . 16528 
Burns, John J .................... 17503 Coale, H. IL ......... . 16389, 16756, 16792, 
Bush and Meyers ..••.•••.••••••• 17493 16811, 16904, 17285 
Butler, Mrs. Mary E •••••••••••••• 16328 Coffin, C. E ...••...••••.••..•....• 16~23 
Butler,Osceola .•••••••••••.•••••• 17658 Collier, Ralph ...•...............• 17390 
Caldwell,Rev.C.M ..•••....•••••• 17522 t ColoradoSnrnltiogCompany ...••. 172-20 
Call, R. Ellsworth ..... 16767, 17066, 17208 Columbia Chemical Works .....•.. 17240 
Cambria Iron Company .•.••.••••• 16244 Comerford, I. A .•••.......•.•.... 17.701 
Camp, .John H.... . . • • . . . • • . • • • • • • 16288 Commissioner of Chia pas .... 1G.i23, 160~8 
Canby, William M ••.•.••••••••••• 16337 \ Comm_i&&ioper o:f ¥.c~icq'.n,,~ ,.,H 16895 
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.Accession 
number. 
Commissioner of Venezuela ....... 16682 
Conboie, J. A...... . . .• • • • . • . • • • • • 17103 
Conklin, W. A. (See under Central 
Park Menagerie.) 
Conn able, R., & Son ..•••...••••. 16732 
Conover, C............. . • • • • • . . •• 1751fi 
Cook, Prof. George J . . • • • • . • • .. • • . 16254 
Cook, R.E ....••.•••••.••••••.... 17575 
Cooper, William B .....••••. 17180, 174G4 
Coret, E . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . • . . • . 16546 
Corna.flk, Miss. L.A. B .•••••...... 16579 
Cornell University .•••••.•..••••.. 17132 
Coros, Abrab am . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . 16652 
Court, Hamilton.... . . . • . • . • • • . . . . 16399 
Cowles Aluminum Company ..•••. 17353 
Cowles, Mrs. Irene S ....••••• 17544, 17561 
Cox, Hon. S. S ................... 17401 
Crabtree, G. M.... . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . 17168 
Cragin, E. W ...•..............•• 17566 
Craig, William; ...•.............. 17587 
Cromerforcl, I. A ...•..•...••••••. 17701 
Cropley, Man rice ..••••........... 16816 
.Cromley, Mrs. M. E........... .• . . 16713 
Crowley, P ............•••••...••• 17215 
C_nmmins, James.!!, ... ~ ....•.••... 17241 
Curtis, JohnL ..•• .•....•....•.... 17615 
Curtiss, A. H .••• ••........•.....• 16794 
Dall,Rev.C.H.A ...•...••....... 17;306 
Dall, Mrs. Caroline H .......... .. 17429 
Da.11, William H ...... 16691, 17:306, 17315, 
17430, 1745~ 17462, 17491 
Daniel, L. S...... . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . • 17060 
Davidson, A. F .........•......... 17157 
Dawsou, Mrs. Edgar...... . . . . . • . • 16905 
D'Rerry, L. E ...•....•.••.•.•.... 17682 
Deane, James . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16772 
Deane, Walter ..••••.•••••....... 17259 
Deatheridge, J. B . . • • • . • . . • . . . . • • 1627:3 
Deering, D. S .•••••.........•.•.• 16684 
Delaplaine, W. T. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 16458 
Dennison·ManufacturingCompany. 16~32 
Deoven, S. 0 ..................... 16320 
Department of Agriculture ...•.••. 16%9 
Department of Education ....•.•.. 1G311 
Department of State .. .•• 16485-16488 iu-
clusi ve, 16490-16496, 16498-16501 in-





16786, 16787, 17033-17037 indinsive
1 
17040, 17042, 17047, 17392, 17398: 
17443 (1764 ), 17704. 
Accession 
number. 
DeRosear, Rev. W. H .•••..•.•..•• 16622 
DeWitt, Dr. J.L .••••• 16441,16455,16974 
Dickinson, J.P ...••.. ; ........•. 16444 
Diggs, Meredith S .......•••...... 17391 
Diller, J. S ..••••.•••••••••.. 17192, 17238 
Doane, Captain · ..••••••••....•••• 16769 
Dodge, A. R.... . • • • • . . . . • . . . • • • • • 16915 
Dooley, Michael. •••••••••••.....• 1759d 
Dore, H. E ..••••.•••.••••..•••••. 17509 
Douglas, J :1mes F. : • •••....•..•.• 16210 
Dowell, John ..•.•...............• 16703 
Dressel, Cuno and Otto ••••...•••. 16645 
Dripps,·Isaac .•••••...•••......... 17193 
Drocino, Senor Manuel ... 17002-17012 in. 
elusive. 
Dnges, Prof. Alfred .......••. 16268, 16401 
Dugger, S. M .•.•.••••...•.••..... 16404 
Duly, A. A .•.•••••.... 1647:3, 16504, 17323 
Dundore, Lavinia C .•••••••••...• 16665 
Dnnningt.on, Ca.pt. C. W .......•.. 17406 
Dunyon, Newton .............••.. 16379 
Duvall, H. C ..••..••••..•......•.• 16782 
Duyer & Co . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 16537 
Eakins, L. G .••.............•.... 17695 
Earl, C.N ...........••••......... 17609 
Ea.rly, Dr. 0. R ..•••••.•.•.......• 16558 
Earll, R. E .........•••..........• 16726 
Easley, T. S ..•••..•.••...•....... 17582 
Eaton, Howard .~ •.•.........•.•• 17101 
Ea.ton, J.M. C ........•..........• 17336 
Ecole des Mines . . . • •. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 17093 
Etlg:1r, Robert R ..•••••.••••...... 17453 
Edwards, C. B .••••••. ; ........... 17554 
Etl wards, Vinal N .... 17058, 1707:l, 17096, 
17118, 17387, 174i;3 
Egan, Wm., & Sons .....•........ 17050 
Eichmann, Th .•••••.....•...••••• 16573 
Einstein, Samuel. ..•••.••••....•. 16633 
Eisen, Gustav ...•.••.....•.. 16291, 16474 
Ellis, William A~ ...••..••.••....• 16349 
Elro<l, J.P ....•....•.............. 16 68 
E,uen;on, Prof. B. K .....•.....•.. 17271 
Emerson, W. Otto .... lti339, 1712-1, 17170 
E ~hericlge, D. M ..........•........ 17249 
Eustis, W. Tracy ...•..........••• 17194 
Evans, W.W ...•.•............••• 17664 
Everett, H.B ............••....... 16976 
Everman, B. W ....•.•••.•.•...... 16729 
Farden, J. D ....••.......... 1680~, 16852 
}.,elton, Mrs. W. H .............•.. 17053 
Fisher, H. L .........•••..•••.... 1760-2 
l<'lebarty, S. P ..••...•.....•...... 16557 
l!~lemiug, R. E .....••••........... lti:J45 
Flood, Milton J • • • • . . . . . • . • . • . . •• 16960 
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Accession 
number. 
Flood, Dr. T. L ................•••• 16765 
J<'liigel, Dr. Felix...... .. • . .. . . . • • • 17309 
Foley, James L ....•..•.••••...•••. 16710 
Foreman, Mrs. ·H. M .............. 17386 
Forester, Thomas, & Sons ...... _.. 16677 
Foster, L. S ...................... 16230 
Fouche, C. M ••••. ~.... . • • • • • • • • • • 16585 
Fowler, Mrs. S. G..... •• . • • •• • . . • . 16958 
Fox, W. H .•••••..•••••.•••••.••• 16418 
Franks, A. W . ..•.•. · .... ,----· .... ll:i214 
Fremerey, Felix .......•.•••••••.• 16222 
Freres, Louit & Co ... -~ .••••••••• 16666 
Fresson, William ................. 16660 
Frishmuth, Col. W. E . . . . . • . • • • • • 16396 
Fritsch, Dr. Ant .•.•.............. 17361 
Fritsch, E ....•....•...........•.. 17359 
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Ilay, Lieut. P. H ............ 17239, 17688 
Real del Monte Mining Company .. 17013 . 
Rear, William ..........•..•. 16411, 16770 
Reed, F. K........... . . . . . . . . . . . . 16773 
Reekie, Mrs. E.......... . • • • • . . . . • 17455 
Reese, Dr. 0. B .••••••••...••.•••• 17317 
Reimer, Otto E ................... 17704 
Renshaw, J. H ..••.....•••.•••••.• 16943 
Rexibus, P. L •.••..••••••••.••••• 16356 
Rey, Dr. E ..••.•.••••••••••.••••• 16502 
Reynolds, Mrs. Admiral. . • • • • • . • . • 16620 
Reynolds, Miss Eleanor. . • • • • • . • • • 16619 
Rhees, William J ................ 17161 
Rice, Prof. William North •••••••• 17097 
Richmond, Charles W.. . . .. . • • • • • 16812 
Ricksecker, L. E...... . • • • • • .. • • . • 17636 
Ridgway, Joel. ................... 16706 
Ridgway, Robert .......... 16212 (16271), 
16448,16578,17281 
Riley, C. V...... . . • • . .. .. • . .. . . . . 16738 
Roberts, George W ............... 16761 
Robinson, Chauncey .............. 16799 
Robinson, Russell ................ 16903 
Robinson, Prof'. Thomas ........... 17479 
Rock, Miles ................. 164n2, 16674 
Roddy, W. L., & Co .............. 17218 
Roesler, F. E ................ 16257, 16295 
Rogan, James W .....•••.•.• 16216, 16454, 
17536,17618 
Rogan, John P ...... ~-- .......... 16678 
Rogers, Hon. John H ............. 17541 
Rogers, 0. P ...................... 17413 
Roller, Mat .................. 17577, 17578 
Rosborough, J.B ................. 17518 
Rosecrans, Hon. W. S ........ 17562, 17591 
Rothe, William G ................ 16837 
Ruby, Charles ......... 16397, 17080, 17121 
Rush, Dr. W. H ............. 16340, 17068 
Russell, J.C ................. 16581, 1712~ 
Salley, Dr ........................ 17627 
Saltonstall, H .•••••••••.••••••••• 17253 
Sampson, F. A .................... 161340 
Sandlin, R. B ..................... 16357 
Sargent, Mrs. Epes...... . • • • • • . • • • 16941 
Accession 
number. 
Savage, D. W., & Co .............. 17549 
Sawyer, Dr. E. 0 ........... · ...... 16868 
Sawyer, Mrs. F. A ...... ~····•, ..• 16626 
Sawyer, M. E..... .. . • . . . . . . . . . • . • 16626 
Sayles, Ira ....................... 17343 
Sayres, George . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 17316 
Schafer, Harris and .............. 17211 
Scheffler, F. A ...•...•.....••••••• 17614 
Schermerhorn, John C ...•.•...••• 16398 
Scherr, Julius .................... 17611 
Schindler, A. Zeno...... . . . • . . • • • • 16910 
Schlegelmic h, Erdmann...... . • . . • 16604 
Schley, Thomas .......••.••••.•.. 16458 
Schmidt, ChrLrles D.... . . . • . .. • ••• 16582 
Schneck, J ..••••.•••••..•••.••.•. 17282 
Schoeller, Felix Heh .............. 16996 
Schoffier, W., & Co ......... 16549, 16616 
Schwalb, Carl. .••...•••.•••.••••• 16487 
Schwarz, E. A .................... 17304 
Sclater, Dr. P. L ....••..•••• 17091, 17548 
Scott, Alexander ...•...•.••••••••• 17450 
Scott, John K .•••.•.•••••.......• 17579 
Scott, Samuel. •••••.....•.•. 16390, 17074 
Scott Stamp and Coin Co .••••••.• 17378 
Sebring, W. H .. •••....•.•.••••... 17027 
Seebohm, Henry ...•..•••.... 16324, 16989 
Sellers, George E. . • . • • • . . . . . • . . . . 17329 
Sellers, John, & Sons ..•.•..••.•.• 17705 
Sen er, S. M.... . .. . • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • 16211 
Sessford, Joseph.... . . . . . . . • . . .. . • 17328 
Settles, J. G...... . . . .. . . . . . • . • • • • 16391 
Shackelford, Mrs. R. B .•..•..•••• 17432 
Sharp, Lewis R ................... 16241 
Sharpe, R. Bowlder .......... 1.6810, 16885 
Sharples, R. P .................... 16917 
Shaw,. W. B ...................... 17402 
Shelley, Hon. C. M ............... 16299 
Shepard, A. R ...........•...••••• 17294 
Shepard, C. W .................... 17063 
Shepard, James .................. 17105 
Shepley, B. A ..................... 17603 
Sberidan, Liem. Gen. P.H ...•••. 16717 
Shoup, Col. George L ........ 16247, 164:3:3 
Shriver, Howard .................. 16386 
Shufeldt, Lieut. M.A., U.S. Nnvy .. 16307 
Shufeldt, Dr. R. W., U.S. Army .... 162H'i, 
16221,16360, 16364,16446,16793,16819, 
16901,lill0,17671,17680 
Shufeldt, Commodore R. W ...•..... 17442 
Shuping, Mrs. Elling . . • • • . . . . • . . • • 17517 
Sienknecht, Theo ..•••••.•••••.... 164C2 
Siman,H ...•••••••.....••••. 16982,16988 
. Simonson, J .•••••.••• ; ........... 16305 
Sirnp1:mn, Charles T •••••••••• 16630, 16869 
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Accession 1 
· number. I 
Sinks, Mrs. Julia ...•.............. 17519 
Skinner, T. E .....••••....•.. 16463, 1G48l 
Slaney, Ric'l1anl .................. 16H76 
Smith, Frank ....... ______ ........ 16428 
Smith, H. M ..... 16283, 16376, 16\J00, 17055 
Smith, James W .............. . ... 17293 
Smith, John. B ... 16420, 16665, 17077, 17:J21 
Smith, Dr, J.B ............•....... 17236 
Smith,K.Q ·~··· · ···········16318,16380 
Smlth, L. H ...................... 17534 
Smith, Middleton ................. 16280 
Smith, Miss Rosa ...••. 16218, 17632, 17642, 
17653 
Smith, Sanderson .••••• 16449, 16821, 16854 
Smith, W • .. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • • 16899 
Smith, W. A .......••••••••••••••• 17061 
Smithsonian Institution ....••..... 16897 
Smitt, F. A ...•.•••••••••••..••••• 16477 
Snow, Dr. T. S ......•....•......•. 16896 
Snyder, George W.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 17385 
Societe Anonyme ..........•••••.• 16569 
Sonora, Governor of...... . . . . . . . . 16997 
Spainhour, J , M ....•...•.... 16341, 17307 
Spangler, George.: .•.........•... 16430 
Spangler, T. F ...........•........ 16946 
Sparrow, B. C ........•..•.....••. 16483 
Spatcier, Prof. N .......•••.... . ... 16253 
. Spaulding, E. W .....•.••.••.••••• 17607 
Spelman, James J .....•••...•••••• 16955 
Spence, W. A .......•.•......•••.• 16965 
Spindel, Isaac.... . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • 16335 
Sprague, Horatio J .. . • . . • . . . . . • . . 16468 
Stalker, B. F .. ., ......••.... 17599, 17693 
State of Arkansas ....••..•....•..• 16509 
State of Minnesota.... . . . • . . . . . . . . 16511 
St. Clair Mineral Spring Com-
pany .......................... 17669 
Stearns, Frederick, & Co .... 16818, 16839, 
16847,17199,17275,17469,17616 
Stearns, R. E. C •••••••• 16300, 16309, 16394 
Stearns, Silas ..........•••.. 17141, 17177 
Steedman, I. G. W ................ 168~6 
Stejneger, Dr. L ...... 17185, 17244, 17389, 
17465 
Stephens, A. M .....••.•.•........ 17347 
Stephens, F • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 17376 
Stephens, W. H .................. 16266 
Sterling, Dr. E ......•............ 17581 
Steuart, C. A ....................• 16387 
Stevenson, Col. James (see Bureau 
of Ethnology . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17645 
Stewart, Thomas R.... . . . . . . . . . . • 16n9 
Stickley, Worth .................• 16476 
Still well, C. 0.... . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 16935 
Accession 
number. 
Stone, Dwight D .......•......... 1699-2 
Stone, Livingston ........•....... 174134 
Stonestreet, George D . . . . . . . . . . . . l il59 
Streets, ·r. H ....•..•••••.......... 16 90 
Stuart, Harry .................... 16798 
Stuart, J. and W............ . . . . . . 16544 
Stu de baker & Bro ...••.••....... 1680!) 
Studer, Maj. A. G ...•....••.. 16555, 16640 
Sutherland, John .......•••••.... 16350 
Sutton, W. P ............••••..... 16 60 
Swan, James G .•••••••.•••••• 16405,16683 
Swash, J. C .................••... 16255 
Sweeny, T. W •...........•..••.•. 17227 
Swint, Miss Mollie O ........••.... 17526 
Symons, Captain Thomas W •.••••• 16589 
Tammen, H. IL ..........•.•...... 17269 
Taunt, Lieut. E. H ....•..••...... 17986 
Taussing, Mrs. A .••••••••••••••••. 17356 
Taylor, Emzy .........••.••••.... 16439 
Taylor, Fred W .......••••.....•. 17330 
Taylor, J. A ...•.........•.....••• 16625 
Taylor, W. Ell gar ..............•.. 17570 
Teal, M. A. . . • . • . . • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 16966 
Thompson, Edward ...•...•..•.... 17416 
Thompson, N. A .........•• .,, ...... 16323 
Tinoco and Volio .........•.••••.. 17499 
Tison, W.H ...................... 16o33 
Toep.ffer, Grawitz & Co ..••••.... 16613 
Tolbert, George H ...•...••....... 174i0 
Tomschik, M. P., & Son. . . . . . . . . . . 1672-2 
Torrey, Dr.H.G ...•.....•••..•.•. 16432 
Townsend, C. H ...•.•..•••. 16914, 17146, 
17444, 17690 
Townsend, J a,mes R ....•••••• __ •• 16461 
Trigg, J. S ..........•...•........ 17456 
True, F. W ...•.••........•. 16416, 17438 
'frue, I. G.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 16850 
True, Overholt & Co ............. 16:30 
Trumfour, D ........••...•....... 1 
Turner, H. W ..........•• _ •. 16707, li439 
Turner, Jesse J ................... 171 6 
Turner, L. M ................ 16363, 16727 
Turpin, T. J ............•...•..... 17629 
Tweedy, Frank ..............• _ ••. 17261 
Ulke, T .......................... 16 
U.S. Coast Survey ................ 17115 
U. S. Fish Commission ...... 163:34, l 
16712, 16716, Hi737, 16760, 1677 .... 
(16789), 16004, 17140, 17205, 17· 
17291, 17390, 17400, 17431 
U.S. General Land Office .......... 16213 
U. S. Geologica,l Survey, 162-27, 16265 
16609, 16797, 16870, 17122, Iill:: 
lilG6, 17169, 17172, 17192, li:2611 
INDEXES TO ACCESSION LIST. Sil 
U.S. Geological Survey-Cont'd. 
Accession 
number. 
17274, 17283, 17284, 17301, 17317, 
17327,17365, 17366, 17447, 17448, 17497 
Upton, Joseph . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • 17623 
Valen tine, R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . 16724 
Van Buren, Thomas B ..•••••.••.. 16514 
Van Cleef, Dr.A ..............•••. 16517 
Wade,C.J .......•...••••........ 17175 
Wakeman, J. \V ...•.•.••••••..•.• 17133 
Walcott, C. D ... 16783, 16807, 17283, 17288 
Walker, J. and C ..••••••••••••••• 16270 
Walker, John K ...•••. 17104, 17277, 17702 
Walker, John 'l' ........•..••....• 17335 
Walker, S. A .............••...... 17228 
Walker, S. F...... . . . • . . • • •• • . . . . 16999 
Walker, W. H ...•...••........... 16969 
Wallace, Charles ...•....••••..... · 17529 
Walter, SamuelP ....•.....•..... 16263 
Ward and Howell ........••...... 17189 
Ward, James A .....•........•••.. 16336 
Ware, T. M., & Co .......•....•.•• 17514 
Waring, C.H ...................•. 162GB 
Warren, Dr. B. H ............ 16780, 11149 
Watkins, Rev. David F ....•..••.. 17295 
Watkins, G. W .....•.. 16891, 16934, 17708 
Watson, James ........•....•..... 16834 
Watson,John ....••...••....•.•.. 17490 
Wayne, Arthur T ... ~ .•.•.......•. 16576 
Weaver, Mrs. L. A ...•...•...••... 17188 
Webb, John S ....•.... 16310, 17582, 17593 
Wedgwood & Co ....•.......•.... 16605 
Weeden,W. C ... 16373,16385,17689, 17699 
Weidenbach,Henry .......•••.... 17449 
Weimar, John J . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • 16234 
Weisbach,R. Jacob ............•. 17643 
Welch, Dr. L.B .................. 16480 
Wells, Dr. R. M ...............•.. 17600 
West Prussian Provincial Museum. 17638 
Wetherby, Prof. A. G ....... 16857, 17b67 
Wharton, Joseph ...•••........... 16315 
Whatly,M. W ..••......••.•. 17495, 17597 
Whedon, C.R ...•..•••........... 17360 
Wheeler, Roswell S., jr ...... 16967, 17112 
Whitcomb, Oliver ...•.....•...... 17537 
White, Dr. C. A .........••••..... 17289 
White, C. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 17086 
W l.i i te, H.... . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . 16G2U 
Whitehead, T. L ....••...•••••.... 17589 
Whitlock, John T ...•............ 16330 
Wiggins, John B .•••............. 16480 
Wilcox, W. A ............... 16948, 17337 
Accession 
number. 
Wild, Mrs. Edward A ............. 16784 
Wiley, Capt. William ..•.•......•• 17337 
Wilkinson, E .........•...... 16621, 17481 
Willcox, Joseph ...... 16764, 1682:), 16931, 
16932,17424 
Williams, F. H ..........•.....••. 16624 
Williams, Capt. John ...•... 16482, 16790 
Williams, W. L .................• 16316 
Willimantic Linen Company ...... 17310 
Wilmington Oil and Leather Com· 
pany .......... ...••••.....•.. 17445 
Wilmot, Samuel. ..•.......•.•.... 16687 
Wilson, M ....•........ ,. ••.. 16583, 17052 
Wilson, Col. P. M ..••...•••. 16294, 16506 
\Vilson: Thomas ....... 16233, 16442, 16864 
Wilson, W.F ...•......••......... 17530 
Wilson, Hon. W. L ...••• ~ ........ 17505 
Wiltse, Jerome .................... 17673 
Winchell, Prof. N. H .. 16457, 16511, 1,0651 
17226 
Wing, Miss M. E ....•..••• · ....... 16412 
Winter, John F .........•...••••. 16549 
Witzel, Frederick .....•.......... 16805 
Wolcott, Allen D ............ 16445, 17237 
Wolff, C. W. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16859 
Woltz, G. W ...•••............... 17440 
. Women's Art Museum Associa-
tion .•.•....••.....•... ; . . • . • . . . 16362 
Women's Silk Cultural Associa-
tion .•••••.••••.....•. ~ . . . . . • . . • 1757 4 
Woodcock, Albert . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 16787 
Woodruff, Lewis B .....•..•.••... 16916 
W oolfe, Henry D . . . • •. . • . • . . • • . . . 16827 
Wooster, A. F ........ 16908, 17355, 17415, 
17421, 17475, 17:',13 
Worthen, Charles K ... 16319, 16414, 17:362 
Wright, D. W. M ..•••.... : ........ 1G'11H 
Wright, J. W. A ..•••...•......... 17494 
Wylie, G ...•••...•............... 17420 
Yarrow, Dr. H. C ..•........•.... 16752 
Yeates, W. S ..................... 16507 
Yeatman, W .••••.•..••••....•..•. 17372 
Yehime, Commissioner for ........ 17028 
Yerkley, A. L .................... 16693 
Young, I. C ...................... 16270 
Zabriskie, Rev. J. L ....•.... 17128, 17155 
Zantzinger, D. W .•••••..... 16602, 16721 
Zeledon,Jose C ...•.•............ 17305 
Zoological Society of Philadelphia: l 6312, 
16375,16618, 16820, 16851, 17098, 
17197, 17290, 17460, 17700 

INDEX. 
Abbo.tt, A. N., archi:eological specimens received from ...•.••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 
gives fulgurite tubes ...••..••..••.•.•....................•..• 
Ab\.)Ott, Dr. Charles C., sends paleolithic implements .•.•••..•••.•...••....•.. 
Abert, Col. J. T., sends specimens ........•...................... · .•• ••• · · · · · · 
Aboriginal American pottery, review of work in department of. ...•.....•.••• 
pottery, classification of collection of. ..•••...................•••• 
important accessions of . . . • . • . ..................••...... 
Academy of Natural Sciences sends specimens of meteorite .................. . 
Accessions, by departments .........................•...••......•............ 
· bylocality ..••••....•............••••.••••.......•.............. 
by narne of sender .........••••.•.•........................•..•.. 
geographical review of ..•......•...•...•••..••••••••.....••••.•. 
list of .•.•...••.........•.•.•...•.•.•••..••••••••..••••.•.••..... 
Africa, accessions from .•.••.....••.......••..•.•••........... - ..• - •••.••.... 
ethnological collections from ..•.•...•.•..............•..........•...• 
Agassiz, Alexander, collection of deep-sea fishes from ......•...•••.•••...••. : 
co·opera.tion of .••.•........•..••....•............•...••• 
Aguilera, Senor Jose G., presents cretaceous fossils ..•...........•.•...••..... 
Aht Indians of Vancouver Island, fish-hook used by .•.•...•••..••...•.•...••• 
Alabama, accessions from .........•...•.•••••...••..••..•.•.....•.•••••..... 
archreological material from ......•...•.•.....•.....•••• · •.•••.•.••• 
specimens from .•.•...•••.•••.......•....••••••....• 
Alaska, accessions from ...••••.......•••..••••..............•••••.........•.. 
archi:eological implements from ...•.•.•••.....•..........•....•.•...• 
Commercial Company case for fur seals presented by .....•........... 
Albatross, steamer,birds collectecl by .......•..••.•........•••.......••••..••. 





























explorations of ......•.••.••••.....•. ··~···........................ 204 
fishes from the Bahamas collected by .••• ·.. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 169 
marine invertebrates collectecl by ..••... ~ ..•.•..............•.•.... 20, 199 
reptiles from . the Bahamas collected by ............................ . 
"Albert," dissection of the elephant, and shipment to Washington ........•.. 
Aldrich, Charles, presents stone pestl~ ......................................• 
Aleutian Islan<l.s, ethnological objects from .........•...•.............. · ..... . 
Algeria, marble slabs from ••.•.•.......................................•.•.• 
Allen, Dr. J. A., examines skull of Spermophiltts tereticaudu,s .•• ••....•.••••.•• 
Amblystomas sent by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt .................••....•.......•••••. 
American Institute M Mining Engineers, collection of ....................... . 
presents building stones .......•...• 
Master Mechanics, convention of association in 1885 ............... . 
Museum of Natural History, collections sent to the ...•••........... 
preparation of building stones for ...•. 
Society of Civil Eucrineers, convention of .........•..••.. : ......•.. 


















American Ornithologist1,i' Union, check-list of._ .•.....•............. _ .. __ .. __ 157 
Animal products, collection of. ___ ·-----· ·- --- ·- · -·· ..••••. ·----- ...•.... ____ 11 
exhibit at New Orleans Exhibit ion ... __ ._ ...••...• _ .•. . . _.. 78 
Anthony, A. W., presents Lirds' eggs ...................••. ···--.............. 163 
Antilles, ethnological objects from .. . • . ......••. ~ ......•......... . . _... . . . . . . 94 
Arabia, ethnol(?gical objects from .. ____ ..... ..••.•.... ___ . . ____ ....... .. .•.. !)4 
Arcbreolog-y collection, condition of ......•... __ . .• ••........ _ ...... _......... 112 
objects, important accessions of ...... ..... .....•... ------....... 101 
report on dep~trtment of ............. ___ . .. __ ... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 
review of work in department of.. _____ .. ____ . ______ ............ 14 
Argentine Republic, hair mats from ...... ______ ...••. ·----- ••••. ...... ...... 94 
Arizona, accessions rccei vecl from ..... . ...••...• __ .. ..• _ . . ..•.......... ____ . . 52 
archreological collection from ....•.... ___ ... ___ . . . ___ ..•••. __ .. . . . . . 108 
Arkansas, accessions from· --- -· .•••.. ·----- .... .. .... ........ ____ ·----·..... 52 
archreological specimens from .... _ .... _ . _. _ ........... _ ........ _ .. 14, 107 
Armstrong, C., presents specime;1s ofwhitejasper ... .. ......• ____ ...•.. ·----- 105 
specimens receivetl from._ ... - - __ ... __ .... . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Art exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition ... .. ... ··-··· ...... ____ ...... ______ .. 76 
Arts and industries, review of work in department of .... __ __ ....•... ________ 10 
Ashburner, C. A., on properties of American coals.. .... ... . . ................. 248 
Asia, accessions received from._........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . .. . . . . . . . . . 63 
ethnological collections from ...•...•.• . ..•.................••• ____ .... 94 
Asia Minor, Grecian bowl from ......••..••....•. •. . . •••.. ....... ____ ........ 94 
Atkins, G., notice of paper Ly .•.•...•......•..•.••..•.•.........••. ·-·--·... 67G 
Atwater, Prof. ,v. 0 .•••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••• ______ .••••• •••• .••••• 76 
revised plan for food collection by .......... _.. . . . . .. . . . . 10 
Aucklaud Museum, exchanges with .... ____ ....•.........• •••.......... ______ 28 
Australia, photographs from .. . ........•..•••.•••••..••• ,.................... 95 
Australian Museum, exchanges with ..........•.........•• . ..... ......... -··· 28 
Austria, accessions recei ve<.l from_ .........••....••••.. _ ••.............. __ ... 64 
Avery, John M., sends specimens of salt .... ____ ...••....•••...... ________ ___ _ 55 
Ayme, Louis H., forwards collections from Mexico. __ ... _._ ... _____ . _______ . _G2, 109 
Baffin Land, ethnological o bjccts from __ . _. __ .... ___ ....•... ___ . ... _. __ . . _... !) 1 
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Cropley, Maurice, sends fishes . .. • .. .. .. .• .. ... • .. .. .. .• .. .. .. .. .... . .. . . . .. . 60 
Crosby, Prof. W. 0., sends rocks and minerals ........ -........................ 56, 239 
Crowley, P., sends opium outfit from San Francisco .... ...... ...... .... ... ... 92 
Cuba, photographs from ...... ~--. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . 94 
Curators, annual reports of ...•.............•.............•.............. ·.. . . 85 
Dakota, accessions received from ........................................ _... 53 
Dall, Mrs. C. H., contributes marine shells................................... 62 
Dall, Willam I:I ..•••• ..•.•. .... .... .... .••. .••• .••• .••••• •••• .••••.. .••••• .. 80 
honorary curator of mollusks and cenozoic fossils .......... 17, 21,173 
notice of papers by . ~ ................................... 679, 680, 681 
presents Indian objects---~................................... 59 
presents model of a Madras catamaran .........•.... _.... . . . . .63 
sends fossil plants........................................ 58 
studies upon deep-sea mollusks ...................... _..... 18 
Dana, J. D., palreontological publications of................................... 31 
Deane, James, sends birds................................................... 60 
Deering, D.S., sends silicified coral. ................. _. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 2.21 
De Long, memorials of his expedition........................................ 12 
Destruction of Museum pests . ..... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. 88 
Dewey, FredP .•.••. -··· ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ..•... ...... .. 82 
cura.tor of metallurgy and economic geology ...•.... _ .......... 23, 245 
notice of papers by . . . • . • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 681 
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DeWitt, J. L., sends archreological objects ...........• ~ ..•.•...••••.••••. ~- .. 61, 107 
J)iller, Prof. J. S., sends rocks...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 239 
Dirnecodon piliroBtris .• ·.•.• . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . . lGO 
Distribution of duplicate specimens .......................................... 26, 27 
District of Columbia, accessions received from ....•................ ~ ....... ·... 5:3 
Doa,ne, Captain, sends fishes............................. .... .... .... .... .... 5G 
Dobson, Dr. G. E., information given to...................................... 151 
Dodge, A. R., sends mammal................................................ 5G 
Dodge, .0. H., receives instruction in photography........................... 33 
Donaldson, Thomas, deposits a, series of turquoise fro:n New Mexico . . . .. . . .. . 238 
Dooley, Michael, sends geological specimens ........ .'........................ 56 
Doty, "William F., sends ores................................................. 53 
Dowell, John, presents hircls . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 60 
Drew, S. H., exchanges with................................................ 28 
Dripps, Is~ac, drawings of locomotives presented by ... . .... .... .... ... . .. .. 121 
presents model of early screw propeller............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Duges, Prof. Alfred, presents birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 154 
sends coleoptera from Me.xico.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187 
fishes from Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 167 
natural history collectious . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (i:.l 
reptiles from Mexico...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1G5 
Dugger, S.1\L, senclsores........ ............................................ 58 
· specimen of flexible sandstone.......................... 239 
Dundore, Miss Lavinia C., sends larva of bot.fly ...................... ··"·.... 187 
Dunnington, C. vV., sencls military relic...................................... 61 
Duplicate material distributed .............................................. 26, 27 
Duvall, H. C., presents a boat.shaped object ......••.....•. ·-~-.............. 103 
sends Devonian fossil . . . • . . . . .. . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221 
pierced tablet . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . .. .. • .. . . 50 
Dfuowski, explorations of......... ..... ...•.. ....•. .....• .... .... ...... .... 30 
Eakius, L. G., sends meteoric iron . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .•. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 58 
Earll, R. Ed ward ...................................................... 73, 74, 7G, 83 
in charge of collection of animal products...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
fisheries collection ............ .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 11 
report of................................................... 70 
Early, Dr. R. 0., sends specimens of EristaliB tcnax...... .• • • •. . • • . • . • • • • • • .. . 187 
Eaton, J.M. C., sends zoological specimens ....... ....... ...... .. .... .... .... 57 . 
Echiui, arrangement of...................................................... 20 
from the Ba.hamas, identification of............ . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 203 
Ecole des Mines, exchanges with .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 28 
minerals from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'2 
Editorial work of Dr. T. II. Bean . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 171 
Ed ward , Vinal N., sends marine invertebrates............................... 199 
• specimens of A.pelteB quadracus . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 167 
Edward , William H., butterflies lent to........... .......................... 197 
Egypt, tbnological objects from . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. ... ........................ 95 
Ehrenberg, C. ., palmontological publications of............................ 31 
Eigenmann, Carl H., notice of paper by...................................... 6 1 
Ei · n, Gu. tav, sends :fisbe and birds......................................... 53 
El ctric s rvice in National 1\-1 usnem...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . 41 
l~l pbant "Albert," di ection of................... ......................... 44 
Elk I untaius of Colorado, model of .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 24~ 
r:lli . , J. Frank, rvices render d by ...... _. _.. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Elrod, J .. , ts nds ors.. ..................... ............ ................... 54 
INDEX. 
Emerson, Prof .. B. K., exchanges rocks .. - - - - - - - .. - .. - - . - - . - - -- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - · 
· sends rocks an<l marble sla.bs .................••.... - •.. 
England, accessions received from ...... - ... - .......•... - .. - - - - - - -... - - - . - - - -
English locomotj ve, description of ..•••..............••.... - - .... - . - -. - . - - - - -
Enterp1·ise, tleep-sea soundings made by ... - - . - - ..... - - - -- - - - - . - - -·· - - - - - - - - - -
marine invertebrates collected by ......... -........ - - . - . - .... - - - - -
spe9imens of deep-sea souu<lings collected by ....... - ........• - - .. -
Entomological Society, meetings of. ..... - - . - ... - - - . - ... - - - - - - - - · -- - - - - - · · · - · 
Ericsson, Captain .......... - ••• -.... - - - - - - - -- - - ·••· - - -- ···· ··· · · ·· · ·· ·· - ·.- · · 
Eskimo areas, ethnologi cal collections from ............. - - ...... - - . - - - .. - - - --
collection, an·a11gement of .... _ ............... -...... - . - -.... - . - .... -
objects ju National Museum ............. - .......•......•...•••..... -
Etheri<lge, D. M., sends specimens of Hexanchns grisens .•••...•........ -· .•.. -
Ethnological exhibit at :New Orleans Exhibition ...................•........ - -
Ethnology, accessions to the department of .........• J • ••••• - ••• - •• - - ••• - - - •• 



















report on department of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
review of work in department of .. _ ..... _ ~ ....... -- ·--............ 13 
Eureka district of Nevada, model of ........... ______ ...•.................... 244 
Europe, accessions received from . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 64 
ethnological collections from . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... _... . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Evans, W.W.; sends block of tufa ...............• _ ............••........... - 109 
Evermann, Barton W., notice of paper by ............ __ ... _ .......•••...... - 6tll 
sends specimens .•••••............................•••. 55, 104 
Exchanges, department of ........................................ ______ .... 2G 
Exchequer tally presented uy A. W. Franks . _ ......••••..•......••........... 64, 94 
Executive clerk, National Museum ............. _ ...... _...... .•. ... . . .. . . . . . . 44 
Exhibition hall of mammal department, changes in...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 148 
series, development of. ......... __________ ...••....... -- ~---...... 24 
Experimental gardens in Sweden ...•...........•.. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . G6 
physiology, papers relating to._ ... __ ...... _ . __ ...... · ..... -.- . . . 31 
Explorations for collecting marine invertebrates ...•.... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204 
Farden, J. D., sends zoological specimens . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Faxon, Walter, notice of vaper by .....•............. _ ...... _ .....•... _...... 681 
Ferrari-Perez, Prof. Fernando .... ·----~..................................... 33 
completes research upon birds of Mexico...... . . 16 
exchanges with ....•.........••...... ---·...... 29 
sends Mexican insects.......................... 188 
Fewkes, J .. Walter, co-~peration of .............. ··---~ ...................... 203 
notice of papers by. __ ...... __ ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681 
Fibers, microscopical mouhts of __ ._ ...... _._ .. __ .. _ .............. - ........ _ _ llG 
Finkelnburg, W. A., Trenton limestone fossils received from .............•. __ . !J21 
Fisheries and fish-cultural exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition-~--............ 76 
collection, development of. __ ........... " . _ .... ·.- _ -~- _. _ . _. __ .. _ ... _ 11 
papers on .........•.............................. ______ ........... :~L 
Fishes, collections of, identified . _ ...... _. _. ___ .............. ____ ....... _.... 170 
distribution of duplicate .................................... :........ 170 
important contributions of--~--- ____ .................... ______ ...•... 167 
list of drawings of. ......... ______ .........................•••. ______ 171 
number of specimens in collection of __ ... ___ . __ . ____ ..... ... _ ..... _. _ 172 
papers on .....................••........... ________ .................. 31 
rccei veu during the year, itlcntification of. ..•....•••... _ .. _ . __ . . . . . . . . 170 
report on department of ...... _ .. __ . _ .. __ ..... _ .......... ~ .. _. _ .... _ 167 
review of work in department of .. _ .......•... _ ..... ___ .. _ ........ _. _ 16 
Fleharty, . F., sends fossil bones ...... _ ..... __ ....................... _. • . . . . . 57 
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Fleming, R. E., sends minerals.............................................. 53 
Flood, Milton J., sends specimens .. . ... .. . . . . .. ..• . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . 56 
"Flora of the Yellowstone National Park".................................. 233 
Florida, accessions received from .... _ .. _ •... _ .•.. ___ .. ____ .. __ ........... _.. 53 
Foley, James L., i::ends specimens............................................ 53 
Food collection ......... __ ...............•• _ •. __ .•.... _ ... _ ...... _... . . . . . . . 10 
Foods and textiles, condition of collections of. ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 118 
Foods, report on sec ti on of. .............. _ .......... _ •..... __ .. __ . . . . . . • • • . . . 117 
Fort Chimo, ethnological objects from .............. _ ..... __ ................. 91 
:Foreign efcbanges. _ .•. _ .. ..................... :. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .• • ••. . . . . . . . . 27 
Fossil plants, report on department of ..... __ ....... ·•........................ 231 
F'ossils, papers relating to._ ..•........... _ .. _ ......••.•. _.... . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 31 
Fowke, Gerard, sPnds a large archreological collection........................ 104 
Fox, D. W. I-I., birds received from .........•...•............................. 57, 154 
. France, accessions receive<l. from............................................. 6G 
collection of fishery implements from ...... _ ..... .. _................ .. 11 
ethnological objects from.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
Frankland, Miss B., clerk.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 241 
Franklin, Sir John, memorials of expedition of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 12 
Franks, A. \V., presents an exchequer tally . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ••. 64 
Frislimuth, Col. William, presents specimens of aluminum.................... 245 
Fritsch, E., sen<ls Algerian marbles .......•.....••.................... ·....... 2:39 
Fuller, A. M., sends zoological specimens...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . 55 
Fullmer, Dr. J. J., sends a grooved stone for examination..................... 102 
Fulton's Clerrnont, sketcJh of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . 122 
Furnas, Hon. R. W., sends ethnological specimens from Sioux Indians........ 92 
plants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Galbraith, P. G., contributes zoologicalspecimens.... ......... .. . ..•. .... .... 59 
Ga1e, Deuis, presents nest aud eggs of Cinclus Mexicanus ..•.•. .•••••.••.••... - 163 
GalJs and. gall insects . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 194 
Garranl, I., send i bead of Esox nobilior.... . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . . • . . . .. . . . 168 
Garrison, F. L., notice of paper uy. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681 
paper by ................• n,. ••• ••• •••• .• ••••.•• ••• •• • ••• ••.• 24G 
presents photographs of sections of fron and steel ... 0 •• • • • • • • 245 
Gaumer, George P., sends bird-skins...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 62 
Genre, R. I., executive clerk................................................. 44 
in charge of correspondence and reports......................... 7 
Gem collection in the National Museum, paper on the........................ 267 
Gems received by gift ..•••... , ... _ ......................... . .'... . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 
on deposit...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:3 ' 
George, Hoo. James L., sends botanical specimens . ... ... . ... . . . .. .... ..... .. 56 
Georgia Marble Company sen els specimens of marule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239 
Germany, accessious received from . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • •. . . . . . . . . .. . 65 
ethnological objects from.......................................... 94 
Gil, ·on, D. A., sends geological material..................................... 60 
Gill, Theodore, notice of paper by ... _ ............................. _.. . • . . . . . . 6 1 
'ob lins tapestry received................................................... 28 
Godden, James, send fishes ...............•............ _ .......... _. . . . . . . . . GO 
Godding, Dr. '\V. W., send a black l,ear... ... ...... .. .•.. .. .... ...... .... .... 69 
C lman, 'F. Du Can , notic of paper by . ............................... . .... 6 2 
Gol<l n, R. A. nd~ hmd·locked salmon ........... _ .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 1G 
;01<1, :E rank P., nd in ect ......................................... _....... 60 
Goocl ·, '. Bro,v11, appoint cl repr sentative of Smithsonian Institution at New 
r1 nos Exhibition.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70 
uoticeofpaporsuy ..... ················-················· 6 2 
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Goode, G-. Brown, organizes staff for Ne w Or;eans Exposition................. 73 
ornamental pl~to deposi teu 1.,y.................. .. . ... ... . . 238 
studies fi shes collected uy steamer .Albatross .......... ·····.- 206 
Goss, Capt. B. F., birds' n ests and eggs r eceiveu from .......... - . --... -..... - 16 l 
Grand Canon of the Colora.do, mouel of ........................... -.. -... - - - - 243 
Grant, General, gifts of foreign Governments to ........................ · . - - -- 12 
Gray, Asa, notice of paper by .............•...••••....•............. - - - ... - . - 6 2 
Great Britain, collection of .fishery implements froO?- ...................... - - . 11 
Grebnitzki, N., sends fishes from tho Commander Islands ........... -· .. -·.... 168 
marine invertebrates .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... ... . ... ••. 200 
mollusks from the Commander Islanp.s . ... ••• .... . . . . . . 173 
whale skull and skeleton ·...... . . . . . . . . .. .• • • . . . .. . . . . . 148 
zoological collections . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . .. . . . . .. 52 
Greece, collection of fishery implements from .............................. - - · 11 
Greek and Roman coins presented to the Museum ......................... - - • 12 
Greely, General A. W., contributes bones of walrus and bear ....... · ........ ·.••. 68 
Greenland, ethnological objects from........................................ 91 
Green, L. ,v., sends ethnological specimens .................. - •• • ... · - · · · · ·.. G2 
. Green, M. P. and M. E ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ...• .... .... .... .... ...... 121 
Green, V{. L., sends zoological specimens . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. .. . • .. . . .... . . . . . . .. 07 
Greenwoo<l, E. C., sends au owl.............................................. 03 
birds . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 56 
Griffin, Hon. G. W., sends Australian wool............. .. • .. . . .. . .. • . . . . • . • . . 67 
Grimm, C. T., collects specimen of fmtal pygmy sperm whale ...... _ .......... 57, 148 
Gnadalajara potter, outfit of a............................................... 93 
Guatemala, archmological specimens from . . .. . . .. . .. .. . • . . • • • . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. 109 
Guesde, M. Lo0.is, presents birds ........................... ·..... . ... .... .... 154 
Guillemard, F. H. H., notice of paper by.................................... 682 
Gulf of Mexico, relief map of.... . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . • .. 2-13 
Gurney, H. D., sends biock of red granite.................................... ~39 
rocks ........................... · ............... ·........ 56 
Haast, Dr. Julius von, exchanges with ...... .... .... .. ...... ...... ...... .... 28 
Hachenberg, Dr. G. P., sends geological material............................. GO 
Hahn, 0. H., sends minerals .•.................. _.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Haiua Indians, implements and ornaments of, received.................... .. . . 9i 
Haight, R. J., sends zoological specimens ........• ___ • . .. .. • . . . . . . . • • .. . . . . . . . 55 
Haldeman, Minister, presents fo;hcry objects for Siamese Government......... 11 
Hall collection of paleo;,;oic fossils ................................. , . . . . . .. . . 2~6 
Ha.II, Dr. Willialll, sends ores ............................... ~ ............ _.... 53 
Hall, James, palreontological publications of................................. 31 
Hallock, William, delivers a lecture . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ~4 
Halstead, Miss May, sends fossils ......................... ~ .. . • .. .. .. • • .. .. . . . 56 
Hamilton, Court, sends specimens of fossil coal....... . . . .. . . . . . . . . • .. . . . • ... . 60 
Hamilton, W. B., presents fossils.... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . 51 
Hamlin, John P., sends zoological specimens ................................ . . 56, 154 
Hardin, Prof. M. B., sends minerals........................ .. .... ... • .. . .. . .. . Gl 
Hargitt, Edward, sends birds ..................... : .... : ..................... 65, 15-l 
Harkness, Prof. William, delivers a lecture . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-1 
Harris, Gwynn, sends fishes ............................... ~ .................. 60, 16S 
zoological specimens................................... 56 
Harris, John S., sends ores . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. •• . . . . .. . . . . . . 57 
Havard, Dr. Y., notice of paper by........................................... 682 
presents plants .................... : .......................... 22, 233 
Havenor, W. M., sends ores, etc . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . 57 
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Hawes, Dr. George W., collects building stones............................... 27 
Hawley, E. H., preparator ••••.................... .1................... . . . . .. . 49 
Hay, Prof. 0. P., notice of paper by.......................................... 682 
sends fishes ................................................. 53, 168 
Hay, Robert, sends fossil shells............................................... 55 
Hayti, ethnological objects from .................................. : .......... 94 
Healy, Capt. M.A., collects marine invertebrates.............................. 200 
dredgiugs collected by.. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 173 
sends fishes, etc ................... ........................ G7, 1GB 
Hebert, M. Jules, prepares manikins.......................................... 65 
Heilprin, Angelo, paheontological publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Hemphill, Henry, send_s reptiles.............................................. 16F, 
I-Iendley, J. W., modeler..................................................... 48 
Henry Mountains, model of.. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 244 
Henry, Professor, on accumulation of collections........ ...................... 5 
Henshaw, H. W., contributes serpents ................................. ,...... 5:3 
notice of paper by .................... : .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 682 
Herrick, William, sends fishes ... . ... . .. . . . ... ... .. . ... . .... . .. .. . . ...... •... G6 
Hicks, Edward D.r sent :flint objects ........ --~....... ... ..... ...... ...... .... 107 
Hillebrand, W. F., sends minerals............................................ 53 
Hill, R. T., sends volcanic dust ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... 2:39 
Hip kins, Lewis, preseu ts a coach dog .......... _..... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 209 
Histol'ical collection, installation of.......................................... 12 
Hitchcock, Prof. C. H:, sends rocks ....................................... ... 57,239 
I-Iitchcock, Ro1nyn ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .•.... ..••.. .... 75 
annual report of ....................................... : . . 113 
list of textile fibers and fabrics by .. ... . .. . . ... . ... •.. .. . . 649 
notice of papers by ...................................... 682,683 
on· preparation of microscopical mounts of vegetable textile 
:fibers...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . 6G7 
Hoare, H.P., sends reptiles ...... .... .. .... ...• ... . ...... .. .... .. . ... .... ... . 60 
Hobbs, J. R., presents a dolphin............................... .............. 148 
Hodge, E. B., notice of papers by ............................... 0 ••• • • • • .. • • 683 
sends brook trout .............................................. 53, 168 
Hodge, E. P., sends fishes .................................................. . 
Hodge, H. G., contributes zoological specimens ............................. . 
Hoffmeister, C. C., sends ores and minerals ................................. .. 
Hoke, E. n. contributes zoological specimens ................................ . 
Holland, accessions received from ...................................... ..... . 
collection of fishery implements from .............................. . 
ethnological objects from ............................. ...... ....... . 
Holmes, William H., annual report of. .................................. .... . 
curator of American Aboriginal Pottery ............... .. 
Horan, Henry presents slab of stalagmite ruarble ............................ . 
report of ............. . .......................•.......... · ····. 
sends stalagmitic marble ................................ ..... . 
superintendent of_ buildings .................................. . 
Hornaday, Will ia.m T ......•••• .... ...............••...........•............. 
chief taxidermist ................................. - ---· 
expedition to Montana ................................ . 
on preparation of mammal skins ...... ~ ................ . 
Horn, Dr. eorge H., r c ivea in cts for tudy ............................ ---
Ho tter, Jo ph; ends min ral .......................... : ................ . 
Hot ·hki ~. Iajor JP<l. ucl geological specimen~ ........................... . 























Hough, W., receives instruction in photography .......••...••.....•..•••• - . - . 
Houston, S. H., sends minerals.: ............................ - - ......•.•.. · · · · 
Hutchinson, Jacob R., notice of papers by ............................... - .. . 
Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, exhibit of steam transportation in ........... . 
Huntington, Randolph, presents lithographs of Genera.I Grant's Arabian horses. 
Hyatt, Adolphus, palreontological publications of ............. ~. - .. - - - - .. - . - . 
Idaho, accessions received from .•••.................. -- - - ...... - - . - - - -.. - - - - · 
Illinois, accessions received from ...................•..... - -... - . - .. - - - - - -- - -
arcbreological collections from ...................... - ...•.•.. - . - • - - - . 
Imperial Academy of Sciences, :fishes-received from .....................••••. 
reptiles received. fro~ ........................ . 
Imperial Zoological Museum, Russia ........................ - - - . - - - - - -- - . - - - -
Implements used in preparation of skins c1f mammals .......... - . - -...•.. - .. - . 
India, ethnological collection from ................................... - ..... . 
Indiana, accessions received from ..•....................... - . - ... - - - - .... -- -· 
arcbreological collections from .•..............•............... - - -... 
Indian bead carved in sandstone, sent for examination .................... -~- · 
tribes of Alaska and Canada, ethnological collections from ........... . 
Ingram, H. M., sends geological specimens .........................•......... 
Inks, test made for Post-Office Department .............................. - -.. 
Insane Asy lurn .................................. - . - - .. - .. - - . - . · - -· · - · · · - - · · · 
Insect architecture, exhibit illustrating .•.••.................•....•.......... 
Insects, cabinets and drawers for storage of ...............•••................ 
cases and frames in use in department of ............................ . 
classification of exhibition cqllection of .•.••.....................•... 





























·economic collection of ................................. .:. . . • . •• • . . . . . . mi 
exhibition series ·or ..... ·_ ..............•••.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 195 
exhibit_ of, prepared for New Orleans Exposition : . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••.... 190 
form of bottles used for preservation of ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . . 185 
injurious to trees, list of " ...•......•.........................•. _ . . . . 193 
list of important contributions of ................................. __ . 187 
papers relating to ......... ·---~· ............. · ..... ____________ ...... 31 
preservation of alcoholic material ._ ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . 190 
report on departm,mt of............................................. 181 
review of work in department of.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
routine work in department of ...............................•..... 186, 190 
statement of identifications of....................................... 189 
synoptic collection of................... .•.. ...... .... ...••. •..• .... 194 
Interior Department, accessions received through ... _ ........ : ••... _... . • • • . . 69 
Iowa, accessions received from ........•.... ___ ........••.. ___ ...••••••••.... _ 55 
Ireland, accessions received fro.m .......... _ .......... _ •... __ ....... ______ . _ _ f>5 
Iroquois Indians, implements used by, received . _. __ . .. .•.. ... .•• .. . .. . .•.. .. 91 
Irwin, Dr. B. J. D., sends specimens from Arizona .••.•.........•••.. _. •. . . .. . 52 
Irwin, John T., sends botanical specimens . , ....................... __ .. .. . •.• 60 
Italy, ethnological objects from .........••.....•...••.....••... __ . _. _ .... _... 94 
speci~ens received from .••••..............• _. _ .. ___ ...•• _ •.. ___ ... _.. 66 
Ito, Count, exchanges with ...... __ .......................................... 29 
Jamaica, drugs from .....•..........•............... _____ ........•.•.. _____ .. ll, 144 
ethnological objects from ....•........ _. ___ .. __ ... ___ . _ ....... __ . _ _ 94 
Jamaica Institute, exchanges with ............. _____ .. ____ .. _ ......••... _.... 28 
se,nds fishes ....................... _ ... ___ . _ .... _... . . • . . . l<iS 
James, H. I-I .......•.•.....•.......•...... _____ .. ___ .... ___ ... ___ .. _______ ... 33 
James, R. P., sends geological specimens ........•••... _ .•....••..••••... _ ••. _ 59 
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Japan, drugs from .. ........................ .. ................................ 11 
ethnological objects from...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Japanese avifauna,paperson ...... ...... ...... ............ ...... ...... ...... 157 
exhibit at New Orleans Exposition, list of drugs from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
Government, fishery objects from.... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . 11 
ornithology, :revision of . ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 157 
J e:fferey, Francis, sends jute .......................................•.... : . . . . 54 
Jefferson, President, gifts of foreign Governments to.......................... 12 
Jentink,Dr.F.R., exchanges with ............... :.·"························ 28 
Jessup,F.C., makes zoological contributions .......... : ...................... 58 
J oad collection of plants .........•............... ·~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
card cata1ogne of.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
"John Bull," locomotive, presented by Pennsylvania Railro::ul Company .. . ... 121 
Johnson, A. B,, sends specimen ....................... 0 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 
Johnston, J. W., contrilrntes bird.skins . ...................................... 51 
prbsents Alaskau birds...................................... 154 
sends arcb::eological implements ..• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 108 
collections from Alaska................................ 68 
Johnson, Prof. W, R., examination of American coals by . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . 247 
Johnson, S. E., collects minerals and ethnological objects .............. ~....... 61 
~ohnston, W. B., sends scale carp............................................ ms 
specimens received from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 54 
Jones, Dr. W. H., sends collections from Panama ... ,........................... 68 
marine invertebrates .•.••.............. : .... -~····... 200 
Jones, John R., contributes invertebrates .............. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Jordan,Prof.D. S., notice of papers by ................. .................... G83,684 
presents birds from the Lower Amazon.................... 154 
sends fishes ............................ : ................. 55, 168 
J ouett,,Admiral J.E., seuds an agouti. ...................................... . 
Kane, memorials of his expedition .......................................... . 
l{angaroo rats, study of .....•..............•.....................••••....... 
Kansas, accessions received from ....•........•...........••................. 
Kayser, William, sends crustaceans ........................... .............. . 
Keene, N. H., visit of ta".l.idermists to ....•.............................. .... 
Kelvin Grove Museum, Glasgow, models of hulls of steam.boats iu .......... . 
Kenaus, Warren, sends zoological specimens ....... ......................... . 
Kentucky, accessions received from ..............................•..••••..... 
arcli::eological specimens from .................................... . 
Kent; William, estimates loss of fuel in Allegheny County, Pa ............. .. . 
Kessler, Rev. Mr., archroological irnpl emt·nts sent to ........................ . 
Kidder, J. IT., notice of paper by ... _ ......•......................•.......... 
King, Larkin, sends geological material ........................... ~ ........ . 
King of Samoan Islands presents Kava outfit ............................... . 
Kinney, W., presents copper implement ... · .............••••................. 
Klinkit Indians, implements used by, received .............................. . 
Koebele, Albert ......................•...................................... 
a sista.uce rendered by ...................................... . 
insect rec ived from .........•..............•..•....... ...... 
Koon ·, Prof. B. l!"., CO·operation of ........................... ............... . 
K tz bn 'ound, ethnological objects from ................................. . 
1 ran , r. A., r port of ..........................• _ •....................... 
R11•l1li11g, J. II., sends serpent· ················-···························· 
Kunz, Gorge F ........ ... ................................... ····-· ........ . 
notic of pap r by ....................................... ... . 






























Kunz, GeorgeF.,presen ts tourma lines ...........••...•.•••••... :............ 237 
scrn1s specimens of meteorite in exchange................... 237 
Kurrachee Museu m, exchanges with ...............•..... - •... - ... .. . - . . . . . . • 28 
Kuskokvim Delta, etlmological objects from... ................... . .......... 91 
Labels, printing of..... . ................................................... 44 
Lager, Louis, sends :fishes from an artcsi::i.n well ...•.•............ - . . . . . . . . . . . 168 
Lakes, Rev. A., fossil plants collected by.................................... 231 
Lamb, T. F., sends minerals . . ............ ... - ...................•.......... 56, 239 
Lampson, F. A. , sends zoological specimens. ..... .. .......................... 57 
Lankester, Dr. E. Ray, food specimens prepared hy.......................... 10 
Lawrence, George N. , not ice of papers by ...•.. · .........................• --·· 634 
presents type specimen of SporacUnus bracei............. 154 
Leach, J.P., contributes zoological specimens............ .. ................... 54 
Leadville, model of.......................................................... 2-13 
Lecture hall, use of . . _ .............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 34 
Ledyard, L. W., sends ores and minerals..................................... 58 
Lee, Capt. J. M., sends Intlian bows and arrows ... -·· ....•.............•.. - . . 54 
Lee, General Stephen D., sends e!ihnologicalspecimens . .... ...... ...•.. ...... GG 
Lee, Mrs. P. L., sends zoological specimens ....... ·...••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Lee, Prof. L.A., co-opera.tion of.............................................. 203 
Lee, Thomas, collects archreological implements.............................. 110 
receives 1.nstruction in photography . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . • • • • . 34 
sends stone implement ...... ~.................................. 56 
Leeper, H. T., presents collie " Nesta". ___ ...•••..•.• ~... . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . 209 
Leiden Museum, exchanges with............................................. 28 
Lemon, John H., sends rude and leaf-shaped implements..................... 105 
Lendereg, George vV., sends ·minera.ls ...•...•.........•....•..•. ~ .... ...• .••. G3 
Leng, C. W., insects len_t to.................................................. 197_ 
Lepidoptera, collection of ........••............... __ ... ___ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
rearrangement of collection of.... . . . • . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196 
Lesq uereux·, Prof. Leo, receives fossil plants for identification . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • 231 
Lewis, Dr. J . Guy, sends minerals .... __ .......... _. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 52 
Lewis, E. S., volunteer assistant ................••...••••...•...........•.•.. 33, 241 
Lewis, Thomas, sends fishes ......•..............•••••..••.•.............. - ... 
Leyniers, Jan ...•.........................•......••••...• - - ...... · - · - · · - · · · · 
Library, operations of .. •.••........................................••••. -··· 
Light-House Board deposits models .......................... . .... ; ......... . 
Lindsley, Dr. J. Berrien, presents meteorites ....... _ ......•.......• ~ ..•.•.•... 
sends minerals and ores ............................ . 
Lindstrom, Dr. G., Cambrian fossils received in exchange from .......•••..••.. 
Linton,Prof. Edwin, co-operation of. ...........••............................ 
Lithological exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition .............................• 
Lithology and physical geology, papers rela.ting to .....•....••....•.....•.... 
report on department; of' .... .' ..•.•...•.••••. 
review of work in department of .......•.•.• 
Lloyd, W., presents birds ..•.... _ .... . _ ....... __ .................. _ ..... _ .. . 
London E xh ibition, preparation of exhibit for .. _ ......••...... : .••.......... 
Loo1ns, specimens of ...............••......... __ . _ ......... __ ..............• 
Louisiana, accessions received from ...•... _ .•... __ .... _ ... _. _ ............... . 
Louisville Exposition, exhib it of Smithsonian Institution at ...•••........••.• 
preparation of exhibit for . ........ _ ....•.............. 
Lo w, Henry M., sends fishes ......................................••......... 
Lucas, Frederic A ....... .... ..•••............ __ ... _. _ .. ____ ...... _ ..... ____ . 























Lucas, Frederick A., notice of paper by .••.•..••••...................••••.... 







Lyman, Hon. Theodore, offers to examine collection of Ophiurans ........... . 
studies upon the Ophiurans ....••......•..•.•....... 
Mackay,John W ...••••.....•... : ..•....................•••••............... 
MacLean, J.P., casts of stone tablet sent to .............. ~ ................. . 
Madagascar, ethnological objects from ...••..........••...................... 
land shells frorn .......................•..•..................... 
. Madeira, photographs of costumes from ........•.•..........................• 
Maine, aGcessions received from .. .......................................... . 
Makah Indians, implements used by, recci ved ..... ....••..................... 
Malling, H. M., sends minerals ............................................. . 
Mamipal collection, condition of the ................................••....... 
exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition .......•......................... 
skins for purposes of study and for mounting, preparation of ....... . 
Mammals, aquatic, accessions of. .................•.......................•.. 
mounted by taxidermic department ............•.................• 
mounted skins in department of .. .. ______ ....................... . 
number of specimens in duplicate ancl study series of ..........••.. 
obtained for Mnscum ....................................•........ 
papers on ...................................................••... 
paperf,l published concerning ...•.....•... · ........................ . 
report of department of ..... .. : .•.•..••.......................... 
review of work in department of ................................. . 
study series of .................................................. . 
terrestrial, accessions of .....................••....•.............. 
Manitoba, collection of shells from ...................... · ..••.............••. . 
























Mann, Miss Mary E., sends deposit from springs.............................. 58 
Marcou, John Belknap.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Bulletin 30 by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
notice of papers by .......... .... ·........... . . . . . . . . . . 684 
Marcou, Jules, palreontological publications of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Marine invertebrates, catalogue entries........ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207 
distribution of special sets of . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207 
important contributions of .............. -~ · ··· ....... · 199 
institutions supplied with ........•. _. _ -·......... .. . 206 
papers relating to . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
rearrangement of..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201 
report on department of...... . . . . . . . . . . .• • . . . . . . . . . . . 199 
review of work in department of...... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 20 
Marshall, George, sends zoological specimens ......... ____ ... _..... . • . . . . .. . . 56 
Marsupialia mounted for exhibition ................. : .... _ ...•••........ _... 46 
specimens obtained for Museum ..........••....•.. _......... . . . . 47 
Maryland, accessions received from.......................................... 56 
1t1a on,Prof.OtisT...... .•.......•••.............•.....................•.... 75 
annual report of ...... _ .... _ ............•••... _ ... _. __ . . . . 7 
curator of ethnology.... . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
notice of papers by ................•...... _ .............. 684,685 
on committ eon publications . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . 31 
sends a necklace ..... ..... .................. _ ......... _... 5 
achu tt, accessi n receivedfrom...................... .........••..... 6 
a ria. mc<lica., clas ification of collection of._ .................. _ .......... _. 143 
coll cti n ............................................... .... 10 
papers n .................. ······ ··-·-· ---··· ·----· ··--·· 31 
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Page. 
Materia medica, report on section of...... . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . 143 
specimens, list of important accessions of.................... 144 
Mather, Fred, notice of papers by............................................ 685 
Matthews, Dr. Washington, delivers a lecture .• •••. .. . . . . . . • . .. .• ••••..... .. 34 
Cambrian fossils presented by . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • . • • . 218 
fossils received in exchange from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . • . . . 218 
Matthews, G. F., presents fossils....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••• 51 
studie1::1 Lower Cambrian fauna--~.......................... 32 
McCartee, Dr. B., ethnological collections received from. ..................... 90 
presents Chinese and·Japanese objects..................... 63 
ethnological objects from China . . . . .•• . . . . . . . ...• 94 
'' inkstone holder" of Chinese jade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 
McCarthy, Gerald, presents plants from Nort,h Carolina . . . • . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . •.. 2·33 
McClintock, memorials of his expedition...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • •. . . . . . 12 
McDonald, Col. Marsh:1.,ll . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 77 
contributes crustaceans and annelids from Virginia . . 199 
sends alcoholic insects . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188 
collections of reptiles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 165 
natural history collections..................... 69 
zoological collections ...•.•. .: •• ---~--......... 60 
McDonald shad-hatching jar................................................. 202 
McGee, John W., sends minerals and ores . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. .. 61 
Mcllhenny, Dr. William S., presents minerals . . . . • • . . . • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . . • 53 
sends specimens of soapstone . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 239 
Mcllwraith, Thomas, sends zoological specimens . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . • . .•. . . .. . 60 
McKay, C: L., reports on Alaskan mammals.................................. 15 
McKnight; Dr. C. S., contributes zoological specimens .• • ••. . .. • . . . . . .. . . . ••. 58 
McNiel, J. A., Chiriqui potter~~ purchased from .......... .. . . .••. .. . . .. ...... 98 
sends archreological collection............ . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • 109 
McWhirter, A. J., sends minerals ............................................. 59 
Meazell, George, L., sends zoological specimens .• • ••• •. .• . . . ••• . . . • .. .. . . . . . . 56 
Meek, Fielding B., writings of ...... _ ---~- .. . ... .••••• .••••.... •.. ..••.. ...• 30 
Meek, Seth E., contributes zoological specimens .........•.•... ft.. . • . . . . . . • . . • 58 
notice of paper uy .·..... ...... ...... .. ...... ...... .... ...... 685 
Meigs, General M. C., examination of fuels by .................•....... _...... 247 
Mendenhall, Prof. T. C., delivers a lecture ... · r • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ~4 
Merriam, Dr. C. Hai;t. .. . . . . .•• .... .. . . ... . .. . ... . . .... ... •.• .. . .. . .. .•.. .... 32 
delivers a lecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • . • • . . . . . • • • • • 34 
notice of papers by ...........•••........•.......••..••• · 685 
sends seals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 148 
skulls of P.utorius nigripes lent to .•••••.....•... _ ... _... 212 
Merrill, Dr. J. C.,sends bird-nestandeggs .............••.•... · ..•••. ·-~--- .... 68 
Merrill, George P ........... ~ .....................•...•.••....•...•.• __ •. . . . . 81 
contributes serpentiue and basalt ................... _ ..... ·•. 240 
curator of lithology and physical geology .•......•....• _. _. 23, 239 
notice of papers by . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 685 
on the collection of building and ornamental stones . . . • . . . • . 277 
receives instruction in photography ... _......... .. . • • • . • . . . . 3:~ 
sends minerals ...... ~ .............•......•.•.•. _.. . • . • • . 53, 56, 58 
Merrill,L. H., assistant ..........................••••................ ·-··.... 241 
Mesozoic fosi,ils, report on department of..................................... 229 
review of work iu department of. .....•••.......... _......... 21 
Meske, 0., lepidoptera purchased from ..........• _ ............ _.. . . . • • . . . . . . . 188 
Metallurg1ca,l exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition............................. 82 
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Metallurgy, additions to the collection of..................................... 245 
and economic geology, report on department of . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . • . • 245 · 
papers relating to .................•...... · ... ·..•.........•....... 31 
review of work in department of ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . 23 
Meteoric irons, catalogue of ... _ •....••. _ .............. _.. . . • •• • . . . • • • . . • • • • • 2S5 
in Shepard collection . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2Gl 
stones, catalogue of .. __ ... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . 258 
in Shepard collection ... _ .................. ~-...... .. . . . . . . . . 263 
Meteorite collection, catalqgue of the .......•....................... __ •. . . . . . 255 
Meteorites received by exchange ......................... _ .....•..........• _. 237 
gift ...................... _.. . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . • • . . • • • . . . . 237 
Meteorologists, meeting of . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 38 
Mexican Geographical Exploring Commisson ..... _ .......... _.. . . . • . . . • . . . • . . 27 
birds received from .....•...... 154, 155 
sends birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
bird-skins ....•..... __ . . . . . 62 
rocks and nupding stones.. 240 
Mexi.co, accessions received from . _.... . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
archreological collection from ..••...............•............... _.. . . 109 
drugs from .. __ .......•..........•....••.................... _ ....... _. . 11 
. ethnological collections from ... _ ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Michigan, archreological specimen from ....... _ .... _................... . . . •• . 107 
Microscopical mounts of vegetable textile fibers, paper relating to . . . . . . . . .. . 657 
Microscopy, papers relating to ...... ...•.• ...... ...•.• ...... .... ...•..... ... 31 
Miller, Charles, sends geological specimens and fossils...... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • 58 
Miller, I. P., sends fishes ...•••.......................•..........••. ·--~ .•• : 57 
Mills, Maj. Anson, sends reptiles ...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • 52 
Milne-Ed wards, exchanges with . ....................•••. ... __ •... _.......... 29 
Mineral exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition ............ ·----~---···.......... 81 
Minerals, list of important exchanges of .........•.............•....... _. _.. :J37 
papers relating to .. __ .... _._ .... _. _ .... _ ...••••....••...• _.. . . . . • . . 31 
report on department of .... _. . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 237 
review of work in department of.... . . . •• • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 22 
Minnesota, accessions received from . _. _.. • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
Mintzer, Lieut. W. A., sends Corean coins ............ _. .. . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . .. 68 
Mississippi, accessions received from.,. •••.....••............................. 56,57 
archreological material from .....................•.•........••... 14, 10:3 
Mississippi State commissioners to New Orleans Exposition, building stones 
from .............. ..........••......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Missouri, accessions received from ..............•....•....................... 
Mitchell, J. H., sends minerals and ores ...................•................. 
Mitchell, S.S., sends sandstone ....................••• , ...............•.••... 
Modelers, work accomplillhed by the ........•....... _ ..........•.........••.. 






Mollusks, condition of collection of...... . . . • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 179 
distribution of duplicate.......................................... 177 
import:mt contributions of_................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173 
li t of entries in register of........................................ 17 
of tho south a t rn coa t of United States, determination of........ 176 
papers on .......... ____ ..........•• __ ...... _____ _ ................. 31 
r<'port on departm nt of. ... __ . _ .... __ .. _ ... _. __ .. __ . __ • _. _.... ... . 173 
rcvi w of work in department of ..... _ ... __ .............. _ .... _... 17 
rontin work in <1 parlment of. .... _. __ . __ ._ .•••.. __ ........ _. _.... 174 
Ion am ion re ·ciY cl from ......................••.......... _........ 57 
·xplorati n for buffalo ... ___ .••••........•• __ •. __ ••. _ .••... _...... 45 
INDEX. 
Montgomery, William, sends rainbow trout ........... - - .. - -.. - - ......... -- - • 
Morgan, M. E., sends geological specimens ............... - - - -- -•...... - . - - - - -
Morgan, T. H., send:; zoological specimens ...•....•. - . - .. - - - - - . - - ••.. - .. - .. - . 
Morrison, H.K., collection of insects purchased from ..............•...... _. __ , 
Morrison, Mrs. H. K., sends zoological specimens ... - •.. - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - . 
Morrison, Prof. J. H., sends fishes ........•.... - - - -.. - . - - .. - - - -.. - - - - ... - -- · - · 
species of Helix ho1·tensis .... .•••.....•.••......... 
Morrison, vV. W., sends quartz crystals ........... -- -...... - - - .. -- - - . - -.. - - - - -
Mount Taylor, model of ...... .' ................. --···· ........ ····---~······ 
• Mount Vesuvius and Monte Summa, model of .......................•.•...... 
Mummy obtaineµ at Luxor ..... _ ........•...... - - - - - -- - - - .... - - - . - - - - - · - - - · -
Murdoch, John, appointed assistant librarian ............ -... - .. - . - - - .... - •. -
notice of papers by ........................•.•...... --- - .... 
Murray, James A., exchanges with ....................... -.. - - --· ... --· · ·•••· 
Musee d'Annecy, exchauges with .....................•.. -- -- . , - - -.. - - - - - - . -
minerals from .........• ~ ....••..•••. -.... - . -- . - - - -- - - -- - - . 
Musee d'Histoire Na turelle, birds received from ...•....••••...............•.. 
exchanges with . .,. ....•..............•... - . - - . -.. 
Museo Preistorico Etnografico, exchanges with ....•.....•..•... - - - - . - - - - .. - - -
Musical instruments, collection of .................. - - - - - - -- .. --- - . - · · - - · - - · -
Nash, Dr., receives instruction in photography •••• --~--- ..•••...•.•....•...... 
National Academy of Sciences, meetings of ...••.••••............• - ... - .. - ... 
N,ttional Cabinet, maintenance of •.............•....•...••.............•..•• 
National Museum, accessions to the collection .......................•.••••... 
administrative staff of ....•.......................... - . - - . 
cases constructed for ...••........•••••.................... 
development of ...................................••••.... 
establishment of .........••....••....•...•.••.....•...•.•• 
number of visitors to ........••.•..................•••.... 
overcrowded condition of ..........•.•.......•............ 
property and supplies for .......•••.••••................•.. 



































scope of . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Naval architecture, exhibit of, at New Orleans Exhibition.................... 86 
Museum in Venice.................................................... 133 
Navy Department, accessions received through ...••. ...... .... ...... ...... .. 68 
co-operation of ............ ·..............•................ 200 
Neal, Dr. J.C., sent fossils.................................................. 54 
Nebraska, accessions received from .. . .. . .. .•.. ..•. .••••. .. . ... . . . ... ... . .. . . 57 
Nehring, Dr. Alfred, list of specimens sent to .•..•.......•... _ ..........•• - • • . 151 
sends skeletons of dogs in exchange...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
Nelson, Drs. George W. and Wolfred, send insects from Panama.............. 187 
Nelson, E.W., collections of pottery from Arizona and New Mexico, made by. 97 
collects pottery_ ...........••.....•.•.........••.......... ·.... 14 
reports on Alaskan mammals .............. _... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
sends arcbreological objects .......................•.•.•••.... 52, 108 
Nevada, accessions received from ... _ ...........•...• __ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 
Nevins, R. D., sends specimens of Amnesia granico llis _... . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • 188 
zoological specimens ...... -·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Newberry, J. S., palreontological publications of.............................. 31 
Newcomen model in Hunterian Museum ·at Glasgow .. .•... .. . . . .••••• .••••.. 130 
Newball, W. H.,clerk ...................... ···-·· .............. ·-·-·· ··---·. 252 
New Hampshire, accessions received from ........ " . _. _ •....• _. _... . . . . . . . . . . 57 
N cw Jersey, accessions received from ........... _ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 5 i, 58 
archroolo"'ical objects from ........ ·•• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • • • 101 
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New Jersey, iron plates from hull of tbe ___ •. _ .•. ....••... _ ••.......•• _....... 12;.), 
New Jersey Raih:oad Company presents railsectiontL ..•.... -··· .... .••••. .... 121 
Newlou, Dr. "\V. S., sends mollusks ..............•. __ --···· ........•.•• ·····- 55 
· New Mexico, accessions received from- .....•........................ ·····-__ 58 
arcbreologica.l collection from ... _ ........ _. _ ........ __ ... . . . . . . lOcl 
commissioner of, at New Orleans Exposition, sends obsidian .. -. . 58 
New Orleans Exhibition, preparation of exhibit for ...... -·-·................ 24 
report upon Smithsouian exliibit at .. __ ............. 70, n 
Newport Natural History Society sends mortar from an old tower ... . . . . .. . .. 59 
New York, accessions received from ..... -···-··· .............. ... ......... __ 58 
archreological objects from __ .......•....•.•••..•••............•... 101 
New Zealand, ethnological olJjects from..................................... 95 
Nicaragua, block of tnfa from .. _ ......................... _..... . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10;:l 
Nichols, Lieut. H. E., sends fishes from Alaska. ______ ........ ----·· ...• -···__ 68 
• zoological specimens ______ .. -··········--···..... GL 
Nicollett, F. N., writings of_ ____ ·-···- ______ ·---··-·--·-··--·-···-.......... 31 
Nielsen, Mrs. D. L., sends arcbooological implements...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 
Nihon, Timothy, sends geological specimens.................................. 6L 
Nissley, J. R., sends archreological objects ........................•.......... 54, 104 
Noble, F. W., sends geological specimens .................................. -· 56 
Noe, Fletcher M., sends coal plants ...... ····-· .... ........ ·-·····--···...... 55 
Norman, Rev. A. M., sends microscopical preparations of British sponges...... 20 
Norris, Dr. Basil, sends zoological specimens .. ................ -- -· .. _........ 61 
North Carolina, accessions received from - _ ........ ... ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 5tl 
archreological specimens from_...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10;1 
Norton Sound regiou, ethnological objects from - ·-···· ..................... 1 91 
Norway, ethnological objects from ..•.•. ... . ... . .. . ... .. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 
specimens received from .......................................... _. 66 
Nunivak Island region, ethnological objects from .. _......................... 91 
Nye, jr., Willard, Mllects arcbreological implements ...•.. _ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 110 
notice of paper by _ ...... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 685 
sends birds ............ -··· ··.............................. 56 
Ober, F. A., sends arcbreological objects - ............. · .......• _ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 
Oceanica, accessions received from . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . . •• . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 66 
Ohio, accessions received from ..... __ .............. .........•............... 58, 59 
arcbreological material from- ..... ......•.........••..••........... 14, 103, 104 
O'Leary, Dennis, sends specimens of memorial stones......................... 240 
Orcutt, Charles R., notice of paper by _............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 686 
sends fossils ...••............. ......................... _. 52 
Ori gon, accessions received from _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 59 
stone pestle from_ ............. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 
Ornamental stones received by gift...... . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 
Orton, Prof. Edward, extract from letter of................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 248 
0 born, Prof. H., assistance rendered by ................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
Osteological preparator, work accomplished by the ......••............ ·...••. 47 
Otago Univer ·ity Museum, exchanges with............................ .•... 29 
ttawa Indians, doll made by, received. ... . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 91 
Ov rman, C., sends minerals .. _ .. ___ ................................ .. . . . ••• 54 
wen, D. D., palreontological publi"ations of. .........•...... _ .. _...... . . • . . . 31 
Pacific walrn , skull of, presented by Dr. L. Stejneger...... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • 210 
Paleozoic fo il , arran(Tement of collection of. ....•. _ •• .• . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'26 
r port on department of .... ·-··-·····...................... 215 
r view of work in department of........................... 21 
P lm ·r, Dr. Ed ward, ·oll ction of drugs from . ... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l l 
list of drug received from . . .•. . . • ••. . . . .•• . . . . . • . . . . .• 145 
INDEX. 
Palmer, Dr. Ed ward, presents silver ores ..•.•.....• - . - - - - - . - - - · • "i • • • • · • • • • • 
sends ethnological collectioQs from Mexico ........•.... 
Palmer, Joseph, modeler .........•.......•.............••....•.. -··········· 
Palmer, William, notice of paper by ... ~ •...•......•..•• - ••. - - - - .. - - ••• -- - - - · 
presents s~ecimens of cross bill ....•...•.••....•.....•.••• · ; 
sends reptiles .........•.........•.•....••.........•....••• -
Papers by officers of the Museum and other investigators ....••. ·--~-- ...•.... 
descriptive of collections iu Nat'ional Museum ....••.•..••••.......••. 
Paris Museums, exhibits of steam transportation in ...•...•....••••••.•..•••• 
Parker, Dr. T. Jeffrey, exchanges with .................•••••••.••••....•••. -














Parker, W. Thornton, sen<l.s botanical specimens............................. 60 
Pattangal, Mrs. Fannie, sends samples of basketry. . . . • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • 55 
Peale, Dr. A. C., contributes volcanic dust and rocks.......................... 240 
sends geological s~ecimem1 ...... ...... ...... ...•.. •... ...... 55 
Peck ang. Snyder Sflnd a series of modern games...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . 9:3 
Pennsylvania, accessions received from . . . . . .• .•. .. . •.• . . . . •• . . • • •. .• •••. ... • 59 
archreological collections from . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . 102 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, objects presented by........................ 57 
Perak Government Museum, exchange with ....................•. ·:····...... 29 
Perry, Commodore, gifts of foreign Governments to . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 12 
Perry, T. D., specimens from ... '. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . • • •• . • • •• . •• • • . . • . . 54 
Persia, ethnological objects from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . .• • ••• . . • • . • . . . • • • . . 94 
Peru, spindles from.......................................................... 94 
Petition to Congress in regard to section of steam transportation in National 
Museum .............•••••..••••.......... : ...•...•••••••.•..•....•••.... 133-140 
Phares, Professor, sends ethnological specimens . . . • • • . . . • . • • • •• . . . • . . . . . . . • . • 56 
Pham ix, photograph of the...... . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 122 
Photographer, work accomplished by the.................................... 48 
Pigorini, Signor L., exchanges with...... . • . •• . . . • ••• . . . •• • . . . • . . . • • . . . . • . • • • 29 
Pinnipedia, mounted for exhibition...... . . . . • • . . • • •• . . • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . • 46 
Plants, papers relating to ...•••..••••..••...•••..... : . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • . • • . 31 
Plateaus of Utah, model of ............................. _ ••.•••••..•••... , . . . 244 
Poey, Prof. Felipe, sends :fishes ....••..• _ ••..••••...•...•....• _.. . . • • . • • • • . • . 62 
West Indian fishes.................................. 168 
Pollock, John S., sends a box tortoise.... . . . • . . . • . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . 58 
reptiles.... . . • • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . • . • • . • . . 165 
Polynesia, ethnological collections from ....•••....•....•..•• ·••...••..••.•••• 95 
Porpoise fishery at Hatteras, North Caroiina ... _ ••...•••••.••.. ~. . . • • . • . • . • . • 150 
Porter, General, sends opium outfit.......................................... 93 
Potter, Emory D., notice of paper by .•. . .. • ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • . 686 
Pottery, aboriginal American, report on department of....... . . • . • • . . • • • . . . . . 97 
Pottery and porcelain, collection of.......................................... 121 
Potts, Ed ward, notice of paper by ...........• _... . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . 686 
Powell, Major J. W., ethnological collections from ...•.....•.••...••••.• _..... 91 
presents turquoise from New Mexico . . . •. . . . . . . . . .•. .. . . 237 
sends collections from Arizona. . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 52 
Powers, H. C., Trenton fossil received from .......••••.......••••.•.•••....•. 61, 220 
Pratt: N. P., sends minerals ...•...........•.... -.......................... ·... 54 
Preparators, work of the .................••.. _.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Preservation of mammal skins for mounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 668 
in a dry state ........... , . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 663 
Preston, J. W., sends zoological specimens ...••.......... __ • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 55 
Primates mounted for exhibition ................... _. . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • •• 46 
H. Mis. 170,,. pt. 2--53 
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Primates, specimens obtained for Museum.................. . • . • . . . . • • • . . . • . . . 47 
Pringle, C. G., presents plants from Mexico ..... _.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 233 
Proboscidea, specimens obtained for Museum ..•.•............. --~---........ 47 
Procter, Prof. J. R., sends geological ·collections . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •.• . 55 
Progress of general and incidental work . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 25 
Property and supplies....................................................... 42 
Prout, H. A., writings of....... . . . . . • • ••. .• . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 31 
Publications of the Museum .. _ ................••...•.................••..... 29, 673 
Q uacken bos, John D., notice of papers by...... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 68fi 
· Queensland Museum, exchanges with ..............•...........••.•.••••. ~--- 29 
Ragsdale, G. H., bird-skins received from............. . . . • . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 
contributes reptiles ....•....•.......................... ,..... 165 
information furnished to ............................ ~... . • . . 151 
Ragonot, M., assistance rendered to the department of insects ..•••.......••.. 
Railway carriages in England, electric lighting of........ .. . ••. .•.• .. .. . . . .. . 126 
museums in Europe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . 129 
travel in Great Britain . . . . • .• . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • . . • • • •• . . . . . . . . 125 
Rathbun, Miss M. J., assistant .••••. ... . .. .•. • .... ... . ..•. .• •••.... •.• .. . •.. 202 
Ra~hbun, Richard, honorary curator of marine invertebrates . . . • •• • . . . • • . . . . . 199 
notice of papers 1:iy... . . . . • • . • • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 686 
prepares temperature observation8 for publication......... 202 
Rau, Dr. Charles, annual report of. .. • • •• . . . . . . . .. ••• . . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . 101 
contributes argillite implements........................... 58 
" engaged on archreological treatise.......................... 14 
Ray, Lieut. P.H., ethnological collections from . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
sends ethnological collections ....•••..••••.•.•...•...••.. 52, 68, 92 
: Recent plants, report on department of ............ ~............... . . . . • . . . . . 233 
selection of specimens for mounting...... . . • . • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . • . 234 
Reimer, Hon. Otto, sends minerals . .•• • . • • ••• . . .• • •• • . . . ••• .. . • . • . • . • • . • . . . . . 67 
Reports of curators ..•••..............•....... ~.. . . . . • . . • • • • • . • . . • . . • . • . . • • • . 85 
Reptile exhibit at New Orleans Exhibitio::i..... ..• ...•.... .• . . .. .. . ••• . . . . . . 80 
Reptiles and batrachians, condition of collection . . . . • . • . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 166 
important contribution of . . . . . . . . . . . .• • • •• • • . . . . . . 165 
repor-t on department of . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . . . . . 165 
review of work in department of . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . 16 
Rerdell, Mrs., receives instructions in taxidermy..... . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . •• • 33 
Revenue Marine, contributions from ..... ·....•......... .••.............•••••. 67 
Review of administrative work.............................................. 24. 
work in scientific departments........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . .. • 10 
Rhode Island, accessions received from. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 59 
Rice, Prof. William North, sends rocks from Bermuda .... ... ... .••••• .... ...• 240 
Richmond, Charles W., presents birds' nests . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ... .. .. .. . . .. . . . . G3 
Ridgway, J. W., presents pygmy sperm whale...... .......................... 148 
Ridgway, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 
~ollects bird-skins .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 155 
contributes books.......................................... 25 
curator of birds.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 153 
notice of papers by ..................••.•...••..•.••....•.. 6&7, 6 
obtained birds from Illinois . . . . . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . 54 
send n t of blue grosbeak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Rigg , R. B., makes analy e of lepidolites .........•••....•.. .•......•....... 33,238 
ipl , neral, gift of for ign Governments to.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • •• . . 12 
Ril y clona. i n of in ect ...... ...... ...... .. .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... 1 1 
Ril Y, Dr. harle V., extent of his collection of insects...... . . . . . . .. . ••• .. . . 19 
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Riley, Dr. Charles V., honorary curator of insects ..••.•••••.•••.••••••••••• - .18, 181 
notice of papers by. __ .....••. ___ •.... 688, 689,690,691,692.693 
presents collection of insects .......••••..••••....• ---- 18 
Roberts, George W., sends bird-skins ..•••••.........•...••.. - ..•....• - - . - - - •. 53, 155 
zoological specimens.............................. 59 
Robinson, Dr. Samuel Q., sends American egret .......•....•....•••.. - ....... - - 68 
Robinson, Prof. Thot.nas, presents minerals................................... 53 
Robinson, Russell, presents albino dusky duck............................... 155 
birds . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • . • • . • . • . . . . 60 
Rock, Miles, presents archoo<,logical objects ....•.....••.•••.•.•••••.......... 
Rock sections prepare<l by George P. Merrill ...•...•..•••...•....•........•.•• 
Rocks, distribution of .............•.... - - - ..• - - - - . - - •••.• - - • - .• - - -.. - - - - ... · 
extent of.collection of ...•....••..•••• .•••••..••••..••.....•...•.••••• 






specimens obtained for Museum.................. .••.. .•••.. ...••• 47 
Roesler, F. E., sends building stones ..•••••. _ .....••••....••.. ___ ...••..••••• 240 
Rogan, James W., sends birds ... _ ...•. _ .•. _.... . . . • . . • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . . • • . . . 5tl 
botanical specimens ..••...•.•••..........•.•. ~.... . • 60 
Rogan, John P., specimens from .... ________ .....•••••••••.••• __________ ..... 54 
Rogers, 0. P., contributes zoological specimens ...•...•.•••.•.• ____ ..•••• ...• 54 
Royal Museum of Berlin, exchanges with .....• ____ ..••..••••••••.... ____ •..• 28 
Swedish Academy of Sciences contributes books ..••••. _ ••.••••.. ___ .. . 25 
Ruby, Charles, sends collection from Wyoming ..••••.•.•••. __ •••.•••••.•..... 68 
mammals ....•. ____ ~----·.............................. 61 
reptiles ........•••...•.•...••••.. ___ ....••..••••.....•. 55, 165 
Rumsey's steam-boat, portion of chain-gearing of...... . . . • . . . . . ••• . . . ••• . . . • . 122 
Rush, Dr'. W. H., sends mollusks ...•.•...•.•••••.•••.......•.•......•• ·---~-_ G7 
RusAell, J. C1., eends Indian implements...................................... 5i3 
Russia, harness and clothing from........................................... 94 
specimens received from ...•. _ •••• __ ••...•.. _ .. __ ... __ . _ .... __ . ___ . _ . 66 
Ryder, John A., continues experiments....................................... 202 
notice of papers by ........•.......••............................... 693, 694 
Sal vin, 0., notice of paper by ........•.•....... _ •.....•..•••••. __ ........... _ 694 
Samoa, ethnological collectionR from......................................... 95 
Sandwich Islands, ethnological objects from.............. ..... ...•.. .••••• 95 
Sau Juan Mountains, model of ............•.. ____ ...••....•...• ____ ...•.••••. 243 
Saturday lectures.......... . ................................................ :54 · 
Sawyer, C. M., grooved stone maul sent to. ___ .. __ •••..••••..• ___ ... ___ ... ___ 111 
Saxony, specimens received from ............•...•.•.•••••..•.••..... ____ .... 66 
Sayles, Ira, sends geological specimem1 .. __ · ..... ____ .• _ •••...••... __ .. _ ••..• ~. 240 
Schieffl.in & Co., W. H., drugs pres~ntetl by. __ ..... _ .... _._.................. 11 
Schneck, J., contributes zoological specimens ...........••... __ ........ _..... 54 
Schott, A. L., collects plants in District of Columbia._ .. _ •••..•.... _. _ •. ___ • _ 234 
Scientific instruments, collection of.......................................... 12 
staff of National Museum.......................................... 6 
Sclater, Philip Lutley, notice of paper by .•....• __ •....... _ •..•..• _ •...•... _ 6!:14 
preparing catalogne of Tyrannidre in British Museum.. 157 , 
Scollick, J. W., assistant osteologist.. .... ...... .... .•.. ..•••• .... ...... ...• .. 48 
Scotland, specimens received from ......•..•.... _ ......... _ . _ ..... _ ....... __ . 66, 94 
Scott, Samuel, senc.ls minerals............................................... 53 
Scudder, Newton Pratt, Bulletin 23 by._ ........•...•...••.......... __ •.••••. 29 
notice of paper IJ_v...... .•.• .••••• .•.. .... .••••. ...• 694 
Seals presented to mammal department ............ _ ............. . . _ ••• . . . •.. 148 
Sea.otter, sk eleton of, presented by Dr. L. Stejneger................... .••••. 210 
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Sebring, Hon. W. H., contributes invertebrates ......................•....... 
Seebohm, Henry, presents a complete set of volumes of the "Birds of Europe". 
bird-skins from Japan ............................ . 
Sells, Le'wis, presents skeleton of eland .••••••..•...•...••....••.......... - - . 
Selwyn, Dr.A.R.C., exchange with .•.•••.•.••.•..•.•••• , ..................• 
Sener, S. M., contributes zoological specimens ................................. . 
Seton, Ernest E. T., notice of paper by ___ •....................•.. ~ ...•..... 
Sevres tapestry received .....................••............................. 
Sharpe, Louis R., sends ores ........•........•.•...............••........••.. 
,Sharpe, R. Bowdler, sends bird·skins in exchange ...•.•• . 1 •••• •••••••••••••••• 
Sharpless, R. P., sends invertebrate fossils ...•.•.•.••••...............•••••.• 
Shepard, A. R., sends stalactites .........................•.....•........••••• 
Shepard collection of meteorites .. _ .........• ·-· ••.••.............•.......•.. 
Shepard, James, contributes silicifi.ed shells ......••....•............•.•...... 
Shepard~ Prof. C. U., sends specimens of meteorites in exchange ..... : ..••.... 
Shepley, B. A., sends minerals ................... _ .. _ .................... -.. . 
Sheridan, Lieutenant.General P.H., deposits tapestries .........••••........• 
Shiel, James, palaiontological publications of. ......•••.....•.............•.. 
Shindler, A. Zeno ....••..........••..•••••.•......•....•.....••. -.......•.••. 
Shoup, Col. J. S., sends ores ........••..•••••••.•••••••...•....••....•.•.•••. 
Shriver, Howard, sends insects ................••.....•.•.....•••••..•••••••• 
Shufeldt, Commodore R. vV., sends ethnological objects ...................... . 
Shufeldt, Dr, R. W .••...•••..........•...•...•••••..•••••••...........••... 
notice of p3.pers by ....••..•.••......•.••....••... -..... - . 
presents bird.skins ........•.....••....•••...•••.......•.. 




























insects . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 187 
reptiles from Fort Wingate................... . . . . . . 165 
zoological specimens . . . . . . • • .. . . . • • • . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . 58 
Shufeldt, Lieut. M.A., Dresents shells ............... ~ ....................... . , 50 
Shumard, B. F., palaiontological publications of............................. 31 
Siamese Government, fishery objects from.................................... 11 
Signal Service, contributions from· .. __ ................... _ .........•••• , . . . . • 68 
Silk culture, exhibit relating to.............................................. 194 
pictures illustrating methods of, received from Mr. Hitchcock ...• 191 
Simmons, Dr. D. B., delivers a lecture ........... _ .... ___ . ... . .•. . .. . . ...• .. . . 34 
Simms, John G., leaf-shaped implements obtained from....................... 105 
Simon, Henry, presents samples of coke from England .. . ... .. •.. . . .. . .•. •.. .. 245 
Simpson, CharlesT., contributes shells...................................... 54 
sends mollusks......................................... 173 
Skinning large mammals, method of ...••••••....• _. __ .• • • • • • . . • . • . • • . . • • • • • • 662 
small quadrupeds, method of .. _ ................ ,. .. . . .. . . . • • . .• • •• . 660 
Smillie, T. W.,photographer .... ...... .... ..•••• .••••. ...•.. ..•••. .•.. ...... 48 
Smith, C. C., information furnished to....................................... 151 
Smith, Frank, sends geological specimens.................................. .. 61 
Smi h, Hugh M., notice of papers by ....................................... ., 694 
pre ents bird-skins......................................... li5 
sends hi tori cal relics . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . 61 
zoological specimens ................ _. . . • • . . . . .. .. . .. 56 
mith, John 13., assistant curator of insects ................ _ ................. 18, 181 
exot ic l pidoptera recei vecl from'...... . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . H37 
lepi cl p tor a r cei ve<l from .. _ .. ~... . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 1 
no ice of pap rs by ........................ _ ......... _ .. 694,695,696 
.'mith, K tucky n<l arch• ological objects ... •.. •• .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 55 
c r monial objects . . . . . . . .. •. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. 59 
INDEX. 
&mitb, Milto:q, sends a mammal. ..••...•••...••••.•••.•••••.•••••..••••.•.••• 
Smith, Miss Rosa, presents reptiles ......................... , ............... . 
sends lizards ..........•.........•••••.................••.. 
Smit.h, Prof. Sidney I., notice of paper by .................................. . 
returns crustacea lent fo! study ...............••...... 
studies collection of crustacea ..... : •.......•••..•...• 
Smithsonian building, number of visitors to .............. ~ ........•••••••.•. 
Smithsonian Institution, act to establish .................................... . 
coutri butes books ...................... : ...•.....••• 
~n,:<le~, Georg~ W., s~nds paper moner ...•••... ~ ............ : ........... - - • -
8oc1et1es, n1eet1ngs of .................................................•••••. 
Society of American Taxidermists' exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition ...•••.. 
. So1·ex hoyi, concerning dentition and cranial characters of ..••••....•....••... 
South America, et,hnological collections from ............................... . 
specimens received from.~ .•...........................•••••. 
South Carolina, accessions received from . ~ ................................. . 
South Carolina commissioners to New Orleans Exposition, builing stones re-
ceived from ...•..........•............................•.•..........•••... · 
South Kensingt6n Museum, steam transportation exhibit in .• .' ....•••••.•.•.• 
Spain, collection of fishery implements from ............................... . 
Spainhour, Dr. J.M., presents specimens of brown hematite ...••....•••...••• 
sends Indian implements .......•.••.....•.....••...••• 
Spangler, George, sends archooological specimens ........•••...•..••••.....•.• 
.S41angler, T. F., presents arrow and spear heads ............................. . 
sends flint implements ..................................... . 
Sp~tcier, Professor, sends silver and iron ores ••••••••...•••••••..•••••••••.•• 
Spinning appliances, display of_ ............................. ' •••....•........ 
Spitzka, Dr. E. C., correspondence with ....••..••...•••••••....••••••...•••. 
Stalker, B. F., sends archooological specimens ..........••...•• ~ .•••••.•••••.. 
Stansbury expedition, fossils collected by ................. ~ •••••.••..••...•. 
Star.fishes collected by U. S. Fish Corpruission, revision of ....•........••..••• 
Staie, Department of, accessions received through ...•....••••.....•......... 
Persian turquoises received through ....•... · .......... . 
sends building stones from Nova Scotia and New Bruns· 
· wick .......................••...........•....... _ .. 
Steam.boats substituted for gondolr,s in Venice ..•••••...............••••••..• 
Steam transportation, organization of section of .••••.........••.•.••••...••.. 
report on section of .............................. .-.••• 








































adjunct curator of mollusks .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . •• ••• 18 
notice of papers by ...................... ~. .•.• .. •..••. 696 
sends fossils.,.......................................... 58 
Stearns, Frederick & Co., clrugs presented by ...••....•••.••••...•••..••••••. 11, 145 
present birds from Bogota.......................... 155 
sends materia medica specimens................... 56 
Stearns, J.B., presents Chiriqui pottery..................................... . 98 
.Stearns, Silas, notice of paper by............................................ 696 
sends specimens of Epinephelus flavolirnbatus .•••••••••••••• _... 169 
Steedman, J. G. W., sends zoological specimens .... . ... .... .... .. • . .... .... 57 
Stejneger, Dr.Leonhard ............................ ~........................ 80 
Bulletin 29 by ....................... _ ............ __ . 30 
collects marine invertebrates......................... 200 
contribntes rocks from Copper and Bering's Islands . . . 240 
notice of papers by ......... , •••• , ••••••.•••••...•.. 696, 697 
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Page .. 
Stejneger, Dr. Leonhard, obtains skull of bottle-nosed whale ...• ---· ..• .•...... · 148: 
on committee on publications ....... _ •. ·- __ - ... _. _.. 31 
presents bird-skins from Norway and Kamtschatka .. 155, 156 
skull of Steller's sea-lion, etc ... __ ..... _ .... . 
Steller, explorations of ...•...... - ........... - - ............•. - - .. _ - __ .... _ .. 
Steller's sea-lion, received ....... _. - .: .. _ ........ __ -· . __ ...... _ ........... _. _. 
skull of, presented by Dr. L. Stejneger ·- ••••... _ ........... . 
Stephens, W. H., sends geological material. ..•... __ ... _ •...••.. __ •••.. _ ..... .. 
Sterling, Dr. E., notice of pa.per by·-.--· ... --· ........... ___ ·- ....... __ ..... _ 
Stevens, Col. John, drawing of machinery of steam-boat invented by .. --·· ___ _ 
inventor of propeller steam-boat ... _______ ···--- ______ ···-
Stevens, Francis B., co-operation of.. - - - . ·-· ..................... _ - - - . - ... - .• 
courtesy of .... ··-· ..........•. ···--· ..••.• ·----· .....••• 
Stevenson, Col. James, collects ethnological objects in Arizona ......•.••• ·-· .. 
pottery ...•.....• _. _ ... ___ .......... ____ • __ •• ~ 
pieces of pottery from Tusayan secured by .•••••.....• 
sends Zuni objects._ ......................... __ ..•..• 
Stewart, Harry, contributes ancient objects from Nicaragua .. __ ••.•••••..... _ 
Stimpson, Dr. W. G . . _. __ ·----• .... -~- - ................ ·--· ...• ·-·· .•••.••••. 
Stone, Dwight D., contributes zoological specimens .•.••••..•.•.•.• ·-·-···- __ 
Stone, Livingston, notice of paper by ........ _ .......................... - •... 
Stony irons, catalogue of ................. _ .• --· •.....• _ •.•..• __ •.. - .••.•.•.• 
Streets, Dr. T. Hale, collections received from ........... ··-· ..••.••••...•••••• 
collects marine invertebrates ...... ·---······-· .•••••.•.• 
contributes natural history specimens ................... . 
sends fishes from Alaska .. _. _ .... __ ...... __ • _ .. _. ____ .. _ 
reptiles ........ - • ___ ... __ ......... __ •.... - ___ •... -
Studer, Hon. A.G., sends ethnological objects.···---. ____________ ---·-· _____ _ 
tudents, facilities to ...... ____ . ____ •. _____ ... _ ... - _ .... - - - .... - - - - - - - - - ... -
tudy series in the Museum .. __ ... _ .... _. _ ..•. _ ....... _ - - •..•..... - - .... - - - -
'uperintendent of buildings, report of ........ ___ ...... __ .... _ ... _ .... -· . _. __ -
upplie., routine of a,dministratiou upon ......... _ ...... _ •... _ -·- ... - - . - .. - - _ 
nrgeon- on ral of the Army setllls crania and skeletons .. ____ . ______ ---· ----
nrvey, U. . Geological, sends turquoise ....... ----·-----· ... -··---- .... --·· 
'uttou, Hon. '\Varner P., sends specimens ................ ---·---·-·--·---·-·--
wau, James G., notice of paper by ............... ___ ... --· ···--- --··. ----·· 
s1.m<ls marine invertebrates ...... --·· ...................... . 
spP;cimens from Cape Flattery ................ _ .. ____ . 
wa b, J. C.,sends ores and minerals ....................... ···--· .... ------
' ,-,,i C nt nnia.l Commission sends rocks from St. Gothard Tunnel. __ •••.. _ •• _ 
w d n, ollection offishery impiemeot!:I from ____ ··------··----··----·------· 
i.p ciw u r~ceive<l from ................ _. __ ••.. - - ••.•... - .•. - . • - - · · 
itz rlancl, geological model of. ....... ___ .......... __ • _. _ ........... _ •.. _ .. 
,'ydn Y miu ral from University of ______ --·· __ ., ..................... ·-···· 
• ym o apt. Thomas W., presents rock-drill. .. ___ -----··--· .......... -----· 
thnol i al objects from . _. __ .......... _ ... _____ ....... __ ........... . 
Ta:u"; H~pt. z.
0t~~~~~~~~~------·--··----···-·--·----··--··-··--···-----·· 
Jlic/:\ni ~ ·;,~!~~ ~yt~e ner~i·P~iI~-Sh~~id~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
xi:r ,r;, '~.' ~ ·: t;i~:!in~~!;s: ~::: ~ ~ ·:::::: ~::::::::::::: ~: : : ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~:: 
pr . nt. tnin rals ................ ·-· •... ···-·· .. ·-·· .. ·-·· ·-·· 






















































Temperature observatiotis.... . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . • 202 
Tennessee, accessions received from ......•••..•••••.•••.••••...•.••...••..... 59, 60 
archreological collections from .•.•..•••...•••..•...•••••.•••••.•.. 14, 106 
Terrestrial irons in Shepard collection . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • . . . . • • . . 262 
Texas, accessions received from .......•.......•.••....••....•.....•••••.. - - - . 60 
Textile art, paper on form in ...............••.........••....••............ - - . 99 
collection.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . . • • • . . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . 10 
exhibit at New Orleans Exhibition................................... 75 
fibers and fabrics, list of specimens of................................ 649 
Textiles, report on section of .....••••.. ~---·.................. • •••• .... .... 113 
reserve seriesof...... ...... .... ...• ...... .••••• .... .... .... ..•• .... 116 
Thomas, Dr. Cyrus, makes mound collections.... . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • 97 
Thompson, Hon. Edward, sends a bird-skin.................................. 67 
Thompson, W. S., drugs presented by...... . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . • . • . • •• • • • • • . 11 
list of drugs received from . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . • 145 
Tokyo, Department of Education in exchanges with . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • • • • • . . • • • . 29 
sends J1panese pottery •. ____ .....••.....•. 64 
Tolbert, J. H., sends zoological specimens ...•••...•.....• ---- •..• •.•• .. .... 56 
Towne, F. H . _ .. _ ...... _ .• _ .....•..• _ ••.. _ . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . . 114 
Townsend, Charles H., collections received from............................. 51 
collects birds ...... ···-··............................. 156 
bones of whales and dolphins .....•.•.•.•..••• , 53 
specimen of S teller's sea lion. . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 148 
sends bird skeletons . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 210 
collections from California and Alaska..... . • • • • • 70-
fi.shes from Alaska.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 169 
reptiles ..........•• ~. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . 165 
skull of dolphin . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • •• • 148 
Transportation, historical collection . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 12 
Transportation of animals in the flesh . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 670 
Treasury Department, accessions received through.~.. . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . 67 
Trigg, J. S., contributes specimens of Madrepore marble......... .. .......... 240 
Trocad.ero Museum, exchanges with ....••........••.. _.. . . . • . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . 2d 
True, Frederick W ............................ _. . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • . • . . • • • • . 78 
collects fretal skulls of Tu1·siops tursio .. ...••..•••...••• -~-- 210 
contributes rocks from Virginia .......•.•.•.• .,.. . . • . . . • • • . . 240 
curator of com para ti ve anatomy ....•..•. _.. . . . . • • • • . . . . . . 209 
curator of mammals ...•.....••.•...........••••........... 15, 147 
on committee on publications ......•....•... \.. .. ........ . . 31 
notice of papers by ..•..............•.....•.•.......... :..697, 698 
sends minerals........................................... 61 
visits coast of North Carolina............................. 15 
Tull berg, Prof. Tycho, exchanges with ........................ _ ...••• _ ..• __ .. 29 
Turkey, charms and clothing from .. :........................................ 94 
Turner, H. L., receives instruction in photography........................... 34 
Turner, Lucien M., contributes rocks from Labrador ..•• _ .... __ .•.... _ ... __ .. _ 240 
notice of papers by ...••......•....... _.... . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . 6D8 
sends reptiles .................. _ ...... · .... _. _ •...••.. __ . _ 60 
zoological specimens ..... _ .•......... ___ . . . . . . • • • • . . • 56 
TPrpi,n, T. J., sends minerals............................................... 54 
Twetidy, Frank, presents recent plants .....•.............•.•..... _ . • . • . . . • . . . 233 
Type specimens, circular concerning the loan of ......... _. _ ..•••.. _. _ ..• ___ • 25 
Uintah and Wasatch Mountains, model of ...................•.........•••.. 1 244 
Underwood, Prof. L. ~-, myriapods sent for study to...... . . • • . • • •• . . • • • • . . • . • 197 
840 INDEX. 
Underwood, Prof. L. M., specimens obtained for Museum ....••.••••.•.•...••.• 
United States, ethnological collections from ... ...........•.....•.....•••••..• 
of Colombia arch~ological collection from .......••••...••.... 
review of accessions from .............................•....... 
U.S. Fish Commission, collections of marine invertebrates made by ..•..•..... 
collections received from .•••••........•......•••.•.•.• 
mollusks received from .•..•................. _ .•...... 










sends fishes from Cape Hatteras . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • 169 
reptiles from the Bahamas . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 165 
summer explorations of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
transfers collections of birds, birds' nests, and eggs from 
the Bahamas ..........................•........... 156, 163 
U.S. Geological Survey, carboniferous fossils from Nevada obtained through . . 224 
carboniferous fossils from ea.stern Tennessee obtained 
through . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 223 
collection of Middle Cambrian formatious received 
from . . . . . . . ........••••............•...•.....•.... 
collections made by .•••....•...•••..••••..••••..••.. 
from .......••••••••••.................... 
contributes books . ..•.....•....•...........•........ 
Devonian and Silurian fossils from Indiana and Ken-
tucky obtained through .......................•••• 
Devonian fossils from Nevada obtained through ..•.•. 
Mesozoic fossils received from .................•.•..• 
sends fossil plants ....•••...•..••.....•••..••....•.•• 
fossils ......•.•..•••••.••.......••••...•••.••.• 
fossil wood ......•••...•......•..•.•••...•.•• ~. 
historical objects .... --~- .......•••••..•••••••• 
ores and minerals ....•..............•••.......• 
relief maps .............•••...•..••..••...•••.• 
silver ores ..••••..••••....•...•.••........••.. 
Utah, accessions received from ...•...............•....••••.•.•••.••••••.••••• 
Van Buren, General Thomas B., presents minerals from Japan .•.•.•••••.••••• 
Van Cleef, Dr. A., contributes zoological specimens ..••.•....• p ••••••••••••••• 
sends sampl~s of coal formation ...•...•.•.•••••..••••. ~ •••• 
Venezuela, bead-belts from ..........•................•••.•••••..•••.....••.. 
Verrill, Prof. A. E. . ..................•.......••••........•...•••...••••.••.• 
in charge of laboratory at Wood's Holl .•••••...••.•.•.•... 
notice of paper by .•••.....•.•.....•••.................... 
studies marine in vertebrates collected by the Fish Com-
mission .......•............•....•...•••••........••.... 
studies mollusks ....••....••...........••.....•............ 
Virginia, accessions from ..........................••.....•...•...•..••••.... 
archroological collections from ......................••••....••.••... 
Vis, Dr. C. W. de, exchanges with .........•......... ..............•••..••.... 
Visitors to the National Museum, number of ..............•.....•............ 
Von Kittlitz, explorations of. ........••••................•...•.......•....... 
Vossnessenski, explorations of .................................••••....•..... 
Vulcan, model of steamer ................. .. ..•..•........................... 
Wad worth, Dr. M. E., ends volcanic dust from Dakota .•.•.....•...........• 
Wahl, WiUiam H., ecr tary of Franklin Institute of State of Pennsylvania .. 
Wainwright, Col. John, courte y of ......................... ................ . 






































Walcott, C. D., carboniferous fossils from eastern Tennessee collected by ...• _ •. 
Nevada c9llected by .............. .. 






· Devonian fossils collected lfy ........ '" .... .. ........ ..... ... 224, 225 
honorary curator of paleozoic fossils ...•....................•. 21, 215 
notice of paper by........................................... 699 
on Cambrian fossils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 21 
sends fossils...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • 60 
writings of ... ~ •.................................... 1•••• ••• • • 30 
Walker, Charles, reptiles collected by.... . . . . . . . ......................... - . . . 165 
Walker, James T., contributes zoological speciwens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. 58 
presents an Irish setter.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210 
Walker, John, reptiles collected by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165 
Walker, S. F., presents minerals . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 54 
Walsingham, Lord, assistance rendered by, to tl.ie department of insects ....... 191 
Ward and Howell send slab of limestr>n e . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .. . 240 
War Department , collections received through . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Ward, Prof. Lester F ., delivers a lecture ............... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. • • . 34 
honorary ~urator of botany .. .......... ~. . . . . . . . . • . .. . . 21 
honorary curator of fossil plauts ......... · .......... _... 231 
honorary curator of recent plants .................. _. _. 233 
on committee on vublications ...... ·...... .... .... ...... 31 
Waring, C.H., sends ores and minerals .................................. __ ... GS, 59 
Warren, Dr. B. H., presents birds from Florida ........•.•................... _ 156 
bird skel~tons ...•.....•.. ....•...••......... _.. . 210 
sends insects.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5;3 
reptiles from Florida ...•......••••............. _. _. 165 
Washburn,F.L .. notice of paper by..................................... . ... 699 
Washington Ter~itory, accessions 1recei_ved from ........•..... .' ...... _ ... ____ . 61 
Washoe district, model of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 243 
Watkins, George W., sendG ores and minerals . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . .. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 58 
Watkins, J. Elfreth, annual report of........................................ 119 
visits Europe in the interest of section of steam transpor-
tation .. ............................. ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12-1 
Wat.son, James, presents collie" Clipsetta " ................ ·........ ·....... •.. 209 
sends fossil wood . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 53 
Wayne,Arthur T., sends birds wit,h nest an'a eggs ............... ~............ 59 
Weaving appliances.............................. . .......................... 115 
Webber, Samuel, notice of papers by .•...•...•.....•......•...•••....••.. ~ •.. · 699 
Webb, John S., sends insects ...............•.... --~· .. .... .. .... ....... ... .. 60 
Webb, Mr., superintendent of the London and North western Railway at Crewe. 125 
Webster, C. L., Devonian fossils received from ... . . . . . ...... .. .... . . . . . . . ... . 219 
Webster, Paymaster E. B., assists in <lepartrnont of ethnology .......... _ .... _ 89 
Weidenbach,Henry,sends arch::Bological objects............................. 54 
Welcb,Ashbel ...........................................•.................. 1~1 
Welch, Dr. L.B., sends ethnological specimens............................... 59 
West Indies, accessions received from .... _ ........................ _ ..... ___ .. 62 
arch::Bological specimens from ........................ _. _. . . .. . . 110 
West Prussian Provincial Museum, presents minerals .................. _. . . . . . 237 
West Virginia, accessions from . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 61 
archroological collections from .... · ........................... .'14, 102 
Wetherby, Prof. A. G., sends mollusks....................................... 173 
Wharton, J osepb, presents skeletons of fishes ................ _ ....... _. _ .. _.. . 210 
sends fishes ... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ..•. .•.. .... ..... 59 
Wheeler , Roswell, sends birds' eggs ................. .......... _ .•..... _.. .. . . 52 
H. Mis. 170, pt. 2--54 . 
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Whitcomb, H. C. & Co ...••.......••...... . .........•..••••.•.. -~·-·· .••.... 76 
Whitcomb, 0., sends geological specimens ....•........•.•...........• - - •• .... 55 
White, Dr. Charles A., honorary cnrator of mesozoic fossils ...•.....•••..•.... 21, 229 
writings of .•...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Whitfield, R. P., palooontological publications of .•••..... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . •... 31 
Wiggins, John B., sends archooological specimens .. · .....•.... ·...... . . • . . . . • . • 102 
Wilcox, Joseph W., seuds geological material................................ 59 
Wilcox, Joseph, sends stone implements ....... ~. • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Wilcox, W. A., sends fishes.............. .. .................................. 56 
Wilkinson, E., presents reptiles from Mexico........... .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. •. 165 
sends cyprinodon ts from Mexico • • . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . • . . • . . . 169 
reptiles .•••••...............•..............• : . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Williams, Capt. John J., sends geological material........................... 59 
Williams, Dr. George H., sends rocks . ..... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 240 
Williams, Henry S., notice of paper by . . . . • • • • . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . 699 
Williston, Dr. S. W., prepares .Bulletin 31 ...... .••••. .. .... ...... .••• ...•... 31 
assistance rendered by...... . . . . . . • . .. .. . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . 191 
Wilmington Oil and Leather Company ................................... , .. 150 
courtesy of . . . . • . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . • • • • . . 210 
sends porpoise skulls.................. 58 
Wilmot, Samuel, sends skull of fish .•••........ :-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . • • • • 169 
Wilson, Col. P. M., sends· ores ..•••...•• ·• .... .. .. ... . .. .... .... .. . .•. .. .. .. . 58 
WiJson, Thomas, sends prehistoric stone implement.......................... 65 
Wiltse, Jerome, seJ?,ds Indian implement............................... . . . •• . 57 
Winchell, Prof. N. H., presents minerals....... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . .. • • •. . . . . .• . • 237 
sends a mineral.... . . . • • . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 
rocks . .......................................... 56 
specimens of catlinite .. .... ... . .. . ..... .... ... . . 240 
Winterhalter, Lieutenant, receives instruction in photography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
Wisconsin, accesiions received from .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . 61 
arcb ooological material from ...................................... 14, 107 
Wolcott, Allen D., sends ores ................................................ 59 
Woodard, S.S., notice of paper by........................................... 699 
Woodcock, Hon. Albert, sends specimens from Sicily ...........•.......•... , . 67 
Wood, N. W., sends geological specimens.................................... 55 
Woodruff, Lewis B., sends bird-skins and eggs .. ,............................. 53 
Wood's Holl, laboratory work at............................................ :l06 
s~ientific staff of Fish Commission at........................... 206 
Woolfe, Henry D., collections received fr0m .. . . •. . •. . . . . . .. . . ... ••. •.•...... 51 
Wooster, A. F., sends arcb reological objects. ................................. 59 
zoological specimens ................................... 53 
Wray, L., jr., exchange with...... . ..... . ................................... 29 
Wright, D. W. M., sends minerals and ores .. . ............... . ............... 61 
Wyoming, accessions r eceived from......... . ....................... .......... 61 
Wytheville hatchery, sends fi hes ........................ . ................... 60 
Yarrow, Dr. H. C., contributes reptiles .. . ........ . .......................... 165 
honorary curator of reptiles and batrnchians .. . .......... . 16, 165 
sends ethnological specimens ...... . . ... . . . . . . ... . .. . . .. . . 60 
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